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afblacks and whites.
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The purpose of the
Festival was to cive
students the opportunity to be exposed
to new areas of int ere st.
Some st udents thought it was
a perfect time f or
cutting classes.
There were
cations on the evaluation sheets about
racial separatism.
Thursday, they said,
was a.voted to blacks,
whild Friday was all
white. This was not
the intention of the
Festival.
Many blacks
felt the Festival was
a success and benefi tted both the white
and black students.
Tom Patter son commented, "If you drink
coffee withcmt sugar,
it's bitter. If you
mix it with a little
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The PYE
club is trying to
arrange a
assembly en tllrt day.
It is essential thct
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ecological cri&s thet
nQw
faces
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David Browt'!r, presiof the Friends
of the Ferth organization in New York,
has said thE't man
only about ten·
years left to live
if he continues to
destroy his environin
present
fashion.
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GARY IN THE ART OF THINGS
An art contest held in Raleigh, sponsored
by Scholastic Magazine and Hudson Belk, was
held in January. Jordan was represented in
the competition by Story Mann, Gary Wilscn,and
Jl'J.ckey Gay (who is no longer· at Jordan), Gary
.Wilson won the· contest with his pen and inkdrawing.
Wilson received a gold key and the HalJmarl:
Nomination to the National Art Show; this makes
him eligible for entry into the National Art
Show in New York, The winner of this contest
will receive $100.
.
Jordan's art department is an active participant in Lil' Abner. They are currently
busy wi.t.h the creation of scenery. Any student
wishing to help is encouraged to contact Mrs.
Elcock. Stage hands and other volunteers are
lwelcomed.
I
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This is the time 9f Year,
spring, when all major sports
come to a close. At the sam!l
time, everyone is of).;igal age,
and this is the time when all
9f the mino;rity of Jordan's
Sots begin to quench . their
thirst with Bud and Bali Hai,

id

Teenagers. .are the current scapevoats
for the ad11lts' lack of responsibility.
Some adults feel that teenagers should
be buried at the· aice of twelve and dug
ur at eif"hteen.
Adoleicents have a way of revealing
their friends, their 0ualities end themselves in
attitudes and actions.
Because of the fact that they are courageous and outspoken, adults fear that
they want tu overtake them r<ether than
that t.hey want to be understood.
Many of tbe youth today feel that
society is against them, putting them
down.
Because of this feeling they respond with self destruction.
Parents
are seldom conscious of what the youth
of today want; they want a place;- they
want to make their ovm mark in the worlq
not destroy .it.
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Yesterday while enjoying my lunch, brushing
the crumbs off the table, wiping up some
junior high milk, passinf the rcustFrd, cFtsup
and salt, and leaning forward to all.ow
one to squeeze past me, I har;•ened to notice a
group of seniors waitinr; in the lunch line out
by the study hall.
Gee whizz •••• I thought, it sure is preat to
be a senior, isn't it?
Sure it .is ... Rernember
when you were lowly juniors and even a
lier sophomore?
Don't you remember. how the
teachers and the then bir; time seniors lied
to you about how great it would be for vou
when you were a senior?
Remember that old•
song about how ycu would be so loaded down
with special senior privileges thet you would
not even have time to go to class?
':!ell let me ask you· seniors ,are you ;"ea.ding
this article in a class? Cr are you by any
chance in that Student Senior Lounge the.t
promised the seniors Wfi)' back in '67?
And if you're by any chance standinrout
between the trnilers waiting :l,n the lunch line
think about that three (3) minute e;;irlv·!ll·lt;missal ibr
lunch
thE1t the
seniors 'were
promised way tack in the sr\rinr: of '69 .••
Let's see how, .. isn't there one "lore rlace
where
the
seniors get the exercise their
''Senior frivileres•·r
Oh yes!l
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YES OR NO?
LINDA WILSON

Sex Education should be mandatory in
all secondary schools. It is an enlightening learning experience that enhances
the students intellectual welli--·
·.{:
being. He will learn the facts str<tight
forward and honestly without any back
..,
woods
or under-cover language or sym'r
bolism.
Sex is no terrible, private affair,
but
rather a way of lifl! that encompasses
c
'. ,. I:'•
all.
Under the direction of well train_'l
ed qualified teachers, the student is
able to learn the clear-cut facts of
life. Under their direction, he will
receive help to the passage to adulthood
On the othec hand, there may be some
that feel that sex education is the main
cause of illegitimate children. In a recent article I read in Ladies Horne Journal, it was pointed out i;hat a course of
this nature would cause experimentation.
It also stated that parents felt that
their children should learn aoout sex at
home.
At any rate, the topic of sex education
is really a debatable one and different
people have different ideas on the topic.
ri)
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WE ARE NUMBER 1

TRACK
TEAM

LYNN THOMAS

OFF
AND
RUNNING

STEVE VINCENT

Jordan s track teaca is off anci running this
year, and so far its been the best season we've
had. Out of the three team meets held, we've
lost only one, placed second in a three team
meet, and won the other, ;rith our win be:ing the
first track victory in the history of Jordan.
The team is guided by the superb coaching
of lvir. John Gray.
The first meet was against _Durham High who
was the victor. The score was 82-47. The next
meet, with ::>outh Granville, marked the Jordan
track program's first victory with a score of
76-32. The most recent meet, held on April 7,
at Northern, was a three team event, pitting
Jordan against Orange and high r'ltec l·:orthern.
Northern came out on to p as expected with a
score of 82, while Jordan scored 45 1/2. This
placed us above Orange who scored 31 1/2.
Some of the events that the team runs this
year include the 100, 1E'O, 220, 440 and the 880
yard .dash. The 180 is A. new event added this
season. Also, the 1 mile and 2 mile events are
run.
In addition, we have the lo.w hurdles, the
120 yard high hurdles, and the regular field
events, such as shot put and .pol€ vault.
The team has several outstanding stars participating this season. David dnderson, who is
a junior, has made a terrific showing in the
sprints anci che 100, 220, and 880 yard relays.

. The J.H.S. debate
· team is in the midst
of preparation for
the N. C. High School
Debate Tournament,
April 24-25, Both
the affirmative and
negative teams qualified for the tournament by winning the
Round Robin Tournament and the District
Tournament with 6
wins and 0 losses.

1

Clark, also a junior, is especially

out-
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mile relay ccnd the sprints.
Lynn Thomas anc. Kent ::;inner won the 2 mile
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Raiders Are Raided
KEITH LUXTON

The Githens Raiders baseball team,
coached
by Ronald
.Parrish, were handed
defeat
':Jednesday,
March 25, in their
opening game against
Rogers Herr.
The Rams took an
early lead when they
scored 3 runs in the
second inning. Then
they began to stretch
the lead.
'l'he Ra:iders put up
a giod fight and scored
3 runs before they
were finally put down
by a score of 6 to 3 •

Flying Eagle
Antique Store
201 EAST
Durham - Chapel Hill Btvd.

Baseball has been
slow in coming to
Githens, but has f'inally arrived.
The
response to the sport
has been outstanding.
Around 60
boys
came out for the team
and out of these, 17
were chosen.
The
line
up of Ray King, Alan
Roberson, Mike Keal,
Randy Way, Jeff Belcher,
Geoff
Ely,
Dicky Crabtree, Mack
Grady make Githens a
good contender in the
race. Mike Donnahue
is doing a good job
as pitcher but is
lacking in experience.
The Raiders' next
game is at h:>me against Phillips. A victory is predicted.

This is the way it's going to be.

the

the surrort

tr&ck

45 RPM RECORDS
ONE FREE WITH TEN
FRIENDLY SERVICE
FINEST VARIETY
LATEST RELEASES

At the District
Tournament Jordan's
speakers took home
all the team trophies
as well as all of the
individual speaker
awards. Patrick
Johnson and Susan
Olive were the first
and second place
negative speakers
while Tyler Bennett
and Lyn Thomas were
the top two affirmative speakers.
The outlook is
bright for a top
place in the state
tournament, to add
to the previous top
rate performances
cornered by the Falcons this year.

they

ae-

An Ace On The Green
DICK MCDONALD

During the year,
while many
J.H.S.
students are rapping
at baseball games or
grooving in the gardens, a small group
of inane individuals
are trying to gain
perfection in a sport
that is most frusttrating, golf.
It takes many long
hours of practice and
a group of these per-

fectionists, Dick McDonald, Gil Hobart,
Bobby Wire,
Frank
Lyon, Boot Souchak
· and JV!ax Turner, hope
it will help them to
bring home the money.
The team is coached
by our hustler, Uncle
Mel "Duffer" Dennis.
Matches take place
at such formidable
courses as
Finley
Flats, Roxboro Rock

Compliments Of

West Durham Lumber Co.

Z8HZ61

3109 l!ILLSBOROUGH RJl

Pastures, Garner Goat
Knob and Cary Crabgrass Farms.
Such
courses strike fear
in the teams
but as long as no one
has to pJay the Pinehurst No.2, the hackers should overcome
all others and the
scoreboard will read
"NC" (no r.omretition) •
Due to graduation
the squad lost such
stalwarts as
Toby
Strofer, Tommy Gurther, Boo Bradley,
and the Jordan Flash,
Carl Patterson. But
if this years team
will quit
playing
cards,
they could
out-do their choking
adversaries.

thi•e• go

hette-r

with

Coke
C_S 11
Speights Auto &
Fuel Oil

"A
With A "Soul"
433 E. PILOT STREET
682--3575

Young Men's
AND

The Boys Shop
Downtown &
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Bad

For

Friday

The 13th!
"The Wizard of Id"
was the theme for the
talent show held at
Jordan High School on
Friday night, March
13, 1970. The program
was sponsored by the
CJ.ass of 1 71 •
· Some of Jordan's
greatest talent set
the pace for the 3how,
through the presentations of the skits,
There were senior
girls
representing
the "Roaring 2 0 r s"
with their Flapper
Dancing and junior
girls as the Jordan
Follies. There were
folk singers, a duo
by Pam Smith and Nay
Malloy, and Joy• e
Scott as "Aretha
Franklin".
The Talent Show
wasn't 1 imi ted to
students of Jordan
The Deltations
of Durham High School
appeared on the show
to accompany Gretchen
Reddrick of Jordan.
.The program was
produced by Shufie
Davis and Sherrie
Marshall. The sponsor was Mrs. Bond,
who received a rose
corsage for a j o b
well done.
The profit from
the Talent Show was
approximately $575.
This money w i 11 b e
used for the JuniorSenior Prom,

r e levanc e. n

there

tiprise

called

Like

Love and intangible
relevance cannot be d<'!fined; yet
it seems that anything youths want is
relevant
whereas
people

over

thirty

are hopelessly irrelevant.
Perhaps the following mock int=view
illustrates what reJevance is like when
carried ad absurdwn:
Recently
this
reporter interviewed
Irving Krishna, an
author,
political
activist, drug advocate, film producer,
and full time pop
philosopher.
Mr,
Krishna is currently
touring the metropolitan Durham area
for material for a
book, Poison Ivy in
the Flower Garden of
·Democracy, a critioal
look at .ieuthem politics.
"Mr. Krishma,it's
said
that
you've
founded a . society
called GEASS. W'.luld
you e plain what that
is?"
"We're the Grouo
of Radicals,
heads, and
2ocial
2_aviors.

wanna

get. everybody storeq
tuned in. de wanna
help people before
society
gets
any
\o\JOrse. tr

"How?"
"Well,
we hate
capitalism. Capitalism suppresses
people.
So, we're
gonna
give
folks
lots
o'
mo n e y,
That'll help
them
with their problems,

*************************
HEY MODS!! I

giving__

rnonP.·v
"

make

'1

\'irork?

\1That rs

that?"
"Forget it. It's
totally irrelevant."

WHAT WOULD
HAPPEN
IF •••

THIS

IN

AN

Dickie McDonald and
Racquel Welsh reaJ:ly
got together.
Ralph Parker decided
to find out if it's
true blondes have
more fun.
Mrs. Wheeler• s inventory was perfect
without a sing 1 e
book missing.
Students at Jordan
joined together to
delight Mr. Baker
with a picnic.
Jordan's daily motto.
was "1 i ve and let
live."

EMERGENCY

***************1r***'il. "'*W*'.

* WYNNE'S DRY CLEANING
*
and
* LAUNDRY SERVICE
* 4522 Alston Avenue
544-3515
*

*
*
*
*
*

************************.

$4.oo

Carolina Duke
Red & White
Food Stores
3000 CHAPEL HILL RD

•nn

WE DEIJVER

E

Students at Jordan
decided to have a
pajama party instead
of a prom.

PHONE WON'T WORK

EVEN

oc

Floyd Parker could
not find his girlfriend---------Velma
·Purefoy.

J

you're just creating
a bourgeois middle
class.You're defeatinl". yourselves."
"Totally

Susan Nashold 489-9728

*"THE BEST IN HAIR CARE''*j
'*
call:
*1
* GEN'S BEAUTY-ETTE
*I
* 904 Springdale Drive J
*
489-2935

wanna

The door opens
The choice is yours
Many paths
·The choice is yours
No one knows
The choice is yours
Choose one
The choice is yours
More doors
·,'/hich one
More paths
one
No one knows
Green and red doors
Black and white
doors:
No one knows.

Ford an' Rockefelle!' Foundations,
he mumbled.
''But they 1 re both
capitalists. And b'r

HANDMADE ROPE POCKETBOOKS

*************************
*************************!

'nlle

everybody feel good,
Help
them
escape
their problems."
"And escape realHy? If you really
want to expand your
mind, why don't you
go to the library?"
"I'm warning ya,
no more irrelevant
questions."
Mr. Krishna
is
also a newcomer to
the movie industry.
To his credit is the
flick "Pig",an allegory based on the
Chicago Felice Department.
In the
works is a childTV
series
called
"Spiro and the Snob"
featuring the Vice
President and Benjamin Spock.
Mr.
Krishna
summed up
his
achievements, "Art is anything you can get
away with."
"Didn 1 t Marshall
McLuhan say that.?"
"Maybe . he did.
·It's
irrelevant.
Seriously though,the
best part of life is
that anything I. wantj
. I get. No questions
asked.I just threatto
blow up a
puilding, and people
give me anything I
demand.
Life is so
wunnerful when all
ya have to do is
.play aroi.nc' and rake
. in the dough."
"Don't ·you ever
wcrk?n

0

will
get its money? ' 1

vant. n

HOPE VALLEY DAIRY BAR

talked

about drugs.
"Mr. Krishna, why
does your group want
to
get
people
stoned?"

And it's not necessarily our fault. Payphones are placed
for public convenience and some people find it convenient
to vandalize them, leaving behind a shambles. We have ouc
repair service people check payphones on a regular basis but
this isn't enough. We have alarms connected to some of the
payphones to tip off authorities when someone. tries to "dial"
with a crowbar. It all helps - but not enough.
We would like to ask you to help. Let us know about
any public phone you've found out of commission. Just call
the regular repair number listed in the directory. Please
remember there may be a ti me when you need the payphone
foe an emergency . . . to call an ambulance perhaps ... or
maybe to call your mom about some "slight delay" in getting
home. That could be an emergency of sorts, too!· ··

General Tulephone
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THE BABY-BY: NANCY HERNDON
It was a very lonely journoy. Tho hoavons .. were deserted, save
for a cloud of cold silver stars, AND, to Diana, the silence was like
an icey blast of wind.
She loosened the reins of her great stallions
for they were strong and still.fresh, but tonight they
no eagerness to race over their nightly course.
Shifting the
reins to one hand, she lea.i."1.ed over the side of her charriot and waved
wistfull:r a.t1 the warm twinkling lights of a city below. On the outskirts of the town were the dark shadows of camps and the girl's eye
??Uld make out occassional wanderers threading ·their way through the
narrow alleys. rrhe night was new
and the hoavons friendless, so she
A FRENC.H CHRISTl'1f?.,S
guided her team closer to tb.o bright
city.
BY: LYNN M.ANG fill
Now she could she adobe and
Christm.as in Frru'1co is a
thatch rooftops,, tho empty mark;te .. ·
very
importnnt
holiday as it is
place, a.11.d ouddenly a glow of 0o-ol-d
all
around
tho
rest
of the world.
ligp.t .. caught hor oye. It cm11e only
·Nearly
overy
homo
has
a CRECHE
from a shabby inn stable, and ·..._,
which
is
a
nativity
scone.
Christ.through the gaping holes in its
mus
trees
are
also
found.
In,..
broken roof she could soo that a
stead of our traditional hanging
f.a:mily had to.ken sh.el ter within this
up of tho stockings, the children
poor lodging in 011 nmpty: stall.· ..
of France let out their shoes
surrounded
animals;; It was to
for
Piere Noel (Sonta Claus) to
someone ts credit tho.t the rn.other
fill
thom with gifts and svrnets.
was lying on frosh yellow straw:, ·
·On
Christmo.s
Eve the tree is
and the tiny red baby had been
trimed
and
tb.ey
have a late supwrapped in cloo.n clothing before he
starting
with
oysters,
then sauhad been lain in tho feod bax. His
sages
and
thon
the
main
course.
Father was going from the child to
For
desert
they
havo
LA
BOUCHE
his wife, :.checking on each with the
which
is
a
rounded
layer
cake
proud incompetence of Fatb.erb.ood.
with
icing.
After
supper
the
But the baby did not cry as his
children
go
to
bed
ond
the
adults
par!flnt constantly rearranged his
go
to
mass.
One
person
stays
beclothes, only smilod Dnd slept, md
hind
to
put
the
p1"osents
under
opened his small wrinldod hand to
tb.e tr;ee and when everyone returns
clutcb out unconsciously. And
then
tho children get up and then
Diana saw in astonishmont that it
everyone
opens their gifts.
'\cTaS from that tho light cmr10.
He
Afterwards
the children rewas glowing, there was almost a
turn
to
bod
filld
the
adults have
crown of light about his head. Tho
onion
soup.
Th.eh
they
go to bed
girl slowed her horses to gaze at
and
wait
for
Piere
Noel
to come
the babe.
There was peace in his·
und
fill
tbB
shoes.
face, and she could not turn away.
The stallions stornped.
Beneath
THE FALCONtS CRY STAFF NOW
her hand the choXl"iot was heating
WOULD
LIKE TO EXTEND A WARM AND
with inaction, but still she did
SINCERE CHRISTMAS WISH TO EVERYnot continue on her journey.
She
did not know that the silver charr.iot ONE. IT IS THE SINCERE HOPE AND
was steaming and shimmering until it WISH OF EVEYONE OF THE MEMBERS
OF THIS PAPER THAT 1971 WILL BE
was glow-ing like n bright star.
A
BETTER AND MORE PROSPEROUS
Diana knew now tbat her journey
YEii.R
THAN THIS
PAST• ••.MAY
1
wo.sn t going to be lonely 011.y:moro,
ALL
OF
YOU
RETURN
SJu-1'ELY.
the child was smiling in bis sleopJ
r,

:-
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KID NAPP IlJG
The New International Sport
Just a few montns ago, kidnap13ing
was a neat and easy tactic to accomplish the goals of n small
mili te..nt group.
But, with emergency powers in effect last week in
Canada, Cbile,
811d Uraguay,
lddnappinc; seemed an unpromising
plot.

2
BIRON BAHS DO NOT A ZOO 1-lAKEa
BY:

SUSAN BOOTH

Iron bar's do not a zoo makeil
accordino to N. C. officials who
are
involved in an effo1t
to brinrr
about
tho developement of
0
a st2.te zoologic8.l park.
The park
is to be composedof a minimum of
1000-acres, ubich will mal;:e it the
laracst
zoo of its kind
in
the
0
: .,
..t-1
World.
'I'he in tores cing L-L'J.:Lng aIn Chile, the 8.rmy corimlander,
bout this zoological parkis _that
1
Schneider wo.s mortally wounded. A
it is to be, in essence, a
of emergency was declared,
less ' 1 zoo with tb.e animals rosriung
and a curfew imposed by the new ·
-- freely about the 1000-acre s. .
Mar:::dst president, Allende.
Since
In such settings, the animals
then, two attempts have been on
will
be
much happier aJ1d more inAllende 1 s life.
terestin0· to observe.
However, to
protect 0the visttors, t-o -cne zoo,
In Urac;u8.y, the u. s. 8.gronomist,
moats s.nd various otner natural
Fly, was kidnapped on August 7th
barriers ·will be construe ted to
a..nd has not been heard from.
A
seD2.:c 8 te the animals from. the peoweek before Fly 1 s kidnappinp:, en
ari:d vice-versa.
.
.
mericsn police advisor us.o seized
Several diff:erent ,;scenes"
and
and a Brazilian
have been proposed, including an
diplomate talrnn ho st ago.
Africa.n scene, complete with
elenhants rhinos, and hippos.
A
'rhe Ecuadorian air force chief,
a.i."'1.d South lrrneri©an
Sru1doval becane the
vie tim of
AND an Asian scene also with their
Latin Pi.merico.n lddnc.ppers in tbis
natural inhabitants has also been
year·.
Tb.e Gencr8.l w8.s founq in
proposed.
. .
,
good condition, weeks later.
The site for ·chis park nas
not yet been decided
but the
'
In dern.ocratic Canada, 'I'rudoau deconstruction is tentatively on
clared ms.rtial law, 4 weeks ago in
schedl1le to begin in late 1971.
ecarch for the kidnaoping murders
TIIB
'J:1ITE
of tb.e Labor
Laporte, 8.nc1 ·Fi:UAD ••• later declined ••• , AND THB
the B1·itish diplomo.c, Cross, who is 'rRIANGLE ARE.:L
POSSIBLE SITES)
still missing.
(ED:
CROSS HAS
BEEN RELEASED UNHARNED. )
STAGE BAND VICTOlUOUS
Finally, the uorld is a1rn.lrnning to
BY:
the humiliating tactics beinc; used
against the Establishment, to spring
November li+th saw tb.e Jordan
fellow revolutionaries from prison
High School Bamd, otb.erwise ]7,__n.01i·m
terms.
'J:hi s
is getting old,
and so is b.yjo.ckinc;, wonder wb.at's
8 s the .i1.i.o.rching 1'1alcons.i, attend
t.he Cary Bru1d Day in which
nexti
eight bnnds vied for' top prises.
Tb.ere were t1;o categories in which
LA PLUMA EL FREE-0
bands
comueted--marching and stage
OR
1......
1 ,,
band
classes.
On tu.e marcL1ing
EL LAPIZ
field, the Falcons received the
Partici Dation Trophy but f o.iled
This year, we begin a new policy
to
place in the top
1
of tb.e Falcon s Cry by permitting
'ffI.t\T 1'TIGIIT Tllli STAG.l.!.: BAND
unsignede-di torials and letters to
WAS
PRESENT:SD
THE Second Place
be contributed to Editor for a
Troi)hy.
to all
publication.
This is the place
br:md
members.
where students' opinions and their
well-founded complaints may receive
maximum attention.
If you have an
SOUL & ROCK
TOP
opinion--not only about Jordan but
uboutaxivthing, write it out and
BY: :SH ITIN HBSTEH
, " in
.
" ,
.
nL e ti-'"'ers ;1
leave it
eitner
-cb.e
box in the cafeteria or in IvTrs.
1 Groove He
King F'loyd
Anderson ts box in the Office.
Or,
2 In Divorce Court Roy C
if you are real crazy about your 01"'-rn 3 'l'ears Of A Clo1m 1":iiracles
opinion, write it ti-Tice and leave a 4 Heaven Help Us All Stevie Wonder
copy in both places.
5 Montego Bay
Bobby Bloom
6
Precious,
Precious
Jackie Hoore
PERSONALS
7 Engine
Wilson Picket
For all you ECOLOGY FREAKS: there
8 All I Have
Moments
now is a pbnsphate (Po4---)-free
9 Stone Love
Supremes
Bobby Byrd
detergent produced by Sears.
Help 10 I Need Help
CLEAN up the ·water (H1so090)•
ALBUJYIS •••
i1

0

'1

'(

J.:

Santana

Hey BozoJ J

I, I
Led Zepplin
To Be Continued ••• Isaa9 Hayes
Greatest Hits
Sly
F. Stone

,....-------------------- ------·--------------
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WHAT IS A BASKETBALL
PLAYER?
BY:

0'
JORDAN 1 S ACADEMIC WIZA__,_'i_DS

NANCY HERDON

A-HONOR ROLL

A basketball player is a seven Jupn .Avalle-.Arce
foot combination of good looks, Ion(]' John Bo.rr,y _.-·
arms, and- big white tennis shoes.
Patty Boi;ryhill
wears wide ties, and his favorite
Karan Bl ail"
colors are red and blue.
'rhe
- Susnn Booth
basketball player is most often seen
Buntin
warming up on the court before a
.. Richard BuJ;:ter
game, strolling down the hall with
Bi.nor
cheerleader on each arm, or throwing Jo.ck C:tayton
tho coach in the shower.
He likes . . Cb.uck Creel
making baskets, beating- southern
Tony Doon
being number one and
'
HGil.cn Dilday
the game. 'He dislikes losing, Ko.ron
missing free throws, and warming ·
Margaret. J.io.11
benchs. A basketball player can
·Put.
most often be heard sayinP" 11Meet
Robin .Juestis
T onm1y fI·.LU1np ,DT'l• es
me ar" tor tho game, baby. 11 o:I
Claudio.
Do.vi d Kine n.do )
DURHAM NEWS
Melissa Loida
Lo.urn_ Lingstone
BY: MARY LIVINGSTONE

Mo.ry Livingstone
Mn.ri o.nne Luxton
Betsy Lyon
Co.rol Ann Ma.gor
Sharon Magro.th
Sherrie Marshall
Cho..rlotto McClees
Petsy Potter
Ruthie Ro.nd
Jeff Ro.nkin
Gwen Sc o.rborough
Debbie Sexton
So.rah Shoaf
Vi vio.n Stahl
Mo.ry Thompson
Mo.x Turner
Pron Williruns
Ernily Yarbrough
Marjorie Yo.rbrough
Phillip Young
Debbie Scott

Several interesting displays , B-HONOR ROLL
are now being featured at Duke
University in Durham.
One, entitled Debbie Bergstrom Irma Paschall
_1 contemporary Art Collage 1969-1970 1, Deb bis Betts
Vickie Riddle
is presently e_t the Duke Women 1 s
Fronces Brown
Beth Riven
College Library on East Campus.
Debbie Doniel
Jeonnie Robbins
Books and equipment have been
Richard Featherstone
combined in a disp.lay on mountains
Avis Lestor
Lindo.. Skinner
and mountain climbing at Perkin 1 s
Woody Massey
Sunny Thomas
Library on West Carr1pus. lrfri ting a , No..y Malloy
Kay Tiblier
book is the subject of an exhibit
Rhett McPh.orson
Leon Venable
on
second floor of the Psychology/ Dick Bickett
H$lmon Watkins
Sociology Building on West Cmnpus.
Prun Poe
Vickie Host
The modern collages are very
Margaret Blo..ir
Jo Creel
colorful and of varying textures
A VERY DESERVJNG
us:d range from newspa;er
F?R THEIR FINE
and cons0uctJ_on paper to metal and
vvORK ii.ND
STAMINA J ! z
old leather
ED: YOU JYLAY NOT KNOW IT, BUT TEN
Hi:3lmot0, pecial shoos, a food OF TEE ABOVE PEOPLE ARE ON THE
and drink pahk, and a purple m1d
rs CRY STl\.FF r 1 1
ora_nge mountain climbing rope are
-"
•••
mixed with maps and books showingG. A. A. TEAMS SUFFER
0
varioi;s in lJernational mountains,
DEFEAT
techniques and eqtlipment of mountain
climbing, and accidents while
BY: MARIANNE LUXTON, SEC.
mountain climbing to form an
interesting display.
Tho exhibit on writin 17 a book
.
The girl's Athletic
i s cone ernod with showing the pro- t:;-on ?ego.n. !he
:rear
tho
cossos involved 'f.;itb --,rri·ti"nry
b 1 high hopes ror winning the ;:speed•
•
- I.
6
a 00 { ' _1.r
t
...,-,
t
1 .,- d ; h
inclUdlnP'
0'8tbFiri"r1g
i"nform
. 0.
p O..Je ,, W-'-t.
o o - -· ....
"
1.a t"oi
n,
S vvo..y
th _ourn'-unen
Hi
note-taldnrj'0
writinQ' bibli· ogrBnbi- es ou orn
gh School. 'I nose hopes
0
c.
,
- •
11
" , d wh on b ID th of
and subject ' indexing.
" quic.cy
aasno
people may view the
were beo..t:n•
rRhe.
curren-c; Duke
AYhi"
bi"
ts
Tbe
nol,n0'_
girl..,
._,nnled
ond
scud,
Wo.i t
-'-'- ·
•
l.
\.,;
-LL,;sU0 . f • • -. 1 b ·
11
will be on di splay for about three
· -cij_ rr
months longer.
The book-writing
_,
now has
exhibit will remain until the
25 members. Mrs.
of this semester
Ho.rris, ·girl rs physical odlilco.tion
t
.
.
h
, .
J
oo.c h _er, is
inc
o..rge of the
. .-'> It ,
orgonizo.tion.
She ho..s done o. great
... ' /
AfV'I
_job of loo_ding her teruns to victor;"'s
. 1/ _
:
· __ __:::___ \ '\\,5_ in the pa st. Congratulations go
-k,;L.t;,-1;
Prun Poe and Sissie Long for thoir
,:)lhJ. ((.l(, f) y int CL
eAorio: \ Ccr. ,p,fr,t
orgonizing pro.c tic es arid helping }
Or :,_,:J
r t'h
f'(h_ new members to learn the. ropes "t
'
. c. bouf c<.r10,t-h1,.J•.,,
._,}
._J" i
•··
,, 1-·" f',....',,,_,,
Cn·;-cY
-j-rtLJt{
b'-··
i+-c
clo··r=
_._
. · the beginning
of tho year.
t ·-·
. .
J
.
' ...
b
UrCJ<<:.E- .;"
_ -·------ __
:::.:=--- .
• hom ors of the G • A. A. o..ro
--- ·
. c;. ''t" f..
looking forwo.rd to a good year in
w') >-b-·-)
\-, i.. . _ \
\ _7
of
recent defeat.
""ri ,-;!Yr-.s·-L. .
"\'--1;'.ii.i ..
esi es,
s not whether one wins
V..I
j,.,YPi"WV'f."
e
or loses, but how ( S )he plays the
11
;
·
L
'
·
·
C:.)8 :=
s: :::;::>. ..,1
game t hat counts.
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something isn 1 t wror;.r_' with thooo
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L.d. _ 0
wore Ernuduod 1Y'J
o.
cror,1ondous
Ll.c1gn1.; !.lf.!::1::1-_u_o __ l.·EJ.. ..:.i• •
.............
,
• tl
rJCl
...) r-'
..
1.
o.dvantc.r '.0 onclin: Hi n o. .?O-_)'.J vie.<
.
vi
TOP ... lA_.0·
\ ' •..__,
tor·y·· for· the :}ildc
o. ts.
Jordon' o
1 1"
.
1
11
'
\..)
next -olo.yocl. Ro.lo igh
o.t Roloigb.
i-1
'l1ho OlJtcomo 1J0.8 ju st tbo op po si to
r
S'J:EvEH BUlJTIN
1
1
o..o Enlo o won, 70-6 5.
.!}b e Fc .lcons
BLl' ,. " , n n · t_c.-'>·
fouc::1.t bo.cl;:
n 17-noint do:ficit. l PAR.i. . HOID, •••.. • ·
l.. 0 J.\..
.u.
....
2
"1\U, IT Rf, ·r.-1D
•
3D
NIGHT
in tho 4th qu:.::crtor, but f ·'.ilod to
• • •
, ' s t'nri.
. 11__ ing
.
3 -1 I ·J_,:- 'I'T-'.l"E S'l'EALER. FRB.:E
c L'.1J ti v:1_to tni
gc<mo.
.•
• ,_,
Jordon's next
wo.s -vr1·0L1
1±1 OF.'.ILDI r·J11.·,srDE •••• DZ.0P iUHPLE
Person-Senior ( Hoxboro) Rockets.
> IiJE:Iu:\.. ••• D:SHHIC
Roxboro
off to a 10-8 1st
6
rJE •••• • • • .:)LODVHJ_, .L
F1:1l,·,:,c'n
·:i.TR • nurc·,:srLvcn
qlw.rtor score
in tho encl. -·• -·
,.,
·.ti..
7 - J.
i)rovickd Roxboro trith tho wilwiing
G
Throl1ghout tho rest of tho
go.mo tho score -vro.s evenly mo.tchoc.l
on both sidoo.
At tbc ond it wns
6J-L1. B.
J·oroo.n no1:r
0-? in
1 1
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A READERtS VIZvJ:

AFlTU'..LL SPIHI·.2??

DRUGS cc YOU

In proso:1t times :1-t ho.s bocarno
According to Gayle Ifondc:n son
fc.r'l1iono.l)lo to coin such phrases ns
c1.nd
e He•.:: sbo.11, tho odi tors
it gonorc.tio:c1 gap iJ, 'younger f£enorf
ofl. the JoTdc'.11.
tho school . ·
ti on 11 , Ql1c1 i 112.cl: of cor,Jl,mnic o.tion"
c.ncJ 11ricl.e lco.vcs somethinr:r
in c'lcscibing tho present socic.l
be dfusir.od •• Tlli s foolinr:· could problems in /l.1;1oric2..
bo tho result of o.lot of
felt
Ono STu."'lCLcy po.st, wo had tho
done L: vo.in.
Out of o. stu(-ont
0:1pc•rtull.ity to soc o. prime o.x:o;:rplo
of over Goo iwt oven ono-ho.lf ·of c.c:. Tr10uc.c: ;:;
o.tto:pt to
purchfl.scd o.nnu,,ls.
In
to
ilo.t
roots.i of o.. 11 problomil in
yXJ)lci.in the .ioutrc•.
prico,i of
Ollr society.
'l'hour)1 prosontod with
'R l. 2 :;;,
i::'.
r' "-· 1
-'uu.o
1_ i1,0.co.rf
. ·"
.L ' "' ' or" in
. t-c;:rc:;_
' . 0 ns ( Cell.CJ., ·1a·cL10Uli
• '
'+'u•
,.-:.__,y_o,
onJ. t,02
uLJ.G b. C0li
tto.to - tb.c.t lt is one of the
c0Ern10rcio.ls) vcr1 little vms
chcz'.})Cst pr«Lcos of tho ochools in
ln t1w hours of
this aroo..
Durho.m Hic,h is
spccic,l bro2.clcc.scinc;.
For some
°
I
l
l
f o.::::cJ_r10..u1on
"
.L •
m1a J:J.J.. lJ__ sic,o :LG ·"10
:p • 0 o. Alone withPL'.roffcs,
·cL1oro
lh'.S ·c1.o
ovcr:rtb.LJ.c; else tho publis.i:Jin;;: DY'5.co of sooi:::1c; o.n ox-junkie first b.o..nd,
11ct.s
up.
Bos:LcJ.c-S tl1c.t
is Q.l1i:} tl1c
of c_ fcl-r i1c1-1 slong
o.lso ei. ci.c1)t
lc.:Jt :roo.r.
sucti. o.s ;is1nc.cJ.c 11 , •ic1opo;;'
Sb.orrio, tho Business :::BcJitor, so..:y-s 11 co:i::iping 11 , c.nd 11 o.cid 11 •
tbo_t tb.c dco..dlinc to tho ')Ublisb.or childrcm tho:t c01.1ld E:tc_y o.woJ:o wore
wo_s Docc:mbor 1, 1970 o.nd :tl.10 number oi tb.or turned off by tho sloiring
<flf 0.11nuo.l::i to be published is duo. moving convoroo.tion, or terrorized
As Gal yo st;:.1tcd 1 11 It Hill bo very
by ir.1c.r:,o s of hypodori11ic s o.nd bo.d
unfortunate :ln Uw
when tl1.o t::iy.:is.
decide tho.-.r 1J.c.nt C\!llllJ:.1s ond
O·ut of it c.11 co.mo o. re.iteration
l t 1 s to lc1.to,." They nill not be of tlo p h-"sico.l dc11c;ors in vol vod in
sold i::1 the:
duo to debts
drug o.bus:-: o.nd o..11 tho roo..sons
that bavc rcsl1ltoci by this o.ction
o. person ho.s for not touchin:::; drugs.
in th(; past.
JL10n you bu;;r o.n
·
Still urn111sv10.rod. is tho. moro
11
mFm2.J ·, ·.:rou pay for c.bout ho.lf of
importcmt quostiom:
Wi:Z-£
THERE
1
who.t tbc cost is.
str_ff
SO :t'Iii..IN PEOP:LE 'L Ul:GUlTG 1ro DRUG?"
for tho rost,.
Our 0Dn1Jc1.l ·Hill be
If' it wore not for the :.'.dV:1ncod
grc:1.t this yoo.r dtn- to tho combined rosoo.rch · nd co:c:munico.t:Lon in this
11
efforts of our
Glub ond country, ono mi ht say:
'rhoy donlt
tho :;£2Jor1:. sto.ff.
So yot: J'orclo..nit·:s,b101rr ho_l'J bC'.d 1:Jhat they o.ro doing
espoci.ally Scrn:bo:Ds, worl: no·w to
is." ·un:Lortunc.tcly, that 1 s no
prusorvo
one sc:wcl
ct
A st;:'_tom.:nt from tb.o spocio.l on "'"·" ·
don't u;.it
thr:t SID1do..y, i!It (tho drug pI'oblom)
Jorc:·c.n for
it is to lo.to.
is not sirmlr o. r,10.ttor of lo.w
onforocmon:b. (i
TETJ.8--It ts o. l·.tii..I'«CBR
of boredom, osco.pn, o.1-,1uscr.10nt,
DEDICL.. TED J.0RD.,:j.JITES
curiosity, idontity, loneliness,
socuri ty, b;)o..uty,
011d
J3Y: 'rERrtY D:ODIJ·ES, SPECL . .L
1
pl
en.sure.
HEPOR1 ER
·S.omowlJ.cro
tb.o lino r
Edgemont Cornrnuni ty Cont or thc.t since ·;rw-2 ( Wo1 ld
2) tb.c
is loc2.tocl on j::;1111 Stroot is '.'' · ,;,,< -;:i_;<;:19loscont t ono.r;or got lost in
sponsoring a tutoro.l service to tb.oa mo.zo of iC:.onti ty crisis, rcsponEdc;omont Co1mnun.i ty,
'rho service if si bili t]', duty, conscionco 1 ethics,
ho::-.d:od by Otis
o.. Dulrn
and revolution.
University Di7inity sh1c'ont.
'I'ho
Out o:f o. childhood of nlovo 11 ,
gro.dos l"alY,e f'npm 1 to 12.
rI'horo
cloc tric tootllbI'Uthos, spt..'.Ce
o.r0 o.t prosont, 8-studonts from
rockets, to.1;d:12; clolls, lu::>:u:cy, 0.11(
Jord;'.n
L'.ro 'YL'forinc; their
o:r.poctoc; D. youdg
sorvic-:::,s,.
Debbie Borcstom ::nd
o..dult to oncrc;o jtist like o..11 young
Jonnie Eo.11lin::s c·.ro 2nd yoo.r
aclults bv.otoforo.
Lool1: who:t ho.s
vetoro.ns
o..ro t::.ccomn::-.nioci by
h:-:.>)nonoci.
Al1 tb.o ·worries of
l1icb..c.o1
s, Nay L:c1.'iloy, Hicl,;an:l :p.\:i.cloo.r war, thornr:i. 1 air 0113. wo.tcr
Portor, Vero. lbro.blc::, Avn_ l: faJJ.oy,
p ®.l.ution, tb.c: imminent o::ctinction
nncl Iuc;or Earc:.blo.
'.i.1l1c ni[_:ht s o.ro of mc.ny of' North J'J.110rico.n o.nimo..ls,
:Eondo.-:r nncl .icd:nesc1 0 _y OR Tuosdo.:,rs
ro..cio.l tensions, fino.ncio.l crisis,
ond 'fi1.lH'scb.fS with tb.o time slots o.nd 1-wrst of it o.11-- tho rospono.t 6 P. H. to 7 P. n. i:md 7· P. M.
sibility for onots oim o..ction.s c1.,mo
to 8 P. d. Tho courses ranrso from down tho on the hco.cJs o:C' o.doloscontS,'
1
spellinr to Q. P. s.
rho - service ii just out of' tho cribi 1 •
It was
doosntt just cover lco.rning but
then that drugs cru10
to fill
sue h tb.incs as pic11ic s o.nd otL:or
tho c;o.pinc; hole wb.ich tho si.:m
o.ctivitics 1:-rith tln cantor.
You
:mo.turc.tion of lOOOts o:f
nrnst bo willing to :;ivo up most o:f
Tb.is problem wonlt diso_ppoar
your f'roo timo.
Host of "tho
until corto.in ftmdm110n-to.l chD.l1gcs
:Students cnmo into conto.ct 1ritb. tb.otc.ko place in our cultt1rc.,
And
center throuc;h::'.tho Jordcm Guido.Y1co
coil. wo really over o:x:poct
Office: Hrs. Louis Oc,rtor is tho o.
chm1rso in mo.n?
counselor,.
If you c,rc interested
in offering 7our service;:-> you mc_y ED:
n,T
'.L'HES.D
cont::'.ct Nrs. Cc.rtcr or nnyoho of •· OPL .. IOl'TS .;1.GR.i:E IN GEHElli;.L WI 1rII THOSEG
tho studc:i.1ts above.
.
VOICED .... lTD VIEYiiI:D BY 11HIS
Jl
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On Honc"\0.y, November 9, 1970,
Uc.rlos :UcGo:u)_1o, ·::;ho l:·.st of tho
lBig Bour (Hooocvolt, Clmrchill,_
& DoCaullo), Ji od. It wns
o iirly a med:; tor of d c7s u:;.1til b.i s
30..,th birthclo.:;r.
Ifo accornplishod
th in.cs
his life, th::1t no
ono 'olso C01Jld do for r11rr:mcc.
Frcncb.
bJ.m ao thci:i: Fo:tb.or.
By his Oi·m desires, DoG::rnllo 's
tombstone roads,
DoGaullo

(NICROHIHIS FOR J.1,.>.IJ:.3S)

1

W
f

Tho o.ppoo.ro..nco of Jordo.n High
School ho.s recently bc,Jn al torod
duo to tho schc,ol boo.:cd decision
reached on tho evening of 12-7-70
by which girls wore o.llowocl. to
wear DCU.1.ts to school..
J3y the
f'ol
11rJ' doy, 1J:::rotsuitc.: o.nd jcan.s
lSS:0-1970 iJ, but tho world Hill [ '
moldng thu scone o. t
ttill rcr11or,1bor tho unwri
croo:cschool.
ncss of tb.o mon.
,,.:10 ro0sons fo:b
w
thD change in dress code o.rc
rn,,m10rous. Nmiy r:,irJ_s feel tho.t S'11UDEW.C COUlTCIL
pants o.ro quite comforto_blo cmd
HCJBIN crn::iso:n, CLUD
o..ro ccrtJ_inly warJ:;1cr on cold
mornin.ss th.an s!.drt:::; r.'.nd drosses.
O:C main
i i o s c 011d p riP::n1ts c_ro sociL\.J_ly
in : ,
o ri ty to studonts lately hus been
mm
y
plo.ccs
outsi0c
of
scl1oll,
in1 J"oc ·c' o_:,., ·c.t10
''
, s s co,,J c.: • Tho
·c' 1J.o su)
ci.rc
cluding }Jo.rtios o.:;.1d
.
matter wo.s first
up in
rosto.ur:'_nts, so why not o..t school?
Sc-otcrnbor wb.on :I_ t uo.r; su;7 · c:stcd
Besides, thoro is ib.luays tb.o hoi10
tb.c clr:scJ code bo d1oppoc1.
So
tho
rclo.x.o0 o.tmos:•b.orc
uotitions wcro
through
crco..tod by woo.ring of
will
bhe school to :t'incl if mo st of the
lesson the
so often prom11:;
stu,Jc.nts Wi'.ll'G\';L:. tho clrcss code to
in classes.
be dronpcd,
Only after tlus was
uS for tb.
diacl.vo.nto.gos in
it
thz;.t there is ;.10 S}JC.ocific
pants, tl10ro o.rc nonc1
dress code :Cor Durho.rn CouT1ty
Ei1Dwovor l o.dr,1i t th:..-i.t I tm. rc.thor
;"r-.
r1-·opc1·
for sc::ool
-i.Jo
_.1.._vv ___
\....,
.,_
on tb.o subject, being
lrn.d been left l;p to tb.o principol 1s Ct
discretion. 1Jo11,
'I1ho c
in clrc s s at JOrdon
1
a
·
Cou1rcy Tl
DOD.re. 01
Ll0.0
ho.s boon greeted with mixed
..
dro;wn up o. tcnt'.'.ti vc drcs s co do
emotion.
The majority of tho c:_
m'ld
co.ch
cirls oxprc ssod halJpincss o.t the
s.c b.ool stucl.ont coln1cil to sub:co.i t
doci sion, s.l though r11i:rnci in wi tp.
" 01-r;.J. -.P c·.n ..L.DOI.., u.'' cl1-.nso
co,-1'· ···if
u1. cir
__ , ,
...,
---fow roo.ct:Lons i<r::rn th:: sto.tcmont,
. r,,, "-o
..:io so •
T'L'J.C executive
bl.J..cy lTl,::.c_.
c.
\::l.
.iNou,
I }:i.avo to buy some more
of:ficcrs of Jordon 1 s Student
p c.n.ts. iJ Boys, ho1TOvor,
some• c..l
C1)tmcil
(r.:..;,m up c. pl(>n c:.n6
whzi.t noro vo.rio reactions,
will pros:nt it to the County
from indifference to docn
o.t the nc::-ct
yearnings to soc o.t
which is so:mctir,1c shortly after
loo.st one mini-skirt in tbD
Tno.nlrngi vinc;
o.rly J'o.nlw.ry.
Most, tb.ol1gb1 felt tho.t the switcb.
Hop c i"uil·r, there uil1 be o. dcci:s:ion wo.s only :L'o.ir.
shortly tb.orco_f'tcr.
Tho school boo.rd decision
Directories '.Till bo
cruno about par:.-:io.lly o.s o. result r
on s ,,..1 o soon.
diroc
tori
.....
. -· o.j;r. will of lcn0'th protest ru1d cliscuc!sion
be \O-c C:CJt s CQC b.•
011 tb.oLJ sub.Ject.
Tb.o pc"njcs issue
' Also,
now stuclr;nt consumor wo.s greatly supported by the
book irill bo o:;,1 rm.lo in tho noo.r
stucL::nt body o.t
future.
Included in tbn book
The J.w:x:t dl!Joss issue?
arc v .11..:ic.blc coupons for discounts
to the
it is
o_t
tl1.oo.tcr1s, 0. rno.ttcr of -vrhothcr or not tho.t
shops, ond other sttrJrcs.
tco.chorcJ may woo.r pox1ts.
Ac>ilt1L1so, with the book, thclro is o.
corc:ing to some d:lf th.o boys i tis
card included which entitles the
w},othor ofl not tho i:::oys mo.ywoar
holder to discou2ts
sb-0rts to school.
Scvoro.l
listod in the booh:.
'l'his co.rd
includin;:
Ho.le o.nd
will be Vc'.licl lllJ.til no.xt f c,11 cJ1c1 Mrs. Lundy- o.rc o.11 for
cc.n be used more tl:i.o.n onco
p OJ.1.t s -vrb.ilo tcac hing.
O
b. c ,S ·t_:
S [}111Gr1t li St c 'CJ•
pric c of tho
tho
i s 1- cl o 11 o.r •
For stt1cl.::nts
to
ttuay cluY-inc; }amch, th0:;:c.: o.rc
roo:i:ns now proviclcc:..
l"or first
l :mc h, tho-· rom11 is 201, o.::.J.d for
sz:conCI lunch, it is room 106.
8
All stuc1ont ,:.; o.!-c urged to
0
listen
to all of
B
tho 011nol1j1c. F1onts i11c:.fto in the
l3
bulletins
ovor tho intercom.
. .i.
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S':CUDK.T COTJlWIL vs S 1J 1lJDEFT BODY

\I(
!,

J •.

1

.1..'.

1

•

loast, I h;>_Vontt b.oo.rcl i t cc·minr:
th.A. students,
yet
If
("t-'-..,
";
l
o vUC!o_,_11,,;::; Hl.L __ no·c nrine; their -orobloms to tho Council J i- .- - . .
l...
.cl.
i:;b.0·1 ! :uI·J' COl,1··n·1..-4J..--.!.i
-, ·.::·-L--1,·;"c.:.
..
-__ .,
It seems that tho studont·doos
not o;on c
c:.bout the St1:dont
Coi}ncil.
ln r:ry l.pth Doriod clews
tho thiHe;s· whicb _o:ro ·voted uno.r1 'do
not seem to bo serious to
.• Tho
seem to
is
i:;rrc1r scbDol also.
_1_
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Jorclo.n p c.rking lot on Sntl.1rdc.y,
Dccombor 1S', lS'70.
A
will
r:
V'>C 11 Ul'"lL' [lJ:lCL' CL
lJ "·
"" (pr.?
t.__. 00 1i·r1" ·i-b
v
.
WD.x-job (ONLY) is 1.i_5,oo.
A ·wo..sh,
1,-.Jc.x, oDd vo.c is o.t tho special 10 1
lo, lo, lo, uN!) DO I
LO price
V-

--•

1

j,.

A c;:_r 1;.rnsi.J_ t-rilJ. lJc bcld ect tho

.i;:\""or1 ·:-u 1ri·'... 0LtL.l.
,..,,.__,_,.0lllJ
.J...'
'
l1.D.S 'Dl'"Ol1f2l'bt
.L'll.I _1
Di."JCt'\F
't'.-L
c•
r ' 1
t o enc Council.
'c.Y •
n u p 00 om
At
'

,

rrh.o Phys l c s ::>.no Chorru s 0 ry
clD.ssos o.ro ploJJ.ning o.. trip to
Co.pc
to soo tb.o
29th., 1S'71 NOOH SHOT.
Each of
classes is prosont:ihy l.m6or·;:;o.!.c1-n: to ro.iso money
to unc::C:::rwritc tlL· cost of tho trip.
A BAIG S.l;.LE IS PL}'JlTEJJ f o I' tho
f o 11 owin:.:; sclJcclt1lo:
Tuosdo.y, Doc. 22, 1S70
Thurs., Dec. 24, 1970
Charlotte McClcos, Heo.d
ri11Josc1.o.y, Doc. 22, 1970
.,.Joo..
1
DI
oc. 2··,:,.•, le'/ 70
Co.thy Stricklin, Hez'.d

The Student 8ouncil wo.s forr11od
1r
FOR 1•·-;:;i
S'.L11 U'DP."''.I
J-"
.._,,"'
n"OD·..L,•
lt
tho::: stm::onts of this school_,_ to ttin
Dnd othol"' members oL
scb.001·1.s stc,ff.
cc<·'-c;··,+·o C;,J .uC
L)
•
1
l
I l,.,"'\"<Tt'-.
Ll.c.v•.·
O(..,c_ .• J.. u
HU}:ccior
w1.y
1
tho stu(Jon-c s crn,1plc.Ll.
tb.em...
1 1'
I:lS
i ,GOC .C•.0 01., YilU:C1lO
. to'O
v inr··
.1_-t
I
'.._)
p;o GJor, ·cti.c y could brinr· their ·,·1rnblc!:is to the: Stuclo:cJ.t Cuuncil.
ti:10 pupil col.1lc! :Lin cl c'-:.1 OTLSIL r for
tho
if the problor,1 docs Y-1ot
,J"V''
""1
'l"'
',
. i- ro.i
L
l__,
c·..:._ [J_;:
:L·c
t 1)0
1·rorlrnc1 on by the Corn.l.cil 1mtil c.n
::urnwc.:r i:B found.
But 210 stl.1don-t
J

'\
·1 f \ ' \.! ·
./ 1,

)
"

U

L·..

\-·

no •

ck/'
't'O•'-'

.c>
O J.

l,.i:R. 13:,,_C:;h,; 1 VhdifTED FOE CilEcIIiW
EL-GUMO A'J.1 SC:t::LOL O:Ff ONE
HORlHHG
S:2;SSION •••• :$2 rowmu

STRIC;CLIH; Wli.N'l'Ej) FOR EER
..
CFtil'-IE OF B:i.'1'UlTCL.1.'I1DJG
ONE PlL:SICS

THE CHRIST:i·iAS

TO

J'orclo.n- t·ms. roprcscntod in

.
Durhru'i1 1 s: _Ghristmo.s l):J.:c.1do b·,r throe
CI'.C'_.l'IOH F'OH DEFI:NilJG
floats, tbroe cc1.rs,- o.J.-ic1 O.lir"'Harch.inr:· DJ.1L,LCINS:
J
JV
c.
co1qCEF'J.1
OF "intortwinglodi 1
-o,nQ.
cu1d Vo.rsi t7 chccrloo.dors ·
"'0
l
ro u
:1 vlJO co.rs :::tnc·. l·.:.i::-Js DECii.
(Distributive Bducntion Clubs
TEE CERI S'l1 J\'.L.·:..s PLuY OJ.11
Associo:tion) ro
L1 th.c: other
JOHj)Li.N: 1'-"liilCi.C
On t;ie :floo.ts wc:cc 2;L. ls from
ROBIHSOJJ
,,\S
mid some little children.
Ho. iorcttcs
SCH00GE
..
to tho tune of ;i Joy to tho
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WHO WEARS THE PANTS
AT JORDAN HIGH?
Jordan has survived minis,
maxis, jumpsuits, and even,
paper dresses, but slacks for
girls have gone over like a
chunk of lead.
It was a cold day in January
when a group of girls decided
the time had arrived to confront Mr. Sills with the issue;
.girls at Jordan should be
allowed to wear slacks to
.school. During second period,
a group of about 50 assembled
outside the office in an attempt
to. discuss the topic.

Mr. SHls implied to the group
that they should return to class
if they were students, and to
please leave if they were not.
This was his only comment to
the girls and most of them
dropped the matter.
Later in the week, a small
group made an appointment
with Mr. Sills to ask him why
they couldn't wear slacks. The
girls' main argument was the
fact that several schools in the,
area, including Durham High,
Hillside, and Northern, have
permitted girls to wear them.
Mr. SHIS told the girl.s ne
felt that girls wearing slacks
did not create the public image
Jordan wanted; He said thathe
did not object to them being
Right now just a few sopho- worn durin15" extremely cold
mores maymakevarsitycom- weather. The punishment for
petition but only a handful of
juniors can be counted. This
leaves the hard core crew,
the senior sots. However with
the addition of the "Bali Hai"
Boys from Merrick-Moore, it
should add experience and
Cathy Settlemyre, senior
depth to the superguts. The home
economics
stu.denti
team will be strong in beer and earned highest rank from Jorwine, but weak in liquor.
dan in the 1970 Betty Crocker
With a good record, our Search for American Hometeam may be able to make it maker of Tomorrow. The conto the Ocean Drive finals held test is for members of the
annually at Floyd's Flophouse, senior class. Each contestant
The Barrell, and The Pad dur- must be certified as to characing the first week after school.
ter and reputation by the prinFinal competition is to be cipal of her high school.
scored by the N.M.B.P.D.
Cathy was chosen by having
They will be drinking hard to
the highest score in the homegain the finals and perfect making knowledge and aptitude
their cast iron livers and a
test taken by senior girls on
spot at the Beach Party.
December 2. As a result of
Even now, in the heat of winning the school contest,
brew at flophouses and SunCathy is eligible for winning
day excursions to Creedmoor,
one of 102 college scholarour boys feel confident they
ships totalling $110,000.
can drink any other team under
From all the states, there
the bar. Let's all get behind will be 51 Homemakers 01'
and give them a push.
Tomorrow finalists. In the
spring these girls will go on
an all expense paid-tour of
Washington, D.C. and Colonial
Williamsburg,
Virginia. A
Betty Crocker All-American
Homemaker of Tomorrowwill
tions and "The Impossible be selected from the 51 finalDream." He concentrated on ist on the basis of original
the role we can play in order
to make this society beautiful
for everyone to live in. He
It's good-bye to grits and
summarized his speech with
the recital of' 'The Impossible hello to rice as Celeste Wilson
leaves on March 7 for a year
Dream.''
in Japan. Celeste, whose stay
ANOTHER FIRST FOR JHS
is
sponsored by American
Susan F. Olive, a senior at
Field
Service, will be Jordan's
Jordan High School, has recently been selected to receive first student to spend an entire
an
Angier
Biddle Duke twelve months abroad.
Celeste will be living with
scholarship. Given by Duke
the
Toshia Maeda family of
University, the scholarships
Mie,
a city near Osaka, south
are worth up to $14,000 and
of
Tokyo.
Osaka is the sight
provide four years of undergraduate study at Duke Uni- of Expo '70, where Celeste
is sure to spend many days.
versity.
How does Celeste feel about
Susan had to compete with
leaving?
A little sac\, of
other high school seniors in
course;
she'll
miss graduation
two sets of interviews. Of the
and
the
last
three
months of
84 finalists at Duke, 70 were
awarded Angier Biddle Duke her senior year. More than
makine: up for the sadness.
<.:i.f"'lhnlal"ahinc::.

Sot Squad
This is the time of year,
spring, when all major sports
come to a close. At the same
time, everyone is oflegal age,
and this is the time when all
of the minority of Jordan's
Sots begin to quench their
thirst with Bud and Bali Hai.
The season starts at the·
beginning of school with fall
try-outs. Practice is usually
on weekends, withnodatesand
a trash can, after games (during games optional). Matches
usually take place at flophouse
motels or the nearest gutter.
Sessions are usually tedious
and dull. Most of the team just
sits and grooves to the strains
of Iron Butterfly or Santana
while others deal or shoot
sticks. The inebriated few
aren't allowed to drive home,
but most just pass out. The
season usually opens officially
around Christmas but slacks
off for exams and then opens
again in full swing.
Due to graduation, Jordan
lost many top flight lushes.

News at Jordan
BLACK WEEK

The week of February 9-15
was BlackWeekatJordanHigh
School. Black Week is celebrated nationally by putting
special emphasis on the contributions of the Blackman and
his culture.
The Afro-American Society, composed of Black students
from the student body, made
special efforts to expose the
Afro's culture.
One of the highlights of
Black Week at Jordan was an
assembly given Friday, February, 13. The guest speaker
was Reverend Phillip A. Cousin, minister of St. Joseph
A.M,Z.
Church. Reverend
Cousin's approach as he addressed the student body was
really inspiring (due to conflicts that had occurred prior
to the assembly).
J..l;C! tnnln

nrCIQ

J..IntYHln

J)Qla-

wearing stacks when the
weRiher does notrequirethem
is being sent home to change.
Petitions were circulated to
no avail among girls for abofl.t
a week. A few girls wore
slacks anyway and were sent
home to change.
Opinions on wearing
vary with the sexes. Most will
agree, however; slacks should
be worn at the disgression of
the girl. Like any other
fashion, they have their time
and place. Not all the girls
want to wear them, and not
all the boys like them.
Individuality i stressed and
comfort is the issue. Slacks
might eventually find a day of
acceptance at Jordan; for now,
they are only something to talk
about.

Homemaker al Jordan

test scores, personal observations and interviews during
the
tour.
This
winner's
scholarship will be increased
to $5 ,000 and second, third,
and fourth ranking finalists
will be rewarded scholarship
increased to $4 ,000, $3 ,000,
and $2,000, respectively.
Cathy will find out sometime in early spring, how she
did in the state competition.
She was unaware at first that
she had won the Jordan division. The first she heard about
it was from Mrs. Stickney
during exams, and even then,
Rhe couldn't believe it

RICE IS NICE
though, is a sense of anticipation. Celeste feels certain
that the year will be an interesting, rewarding experience. Despite the fact that
she'll have to wear bobby sox
and despite the fact that she
will miss 315 episodes of
"Gilligan's Island."
As for the present, Cele
spends two hours a day br'
ing up on her Japanese
looks through Kathy UhalJ.
scrapbooks and photos. },
spent last summer in Jc. 1
and she too was under ti"
sponsorship of A.F.S.
A. year is a long time a"
Celeste will be missed.
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Isn't it great on nice
beautiful mornings to be
charging toward Charles
E. Jordan High School with
about two minutes until the
bell.
You round the corner
and what do you see? Unless
you don't have your glasses
on, it's very easy to see
one huge mass of metal all
crammed into a few feet of
paved Parking Area with a
cow path down the middle.
The cow path is what you
drive on.
Immediately it is possible
for you to see that there is
no place to par kin the front.
But of course, there is
bound to be a place in the
back!
It's dare - devil time.
Slowly, but surely, you
· scrape by twelve cars on
either side. Of course,
there is a comfortable
margin of two inches on
both sides. You've passed
Wl!-at is being done about the first obstacle course
the ()Vercrowded buses? . and receive a heartMany students want to know ,,,;arming, standing ovation
the answer to this question. from everyone looking out
They als6 want' to know the .second floor windows.
, when the situation will
Next comes the Tank Trap.
beCome
better.
. The Slowly your car falls off the
situation is very bad, soine · edge ofthe pavement to the
students get home an hour ground ··•below. It was a
- or later after school.Closes fairly soft landing so you
and others Q.ave to wait at. ?on't feel.too badly about
school to go home on a-· -.it.
second_ load. There sii;nply · . The lastmajor problem is
are not enougQ. buses to seat·• riow before you.
The
the . large
numbe.r _._. of' Trailer Mudfields! Exstudents. The buse_s have a pertly, ·you slide by the
maximum capac:ity load, or trailers through the narrow
number of students. which gate that leads toparadise.
can be seated. Thelawsa,•s Is it there? Yes, one small
_ that 25% ofthecapacityload space next to the shop. Now
is all()wed to stand. One of all you have to do is go get
the largest problems is the your unexcused slip.
fact
that
.buses
are
Actually, things aren't as
expensive and the cost to bad as I've made them
maintain them is great. look.
However,
if we
The county is trying to don't get to work, we will
br,Ing about a new system, have a mess on our hands.
a.dual system, by which all
More space is obviously
the elementary schools needed and we do have a
. have their own buses and great deal of barren
drives as will the senior wasteland to the north of
and' . junior high schools. us. Why not use it?
The county hopes that this
system will settle the
problem of the overcrowded
liuses.

Owercrowded lh1ses

•

)."

TAKE A STAND

Ifis a time to be radical;
it's
a
time
to be
conservative·; it's a time to
be liberal; but it's never
time to take no starld at all.
The question is, at what
time should these stands
be made? Some say it is
just not the right time to
be radical. You ask them
why not. They say it's just
not right. You ask the
radicals, who say it's not
the rigQ.t time to be conservative, ''Why not?''
They say, "It's just not."
Some might blame John
F. Kennedy for the civil
revolt. They base their
arguments on the premise
that if he had not made the
Blacks and others aware of
what they could get, they
would not .. have tried to
get it. Stilfothers say these
people would not have to
revolt if, basically, the
Poor ·whites had not
resisted their efforts in

obtaining their liberties.
The Administration before
Kennedy
(Eisenhower),
seemed to neither inspire
much effort in Blacks to
gain awareness of their
rights or to aid them in
obtaining them.
Others say they just do
not like extremism and they
prefer to take the middle of
the road. Too much love is
just as bad as too much
hate; drastic change is as
bad as no change at all; or
severe conservatism (reaction) is equally as bad
as radicalism.
All these points are well
taken, but the question,
to be radical, conservative, or liberal?" has
not been answered. If you
ask a radical, he would say,
"Now." I am sure if you
asked the remaining two,
they would say exactly the
same tQ.ing.
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His Own Thing
Does a person's hair
have anything to do with
the way he thinks, acts,
or does certain things? I
think most normal people
would answer ''no'' to this
most modern and relevant
question, but there are
always others.
A person's hair does not
make him smarter and it
does
not
make him
illiterate. It is the person
that makes himself what
he is and not his hair. Most
people think if you have
long hair, then you are
classified as a "hippie."
This classification comes
from ''red11ecks,'' ''greasers," and older people.
When
one
proclaims
himself a hippie, he may
or may not have long hair.
A person that is a hippie
has beliefs that differ
essentially
from
the
established norm.
At the beginning of this
school year, a friend to
many students at Jordan,
Brady Lambert, tried to·
enroll as a student. He
was not admitted by the
administration because of
the length of his hair. This
was the sole reason given.
Does a person's hair affect
the way he thinks?
Another conflict arises
for a working person who
has long hair. A person
can work just as well with

To the editor:
To the Edi tor:
It is interesting, although
even more disgusting that
the prese.nt situation of
Jordan dances and sookhops
is as it is. This year's
social committee began the
school year with the misconception that for the first
time
we would have
successful dances as far
as both enjoyment and
money are concerned. This
optimistic view has now
been. twice ruptured by
broken danc_es.
So here we have taken two
losses and the sock hop
planned for Feb. 20 has so
far drawn little response
and assuredly there will be
no profit.
The point to be made is
that Jordan students ask for
things they do not want,
and won't attend activities
set up for their enjoyment
alone.
Student Council
Homeroom Representatives
go to meetings - although
not in great numbera - and
vote their asses off; yes,
yes, yes, we'll come and so
will thepeopleinourhomerooms. The situation won't
change until Jordan students
begin to realize they really
can enjoy a dance or sock
hop no matter what color
the band is or what kind
of music they play. The
reason their has not been
a black band at Jordan is
because simply I don't go
looking for bands that
charge so much we couldn't
even hope to have them because
of the measly
response we would get. I
have asked several stu-

long hair as with a crewcut. Does a person's hair
affect the way he works?
During this year at Jordan,
there are, and have been
several people with long
hair.
Everyday
these
people were criticized,
mocked, and cursed at for
no reason other than the
length of their hair. A short
while ago, a student had
been criticized for so long
that he got fed up with it
and got his hair cut.. The
funny thing about it is,
after he got a haircut
everyone said, ''Why did
you get it cut, I kind of
liked it."
Does a person's hair
declare the kind of man
he is?
Long
hair
must be
accepted by everyone as a
symbol
of the young
generation.
The older
generation had its symbols,
such as ''zoot suits,'' long
greasy
hair,
long
sideburns, black and white
shoes, the consumption of
live goldfish, and several
others. Each generation
develops particular symbols which are meaningful
to it and which must be
understood and accepted by
others.
Everyone must
accept them for that's the
way it's going to be. IS IT
REALLY THAT BAD?

dents for help in locating
and contacting a good black
band and on every occasion
is either the person never
did what he said he would
or the price was out of all
reason for us. It is really
quite ridiculous that anyone should have to look
specifically for a black
or white band but it has
been done. The result of
my hunting for a black band
is that there is not a band
that will play for the little
that we can give so we.
acquire a band that will
be enjoyed and still be
reasonable.
The situation will not
improve until
students
realize that dances are
solely for the students' enjoyment and not just for the
health of a handfull of
dedicated Jordan students.
Ronnie Parks
Dear Ronnie Parks:
People who want
Something badly enough try
harder. You don't get the
best for nothing, friend, I
don't give anappleifyou're
Black, blue or purple.
Ruth Webb
Van Coleman

N.H.S.
The National
Hono1
Society met recently to
discuss the possibility of
spring induction for new
members.
Although
a
decision has not yet been
reached,
a
special
committee . has
been
appointed to investigate the
standing
election procedures and to recommend

Tickling
the Twines
BY OEBBIE BLALOCK

In some ways, it• s been
a rough season for
ball here at Jordan. In spite
of this, spirit seemed to
increase with each passing
week.
Bus trips were, to put .it
mildly, a memorable part
of each away game. Who
among us will ever forget
the trip home from Oxf6rd?
Picture
fifty
starving
students literally singing
for their supper while in
the front of the bus sat the
boy wonder of the history
department and the bat boy
of the physical education
department who remained
impervious to the many
pleas such as:
''What do you get when you
ride a bus?
You don't get food or drink
or nothing.
If I only had an English
muffin,
I'd never ride the bus
again.''
The cheerleaders acquired a civilian leader in
the form of Mr. Donald
Long whose specialty was
the bump-and-grind cheer.
Students
showed their
creativity as they portrayed
cymbals for the National
Anthem.
But
now that the
basketball
season
is
drawing to a close, many
of the players will turn to
some
other
sort of
recreation. For many of
them, it will just be a continuation of what they did
before they took to tickling
the twines.
When asked about his
activities
outside
of
basketball,
one
senior
player listed "sleeping,
drinking. andlove," and not
necessarily in that order.
This is typical of the
former senior stars.
Needless to say, these
seniors will be missed not only on the court but
at
the
parties after
the game.

GAA Plans Pinnage of Southern

FOOTBALL

BY HEIDI HUNTER

, BY GREG TILLMAN

When you think of football,
anq .the football season you
probably think of the games
on Thursday or Friday
nights. But to a player, it
takes work most all of the
.year. Juniors of this year's
varsity team that plan to
plf!y again· next year are
.trying to stay in shape.
Weight-lifting, running, and
ex<;irciE;ing are · p9pular
ways to work out.
Sophomores are also
looking. toward the varsity
rank: They too work with .
weights, etc. to try to keep
in shape. They hope that
theycangeta varsity letter.
Those that keep this in mind
usually make it.
In August, the heat of
summer is at its highest,
andfootballpractice starts.
If you laid around all year
and took it easy, football
practice
isn't
exactly
wonderful. At the end of
a hard morning practice
you are dead. Then,, at
three o'clock there you are,
running in the jungle of
weeds that has grown over
during the summer.
Finally the day comes and
equipment is handed out.
After donning this armor,
you begin battle. The first
squad lines up to make
some attempts at catching
passes.
Meanwhile the
second squad practices
breaking each other's neck.
:Three players lie face down
on the ground while four
more line up behind them.
When the coach releases
the ball, the front three
make a dive for the ball and
hope the back four do not
kill them.
After each man learns his
assignment
and
can
perform it well, the break
comes. Everbody worships
their little chunk of ice.
Then it's back to more
drills. These conclude with
a scrimmage and 20 yard
wind sprints.
So, next time you see
a player in the game on
Friday night, you will know
that he has really worked
to earn his uniform.

LU
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Drama Club Has Plans
An
extended
field
trip, plans for the spring
production,
and
fund
raising ideas were all discussed at the February
meeting of Jordan's Drama
Club.
On
March 18, club
members are to leave
Durham for a theatre-going
weekend in New York, the
Empire
city.
"1776'',
''Promises,Promises'' and_.:
the love rock _musical
on the
Club members plan to stay
at the Edison Hotel, located
just off Times Square.
Total cost for the weekend
is $68.
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have

trophy.

Raiders Are

At the end of the
year, the school that has
the most number of points,
received
from various
sports, wins the trophy and
keeps it until next year
when it is awarded again.
The girls will be divided
into leagues. These leagues
will be even by placing good
bowlers on separate teams
with handicapped bowlers.
The leagues will compete
for
ten points awarded
to the winners of the
championship match.

No Pushover

The Githens J.V.s ·are
patterning
themselves
after the Jets and Mets of
New York. Not only did the
Raiders football team
no. 1, buttheJ.V. basketball
team is al so no. 1!
The J. V. record of 14
and 0 is the best of the
five seasons at
The starting line up consisting of Crabtree, Hill,
Roberson,
Martin and
Harper, has torn through
defense of the opposing
teams as if it didn't exist.
The defensive tactics have
held opponents to 309 points
while its own total reads
527. This is 218 more than
its opponents.
The team's highest score
in a single game came when
it· defeated Neal 65-8 on
.December 19.
The team is coached by
Larry Parrish who also
coached last season and led
his team to the No. 1 spot.
The Varsity team, whose
record reads 8 and 6, is in
4th place. Ronnie Ellis-,.
Brad
Weisener,
Herb
Clark, Mark Zimmermann
and Wallace Mann make up
the starting ·team although
the varsity has a good bench
and coach Trumann Hilton
goes to the bench often.
The 8 and 6 record is not
the best yet, but this is a
growing team and should do
better in years to come.
There will be several
additional players next
year,
including
Dicky
Crabtree
and
Allan
Roberson.
Ron Ellis is the high
scorer for the Raiders,
having pumped in 139 points
this season. Ron had his
best
scoring
against
Rogers-Herr, making 22
points. The highest number
of points made in a single
game by a player was 23
points which fell by the hand
of Brad Weisner in the
game. against, N.e_a_l._ _ __

Success
Not Debatable
MARSHA_LL BASSETT

Perhaps you haven't heard
of the success of our debate
team. Well, if you have not,:
you certainly should be told. '
A debate team is composed
of two smaller groups, an
affirmative group and a
ne11ative.
group.
Two
members make up a group,
challenging ·an opwsite
group of another team. A
team is graded on a scale
of six qua)ities, such as
poise and ;µformation that
has been present!;)d.
The team t<;>talling the
most points at
end, of a
debate is declared the
winner.
The negative team, of
Susan Olive and Patrick
Johnson, has shown itself
outstanding , in · recent
debates., On December 12
and 13, the negative won
first p1aoe at Rocky Mount.
On January 23 and 24, a
debate held at Wake Forest
University in· WiastonSalem, brought together
from five states 46 teams
battling for ahigh standing.
Naturally Jordan's goldentongued duet capfured
place.
The a;ffirmative,
with Tyler Bennett .aQd
Lynn Thomas; aiso spake
well enough, ·.. fo:r:,,,.Jordari
too,k hom,e
.. place
ovei<aU. In th Rockjy Mount
debate' second •):llt!ISe was
held by tlie affirmative
team...
.
·
.
In a.few weeks, the state
championship will ·begin.
Six local teams will meet,
sending. ·the top two to the
district debate. The state
meet
of (you
guessed'' it) the top two
teams from each district.
So as you see, with the great
debating talent that .:Jordan
has, the state title should
be nc:(p,roblem.

A?to &
)· . ;,.· FuelOil
.

1.;,,

._ . :-""i\:_ B.·_usm.ess

"Little Abner", Al Capp's
masterpiece in satire, has
been named as the spring
play. Tryouts will be held
in early March. President
Thomas Patterson explains
that auditions will be ope)l
to the entire student body;
,one need not be a club
'' ,'member to audition and
( · .anyo'Re with · talent in
singing, :dancing, or acting·
is urged to try out.
An after-school bake sale
was the club's firstmoneyraiser. A carwashandfilm

festival

The Girls' Athletic
Association started its unit
of bowling on January 29
and will continue for
approximately six weeks.
The air
ls from Jordan High
0
School will be joined by
Southern High School. The
sponsors for this years'
G.A.A. are Mrs. Harris and
Mrs. McGilham, the gym
teacher from Southern.
This year both schools
are trying for one large

dis-

cuss"ed also, but as yet,
definite plans have not been
made.
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They' re Doing
SY THOMAS PATTERSON • SYLVIA JONES

The natural, or ''Afro''
hair style began as a
symbol of protest but its
role in society now is as
an item of fashion. Black
men
and
women are
wearing the natural hair
style to show their true
identity. It represents a
complete breaking away
from the oppressive white
standards of beauty that
were almost impossible to
attain. The Afro is an
assertion of self through
blackness.
The natural is a break
away from hot irons,
pressing
combs,
and
grease. It is just a soft,
black, brown or red gentle
cloche of cropped velvet.
The natural is most popular
among the young people,
·school teachers, business
and professional employees. "School teachers have
found that the style enables
them to impart a sense of
black pride in their school
Children," according to a
reporter from ''Ebony''
magazine.
Most young people feel
that the natural is a symbol
.of proud Blacks. "It is
more for real," remark
· some young people.
The natural is often
referred to as a bush. It is
sometimes worn with a part
on the side, or without a
part. The best looking
naturals, or ''Afros,'' or
''bushes'' are the ones that
r are
well-groomed and
shaped to perfection.
In the early 1900's,
black people were ashamed
to be black or to have kinky
hair. Many blacks tried to
identify with white society
by buying skin bleachers,
grease
and oils
that
guaranteed to make their
, hair straighter.

The Communication Gap

00

yhe Na1ura I

Now blacks are able to
identify with their own
race
by wearing the
natural. Conditioners have
been developed in order to
make this hairstyle more
manageable. Blacks are
wearing dashikis - loose
fitting garments of exciting
colors, neck chains and
bracelets,
symbolic
of
African culture, as well as
earrings made of wood,
ebony, ivory or plastic of
unusual
shapes
to
accompany the style.
Blacks are really doing
their thing with the natural.
It is a change from the
straight and close cut hair
styles and the clothing
fashions that were popular
among young people.

What Would
Happen If...
1. Debbie Cleary lost her
voice.
2.
Jim Thompson was
tongue-tied.
3. Black and white shook
hands . . . and came out
fighting.
4. Dianne Taybron awakened with a maxi wardrobe.
5.
Thomas
Patterson
developed straight hair
overnight.
6.
Mrs. Wheeler had a
peaceful moment in the
library.
7.
The cafeteria served
"Black Bull" for lunch.
8. Mr. Baker had a police
uniform.
9. Gary Strickland wasn't
such a clown.
10.
Sylvia Jones wore a
long dress.
11. Donald Streeter's Afro
fell apart.
12.
Classes
suddenly
.....- - . . ,

Alex Jones
lntet"io:rs

CLASS Of '72

ALEX JONES
3lltl HOPE \'ALLEY RD.

BY AVA MALLOY

On Tuesday, Feb. 17, the
Sophomore Class Officers
presented the results of the
assembly to Mr. Sills. We
carried with us all our
unsolved problems that
arose during our meeting.
We discussed these situations with Mr. Sills, and
received appropriate responses to each.
When confronted with the
desire
for
a
Student
Lounge, Mr. Sills commented that he would not
discourage such a project.
However, we (the School)
can not afford the luxury
as long as Jordan is still
holding
classes
in
temporary quarters like
the trailers.
Ever wonder why we can't
sit where we want at the
pep rallies? It's because
this technique was tried
last year and lack of
individual
responsibility
ended this effort.
We also asked Mr. Sills
about the dress code - more
specifically
about
the
possibilities
of
young
ladies wearing pants to
classes. The only way this
will ever happen at Jordan
High whi.le Mr. Sills is
principal is if the Board
of Education adopts a
u.n.iver,5a! code _Df dr.ess,,-; F0;1
11\
·1

rl

-\
.
904 31

5

LI1

SY DICKIE MCDONALD

One of the functions of
Jordan's Student Council is
to present to the students
matters of relevence to
thetn. One .:Jf
:.n•)St
pressing needs is for
additional work on our
parking lot. However, by
some stroke of genius, to a
few of Jordan's effete corps
of knowledge autocrats,the
problem of communication
is
more
severe. The
council voted on communication, or the lack of it, as
the problem to which the
most attention should be
given. So, while we voted
on Japanese Tea ceremonies and transexuals,
our lovely oasis of broken
glass, mud and delivery
trucks was bogged with
degraded modes of transportation
such
as
Triumphs, Corvairs and
VWs.

TEACH
BY SOSBY JACOBS

Welcome to the first grade
My name is Miss Teach and
I've been deemed fit to
mess with
··,1
minds
Young folks are so delicate
but

she's got a jol) to do, so Girls to the left and the boys
form a line on the right I'm gonna learn you real
good
Till all that's left is
an empty
shell - where a child 'Has been

1

.
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This is a high school My name i.s Mr. Teach
Don't bother
me with
questions cause the
answers are all in the
book
Eight
long
years
of
progressive
education has made you
wiser
so it seems
Whites to the left and the others of you
form a line on the right
I got a job to do, and in
accordance
with
the
system of
mass education.
I'm gonna do it to you.

But let's get back to the
"pressing matter" of communication. We agree some
students are most concerned about this lack. Mr.
Sills bogarts his joint
during conference to help
him
understand;
Mrs.
Lundy can't understand
Berlin McCormack because
she claims he doesn'tknow
English.
Then there is poor Mike
Souchak and Bobby Hayes
who can't find a way to cheat
in tunk unless the cards are
marked; Steve Green can't
understand Mr. Moffits
vast vocabulary; the round
ball team can't understand
what Uncle Mel wants them
to remove their headfrom;
Rabbit can't understand
why Mr. Mac likes for him.
to work so hard, Charles
can't
understand, what
people are saying with the
juke box turned up loud at
the R. C. Some people can't
'understand why Tom Patterson likes his long
tongue; and why caucasions
are called "Honky" by
the "Spades."
And now, since the above
examples of
"lack of
.communication'' have been
signified as worse than
wreck.
Tim's
muddy car and Mustang
Sally's flat tires, Jordan
can look forward to -many
days of equal knowledge,
unbiased opinions and more
of Mrs. Berces 3 « 5 note

a

card:::,.

Wel.Pome to college- My
name is Professor Teach
and I've been paid well to·
make you think my way
Yes sir, three bags full,
Yes sir, three bags full
But it's alright these
years in
T.K.E. Have been well spent
Because you've learned
to view
objectively the - important
thing
in life So, rich to the left
and poor to the right.

Cali'olina Duke
Red & White
Food Stores
3HG CHAPEL llILL RD
4P-2211
WE DELIVER

Our Starlite phone glows in the dark.
So you won't aJ)swer the cat.

You know the routine. Late night call, you reach over to answer the phone and BOOM!
CRASH! Pandemonium. Well you can prevent it from ever hoppening again. Get our
Starllte"' phone with its glowing dial that will guide your aim in the dark, '
And make a cat happy.

General Telephone

------

..
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MEMORIES WERE OUR PAST
As graduation
it
is time' for Seniors to take
one long last look at the past.
Remember when you left elementary school and came to
Jordan in the eighth grade?
How about when you came to
school for only half a day?
Remember when you went to
Githens, but anytime anyone
asked you what school you went
to you always said Jordan Junior High?
Then there was the year that
we were part of some enthusiasm
which took us to a 26-0 record
in basketball. Remember having
a different principal every
year1 Do you vaguely remember
when underclassmen looked up
to Seniors?

How
those bottle drives
and candy sales and "Laugh-In"
to make money for the Prom?
Remember "What did the rake
say to the hoe"? What about
that special table in the lunch
room? Remember Modeen Gunch
wllo always signed up for everything? Remember the gestapo
in the library? Then there was
the time 500 students checked
out two books a piece and
turned them back in the next
day in homeroom.
Remember looking f orw•rd to
going back to s:fJociL at the end
of the summer? Remember looking forward to getting out of
school after one week? How
about the fear that overtook
you each time a six-weeks came

to an end? Remember studying
the
before for an exam?
What about the parties we had
every weekend? Remember painting the water tower?
Don't forget the gambling
casino, and the Professional
Toilet Rollers of America who
took extreme pride in their
work. Remember losing homecoming three years in a row?
What about walking through the
mud to get to your trailer?
Remember being blocked in by
three cars whose owners could
not be found?
Remember that certain something this year's Seniors have
that no other class has ever
had before--Togetherness?

SENIORS • SKIP FOREVER
REALIZATION IS OUR PRESENT
We seniors are known as an
outstanding bunch, but it is
hard to say jUl5t who is the best
at this and that. To settle a
few disputes and for curiosity's
sake the seniors took a vote.
The following are the seniors
of your choice:
While gambling between classes
lunch and even an attenpt at an
assembly, Richard Strowd was
unanimously voted as the best
gambler. Kathy Uhalley won the
best girl gambler.
Teachers pet went to none
other than the "A" students Neil
Krugman and Betsy Beach. Neil
also got his name ·up for the
worst driver along with Susan
Nashold in her wild, red V.W.
For the fastest driver: Don
King and composed little Miss
Cathy Settlemyre.
Class hell raiser was won by
David 1-brgan and Debbie Blalock.
Debbie also won the title of
sneakiest skipner with Ronnie
I Ctr.Ks.

1
Om· weekends have consisted
of many activities. When it
came to rolling houses you could
count on l!:en Redman and Debbie
Marshall for a job well done.
But this is just one of the many
things we occupied our little
minds with. Dicky McDonald and
Marcy Grubb were the winners of
that well-known si:ort, drinking.
In our serious and formal
classes we found relief from
the class clowns Gary Stricklin
and Polly Russell. If you iid
not have any classes with the
clowns you were probably in a
class with the best sleepers,
David \I/ea ve:r- a._nd Elizabeth Hugj:1e.<>.

Barry Yeargan an,! Su5an';lil>:
kins could not miss for having
the greatest bods. The longest
hair· was gown by Steve Vincent
and Emmy Bates.

DREAMS WILL BE OUR FUTURE
"Vie can't be at Jordan! Just
look at the size of it! It's
sure different than when we
were here way back in 1970!"
"Sure is!
Remember your
complaints about the trailers?"
"Yeah, and the old football
field is now f,stro-turf under
a dome."

"And the water tower--I can
barely make out 1 70 on it. 11
"Things sure chane;s, so do
people.n
11
·::ho' d ever think ',.inst on
Upchurch woull be principal of
JordR n?"
1
' Ronr1ie
Parks is keeping up
irn0p:e as a leader, leading
the sani.tetion
.union."

"Yeah,

still

0nJ

teaching

Thalhimers."

Carla

be ton

above

"I-'.arcy Grubb, Ellen Hay, and
Susan
are teaching

Governor

of

r.labame,

or

Dick l'.c 'lonald would be a billion-

aire.

i'.n:l Iticky Hobers,')ri is a

state patrolman.''
11 James
Hunter
is really
sweeping the country clesn with
his
speeches for Vice
r:resi;tent with
Reese
is keepirig the s.n.s.
in lir1e D.5 .t-.t-torne·v General."
11

HA.nd
F'.or1son 15 on 'dine
in the Bov.1ry. n

''Jay Setzer got the Nobel
Prize for Chemistry; and Don
Spanel is a pornography critic
for "PIZ."
"He gave a good review
on
the play Susan Wilkins, Marsha
Daddario, Linda VZ, Betsy Peach
and Debbie Cleary were in, "Oh,
Calcutta!"
11

1\emember

V&linda Roberts- is ·a

John

1"lcLarin

well, He runs
Box,
numbers 1 ,2,3, and 4. And the
"English
Connie Hobby is
a projectionist at the Midway.
Liz Hughes is a Math IV teacher
in Hawaii with the local V.W.
de&ler, Ronnie Tripp.r'
1

JJ1d

you hear Charles Ea:iley

took on all the dudes at the
A&P parking Lot?"
"Yeah, I always figured
him to be mean after his vertal
tongue lashing in Mrs. Lundy's
class. 11
"Isor

'l'om

Patterson would be hell-raising

as

Brooke Shelton. LooK who else
turned out to be
doctors:
Kirkland, Glenn Lazenby, and
Don i\ing.11

'

Hall is

f'ir::;t gr,; ie. ''
d ever

at ;Juke.
i.e1l Kruqm&n's
a
psychiatrist there, ··arti so is

spent le.st
distu.rbing
l3E·Vt::rl·.:;f· Occtt is·
of the 'Berkeley

1'.ie)1t in jail .for
tftt=' n22.ce.

the. editor
·Barb 1 n.

thf. cool cl1ick, S}rlvi8

Jones, is

at the Stal-

li.on Club tonight. Jean White
w o n a s k i championship i n
F'r :·:i.n r P .. ii
'i eople

sure '.'1ill focl yoµ,"
"Y
hut it looks like
the clan of '70 made one he 11
of a dent in th2 worldl"
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It's Almost Over
VAN COLEMAN

n Alright, answer ur> v1h€n ;To·ur name is
lled on the role." Hemember that Seniors?
I'll bet that's all you can remember for the
last three or four ye8rs.
Or is it? Don't vou remember the time:
that you skipped, and
school.didn't find
out but your parents did? Or that time Uncle
.Mel· made the foot.hall players spit in each
others ·.faces so tl:tey viould p;et mean. Or when
you h>id that Bottle of P .J. durinr 5th period.
Don't forget the time Mrs. Broderson gave you
such a hassle when you even had a "for-re::il"
note. I' 11 bet you' 11 never forget the artistic Dbilities of·Mrs. Nash. Or when vou final·remembered to hring ·you:r· lunch to school
and they were serving your favorite meal. !:nrl
don't fail to remember all the riv<Jrboat famblers who hourly inrlulged in " new game of
ntunkon I 1 11 bE:C
remem.bcrs ·phen they
forp:ot their lunch monev and had to result to
lockers to quell their appetite.
Remember all of thosH silly bets and
dares lik<o ;;hen Steve Garrett won $4.00 i'or
smokinf a weed in the library?
Remember all of th8 di versifi
"f•rafit.ti"
that arrearad on the various walls?
'
Vle 11 Serii ors, the re n re

a

i'e\11

rn.o:re

days left in your high Rchool carser (hopefully). So look at the faces around and reBd
tl1e Wbt"r tovrnr once more; for soon these
treasured sights will no longer belong to the
1970 Senior class of Charles E, ,1 orrian !ligh
•;chool.
1·

1J
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REMEMBER WHEN

·..

'

'

GARY STRICKLIN 8: KEITH JAMES

O. BL.ALOCI<

0

Did you know that Jordan's
former all-conference·,
all-county back plays the electric guitar? That is only one
of the interesting facts found
out in a recent interview in
which Jordan's Senior star fW.lbaek, Bill Green, reflected on
his years at Jordan.

J\!r, Dennis administ;ered 'first
aid to Elton Clement's injured
thumb,
Th7
w7
up'! b'.t , ,,
spitting in ·,each' 'OthersJ faces
while we were driving the sled,
McDonald being used as a tackling dummy for Tim Ballou.

What one thing do you think of
w9en you consider yourself in
connection with Jordan football?
"I was lucky to play as much
as I did, especially in my
Sophomore year. My excellence
this past year reflecteq more
on my determination to play
than on my natural ability."

The Garner game when Mel get
involved
in the fisticuffs
)AJith ppposing play.ers. ·.

SEASON WRAP - UP
STEVE VINCENT

This year Jordan had teams
for seven sports, more than
we•ve had in previous yea.rs.
We had football, basketball,
baseball, track, and golf teams;
.ve also had a new cross-country
team this year.
Their first
s·eason \;ent fairly well. · The
team manated a 4 and 7 dual
record and finished 5th in the
conference.
In football, Jordan had the
second best season we•ve had
so far. The 5-5 overall record
was second only to last year's
which was 5 won, 4 lost, 1 tied.
Jordan placed 5th in the conference this year, and should
have a good season next year.
· The baseball team has a 6-5
record so far this season and
is in a tie for second place.
The track team had the best
How do you think Coach Popson
and Coach Dennis compare with
season it's ever had in the
other coaches in this area?
school's history. The prospects
"They are two of the best
look excellent for next year
high school coaches I have seen because the team won't suffer
or heard about. With all their · from losing senior members,.
The basketball tean suffered.
other responsibilities , they
still gave a lot of their en- both as a result of graduated
ergy to football. They didn't
players and the inexperience
give up even when our records
of the new ones. Although the
weren't great.
varsity team had its l'IOrst year
this season, the J. V. 1 s did
What are Jordan• s prospects for almost as well as last year by
next year?
pla.cing second :iri the conference.
The golf team finished 6th
"The best record for a Jorplace in the conference.
Bob
dan football team in history
Hays was the low scorer in
thus far has b.een .5-4-1. I
two of his tournaments.
will be very disappointed if
Finally we have the tennis
next year•s team doesn't make
team whi.ch won one match,
at least an 8-2 record.
in all it 1s been ano'ther
exciting year for Jordan sports.

Was high school football challenging? ·'
"Just to be able to play on
Friday nights, and in front of
your fellow classmates, is inspiring; but after my sojilomore year I
realized
that
there was muc·h more to fbotball
than that. From that year on,
I dedicated myself to be the
best I could and reach my fullest potential on the football
field. That, I think, is the
greatest challenge in whatever
you are involved with."
Sure,
it has paid off,
not
only
through my grant-in-aid with
Catawba and awards, but
most
important of all.it has taught
me much about myself•"
·

Henry Hinson's
on sweeps.

great blocking

Mel's,famous quote, "Xou ain't
football 'players, YOU don't
bleed enough,n
When.certain football players
started this season and finished this season at the same
time.
REVENGE:
Mel

The time · we "got"
touch football.

•

go
better

tlv•t•

with

CoKe

Speights Auto &
Fuel Oil
"A Busirlf'SS With A Soul"

433 E. PILdT STREE1
68Z-3575
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SHIRLEY GARRETT

In Memory of
'' MAN''
Covington

THOMAS PATTERSON

LAST WILLS

Mr. Alexander "Man" Coving'ton, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
iWillie L. Covington, was born
in Durham, North Carolina on
March 22, 1952. He departed
this life April 25, 1970 .
He was a member of Cox Memorial Free Will Baptist Church
and attended Merrick-Moore High
School. At the time of his
illness he was a student at
Jordan High School.
He will be missed among all
those wh.o loved him dearly.
Alexander, to you, we leave
these last words:

AND TESTIMONIES
.L' Cathy Settlemyer,

will my
fant8stic ·driving ability and
traffic court experiences to

rr1.y sister·, Susan.

Sylvia h. Jones 1 will my
seat in Internationa.L !lelations
to Paulette, my sister.

I,

I, Beverlee c. Scott,

will rr;y

two misconduct slirs
deserving Junior.

to any

I, Linda hose \dlson,
seat on Bus 73 to
barbee;

will my
Beverly

I,
my

Harris, hereby will
outstandir.g rank in the

Ser1ior Class,

to any

capcible

Junior who might be able to
"shoot the bull" as well as I
did.

I, Larry Parker, being of unsounn mind and body, hereby
t;ecueatl1 my ability to cheat
on every test v:ithout getLing
caught to my sister, Georgette.
· l, Paul Bonti, being of sound
111ind and sick of fuzz, will
.. one plastic . cow on Hillsboro
· hoad .to any IDJ(jT who. cares to
talrn it.
I, Helen \,illiaws, . being of
sound mino and with love(?)
ror ,.,r. Greene, will rny many
joyous (?) hours in 5th period
,.,ath IV to anyone unsuspecting
enour:h to take it.
I, Debbie r•wrshall, being of
sound rnind, will .uy last nac:e
to Sherrie ,.1arshall, to
honor, ano use its influence
on teachers mid students the
way I have.

They taught .me
TRUDIE HACKNEY

pass
years
The
spent
in class
The hours
. The Jays I could have played
!Jut instead in school I stayed
The
The
The
The

They Taught Me
sweating through every test
teacher pounding on her desk
rroments that seemed like hours
stairsteps I climbed that
seemed like towers

The
The
The
For

They Taught Me
memory work I had to learn
A,8,C's I. had
to earn
poor beatings I had to take.
so many thoughtless mistakes

They Taught Me
teacher that stuck to the
rule
The kid that tried so hard to
play it cool
The books I found so hard to
read
The student who always had the
lead

Life is but a game, that
people play
They think little of it
as it passes from day to
day.
·rhey pat a friend upon
the back
And inform others of the
things he lacks.
They laugh if only for a
. little while
And they think little of
a silly but simple
Srnile.

The

They Taught Me
Those
12 glorious
years
Because, now I know they were
worth the tears
Yes, those 12 long years, they
taught me
. They ma'1e me want to make something of myself
To seek for something more than
wanting to be just like
everybody else

"If only we had known."
Your love would never
have been taken for
granted
But treated like heaven
.Or a
cherished
planet.
Your smile would have
been .. a painted picture in
our minds
And to your every thought
we wouldn't have been so
blind.
But we didn't Alexander!
For your life was our
loss
Yet, all the tears we
shed will never pay the
cost.

I, Sally Grant, bE·inp of BONEY
will my whistle to
Charles lJurham.

45 RPM RECORDS
ONE -FREE WITH TEN
FRIENDLY SERVICE
FINEST VARIETY

I, Michele Lllis, 0ein? of
little top and tli;-: \xttom, will
all my big clothes to Lebbie
Capps.

Record Bar

I, ·oon Long, wi 11 my partnershi p in the Don lonp,-Dwi;sht
Little STUL
to Lon
P<;ndergraft.
I, .i:hornas t·at.terson,

being an

unsound, sex-1,,indeo FOOL, will
my thrilling and exciting sex
techmiques used on every unsound,
sex-minded
girl to
Douglas Parker.
I, huth \H,bb, will iilY sea:t in
the auciitorium to any deserving Junior who may· be nearsighted.
I, Jan Cc.iu, will my Junior
year, Latin III final average
to all unsuspecting, perspective students of Latin III.
UKE RED & WHITE
Food Stores
3000 Chapel Hill Road
489-2211
Deliver"

Alex Jones
Interiors

LATEST RELEASES

3130 HOPE VALLEY RD.
4119-2338

Compliments Of

West Durham Lumber
Co.
HILLSBOROUGH RD.

28H261

3109

"FOR THE BEST IN HAIR CARE"
WYNNE'S DRY CLEANING and
LAUNDRY SERVICE
4522 Alston Avenue
544-3515

call:

GEN'S BEAUTY-ETTE
904 SPRINGDALE DRIVE
489-2935

This is the way it's going to be.

-----------------------------------------------------
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JORDAN SLIDES BY HENDERSON, 7 to 6, WORD CLARK HERO
Falcons Claw South Johnston, 41 to 0
Falcons Squeeze Orange, 7 to 6
AFS
by Elaine Clark
The AFS Committee,
cochaired by Lynn Stiles and
Elaine Clark 7 is making ear l y
plans for Christmas.
The purpose of the commit tee is to raise money for
the Durham Chapter of the
American Field Service (AFS).
Every year, this organization
arranges for a Jordan student
to be sent abroad, and for a
foreign
student
to attend
Jordan. This year Celeste
Wilson represents us in Japan,
while Poonsamon Sritalapat,
better known to us as Dang, is
here from Thailand.
This year's money-making .
scheme will be an international holiday bazaar. The bazaar
will be held at a Durham shopping center during the Christmas season and will feature
holiday foods from many foreign lands.
Planning began as early
as July, at the first committee meeting.
The committee
members agreed to make the
sale items and promote the
bazaar.
Any Jordan student who is
interested in the AFS program
or in helping with the bazaar
is invited to join the AFS
Club, sponsored by Mrs. Pharr.
Watch for announcements!!!!

--

CONGRATULATIONS, MR. GREEN!
A 3 7 451 gm. baby girl was
born approximately 43,200 seconds into the day of the 258th
rotation of the earth in the
1970 year.
(September 15)

She has been tabbed as
Laura Holden Green.
We hope
that Mr. Green doesn't spend
extra hours in the laboratory
concocting baby formula! But,
wish him many hours of sleep!
Sincerely yours
Class of 1971

BUSSES A FLOP!
Jean Wentz
Most of you have noticed the
signs and posters proclaiming
a bus to away games. So far
very few people have taken
advantage of this benefito It
is very discouraging to have
only six people to sign up.
How do you think it makes the
people in charge of this feel
when hardly anyone signs up?
A dollar and twenty-five cents
isn't really that much for a
seat to and from the games.
Think of all the fun you can
have! Please help, go to the
games on a bus!

---

--

THE JACKSON FIVE
'0y Avis Lester

MAGIC TICKETS ON SALE NOW
by Elaine Clark

'Iuese fj '"'I'} sonl l:rothers
from Indiana are the hottest
young group in entertainment
history.
The Jackson Five,
who, on the strength of three
hit records, have become the
number one group in the United
States and Britain.

Magical
yellow
cards
began to invade Jord2n High
School
Wednesday
n'• 'rning,
September 9 to do a qreat
service for the student councit.

They r.nge in age from 10
to 19 years old. The five
have burst onto the musical
scene all fire and energy with
an unlimited amount of musical
talent.
The Jackson Five's first
recording early this year, HI
Want You Back" sold more than
three
and a :taalf--- ?Ili J lion
copies. Two later releases;
tt A-B-C 11
and nThe Love You
Save" have each sold more than
two miJ 1 :_on copies.
By the wa , did you know
that the Jackson Five's father
Joel Jackson, is a one-time
musician who played and wrote
songs for a group in Gary,
Indiana called the Falcons?
Anyone wishing to help
with any aspect of the fi'ALCON 's
CRY may do
Just leave your
name iu'the Main Office in Mrs.
Anderson's box. Please note the
Particular aspect( s) that you
would like to help in.

This
ordinary
looking
Jordan student/ A
et is really your passport
to pleasure and escitement.
With this powerful pass, any
student from noble senior to
humble sophomore,
can thrill
to the plays of the war-like
Falcons.
For
the
unbelievably
reasonahle price of $5, the
Jordan sports fan is entitled
to attend every scheduled home
football and basketball game,
varsity and junior varsity.
Football is ordinarily $1.50 a
game and basketball is 75¢.
The magic wor}s in three
·s, all for the good of the
jan student body. First,
the ticket
a sutstantial savings £or the Jcrdan
spectator. Second, the ticket
raises money for the Student
Council.
Third
the ticket
increases the crowds at the
games
and
raises
school
SOURUT!

The tickets
chased' from any
or student
chairman.

may be purCheerleader
council committee
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by Steven Buntin
SENIORS CHANGE?
Infinite ideas come to a man in his lifetime. What one does with any
of these ideas is to him, his own right. They call that FREE WILL. One
muet remember, however, that how infinite these ideas do appear; that, they
are, as a consequence of reality, quite FINITE with respect to DENUMERABILITY.
Finite with respect to Denumerability--no these are not 10-dollar words,
they mean a great deal (if to no one else, you can say just to me.) The
ideas that come to you in your lifetime, how trivial, can be counted.
Maybe not on Jne's hands or even on one's feet; but counted just the same.
Counterl, yes; but not feasibly. One notable scientist, I've found has
11 guestamated" that over 3-TRILLION ideascome to one human-being within his
lifetime. If you sit down to count or denumerate·these at the seemingly
fast rate of one per second, it would take you 96,562 years to count them all.
As a senior in high school, I 1 ve found that I must make decisions that
will bind me for a lifetime. Nothing strange that I find the course curricula I am plowing through now is only a basis to college work. How
insignificant some work seems to me, I know as an end result: THE BETTER
I DO NOW, THE EASIER IT WILL BE LATER.
How much later depends mainly upon me. As a consequence of extended
age, I find, by society's criteria: I GAIN MATURITY. Distinct responsibility given through trust is laid upon the mature individual. At Jordan,
certain responsibilities are mine regardless of MY wants, MY needs, or MY
abilities to handle any of them. This should never become a burden to me.
If it ever should, then subconsciously I will cease producing "the effortless
and great vigor" I once put into my studies.
Example has proven that in the past, WORLD HISTORY and ENGLISH have
proven my downfalls. The splinters in the lion's toe so to speak. This
lion thinks that he has the answer.
Will this SENIOR CHANGE?!
COMMENTS, PRO
OPINIONS ARE WELCOME. Just send to me, c/o P. O. Box
ABC14, Alabaster Point, Cherry Grove Island, South Pacific, one stamped, selfaddressed envelope, six-dollars and seven cents for a personal appraisal of
your COMMENTS, PRO
CON OPINIONS.
OVERHEARD DEPT.

NEW NEWS

Boy 1 s bathroom on second floor:
"He wouldn 1t. 11
"You don't know Mr. Green."
"It 1 s absolutely ridiculous. 11
"Yea I know, I have a date too."
"I've never heard of weekend
Homework. 11

A Chess Club is in the
offing at Jordan. If you play,
of would like to learn contact
Mrs. Anderson, or me, SLB, by
leaving your name in the main
office to be placed in Mrs. A's
box. A team of fr. is trying to
be formulated. The big deal
will come when and IF the team
will travel to the National
High School Chess Championships
later in the year •••••••• need
many GIRLS.

POET 11 S PEW
Behold but One in all things,
it is the second which leads
you astray.
Kabir

JORDAN JV's VICTORIOUS
by Joel Craig
On Thursday, September 10
the Jordan
Juni0r
Varsity
played their first game of the
season against the Orange JV's
on the Jordan fieldo
Jordan
received the opening kick and
drove 70 yards for a touchdown
in which Larry Anderson capped
the drive with a twisting 24yard carry for the six pointso
Deryl Pickett crashed in from
the 2-yard line with the conversion and Jordan led 8-0.
Orange received the kick,
but was not able to mount a
drive and returned the ball to
the Baby Falcons, who again
drove for a touchdown, with
Anderson running the last sixteen yards for
his second
touchdown of the game. At the
end
of the first quarter,
Jordan led 14-0,
Jordan's tough
defense
h@=ld..Orange again after Herb
Clark sent a punt to the Tiger
three-yard line. The Falcon's
took possession on the Orange
30
and
broke
through for
another TD, again with Larry
Anderson getting the points on
At the
a four-yard blast.
half, Jordan led 20-0,
The game was
far
from
over, but Orange wes repeatedly unable to crack the stiff
Falcon defense. Jordan, operating behind Quart:errock Clark
again drove to the goal line,
but this time the Tigers stiffened and held
the Falcons.
The third quarter was scoreless_. __
Midway through the fourth
quarter, the Falcons capitalized on
an Orange fumble to
put the game away. Fullback
Mack Grady, who had several
long-gainers nullified by penal ties, scattered the Tiger
defense as he blasted through
for four yards and a toughdown
making the final score, Jordan
Orange 0.
·
Larry Anderson led all of
the runners with 101 yards on
13 carries for a f::mtastic 77yard averageo
Deryl Pickett
Picked up 39 yards on nine
carries. Mack Grady added 26
tough yards on 13 carries,
The Falcons did not pass once,
in crushing the Tigers. Randy
Way picked off an Orange pass
iJL the fourth quarter. Tom
Swain, Davy Marsh, Joe Bailey,
Wallace Mann, and Ray King all
turned in fine performances.
Tri-captains for the 1970
season- are Joe Bailey, Ruffin
Grady, and Randy Way,
Mr.
Larry Parrish is the JV coach.
Mr. Parrish was pleased with
the overall performance of the

team, but indicated that the
Falcons must cut down on penalties.
The Baby Falcons hope to
lengthen their victory string
on September 17 at Henderson.
The next home game for the JV
team is on September 24 when
they will face Southern on the
Jordan field.
CROSS COUNTRY NOTES
The Jordan. Cross Cou:utry··
team entered their second year
of existence on September 11
under the direction of head
coach,
John Gray, after
their 4-9 record of last year.
Jordan lost their "man of indurnace", Lynn Thomas, through
graduation but the team has a
crop of new young hopefuls.
The 1970 team members include Richard Nook, Senior ;
Melvin Lennen, Junior; David
Woods, Sophomore; Robbee O'Brien
Sophomcre; Jim Morris, Sophomore; Brad Thomas, Sophomore;
Mike Gerber, Sophomore; and the
Streeter family, Ronald, Donald
and George.
Jordan had their first
match September 11 against Southern, Cary, and Northerno
Coach Gray feels he has
a young and very hopeful team

this year. He mentioned that
they had a late start for their
prad.ice
September 8th. The
coach is looking forward to the
zenith of the season when his -°'
team will be better conditioned ,_
and ready for the conference
match at Duke near the end of
the season, Followed by the
District and the State. The
coach said that he is very
proud of these eleven men who
have dedicated their fall
tc
the rumming of this 2 1/5 mile
course.
Just because CrossCountry is considered a minor
sport here, at Jordan,
the
players who are on the team
think of Cross-Country
as a
great sport like the others who
consider football a great sport
as also basketball.
They do
this not because they will receive a letter, but
beoause
they
have a love and very
strong
desire
towards this
strenuous and arduous sport.
In closing my interview with
Coach
John
Gray,
I quote
him in saying, 11 I am still
looking for that great rWJner
lo st in the st uden 1 s a pathy. n

Bob Hays Has
Successful Sunnner
Craig Reed
Bob Hays, better known<as the
nwire11, had a golfing sm:mner.
He participated in some eight
golf tourmaments.
Hays, who was Jordan's No. 1
golfer last year and the 2nd
best golf er in the District
Conference, gained the admiration of many people this summer.
honor cmne in the
His first
North State Junior Boys Tournament in Raleigh in which he
finished fourth in the tournament. This is for all the
junior golfers in North Carolina and Virginia.
Hays' next big honor caille in
the fmned Herald-Sun
Golf
Tournmnent which attracts all
amateur golfers. He was runner
up in the President's Flight.

In the spring, members will be
selected to attend the aDD.ual
play day in Greensboro for a
whole school day. High,Scbools
from all over the state will
be attending.
G.A.A. 's is for all girls
at
Jordan. Any girl may sign up
for any and all sports
she
For each
would like to play.
meeting she attends
and each
sport she plays, she gets
a
set number of points. At the
end of the year, according to
the number of points she
has
accumulated, she will receive
a certificate, a iin, or
a
badge.
This association is a really
great way to have fun,
make
friends, and get plenty of eJf.
ercise all at the same time.
We will meet each Tuesday after
school beginning Sept. 15th in
the girl's locker room. If you
would like to know mQre please
see Sissie Long or Mrs. Ely.

In qualification for the North
Carolina Junior Amateur. Hays
was tied for third with former
State High School Champ David
Camipe.

Please sign up on the girls
locker room door to play Speeda-away TODAY.

Hays' last big distinction came
at the Orange-county
Invitational Tournament. Hays'
had
rounds of 72-71-68, for a total
of five under par and
second
place in the tourmament behind
Dan HilL

Jordan High School blazed its
way in the opening football
game of
the
Jordan
racked up
41 points
while
holding the Trojans' score to
Oo It set a record for the
most points scored in a single
game
in
Jordan
football
history.

So, all in all, it's
been a
great summer for the "Wire".

G.A.A.
G.A.A. is an athletic association for ,girls. ·We are competing ·with Southern
High
School for a trophy. Last year
we wone the trophy and we are
hoping to do it again this
year.
Our first sport ·of the_year
will be speed-a-wayQ It's
an
action packed game with continuing activity.
Our winter
sports will be basketball and
ping-pong.
After Christmas we
will begin bowling each week.
Our spring sports
will
be
volleyball and badmiton. The
last sport of the year will be
softball" We will
a play
day with Southern
for each
sport, some of them being combined. For each sport we wi:o,.
we receive a set number of
points leading up to the trophy.

Word Clard was named Back
of
the Week in the District Illo
Clark scored three touchdowns
or runs of 73, 68, and 15 yards.
He racked up a total of 253
yards in rushing, which has to
be a recordo
Other Jordan
touchdowns
were
scorec· by
senior halfback David Anderson
on a 31 yard jaunt, Kim Jensen
on a 45 yard run, and Herbie
Jones on a 49 yard run. Kent
Senter booted one extra point,
while Tommy Shore and David
Anderson each
added a two
point conversiono
Kim Jensen was named
Lineman
of the Week in the Durham City
County.
Late in the first
half a South Johnston punt was
partially · block€d.
Jensen,
alertly, picked it up
and
scrambled 45 yards for a touch
downo
Continued on uext page.

NEWS AND OBSERVER PICKS JORDAN TO WIN DISTRICT 111
With an Interview of Star luarterback Tommy Shore
by Bob Hays & Craig Reed
The Falcons 'li'iill be t!7itg to
add on to a successful 5-5 re
cord of last year,
for
fifth place in the
District
III Conference. It was Jordan's
2nd best team
in
history.
This year the Jordan football
team has already received
a
very
distinguished
The News and Observer has
dan as the t0p
team in the
District III.
They are led by such returning linemen
as Craig
Reed
and Don Pendergraph,
ends;
Bob May and Henry
Hin.eon,
tackles;
Toby Grady
and
Chris
East,
guards. Bill
Overby,
a newcomer,
will
start at ite,nter.
In the backfield, Jordan will
be led by returning Letterman
Tommy Shore at
quarterback
The halfback slots
will be
filled by seniors Word Clark
and David Anderson. At wingback, Jordan
gained
a newcomer from George E. Marshall
High
School
in Virginia,
Brad Senter,
with help from
his brother Kent Senter, who
is also the placekicker. Mark
Shambley will back them all up.
Coach John Popson feels that
his team will have plenty of
depth in most every area. He
is looking forward. wl'::.&.t
he
hopes will be a successful
campaign for his footballers.
INTERVIEW:

Tommy Shore

Tommy Shore was tabbed as the
city-county first team defensive back last year.
Shore
who is also a
star
on the
hardwood, is a senior
this
year and will be an
experienced quarterback.
We asked
Tommy about
the
team 1 s outlook for the
1970
season. 11 It is going to be
pretty good,
probably the
best tea.In ever assembled at
JHS. 11
Tom believes the
coaching staff deserves a lot
of credit. Tom rates Northern
and Roxboro as the teams to
beat. Tom thinks the offersive backs will be a strong
point in the game.

About the prediction from the
News ·and Observer
Tom· had
11
these comments.
It was surprising, but it will set
a
goal for the team to work for.
We asked Tom if he
had rny
further plans for
education.
Tom said that he was thinking
seriously about Clemson, from
which he received a
ball letter of intent.
Our final question
for Tew,
who was by the way
2nd top
scorer on
69
Football
team with six touchdowns for
36 points, was asked what was
his favorite play. He
said
very definately the
option
play, on which he scored three
of his six· touchdowns
last
year.
RAINS DELAYED GAME
cont. from page 5

The game w a s delayed at the
start, because of heavey rain,
and streaks of lightning. The
field was muddy, so Jordan did
little, i f any passing. Although
i t rained. nothing
c o u l·d ston the
visiting
Falcons, as they gained sweet
revenge.
A year ago, South
Johnston defeated the Falcons,
14-6.
The next game for the Falcons
will be Sept.11, Friday night,
at the Orange County Speedway.
There they will take on
the
Orange High Panthers, who won
their opening game also.
SHOWS AT U.N.C.
Ike and Tina Turner-October 10
(ticket sales begin September
28 for students, October 5 for
general public.
Chicago •..•. October 31 ticketsales begin October 19
for
students,
October 26
for
general public.
Two more major concerts are to
be announced
November 7 and
November 21.

JORDAN

SLIDES

BY

HENDERSON

David Anderson
Jordan's Falcons played host to the Henderson Bulldogs here
Friday night.
Jordan's captains, Clark and Shore won the toss and
elected to receive the ball.
The ball was brought up to the 40-yard
line.
The ball changed hands several times in the first quarter. Near
the end of the quarter, Clark dashed for about a 70-yard TD.
At
half-time, the score was 7-0 in favor of Jordan.
Jordan's defense held the
Bulldogs to 0 until the last
quarter,
when one
of the
Henderson players attempted to
go for the twp points, and
was stopped by Jordan's mighty
d e f e n s e.
Once again,
Henderson's back went f o r a
drive o f about 65 yards.
In
the nick of time, Jordan was
s a v e J
Cornerback Glenn
Barbee.
The final score of
the g a m e was Jordan 7 and
Henderson 6. Jordan's defense
was suarked by players George
Covington and Henry Hinson.
CHEERS
AAA BEAT BEAT
Aaa beat, beat,
Aaa beat beat, quack quack
Give me some slack,and if ya
don't, I won 1 t scratch
your back_,
and if ya do, I swear,
I 1 11 cheer for you--We1ve got soul (10 claps) ••.••
so,let 1 s go!
(10 claps) Repaet

BATTLE CRY
(cheer loudest for your class)
Victory!
V-I-C-T-0-R-Y

That's the
sophomore
battle cry
V-I-C-T-0-R-Y
That 1 s the
junior battle
cry
V-I-C-T-0-R-Y
That 1s the
senior battle
cry
V-I-C-T-0-R-Y
That's the
Jordan battle
cry
clap-clan Victory!

JORDAN STRUGGLES FOR SECOND
WIN OF THE SEASON
Bob Hays
Jordan scored its s e c o n d
straight victory of the young
season by edging Orange 7 to 6.
It was a hard fought g a m e
which was played at the Orange
County Speedway in Hillsborough.
Jordan scored o n the opening
kickoff.
Tommy Shore t o o k
the f o o t b a 1 1 on his own
thirteen yardline a n d raced
87 y a r d s for a touchdown.
This spectacular r u n earned
Shore t h e Durham City-County
Back of t h e Week Award. Kent
Senter booted t h e extra point
which ended u p to be a b i g
point.
Orange marched right back i n
t h e same ueriod to score its
only touchdown. The touchdown
came on a 9-yard TD pass which
was almost picked off by Shore.
The p a s s went right through
Shore's h a n d s into t h e
reaching a r m s of the Orange
receiver.
Orange then tried
to run for the two poin conversion, but the Orange halfback was stopped just inches
from the goal line.
From then o n it was a defensive struggle and Jordan held
off several Orange
drives.
Word Clark received a n injury
in the first half.
Coach John Popson credited the
defense for t h e good work and
he gave special praise to defensive tackle Henry Hinson.
Near the end of the game,
Orange staged a last desperation drive.
With only a minute to p 1 a y, Orange had a
fourth down a n d five on the
Jordan 25 yard line. Orange
threw a ua.ss, but Brad Senter
hit the receiveir forcing.him
to drop the b a 1 1. Jordan
took over on dovn:r.

Dear --- I had a party at my
home. My parents fully approved.
of
it. It was my
father's idea. As I hoped,
many of my friends came. But,
so did a lot of kids who were
not my friends, and also a lot
of kids I did not even know.
It was the uninvited group who
brought the liquor, obstructed
traffic in front of our home,
the neighbor's
and littered
yard with beer cans and liquor
bottles. And finally caused
the 1JQlice to come.
Now my parents blame me
for the trouble caused by the
rowdy gang, and I am
now
grounded at night, but worst
of all, I have lost the trust
and respect of my parents.
What to do?
Grounded in
Dear Grounded in:
If your
parents are holding you respon•ible for the misconduct
of the uninvited hoodlums who
forced their way into your
home, then they are being unrea.sonah le. But, if you deserve to be grounded, it's too
late now. The police should
have been called as soon as
they showed.
Dear --- My mother makes me
lose a lot of friends. Whenever one of them comes over,
mother tells them exactly
what she thinks of what they
have on, or their grooming.
She has caused me to lose a
lot of friends because of her
over-honesty. What should I
do? Hurry, before I give out
of friends.
Disgusted
Dear Disgu$ted: Talk oqrer" all
of your objections with your
mother and explain your feelings. Be honest and find out
what she is thinking before
you jump to conclusions.

Many thanks from the "Falcon's
Cry" staff
to Mrs.
Sharon
Hudgins and her classes
the hours of typing
that
went into this edition.

MOVIE VIEWS & PREVIEWS
THE PEOPLE NEXT · 'DOOR
a
story about a girl who is on
drugs and is on a bad trip,
when her parents find out all
about
her drugs and other
extra curricular activities.
The people who live next door
have a son who is studying to
be a lawyer until his parents
find out he's a pusher and
turn him in. The ending is
left up to the imagination.
It's rated 11 R11 and is now playing at the Northgate Theatre.
GETTING STRAIGHT
Is also
rated "R 11 • It is about a man
who returns to college after
several years
of being
a
hippie.
He keeps trying to
obtain his teaching credits
and it tells all the trials
and fun he has in his pursuit.
Some comments were 11 St upend11 different, 11
ous, 11
and 11 it
could've been better. 11 All in
all, a very unique movie to be
seen at the Yorktowne Theatre.
THE GRASSHOPPER -- Will play
at the Yorktowne Theatre after
GETTING
It's
rated
11
R" as is THE BIRD WITH PURPLE
PLUMAGE at the Northgate. THE
GRASSHOPPER is about a girl
who doesn't want to become involved with anyone, but becomes involved with everyone!
THE BIRD WITH PURPLE PLUMAGE
is a suspense tale about a
mysterious killer.
HELLO DOLLY is playing at the
Colony with award
witl.nitl.g
Barbara Streisand. If anyone
can make it to Raleigh, go see
the famous, HELLO DOLLY.
If anyone missed, I AM
CURIOUS YELLOW and would still
like to see it, rather than
to hear about it, go to the
Wake-Zebulon Drive-In.
At the Starlight Drive-in
is Julie . Andrews in a Musical
Comedy called DARLING LILI.
It's about a woman spy who
sings.
WOODSTOCK is here! Since
CHISUM has
left
Lakewood,
WOODSTOCK is now showing. It
is rated 1111 R".
This film contains actual film clips of
the actual, orignial 3-day
outdoor rock festival
held
last summer.

FAIL T.V. PREVIEW
by Jean Wentz
The Mal:L._1YJ:or·, Moore Show:
Mary Tylor Moore finds herself
in a Midwestern locale as she
launches her own
situationcomedy series. She plays as
Mary Richards, 30, unmarried,
and getting a little desperate
about it. She gets a job in a
Minneapolis - St. Paul T. V.
newsroom and rents an apartment. What happens then? Watch
the Mary Tylor Moore
Show
starting September 19 on CBS
and find out.
The Silent Force. Ward Fuller
(Ed Nelson), Jason Hart (Percy
Rodriguez)
and Amelio Cole
(Lynda Day) are a team of
organized cr:i.men. Coming September 21, on ABC.
The Young Lawyers. They Work
out of a 11 Neighborhood Law
Office (NLO) in Boston and
are hired by people who can't
afford attorneys with diplomas.
They are directed by David
Barrett (Lee J. Cobb), a distinquished lawyer who left a
vrofitable
practice to get
down to the nitty-gritty as
supervisor of the NLO. If you
like the 11 Mod Squard 11 , you 1 ll
like this one! Starts
September 21 on ABC.
The Odd Couple. Tony Randall
and Jack Klugman star as the
mismatched apartment mates in
the latest reincarnation of
the
"Odd Couplen.
Klugman
plays the slob of a sports
writer who keeps spilling ash
trays all over the
place
Randall is Felix: Ungar, the
compulsively neat phot@grapher.
Starts September 24th on ABC.

BUY SELL TRADE?
A free Want-Ad seetion will.be
t.r:f'.f'<::n:.-d -in t:om:tng editions
of
the "Falcon's Cry". You
can
use this free service to buy,
sell, trade and advertise a] most anything. All Want-Ads
should be breif but include a
adphone number or name
dress. Ads will be collected
each week during home room by
a member of the . nEMBpa.per
staff.

CHANGES IN AIL SHOWS

The Beverly RillbiJ.liea
gets a shot in the
arm when
bit Roger Terry joins the cast
as a suitor for Donna Douglas
Tke Bill Cosby Show
add
Beah Rickards, playing Cosby's
mother.
Bonanza introduces Mitch
Riszil, 14, as an
ex-officio
member of the Carrtwright cla?.
The Doris Day Show is r: -·w
moving off the farm
into the
big city.
Mayberry R.F.D. brings on
Alice Ghostley as
the
new
agents - Lesley Warren and Sam
Elliott.
M.y Three Sons gives Fred
daughter-inMacMurry another
Troup
and
law when Ronnie
Stanley (Chip) Livine;s"!:.0L are
married.

SMILE?

•

Perhaps the most frnstrating event of the eohool
year is picture taking time.
Girls painstakingly roJl their
hair.
Boys suffer . through
what always seems to be the
hottest day, with ties and
coats.
As usual, the Seniors had
their pictures taken first, on
Tuesday. Then, on Wednesday,
Juniors and Sophomores
had
theirs taken.
Because
these pictures
will be the ones used for the
annuai, Junior and Sophomore
girls were asked to wear different
colors of blouses.
Juniors were to wear
navy
blouses and Sophomores were to
wear white blouses.
All the
boys wore ties with
white
shirts.
Hope you smiled!!!!!!

Thurs., Oct. 8 ,
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: Jord:i.n Drops Ral'.l.k To Cary, 7 - 6

THE OOHING OF HOM.ECOMilJG

Is.-Homeco:mi.ng hero, a1read_y? Yep, it 1 s J..bout th.2,t time
again.
Time .fpr mor3 excitement than Jordan has over soon.
The wo-ok of festivity climaxes with the ga:mo o..gainst Oxford
Webb,. and the cro1ming of tho Homocomin.g Quo on on Fri.
This year,_
h'.1VO been some ch8.ngos mo.de ·with regard
to the alection of the homecoming court. Tho Senior football
players, 3ach 1 wore 3blo to nominate one 3irl, regardless of
which class shc is from. From those fifteen girls, tho num""
bor i:cras narrovrnd cl.own to six, on Mond?.y. This ·was done by a
student body vote. Those six girls Hill all be on tho Homo=
coming Court., During the middle of th0 week, tho ntudonts
voted ag:J.in to n2.rrow tho number of girls ta throo. One of
thoso throe girls will be crow
WHO
THC P.:tWrS ..::..T JHS, or
ned Homecoming 'Quoon, Friday
YOU'VE OOM:::i: . :.. LONG ''T.f'i.Y, B.!\.BIES
night. Dang, our foreign exby Penny Williams
change student from Th.n.ilnnd,
3.lso will bo on tho court.
This is not merel_y
To domonstr:J.te tho strong
p:::mts or boys
support we have for our toam,
and hair or shorts or shirtand to show our undying school
tails out. It must be
spirit, a giant pop rally has
izod th:::i.. t tho l110re
univors:i.l
been planned for today. Ploo.so
conflict is aver how tho best
tako advantage of this opportdecision is roached, and moro=
unity to scream ·Hi thout gotting
over, who has tho right to dea misconduct slip for doing so•
Do students not have an
1
The cheerleaders urge you to
' w.1a.lienable rightn to decide,
help them out by really yelling
1·rha t to wear?
Or, do they, by
11i th them, and show·ing all
of
nocossity of positive oducat=
out great team, that we are beional progress, concede, this
hind them 100%.
right to
superDon't miss supper on Fri.,
iors? We must consider which
before the game. Como to th0
ways (ie who, how, when,
big barboque supper, which will
will c::-ouso moro hnsslo o.nd 1·rho
be held in the JHS ca.fotoria.
i::i to shouldor the conflict.
It 'rill be STJonsorod by the JHS
Probably little action was
Band, and everybody is invit8Xpoctod at tho first Student
Cow.Loil moating. T-rhen Bill Coped. The cost is $1.75/person.
Sometime during tho ha.lf·:poridge, a Senior rop., called
timo ceremonies, a long awaitfor a ch:tnge li1 tho JHS dress
.od decision will bo announced.
code. Because of this one lit
This docision will be made by
tle suggestion,
somesomo mysterious judQ'eS,
f.rom
thing very unusual took place.
our faculty.
judges will
Why?
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 2)

DRESS

EOM800HilJG

.1 li ttlo background:
last
yoar, poople really started,
ju.mping about the dr.::ss co do.
No, it was 1 t all of tho girls
in thoir minis, hopping around
trying to koop a body tomporaturo somewhoro above 50° -- it
was simply some broad = minclod
students w·ho sai:·r srJi:nothing archaic about tho dross rules as
they woro (and still arc. HohumJ.
Tho boys grumbled a lit
tlo whon hot wosthor came and
wont
came again, and, they
wore still dockod out in their
·th-'+ i· c<
"Go "'·"'
v'
-G' hev
l·naxi' 's 9·
...>·•"ti
ti
were still struck, literally, &
othorwise, in long ps.nts. 'I1hon
thoro was tho group of girls,
whci woro told ths t
Mr. · Sills
was considering tho subject of
their wearing i;ants to school.
Somowhsi, t surJJrisod at tho rumor, th0y hurried dov-m to the
lobby to find Mr. Sills, just
as surprised at tho rtunor. J . 11
woro sent srrurrying at a brisk
walk in tho general direction
of their classes.
But, this is now 1970. Tho
usual thing 2.bout the first SC
mooting is
thoro was somo
action that looks as though wo
might bo getting somo whore!!
Ohrisoly told of
C).,SO
whoro
a f adoral court ruled that a
school clross coda was unconstitutional. What about the Oou
nty Board? Lz::i.st year we whined
11
if Durham High
1rrhy
1
can t . we ? 0 Durhn.m High is a
city school, so
to
it did not nocoss3rily apply to
us. Somoono notod th2t Southern High, which is tmq_uostionably z:, coUJ.1.ty school permits its
girls to woar pants to school!!
Tb.8 Durhmn Sun ·printed a lotter
in its
Di2i11 which o ta to cl
th?.t Oh'.1rlos Chewning said th':1.t
tho Oorm.ty Bo,:_,rd doesn't decide
it is up to tho school. So now
we must consiclor the C:':J.So.
Of utmost import3nce is the
q_uostion of comfort. Taking in
to "l,ccoUJ.1. t that J orcl:<.n isn t t to
notorious for its roli:'lblo win
tor heg,ting, oo-pocially not in
tho ilrea k1101m c\s the lJ.-::i.rking
lot, one could
th2t there's
a ro3l nood for warmth from clo
thing. It would bo nice not to
to shivor all through the
first hslf of tho dqy just for
ono to got warm, then ·to lose
311 heat to
refreshing stagger across tho Broozoway. It
cos ts tho girls t·wico ='-s much,
to smolrn in tho win tor, because
thoy must light ono cigarotto,
to smoke '.lnd 0110 to huddlo arou
nd. Evon c.t that o:-:-penso their
Boys
logs aro
from warm.
hot
should bo comfortablo in
l

_,,

V

IJ '

•

chooso tho winning class proj oct. Tho seniors, confident,
thr".. t their pro joct is o. winner
h::wing boon uorking h.2rd, ovor
at Chris Ely 1 s houso.
Tho Jr.
cl '..SS J,lso is conf id.ant, and,
havo boon vrnrking b.::i,rd 'J.t Martho. Wilkin' s house. Tho Soph.
9rojoct is sc3ttorod all over
tho pl'1co, but tho Sophs think
that once it is J,ll put togothor in ono placn, tho Soph. 1 s
ability to win ·je projoct com
potition will be
This yo3r tho Jiu1iors and Srs.
aro really out to break their
own records.
tor tho g:tn1G, wo t1ope
you wonrt bo too 0xcitod to fo
rget tho sock hop. It will be
featuring Tho Dorion Modo from
Duke Uni varsity. It .. will be
from ?,f tor tho g::1mo until 11 :30
tho price is only 50¢
Vith help from you 1
Homecoming nt Jordsn ·will bo a TRE
M:ENDOUS ouccoss this year!!!
woathor just ns girls should bo
corilfortn,ble in tho cold.
Why,
msko thom spend tho -- hottest
part of tho day in slacks, ospoci.'llly i:.-;ri th no :-:;.ir conditioning
in tho nnin bu.ilding of tho
ool??
No are 15, 16, 17, 18, years
old. Wo
enough responsibility to recognize tho power of
a privilogo
of it
and of course somo lcids will bo
tho ones to woar
too tight. Somo kids will wear skirts
too tight or too short. Usually
nothing is so..id to thom and so,
learning goos right on.
Being
givon tho right to waar pants,
doosn 1 t moo..n th:i.t ovary fomalo
is going to go '],po and wear the
pants everyday. Thoro
of
courso, two courses of actions,
to
if things got out of
hand. Set limits
thon lot
students lcnrn by trial, and,
orror whnt is proper for school
or to koop in mind that students
:;i,t homo r:i.nd in tho city soo and
wo2r all ldncls of things, ::tnd,
what docsn 1 t m2ko them
on
Main Stroot w.-Jn 1 t m::;.lrn them 3.ll
in French I. Good, solid
institutions
born goodt
it takes timo and effort. It s
unroci.son0,blo to expect overyono
to got it str3ight at first. So
is tho atmosphere of a loss for
mal school ro:;,,lly loss conducive
to learning.
Wo would like to have a trial
period, a chqnco.
I would 1 iko to no to, at hat,
at tho Studont 0 Juncil mooting,
tho voto for rovision or tho ab
olishmont of tho dross code was
unan}mous.
1

FEELINGS

PLEASURES

By Steven Buntin
THOSE FEELINGS

PLEASURES:

THEIR MEANING

This column is dedicated to those unique individuals who
feel they can find Pleasures through the expression of Their
Feelings; and also along the road of Life find Feelings in
Their Pleasures: to them do I write.
THE expressed OPINION of the writer is aimed at casting
complete doubt and question upon those who sh0uld find it
necessary to excommunicate the ideas of AMERI0 rnISM and GOD,
APPLE PIE and CHESS SETS from their thoughts. There are
certain parts of this script unsuitable to the experienced
person: therefore, it is deemed unfit to secure a G, GP, R,
X, or XX rating -- it is uncensored, completely atuned to a
descriptional substance of being obscene in the minds of
many -- when really in reality it is near truth! BUT THEN,
WHO LIKES
Feelings are those unique little attributes everybody
has that he/she shows through the 6-senses of the Human
Body. However, there can be;many variations, combinations,
and other compounds of FEELINGS: words express these in a
complex compound form. There can be no retrospect or reiteration when it comes to words: sooken or
once
they are out -- that's it -- reality: Here I like to show
some feelings -- under Pleasures are the feeli12£._s of others
I like to show: the feel_ings of others that you show are
shown; that you felt it second, they
Pleasures ars those unique little attributes everybody
has that he/she shows through the 6-senses of the Human Body.
However, there can be many variations, co:11binatlons and other
comnounds of PLEASURES: actions exnress these in a
compound form.
There can be no retrospect or reiteration
when it comes to actions; Derformed or directed to; once they
are out -- that's it=- reality. Here I like to show some
pleasures =- under Feelings are the pleasures of others I
like to show: the pleasures of others that you show are
shown; that you pleasured it second, they
1

This week I wish to exuress my gratitude to DAnIAN HARRIS
whose script follows -- these are the types of feelings that
one feels, but said by another.
I'm sitting alone tonight, upstairs in my room. There is
one light on, and the only things still awake are me and a
moth that has kept me company for the past three
hours. He
knows my lightbulb by heart now. I am-sure it 1 s the first one
he's ever seen, or else, he would not have spent so much time
investigating.
I don't know what he'll C:_o when the light goes out. It's
his only friend. If I turn it out, he might die; but, if I
leave it on he'll probably burn. I know his feet must hurt by
now, because he does not kn!}w when to take a break.
He sits very still like me, but I don't ltnow what 1 s going
on in his head. It might be nice to be a noth for a little
while. No one would know what you are thinking. I found out
that that is really good sometimes, because sometimes when you
te11 people things, you regret it later. You would not lie
awake- at night and wonder, "Why did I say that?" I' 11 still
end up running into things, no matter what. Just like this
crazy moth, only nobody would know ·why, like nothing knows
about him. He might just be nearsighted, or he might be doing
something important, like trying to break the sound barrier.
Life is really fu:o.ny, you can grab something that no one
else has and keep it just for yourself -- like the lightbulb
and the moth. Only the longer you hold onto it, the harder it
is to find something nei:,r.
Like what is this moth going to do between the time the
light goes out and dawn? (3 A.M.)
Here the Editor(?)
the line
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DOWN
1.

2.
3.
5.
6.

He ran 88 yds for touc hdo1m
Student Council President
JL Falcon 1 s claw
Ou:ir .ll.FS Student from
Our A.FS student now in Japan
Nod
Sed Initus

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Mr • .:lvery 1 s favorite :\.CC

team
Our ;l.lma Mater
This year's naff ectionaten ( ?) title
This year's drum major
Claude
Stadium

JORDl:a.N D. E. C .j.. CH ..P TER
.bY Carol Thompson
Who are all those lucky
people who get to leave the
school, early, everyday? They
They are the hard-working members of Jordan 1 s D.E.C •·.... Club
(Distributive Education Clubs
of
ica) . This club is designed to develon the future
leaders of
and distribution.
chanter
ivi ties are always-- school centered, thus contributing to
the school's purposG of
paring well - adjusted, employ
able citizens.
The
first r
organizational meeting was at
Jordan on Sentember 9. The.officers were -elected, and, the
committee chairmen i;rnre appointed.
The officers for this year
are as follows:
PresidGnt
Dave Kincade
Vice Pres.
Robert Jenkins
Secretary
Lucy Council
Trea-surer
Joanne .-1U11es
Larry Weaver
Parliament.
Christmas candles are being
sold by
members to help

raise funds .for the club 1 s
activities. l field trip to
the Merchandising Mart, in
Charlotte is planned.
On October 28, from 2:45 7:00, Jordan ·will host Area
Three of N.O. Association,
DEci, District Leadership Con
fierence. This meeting will,
involve schools from twelve
counties. District officers
will be elected, and, job interviews and also, Miss
Contests ·will be l1eld. · Enter
tainment wlll be provided for
those students, not involved
in the elections or contests.
A buffet
will be held
in the Jordan
CONGR:l.TUL . l. TIO NS
On August 23, at 1:46 P.M.
a little boy was born to Mrs.
Physical Education,
teacher, here, at Jordan. The
b3by woighed 51b 4oz at birth.
His name is William Arthur
Harris Jr. and is called Bill.

IN'J:ERVIEW
by Carol .l.nn Magor
Mrs.
vrho tea.chos
French levels II through IV,
was born in -1..tlanta, Georgia.
She attondod a small high
school, where being a
leader was hor main extracurricul;J.r a.ctivity.
Like
most students, Mrs. Wesche
enjoyed school off and on.
She went to Salem College,
for two
for two years
to UNO, G.nd for t·wo .years to
Duke . gro.duate school. .She
also has studied in France,
and in Germany.
Mrs. Wesche hJ..d c-t.lw-ays
liked French and sho decided
that teaching
be the
best way to share her feel
ings. She feels that studyh1g a f o ro ign l:n1guC>.ge is J.n
asset, because not only does
one learn a new language,
but, one :i.ls,J le:,,rns about
the people .'2.nd their culture.
special jobs, as being
a hostess or host to a visit
ing foreign diplom::i..t, d:-:cily
of foreign newspav0rs, aro ill available to
bi .. lingua l
A.moricans.
For
students who w18h to become
truly flUQnt'in French, summer courses at HoGilJ_
ersity, Montreal, or at Mid·dlcbury, Vermont, can be of
great help.
These courses
last for six weeks, during
which time, no English is al
lowed, and the courses there
are taught by native teachors.
Mrs. Wesnhe is the suonsor for our National Honor
She believes
it should be
of
nizing students 9 who are out
standing in grades, service,
and leadership. She disliked
the point system, because pe
ople-· joined clubs just
to
get J::>oints.
Mrs.
Wesche
said thst it is difficult to
define service, and leadership, but that opinions, not
numbers should be used. The
lowest national average - 88
might be raised here at JHS.
A special academic club only
might be added.
In her
time, *rs.
Wesche swims -- 3 or 4 times
a week, and reads, usually,
3 hours
She reads a
fair number of French books
and ia presently conoontrat-

ing on German literature. She
is a mombor of the "'imerican
Council of Teachers for Foreign Languages, and, sho also
goes to meetings of L'Alliance
Franc'O'..iSG in Ob.2.pel Hill ..
On the subj o ct of our dress
code, Mrs. Wesche said that
there should bo noatnoss and
consideration for others. She
said that ono 1 s ovm ·personal
code is wh:?.t really m'J.tters.
REllfEMB3R WHEN ....

••• you couldn't read
girls never wore pants
• • • TV CJ.mo in bl3.ck & r..rhite
you could t:J,ke te:ctbooks
into tho library
••• girls wore socks
••• boys wore socks
••• reuort cards
every
6 instead of 9 weeks
. •• you couldn't reach the
foot pedcllos Ln the car
••• your favorite subject was
:play porlod
•... lockers had locks
the :' :; w:::i.s no
to do on
Friday nights
boys wore white shirts
school got ryut at 2:30
everybodv h2d braces
you didn 1 t want to sleep

..... .

late

you couldn't tell time
movies
35¢
nobody had piercod ears
your mother drove you
everywhere
• •• you learned your multiplication tables -- finally
••• the BEATLES wore l\f o. 1
••• you sat in one room all

.. .

do.y

••• you couldn 1 t sae over the
checkout coi.:Lntcr
••• you didn't ho.VG exams

-by Cheryl Means
PIL.l.CE
When all men, of all f8.iths, of
all
cro8ds, and colors
can live in this world without
one another. When
every
son, ind evary
Woman's husbanx is
This
is the- timG we pray for. This
is :peace. Lot this symbol remind us ttn. t ·we must work for
peace, and
that our efforts will be successful SOON.
-by Jean Wentz

JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL
by Joel Craig
JV's STm.fP VANCE COUNTY

JV's DROP CARY 26 - 14

30 - 8

Jordan's JV's continued on
their winning ways by plastering
Vance County by the score of 308. Jordan unleashed a uowerful
attack to outgun their opponent
in every offensive category.
Larry Anderson led the Jordan
runners by gaining 243 yards on
23 carries for a fantastic 10.5
yard average. Anderson scored
two touchdowns and ran for nine
first downs. Mack Grady ran for
64 yards on nine carries, and,
added a two-point conversion on
a run. Deryl Pickett and Randy
Way also scored touchdowns for
Jordan, with Herb Clark adding
the other two points.
Clark passed ten times for
53 net yards, completing five.
Randy Way caught three, for 28
yards, while Bart Cleary caught
two passGs for 25 yards and two
The JV defense smothered the Vance County offense,
allowing only 18 yards on 28
carries. The Vance County touch
down was scored on a last-ditch
pass against the Jordan second
team.
Overall, Jordan out gained
Vance County with 243 yards of
total offense, compared to only
21 net yards for Vance County.
JV ' s LO SE 8 - 0
Jordan's next game was a
heartbreaking loss to Southern,
8 - O. Playing ball control,
and
on Jordan's
errors were Southern 1 s strong
points in the game. Anderson's
runs for over 100 yards (117)
on 18 carries, and made six of
Jordan's seven first downs.
Although Southern outgained the
Baby Falcon's by 214 yards to
182, the Rebels ran fifty-seven
offensive plays to the JV's 39.
-----·

SEE YOU
AT
HOMECOMING
FRIDAY

,,

i

Jordan JV's got back on the
right track by defeating the
Cary's JV's 26·- 14.
Larry
Anderson, again,. led Jordan's
runners with 125 yards on 26
carries, scoring two more
touchdo;;ros.
Mack Grady and
Herb Clark, also, scored TD's
for the Baby Falcons. (Anybody heard Coach Parrish's
heartwarming half time lecture
yet?)
Ray King ran 3 times
for 26 yards; Deryl Pickett
ran twice for 5, and, Herb
Clark completed two out of 3
passes for 12 yards.
As of October 1, the Baby
Falcons are 3 and 1, and have
outscored their opponents by
84 to 30.
But, they are in
need of FAN SUPPORT ESPECIALLY BY
Come out
to the next JV game and get a
good look at Jordan's other

JORD1lli DEFE! TS SOUTHERN

7 -

0

Jordan High School won its
four th gsune of a young sea.son
without a defeat.
It's the
best start in history for JHS
football teams. Jordan, now,
ranks 3rd in the
part
of the state.
The Jordan High's defense
deserves a lot of credit for
the victory. They held them
throughout the game with no
big threat from the
The Jordan defense has given
up only 12 points in 4 games,
for a 3.0 game average. The
offense has gained a total of
62 points· for .a 15.5 game
average.
With only 5 minutes remain
ing in the 1st quarter Jordan
was faced with a third, and
long yardage situation. Jr.
halfback Herbie Jones took a
handoff, slanted off right
tackle, and he scampered 57
yards for a touchdown. Kent
Senter,booted the extra point
to give Jordan a 7 - 0 lead.
Senior halfback Word Clark
seemed to be bottled up most
of the night, but, Word still
managed to gain 100 yards in
rushing.
Along with Jones,
(continued on page 7)

AWARDS
continued from page 6

JORDAN DROPS
7 - 6

Clark gave the Falcons a good
one
two punch in the rushing
department.
Junior tackle Bob Peedin
was named Durham City - County
Lineman of the Week in his defensive effort.
The remallu.ing on the defensive unit is
Senior John Coggin. The ends
are Seniors Chris East and Ray
Inscoe.
Junior Mile Adams?
takes up the middle guards
position. Tae two linebackers
are Juniors Kim Jensen and
George Covington. The cornerbacks are Junior Glenn Barbee
and Banior Don Pendergraft.
The two defensive halfbacks,
Kent Senter and Tom.my Shore,
are Seniors.
F-F-F-F-F -

clap, . clap 1 clap·
clap, clap
clap, clap, clap
clap, clap
L,L,L,L,L
clap, clap, clap
clap, clap
c,o,c,c,c clap, clap, clap
clap, clap
o,o,oto,o clap, clap, clap
clap, clap
N,N,N,N,lf
clap, clap, clap
clap, clap
S,S,S,S,S
clap, -Clap, clap
clap, clap
F-A-1 clap, . clap, 0-0-N·-S clap··
clap
FALCONS I.- I l !
F,F,F,F,F

. ..

TO CARY

Jordan kicked off at 8 PM
to Cary High School, Friday,
October 3. Jordan went into
the game with a 4 - 0 record
and finished 4 and 1.
In the first quarter, and
half of the second, Jordan &
Cary defenses were rough, &
each exchanged the ball
eral times. Then, on a pasB
play, Cary's q_uarterback
found one-of his receivers
wide ouen. . : .. touchdown f allowed and they added their
extra point.
several
more
Shore scored a
touchdown for Jordan. A two
point conversion was no good
according to the officials,
-on a disputed
The remaining part of
the night,
kept their
grim one point lead.
JHS 1 s
offense out - played Cary.
Jordan's penalties
really
hurt.
Defensive stand outs were
Darryl Bc:iiley, RaJr Inscoe,
George Covington, and David
;i.nderson.
Jordan is now tied for ··
second in the conference· &
they stand in 6th place in
the Eastern State· 3-JL
-by David lu::l.derson

clothes

players press their
with a grid. - iron.•··

-- -
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SENIORS

OCTOBER IS

by Penny ::nlliams

...

To dispel 3.l'lY untruths 9 and
to discover what october really
is, wo inquired of the J.H.S.
Seniors
October is to them.
Carol: My birthday
Wire:
Good bait
Kouis: Hallowoenie
MagJ,lda: Not 0, @#*! thing. No
I liko the time when

flitter flutter
to the ground J.nd 1·Tincl
blm·rn
COLD
Robin: My birthday
football gc:unes
Donna: Ha ha ha ••• um •••
Orunct1y lenves, big
Jill:
bonfires, frosty toes,
cold noses
Mag: chesting roastnuts on tho
opGn fire
Norman: 20 d:J.ys of school
Mustang Sally: Irony wallcing
around at the games
Shorrio: COLD football games
and ·warm times af tor
them
Seeing Ohic?:.go
Wind
through
tho grass
nippy weather
M·..
UTG houses??
••.
Elmc;r 1 s glue
Kat b.y: w· o o 1 lli'1 i.f o rms
Pat: first sot of chapped lips
Rqbin: Filling out early do=
cision applications
Elizabeth: Getting out winter
clothGs
'J..nnu'.J.l 11 Peanuts" spoc i J.l
on TV
Las: Seven months of school
left
Jo: Bracl
Bob: State F3..ir
Buddy: Tho Great Pumpkin
Chris: The month after SeDt.
Debbie:
Tha month before Nov.

...

and Soul, which turned out to
sell vrotty well. Finally, ho
money to leave &
uurch·J.so his
rocord labol
was entitled, King, for
ho W'lS then lmoc:m 'J.S thG King
of Soul. On his now labol he
m'.J.de moro records
more
because
began to soo
who he ro,.,,l]_y w-ri.s-. _'i.ftor his
label, he has boon known and
'.J..hnys ·will bo 1G1011m as Soul
Brother Numbor I.
POETRY CORNER.
You
with your
ayes,
with y0ur f l3xen hsir
I

falling into your lover's
gaze, stroking your golden
brow

We

CH.:l.PEL HILL CONCERT SBRIES

Lado= YugoslC>..V rb tion j,l D3ncc
Folk Ensemble
Oct. 22
Gold and Fizdalo
Fob. 21
National Symphony
118.r. 3
Now Yorlc Pro Musica
r._pr. 25
Student tickots sales begin a
wock boforo tho schodulod per
fornnnce.
J:op TEN

1.
BROWN

by Ervin Hoster
Ho was born in Macon, Ga.
in 1936. His
was vory
poor.
lt nine, ho loft home
to bocomo a shooshino boy to
holp out his f:1,mily. :i.f tor ho
st2rted out shining, ha began
to danco and sing for a tip.
Thon, Smash Record Co.spotted
his tqlont whon ho was 18. He
began to record with them but
his records waron 1 t doing woll
so about tho time ho w:i,s all
ro'.J.dy to lo'.J.VG tho recordings
world, he cut an '.J.lburr., Grits

uniting in love, are ful
fulfillod.
-by Joel Pago

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

I 1 11 Bo Thero

Jackson 5
Still ".f.". tor Love
Four Tops
Somo body's Boon Sleeping
in l.J:y Bod
100 Proof
Greon-Eyod Lqdy
Sugarloaf
Rosie
Noil Diamond
Lookin' Out My
Door
CO Revival
Out in the Country
Throe Dog Night
Riki = Tiki - Tavi
DonovFJ..n
War

Edwin Starr
Gy1Jsy Joman
Bryon Highland

DOWH
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

1.

Nothingi naught
1:Trath
One 1·rho annoys

6.

Hebrew moJ.sure
Clangor

9.

Roto.tos

7.

..t:..CROSS

4.
7.

8.

10.
11.

Sto11s

13.

10.

D8Clq0.'J.. SC

12.

S::i.tisfy fully
Out '.Jf lJ'Jrlc
No
on
Encountor
:ii:urono:::i.n v5_1rnrs
Stalk
l:..t homo
Throe toocl sloth
Public i10 ti co
J:Tus ic
Co okins; vc s s cl
En
Cloaks
VTi tt:r 0Zt:;ri11g
Hot
Woathorco clr
Bc:f oro
Vonturocl to clo
B11:crowi:ag mD.mn:.:i..l
Border
.t...rrived
Prescmt time
Bo2JJ11 of light

16.
18.

13.
15.
17.

20.
22.

23.
26.

27.

28.
29.

30.

31.
32.
34.

35.
37.
40.
l.J-1.
}J_•';)

I.__ C

SUPPORT TIU B..UJD,

19.
20.
21.

23.

21+.

25.
27.

28.

31.
32.

36.

37.

38.
39.
LJ-0 •
lj- 3.
-4-5.

1+7.

48 •

LJ-9 •

50.

corm

Energy, vim
Fishi'1g J!OlG
In this -:pl2ce
L::J:'..VO out
Commodities
Cl,::1ss 9 lci11cl
OircL; of lic;ht
E.=;::cursion
S

C }l

Burro-r,rinc; ins;:;ct
S b o l f o r go 1 c1
Polrnr stcJrn

Jumble
In

that

Ro source
Lic;ht broi;rn
To3r

Move ;::i,long

Iviysolf
t B 11.J)llC

Porf orrn
Milito.qr Scion.co
Pinch
Oomr0,clc
T·To..lkinc; stick
Si 11ging voice
N:-,lo duck
Fo:Jc1 9 fish
Pl1.3rc i
co11
112..rry
()f

8

st
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Not believe in Santa Claus!
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Students Speak
Traditionally, high school athletics have implied orderly, spirited, and constructive competition.between schools. Interschool rivalries have given students
the means with which .to support their schools. Until recently, such contests have
remained on a purely competative basis, where the action has stayed out on the field,
or the court. Now, however, it seems that the action has left the playing field, and
has moved to the parking lot.
The recent incident at Enloe serves to illustrate this point. It was a wanton
and destructive act, and leads one to wonder how long high school sports can remain
as a spectator event. When a school's team or cheerleaders cannot travel to another
school for fear of being attaclcod, then perhaps we should re-examine wh€':ther the
effort is wcrth the risk. Depending on one's distance from the problem, it may seem
c0=r1.oti:>ly unworth the effort.
·
.
Without organized sports, school would lose a larr,e part of its social value.
Without a proper attitude and supervision, such irresponsible acts as the incident
at Enloe r.tay well continue. If such acts continue, the only alternative left open
may Le to discontinue the athletic program.
Such is the situation facing us now. One must admit that Jordan reacted in a
. mature, responsible manner, which.may be the one saving grace of the whole affair.
We all, I feel sure, sympathize with the cheerleaders who were so bB.dly abused. We
all felt deep anger and resentr::lent, and were set to destroy Enloe, come hell or high
water. But we didn't act, because we
·the immaturity and destructiveness
of the original incident. Jordan is to be commended for this. Let the law take its
course, and let the act stand as its own self-condemnation. We can only hope that
the shamefullness and futility of it will preclude its happening again.
Emmett Sigmon
December 8, 1972
Dear Student Council,
The Student Council of W.G. Enloe extends sincerest apolcgies to you for the
incident occurrin2 on December 1. The incident was not only a painful one for you
but also a disgraceful one for us.
I'm sure that in the minds of Jordan students Enloe Hiph School is n0 good.
This is understandable but hard to take. There are approximately 1400 students at
Enl©..e and we are beine judged by the action of the 25 or 30 who were responsible.
The Student Council at Enloe wants you to know that such behavior is not typical of
all our students and we are.ashamed that these few have acted in this manner.
We hope that you will consider and accept our apology and extend it to your
cheerleaders and their advisor as well. We know that our apolories cannot undo the.
wrong that has been done, but we hope that .they can possibly help you to know that
we are FOR you •..• not against you.
Sincerely,
Jan Reagan, President Student Council
W.G. Enloe High School
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Studont Council Report
It is no socrot that tho Student Council noods nonoy. To pay tho dobt to Hr.
Sills 5 tho bill for tho student tolophono in tho
and to nako enough money
to bo ablo to do something constrgctivo; fund-raising activities havo boon planned.
Tho Student Council has boon given pornission to staff tho consossion stand during
tho JV and V2rsi ty bnskotball e;ar.1os for n 50-50 share of tho profits. Voluntoors
"Who nay but do not have to bo Student Council norabors: o.ro neodod. About 4
pooplo aro sufficient for oach gano. Plans arc. in progress for a faculty-student
go.no after tho Christr.1as vaccction. Sono of tho 1:1alo faculty will challenge some
nalo students in n go.no of
Tho woIJon and girls will play volleyball.
Tickets to tho gar.10 will bo only 25¢ por student.
Tho student directory will bo ninoogro.phod and conploted after Christmas. Tho
cost will bo loss this year sinco thay arc not boing printed by a conpany. Tho
Boosters Club is now selling Jordan High School decals for
c.pieco.
Information was rocontly rocoivod about tho NAACP State Youth Conforonco,
which will. be hold in February. Tho topic 1.1ill be tho log al rights of stud onts.
Jordan mny send sovernl delegates to this.
Tho Executive Council, which according to Jordan's constj_tution should bo
composed of tho officers, Comli ttoo Chairr.1an, tho principal, and tho sponsor,
has begun to i:ieot regularly before each Student Council mooting. Tho function
of tho Exocutivo Council is in part to initiate Student Council business.
Both Hhangor; Student Council Secty.
Intorschool Council
For tho past sovoral
tho Durhan Intorschool Council has boon noeting
at tho First Prosbytorian Church in Durhai:i. During this timo, it has organized
i tsolf as a working body 5 and has begun work on sor.10 school rolatod proj octs.
Officers wore oloctoc1 at tho first orgrtnizod r.10oting. Skip Signon of Jordan was
oloctod Prosidont, and tho Vico-Prosidont is Tina Finkle of Hillside. Jordan
rerresontativos i;cl1f.dod Dobbio lhxwoll, Branda Scott, Billy liitcholl 5 Skip
Signon 5 and Billy Young.
Ono of tho na,j or purposes of this orgo.nization is to to.kc a stand on i tons
of interest to tho Iflrhan
ty. Lt tho present tine thoy are studying
tho proposod 11 city outli plo.n, dno 11hich WOUld realign City SChOOl districts
with tho city linits,·and propooos tho consolidation of city and county school
boards. N.C. House Rop. H.H. lcchaux of Durhar.1 spoke to tho group about this
issuo, and moro spoako:cs aro planned to state thoir views. Jmothor study
bning conducted is on tho proposed stato-wido reorganization of socondary
school education. Hhen oach study is co:oploteds tho group will write o. paper
taking a stand on eo.ch; and will sock to work towards the direction of tho
stance takon.
Eleanor Branch
Durhan Jr. liiss Uinnor
Lynn lfanc;ur.i 2 JHS Senior and hoad-Ibjoretto was nar.1od 2nd runner-up in tho
Durhm1 Junior J'.'Iiss Pageant on Doc. 2.
Tho pn!:;ormt was held at Broe;don Jr. High and was sponsored by tho Durho.D
Jaycoottos. All contestants woro juc1t:;oc1 for poise and personality, talent,
physical fitness and scholnstic achiovouont. Thirteen Durham girls cor.ipotod
in tho contest, with 3 students fron Jordan.
(
Lynn, who perfornoc1 a baton .:md dance routine for hor talent could oi1ly
doscribo tho oxporienco as 11unoxp:r:ossab1o. 11
Tho two other Jordan participants wore Dobbio Haxwoll and Linda Bonti. Dobbio
gavo a drarmtic reading of hor own essay; 11 llhat's Right about i:.rJorica, n while
Linda prosontocl a scone fron HThrough tho Looking Glass: by Lowis Carroll.
Louisa Davis
---

-

---·---·-----------··--·---------·-----------------

Christmas from tho staff of tho Falcons' Cry.
Editor - Louisa Davis
Assistant Editor - Both Hhangor
Business :hnagor - Jim · forris
Nows Edi tor
Susan Booth
Fon turo Edi tor
Nerney Horndnn
Club Nows Edi tor -· Chory1 : loans
,Sports Edi tors -- A11<1y Smith & Chris 'tmITTr:n
l:' ruo:fl'.'nn.nnrs -··
Cr':r.·n,m !!.:. Tina
Sponsor - "tr. Richard Hill.

Teacher Forum
Last week 3 teachers were called together and asked to discuss teaching. The
teachers were Mrs. Bond, Mrs. Cooke and Mrs. s.trobel, (Ma th, History and English,
respectively.) Their discussion touched upon fccr main topics: discipline, what
they hope to acconplish as teachers, the alienated student and the good student.
Discipline:
All teachers stressed the importance of a climate of respect in the classroom-not only in relations between teacher and student, but also, among the
students themselves. Respect stems fron a faith in the teacher's ability and
the developnent of a personal relationship between teacher and class. Mrs.
Strobel felt that a teacher has two choices, "You can either establish a relationship or say 1 toe the line. vii The amount of responsibility students have
determines the teacher's choice. Mrs. Strobel also warned that 9 11 a teacher
must carve for herself a respected positiort in the students' eyes or suffer the
consequences. 0 Mrs. Cooke added that in a class in which the students show
responsibility, a teacher is able to relax and therefore teach more efficiently.
The good student:
The good student was described as one who is inquisitive, energetic and
involved. The teachers expressed their enjoyment of students that "have the
ability to grow, to move on from where they are."
The alienated student:
The greatest anount of disagreement seemed to lie in the question of what
to do with the alienated student. But all teachers did agree on one point:
Teachers in situations such as the one at Jordan, do not have enough time to
be as good a teacher as they'd like to be, Classes are too large and the workload is too heavy.
Mrs. Strobel's point of view was the most pessimistic. She felt that the
alienated student would "have to be left alone?" A Jordan teacher can only
encourage him to a degree, rest of her attention must focus upon the interested
members of her classes.
Mrs. Bond opposed what she described as 11 throwing awayn a student. "You
must ask yourself who you're abandoning - Einstein was thrown away." She
suggested finding the source of the problen, (a bad home life, having come from
an inferior school or perhaps just the wrong teacher), and doing something
about it.
Mrs. Cooke felt that individual attention would be helpful, but, "Where
is the time?°'
What they hope to accomplish as teachers:
A teacher 9 s accomplishments are l:Lrai ted or expanded by the quality of her
students. As Mrs. Cooke said, "Students make the classes. It's up to the
teacher to make the most of what is
Mrs. Bond felt that besides giving her students an understanding of Math,
she should prepare them for life. Later, she added, "I feel that I've accomplished something when I've stit;mlated an inquisitive mind or satisfied someone's curiosity. In my classes we try t.o discover new solutions and new ..
ideas."
Mrs. Strobels' aims at helping her students reach a point of self-awareness and awareness of others. .Also- 11 It 1 s the teacher's job to open up the
student, to tap his energy."
Mrs. Cooke said that althoush constantly changing her teaching
values and philosophies her main objective had always been the same, "I want
to teach my students tolerance. I want them to realize the importance of other
people and their ideas, io
Lia Service
Booster's Club
On Tuesday nights, about every other week, a group of parents and a number of
students meet in Jordan's Study Hall room. They call themselves the Booster's Club.
Until this year, the Jordan Eooster·Club's sole purpose was the support of the
school's male athletic teams. This year however a decision was made to broaden the
service of the Club and offer support to all school functions and the student's in
general. It is not however in the form of a Parent-Teacher Association, whose very
name insinuates a conspiracy between the two against students, whose philosphy
should be 11 if we don't get you at school, we'll get you at home." The purpose of
the Doostervs Club is to aid the students by both monetary and moral support. The
first is, admittedly needed and the second is, regretably needed. No matter how
worthy a cause, it always seems to be held back by someone higher up unless there
is someone "older" involved. Finally some parents have seen that we are capable of
doing things on our own, and they are ready to stand behind us, not in front of us,
to offer support.
Understandably, a large portion of the Club's budget still goes into athletics.
Since it is the most widely supported program and most of the parents involved have
sons on the teams, this is fair. The potential lies in the Club's ability to offer
cont. page 6
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CLUB NEWS
Sophomore News

Choral Dopartmont

The first group activity of this
year 1 s sophoLJore class was the Homecoming
project. A group of 10 to 15 dedicated
sophomores worked on the
a float
showing a Falcon swooping down on a Cary
White
for one week prior to tho
Homecoming game. These students put
forth the much needed ti:rn.o and physical
as well as financial support that nado
the project a good ono.
Since October, our group's efforts
have been contorod around pa:ring our
Homecoming debts. \Io hold our fir.st
bako sale on October 12
a junior
varsity football gamo against Roxboro.
Tho next ono was hold after school on
Docombor 7. Both woro vory successful
and i-roro well supported by students.
Plans aro now boing mado for bako salos
and othor monoy 1;10.kint:; proj octs for tho
vory noar future.

On Nov. 21, tho Choral Dopartmont of
J·ordan prosontod thoir fall concert.
Tho Ensomblo, tho Concert Choir, and the
Combined Chorus joined together to make
an hour porfo:-:rr.n. nco. They also -1:.ook
tho opportunity to introduco their now
director, Hrs. Mercedes Lytle, .who came
to
from Tennessee. She had
previously taught in California. Hor
husband 5 Erskino Lytle·' is presently a
lo.w student nt North Carolina Central
University.
The Ensemble attended a Choral Workshop on Docm1ber 7 whore they preformed .·
two nm11bors, !!.Q Fili_:l !1 Filiaon and
11 And Tho Glorv Of Tho Lordn. Thay will.
attend several workshops which will
help to prepare them for contests in
tho spring.
On Monday, December 11, at 7;45 P.M.
tho Choral Department presented tho
annual Christmas Concert. No admission
was charged and tho public was invited
to share in some Christmas sy:,irit.
They are looking forward to a very
productive year with llrs. Lytle as a
director and they f_roatly appreciate her
efforts.
Cheryl Moans

Brenda Scott

Eans for liidn in its Second Yoo.r
Tho
have boon worki12g hard on the second annual Kans for Kids Drivo.
Last yoar undor tho ablo leadership of Mary Thompson ovor 1000 cans woro collected.
Koyottos aro prou.:1 of last yoar 1 s record and havo raisod this yoar 1 s goal to 2000
cans.
Tho drive was officially begun on Thursdays Docombor 7, whon tho walls of
Jordan woro bombarded with posters and hanging cans, though tho next day somo of
tho posters woro torn and only ono lono can !'oraained suspended in the stairwell.
However; the Keyottos wore not discouraged and docidod to use another form of
publi.ci ty. After tho third period announconents last Friday 9 tho Koyottos sang
11 The Seven Cans of Christmas 11 •
Tho so and nany other original forns of promotion
wore used during the drivo.
Tho cans woro accurau1utod in one of throo rooms. Hrs. Cooke was in charge of
collecting the sophomores'
Nr. Gray, tho juniors' ce,ns; and Mr. Avory, tho
seniors' cans. Thoso toachors had a hard job c:.nd tho Koyottos ero gron.tly
indobted to thom.
On tho last do.y of tho drive tho Galdon Iicin was o.wo.rdod during nn assor1bl3r
progro.n. Al thougb tho Award wont to tho class tho. t collected tho no st cans: it
wo..s tho corn.binod effort of tho student body th8.t mado possible a bettor Christmas
for many of Durhan' s cl1ildron.

Tho Hizard of Oz to Bo Presontod
l':r, Culbroth's sixth period drams clcss will present a non-nusicnl vorsion of
Tho Wizard of Oz at
P.H. on January 20 5 1973. Ad1:1ission is only 50¢ and
Jordan students aro oncourngod to toll their yoTu.'1gor brothers and sisters o..bout
tho production. Tho cast of
Dorothy- Jann
Scarecrow Clara Palmor; 'l'j_n Wood1;1nn - Nerty Tatum; Cowardly Lion - Jill Struuss; Malinda,
the good witch of tho South - Donna. Draughon; Bolindo.., "!-lickod witch of tho Wost Glindn, Good Hitch of tho North - Kathorino ForohD.nd; Wizard Robbie
:Marshall Hurdaugh.
Also 5 Tade - Harty TJilliams; Vo::x1o - Torry Scott; Cats - Patsy Hoo.th 2 Susan
·
Joo Baily; Bog - Cathy Jackson; Zog - Vanessa Whitted; iJ.L1bor - Patty
Topaz - Sophie Daniel; T-Jinklo- Catby
Wonkle - Lindo. Star:ib<:rngh;
Poppies - Arvi.s Bridges, Susan Cash, Cathy Bollinger; Glinda's guard - John
1Iillians.
Cathy Bollinger

- .-··
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Young Life
Young life is a non-profit, non-denominational Christian Organization which
consists of High School Students who wish to have a better understanding of Christ.
Young Life Broups are present in many High Schools throughout the U.S. and other
countries, They are organized and let by College students or persons who have made
Young Life work their career. The Young Life
organization offers in addition to weekly meetings, weekend retreats, summer camps,
and tours through various parts of the Nation. Young Life camps are found in California, Colorado, New York, North Carolina and Canada. Summer trips available for
Jordan students include, a western tour, which is a bus trip to the west coast taking a month to complete, a tour of the east coast or a week at Windy Gap (A Yol.
Camp outside of Asheville, N.C.)
Jordan's Young Life is led by Don
a Carolina $tudent, and meets every
Wednesday night. The meetings consist of singing, laughing, and a time for listening and learning about Christ. Anywhere from a hundred to 150 Jordanites can be
found at Epworth Methodist Church on Wednesday nights from 7:30 till 8:30. Young
Life is open to anyone and everyone and is not designed to consist of a certain group
of people.
Although many people participate in Young Life and enjoy it, many people do not
like it. Reasons for the dislike of Young Life vary. Numerous people feel that
Young Life is a way to get out of the house on Wednesday nights while others feel
that it is not a serious organization but merely a Kindergardenish group of immature
people, using the time to visit their friends.
Pat Dudley

by:

Differences Between the U.S. and S.A.
Jackie Heunis, A.F.S. Exchange Student

The Union of South Africa, although there is a lot of European cultural influence, still has an African flavor to it. That is why one can only understand the
people and their culture if one has lived in Africa.
Primarily, the difference between the U.S.A. and the Union of South Africa,
would be the different influences in culture. European and African cultures are very
far apart and although South Africa is trying to assimilate these two into one, sometimes it proves a difficult task.
Our folklore is interwoven with African traditions and events. At our Colleges
one can take courses in the different tribal languages: Khosa, Zulu, South-Sotho,
etc. and study the anthropology of the specific tribe.
I have found that the Americans I've met haven't seen a lot of th€ir native
animals, although seals, penguins and dolphins are kept in pools at some seaports.
In our Kruger National Park (as big as Massachusets) I've seen lions, elephants,
crocodiles, hippopotamus, all kinds of deer, and giraffes; in their natural habitat.
Another difference in Aeerica and South Africa is that there are so many advertisements along the roads that are lighted up at night, we do not have these.
Some fashions differ: I think South Africans like dressing up more. The men do
not wear checked or striped pants. The women wear hats to church and sandals aren't
accepted in church. Our minister in church wears a black robe, but the choir doesn't
wear any robes. In our churches the congregation is less responsive.
To some people this has been an interesting
It is compulsory for
all boys to have army training after High School for one year. After that they can
go to College or work. They have begun a women's army and it might lead to having
compulsory army training for women also.
In our School we bave two presidents who are equal, a boy and a girl. The
student council is totally elected by the students.
Another difference I have noticed is at basketball games when the opponents have
a free shot the others usually make a noise to put him off. In South Africa it is
frowned upon to do this type of thing during a game, although we still do it of
course.
All these minor differences seem insignificant but put they form the background
and culture of another country to me my hooe.
Booster's Club Cont.
its support to various other student interests. The annual musical is a worthy
ject as well as the more "athletic" values such as humanity festivals, broadened
ciriculums, and more popular voice in the general way things are run.
While it is hopefully never to be thought of as a pressure group, the Booster's
Club offers a helping hand when such a hand is sorely needed. Anyone interested in
getting involved or having a case to plead or cause to promote has to only drop in on
a Tuesday night and there'll be someone to listen and for a change, will try to do
something about it if possible. If you can't make it, contact Mr. David Nichols or
Mrs. Dan Hill.
Jim Morris
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District III Sports
Jordan Basketball Schedule
Fri. Dec. 15
Tues. Jan. 2
Fri. Jan. 5
Tues. Jan. 9
Fri. Jan. 12
Tues. Jan. 16
Fri. Jan. 19
Tues. Jan. 23
Fri. Jan. 26
Tues. Jan. 30

Garner
Henderson
Cary
Northern
Orange
Roxboro
Southern
J .F. Webb
Chapel Hill

Away
Away
Hoine
Away
Away
Hone
Hone
Away
Home
Away

Fri. Feb. 2
Tues. FEb. 6
Fri. Feb. 9
Tues. Feb. 13
Fri. Feb. 16

Garner
Henderson
Cary
Northern
Orange

Home
Away
Home
Home
Away

J .F. Webb

Varsity game at
3: 30 J. V. game
follows

J.V. games start at 6:30 Varsity games start about
20 minutes after J.V. game.
JORDAN VARSITY BASKETBALL ROSTER
1972-73

Name
--

Number

Position

32

Center
Center
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard

Ht.

Cless

·- ·-··------

1.

Joe Bailey
2. Ronnie Dowdy
3. Brad Weisner
4. Billy Mitchell
5. Frank Hill
6. Hal Markham
7. Randy Riley
8. lloy Currin
9. Bill Pulley
10. George Moore
11. Herbie Clark
12, Mark Zir:imernan
.

42

40

30

12
31
41
20
22
10
11

21
.

.

613
6 13

SR.
JR.

61 2
6'0

SR.
SR.

6 10

JR.
JR.
JR.
SR.
JR.
JR.

5 1 11
610
5•9

6 10
6'0
5'10
5'11

SIL
SR.

Varsity Coach - Johnny Avery
Trainers & Managers - Johnny Blake; Billy Brogden
Keith Luxton; Glenn Barbee
Anthony Armstrong
J.V. Rooster
Kelly Dillard
Joe Sneed
Jitill:Y Branson

Earned
Letter

*

*
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Sports Cont.
The Jordan Wrestling Team
Ba-::ketba.11 players certainly are working now, but they aren't the only Jordan
this season, The wrestling team practices for two hours in the afternoons,
Mljnday through Friday and on Saturdays! There are more WTestlers than basketball
players, and yet few people know when their matches will be, so keep an ear out for
announcenentsl
If you go to their enduring coach, Mr. Larry Parrish, or any team member, you
can buy a tin of cookies. That's the least we can co to boost our wrestlers! Isn't
it time tney were discovered?
Under the Tri-Captainship of Sophoores Sean Sweeny, Herbie McCauley, and Junior
Bill Marable, the Jordan Wrestlers are:
Sophmores
Anthony Armstrong, William Barbee, Todd Brinkley, Martin Green, Ronald Green, Fred
Herget, Keith Leese, Kenneth Lennon, Walid Nicola, Herbie McCauley, Sean Sweeney,
Clyde Thompson, and Marty Wilson.
Juniors
Richard Bradford, Allen Farlow, Ross Green, St1;ve Klaus, Bill Marable, John Pickett,
Dale Slaughter, and David Smith
Seniors
Bill Pegram and Gerald Porter
Amy Spanel
Fighting Falcons Undefeated on the Mat
The Jordan High Wrestling Falcoru.r are undefeated after two matches. On Monday,
Dec. 4th the tean went up to Orange, and won the 98 lb. and 105 lb. classes by forfeit to start with a 12 point lead, but we lost it and got behind by 12. We won the
next two classes by pins to tie it: up, then in the heavyweight class Anthony
Armstrong wrestled in the decidi:1g match and won by decision 7-5. So we won 39-36.
At home Thursday, Dec. 7th against Ravenscroft we won 72-3. They had to forfeit all the classes below 126, so we started out with a 24 point lead. This time
we never lost the lead, we v.on every match but one. .
This is the first year we have had wrestling at Jordan, so come out and support
the tean. It will help!!!
Dale Slaughter
It's Christmas Ya'll!
The ash-colo;:ed sky hung heavily and everybody was eagerly anticipating snow
for.Christmas, It was freezing cold, but it seemed to cleanse your soul and add to
the mood of tnccitment already present.' People went back and forth from· car to car
to spread
lat'.:st, juicy gossip as more cars rolled into the parking lot. Somewhere
the mass of vehicles a horn sounded and as always was followed by
anothP;:, and still another until every car joined in. The noise soon subsided with
the exception of one or two fools who kept honking, desperately trying to get it
started all over again.
"Carol, did you remember to buy the potato chips?" someone screamed across a
couple rows of parked cars.
"I made brownies instead." was the reply.
11
0h, please say that they didn't turn out like those last ones you made."
Carol held up a pitiful excuse for a brownie, proudly displaying it for the
approval of her friend,
.
Lynn was trying without success to keep Phil from getting one of her Cokes, but
with his usual skill he ran off holding one in each hand while a third stuck out of
his coat pocket. The illegitimate parties would be going on all day and just the
thought of not having formal classes made it impossible not to smile. Eleanor,
stepping constantly on her flowing, wool scarf, Pat, eyes shining, mouth wide open,
and Marty in her clody work boots were holding hands, skipping around in circles,
singing Christmas carols. One of the cheerleaders started throwing small candy
canes from a big bag and people scrambled out of their warm cars to catch them.
Christmas packages were being handed back and forth.
The 8g20 bell rang and we all headed toward the building.
11
Carol 9 why on earth couldn't you have just bought the potato chips?"
"Well, they aren't that bad Linda. Besides • • • 0 The two walked quickly past
me and Carol's defense was drowned out by the singing trio's group which had grown
corisiderably to about 15 strong and were in the middle of "It Came Upon a Midnight
Clea.r. 11 They bounded up the stairs and disappeared into the building. I lingered
back wanting to feel the refreshing cold a bit longer. The last were straggling in
sucking on candy canes. I went in as the 8:25 bell rang, late to homeroom. Emily
came racing down the hall dropping a Christmas cookie in Mr. Baker's hand as she
whizzed by him.
cont. page 9
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A Carol for Children
God rost you nerry, Innocents,
Lot nothing you disL1ay 5
Let n9thing wound an oagar heart
Upon this Christnas day.
Yours be tho goi1ial holly wreaths,
The stockings and tho tree;:
An aged world to you bequeaths
It's own forgotten glee.
soon enough co:r;10 crueler gifts,
The anger and the tears;
Bet•11een you now there sparsely drifts
A ftandful yot of years.

Oh, dinly, dimly glows the star
Through tho electric
'Che bidding tor,1ble and bazaar
Drowns out tho silver song.
Tho ancient alters smoke afresh,
The ancient idols stir;
·Faint in the rook of
lling flesh
Sink frankincense and myrrh.
Gasper, Balthazar} liolchior1
Where are 3rour offerings no"W?
What greetings to the Prince of War,
His darkly.branded brow?
Two ul tirn:1to lnws alone we know>
The ledger and tho swordSo fur
so long ago,
We lost the infant Lord.
Only th!!l children clasp His hand;;
His voico spoaks low to then,
imd still for thet1 tho shining band
Wings over Bothlehen.
God rest you norry, Irmoconts
Whilo Innoconco endures.
A sweotor Christr.ms than wo to ours
May you boquo2-th to yours.
contributed by

Hill

It's Christr.1as Ye.Ill Contt
11 1 1 ve

got you under tho nisoltoe Mr, Dardon!
classrooms.

11

giggled a girl fron ono of the

I snilod 5 filled ui th a wan1 fooling and lootod at a pot; tor on tho wall that
road, 11 NERRY CHR.ISTllAS Fli.LCOES! (THIS SEASONS GHEETI.NG WAS BROUGHT TO YOU BY
YOUR PEP CLUB!) 11.
11 It's snowing ya 111 l
·It's snowing l 11 scroar.1od out an exc t tod Sophonoro who
was.hnnging her hoad out a trailer door.

I saw a fow flakos darccing lightly through tho air.
"Bottor got to cle"ss rrnd Norry ChristLJas. 11 llrs. Jarman spl•!rn out to no on hor way ·
to the office.
fl

Thanks. £,.lorry Christnas. fl

( 'l'his is a fie ti tious story in that sono of tho ovonts novf)r actually occurred,
or that nono of then occurred together, but sono of it has happ('mac1 and tho rest just
see111oc1 natural.
Theresa Howard
'.lypists
Bovorly Lllon, Cindy Bullock, Carolyn Elliott, Anita Harrison, Brenda Janos, Toni
McFarland:; Pan
.Shelia l.iOdlyn, Bossie Parker, Char lone Robor"f;on

'
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NEIGHBORS
It is often heard around

JordanHigh, "This school
is a real drag! I wish I
were going somewhere
else.''
In order to open some
eyes to just what other
schools have
that we
don't, we wrote letters
to Cary, Southern, Northern, Hillside and Chapel Hill; the latter two did
not
respond.
David
Moore, David Williams,
and Stephen Nygard, the
Student Council Presidents of Cary, Southern
and Northern, respectively,, all gave generously of their time.
The daily schedule of the
three is somewhat similar to that at Jordan with
a few contradictions.
Homeroom at Cary is 15
minutes long and serves
as a break between first
and second periods. Students need only check by
to 2.nnounce their presence for the day and
have the rest of the 15minute period to use as
they please. Northern
students have 10 minutes
for homeroom, which is

scheduled after second
period. The bell to be in
homeroom at
rings at 8:20 and homeroom there lasts 10 minutes also. The bell to be
in first period at bott
Northern and Cary rings
at 8:30. All three schools
have five minutes to
change classes which are
:l."pproximately 55 minutes
long. Northern has three
lunch blocks that are 35
minutes each and the students pay 50¢ for lunch.
Cary has two blocks that
last 55 .minutes each and
Southern's lunch is executed the same as Jordan's The last bell for
Cary· is at 3:15, for Southern 3:05 and for Northern 3:10. Southern, like
Cary, enjoys a break that
last 10 minutes between
second and third periods
and students can get milk
in the cafeteria at this
time.
Our three rivals
face the same problem
we do with the federal
lunch program and therefore do not have access
(C ontinued on page 3)
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THE GREAT JUKE BOX AFFAIR
The shroud of mystery
that surrounds the Jordan
High jukebox reminds me
of the rather infamous
case of Howard Hughes
vs. Clifford Erving. Con-

•

flicting stories and rum ors of the jukebox have
been spread across the
school; so in an effort

to get to the bottom of this
affair, Principal Jam es
Sills,
Student Council
President Tom Humphries, and Student Council
Adviser RichardHillhave
voiunteered their stories.
The resulting accounts
were strangely contradictory, but it seems as
a consequence of Mr. Sills
vacillation, Tommy Humphries' impatience, the
Student Council's gene;ral
unwillingness to act, and
a lack of communication
on all sides, the jukebox
is now a closed matter.
But what happened then?
Why don't we now have
a jukebox? It seems that
the story starts back in
the Spring of '71 ...
During campaign time
for Student Council, it
was brought to the attention of then-candidate
Tommy Humphries that
one school had successfully installed a jukebox
in their cafeteria which
had done much to break
the
apathy toward the
school.
Humphries
thought that this was a
good idea and campaigned that he would work to

see a jukebox at Jordan.
This was a surprise to
Principa:l Sills who was
skeptical of the idea.
After· discussion of the
jukebox in the Student
Council, Humphries and
Sills then met and discussed. the idea. No decision was made by Mr.
Sills. However, Humphries was given the impression that if the student body took some responsibility in controlling
rowdy behavior in the
cafeteria and halls, and
keeping
the courtyard
clean and presentable, a
jukebox could be installed.
Therefore,
this fall
clean up diives wereorganized and posters were·
placed in the lunchroom
reminding
students of
their responsibility.
It
was
also debated that
monitors be put in the
halls, but this was dropped by the Council. With
these efforts made,,. th;:;

jukebox
was
ordered
without Mr. Sill's knowledge, and arrived shortly before
(Continued on page 4)

The Bus Is Coming-Or-Mrs. Lundy Takes A Trip
The City of Brotherly
Love is about to be descended upon by 43 avid
history students.
History teacher Mrs. Merle
Lundy has organized this
educational trip with Mr.
John Gray and Mrs.Mary
Bond sharing chaperoning

part from, the Falcon
parking lot by bus February 24 at 3:30. The
cost per person is $75.
This price includes bus
fare, three nights' stay
at the Holiday Inn, and all
dinners that are to be devoured. Also included are

duties. The ·•crazedhorde" is scheduled to de-

a few of the admission
charges to tours, mus-

eums, etco
money
for shopping, breakfasts,
and lunches will be at the
top of the packing Us t.
Some of the historical
sites to be viewed by the
dedicated troop are as
follows:
Independence
Hall, Wax Museum, Zoo,
Art Museum, China Town,

liam sburg that included
standing in lines to see
four or five buildings. Other exciting happenings
were
"cokes'' in Mr.
Gray's van, strange visitors
appearing in the
tents in the middle of the
night, threats of being
kicked out of the camp'
ground because of noice

and a rousing game of
football.
Another highlight was the expectations
of 60 high school students
who turned out to be 60
fifth and sixth graders.
Some pictures from
Mrs. Lundy's trip to Philadelphia willbeinthenext
issue of The Falcon's
Cry.

and the theater · while in
Philadelphia. Transportation to these ,sites will
be provided by the individual's feet and buses.
Curfew in the hotel is
ll:30. Mrs. Lundy plans
to lead her charges back
ro Durham late Sunday af-

ternoono

Past Jordan Excursion in Va.

Mr. Gray and friends

Mrs. Lundy's venture is
a takeoff from Mr. Cray's
trip to W.\lliamsburg back
in October. His excursion was cheaper - $15
per student; shorter - a
weekend, and had less
participants - 21 students.
ML Gray and Mr. Bain
Hickman., as well as students, provided transportation. The adventurous
Falcons
roughed it in
tents
for two nights,
freezing the first and getting rained on the second.
Some highlights of the
trip were Mr. Hi=kman
falling asleep at ll:30 just
as things were getting
started, students singing
around a fire. The group
went on a tour of Wil-

In Virginian Field - Dixie Smith - Jordan's answer to Ferron Young.

-
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CIRCUS COMES TO JORDAN
Students who saw Joel
and Darian in HOW TO
SUCCEED IN BUSINESS
la$t year may have some
idea of the quality of Carnival, a musical to be
performed approximately
April 28.
Darian Harris play Lili,
a native orphan gir1 from
1 small town, who joins
the circus. Joel Craig,
the male lead, portrays
Paul, a puppeteer, and
Joel/Paul also speaks for
the voice of the puppet
Carrot Top, in falsetto.
Billy Mitchell is Marco
the magnificient, a dashcavalier - style magician
who sweeps women off
their feet via ''a sword, a
rose, and a cape.,, Ruthie
Bollinger plays his as-

sistant cum mistress,
Rosalie.
In the role of
Dr. Glass, a rich hotel
owner who wants tom arry
Rosalie, is Jay Pittard.
Mike Tyner, in a top
hat and tails, plays Schlegal, the owner of the
circus.
His daughter
Greta is played by Kathy
Good. Princess Olga the
snake charmer is abley
port:r:ayed by Ava Malloy.
Cyndy Hunt ·plays Marguerite.
Horrible Henrv is Floyd Cotton and
Andy Smith is Jacquot,
the assistant
manager
of the circus. Cast in the
role of Grobert is Chuck
Simonton,
and
the
siamese twins, Gloria and
Greta, are Sarah Shoaf and
Sarah Long.

*****

Sometimes the best way to solve two problems is to
combine them and provide one solution. Such an idea
may be useful w!1en applied to a certain situation at
Jordan.
Rumblings of recurring requests for a Talent Show
or Rock Festival often arise when student desires
are aired.
The reasons ·of "not-enoJ.gh-support''
and "too-high cost'' are given as excuses for elim_ination<>

A second, somewhat related problem is the matter
of the hour-long lunch. Corresponding
for
m0re organized activities have ma-ie their appearanceo
When the two problems are combined, a possible
solution arises: that is, to allow the Talent Show or
Rock Festival to take place for a week or two during
lunch in the gym, lobby or courtyard. Everyone could
just set around on the ground while local versions of
super talent performed.

HEALTH CAREERS
One of the few clubs at
Jordan, which has combined learning with service is the Health Careers Club. The purpose
of the Health Careers
Club is to learn about
health occupations anu
to participate in service
acti vitie3 at hospitals and
other health centers. At
club meetings, the programs are varied.
Of
course, business matters
are attended to, but the
rest of . the program is
never ordinary. Sometimes films are shown.
At other timt:s, speakers
come, and activities are
planned at other meetings.
So far this year,
speakers have talked on
the
topics of physical
therapy, nursing in the
operating room, and pediatric nursing. To height-

en interest the club als
visited the VA Hospital.
There they were able to
see radiology, surgery or
occupation therapy. For
a service project sock
puppets were sent to Duke
Hospital and the members
caroled for the patients.
Future plans for the club
include artending the state
convetion in Raleigh from
March 23 - 25. The officers of the club are:
Jeannie Robbins, president; Laura Conn, vice
president; Lynn Mangum,
secretary;
and Beth
Whanger, treasurer.

*****

To further add to an already lengthy lis:, the desire
for a student lounge has been hopefully and longingly
voiced by some students, While the matter has been
seemingly permanently tabled because of lack offunds
(what else?), it is quostionable if one was ever needed.
The planned '·seclusion from madness'' was to be
just a shell - a large, mostly empty room where students could go during lunch. !tis doubted that the lounge could be frequented while partaking of that habit
known as "skipping", although it would be considerably more convenient than Chapel Hill. The purpose
that the lounge was intended for seems to be served
by already existing facilities namely the courtyard
and lobby. In fact, the entire school bU::lding is o;:iened to the students during lunch,

AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNICIANS
Graduate From
DURHAM TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

:AJ'S
After successfully selling creative Christmas
cards, the American Field
Service has embarked upon their new project to
sponsor U.M.O.C. This
surprise event is coming
soon and all students are
encouraged to paruc1pate. The proceeds will
go to send a student from
Jordan abroad,
This
year's exchange student
from
Jordan is Tara
a junioro
Tara should receive information
abc;.ut
her

S09ll
The Student Organization
for International Under. standing has had a busy
first
semester.
The
S,O.I.U.'s first activity
was sending rep1-.e.s<'ntatives to r.he State Fair.
Those chosen were Diane
Mi.les and Wanda Jennings. These students as
well as students from other schools worked in the
United Nations
booth,
entitled. "Peace is Patriotic",.
Their job was
to explain the funcrions
Of the U.N. At Halloween, the S.O.I.U. members "trick or treated'"
for .- UNICEF
raising
$ll9.05, the largest amount ever received at
Jordan.
At Christmas,

the club gave a Christmas
Party
at
the
Y.M,C.A.
The guest
speakers, Rabbi Berger
and
Father Nathaniel
Porter
spoke on the
meaning of Christmas.
Future plans include an
Essay Contest, Winners
will receive a trip to the
U.N. in New York City.
The deadline for the contest is February 23rd. Also coming up is a bake
sale, February 28th, after
school in the lobby.
Officers of the S.O.LU.
includ"' Tara Stephenson,
president; Ava Malloy,
vice preisdent; Vivian
Stahl, secretary;
and
Jeannie Robbins, trea-

surer

o

The crime rate at Jordan has increased. This is
particularly true of the annoying misdemeanor of
petty-theft.
It is not the taking of personal items,
such as coats, pocketbooks, or even 1•1nches that
causes the grief, but rather the so-called "unfortunate disappearance" of library books. It can be
totally demoralizing to wrangel your way into the
library for the purpose of
a report due the
next day only to find that the "C ' volume of 5 different sets of encyclopedias has been ripped off a year
ago. The only alternative is to m3.ke do with another
subject for the report or possibly, not even to use a
reference book, but rather to fabricate the entire thing
in your head (maybe this would have been the method of
research anyway). But if not, it is a shame to have
had your report ruined by vandalism.

TICKLE BOX®

journey, inducting her
destination, sometime in
April. Last year's representative
was
Ava
Malloy, a senior, who lived in southern France for
ten weekso

The A.F.S. consists of
six memherso Ava Malloy and Tara ,Stephenson
are co-chairmen and Vivian Stahl, corresponding secretary, The purpose of the A.F .S. is to
sponsor exchange students at Jordan.
New
rn c::n1Ders

a.l'.'e

by Ted Trogdon

Food for All
"We have four per cent of
our total population producing food of the highest quality and abundance for the
other 96 per cent-with
enough left over for seven

_J

billion dollars worth of exports," according to Wil-

l.

liam J. Kuhfuss, president of
the American Farm Bureau
Federation.
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"Remember you said red is your favori!e color?
Come look in the garage,''
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THE FALCON'S VOICE
"What do you feel is
Jordan High's mo:3t outstanding quality?
What
would you change in the
school?''
These were the questions I boldly posed to
the Jordan student body
in my first poll for my
first column in my new
school's newspaper.
I
suppose I .was asking for
it, but the answera I received were completely
discombobulating. (look it
up!) The replies ranged
from profane an':! critical,
to laudatory and humorous.
I guess the questions even left some students speechless, for I
was returned quite a few
blank sheets on top o;' it
all.
Nonetheless, I'm
starting out
optimistic
and full of ideas for future polls for this column.
First of all, let me say
that most of the answers
I received, sho\ved true
concern and honesty. It
would do the student council and our administration
well to takB the suggestions into consideration,
for they come from ctudems who are concerned
about their school.
Jordan's most outstanding quality was 11lmost unanimously nariied as its
students. And not out of
conceitedness
either"
Says one unknown student,
'·r think the diversity of
the student body makes
Jordan an almost unique
high school."
Emmett
Sigmon,
as ever, and this was only a
minute part of what he had
to say, replied, "There is
enough of a cross section
of teenage peer groups
(straighcs, freaks, jocks,
etc.) to give a good view
0f outsiderelationships.''
Along with this idea goes
the good student relationships we have which have
received much praise. I
for one have to echo it.
Also related, many students boasted of Jordan's
high academic standing.
It seems Jordan turns out
quite a few college bound students.
The courtyard received

many compliments. Some
people like the grass
there.(?)
But actually
mentioned mostfrequently was the well-like hour
lunch period.
But stud.ems did make a few suggestions to improve it,.
which will come later.
·The music department
received a round of approval, as did the athletic
program. A curious thing
though, the students who
brought up the band and
the various teams sounded oddly like some of the
musicians and athJ.etes I
know in Jordan. These
students' pride in what
they do is what makes
up Jordan High' s school
spirit which thwgh wi.dely
doubted is glorious compared to some schools.
We do have a school to
. be proud ofo
Ahhl Don't let me fool
you, this isn't half of
what they had to say, the
worst is yet to come .. a
Sheila Medlin voicedher
disenchantment with J orment, '·1 can't think of
anything outstanding but
the parking lot and sm oking area. Butidon'tdrive
and 1 don't smoke. So ... "
Could it be that some studei.1tS aren't involved in
Jordan? If not, shouldn't
something be done?
Mentioned earlier, the
lunch hour was brought up
often. More than 903 of
thestudentswanted an open
.lunch period when they'd
he
allowed to leave
campus.
They felt that
they could be trusted to
return, and should be
given a chance. If that
can't be worked out, other
students suggested
making two lines in the
cafeteria - one for snacks
and seperate item:> and
another
for hot lunch
plates.
One touchy area hotly
debated was our administration. Many students
felt that the Student Council should not be subject
to Mr. Sills' veto, that with
his restriction, the Council is useless. Also, says
Paula Hutchins, "The administration should re-
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cognize that we are individuals and not just a
group of 800 that they have
to deal with." The root
of the problem seems to
be a lack of open comm .:,nication between students
and faculty ... maybe an
active student - faculty
committee could bridge
the gap? Student Council
President Tommy Humphries had lots o: ideas,
and if given the support
I'm sure he and his council colleagues would make
some of them work. On
the lighter side, som ,,
>tudents approached this
subject with a good sense
of hum or, as did Laurie
and Kathy Good, who in
answer to what's Jordan's
most outstanding
feature?, replied,. ''Mr.
Baker 'cuz he's always
out-standing aroundo ''
Many stud<0nts
were
wond·ering about reshaping Jordan more like a
college. One student suggested thatmaybeitwould
be arranged so that students could choose when
and whom they would have
class. Others hoped that
maybe class attendeace
would not always be required. And many students literally begged to
be given more time between classes" Another
big point that many students were critical of is
Jordan's grading system.
They disliked being put
through a computer. And
even deeper into the problem,
some
students
could do better without
the pressure of competition for grades, but with
the motivation of just
learning.
So there lies 800 different opinions of Jordan
High School. Not everybody's could be worked
in, but I think the most
general areas have been
covered. Many suggestions (i.e. the juk·:•box, the
student lounge, support
for tennis teams,. individ11al clubs, library conditions, study halls, discipline)
could not be
worked in naturally, so
I'll sneak them in this
closing paragraph.
In
closing, I can only breathe
a sigh of relief, it's over
with. I enjoyed it,
P .S.
Quoting Emmett
Sigmon again, I'd like to
add one more thing I support
wholeheartedly,
"Throw away those ridiculous gates!''
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING
Technicians Learn What
it's All About At
DURHAM TECH INST.
POL!TAL SCIENCE
What's It's All About ?
Find Out From
DURHAM TECH INST.

A Career in BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION can
Be Launched At
DURHAM TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

SECRETARIES
THAT GRADUATE FROM
DURHAM TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE
Don't Get Filed Away

GENERAL OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY
It's For The Would Be
Secretary Who Hates
Shorthand
DURHAM TECH INST.

Neighbors
(Continued from page ll
to drink or candy machines.
In each of the schools,
senior privileges
are
limited. Seniors at Northern do enjoy
being
able to park nearer to
the building and Southern seniors have
a
''Senior Day/' At Cary
the class of '72 gets to
leave five minutes early
to lunch.
The three schools all
have a club which is made
up
of representatives
from all the clubs in the
school. At Cary, David
explained that the clubs
meet after school and this
i,s also true at Northern.
Southern's clubs conduct
meetings
during their
lunch period.
Type of
clubs are the same as at
Jordan except for a folksinging club at Southern.
The clubs at Cary sponsor a Sweetheart Bal! around Valentine's Day
with each club nominating a girl to represent
them.
The students elect a queen from these
girls
and the winner
reigns as
Sweetheart
Queen.
Students at Cary get demerits as a means of
disciplinary action and
can earn one by simply
not being prepared for
class.
Southern's and
Northern's conduct procedure is rather lienient
since the teachers take
care of the problems.
A ttenda.1ce at sports events described as very
good at all of the schools
and in addition to the
regular sports, all three
schools also have wrestling.

Parking is more expensive and stricter than at
J .H.S. at
these area
schools.
Cary students
must pay $2 a year for
a paved parking space
of which there are 200.
Those students not wanting one of these spaces
have. a gravel lot to park
in. If parked illegally,
a student must pay a fine
of $3.
The student is
given two · weeks to pay
the fine, and if he falls
to do so, he will lose
his driving privilege until the fine is paid. At
Southern students pay the
same that Jordan students
do to park for the year.
But if S.H.S.'ers are not
parked correctly,
they
receive a ticket and are
required to appear in traffic •:ourt. Traffic court
is held every Monday during lunch.
It gives the
student a chance to plead
guilty or not guilty. If
found guilty, the student
must pay a fine. Northern' s parking costs 75¢
for the year,
Cary students are the
only ones out of the three
schools that are allowed
to leave the school between exams. Southern
students get the period
before their exam as a
study hall.
Southern
is the only
school from the trio with
anything similiar to our
Humanities
Festival.
This year they held an
Idea Symposium that was
focused on the topic, The
Mind" Like our festival
they had speakers talk to
the students, but had only
four periods of this and
finished the day with a
movie,
"Lord of the
Flies. '
1

School sponsored activities include the junior
class talent show at Southern, a back to school
dance at Northern and
soc hops that, as here
don't go over very well.
Assemblies are few at
all schools for various
reasons.
Cary has an
attendance of 1200 students with an auditorium that seats only 300.
Southern with 850 students and Northern with
1400 have assemblies about as often as we do.

Some interesting things
about these schools include Northern's
23
trailers serVing as classrooms, and Southern' s
pamphlet . sent to the
stores in Durham with
news of the school and
names of students needing
jobs.
The hospitality at Cary,
Southern and Northern was
greatly appreciated and
many thanks go to David
Moore, David Williams
and Stephen Nygard.

Recipe For School Spirit
1 gallon Optimism
2 cups Dedication
l pint Cooperation
l cup Confidence
i/ 4 cup Endurance
Dash of Hum or
1 package of Excitement
1 tablespoon Humility
* for variety add bonfires, pep rallies, dances,
projects,
productions,
etc.
Combine optimism;• de-

dication and endurance.
Blend in confidence. Sift
cooperation,
humility,
and pride. Add dash of
hum or. Shake in excitement. Stir well and bring
to a boil over a basketball
court.
Simmer
throughout '72.
Recipe
the entii<:' schoo'.
population.
Original cook unknown.

DURHAM TECHNICAL
INST.
has North . Carolina's
Only Program of
DENT AL LABORATORY
TECHNOLOGY

ACCOUNTANTS
Who Trains 'em?
DURHAM TECHNICAL
.INSTITUTE
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Dreams ...

I have dreamed a thousand dreams of lovers come

and gone.
1 have floated with the spirits singing flying songs.
Always loved the dreams I made, bubbles lost in
lemonade.
Doesn't make much sense - but dreams will try.
I have dreamed of fame and fortune falling from the
skies.
Not the kind we have on earth - not the kind we have
to buy.
I was known there for my mind, People searched for
more like mine.
1 knew of love and life and truth, 1 was a phophet of
the sky .
I have dreamed of screams and fears echoing through
the night Driving hate into my brain and bringing pain inside.
Never can understand - why the darkness has to comer know that freedom has got to be the answer.
If we'd all open up our minds to what is really here;
People might see they're scared of their own fear.
What I've dreamed of coming now - it will be here

BASKETBALL
Jordan snapped a five game losing streak last
Tuesday night with a 6854 victory over Northern •.
That record isn't so bad,
though
taking
into
· account that three of our
last six opponenets have
been title contenders (and
are nowtiedforfirstplace
in the conference). Four
of those same six games
have
also been away
games; and winning on the
road is a pretty rough
thing in a league as evenly
matched as ours. Despite our recent bad luck,
our over all record is
still respectable at ten
wins and nine losses.

SOOilo

A DATA PROCESSING
PROGRAM?
SURE
DURHAM TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE
HAS ONE!

Opticians Make Good
Money!
Opticians Are Trained
At
DURHAM TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

... Juke Box ...
(Continµed from page 1)
With the jukebox here,
.· Mr. Sills was willing to
· : give it a go, bur still with
' the ,restriction that stu.dent'l!;maintained "a pos•. itive ''§chool - · oriented
c'' " '\!>Sistil;pce in making the
':1' !.slhool
better place."
·' '

' .-.

.

' -

···. One' afternoon before
... ".Thanksgiving vacations,
.•
Humphries,andHill
., · wheeled the jukebox into
the 93.feteria where it was
tested. and the sound. regulated. Mr. Sills was
still undecided. ButHumphries, jublient that all
had gone well, and with the
expectation that the jukebox would be installed
soon, spread the word of
its arrival.
Back at school, Mr. Sills
felt that students hadn't
shown mu.ch interest in
bettering the school and
he expected more of an effort to be made.
The
Student Council then responded with still another
clean-up drive. But after this the Council revoited; they felt that Mr.
Sills was unfairly dangiing the jukebox in front
of them, like a carrot in
Had Your Car Worked
On Lately?
Then You Know That
AUTO MECHANICS
i Make The Cash Right?
·Rich Auto Mechanics
Graduate From
6 li>lJRHAM TECH

'

front of a donkey. According t0Hu1nphries, after further pleading that
the jukebox be installed,
nothing more was done.
Christmas
vactaion
came; the jukebox remained in storage. During
the vacation, the
space was needed. Thus
without further word, Mr.
Sills had the jukebox returned.
·
So §Oes "the jukebox
affair '. Rather, so went
the jukebox. No one person is to blame for its
Joss but somethi.ng

A Season •••

Even though the team
hasn't placed as well as
the coaches feel it can,
the team effort has been
pleasing.
In spite of a
few let-downs, no one has
given up.
Overall, it has been a
fairly successful season
for Jordan. Asked if he
thought the team's record
accurately reflected their
performance
junior
guard, Billy Mitchell, repled ''No, the me.1st important thing about a season is your performance
in relation to the other
teams. As shown in our
victories on the road and
our very close defeat by

Chapel Hill, we have at
times played as well as
any other team in the
leagueo '' It was our inconsistancy that caused
us to lose the games we
did. Senior captain David Monson remarked that
"the long season alsohas
influenced our record, we
weren't always ready
mentally."
Coach John
Avery summed up the
season, "Though we have
been disappointed in the
outcome of some of our
games, we are still proud
of the fact that our record
is a winning one and of
the spirit and poise our
players exhibited in all of
our games"''

SPIRENO

Look at the mirror 'cross the door of time - it's
near.
Walking on a silver moonbeam hand in hand with youChildren's eyes and children's smiles paint for us
a day.
On and on we walk, feeling colors from the rain.
It's not too late to start our lives again.
Flashing on a purple cloud beyond the cosmic ring.
You are loving me, \ouching my soul with your fire.
The cloud is blown across the sky, sparkles of our
love fly;
.
Electric colored sunshine pours your strength into
my mind.
·
Many days I've spent alone floating midst of blue.
They were days before I knew you were around.
Maybe soon, the people down on earth will see the
sun.
Find out that the warmth is much better than cold Knowing love is real, knowing it's the way.
Let's make it soon before this dream's too old Can't let this cloud of mine come down too low.

11111

What is the meaning of
the strange seven-letter
heading stated directly above? "SPIRENO" standS
for "Spiritual Revolution
Now,". a title which represents
an explosive,
traveling crusade for
Jesus Christ that will
soon be coming to Durham. SPIRENOoriginating
from- Houston, Texas, is
led by a truly dynamic
Christian, 25 - year old
Richard Hogue. The crusade, after much hard work
by almost all of Dur ham's
churches, will be held
March 26 - 31 in the Durham
High gym. The
"work" that has already
been done in preparation
for the crusade has included banquets, the formation of a SPIRENO

committee in Durham and
many planning sessions
which began last September. More extensive planning is still going on, centered around SPIRENO
headuqarters on House
Street, near the Lakewood
Shopping Center. Richard
will bring his 17-member
team, including a religious
rock group, !:he
uThree
in One,'' to
spread the gospel of Jesus Christ throughout the
area. God has worked in
amazing ways as SPIRENO
has traveled throughout
the
country in Los
Angeles, in New York,
and now, forthefirsttime
in North Carolina. Thousands have learned the
fantastic truth of Jesus
Christ and
committed
their life toHim. A member of the team said this

at a recentSJ-.;;..'NObanquet: "What we believe
is the answer to the need
of man is an inner spiritual renewal ... We don't
believe you can change
society by legislation. We
believe you have to change
the person in society.''
The purpose of SPIRENO
does not include a hardsell lecture, nor does it
include a "hell - fire and
dam nation
preaching."
The purpose of SPIRENO
is to offer the simple,
honest love of Christ as
an a11swertotheproblems
of the world today. SPIRENO isspeakingtoeveryone, not just the Christians, adults, or pastors,
but to EVERYONE. The
only requirement is that
others listen. Will you?

Track Schedule
Thursday, March 23 Jordan
Northern
Away
Southern
Monday, March 27 Jordan
Garner
Home
One Of Our New
Programs At
D. T.I. Is
LIBRARY TECHNOLOG)
It Might Just Be
Your Bag

Wednesday, March 29 Jordan
Chapel Hill
Cary
Away
Thurs.day,
April 6 Jordan
Home
Vance
Thursday,
April 13 Jordan
Home
Orange
Webb
Saturday,
April 15 DUKE-DURHAM RELAYS
Thursday, April 20 -

Jordan
Person
Away
Orange
Chapel Hill
Thursday, April 27 Conference Meet at Roxboro
PRACTICAL NURSES
Hospitals Are Crying
For Them
DURHAM TECHNICAL
Institute Is Trying
To Stop All Those
Tears

J. V. BASKETBALL TE4M

h'arned.
Lack of communication seems to have
been the key h.ere.
If
channels
between students and office can be
opened so that directness
and honesty can travel;
if less politics are played
by each side, not each side
trying to save face; and
if all are willing to contribute to the well-being
of the school, progress
is sure to be made.,
DRAFTSMEN
Not The One That Puts
You In The Army
ARE TRAINED AT
DURHAM TECH
lNHALA TION THERAPY
TECHNOLOGY
You Guessed It!
They Come From
DURHAM TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

Front Row - Bob White, Dickie Crabtree, Allen Robinson, Joe Baily, Middle
Row - Tony Bes<, Jimmy Bransen, Frank Hill, Ray Currin, Bill Pulley, Back
Row - Coach Parrish, Dennis Bailey, Ronnie Dowdy, Brad Weiser.
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HOMECOMING
Last Friday night 5 the new Jordan Homecoming queen was named--and Chris Evans was
crowned beneath a bla:ck mushroom umbrella.. She was escorted by Frank Hill,.crowned by
last year's queen Anita Scott, and applauded by the drenched crowd which waited in the
wet stands for over two hours to see the game and ceremony.
·
Chris was elected by the student body over two other girls 7 Jody McKee and tesia
Walker> who composed the senior representation on the court. Juniors were Raney Gosset
Sally Young, and.the one sophomore was Shirley Thompson.
the .
time was Jackey Heunis the AFS student from s0uth Africa, who is attending Jordan this
year.
.
The court procedure was famila:r to most students; it has not been changed in at
least six years. The girls were nominated by the football team and elected by their
class, presented with corsages and escorted to and from the field.
An alternate plan was suggested this year by the Student Council: the addition
of a Homecoming King to the ceremony. This was voted down by all three classes.
President Emmett Sigmon said Friday that most of the students seemed to feel that the
idea would not have been treated seriously, and prefer.red t.ho
:1.>mc-wom:i11p:.
They got it.
There was some change in aunthm· area of Jwmi::w<>mi ng though, when the seniors
t.nok first
with t.h•=di.' project. S0plu·m<'l. vn have usn::il l_y won this C'-'Illf'<.ltition in
l.hi=i past, but the Cl.q,ss of r 73 broke this record witli their F,gJ,·L'll r<-·n·1J1eci on a Cary
trJ1111 >f}+,, ,ne.
A motion by the student f.:ouncil to substitute money making efforts for the crepe
paper projAd,s was voted down in class meeting pdor the Homecoming. The majority of
the money was to have gone to the Cary High band, which will play at the Rose Bowl in
the spring if it raises the necessary funds. Many students still wanted to help Cary,·
so money makjngprograms will take place later in the year for the band.
The one event of Horn.=>0c,w:ing which was not rained upon was Woodstack, the bonfire
on Thursday night. Between the cheerleaders and the pep 'band, it was a lively .and
happy success for varsity cheerleaners, Key Clubs and Keyettes and the students who
attended.
And of course the game itself was a victory for the Falcons, who, despite their
mud soaked feathers, won by eight points over Cary. rfo players were reported to have
drowned.
Here are the impressions of one viewer of the Homecoming at halftime: It felt
like a scene out of an old movie:f-the rain, the umbrellas, the soggy field, the girls
in corsages and the 6il!tO"'.'ts in ties. Even the script was the
with it's familiar
dialogue on the weather and occasion. The rain looked like snow as it fell across the
floodlights and onto the muddy field.
Perhaps it was the mud that slowed everyone down a little. At any rate, the figures walking out beforethe stands had a dream-like softness in their actions around
them, like a slow motion replay of dancers in a ballet. Their action seemed oddly
familiar.: waiting, hearing, cheering, then leaving. · Tlta ·emotion visible on their
faces were distinct and yet disjointed--excitement, suspense, excitment; then all was
over, and attention was back to the game.
·
They turned and walked off the soggy field, small under the bright sky and dark
umbrellas. At the moment, it seemed as if they would simply continue walking on
into the night, out of the range of the lights, and disappear. The rain looked like
snow as it fell across the floodlights and onto the muddy field.
Nancy Herndon

...
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A Solution To The
Parking Problem.
By
c y.mdy

H:Ynt_

S T UDE NT S S P E A K

Letter to the' Editor
This art.i cle. re±'lects the opinion of the writer and not necessarily the paper and it 1 s staff.
The first student council meeting of this school year was highlighted by the appearance of Principa1t
Mr. James Sills. The purpose of
his appearance was to answer questions
put to him by
student council
concerning certain controversial
school issues. This meeting, in my
epinion, did nothing except to anger
student council meabers and concerned attending students.
Mr. Sills' answers, it seemed
to me, showed to those attending
three things:
1. He clearly demonstrated that he
was the principal of this school,
and that if he needed to enforce any decisions on the operation of the school he would
follow his own judgement and
not that of any students or
groups of students.
2. He would answer to those who
hired him over student requests.
3. Number three is questionable,
the conclusion in question
being that Mr. Sills really does
not have a feeling for students.
An example of this is when asked
about the lunch issue he stated
one of his reasons was the need
for more student supervision.
When asked what he meant by
this statement he answered and
I quote, 11 If you didn rt see
the problem there's no need to
talk about it. 11 I would
that a principal of a school
Con 1 t. on Page 7

To· Juni.ors:
At the Senior class meeting i.n
the auditorium a few weeks ago, a
junior class officer popped up en
stage and insisted t.hat the seniors
decide then and there if they wanted
a prom to be given in the.ir honor
by the Junie rs. We then voted immiediately and an almost unanimous
majority voted that they wanted a
prom, myself included. There was
very little discussion and the
Junior then left as quickly as she
had appeared.
Well, like everything that went
on at that
I 1m beginning to
wonder if maybe this decision could
have been handled more efficiently.
Of course, Seniors want a prom - this
dance has always been a celebration
in honor of Seniors who have worked
twelve long and hard years and are
now on the brink of a whole new
life experience. But I question
that the prom needs to be as lavish
and expensive an affair as it has
proved to be.in past years.
Last year over $1,000 was spent
to provide over 600 Juniors and
Seniors and their guests with a
lovely, memorable evening but an
evening that lasted no longer than
any other. Not included in this
celebration were many Seniors who do
not enjoy this sort of event, and
many who would have attended if they'd
been invited by a date, but weren't.
What a shame that theycouldn't enjoy
some of the .. fruits of. the Juniors r
money-raising feats.
Since Mr. Sills has put restrictions
on money-raising projects except for
"'
·1Com1tc::-....on.JFage:-71
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The Guidance Center

The first thins everybody does vrhen they get that little white slip of
paper is cringe, thinking 11 0h, no? what have I done
and panic. When,
upon further exaBination, it turns out to be a
to see a guid2nce counselor, there is a sigh of relief, Th6 guidance counselors are the only people
behind. the office c.oors that most students don 1 t n:<ind visitinp, Our counselors
are Mr. P.alph Todd, Viss Nezzie Cc>.rter e:md
Anne Grice, For those not
fortunate enough to r;et an invitnt:Lon, ther2 ?.re sheets in the office where you
can sign up for an a:Ppointraent.
Seeing a counselor cP.n i)e helpful to all students, The counselors try to
reach sophomores as early as possible. To rev:i.ew the students' objectives in
1·mrking toward <-'- business, ac?.deI"ic, or general diploma, They discuss with hirr:
occupaticnri1 fields 9 his interGsts 9 and his .q_ptitudes.
The junior year is the most vital because this is the year colleges look
at in evCJluation of the prospective pupiL Ewm if one 1 s grades were good
the sophomore year 9 it is better to see then (!:oing up than down in the junior
year. This is the
of the PSAT and the SAT tests, lHJ !·"r, Todd put it 9 °
You must find out where you are, where you 1 re going 9 and !1ow you 1 re goinp; to
get there, i;
The seniors are in the guidance center all year trying to get into a
college. They senc1. over 1 0 000
8_ year through the 2uidance
council. The
popular collep.e for Jorcanites is UNC-CH. The next in
popularity are
ECU,
and Appale.chian St8-tc,
This year 1 s senior class is scholastically oriented. Out of all the
seniors, 67% will po on to four year schools and 21% will go on to two year
schools, thus G8% i:vill be going to college next year. There are 225 students
in the senior class. Of these, 6() have an avernpe of 90 or above, and 113 have
an average of 80 or above,
When asked which class they thought smartest 0 the counselors replied ''He
think they are all smart, ' 1 No st2-tistics are really accurate-some people have
a
year, so:u1e have three baci years.
Even when the students have graduated, the counselors arenvt
They keep tabs on the r;raduates to find out what 0 if enythinn:, they are dnin;:i:,
If stucler.,ts have any emotional or physical
they are invited to
c.iscuss them with the counselc:r.s. There Cl.re lists of referrc::l P-f0ncies
(such as social workers, ferri.ily e_gencies,
etc,) for
who need
them,

Jorden Has----·----Five ·--·Ne.tional
11erit Sel".ifinalists
-Seniors Joel Craig, }'fancy Herndon, Bill Hitchell, Een Fullen, c.nd Keith
Hilson have been named senifin<ilists in the 1972-73 National J>0erit Scholship Prosrarn. They are a.mong approxir.mtely 15, 000 cf the most intellectually
talentec
school seniors in the Unitecl States, i:iho will compete for about
3,000 Merit Scholarships rancing from $100 to $4000.
Now these five wait anxiously until next sprinr; when the ECctual FinP.lists
are named and the scholarships are nwarded. Their hir:h school grades, ac.,..
conplishments 9 leadership qu<::lities. and extracurricular activiti:;,s will all
be evaluated along with SAT scores anc1- school endorsements in selecting the
National
Schol2rship winners,
Joel is the son of !''"r, And Hrs. J.•.r, Craig. A talented and active nei"Tiber
in "both the Dram2 Club and Ensevble, he's considerinf a career in lc>.w. r,Then
asked if there was one
personality that he particularly adr.1irss 9
Joel named Jonathan Swift.
N1mcyvs proud parents are Hr, and Jiirs, F,J. Herndon, Whe is a ri.err'.ber of
the SOIU and AFS clubs at Jordan, and Fe,qture Editor of The Falcnn 9 s Cry.
About a career, Nancy is unr:!ecided, but when askec1 abcut any goals she !'lay
she unhesitantly replied that she '\nmts to kno'.7 everyt!1ing. 1 '
Nancy named Uilliam F. Buckley C'-S a '.'ersonali ty she greatly aClmires,
Mrs, B .M. ,illcn must be very proud of her son, Ben is an accoriplished
musician on both the clarinet anc1 bass p,ui tar 9 and a busy band neo.ber;
participating in both the Harching Band ancl the Stage Bancl. Ben is wondering
about a career in which he can combine his interests in r.msic e.nd electronics,
Leonnrdo da Vinci is the BD.n Ben nost 2-clnires.
Bill is the son of Mr, and Mrs. W,H.. l!itchell, and, like Nancy, woulc1
someday like tr' know everything. He, too, is undecided in a career but
expects to find himBelf working in some field of science. Bill is a varsity
basketball player and also a mer:'.lber of the Ensemble and the Drama Club,
After ponderin[; for sofle tine on the one person that he most adrdres, Bill
nanerl writer !-1ark Twain.

Senior Class lieeting

The first annual Senior Class
meeting and/or farce 9 was held last
week. Due to faulty accustics and
general lack of communication the meeting was chaotic at best. Despite the
effots of
Gradyj Senior Class
and Skip Sigmon, little was
accOl2T['lished.
Homecomins was the main topic
cussion. The qusstion of the Traditional or Innovative
was
the issue. Argunents in favor of the
Traditiom11 Honecol.'.lins were that the
gift of money to Cary was totally the
unprecendented. These Seniors favored
the vvgood? old Gi Hoaecoming including
projects and the court. Those in
favor of the alternnte plan were
divided into two groups. This group
supported the idea that we should
forego the projects but disa2reed or
how the subsequent funC.s should be used.
A 11vote" 1 was taken and it was
decided that the najcrity of Seniors
favored a Traditional Homecori.in3.
The neetinr uas
by .c
visit from Junior Class
President,
Ibba Wilki.ns. Evidently there has been
sone disagreeEent in the Junior Class
as to ·whether the Seniors wanted a prom.
Ibba raised thE question and quickly
fled from the staze amid boos and kisses,
ltr.tyr.10re questions Juniors? Scnic•rs had
put so l'.luch effort into sto.ginn: last
years 1 Junior pron.
Unfortunately everyone left with
a feeling of disillusionnent and a
reneral apathy rezardint; the future of
the Senior Class. Hopefully this iJill
move us to re-evaluate our situation
ci.nd set new goal'J"
Susan Booth and Donna Draughon

The Senior Class Heeting-Uhat it Wasnit
It all began at the Senior Class
ueeting, Hoards of muttering Seniors
sauntered into the auditorium. J:fost did
not know exactly what the purpose of
this meeting was, nany did not care.
As the neeting progressed it becane evident that the designated reason for the
was to decide on procedure for
Honeconing. The Seniors were to decide
if they wanted the iiTraditionaln H0Beco121ing in which they would make class
projects in appoxinately 1 week; or i f
they uished to disob'3y TPADITIOlJ and
have an "AlternateL Hoaeconing.
The 11AlternateH Honecoming would
consist of raising maney for the Cary
Band instead of spending maney on HomecoBing projects. The words Cary Band
brought bedlar.1 to the auditorium.
Senior band nembers began to sizzle 9outraged at the suggestion that Jordan
would Give money to Cary in order for
them to go to the Rose Bowl, when our
band was·in debt.
Soon the matter of how the Hcm.ecoming
Queen candidates were to be nominatea
was brought up. More flaring tempers
resulted
the statement that the
football playors were to nominate them,
thus resulting in i\mrds wi between nonatheletic Jordanites and the football
players and cheerl0aders.
l'fany Seniors found the flaring
pers quite hur.lorous resulting in sarcastic remarks fron many alot of disrespect for fco.llo't':r classnates.
A vote was finally taken and the
Senior Class unanimously decided on
the 11 TRADITIONAL 10Homeconinp;. Screams
of disapproval filled the Jordan audi··
toriun as the Seniors were herded back
to
ending the annual Senior Class
rv'.eeting.
Although the decision for Traditional
Homecoming was
participation
on·.the actual building of the Senior
Homecoming project was far fromtWanimous.

Pat Dudley
··---
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Student Council Representntives
The fourth period representatives are the bc:i.ckrone of
Student Council.
They are c.non;:; the few links t!i.a.t Jordan students have with ·phat is happeninP in
this school. They rrovide an indirect voice for those who do not or cannot attend
Student Council
The privilefl:e of beins
a representative is
accompanied by the duty to p:o to the n.eetin3s p<e.rticipate anC. report be.ck to the
class for discussion,
This listing of representatives is incm'lplete. Those whose nanes do not appear
here are urged to contact Beth Hhanger at the next Stu<lent Council r:ieetins.
Representatives: Jon Ifartin 9 Sybille Haller, Floretta Ealloy, lliercy Sidbury,
K2.ty Knobeloch, Roslyn tiGlker, Chris
Caroline Hod0kins, Eartha Iletzp:ar,
Carol Pope, Kim Jones, Cindie Carver, Deborah Gilmcre, Randi Bordeaux, Lela Streeter,
Louisa Davis, Linda Daniel, Toni
Farynoel Hanson, Cathy Eollinger,Charles
and Lynn
Peth
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CLUB NEWS
The Key Club
"What do you think of the Key Club as a whole 11 ? I asked. "I
think it can be very worthwhile to the community and to the school if
it has some enthusiastic members who really want to work," replied
Nick Briner, President of the Key Club.
This year the Key Club does have new enthusiastic members and great
ideas planned for the 72-73 school year.
The Key Club is sponsored by the Kwanis and has a membership of 26
sophomore, junior, and senior boys. To have new members, the president
submits names of boys who are outstanding in the school and have the
quality of giving themselves to hard work. The Key Club then votes on
the names presented. The majority vote wins and the new members ars
officially in the Key Club.
This year's new members are seniors: Frank Barham, David Nichols,
Mack Grady, Brad Weisner, Jim Morris, Ruffin Grady, Ray King, and Robbie
0 1 Brien. The juniors imciudeDicky Crabtree, Alan Roberson, Sherwood
Robbins, and Rux Currin. Last but not least, there is one sophomore,
Joop Bakker.
The officers are: Nick Briner, President; Geoff Ely, Vice-President;
John Martin, Secretary and Roy Currin, Treasurer.
The main goal of the Key Club this year is to build a sidewalk to
the trailers. They have already sold toothbrushes to raise money for
this project which will be greatly appreciated by the teachers and students of Jordan. The Key Club does ask for your support in carrying out
this project.
Katherine Forehand
The Ensemble
If the windows of your fourth period class open onto the courtyard,
then you have probably had the pleasure of hearing the Ensemble. Each
day between 11:30 and 12:30 they can be heard practicing. The group is
smaller this year, only twenty-five select members. However, under the
able direction of Mrs. Mercedes Lytle the prospects of a superior rating
in the spring festival look good. C1 1 Quality not Quantity")
The group officially began their year with a picnic at Wrightwood
Park. Guests of honor for this occasion were Mr. and Mrs. Erskine Lytle,
and the evening's entertainment featured Ruthie Bollinger on the guitar.
The first performance of the year was to be a joint effort on the part
of the Concert Choir and the Ensemble at the Jordan-Cary game. The two
groups would have sung "Save the Country" and "Laus Jordana" during the
Homecoming half-time ceremony, but did not because of the rain.
Officers of the Ensemble for this year are as follows: Susan
Murdaugh, President; Joel Craig, Vice-President; Andy Smith, Treasursr;
Pamela McCrary, Secretary-Librarian; Beth Ennis and Doug Marsh, Robe
Co-chairmen.
Cheryl Means
Culture Corner
Grsetings culturs lovers! The October calendar isn't filled with
intsrssting svents but there are a few choice presentations that everyone can afford and could actually be beneficial, Anything is better
for you than television and these will get you out of the house---and
you may even absorb something.
On Friday the 6th, the Duke Union Committee presents "King Lear"
at 8:30 p.m. in Page Auditorium. It's a good play and it's fun to go
to those things anyway. You meet "interesting" people. Carolina Playmakers are presenting A Midsummer Niqht's Dream at 8:00 at the Forest
Theater in Chapel Hill thru ths 7th--a big two days for all (if there
are any) Shakespeare freaks.
Dave Brubeck is making a comeback. He will appear with the Quartet
Cask your parents) at Duke's Page Auditorium at 8:15, Saturday, October
14th. This should really be quite a show.
Broadway at Duke presents "Godspoll 11 on Wednesday, October 25th.
There are two shows-a 4:00 matinee and an 8:30 performance. Unfortunately, this happens to coincide with the beginning of exams, but for those
who will feel in need of special help during exams, irGodspell" would
be a good idea.
Last, and probably least, the Hollies will appear on Wednesday,
October 25th at the NCSU Coliseum at 8:00. Anybody dumb enough to drive
to Raleigh on the eve of exams deserves to have to listen to the show.
Susan Booth
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_SPORTS
The Homecoming Game
Before the homecoming game with Cary many students argued for a traditi9nal homecoming. They Got It'f The monsoon arrived durinp: our nation's
song and didn't leave until after the game. Jordan was to contend with
two unfavorable elements, Cary's passing attack and the rain. It looked
like Jordan was to succumb to both.
Jordan's first series of plays gathered nothing and the Falcons were
forced to punt. Tradition flared again as the punt was blocked leading
to a 21 yard field goal for Cary. About 10 minutes
Cary recovered
a Falcon fumble and scored moments later on a Cary 13 yard touchdown
pass. It looked like tradition was now in high gear bringing back memories
of previous games, but as the rain changed
so did the
momentum.
Frank Hill and Jordan started to move. The highlight of this ball
control period was a 38 yard touchdown pass from Hill to Dowdy. This
served the purpose bf getting Jordan on the board and giving them that
push. Thus ended the first half.
During halftime peJple found out the seniors won the homecoming project,
breaking the Sophmores' streak. Then Chris Evans was crowned Homecoming
Queen by last year's Queen Anita Scott. Due to the weather this was the
only half time entertainment. As the 3rd period started it looked like
Jordans entertainment was to continue for the evening.
Jordan still was moving the ball well. This Jordan dominated quarter
was climaxed by Larry Anderson's 18 yard touchdown run on a left to right
reverse. Cary seemed to be bogged in the mud. Then the final quarter
was anyone's game with the game going between the two 40 yard markers.
Frank Hill kept everyone awake with an intercrption and a 22 yard runback
for a score, thus ending the game.
One word about our fans and cheerleaders. Although the rain drenched
the field it did not dampen their spirits. They saw the possibilities
when Jordan opened its offense
This proved that you should sigu up
for the buses going to Roxboro and 3arner. Let's show them we got the ·
stuff.
Chris Mangum

JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL
The Junior Varsity football team got off to a very good start this
year with an openjng win over the Orange junior varsity by a score of
B-0. The offense, led by quarter-back Danny Ellis and split-end Don
Adams, put Jordan on the board with a 30 yard touchdown pass. Our
defense held and we blanked Orange.
Our next rival was Henderson. After an hour's delay due to a power
failure, the offense started rolling with Danny Ellis plunging in from
the one. Our defense, led by Saftey, Jimmy Kaiser, and Corner-back Steve
' KJause, again stood strong as we blanked Henderson 6=0· Then Ellis was
'promoted to varsity which put Jimmy Kaiser and Don Oxenrider at the controls.
Our next rival was Southern. Backs Eddie [orne and William Barbee
sparked the offense, but the defense weakened as Southern beat us 22-0.
The next bame was against Gary. Again the dark .cloud of defeat rolled
over as Cary whomped Jordan 28-0. Even though we had two str: ight defeats,
our fine coaches, Coach John Avery and Jim Darden picked us up instead of
letting us fall. This shows the mark of fine leaderdhip. Our Co-Captains
this year are
Kaiser and William Barbee.
The next game puts us in Oxford as we take on the Oxford-Webb Junior
Varsity. We want to have everyone come out and support the baby falcons.
Ricky Clements

CHEERLEADERS --COME ON, FALCONS ! ! !
Tfie Cheerleaders would like to thank all those Falcons that participated in the bon-fire last Thursday night. It was a great success and
more people showed up than ·at last years. We'v·e received many
compliments on the pep rally Friday. We ,·hope to have more pep rallies and
more participation. Come out and support us at the home and away games!
Try and show more of that Falcon Spirit.
Faye Peedin
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this ::size .would· be ·able . . to:: come
up with a more acceptable answer.
Sills also stated
he did not have to justify any
of his positions to the student
body.
This disregard for student opinion causes troubleJ unrest, anger,
and even retaliation. We need more
respect from the administration,
and more communication concerning
school issues and problems. Also
a mature attitude taken by the students toward the problems is an
important factor. But action is
needed. If not through parents and
other constructive channels, the
students will be pushed to the
limit. Then what?
Chris Mangum
National Merit cont.
Keith is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wilson. He, too, has not decided
on a particular career, but does plan to
concentrate mainly in the sciences in
college. Keith plays the violin and often
contributes to The Falcon's Cry. Rasputin
is the man that Keith cited as the person
in history that he greatly admires.
Guidance counselor Miss Carter
commented that this is a very big honor
for those invo1ved and a very valuable one,
1 n,)0 ' " ,l lPges are sent lists of all those
who are named Semifinnlists and are usuA11y
eager to know more about these students.
Says Miss Carter, "While a National
Merit student may not rank in the upper
quarter of his class, his performance on
the PSAT/NMSQT shows that he has far more
outstanding potential than his academic
performance may show. 11
Congradulations to these students.
{·

1

specific and worthwnile causes, the
Juniors are the only class who now
have the go ahead to earn money for their gift to the Seniors, the
Prom. I 1 d like to suggest that the
Juniors set a high goal - as much as
past classes; and then appropriate
enough money to provide a good band
and a suitable atmosphere for the
Prom (maybe no more than $500) and
then donate the rest to a good cause
around the school.
This sum could go to a fund to
improve the parking lot, it could be
organized as a scholarship for a
deserving Senior, or it could be
spent - as I hope - to improve the
library. Up-to-date books, films,
and records could be bought, and if
Juniors wanted they could even arrange to have a say in what was
bought. I 1 d suggest copies of The
Lord of The Rings and even Greening
of America could appropriately be
donated to the library. Then while
some Seniors are dancing their hearts
away one evening at the Prom - others
could stay home and at least enjoy a
pleasant evening with some good books
from the Jordan library.
Juniors, it 1 s not too late to
alter your plans. I certainly don't
speak for a majority of Seniors but
I do think that I represent a worthwhile minority who would greatly appreciate an improved library more
than a Prom - and deserve your attention also. Whatever your decision
is - you have a chance to provide a
lasting gift to all Seniors now and
to those to come, including yourselves,
and could set a precedent for all
Junior classes to follow.
Louisa Davis

The Falcons' Cry Staff
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. Beth w'hanger
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Proofreader
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STUDEf1TS
Student Council Hit Ly A-----Y
The Student Council h.z.s encc-unteree'. many prctlens this year, chief amonc thE:n
bein£, of course, the ole villain
This slippery creature shows its,slf in a
nur:i.1..:er of areas: game attendance, the fact that we sit in assenblies like 2ead pcofle, attendance at Student Council meetins, anc, of 'course, your favorite activity
antl mine--cleanup of the school proune'.s.
Granted, it 1 s not much fun; nobo('.y ever said it was. However, it is a little
irritatin8 to the 4 or 5 "ref;ulars" who consistnetly shc;;J up for these affa:i.rs to
bend over and bend over and then tt::.ncl
up cip:arette tut ts as the
crmid" busies itself witi throwinr; men:.: dmm, If ycu're not saint: to help
clean up, the lee.st you can <lo is refrain frorJ.
up, If there isn: t a trash
cen
the vicinity, the please put all of your ciserette
and beer cans in
one. nBat spot on
r;:rounJ. next to sorne st0ps or sor:\e.thinc so the:y won"t tlow av:ay.
1.,.nything else can be brour,ht into the \AdLling anG deposi te(.:. in a trash can there,
withcutL. riskins susp.erLsion.
l 1 m not 3oing to say, "Is this too
to ask?;( because I knov it isn 1 t, I
·hoi_:le you v 11 parcon my
but ·we (ti1e students) appear like e. l:unch of f:tv,;:; year
olds ti>i th@ administration and the conm:.unity when we p:ripe al.iout havin[ no
on one side and refuse to accept responsiLili ties en the other. Pe think, :'Whet!. they
five riia my rights, I' 11 accept n;.y res;;onsibili ties.'" They thin1: s "l·Jha. they accept
their responsibilities, we 1 11 c:ivE. ther,1 their riehts," Hell, there is some thin[
that students need to
ho'd the power.
short of a major revolution, either -we so their ·way or we <lon 1 t ;:o, It
amounts to the sgrr;e thing iE the
we just have to r,ake the first step. The
first step is the hardest, but you do have to start somewhere. So, this next tirc.8 a
isannounce<ls how· aLout 10 new faces? We ould use the help.
Tara Stephenson
LACK OF

co: £t:IT.JtJICATIOl'·T
1

A cor:imon distress amons D.E, and LC.To stud.er.ts is corn.munication with the
scbcoL l1any of these students leave after thirc or fourth period. Due to t:1is 1 they
taiss out on announcements s
and projects. For exanple, several of these
students wt10 were seniors failed to he2,r the announcerr.i.ents concerninf gra<luc:tion
invit.s.tions. As a result these studer;.ts weris not ·a:vare of this u.:::.til
the
day on which the invitaticns were to Le or6.er,a(;,
,.
c·,ore
To solve this protlems announcements should Ge 1'.aJ.e l efore third
assemblies should be scheduh:d in the morninc;; ar..c! th0 faculty and the Student Council
should take this
into consi:.12ration when
events ancl projects.
Branda Parker
STUDBlIT COUlTCIL ItEI'OP.T

;
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Since attendance has been poor at pravious Student Council Tuesday grounds
others will Le held on a different day of the
possii'Jly WednesC.ay.
./ __
who cannot or do not want to stay after
on
hopefully
'// ? will. bwe no
on anoth_er day. At.tenC:ance is requirec for
Student Council
but ot11er people are encourased to come anJ help
/://
also. Clean-ups will be announce(; in advance.
,:j ·/
Cont, par,e 0

'\ l-

l. r.'.• BOWL
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The High I. Q. Bowl is Han annual semester event of the Greensboro Youth
Counc:l to bring
in an intellectually competitive situation, teams
composed of five members of the senior class of high schools within the WFJ>lY-TV
viewing range.ii This year the Jordan National Honor Society sponsored a team.
The tea.m is composed of J·oel Craig s Ron Collins$ Susan Booth, Ben :V.tullenj and Billy
Mi tchell 7 the captnin. The sponsor/coach is Nr·. Bain Hickman.
Scheduled to begin competition Saturday rnorning February 10th$ the team
travelled to Greensbor:1 despi to the veritable blizzard in Durham. That in its elf
should probably have disqualified thoE1 fror.1 a High I. Q. Bowl but they all (with
the exception of one) seemed to feel that having r1ade tho ultitJato effort to get up
early Saturday norning, they wanted to go somowh8ro.
So they set off., with Nr. Hicknan, broken stop watch in hand 7 in the lead.
The trip was not in vain for tho Jordan toam dofoated two teams--High Point· Central
and East Alamance, while losing only once to Thomasville, to qualify for tho second
round. They will face Durham High; Wednesday February 21st in Greensboro. This
conpeti tion will bo televised on Greensboro rs \JFMY on Sunday.:> Fob. 25 at 5 p.ti..

1

Su an Booth

THE PAPERBACK BOOK SAGA
Once upon a tir.ie there was a Senior Class president:; :r.iame<l Ruffin Grady, in
charge of a lethargic senior class. One day the Prof'ident decided that the seniors
should do sonothing, other than painting tho water tower, for which thoy could bo
romer;Jbored. Ruffin and his officers decided that the seniors should give sonothing
to tho school. It was decided that it should be something everyone can contribute,,
other than noney. The idoa of collecting a selection of usod paper-back books
soornod. idee.l.
Several organizational neetings of tho senior class wore hold, though at tho
no st, twolve people showed up. Boxes wore soon placed in each senior hor:1oroorJ in
which \1:10 donated papor-back books (Fiction, non-Fiction, Comic, Misc. and Monarch
notes cut:-'d be plc.ced.)
·
Responce was slow at first. l'hny Seniors felt that their own classnatos wore
rilfering away
nost valuable belongings. Others folt that the only books
eople would dona to would bo
or Freckled and Fourteen. They disuissed
the whole thing c:i.s stupid.
Hoi1over} when tho books wero sorted 5 the rosul ts proved it a success. People
he.d given up their classics, c01:1ic books, drar e.s, fiction, 2.nd oven thoir pornog-c' t
raphy. P:uff'in was vory pleased and wished to thank thoso who donated. It was a
nico surprise to find proof that the class of t73 was roally intorostod.
To nake thin15s oven bettor seniors havo planned to purchase nm.J books fron
Booster Club funds and tho class tre2.sury.
Mrs. Whoolor was kind onough to purchase a -wiro bookshelf' for tho projoct 7 out
of tho rJonoy froTJ over-duo books. Sho plans to keep 250 books on tho sholvos and
nl torna to theI.1 overy nc:htb. or so.
Tho books like their now ho1;10 and hopo that you will visit then often. This
is not tho ond of the :Projects !er tho sonior class.
Cyndy Hunt
"THE BOYFRIEND" is Coning
Ot10stions have boon floating around the school lately, p:e.rtaining to tho
mumal Drai:m Club r:msical,, directed by M:r. john Culbreth. A r:1oeting was hold
Thursday afternoon, Fob. 13, concerning thosointorested in trying out for roles
in tho play.
"Tho Boyfriend 11 7 by Sandy Wilson consists of fifteen speaking roles, two of
tho nain rcles, and six, sub-nain roles. Auditioning began the 15th & 16th
of last week. Till those tryinG out on these dates, were looking for a roio as a
dancer. Because the play is aet in the 201s, the Charleston & soft shoe will be
the dance nany will have to learn.
Feburary 20th,. solo rs for the naj or characters were required fron those wishing to have one of these roles, and finally on Wod. and Thurs. of this week,, tryouts
in reading took :;::ilace.
After the last, and chorus are chosen, actual rehersee.ls will begin to tako
place the fellowing Monday.
A lot of hard work; and corn:1i ttnonts cor10 fron all participants in tho i:1usical
next three nonths. Thoy all easily learn to despise oach other as woll as the play,
but on tho opening nites, ono cones to love evoryi.bi:i::g ·about it, and fools a groat ·
sense of reward and glory.
Eleanor Branch

"The Curious Savage".Gets Good Reviews
"The Curious Savage" debuted February
and closed before its reviews were
but this was certainly no indication of its merit. It was a g,enuio.ely funny
adoirably executed by The Jordan Draua Club.
uThe Curious Savage" centered around the wealthy and slightly eccentric Ethel
Savage, beautifully portrayed by Cathy Bollinger resplendent in an India blue wig
and a hideous dress. Mrs Savase was comrnitted to the Cloisters, a mental institution,
by her three greedy step-children who hoped to gain control of the ten million
dollar Savage
lascivious Lily Belle (Donna Draushon),
inept
Samuel (Jim Morris), and underhanded, corrupt Senator Titus (Joel Craig).· The
Cloistet was a pleasant place·run by Dr. E. (Tom Swaim) and Nurse (Tara Stephenson).
Mrs. Savage fought her comnittoent but gradually became fond of her new hooe
and the other "guest' 1 • :Florence (Ruthie Bollinger) was a devoted nether to a doll
naoed John Thomas, Hannibal (Steve Way) aspired to be a great concert violinist but
fell a little short, Fairy May (Amy Spanel) was hunE up on beinP:; loved, Jeffrey
(Andy Smith) thou5ht he had a scarred face and always kept his hand over it, which
made it difficult for him to pursue his career as a pianist, and Mrs. Paddy had a
persecution complex and felt a deep-seeded need to hate everything before it could
hate her. She was also an erstwhile painter and had a strange fixation about
electricity. Mrs. Savage, in the end,
control of her money but decided to
stay on at the Cloisters.
The entire cast was excellent and the production a huge success, aesthetically
and financially.· The success can be attributed to the natural ability of the
drar1atics but is also due Ito the excellent and untiring direction of Mr. Jchn
Culbreth. The Drama Club 1 s next effort will be their big spring produ<ttion of vvThe
Boyfriend. 11 This will hopefully prove to be still another triumph for the
Jordan Thespians.
Susan Booth _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
--·-----------------------'-.-=;..-:;.::;..:;=-..;;;,.;:;..;:_::;.:.::_.
Club News
Ensemble Action
If youv've ever been "upstairs" above the lobby 4th period you may have heard
"funky jazz" pouring throush the doors. No not the doors of the band room the doors
· of the choral room.
s Ensenble practicing selections from "God spell. 11 But
thats not all you'll hear - pieces in Latin and French (with pronunciation assistance graciously donated by Mrs. Jezierski). Spirituals and religeous chants all mixed with bant;ing excerpts from McBeth's "The Seventh
courtesy of the
Jordan Band (and inadequate
are also quite audible. The Ensemble has
been working hard under the direction of Hrs. Hercedes Lytle.
The next event for the Ensemble is the U.N.C.-C.H. Spring Work Shop on March 2.
They also plan to hear the N.C. Symphony on Feb 17. The Spring concert is not
untill April.
Several Ensemble members were nominated to Governers School. These are:
Ruthie Bollinger, Andy Smith, and Connie Hunt.

The G.A.A.vs Reort,anize
The Jordan G.A.A. (Girls Athletic Assa.) has decided to reorganize this year 1 s
program in hopes cf forming a stronger club. Previously, the club offered intramural sports for all girls who wished to participate, with the only requirement
being that each girl pay the annual dues of .$75. However, the girls were never
required to stay in the club and, therefore, there was never a constant membership.
Membership flustrated according to the popularity of the given sport.
This year, after trying to run a volleyball proeran with an irregular attendance, the club decided to reorganize) starting with
basketball, all
girls who join G.A.A. 'S, join with the knowledge that they are joining for the
rest of the year and not just for one sport. If they decide to leave the club for
the year, their possibilities for met1bership for the next year
doubtful.
Intramurals are run reeularly on Tuesdays fron
to about 4:30 and attendance
is required, allowing only 3 absenses <lurins the year before membership is dissolved.
Althoueh this reorsenization of G.A.A.'S seems to make it rather reginented,
it will also enable the club to offer more in the way of oreanized sports to its
members. The membership will be constant and plans can be made further in advance.
The club hopes to touch on tumbling, swi111Iaing, bowling and badmi tton, besides the
rugular softball and basketball play in the remainder fo the year. All girls are
invited to join the G.A.A. i f they are interested in sports.
Susan Murdaugh, President
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';The Rat From The Frat1 1 or "Senior-Slump-in-a-Box , adopted f ron Dr. Seuss i
The Cat in the
revised by P.Dudley and D.
sun did not shine
It wns too ·wet to skip
So w0 sat in the school
All that colcl., cold wet day
I sat there with.Jody
We sat there, we two
l\,nd I
We had

t)Eow I "· 11>h
to do I"'

Too wet to go out
And too cold to sldp school
So we sat there
Jor<lan
Fe did nothing: too Cl""C'·l
So all we coulc do was to
Sit! Sit! Sit! Sit!
And we did not like i t
Net onE, little bit!
And then something went Bump!
How that bun:p nace us jur..lp!
He looked!
Then we say hin step on the rmt
We looked!
And we saw hini

Tho College Rat from the Frat
£nd he said to us
Pby do you sit there like that?
r:· know it is wet
And the sun is not sunny
But we can have
Lots of poC. fun that is funny! 1'
Eu.tone sophnore said, No! ?-To!n
th?.t rat go away!
Tell that rat fror:1 the frat
You do not l• ·· '.': f· · play
He should not be here
He shoulc. not be n.bout
He should not be here
F'hen yc•ur tencher is out! 1 '

J:,'.'fa1':e

And then fast as a fox

The Rat fron the Frat
Cane back in with a box
A big
wood box
It was shut with a hook
"'Now look at this trick':,
Said the rat
''Take a look! 11

11

Have no fear little sophon.ore
Saic the Rat f tom the Frat
nThese things are good thingsr:
And he
them a pat
here is a game that they like"
Se.id the rat
HThey like to skip school 11
the Rat from the Frat
t'no I N'.Jt in school 11

Saic1. the
in the pot
11
They should not skip school at Jordan
They should not !
Oh, the
they will flunk!
Oh, the lhirgs they will niss!
Oh, I do not
it!
Not one little hiss! 11

nI de not like the way that they play!
If J.fr. Sills could sec this

Oh, whnt would he say?
Then the sophof'.lore said,'tLc'. lw,'f Lc.;k!
And the sophomore shook with fear
nYcur teacher is 'on her way back here!
Do you hear?

Oh, what will she do to us?
What will she say?

Oh, she will not like it
Tc find us this way!
HSCi, do
fast!"sa:fd the sophomore
!'.no you hear? r•
I S.'.lW ·her
Your teacher
Your teacher is near!
So as fast as you can
Think of somethinr: to co
Your teacher will come
She will find your test!
And this test is so big
You can not finish it
There is no way at all 0

"I will show you another
Good ;· .·ick
I know 11
a'hen we saw the ra.t pick up

All the tests that were out
And he threw
away
Then he said, "That is thae'.
I call this game SENIOR-SLUNP-IN-A-BOX"
Let's be on our way
Said the rat fron the frat
nrn this box are two thinp;s
And I
to myself
I will show t.-:o y<-:u now
nr
should stav in school toC.ay!
You will 1 ikc these two th:i.r:.p:s'i
Bo.t I've alreedy been accepted
Said the rat
a bow
At
next year
So why should the th0u::;ht
nr will pick up the hoo1:::
Of
nake me fear?
You will see something new
Just as long as I r;racuate
Two things, and I call then
Hhat does it matter if for a few days
Senior Slumr One and Senior SlUI!i.p Two
This school I vacate? 11
These things will not bite you
They want to havG
I said to the College· Man from the Frat·
"Onen the box, dont delay!
Then, out of the box
Let Senior slump One and Senior
Came Senior Slu..r.lp Two &Senior Slur.: 1t'Cne Slur:in Two
And they ran to us fast
Leave from this school with
They
dr) you do?
Us today!n
Would you shake hands
Then the teacher came in
With Senior One
Senior Two? 11
said to the
two,
r:Did you have any fun?
But the sophnore
No!
Tell me what did you c.o?
Those things should not be
Should they tell her about it?
In this roon! Hake them go
Now, what shouli! they do?
r:They should not be here
Hell ••••
When you teacher is not!
What would you do
Put then cut! Put theM out!
If your teacher askec y0u? 11
tho scrih in
pot.
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CREATIVE CORNER
The Informer

Knock, knock. ri A girl walks
holding a fistfull of little white slips. Every
student freezes and ceases to breathe.
THE INFORMER HAS STRUCK AGAIN!!
"Its' s me! I know it 1 s ne !
nNo, it's ny time to go. Mr. Baker's been after me and now--now he 1 s got me!"
One of the little white slips or declarations of doom is handed to the teacher.
A 250 pound football player falls to his knees.
"Please, dear
save me this tine. I know I proraised to r:iend my ways last
time and you spared me and I took off
but the devil made me do it!"
A girl in the back of the room passes out fron holding her breath too long.
The teacher reads the notice to herselfj then
cruelly, surveys the room.
"Oh, why this torture? 11 cries a distraught student.
The teacher steps over the girl, passed out on the floor 1 and around the 250
pound football player on his knees. All eyes turn away. The teacher stops at a
desk and thrusts a little white slip in the face of an
boy. The
rest of the class lets out a sigh of relief.
0
No! No! They can 1 t take ne! I won 1 t 12t then take me!"
The teacher sumnons two boys to escort the victim to Mr. Baker's office. His
shouts echo down the hall and the teacher resurt1es class.
ivKnock,knock! ' 1
"Gasp! ii
"It's ne this tine! My luck's been too good for too long!n
THE INFOR1'1ER HAS STRUCK AGAIN! !
Theresa Howard
'

1

Q)

Caramel
Fron Vanilla to Carnal . • • with a dash of Chocolate
Approxinately 821 days ago 9 or l'.l.ore specifically 19,704 hours, on a snall patch
of land in the country denoted as 6806 Garrett Road, a sudden change in color was
noticed. The contenporary hue of vanilla that had hovered above Jordan High School
was slightly darkened by the forced addition of chocolate. That initial
the
original inhabitants of the area, together with the newcomers, created an illuuinated atnosphere in the school. The tension-filled halls of Jordan certainly didn't
develop a 11 ring of con.fidence 11 , but acquired a sparkling cosnic glow due to the
exposure of all 32 teeth by every vanilla and chocolate. Everyone contributed to
the enlightenoeut by revealins their ultra-bright appeal. After the initial frontage, 365 days lapsed until the 32 1 s deminished. Then replacing the vanilla hue was
a gray rain cloud foreshadowing the uneasy furture. The gray cloud emitted sparks
of friction like streaks of lightening blazing from Olympus when there was turmoil
on earth, The nostile emotions now gradually seep throu8h the cracks of Jordan, and
each day before the bell sone of the ignorance, hatred and bigotry is released,
through the tall cylindrical brick structure.
Suane A. Collins
Editor's ComTient
Editor's note:
This paper
enou8h material
badly needed if
club has plans,
or if youvd be
Mr. Hill.

has had to be delayed two weeks because the staff could not organize
or news to fill up a normal newspaper. New itens and writers are
future issues of "The Falcon's Cry are to be published. If your
or if you know of any news - worth event concerning Jordan students,
to contribute your own writing talents, please contact ne or
Louisa Davis
Staff

The Falcon's Cry Staff
Editor: Louisa Davis
Ass. Editor: Beth Whanser
Business Nanaeer: Jin Horris
News
Susan
Cindy Hunt, Donna Draughon
Feature Staff: Eleanor Branch, Pat Dudley, Lia Service
Sports Staff: Andy Smith, ToH Swai!"'.l
Club News Staff: Cheryl Means? Katherin Forehand, Cathy Green
Sponsor: Mr. Richard Hill
Y.A.R.A.
Youns Anericans for Responsible Action
Coffee House
2716 West Main Street open Friday and Saturday Nights
7:30 - 11:30
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SEASON REVIEWS :

Varsity Has Problems 'Getting It Together'
Varsity basketball has been a definite disappointment for Jordan this year.
At the
of this writing, we have lost 16 games in a row. I talked to a few
people concerning the season and these are their comments:
Keith Luxton, trainer: HWe lost 16 games in a row and that's too bad. The
team doesn 9 t play together, Sorm,: of the players play selfishly. I figure there
is a lack of discipline on the team.
the attitude of the team is bad. They
do net have or take a winning at ti tu.de. 11
Johnny Blake, troiner agreed in
with Keith and added that nobody
seemed to worry when they lost.
Herbie Clark, player and letterman; 11We play every team as good as anyone
else, but we play just poor enough to loso. We played each teaE1 like they played.
If we played a hard team like Garner, we would play well but not quite good enough
to win. When we played Chapel Hill, we played along with them but never pulled off
a win. We were never blown off the court; we always hung right in there. till the
end and then we lost. We only had one good player a game. We never put it all
together."
General high percentage shooting for the season:
Ronnie Dowdy
Frank Hill
Joe Bailey

·45%
40%
35%

Bill Mitchell
40%
40%
Herbie Clark
about 40%
Team total:

The two high scorers for Jordan are Frank Hill and Ronnie Dowdy.
Let's hope that next
yearvs varsity will fare better.
A word to the
We're sorry guys, you deserve better. You played
well, but perhaps the leadership was not up to par to really get you BUYS to play
as one. I realize the disappointment to a small extent. I see Frank every day, and
see his sadness and tiredness, and it makes ne sad for you.
I think that the Jordan students would realize that these men are fine
athletes, who work harder than many of you know. Each student should respect each
one of the players for their sacrifice of
and very hard work, and for keeping
on working when times were very hard. Maybe:: ne:.Kt year.
i
Andy Smith
A word to the J.V. 1 s; Good going, guys, good seasofr.

JORDfil"q JV'S HEAD FOR CHi->}lPIONSHIP

The Jordan JV's, those guys already playing basketball when most fans arrive,
are one of the most talented, disciplined teams Jordan has had the pleasure of not
coming to see. They have a fantastic re.cord, a tournament bid, and a good chance
to bring home the
You may not be interested in this winning basketball
but you should be; i f you keep on reacinr:; maybe you' 11 find a reason why.
First there 1 s Coach Jim Darden, the nan who has guided the JV's and given then
soneone they can admire on and off the court. At the beginning of the season Mr.
Darden 1 s main concern was helping the JV's nake the difficult change from junior
hi,v,h to high school ball. By individual help and team desire and effort this
transition was a success. His team is a close knit unit that works together well,
all of which Coach Darden claims no credit for; the team is close naturally. Mr.
Darden thinks the most important
he hns contributed to the JV 1 s is a disciplined ballgame. This
helped
beat the flashy Hrun and gunn teams through
controlled play with a beautiful killer instinct, better known that desire to win.
Actually the JVvs do have individual names, and they should all be recop,nized,
Perhaps the best to mention first are the ones herdest to see in a rane of giants-the guards--Jitri..ny Kaiser and Jinny Branson. Together they have averared 22. 8 points
a :same. Kaiser is the
with 13.1 points a p;ame while Branson scored a big 18
points in one p;aae ap;ainst league-lea:iinrs Cary in a crucial victory.
Heanwhile, under the basket, Gary Robinson, leads his team in co!!lbined points
and rebounds. Called "J:fasnet 0 for his attraction to the ball, Robinson has shunned
injuries to make the big play for his
Northern he scored 11 points
and 9 rebounds, and he led the come-from-behind victory over Chapel Hill with 19
points.
The second of the thn..;e big men is Janes Mann. Mann always ;sets the toughest
def.2nsive assignments each p,ame; The reason why is obvious when you note that Mann
held Northern's big scorer, Bullock, to - 1 - point. That's pretty good no matter
how you look at it.
The third pig man is Eric Greene. In the last three big contests Greene has
led the team in combined points and rebounds with 21.7. He scored 16 points and
pulled down 17 rebounds ap,ainst top-rcnked Northern. Coach Darden says he is the
JV's Bost improved player.

I

8

Humanities Festival Plans Underway
Are you inte.rested in psychology, modern dance, African history,
marine biology, stock car racing, black magic, hypnotism, socialized
medicine, motorcycles, genetics, Frence cooking, various educational
structures, animal
weaponry, fashions, football, nuclear
energy,, life on other planets, or conraunity planning? These are
only a few of the topics being considered for the Humanities Festival,
which is being planned for late Harch.
If you have any ideas for topics that you think would be of
particular interest, or know any good speakers who would be willing
to come talk to
please contact Hr. Hill. Meetings to organize
Hunanities Festival will be announced, and all who want to work are
welcome.

District III Sports

Continued fron page 7

A valuable addition to the JV 1 s is Alan Robertson.

He is
second only to Gary Robinson in combined points and rebounds. He
will figure strongly in tournanent play if he can stay out of foul
. trouble. His raain problem is that when he fouls, everyone, including
the ;1foulee 11 , knows he has really been fouled.
The valuable sixth nan is Crai3 Krugnan.
offense and leads the team in assists.

He disciplines the

The JV's strong bench, which on this tean is not a place of
little importance, is manned by the rest of the JV's,
Joe Sneed,
Roy McDonald, Billy
Rux Currin, Garrison
and Peter
Dubose. They are each talented players in their own rights and have
proved it many different occasions.
When the JV's were interviewed individually, a lot of patterns
evolved.
Although some love the sane oore than others, all the JV's appreciate
support they get fron their late fans and would appreciate a packed gynnasiura during the tournauent. Sm1e
.
even stated that they would blow their
opponents off the court if the fans at Jordan wanted then to bad enough.
They have felt fan support at
different games. At Oxford Webb, Vance,
Cary, an<l Northern, particularly, the crowd helped in their victories by
instilling desire and confidence in their play. Jordan fans do make a
difference.
The teau and coach, while far from being over-confident, feel they
have a eood chance with the tournar:!ent at hone to take the charapionship.
The JV's will not ask for your support, and they shouldn't have to.
If you acconplish nothing else at Jordan or have no desire to, cone to the
tournanent anyway 9 and become a screaning, blood-thirsty Jordan fan for a
winnins team of Falcon.
- - - - - -Tom
- · . Swain

Student Council Report Cont. pg. 2
The Jordan Student Council decided to join the North Carolina
Association of Student Councils. Membership entitles us to attend
conferences and participate in statewide structural Student Councils.
Althoush planning the Hurmnities Festivals is not a functicn
of the Student Council, it has been cliscussed at the meetings. A
comnittee has been working on a list of topics for the Hunanities
Festival. SooD copies of this list will be distributed, so that
each student can chose which topics he or she vmnts to hear. The
date of the Hunanities Festival has not been
but it will
probably be late in March.
Beth

S.C. Secty.
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HOW TO SUCCEED AT SCHOOL
\Je are told that success in school means success after
graduation. If you want to be a success, follow the advice of one
who knows.
The first and most important rule is, be dishonest. Under no
circumstances should you be yourself. To succeedd, you must
suppress, even deny, thoughts and emotions that don't seem to confo:ro. with
those of your teachers or administration. If you don't become dishonest
in this way, your unacceptable honesty will be punished throueh grades,
disciplinary action, or a bad "perr.1anent record". Don't worry about it,
though. You will be given acceptable thoughts and feelings by the
faculty. The student who.is quick t;o pick up these false ideas will
be rewarded with success.
Instead of asking yourself "What is my response to the question?",
make sure that you ask "What response will please the teacher?". Besides
insuring good student/teacher relations th.is techhique will assure
you good grades.
·
Grades in school are the measure of success. Make sure your goal is
always to get the best grades possible. Smart students know that grades,
not what you learn, are what really count •.
Be sure to have the proper fear of bad grades, punishment, humiliati.on,
failure, and your teachers and administrators. If anything else fails,
this will keep you on the straight and narrow. Although some misinformed
'souls, claiming to value "the human mind and spir:t 11 , seem to be concerned
about the "dangerous effects" of these fears remember that they are
·necessary for success.
·
If you fail to follow this advice, you will become what is known as a
nfailure". This is an extremely.dangerous condition. "Failures" in
school usually end up as failures in society. If y9u don't immediately
return to the good, acceptable path of dishonesty, you will become a total,
good for nothing failure in both school and society. Is i t worth it?

Jay Dunning
A MODEST PROPOSAL
I think it's about time we stopped kidding ourselves. Outside of a
few truly dedicated faculty members (teachers, counselors, etc.) this
school is indifferent to what should be its primary consideration-students. Students are, at best, irrelevant to Jordan's functioning.
At worse, we are a nuisance. We kill grass by parking cm it, we
forced the administration to take away the hour lunch because we did things
in the halls so terrible we can't even be told about them. (Those of us
who didn't engage in nefarious activities, and there are a few, have often
wondered what was going on.)
Throughout the
the less appealing members of the administration
and faculty could be seen with
benevolent smiles, busying themselves
with such activities as patrolling the parking lot, lest someonevs car
should develop wings.
I would like to make a suggestion to the administration for next year.
To insure the more efficient, economical use of school time and materials,
and to save the administration from needless mental anguish, I think there
is only one viable solution. Close the schools to students.
Tara Stephenson

Can ve expect sonc ne'.J ideas,

·
)

f

ncl' action?
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JORDAN UNDERGOING SELF - EVALUATION
Have you ever tried to find a teacher after school, only to find hin or her
out to an accreditation !!1eeting? 11 Thin3s have been hopping behind the scenes
at Jordan lately, as faculty and administration, with sone student participation,
are now mobilizing in preparation for Jor:io.n" s reaccreditation evaluation.
11

Sounds inportant?

It is.

The reaccreditation process requires inBpection of school facilities, teachers,
teaching processes, the school's educational and social pror-ran, by a visiting
team of specialists frol'J. the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
The visiting coL'nittee fron the Southern Association will not be coning to
Jordan until next yenr, but the very critical prel:i:ninary work of self - evaluation
oust be conpleted this year, the reason for the organization and work going on
now,
l''1rs, Mary Lou Wheeler is the chairnan of the faculty steering crn:Tiittee for
reaccreditation. The steering coni.mittees with menbers Kay Cooke, John
Ruth Ibrahim and Principal Sills, is responsible for organizing the evaluation
and provides interdepartmental co-ordination.
For reaccreditation the faculty nust evaluate their responsibilities to the
the students, each departnent and thenselves. Are they fulfilling the
and
needs of our society? Each departnent oust study itself for both
weaknesses, using stuC.ent and teacher evaluations.
Each
is studied for the qualifications of faculty, philosophy of
faculty, how well they neet the goals of their philosophy am! how well these
goals are supported with litereture, references materials and audio-visual ·
TIA.terials.
In an interview, Hrs. Wheeler cemented that the amount of naterials wasn't
as important as the inC.ividual teacher for, r'If the desire and knowledge is there,
teachers will do their job with or without supplenentary material. 11
When asked i f there was concern ·whether Jordan would pass or not, IJ:rs.
Wheeler replied that this was not a worry, that "it's the process of evaluation,
not the results that w·e are concerned with. The self-evaluation, to inprove
upon what we are doing, is the I'l.Ost important thing. 11
vrJIAN' WINNER BEFORE THE

Vivian Stahl, Jordan's own, and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Stahl,

was naned state winner of the High School Forld Peace Study Progra!'l.) which is
sponsored by the Aoerican Freed.on Federation.

Vivian was awardec a $100D Lotan

A. Corriher Memorial Scholarship upon her reading of her paper on the theme 9

"Who Owns
Oceans? Who Should Control the Health anr! Wealth of the Seas?" in
the Unitec! Nations.

Yes, I said the United Nations for when Vivian was judged the Jordan finalist
in this progran she won a trip to New York and Washington. She left, with other
North Carolina
for her trip on AprH 8th. Her travels took her to Broadwe,y, the U.N., the White House, the JFK Center for the Performing Arts, and other
spots of interest. After a heetic four days, Vivian returned April 11th,
vict0riously.
• •
I
V1v1an
p 1 ans
to attend f"1':1.erican University in Washington next year, where

her scholarship will be well used towards her study of international relations.
Vivian who has always been interested in international affairs, is an outstanding student and is active in nany school affairs at Jordan. She is the
president of the AFS anc is the treasurer. of'Interact. She is also a 1'lenber of
the SOIU and National Honor Society.
-Louisa :'_Javis
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The Parking Lot Situation
Look out the window. See all the cars? Look, look, boys and girls. Look
at all the cars, See Dick and Jane. Dick and Jane want to leave school. Dick
and Jane are sick. Yech? yech, yech. Dick and Jane cannot leave school because
their car is blocked in. See Jane throw up. Barf, barf, barf. Hear Dick curse,
This rather childish story is similar to wha.t should be ta.ught in English
classes at Jordan. After all if one is going to be treated like a child in the
parking lot, why not in the classroom?
The parking lot situation is just another insult to the intelligence and
maturity of the Jordan student
the most recent of series cf events which
have been meekly allowed to occur without effective protest.
Case in
Assigned seats in the auditorium. "Easier for taking roll
and cutting back on skipping," says the adninistration. "Fine," say the stutl"
dents. "Now, teacher can we have our ailk and cookies? 11
And so the student body of Jordan High School is ushered into its respective private high chairs for assemblies.
Case in
The hour lunch. Renenber the old hour lunch? Sure you do.
That was when 800 students had a chance to unwind, study, play, etc. All
together. ':Hold it," says the adninistration. 11 Too D.any unsupervised students.
No oore hour lunch. 11 11 Fine, 11 say the students. 11 Can we keep the courtyard?"
"No, ir. says the acninistration. 1"Golly gosh, 11 say the students. 11 Hell, the coal
pile is a nice re,placenent. 11
And now the parking lot goes by the boards. Lots of people gripe, but
nobody does anything. Typical apathy, especially on the part of the seniors.
Good old Jordan.
Mater. Barf, barf, barf.
-Joel Craig
Two Views
The; class of 11 73 11 in my opinion
is the nost unique class in Jordan 1 s
10 year history. He stand to be in
the best financial shape of any
senior class preceding us. We
unique in that we want to do sonething for our school and we are
sincere. We
be the first class
to disniss the quote, ii senior SluBp, ir
And we have good ideas awaiting action. We are also unique in that
only a
do r::ost all the work.
I don't view the class I represent as a unified class but as a
class of individuals seeking their
mm way, which I think is
but often this ?rohibits progress.
It is very hard to come together on
ideas. The way to get something
dcne is with a large nass of unified·
feelings. This is the class of
i·73is 11 largest proble.B, Our class
is rich and deep with talent and I
want to see oore of it displayed,
I believe it would be a sl:iemef..i.1
waste to not use our uniqueness and
talent to its fullest potential.
Let ne inplore but one thing
of
classBates 9 please come to all
senior class
and let's try
to create a fellowship of cohesive
action and great understanding that
will truly make our class individual to any class in Jordan's history,

-Ruff in Grady

I can 1 t say the Senior Class hasn't

acconplished anything because there was
the success of the
project,
and the good turnout on the paperback
library. Ideas were presented, mostly
hy senior officers, such as Rraduation
at Duke Gardens, a Halloween carnival.
to benefit all clubs, an addition of
ice crean after lunch, a Senior picnic,
and Senior privileges. Hone of the
mentioned have been successful because
of a "noH from the administration, or
a lack of Senior support.
If the Senior Class had really
cared about the school so !'1.uch more
could have been introduced and accom-·
plished. The Senior Class is very
talented but their talents uere concentrated on other thinr;s in and outside of the school. I really donvt
know which way it should be.
-Kathy Schlitz

T'."e

Eealt:.1 Careers Club
Our Support

C:Jreers
financial supnort to Luy a bus
for tn1n3'.)0rtation of
;nE'lchers •.
T:1e J"'.iS li

In the next couplr:;! of " eeks, · they
-.;·ill be r;:'"lli-;p
:oteri '1tationery
an also contest tickets for a free dinner at t::e f't1rinp :;oat. :Please support·.
t 1·,eir uork.
7
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"I Dared to Ta1k to Him"
or
11

a Candid Interview with our Assistant Principal'1

I cautiob.sly knocked upon a dark green door with the words CharlesBaker painted upon it in severe b1ack, As a voice growled a fierce_,
"come in," I realized that it was at this point thrt some students passed
out and others simply fled in terror. My first thought upon opening the
door was that this feared disciplimarian looked surprisingly boyish and
I could almost picture him in high school. My fantasies were quickly
dispelled, however, when Mr. Baker assumed the authoritarian role and
abruptly ordered me to 11 have a seat." He then preceded to demand a book
I had lost (the real reason for my 11 visit. 11 )
"Mr. Baker," I bravely inquired, 11 are such the menial tasks whic:ih
usually occupy your working day. 11
11
Some might consider my ,jobs dealing with
records, lost
books, and bus schedules menial, but, after all, they h!lY§. to be done,
11
Mr. Baker answered, with a definite sense of duty reflected in his tone.
Did I imagine it, or did our beloved assistant principal actually place
his hand over his heart and with tears of devotion flooding his squinty
eyes, look upward to that great administrator in the sky? 11 Actually, 11
continued Mr. B•.• apparently inspired by this upward glance, 11 my duties
take longer than normal because I prefer to confer with the student himself before consulting parents-------for after all, it is the student
who should be ultimately responsible for his own actions. 11
Impressed by this man's obvious respect for the value of
play
and democratic principles, I urged him to continue.
. "And after all, 11 Mr,. Baker reflected, 11 I only carry out laws made
to protect the student. ·
So, along with his other invaluable qualities, our assistant principal possesses a high regard for law and order. I was then dismissedwith the matter of a lost hook still unresolved; as I walked back into
the office, I observed a bench full of students quaking with fear; obwaiting to see Mr. Baker. And when I overheard a pale, shaking
wh1.sper nervously 11 I hope he won't be to mean--i t' s only my first
offen15e 11 to his equally terror stricken neighbor I found their fear
almost laughable.
Vivian Stahl

A CHALLENGE TO JORDAN STUDENTS
Every year at Jordan, students are given an opportunity to nominate,
review, and select the officers of their Student Council for the
coming year. Every year, they do so with a characteristic lack of care and
consideration, resulting in the unimpressive showing usually associated with
the organization.
The implication is clear, the effects having reached infamous proportions.
The Student. Council was intended to, and should be, an organizatfon of concern
to each individual student. It is there that issues involving the student
body are decided (believe it or not, this has been known to happen. After
careful research, convincing evidence has cropped up to this effect) and
executed. Here the students en masse are given a "legitimate" voice in the
affairs of the school. Yet year afte.r y . .':'lr, the student body goes about
electing the persons entrusted with the dubious honor of running the council
in a haphazard way.
Hany Jordan students would have you believe that they have an unbounded,
energetic concern for the welfare of this school. To those who do claim to
give this proverbial "damn". I would like to issue the following challenge.
Get up off your cans and look into running for a Student Council off ice.
Hake your voice, your ideas, and your leadership potential available to your
fellow students. Strive to work constructlively for the betterment of this
school and organization. Do it now, and do it_ right.
To the other students, I would encourage you to muster all your concern
and critical facilities, and elect effective leadership. And then, above all,
get out and support them to the best of your capabilities. Not to do so is a
travesty to yourself, your school, and your
Emmett Sigmon
Stu<leut Council President
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Meaningful Education In Our Schools
School is for the benefit of the students, No one will argue that, Schools
are supposed to turn out mature, responsible adults prepared for life. No one
will argue that. But most students feel that school imprisons then. And look
at any graduating class. How many are
responsible, ready for the world?
l*iat can we do to inprove the quality of education in our schools today?
The following suggestions are to be the basis of a nuch needed overhaul of the
sys ten.
Students nust have a significant role in what goes on at school. Students
t:i.list discuss how courses should be
and operated. Successes and failures
of each class should be continually evaluated by both students and teachers.
This will assure constant revision and up-dating of courses. Beyond this, students
should be surveyed to find out what courses they want, and these surveys should
be used to m&dify the course offerings accordingly.
StudeRts flust be free to formulate their own 3oals and fulfill then. This
neans that students-nust have the right to transfer out of any class at any tine
(with appropriate credit loss for the tine left), and the right to go on independent study at any tine. This will elirunate nuch of the skipping that goes on
because of lack of interest.
Resources nust be expanded. Textbooks provide only a linited view of any
subject. The present textbool of ferin9: could be greatly
with a wide
selection of paperback books. Paperbacks cost less; therefore a broader scope of
thought could be covered with the sane (or less) cost. to the school systen.
All teachers must have the opportunity to attend seminars in hunan relations,
racisn, and progressive teaching nethods. All teachers need to be inforD-ed of
any pro3ress on the educational front.
Letter grades nust be eliminated. Grade3 are prehaps the nost diabolical of
all school functions. Grades have at nost a superficial reseflblance to the progress
and learninc of the student. They encourage dishonest conpetition and actually
discouraRe learninr,. Bad srades in school inply that the student is a failure. The
evoked by grades is not for learnin3, but for appearance of learning.
The ideolop;y of appParance instead of reality is characteristic of our whole
society, and can be traced to the school systen. An alternative to grades night
be the evaluation. Both the student and the teacher would evaluate the student
separately and in conference. These evaluations would be entered into the studentvs
records. Colleges would be forced to stop looking for students with good grades.
Instead, they would have to look at the individual. This system seefls an awful lot
of work for the teacher. But to teach efficiently, the teacher :riust know his/her
students. This systen would insure greater cooperation between student and teacher.
Schools nust be open daily to parental observation. The Jordan "Student
Handbook;; states that 11 Students should never brinr;: friends or relatives to school
to attend classes with then.;; Why not? Is the adninistration afraid of sonethin3?
The student governnent nust be given the right to act on all natters concerning students. It nust be independent of the-adninistrationand faculty.
Let 1 s set sone true representation in natters concerninE students.
Students nust be inforned of all rights. The Board of Education should give
each student a publication containing all rules and regulations and penalties for
violetions, The Constitution applies to every individual anywhere in the United
States, That includes students within the schools. As the U.S. Suprene Court
11
saiC. in the case of West Virsinia vs.
That they (the schools) are
the young for citizenship is reason for scrupulous protection of Constitutional freedons of the individuals, if we are not to strangle the free mind
at its source and teach youths to discount inportant principles of our government
ns T'.'lere platitudes.n
Jay Dunning

A LETT'ER OF EXPLANATION

To all:
IN case you haven't noticed this has proved to be a very subjective
issue of the paper. It was meant to be. Since reports on school
events weren't selling papers, the staff went to the students themselves, to their opinions and ideas, to create some interest in
this, vve feel, worthvihile .Publication. So they wrote on what they
wanted to write about. Not so paradoxically every editorial handed
in was quite critical, and not usually
of school life.
So this paper is completely student opinion, with tne excBption £f
a few news stories. Hopefully it has sold enough· co Jies to pay
expenses. Hopefully it has raised some questions, stimulated some
thought. Perhaps it· has .even opened way to chci.nge. Now· it's up
to you, the students, the faculty, the administration. Perhaps the
newspaper staff should be impeached.
Your editor.
1

Hi I. Q. Bowl
Jordan 1 s Hi I. Q. Bowl team, cor.1posed of Bill l'ili tchell 5 Joel Craig 5 Ben tfo.llen 5
Ron Collins 9 Susan Booth, and coach HickLmn did a creditable job in their first
year of statewide cornpeti tion. Of the original thirty-three tear.1s; Jordan emerged
as one of the final six.
After finishing ar;-1ong the top ei3'ht teams in tho preliminaries, they became
eligible for the doublo-elimina.tion rounds televised each Sunday on WB'MY-TV
(Greensboro). In February, Jordan was r'!efeated by 11 crosstown rival" Durham High
and Curtis Small. Howeve:c: they bounced bacl: in Hurch to soundly defeat Reynolds
High School of Winston-Salem, But, on April 11, Jordan was defeated for the second
time and 5 thereby 9 eliminated f.:c;i:l tho tournamont, by Page High School of Greensboro.
Page 1 s captain John Watson, a Morehec-cd scholar,, was unbelievable 5 answering at least
97% of the questions for h:Ls team, most of them. correctly. Jordan was led in this
game 5 as in all the previous ones, by captain Bill Mitchell and Joel Craig, who
both played extrer.1ely wsll throughout the tournament.
Hi I. Q, is sponsored by North Carolina National Bai:k 5 which graciously provides prize money for the finalists and certificates and ngreen pencilsn for the
disgruntled losers, 'I'he progre.m is N.C.od by Channel 2 1 s answer to Allen Ludden 5
Dave Wright 5 who consistently fouls up the game by nisreading questions and i:1ispronouncing words. But, 211 in
it was an excellent experh1nce, and is
certainly worthwhile. Jordan juniors should pll?.n &nd practice for next year,
since they can be assured of an imri ta ti on due to the success of this years team.

SIX JOHDAN STUDEUTS CHOSEN FOR GOVEJi'TORtS SCHOOL
Tho Governor ts school of North Carolirrc is a seven-week smiiner
hold on
the caL1pus of Salon collogo in Winston-Salem. TuitJ.011, roow al Cl board 5 instructioral supplios 5 and cultural events are furnished for the 400 high school students
that attend. Tho students are seloctod for the prograw on the basis of
ability in an acadonic fiolcl or a higb de&;reo of talent in one of the arts. 'I'he
includes study in the area in which tho student was chosen to attend
1curriculum
Gov8rnor 1 s
and study :Ln tho aroas of
conceptual developnent and
personal and social developi:JGnt.
This year, six students fro1;i Jorcc.n he.Ve been seloctod to attend the Govornor 1 s 1
School. Kelly Dillard and Tina Crowell will study
and French respoc. tivoly 5 Ruthie Bollinger will study music e.nd Guy Schlasor,i.an 5 Christine Sir.is, and
Georgette SoDjen will concentrate in tho field of instrunontal uusic.
Tina Crowoll
STUrENT COUNCIL REPOBT

1

Elections for tho r· fficors of next yoar 1 s student .will be held soon. Details
will be announced. It is to bo ho1Joc1 that more students will show an intorost in
running
an office than last y0ar.
'I'wo coDmitteos, one about the parl:ing lot, ono to invostigato tho poss:Lbility
of an l1our l1mch next yet:tr 5 heve boon e..ppointed. Chris MangutJ and Jon 11lartin are
the respective chairr.:en.
A rr.e:w superintend ant of schools will be &.ppointed in June. Earlier this year,
the student Council was asked to consider what it uould suggest as critoria for the
selection of the person to fill this position, Tho Council felt
the superintendant should be chosen without bias as to race, relision, or
that he should
have experience as an adr;iin:Lstra tor,. and that lw should bo open to com1uni ty and
student input.
Beth . HJ.19nr.rer

TIJE PAHKING LOT POLL
Three weeks ago the
dept. put HifO PARKDJG 11 signs up
Garrett
Road whore Do.ny ,Jordan stuc1o1ltS hGc1 boon :;:·crldnc. Thoy didn't put up just one or
two signs--they put up 17 5 or.;.o over<-J 20 foot to
sm·e tlicy were noticed and
obeyed. 'I'he only solution to this problen was to
overyono in tho parking lot
like sa.rdines 7 thus lcworing our principal and assiskcnt principas to parl:ing
attendents, as this now becoL.lf:)S one of their nain functions. The students wore
not too pleased. Now, it is alnost i::1possible fer then to sl:ip. Tho doors of thei:r:.
cars are scro.tched. If they wish to be excused early, they nust get up at the unheard hour of six. If thoy are dyini:; in school, they uust wait until 3:00 before
they can go hoDe or their corpse can be delivered to a funeral parlor (slight
e:xazgeration for effect). .And when they finally do :=;et into their cars in the
Y they are inevi ta bley sandwiched between tiw la to-leaving cars.
Despite
tlns, students seem re2dy to tolord,e it all for the salrn of not rifli112· the bus.
1'1ost of tho co1:iE1onts wero of this nature.
Cont. on page 10
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Jordan :;:,c.nd lttends Co:J.tsst
T,te. :-_n{mal state contest for higc1 sc1:10ol Lci.n<ls ':ias held in Salisbury on 'Friday,
f:oril 13, The
'3ynp,-ion:Lc band entered in the catenor7 of Grade Six music,
\7:.J.iC.il :..s· tl1(:: IJ.O-St diffict1lto
iud30s
a
of ueiccel 1 c11to 0
11
The: nu::ri1ers perfom·::d uerc Cc:ntenni2.l F'.J.nfare.n ::Jy :'.'.oser Nixon, nsymphouy for
.ua.i..l.dn
'Vincer.:.t
2.11d
J2.11ce" by Clift011 :Tilliar1s
Tiie 3pring Concert Fill
held 011 T.uescb•r Uay 22. Th(::: Hinner of
John
r:1illi,:· Souaa :,and c:\''.',r(1
be announced ?t ti·12.t tir.!e,
Ele.ctio::w :Eor b:::in<l officcr:3 for the rwxt school yi.::.aJ wer": ··_wld rec.sntly.
.::..r:J.dford -.:rn.::;
president, St2ve Gr.;rL,,;r vice-presider1t, ·Donna Wampler
:i.s s0cretar7, and · :.o.rth2 ·Jillio.Fs 2.s
IJ

Jur
t:t::mr. t:1is y-cf::'..r h:t.s ;>:on· tlwouu,h :1 successful (8--4) seasoT'. under
tas c:cl<o
cf co::::.c'.1
Parr:Ls:.1, In thr:. be3inning of the sc:ason, the
Jo-rd:m Wn.:stlinr- tcm1
fs1;J uniforns -:cnc.1 little
so they had to borrow they n0;;;d2d. fror :.at'i:1ens. Unfortunatcl'.' tl1e:y were not· o?.blc to p.:et noney fron
t:J.8 school, sine'" t!:it::rc wc,s 11onc; to sp2icc,:_They <sold nll-occ:rnion cc>.rds :md Here·
z,::ile: to
wh:::t tlt,:0y neC:dcd with little or no c3upport. fron the student body.
;;::-cy :_Jeoplc: on tltr2 t·.:.c::m -:trr.:.; Jav:"Ld Sri1.it:.1, :-.·J:.1.'.lld Green, Hcrbi(2 '\cC::i.uley, Harty··
"'ilson, /,nthony
S;1::i.i:m Sveen8y, r::err:l::l Porter, Bill
Kei_th Leese,
Lcnard 9
SI'.1iL:"
to 2nd place in
co:l.ferenc2 for the 165 lb. clJ.ss.
..:o '.cC2uley ::ilso f:;;u3:;.t to 2nG pL1cc in our con£ t:.renca in t::-ts S'S lb, class.
rortor i>fQD. e:.
pl2ce ra11l::ing in ti1c. 177 lb. cl:i.ss i11 the conf c.r?n.ce, n.nd
also e2rnsJ a 2nd plac0 title in the 105 lb. class.
':; src:
ven out priv'.".tely bc.::c'_use they couldn 1t schedul-:; .J.n c:ssembly
\·:ri t·r.i..')U t tdt.: -t. o.a
q s sup po rt
t!_1.:_:
qs lzett,all terir·i_ l12d decided
t;.
it C3.rliero :ci:.11 ·::o.!'::t01c
t}1c: tro-::"n for t::-10 ·:ost hustle.
Eerbic ·rccauley
received tite t:r::ipi.1/ f:1r ·
'I::,lu2olE:: ?l:iycr. :-J::ivicl Snit'.1 won the tr_)phv for the
"?inss
I'·:!rt2r
:Iost Irf"'.prcr,rcc1
troDhv.,
0

,

0

.Andy Sni tt1

TlK Jord::m trci.ck tea!:'. this year :L3 fi,.<.ctinz for honors
:::>. 3 n.nrl 2 record.
It
our stror10,:::..st C\rents
e'r2nts
3l1ot .J.nd disc·us,
J:>nI::m. usu.:-"11; t::ikin0' 1st, 2nd., :..md 3rd ?l2ce.s :.i.n the meets with stars like Alnn
Antcwny J',rr::cstrong, and E.uffin Grcdv; high jur::i;>, broad jm•1p, and triple
juui_:· uit'.1 Lill · '..:1-rc,i.Jlc juElpinR; 5' lOH :::in
::d.::;h junp,· 2 inches belo1:J tlw school
rccJrd.
key r!ot.2blo.s .1.re: Lqrry l'nclerscm in the: 100 yard do.sh 3.ncl the broad
ju:e,-,,
'Tade
iri the 2 nilc:: run. ECo has, by the.
tl:e sc!-:.ool record
f:.ir 2 r·ti_lc.s, · .Jf u'.1icLi ,1c VlS Lroken his own
tvicc:. About 10 of these; men
\'ill "70 to
all co:--:£
n"'E::t.
1 --r
1' 7 '
"'l'...1.. . ....: ()"
'1. t o .;: u
::..>. u,:
u
........ c-..!. 1.. '-'
:.:.J__
o .:-1,_ s 2'1.S on.•I
4

-----·----
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--------------------------------------------Fashions at JHS

The atmosphere is a blurb of flourescent daisies, drab argyles, and who-knowswhat else. Hhat can that possibly be, you ask. This is the everyday occurrance fashion at JHS.
Crop tops prevail, baring all and leaving nothing to the imagination. Shrinks
and bubble tops show bare E'.lidriffs, and braless beauties (?) run rampant.
Jeans with tears show little denim
you p.uessE:d it, mostly holes. Patches
cover some spaces 9 but there is plenty of wide prairie area visible.
Hairy lee;s are now being sported by both sext.;s, It 9 s the fad not to sheve so who cares? The girl with the hairest legs wins the prize. What's the prize?
A razor!
So this is Jordan fashion. An orr;e.nized chaos of cottons, wools 9 and blends
sends out the individual 1 s 11vibes'i to his fellow
g_ typicDl Jordan
student,
Debbie Bost
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A Futile Serenade
By Ruthie Bollinger
Beyond the walls of reason
There drifts a simple soul
A r:;irl decked out in roses
Downcast, she waits alone
For a saint to lead her out of darkness
For an angel from the sky
To break the glass surrounding her
And shryN her hew to fly.

Beyond the; walls of reason
Emotion clouds up the gir 1 9 s eyes
The heart is soft inside her
Silence is her disguise
She waits beneath anger's umbrella
Too weak to fight against the pain
She bangs her fist on the window and weeps
nwon 1 t somebody call out my name?H
Beyond the walls of reason
Behind a padlocked door
A young woman made of dreaming
Digs a hole in the dirt floor
She plants the seed of her memory
So perhaps it will grow ta11
And bloom into a flower of sunshine
To bri3hten her colorless walls.
Beyond the fortress of reason
Outside logic's cruel reicn
The dark-haired girl lies sleeping
And s leepins she will remain
The clock ticks outside the glass prison
The. calendar fades from her though ts
She dreams of the seed she has planted
She drearas of the world shi2 has foue;ht
Now she glides safely above reason
She floats on the four ·winds in rhyme
No pain is affectin3 her brain now
Some lover is pouring her wine.
In a dream there is nothing but pleasure
In a dream there is only release
Wild creRtures don't energe come the night time
Violet skies bring to dreams only peace.
Beyond the walls of reason
The girl lies content by a stream
She vs
in her wandering wisdom
nLove is real? not a solden sea dream. 11
She'll cry when she wakes in her prison
She 1 11 find when she opens her eyes
The one thing man 9 s reason can't sive her
Is the love that would keep her alive.
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Parking Lot cont. from p. 7
like it, but its dangerous to cars.
It 1 s all thay can do now, until they can widen it 11
11 Itis O.K. for a temporary solution"
11
It's better than it was"
HWell, it cuts down on skipping 11
11
It 1 s alright with rae. I don't like waiting though (after school).
11 I

11

A good many of the students who thought it wa.s fine or wero indifferent
were not directly affected. Those in D.E. and baseball, those who drove
buses, and those who didn't drive. They were quick to say, ttI think it 1,s good,u
or Hlt's OK with meil.
The re:r:1ainder of the students hated it ••• but are still driving. Their
comments
11
A big iness 11
11 It 1 s the most ridiculous system ever used 11
n It 1 s typical of the 11ay things are run in area high schools. 11
11 It 1 s a safty hazardil
11 It 1 s an up-tight situationil (Ha,ha.)
ur hate it. I 1m going to install wings on Ely car so I can leave".

Our parking situation is being reviewed and permanent solutions considered. This will be manditory because within the next five years Jordan will
have 1,GOO students in the Jordan and Githens comples. As a last re::,ort, the front
stretch of
with the flagpole may have to bo used as a parking area in the
future. Wo can all look at the good sideJ however, the situation can 1 t get
worse ••. only better.

TYPISTS

BEVEPJ.,y ALLEN

TONI MCFARLAND

CI1'DY BULLOCK

PAM JvlEDLIN

CAROLYN ELLIOTT

SHEILA JVJEDLYN

ANIT.A HARRISON

BESSIE PARKER

BR.ENDA JONES
MISS KEY--.iillVISOR
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AFS Nominates Summers_
for Winter Exchange Trip

This year the Jordan chapter
of the American Field Service has
nominated Syvil Summers for the
foreign exchange program. If accepted, Syvil will be spending this
next academic year abroad in the
home of a foreign host family,
Vol. 10, No. 2
Jordan High School, Durham, N. C.
Nov. 21, 1973
and she will attend school there.
Syvil is the first Jordan student ID recent years to apply for
the winter exchange program. Interest has been centered on the
summer program. last summer
Eight students from InternationLast
;: because of Vivian's
Jordan sent Wanda Jennings to
al Relations classes and advisor Mrs. ed at the United NatiOns essay and
Jordaii students attending tlie Sweden and Ginny Under to GerKay Cooke will join 800 other speeC'h contest
hlih
session are: .Rux.
Frank many.
high school students in Boston, dents held by Vivian Stahl, then a Hill, Mark Holdredge, Chris Mannomination is currently
Dec. 6-9 for· the 19th ses.sion of senior. Vivian won the contest for gum, Sherwoqd Robbins,
Sl- being considered by AFS officers Syvil Summers, AFS nominee
;the Harvard Model United Nations. the Southern region with her essay oan: . David .Weynand,
Sally in New York. She will know if (photo by Mickey Rallkm)
•. Jordan is the only school in North entitled, "Who Rules the Seas?" Youn&_ They will leave _wi.th Mrs,. she has been accepted in January.
:invited to the HarVard It has been suggested that Jordan's Cooke on December 6th and return She has no control over where she
Madel U.N., and one of only three invitation to become a member of· on December 9th.
will be sent, but her host family
from the South.
the Model U.N. has come about
will be carefully chosen. Since
there is no AFS student here. this,
year, Jordan can send only one perreser:ie
of the U.N. Each member will be
son abroad. However if anyone
The Jordan VICA Club hosted
WoUld like to be·-anost to a foreign
on one of the committees. Beapproximately 300 officers and
student next year, he should con·
. members from District III for the.
tact Mrs. Mary Lou Wheeler.
annual VICA Leadership Workshop
about
300
people.
Classes
were
Melissa
Amenabar.
an
exchange
may end up delivering speeches at
on November 13, 1973.
the General Assembly or arguing student from Guatemala, will be 40 minutes long, and the school
The purpose of the Leadership
at
Jordan
until
the
middle
of
Janday lasted from 7:00 till 3:00.
before the International Court of
Workshop ·was to pennit the
uary. She is living with the famMelissa, who has three broDistrict III officers to train all the
ily of Mr. Word Qark. This is thers, is the second child. The
fio,m the district.
[local
not her first experience in this Amenabar family owns a farm.
Jordan representatives won
The District officers have been·
school system; she attended GithThe gasoline shortage, which three awards at the District Leader·
trained py the
ens in the seventh gra"de.
is a current topic of concern in ship Conference for Distributive
Larry Johnson, National
Although Melissa feels that the United States, is more. serious Education Clubs of America held
Executive Secretary for VICA
there are basic similarities between ,in Guatemal_a. Melissa reports that· at Sanderson High School in
Clubs, was_
guest speaker and
Jordan and Guatemalan schools, the price of gas ranges from 50 Raleigh, October 31. In addition, superintendant of schools, Dr.
Marjie Thomas, a junior some differences are apparent. For cents to 56 cents a gallon, and Jordan's Carrie Landis was elected Fraclc Yeager welcomed the viSfr_.
at Jordan, was named Miss Dance example, there are no public school rationing has begun.
District 3A president.
ors to Durham county.
of North and South Cai:olina at in Guatemala.
Her school had
· The VICA club·-at Jordan
Carrie's election came after a ,
the Dance Masters of America Pag. rigorous screening process. In add- also has other J?.!E.iects... They.
eiint in Charlotte on October 27.
ition, she placed third in a job sponsored their vice president,
She competed with 12 other girli, y
interview contest, while Lenora Bobby Harris, in the Diabetes Bikeranging in age from 16 to 20.
Wise
placed fourth in the Ivfiss a-thon and they plan to help a
The library club is currently
The competition included not
DECA contest. Jordan won a first needy family during Christmas.
holding
a
paperback
book
sale
in
_!i,n]y the talent dlvision of all founs.
lobby during lunch to finance place trophy for the badge design
of dance (toe, jazz, acrobatics and--;t- Jordan the
a
student ·lounge in the library. .drawn by Ruth Bollinger.
tap), but .also evening gown and belongs to -Miss Debbie Dickens.
Books have been donated by club ,
leotard judging.
She arrived Nov. 12 to replace Mrs. members and other students. The ,
Throughout her reigning Polly Roberts, teaching geometry
prices are reduced to fit anybody's
year Marjie will do various types
and advanced math in room 203 J
allowance.
charity work. In August she will
Miss Dickens is a native o
The idea for the lounge began
·compete in the national dance pag-, Atlanta and has just recently gradwith Mrs. selina Wheeler' librarian.
eant in Miame.
uated from Van-ierbilt University.
Cynthia Nicks, a library worker,
Marjie is enroiled in the She is currently getting her Master':
suggested a book sale.
ICT-program at Jordan and works degree in mathematics at Duke.
Why a lounge after so long?
in the afternoon at the Carolina
Her hobbies include sewing and'
Mrs. Wheeler feels that a library
Dance Academy as an assistant reading, but since she is both a
should have different centers: one
teacher. Her future plans include &tudent and a teacher, she finds
for serious research, one for audio
some type of dancing career.
little
for
visuals, and a lounge for recreation, .. :
1
The book sale is to continue
three days a week until enough·
money is collected to cover cost of
, reupholstering furniture already available and buying needed furniCarrie Landis, left, and Lenora Wise, right, show awards from DECA
ture and possibly rug.
competitions. (photo by Jess Epperson)

Eight To Attend Model UN

VICA Hosts
Leadership
Workshop

Gu ate ma l;a n Student s· pends

N1,;-ne .we-ek. s at Jor dan H"1gh

DECA,Students Win
Con1erence ,Prizes

Jordan Junior

Captures Title
in Dance Pageant

Club Sells
Paperbacks

her
newc Math· J-eac
203
0mes to

1
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Students ·Plan _Tour of England
This spring two groups of students from Jordan travel to England. One teacher-sponsored group
is going to participate in a London
Theater Tour. A second group,
composed of the members. of Girl
Scout troop 655, mostly Jordan
students, will also visit London
during spring vacation.
Tue. theater tour group departs
from New York City by jet on
April 13 and returns April 21.
Scheduled excursions in England include the following: a visit
to Richmond college in London,
a tour of the university town of
Cambridge, Wmdsor castle, Hampton Court palace, a pilgrimage to
Oxford by Stratford where Shakes1'1arjie Thomas wins Miss Dance title for North, South Carolina' peare was born, and Anne Hath-

,

.

:vm

away s cottage. The group
tend four theater presentations m
.
t h . d t'
Lon don durmg
e rune- ay np.
Ample free time allows students
.
d
to explore the sights of Lon on
..
sht
and nearby areas. ABnt1
ourguide host will conduct tours
the Tower of London, St. Pauls
cathedral, Piccadilly Circus, and
Buckingham palace.
The Jordan sponsors of the
London Theater Tour are Mrs.
Bettye Jo Bell
and
Thomas
Culbreth.
Presently, only nine
students have made the
payment for the tour which will cost
$399.00. Others have looked into
the tour and it is hoped that at
least 16,' and possibly more, students- will become involved. But

. all students are encouraged to con-

tact these teachers to receive de.
tails.
The girls in the Scout troop
h h
. ed up for the tour
wo aves1gn
.
d
th
following: Donna
1
·lilCUe
e
!. w·
. amp1er, Llnda Lewis • Toby ·
Griffm, Cathy Jackson, Cassandra . ·
Idol, Patsy Cralle, Joy Walker,
Debbie McCauley, and Susan
Thompson from Alexandria, Va.,
an associate member of the troop.
The troop will be accompanied by
Mrs. M. E. Walker and Mrs. W. K.
Griffin. These girls are going independently of the London Theater Tour and plan to visit major
points of interest in London and
the surrounding areas. The troop
is selling Christmas wreaths to help
. finance their trip.

November 21 ,
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Rogers Preaches at Assembly

Film Masterpieces Cancelled
Jordan students recentl)r joined
'With others in the area in denying
themselves a unique cultural educational opportunity.·
The Ainerican Film Theater has
made movies Of eight fainous con-.
temporary plays: Eugene Ionesccfs
"Rhinoceros", Edward Albee's "A
Delicate Balance", Harold Pinter's
"The Homecoming"., _Maxwell And-1
erson and Kurt Weill's
in the ·
Stars", John Osborn's "Luther";
Anton Checkov's "Three Sisters"
Simon Gray's "Butiey", and Eu:
gene O'Neill's _towering masterpiece
"The Iceman Cometh". These are
being shown in designated theaters
throughout the country. The Center I is presenting them in Durham.
After they are shown, they will be
seen in America only on· cable TV.
General showings of the movies
take place on Mondays and Tuesdays at night, and the cost of adj

mission is $5.00. Arrangements
were· made for special high school
presentations during the school day
on Wednesdays and Thursdays at
the cost of $1.50 per person, with
the stipulation that a minimum of
200 students must attend.

Tiris letter is concerning the stated that generalization. is bad ·
assembly on Tuesday, October 31. and should be avoided. Then he
Mr. Jay Rogers, a teacher from started generalizing about Chris-·
Durham High School, was the guest tians.
speaker. He spoke mainly of peace
In conclusion, I feel that Mr.
and how to achieve it. Mr. Rogers Rogers would have made a. better
spoke like an expert on the subject preacher, no offense intended, beand with the confidence of a pol- cause of his ability to catch everyMelissa Amenabar (photo by Jess ..
itician. He has won the Teacher one's attention while delivering his
Epperson) has come from Guateof the Year Award. I don't think . sermon.
I would describe Mr.
mala to spend nine weeks at Jordan
enough emphasis was placed on I Roger's speech as a sermon because
High School.
this. In fact, the assemblies should of its title, content, and method
have a more formal introduction. in which it was delivered to the
:MI. Rogers waS a good speaker, , audience.
but he contradicted himself. He '
Mickey Rankin

The first movie was A DELICATE BALANCE by Edward Albee. Fifty students from Jordan
bought tickets, nobody from any
other school did. The high school
showing was cancelled, and there
·will probably be none in the future.
Students lost more than just a
chance to miss part of a few school
days when the high school show_were cancelled. The plays
represented a wider variety of great
literature than the average person
will read. A dramatic presentation
of a play brings out thoughts,
themes, and emotions thitt were
less obvious in the printed word.
The movies would have demonstrated that valid educational experiences for high school students
would not be limited to classroom
lectures and discussions.
For some of these who really
wanted to see the films, the evening hours are inconvenient and the
prices prohibitive. Undoubtedly
many students would not be interested by the films, but others do
not know what they have -missed.
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Renewed Chess Club Proposed

To AHair
Oh, long thin hair
All bright and red,
Why art thou not
Upon my head?
Wert thou so dis·
Content with home
That thou ventured
On my comb?
Thou hast no frizzies
Or split ends.
Why didst thou not
Stay with thy friends?
Before thou stcirt
To roam about,
I fear I1l have
To throw thee out.
Thou wert so straight
And long and cute.
I must start over
From the root.
I was quite
Attached to thee.
How couldst thou
Do this to me?

Beth Whanger

Lack of Concern Challenged
On October 3 I, Jay Rogers
addressed the JHS student body.
His message was simple-there can
be peace and understandfug in the
world, but it must begin with
the indivuduals. To achieve· this
goal of peace, students clapped,
sang together, and favored the
people sitti.ng next to t.liem with
benevolent smiles during the
assembly.
I left this hour-long tribute
to love and brotherhood with the
feeling that I had just witnessed
one of the biggest demonstrations
of hypocrisy that Jordan has seen
in a long time. During that h9ur,
people
sang
and vigorousl)r
applauded a man who spoke of.
peace and understanding. Maybe
some were sincere, but many more
were not, because as soon as people
were dismissed to return to class
they pushed and shoved their
unsmiling and uncaring-tlrrough the
halls, once again withdra\V!l into
their private worlds which_ begfu '[
and end with their o\V!l personal ;
. concerns.
This- episode is typical of the
attitrides that seem to characterize
the majority of students at Jordan.
It is typical of their selfishness
rtheir prejudices, and their coffiplet;
lack of concern and sympathy for
other people.
A girl drops her bookS _in the
halls and at least ten people trample
over them before someone helps. to
retrieve them. Theft or destruction
of property occurs all too often.
Class competition is deemed necessary to motivate participation in a
welfare project. -Closed social sets
of people who have known each
other for years hurt and alif:nate
people that they are too secure
in their O\V!l relationships to bother

I

•

with. An exchange student leaves
Jordan because she finds herself
isolated and without friends.
Racial tension causes misunderstandings that people are not willing to discuss. People are categorized according to academic ability, outside interests, or appearance
Beth Whanger
in a way that very effectively does
away with any need to know them
Untitled
as indivuduals. The newspaper ignores the deaths of two students Interest, concern, and compassion
because the student body would For certain things I could not
not consider someone else's prob- , A word, an encouraging smile
!ems relevant or of general interest. From people who, after their fashion,
The list is virtually endless.
At last comes the obvious ! Gave me what I needed today
question of what can be done to : Brightened my spirits a whlle.
change the selfishness and lack of
Beth Whanger
c.oncem. With the question come
the equally obvious answers tl).at
everyone is tired of hearing. Come
out of your groups and give other
people a chance. Take _time to get
to know people as indiViduals beMOnday, September 24 was
fore you stick on the labels. Stop like many other Mondays· for math
being too busy to care and get student$, and students entering
involved. We lmow, of course, that room 203 expected a test. Allove, understanding, and other such though some were prepared and
ideals are the answers, but we lack some were not, none were ready.
the concern and courage to trans- One seat was empty. In an autoform them from empty words to mobile accident, one member of
realities.
the class had died over the weekI realize, of course, that this end. The faces of the students
editorial is not original in content I reflected their concern and the
and that it will probably be for- teacher serised this. Geometric
gotten five s·econds after it is read. theorems were set aside for the
However, change must begin with day. At that moment the class
individuals, and this indivudual re-! became a group of individuals that
fuses to accept the comforting idea needed to talk. Ms. Polly Roberts
that an hour of clapping and singing was ready to listen.
fulfills. our
to bring aCertainly this day was an
Q_out understanding. I offer once exceptional one for fifth period
again the challenge to care, and geometry, but the sensitivit}r
suggest that it is 1ong past time shown by the
was not so
to accept that challenge.
unusual. An outstanding and exTina Crowell
tremely concerned teacher, Ms.
;Roberts was constantly striving to
..---"--'----===.:...:.:...:;.:..::;;;,;;________:.______ reach the student. Her perceptiveness enabled her to see his
GREEK MYTHS ARE ALlVE AND WELL!
needs as -2.n-inclividual as well as a
Our_ .word "arachnid" (a large
math student. In the classroom,
Uur word "echo" (repetition group_ of arthropods containing
she taught a thorough course arid
bf words) coines ·from the Greek spiders) comes froni the name of
mythical sea nymph, -ECho, whO the Greek mythological character
attempted to present a clear picwas forced to repeat· woi'ds because Arachne, who was turned into a
ture of mathematical concepts.
Hera was punishing her. This way spider by Athina who was angry
Questions were seldom left unEcho could have the last word, that a mortal girl coqld weave as
answered in 203. Ms. Roberts
but never the power to speak· first. well as she cotild.
was a teacher that always_admitted

The other day I heard
something about a chess club from
one of my friends. I wish everyone
who is interested in a chess club
would contact me or Robert Bass. ,
Robert is trying to get one .
started but hopes that it will not·
be like the one last year. last
year's effort was pitiful. Nobody'
wanted to take the time to attend
meetings. Th°' problem could have

John Cleaver

New Exam Schedule Suggested
To say that the present exam
for a student to stay
all night
schedule at Jordan is ridiculous is . for two exams. After a student
an understatement. To ask stu- stays up all night he is. certain·dents to take more than one exam to pass, or pass out. It is not
a day is just not fair.
fair for teachers to have to massOne problem-is the discrimi.
exams. This can lead to
nation against the business and job · mistakes and worn ner'ves at sChool ·
students. All the business-oriented and at home.
I offer a diffcourses have their exams on one erent and better solution. Take
day. Along with having to work, exams by periods inStead of sub-.·
these students have to study for jects, first period Monday, second
two or three exams. Titis is not on Tuesday, etc. This is better for
fair.
students and teachers. For stuOn the next two days, exams - dents it means more learning and,
in all the acadenp.c courses have to better study habits. It is also easier
be taken. What about the person for teachers to grade exams day by
who has to take an Advanced Bio- day and it cuts do\V!l on Mistakes.
logy and Chemistry exam on the
The simplicity of the idea is
same day? Some people even had beautiful, and the fact that we do
tluee exams on the same day. If a not use it is appalling. I hope that
person has a preference for a cer- · many students and teachers will
tain type of study, he's dead before realize something better is possible·
he knows i!. _
and will press for it.
I don't think that it is fair

Ms. Roberts

I

been that the meetings were held
after school. This year, if enough
people are interested, we are going
to hold them during lunch.
I also feel that if enough
people are interested, I might be
able to start a chess column in
the newspaper. Such a column
would have to. have the support
of all interested chess players.

Shows

Chris Mangum

"Sensitivity"

\Viren she didn't know an ariswer,
but she was never willing to admif
that she couldn't find out.
As an enthusiast for education,
Ms. Roberts worked beyond the
classroom. She was one of
, Tordan's NCAE building representatives and promoted idea exchange
our faculty and
the county teacher's association.
She also served as chairperson of
the accreditation committee for
mathematics. The Keyettes found
Ms. Roberts to be an asset to

their club, contributing her organizational abilities and brownies. All
co-workers appreciated her determination and her smile.
Ms. Roberts left Jordan at the
end of the first nine weeks. Regardless of her reasons for leaving,
she will certainly be missed by
those who knew her. Her combination of teaching ability and
sensitivity are seldom found.
By Ginny Linder
and Debbie McCauley
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John Dutton. Plants
Two Pine Trees
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C

ulture
alendar

November 20, WAR·AND PEACE,
Part I, UNC-TV, 8:00-10:00
November 28, George McGovern,
8:00 Charmichael Auditorium,
UNC
. Black Dance, Page Auditorium,

TBANK Yoa For••••
Matt Miles: I'm thaii'kfu! fOi
With Thaoksgiving only a day '
away, Jordan students have been c_hics and motorcycles.
polled to discover what they feel
Jeff Hester: I am tbankfu1 for
most thankful for. The results Flotsy.
may never find their way into '
Thaoksgiving prayers, but they appear below .
Llanie Salgade: I'm tbankfu1

Kathy Neal

Places 3rd
:in Contest

Duke
that I didn't draw the number 4!
· November 29, JULIUS CAESAR,
Betsy Goodling: I'm tbankfu1
Page, Duke
that I .have a figleaf to cover the
THE GLASS MENAGERIE, Al- hole in my pants.
lied Arts, also Nov. 30, Dec. I
Many grr
· may be m
· t..ereste d
Susan Viano: . . . . 3 :OS ..
Jimi Weaver: l'm thankful for ; in a _contest called the Junior Miss
November 30, THE MESSIAH, at
Duke Chapel, also Dec. 1,2
good vibes and toothable shank. ' Pageant, but before getting involDON'T DRINK THE WATER,
Mickey Rankin: For booze, ed would like to know what it is
Branson Theatre, Duke, also on
the ultimate warmth in winter. really like. Kathy Neal, a Jordan
Dec. 1,2,6-9
J.C. McOure: For teachers who senior, was second runner up in
December 1, The Cleveland Quarare only mean some of the. time. this· year's contest and has only
Chris Mangum: I'm thankful. positive comments to offer.
tet, Chamber Arts, Duke
that the campus would look better December 5,6, and 7, A DOLL'S
for me.
In order to be a contestant,
with more trees. To help this
HOUSE, B. N. Duke Auditor- '
Chris Gilchrist: I'm thankfri! one is required to first complete
situation, he brought two pine trees
ium, NCCU
for anybody. except Chris Mangum. and submit a questtonarre· fuCI then
7 7, Duke Jazz Ensemble, Page,
) F th
from a very wooded area and plant-.
Moose (Bill Haines : or e take part in an interview. Kathy
18 5
ed them in front of the school. He
,1
midnight writing on the Southern found the interview to be one of
plans to transplant these trees or ecember 9, Christmas Choir Confootball field and for not getting her favorite parts in the contest
get some more for the courtyard.
cert, B. N. Duke, NCCU
caught.
aod feels she scored a great deal
Opinion-expressing is of concern
Duke Chorale Christmas ConCindy Nicks: I'm thankful of points at that time. Another
cert, Duke Chapel, 4:00
that I 1ost most 0 f my books · asoec:t. of
__ G.ontest.is that of
to Mr. Dutton, who has recently
b
ecember
12,
The
Noith
Carolina
Teresa
Devqre:
I'm
thankful
·
talent;·
for
this
Kathy ·sang "Show..
1
School of the Arts, THE NUT··
··
I
organized Jordao's Philosophy Cu
to help students think through their
·for having such an outrageous Y Me" from the mUsical "My Fair
CRACKER, Page
idess. Such a process helps the
.....-,,,_. crazy En g1ish cI ass.
lady". There is Evening Go wn
individual develop his mental cap•
David Bastian: I'm thankful for Competition and a physical fitness.-.
acities, according to Mr. Dutton.
Mrs·.·shield;s goodhUmor.
Pam Shipp: I'm. ·thankful for routine
Valid opinions, he says, must be
th also. Thef winner
h is tselected·.
tant's
is
on
e
average
o
eac
con es
·
ordan
football
team
which
backed by facts. A person whose
1 d · t
Our J
1
and
for
Mr.
Parrish,
who
accumu
ate
pom
s.
er
numb
opinion "is based on "common
Kath ' 1 th
eant was
makes them take showers after
Y iee s e pag
·
sense" must have no better sense
a worthwhile
and that it_
than just "common". Mr. Dutton ·
practice.
· was a well run, open contest. Sincet:
believes that teachers should have
Russell Jackson. is thankful for the ideal Junior Miss contestant
the opportunity to give their !
A philosophy club has just been
"turkeys," Mrs. Shields!
is one who shows herself to be
opinions in class, although this formed at Jordan. The purpose
Jay Parrish: I'm thankful for proficient in academic endeavor,
Piictice may tend to cut down of this club is _to discuss ideas and 1 Hope Valley Tavern.
poise, talent, and physical fitness,
t 0 promo t e m
Gwen Johnson: I'm thankful Kathy feels that a "meat market"
. te rp ersonal underclass discussion.
M D
!anding
t Ha
Anyone Who l·s inter
r. utton went o
rvar d s
·
- for brai'ds so that I don't have . idea is absent a:n-4
contest is
University as an undergraduate and ested should see Georgette Somjem
to do my hair.
merely a means of honoring those·
Duke University as a graduate stu- or Mr. Jolm Dutton, room ·107.
Floretta Malloy: I'm thankful individuals.
dent. He has concentrated in
The SOIU club collected for . for Jeffrey Hester's "helpful" ideas.
In addition to winning third
history, economics, and languages. Unicef at Jordan and compiled
Bryan Jones: I'm thankful for place in the contest, Kathy
He speaks Russian very well and $92.42.
the apple tree in
Of . fQr the tj_tle o.f "Miss Congenality"
visited Russia for
weeks.
f;:den. And also for deodorant. which was awarded by the con-·
This is his first year teaching
The Keyettes are planning a
testants.
American Studies at Jordan. He
party for pre-school children in a
*
is enjoying his work. One of his
day-care center. December will
Our word "panic" comes from
teaching goals is to help students
bring their annual Kans-for-Kids
the Greek mythological god Pan
find out who they are: this ·prodrive. There will be competition who was supposed to have
cess is what history is all aboUt.
between classes for bringing in the
frightened people wancmg -through
''If we don't know our past, then
f df
h ·t
the woods at nie.ht.
·
most
canned
oo
c
an
y.
we can't know who we are,''he says.
He believes that the mistakes of hisLAURA'S
tory need not be repeated.
Mr. Dutton is also interested
114 East Main Stzeet
in auto mechanics. He thinks that
DURHAM, N.C.
Durham, North Carolina
schools should offer such p!actical
·because .they are so useful.
1s·

by Judy Jones
John Dutt0n, the American

studies teacher in room 107, has
strong feelings about happenings
.
d h 001 F t h thinks
aroun
·
Irs ' e

Beth Wh a'.Inger w·1ns I
NCTE Recognition

The National Council of
Teachers of English sponsors
a writing contest for high school
juniors all over the country in the
spring of each year. This year,
Jordan student Beth Whanger has
won recognition for excellence in
writing.
Rules of the contest require
that each contestant write an autobiography and an impromptu
theine.
A sample of the contestant's best writing must also be
.submitted. Beth submitted a .short

cIub

}·Happ en I"ngS

poetry, part of which
has been published in the CREATE
column on page 2.
Although NCTE contest
winners receive no monetary rewards, much prestige is derived
from winning. Most colleges and
universities attach a great deal of
significance to these awards.
In past years, two other
Jordan seniors, Neil Krugman and
Pat Jolmson wo11 this award.. This .
Year, .in addition to the Jordan
winner, two winners were named
(rom Hillside and two from
Northern_.. Approximately 20 winrieis
for N. C.
Again this year, juniors will be
given the opportunity to compete '
to represent Jordan. la.st year
about half a dozen juniors wrote
impromptu themes on an assigned TRIANGLE VW, PORSCHE, AUDI
subject.
From this group two, 3823 Durham-Chapel Hill Boulevar
,Beth and Tina Crowell, were select- Dealer 1345
ed to enter the national contest. Phone-Dur-4892371- Ch-929-9830
The contest deadline is A ril 1. -
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5.HOPPE

BETTER THINGS FOR
GRACIOUS
LIVING
UNIVERSITY MALL

THE COLLEGE SHOP

rings,
earrings
posters,

'"-

1105 W. Main Street
Durham, N.C.

TI\.. ll OJ) (l))

1>1Jwn"lown

CAMERA

RED and WHITE

IJm'MM

Prettiest Meat Counter.in the South
3000

Morris Street

CALL 688-2338

.

LOW PRICES, HIGH QUALITY

Imperial Bldg.

Four·Week Shipme_nt

JEWEL. BOX
217 West Main Street
Durham, North Carolina
Telephone: 919-682-4821

INC;

.

.

Chapel

Hill

SAVE!

Boulevard
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JORDAN GAINS
PLAYOFF BERTH
Next Jordan demolished VaidenThe 1973 Jordan Falcons have
become the first football team in Whltley 43-28.
In the big game against Orange
Jordan's history to reach the state
playoffs. Jordan, with a 4-1 game : the 27-8 victory assured Jordan
count, will travel to Clinton for of a playoff seat. The defense
a playoff game.
scored twice as did the offense.
Jordan, setting out this season Taking the opening kickoff the
to prove themselves an eminent Falcons marched down the field
power among new faces in the new in seve!al pla_ys with Maurice Hayes
conference line-up, has defeated finally carrying the ball oVer for
every team in the conference \V:ith the score. In the fourth period a
the exception of .a final game upset spectacular play by Alan Roberson
by Southern.
The defense has forced an Orange back to fumble
played admirably giving up only deep in Hillsborough territory, and
108 points in the first nine games Alan fell on the ball in the endwhile the Falcons have put an zone for a Jordan touchdown.
In the final regular season game
impressive 230 points on the scorethe Falcons were upset by Sol!thboard.
During the Wake Forest game . em 35-26. The Falcons, who had
the new Homecoming Queen was a difficult time holding on. to the
crowned; on the field the Falcons ball in the cold, found
proved they were still king as they down 14-0 in the first quarter.
fought off a stubborn Wake Forest Touchdowns by Frank Hill and
team 28-19. Wake's quarterback Ronnie Dowdy tied the game 14deepback dazzled the crowd with 14 at the end of the third quarter.
a pair of 90-yard kickoff returns Plagued by mishandling and an
for two spectacular scores. The 85-yard kickoff return by SouthFalcons were not to be stifled, ern's deepback, the Falcons found
however, as Ronnie Dowdy rushed themselves in trouble. In the final
for 95 yards and two touchdowns. scoring drive Frank Hill threw to
The rest of the scoring came as Bill Marable for a touchdovm. The
Frank Hill scored a touchdown final score was 35-26 and marked
to Bill Marable for the first loss the Falcons have
suffered in conferenc.e nl;iv.

Hal Markham, 24, kicks a field goal while Ross Green, 45, blocks for him.

.FINAL REGULAR SEASON STANDINGS
Conference
WLT
410

Volleyball Teams
Emerge Victorious
'

This year, the girl's volleyball
team emerged victorious· at the end!
of the season. The A team had
two losses and the B team went
undefeated. The combined records

Jordan
Southern
Oxford
Wake Forest
Vaiden-Whitley
Orange

,,..A..

Jordan
The schools whlch Jordan
played
Southern, Orange,
Chapel Hill, and Roxboro. .We
played each of these teams twice.
One loss went to Southern and one
to Orange.
members of the A team
were Pat Everette, Danette Navaro,
Karen Oakley, Patty Sidbury, Jane
Sorrentino, Reenie Watley, and Su-;
san Worthington.
The B. team included Kathy
Beam, Deborah Gilmore, Toby Gilmore, Toby Griffin, Marynoel Monson, Susan Poe, Ann Smither, Brenda Scott, Debbie Rynders, and Christine Smith. The coaches were
Mrs. Harris and Mrs. Carter.

.wp

3 11
320
230
13 1
140

.
Overall
WLT
730
721
550
550
251
550

CI ubHappe n·1· ng s·

_
With- the school
only iresents haviilg all school functions
9
weeks old, Student Council has controlled by only a small group
already sponsored 2 highly success- of students. Currin wants to elimful projects. A committee under inate the diversity of goals at Jorthe guidance of Sherwood Robbins
interest the entire school
and Mrs. Ann Harris organized an m a senes of school projects. One
Intramural Sports project whlch such project will be a series of
brought forth a tremendous res- movies shown in the AV room
po!l-s.e .frC?m the Student Body. The. during lunch. for a sm.aU.
Homecoming Committee
fee. The first movie was shown
a program which included a pep
14th. The council hopes
week, decorations, a bonfire, and to obtam funds for improvement
of the grounds between the builda pep rally.
President Rux Currin cited the ing anq the trailers. Response to
Council's main objective as unify- this
will determine future
ing the student body. The presiof the Council. As
dent feels that the student body Rux stated, "School spirit gets
things . done."
1

1

Runners Gain 3, Lose 2

David Atkinson, left, and Bill Marable, rigbt, helped lead the varsity
football team to victory (photo by Jess Epperson)

Marable ,1 Atki,nson,
Contribute to Team
Two football players that contributed to the Falcons' winning
ways in the successful 1973 season
are Bill Marable and David Atkinson.
Marable is a senior this year
and has seen a lot of aCtion. He
plays both defense and offense at i
end position. Coach Parrish believes that Marable is playing up
to hls potential at both positions,
especially in defense. Marable is
more than just a good player; he
is respected by his teammates and
is one of the leaders on the team.
He leads more by his actions than
his words. After high school graduation Bill will probably concentrate
more on academics, so this will be
his last year of playing.
1

AtkinsOil started slow this
year but is one of the most im·proVed players on the team. He is
a. junior and attended Northern
Higb School last year. Parrish
. b ac k ,
started , Davi d
at Wlilg
but switched him to split end later
in the season where he could be
more useful. Atkinson is small but
very qUick and strong for his size.
He has been effective on the field
by making many
blocks and
many long receptions. Atkinson
will return to play for the Falcons
next year.

In the five cross-country meets
held this fall Jordan racked up
three \vins and two losses after
a slow start. The Falcons outran
Orange, Wake Forest, and VaidenThe two teams good
Whltley.
enough to beat the Falcons were
Oxford Webb and cross-town rival
Southern.
All of the meets held were
dual meets. Two of the five meets
that Jordan ran were
home.
This was the first time \in two
years that the Falcons were able
to run on their home ground. The
course is 2.3 miles long and has
plenty of hills. It is about the
toughest in the conference even
though it is not the longest. The
longest course is 2.8 miles long.
j
The conference meet put
Jordan behind the two teams that.
jhad beaten the Falcons earlier this
season, Oxf6rd Webb and So.µthem.

at the artist's option. Studenis ·
tfom other schools' may pait19pate. To make Jordan's halls and
cafeteria brighter, murals are in
the making.
Art students and
club members submit their work
sketches of student activity to Mrs.
Sandy Wise. The art club plans
to ask professional artists to
and talk about their work. - The
club also plans to visit art museums
in Raleigb.

Us newspaper folks wishes to thank
the following peepoles : Saribeth
Anderson, Betsy Moore,J udy Maley, Lali Pshyk, andJ anet Convery>
for their country-byootions.

SUTTON'S
DRUG
STORE
'They f"!nlshed third out of six
•
Franklin Street" Chapel Hill N:c.
·iteams. Top runners for Jordan this All
NAME BRAND Cosmetics
year were Jimmy Watkins, Ricky
Hall, Bob Tarpley, Sean Sweeney,
and Chris Mangum. Ably. supporting them were Rux Cumn, Steve
Schoeberle, David Floyd, Llnc Ely,
David Penny, Roy MacDonald, Danny Ollis. The
this year was
coached by John Gray.
I

HOLIDAY IMPORTS,
KERLEAF
I'm glad I have you to
ean on. There's nobody like you1
in the whole wide world.

The Art Club activities are not
limited to the club members this
year. Students in art classes will
be able to participate, too. An
. art fair, scheduled for spring, will
exhibit student crafts and sell them

MG-DATSUN S.I" '"d S""c'.

•
•

89 2306
Ou•hom-Ch•P" HUI Bl•d.

SALES and RENTALS
FORM;\_L _ WEAR
Largest selection in the Triangle.
University Square -- ·
. Facing Granville Towers
Chapel Hill, N.C.

"'ili• "G oov
RESTAURANT

132 West Franklin St
Chapel Hill, N.C.

r-'1

HOMECOMING QUEEN TO BE CROWNED
Today climaxes the week-long
celebration of the annual homecoming of the mighty Falcon family.
The theme for the homecoming
court this afternoon is "Rain".
The football field and class floats
have been decorated according to
the theme. The half time show
presented by the band and ensemble will be built around the
theme "Rain".
Homecoming court is a little
different this year. There is a total
of nine girls on the court. Four of
these girls will be seniors, three

will be

and two sophomores. N om:inatip)lS for the court
were made by' the football team
. and the -ciasses. The queen has
been chosen from the four seniors,
and will be announced at the game

There has been class competition every day of homecoming
Monday was Tape Day.

Students bought tape at the rate
of one penny per inch, and the
class with the most won. For the
Hairy Legs Contest on Tuesday,
pictures were taken of the legs of a
sophomore. a junior, and a senior.

Students voted tor the legs they
preferred by paying a nickel. A
mascot of the opposing team was

put up in the lobby Wednesday.
_Tags of different
ed the different classes, and members of each class paid to pin the
mascot with their tag. The class
that collected the most trash on
Thursday won the trash race. The

class that yells the loudest and the

Members of the homecoming court are pictured above. F!ont row,_ left to right: seniors

Boutwell,

most at the yelling contest today

Patsy Cralle, Beverly Ellis, and Raney Gossett. B"9k row, left to nght: sophomores Shelia Garrett and

wins the victory stick.

Janet Means; juniors Caroline Hodgkins, Brenda Scott and Shirley Thompson.

tonight.

ADOPTslE=nrl

COUNCIL
BOUTWELL PROPOSAL

In a stormy session the 1973-74 Student Council voted to defeat
a proposal to reconstitute the council into two bodies, the Senate
and House, suggested by the executive board. Instead it adopted the,
Boutwell Proposal, which supports the idea of the council meeting as one body instead of two separate groups, as the "Senate and

1

House".
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Jordan High School Durham

Four JHS Seniors in
Junior Miss Pageant

Oct. 12, 1973

Guidance By
Groups Begins

The Student Council will be run
by l'arliamentary procedure, anu
otherwise as in the past with a few
minor changes. Each member of
the council will be in a committee
according to his preference. This
way, the ideas that deadlock in
discussion will be sent to the appropriate com.7rlttee for investiga-

Paper 1
Yearbook
Organize
Journalism at Jordan comes in
two varieties a year:

newsvaoer

Bour Jordan seniors, along with about fifteen other girls from Northern,
tion. The committee will present and yearbook. The yearbook has
Southern, and Durham High, will be afBrogden Jr. High School on
new ideas to the Council, and the already proven itself by winning a
Group guidance has begun, in a
October 20 to compete in a local level of the Junior Miss Pageant. small way, at Jordan. The philosCouncil will vote on the proposed first place stancling fot the best
ideas.
The four are: Kathy Neal, Marynoel Monson, Raney Gossett, and Connie ophy behind this method of dealover-all yearbook for schools with
· Money making projects for the under 1000 students at the Nationing wifa teenager problems is that '
Sink.
The cateogories of poise and
year will include a bottle drive, al Scolastic Press Association constudents may be more able to
movies, and a bike rally. The
accept help from their peers than
vouth fitness are each valued at
vention this summer. On the other
15% of the total point score.
Council urges all people to beware hand, the newspaper is just getting
they are from an adult counselor
Kathy Neal felt that though the
and that a group is able to offer to ,, of the trash problem, and to do under way in a new publishing
emphasis on poise may be played
,,;hat they can to nelp. Plans for
one of their members "feedback"
attempt, the production of a printthat he needs to hear while at the
up a little too much, it is still
ed
paper for the first time since
the student handbook are being
important for a "representative of
same time being very supportive finalized.
1971-72.
the U.S." to be well-poised, poise
The TALONJiterary staff,
of him.
Tue Student Council also colA group of students new to
being especially difficult wearing
Betsy Moore, editor, promises new
Jordan is meeting once a week dur-, 1ecteci money on Thursday and
the heels and gown of the pageant.
ideas and techniques that will
ing
members' free period, and an- Friday, September 27 and 28, to
An interview with the judges,
blend with the strong points of
other group is planned for lunch give to the Duke Hospital Fund
The newly legislated 10 month
where personal appearance 'an"d vallast year's book to make a different
period, A second type of group and the First Presbyterian Youth
ues are evaluated, is worth 35% of school year for teachers has
and more creative yearbook.
. Group· by request of the Furlow
the score.
caused several changes in Jordan's
guidance will be offered to juniors
The TALON business staff,
and
Brame
families
Twenty percent of the score schedule this year.
who would like help in choosing a
The Student Council meetSaribeth Anderson, business manacomes from talent presentation,
Students will still attend school
college. Lllter, groups of seniors
ger, has launched their advertisisg
ings are conducted by Rux Currin,
where not only the usual singing 180 day's but they will receive
may meet to discuss adjustment president. Caroline Hodgkins is
campaign, with a goal of $3000
and piano playing are presented, several "holidays" during the
problems in college with some of
If
any group of students or inc
vice-president; Syvil Summers, secbut· also individual expressions in school year as a result of the exlast year's Jordan seniors now endividual
wants an ad or a booster,
retary; Pam Shipp, treasurer; and
art work or whatever the contest- panded program. The breaks will
rolled in universities in the area.
they
should
contact Mrs. Gillis,
Ann Knops, sargeant-at-arms. The
ant is most talented in. The girls come roughly at the end of each
Anyone interested in any of these
business
advisor
or Saribeth Anderse
meetings are held on Tuesdays in
said a fine arts presentation dem- nine weeks gracling period when
groups is urged to contact Mrs.
on.
Miss
Rachel
Simon is literary
· T-.
1
the A.V. room. Mrs. Kay Cooke·
teachers will come to school to
onstrates an entrant's versatility.
Shirley Stro be! m
advisor.
and Mrs. Mercedes Lytle are the
Tue remaining 15% of the score work on grades. Thus-far, the
The newspaper has a new face
advisors.
is academic achievement. It is not days are scheduled as follows: Octthis year, thanks to determined
necessarily the prettiest girl who ober 29, January 17 and 18, artd·
staff members and advisors, and to
March 25 and 26. Students will
wins the Junior Miss Pageant.
the machines at Hillside High
For the talent competition, complete the school year on June
School. Six issues of the Falcon's
Marynoel will play the piano, 5. Teachers will work until June
Cry will be printed during the year.
IO fmalizing grades.
Connie will dance, and Raney will
Members of the editorial staff
Teachers, librarians, guidance
give a dramatic presentation.
have spent many afternoons at
counselors, administration and cus·
Kathy has not completed plans
Six Jordan seniors have been percentage of the tothl U.S: popHillside, learning the mechanical
todial workers returned to school
·
·
for her act.
aspects of organizing and printing
named as National Merit Scholar- ulation.
If any of these four wins, from summer vacation on August ship semifinalists. They are Chuck
The scholarships are awarded
the articles that other members of..
15, and spent a week in various
ihe will advance to state. level
the staff have written. The busiBuckley, Tina Crowell, 'Mark Hol- on the baSis of each student's PSAT
·Y1orkshops during school hours.
SAT scores, and their academic
·
competition along with all other
ness staff has provided the financial
General workshops concerned stu- drege, Ginny Linder. Lianie Sallocal winners. State winners will
achievement.
support for this venture by selling
gado,
and
Beth
Whanger.
The
dent-teacher instruction. Special
proceed to the national level.
The types of scholarships subscriptions - _i;n homeroom
15,000
semifinalists
from
the
naPrizes won in previous years sessions were on vocational educa·
awarded are: 4-year ·scholarships selling advertisements to local mertidn were chosen.. fro1n .all
have included college scholarships tion, gaidance counseling and spec iating seniors who .last year took
which are financed by either a colchants. Photographs were taken by J
United States savings bonds, mer- kers from the State Department of PSAT and NMSQT tests. The num- - lege or corporation, and one-:fune,
.'lhotographers on the annual staff.:
Education attended the classes.
chandise , and other awards.
ber ot students chosen from each non-renewable Ji 1,000 scholarships.

School Year

Increases
By 30 Days

J Six

JHS Seniors Given\
at Scholarship )
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Newspaper Class Suggested
The Jordan High School newspaper should be produced by a class in
much the same way that the yearbook now is. Other area high schools,
including Hillside and- Durham High, have a class period for this purpose.
The yearbook produced by the publications class is of superior quality, as is evidenced by the award won by last year's
_r!)'_could be just as· outstanding, for certainly the talint necessary for all
aspects of newspaper work is available. A jounalism class ·could offer the
proper training to develop this potential.
Admittedly, circumstances are more favorable for the newspaper this
year than last year. Plans were made before school began, and the
tended
period has provided a time for staff meetings. However, the
lunch period is not entirely satisfactory. Meetings are held at least twice
a week, and conflict with other activities is inevitable. It is difficult to
get all the staff members together on any geven day, to enforce deadlines
for articles, and to help inexperienced writers learn to write a better article. The responsibility for the paper falls heavily upon a few people.
In a classri>om situation, there would be no competition with other activities, it would be easier to meet deadlines, and responsibility would be
distributed more equally.
Several objections to this idea could be raised. First, the newspaper
would be in the hands of a more limited group. This is true to a certain
extent, although most· prople who wanted to be in the class could arrange
it. Also, other people could submit articles for consideration. Workers
on the business staff could- be volunteers from the general student body.
Second, the staff could not spend all class every day creating each issue of
the paper. Instead, they could learn how to write for a newspaper, which
would incfude skills useful in English Composition, They could learn
about copy editing and layouts of a newspaper for printing. They could
even produce a literary magaqine, Third, a teacher, a classroom, and a
class period would need to be made available.- This problem could be
worked out only by the English department and the administration.
When plans are being made for the classes next year, a newspaper
class should at least be taken seriously into consideration.
Beth Whanger

Pep Rally Cult ls Challenged.··

The bell rings, signaling the end of fifth period. The halls become
a scene of chaos as most of Jordan's population makes its way to the
auditorium. Once inside the auditorium, students search frantically for
their homerooms. Upon fmding them, they settle down in their
hot uncomfortable seats as the cheerleaders begin a routine. Throughout the assembly, the cheerleaders attempt to arouse what is popularly
referred to as school spirit. While their pep is supposedly being rallied, .
the majority of students either talk, read, or sleep, depending on the extent of their ability to tune out noise. The next day, we hear all the usual
complaints about the lack of participation and all the usual questions
about why the lack of participation exists.
From the lack of participation, I can only conclude that I am not alone
in ....- sentiments concerning_ pep rallies. They are at best a poor excuse
to
out of class and at worst a ridiculous waste of time. The truth,
unacceptable as certain segments of the student body might fmd it, is that
a great number of students do not enjoy cheering for the team at
assemblies and have no interest in watching other people do it. If given
tho choice, they would stay in class or leave after fifth period.
In the interest of fairness to all concerned, pep rallies should be held
aftrr school or during lunch like anything else connected with an extracurricular activity. Since only interested students would come, there
would be none of the lack of participation that some students find so
unsatisfactory, and no student would be compelled to listen to half an
hour of screaming and yelling against his will. This iS really a very
sensible suggestion. After sll,.nobody is forced to come to games, band
concerts, or
performances. Why should pep rallies be compulsory?
As far as school spirit is concerned, the idea that a lack of int'erest
in pep rallies proves that it does not exist is nonsense. If it really does
no·t exist, then even the most original routine or cheer will not create it.
If it does exist, it could probably. be shown in more meaningful, conways and measured by something more than the amount of noise
made· at pep rallies. At any rate, school spirit cannot be forced down anyone's throat. It will never exist unfi:ss the students themselves feel that
the school is worth it, and I doubt that the policy of forcing students to
attend time-consuming, boring pep rallies will convince
.of the
school's value.
Tiria Crowell
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Wilson Travels From
Jordan to Jordan

For most people around here school,. like Jordan
Was very
the name Jordan brings to mind college-prep oriented, but the way
washed out cinder block walls and the students thought wasn't at all
a parking lot submerged in chaos, comparable. Jordanian society is
but for Ms. Mary Wj!son, it calls overwhelmingly patriarchal and
up visions of the rocky hills and everyone is used to taking orders:
blue skies of the Israeli occupied from the principal, the governor,
West Bank.. For two years she and the king.
her husband lived in Jordan, teach-Tlie political situation in
Jordanian. Ju:Uor and Senior occupied Jordan didn't really afHigh School kids m a Quaker sup- f t M Wilson's teaching but she
schoql.
Wilson ta.u&ht
the Arabs deeply' resented
.
.
English, ancient history, Christian
education, sewing, child care, and the Israelis. The econormc help
area
music in the girls' schools while they have given the West
Ms. Mary Wilson
her husband was a teacher 'in the apparently. hasn't 'been an
boys' They lived in a town called overwhelming, and the Arabs livmg
Ramallah which was about ten there are in a state of limbo beGreek Myths Are Alive and Weill
A person's particular weakness miles from Jerusalem. The land cause they don't know if Israel will
is often referred to as his" Achilles around there, fairly typical of the annex them or if JOrdan . will get
heel". This is because of the Greek West Bank, was very difficult to theni back. The whole area is
mythological character, Achilles, farm, rockier than New England, carefully patrolled by the army and
an Arab cannot go visit a relative
whose mother held him by his heel but with a beautifill climate.
When asked to. compare the for a few days, in the West Bank,
when dipping him into the River
permission. . Oh-.
Styx to make him invulnerable. ,Jo:rdanian school system she taught without
in with that of the U.S., Ms. viously, that isn't terribly conThis made hi:s heel the ouly place ·
Wilson said that it was virtually ducive to brotherly love.
on his body that could be harmed.
.ll..1possible. Subjectwise, the high
Living in Jordan hasn't made
Ms. Wilson vehemently pro-Arab
or pro-Israel, but she says it taught
her a lot, mainly about the Arabs.
Most Americans tend to think of
Arabs- as slit-eyed creatures of the
. .
.
·desert trekking across the sands,
'
fl
.
tru ty amel
The Falcon's Cry welcomes any expression of student oprmon m the_
·
· ·
· ct burnoose
c
Oprmons
may b e expresse d on any subJe
1
b hind appmg,
Two years sin Jordan
form of letters to the editor.
ranging from personal to international concern. No deliberate attempt
e
· A b
d t ching,
ea
. d b t liVIDg among ra s an
will be make to alter the meaning or content of any letter sub:rutte . ' u them has shown them to Ms.
it should be understood that incorrect grammar and spelling will be Wilson as a majority of westerners
· 1ength will
'corrected and that .
o f. excessive
. . be cut · In
. . an -effort
-:--· to will never have a chance to see
·discourage false or irresponsible statements, it is the official policy of th .
A
Quaker
will b
blish d
em. as peop1e.
s a
,
this newspaper that no anonymous letters
e pu
e ·
she feels very strongly that there

Resuscitate The Spirit

The spirit at the pep rally last week was di·sgusting. Y ou may not
realize how much work goes into a pep rally but I can guarantee you
that it's worth a whole lot more than the response we got out of the·
students. The cheerleaders thought that maybe it was because nobody
knew the words, so we busied ourselves making mimeographed sheets to
pass out to all the students. But obviously that wasn't the problem. A
pep rally is not for the cheerleaders to get up on stage and perform for
you. Sure, we do routines and we had a blacklight routine but that was
just to add to the pep rally because we thought you were getting tired
of the same old thing. The main purpose of a pep rally is to boost the
spirit and get the team psyched up for the game and show that you're
really behind them. Ask any of the football players. They .will tell you
that spirit at pep rallies and games really does help a lot and it means a lot
to the players.
You cannot even compare the spirit at Jordan tothe spirit at Southern
or Northern. More spirit would add a lot to this school year and I know
it would make the pep rallies worthwhile. If the spirit at Jordan does not
pick up, then il doubt there will be any more pep rallies. After all, the
pep rallies are for the students. You decide if there will be a next one.
As for the game attendance, all ! can say is that I hope we at least fill up
our little set of bleachers. It's really pathetic when you have to be asked
to show some spirit. I hope we can all pick ourselves up out of the
gutter this year and get off the idea_that it's really stupid to show a
little enthusiasm.
Emily Biggs, Head Cheerleader

Council Changes Called For

Re-organization of our present student council is needed for the council to be effective, and truly representative of the students.
Re-organization is necessary because of the way the meetings are run.
Everything is speed up so as to make the time deadline. This causes
discussion on major issues to be shortened (lnd votes taken before everyone has a clear picture of the issue voted u·pon.
I offer three changes. One being that along with fourth period repreSTAFFOFTHE FALCON'SCRY
sentatives, at large candidates should be elected by the student body.
This will include students into the process of government who really care
·Business Staff
Editorial Staff
and were not elected from their fourth periods. Many fourth periods
have more than one qualified person who could be in student council.
Also the more students you have in student council, the better it is.
Editor: Beth Whanger
Business Manager: MarkFrHankoldri:
The second change would irivolve student council meeting day.
Featur? Editor: Tina Crowell
Circulation Manager:
Assist. Feature Editor:
I.aura Advertising Manager: Page Nichols · Student council should hold meetings every other Tuesday during the
entire school day. There should be mini meetings during the Tuesdays
Zimmerman
Editor: Betsy Moore
in between where the general student body is invited. These meetings
Assist. News Editor: Martha New Bookkeeper: Ginny Under
would take place during lunch. All of this would make the sped up
meeting a thing of the past and let decisions be made cooly and calmly.
eporters:
Uanie Salzado,
Upchurch: Ginny Under, Jane
The third change would be the meeting procedure. The present meetoutwell, Arvis Brioges, Bill Stockbndge, Cary S!!"o.nto.n,Judy Whaley,
ings are not in order. Parliamentary procedure is a must for a meeting
, · Pshyk, Betsy Moore, Connie Herndon, Llbby Featherston,
of any organized group, Jordan student council not excluded. With
elton, Judy Jones, Sari Dunning, Robert Fairey, John Cleaver, Deb?1e
parliamentary
procedure installed, meetings could be held in order, which
arrow, Ann Smither, Amy Pinkerton, Faith Herndon, Lesley Kristwould improve effectivenesstt
lier, Margie Cau!in, Carrie Landis.
.
- If these changes were brought about in student government, the
d salesmen, Circulation staff: Brenda Bagget, Margie Camlin, Muffm council would become more effective, and would include more students
cMullen, Kelly Dillard, Susan James, Syvil Pate.
in student council. We need this type -of change in our council before
ypists: Sylvia Wailington, Cassandra Idol, Betsey Goodling, Ida DeWitt. we can assume that we have a proper student government.
Chris Mangum
dvisors: Mrs Shirley §trghe] Mrs. Gail -J?hnson

is right and wrong on both sides,
but she can see no rational solution
To the conflict. As an American
she opposes the idea of a religious
state.
She deplores the use of
terrorism on both sides. And so,
after living in the midst of the
Middle East problem for two years,
she takes a neutral stand.
Ms. Wilson majored in French
at Duke (one of the few courses
she doesn't teach on Independent
Study). Her husband is presently
studying at U.N.C. She lived in
Durham for many years and came
back here after Jordan. She is
interested in
politics, inter·
national relations, and reli.gion.

,
CREATE
By Connie Herndon-

•

All students are hereby encour·
aged to submit their poetry to the
FALCON'S CRY. Contributiom
must be signed, although name•
will be wi!held on request. Judge·

ments of the editors concerning
publications of any poem will b<
fmal.

BEGINNINGS
The fragz?e green stem of
a flower
Struggles through the
frozen ground
Into the sunlight,
And when the blossom begins
to unfold,
It is crushed.
Two people
Smile at each other,
Reaching out across a
lonely world,
And when they 're close enough
to touch,
One is gone
Where the other cannot follow.
Beginnings
Are beautiful moments,
But tell me, please-Why are some beginnings
Only the beginning of the end?
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13 Lucky Teachers Join
Jordan Faculty1973-1974
This year there are many new
faces at Jordan. The sophomore

class makes up the majority, but
there are also thirteen new teachers.
Gail j ohnson, Elnora Shields,
Jane Shoaf, and Pat Robbins are
the new English teachers. l'llrs.
born and raised in Greens·
boro, attended A and T State
University. She has one girl, Aryka.
She enjoys needlecraft and
football. Mrs. Shields, born and
raised in Durham, graduated from
N:C.C.U. and received her Mas-

ter's degree from Duke. Mrs.
Shields has three children, and her
hobbies include sewing, gardening,
and playing the piano. Mrs. Shoaf
was born in Asheville, and raised
in
Charlotte.
She
attended
U.N.C.-G. and graduate school at
E.C. U. Her hobbies are knitting,
tying rope hanunocks, and sailing.
Carol Frischmann, Gloria
Perkinson, and Teresa Kirkpatrick
are the new science teachers. Miss
Frischmann, raised in Conway,
S.C., attended St. Mary's College

A.F.S. students Ginny Linder and Wanda Jennings, above, presented
an assembly program about their summer trips to Germany and Sweden
on Tuesday, Oct. 2.

Independent Study
Under Way at JHS

This year, an experiment m
learning is under way at Jordan.
A new independent study program
under the direction of Mrs. Mary
Wilson, now permits students to
pursue their own interests and receive full credit. At the beginning of the course, each student
outlines his plan of study and gets
it approved by his parents and
the teacher. After that, he is
free to learn about his selected
topic, the only requhement being
that he make occasional reports
to the teacher to show that he is
leanrihg. The teacher advises and
evaluates his work.
Student reaction to the program
has been generally favorable. A
few students talked in greater detail about their courses and their
feelings about them.
Lanny Lamberfis studying English history. He is enjoying the
opportunity to establish his own
objectives and learn more about
his special interest. He feels that
the experience that he is gaining
in doing research and improving
study habits is useful.
Delores Malloy is now studying black .history in America. She
derives a great deal of personal
satisfaction from assuming the_ resLAURA'S

ponsibility from her own learnmg.
Delores likes the idea of being able
to study subjects not offered in
the regular curriculum and feels
that independent research will help
prepare her for college.
Jennifer Bynum lias not yet fmished designing her program, but
she is presently studying Jimi Hendrix and plans to study the Depression for the next nine weeks.
She points out that independent
study requires a great deal of sell'
discipline and responsibility, but
enjoys the change from a traditional classroom atmosphere.
It has not been decided whether
or not the independent study program will continue next year. The
students involved in it this year
think that it would be difficult to
return to regular classes. They are
pleased with what .they accomplished so far, and most say that
they would take independent study
again. However, some students
feel that more time is needed to
determine the effectiveness of this
method of learnin2.
Triangle VW, Porsche, Audi Inc.
3823 Durham-Chapel Hill Blvd.
Deaier 1345
Ph. -Dur.-409-2371- Ch.-929-9830

+
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Six Attend
Gov. School

This summer while everyone
was lying by the pool or on the
beach, six Jordan students, selected by a process of audition and

teacher recommendation, were
spending seven weeks at Governor's
School in Winston-Salem. The purpose of the 1973 school was to
gear the students toward the 20th
Century and to show the students
how th f:ir various areas of interest
relate to one another.
Each student attended classei;
on philosophy and
as_
well as hi's: own major.
There
were lectures ranging rrom Relativity and Physics,,. and "Art and
Aesthetics," to "Modern Theories
of Government," given by various
guest speakers.
Emphasis was put on modern
ideas. The music department included many modern pieces, and
the French students studied modem French philosophy.
attending - Governor's
School this past summer were:
Ruth Bollinger, choral music, Tina

Mrs. Sandra Wardle (on the left) and Mrs. Pat Robbins
(on the right), both new teachers at Jordan.

TEACHER IF IA TURI
Interviews by Debbie Barrow
. figure of fewer
If you've seen a petite
. people ' especially in the cafeabout 5' tall with frosted hair tena.
There's a pretty, young, new
bouncing around Jordan this year, addition to Jordan's Spardsh dedon't mistake her for a student
partment this year, Senora Wardle.
because she's not. She's Mrs. Pat Passersby hear the ringing chorus
Robbins, Jordan's new sophomore of "Esta Sasan en casa" from 109,
English and Algebra teacher. She where she performs the task of
teaches sophomore English and Al- converting a class of English babgebra, and all her students love her ling idiots into one of Spanish
infectious humor and charm.
babbling idiots.
Mrs. Robbins hails from AlaSenora Wardle is a gradbama where she studied at Auburn uate of Brigham Young University,
University. After she graduated in in Utah. She also attended Bryn
Mawr College summer classes in
the winter of '72, she moved to Spain. She is originally from CalifDurham. Her husband is a Systems ornia and from a large family. Her
Analyst at Duke University and she husband is a law student at Duke
has one son, Jimmy, who is 3 years University.
In her spare time,
old.
Senora Wardle plays the piano.
Mrs. Robbins woodcuts, paints
Sei'tora Wardle really likes
well, does needle work, and camps. Jordan, but the only problem is,
In class she usually sits on top of that she hates homeroom. She
her. desk Indian style, initiating a said when she was in school, they
didn't have homerooms. When
relaxed, informal atmosphere for asked what improvements could
her students.
be made in Jordan, she laughed and
When asked of her opinion of
reolied."No homerooms."
Jordan, Mrs. Robbins replies that
When Se'!rora Wardle and
Jordan is full of friendly helpful
Senora J ezerski, another Spanish
students. She likes the relatively teacher, converse in fluent Spanish,
small size of Jordan because she it is really something spectacular.
feels that in a larger school she'd be
Jordan students can really
lost all the time. She also feels benefit from the enthusiastic teachthat in a smaller school one can get ings of Senora Wardle, so let's
give her a big OLAH.
to know more people.
As for improvements, Mrs. Robbins good-naturedly suggests that
every teacher should have her own
room. Watching her buzzing from
one room to another, one knows
MISS SIMON
why. Tue major needed improveIS A
ment; she feels, is Jl!.Ore school or
SWEETIE PIE!
Anonymous

Crowell, French; Kelly Dillard,
math; Georgette Somjel')., Christine
Sims and Guy Schlaseman, all in
instrumental music.
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SHOES
ETC'.
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Lakewood Shopping

Center

Men's and Women's

DURHAM, N.C.

Mrs. Perkinson and Mrs.
Kirkpatrick both attended N.C.
State University in Raleigh.
Glenda Campbell and Catherine
Hill are the new teachers in the
foreign language department. Both
teach French. Mrs. Campbell, born
and raised in Greensboro, attended
A and T State University. She
has two sons. She collects oriental
artifacts and pictures from other
countries. Mrs. Hill, born and
raised in Memphis, Tenn., attended
Memphis State University. She
has a dog and is interested in
singing, playing the piano, and
gourmet cooking.
Mr. John Dutton is a new
American Studies and Economics
teacher.
He is advisor to the
National Honor Society and the
newly formed Philosophy Club.
Marsha Harad is the new art
teacher. She attended Temple
University in Philadelphia, P.A.

LOTTIE'S

114 East lllain Street
Durham, North Carolina

CAMERA

.

in Raleigh and Duke University.
She enjoys riding, cooking, and
sewing.

Shoes and Accesspries

QUALITY PRODUCTS AND

Four-Week Shipment
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217 West Main Street
Durham North Carolina
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Telephoiie: 919-6824821
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HOMECOMING QUEEN TO BE

Today climaxes the week-long
celebration of the annual homecoming of the mighty
fam-

ily.
The theme for the homecoming
court this afternoon is "Rain".

The football field and class floats
have been decorated according to

the theme. The half time show
presented by the band and ensemble will be built around the
theme HRain" ·
Homecoming court is a little
different tlris year. There is a total
of nine girls on the court. Four of
these girls will be seniors, three
will be

and two sophomores.
for the court
were made by' the football team
. and the . ciasses: The queen has
been chosen from the four seniors,
and will be announced at the game

There has been class competition every day of homecoming
Monday was Tape Day.

Students bought tape at the rate
of one penny per inch, and the
class with the most won. For the

Hairy Legs Contest on Tuesday,
pictures were taken of the legs of a
sophomore. a junior, and a senior.

Students voted tor the legs they
preferred by paying a rrickel. A
mascot of the opposing team was

put up in the lobby Wednesday.
_Tags of different
ed the different classes, and members of each class paid to pin the
mascot with their tag. The class

that collected the most trash on
Thursday won the trash race. The

class that yells the loudest and the
most at the yelling contest today

wins the victory stick.

Members of the homecoming court are pictured above. Front row, left to right: seniors Jane Boutwell,
row, left to right: sophomores Shelia Garrett and
Patsy Cralle, Beverly Ellis, and Raney Gossett.
Janet Means; juniors Caroline Hodgkins, Brenda Scott and Shirley Thompson.

torright.

COUNCIL ADOPTslE=nrl
BOUTWELL PROPOSAL
In a stormy session the 1973-74 Student Council voted to defeat
a proposal to reconstitute the council into two bodies, the Senate
and House, suggested by the executive board. Instead it adopted the
Boutwell Proposal, which supports the idea of the council meeting as one body instead of two separate groups, as the "Senate "!'d
House".
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Four JHS Seniors in
Junior Miss Pageant
!lour Jordan serriors, along with about fifteen other girls from Northern,
Southern, and Durham High, will be afBrogden Jr. High School on
October 20 to compete in a local level of the Jurrior Miss Pageant.
The four are: Kathy Neal, Marynoel Monson, Raney Gossett, and Conrrie
Sink.
The cateogories of poise and
youth fitness are each valued at
15% of the total point score.
Kathy Neal felt that though the
emphasis on poise may be played
up a little too much, it is still
important for a "representative of
the U.S." to be well-poised, poise
. being especially difficult wearing
the heels and gown of the pageant.
An interview with the J11dges,
where personal appearance and valThe newly legislated 10 month
ues are evaluated, is worth 35% of school year for teachers lias
the score.
caused several changes in ·Jordan's
Twenty percent· of the score schedule this year.
comes from talent presentation,
Students will still attend school
where not only the usual singing 180 day's but they will receive
and piano playing are presented, several "holidays" during the
but· also individual expressions in school year as a result of (he exart work or whatever the contest- panded program. The breaks will
ant is most talented in. The girls come roughly at the end of each
said a fme arts presentation dem- rrine weeks grading period when
teachers will come to school to
onstrates an entrant's versatility.
The remalrring 15% of the score work on grades. Thus-far, the
is academic achievement. It is not days are scheduled as follows: October 29, January 17 and 18, and·
necessarily the prettiest girl who
March 25 and 26. Students will
wins the Jurrior Miss Pageant.
For the talent competition, complete the school year on June
Marynoel will play the piano, 5. Teachers will work until June
Conrrie will dance, and Raney will 10 fmalizing grades.
Teachers, librarians, guidance
give a dramatic presentation.

School Year
Increases
By 30 Days

Kathy has not completed plans
for her act.
If any of these four wins,
she will advance to state level
competition along with all other
local winners. State winners will
proceed to the national level.
Prizes won in previous years
have included college scholarships
Urrited States savings bonds, merchandise , and other awards.

••• f

counselors, administration and custodial workers returned to school
from summer vacation on August
15, and spent a week in various
during school hours.
General workshops concerned student-teacher instruction. Special
sessions were on vocational educa-

tion, guidance counseling and spe'
kers from the State Department of
Education attended the classes.
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Guidance By
Groups Begins

The Student Council will be run
by l'arliamentary procedure, anu
otherwise as in the past with a few
minor changes. Each member of
the council will be in a committee
according to his preference. This
way, the ideas that deadlock in
discussion will be sent to the appropriate co1nrnittee for investiga-

tion. The committee will present
new ideas to the Council, and the

Group guidance has begun, in a
Small Way, at Jordan. The philosCouncil will vote on the proposed
ophy behind this method of dealideas.
· Money making projects for the
ing with teenager problems is that '
students may be more able to
year will include a bottle drive,
movies, and a bike rally. The
accept help from their peers than
Council urges all people to beware
they are from an adult counselor
of the trash problem, and to do
and that a group is able to offer to
they can to nelp. Plans for
one of their members "feedback"
that he needs to hear while at the
the student handbook are being
same time being very supportive
finalized.
of him.
Tue Student Council also colA group of students new to
Jordan is meeting once a week dur-' 1ecied money on "Thursday and
ing members' free period, and an- Friday, September 27 and 28, to
other group is planned for lunch give to the Duke Hospital Fund
period, A second type of group and the First Presbyterian Youth
guidance will be offered to jurriors . Group by request of the Furlow
and Brame familie&
who would like help in choosing a
The Student Council meetcollege. Later, groups of serriors
ings are conducted by Rux Currin,
may meet to discuss adjustment
president. Caroline Hodgkins is
problems in college with some of
last year's Jordan seniors now enrolled in universities in the area.

Anyone interested in any of these
groups is urged to contact Mrs.
Shirley Strobel in T-1.

vice-president; Syvil Summers, secretary; Pam Shipp, treasurer; and
Ann Knops, sargeant-at-arms. The

meetings are held on Tuesdays in
the A.V. room. Mrs. Kay Cooke
and Mrs. Mercedes Lytle are the
advisors.

J Six JHS Seniors Given\
\.Chance at Scholarship )

Six Jordan seniors have been
named as National Merit Scholar-

ship semifinalists. They are Chuck

percentage of the tothl

u.s: pop-

ulation.
·
·
The scholarships are awarded

Buckley, Tina Crowell, Mark Hol- on the baSis of each student's PSAT
.:ind SAT scores, and their academic
drege, Ginny Linder, Lianie Salgado, and Beth Whanger. The achievement.
The types of scholarships
15,000 semifinalists from the naawarded
are: 4-year ·scholarships
tion were chosen.. froH1 _all @:Tad.:
which
are
financed by either a colJating seniors who Jast year took
lege
or
corporation,
and one-:tJ.me,
PSAT and NMSQT tests. The
non-renewable
oli 1,000 scholarships.
ber ot students chosen from each
state is in proportion to that state's

.... srnACK!

Paper 1
Yearbook
Organize
Journalism at Jordan comes in
two varieties a year:

newsoaoer

and yearbook. The yearbook has
already proven itself by winning a
first place standing fot the best
over-all yearbook for schools with
under 1000 students at the National Scolastic Press Association convention tlris summer. On the other
hand, the newspaper is just getting
under way in a new publishing
attempt, the production of a printed paper for the first time since
1971-72.
The TALON literary staff,
Betsy Moore, editor, promises new
ideas and techniques that will
blend with the strong points of
last year's book to make a different
and more creative yearbook .
The TALON business staff,
Saribeth Anderson, business manager, has launched their advertisisg
campaign, with a goal of $3000
If any group of students or individual wants an ad or a booster,
they should contact Mrs. Gillis,
business advisor or Saribeth Anderse
on. Miss Rachel Simon is literary
advisor.
The newspaper has a new face
this year, thanks to determined
staff members and advisors, and to
the machines at Hillside High
School. Six issues of the Falcon's
Cry will be printed during the year.
Members of the editorial staff
have spent many afternoons at
Hillside, learrring the mechanical
aspects of organizing and printing
the articles that other members '1(
the staff have written. The business staff has provided the financial

support for this venture by selling
subscriptions _ .4l .h"o;meroom
selling advertisements to local mer-

I
1

chants. Photographs were taken by
.ohotographers on the armual staff.:

·Jezierski Plans To Sponsor•
Pupils in Summer Pro'gfam
for Study, Tours in Europe

AFSers Spend Week in New Providence
On Domestic Exchange Return Journey

People are seldom
contented
with where they· live and everyone
dreams, at one time or another, of
what it would be like to live in a
different place, During the week of
March 30-April 6, nine Jordan High
students had a chance to find out
for th ems elves.
They spent ... t_ha t
week in the homes of New ProvidenCe,
New Jersey
families and attended
school there as a part of the American Field Service Domestic' Exchange
program.
+he nine_ studeiJ_t8 ·were
Seniors Chuck Buckley and Debbie Mc- '
Cauley,
juniors Laura Zimmerman,
Shelly Hicken, Libby Featherston,
Sari Dunning, and Delores Malloy,
ind sophomores Karen Waller and Tom
Morris. New Providence
suburb

New Yo.rk City and during thei'r,
stay the
students visited there
This exchange ·ti-as- not
dne-wajf:
0

deal however.

-.r

From March 9-16, ele-

:ven New Jersey students visited in
Dui-ham.. The eleven included a for-,

eign exchange
her larids.

student from the Net-

While they were here·,· the

New Jersey kids went on picnics,
took tours of Duke University and
the American Tobacco ComPany, and
visited a farm. They thought;' that

everyone
North Carolina would
·live on a farm and were amazed when
they were
told tO; the c·ontrary.
Said host
__..Sl}elley Hicken,
·"They weie really surprised· that we
had all these colleges around heie."

Linda Dani.el

Senior Wins New York Trip
In World Speech Contest

Ms. Elizabeth
Jezierski
is
planning to chaperone a group of
students this summer in an European
study program entitled The.Language
People, and Culture of France. The
trip will last for forty days
ning on' June 26 and continuing
through August 4.
During this time students will
spend four days in Rome, three days
in Florence, fourteen days in Nice,
days in Paris, and four
days in London. In Rome, Florence,
and London the group will devote
their time to sightseeing and shopping, while in Paris and Nice they
will also spend two hours a day in
language class and one hour attending a_talk on French culture in pre-:
paration for afternoon. outings or
weekend excursions.
Although this trip is designed
basically for those students who
have taken or are presently taking
French, there will aslo be classes
held in elementary French and for
those who do not have a sufficient
knOwledge of the language thiµ-e will
be culture lectures conducted in
English
ib addition to
French.
Application for the tour is
still open and the necessary forms
and materials may be obtained from
Ms. Jezierski.

On March 4, Linda Daniel was
named Jordan's winner in the 197 4
World Speech contest. The contest
is sp·onsored each year by the United
Nations. Participants in the
test are required to write an essay
in which they discuss the possible
solutions to an international problem.
This year, students entering
the contest were required to write
an essay entitled
Terrorism, and World Law. 11 The length
of essays was 1000-1500 words. Out
of all the essays written, three'
were selected by teachers to be read
Jordan seniors haye been reCanton, N.Y. A Trustee
Scholarbefore a panel of judges which inceiving word from colleges of their
ship is""the highest award made to a
cluded Jordan __ librarian Mrs, Selena
member of the entering class. 11 Rechoice about their scholarship apWheeler and two people illvolved- .in.
plications, with requests, in some
cipients are exempt from all distrithe Githens Social studies progr.am.
cases, for interviews or visits to
bution requirements, and financial
the college campus and, in other
aid will be granted according to . In addition to Linda's essay, ess_ays
by Mark Holdrege and David Weynand
cases, notification of their
need. Tina, along with other winwere read. The speeches were judged
awards.
ners, will visit the New York campus
on content, originality, and deliHill has received a Morefor a weekend at the end of April.
very.
head Award worth $10,000 for four
Three· senior girls are in the
Because Linda was named the
years of study at the University of
final Angier B. Duke scholarship_
from Jordan, she wiil travel
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He
competition condacted by Duke Unito New York on April 7 to compete
is one of. 60 winners who have reversity.
Beth Whanger, Debbie Mcwith other winners from the southceived 1974 Morehead Awards preC?uley
Daniel
two
A group of 10 British Literaeast. After reading her speech in a
sented to students of superior ature students are going to London
days recently on Duke
along· U.N. session and sightseeing in the
chievement. Academic standing, .char- over Easter vacation. Anne Bates,
·.other £:inalists
various city, she will return to Durham oh
acter, leadership and ambition are" parts of the Unit"ed
Kim Covir..g;ton, C;;;.rrie .
Mark
_ad- April 10. All her expenses will be
qualities looked for in a MoreMcGrath, Tom Miller, Perry Slo<ii.P;"
dtiion
intervi.e:Ws; the
visit paid. Last year, Jordan student Vihead acholar.
Frank's
selection
Eric Stern, Ibba Wilkins, Mark La-"
included dinner in a faculty home.
vian Stahl placed first in this part
followed a y"e.ar-long screening prozenbv, and Paula Godwin will be AcGinny Linder will visit David- of the competition and won a $1000
cess which culminated in final incompanied by teacher Tom Culbreth.
son Co.1,lege campus in a scholarship scholarship for her essay entitled
terviews the first• of March.
They will leave on Saturday;''.
for two days the first
"Who Owns the Oceans: The Health
Saribeth. AnderSOn has been aApril 13, from the Raleigh-Durham
part.of April. Interviews will be and· W-eal'$ of the Seas."
warded a Harris scholarship from
Airport to New York. From there,
scheduled to assess the candidates.
Meredith College, which pays $100
they will take a World Airways jet
towards tuition. In competing for
·charter flight to London, arriving
this award Saribeth spent a weekend
Sunday mornillg for a day of relcixaon the Raleigh campus with other aption a·t Richmond College in London.
A poll conducted by the Fal,signation .. : Despite the sophomores'
plicants.
During their: tour of London, they
con's Cry has determined that over
overall position supporting Richard
Tina Crowell has received wdi:'d
will visi.t
St. Paul's .Cathedral,
half of the Jordan student body
Nixon, 32%, more than any other
Piccadillv
Trafalgar Square,
that she has won a Trustee Scholarwants Richard Nixon out of office.
group, wanted him impeached. SurWestminster Abbey, the Tower of Lonship from St. Lawrence University in
Of the 172 returned ballots, 31%
don, wqtch the
of the
prisingly, students were more willwere for impeachment and 23% were
ing to impeach the chief executive
at Buckingham
Palace, and visit
for resignation, totalling 54%, as
than to have him resign.
several
theatres. Excursions
to
compared with 46% wanting Nixon to
In the Falcon's Cry poll, girls
other places will include trips· to
continue in office. While a majoriCambridge, Coventry,
Oxford, and
expressed a more marked anti-Nixon
ty of the sophomores, 51%, expressed.
Stratford, #here they will see Shaksentiment
than boys, and jl.lllior
support for the President, almost
espeare's birthplace and Anne Hathagirls voted more strongly against
The Humanities Festival to take
59% of the polled Juniors wanted him
Nixon than anyone. The boys' votes
way's cottage. Early on Sunday, Aplace on April 11 will provide Jorout. Seniors wanted the President
were almost evenly split, with 51%
pril 21, they will fly from London
dan students with alternatives to
out by a margin of 52% to 48%, with
wanting Richard Nixori out and 49%
into New York, and ·return to RDU
their regular classes. As in past
27% for impeachment and 25% for regiving him continued support.
early on Monday.
years, speakers from the Triangle
area have been called 'in to give
lee tures or
tra tions on subjects of interest.
Past Humanities Festivals have
ranged in length from three periods
On Tuesday, April 2, the glider
to two days. This year, the Festibuilt by members
of
Mr. David
val will last for one whole day.
Green's sixth period Man Made World.
Three periods will be student assemclass. was launched on its maiden
blies--one with karate, one with
flight at the football 1£,ield. Leslie
Terry
and another with the
· Britt was the first rider.
Pembroke Band. The other three perThe idea of building a glider
iods are reserved for small classes
came from Chase Thomas. Leslie had
selected by
individual studellts.
built one before, with the aid ·of
Popular programs from·
year such
plans from J-0lul Grt.mke. With the
as ESP and yoga will· be returning,
plans, bamboo from a bamboo forest
and new features including a black
near Lakewood, and plastic
from
art_. presentation, a talk on exorSears, the glider was constructed by
C:t.srii\
a sna:ke-'haridJ.i.nB,, delilon-.·
Leslie, Chase, Neil Bishop, Russell
stration will
available to
Jackson, and Mickey Rankin.
They
students.
on it for approximately five
A great deal of work goes into
weeks, storing it on a·wall in.Mr· ....
planning a Humanities Festival. Last
Green's room. it was designed to
year this was done by a small group
carry up to 200 pounds of weight.
of interested
individuals.
This
Flights ar'?. short, but the length
varies greatly according to the ayear, the Executive Council, what
mount of wind and steepness of the
remains of last year's committee,
hill.
and faculty advisor Mrs. Kay Cooke
The cardinal rule to remember;
have been responsible for contacting
according to Mr. Green and class, is
speakers, arranging for needed spe11
Never go up higher than ·You ·are·
cial equipmeri.t, and scheduling stuwilling
to fall. 11
dents.
Leslie Britt works on the 9lider

Ten To Tour London
With Drama Teach er
During Easler Break

Majority Desires Nixon Removal

Humanities Festival
Offers Alternatives

Class Constructs Glider,
Launches It Behind School
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More Stu dent

Involvement Encouraged

April 11, the date of the Hu
manities Festival, has the potential
for being one of the most interesting days in this school year. Instead of the usual classes, students
have the opportunity to watch a karate demonstration and hear Terry
Sanford, the Pembroke
Band, and
their choice of a var:iety of speakers.
Much work is required to produce a successful Humanities Festival, and most of this is unappreciated by the general student body.
Tina Crowell, who was very ins trumental in the success of last year's
Humanities Festival, was placed in
charge of this one. The Executive
Council has spent h0urs in planning,
organization, and telephoning speakers, aD:d they deserve commendation
fat their efforts in a job made more
difficul"t by student and faculty apathy. It. is a tremendous task to
find speakers and organize assemblies that will interest the diversity of Jordan students.
The Executive Council's assumption of responsibility, however, was
unfair to
others. Students
who
been willing to work were
denied this opportunity, at leas•
until the last stages of organization, since no meetings were announced after the first two, and no
attempt was made to involve others

in it. Undoubtedly,
small
cai:i functl.On .more efficiently thail
large one. Nevertheless, there is
at Jordan a tendency for the same
students to be involved in many activities, leaving the abilities of
the others unuse4_. This trend must
be combatted to the 2reatest extent
_in_ consideration of student indifference. The degree of
exclusiveness shown in this case is
fair
to those few who have
to do all the work nor to those who
wish to help.

Beth Wbanger

that

such

damaging

policies

were

ADVISORS:

Mrs. Shirley Strobel, _Mrs. E.lnora Shields

ijlfre
Long History of Prejudice Condemned
My purpose for writing this
letter is to let the students of
Jordan know exactly how I feel about
the happenings during the week of
10-16 in February.
It is understood that an African dance group has already been
formed. The> namE. African lets you
know the background of the dances.
The group was established to give
black students a sense of pride for
their heritage in dance, although
anyo_ne coul,A. join.
Black people have made infinite

Exam Exemption Policies Termed Unfair
The exam exemption policies in
effect at Jordan during the last semester of this school year are unfair, unreasonable, and a detriment
to the educational process.
At the end of the last grading
period, the administration, supported by a ma,; ority of the faculty,
announced that exam exemptions would
be granted to students who attended
school on Yi.arch 8, the date of the
traditional "Senior Skip Day". It
was also stated that perfect attendance would be required in order to
obtain exrileptions for the last nine
weeks. All this was done, of course
to express disapproval of skip day
and to prevent a repetition of March
a. Although these actions may have
given their supporters a bit of
moral satisfaction, they have made a
mockery of both exams and exemptions.
Exams can serve a useful purpose in that the most import<;lllt material covered during a grading period can be pulled together during
review and study. When they are
used as a reward for perfect attendance, they lose much of this value
because students who could benefit
:fuost· fioln exB.ms Often do not take
them.
The basis for the new exemption
is unfair in that it has nothine
whats.Oeve-r to do with whether or not
a student really needs to take exams. In theory, exams are given to
determine how mqch a student has
learned during the grading period .•.
In theory, also, a student's academic average is an indication of how
much he has learned in his classes.
Therefore, any exemptions should be
bas9.d on acaaemic averag; rather
than on attendance. Perfect attendance is no guarantee that a student
has learned anything, just as an
occasional absence does not necessarily indicate a lack of effort or
accomplishment in lea+ning.
Requiring perfect
attendance
for exam exmeptions has also encouraged many students to .come to school
despite the fact they are seriously
ill. A room half full of coughing,
sneezing students is not conducive
to learning. Also, the policy' may
be defeating its original purpose by
causing students to skip as often t
as possible if they are forced to be
absent on one day for a legitimate
reason.
It is especially unfortuante
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Connie Herndon Sports Editor: Bill Stockbridge
BUSINESS STAFF: Business Manager: Mark Holdrege Circu"iation.
Manager:
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Pshyk
TYPISTS: Ginny Linder, Cassandra Idol, Betsey·Goodling,
Saribeth Anderson, Marynoel Munson, Donna Upchurch, Patty
Sidbury, Cynthia Kerr.

prompted by fears that were largely
Although many supporters of the exemption policies sincerely believed that more skip days
were about to be scheduled, there is
not evidence to suggest that this
would have happened. In fact, past
histoiry clearly indicates that this
would not have taken place. The
actions of students on March 8. hmv-:ever ind,efensible they might be,
were relat.iveiy harmless and were
taken much to seriously.
Although there is little chance
of a change in this year's policies,
action can and should be taken to
prevent them from becoming
next
year's policies as well. Sometime
before next September, those responsible for the implementation of the
new exemption policies should carefully reconsider their decision. If
exam exemptions are to be allowed at
all,....they should be based on a student's demonstrated ability to learn
ass_igned material rather than used
as a doubtful solution to the basically irrelevant problem of non-attendance.
Tina Crowell

CREATE
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The flea and the tick
Had a terrible flick
About who was the best of the two.
Said the tick in disdain
"I don't like your game
And I know that I'm better
than you!
For I stand by my post
And I eat my toast
.And what's more I dig deeper
to feel
While you flirt and you flick
And you think you
Know tick
Know tricks,
I better digest my meals. 11
"Ah, but you see,"
Said the frolicksome flea,
"I fancy I do two jobs in three:
While I .zip and I run,
I annoy and have fun,
And I feel that's the best way
to be,
What's more" said she in
Ecstatic glee, "I' 11 bet I've
traveled further than you.
While you sit in your trunches
.And enjoy better lunches,
I'll have my cake and eat it
Too!"
, Jan Wilson

get home they could not sleep for
contributioJ+S to .America
a:::.
the thought of over-sleeping, knowthe rest of the world. Our contriing that if they overslept they
butions cannot be explained ·.awaY now
sould De beaten. My people were
as they have been in the·.past. '"We
lynched for no reQson at all other
are a great and mighty people. These
than for being black, or for lookare a few of our contributions for
ing across the street at a white wo-'
man:
man, which is no big deal.
My
were built by
The pyt. amids
people were not allowed to sit at
black people,
the same table or drink out of the
the first open heart surgery
same water fountain as white people.
was performed by a black man,
My people, black women's stomachs
Washington, D. C., the counwere cut open, their babies pulled
try's capitol, was laid out
out and stomped to the ground, and
by a black man,
their heads bashed open. My people
the first clock was designed by
contributed all of their free labor
a black mani
to this land, and we b,lacks today
the swwing machine was drawn
can't own a decent home. My people
and designed by a biack man,
are innocent of any wrong doings,
but the plans were stolen,
but still are being discriminated athrough
research done by':' a
gainst and tortured.
black man you are now able to
We ask for two hours to project
eat your peanut butter sand
some of our feelings by dance, and
wiches,
we were turned down. That's like
the first woman lawyer was a
punishing someone for a good deed,
black woman.
but
a little more than that. It was
While the rest of the world was
telling the black students that we
withoug education the African world
were not worth two hours or an hour
had universities and colleges in
and thirty minutes which we comproTimbuctu, and Sanghi and more that
mised to, but were totally refused.
I am not familiar with. The great
We talked to Mr. Sills for an
Socrates and AriStotle were educated
hour
and a half, and still were rein
by great African philosfused.
We felt troubled, and upset.
ophers. In summary, Africa is the
We wnted to show everyone that we
cradle of civilization. These acweren't going to accept what was becomplishments that I have mentioned
ing thrown at us, So we stood, very
were preformed b_y black people, but
orderly, in the corridor, to see if
many of you are unaware of this.
that would
accomplish
anything.
I'm not,
that's why I felt so
seeing that it didn't, we went down
strongly about acknowledging Negro
the corridors singing, "We shall oHistory Week. It would have given
ver come. 11 We were told to go to
the black students a
to acclass, leave campus, or be put in
knowledge some of their people's acjail. Some alternatives, huh?
complishments. It •;.Tould ha.ve also
After a conference with Mr.
given the students a chance to look
Sills, a parent and a teacher perat the works of more noted people as
suaded him to let us have a night
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
show.
Stokley Carmichael, Huey P. Newton,
In this statement I am ab.out to
,James Baldwin, Richard Wright, and
present. I can't speak for the mass
many, many more.
of black studepts, only for myself.
For all of the reasons that I
This paragraph is "solely for the. mahave listed we (the black students)
ny white students that left school
our performa.nce ta last for
on the day of our show •
such a lengthy time (2 hrs.). Aleo
I'm not going to pretend that
the dance group had put together a
didn't bother me because it did, It
show that would require a two-hour
upset me that people can be so ignoperiod.
rant, prejudiced and without
I asked for two hours, a lengstanding. We put our show together
thy time. If you evaluate the ti.me
so that everybody could see it, but
which it took the white rean
you with the aid of·your parents
thy time. If you evaluate the time
were able to sign out, Of all that
period which it took the white man
troubles me I ask one question and
to bring us over here, 'ti.hen we
I hope for one answer. Why? The
weren't asking for anything-not even
S?d part about it is that the mair.
a second compared to that time span.
ones that left were the ones that
For some three hundred to four hunare always smiling" up in some black
dred years the white man was going
person's face. Pr·etending .to be siich
Africa, getting my people, bringing
friend. There's one name I can
us to an unfamiliar land that we
think of to call you without scanknew nothing of, Millions of my
ning my mind--hypocrites. I don't
·people came over to
America in
pretend to be a friend of anyone's
especially if I know that I'm not.
shackles and chains, not including
You students only confirmed my
those
that didn't make it.
My
belief that you are only interested
people lived on rat-infested ships,
in yourself and your history, but
disease covered, and not even saniyour history is my history. You can
tary enough for a dog that isn't
not change that even if you don't
wanted. My people came over here to
want to accept it. You proved to us
stand on auction blocks being looked
that you are not willing to try and
at like clothes hanging in a store,
feel feelings of other people. I
their buttocks being spred apart for
say you are pathetic.
observation,
their throats being
I would say at least you did
looked down. My people's families
have the decency to · leave and not
were split,
one child this way,
stay and boo. Although I say lucky
one child that way, and the mother
for you.
and father going separate-ways also.
I would like to thank the black
My people worked the fields from sun
students for ·their suppo:Ftup to sun down, and when they did
Angela James

a
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Dream Selects Husband
We sometimes dream of people we
love and people we wish to love but
disregard these dreams in everyday
realities.
But not so for Hrs.
Nezzie
Carter-Moore, a
counselor
here at Jordan. Her dreams about
anyone are really ' 1 special. a
Mrs. Carter-Moore met a man one
year ago as j.uf!t a business acquai_ntance. She thought really
of this man as far as romantic interests go. That was one vear ago.
Then she had a dream. In this dream
this same man was there, diessed iri.
trousers and.a blue sport shirt. She
awakened calling his name.
One month after her dream he
appeared. He came to her. door in
the same sprt: shirt and trousers as.
in the
He gave his name and
Mrs. Carter-Moore was
-4'ffid
amazed and revealed her . dream to
this man. Soon a relationship of
remantic nature blossomed
into a
marriage. During this relationship
she had 5 similar dreams of this man
which ran their course in her waking
life.
This
story
may not be as
strange to some as to others but ,
several convincing facts
remain.
One is that Mrs. Carter-Moore had
never dreamed
before
until her
strange dreams of this man. Second
is that she never intended to remarry (she was a widow) before these
dreams came. The third and most
surprisil,"lg fact is that Mrs. CarterMoore and her husband have identical
birthmarks.

"My husband and I take those
dreams
seriously11 , smiles ·Mts.
Carter-Moore. "I think we were meant
for each other because we are so
very compatible. No, I didn't believe in E.S.P. but now I think less
on the
subiect.
I
didn't plan to remarry unless God
came doW and called his name to met:
E.S.P.? Maybe.
God
calling
her husband's name as Mrs. CarterMoore said? Maybe that also. Yes,
some of us have dreams of ones we
loved or want to be loved by and for
some, dreams and love are something;
_very special to believe in.
by Thbbie Borrow

Jordan

VICA

VICA announces that they won
second place in the job interview
contest for District III Saturday,
March 9, 1974. Dale Scott, a senior,
was the member who participated in
the job interview contest. Robin
Parker won the seat of Parlimentarian in the District election. She
is a junior and will take off ice in
the fall.

Dale Scott

Robin

Club Announces Winners

Larry Reid, Susan Sorrell, Robin Parker, Margie Thomas, David
Ham.let and Linda Chiles all attended
the State Convention held at the Sir
Walter Raleigh Hotel in Raleigh,
March 28 & 29.
Margie Thomas was
defeated in her run for State Vice
,resident in stiff competition against seven other candidates. Linda
Chiles competed in the Dental Assis-

Dancers Capture African Spirit
The people who missed ihe African Dance Group February 17, 1974
missed a spectacular performarice.
All rumors and tales attacking the
group seemingly dispersed during the
first beat of the congas, with the
first two girls strutting proudly on
stage for the fashion show.
Emotions come in many forms,
ranging from anger to love, joy and
despair. Yet emotions aren't important unless the way they are expressed is definite and clear. Without
the emotion so strongly
is uselessly lost.
The African Dance group has the
power of expressipn, the power of
silent expression. Seeing them perform such routines as the spiritual
and the "Witch Doctor", makes one
realize that these girls
·,ture.d the emotions of African people
·and their own as well·. Yet the wit
and otiginality was still there as
shown in the Liberation Daru::.e

The group doesn't forget the
aspect of modern movemetlt eit.Ker.
The "Soul Train" line was just as up
to date as the "Bump .. " Time change
and its effect on Black movement and
expression was also shown by presenting the events of the 1950's· and
1960's. Great imitations of the Supremes, Temptations, James Brown and
Jimi Hendrix,
the point across
Ecstasy, the band providing the
11
boogie 11 music is beyond belief.
They have been playing for years,
and are skilled enough to imitate
background music needed by the dance
group to portray the SO's and 60's.
Donny Lipscomb's rendition of
Jimi Hendrix was perfect, right down
to playing a guitar with his teeth
a technique used by Jimi Hendrix. '
are many good things to
be said about the Africa11 Dance
group. The best thing is the fact
1
that Jordan hasn't seen the last of
them yet!
by Sheila M:1ton

Mrs. Carter-Moore

C

ulture
alendar

April 8- Rhinoceros, American Film
Theatre- also April 9
April 10- Duke Jazz Ensemble, Page
Duke- also Ap. 18-21
April 14- "Resurrection Symphony" Mahler, N.C. Symphony and Duke
Chapel Choir,
Chapel
April 16- Concerti Gonce.rt, Page,
Duke
April 18Spirit, Branson
Theatre, Duke- also Ap. 19-21,
25-28
McPortland Jazz
Duke
Jazz Ensemble, and ·Duke Wind Ensemble concert, Page
April 24of Honey, NCCU also Ap. 25,26
April 27- John Denver, Dorton Arena,
Raleigh- Amadeus Quartet, East
Duke Building, Duke
April 28- NCCU choir concert, NCCU
Photography Show, Allied Arts
(entries
on Ap. 25,26)
May 5- Bux;lirigt.on Boy'·s· Cl'J.oir, Duke
Chapel- NCCU Band Conc..§]':'t, NCCU

Your senior 1ear
is a time
for planning

CAMERA
+

tant contest and David Hamlet went
against eleven others in the auto
mechanics contest.
Susan Sorrell
received a certificate of recognition for outstanding VICA member and
the club won a gold certificate for
outstanding club work at the banquet
Friday night.
VICA plans to contribute to the
Easter Seal campaign c.urrently in
this
as well as but seedlings
for the Jordan Beautification Project.

PHOTO

!iHOPPE
DURHAM, N.C.

Sharpe's
SALES AND RENTALS
FORMAL WEAR
Largest Selection in the Triangle.

RESTAURANT
132 West Franklin St.

University Square
Facing Granville Towers

Chapel Hill, N.C.

Chapel Hill, N.C.

RED and WHITE

l
I

Prettiest Meat cOunter_ in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGH QUALITY
3000 Chapel Hill Boulevard

Air Force Delayed Enlistment is one of the best
plans. It's a program that guarantees your Air
Force career interest before you graduate. You
keep going to school and enjoying your senior
year_ After graduation, your Air Force job and
some of the finest technical training in the world
is ready. That's Delayed Enlistment. Find out
about it now. Contact
SGT. TOM L"MM
Post Office Building Room 213
Phone: 682-5381

Four-Week Shipment

JEWEi. EICX
217 West Main Street
Dutham, North Cuollna
TolephoM: 919-682-48ll

SAVE!

r·l tO 1974

Baseball Begins ''New Era"

Baseball
Team
pictured left to
right, seated:
Don Adams,
Mike
Swartz, Don
Ochenreiter,
Robert
Gillis, Bill Pulley, David Turner,
Keith Leese;
K;ith_ Luxton.
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Club

AFS- On §aturday,
30 AFS held
'another pizza sale. Over 180 pizzas were sold. The proceeds went
towards sending Jordan's Syvil Sum.mer.s abroad next year, and to help
pay for a foreign student to come
here. Jordan will also be hosting a
Swedish student, presently living in
New Jersey, during the week of April

20-30.
FTA- On Tuesday, March 26 Jordan
teachers were pleasantly surprised
when the Future Teachers of America
threw a party for them. Teachers who went to the lounge during
the luo.ch "hour 11 were presented with
.. '?f good;i.es, compliments @fi.'
FTA, and it's president Wanda
Di-ama' c·1Ub..:: - Af.tei: mucfl" bard work
the Drama Club finally presented the
production of Auntie Mame. , ·on Maren
26. Under the production of Mr.
Thomas Culbreth, it featured the
students in the drama'classes.
s.
---s-tuil'ent cOuncil.
Jordan
High.
sponsored a
project to earn money for-the beautification prefect.
The
body s·old trees t;o
families, and businesSes' in an effort
to both beautify the connnunity and
raise money to
beautify Jordan.
Dogwood, maple, and ash ·trees were
sold foi $3.00, and peach, apple,
and plum trees were· $5.00. If
1tent:haJ. custd·inel:s could not personally ·use a tree they were asked to
donate a tree to the school. The
school raised $1000.
BAND-Jordan Symphonic and
gave a concert on
3.. On April 5, ·the Symphonic
Balla competed at state contest
in Salisbury.
In May,
the band will do
an exchange trip with Langley
High School in Virginia.

oi

c·:-:-rhe

INTERACT-'
Club sponsored a
Bike a Thon to benefit the Easter
Seal Society in Parkwood on March

rjeal's

Lincoln Ely, Mark Sauer, Tim Gi:-egory ,[
Alan Roberson, Roy MacDonald, Mitch
Dean, Scot Johanns, Steve
Greg Gordan; not pictured: Danny
?teve Schoberle.

Happenings 4

. .'.PB May 11·. the club will hold
a, glass and· bottle drive :-at·· · 11orth
gate Shopping Center.
DECA- Jordan was· one· hf_ the··-Distric1:
:3A_ sch-oOis
at the s1:ate c.on.::.:
test for outstanding contribution to1
the project of _collecting trading!
stamps •for.·-'-'a s";beiiiirr rtg:er tor·
new state· zoe. Ca'rrie Landis was
recognized as one of twelve young
women of the year from North Cara:.:
lina.

sPring
just around the corner and
it comes Jordan baseball. Baseball in the past years at
Jordan has been slow due to the lack
pf interest. There have been very
few bright spots in Jordan's baseball history. but this year and the
next could be the start of a new
era.
Close to 40 players tried out
for the team this year from which
Coach Papson chose 19. Many of the
players on the team are returning
lettermen and include: Bill Pulley,
David Turner, Danny Ellis, Don Adams
Mark Sauer, and Robert Gillis. The
sophomores and juniors on the team
are adding talent and spirit. Some
of the new faces include Mitch Dean,
1Uld Scot Johans.
The baseball team has already
lost two tough games in the Big Six

conference, to Henderson Vance,-9-3,
and to Northern, 10-2.
In both
games Jordan got off to a quick
Start, scoring early. However, as
the game ran on Jordan was unable to
hold the.ir lead. Being able to last
the whole game will probably be Jar-:·
dan's most important problem. The
team though, is strong in the outfie_ld an.4 in fast running.
they
can use these talents to
vantage and work on their rough
spots, they just might damage a lot
of people.
Jordan, now in the Triangle
Conference, is considered by many·,
people to be the surprise team of
·the conference. They have finished
near
bottom in the past years,
but with a new conference, the commay be better suited for
rordan.

Track Team Expects Good Season

This year marks the first time
that Jordan's track team will be
playing in the newly formed Triangle
Conference. Competition promises to
be tough, but the talend and spirit
is said to be running sky high this
year on the Falcon team.
Although
Jordan
is
behind
schedule in being prepared for competition, :.Einthus·i·-1lsm
seems to ·be·
present. - One reasoD. for this enthU-siasm might - very well be because
five young ladies are attempting to
make history at Jord?n. 1he five
girls,
Page
Nichols,
Jennifer
Many individuals have
heard
Bynum,
Delores
Malloy,
Floretta
that Qld rumor stating that rimany
Malloy_, and Sylvia
are all
11
go begging •
Research
presently
practicing
and
working
out
has shown that this is not just a
with the Jordan Track Team. -The
rumor, but, ironically enough, a
overall reaction of the team to the
alistic fact. Practically all stunew additions seems to be favorable.
dents, regardless of scholastic achAs one member put it, "Practice
ievement, financial need or seeming-.
ly.limited factors, can. and do qua-· just doesllit seem tO be as boring as
lify for forms_of financial .aid. it used to." Whether or not th..
five girls make the team depends on
Starting with the
of
their ability and Coach Gray, who
providing a computerized tool to
treats them like any other member of
simplify this rrtwo-way search' 1 for
financial aid, the National Scholar- the team.
Some
outstanding
performers
ship Locator Board (NSLB) of Princeton, New Jersey, in 1970 put under will return this year, providing
contract a team of computer program- Jordan with a lot of hope of having
ers. It took nearly four years to a successful season. Alan Roberson,
create the complex computer program who throws the shot like it weighs
two ounces, will be back this year
that can now successfully match a
student's individual talents
and as will Bill Marable, who with Fred
Sherill will team up to give us supdesires to the available financial
aid sources. The NSLB has presently port in the high iumo. Running the
hurdles will be Steve Klause. Jinuny
stored in its computer data banks
over three billion dollars worth of Watkins, who ran in the footsteps
• . _wi!+financial aid sources. So success- of Wade. MacDon.aJ.d last
·"TOr --us this year ----rn:the- mile'
ful are their services, that the
NSLB guarantees four financial sources or the return of their $25.00
Please Send Free Information
processing fee.
Name of Student
For more
see the
NSLB's ad in this papei or'call
Charlie or Fran Guy at 286-1272 or
477-1825.

NSLB Computer locates
Scholarship Programs

run,
Last,
but not least,
is
Larry Anderson. Anderson continues
to dazzle everybody by his lightning
speed. He should prove invaluable
in the spring events and should add
tremendous
strength to the long
jump.
·
spirit is there, there's no
lack of talent -- there are even
girls_.
With
this ,, combination.
things should go well for the Jordan
tracK stars.

Nichols

Floretta Malloy'

Jennifer Bynum Delo"+es Malloy

'®

.£ot&ourn
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High School Attending
Year in School
Please send this coupon to
National Schlarship Locator Board, Inc.
P.O. Box 2721, 1310 Broad St.
Durham, N.C. 27705 L86-1272

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
CHAPEL HI LL, N.C.

Wlt.LOW PARK MALL
DURHAM, N.C.

·-.

LAURA'S

Formal Wear

Sales & Rentals

114 East Main Street

Durham, North CatoliD..

TRIANGLE, VW,
PORSCHE, AUDI
"':..-623 Durham-Chapel Hilt Blvd.

BERNARD'S FORMAL WEAR

Phone 286-3633
Bernie Lorenzo

Dealer 1345

HSI W. Club Blvd.
Durham, N.C. 27701

_Phone: Dur. 489·2371.Chapel Hill 929·9830

Imperial Bldg.
Morris Street

MARIO'S
RESTAURANT

CALL 688-2338

Lasagna, Pizza

11 OS W. Main Street

Manicotti, Egg
Plant, Italian
Veal Dishes
Phone 489-4389
Chapel Hill Blvd.

THE COLLEGE SHOP
Durham, N.C.

COMPANY, INC;

On the Inside
Page 2- Braless Beauties
· Black Humanities
Page 3- Occult Religions
Page 4- Basketball
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Musical

ffiOR€h€ab

knom1nates

Eight Jordan srudents have been
All-State Orchestra as a result of
auditions held Nov. 25 in Raleigh
at Sanderson High School.
The srudents are: Karen Harper,
oboe; Billy Hitchcock, trombone;
Reggie Marable, tuba; Christine
Sims, flute; Martha Williams, clarinet; Daniella Fischer, Pam Pridgen
and Georgette Somjen, violin. Dani
and Georgette made the first violin
section, while Pam made the second.
The musicians were trying out for

The district nominees for the
Morehead Scholarship to the University of North Carolina have been
announced. One student from Jordan, Ann Knops, has been elected
from Durham County.

of North Carolina Morehead a spot either on the All-State Or·
Scholarship nominee Ann Knops

newspaper article.
Other candidates from Jordan

were Kelly Dillard, Jan Kylstta.,

ed by Delores Malloy, Valerie Walk-

Page Nichols, and Steve Schoeberle.

er and Joyce Johnson; and "The

Ann did not find out that she
h.ad been chosen as a candidate
until
saw her name in the
Durham paper. Every other nominee
·-from J6rdaii ·n.ad recieved a letter
of rejection from the Morehead
foundation. Ann said, "I was a
nervous wreck, looking everywhere
to see if the letter was lost." One
morning Ann's mother woke her

up at 7' 00 and showed her the

Snoopy Steals Show_
by Pam Thompson
Jordan High 's first annual talent
show, sponsored by the AFS and
Interact clubs, was presented on
November 22. Winner Mark McGrath was awarded a $50 check for
his song and dance routine, "It's
Suppertime."
Honorable Mentions in the talent
show went to Jackie Draper, guitar,
Bill Hitchcock and Marcia Metzgar,
a magic act, and Tony Paige and

. Funky Soul.
McGrath, assisted by Shelley
Hicken and accompanied by Elizabeth Gillis, choreographed
of
the actions in the skit, which gave
more insight into the Charles M.
Schultz creation, Snoopy. He said
that the routine performed in the
talent show was from the musical
You 're a Good Man, Charlie Brown.
This particular portion consisted of
Snoopy rejoicing because his supper

chestra or in the workshop group.
All of the Jordan students were

named All-State, the top group.
Both groups will meet Feb. 6-9 in
Boone, N.C., where they will rehearse and give a concert on the
afternoon of the ninth. The pieces
they will play will be A-'1 Outdoor
Overrure, And God Created Great
Whales, and Beethoven's Fifth Sym-

phony. The Orchestra will be con·
ducted by John Gosling, the. con·
ductor of the North Carolina Symphony Orchestra.

Similar to Football
Jordan Band Director Jesse
Holton termed the students a "very
select group of people" and said
that being named to the North
Carolina All-State'Orchestra is simi-

When asked why he thought the
judges chose him as the winner,
Mark stated that he felt it was because his act was "different, funny
and most of the audience liked it."
Should there be any more talent
shows in the future, McGrath said
that there is room for improvement
with the lighting, public announcement syStein and the timing of the
show. He also said that the audience "could have been better."

basketball.
The
ducted
chestra
School,
mately

auditions, which were conby Richard Southwick, ordirector at Broughton High
were held to pick approxi5 5 students from all over
N.C. for both the orchestra and the
workshop. Similar auditions were
held in Charl6tte and Greensboro.
For auditions, each musician was
required to play a prescribed set of
scales, an assigned solo, and a solo
of his or her own choice. They
were rated by a board of judges
which -inclU:ded Holton and other
band and orchestra directors. The
musicians with the best ratings were

Ghetto," which was choreographed
by the entire group.

for Reassurance"
At the beginning of rehearsals,
the group has a rap session during
which each individual has the opportunity to express her feelings
about school, personal life, the
group-w1.atever ·1s on her rn:inJ;
The purpose of this seSsion is tO ·
relax members and to make the
atmosphere conducive to a worthwhile rehearsal where everyone is
open and willing to work and contribute without tensions and argumen ts.

Left to right; front row- Valerie Walker, Benetha Jenkins, Tami Tyson,
back rOw- Cynthia Howard, Bonita Nunn, Avis Cross Donna WarQ.rick.

As a helpful and meaningful

break during rehearsals the group
has a "prayer for reassurance."
Joyce Johnson says, "Even though
some people are skeptical and afraid tO" pray, after watching and
listening tO others they can join in
to contribute, also.
There is a
great amount of harmony and unity
in our petit dance group where
everyorle is like a family member
working together for a specific
task."
The officers for the group are:
president, Joyce Johnson; vice president, Valerie Walker; secretary,
Bonita Nunn; treasurer, Avis Cross;
and sponsor, Ms. Gail Johnson.

Duke, UNC-

fOUr Seniors Take
University Classes
.
t k
F our J or dan seniors are a ing courses at area universities
this year as a part of their regular high school curriculum. The
Sharon Hollandsworth,
Wade Penny, Georgette Somjen,
-anC! Martha Wiliiaffis, are taking
the classes through a special arrangement \\'ilh Mr. Sills and t)1e
-Duke and UNC administrations.

Georgette Somjen at;ends
:i5Uke tWic; . week to study
94-Personality Theory. Next semester she plans to
take Biological Basis of Personality. These classes will give
her credit for psychology at Jordan.
Martha Williams is also taking classes at Duke, but she is
centering her studies on

AFS president Libby Feather·

a

ston and club member Delores Malloy echoed this same opinion about
student behavior. Concerning.mec-

hanical problems Libby said that

some people thought that the malfunctions were some sort of "direct
sabotauge against them (the talent
show participants), but JHS has
been known for spending fortunes
on lighting equipment while buying
sound equipment from Belk's barwas faithfully brought by Charlie gain basement." Delores' explanation for the audience's misbehavior
Brown.
was that the acoustics were so bad
Shbw needs improvement
McGrath had previously placed. that nobody could hear the persecond in a contest sponsored by formers.
Approximately $500 was turned
a Florida radio station for the same
in as a result of the talent show.
act. This past summer at
or's School he was one of the win- Part of the proceeds will go to help
ners at a talent show for the same pay for AFS student Dani Fischer's
stay at Jordan.
song and dance routine.

lar to being All-State in football or

named to AH-St:1_tf'

Creative Dance ·Group
Prances Through Program
The Jordan Creative Dance Group
presented its first recital on December 11 in the auditorium. Keeping in tune with the Christmas
festivities, the recital was called "A
Ghetto Christmas.''
for n1aking the
theme of the program "A Ghetto
Christmas" was to give Jordan students a broad insight into how
children in ghetto sections of cities
anticipate Christmas.
Some of the dances which were
performed were "Holy, Holy," choreographed by the sophomores in
the group; "Drum Song,"
eographed by the seniors in the
group; "Ghetto Boy," choreograph-

The Big Surprise

Marvels Unmasked

named to the 1974 High School

knops

From the 3 3 candidates who
were nominated by the county high
school's, only four were chosen as
district nominees. All candidates
were interviewed by a panel of
five lavvyers.
Ann's next interview will be
held in Raleigh in January. If the
January interview is successful, Ann
will have a final interview in Chapel
Hill. After that time winners of the
scholarship competition will be
announced.
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ematj.cs.

Delores Malloy and Libby Featherston kicked off a recent OSI BA assembly with a rendition of "Black
and White". Law student Edgar
James spoke on unity and identity.

times 3: wee}< she

takes Introductory Calculus that
is be_ing taugh,t by agraduate
student. Williams says that the
calculus course will help her to
prepare to attend the Massachusettes InstitlJ'te •..of Technology,

·:vhe'Ie

..C-m.lt

lege. She will receive one credit
for math at Jordan .
- Wade Penny audits a twice -

weekly ·geology course at UNC
along with 98 Carolina students.
He finds that the material is covered n:iuch more quickly in colthan in h'igh sch9qLancf that
his geology class puts a lot of

emphasis on labs.

- Sharon' Hollingsworth also at. tends Carolina tW:ice a week
·where she au.di ts a music theory

class. Hollingsworth is in.terested
in classical guit.ar, for which she
attended the N.C. Schoo! of the
Aris-this oast
-The Jordan.students' reasons
for taking college courses are

. varied. Somjen wants to be able
to

advanced courses at col-

neX:t year
worth also
· music.

Hollands:
t9 get a head

she plans to m_ajor in
Williams has turned tO

Duke because Jordan doesn't
offer a calculus course and because she likes math. Penny is
taking geology because he wants

to gain better knowledge of the
subject. All of the students agree that, aside from the intel-

lectllaI . cpnsiderations. taking
courses at college is making
them rrlore
and the)r
are
to adjust to
·

lege life.

I

I
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The Falcon's Cry

filhus $pakr

lU'diiors
by Vernon Jones
The Fashion Merchana1s1ng Class
sponsored a fall and winter fashion
show featuring clothes by Raleigh
designer Terry
on November
21 at the school.
The fashions of Mr. Echkart were
· basically of an oriental design with
kimono sleeves, long flowing styles
and silken materials. The fashions
that the class modeled were -all
very sheer and worn without bras.
Mr... Eckhart explained during. the
show that he chose; the Oriental

Stop The Prom/ Want To Get Off
In response to the world-wide
food shortage, an International Day
of Fasting was held November 21.
The money that £asters saved by
not eating that day was sent. to aid
the starving people of Africa and
India. Althoug? Jordan clubs urged
members to participate, publicity
was poor and few students participated.
Despite their poor track record
so far, Jordan srodents do seem
concerned about the food crisis.
There is at least one way in which
they can help the situation which
has not yet been explored. If the
juniors and seniors decided that
t_hey could manage without a prom
this year, they would free nearly
$1300 which could be sent to aid
famine-stricken nations through
such organzations as UNICEF,
OXFam, and CARE. A lengthy
drought in many areas of the world
has made it impossible for developIng countries to feed themselves,
.:ven with the help of foreign food
aid. The recent World Food Conference resulted in no substantial
promises of increased provisions,
naking the furore for the starving
peoples of the world look very
bleak. Presently, in parts of India
and Africa, only 25% of the population even survives past the age of
five. Most of them die because
they simply have no food to eat.

December 19. 1974

If Jordan students actually care

about this situation, it is within
their po\ver to make a substantial
contribution to the solution. The
junior class recently raised $800
fo_:i:_ the Prom from the magazine
sale, and they plan to raise another
$400 to $500 more for the same
goal. Since the Prom is a junior
gift to the senior class, it is the
seniors' perogatiye tP
how
they want the $13 00 spent. If they
want to contribute the money towards helping the starving people
of the world instead of spending it
all on one dance, they can, and
should, do so. Thirteen hundred
dollars is a lot of money to spend
on anything, but the idea of spending it on something as frivolous as a
dance while millions of people are
literaj]y starving to death is somehow grossly obscene. The juniors
spend every year raising money for
the Prom, and all their work and
money is blown in one evening.
For a senior class which cares at all
about the world siroation, giving up
the Prom this year will not be a
painful sacrifice at all;. it will be
made willingly. If the money is
contributed to aid the starving, the
class of 1975 will leave a legacy to
the world of good will and human
concern which will continue long
after the stu.dents have left Jordan
High School.

design and the use of no undergarments because he wanted his
designs to be different.
The girls who modeled in the
fashion show were Pam Andrews,
Pato/ Massey, Stephanie McCain,
Melinda McKeller, Donna Miller,

Karen Moore, Kathy Springfield,
Thompson and Mary Yohe.
The Fashion Merchandising class
plans to present its spring and
summer fashion show sometime in

February.
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Take a flying leap

Black h1stORY
COURS€ taUGht
By ShJ€l{')s
by Shelia Melton

.Bl.ad;

l'!;:grn Hi£tllr.t;

Did Jesus Wear an Afro?

by Pam Thompson

Sweet release
My little Jamie came to me one day
above the saints
With such a serious look on his face Lifting
Relieve
rrle
ofr !TIY guilt
That I knew some:thing was troubling
Of
my
heaviness
& my weakening
Him and beside his mommy he took

His place.
He showed me a picture in EBQJ.iY
Magazine. On it posed a black man

Erimacy .Sou.Ices. and .The Negro And cross all aglow. Then my little
in J:he .Making. of.America are three Four-year-old looked up at me and
of the. l:iooks being read by s.tud· Said/'Mommy, did Jesus wear an
Afro?"
who -enrolled in oile of Jordail's
newest classes, Black Humanities.

I had been asked ma.I:\:)1 questions i!il:
ti.nsweis had often
Been
given
with
ease,
but now with
Einora Shields.
Earnest eyes imploring my best
Stressing the importance of the My response could do nothing but

The course is being taught by Ms. My life and

class, Ms. Shields opened one class Freeze.
by saying, "Do you like what you
see when you look in the mirror?

"Jamie, what I could tell you is
Maybe of no use because no one

Ms. Shields feels the ;,.ost i;;,por· Rally knows how Jesus looks.
tant aspect of the course lies in the He could be black or white with his
fact that it will serve as a tool to

dark, load.

Come take me now, I am ready
A child screams-block it out.
I see the light ahead.
"Relax & sleep my darling,
N'Othing will harm you.''

''But the 'baby- I cannot forget"
"Leave your sin, your load."
"I'm coming, I haven'.t forgotten.'
"With me, paradise is yours'"

"Together we sill travel,
Love guides us along.
No more hot sweaty nights."
I teeter on the balance.
I ·love him, I love her

Help me child, I'm fading.

Hair curly or straight you probably

won't find the answers in those books "No more crying babies, hungry

help blacks improve their self inl- ·
age. She feels that the image will He hopped down from the chair

came to me and gave me such

improve as students begin to rea-

•

On The Way Out
Anonymous

children."

"But I do hear you, baby."
"I found. the answer for us."
<'The a..TJ.swer- I am more than ready,

Forced Attendance During
Exam Period Contested

A tight hug I thought I'd burst,
lize the important roles black peo- ·Then Jamie said, "Mommy, if I ever
Yes, do, relieve me of my load.
ple have played throughout history.
Jesus, I'll come t;a. tell ygjJ first!"

During the first nine-weeks exam
period attendance was required in
every class. In order to assure attendance when an exam was not
scheduled, teachers were asked by
students who were not present.
Prior to this past exam period, attendance was mandatory only in
. classes where an exam was sched-

portant for the stereotyped, ignor-

uled.
One reason for this new policy
is that it causes less trouble in the
office. Normally there is a great
deal of signing in and out during
This constant exodus of
tudents causes increased confusion
· n the office which then causes
problems in attendance keeping.
To avoid extra trouble it is _under-'
standable that the office staff might
support the new policy.
Students, however, are the ones
who suffer from the new system.

Ms. Shields thinks it is most im-

Many people resent having to come
to school when they have no exams
scheduled. Others often prefer to
to come in right before time to take
their exams because they like to
study at home. It is also unfair that
srudents who already feel pressured
from exams, are often forced to
take up new topics during regular
classes. This merely results in added pressure and confusion.
Unfortunately, Jordan is unable
to have an exam schedule which
would require only morning attendance, because of buses which are·
shared with Githens.
Since we
cannot have this kind of scheduling,
at least regular classes can be suspended so that students will be able
to really study for their exams without the added worry of homework.

ant and docile Black man of the American slavery period to be totally
obliterated. She feels that this negative image must be replaced with
the image of a strong, sensitive, au-

thoritive black man so that the
black student will have a positive
image with which to identify.
One student reflected that Ms.
Shields Afro hairstyle has helped
to instill a sense of pride in the
black heritage in many of the students in the class.
Another student commented "
The course is making me aware of

the fact that the United States has
its history built on the backbone of
the black man."

I
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Forgive, me, my sweet child.

Alf Interview With Mr. Sills

Behind the Brow_n Door

Mr. Sills again was very informative while expressing his own
opinions and original ideas in a
recent interview. Discussed was
student behavior at the past two
assemblies, policy for attendance
during snow days, and attendance
at pep rallies and assemblies.
According to Mr. Sills, srudent
behavior has been quite disappointing during the past two assemblies.
There has been a continual undercurrent of noise and students have
been disruptive, ignoring the speaker.
i.\.t the beginning of the year, Mr.

3ills told the student body that
its behavior would partly determine
the number of assemblies held during the year. While there are other
assemblies scheduled, srudent behavior could be better. Disrespect
for the speaker has no place at
assemblies, he continued.
Mr. Sills understands that there
could have been a misunderstanding
which accounted for the noise at
the last two assemblies. He acknowledges that student participation
is encouraged at pep rally type
assemblies but thinks that students

should be quiet and respectful when
a speaker is on stage.
OSIBA Assembly

Speaking specifically of the O.S.
LB.A. assembly, Mr. Sills explained
that if students had listened to the
whole speech they would have been
provoked into thinking of the unity
of races and their own identity
If, however, srodents stopped listening before the speaker was finished, then his message was pro-

bably missed. Finally, Mr. Sills said
that it would be better for the
students to be bored than for the
speaker to be embarrassed.
When asked about attendance
on snow days, Mr. Sills said that
the Durham County snow policy
is not without its flaws, but it does
have the students' safety as its
basis. Dr. Landing, of the Durham
County Central Office, is the man
who makes the final decision on
whether or not the county will
· have school ·following or during
snow. As Dr. Yeager's backup, he
confers with the director of transportation and decides whether or
not sru.dents should come to school.
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Robbie Bass, Joanne Smith-

Teacher Feature
Ms. Mary Joyner and Ms. Anne

StuOent
Although Robbie Bass, a senior,
does not participate in many school
activities as such, he is an example
pf someone who is a real influence
on the student body without being
president of two clubs and captain
of the football team. Many Jordan
students have heard Robbie explain
and, if necessary, defend his religious beliefs with excellent logic.
The conversation naturally started
with Jordan, which Robbie feels is
good academically. He gave his
favorite class as Drama, and is also
taking World Literature, Psychology,
Physics, and Algebra II.
· _Occult Groups
Robbie mentioned a paper he is
writing in Psychology about the various occult
_popular
in the U.S. Robbie
."It -is
obvious to
that there is a devil.
However, he feeJs that it depends
on the individual case whether occult groups are really involved with
the Devil or just fooling themselves.
Robbie said that he was once very
interested in occult groups as well

as various religions. He was
he describes as a pseudo-Christian
seven or eight years ago, but found
little relevance in Christianity at the
time.
Robbie then became very interested in Eastern religions and found
out a great deal about them. But
since he found the values of these
religions to be "exactly the same as
.. .Pseudo-Christianity," he gave up
on them an<l all religi9n for awhile.
Three or four_ years
Robbie
· .be.came a Christian again. His main
' reason for
Christianity

ago,

Robbie Bass
was the evidence he was-shown by
many people of things predicted
by the book of Relevation which
are happening in the world today.
He cited the Middle East crisis the
Common Market and Red Chlna's
army as three examples of events
foretold by Revelation which are
coming about now.
Future Preacher
Since his conversion, .I1J.(l!ly as·
pects of the Christian religion have
added to Robbie's confidence init.
He notes that the Old Testament
contains facts (such as that the
earth is round) which were not
discovered until centuries later.
Robbie is planning to go into the
ministry after attending college and
divinity school. He will probably
go to N. C. Wesleyan, a small
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college in Rocky Mt. which he feels
has an excellent faculty.
Robbie is generally inclined towards the Methodist denomination,
but says that there are several others which he would have no objection to working in. Which den,omination he chooses, the exact
nature of his work and where
works all "depend on where I get
sent."
At Jordan, Robbie has participated in the Chess clu ':; in the
past, but has not been involved with
it this year. He has been playing
this year bechess less.
cause he has:_ had ·fe.wer chances for
serious play.·-He can often be seen
in the halls with one or more chess
books on top of his
"Slightly Leftist"
Robbie describes himself as
slightly left of center in politics,
but prefers to avoid labeling himself
either with a party name or as a
Liberal or a Conservative. He does
not yet support any candidate for
president in 1976, but said that he
identifies. most strongly with the
political views of William F. Buckley,

Jr.

RoObie said the ·rood shortage
"does not surprise me ... and it
will continue to get worse.
have seen figures that indicate that
... it will not be possible for the
huamn race to last more than 30
years_." R9bbie cites the food crisis
as one more piece of evidence which
helped
him that the
prophecies of Revelation are being
fulfilled, and that "The end is
coming."
Joanne Smith
Joanne Smith is involved in several activities at Jordan. She is copresident of the Ski Club, which
she helped found. She was nominated, but not selected, to be one of
Jordan's AFS nominees, and is a
member of AFS. She also belongs.
to Science Seminar, the Drama
Club and OSIBA and helps with the
production of lfhe Falcon's Cry.
Joanne attendedH:il.IsidefaStYear
but moved into the Jordan school
district this year. She feels the
overall academic quality of her
courses is better at. Jordan, "but
says she enjoyed the teachers at
Hillside more. She also thinks that
there is more interrelation between
races at Hillside.
Joanne is taking American Studies American Literature, Math 240,
Physics, Psychology, and Computer
Programming. Her fa:vorite-teiCher
is Mr.
Who She characterizes
as excellent, "once you learn to
understand him."
Joanne is president of Durham's
Young_.Judea, part of the
Zionist youth movement in "the
world. She says she likes Judaism

Joanne Smith
because it allows one to set more
of one's own rules than most major
religions.
Joanne has lived in Durham all
her life except for her ninth grade
year. She spent this year in Switzerland with her family and enjoyed
it a great deal. Among the things
she liked most were skiing and
ri4ing the buses and trams around
to see where they went. She wants
to return sometime, but is not' sure
when she will be able to.
Joanne's philosophy of life is to
"Set yourself a definite set of rules.
But you have to set them yourself.
There needs- to be some order, purpose and structure to life." She
feels that one owes it to himself to
1
try to obey his rules.
Joanne ·said that she does not
agree with the philosophy of placing others before oneself. "Be kind
to yourself ... then be kind to
others, if you have time," she advises.
Joanne enjoys any sport that
does not require getting hot and
sweaty.
Her favorite sports are
skiing, diving, and resting. She said
that she is a poor chess player,
but is excellent at jacks.
Joanne, a junior, onl.Y needs two
credits to graduate, and will probably attend Jordan only the first
two periods next year. She would
like to take courses at Duke and
get a job with her remaining time.
Despite this, Joanne palns to attend college, preferably at Stanford. She wants to major in Math,
Psychology, or French. After college, she would like to be an architect or go into advertising.
Asked about her goals in life,
Joanne said, "I want to have fun
making money." She would like to
make enough money to live in a
big house and to have her own
sunken bathtub. However, if she
runs into any difficulties making
money, she says, ''I'm still looking
for ·a rich husband.

THOMPSONS EXXON
Fuel, oil and kerosene

Tires, batteries, access.
2425 Fayetteville St.
682-9701

I 0% off to all
Jordan students.
CENTRAL CAROLI.NA BANK

Durham Chapel Hill Blvd.

Ann Berces (bottom) and Mary Joyner (top)

The Air Force@
Its an education
with

And you choose the
kind of job you want.
Want to learn a job skill?
The Air Force is a great
industrial and technical
school.
Working professionals
teach you. People who
.
already mastered
their
.. And, you ?et good pay right from the start while you're
wind up with a skill that will qualify you for a
with a secure future. In the Air Force. Or later 1.f
good
you wish, as a civilian.
'
Also, if that's what you want, the Air Force offers a Jot of
ways
c?mpJete your education - while you're getting paid.
The Air _Force rnakes a lot of things possible. Find out
S tart by calling:
·

Daniels'
Cyclery
Repairs ;nade on
all bicycles.

Berces are two of Jordan's new
teachers. Ms. Joyner teaches World
Culture and Psychology while Ms.
Berces teaches American Literature, Composition and serves as the
advisor for the Falcon's Cry.
A native of Durham, Ms. Joyner
graduated from Hillside High
school and then attended Elizabeth
City Slate University, $_qe she
majored in Sociology. Ms. Joyner
plans to further her education in
this field by returning to graduate
school.
Ms. Joyner feels that teaching
Psychology is enabling her to gain
more experience in dealing with
people and their problems. She
considers this to be her -most important function as a teacher and
only regrets that she does not have
a better opportunity to meet and
understand her students.
This is Ms. Joyner's first year of
teaching. She says that she considers it to be a type of training
session. Ms. Joyner says things
are working out well and that the
year is turning out quite positively.
While Ms. Joyner is new to
Jordan, Ms. Berces is not really
new. Ms. Berces taught at Jordo.n
for three years, three years ago.
She ]}as been away from Jordan
due to a family move to France.
Ms. Berces grew
City, North Caio'fuia and attended
Wake Fores! University where she

majored in English.
Ms. Berces has 1Hauy outside interests but her major pastimes include gourmet cooking, picnics
with her children, and traveling.
According to Ms. Berces, the ideal
way to spend a day simply involves
sitting under a tree on the grass just
allowing one's mind and body to
soak up nature.
Ms. Berces has travelled extensively in France, Spain, Switzerland
and England and hopes to continue
her travels. She says she preferred _
the Spanish people to the French
due to their warmth, sincerity and
colorful personalities.
After teaching for eight years,
Ms. Berces has decided that her favorite age group is high school juniors. She says she enjoys discussions
with this age group because they
are old enough to handle mature
toplcs while still being' younl! enough! to have fresh ideaS:

TSGT. TOM LAMM
Post Office Building
Durham, N.C.

Phone: 682-5381
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Falcons' Victorious

Worldwide Holidays
By Angela James
As most Jordan students begin to
prepare themselves for the hustle
and bustle of a joyous Christmas
holiday, other people around the
world are also making the transi-

tion. Universally people are anticipating the season of "Peace
on earth, good will toward men."
Cities, towns and villages, in the
United States and Canada, sparkle
with bright lights and gay decorations at Christmastime. Shoppers
fill the streets, carrying gay packages for their families and friends.
Bright store windows hold shining
displays of toys and gifts. People
decorate their homes and lawns
with lights and Christmas trees.
Many churches and homes set up a
scene of the Christ Child in His crib
surrounded by Mary, Joseph, the
wise me·n and the -shepherds The
whole family joins in putting up a
Christmas tree and decorating the
:,ome with wreaths of holly, ever
nlistlet6e.
As 'most of us are familiar with
these activities, there are some students around Jordan who will celebrate Christmas a little differently.
·
Hanukkah
"Happy Hanukkah," said one J ordan student, Peter Sthal. Hanukkah
lasts for eight days, December 8
through the 16. Every night the
family gathers to light special candles and say special prayers. Then
the children sing with their parents.
The .""1Idles are set in a candleabra called a menorah. On the
first night, one candle is set in the
menorah and lighted. Each night
another candle is added and lighted.
On the last night of Hanukkah,

spent a Christmas in England said.
"It is very interesting, I like it."
On this day, most families give
money to the milkman, postman,
and others who have served them
throughout the year.
In Germany, some people have
Christmas trees in their homes for
each member of the family. They
decorate the trees with lights and
candy.
German families often
their own gifts. Women and girls

may spend weeks embroidering
hankerchiefs or sofa cushions.
hankerchiefs or sofa cushions. Boys
often carve :Qgures of men and ani-

mals from wood, and paint them
in gay colors. Everyone gathers on
Christmas Eve for the Bescherug

Greg Angle. Coach Hilton feels that
they will be some of ] ordan's fore·
most wrestlers in the future.

Jordan will be hosting the Bull

AR_. _f __ nn1
Everyone ... J VlD./LLll.e.tt/)
We·Care For

Roy McDonald goes for two
Poles exchange oplatki as other
people send ChriSJmas qards.
Urn of Fate
s·omewhat like the Polish ·peopk,
Italians fast on the day before Christmas. At the end of the day, the
tamily holds a ceremony around
the Presepio. This is a miniature
scene of Bethlehem with tiny figscene of Bethlehem with tiny figures of the Holy Family, shepherds, and wise men. The family
prays while the mother places a
fig:.ire pf the Bambino(infant Jesus)
in the manger. Then Christmas
gifts are brought in and. distributea trom a large crock called The
Urn of Fate.
The Italians reserve Christmas
Day for religious ceremonies. Ac-

(ceremony to light the x-mas tree). cording to legend, La Befana, a
Afterwards the children receive gif- kind of aged fairy queen, comes
ts. Our AFS exchange student, down the chimney with gifts for
Dani Fischer, says
this; "I the children on the eve of Epipthink that it is the happiest time hany, January 6. Children listen
the year."
eagerly for the bell she is supposed
I Poland the ueople fast the to ring. . "It is a
time of
n
'
_..
_.year," s:µd Jane Sorrentino.
v1hole day before Christmas, then

1-2-3 You're .Pinned
The Falcon Wrestling team has
come to the mat four times this
year, winning three matches and
losing only one to Durham High.
The wrestling team took a seventeen-point loss in •the season's opening match against Durham High,
with a final score of 20 to 3 7.
Anthony Armstrong captured a
pin in the first match, during the
last single match of the night.
Phil Barrett, Jamie Teel, and Jeff
King won their single matches by
decision, which involves gaining
more points than the other wrestler.
Herbie McCauley won his single
match in a less glorious mannerby a forfeit.
According to wrestling coach
Truman Hilton, Herbie McCauley
and Jeff King the team's co-captains,
and Anthony Armstrong will probably be the team's strongest
wrestlers this year.
A newcomer to the team, junior
Phil Barrett, also seems to be good.
A few other newcomers this year
are sophomores Steve Leese and

>egun the regular season with three
•ictories.
The season ·'Opener was an 88-70
-..ictory over Northern on their court.
The first home game was very
close, but the Falcons emerged
;rictorious over Apex in an 88-81
iouble overtime game. Ravenscroft
provided another close game, as
Jordan won by a score of 66-64.
The Falcons' preliminary game
this season was against arch-rival

Jewish counterparts, hang their stockings by the fireplace, hoping that
Father Christmas will fill them
with Christmas treats. The British
call the day after Christmas, Boxing
·Day: which one student, who has

eight candles stand in the menorah. have a feast at nightfall. A vacant
One candle is for each night of the chair for the Holy Child always
celebration.
stands at the festive table. A few
Hanukkah is an old cole bration.
straws are scattered on the table to·
Long ago, the Jewish people lost
their_ temple in Jerusalem dur.iJi__g a_ remind everyone of the stable in
battle. When they won back the
which Chlist was born. The Poles
temple, they built a new altar and
lighted a new fire. Legend says bake small.. wafers called oplatki.
oplatki with figthere was only enough oil for the They stamp
fire to last one day. But the oil
ures of the Nativity, and then have
burned for eight days.
them blessed by the priest. The

by Mickey Rankin

by Steve Gitelman
The Jordan basketball team has

Today, Hanukkah is a way of
remembering the victory. It is also
a thne when the children get presents on each day of the celebration.
Boxing Day
Anglican children, unlike theh

Durham Wzestling Tournament this
year· on-' -Decemb-er 27 and ZS.
The Falcons will be
against seven other schools. Coach:
Hilton feels that these matches will
be stiff competition for the Jordan
team.

The final score of the game was

88-81.

.

"Out-hustled"
Coach Avery expressed disappointment in the team's play against

Apex. He felt that Jordan was
out-hustled . in
-game that "we
should have won easily." The Falcons made 23 turnovers, a number

which Avery felt was far too high.

''We work on the press every day,"
he said.
should be able to
handle the ball better than we did."
Avery was pleased with the
Northern High School. The first overall defense, citing it as the
reason that Jordan won the game.
half was extremely close, ending
in a 42-42 tie. During that half, The Falcons varied their pressure
Jordan succeeded in only three of defense, using a one-three-one zone
fourteen free throw attempts. In at times. The changes proved bene. the second half, however, the Falcon ficial, confusing the Apex players.
The Ravenscroft game provided
defense turned the situation around.
The defense created turnovers which Jordan fans with another exciting
resulted in Jordan scores and event- night of basketball. The contest
affair
ually a ten-point Falcon lead. NOrth- was another
with neither team being able to
ern came back to tie the score,
gain a substantial advantage. With
but Jordan responded with a flurry
of points, putting the game out of seven seconds left in the game,
Ravenscroft recieved the ball while
Northern's reach. The final score
trailing by two points. THeRavenswas 88-70.
croft player who controlled the
Double Overtime
ball, however, was unaware that
Apex invaded Jordan for the
the time had run out soiar, and he
Falcons' second game of the year.
failed to attempt a shot. The ga'me
The score remained very close
ended, and Jordan escaped with a
throughout every quarter. Late in
66'64 victory.
the fourth quarter, the Falcons
Avery was happy that Jordan
found themselves
t!iree
was able to defeat Ravenscroft,
points. Reacting coolly to the pressbut again he was disappointed with
ure, Jordan erased the deficit and
the FAlcons' play. Once again,he
sent the game into overtime.
was upset with the number of turnThe first overtime ended in a
overs. "We really hurt ourselves.
tie, so a double overtime was called.
•Bad
passing hurt us. We just couldn'1
During this extra period, the Jordan
put the game away," he said. Desw
defense was effective in forcing
pite the problems, Avery still feels
.Apex turnovers. The Falcons' offthat the team is the best in the
ense, capitalizing on Apex mistakes,
conference.
then took control of the game.

Happenings
Club
.

•.

In an effort to ease the current
food crisis, Thursday, November 21
was set up as National Fasting Day.

All Jordan Clubs urged participation from their members.
SKI CLUB-The Ski Club is the
newest chartered club at Jordan.
They have already held several
Dec. 20--"The Bremen Town Musi- meetings, which included approving
cians," WDBS-FM (107.1), 9,45 the constitution and electing Bob
a.m.
Seidensticker to complete the execDec. 27--"A New Year's Surprise" utive council. As a part of the
and "The Sheep Book," by Carmen . fund-raising projects now in action,
Goodyear. WDBS-FM(107.1), 9'45 a bake sale was held after school.
on December 4. The club is plana.m.
ning
a ski trip for January.
Dec. 29-Durham Art Guild Young
OSIBA-OSIBA .is planning to
People exhibit, Allied Arts Center,
take part in another National Fast3,00-5,00 p:m.
ing Day in January. Their next
Jan 25-Juilliard Quartet, Music '
project is Black History Week in
i Room, East Duke Building, 3, 15
February. OSIBA held an assembly

p.m.

on December 3, and Edgar James
Jan 28-Led Zeppelin in Concert in I spoke on the themes of unity and
Greensboro.
identity. The club would like to
thank Mr. Allison for working with
the slides and music for the assem-

bly.

ember 2, and ended on December
13. The Keyettes' next project is
to sponsor Christmas parties for
the Durham Nursery School and
for John Umstead Hospital, which
is located in Butner.

BAND-The Jordan concett band
will prese.nt its annual Christmas
concert in the auditorium tonight,
along with the Githens bands. Among the selections to be played will
be Vincent Persichetti's A Lincoln
Address, Night on Balk Mountain,
by Moussorsky, and A Christmas
Festival, by Leroy Anderson. Mr.
Richard Hill will narrate for A
Lincoln Address.
Several band
4.embers 'also paitlCipated in audi:tions for All-State Band, held or
December 14.

ENSEMBLE-The Ensemble an<
all choruses held their Christma
concert on December 18. ·

ZA.LES
JEWELER$

Our People Make Us Number One

KEYETT_ES-The Keyettes recently Sponsored the Kans. for Kids
drive. The project began. on Dec-

CAMERA &

PHOTO SHOPPE
107 West Main Street
(P.0.Box 2875 W.Our.Sta.)
Ourham

Countdown to victory.

Gas House
HIGHWAY 54
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.

CardJna
106 N. GRAHAM ST;
CHAPEL HILL, N. C.'
(919) 942-4480

2720 Chapel Hil! Road

Falcon - England
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CCM - Canada
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Regina Sport - France
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Give a·
Christmas gift
with class.
Each class ring has the
grad's name in raised
letters, plus sChool name,
year and mascot.
And it's made with our
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layaway now for Christmas
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.Beautification Steering Committee Plans
Improvements Near Trailers , Building
.Jordan's beautification project

is moving closer towards action with
the aidP
estimated $1100 in
tree sale profits.
The effort,
which began last
somed in recent weeks and its steering committee has now turned its attention to.definitive plans for the
use. Working from
architect's design made in 1966, the
group headed by Patsy Cralle is trying to set priorities as to which
,need the work and establish
dates for the work to be done. .They

plan to designate certain Saturdays
as beautification work days, asking
various clubs to loan manpower to
effort. In order to co-ordinate the.
-prO]ect, each club will be assigned
a specific portion of the sketch to
work from.

According to tentative pJans,
the area between the buildlng and
the trailers would receive the most
concentrated wdtK. --=rt is hopeaThat ·
with _improved drainage' and the ad- .
dition of grass, gravel, shrubs, and
picnic tables, the present eyesore
could be transformed into a pleasant
place for lunchtime relaxation. The
committee has also discussed the
possibilitv. of building a
brick
outside room 102, replacing.
d.eaa trees.With pines-, a,.nd planting
groundcover to prevent erosion near
Garrett Road.
committee
The beautification
owes a vote of thanks to the student
body for its support of the tree
sale. The 996 trees on order are
to arrive in early March.
We hold these truths to be sell-evident...

Sophomore Is Selected To
Attend Washington Workshop
Sophomore km.y Joyce PinKerton
has been selected to attend the
1974 Congressional Seminar (Washington Workshop) in Washington, D.C.
She will leave on Feb. 24 and return
March 3.
The workshop is a series of
eight one-week sessions consisting
of dinners and lestures which deal
with American government. Approximately 1,600 juniors and seniors
will attend.
Juny, the only Jordan
student participating, is an exception to the rule and was given special permission to attend the workshop.
.Amy will go to sessions Mondav
!hrough Friday. Among the speakers
will be congresspersons, ambassadors, cabinet members and journalists. The topics will deal with
the various functions of American
government, its complexities, and
how it works. From these she will
learn more about the actual process
of democracy and gain insight into
the
world.

Girls Participate In Study
Jordan girls in sophomore and
senior classes are participating, on
a volunteer basis, in a study of
feminine roles conducte? by Mike
R6binson, candidate for the Ed. D.
at Duke University.
Volunteers have· been asked to
attend a series of seven or eight
meetings with Mr. Robinson, during
which psychological tests will be
administered, speakers will address
the groups, and reactions assessed.
Mr. Robinson wishes to compare the
responses of the sophomores with
those of the seniors and a group of
Duke freshmen. The response of Jordan senior girls has been so small,
however, that the experinent may
need to be redesigned.

Jordan Delegates
lose In 1.0. Bowl
Vol. 10, No. 4

Jordan High School

Durham, N.C.
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AFS Sponsors Exchange .
The AFS Club this year is spon-·

soring a spring exchange program for
Jordan students with a high school
in New Providence, New Jersey.
Around 10 students from New
Providence are expected to arrive in
Durham on March· 9 and stay with host
families until March 16.
During
this time they will go to school at
Jordan and participate in school activities.
Jordan plans to send 10 of our
students to New Providence on March
30 and they will remain there until
April 6.
The purpose of this exchange is
.to
students from different
areas of the country the chance to
visit high schools and note the differences in social life, atmosphere,
and the type of curriculum which is
offered.
New Providence was chosen because it is somewhat different from
the Jordan community, in that it is
a middle-to-upper class suburb of
New York City with a high school
whicn has 95% of its students ,college bound.
The club plans to send its students by train with a cost of approximately $56.00 per person. In
order to go each student must fill
out an application and be interviewed. This procedure is much like
that employed in the selection of
foreign exchange students with the.
difference being that the selection

is . not '!!'
The clul<__will
also be looking for families willing
to_host the New Jersey students 4uring their visit.

Committee Nominates Hill
As Scholarship Finalist

Out of 110 Morehead Schol;:i.rship
finalists in North Carolina,
Frank
Hill was chosen as one of :Six in the
district.
Last fall,. Frank was nominated
by a commitee of teachers who chose
six outstanding male stUdents. In
order to qualify for the scholarship
tne following characteristics were
taken into consideration: ·
standing,... leadership,
character,.
personality, and athletic ability.
The
will _have t.o .;.aintair:l. a C
average and cannot marry while attending U.N.C.
The Morehead Scholarship is a
four year scholarship which is equivalent to $10,060, or $2,500 a
It covers tuition, room, and board,
and all expenses.
Fr.ank is ,a member of the National Holler Socfety.
He chose U.N.C.
for several reasons:
it is well
known, well-:-rounded, large, and a
"real nice academic school". Frank
is considering pre-law, but is undecided about his
He will·be
interviewed again by the Central
Commitee to determine the winner of
the scholarship.

New Teachers Replace Harris, Pope; Secretary Returns
With the
of a new
semester several personnel changes
occured in January.
The chemistry department now
has a permanent replacement for Mr.
J, L. Harris. Mr. Harris is working
toward a Ph. D. ·in Physics at Duke
University and is presentlv working

for a local firm, Wilmore Electronics.
Students were subjected
to three different teachers in
two
week period while a suitable 1 replacement was _.sought. The Vacancy
has now been filled by the appointment of Mrs. Loretta Hall.
:Mrs.
Hall is a graduate of Asburv College

"Mrs. Nell Crutchfield, left, and Mrs. Loretta Hall, right

r

in Kentucky.
Before coming to Jordan Mrs. Hall taught in Chesterfield
county, . Virginia. Mrs. Hall stated
that she enjoys teaching at Jordan
so far ..
Mrs. NeLl nrutchfield is currently teaching Health Careers. She
repiaC"e.S Mrs-. Lynn Pope whO resigned
because she is expecting a child in
March. Mrs. Crutchfield is a registered nurse graduated from the Watts
Hospital School of Nursing.
Although Mrs. Crutchfield has worked
as a nurse, this is her first time
teaching in a classroom environment.
She says that she likes teaching and
plans to stay in teaching. Mrs.
Crutchfield has four children, two
girls and two boys.
She enjoys
reading and travg__l,
Mrs.
Louise Scott, who has
worked at
before, returned to
replace Mrs. Wanda Putnam, former
office secretary, who left Jordan in
order to spend more time at home.
Mrs. Scott will be working in the
office as a
Mrs. Doris Broderson has been moved
from the guidance off ice tO take
over as administrative secretarv.

On Saturday, February 9, Jordan
High School delegates to the 10th
Annual High I.Q. Bowl in Greensboro,
lost in the first trial.
The Jordan representatives were
senioi;:s Tom Miller, David Weynand.
Mark ,Holdrege, and Chuck Buckley.
Mark Holdrege was captain §If the
team and Kathy Neal was alternate
representative.
Bain Hiclanan was·
the advisor.
The High I.Q. Bowl was sponsored by the Greensboro Youth Goun-•
cil. Forty high schools in the WFMY
TV 2 viewing area
participated.
There were eight brackets ·of five
teams and each team played four
games.
In each game, the teams
competed in an oral quiz on the subjects of English Literature, Advanced Math, Chemistry, Biology and
Current Events.
The 1 Jordan team
lOst in the first round to Greensboro Smith High School, Greensboro
Page High School, and Mt. Airey High
School.
They beat West Davidson
High School. The three losses and
one win did not qualify the Jordan
students to participate any further
in the tournament.

Five D.E. Students
Earn Honors Al
Contest Conference.
Carrie Landis, Ruth Bollinger,
Ricky Clements, Kim Ja.me.q. an4_
no.ra · Wise won hon,ol's at: -che' DECA.
"(Distrihuti-te Education ClubS Of AmeriCa) District Contest ·conference
on Jan. 30 in Oxford.
Carrie won first place in the
girl student of the year contest,
b,ased on previously submitted activity sheets and an interview with
three judges. She is district 3A
president, and plans to run for
state student of the year and a
state office in March.
Rut;h Bollinger placed third in
the advertising contest. Contestants were given an hour to design
and draw an ad for a product unknown
to
be.forehand, and the entries
were judged on originality, completeness, and imagination.
For the creative display contest, Ricky Clements made a shoe
display and tOok a written test. He
took fourth place.
Kim James won fifth place' out
of twelve
in the sales
demons;.ration contest! by "selling11 a
product to a judge
greeting
to writing up the sale.
Lenora Wise took fourth place
in the public·
speaking contest,
which is considered to be the
most
difficult because of the short time
involved. Contestants had one hoU?="
to prepare a six minute speech on
a topic selected by a panel trf "judges.
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,pake '©qe llfditnrs
Beautification Encouraged
the mud will be covered. with gravel
or a similar substance, and there
will be two gra.ssy areas' perhaps
with picnic benches,
Beautification will not cure apathy, provide a fair solution to
parking problems, correct computer
errors on report cards, give students influence in policy decisions,
all received criticism. So has theunattractiveness of portions of the.· or clean up the skies above the
school grounds. The beautification
smokestack. It is, however, one of
project, if successful, could efthe constructive efforts that the
fect one of the
most memorable
student body can possibly unite on,
changes at Jordan this year.
and one that will last heyond this
The first
target
area, the
year. People are happier in pleaground between the cafeteria and the
sant surroundings, and the project
trailers, was well chosen. The mud
can remove some of the too instituwhich forms there after every rain
tional adpects of Jordan's appearis unattractive and inconvenient to
ance. Success in this will indicate
all who must hurry to
On warm
that students are capable of taking
days, those who spend the lunch
an interest in more than
their
period outside with their friends
per.sonal affairs. Since it will be
have to stand or sit on the slightly
for the benefit of every student,
grassy patches next to the wall. Aall should take some part in the
side from the trees beyond the water
beautification, whether by particitower and across the street, the
pating in the tree sale, helping
most pleasant sights are the greywith other projects later on, or
white trailers and the plain red
maintaining the beauty of the imbrick walls. If the beautification
provements by responsible conduct.
goes as planned, part of
Beth Whanger

Every Jordan student has his or
her own ideas about what is the matter with this school. Administrative
policies, the crowded parking
-aie student Council's actions, the
smokestack belching ugliness across
the sky, and the manner in which
certain teachers run classes have

CREATE !
Sing
Untitled

Where are· you?
I can't find you
-There is a wall
between us;
Do you know
where I am?
Can you hear
what I say
or do you
care at all?
Remember, we;
used to be friends
Now, you're
just a.memory
until I can
find you
somewhere, somehow .•.
Pam Harper

Water - j'ust a humble drop;
a single bead.
Trying to catch the light.
The rain •••••
Takes the water down
to a place of friends
Where they'll be as one.
It grows •••••
into the stream and becomes ·
the rythem
_for earth's day.
Dancing, lightly,
gliding, flowing on.
The sun •••••
takes each drop,
and in each one,
brings brilliant light,
and they laugh;
together at last.
-wtri.le the a
While the earth, wind and sky
,. •.• sing

Debbie Barrow

Lytle Explains Black Music History

they ·have jobs but seem not to
Does the sound of Chicago set
prosper. It has kept up with the
your soul free? Or would you rather
times, yet the basis
is still
get down and boogie to the sound of
there.
War?
According to Mrs. Mercedes LyWith this in mind, it seems
Jordan,
every black group
should sound
There has been talk gOing astudent has absorbed during the nine -. tle, chorus teacher at
music may be the most
assimilar.
Turn
the
radio
dial to
round about exemptions concerning
weeks, not to doom him to eternal
peCt in our culture since it is a
90.2 FM WAFR or WSRC AM. Notice no
exams. The plan put forth by a stufailure.
Many students cram for
reflection of our background.
one group sounds or
things
4ent in the pages of this newspaper
regular tests the night before the
Black music is an art, an art
like
another. Also
there
are
iS..Ji very unsound one, if indeed
tests are given and forget all they
that has always moved the black
groups like the 5th Dimension and
there should be any exemptions at
have learned as soon as it is over.
man. its origin is unique and inall. This student calls the use of
Tower of Power that don't fit the···
EXams are, in part, a way of getting
spirin"g to follow, yet not many_
pattern •.
exemptions for students with A averstudents to review forgotten materpeople
knOw enough about black.
ages only "elitism in its finest
ial and remember it. They are asked
"A lot has to do with the comusic
to
really appreciate it. Too
hour", and then proceeds to suggest
to do this because, theoretically,
lor of the group itself. Beirtg inlittle
is
known
about
the
culture
an elaborate system of exemptions
they will be able to utilize the imtegrated they come up with a sound
and what makes black music what it
which would be for seniors only.
everybody, both black and white,
formation learned in school alter on
is.
Rhetorically he asks if it is fair
likes to listen to. Like Mandrill,
in life. Exams are used to see if
When asked if there are two
fer students who have worked as hard
they are Spanish American,_ Indian,
students have retained what has been
worlds of contemporary
at
as A students not to make
but
black, and white. 11
taught to them. Another important
Jordan, Mrs. Lytle explained, "Very
the'answer is yes. Students are not
Between the black and whitereason that exams must stay for evtrue, very obvious, and very disgraded on how hard they try, but
11
worlds
lies . an area that
eryone is to prepare the large pertinct.
She
classified them as
rather on how much they achieve. It
to both. Mrs. Lytle explaina that
centage of students at Jordan who
black
and
white.
does not make sense to applaud some-· plan to go on to college.
"70% of music on either side is all
College
"Each group has a
one for singing off key simply bewhite or all black in terms of who
gives final exams, and these can't
sound.
Songs
to,
cause they tried not to, nor is it
listens to it. But there is about
be avoided
marching into the lothat say something they can idenreasonable for a student who is
30% where both listen to Chicago,
cal school board with a petition.
tify
with."
failing chemistry to receive an A
War, Tower of PoWel:-, and Ear-th Wind Their exams cover longer periods
When
Some
think
of
culture,
because he worked hard. The impresand Fire. These are groups that
than our slight nine weeks, they
they imagine it to be the same in
sion is conveyed that this exemption
somehow have managed to cro·ss that
coune more, and, like college
every .American: no black culture,
system will transform any ordinary
barrier of black and white. They
self, they are much harder. If we
no white culture, but .American culgrades into sparkling A's, but that
have ·made it completely into both
cannot take the piddling exams that
ture. The cause of culture separacan be done only by the student himWorlds. There are also individuals
High School tosses us now,_ we
tion derives from a need for blacks
self.
who have ac,compli_s'hE!:d __.
These
(and whites) to express their feelwill never be able to survive at
The basic premise behind . any
individuals come mostly in the rock
ings.
college,
and
thus
it
is
in
own
exam exemption is a very shallow
During slavery, black pride
soul group, not acid rock or ballad
best interest that we reject all
one. To begin with, the purpose of
was wounded, and blacks needed a
type singers."
proposals
for
exam
exemptions.
exams is to find out how much the
way to relieve the pressure and
Mrs. Lytle feels what music
Connie Herndon
uain. Music was their only outlet.
,sus has a lot to dO. with it. 11T!1e
Now with more freedom and supposedlanguage is different. The greatly less prejudice, will the need to
est difference between black and
be expressive eventually die out?
white music is how they say what·
To this, Mrs. Lytle replies,
they want to say. They can ·say the
"Yes aD.d no, Heritage has a lot to
thing in totaliy different
do with who. listens. A long time
words tr.ying to get the same mesago blacks identified with slavery.
sage acro.ss,"
Later, it progressed to b.lues •.. how
Keep this in mind the next
There has been talk going alow 77 take an exam.
were
hungry
or
couldn't
find
a
you
time,
and give the sound a chance
round about exemptions concerning eThis type of plan would include all
job ..• Now the black movement .•. the
befQ.re switching stations.
xams.
If handled properly,
the
students to have an active part in
hard times the .white guy _is giving
"school system could finally start
their grade.
them (poor ,educatioll, housillg). How
Sheila Mel.ton
its move from the dark ages into
This type plan will not work,
modern education.
or even be accepted without the stuSTAFF OF THE FALCON'S CRY
Students who have made A's all
dent's support. The County School
their life, students who don't know
Board will be meeting soon on this
EDITORIAL STAFF
BUSINESS STAFF
anything elSe but making A's, and
issue. I now put a very real quesstudents who ·have been trained to
tion to the average, hard working
make A's, this letter is __not for
student: Is it fair for someone to
Editor: Beth Whanger
Business Manager: Mark Holdrege
you. To onlY exempt seniors with A
put out just as much effort as an A
Feature Editor: Tina Crowell
Circulation Manager: Frank Hill
averages from exams is elitism in
student, and not reap the benefits
Assist. Feature Editor: Connie
Advertising Manager: Page Nichols
its finest hour. Again the smart,
of the A student?
Herndon
Exchange Editor: Betsy Moore
students from this school may
I ask all hard working B and C.
Assist. News Editor: Martha New
be blessed with another silver platstudents to let me know your feeling
ter offering. What is being offered
Sports Editor: Bill Stockbridge
on this. Stop me in the hall, lunch
for sacrifice, though, is fairness.
room. bathroum. anywhere. Just get
The only fair plan in my oReporters:
Lianie Salgado, Donna Upchurch, Ginny Linder,
Boutword to me .. If enough support for a
pinion follows:
well, Arvis Bridges, Cary Simonton, Judy Whaley, Betsy Moo_re,
plan like this
presented is felt
1. All seniors with A averages are · I will take 1t to
Featherston, Sheila Melton. Judy Jones, John Cleaver, Debbie Barrow,
school hoard,
·,.exempt.
and present the view of the average
Ann Smither, .Amy
Faith Herndon, Lesley Kristeller, Carrie
Landis, Laura Zimmerman.
2. All seniors with averages 86 to
student.
Lf exam exemptions
are not
Ad Salesmen, Circulation staff: Brenda Begget, Margie Camlin, -Muffin
92 have the option of taking an exam
or being exempt.
dealt with fairly to all students,
McMullen, Kelly Dillard, Susan James, Syvil Pate; Lali ·Pshyk.
3. All seniors with averages 77 to
there should be no exemptions at
Typists: Ginny Linder, Cassandra Idol, Betsey Goodling, Saribeth An85 take the exam, or do a project
all. Speak up and be heard.
derson, Marynoel Monson, Donna Upchurch, Lianie Salgado, Patty Sidthat is okayed by the teacher.
Chris Mangu. m
bury, Cynthia Kerr.
4. All students with an average beAdvisors: Mrs. Shirley Strobel, Mrs. Elnora Shields.

All Exemptions Disapproved

Fair Exemptions Requested

BY
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Students Win Honors for Essays
Three students were recently
honored at an assembly for their

performance in the Voice of Democracy contest sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign. Wars.
Jordan's
winners were Steve Schoeberle, first
place;

Ann Knops,

second; and

Pam

Harper, third.
Steve went on to
district competition, in which he
recieved second place.
Contestants had to write an
essay on "My Responsibility as a
Citizen".
·
Steve's essay is printed below.

"My

Pi'.esponsibility

as

a

Citizen"

My responsibility as a citizen
of a democracy goes into many areas
and: causes me to do some things that
might bl? unpopular at times-; but I
must do these things_ and my country
is better for it.
A citizen's first and foremost
responsibility is to exercise all of
the priviliges granted him by the
law of his land. A citizen must
vote, but he must also voge intelligently because the leadership and
future of .. bis country .. might rest 01).
his single·ballot.
A citizen must
vote for the
wnom ne considers the best choice only after
carefully examining all of the cartdidates.
A citizen must fulfill all of
his duties as a citizen except in
a case of a longstanding moral or
religious objection. He must serve
jury duty and protect his country
from invaders who wish to des troy
it.

A citizen uses legal channels
change a government and he dis_.ains violent attempts to overthrow
his gov.ernment._ .He does everything
within bis- P.trorer to stop these.
- A citizen refuses to let anyone
trample on his rights nor will he
trample on others' rights or let
anyone else trample on their
Re respects others' ideals, customs,
religions creeds, and opinions, although he' may not agree . with them.
A citizen
who haye..
died to advance and def end his coUntry 's system, ideals, and form of
government.
He strives to carry on
their torch by trying to live up to
the ideals of his country's forefathers and leaders.
He always

strives to make his country better
than ever before.
Even when he
falls short, he knows he has tried
bis hardest to succeed.
A citizen never breaks a law
except when sonie higher law compels
him to,
When ' this happens he expects and accepts his punishment but
he is able to live with himself.
A citiz·en gets involved in the
affairs of his community, geographical section and nation.
He is not
apathetic and he never stands idly
off to the side criticizing others,
while thev
t_i::ying to solve _a_
problem.
A citizen knows defeat
but always strives for victory.
A citizen lielps others who are
less fortunate than himself.
He
sees their needs and he gives them
a helping hand to help them to their
feet.

ulture
alendar

February 12-continuing for 6 weeks,
South Pacific,
Village Dinner
Theatre
22. 23. 24-play, The Corinthian, Page Auditorium, Duke
February
Katherine Possoprano, Wilton
pianist, Hill Hall, UNC; Durham Chamber Guild Concert, United Church
of Christ;,_ -glay,_
Morath in
rile Rag Time Years, Student Theatre, NCSU
February 26-concert, UNC jazz band,
Hill Hall, UNC; through March 3,
Ringling Brothers and Barnum and
Bailey Circus, Dorton Arena, Raleigh
February 27-concerr-,- Duke Symphony
Globe
Page, Duke;
Orchestra,
Trotters, Cameron Indoor Stadium, Duke
March 3-Marcel Marceau, Page, Duke
Edward Villela, Memorial Hall,
UNC

Marceau,

March 4-Marcel
UNC

March 7-Harkness
Music Room

Memorial,

Ballet, Page, Duke

Lastly, a citizen has courage
of conviction.
He will stand alone
if necessary, to express views, although others may gong up against
him and taunt him. A citizen never
goes along with the majority for the
sake of winning,
HP r··ould rather
lose and be right in his eyes than

win and. be wrong in his eyes and
higher eyes.
A citizen tries to find pos-

answers t·, oroble.ms rat.her
than negative ones.
A citizen tries to s trengthe·n
his govermnent because he knows that
a strong country can accomplish many
good t:-iings for itself and for the
world, whereas, a weak country can
not.
All of these responsibilities
are mine, and I will try to fulfill
them to the best of my al:>il:tty, for
I a!!l a citizen of a democracy.
i ti.. ve

-photo by Mickey Rankin

Green Replaces Hodgkins as Veep
unhappy
Jordan
students
leave them out in the cold. Eric is
considering a plan to start a welcoming committee to show AFS students around and to get them better
acquainted with the student body.
A soldier's life is terrible hard, An importnat project which has gr_own
says Alice.
out of the Interclub Council is
A.A.Milne Beautification project.
Eric has
Jordan has changed its Student been working on Saturday cleaD.-ups.
Council vice
from Caroline
Another duty performed by the
to Eric Green because Car- vice president is to act as the head.
oline had to move to Southern Pines.
,f the elections committee. This inDuring Caroline's term as vice i7··01ves such menial tasks as cutting
president the Student Council set JP 1000 ballots, counting them out
the following goals: to get a lunch ,into groups of 30, and setting up a
hour, to investigate the parking time and place for candidates to
problem, to change the constitution
give campaign speeches. Because of
and to plan a11 projects with
mistakes made in the past, Caroline
awareness of student wants in mind, and Mrs, Kay Cooke have set up an
All of these goals have been a- election procedure to help Eric and
chieved.
his successors run elections.
The office of vice-prP.sident
Caroline worked hardest on the.
involves hard work because of the film project during the fall. Its
duties the vice president must per- purpose was to provide something for
form. such as beinsi; chairman of the students to do during lunch,
Interclub Council. While Caroline,
"The reason I wanted to become
was here, the Council approved a vice president was so I could do
motion which stated that each club some work for the .school and the
would contribute $25 to help AFS
bodY", ex.Plained Eric. __ Pressponsor a foreign student at Jordan. ently, he is working on the organiA master
was also devised zation of the HUmanities Festival
to determine a -day for each club to and is heading money-raising promeet. In taking over as chairman jects, such as the t:r:ee salt;:..
Eric Green has found that AFS for- _tween this, basketball, and music,
eign students who come to Jordan are Eric is very busy.
They're changing the guard at Buckingham Palace.
Christopher Robin went down with
Alice,
Alice is marrying one of the guards,

CAMERA
+

Eric Gl:-een,

Your senior iyear
is a time
for planning

PHOTO
DURHAM, N.C.

Sharpe'$
SALES AND RENTALS

!Home of the BIG BOY

FORMAL WEAR

Largest Selection in the Triangle

RESTAURANT

132 West Franklin St.
Chapel Hill, N.C.

University Square
Facing Granville Towers
Chapel Hill, N .C.

RED and WHITE
Prettiest Meat Counter in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGfi QUALITY
3000
Chapel
Hill
Boulevard

Post Office Building Room 213
Phone: 682-5381

Four-Week Shipment·

217 Weit Main S!reel
l>utham, North Cuolim.
TdephoM:

'

SGT. TOM LAMM

-eA¢.Cuot...........-

.JEWEL. EICJX

l

Air Force Delayed Enlistment is one of the best
plans. It's a program that guarantees your Air
Force career interest before you graduate. You
keep going to school and enjoying your senior
year. After graduation, your Air Force job and
some of the finest technical training in the world
is· ready. That's Delayed Enlistment. Find out
about it now_ Contact

SAVE!

Pa$.e Four
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Added To Spectrum Of Sports Al Jordan

Girls'_ basketball team members are:
Last row:
Gail Mitchell, Toby
Griffin, Sylvia Cobb, Rhonda Witherspoon, Marynoel Monson, Nancy Holleman
Maria Metzgar, Terry Waters, Jvf±s. Harris; Front row-: Brenda Jones, Patty
Sidbury,

Danette Navarro,

Dede Zimmerman, ·Jane Sorrentino, Linda Lewis.

-Photo

by

The Jordan girls' basketball team starts winning people will want
team, led by co-captians Toby Grif- · to watch them_,
Only six of the fifteen
fin and Patty Sidbury, has a 3-5 record with two more games, at Rox- ers are seniors, and those returning
boro and at Southern. The first win D.eXt year will have gained neede.d
was against Chapel Hill High at Jor- experience. Hopefully there will be
dan, a
game ending 31-30. The more interest shown next year in the
and
,other two victories came when Orange number . of both _
Jordan can look forHigh School's team disintegrated and spectators,
ward to an improved team.
were forced to forfeit twice.
Attendance at the gaines has been
Girlsr sports are making headvery low, but Coach Ann Harris is
way at Jordan in other areas this
not discouraged.
She feels that year, with intermural competition in
people don't come· _because they don.rt
volleyball and softball
want to see a losing team, as evibe held soon. The A and B volleydenced by the drop in attendance at
ball teams both won championships,
the boys r. games, but ,that when the
with the B team going undefeated.

Mickey Rankin

Pulley, Riley Spark Falcons
Two players that have contributed to the overall effort for the
Jordan Falcons this season are Bill
Pulley and Randy Riley.
Bill, who stands at six feet
and weighs 174 pounds, ·is the playmaker for the Falcons. He plays his
main role in setting up the offense
and in handling the ball against the
pressure defense. Bill is hitting
on 41% of his shots from the floor
and leads the team in free throws
with a solid 81%. In spite of his
14.7 points per game average, Coach
Johnny Avery
thinks that Billrs
strong points lie in his passing and
his adeptness at ball handling. If
Bill
any weakness, it would COil!e
in the department of defense, although Coach Avery assures "He is
working real hard on it and iS
really imp_roving."
As to whether or not Biil is
college material, Coach Avery thinks
Bill could be competitive in playing
ball, but his lack of exceptional
quickness could be a factor in whetPer it .would be
college
Although Randy doesn't start
he is effective in his backup role.
He is a very aggressive player who
brings into the game both poise and
enthusiasm, which very often is what
the team needs when it hits a 11 dry
spell 11 •
Randy is very aggressive on defense and this is considered one of
plays
his strong points.
Randy
guard, but can play forward when
ca1led upon to do so.
Randy, who is only six feet tall
and weighs only 160 pounds, is an
exceptiona.!
. his si:e.
Randyrs weakness lies mainly
in his· ball handling, especially
against the press. But Randy, like
Bill, has worked hard and has been,
improving.
Randy has of ten proven to be
invaluable by hitting on some key
baskets during the late stages of
the game.
Ran.dY. is one of these _players
,who bring a lot of intangibles into
the
often providing a spark
for the team.
Randy's and Bill's attitudes toward working hard to improve their play are mirrored in
their aggression and determination
on the court and are a definite asset for Jordan.

J. Fields Wins Stereo
Junior Joseph Fields was the
winner of the raf
held at the
sock-hop, after the basketball
game Friday, Feb. 8.
Tickets to
the dance were numbered and a
drawing was held to determine the
winner of a new stereo set. It
turned out to be Jeers lucky
night.

Happenings
Interact
Interact is having a bike-athon in April. Glenda Setzer from
the Durham Easter Seals is working
with the club on this project. The
event will be held in Parkwood.
Booster Club
The Booster Club has really been
busy this year helping with various
activities. They held the sock hop
Feb. 8 to raise money. A stereo and
a ten-speed bike were given away by
the Booster Club. Sue Bartholomew
won the bike; Sue is none other than
Mr. Johnny Avery's sister.

The Falcon's ,.Cry
The· staff of The Falcon 1s
Cry wishes to i:hank Ms. Paulette Gillis for allowing use
of the Jordan typewriters for
typing this issue of the paper.
Due to the gas shortage typists
were unable to get to Hillside
to use the cbmposer.
Keyettes
The·· Keyette Club has sponsored a cherry pie-ea ting con-·
test on Feb. 22, George Washington1s birthday.
A student
was chosen to represent each
class in the competition. The
one who ate the most cherry
pie in a given amount of time
won for his class.
Perl::-y
Black devoured for the sophomores, Eddie Huckabee for the
Juniors, and Matt Miles for
the seniors.

LAURA'S

PORSCHE, AUDI

Phone: Dur. 489-2371; C.H. 929·9830

The Jordan High Wrestling team
is now in its second year of competition. The Falcon Wrestlers are
coached by Truman Hilton, who is as_sisted by Githens' coach
Rogers. The te_am memb_ers and their
-weight classes include: Herbie Mc-Cauley
·Marty Wilson (105),
Kenneth Leese (119), Sean Sweeney
(126), Steve Beele (130), Jamie Teel
(138), Joe Smith (145), Keith Luxton
(145), Kenneth Lennon (155), David
Smith (185), and Anthony Armstrong
(Heavyweight). Herbie McCauley and
David Smith serve as the co-captains
this year.
The Jordan matmen have played
before very sparse crowds and have
gotten very little suppol:t from the
students.
This lack of support,
h.mv.ever_, has. -P.91;. dimmed the wrestlers r
as they bOast··- a

CALL 688-2338

Durham

COMPANY, INC.

®

Rankin

Wrestling Team Ties For Second Place
With 5-2 Conference Win-Loss Record

Imperial Bldg.
Morris Street

114 East Main Street

3823 Durham-Chapel Hill Blvd.
[lealer 1345

Jordan wrestlers do their thing.
-pho:to by

f!EICll's

a 5-2 con'.°'ference record and are tied
for second place.
_
.Over the ehrl.Stmas '"'ho+idays •.
the Falcons ·were in a wrestling
tournament held
here at Jordan.
There were eight teams competing,
·five of which were of 4-A standing.
Jordan was very
in. the
tournament, as the team finished a
strong third behind 4-A powers Ragsdale and Grimsley.
This year enough
money was
taised to purchase much needed headgear.
As of yet, Jordan has no
wrestling mat; consequently,
the
wrestlers have to use Githens' mat.
Although Jordan wrestling has
received little suppoit from the
student body, it does show that the
Jordan athletic program is continuing to expand with successful ):'e-.
s'ults.

'®
U.NIVERSITV SQUARE

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.

W!U...OW PARK MALL
DURHAM, N.C.

THE COLLEGE SHOP
1105 W. Main Street

Durham, N.C.
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Five To Attend 74 Governor's School
Five Jordan students have been
chosen to attend the 1974 session of
the Governor's School. The five are
juniors Mark David McGrath, Syvil
.Summers and Martha Nan Williams, and
Lisa Ann Pickett. They will attend
classes and seminars on the campus
of Salem College in Winston-Salem
from June 30 till August 10, along
with 400 other North Carolina high
school students. This is the eleventh summer that the Governor's
School has been held, and all but

the fitst three

have been

financed

by the North Carolina General Assem-

bly.

Mark McGrath was

selected for

vocal music.

He is a

tenor

in the

Ensemble and a member of the Chess
Club. Mark, who just moved to Durham last year, is interested in
drama and wants to be a lawyer •
Although Syvil Summers has not
had French since the ninth grade,
she will be studying it at Governors School this summer. She plays
bass clarinet in the Band, is the
nor's School this summer. She plays
president of the S.O.I.U., secretary
of the Student Council, and a meID.ber
of the Drill Team, Keyette and Pep
Clubs. Syvil has also been chosen
to spend. this coming school year in
a foreign country as Jordan's AFS

Pictured from left to right are Faith Herndon, Martha Willipns, Syvil Summers, Mark
McGrath, and Lisa Pickett. They have been chosen to attend the 1974 session of Governor's School.
exchange student. At the moment she
likes to draw, wants Nixon to be
wants to be a pediatrician.
peached, and aspires to be an astroMartha Williams was chosen in
phycisist.
two areas of study; instrumental
Lisa Pickett, who is an alto in
music and natural science. Her inthe Ensemble, will be studying yocal
strument is clarinet, but she has
music. She is interested in music,
decided to putsue natural science.
drama and tap dancing and hopes to
She is the secretary of the Science
make a career in musicals and the
Seminar, librarian-treasurer of the
theatre. She plans to attend the
Band this year and
School of the Arts for her senior
tary of the Band next year. Martha
year.
1'fary Faith Herndon will study
at Governor's School for flute. She
belongs to th'e ·Science Semina_r and
wrote for the Falcon's Cry, but
otherwise says, "I hold nO offices
and I try to avoid all activities."
The jun{Or class of Jordan preShe credits her amazing success to
sented the annual junior-senior prom
her personal secretary, Steve LandApril 2 7. The dance was held from
ers. Mary Faith is not exactly sure
8:00-12:09.at the D'urli.·am.City .Civic
of what she wants to do with her
Center.
life, but she has narrowed down her
The following Were responsible
choices to strike breaker, Wife-and
. . or the smooth out-come of the prom:
Mother, or narc.
Brenda Scott and Tommy CTaig-decorations chairmen; Delores Malloy and
Terry Whalen-music; Wendy Plumer and
Pam
Thompson - refreshments; Terry
Whalen-facilities; Michael Allison,
John Gray, Larry Parrish, and Mrs.
Jones, junior class advisors.
The theme of fhe dance was
!!Here Comes the Sun" and "Sunny Day"
provided the musI.c·. There
...CR1,
estimated 300 in attendance.

Juniors and Class Advisors
Work fo.r Success of Prom
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Students Win Awards, Honors
Several students at Jordan have
ced by his sale of his arrangement
won awards in academic contests all-ci
of "Roundabout" to a band director
following a Ja.zz Festival.
in
activities.
Bud Younts has won an award
In the UNC Academic Contest in
French, Jordan had winners in fourth sponsored by the American Chemical
and fifth year French. In French Society. After placing among the
IV, Wendy Plumer placed first in the top five students on the UNC Chemistry test, Bud was intervi8'.red by
state and Jan Kylstra placed third.
In French V, Tina Crowell and Ginny chemistry professors from Duke, UNC,
Linder placed third and sixth res- and N.C. State. The $200.00 award
w·ill go to the Jordan chemistry depectively.
In the UNG test in Biology, partment.
Mark Lochbaum placed sixth out of
over a thousand students taking the
test.
At an assembly on May 23, Sherwood Robins was recognized by the
The new Student ·Council officers
Student Council for his contribution
for next year have been installed.
to the Jordan intramural sports proThey· are: President, Eric
Green
gram. He was awarded a basketball.
At the spring cho:·al concert,
Ruth Bollinger was recognized as the
Ensemble member who best
the spirit of the group. At the
band concert held May 29, Ricky
Brogden received the John Philip
Sousa Band Award. This award is
given annually to the senior who has'
contributed the most to the band.
Ricky received the award because of
his work for the band and because of
his musical talent, which is

ields Schedules
Cultural Course
In Black Studies

Council Installs New Officers

National Honor Society
Taps FUTURE Members

For the first time next year,
Jqrdan will offer a course in black
·studies.
The
course,
"Black Humanities," is in the EngviCe president,
Delores
Malloy;
lish department, but will cover all
secretary, Lela Streeter; treasurer,
aspects of black cu:lt:ure in America
Laura Zimmerman; and sergeant at
from a historical perspective.
arms, Steve Schober le.
Lela and
Mrs. Elnora Shields will teach
Laura were unopposed for their ofthe course. She has taught black
fices.
literature in Norfolk, but she has
Eric was vice president of the
not conducted a studj" of this scope.
Student Council this year. He was
There are new textbooks. available on
on the basketball team and was drum
the subject. Those who elect "Black
major for the marching band. DeHumanities"
will make use of a
lores is currently vice president
ory textbook, documents, resource
of the Junior
class. She was a
persons, field trips, and literature
varsity cheerleader this year, is in
written by black people.
the Creative Africa,n Dance_ group:·
Mrs._Shields has expressed the
the Ensemble, and is treasurer of.
hope th.it white students as well as
the AFS club·. .She is -also. a· ·substiblack will sign up for the course.
tute bus driver.
She
that
everyone
Lela is on the Student Council.
more knowledge about black culture
She is involved in the Black student·
and hopes that the course will ereMovement and .Project Opportunity.
ate
more understanding among stuLaura is also on the Student Gouncil
dents.
and is a member of the
· club.•
The course is a result of a
She was also recently induC.ted into ·
promise by Dr. Frank Yeager that
t;:he National Honor Society. SteVe
Jordan would have a black studies
is the newly-elected president of
course. This promise occured in the
,Interact. He is very active
meeting
of students, teachers, and
·Beautification Connnittee and is a
parentS after the incident involving
member of the baseball team.
the African Dance group.

The National Honor Society tapEric Green, newly elected President of the
ped next year's members into the
Student ·Council, addresses the student body.
Jordan chapter on May 23.
Tq.e n_ew emebers inclu_de Carrie
.-Landis,
Martha
Williams,
Wendy
Plumer, .Cynthia Peake, Jan Kylstra,
she, the baby, and. also their dog
'.Ann Kn.ops, Kelly Dillard,. Georgette
Many teachers are leaving Jor:Somjen, Laura
Zimmerman, Stephen
clan next year. Among these are Eliwill go to Riyahd, Saudi Arabia.
There they will join Mr. Ibrahim who
;schoeberle, Donald Oxenrider, Willzabeth Jezierski, Kay Cooke, Ruth
fiam (Sean) Sweeny, Stephen Gerber,
Ibraham.
has a new. job as an economic advisor
to the Saudi
Mrs.
;Syvil Summers, Page Nichols, and
Mrs. Jezierski is leaving JorMark Lo chb aum.
dan to become a member of the Modern 0him plans to learn the Arabic lanMr. John Dutton, NHS advisor,
Language Department at N.C. State in guage as quick.J.Jt _as possible and has
considered teaching English there as·
officiated over the ceremony and
Raleigh. She will be teaching Gerlanguage
a f_ew years,
welcomed the new members after they
man and Russian there. She has en- a
She is also looking forward to. ID.e.'etwere tapped from the auditorium..
joyed the opportunity of teaching at
ing her Arabic in-laws for the first
The new niembers were previously un- _Jordan . aJ;ld _ feels she has
time. Mrs. Ibrahim feels that Jarquite a bit • 11 Mrs. Jezierski plans
aware of their selection.
dan is
_most pleasant of the four
On May 24 induction of next
tp keep in
with the, school.
year 1 s members was held in the Jorschools she has taught in in North
Mrs. Cooke will be moving west
dan library after school. The par- for the next two years. She and her
Carolina, Indiana, ru.:id_ Michigan.
ents of new members were invited to husband are going to be living in
She said, "It sounds trite, but i 1 Ve
: attend the candle lighting ceremony. San Diego, California. There she
liked the students and I've learned
The new members of the NHS were plans to attent either San Diego
a lot since I've been here. I'll
: selected on the basis of specific State or The University of Califormiss the faculty and kids."
requirements. These qualities are· nia at San Diego to pursue a Masters
Mrs. Catherine Hill and hei
leadership, service,
schOlarship, Degree. She is also looking forward
husband are moving to New Orleans,
and character. Juniors having at to sailing and playing tennis. Mrs.
where he will have a job as a Spanleast a.93% point. average completed Cooke regards teaching at Jordan an
ish professor at the University of
a qu.estionnail:-e ··about scliooi -actiVi- unforgettable e"xp;ri.ence, and · one
New Or1eans. In addition, Mrs. Hill
ties and honors and social services which she would . enj QY repeating afexpects a baby in October.
She
to the community. A panel of Jordan ter her two years -in
wants" a girl, and plans to. name'. her
teacherS
··prospectivi;
Mrs. Ibrahim and her husband
Jennifer.
members on the basis of the required. are
their first child on
Mrs • Hill has taught
three
qualities.
June 19th. When they are ready,, years at Jordan and Githens. For

Teachers leave for

New Jobs, Study, Travel, Babies
two years she taught French I at
Jordan; this year she teaches French
III. She has been the Spanish instructor at Githens for the past
three years. Before coming to Durham, she taught for four years in
Memphis.
She has enjoyed teaching lant,
guage and likes her
students. She
like to see more
student involvement. .As advice to
incoming teachers, .she suggests organization; for incoming language
teachers, she encourages travel.
Regina Carver, who teaches
Algebra IB and Algebra II, expects
to be working with very much younger
next year. Her first baby
is du.e in '1llll:.e; it has been predicted to be a boy. She wfil·.Ilot teach
next year, but does plan to return
to teaching someday.
Mrs. Carver's husband is a computer programmer for Liggett-Myers.
Both are originally from Roxboro;
she taught in the Person county area
before coming to JHS. She graduated
from N.C. State, In her spare time,
she likes to ·water-ski.
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Materials Disappear From Library
Every year, a large quantity of
library materials disappears, never
to be seen again, at least by the
librarians.

The

exact

number

of

non-returned materials is impossible
to

determine.

Students

take maga-

and never bring

them back.

zines for a report

or for the1r en-

They carry books out of the library
and never carry them back in.
Often the failure to return library

books

and magazines is deli-

berate, but sometimes it is accidental. Materials lie forgotten at the
bottom of lockers and desks, books
are lost, and no one tries to find
them.
It is easy to be careless
when

there is

no one

to deal

out

punishments for carelessness.
The failure to return libra=y
materials hurts only the students.
It depletes the resources of the library, which exists only because
students need it.
Sophomores and
juniors who have kept articles and
books are depriving not only their
class marks but also themselves in
future years; it is probable that
eventually they will need iLformation which would h.e available if
someone. else had taken the trouble

Stu dent

to return it.
Seniors may
that, since they will not be
ne:xt ye.ar. ttiey do not ca::e what
happens to the library. This attitude is thoughtless and irresponsible; like it or not, Jordan will
continue to exist and there is no
reason to deprive fature students of
librarv materials.
It is regretably easy to walk
away with -books without checking
them out.
There is nothing resembling an adequate method for making
certain that m;;:.tcria·ls leaving the
library have been properly signed
out. To do this library assistants
·;vocld have to exami:ie evsryone' s
books as they .::..eft the library. Unfortunately, the four
between classes are not nearly long
enough for an
to examine
the books of everyone who needs to
leave and go to his next class. The
fact that :i.t is easy to walk awav
with library materials is no justification for doing so, of course.
Anyone who discovers unreturned
books and magazines in his
possession should return them itm1.ediately; the library needs them.

Beth Whanger

I, for those of you who don't
am a graduating senior. I
have
&t.t.e.nded
Jo_;-dan for three
years. My
in submitting
this letter is not to utter tacky
oaths like "Thank God it's over" o;;.
"Although we've had some good times
it sure is great to get out of this
hole." My purpose is not even to
say something deep and/or philosophical. My purpose is, on the other
hand, to voice my opinions on what
thes'"": years have meant to me, and :me
alone.
I am, nee-.dless to say, quite
disappointed with the experience. I
have on innumerable occasions been
treated like a child and forced to
waste much time unnecessarily. I
have had to put up with several blatantly incompetent teachers just as
I have been blessed 'With many excellent ones. The facilities have
also left
to be desired. This
is inevitable, however, a.nd realiziug this I do not mind, much. MY
primary complaint lies on the atmosphere. This is difficult to ex·plain.
From all appearances, the entire school is geared to the r•1indless, squealing teenie-bopper. Academic excellence is not where the
administration's emphasis lies (obviously this ls not the purpose of a

are wasted
minds
school). Most
through boredom, frustration, and
lack of stimulation. Athletic excellence is not where the administration 1 s emphusis lies, although it
gets more asse;nblies and
than
acad.emics. Innovation and originality are not encouraged. We are
i-nstead 11 encouraged" to conform, to
instead "encouraged 11 to conform, tJJ
make no waves, etc. What is encouraged is a basically irrelevant topic
attendance, as is evidenced by the
nauseatingly
ridiculous exemption
policy. Anyone who happens to be
(please gasp at the horrendousness
of the crime) late to home room,
even before the teacher takes attendance, is sent to detention hall.
How a
How quaint. How constructive. The
student body is forced to attend pep
rallies, as with all assemblles to
sit in assigned seats and yip, yip,
yip. I am interested in athletics
but, personally, pep rallies turn my
stomach. I believe my "school spirit", to coin a phrase, would be
better served if I had cause for
more pride in my schoO>!L. The Student Council tries hard, 15ut is
faced with apathy, nonattendance,
and lack of communication. Re the
latter, we have to listen to assemb) ies.; why shouldn't Student C'ou;_cil
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We're all little children
grown-up games,
We ought to learn how to
love come through

Mickey Rankin

Mrs. Shirley Strobel, Mrs. Elnora Shields

playing
let our

And all get together.

But,
We tend to discard some from all
And we are
the.whole without all
Don Hurzeler, an AFS exchange For us to get together and for it to
be easily done,
student, spent a week and a half at
We must realize first that
Jordan in late April. He is originally from Berne, Switzerland, but is As individuals, we are not as one
ourselves if we have not the
spending the year at a high school
whole,
in New Hampshire. While in Durham, For
we sometimes discard part of
he stayed with the Lochbaum family.
ourselves,
He attended classes at Jordan, and And
end up lositfg sight of ourselves
went to the prom. He toured Duke
and others.
University, the Liggett-Myers tobacTS
co factory, the Morehead Planetarium
and Chapel Hill. Mark and Steve
Lochbaum stated that they enjoyed
Stars
being hosts to Don.

Expresses Digust With Jordan Experience

know,

PHOTOGRAPHER:

I knew the mass of people concealed
their though ts ,
For fear that if revealed
They would by
be met with
blank indifference,
Or with blame reproved;
I knew they lived and moved
Tricked in disguises, alien to the
rest,
And alien to them.Selves.

representatives have to attend meetings, and instructors have to read
announcements and allow representatives to report?
Rules are encouraged, compliance is
facades better
known as b.s. are encouraged.
The
school teaches you that you must de
school teaches you that you must demean yourself to survive. Lying,
cheating, and sneakiness are all encouraged. How else to avoid suspension, "detention hall 11 and other em.:
harassments? Most of all, mediocriity is encouraged.
Enough said about that. Jordan
certainly does prepare you for what
lies ahead in society. I'm tired of
"I love Jordan" and "I'm tired of
this apathy." Most of us are to the
point where we don't even care about
apathy. Perhaps if students wasted
less class time, were handed more
stimulating
assignments, and were
conceded a &reater measure of dignity more often, if academic excellencf:: of Jordan .student.<S were encouraged through more independent study
and less busy work, if we had a good
school library with books a tad more
intellectual than "Winnie the Pooh,"
"Betty
White's Teenage
Book of
Dance, 11 11 Ann Landers Answers Your
Questions," and "Teach Me About Our
Underwgiter Friends," students would
display more integrity and have more
pride in themselves and their actions. Pe.r..haps.
Well, what else can I say? J
have learned that nothing will be
done until we stop acting like Pasive sheep, until we get some
zation, until we stop taking things
without asking ourselves if it is
the best that can be offered and if
it is fair, if we were being just to
out integrity. At least allow yourself the dignity to ask for reasons
when told you have to do something.
You may not get the bP.st teacher recommendations and you may not make
National Honor Society, but you feel
a hell qf a lot
Good luck to those of y.ou who
have to stay here.
I'm relieved
that my
has ended and I
don't have to sacrifice my integrity anymore. It hasn't, by a long
shot,
all bad, but it could
have been so much better, it's depressing.
Liane Salgado

Gaze at a star
And it ;,ill blind you
with its brilliance.
Reach for a star
And your arms will ache
with the strain.
'Irouch a star
And it will leave a
blister
in your hand.
Believe in a star
And it may burn away,
Consuming your mind in flames
of disillusion;
Yet never stop believing
Or gazing, or reac:hin_g, or
For darkness is to be feared
lbove the bittersweet consciousness
of t.ears
'.!!hat will surely eome,
as it always does,
To thos• who seek the light.

TC

Warning Unheeded
Let Man know of .the
Let him acknowledge
forthcoming!
But will Man '"listen
of warning?
Will he pay heed to

coming tragedy!
what is
to your words
what you tell

him?

For Man is ignorant and
closed-minded.
He will scoff at you and turn you
away,
For deep down, he knows you speak
the truth.
No!

There were a few, who called
themselves Phoenix.
Hard they tried but, alas, made no
progress,
Save that men feared them and

tried to kill them.
They tried for years, yes.., to the
very end
••• to no avail.
For Man will not see until it is
too late

And will then be unwilling to
accept his fate.
Yet, for a few, the stars are
waiting,
And, as the earth fades unto its
doom,
These few will find a new life,
And the Universe shall take them,

And all will be well.

Victor May
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Seniors Plan to Attend Colleges, Universities
Cassandra

Idol

A large
nU111ber of Jordan's
graduating
students of 1974 are
going on to a college or university.
The more than sixtv different institutions they
will attenC: are located· as far east as J.,o.ndon;; England, as far south as Tallah.J.ssee,
t'lorida, as far north as Hano,rer ,.,
Net'1 Hampshire, c1.nd as far west as
Palo Alto, California. The institutions themselves range across a

wide spectrum
dition.
shown

of learning and tra-

From a survey ta.ken, it was
that most of the seniors be-

came

Fayetteville State University
(Fayetteville, N.C.) Gwen Johnson
Ferrum College (Ferrum, Va.)
Roberson
Gilbert Armstrong, Alan
Florida A & M (Talahassee, Fla.)
Kathy Moore, Bettie Johnson
Garner-Webb

the pro gr ams
them either had

by

friends now attending, or relatives
who had attended in the past.
There were several major influences in the college selections.
Generally speaking, the two most important were size
and
academic
standing. Location (distance from
home), and cost of the college was
listed next in importance, with the
choice of a single or co-ed student
body listed third. The least j.mportant factor involved was the college's sports reputation.
Although 10any of the students
had no definite vocational plans as
of yet, there was
interest expressed in several fields. Those
most frequently named were business,
science, medicine, engineering, la't·l,
and art.
A complete list of the colleges
that will be attended by Jordan's
graduating class follows below.

(Boiling

Springs, N.C.) Carol Pope
Guilford College
N.C.) Richard Bradford

in the colleges from

their friends, or
offered. Most of

College

Hardbargers

(Greensboro,

Business

School

(Raleigh, N.C.) Robbie Jacobs

Hardgrove School
David Cecil

(Chatam, Va.)

Howard University (Washington
D.C.) Beverly Ellis, Cherylen Ford
King's College (Charlotte, N.C.)
Karen Oakley, Cindy Sullivan
Louisburg College (Louisburg,
N.C.) Wendy Derrick, Berry Mitchell,
Cindy Harp
Hill

(Mars

Diane
Campbell,
Carol Magrath

College (Raleigh, N. C)

M. I. T. (Cambridge, Mass.)

Bill

Marable
Mitchell's

Hairstyling Academy

(Raleigh, N.C.) Judy White

New York State University (Albany N. Y.) Arvis Bridges

A & T (Greensboro, N.C.) Lenora
AgI).eS Scott
Ga.) Patsy Cralle

College (Decatur,

Auburn University (Auburn, Ala.)
Marynoel Monson
Birmingham-Southern University
(Birmingham, Ala.) Janet Convery
Brevard College (Brevard, N. C.)
Pam Harper, Becky Dodson, Karen Davis
Young University (Provo, Utah) Patty Arnold

Campbell College (Bui.e's Creek,
N.C.) Rhonda Witherspoon, Jan Steward

Cartartic

Technical

Institute

(Morehead City, N.C.) Bill May

Chowan College (Murfeesboro, N.
c.) Ricky Clements
College of Charleston (Charleston, S.C.) Anne Bates
Dartmouth College (Hanover, N.H. ) Tina Crowell

Davidson College (Davidson, N.-

c.) Ginny Linder, Tom Miller

Duke Vniversity (Durham, N.C.)
Lanny Lambert, Deb McCauley, Susan
James, Mark Lochbaum, Beth Whanger,
Linda Daniel, Betsy Moore, Patty
Sidbury

Durham Technical Institute (DurN.C.) Laura Harris, Cultion
Cathy Couch, Henry Tyson'· Gail
Lipscomb, Lynn McKnight, Steve Bonti
Laverne
Regina Sellers, Pat
Scott, PhYlli-::; Woods, Sharon Pretty_,
Shelia Hopkins, (or Watts Nursing
ham,

School)

East Carolina Universlrv (Greenville, N.C.) Bill Pulley, Barbara
Hutt., Mike Hitchc.ock, David Hall,
Charles Ross, Jan Wilson, John Pickett, Becky Peedin, Susan Worthington, Keith Luxton, David Turner,
Raney Gossett, Jess Epperson, Gay
Gerber, Jay Parrish, David Smith,

Hill,

Mike

N.C.)

Edmondson,

Massey Institute of Photography
(Atlanta, Ga.) John Grunke

Hal Markham

American parents have put so
much pressure on their children who
are high school graduates to go on
to
college.
Some
s·tudents who
were forced to go against their
wills developed complexes or social
hangups. However, 1974 Jordan seniors have felt free to listen to the
beat of a different drl.lllliner.
John McClure plans to go into
the Marine Corps after graduation.

Students Win
Scholarships
Jordan seniors hsve captured
more than their share of scholar5hips to
-an4 universities.
The follOwing students have been
notified about their "t·linning awards.
Frank Hill has wen the coveted
Morehead· Scholarship, worth $10,000
for four years at U.N.C. at Chapel
Hill.

Two girls have won the prestigous Angier B. Duke scholarship at
Duke .University. Linda Daniel and
Be.th Whanger will receive an annual
stipend based on their family's financial capability, and, in additiou,
the A.E. Duke provides up to $1,000
for an independent study project,
which may be taken at a forei&n university during the summer before the
senior y•:.ar.
In addition, Beth has also won
a National Merit
as has
Tina Crowell.
These scholarships
awarded on the basis of high SAT
scores.
Saribeth .Anderson has
Julia
Hamlet Harris Honor scholarship given by Meredith College.

Two football. stars

have won

athletic scholarohip•, Ronnie Dowdy
will play fc,· the University of
North Carolina, and Gilb.erj, Armstrong will be o_n the team ·at Ferrum
College in Virginia.

Eight senior.b

haye won smaller

They are.
Bill Marable,
Lalflll' Lambert,
Dan Ollio,
Kathy
Neal; Laurie Springett, Janet Gonvery, Brook• Best, and Ruthie Bol-

linger.

Shipyard at Newport Ney;s (Newport News, _Va.) Mark Putnam
Stanford University (Palo Alto,
Cal.) Kathy Neal

North Carolina Central UniverUniversity of Iowa (Ames, Iowa)
sity (Durham, N.C.) Terry Thomas,
Tony Quick, James Roberson; George Stephen Klau..c:ie
Moore
University of North Carolina at
(Ch ape 1 Hill, N. C. )
North Carolina State University Chapel Hill
Seekamp, Syl- Philip C,pusin, Bob Idol,_ .'.foby Gri ffin, Mark Holdrege,
. Frank Hill,
via Watlington, Jimmy Kaiser, Bud
Dana Papke, Connie Sink, Carrie
Younts, Marty Wartman, Stan Bowling,
Debra
Salgado,
David Dannelly, Don Adams, Robin dis,
Bill Stockbridge, Kim Stokes, C-ary
Owens, Victor May, Quin Chandler Simonton, Bryon Jones, David Weynand
.gh NC ) Cliff Langston, Ronnie Dowdy, Kathy
,
• •
P eace Co11ege (Rale 1
Beam, Joan Gardner, Deborah Gilmore,
Emily Biggs, Beth Easley
David Anderson,
Gregg Bergstrom,
Brooks Best, Jon
Martin, Bonnie
Princeton University
- (Princeton, Laing, Mark Lazenby..
N. J.) Chuck Buckley

Queen's

Gate

School

(London,

England) Anne Yarbrough

University of North Carolina at
Charlotte (Charlotte, N.C.) Joy Walker. Sally Stricklin, Richard Hunt

Queen's College (Charlotte, N.C.) Froncho Moore

University.of North Carolina at
,GreensborO' (G:l:-eensboro, N.C.) Mark
.Randolph-Macon Woman's College Rigsbee, Jane Boutwell, Linda Stam(Lynchbtirg; Va.) Katherin:e·Humphries baugh! Susan Wagner, Paula Gornto,
Betsey Gooclling, Ruth
Bollinger·,
Peggy Bergland
Tommy ·Stroud

Jobs Await Graduating Seniors
Wise

Randolph Technical
Institute'
(Ashboro, N.C.) Vic Lioce, SuSan
Sorrell
Salem Ccillege (Winston-Salem,
N.C.) ·Pat Everett
Sand.hills
College
Pines, N.C.) Bobby Harris

(Raleigh, N.C.) Chris

Hollins College (Rollins College,
Va.) Cathy Shingleton, Robbie Burton

Mars

Meredith

Cassandra Idol, Saribeth Anderson,
Linda Lewis, Cynthis Kerr,
Lisa
Green

Jimi Weaver will either tour with
the Bro. T. Halla band or work as a
carpenter. He has had experience in
both fields.
Mike Smith has already begun
installing ducts for thE? Spa..rrow
Plumbing and Heating company, and
Eileen Wheaton is working at
Sleepy Time Inn as a waitress/cook.
Cindie Carver will be leaving
Durham to teach nursery school in
Wilmington. William Haines plans to
be with the Carolina Construction
Council, Larry Green intends to do
something with the field of sports,
and Gabriel Haigler will be training
horses.
At the Durham Public Library,
Karen Anderson will be working as a
librarian. Tony Hay is to be at the
County Garage learni11:g to be a mechanic.
Two students, Robin Jean Hopson
and Mike Hays, are considering continuing their educations at a later
date. This coming year Robin will
be employed part-time at Triangle
Cloth Outlet, but she plans to go to
college next year. Mike is presently planning to be a telephone repairman and is unsure of college.

University of North Carolina at
Wilmington (Wilmington, N.C.) Betty,
Garrett,
Helsing
University of Southern California-7'Walt Novak
University

of Utah

(Salt Lake

City, Utah) Perry Sloan

Vanderbilt

University

(Nash-

VILLE, Tenn.) Sally Young, Ibba Wil-

kins
Virginia Interment
(Bristol,
Va.) Cathy Jackson, Laurie Springett

Wake Forest University (Winston-Salem, N.C.) Donna Upchurch,
Sherwood Robins (or N.C. State)
Watts School of Nursing (Durham,
N.C.) Pam Atkins

Wayne Community College (Goldsbor6, N.C.) Jack Upchurch, Russell
Jackson, Susan Head
Western

Michigan
Mich .. ) Floret-r.::i

Winston-Salem State
&>m

N

W.W. Holding

<:: )

Malloy

University
BrOWB.•'

Technical

Insti-

tute (Raleigh. N.C.) Larry Reid

Wedding Bells Sound for Couples

Wedding bells will sound in the stationed
at Fort
Carson.
The
future plans of several Jordan stu- couple plans to visit Mexico. Also,
dents. On June 8, Sharon Mathis Wanda will soon begin attending a
will marry David Leonard Churchill, beauty school.
a mechanic. They will reside in
In Eugust, another Jordan senDurham. Also on June 8, Lisa Green ior, Lynn McKnight, will marry Bill
will marry David Goodling, who is a Greene, who is from Chapel Hill.
1972 graduate of Jordan. The couple The bridegroom is a brick, mason.
is planning a honeymoon in the Ba- The bride plans to attend the UNG
hamas, Florida, and Atlanta. In the Dental Assistant School next year.
fall, they will move to Raleigh The couple Will reside in Chapel
where the bride will attend Meredith Hill.
College and the groom will. attend N.
In D1?c.ember, Zelphia Lipscomb
C. State University.
plans to marry Artis Kent Clayton.
Cathy Couch will marry Ronnie Zelphia will work as a secretary for
Colville on June
They are plan- Wachovia Bank. ·They, too, will rening to live in Ci:1apel Hill where side in Durham.
Cathy hopes to obtain a ntath-orienJohnny Blackburn
will marry
tated job. In January, the couple Denise Jackson one year from this
will travel to Mexico.
June. Denise is currently a junior
On June 29, Wanda Walker will
at Southern High School. They plan
marry Michael Bolton, who is in the to live in Durham.
Army an:d presently stationed at Fort
Debra Wimberly will marry Steve
Bragg. The couple will be. wed at Andrews on August 10. Debra is goFort Bragg and then move to Colorado ing to UNG next.year and the couple
.Springs where the bridegreom will be will reside in Durham in a trailer.
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A Review:

Annual Humanities Fes.ti val Flips, Flops

On April 11, Jordan held its
Whoever ,."Was ·t-espons1Dle
for
fourth Humanities Festival and, com- - getting Terry Sanford deserved speby Connie Herndon
pared with those of the past, it was
cial
commendation.
•Sanford's how, Watching ten.people scream and
something of a success. Because of
speech Wa.& interesting
sur- kick at non-existent enemies fails
the exemption system, which requires
question and to ·be :intellectually stimulating.
daily attendance, a large percentage
The only
of it that was even
of the students
showed up, and
.faintly interesting came when a few
pretty many of them stayed all day.
Kung Fu
types started
breaking
This is quite an improvement over
boards with their feet.
the past; when a few people worked
Kara_te. however, was nothing
long and··hard -'bn-:rhe Festival, only
compared to .t}J.e t\OW infamous Pemto have a handful of students show
broke State Jazz Band and thei-r
up.
. singing group.
The band itself was
This year's Humanities Festival
not all that bad but they only managed to get in two nµmbers, includ-.
was not perfect, however. Of the
six available periods, three of them
ing one by Herbie Hancock, without
were filled up with required -activi"vocal" accompaniment.
The. songs
ties, leaving students only three
done by the singers comprised over
classes to pursue their own interthree-fourths of the program. Not a
ests.
The speakers offered were
single one of them had the slightest
generally good, when they showed up,
'bit of nlerit, but as _pe_r_f<?rme_d by
but there is little excuse for the
the Pembroke singers, they were abexistentialism person not coming at
solutely
intolerable. The
songs
all.
Of the three choices that
were actually choreographed.. As an
people signed up for, only one,
while one girl sang Cher
Ruthie Bollinger, was really worth
Bono' s masterpiece 11 Half Breed", a
the time. It was the general conman. <El.n.C!,.. a woman
sensus that exorcism was a crashing
pantomined it in the background.
bore, but opinions varied greatly
About halfway •·through the
about the snake man. Some of the
students started walking out, but
better sessions included classical
were detained by teachers. This beguitar, lasar beams, transcendental
havior was rude and would have been
meditation,
alternatives to marLaser beam demonstration attracts students.
riage, and author Ina Forbus. It is answer session was lively. Jordan
hoped that the speakers on impeach- students
generally react
rather
ment, the legalization of marijuana,
coolly to speakers, but they opened
the zodiac, and yoga will not be up for Mr. Sanford, asking him quesasked back next year.
tions on everything from impeachment
During lunch on Humanities Fes- to
rights to the future of
tival day students could go to an North Carolina politics. He was the
exhibit of Indian goods or hear a best speaker we _Jip.ve had for year$,
woman from Morgan Imports talk about and a great way 'to St.irt the Humaniterrariums. The idea of having act- ties Festival.
ivities at lunch is a very good one,
Unfor'l<.unately.,
and the
and although the Indian stuff was a Pembroke State Jazz Band were atrorip-off, the terrarium person was
cious ways to wind it ·up. For some
fascinating. Maybe next year there flimsy reason the decision was made
will be more things going on at for all students to atten9- a karate
lunch time. It was one of the real- demonstration in
the gym during
about the Humani- fifth period.
It was not merely
hnring. it was also stuoid.
Some-

·part

Terry Sanford speaks at an assembly.
inexcusable under any circumstances
other than those of the Pembroke
Jazz Band.
Somebody made
real
blooper when that bunch was scheduled.
The things wrong wi;;_t:h tDe 1_9 7 4
Humanities Festival were promir1i1!f1-t,
but the right things hold a lot of
promise. New ideas came up that had
never been used before, new speakers
came in, and organization was much
better than ever before. Students
seemed to enjoy it a lot, and maybe
next year they will come not_ because
they have to but because they want
to.

Pembroke band plays for students.
1

Jfiasf \llllills and 'ffirsfamrufs

I Bettie Johnson leave _my favorite
quote to Angela James: "You 9-on rt
have to be beautifiJl to walk with
pride and dignity."
I, Lanny Lambert,
being o!
sound ( ?) mind, bequeath my ability,

1

along.with an

to remajn

anonymous while changing light ':c.lb3
to .•·a.nY·
senior who can ·

away with it.

·

We, Beth Whanger and Tina Crowell,
being of minds and bodies_, do herepy
bequeath our last remaining shreds,
ot sanity to Martha New and Connie
Herndon, who may need them in taking
over this publication next year,.
Also, we leave one bottle of rubbf',r
cement to Mrs, Strobel, who is fond·
of

H.

I Chris Mangum, being of quiet nature, and of subdued mind, hereby
leave myj okes to my teach_ers and to
Mrs. Shields I leave my purple you
what award.
I Tom Miller, being of
extremely
sound and keen mind, bequeath my
wit to the rising senior

class. Divided evenly among them
it should rai§e ali their I.Q. 's
ten to fifteen points,
I Patsy Gralle, being of sound mind
and body, do hereby leave my talent
of bei,j;ij? late to :very class ever-.Y
day fc) ®yone who l.S lucky enougn to
get away with it. I also leave the
headaches of dead trees, rainless
weeks, and broken bricks to Mr. Dutton, Mrs, Wheeler, and Mr._ Green who
sb.ouldered all my problems with
ease.
I David Weynand, being of souud
mind and body, do hereh,._ bequeath
mv excellent abllitv to be thrown
out of the library to
Blair.
We Deborah Gilmore
Mar_yn:oel Monson. Peing of silly mind and athletic body, wi.ll our BOOMP ability in
volleyball to Jane
and
our ability to "get fixed" in all
situations to Karen Holleman.
I Rosa O. DeWitt being of sound mind
and body do bequeath to my sister,
Ida, my brain to help her along. And
I leave my beautiful figure to Mrs.
Gail Johnson.

Students Favor
ERA Amendment
A recently conducted poll determined that well over half of the
students in homerooms A, B, and C,
of grades 10, 11, and 12, are in favor of ratifying the proposed equal
rights amendment to the
constitution.
response to the question: Do you believe in equality as
specified under the egual rights ammendment? _ .,g.:i,ghty-_si.x: per. -cent of
the scudents polled answered yes,
while eight per cent said no, with
six percent t.mdecided. Ninety-seven
percent of the students were in faVor of a person working at any job
for which he is qualified. In contrast to. these positive answers qnly 61% of those polled were in favor
of ratifying the amendment.
The final ..
of the poll
consisted of two questions which
enabled those polled to
of
their major concerns regarding the
equal rights amendment. Some of the
concerns were as follows: (1) Women
will get too bossy; (2) Too many women will be drafted; (3) Women will
lose their femininity; (4) The ERA..
won't really be enforced.

Herpetologist Chris Best brings his snakes tv
Jordan.

JHS Student
Pursues The
Perfect Wave
As the summer breeze licks the
salty lips of the oc7an waves. we
are reminded to polish our surf
boards once more, that is those of
us.whQ have challenge4
waves in
seasons past! Walt Novak is one of
those rare breeds of hearty daredevils who has managed to survive
and tell us his story of the pleaand varied _experiences of
surfing. With hair the coior of
sun-bleached sand and eyes of Pacific blue, Walt has pursued ocean
waves the world round! From Florida
to California, and New Jersey all
th·e way down to the West Indies Walt
has experienced first hand what most
pleasure-seekers only dream about.
Asked about how it feels to -surf,
Wal"' says, 11 Surfing big___ wave$ is a
ve'"ry 'fast adrenalin rush-type feeling added with a strange but good
feeling of the existance of a relationship between yourself and tlie
wave, and with nature in general."
He adds, 11 Most surfers
consider
surfing to
a
well
an
art. It is definitely a form of express1on."
It would seem that the pleasures A.re great but in order for the
novice to get involved in surfing 9e
will need to know some of the more
practical aspects. "There has been, 11
adds Walt, "a lot of emphasis lately
on the tail and bottom of the su-rfboaJid.
types of boards control
ling the water flow on the bottom of
the board by use of vents and variations of concave bottom designs,
look ver.y promising but are still in
the experimental stage." Among the
different types of surfboards are
diamonQ tails, fangtails, pin-tails,
swallowtails, and others. Surfboard
design ii:;
a very_ progressed state
and in the last few years has become
:quite technical.

London Trippers
Enjoy Easter

Bands Exchange
Weekend Visits

by Ibba Wilkins

The Jordan

High

Band

Langley High Band of McLean,
nia,

For the nine London-botmd students and English teacher Tom Culbreth_ this Easter vacation was cer-·
tainly an experience. Expecting the
usual sevexi day trip packed with.
!!ight seeing, we were all ill fOi
quite a. shock.

The first thing we

thought a ),.i ttle

strange was our accomodation.
The
buildings were very old. We were_
all allowed one hanger and one· towel
and there was no such thing as a hot.
shower.
Food in London is not the best
in the world to say the..c.J.east alid we
all 1ost a few extra·Pounds--for a
while anyway. Perhaps one soon gets
accustomed to stewed tomatoes fo.r·
.breakfast.
A few of us became 11movie-·
stars" while in London. The AIFS
program was redoing it_s film about
their programs
abxo"ad: · lfe were
filmed talking to "bobbies", 11beef11
ea1:ers , and exiting from the subway
station at Piccadilly. Keep your
eyes open for familiar faces during
the AIFS advertisement next year!
The trip was a tremendous success,_ in most people's opinion. The
British people were friendly but_
some of their customs were a' little
hard to get used to (eg. spiked
"tea11 anytime of day). All in all
it was a fun-filled, interesting
trip, but it was good to get home!
1

Handwriting analysis is a method
designed to determine your
character. Your handwriting tells
how you feel, and how you might be
expected to
to things.
The
writing of Mrs. Selena
the librarian, shows that
she i;· honest, original, talkative,
and is sometimes stubborn or finlky.
She is ·cautious, careful and uncertain at times. She is a friendly,
kind person.
She likes to
friends around. She is imaginative;
and impulsive. The analysis also
shows that she likes to hold onto
possessions.
The penmanship of Mrs. Wise, an
art teacher, shows repeated traces
of honesty and friendliness. She is
sometimes cautious, secretive, argumentative
and
domineering.
Her
writing reveals that she is mystical, sensitive and logical. She is
also prone to impatience, determined
and dependent. She also has characteristics _that are great for her job
---she is imaginative, very creative, versatile and talented.
The penmanship of Falcon Coach
Larry Parrish proves that he is well
suited to his job. It .shows that he
is precise," open-minded, firm and
that he does not allow for repeated
mistakes. He· can be impatient. He

SALES AND RENTALS

Home of the BIG BOY

FORMAL WEAR

RESTAURANT
132 West Franklin St.
Chapel Hill, N.C.

University Square
Facing Granville Towers

,

Black Student Movement
Approves Name Change

Club Officers, 1974-75

A.F.S.
President, Libby Featherstone;
Vice President, Delores Malloy; other
officers, Tom Morris and Karen Waller.
Interact
President, Steve Schoeberle; Vice
President, Georgette Somjen.
Yearbook
Editor, Debbie Rynders

Band
PrEtsident, Guy Schlaseman; Vice
President, George Murdaugh; Secretary,
Martha Williams; Treasurer, Lynn StrobeL

_The Black Student Movement has
·adopted a new name; from now on it
wil_l ?.e known as
st"aii.ds for Organization for Students
Intere$t.ed in . Black Affairs. The
transformation of the name is to insur.e that
only ..p lacks.
with
true interest in blaclc affairs iS welcome to join.
. J'h.e .. p_a,st week a constitution has
been drawn· up statin_g the purpoSe
.nd ·· gOals of the
next
s_tep ;is the election of officers.

a

A new
next fall will be
a bulletin board for - art1cies- and
pictures relating to black culture.
Principal James Siiis volunteered
go make this purchase from school
funds.
Any interested student is invited to joill ·and build a p-art of
the future through an organization
that is trying to help unify Jordan.
0

Ensemble
President, Brenda Scott; Vice Presi·
dent, Delores Malloy; Treasurer, Beverly
Crocker; Robe Chairmen, Don Kelly and
Mark Verrichia.

•'

Chapel Hill, N.C.

RED and WHITE
Prettiest Meat Counter: in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGH QUALITY
3000 Chapel Hill Boulevard

Air Force Delayed Enlistment is one of the best
plans. It's a program that guarantees your Air
Force career interest before you graduate. You
keep going to school and enjoying your senior
year. After graduatiOn, your Air Force job and
some of the finest technical training in the world
is ready. That's Delayed Enlistment. Find out
about it now. Contact
SGT. TOM LAMM

Post Office Building Room·213
Phone: 682-5381
Four·Wffk Shlpment

--""""""
117 Wut lUin Slnet

Toiephone: 91M82-4821

SAVE!

:

s turn to board the buses f0r.
the long trip homeward.

Your senior •ifear
is a time
for planning

Sharpe's

.
.

1

is a friendly, generous, warm person. He is adventurous, honest, logical and talkative. His writing
shows that he is sensitive and likes
to plan ahead.

DURHAM, N.C.

·

McLean, Virginia. Saturday, Lang--·_,
leY and '."Jordan
·
D.C. and Saturday night Jordan's,
Concert Band and a Langley Band per$uncjay_ mornin.e:--<i:t w.as .Jor-

Teachers' Script Reveals Traits

'i.ROPPE

JEWEL.BOX

Virgiexchange

morning Langley boarded their buses
and-departed for a 6-hour ride home.r
The weekend of May 19-21 Jordan
stayed with
:flpst
ih

Band members arrive from Langley.

PHOTO

Largest Selection in the Triangle

an

Langley Band came down and stayed
with host families from the Jordan
Band.
The Langley Jazz Band and
Wind
Ensemble
performed
Friday
!J.ight. Saturday there was a band
at: North2ate Pali_ Sundav

CAMERA
+

in

trip the weekends of May 10-12 and
May.19-21. The first weekend the

Onl_x_. one .full day

was spent_ on a real-live sight-seeing tour. Into this day we·packed
Westminster Abbev. the London Tower,
St. Paul's Cathedral and the changeing of the Guard.
An expected but good portion of
the trip was the four visits to the
theater. We attended night performances of "The Wolf", "A Design For
Living", "A Streetcar Named Desire",
and "Richard II 11 •
The list of unexpected parts ,pf_
"the trip is perhaps a little longer.

p'articipated

and the
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Jordan Golf
Team Is Small
But Effective

Coache·s Present Awards
On Thursday,
sports c;iwards
the.cafeteria.

The Junior Varsity award for
most valuable player was presented
to Don Oxenrider by coach Parrish,
who, with his aggressiveness and his
.sense of com.petition earned the respect of all.
The track awards,
given by
coach John
Gray, went to Steve
f<lause, who proved him.Self to .be an
excelJent athlete and an outstanding
individual, and to Larry Anderson,
who is an outstanding performer in
the 100 yard dash and the long jump.

May 9, the annual

banquet
At that

was hel<l. in
time, each

coach made awards for his team. The
players.. on each team voted on the
given.
Varsity

basketball

Avery gave the' following
hii:> players:
Most

Valuable

coach John

awards to

Player--Bill

Pulley

received this award because of his
excellent shooting ability and· his
uncanny passes and assists.
Team

Spirit--George

what a good

Moore

combination

showed

determina-

tion and a positive attitude is·

.

Best Dcfense--Frank Hill believes in
never giving up. His aggressiveness
and determination made-him an indison the court.

Larry Parrish, the junior varsity basketball coach,
presented
these awards to his players:
Most Valuable Player--Fred Sherrill
turned many heads this year with his
fant'ctstic jumping ability and his
aggressive defense.
Team Spirit--Mike O'Brian was Mr.
Hustler for the very spirited Baby
Falcons. He brought that certain
and very needed intangible into the
game.
Best Defep.se--Maurice Hayes with his
aggressive moves forced many turnovers for his team.
A vel:.-y -good
hustler, he was constantly intimidating the
The Varsity
football awards
were announced by coach John Avery.
Most Valuable Player--Ronnie Dowdy.
What can one say about a football
player who can do it all? Best of
luck ·next year a.t Carolina.
Team Spirit--Bill Marable gained the
respect of his coaches and teammates
through his det:erminat.ion, good at-·
ti_t.lld.e__.__ and sincerity.
Most Valuable Linesman (Def°ense)-Gilbert Armstrong was described by
his coach as a "very aggressive individual".
Most Valuable Linesman (Offense)-Alan Roberson 1 s key to success was
his consistency in providing open
gaps for the offense.
Most. Valuable Back
(Offensive)-Frank Hill was an all-round leader
who earned the respect of his coaches and players through hard work,
determination, humor, and team spirit.
Golden Helmet Award--Ronnie Dowdy
has proven to be a real winner. He
is an outstanding player at any level of competition of high school
football.
1

HILL NAMED ALL AMERICAN

.

Frank Hill has been recent·
ly named to the AU-Ametjcan high
school basketball team.
Jordan
has long recognized Frank's
outstandfug all-round sports ability
through · his letters and awards in
football as well as basketball.

Jim Maxwell of the Durham Dolphins coached the swim team.
He
announced that Karen Shore had been
chosen the most outstanding swimmer.
She has brought honor and recognition to Jordan in the first year of
swimming competition.
Aside from
team spirit and determination Karen
showed her talent by placing 4th in
th"e st.0.te for the individual medley
and 5th in the state for the backstroke.
Ann
Harris coaches all the
girls' te;3.ID.s--basketball, softball,
volleyball, and track.
Basketball's
most
valuable
player was Patty Sidbury, who won
the respect of her teammates for ··her
determination and alertness on:the
court.
Bea.m, is the most valuable
player on the softball tecim. She is
a powerful all-around athlete and
showed this admirably in the - softball game. A very serious and determined player, she earned the respect of
coaches.
. _The most" Valuable _player on
volleyball's Team A was Pat Everett.
She led her team to a fine season
record with her spiking, serving,
and
consistent
all-around play.
Kathy Beam won the award .for team B.
She proved a valuable leader for her
team as she was consistently a good
server and all-around player.
Page Nichols, the most valuable
member of the track - team, ;showed
Jordan. just how fast gir.ls cari rU.ii-.
She was
most outstanding "at
the District Meet for girls.

Ray Cagle

Roger Taylor and Rusty Barringer (standing),
along with Mike O'Brien and Ray Caole, are
members of the Jordan golf team Mason
Irwin, also a member of the team, is not pictured.

Girls Gain Valuable
Experience Through
Softball
The girl's softball team didn't
have a winning season this year as
far as statistics were concerned,
but it did gain a lot of valuable
experience. The season ended with
t1vo wins "and seven losses. The wins
came against Chap_?:;!.. Hill and
Several ·other teams ill the conference had summer leagues and thev had
been playing together for seyeral
years.
Jordan
girls have never
together and had a lack of
experience. Since only four seniors
will be leaving the team, it should
be more experienced next year.
Mrs. Harris, the coach, said
that she
what she wanted to ..
•. ,She feels girl's
sports a·re now recognized as being
in existence. She also feels that,
whether they won or lost, the girls
played well and were good sports.
.
Members of the team were Kathv
Beam, Kathy Gehweiler, Deborah Gilmoie] Robill Hayes, Karen Holleman,
Phyllis May, Danette Navarro, Debbie
Rynders, Jane Sorrentino, Val Walker
Terry Waters, Reenie Whatley, Susan
Worthington.

Harris Helps Girl's Teams Create Atmosphere
, When playing a team sport a certain ·atmosphere of camaraderie and
excitement shared by teammates is
to any spectator. This year
Jirls' sports at Jordan were mqre
successful
creating these qualities, due to the efforts of Coach
Ann Harris. Also there was a wider
range of sports open to girls: basketball, volleyball, and softball.
A letter from Jordan's favorite
rival, Southern, indicates the high
quality of Jordan team spirit this
·1ear.
Se-Ver al Weeks ago Terry Ben;on, a_ 3-letter s"Q_9rtswoman graduating frOM Southei'ii, wrote ·a·1etter
:hat expresses rather well the spirit and purpose of sports •.
wrote:
"You guys were always our top
competitors, and we always wanted to

beat Jordan!
Although not all the
games turned out as I would have
liked in the past three years, they
have been enjoyable, and I have made
many friends with the girls at Jordan •. , Tell Sorrentino tO ·keep up the
good work, and I'm sure you're glad
1
sophomore.
Good luck
1she s Only a
to you and your teams next year."

neal's

For the first time in three .
years J or4an High has had _a gol:&:
team. This year's team consisted
of Rusty Barringer, Ray Cagle, Rogeri
Taylor, Mason
Irwin,
and
Mikel
0 'Brien. The team was coached byr
John Avery, whose golf game iUspired
the team during the season.
As for the regular season, the
Falcons came in second place in
conference. Rusty
Barringer
and:
Ray Cagle both . _piade the all confer-·
ence team which cons'isted of only:
six players. Roger Taylor received:
honorable mention.
In the sectionals the Falcons
again came in second place, th.is
time
only being beaten by
the'.
Raleigh · Broughton team, which eventually won the State tournament. By
placing in the sectionals, the golf
te.am was eligible for the Stfl.te
In the state the team
managed to come in 13th in a field
of about 30 teams. The future looks·.
bright for the Falcon golfers with
everyone returning next year with
the exception of Ray Cagle.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Congratulations to the girlB' track team
which came in first in the conference,
and to Page Nichols who was voted
the top runnen

Year's End Standings.
Football
(1) Jordan
(2) Oxford Webb
(3) Southern
(4) Orange
(5) Vaiden Whitley
(6) Wake Forest

Baseball
(1) Oxford Webb
(2) Vaiden Whitley
(3) Jordan
(4) Southern
(5) Wake Forest
(6) Orange

Basketball
(1) Oxford Webb
(2) Wake Forest
(3) Jordan
(4) Orange
(5) Vaiden Whitley
(6) Southern

J. V. Basketball
(1) Oxford Webb
(2) Wake Forest
'.3) Orange
4) Jordan
;5) Vaiden Whitley
(6) Southern

Golf
(i)vaiden Whitley
(2) Wake Forest.
(3) Jordan
(4) Orange
(5) Oxford Webb

J.V. football
(1) Orange
(2) Southern
(3) Oxford Webb
(4) Jordan
(5) Vaiden Whitley

'®7
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-Ul'll•VERstTY SQUARE

CHAPEL HI LL, N.C.
Wl_U...OW
MALL
OU RHAM, /'il.C.

LAURA'S

Sales & Rentals

Formal Wear
114 East Main Street

Durham, North Carolbla

TRIANGLE, VW,
PORSCHE, AUDI

....

3823 Ourham·Chapel Hill Blvd.
Dealer 1345

BERNARD'S FORMAL WEAR

Phone 286-3633

Bernie Lorenzo

1151 W. Club Blvd.
Durham, N .C. 27701

Our. 489·2371.Chapel Hill 929·9830

MARIO'S
RESTAURANT
Lasagna, Piz'loa
M anicotti, Egg
Plant, Italian
Veal Dishes

.

Phone 489-4389
Chapel Hill Blvd,

Imperial Bldg.
Morris Street

THE COLLEGE SHOP
11os w_ Main Sttet:L
Durham, N .C.
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Students Split On
Forced Busing Issue

Morehead
Announces
Nominees

In accordance-with a federal
decided as to whether or not they
court ruling by Judge Arthur Garr- would keep their children home from
ity, Boston has begun to integrate school if they were Bos1on parents.
its school system. Judge Garrity Due to the outbreak of violence,
waited several months for a similar 49% of the polled students agreed
action in Denver to be ruled upon that alerting the National Guard \\1$5
by the Supreme Court, hoping that
necessary. Only 50% of the students
the concept of Boston go·
this would make the people of
ton more amenable to his decision.
mg back to the 1896 'separate but
Bostonians were not enthisiastic;
equal' doctrine.
In order are the procedures that
instead they were violent in their
protests.
Jordan students would go through

by David Roberson

Five Jordan seniors have been nominated for the John Motely Morehead
Scholarships. The students are Kelly

Dillard, Page Nichols, Jan Kylstra,
Ann Knops and Steve Schoberle. Page
and Ann are taking advantage of the
change in rules which permits girls
to compete.
A hundred Morehead Scholarships
are awarded annually, each of which
allows the recipient to attend UNC
without charge for fou:r years.
The Jordan students were nominated for their excellence in all aspects
of school life by a committee of teachers, counselors and administrators.
Nominees m:ust go through a seri,§s_

Door

Shirley Thompson cries when named Homecoming Queen.

In a recent poll of approximately
200 Jordan students, it was found
th
at student opinion is almost e,ven·
ly split over the issue of busing. With
18% of the students undecided, 39%
b
oppose using and 31 % support it.
In response t
h
.
D
•
o sue questions as o
you feel that white protests in Boston are proper?, 62%ofthe students
said no.

in order to resolve the Boston busing
situation. The resolutions are in order
of plurality.
A. Most students said that busino
should be on a voluntary basis.
·f
B. Many said that they would let
th t d
es u en ts go to 'separate but equ·
al' schools.

munity activities. Kelly likes Jordan . onel Honor Society, chairperson of
.
.
because he feels that it is an 'acadethe Interact Finance Comrruttee and
mically sound school,' and names an active member of the Pep Club,
·
C. Few said that they would·have
International Relations as his favorite k eye ttes an d th e deb ate society.
begun busing gradually.
dass. Jle will defmitlv "''to UNC if She r1tso teaches a fifth grade Sun·
central levels, each of which will eliD. A handful said they would go
he receives a scholors:bJp anU may d ay Sc1100 l class.
Separate but equal
minate some of the competitors. The
. k th t Jo d · 'f · d
to the students and ask whot th.ey
even if he does not. Kelly listed I-JarAnn th m
s a
r an is nen Fifty-one percent of the Jordan
""
county interviews are conducted_by
vard and Williams Colleges as other ly' and that there is 'ample opportu- students were not surprised that the
want.
.
· UNC alumni chosen by the More11 1.
h .
E; Students also suggested that if
. f
b d
schools he has been considering.
e
nity
or
every
o
Y
to
ac
ve
t
eir
disruption
has
broken
out
in
Boston,
head Foundation. Final interviews
Track champion
goals.' She Mil probably attend UNC 'the seat of the abolitionist moveparents would get out of the issue
; will take place on the UNC campus.
Page Nichols plays on the varsity
whether or not she receives the More
the sti.idents would find it ea·sier to'
1nent.' Forty·one percent were un· d I ·th
teams in volleyball, basketball and head, but has also applied tu Duke.
National Merit
ea WI one another.
In addition to the Morehead nomt.ra_ck. By Mnning
races and Ann wants to major in busuness adinees, six seniors, Robbie Bass, Ann
firliShing second in the broad jump ministration and plans to enter a local business after graduation.
! Knops, Jan Kylstra, Wendy Plummer,
at last year's conference meet, she
CIA Agent
led the first Jordan girl's track team
Georgette Somjen and Martha WilJan Kylstra is a member of tl1e Na. liams have been named Semifinalists
to the conference championship.
tional Honor Society, the Concert,
in the National Merit Scholorship
Page is a member of the Keyettes
Jazz, Marching and Pep Bands and
competition. Two seniors, Kelly Dil- Club, the Annual staff and the comlard and Syvil Summers, have been mittee to raise funds for Jordan's new the debate society. He is also an active member of the local Explorer
named Semifinalists in the ijational
track. In addition she is a Student
Post. Asked if he holds office in any
Achievement Scholorship. Program Council representative, a Physical Edof these organizations, he replied,
ucation assistant, a member of the
; for Outstanding Negro Students.
'Are you kidding?'
Pep Club and this Year's Homecomi These students are eligible for a
Jan characterized Jordan as 'Trying Committee. She is ant·· active ·
b
! total of about 3500 schglorships
.
1ng to e progressive. Trying,' but
I
°Farmer" Charlie Baker takes his winter vacation to work as
church
and
Young
life
member.
refused
to name his favorite classes,
worth about $8 million which are
Jordan's Assistant Principal.
Page feels that this has beeen_her saying it would be
He
!awarded each spring. Five more senbest year at Jordan, citing 'moie feels that his ethnic background has
iiors, Connie Herndon, Mike McGinty,
priveledges and fewer superstuds' as helped him, calling himself 'CosmoMarcia Metzgar, Wade Penny and
her
main reason. She enjoys all of politan.' He is urlsure of his college
Steve Schoberle. were named Comher classes, but particularly likes Inchoice but may attend Dartmouth ..
mended Students for high PSAT
ternational
Relations
and
Annual.
Jan
wants to be a lumberja'ck or a
scores.
She will probably attend UNC wheCIA agent.
been plowed, the Jordan Assistant
by Carver Camp
!
Kelly Dillard participates in many
Georgette Somjen is Vice- Presther or not she receives a scholarship.
Principal spent several weekends.
In the eyes of the students, the
activities. He is president of
She would like to go into law, and ident of Interact
sifting dirt clods and weeds from the
I
•
.
"Charles Baker" hardly
µie Seruor class, vice-president of
soil. "It was hard work," he said,
names ''merchandising" as her sec<J actively in Science Seminar and conJures up the picture of a
"and I had some sore muscles there
and career choice.
plays the violin. She enjoys Jordan gardener. Yet, appearances can be
the National Honor Society, and is
for a while." It all paid off in the
because she " has been to other deceiving, for that's exactly what he
member of the band, the basketBusiness administrate·
schools that are worse." Georgette
end, however, when the produce
Assistwas this summer.
ball team, the Talon staff and the
started pouring in. He planted snow
Ann Knops is the Business Manager characterizes the adn1inistration as ant Principal tended a garden plot
peas, onions, potatoes, two kinds of
society,_ He names Sunday
of the Talon, treasurer of the Nati- " flexible "citing Independant stud)' near Chapel Hill.
peppers, corn, string beans,
and Church as his main comAccording to Mr. Baker, he
·-cont. , pg. 3
flower, carrots, tomatoes, squash,
learned a lot from it.
cantaloupe, honeydews and water·
"I was very pleased with the
melons.
"
result of the effort," he says,
Mr. Baker admits that he was
'"because it gives you a great feeling
impatient with some of his produce,
can see what
must be a high school senior and of
On October 12, 1974, Ms. Delores at Rogers-Herr Junior High School.
especially the carros. "I planted
you've done."
have at least a B average.
Delores says that her main inMalloy was crowned Durham's Junithem and waited several weeks and·
This all began last spring when
finally decided they weren't going to
Delores Mll represent Durha111 in
terest
and
the
greatest
highlight
µr Miss. This pageant, sponsored
Baker heard of a project
grow. So I hoed up that row,
of the entire pageant was the op- the state-}Vide competition. She initiated by businessmen and
by the Durham Jaycettes, was held
scattering the dirt and seeds in the
portunity to 1ssociate with fellow
says that the eVients for the stade concerned citizens. Several land
process. The next thing I knew,
tracts
were
donated
by
UNC
at
contestant has to leave ho1ne for
carrots were growing everywhere."
contestants.
Chapel Hill. These tracts were
Mr. Baker canned some of .tlie ·
One gratification J)elores re- one week without any contact with
broken dov.'n into different sized
produce and gave some of it &Way.
plots. Interested people could sign
ceived from winning the pageant her friends, fa1nily, or relatives.
He was especially proud of liis-· one
up Jo: these plots at the Municipal
was the fact that anyone is eligi- They will have to learn new
watermelon.
··
Bu1ld1ng as Mr. Baker did in early
ble for the crown and can win only tines for this pageant. Some of the
As
long
as
the
land
is
av<.t.ifuble
March. His garden was located at
Mr. Baker feels that he 0wtll: cdn;Unll;
if they exc.el and try hard enough. cat-agories- in which they Mll be
Mason Farm, off Highway 54.
garde?ing. Some of tq"e otl1t::;r peOple
Mr.
Baker's
one
big
problem
was
Preliminary competition included judged are creativity, display of
who signed up for plq:its are groWirtg.
that he knew next-to-nothing about
judging on appearance, physical fit- crafts, abilities and the innito perspn.
winter vegetabjI;>S'now·, ·but Mr.
gardening. To remedy this, he
Baker doesn't feel that he has the
ness, the ability and quickness of They will also be judged on their bought some books, talked to
time. He does, however, have big
the pageant. The only qualification ability in photography. talent, and friends. and plunged into his
plans for next year-and this time
project.
for competing is that the person another interview.
he will know what he's doing.
Thou h the lots had alread

1

1

j

Green Thu·mb Charlie
Grows Vegetables

Classic Jordan Cutie Claims Contest

!"f:·.
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Boston Busing Supported
As a result of court ordered
busing designed to achieve desegregation, widespread violence has
broken out in Boston schools and
racial turmoil has reached a fever
pitch among citizens. Many Bostonians, believing that the conflict has been produced solely by
busing, are calling for a return to
neighborhood scJfo6ls and an end
to all busing.
Within the past few years the
Justice Depaitmel}t
begun_ to
crack down on segregation in the
North as well as the South. Boston, however, was not ordered to
integrate its school system until last
year. When the city failed to produce an effective desegregation plan
for the 1974-75 school year the
courts took matters into their own
hands. During the summer Judge
Arthur Garrity ordered the implementation of a plan which relies
heavily on busing.
Bostonians reacted wildly to the
busing order, attempting to block
Garrity's directive in every way
possible. When the schools actually started many parents kept their
children home and participated in
vioient' protests.
Ai 011e point
Governor Francis Sargent was forced to call out .the National Guard

so that children could get to school
safely.
It is the consensus of all involved
that the violence and hatred in
Boston must not continue on its
present course. The disagreement
arises over how to solve the
flict. Many Bostonians place all
of the blame for the trouble on
busing and the subsequent Jemise
of neighborhood schools. They are
putting great pressure on the
eral government and the courts to
terminate all busing.
If busing in Boston is abandoned, a very valuable means of
achieving desegregation will be lost.
Busing is the only tool available
for mixing children of differing
socio-economic backgrounds in the
school environment. Racial balance cannot exist under the neighborhood school system
of
the reality of social segregation.
Black and white and Puerto Rican
and Jewish children who do not
live in the same community will
never come to know and understand each other unless they associate in schools, but this association
cannot occur without the aid of
busing. Without busing, integrated
education will become a thing of
the past and segregation will set in
once more.

Morehead Opens to Women
The University of North c·arolina-· at -Chapel Hill has set a new
pretedent this year by opening its
previously all 'male and most prestigious scholarship, the Morehead,
to women.
Jordan's female nominees, Ann
Knops and Pagf, Nichols, were chosen for their c6ntributions to the
school commUnity both in academics and extra-curricular activities.
They Were also chcisefi due to what
was deterµllned as superior potential for attaining positions of leadership in the University community
and in their later lives.
The University is certainly to be
praised for this progressive mo·re
because it offers an opportunity
never before offered to women at

UNC-CH. The chance to obtain a
four-year, all-inclusive scholarship.
Perhaps the most important factor
is not the money but the fact that
the University is now treating women and men as intelluctual equals.
This is important because chances
are great that it will inspire more
women of superior academic and
leadership abilities to apply to UNC
rather 'than schools in the north,
thus improving in the long run the
the standard of education and atmosphere at UNC. This step is
also important because, if successful, it may open the way to make
more scholarships available to women. Who knows, five years from
now UNC may even be offering
basketball and soccer scholarships
to women.

Talon Sales Good;
'Boosters' Sold To
Raise Needed Funds

Senior David Penny dressed up
as a clown on Class Dress-up
Day. JunioIP wore formal
attire and-sphomores dressed
as hil1hil11.es on the fourth
day of Pep Week.
Not
shown is David's invisible
dog. Other activities during
Pep Week were relay races,
Tape Day and a Fifties Assem·
bly.

With sales almost finished, the
Talon staff has announced that
this year's Annual sale has been
more successflJl than ever before.
Ann Knops, Talon business manager says that although the exact
number is not available, many yearwere sold. She hopes that student
support will be as <;trong for
Booster sales as it v,...is for the
yearbook sale.
· Boosters will get their names
on a "Booster Page" in the 1975
Talon according to the amount
they contribute to the Annual.
Bronze boosters cost $1.00, silver boosters are $5.00, and gold
are $10.00. The purpose of boosters, says Knops is to raise an additional $2,000.00 necessary for the
special effects and the spring section bein"g offered this year.
Knops . also thinks that everyone who wished to purchase a
yearbook this year was probably
contacted in some way or an·
other, eithet' through dress up
campaigns, the assembly, or announcements in the bulletin.
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· PHOTOGRAPHER··Mickey Run kin.
FACULTY ADV!SORS··Ann Berces. Shirley Strobel.

Ms. J;Jarr.ifil: McCullerp.

Teacher
Feature

fo the Editor
I am writing this letter concern·
ing the way the Jewish Holidays
are treated by the school.
Recently I missed three days of
school for Jewish Holidays. In
those three days of school, I missed
two major tests, two daily tests
(that could not be made up) and
an amazing amount of school work.

Because of this I was in the posi·
tion of flunking five out of six of
my classes.
This situation is inexcusable .

During the Jordan Homecoming
festivities, 1'1s. Harriet NlcCullers Why should I be "punished" be·
came to school along with the cause the school system doesn't
students dressed as if she came
recognize my religious holidays?
straight out of the l 950's. This
incident is indicative of Ms. Mc- In the Chapel Hill school. system,
cullers' desire to understand her one teacher workday was taken
students better by becoming in- away and the schools were closed
valved in their activities.
A new member of the English, on_ Yorn Kippur--the holiest of
department, Ms. McCullers enjoys Jewish holidays. Although Jewish
teaching high school but has some students make up a small percentcomplaints: "Students think they
know it all, and they also think age of the school, I think it is only
teachers are dumb." She hopes to common courtesy to respect the
overcome this barrier and strives holidays that we observe.
rm not asking for school to be
for more open student-teacher
reliitionships. "Teachers do care l t
t f
J · h h l.d
b t
,,
.
.
Ms
McCullers
e
or ewis
o i ays u
.
..
. ou
ab ou t th eu pup11s,
says. To prove this, she is willing simply that a policy be adopted
to listen to any student suggestions that no tests be given on those
about how to improve her class or days.
by Peter Stahl
the school in general.
Ms. Mccullers enjoys her crea·
tive writing classes more than any
of the other classes she teaches.
This is because the students in
those two classes are more open
about themselves, Ms. McCullers,
other students, and learning.
When asked about school spirit
at Jordan, ·Ms. McCullers replied,
"TI1ere is too much attention given
to the seniors. Why can't juniors
or sophomores be eligible for the
Homecoming Queen?"
Ms. McCullers, a graduate of
East Carolina University, loves to
cook-especially exotic foods. Her
favorite leisure sports are bowling
an d air h ock ey ·
"I like to work with people."
In six words, Mr. Benjamin Bartholomay sums up why he decided
to become a teac h er. Mr. Barth olomay, a new member of the mat h
departinent is recieving his fiust
real teaching experience at Jordan
this year. Although he has taught
over a fourth of the year he is not
yet discouraged and in fact seems
to be enjoying himself. "The atmosphere is very friendly" at
Jordan, Mr. Bartholomay explains,
both with teachers and students.
He plans to stay at Jordan for a
while and in the field of teaching
permanently.
Born· in Virginia, Mr. Bartholomay came Sou th to go to co llege
I
. .S
_tate,w1erehemajored
at NC
_
in mathematics. Teaching is not
the only new change in his lifetwo weeks before school began, Mr.
Bartholon1ay got married. Aside
from math and his new wife, he
enjoys music and water sports.

Editor, The Falcon's Cry:
The Jordan Booster Club wishes
to reply to your editorial October
18th, "Boosters Skip Academics."
Historically, the Booster Club has
suppurted the athletic programs at
Jordan because, historically, a new
school includes the building, its
contents, the faculty and staff, and
the land. All ancillary facilities have
to be provided by the parents. A
football field does not exist until
parents put it there.
We agree with you that the
academic program needs help, but
we pay taxes to provide that. We
also agree among outselves that a
school without an athletic program
is a one-sided educational effort. We
have met with the County Board of
Education about funds to match the
funds we are raising for the track.
In the general discussion, the board
and the Booster Club members
agreed that tax money should pay
for everything when a new school is
established, but this requires a
major change in policy at the state
level.
In the meantime, the Jordan
Booster Club is able to work on only
one project at a time. This year it is
a track. Next year, if the students
would prefer academic assistance,
the Booster Club would be willing to
consider the suggestion.
Sincerely,
Faith L. Gehweiler
Treasurer
Jordan Booster Club

All lnfnru"iewn W"ith Mr • \)('"!Ill'
II ll I I

.J

BehIn
• d th e BrOW n DOOr

\Vhile talking to Mr. Sills, one is
impressed with the concern he
shows for Jordan students and with
his ideas concerning the way things
should be done. He was pleasant
and informative while he discussed
such student-oriented issues as
"open-campus" during lunch, club
bulletin boards, the parking lot,
student permanent records and a
cleaner Jordan.
Wh
en asked about leaving school
durmg
·
1unch , Mr. Sills explained
that usually county schools are not
·
s1tuated near eating places. With
only forty-five minutes to eat ,
there isn't enough time for students
to leave Jordan, eat and return 1·n
time for classes. After school it
takes the parking lot fifteen minutes to clear out; getting cars in
and out during a forty-five minute
lunch wol!ld be impossible.
Mr. Sills explained that, since
the. county school board does not
have an open campus policy there
is little that he can do tq dhange
the situation. A lot of nroblems
would arise from open- campus
besides parking, however, such as
Iwhat to do with
t t· people Hwho· don't
I
lave transpor
athion. c e· is a so
fh
ld
unsure o ow e ca1etena wou
know how many
know how many people to prepare
food for, since the number would
fluctuate daily.
Mr. Sills had announced plans
to install several bulletin boards
around the school. These bulletin
boards are for the use of Jordan
clubs and organizations if they are
willing to take responsibility for
keeping them neat.
Jordan's student parking problems have purposely been left up to
the Student Council, according to
the principal. He said that the
parking situation should be very
efficient this year since it is possible, if done in an organized manner, to provide easy-in, easy-out
parking for everyone. If students
parked correctly, no one should be
blocked in, but correct parking
is the responsibility of the Student
Council.
Mr. Sills said that he
would be glad to help when some
initiative is shown by the students.

Bartholemay and Pridqen.

Boosters

.
from seeing a sJuUenf·s permanent
record. A committee from the county school unit is now studying
the pros and. cons of ailpwing
people to see the records but their
report is not yet in. Changes in
this policy will be made in the
·future, but Mr. Sills was unable to
say exactly what these changes
will be.
The natiOnal trend has been to
permit easy access to permanent
records. 'When a student applies to
colle.ge, a list of his or her high
school grades, high school transcript, plus a brief description of
his or her attitudes, is usually sent
to the college. IQ scores are generally kept secret because they are
easily misinterpreted. Mr. Sills explained that a misinterpretation of
"Intelligence Quotients" can hurt
a student.
Finally, Mr. Sills expressed his
appreciation for the students who
have shown their concern about
Jordan's appearance by picking up
the trash. He encourages all students to join in this effort to
keep Jordan clean.
If anyone has any questions or
replies to issues that involve students, please let Sean Sweeny or
any member of the Falcon's Cry
staff know.

Once

the class of '75

Currently the Durham County lost the homecoming float
School System has a policy that
This year the
bars students, parents, or anyone competition.
else not connected with the school senioIP lost to the junioIP.

The Falco,..'s Cry
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Student Profiles

Steve Schoeberle, a se01or, is
presently holding two very important positions at Jordan: President
of the Interact Club and Sergeant·
at-Arms of the Student Council. He
is also a nominee for a Morehead
Scholarship.
Steve became a very active
member of the Interact Club last
year. He has a positive outlook for
Interact and says that many
activities are in store this year,
including the talent show which the

Student Profiles: u.l., Steve

schoeberle; 1.1., Brenda Scott;
l.r.. Harold <:;obb.
The Forensics Society erected Vernon Jones, Jan Kylstra and Bob
Sciedensticker as its Executive Conci1. The group plans to take part
in various debates and other areas
of for&nsics throughout the course
of the year. ' ·
·
·
AFS and Interact are in the process
of organizing a talent show which
will take place near the end of November. The proceeds of 1:he show
will go toward club projects and
a grand prize of $50.00 will be

-¥orehead, cont., from pg. I
study and students taking courses
at local colleges as - two of her
reasons.
Georgette will probably attend
Duke as a pre-med, majoring in
psychology. She wants to be a
General Practitioner in a rural area
noting that she is '' really concerned about money." Asked if
she was " really all that smart,"
she responded " of course not "
quoting Socrates :" He is
who knows he knows nothing."
Syvil Summers is spending this
year abroad in Belgium as a part
of the AFS program.
Martha Williams is president
of the Science Seminar, librarian
secratery of the Band and a mem·
ber of ,the National Honor Society.
Ma,_rtha, who attended Governor's
SchQol this past summer for Natural Science, says that she doesn't
like Jordan as much as she used
to, but " is not sure why." She
would like to go to MIT of Duke
where she plans to major in physics. Martha wants to be an astro·
ophysicist.
Robbie Bass does not partici·
pate in many school activities but
is active in his church and Metho·
dist Youth Fellowship and enjoys
chess and swimming. He feels that
Jordan is " no worse than anywhere else,'' and likes all his classes, particularly drama. Robbie is
unsure of his college choice, but
plans to go into the ministry.
Wendy Plummer is a mem·
ber of AFS Interact Club, the
Ensemble and is president of the
National Honor Society. She participates in her church youth group
and holds a job at McDonald's
She feels that Jordan is " not too
bad " but wishes that there was
more variety in the cUrricu1um.
Wendy is applying to four local
colleges but . is undecided as to
preferes. She is flue·
which
tuatir'1g h tween pathology, lang·
uage, rr _n and veterinary medicine
as her t:areer choice.

When asked what kinds of
beautification projects are planned
for Jordan this year, Steve said that
trees and bushes are to be planted
either this fall or in the spring. Also,
between the
he hopes that the
trailers and the school will be
improved.
Steve may possibly become
interested in running for some
political office in the future, but at
this time he isn't sure which area of
politics he would be interested in.
Presently Steve has geared his
mind toward a career in law. When
asked if he considers himself
conservative or liberal, Steve
described himself as a "middle-of·
the·roader" as far as politics are
concerned. Steve plays various
sports, especially baseball, and was
rather surprised but delighted with
the nomination for the Morehead
Scholarship.

C

ulture
ale:ndar

Nov.13·22, Durham Art Guild Two·
Man show at Allied Arts Center;
Nov. 13, N.C. Symphony with Van
Cliburne, pianist, Friends of the
College, Reynolds Coliseum, Ra·
leigh, N.C.; Nov. 14, 17, 21, 24,
Jacques Brells Alive And Well And
Living, Duke Players, Branson
Theater, Duke; Nov.15, Duke Wind
Symphony, Page Auditorium,
Duke; Nov. 16, Esterhazy Quartet,
East Duke Music Room, Duke University; Nov. 17, Sunshine Boys,
Broadway at Duke, Page Auditorium; Nov. 19, Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Friends of the College,
Reynolds Coliseum, Raleigh, N.C.;
Nov. 20, George Faison - University
Dance Experience, Stewart Theater, NCSU; Nov. 20·22, Five Bl.ack
Hand Side, B.N. Duke Auditorium,
NCCU; Nov. 22, Kris Kristofferson,
Rita Coolidge, UNC;Nov. 22-23,
Spring for Sari!, UNG Opera
Theater, Memorial Hall, UNG; Nov.
24·30, Durham Art Guild Members
Christmas art show and sale, Allied
Arts Center; Nov. 27-30, DurQam
Art Guild Christmas Tree Festival,
Allied Arts Center; Nov. 30,
Du'rham Art Guild Auction of
paintings and Christmas Tree "
Festival trees, Allied Arts Center.
The staff of the "Falcon's Cry" urge!
,all interested students to submit letter.
tO the Editor. All letters must be signed
arid it must.be understood that any let·
t!_!r is subject to condensation.

Many people know Harold Cobb
because he plays football for
dan this year. Of this Harold says
" I thank God for having the phy·
sical capabilities to play the game
of football. I think it's a sin to be
able to play and not use your Godgivin ability."
Although there was talk that
·
Harold quit the football team, he
denied the rumors. Harold said,
" Jordan High School football is a
tradition. Coach Parrish instills this
into all his players. Athletics comes
first, then if there's time academics'.'
Harold is an all-aroupd good student making A's and B's. He is an
active member of the Fellowship
of Christian Athletes. Harold plays
guard on the football team and enjoys watching football films. He
also enjoys basketball, weight lifting and listening to soul music. In
addition to his sc)ool activities
Harold works at a daycare center
in the afternoons.
Harold hOpes to plD.y college
football for either Clemson, Army
Navy, UNC, Duke or N.C. State.
He is undecided about his career
plans but is considering law, medicine, the ministry or military service.
Harold states that football play·
ers should be given more respect
in the school than other athletes
because it takes an incredible individual to practice football twoand·a-halB hours daily and then go
home to study.
Brenda Sc.ott
This year Brenda Scott is serving
as President of the Ensemble. Now
in her third year with the group,
Brenda works closely with Instructor
Gloria Davis in the selection of
music. Brenda also acts as manager
for the Ensemble by looking into
possibilities for events where the
group may perform. Brenda also
holds the offices of Senior class
Vice·President and Secretary ofKeyettes. She is a member of thf; Talon
literary statf as well.
As a Senior representative on the
Homecoming Court, Brenda was
escorted by Kelly Dillard. She con·
sidered Homecoming to have been
"a wonderful experience which I
will never forget."
Singing in her sleep
Brenda is interested in attending
UNC-CH and is considering dental
hygene as possible career. She says
she became interested in dentistry
when she belonged to the Health
Careers Club.
In regard to any unusual charac·
teristics, Brenda says she talks to
herself all of the time and has been
told she sings in hu sleep.
Sewing, singing, and volleyball
are Brenda's· three favorite hobbies.
terest in becoming involved in politics bec;ause she feels it ·is all-·jtist
a racket. She also says that at this
point politics have her quite confused.

The Falcon's Cry encourages
all interested students to sub·
mit any original poetry {or
consideration. Several selections will be pu 1Jlishecl in

1e?-.ch issue.
-

Ellen Kelly at Theatrical Workshop.

Ellen Kelly Comes to JHS
As Director in Residence
Sipping her coffee as she leaned 1
·Ms. Kelly says, "I kllew in
back in her chair, the five foot the back of my head that I al·
three brunette proceeded to tell of ways wanted to be an actress,
her experiences as an actress. Ms. but 11 just didn't admit it to myF!len Kelly, director in residence, self until I was in dollege. Somefeels that acting offers no "retire· where in the back of my mind
ment." A doctor for example, in was the idea of writing but I
his old age, can «ease off' but an never took as much time with
actor must continously work and that.
However, I do ,write and
Her
practice if he wants a job at all. try to sell my material."
Ms. Kelly says that her job, since favorite playwrite is Neil Simon.
Every actress would rather be
it involves a lot of traveling, interferes with family communications. something they are not in a play
It's not so hard with the immediate but Ms. Kelly feels that you must
family but distant relatives don't try out for parts that you can iunderstand. It's also hard friend- dentify with. "If you are really
wise, in that you meet alot of. good and the director knows you
people in a certain job but then it's can be something you're not then
hard to keep in touch. She rnels of course you try out for that dif·
that a continuous relationship
ficult part."
undergoes alot of strain.
Ms. Kelly feels acting is hard
work, a lot of strain and wears
Irish plays
Ms. Kelly would like to go back an_d tear on the nerves, but it's
m6st rewarding to be on stage
in time and act in two of her
favorite theatrical settings. The first and know that you are convincing
one is Ireland, which_ always involves the audience that you're someone
plays concerning the heritage. The else. But the most rewarding aspect
use a lot of music, dancing, of acting is knowing that all of
and prayers in their- plays. "It was the attention is focused on you
very exciting'' , says Ms. Kelly, "but and you are, at that moment,
I think the best place to act would the only thing that matters.
be here in America, when New
York's theaters were just getting
started, there were always jobs
open. A young actress always had
a chance to be on stage. That to
me is the most important part of The Drama Club under the direction of Tom Culbreth are consid*
acting---being on stage."
ering "Pfeiffer's People" as its fall
New York is Ms. Kelly's favor- presentation. Plans are underway
ite town to play in but she also for tryouts.
enjoys working in the mountains, NCCU's Glen J.1artin, sponsored by
(which she does every year) be· the Student Organization for Ilf..
ternational Understanding,spoke to
·-cause they always do comedies. Jordan students at a United Mat·
Comedies ai:e her favorite type of Day assembly. The assemblykicked
olavs td.o hfe m because she actually off SOIU's annual Halloween Unistarte o f 11er career as a come.
.
.
d.ian. -s11e-· states that when she cef dnve, dunng which club memfirst started out acti ·"I
ld 't · bers collect money from students
I and faculty for the children's fund.
even try out for a
IN
SCIENCE?
thought I couldn't do them. I was NTERESTED
taking dancing and voice lessons rMA]OR IN PHYSICS AT DUKE
a studio and one of my, [_gall
a ter 6: 30 .'111. .
instructors suggested I try out for
a serious part and I'm really glad I
did."

-

-

!JfcCain's Sunoco Service
Weidinf,
.
radiator repairs,

Brake and wrecker service.
901 W. Chapel Hill St.-Du,ham

Daniels'
Cyclery

CAMERA &

PHOTO SHOPPE

114 E. MAIN ST.
DURHAM, N. C.

·I

Gas House
HIGHW.AY 54
Serve Yourself And Sai·e

--·

107 \Vest Main Street
(P.0.Box 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)

I

Durham

Repairs made on
all bicycles.
10% off to all
Jordan students.
Durham Chapel Hill Blvd.

Four-Week Shipment

JEWEL 6CIX
Northgate Shopping center

Durham, North Carolina
Telephone' 2 B6·549 5
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Teddybear
Sponsors
Soccer
by John Roth
For many Jordan students, extracurricular activities at school are
nothing more than intrarnurals, talking with friends or lighting up a
cigarette. But 25 boys and one
faculty member have added something new to the non-academic scene

-soccer
The man chiefly responsible for
organizing the new soccer club is·
Mr. Howard Llndsey, a North
Carolina State graduate and this
year's ICT teacher.
Mr. Lindsey, nicknamed "TeddyBear" by his students, is quite capable of handling the team. After
majoring in Occupational Educaand Industrial Arts at State he
se.rved one year as a graduate assistant coach in lacrosse, a game
very similar to s-occer. He has

played a lot of soccer and lacrosse before coming to Jordan
last April.
The Jordan soccer club currently- practice twice a week after school behind Duke's Wallace
Wade Stadium.
These practices
will· continue until spring when
the team has scheduled matches
against such area teams as Durham
Academy and powerful Ravenscroft.
Mr. Llndsey, the coach and
sponsor, loves soccer and thinks
it's a great game for a simple
reason.
«It's a continual run.
bing game and you have to be
in good shape to play it. Also
it is very demanding, both mentally and physically."
Although soccer is just an "open
participation sport" now, Mr. Llndsey has visions of the day when
it will become a. varsity- sport alo.ng with such :i?erenni<i.ls as football and basketball and others. He
is optimistic that this will occur
within the next two or three year-S-.
So yes, soccer is here and· -probably to stay. At least if Howard
"Teddy Bear" Lindsey· has any- ·
thing to say about it.

Jordan Defeated
At Homecoming
by Steve Gitelman

JHS Cross Country
Takes Third Place

The 1974 Jordan cross country
team, coached by Mr. John Grey,
recently completed its best season
ever. The team had eleven wins, six
losses, and placed third in the
conference.
Grey attributes part of the team's
success to "a fine group of seniors."
Sean Sweeney, 'Rickey Hall, and
Roy McDonald, all seniors, were
three of the team's top six runners.
The other three were sophomores
Gordon Sims and Mark Metzgar,
and junior David Floyd. These six
participated in the sectional meet
held at Duke on October 25.
This summer, Mr. Grey attended
an olympic camp for track coaches.
At the camp, he claims he was "sold
on running." This was not just
because of running's physiological
benefits to the body, but for "the
discipline it teaches a young man."
Grey returned from the camp with
some new policies for "running" his
cross country program.
In the past, Mr. Grey feels he
hasn't properly supervised team
practices. This year, however, Grey
was outside almost every day in
order to watch the team practice
and make sure the team did the
assigned running.
Mr. Grey dist.ributed a track
handbook to members for the first
time, hoping, to ''.motivate and
discipline my runners." Besides pro·
hibiting drinking, smoking, or
drugs, he requested participants to
conform to a diet. This diet
consisted of no milk or carbonated
drinks at lunch, as well as no
· cheWing gum. Grey explained that,
"These create gas in the stomack."
The coach expected the runners
to workou"i individually over the
weekends. He stated that, "those
two days make up 28 per cent of the
week, and they can't afford to take
the days off."

Volunteer Volleyballers Vie At Lunch
by Gayle Mitchell
Intramural volleyball has become
a . popular lunchtime activity at
Jordan involving approximately 160
students and ten faculty members.
There are two games played simultaneously in a two-out-of three
competition.
To climax the season, the best
from each class and the faculty
team will play in a tournament
shortly before Christmas. So far
the- teams with outstanding records
are Senior A (undefeated), Faculty
(undefeated), and Junior A (one
loss).
The winning team will receive
.a trophy following the final games.
Since there will be no state tourna·
ment for co!l.ference volleyball gam·
es, all ' ·rsity volleybilll players
may pa1 .. c1pate.

November 15, 1974

Although student interest in
intramural sports has been wide·
spread, Supervisor Ann Harris states
that all lunchtime sports· may be
ternimated if better care is not
. taken of the gym and physical edUcation equipment. Ms. Harris ex·
plains that littering and eatini in
the gym must stop in order for
the intramural activities to be continued at Jordan.
Shortly after Chnstmas, Intra·
mural basketball is expected to
begin. There will be separate teams
for boys and girls. There will be no
Women's Faculty Basketball team
for intramurals arid Varsity basketball players will not be able to par·
ticfpate.
We·Care For
·Everyone ...

A A_.

_f __
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The Jordan football team has
begun the year with the defense of
its triangle conference crown with
one win and two losses.
The team won its first conference
same at Wake Forest, 14-6. The
homecoming game was a different
:natter, as Jordan was defeated by
\T aiden Whitley by a score of 7-6.
The Falcons suffered their second
•nee setback at Oxford Webb.
20-14.

Jordan scored early against Wake
Grey encouraged girls to work
Forest on a twenty-yard pass from
out with the team this year in order
Steve Greer to Fred Sherill in the
to prepare for their spring track
first quarter. In the -second quarter
season. Several girls came out, but
a pass from Greer to David
Sylvia Cobb was the only one that
Atkinso"n enabled the team to score
remained with the team. She served
a fifty-yard touchdown. The team
as manager of the team and as Mr.
stopped a Wake Forest rally, and
Grey's "personal secretary."
held on for. a 14-6 victory.
For the first time ever, Grey
Homecoming proved to be a bit
attempted to implement a cross
of a disappointment this year.
country program on the junior high
Jordan was behind Vaiden Whitley,
level. Four or five eighth graders
7-0, going into the fourth quarter.
participated, but there was not
The Falcons rallied as Greer hit
enough time for Grey to supervise
Mike O'Brien with a twenty-five·
them as much as necessary. They
yard touchdown pass. The twopoint
had no meets, but Grey felt the
conversion failed, as Don Ochsenimportant thing was "selling them
reiter was ruled out of bounds after
on running." He says; "Outstanding
catching Greer's pass. Jordan failed
runners are made in the eighth,
to muster another score in the re·
ninth and tenth grades," with an
maining ten minutes, and Vaiden
emphasis on the word made. Grey
Whitley escaped with. a 7·6 win.
feels that, "A:r1ybody can be a
Jordan fell behind early at
runner, for runners are made, not
Oxford-Webb, with the score at 14-0
born. It just requires a person
after the first quarter. The team
willing to work and dedicate himself
came back in the second quarter to
to running."
tie the score on two one-yard runs
In the past, cross country has
by Maurice Hayes and Steve Greer.
been a two and a half month sport.
Webb managed a fourth quarter
Grey wants to make it a year-round
score. which proved enough to win
sport. After the actual cross
the game by a20-14 score.
country season, winter training will
Jordan's biggest problem in past
involve weight lifting and running
weeks has been defense, but Coach
when the weather permits. In the
Parrish now cites this as an asset.
spring, the runners will participate
He feels the defensive squad has
on the track team. Then, over the
begun to play as a unit, and is now
summer vacation, Grey will disperforming as he had originally
tribute individual workout sheets
anticipated. The improvement is
for the runners. He will expect them
due, to some extent, to a shifting of
to run at least five miles a day, or
players on the defense. Parrish
about 450 miles during the summer. -moved Harold Cobb from his right
Cross country practice will resume
tackle position to middle guard.
in the fall at the same time that the
Marty Barnes was brought off the
football team resumes practice. If
bench and now plays right tackle.
one doesn't workout properly
Steve Greer has been placed at
during the summer, the minimum of
safety to help with the pass defense.
eight to ten miles a day when fall
Parrish said all three have been
practice resumes, will certainly
improving at their new positions,
illustrate the fact. In addition to the
and have greatly aided the defense.
practices every day after school,
The defense lacks the overall speed
Grey will hold practices on
which
it possessed last year, but
Saturday.
Parrish is still confident that the
Grey feels that a new track would
will get the job done, as they
definitely improve the team's
did in what Parrish considers "their
performance. He explains that, "It
best game to date" against Vaiden
would help our performance tre.·
Whitley.
mendously. We would have good
Parrish is aware that in high
facilities to train on, and wouldn't
school football, the majority of the
have to wait for the 'cow ptach' to
teams use running plays most of the
dry for several days after a rain. It
also might create interest and get , time. He has tried to anticipate the
more students involved in the track offense's plays, and counteract them
program. I'm still accepting any of to those used by some professional
your donations."
-According to Grey, it takes two or
WEl:l.
three years to build a successful
N\TE'5
cross country program. As far as
he's concerned, this was the first.

ZALES
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Our PeopJ.e Make UsNurnberOne
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I 06 N. GRAHAM ST.
CHAPEL HILL, N. C.
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[919) 489-7952
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teams, have so far proven successful.
The offense has not been as
productive lately as in earlier
games. Parrish stated that he would
prefer "a ball control offense that
grinds the yardage out on the
ground." However, he says that
fumbles and penalties have caused
the team to rely more on the passing
game.
The best athletes on the team
permit it to have quite a successful
passing attack. Parrish feels that
quarterback Steve Greer, tight end
Fred Sherill, and \vide receiver
David Atkinson are "the best
around." Steve Greer leads the
Triangle conference in touchdown
passes with a total of eight. Fred
Sherill, David Atkinson, and split
end Mike O'Brien are all tied for
second in the conference for
touchdown receptions with tvlo
apiece. Sherill is tenth in scoring
with a total of fourteen points. The
size of the offensive line is relatively
small and this is another factor
which has kept the offense from
being as productive a_s it could be.
Many people saw a television
show several weeks ago which dealt
with high school football injuries.
Several high school players have
been paralyzed or killed from what
is called stick blocking. This
involves lowering one's head and
placing the helmet in the chest of
the opponent. The blocker can
suffer a broken neck from this type
of blocking.
Coach Parrish teaches a similar
form of stick blocking. However, he
tells all of his players to keep their
heads up and eyes on the person
they are blocking. He stated that
blocking with one's shoulders makes
it impossible to maintain one's
balance. The head is the center of
the body, and that is what Parrish
feels must be used to block
effectively. He does not plan to
change his methods until rules are
made which prohibit stick blocking.
Poor football equipment can also
result in a large number of injuries.
Parrish said the team's equipment is
old but adequate. Each year, a new
set of a designated piece of
equipment is bought for each
member of the teaw.
When there are injuries, they are
usually handled by Allen La\vrence,
the team trainer. He has had two
years of training for this job. Dr.
Franks of Watts Hospital serves as
the team physician, and is available
for any serious injuries.

These. bikes cost $95 to $595
We service all makes and models.

Graduate
in style ...
with the class ring made
to order for you.
It has your own name in
raised letters, plus school
name and year,
and school· mascoc.
Made with our exclusive fiery
Sun-Lite® stone.
10 karat gold.
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New Advisor System Begun

The new break improves student

not the landscape.

New Representatives
Elected For Council

Sophomore representatives for
The Jordan Student Council has
this
year are Margaret Parker,
started their year off with the
Julia Cleaver, Katrina Dalton, Dede
selection of 30 new representatives
Dugar, 'John Lock, Diane Prake,
on September 19.
Gwen Rankin, Logan Wilkins, Iris
This election was the first held
Williams, and J oceleen Winston.
under a new constitutional amendRepresenting the juniors will be
ment, adopted last spring, which
Ellain
Bonti, Mary Booth, Sylvia
provides for an entire class to vote
for all its representatives instead of Cobb, Karen Harper, Angela
James, Pam Pridgen, Jane Roy·just one from a homeroom or fourth
croft, Christine Smith, Karen
.period class· as in past years ..
ty Sponsor Richard Hill thinks that Waller, and Ellen Young.
Kappy Aldridge, Pam Andrews,
the election _went fairly well, even
Togs Bekker, Claudia Green, Mark
though only about one-third of the
H. Johnson, Mike McGinty, Martha
student body voted.
An initial meetiD.g of all repre- f,_,..New, Page Nichols, Chris Phillips
and Karen Shore are the senior
sentatives was held during first
representatives. In the senior
period on October 3. The full
election a runn-off was necessary
Student Council will meet once a
month first period with any other between Mike McGinty and Marty
Johnson. McGinty won.
necessary meetings being held at
The text to the new election
lunch. Student body president Eric
Amendment,
Article VI, Section III
Green has expressed a desire to
of the Jordan Constitution, provides
have the council stick rilore closely
for all homerooms (which no longer
to the rules of parliamentary
exist) to "Nominate a candidate to
procedure this year in an effort to
keep meetings from deteriorating be placed on the ballot. Anyone who
is not nominated but would like to
into chaos.
Both Advisor Hill and President run for a representative office
should have a petition signed by 25
Green expressed optimism in the
Student Council's ability to get people, and their name will be
placed on the ballots. An election
things accomplished. According to
Green the council will continue work will then be held by each class and
started on school beautification last ten representatives will be chosen
year and continue improvements on froin the sophomore, junior and
senior ballots."
student parking lots.

Jordan has begun a new system
this year which has replaced homerooms. Instead of a homeroom
teacher to whom students reported
at the beginning of each school day,
they now have faculty advisors to
meet when the need arises during
the 20 minute break.
The function of this system is an
attempt "to better meet individual
student needs by establishing and
maintaining continuing awareness
of a· student's situation, and by
personalizing and broadening. communication through close and
continuing contact with the student
and significant others."
It is the aim of this new system to
gain better communication between
students, faculty, parents, and the
administration. Through the exchange of ideas between the student
and advisor, it is hoped that the
student's needs will be better met.

Another g-oal of the program is to
help each student deV-elop a sense
of personal Worth. The advisor
works to achieve this by accentuating the postive aspect of the
student. This is done by taking an
active interest in the student's
activities, and problems.
In order to give students an
opportunity to solve their problems
and make decisions, each advisor is
expected to hold individual interviews with his or her advisees at the
beginning of each semester. The
advisor is also expected to make
clear his interest in the student and
be willingly available to his
students.
Student opinion on the effectiveness of the program is diverse.
Linda Burton feels " ... the advisoradvisee system is good because it
gives a more personal touch to the

student-teacher relationship." In
contrast, Sally James <learns it " ...
inefficient because of the time
element."
Most of the teachers feel the
system has a great deal of potential,
but that it is up to the students to
take the iniative and meet with
their advisors. Gloria Perkinson
says, "The system is potentially
working out, but most students are
using the break time as a social time
instead of meeting with advisors."
Larry Parrish also thinks it really
" . . . will be successful if the
students go out for it-lit is) definitely student centered, (therefore)
if t?,e students want it, it can help,
The program is still in its initial
phase and only time will be a valid
judge of its effectiveness.

Guess Whot Jordan Gets New Assistant
In order to cope with Jordan's
increasingly complex student body a
new assistant principal, Mr. Charles
Guess, has been hired.
Although Mr. Guess is new at
Jordan, he is not ne\v to the
of assistant principal. He served in
the post at Pearsontown Elementary School from 1960 to 1973. Mr.
G·uess was also a teacher at
Pearsontown giving instructions in
all the basic elementary subjects
during those thirteen years. His
alma mater is Winston-Salem State
University and his graduate work
was done at NCCU.
Even though Mr. Guess is a new
assistant principal, Mr. Charles
Baker is still at Jordan in the
capacity of assistant as well. This is
because the work load for one Afr. Ciuess-anewkidontheJordanblock.
person can be done more efficiently likes his new job at Jordan very
by two people. Northern High and much. He enjoys working with
Southern High Schools each have students on a higher level. Both the
two assistant principals. Mr. Ba- faculty and the student body
ker's job still includes disciplinary received him very well. One reason
action in school, working on that Mr. Guess succeeds in getting
attendance sheets, and schedule along with £he students is because
changes. Mr. Guess works with the many of the students that he taught
buses, books and disciplinary in elementary school are now at
procedure.
Jordan. Another reason is because
Mr. Guess readily admits that he of his "personality" which he defines

as his ability to understand the
students' language, and have
understanding feelings towards
others.
Jordan has never had a black
assistant principal before Mr.
Guess, but Mr. Guess does not feel
that his race has had any effect on
the black students.
The most persistent problem that
Mr. Guess has had at Jordan is with
students cutting classes, hardly an
unknown phenomena in past years.
When Mr. Guess is not busy
working, he collects records, books
and art. He also has his own library
at home. One of his interests is
listening to classical music. Our
assistant principal is married and
the father of two girls, ages six and
two.
Being an assistant principal does
not draw the line for his career. He
would like to progress further and
become a full-fledged high school
principal.
When Mr. Guess leaves Jordan
many years from now, there is one
thing that he would like to leave
behind-an even better "atmosphere between the administrative
sector and the student body."

German AFS Student

Daniella . from Germany to Jordan
Tucking her blond hair behind
one ear as she leans back in a chair
Dani Fischer looks typically
erican. From her casual blue jeans
and tennis shoes to the gum she
chews, Dani appears to be a product
of American culture and environment. In her case, howeveri appearance can be deceiving. Dan·
iella Fischer, Jordan's American
Field Service student this year, is
a native of West Germany.

Am:

Originally from an area in
Southern Germany near the Swiss
border, Dani is spending this year
with the W.E. Hicken family of
5211 Newhall Road in Parkwood.
Informed in May that she would
be coming to America, Dani did
not know who her host family
would be until mid-June and she
arrived in Durham the day after
classes began at Jordan. The sudden transition was rough but she
is settling in well with her new

school and family.
mountains are too far away to get
Her host family presents quite a in very much time on the slopes.
contrast to her family in Germany.
Like many Jordan students,
Dani's host sisters are Seniors Shelly Dani is not overly fond of school .
Hicken and Snphomore Allison
but she considers Jordan an im· _;_;};Hicken. In her German family she
provement over her German school
is the youngest of five children; There are 13 grades in the schools··
her oldest brother, at 45 is 28 of Germany as opposed to our
years older than she is. The most
12. So when she returns to her
outstanding difference in German native country Dani will still have
and American families that Dani a year of high school to combas noticed is that Americans
plete. The German school starts
spend a lot more time watching much earlier than ours but classe
television than Germans. She feels
are over before lunch time. This Jordan's AFS stuaenr Dani
with -"sj__$J:er" She(iy Hicken.
that because of this, Germans get
gives students the entire afternoon She confesses that English and life styles and music. She
to know their fellow family mem- to do whatever they wish. Dani Ensemble are her favorite classes. little difference between German
bers better.
believes that German schools are
The transition from Germany to and A.,-nerican reactions towards
Dani's homeland in Germany is
no more difficult than American the U.S. may have been difficult women's liberation.
very different from Durham. Her llut she has to have 12 classes per for Dani but it certamly wasn't
Listening to Dani, one is inGerman house is close to a big year in order to graduate compared because of the language barrier. dined to think of Germany as the
lake and the nearest town is not
with the maximum of 6 at Jordan. Having taken six years of English, Sl st state, but she assures you
near at all, yet our A.F .S. student's The classes Dani is taking this year she speaks the language fluently ,if that her country is not completely
biggest complamt about Durham is at Jordan are American History, with a slight accent. Social differAmericanized. She laughingly ad"the things are so far away here ,.r Advanced Biology, Psychology, ences have not bothered her much, rnits that the onljl thing she exit's terrible." In Germany, Dani
because many Germans enjoy Am· pected from the U .S, was "biiz
Ensemble, French V, and English.
erican food, customs, dress styles, (cont. on page 3)
loves to ski, but North Carolina

i
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An Interview With Mr. Sills

l!iditnrs

Behind the Brown Door

System Not Perfect
This year the Jordan Administration has introduced a new pliin
which is designed to increase student- facu)ty understanding. This
plan eliminates hornerroms entirly, and replaces homeroom teachers
with "faculty advisors" and a twenty minute break between second
and third periods.
During the
break students can meet informally
with their advisors to discuss scholastic or personal problems, work
out schedule changes, account for
abscences, or just talk. The purpose of this program is to improve
the relationship between Jordan
students and faculty by giving students direct access to an open fac:P
ulty ear.
Under the old homeroom system,
students spent ten minutes every
morning in a classroom while role
was taken. If they wished to talk
to a teacher outside the classroom,
.the only available time was duriog
the hectic lunch hour. The advisor-advisee system,which provides
the previously lacking opportunity
to relax or talk to the faculty, is
ideally a vast improvement over
homerooms. Unfortunately, only
part of its desired effect has been
achieved. Students have adopted
the break as a time to smoke a
slow cigarette, eat an early lunch,
do homework, talk to friends or
take a nap-- in short, anything but

talk to the faculty advisors. Relaxation is only a secondary factor in
the break's creation but students
have made it the only result.
It will be a difficult featto make
the faculty advisor system work but
there are some changes which might
help. To begin with, both students
and faculty should be given a clearer explaination of the program,
how it works, and what it hopes to
accomplish. This may not work
to make a substantial change in
student behavior, but it might elimiante advisors who never show up at
break or who see their roles only
as absence markers. Some form of
regular advisor advisee meetings
should also be mandatory, every
month or three weeks, or whatever.
Many students do not know their advisors well enough to discuss problems with them and they will never
become acquainted with them by
their own free will. The students
could either meet in full classes or
small groups, but some constant
medium of communication must be
provided.
By instituting the faculty advisor
system the administration has gone
more than half-way to aneet the
student needs and concerns; now it
is time for the students to do their
part. The ultimate success or failure of our new faculty advisor system rests squarely on the shoulders
of the student body.

Boosters SklpAcade mies
The Jordan Boosters Club is
composed of parents who are
concerned with the lack of facilities
at Jordan.
Presently, the club is planning to
build a new all-weather track field
for the school. The club also
supports the football and basketball
programs. Last year they raised
money during basketball season by
running the concession stand and
raffling off a bicycle and a stereo.
The club has overlooked an
important Jordan program that is
practically crying for assistance
academics. With the club's aid
perhaps, the library could have
better research and general reading
materials and there could be more
funds for Independent Study so that
it could be offered all day instead of

just fourth, fifth, and sixth periods
as it is now. If the Boosters would
lend a hand there might be a chance
for Jordan to have a language lab
and .classrooms instead of trailers
for English. Jordan also is in dire
need of improved vocational facil·
ities, which is yet another program
the club could sponsor. Also, the
Band could use the club's aid in
acquiring new uniforms. The choral
music department greatly needs
sound shelves, and the facilities of
the entire science department could
be upgraded.
It is commendable that the
Boosters support Jo.rdan's athletics,
but if they would take a second look
and realize their short comings,
they could give Jordan the help it
desperately needs.

Elnora Shields, iin En:l;lish teacher ar
Jordan, is also the new and long awaited
Black Humanities teacher. Although
the text books arrived late, Ms. Shields
is content with the progress that the
students have made.

student profiles
There are and will always be
different types of school spirit
shown by students. Some work on
pr9jects such as homecoming,
beautification, prom, etc. Then
thel-e is the supporting aspect of
school spirit-cheerleading. This
type of schOol spirit involves emotional as well as physical enthusiasm.
There is one person who sets an
example for the newest members of
Jordan as well as the other J.V.
cheerleaders-that is head cheerleader, Iris Williams.
Iris enjoys cooking and horseback
riding and is an active member of
SOIU and Interact. She is also very
active in church activities. Iris is
nowinherfifthyearofcheeringand
is very excited about cheering at
.Jordan.
E h
ac year Jordan gets new students, each special in his or her
own way. Some are musically talented or scholastically inclined
while others are basically all-around
l
peop e..
.
This year semor Steve Greer
hae joined the Falcons. He- comes
from M.D. Collins High School in
Atlanta, Georgia. Says Steve "Jord h
h
.. '
an as more sc ool sp1nt than my
other school, and• the kids give
more parties.
Steve is interested in sports,
pecially baseball and basketball. As
.
an active player on· the football
team, he has already contributed
to the Jordan community. He enjoys school clubs and is president
. . Ah
o1f the F eIIowshi p of Chr1St1an t etes.

Every year at Jordan there is a
communications problem between
the administration and the students.
The only ways that the students
learn of official actions are through
announcements, bulletins, and mimeographed pieces of paper. As a.
result, the administration gives the
impression of being an unfeeling
uncaring machine. Contrary to
popular belief, however, the priocipal is sincerely interested in student needs and concerns.
Mr.
Sills is very willing to listen to all
weli thought out, logical student
ideas. This feature is intended as
a forum in which Mr. Sills can explain his actions and in which students can get some of their questions answered by him.
One new aspect of Jordan this
year is the break after second period. This is being tried partially
because it has been successful at
other schools. Mr. Sills is pleased
with the results of the idea so far,
but feels that it holds much more
potential. He explained that roll
call before firtt period is no longer
necessary and the break fits in well
with the scheduling oflunch.

According to Mr. Sills there are
no planned exam exemptions this
year, expecially not the first nine
weeks. Last year's exemptions were
just an experiment, to be utilized
on a temporary basis. Presently
the County School Board requires
exams every nine weeks. but Mr.
Sills Is oopeful that this policy may
·be modified. H.e lliinself favors a
semester exam system which would
eliminate wasted days between
quarters.
The Principal also discussed the
issue of whether or not to modernize the class riogs. Each year
approximately 120 students buy
class riogs from the Balfour Company in the same standard design.
Sills explained that Jordan's contract with Balfour runs out this
year and so we have several options open to us:

I. Stay with Balfour and keep
the same riog design that has been
used for ten years,
2. Get Balfour to design a more
modern riog,
3. Contract with another riog
company for the same design,
4. Contract with another company to redesign the present riog.

Teacher feature
Jordan's Foreign Language Department has three new faces this
year. They are Mary Hunt, Joyce
Carter, and Portia Wilson, Ms.
Hunt and Ms. Carter teach Spanish
while Ms. Wilson teaches French.
Ms. Hunt, who teaches Spanish I
and II is a graduate of Hillside High
School and North Carolina Central
University. Although this is her
first ye_ar as a teacher at Jordan,_ the
school is not
her since this is
also where she did her studentteaching.
Every teacher has some special
reason for cI:ioosing high school
instruction as their profession and
Ms. m.mt's is two-fold. Throughout
her high school career Ms. Hunt
explains that she was extremely shy
and she chose the teaching
profession with the knowledge that
it would force her to overcome this
timidity. She also felt she could
effectively work with teenagers
because she would be able to
empathize with many of their
problems.
During her free time Ms. Hunt
enJoys sewmg, church work, public
d singing,
· ·
· lly
speak"ing,
especia
music. :When her daughter,
Afrika, get_s older, Ms.
Hunt _thinks she
like to
organize a gospel s1ng1ng group
here
p att· Jordan.
Wil
h
d
CanCotUer graf uate
o 1 s1 e an
. . . ., con esses
that,
most her students,
really did not like French at first
and
expected to
a
career which
it. During
her !ast years. at Hillside, however,
her interest kindled and
:d to a post-college year spent in
ranee. .
,
. .
. Ms.
s
include
creative_ wr1t1ng,
reading, and music-especially Jazz.
-- -

Falcon's Cry Staff

The third new member of the
Foreign Language faculty is Joyce
Carter. Ms. Carter attended A.L.
Brown High School in Kannapolis,
N .C. She is a graduate of
Appalachian State University, and
has a master's degree from -the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. After 12 years of
teaching Ms. Carter has developed
the philosophy that a teacher should
try to teach each individual student
rather than the class as a whole.
Ms. Carter's interests include
playing the piano and organ, and
singing. She is currently taking
flying lessons twice a week and
hopes to obtain a private pilot's
license by the end of the school
year.
All of the teachers like Jordan
and feel that, as Ms. Carter said,
"The faculty and the student body
are an outstanding group of people.
. . . " Ms. Hunt's criticism is that
there is too much apathy toward
learning in some students.
"
"

N attonal Mertt..
Six seniorsfrorn Jordan have
been flamed Semirinalists in the
National Merit Scholarship program
this year. In addition, two seniors
have been named Semifinalists in
·
·
schoar·
I
the National
Achievement
ship program for outstanding black
t d t
s
Semifinalists are Robbie
Bass, Anne Knops, Jan Kylstra,
Georgette Somjen, Wendy Plumer,
and Martha Williams. Kelly Dillard
and Suvil Summers were named
Semifinalists in the National Achievement Scholarship program.
The National Merit Scholarship
Corporation is a non-profit org,anization established in 1955. About
3 ,200 scholarships worth around $8
million are awarded annually.

FCA

Editors in Chief- Connie Herndon 't The Fellowship of Christi.an AthMartha New
,letes held their first meeting of the
'sports Editor- Steve Gittleman
,!year, Monday, September 16, 1974
, .
.
at 7:30 p.m. The purpose of this
Assistant Editor- Ellen Young
meeting was to get acquaint'l.d and
Sweeney establish the goals of F .C.A.
'Business Manager! Circulation Manager- Vernon Jones Officers were also elected at this
! Exchange Editor- David Roberson' time. They are-Steve Greer,
Reporters: Vernon Jones,
pres_iddentt; DdonFOxdeSnhrid_ellr, vicepresi en ; an
re
eri , secreShingleton, Ellan Young, Angela tary-treasurer.
James, Sheila Melton, Pam Thomp....'....,C--"---.
e
o e a con
s ry urge
son,. Gayle Mitchell, Sean Sweeney' all interested students to submit lette
'Demse Pettiford, John Roth, David to the Ed"t
·
1 or. All Ietters must be s1gne

Sean

K::ithv

Mickev
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Gloria Davis Substitutes

Dickens To Wed
At Thanksgiving

Lytle Leaves Jordan
To Rock Cradle
Ms. Mercedes Lytle, director
of Jordan's music department has
taken leave of abscence to give
birth to her first child. The substitute for Ms. Lytle will be Ms.
Gloria Davis, a graduate student
and assistant teacher at North Carolina Central University.
Ms. Lytle does not think that
her pregnancy had a detrimental
effect on her career, but a most
interesting one on the students she
teaches. She found them becoming more personal, and much more
considerate, asking intimate questions which she did not mind answering, moving over the piano,
and picking up papers which she
dropped. The Jordan choral teach-'
er was asked if she received any
special attention or priveliges from
the facnlty, to which she responded
"Attention, yes,,,
Ms. Lyltle would like for her
child to grow up in a secure, happy, stable, but somewhat diverse
surroundings. Because she feels
that each person should have some
kind of musical interest, she said
that she would most definitely direct her child toward music. Ms.
Lytle was asked if she thought
that a working mother could prop-

er!y care for a growmg child, and
show it all the affecti?n that it
needs. She expressed deep feelings on the matter and said that
in the environment she grew up in
was necessary for mothers to
work, but they had always found
time to show the love and attention needed for properly raising
children. She feels that sheccan
do the same.
Ms. Lytle thinks that she will
have a boy, because all the gifts
she has received have been catered
toward a girl, but she says that all
she really wants is a healthy baby,
boy or girl.
"Everyone seems to be very enthused by my pregnancy," said Ms.
Lytle, "and I'm very happy about
that. And to• clear up any misunderstandings, I will be returning
during the 74-75 school year."
Ms. Lytle is having a natural
childbirth with the assistance of
her husband. The deliYery will
be at Duke Hospital.

ulture
alendar

ct 18· Anythin.g Goes, B.N. Du e
Auditorium, NCCU
ct. 18-19- Little Foxes, Carolina
Plavmakers, UNC
Welcome, tiny Brandon Lytle,'
to the beautiful new worla!
ct. 18-19, 24-26, 31, Nov. 1-2,
Dames at Sea, Durham Theater
Dani (cont. from page 1)
Guild, Allied Arts
Oct. 21- Claude Kipness, Mime The·
cars" and candidly adds, "I didn't
ater, Stewart Theater, NCSU.
have any idea of what America
Oct. 23- N.C. Symphony, Charles
would lie !iJ<e."
Tregar, violinist, Memorial Hall,
The German people are still
UNC.
quite tolerant of Americans despite
Oct. 24- N.C. Symphony, Charles
the presence of our troops in tJ;ieir
Tregar, violinist, Memorial Audl>ountry. According to Dani, antiitorium, Raliegh.
. American sentiment is limited.
Oct. 25-27- Company, Fred TheaEuropean and German reactions to
ter, Duke
America's political troubles, especOct. 29- Jefferson Starship, Camially Watergate, has been not to
eron Stadium, Duke.
tal<e it all very seriously. Dani
Oct. 31, Nov. l · Chinese Nation al
expressed the personal belief that
Theater, Page Auditorium, Duke.
President Ford's pardon of Richard
Nov 2- Taj Mahal, Carmichael Aud, Nixon was reasonable because
itorium, UNC.
Nixon had suffered enough. Nixon's Nov. 2- The Soviet Georgian Dancdetente policies did nothing to
ers and Tbilisi Polyphonic Choir,
change life in Germany and Dani
Friends of the College, Reynolds
says that by now West Germany
Colliseum.
has given· up hope of being reNov. 3, Cherry Rhodes, organist,
' united with East Germany. "Most
Duke Chapel, 4:00.
of us know that it's unpossible
Nov. 3- Six Stars of Ballet, Chapel
now."
Hill Concert Series, Memorial
Daniella Fischer, as Jordan's
Hall, UNC.
A.F .S. student, feels that the interNov. 5- N.C. Symphony, soloist
national exchange program has
Mattiwilda Dobbs, Page Audidone much to increase interpertorium, Duke.
sonal understanding. The physical Nov. 7· Chamber music by Charles
difference between people of varyve
H
C
ing nationalities may not be at all
noticeable or they may be very
distinct, but no matter how subtle
SMART Be FASHIONABLE:: HAIR STYLING
they are, they are there to be
PHONE 682-26:36
understood and appreciated. After
2510 FAYETTEVILLE ST.
less than two months in a foreign
DURHAM, N. C. 27707
I_
country, Dani says with a conviction that comes from experience, thatt "people are different
all over the world."
We Care For
Everyone ...

AA-. -L - nn I

_J Vl0Jl..Ll{£ftb

2720 Chapel Hill Road

CAMERA

&

PHOTO SHOPPE
107 West Main Street
(P.O.Box 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)
Durham

Ms. Debbie Dickens, Math
Teacher at Jordan will say "I do" in
the near future. She will wed Ray
Ramey, who is preseently working
on his Ph.D. in mathematics at N.C.
State. The wedding date is set for
November 30 during the Thanksgiving holidays. When asked if they
would spend a lengthy honeymoon
together, Ms. Dickens smiled and
replied. "No, I"ll be right back here
on Monday morning, in fact, he has
an exam that following Tuesday."
However, they plan to take a
camping trip during the upcoming.
The "Falcon's Cry" staff and onlookers participating during lunch in the selling
summer.
of subscriptions for the newspaper. The Pep Band was on_ hand to provide the
The couple met while working on
music which attracted a 'large crowd in the lobby. This is the first year that their Masters Degree the summer
Jordan has had a journalism class which has the only purpose of oroducini before last.
,"
,
,,
Ms. Dickens presently resides in
th-e Falcons Cr ·
Raleigh, she plans to make her

sen i0r queen ch 0sel'I

residence there after marriag-e.

Homecoming· Activities Busy Jordan
Every year Jordan follows the
age-old tradition of Homecoming.
The event is the product of the
Homecoming committee headed by
Shirley Thompson.
The theme
for this year is "Reflections."
The homecoming committee
was sub-divided into five groups
who took care of the necessities
for homecoming. The transportation committee has made arrangements for the cars which will carry
homecoming court around the football field.
The Pep Committee

presentanves. The Homecoming
set up all the class competitions Queen will be picked from the
and helped with the pep rally. four seniors.
The Elections Committee handled
To promote spirit for homethe nominations and election of
coming, Thudday October 17, was
the homecoming court. The respon- dress alike day and Friday has been
sibility of the Theme and Rule designed as Fifties' Day.
Committee was to set up rules
The Pep Club has planned a t
concerning the class projects. There
Homecoming Dance in the gym.
was also a committee which worked
The time will be from 10:00 until
with the Band in coordinating halftime activities.
12:00 a.m. Company will provide
The homecoming court will the music and there will be a charge
be composed of two sophmores, the music and.there will be a
three juniors, and four senior re· charge of $1.25 per person.

Keyes, Keyettes,
Gain New Members
The Keyette and Key Clubs
continued to utilize the traditional
procedures of tapping and initiation
of new members for the '74-'75
school year.
The Keyettes' new members
were to overdress very elaborately
for all other students to take notice
on September 11. After this feat
was accon1plished, the members
settled down to business by
mapping out projects for the new
year. Those projects include placing
colorful trash cans around and in the
school, selling Halloween candy,
having the annual Kans for Kids
drive, and the possible volunteer-ing
of services to the Sarah Barker Day
Care Center, Head Start Program,
Oxford Orphanage, and the United
Fund.
This year's Keyette Club has a
larger membership. The officers
are: President, Terri Matheson;
Vice President, Kappy Aldridge;
Secretary, Brenda Scott; and
Treasurer, Becca Overby.
New club members are: Neely
Currin, Katrina Dalton, Dede
Dugan Dannie Fisher, Allison
Hicken. Shelly Hicken, Sally James,
Judy Little, Delores Malloy, Sherry
Mitchell, Idora Murchison, Page
Nichols. Syvil Pate, Cynthia Peake,
Pam Pridgen, Gwen Rankin, Debbie
Rynders. Chris Smith, Lynn Strobel, Susan Thomas, Mariarna

Johnson-Forrester
Cleaners and
Launders
I

For The Finest Fabric Care
Since 1932
800 North Mangum St.
682-5426

"You ain't going NOWHERE buddy!!''

Thompson, Pam Thompson, ::)hirley .Llewellyn, Tommy Miller, Marty
Thompson, Terry Whalen, Rennie Barnes, Richard Convery, Peter
Whatley, Jocelyn Winstfn, and Dubose, Kip Marshall, Steve Greer,
Ellen Young.
Tim Vickers, and Eric Green.
Mrs. Debbie Dickens is the club's
This year's president is David
advisor.
Atkinson add Mr. Ralph Todd is the
The Key Club's first service groun's
project will be a Diabetes Bike-athon on November 17, and they will
continue to sell programs at the
football games.
The thirteen new members this
Our People Make Us Number One
year are: Phil Greer, Brad Pulley,
Mike O:Brien...
Layne

SHABAZZ
1. restaurant
1011 W._ Chapel Hill St.
493-1746

2. fish house
3011 Fayetteville Street
688"-0422

3. fish box
622 East Main Street

Graduate
in style ...
with the class ring made
to order for you.
It has your own name in
raised letters, plus school
name and year,
and school mascot.
Made with our exclusive fiery
Sun-lite® stone.
10 karat gold.

e

Zales
Golden Years:
and We've Only Just Beg1J.n.
'

I

Student Accounts Invited
7.ak•

I
j

(:n ..
• 7:>1es Cu>mm Ch>ri«"
I
Bankfl.mer><.,J o M•Ster
Amen<an hp...-ss o D,ners Club • Ca"< Bi>n<he • t...r•""''
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Volleyball Team
Gains 5-1Record

JHS Football
Begins Year
With Injuries
Jordan opened its first month of
the 197 4 football season with a
record of 2 wins and 3 losses. The
Falcons defeated South Johnston
(7-6) and South Granville (19-4). The
team was beaten by Tarboro (25-7)
and Fuquay-Varina (34-20). In a
non-conference game Jordan lost to
Northern (35-6).
Larry Parrish has been somewhat
disappointed in the team's performance. He cites two reasons for this
disappointment. One reason is
injuries. Parrish feels that early
season injuries have upset some of
the players. Realizing that the
Falcons do not have a great deal of
depth, the coach says keeping
healthy will be a necessity if the
team is to be a league contender this
year. Another troublesome factor is
the "opposition." Parrish states that
he did not expect Tarboro ·and
Fuquay-Varina to be as strong as
they were.
The coach feels that the_ team is
very fortunate to have a quarter-

Jordan Falcon's defense digs in against Northern 's Knights.
back as talented as Steve Greer.
The offense has been demonstrating
a balanced attack this year, utilizing
Greer's passing ability. William
Barbee and Maurice Hayes, the two
running backs, are also considered
outstanding by Parrish.
Coach Parrish feels the offense's
major problem is the line. Only one
of the four linemen has played high
school football, two have played in
junior high, and one of the linemen
has never played organized school
footb.all. As the lineme:ri gain game
experience, the coach feels the
offense will improve.
Parrish points to the defense as
the team's biggest weakness at this
time. The cause of this weakness is

a mystery to the coach. Since the
defensive squad consists of several
veteran players he had not
anticipated any major problem.
Parrish says that they are probably
not "hungry enough."
The coach feels that the speciality
teams, especially punting, have
done a good job so far. He feels that
the brothers, Phil and Steve Greer
have done an excellent job returning punts. David Atkinson and
Maurice Hayes, both ends, are cited
by the coach for covering punts
well. Parrish has not given a great
deal of time to· the specialty teams
because at this time he feels
working on the fundamentals is
more important.

Marching to the
Same Drum mer
Jordan Students with the end-ofweek blues have a unique opportunity to relieve the boredom they
build up before lunch. A simple pass
to the library will give them a
grandstand view Of the pageantry of
the Jordan High School Marching
Falcons, live and in concert on the
football field.
The marching band has a new
look this year, resulting in a vast
improvement in performances. The
band has been divided into 16
squads of four persons each.
Experienced members are stationed
on the ends of most squads to help
new members with maneuvers.
Programs are made by devising
various patterns of motion for each
squad. There is an endless number
of possible programs that can be
produced from a few simple
patterns.
Each show takes about two weeks
to perfect. Practices are held after
school on Mondays through Wednesdays and fourth period Thursdays and Fridays. The time is
divided between learning new
music, memorizing the drills, and
finally coordinating marching and
playing.. The band is working up a
new repertoire this year, including
"Watermelon Man," "You Are the
Sunshine of My Life," "Just You and
Me,"
L
"and "I've Been Searching So
ong.

The Jordan Girls' Volleyball
team has begun .)"ith a 5-1 record.
Four pre·conference games and
two conference games have been
played thus far. The team is participating in 3-A Conference games
this year.
According to Ms. Harris, the
team plays well together and seem
to enjoy the game.The co-captains,
Jane Sorrentino
and
Reenie
Whatley, commented on the good
morale and enthusiasm of the team.
It is too early to discern the team's
improvement over last year's.
Ms. Harris also expressed disappointment iil the turnout
of sophomores for volleyball team
tryouts. During tryouts, players are
not chosen for their present ability,
but for their potential ability.
Interested sophomores, states Ms.
Harris, should try out in order to
develop their skills in the sport for

Long Kicks
Off Jordan

Track Drive
The Jordan High Boosters' Club
is raising money for an asphalt
track to replace Jordan's present
dirt track. Fund-raising has taken
several forms. Parents were asked
to contribute $IO for each chlld
they have in Githens-Jordan, and
a side of beef was raffled off at the
Northern game. Recyclable items
are also being collected and sold.
The main fund-raising drive was
kicked off with talks by Albert
Long to both Githens and Jordan
assemblies. Brochures explaining
Drurn major Eric Green leads band_
The band and Director Jesse the drive and asking for contriHolton put much hard work into butions were mailed to all parents.
each show. The program itself is Parents, students and some busirehearsed many times· before it is
nesses helped sell tickets for the
actually performed. Marching band
raffle.
Students, particularly tl1e
members are conditioned to flinch at
the familiar words, "Go back and do cross-country team distributed broit again." This can become frustratchures.
ing, especially if one has been
The track fund began last spring
· t· · f
prac icing or an hour in blistering. with a $100 donation in memory
or slogging across a muddy of Dr. Charles E. Jordan. After
Nevertheless , come F ri•ct ay, t he
only 3 days of return mail in
_
band is ready.
response to the drive, the fund
had grown to over $500. It is
hoped that by Oct. 15 enough
will have been taken in to
money
tember 25, and elected new officers.
set
a
groundbreaking
date. After
"They are-president, Pam ThompOct. 15, fund-raising will continue
son; vice-president, Cheryl
comb; secretary, Tami Bolden; and
through club members making pertreasurer, \Ternon Jones.
sonal calls. It is hoped that some
The Art Club held its first meeting
on Septerriber 23. The second
meeting, on September 25, was held
All bicydes
to elect officers. The officers for this
in stock
year are-president, Libby FeathJudy Jones;
erston;
REGISTER FOR GIFT
secretary, Ruth Whanger; and
treasurer, Chie Tszakie.
CERTIFICATES

Jordan's volleyball team warms up.
of the cost of the track will come
from contributions from local businesses, but most will have to be
donated by parents.
The track will cost approximately $20,000. lt is hooed that this
can be collected by Christmas and
groundbreaking can take place in
January.
Asked how the drive is going,
Ms. Gehweiler (sec.-treas. of the
drive) said that response so far has
been encouraging. She added that
the Boosters' Club fully iiltends
to build the track and is counting
on full support from the student
body and parents.
The drive is being co-chaired by
Russell Barringer Jr. and Mike D.
May.

Club Happenings •
The Creative Dance Group is
planning a Christmas Recital
titled "A Ghetto Christmas." Sponsor Gail Johnson says the purpose of
the show is to capture the true
emotion of ghetto life and allow
those who do not know what a
ghetto Christmas is, to experience
one.
The Student Org'anization for
International Understanding held
its first meeting of the year on Sep-
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HENDLEY OIL COMPANY

Complete Exxon Products

FUEL OIL KEROSENE
GAS MOTOR OIL
Grrover Hendley
596-6320
477-6.945

I

Gas House
HIGHWAY 54
Serve Yourself And Save

THOMPSON'S
EXXON & Oil
COMPANY
2425Fayetteville Street
Durham
682-9701

YOUR
FISH
MARKET

10% OFF

Girl Meets Boy
Question Meets Answer
114 E. MAIN ST.
DURHAM, N. C.

TtB-ere are two sophomores, five
juniors, and five seniors on the
team this year. Only three of the
team members are returning players.
Home games will be held as
follows:
Oct. 23
Wake Forest
Oct. 28
Ravenscroft
(non-conference)
Oct. 30
Vaiden Whitley
There will be no state tournement this year because volleyball
is not considered an official "season" sport.
The team members are as follows: Reenie Watley, Jane Sorrentino, co-captains; Marcia Metzg'ar,
Karen Holleman, Christiile Smith,
Kappy Aldridge, Phyllis Elliot, page
Nichols, Sharon Baker, Karen Morris, and
Waters.

'WE HAVE THE FINEST
IN IMPORTED FISH'

I

TO BE GIVEN AWAYDNOV.•

I .· ·
, ·

l,1197:i

ame s I
: Cyclery

Shipment

JEWEi. BOX

1013 W. Chapel Hill Street
Durham, N.C.
For Free Delivery
!'hone 493-1746

Northgate Shopping Center

. Durham, North Carolina
Telephone: 2 86-5495

- WE LOWER THE PRICEWILLOW PARK MALL
DUR-CH BLVD

ON THE INSIDE
p. 2-Santa Claus
p-. 4-Young Judea
p. 5--Jockettes
p. 6--BasketbaH

TODAY'S WEATHER
Sun rises, 7:45. Sun sets,
5:39. Full moon. More
information, p. 4.
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Student Strife
Subsides Softly

Opens To
.community
The Durnam County Community Education Program will
begin a pilot program at
Githens Junior High School in
March. The program will be
similar to the one now in use at
Carrington Jr. High.
The main purpose of
Community Education is to use
county school buildings as
community centers for various
classes, hobbies, and sports for
people of all ages. Selfimprovement is emphasized in
most of the courses.
The coordinator for the
Githens program, Ms. Virginia
Tyndall, feels that "it's such a
good, positive thing for the
community. We want to get all
ages involved--adults, senior
citizens, non-parents, and, of
course, .the youth. We want to
get rid of the 'Thank God it's
Friday, lock the doors and don't
use the school' attitude. '' Ms.
Tyndall stressed the fact that
0ur public schools are closed 50

-Assistant principal Guess t_alks to recalcitrant stuaents.

percent of
time. ''One
purpose of Community Education is to allow the taxpayers to
reap the benefits of their tax
dollars. I think it's one of the
most dynamic things to happen
to Durham County.''
The idea of Community
Education originated when a
group of citizens in Northern
Durham County discussed the
idea of using Carrington Jr.
High as a community center.
The group went to Dr_ Dennis
McCaskill, the principal of
Carrington, with the idea and

In Good Hands
With All-State

by U-eorge Murdaugh
Several Jordan students have
' been selected to participate in
the North Carolina All-State
Orchestra February 5-7 on the
UNC-CH campus. The students
auditioned before a selection
committee in early November in
order to take place in the
prestigious event.
Attending the
weekend will be Reggie
Marable (tuba), Bill Hitchcock
(trombone), Karen Harper
(oboe), Buddy Draughon (string
bass), and Margaret Karls, Pam
Pridgen and Shari Hansen
(violins). The auditions consisted of playing scales,
selected and required solo
pieces, and sight-reading music.
A top orchestra and a
workshop orchestra comprise
the two musical groups involved
in All-State Orchestra. All
seven Jordan students have
been placed in the top
orchestra. After almost constant
rehearsals for two and a half
days, both orchestras will
present concerts.
''It was a total surprise,'' said
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Reggie Marable (known as Mr.
Modest in the band) of his
attainment of first chain tuba in
the top orchestra. Reggie
participated in All-State Band
and Orchestra last year. Next
year, Reggie hopes to attend
UNC-G, where he plans to
major in music composition.
Bill Hitchcock made third
seat in the trombone section.
He also participated in All-State
Band and Orchestra last year,
and believes that the two are
humbling experiences: "Playing with all those good
musicians really lets you know
you're not so grand and
glorious. It sort of puts you in
your place.''
Senior Karen Harper took
second seat oboe. Another
All-State veteran of two years,
Karen plans to study either
medicine or art upon entering
college next fall. Karen is the
secretary of the band this year
and is active in Student Council
and Science Seminar as well.
She enjoys oil painting and
backpacking.
Buddy Draughon, who beglill
playing string bass only a year

McCaskill
it. With
the help of a $10,000 grant rrom
the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, plans for the 1975-1976
year were made. The program
was deemed successful by Dr.
J. Frank Yeager, Superintendant of County Schools.
The Durham County Commissioners then appropriated
additional funds to initiate pilot
progra.ms at Neal and Githens.
A Director of Community
Education, Ms. Barbara Foster,
was hired along with three
part-time coordinators, one for
"'ach of the three schools.

by Angela J runes
About twenty black students
gathered in the srn.oking area on
Thursday, November 20 during
5th period and refused to leave.
The group disbanded upon the
arrival of two sheriffs.
The demonstration interrupted 5th period classes adjacent to
the smoking area, as students
crowded to the windows to
watch.
Mr. Sills told the Durham
Morning Herald that classes
were not interrupted. Ms.
Berces commented on this: ''I
think Mr. Sills meant that no
classes were entered by the
protesting students, and that
the only disturbance was
created- by the curiosity of the
uninvolved students.''
Annette Jones, one of the
students involved, related the
incident: "Mr. Ham saw us
going to the auditorium and told
us to stop ... We told him that
the bell had not rung for the
assembly to start. He said, 'You
_all go to the office.' When we

All-State Orchestra members

ago, claimed a spot in the string
bass section of the orchestra.
Buddy explained that all string
players will audition for seating
when they first arrive for the
orchestra weekend. An accomplished jazz musician, Buddy
b.as decided to attend Brignam
Young University next year to
study music.
Margaret Karis, who is new
.at Jordan this year, said she
was "very surprised" to find
that she had made -the first
violin section in the top
orchestra. ''When my violin
teacher told me I had made it,
well, I was just really thrilled.''
A junior this year, Margaret is a
member of AFS and likes to
snow ski.
"I was pretty happy about
it,'' said an apparently
imperturbable Pam Pridgen.

Pam made the second violin
section in the top orchestra,
having made the top orchestra
last year and the workshop
orchestra for two years before
that. Pam is president of AFS as
well as a member of the Talon
staff and the Kevettes.
Shari Hansen, another new
arrival at Jordan, will also be
playing with the second violins .
Shari recently moved to
Durham from Michigan, where
she feels there was a greater
interest in orchestral music. A
sophomore this year, Shari
played violin in her school
orchestra and a community
orchestra in her old home town.
She enjoys playing the piano
and says that her favorite
subject is American History
with Mr. Wilson. "Mr. Gray,
eat your heart out,'' said Shari.

got to the office he said, 'You all
are suspended.' Just because
we were walking to the
auditorium.''
Mr. Guess clarified Annette's
story by explaining, "The D.E.
and I. C. T. students were
leaving as soon as the bell rang
for the assembly to start, which
was at the last half of fourth
period. I went out and told them
that they had to atte,nd the
assembly. They turned around
and came back. Most ot these
students went to the auditorium, but a few of the students
went to the smoking area, so I
went down and told them to go
to the auditorium. Some went to
the assembly; others remained
there. I told those students to go
to the office and stay because it
was too late to go to the
assembly. I wrote misconduct
cards for those students and
told them that they could leave
my office after the assembly
and go to lunch. They were
about eight white students
involved, so it wasn't a black
thing. Mr. Ham was in the
auditorium with his advisee
group the whole time."
The incident involving_ Mr.
Ham took place during lunch on
the same day. ''A relatively
small group of black students
was playing a record player in
front of the cafeteria,'' he
explained. ''I thought it was
rather loud, because there was
enough noise coming from the
cafeteria, so I asked them to
turn it down. One of the
students turned it down. I
walked away, but behind me I
heard a lot of sarcastic remarks.
I went back when I heard Chris
Webb say sarcastically, 'The
man said turn down the record
player, so turn it down.' " At
that point, Mr. Harn said that
he put his hand on Chris'
shoulder and told him to go to
the office because he wanted to
talk to him. ''He did not hit me
as so many rumors have it,''
said Mr. Harn.
Mr. Guess feels that "We
could have a whole school out
ready to go to war over
something that didn't even
happen. Nobody was told that
they were suspended until after
the disturbance during fifth
period. Chris Webb did not hit
Mr. Ham, and we were trying to
get things settled down.''
Many of the students
involved felt that neither Mr.
continued,. p. 2
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Teacher
Students Have Appeal
Many students at Jordan are unaware of how the school's
discipline process works. Others feel that discipline is enforced
unf3.irly, and many more do not know of their. right to al?peal
decisions. In an effort to clear up some of the m1sunderstand1ngs,
"The Falcon's Cry" is presenting an investigation of the Jordan
discipline process.
.
. .
Students have several rights, the most rmportant of which 1s the
right to present "their side" of any incident for
they
disciplinary action, and to call on others to support
pomt.of view.
Students or their parents may also appeal suspensions which they
feel are unfair. Appeals must be made to Sidney Ray, Assistant to
Superintendent Yaegar, and then to the Durha:n:;i- County
Board. Suspended students and their parents are mformed of their
right to appeal.
Assistant Principal Charles Guess cautioned that appeals must be
based on substantive evidence of unfair
extremely harsh
punishment. ''Every case is different,'' he explained, and added that
some students do not appear to understand the many
prior disciplinaryproblems and attitude,that affecthisidec1s1ons.:he
man (Ray) ... hopes and, I think, realizes that he has a person
with the students who is competent," said Guess. He added
It
will come out over a period of time'' if a school's disciplinary
a.,."' nnfHir or incompetent.

· Y€s, Steve, there is a Santa Claus.

Kissinger Attracted
By Magnetic Pole
There has been some doubt as to whether Christmas will be
celebrated this year.
The world has been thrown into turmoil with a recent press release
by the Organization of Patroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) which
reveals the countries' disenchantment with the i:eindeer on Santa
Claus's sleigh. Leaders of OPEC are requesting that a team of camels
pull the sleigh.
General Kaddafi, leader of Libya, explained the OPEC request,
saying "We (OPEC) provide the most valuable resources for Santa:
we develop the patroleum-rich food he feeds his reindeer. Without
that, he could never deliver his presents in one night. Why, we'd be
back on the twelve-day system. We deserve the recognition of having
a team of camels to pull Santa's sleigh."
Reports from the North Pole indicate that Santa is becoming senile.
In a recent interview he said, ''I won't change to a camel system until
'all heaven melts under.' I will never throw my reindeer out of office.
They've been with me s.o long--they're like a part of the family. The
only way I will consider having a camel on the team would be if one of
my reindeer submits a letter of resignation.''
Santa's refusal has triggered reprisal action by OPEC. A resolution
is being introduced in the General Assembly of the United Nations
declaring that Santa is a racist. OPEC has refused to export oil to
countries who will not support their cause. Santa has stated that if
such a resolution is passed, he will refuse to deliver any presents this
year.
The world has never faced such a crisis. But, there is still one
hope: Henry Kissinger has entered the picture. Making shuttle trips
between the OPEC countries and the North Pole, Henry is trying to
work out a compro.mise whereby Yamir Arafat replaces one. of the
reindeer on Santa's sleigh and Henry wins another Nobel Peace
Prize. The only problem is that Santa refuses to replace any of his
reindeer. Henry, undaunted, is trying to teach the reindeer to sign
letters of resignation.
With Henry on the spot--yes, Virginia, there will be a Christmas
this year.

Feature
Mr. Elvin Clayton is Jordan's
new shop teacher this year.
Clayton attended Elizabeth City
College in Elizabeth City and
taught for two years at Brooks
County High School before
coming to Jordan.
Clayton now resldes in
Oxford, and drives a total of
eighty miles each day in order
to teach at Jordan. However, he
feels his drives ''are not at all
tiresome and I enjoy them (the
drives) very much, most of the
time.'' He has no plans to move
closer to Jordan.

March On Christmas
Santa Claus made his first
official appearance in Durham
at 3:oo on Suriday, November
30, in the Christmas parade
sponsored by the Durham
Merchant's Association (DMA).
The parade consisted of 78 units
including local high school
bands, cheerleaders, and floats.
The floats used holiday, nursery
rhyme, winter, or bicentennial
themes.
Jordaii's Varsity and Junior
Varsity cheerleaders, the flag
corps, and the marching band
participated in the parade.
Eleven other Jordan students
rode on floats supplied by the
DMA. All of the floats used in
the parade this year were new,
paid for by a fund supported by
businesses throughout the city.
Supporting the _bicentennial
theme was a 1776 float sporting
Jordan seniors Shelia Garrett
(chairman), Betsy Grace, Nancy
Graper, and Jan Mangum.
Jennifer Dalton, Lisa Garmon,
Denise Pettiford, Debi Robbins,
Betty Shingleton, Jill Thomas

STUDENT PROTEST
continued frp1n p. 1
Guess nor Mr. Ham wanted to
hear what they had to say. Said
one anonymous student, ''They
(the administration) didn't care
about our feelings, and when
someone is trying to express
himself and nobody ·wants to
listen, a person will do anything
to get attention for his cause."
Mr. Guess was asked why the
police were called. He said, ''I
called the police because the
situation was getting out of
hand. The students were
disturbing classes. If they had
stayed out front, the police
would never have been called.''
Guess also feels that ''the
source of the problem was a lack
of communication. My mistake
was not forming a small group
-to represent the rest and just sit
down and talk. We did that the
next day, but it was necessary
the day of the problem. Also, it
is interesting to note that really
there was only one student
involved--Chris Webb. Others
just joined in to help him.''

(chairman), and Peaches Whitted rode on a ''Christmas
Q11een'' float.
Preceding the marching band
were Varsity cheerleaders
Missy Aldridge, Darlene Detomo, Ann Fulton, Susan
Hutchins, Mary Gwen Robins,
Iris Williams, and Lisa Woods,
driven by Linc Ely. Junior
Varsity cheerleaders Marydale
Abernathy, Brooks Chesson
(head), Jan Furlow, Ramona
Higgins, Crystal Hogue, Teresa
Jiminez, Cyndie Robbins, Jerri
Taylor, and Colleen Whalen
were chauffered by Dan Uzzle.
Majorette Jackie Draper, Drum
Major and Majorette George
Murdaugh and Dede Dugan,
the flag corps and the marching
band completed the Jordan
group.

Shop teacher Elvin Clayton.
Upon his arrival at Jordan,
Clayton made several changes
concerning the safety in the
shOp- class. ''There were several
machines that really needed
safety guards,'' commented
Clayton, ''But now everything
is quite satisfactory.''
Clayton has been at Jordan
for almost three months now
and, so far, he feels that Jordan
students are ''a lot better in that
they seem to really want to
learn.''
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Seniors Finally
Apply Themselves

Class Of
'66 Plans
Reunion
The first class to complete
three years at Jordan was the
class of 1966. ''Those first three
years at Jordan really meant a
lot to us. We were all so close to
one another,'' said Randy
Griffin, a '66 graduate. "We
had great times at Jordan.
Everyone had known each other
since the first grade so we all
grew up together and graduated
·together.''
It has been ten years since
ithey gi-aduated, and Randy
Griffin and his wife, who also
graduated in '66,
have
organized a class reunion to be
held on December 27.
First on the agenda is a picnic
i'at the Shannon Manor Apart:ments from 12:00 to 3:00. At
6:00 there will be a social hour
at the American Legion Hut in
Chapel Hill. Following that will
be a sit-down steak dinner at
which some of the '66 graduates
will make speeches., From 9:00
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. there will be a
dance; music will be provided
by the Jim Gregory Band from
Creedmoor.
''I really don't know how the
idea of a reunion came about,"
Griffin explained. ''I guess it
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Guidance counselor Ralph Todd advises a college-bound studeni.
was my brother's idea because
he had one back in '73, so in
February a bunch of us got
together and decided to have
one.''
Curtis,
another
graduate, had the job of sending
questionaires to teachers and
class members. Class members
were asked about the number of
children they have, their'
occup<itions, and what Jordan'
meant to them.
Griffin
elaborated on the question,
saying ''School has definitely
changed since I graduated. I've'
seen almost all of my family
graduate from Jordan. There
are even some of the same
teachers teaching at Jordan
1;oday. There was, let me see,
Ms. Stickney, Mr. Holton, and
Coach Papson, who was the
football coach."
Griffin cr itinued, "That
reminds me of our football
season when I was a junior. We
were 0-10. It wasn't that we
were that bad, it was just that
there weren't enough players to
be playing 3-A football. But
""

everyone was out to have a good
time. Do you know that our gym
class was the one that built the
bleachers on the football field
durlng class instead of taking
gym?"
Griffin continued talking
.about sports. "Basketball was a
different subject. I can't
remember what year it was, but
we were either second or third
·in the state. Some of the guys
on the team were David Hutson,
Dennis Massey, Steve Paschall,
and Fred Rollins."
One of the class' contributions was the Alma Mater,
which was written by Steve
Bowling. Being.a woman doctor
in" the middle sixties was a
shock to profession, bu{
two '66 graduates broke this
barrier. They were Donna Elliot
and Susan Jenkins.
Griffin closed in saying, "We
really had a close class. This
, reunion ought to be great."

'.By Veronica rorter
With SAT' s and Achievement
behind them or coming up
in the very near future, high
school seniors across the nation
are· --finaliz:ing plans ,for their
future educational pursuits.
Many have already chosen their
colleges or universities, others
are still in the process of making
a final selection, and still others
have elected not to attend
college
In reviewfug the statfillcs of
Jordan's class of 74-75, one
finds that 258 graduates
enrolled in 4-year universities,
while 30 chose to enter 2-year
Comll\unity or Junior Colleges.
_Many of Jordan's present
seniors have applied to colleges
or universities, and a few have
already been accepted.
According to Guidance Counselor Ralph Todd, 75 percent of
Jordan's graduates enrolled in
4-year colleges. He further
stated that ''most high schools
have only 50 2ercent, which
makes Jordan almost a college
preparatory schooL''
Todd also said that Jordan
students show a preference for
in-state schools with ''UNC the
number one choice." Jordan's
other Guidance Counselor, Mrs.
Nezzie Carter-Moore, listed
UNC-Chapel Hill, N.C- State.

-----·---------
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The Mouse Ran Up the Clock
by Vicki Snead
It is the night before
Christmas and all through the
house, not a creature is stirring
except me, Herman Mouse.
Tonight is Christmas Eve and
people all over the world are
anxiously awaiting Santa's
arrival. It is funny; Christmas
used to be just another day for
us mice. However, this year
Hilda, my wife, and I decided to
, participate in the Christmas
celebration. So, we observed
the festivities of the season but
aecided to put people's
traditions aside and make mice
traditions.
I remember the first formality
Hilda and I noticed, the
Christmas carols. One night
while the ·kids were playing
quietly in their rooms, Hilda
suggested we go strolling. Shf
wanted to see the Christma&
decorations. I agreed; we
grabbed our earmuffs and
pranced off into the street.
Along the street, a rainbow of
colors glowed from bulbs of
every size and shape. Arrangements of elves, reindeer, and
Santas appeared in every store
winrlow. The sight thrilled
Hilda, but I oruy saw a waste
electrici'tr and
Our· attention was,attracted
then to a choir singing
Christmas Carols. Hilda and I
scurried towards the joyous
sound. When the first carol was
finished, Hilda sputtered to me,

·'Herman, did you listen to the
words of that song? They were
singing about peace and
goodwill for ALL men. What
will people think of next? There
are people in Africa starving,
right now! They sang_ about
peace for a.11, and less than two
mileS from here people are
hungry, troubled, and unhappy.
Herman, I am beginning to
have sec_qnd thoughts
this
Christmas idea.'' When the
choir finished singing, I took
Hilda's hand, and we toddled
home.
We were delayed, however
by a constant ringing sound.
Hilda and I stopped to peer
around a corner to investigate
the noise. Down the street, we
saw a man crouched beside a
huge, red kettle ringing a bell.
Another charitable club was
begging for money. Letters,
signs, and advertisements
claimed these groups would
make some penniless person ·
happy on Christmas Day. All
the generous offers made me
wonder about the poor people's
happiness the other 364 days of
the year.
Henritta and Henry, our
children, were looking forward
to a shopping spree the next
day. They awoke, dressed, and
scampered to the shopping
center. Henry was hysterical
when he saw the mob. He
dreaded dodging feet. He

Sally James and pet shark "Margaret Bethune" don't see eye to eye about
Advanced Biology dissections.
wanted to forget
Henritta shoved him into a
store.
As they· tiptoed past a
checJr.-out counter, Henritta
overheard a lady commenting,
"I will be so glad when
Christmas is over. I am tired of
shopping!'' Henritta darted
away and jerked Henry behind her. They dashed into the
hardware department.
Henry sprang up on a shelf to
look for his father's present, a
tool set. Soon, he heard voices
drawing near. Henry crouched
behind some boxes. Two men
were discussing the presents
they wanted and those they did
not want. Henry stumbled off
the shelf and found Henritta.
He declared, ''I'm not going to
get daddy a present. Let's go
look for mama's."
As a lady stepped over the
mice, she complained about the
Christmas rush. Henritta gazed
sadly at her brother. They were
disappointed with the people's
spirit of giving and receiving.

Frustrated, Henritta and Henry
left the store,empty handed.
, Henritta and Henry pounced
upon our bed on Christmas
morning. Raising up Hilda and I
saw four eyes sparkling before
us. The children sat on the edge
of the bed and began chatting
about Christmas. Suddenly,
Heritta sputtered, ''I wanted to
show Pixie how much I think of
her. She never has a warm place
to sleep at night. Let's invite
her to stay with us for the
holidays, for forever!"
the children as.ked
Hilda and me to sit in the livillg
room. He"ilritta and Henry
strutted into the room and stood
before us. Henry looked down
and uttered, "Christmas is a
time for giving love." Henritta
outstretched her paws and
placed in our laps a small gift. I
removed the wrapping and
before me laid a piece of
homemade cheese. Engraved
on each side of the cheese were
the words "we love you". I
smiled proudly at Hilda.

UNC-Greensboro, East Carolina
University and Appalachian
State as the five in-state
universities most popular with
Jordan graduates.
Although Mrs. Moore said
that only a few students were
applying to Duke this year,
Todd explained, ''Duke is still
the most popular private school
in N.C., but Wake Forest and
Davidson have been getting a
lot of attention too."
On the subject of out-of-state
colleges, Todd stated that,
''There are always a few
applicants to Ivy League
Schools and other prestigious
F,astern Schools." Mrs. Moore
added that, ''Harvard was
highest On ihe list of Ivy League
Schools."
While Todd stated that,
''most black student.<: are
applying to Howard University
and N.C.C.U." Mrs. Moore
said that, "A&T and St1•
Augustine should also be
included as favorites for black
students.''
When asked about Women's
Colleges, Mrs. Moore replied
that she was "surprised at the
number of girls that applied to
Meredith last year, because
fewer girls are giving thought to
Women's Colleges."
Todd concluded by saying,
''There are 71 Junior and Senior
Colleges in N.C. alone, both
public and privatP. If students
have not yet applied to a college
and want to attend :in North
Carolina, they lJ.:ave many to
choose from."
In a small sampling of
student interviews, favoritism
was shown towards smaller
colleges. Linda Burton chose
Hollins College in Hollins
College, Virginia. She said, "I
want to go to a _ small,
girl's school, and Hollins'
Campus is beautiful. I visited
the college for an interview and
the girls were really nice. I also
attended some classes that were
impressive. My sister goes
ther.e, and sh!? adores it."
Mary Booth would like to
attend Davidson or UNC-Chapel
Hill. ''I like Davidson because
it's small and is very good
academically,'' she stated.
''The atmosphere is very good.
What I like most is the honor
system which is enforced by the
students. You don't have to
worry about locking your room
or chaining up your bike. The
system seems to work well.''
Davidson is located in Davidson, N.C.
Karen Moore listed three
qualifications for the college of
her choice-"small, black, and
out of North Carolina.'' She has
chosen to attend Spelman
College, which is a black,
women's college located in
Atlanta, Georgia.
Nancy Graper, who has not
made her final choice, is
applying to three colleges all
located in North Carolina.
These are Appalachain State,
UNC-Greensboro, and UNCChapel Hill. "I like the location
of Appalachain, and the people
are nice. I haven't decided on
which one I like the best,"
stated Nancy.
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Zionism is
National Pasttime
by Peter Stahl
Young Judaea (YJ) is the
largest Zionist movement in
America. It is a National
movement, divided into 21
regions and comprised of 10,000
members.
There are three levels of Y J,
divided according to age. The
youngest level, Oaffrim, is
comprised· of students from
4th-6th grades. The intermediate level, Tsofim, draws
students from the 7th and 8th
grades. The oldest level,
Bogrim, includes high school
students.
"Young Judaea is a strange
phenomenon,'' says Amy Levine, president of the Durham
Bogrim Kvutsah (club). "You
put iri honrR and honrs of work
on it, forgetting all the luxuries
of life--such as eating, sleeping,
and showering--but you're
always ready to do more."
There is' -now a constant
argument in Young Judaea as to
whether it is a ''movement or an
organization.'' Judaean Josh
Lack feels that ' 'we are a
movement because we have
goals and we are working hard
to achieve those goals."
The goals of Young Judaea
are the goals of the Zionist
movement--the unity of the
Jewish people, protection of
Jewish rights everywhere, and
the fostering of the strong
Jewish identity through education. The highest goal is that of
Aliya. The word ''Aliya'',
translated, .means "'to go
up" and it refers to actuilly
''going up'' to Israel or making
Israel one's home.
''One of the really positive
things about Young J udaea is
that it stresses Aliya but does it
through education, accepting
the fact that everyone is not

going to move to Israel," says
Judaean Joanne Smith. "Other
Zionist youth movements require you to make Aliya--Young
J udaea educates you so you can
make an intelligent decision
about it."
There is a National Camp-Yehudah--for Bogrirn. At
this camp, located in Barryville
New York, there are
from all over the world. "In my
bunk,'' recalls Amy, ''There
was one girl from Puerto Rico
another from California, an:
other from Massachl_\Setts, and
the rest came from various
spots in between. Oh yeah ·
there was also on Israeli.'' Afte;
a moment of silence and a
look, she added ''I feel
like a real traveler, but I haven't
been anywhere!''
Leaders for the younger
levels come from the Bogrirn.
This is the concept of the
shevet, or tribe, which breeds
an interdependency and concern for what is happening on
levels other than the level one is
in.
Many times a strong
dedication to the movement
stems from one's involvement
with it. "You feel a definite
responsibility to the movement,'' reflects Amy, ''Because
no one is doing it for you. In
Young Life, for example, the
leaders plan and run the
neetings. We not only plan and
un local meetings and
'Verything else ourselves, but
\Te also run the regional and
iational activities.''
Whatever the reason for this
feeling of dedication, there are
many who have given their time
and efforts to Young J udaea
and,
as Amy puts it
"Hopefully, we'll all meet
the streets of Jerusalem one
day.''

JHS Clubs

Horror Comedy
Raises The Dead
By Debbie Barrow
The Jordan High Drama
Class, as its semester project is
delving into the underworld, of
the supernatural and 'things
that go bump in the night'. The
class won't be interviewing
nor will they be
spendmg a night in an eerie
awaiting the appearance of a werewolf. Instead
they will become strange and
frightening creatures. This
will be present'-'d in the play, "Guys and
Ghouls Together''.
Mr· Tom Culbreth, drama
feels the play , 'is
hilarious.'' Culbreth further
added that the play "is a take
off on horror stories; a parody.
We _(the class) just started
o_n it and everyone likes
:t. It will take a long time to get·
it all together, especially with
Thanksgiving and Christmas
breaks, but we hope to do the
full-length play at night and
maybe a short version for an
assembly.''
The Cast, or "outlandish

'. as Culbreth puts
1t,is as follows-Ray Bowman,
The Count; Darlene Detomo
Litha; Vicki Foster, .Dirga;
Marcia Blum, Granny; Sheliah
Ellison, Model S; Judy Gerber
Fritzi; Will Carr, Buddy;
Blackley, B?.Ibara; Danny Peak,
Ron; Jackie Draper, Merry;
Cheryl Sumpter, Nancy; Carol
Camey, Isabel; Mike O'Brien
Eddie; Tami Bolden· Evelyn'.
Carol Simpson, Fr'au
schmidt; Ken Riter, Marvelline;
and Tim Atkins, Clock.
''The sets and costumes are
re.allx elaborate,'' Culbreth
added. "We'll have to recreate
Dracula's castle, but it should
be fun.'' Debbie Albert, Gwen
Jones, Leth Cleary, and Cathi
Angle will be working with sets
and costumes.
As for projected plans
Culbreth stated, ''There will be
a medievel festival in the spring
sponsored by the Durham
Recreation Department. We
might possibly do a miracle
play-a play based on biblical
stories-in a town square setting.
We also have a bicentennial
thing planned.''

DIXIE VIM

Service Station
--Parkwood-Safety -- Low Prices
All Cigarettes .33 with tax

C. OWEN DEWAR

A new organization has
emerged at Jordan this year.
Last year's Future Teachers of
America (FTA) club is now the
Student Action for Education
(SAFE! organization, initiated
by advisor Theresa Kirkpatrick,
The club consists of eight
mem.bers; Christi Woody,
President; Diane McKinnie
Vice President; Doria Mangum:
Secretary; Barbara Carter,
Tammy Medlin, Karon Morris
Karen Stern, and
Whited.
Safe is presently involved in
the selling of T-shirts and
posters. The cost of the T-shirts
and an iron-on transfer is $3.25.
The posters are selling for $1.00
and $2.00. The club has planned
an
egg hunt in the spring
to raise money. SAFE members
also plan to go into the Durham
and Orange County schools to
observe classes under instrution. In addition, Jordan SAFE
members are offering special
tutoring for elementary school
children.
Two Jordan SAFE members
Doria Mangum and
McKinnie, attended a regional
meeting which was held in
Fayetteville. "We listened in
got new ideas, "Doria said.
Diane added, "Their schools
have dress codes, sitting in
class codes, and many other
restrictions. I'm proud of our
school compared to their
schools.''
The club plans to attend a
state convention in March
which will be held in Chapei
Hill.

CAMELOT
MUSIC
FULL LINE
RECORD AND
TAPE STORE

WATCHMAKER & JEWELER

489-1140

SOUTH SO. MALL

2706 CHAPEL HI LL ROAD
DURHAM, N. C. 27707

E<OU1PM""'" FO>< a .. co><PACt<•NG
C"NO"ING,

WEO:KCAVS

for .:the outdoorsman

2805 Hope Valley Rd. 489-1207

t<AVAKING,

12:00•6::ll0

w"'""'"'e""v
10
·"

N.c ..
489-9655

DURHAM,
"':il.iii2:.'

Vicki Foster, Darlene Detomo and Marsha Blum rehearse.
Jordan's closest restaurant

MIA
CASSA
One of the largest selections of
imported pipes - cigars - tobacco
Next to Rockwood Dairy Bar

GOOD IT A LIAN FOOD
AT REASONABLE PRICES
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN
489-6276

RED and WHITE
Prettiest Meat Counter in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGH QUALITY
3000
Chapel
Hill
Boulevard

SAVE!

l
r

CAMERA

&

PHOTO SHOPPE
107 West Main Street
(P.0.Box 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)
Durham
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Scarce Resources

Jockettes
Rocket To
Victory
The Jordan girls' basketball
team opened the 1975-1976
season on December 4 with a
43-25 victory over Apex.
All home games will be
played on either Monday or
Thursday nights, with an
admission charge of $.50 for
'students, and $1.00 for adults.
This year's team members
are: Melanie Butterworth, Julie
Cleaver, Jackie Draper, Linda
Eakes, Phyllis Elliott, Laurie
Gianturco, Karen Holleman,
Tracy Knight, Amy Mackelhany and Karon Morris.

Forenzics Club
Is Bio- debatable

Karen Holleman goes up _tor two as;ainst Webb.

Mastering The Martial Arts
Karate has becolu.e a popular
sport with some Jordan
students.
Karate the Japanese art of
unarmed' combat, .emphasizes
such tactics as balance and
leverage, speed, striking,
kicking, and the ability to fall
safely.
Another, if probably not the
most important factor of Karate
is alertness or presence of
mind, and an ability to think
quickly and clearly.
Karate students are

awarded various degrees of
belts, depending upon their
achievements. The black belt is
the highest rankL'lg belt and
depicts mastery of the sport.
One Jordan student. iunior
John Williams, attends the
Carolina Karate Schoof in
Chapel
He has been
attending the school for one
year and is a holder of a yellow
belt.
Greg Craft, a Jordan senior,
is also enrolled at·the Carolina
Karate Studio. He is a two-year

. MERRY CHRISTMAS
- To the staff and editors of "The
Falcon's Cry," and to Ms. Berces,
Ms. Watkins, Ms. Harris, Mr. Perkinson and lli. Medlin. Love, Steve
and Davie.

FREE

E.D.RP!ERC!NG

Daniels'
Cyelery

Our
soecial1SlS
are ava;lable every day of
:he week lo 01orce
your ears at M charge
wh.en you
your
first pair ol luxurious
1•K gold, 4mm.ball
ear,,ngs No aopo1ntrne01
is necessary

member and holds a green belt.
Craft hopes he "will be
to try out for a blue belt m a
couple of months. and could
possibly have a brown belt (the
second-highest belt) by the end
of the school year,''
Craft first became interested
in Karate when he ''read an ad
in the newspaper and-decided to
check it out.'' After a
three-month trial period, he
decided to stay in the school. He
now plans to stay until he is
awarded a black belt. Both
Williams and Craft are taking a
form of Karate known as Chito
Ryu whirh is, as Willi_ru:ns puts_
it,' 'basically 60 o/o strikmg and
40% kicking.-"
Williams stated that one
important factor stressed at the
school is that "none of the
members should be caught
fighting outside of the school: If
this rule is broken, the guilty
student will either be dismissed
from the school or must take his
chances in a one-hour bout with
one of the instructors.''

If acting out "Hamlet",
trying to impress judges and
finding faults in other people's
arguments appeals to students,
then the Forensics Club
welcomes their participation.
The Forensics Club was
started last year at Jordan by
Ms. Jane Shoaf. It is composed
of four catagories: Debate,
Dramatic Interpretation:1 Oraginal Oratory and Extemporaneous Speaking. The Debate
section consists of two groupsthe affirmative and the
negative. These groups must
gather materials on their
particular subject, and present
them according to the official
regulations. This year's national debate subject is the
Scarcity of World R;esources.
Dramatic Interpretation deals
with dramatizing well-known
literary works. The dramatization must be memorized, and
must include dialogue between
two characters. There can be no
gross body movement, and the
piece must be between 7 and 10
minutes long.
The third
Orginal
Oratory, must also be memorized. This category involves a
speech written by the contestant. No specific topic is
assigned the Student selects
his own topic. The speech may
not exceed 10 minutes.
Extemporaneous Speaking is
"on the spot" discussion. Each
individual has 30 minutes to
prepare a discussion on a topic
given to him randomly by the
judges. Participants in 1:<..;xtemJpOraneoUs Speaking must be
familiar with a wide range of r
subjects.
Because of the work and time
involved on each of these
events, Ms. Shoaf is thinking of
starting a Forensics Class next
year. The class would devote all
of its time on preparations for
these four events. Many schools

already have such a class.
So far this year, the Forensics
Club has entered one tournament in High Point, where
novices Dawn Harris and Beth
Enright delivered Dramatic
Interpretations. This contest
covered five states in the
Southeast. Dawn advanced to
the semi-finals.

ZALES IS THE
DIAMOND STORE

Make
a

•
1mpress1on

this

Christn1as
We've got a new collection
of sterling silver pendants.
that are made to say how
clever you are.

Bo;.:
II

WITH TKE PURCHASE OF
UK GOLD 14mm SALl
EARRINGS AT S1.0ll

COMPLETE BICYCLE SALES

2720 Chapel Hill Road

AND SERVICE

Go Duke
"We sell

the best, fix the

912.
W.14o.in St..

rest "

6$@-906'

MARIO'S

REMEMBER TO SEND
YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE BOOSTER'S CLUB fOR
ACTIVITY BUSES TO:
3 5 51 Hamstead Court
Durham, N.C. 27707

Lasagne - Manicotti

Pizza • Egg Plant
Parmigiana - Ravioli
Italian Veal Dishes
Phone 489-4389
SOUTH SQUARE
CHAPEL Hill BOULEVARD

2611 Chapel Hill Blvd.

DURHAM NC

Sterling silver lover's
knot pendant, $7.95

Elegant gift wrap at
no extra charge
8 Convenient Ways To Buy

ZALES
The
Diamond
Store

llll1stration enlarged.
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Basketball Banter

Grav
Grabs
Girls'
Glory

i

by Mike O'Brien
points.
The Falcons' record now
Coach Avery cited Mark
stands at 1-2 after an opening Metzgar, Phil Greer, Billy Key
loss to Enloe, a 75-61 victory and James Chapman as
over Apex and a one-point loss excellent reserves. Key and
to Oxford Webb.
Chapman had several blocked
The Falcons have seven shots and rebounds. Avery also
straight road games scheduled congratulated the team's
following the contest with hustle, which he felt was an
Webb.
important factor in the victory.
In the season's opener The Oxford Webb game was
Coach Johnny Avery cited foul close for the length of the
trouble and turnovers as the contest. Trailing by three points
main causes of the loss. The with 15 seconds to go, the
tal fer Falcons were also Falcons scored and called time
outrebounded. Kenny Rose- out. L. K. Thompson stole the
mond and Mike Parker both had Webb in-bounds pass and the
good games at Enloe, hitting 12 team took another time out with
points each.
six seconds remaining. Fred
in the Victory over Apex, foul Sherrill missed a jump shot as
trouble was again a problem. time ran. out.
Fred Sherrill picked up three
Sherrill, an all-conference
fouls in the first quarter while forward last season, had his
Kenny Rosemond drew four in best game of the year against
the first half. Jordan only gave Webb. Fred stayed out of foul
up 16 field goals but Apex trouble and dominated the
scored 29 points at the free boards for much of the game.
throw line.
The team had a strong
Jordan registered a total of 32 performance against Webb,
assists against Apex. Avery felt playing agressively but avoidthat passing and teamwork ing needless fouls.
.
were important factors in the
The Falcons have outstanding
victory. Guards Mike Parker help from team managers Vince
and Mike O'Brien had twelveKey, Tim Knobeloch, Paul
·---and seven assists, respectively. Stevenson and Victor Parker.
L. K. Thompson broke his Coach Avery has been at the
shooting slump with a 16-pointhelm for five seasons and holds
performance against Apex. an overall winning record.
The Falcons displayed a The J. V. Squad, coached by

Track Season is fast approaching and the boy's Track
Team does not yet have a coach.
Former Boy's coach John Gray
has left them to devote his
entire attention to the Girls' ·
Track Team.
Coach Gray ran both the
Boys' and the Girls' team last
year. This year he felt that he
did not have enough time to run
both squads, so he chose to
coach only the Girl's team
because, "I might as well
choose the team which has more
quality."

Coach Gray retained his post
as coach of the Cross Country
team this year saying, ''I like
distance running.''
When asked who would take
his job as Boy's track coach,
Gray replied,
''I don't
know for sure. There's nothing
definite." Gray said that
several names have been
mentioned, but no choice has
been made. However,. Gray felt
that.the Boy's track
would
have a coach before the season
begins.

h M.
-D
Mlg. IttyIn at
ThemenDt(/jlrt0
ti

The Jordan wrestling team
opened its 1975-76 season by
defeating Vance Senior High

balanced
offense,sixwith
advanced
to aand
2-1
players scoring
or eight
more Larry
recordParrish,
by defeating
Apex
Webb after a loss to Enloe.

School 50-20 on December 1.
Jordan jumped out to an early
lead as 112-pound Steve Leese
won a 10-4 decision over
Vance's Macy Wilson. Vance
right back, with Staccato
_Durham pinning Jordan's Josh
Lack. The Falcons then
proceeded to win 6 of the last 8
matches. Jeff King and Jim
Simpson both pinned their
opponents in the last two
matches to clinch the meet.
Other team members who also
won their matches were Bill
Barrett, Billy Clayton, Kenneth
Leese, Jamie Teel, ·Bruce
Wisely, and Larney Wolfe.
When asked about the Vance
team, Coach Hilton replied,
"This is only the second year
that they have had wrestling at
Vance and that gave us an
advantage. I felt we were a lot
quicker, and 'hustling made the
difference.''
Team member Bruce Wlseiy
commented, "We were a lot
more experienced than they
were because of the players we
get coming up from Githens. I
hope this match will help us
against Webb.'
next
A usual practice for the
Falcon wrestlers consists of
running through drills, practicing new moves, and holding
challenge matches. These
matches determine which man
will wrestle in his weight class
against other schools.
The upcoming schedule for
the Falcons includes matches
against Hillside on December
18 a.1d Southern on January 5.
0

Mike O'Brien scares off defenders with his facial expressions.
-.

CRABTREE'S EXXON
2709 Guess Rd., Durham, NC
Ph one: 489-6488

Ben. l. Crabtree, Jr.

African Batik Shop ,
d
'
Earring Saunp. er Market\
NCNB PLAZA
cHAPEL-HJLL.
27s14

N.c.

PHONE (919) 942-2322

II

EXXON
1\1ihe Waters lays the ball itl during the J. V. Loss to l:::ntoe.
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Delores Malloy Named
Miss Personality tor N.C.
Jordan senior Delores Malloy was
maned Miss Personality at the North
Carolina Junior Miss Pageant held
Jan. 25 at Durham High.
Malloy dances a modern interpretation of Jerry Jeff Walker's
song "Mr. BoJangies" for her talent
presnetation at the state contest.
When asked how she won the
title "Miss Personality", - an honor
which she also recieved at the Durham pageant,Malloy replied, "I was
just being myself- that's all I could
be."

'Brigadoon' Chosen

losing, Delores states that she had
a good time. "I really enjoyed the
week that I spent with the nineteen
other girls in the pageant. I got to
meet them-find out what they were
like, find that their lifestyles were
also different from mine. I enjoyed
the home I stayed in for the week
of the pageant. The people were
very nice."

Acting is a universal affair, involving the ability to express one's
self in such a manner that it will
reach the emotions of the audience.
Jordan has many potential
actors and actresses.
And Mr..
Junior Miss Delores Malloy
Culbreth, drama instructor, will
give those students a chance to
display their talent in an annual
musical.
This year's drama is the Broad:
way love st<?ry.., "Brigadoon." This
during pep rallies,
lost the excite- story tells of two American men
ment soon afterwards.
Steve Greer
who are in Scotland. They are
explains, "When I'm there I'm psyched
hunting in a small village, Brigaup, but when I leave I'm not anymore."
This village, which only
Maurice Hayes suggests that a differ- doon.
ent time for pep rallies would be more comes alive once in a centUry,
effective, saying, "I think they should comes alive while the American
have pep rallies right before the game." men are there. One of them falls
Hayes went on to explain that for him,
in love with a girl there and is
like Greer, the excitement wears off
before game time when rallies are held torn between remaining in Scotland or going back to .Ame.rka.
during school.
Some of the sonos that will be

Players Question Rallies

This year, as in the past, certain
Emotional Strain
segments of the student.body are objectAlthough Malloy has done well in
ing to forced attendance at pep rallies.
the JUnior Miss contests, she ex-: Students express distaste at the pep rally
presses reservations about the pro- atmosphere and question whether or not
they actually "psyche" players for a

gram. "The contest was alright, but game. After interviewing several basketit put an emotional strain on you. ball players, the Falcon's Cry has found
that pep rallie:> do little to improve
It seems as if everyone goes to the players' performance.
The majority of the players interviewed
pageant with the intention of winning. You go through a lot of
work preparing your routine-learning how to walk, turn, dance. And
then , only five girls are selected.

As Spring Musical

felt that, although they were psyched up

sung in the play will be, ':The
Heather on the Hill," "Almost
Llke Being In Love."
According to Culbreth, usually
about seventy people try-out. He
hopes a lot will try-out this year.
There are many guqd roles. And
if one doesn't make the cast, he
still needs people to help with
props, dancing, singing, 3.cting, and
lighting.
The play will require
elaborate co_stu.mes and sets.
Try-outs, which will be held
ne'.'t week, will be based on proficiency In the areas of: singing,
lSOlo or chorus), acting, ni'Ovement,
an4
of voice. Assisti;g
Culbreth in the musical will be
Ms. Mercedes Lytle, director of
music, Ms. Sandra Wise, setting,
and Mr. Jesse Holton, conducting
the orchestra.

But that's life."
Despite the disappointment of

ine
Dear Gee, stop pretending!

Love,

.......................................

__
....

I luv ya Mack 0 .

........

...........................................
..........................................
lhate you from_ Allen.

Life is yours, happy valentine's day
Jay L .

I love J'.9U Moose,-welL

. . . . . . . . . . . .fll+G*IB+9*1!1. . . .ll. . .ll ..........

......................................
Hello.

To Ms. Simon with love and Kisses,
from guess who.

............-...+:........

........

...............................
Katlly

Lliida: nice- of me to say happy
valel].tine's day.

S. from SusLe.

GoodJuck Kathy S, from.M_arlc

.................................

.................................
S.

To Angela. a nice !'lrL from P. Tilley.

'

You wish.
From Gee

..................................

................................... ..........................................
........................................
Love_ya Ms. Simon,

B.

Your apple's cornii:ig Ms. Simo£!, KR

Be 1ny valentini, Kevin & Malcom.

Hi Criss from Rob .

.....

Bathroom spoilers of the world,
unite! We know about you.
The Water-gate Investigating
Committee

Mr. Green, love and kisses from
Davie.

........................................
...........................................

........................._.......

Smile Steve L. we love you.

Birdfeed behavior needs improv·
ment. Act your age. Love, the
twenty-sixers.

Page Nichols has funny looking legs
from Tommy r.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

Happy valentine's day to all of my
students. I love you everyone fron1
J. Carter.
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The· unexpected return of Indian
summer at the end of January
brought with it a complaint that is
usually heard around the spring of
the year. With the advent of warm
weather came the resurgent plans
from the student body for classes
outside.
This request is usually met with
a firm "no" by teachers, but it
seems that this is an issue worth
looking into. Although some classes such as lab sciences and math
which need chalk boards cannot be
held outside, there are several reasons why it can be possible for
other classes to be held in the great
out-of-doors.
For such classes as English and
social studies, where most of the
work is oral and in which a great
deal of group work is undertaken,
holding classes outside does not
present a real obstacle. In the case
of English, which is usually held in
the trailers, the idea of holding
classes outside on
days is
especially desirable. Having classes
outside when
work is done is
a particularly good idea in English
courses because it gives the groups
more space to spread out than they
would have in trailers. Since thev

In an effort to alleviate crowded
student parking facilities, a new
parking lot was constructed this
year. Although this has more than
doubled the size -of the parking
area the problems of crowding and
blocked-in cars still remain.
Two years ago, with only one lot,
the parking situation was impossible.
The administration first issued parking permits, a move which met with
negative student reaction. The same
number of people drove to school,
but they merely began parking on
the side of Garrett Road. Then one
day the highway department came
along and put up "No Parking-'
signs, so students moved back to the
regular lot. The only way to fit all
the cars into the lot was to park
them directly behind and beside
each other in a solid block. This
system tried everyone's patience because it made it impossible for most
people to leave during the day,.
whether they wanted to skip or to
go to the hospital. But despite the
problems which this system incurred, it was the only solution possible and students suffered through
it for two years.
Early this year, with the addition
of the new gravel parking lot, things
were looking up. When it rained,
mud in the gravel lot made things
messy, but generally speaking, conditions were vastly improved. At
last it was possible for driving students to park without the risk of
having their cars smashed by other
drivers. With the extra lot there was
adequate space for cars to position
themselves so that no one was
blocked in. After long years of
dented fenders, frayed nerves and
missed dental appointments, it
seemed as if peace had finally come
the Jordan parking lot.
Unfortunately, these ideal circumstances have deteriorated. Although
there is plenty of room in the gravel
lot, students insist on crowding into
the asphalt one. Those few students
who condescend to park in the

Whc

filqc

To the EditorAs the rain falls outside, a
terrible problem is taking place at
are able to spread out, the groups
this school-where to smoke a cigaare then able to get more work
rette. There is no place to smoke on
done because it is easier to concena rainy day. You either get sus"'
pended for smoking in the hall-the
trate when one does not have to try
only dry place-or you cram into the
to discuss above the din_of four or
tiny
covered space by the doors.
five groups who are all crammed
By
cramming
into the space by the
into one small trailer.
you
are
not only uncomfordoors
One argument teachers use when
table, but it creates a problem for
their students ask to have class outnon-smokers as well. Passage through
Students enjoy class outside on a warm day.
side is that students will not concenthe doors is virtually impossible and
trate on their work This is a
a 3 or 4 minute delay is encountered
debatable point. One thing is cerwhen just passing through-to say notain, however--it is much harder to
thing of the smoldering blisters
pay attention to a discussion if one
from the cigarette burns as you
pass by. Perhaps a student smoking
is sitting in a hot, dusty classroom
lounge could be set aside for stuknowing that right outside the door
joys working with the Fellowship dent smokers on rainy days. If that
lies fresh air and cool green grass.
For John Avery's students,
of Christian Athletes, which he ad- is not a workable solution, then a
strong argument for
algebra is more than just a math vises.
covered walkway would suffice.
holding classes outside is the potenclass.
Avery is married and has a boy
If you ask why we smoke, it's
tial the practice might have for
Avery believes that the students
who is almost two years old. His because we have the right to and
improving the school grounds. This
as well as the teacher should enjoy wife is expecting another child at the desire to smoke, so we will
the class. He considers a relaxed
could help to beautify the campus
the first of April. Avery is expect- smoke. Smokers and non-smokers
atmosphere very conducive to learn- ing the child to be a girl-but then. unite! We need a place to smoke!
immensely by motivating students
ing, Therefore Avery brings his jokes he also says that Wake Forest will
to keep the school grounds clean.
Peter Stahl
and interest in sports to the class- win the ACC Tournament.
Holding classes outside is not an
room
along
with
the
math
problems.
earth-shattering issue nor one that
For those of you w.fio do not alis of immediate importance, but
ready know, Avery graduated from
if it can help to bring about an
Wake Forest in 1966. He later
increased interest on the part of the
attended Duke on the Arts and
to their
student body in
Teaching program. Under this prostudies and the landscape::: of their
gram he earned his teacher's cercampus, then it is an issue which
tificate and Master's degree. Avery
taught Algebra 1 at Githens for
deserves serious consideration.
three years before joining the Jordan
faculty five years ago. He prefers
high school teaching over junior
high because of the chance to teach
a more advanced level of math to
gravel lot scorn traditional rows in
supposedly more mature students.
of wildly irregular patterns,
20 Hours of Basketball
parked at right angles to each
Avery
is well-known in Jordan's
other. Students have developed an
Al.gebra teacher Jd:Jn. Aveiy ccmniserates CNer the future.
athletic
circles
as the junior varsity
extraordinary aversion to the middle
coach of the football team and the
of the new lot,
instead to
park at the front near the exit or at head coach of the varsity basketball
the back near the entrance, the bet- team. He feels that coaching is an
important par( of his day, contrastto make their escapes. In recent
ing with the time he spends in the
months, drivers have taken to park- classroom. He enjoys working with
In a recent interview, Mr. Sills asked, "Why do . people tolerate .
ing in a solid line across the back of the athletes, which is fortunate since · expressed his views on the prnb- defacement?" He mentioned that
jhe lot, thereby .
cars in the he devotes 15 to 20 hours of every .lems of vandalism and littering ac
Jordan will continue to enforce
middle of the lot.· one car would week to the basketball team.
Jordan. Approaching
neg__a- its policy of prosecuting the vanleave a space in the line, the situAn active church member,
tive pr9blems with a positive
dals "caught in the act."
ation could be eased, but everyone Avery teaches a Sunday School class look Mr. Sills.. insists that the litNext
Sills
his
is afraid that someone else will park at First Baptist Church. He also enand vandalism that occur vi€;WS on·
who remove reference· books from the liprary.
them in,-it's either kill or be killed.
are a result of a very small per"The library has bought twelve
At one point a plan was designed to
centa@. .eL the. .studen.t_hmJy!
The main problems discussed
sets of reference books in the past
park cars in rows, leaving aisles so
were
littering, defacement -of the
ten years. There fa.not a single comthat every car in the lot would be
school property, the removal of plete set remaining. What people
able to leave if the need arose. The
reference books from the library, . don't realize is that taking a refersystem was voluntary, however, so
and
the changes in the intramural
ence book starts a vicious circle,"
no one paid any heed. All continued
program.
_
said
Mr. Sills. He explained that
with their old ways. Because of
- Concerning the litter problem,
when
one person takes a reference
this selfishness on the part of the
the
principal
said
that
the
Student
book,
other students may follow
students, emergency cases cannot
Council
had
devised
a
P!OmlJlfor
this
example.
get out of the lot and parking
-cl.ean.iiii
Khoo!. grounds..
at mtramurals
conditions are almost as bad as
A_ diamm .will be. dr..aw.n of the_
Mr.
Sills'
explanation
of why spethose two years ago.
property and divided into approXictators
have
not
been
allowed
in the
The only times that the parking
mately.
sections...._
.
gym
during
intramurals
was
simple:
situation has worked out has been
tions will be assigned to various
when someone has directed mornJordan clubs. The clubs with the many of the students were becoming
ing traffic. For the few occasions
largest memberships will be given too involved in the game, causing
an oµtbreak of fights and interferwhen student directors have helped,
trash.
the area "7ith t_he
. ence with the game. So, rather than
parking has gone smoothly. Apt>rosecuting Vandalsparently students are not mature 'The water tower, favorite of Jordan
.In regard to the problen of de-· stop the program, spectators have
receives the final coup de
enough to park cars by themselves, vandals,
facement
of school property, Sills. been banned.
grace:
so if Jordan wants organized lots, it
will have to utilize directors. In the
&!lfi qf
0
past a few volunteers have done all
EDITORIAL STAFF:
This day of love and happiness,
the work--they could use permanent
Editors-in-chief: Connie Herndon, Martha New. Sports Editor: Steve
help from the Student Council. The Was made for you and me,
Gitelman. Assistant Editor: Ellen Young.
For special thoughts and memories,
Council's purpose is to serve the
BUSINESS STAFF:
student body and it could perform Of what was, and is to be.
Business Manager: Sean Sweeny. Exchange.Editor: David Roberson.
no greater service than to oversee
To you I give, my heart for yours,
Circulation Manager: Shelia Melton.
the parking lot. Representatives
REPORTERS:
who actually care about the school Our love will strengthen each,
From now 'till the end of eternity,
will not object to rendering a service
Carver Camp, Kathy Gehweiler, Angela James, Vernon )ones, Shelia
as valuable as directing the traffic. Together, we'll learn and teach.
ton, Gayle Mitchell, Denise Pettiford, Mickey Rankin, David Roberson,
If the Student Council will take
] ohn Roth, Betty Shingleton, Sean Sweeny, Pam Thompson, Natalie
To love and cherish, hopes and joys,
Walker.
perrnanant charge of the parking lot,
Your
fears are also mine,
PHOTOGRAPHER:
it can relieve a lot of anger and disAnd now I say, from me to you,
Mickey Rankin, David Roberson.
agreement among students. If the
Please
be
my
valentine.
FACULTY ADVISORS:
lot is left as it is, students will
N.W.
Ann
Berces, Shirley Strobel.
continue to suffer.

Johnny M.Avery
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lear Peter DuBose,
Waht's the difference between a
ipsy-dumpster and a dipsy doodle?

Annette, when you are near you Dear Mr. Gray,
May I make you a cup of coffee?
bring me so much joy, my heart
love, Sylvia
is rapped up in your love like a
...-111........................................ child with a brand new toy. Be •.......111...-111...-.......................
iear Mr. Guess,
Dear Mr Green,
my beautiful Valentine.
We love you!
Did you know that ax 4 +Bxy+Cy2
Mike
.....................
=2(3 8 *z3 o) and furthermore, log(e)
ou- Je t'a1me "21"
- - Gayle, have a wonderful time with @tan(&)+ sq rt of 59 and because of
1ffllr111ffllr•ffllr•ffllr•+-*•+-*•+-*•ffllr111+ him this Easter.
this we wish you *3+sin+cos(%+%+%)
llffllrll+tillllffl!rllllffllrll"*lll*-*'111*-*'1111*-*••
my Valentine Eric Green--KR
With love,
lffl!rlllffllrllffllrlll+tilll+tilllffllrlll+ti*lllffllrlll Dear Bill and IanIt's a real rush!
,fy eternal Valentine:
The ski club
My love will always be yours.
I love you J.M.
l+tilllffllrlllffllrlllffllr•ffllr•ffllr•ffllr•"*·· lll+tilll+tilll*-*'llllffllrllll*-*'1111*-*'lll+tilll+tillll+
M.M.
)ear Kay,
McFrank,McPenny, and McGriff,
See you in Colorado.
Go for it!
Satan saves.
Love, Griff and
The Ski Club
llff*lllff*lllff*llff*lllff*lllffllrlllff*111ff*111+
lffllrllffl!rllffllrllllffllrllllffllrlllffllrllffllrllffllrlll+ P.S. For sure.
Mike P.
lllffllrlll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1111.
>ear Mr. Sills,
-nWe'd love to see more of you.
Dear Jonathon,
The Bulldog
I have my sleeping bag. Do you
r. Williams,
have yours?
Luv to all.
SHEILA
Take a bath.
111
- *11 +-* 111 *-* 111 +-*111 - *111 *-* 111 *-*111 *-*•• •*-*•ffllrlll*-*•*-*•*-*•+-*•-*•*-*•+-*
The nose knows
Dear Mr. Baker,
Quid Evenit Ifans?

.........................................

..................................,.......

..........................................

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ffllrllffllrllf

)ear Robbie,
Your mommy was a monkey.

Wishing you silver bells, cockle
shells, and pretty maids all in a row.
Happy gardening.

Vous etes fantastiques ! !
MCW

llllffl!rllll+oifrllll+G*llll ....lllff*lllff*llll+oifrll+oilrll+

lll. . .llll+oifrlll+oifrlll+oifrlll .... 111 ....

E.P.-- You're nice
"21"

Dear Mike,
I like yours better.
Lisa.

ll+oifrll+oifrllll .... llllffl!rllll ....llllffl!rlllff*llll+oifrlllt

L.J.

B.C
llll +G*llllff*llll+oifrll+oifrllll ffl!rlll+oifrll +oifrlll +oi1r111+
-n·Happy Valentine's Day to all my -nL.J.
students. I love you, everyone.
A.C.
1111...-1111...-111...-1111...-1111"*111"*•"*•*-*••
From J . Carter
....1111 ...,.11 ..,..11 ...,,,.• .., Be my Valentine, D.A.!
From tlie bottom of our black 111ffl!r111ffl!r111"*1111"*1111"*1111"*1111ffllr11ffllr1111+
hearts, JACASS wishes you plague, LOVE to R.E.T. from G.E.S.
pestilence, and syphillis, and a spe- •"*111ffllr•-*•"*1111ffllr111ffl!r111ffl!r111ffllr111+
cial case of hemorrhoids to mem- LUV ya, DOUG!
111ffl!r11ffllr1111"*1111ffllrmffllr1111ffl!r1111ffllrill"*H
liers of the Inner Club Council
To Jo, from Mart
To My love, Sylvia,
Happy Valentine's Day.
111 " *1111 - * • " * 1111 -*•-*•ffllrllllffllr1111ffl!r111+.
From Harvey
111ffl!r111ffl!r111ffllr111ffllr111ffllr111ffllr111ffl!r111ffllrlll+ Happy Valentine's Day-Mommy and
Forever Together-Happy Valentine's Daddy- and Aaron.
P.T.
Day
•+-*•-*•"*•ffllrlllffllr1111ffl!r11ffllr111ffllr111+
To: William Scott
Friend, be happy, I love you .
From: Gwen Wilson
JAP

Luv those Falcons.

• ..................111..................... •ffllr•+ti1111+e*1111ffl!r111ffl!r111ffl!r1111+e*111ffllr1H

111toi1r11+oilr111 ffl!r111ff*11ff*111toi1r111toi1r111ff*11+

To Paul

Always Be My Heart.
Love Tiny and Freddie
lll+oifrll +oifrlllff*11...-11toi1r111ff*11ff*11toi1r11•

Luv, Ron

•toi1r•+oi1r111 ....11" * 1111

K.G.--Be mine.--M.R.

I value your friendship like a
flower values rain.
Sharon

The little time we spent together
Was a lifetime of joy.
to B.F. from P.T.

llll+oifrlllff*llff*lllff*lll+oifrlllff*lll+tilll+oilrlll+

•+oi1r11+oi1r11toi1r111ffl!r11+oi1r111+oi1r1111ff*111+oi1r111+oi1r

Thursday NITE

Happy Valentine's Day D.W.

1+oi1r11ff*11+oi1r111+oi1r11ff*11ff*111...-11..,....,.... 11.-..111..,..11+oi1r111•t-11ff*11ff*111toi1r111ff*111•

C'P.

I luv you.

111ff*111ff*11ff*11ff*111ffllr111.-..11ff*11+oi1r111+

W.D.

llff*llff*lll+oifrlll+tilllff*llff*ll+oifrlll+oilrll+

From Scott

"*11 *-*11 +oi1r111 toi1r11 +

11...-111...-111toi1r11toi1r11ff*11ffllr111t9*11ff*111+

To J.C. from S.M.

Happy Valentine's Day to everyone
from P.S.

1111toi1r1111ffllr111ff*111ff*111+oi1r1111...-!!lffl!r111toi1r11+

LUV

Merry Valentine's day, Jap

ll+oifrlllff*llff*ll+oifrll .... llllffllrill ....11ff*11+ llff*llllff*ll+oifrllll....lllllffl!rllll+G*llllffl!rlll+oilrll+

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1!1!1 . . .

eb. 14--Dance--Harlem Dance The:re, Memorial Aud., UNC-G. 8:15
.m.
eb. 16--Concert--Ry Cooder and
.andy Newman, Memorial Aud.,

.aleigh.

..............lllffl!rllff*llll+oifrllllff*lll+oilrll+

Dear Lisa,
Love your legs.
Mike.

.

eb. 17--Concert--Phoebe Snow,
[emorial Hall, UNC-CH, 8:00 p.m.
3.00.
eb. 19--Concert--N. C. Symphony
ith Roberta Pearce, soprano. Page
.ud., Duke, 8: 15 p.m.
eb 19--Drama--:'Tobacco Road,"
resented by Dept. of Drama, NCCU.
tike Aud., NCCU, 8:15 p.m.
eb. 20-23--Theatre--"The Impormce of Being Ernest," Branson
heatre, D.U. 7:30 p.m. (Thurs.),
: 15 p.m. (Fri.-Sun.)

'eb. 23--Concert--Chapel Hill Conert Series sponsors Pittsburgh
hamber Orchestra with Christopher
arkening
Hall, UNC-CH,
eb. 27--Ballet--Duke Artists series
Jonsors Cinncinati Ballet Co. Dance
.esidency.
Performances Thurs.
1d Fri. 8: 15 p.m.
eb. 28--Theatre--Durham Theatre
uild presents "The Lady's Not For
urning," Allied Arts Center, 8:00
m.
:arch 3--0pera--National Opera Co.
ige Aud., Duke.

Dear Peter,
I love you.
Anne Frances

....................llllffl!rlllff*lll+oifr

Jordan 1.0 Team Brains
Local High Schools In Contest
The five members of the Jordan
High I.Q. team ended preliminary
in the Greensboro
competition
Youth Council's High I.Q. Bowl,
undefeated last Saturday.
The team, coached by chemistry
teacher Bain Hickman,
of
captain Jan Klutstra and team members Kelly Dillard, Connie Herndon,
Steve Schoberle, and Joe Williams.
As one of eight teams out of
forty which won on Saturday,Jordan is competing against the Burlington-Williams team on March 12
in. Greensboro-. If successfuI;. Jordan will play in a semi-finals match
to be held on March 26.
The March 12 match will be
taped for television and shown the"
following evening at 7:30 on Channel Two.
The forty participating teams
were divided into eight brackets
consisting of five teams each. All
of !he teams then competed against
· eacn other in a round-robin fashion.

Club Happenings 4

SIBA fasted for CROP on Martin
uther King's birthday, January 15.
7.43 has been raised so far. Plans
·e in the offing for a walkathon
id a workday for the hungry.
FS has been sponsoring the sale of
BC theater tickets for $1.50 each,
:deemable at the Center I and II in
urham, The Carolina in Chapel
ill and the Colony in Raleigh.
nsemble and Concer Choir are
orking on a joint concert to be
resented to, the student body early
Lis spring.
01 U is planning a cake raffle to
::mtribute to the AFS for sponsor-

Happy Valentine's Day your last yera
,.at Jordan, Class of '75.

mg another possible exchange student.
The Pep Club is responsible for
this week's Pep Week and the Valentine Dance tomorrow night. Admission will be $1.00 and music
will be provided by the Aark.
We Care For

A A-. J . nn

E"<vooo: · · J

The winner of each bracket was
determined by the amassed number
of points or the number of wins.
The Jordan team, which was undefeated in its bracket, beat teams
from Chapel Hill High School, Reynolds, Thomasville, and East Rowan.

48q-2346

[ID..

Bea ds, Amer iC'a n Je el

Eskimo Sculpture, et cet ra
Come by for our Specia

February Sale
willow park mall, 4422 chapel hill
. durham, north carolina 27707

11:>01J1e•11ara

tel: 91

START THE
REST OF YOUR
IN THE ARMY

Mchael Parker gres up for t\ID. The
team's last garm of the season will
1Je pl.ayed tonight agamst Southern

Gas House
HIGHWAY 54
Serve Yourself An:d Save

CAMERA &

ftff1ffil
107

2720 Chapel Hill Road

.
m1noto
1nrBmat1ono1

SHIWPE
Main Street

WO.Bu:.. 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)

THERE ARE OVER 300 JOB SKILLS BEING
OFFERED IN THE ARMY RESERVE, AND SOME OF
THE% ARE AVAILABLE RIGHT IN YOUR OWN
HOME TOWN.
AS AN ARMY RESERVIST, YOU'LL BE A
PART OF A GROUP OF OVER 110,000
MEN AND WOMEN SERVING IN UNITS
ALL OYER THE EAST COAST AND
MID-ATLANTIC STATES.
YOU'LL EARN $1,000.00 IN YOUR
FIRST YEAR, AND THAT'S .JUST ONE
BENEFIT.
THERE'RE LOTS MORE!
FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TO:
ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
RM. 106, CHICAGO, ILUNOIS 60646

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

AGE _ __

ADO RESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _·-···-

ST ATE __________

Z 1;; - - · · - - - - - - P H O N E _______ ···-·------·-·--·----1Jurl!J111

r•

rr

PAYS TO GO TO
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The Falcon's Cry

",Everything is wide open this
year. It's like a brand new sport,"
says Jordan's track coach John Gray
of this year's ·boys' track team.
After taking over in March last
year, Gray said he went out with a
new team and just tried to complete the schedule. But this year he
already has the group running every weekday and encourages them
to use their weekends to run, also:
The first few weeks of practice
are being devoted to ·distance running and pace work to build up
stamina.
Hope for the Best
Asked for a prediction, Gray replied, "I have a lot of expectations

track practice is moving right along.

•

I

The Jordan swim team lost 72-82
o Rose High School on Saturday,
an. 25 in the Falcons' second meet
1f the season.
Richard Shoaf won the 200 and
00 yard freestyle events, setting
chool records in both. Mike Mc;inty and Mike Swartz added firsts
1 the 100 yard backstroke and 100
ard butterfly, respectively. There
ras no separate girls' competition,
.. Karen Shore took thirds in the ·
00 yard individual medley and the
00 yard freestyle, losing narrowly
) the Rose boys.
The meet went down to the wire,,
rith tlrn Falcons only two points
ehind going into the final 400 yard
However, Rose took first and
1ird in this event to wrap up the
ieet.
H;:,ping for in,. pi u"emen:t

Coach Jim Maxwell feels that this
lSt race was a dissappointment. On
ne of Jordan's two relay teams,
nly one out of the four swimmers
osted a personal best time in this
tee. But Maxwell expects that his
v.immers' performance in clutch
lCes will improve with experience.
Maxwell says that the team's
this year has been enmraging, adding "Right now, we're
imarily hoping for improvement."
o this end he has been working the
am hard during practices to im·ove their conditioning and techque.
Personal best times
Practice attendance has improved
uing the past few weeks, and the
vimmers' hard work is paying off.
. their first meet this year, slightly
'er three-quarters of the Falcons
t personal best times in their
ents. In the Rose meet about
ree-quarters of the swimmers ain set personal best times.
Looking to the future, Maxwell
tes this year's improvement as

Female Fal.cons defehd tlieir pest

I

1111

The baby Falcons' record of ten
wins and six losses·irtt1ude a conference record of four wins and two
losses.
Coach Larry Parrish attributes
this record to the team's tremendous,playfilg intensity. He says that

_in fact one of the reasons fr
losses has been impatience by t0Mn
members.
Acqording to Parrish,
the team's main game plan has been,
to get the ball in the middle of the
court under the basket.
The team captain, Wayne Scarboro, leads the starting team of Phil
Greer, David Fuller and James Chapman.
The fifth-man position fa
filled by Rusty Barringer, David
Johnson or Jimmy Wilson.;.
· Tournament winners
Other team me:n:rl:Jers who look
hopeful for next year's varsity
squad ate Mike Harvey, Mark
gar and Donny Dewey.
Coach Parrish feels that the team
will be tournament winners this
year if they win the rest of their
games. If Wake Forest's J.V. team
...
.
. · loses at least one game, the baby
JV basketball player David Floyd Falcons will tie for first place in
brings the ball down the court. the conference.

\.
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Perfect--
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I
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Durham, Nooth Carolina
Trlq•hone

with only six members.
Gray mentioned that girls' track
is relatively new, state meets only
being held the past three years.
He is spending the early weeks of
practice introducing the different
As for the girls' team, Gray is events to the girls and conditioning
them.
confident, enthusiastic, and anxious
Coach Gray has two opinions of
for practice to start on February 3rd.
this
year's girls' team, which will
There were a lot of sophomores
debut
on April 10. One is that the
to sign up (which obviously pleased
Falcons
could have a very good year
Gray) and over forty girls altogether.
again.
The
other opinion, says Gray,
Page Nichols, Sylvia Cobb , Delores
is
directed
toward all the male
Malloy and Jennifer Bynaum are rein the area,
chauvinist
coaches
turning from last year's excellent
"We
have
the
best
looking
team in
squad, which captured the Girls'
the
state,
and
perhaps
the
country."
Athletic Association championship

Ill

1111

hr

JEWEL B

from a few individual, but as a
team I can only hope for the pest."
The coach is hoping that many
sophomores will run this year so
the team can start building for the
future.

'

I

1109

Northgate Shopping Center

'

Practice
well as the fact that only five of his
eighteen swiffimers are seniors as
cause for optimism. He expects
several sophomol,"es to help the team
out next year.
However, ;Maxwell also adds
"Right now, we desperately need
some girls (to swim}." The Falcons
have only five girls on che team, and
cannot enter their quota in all
events without at least eight. This
means that the girls' team is usually swimming with a 15-20 point
handicap.

--

---,d

ro ....

The Jordan Girls' Basketball team
has begun the season with a twoeleven record. Four pre-conference
.games and. nine conference games
have been played thus far. The team
.is participating in 3-A conference
games this year.
Although the team plays well,
according to Ms. Harris, teamwork
needs to be improved. When asked
about this team's performance as
compared to fast year's team, M:i.
ffirris stated that Jordan definitely
has a better team th.fa year. "There
is more skill and more hustling on
the team than thf>rP was last year."
Although there am no leading
scorers as such, Ms.· Harris expressed
optimism at the fact that more
members on the team are scoring.
"There is also a marked improv'ment in passing," she said.
Conference toumamen t
Increased spectator attendance at

games could help team spirit by
lending support and enthusiasm to
the team.
There will be a conference tournament this year for girls' basketball.
The winner of the conference tournament will play in the district
finals, where the winner will go on .
to the state tinals.
The Jordan team practices three
days per week for two hours. :
Games are usually held two nights
per. week, usually on Mondays and
Thursdays.
This year's team has seven
sophomores, two juniors and tw'- '
seniors. Only four are returning
players.
The team members are: Julie
Cleaver, Beth Cochrane, Phyllis Elliott, Karen Holleman, Tracy Knight,
Marcia Metzgar, Karen Morris, Donna
Jane Roth, Terry Waters
:md Ree9-ie Whatley.

rce.
•

1

ation
y.
And you choose the
kind of job you want.
Want to learn a job skill?
The Air Force is a great
industrial and technical
school.
Working professionals
teach you. People who
- already mastered their
skill. And, you get good pay right from the start while you're
learning. You wind up with a skill that will qualify you for a
good job with a secure future. In the Air Force. Or later, if
you wish, as a civilian.
Also, if that's what you want; the Air Force offers a lot of
ways to complete your education - while you're getting paid.
The' Air Force rnakes a lot of things possible. Find out.
Start by calling:

TSGT. TOM LAMM
Post Office Building
Durham, N.C.
Phone: 682-5381

Ai,_fotce

-

On the Inside
Page 2- Drinking age
Page 3- Ski trip
-Swim team
Page 4- Basketball
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Domestic Exchange

Computer

AFS Students Visi1
Maryland School

Mania Hits
Jordan
by Carver Camp
ATTATCHED-- CHANNEL 7
C.E. JORDAN ID
ON AT 14:31-MON.-- 12-02-74
USER NUMBER·· S47890JRS
SYSTEM-Bil
NEW OR OLD?
OLD: GO****
READY

January 31. 1975

·Computer Pioqraming teacher David Green ponders a proflTam.

The Jordan chapter of the American
Field Service is participating in a domestic _exchange this week with students at a
Spencerville, Maryland, high school.
The students going on the exchange
are sophomores Deme Blakely, Tom
Kaiser, Brian Morris, and Logan Wilkins; juniors Mary Booth, Pam Pridgen,
and Lynn Strobel; and seniors Dani
Fisher, Shelley .Hicken, and Chie Ishizaki.
The Jordan pupils arrived by bus at
Spencerville,
a town approximately
thirty miles from Washington, D.C. They
are living with families in the area and
attending Sandy Springs High School.
A special trip has been planned to
Washington.

David Green, this system allows stu- it
a GE-265 Time Sharing Sysdents to communicate with any tem. According to Mr. Green, it
other student i:tt any high school in is "about half the size of an average
the state. Students can send mes- classroom" and is located in Ralsages, transfer programs, and even eigh. Only the terminals are at
play games such as chess through Jordan. The computer has a capDoes this look like Greek to you?
the
computer.
acity of 16,000 numbers and disc
Well, it's not Greek at all, but the
500
Hours
a
Month
of 20,000,000 characters.
storage
basic format for program headings
J oraan started out in the fill· of ·Tice· 'fac - Toe
typed out on ):he terminals in the
Mr. Green says that the com.:.
1970 with a single terminal. Two
Jordan
room. This head'years later, another terminal was puter is used by students approxing includes such information as the
added. In the fall of 1973, a third imately 95% of the time. He adds
location, time, date, user number,
one was added for administrative with a smile that " the computer is
and the language being used in the
purposes. This fall, the third ter- available 24 hours a day, seven days
program. The language in this case
a week ... if they can get to the
minal is open to students.
is Bil - Basic Interim Improvement.
Jordan has by far the largest terminal.''
This is one of thtee computer lanusage in the state averaging about
Most students agree that working
gnages including lia!Sn amiilEa.rtran.
400 to 500 hours per month, com- with the computer is fun. AlA new development in the compared to approximately 100 hours . though a lot of work is accompputer department this year is the
for other schools. Mr. Green states lished, the students admit that it
The J ordan High School music
addition of a new user number,
that the Computer Programming is fun to paly checkers, chess, ticue·partnient is- pfeparlllg for a -Spririg
which allow'\ for communication
cl::iss ,._::iccounts fo!" 3.bout -25-D- cf
between abo11t t9rty schools i'n the
those hours, with math and physics games with the computer, testing concert scheduled for the middle of
state. Each of the participating
classes getting in about 150 hours their wits against those of a ma- February or the first of March. It
schools, which include Hillside, Durwill by held before the student body
monthly. Approximately 100 of chine. Indeed the only complaint
ham, Northern, Southern, and the
these hours are dedicated to mis- that students have with Jordan's in an assembly.
Durham Countj Office, has its own
Vhen asked about the program
cellaneous student and administra- computer, is that"more often than
for
the
concert, choral director Merte'rminaL
.rive purposes.
not, it beats them at their own
cede_s
_Ly_tle
said that she would
As
for
the
central
computer
itself,
According to .Physics instructor
2"ames.

No AFS financing

In a reciprocal exchange, students

from Spencerville will arrive at Jordail
Feb. 22 and remall:!- a week. No special
activities have been planned for therr
as yet, but the AFS club welcomes al!
suggestions.
The students were chosen to go on the
exchange after filling out an application
The applications were reviewed
<
committee headed by Ms. Frank Hill
Each person is paying the cost of the trii:
himself. There was no financing -frorr
the AFS club.
The Durham-Spencerville exchange ii
the second in which Jordan has partici·
pated. Last year students visited Nev;
Providence, New Jersey.

Lytle Plans
Spring Concert

Morris Makes

PROMises PROMises

According to Tom, over eight
by Carver Camp
hundred -dollars has been raised"There will be a prom. The toward the prom from the junior
money was raised for that reason class magazine sale. He estimates
be that it will cost about twelve hunand that reason only. There
a orom." Tom Morris, junior class dred dollars, though no definite
president, verified this emphati- plans have been formulated for the
cally.
appropriation of the additional
four hundred. Tom states that
then;
two :qiain _;!_].tematives: ,
Jesse Holton, chairperson of the
either the juniors can pay higher
¢th students
class ·dues or another fund raising
drive can take place, with the juniors paying lower dues.
Either
way, Tom reaffirms his earlier stateby Kathy Gehweiler
ment: HThere will be a prom!"
Fourteen Jordan students attenWant to go for a run? You can, It will take place .in the Civic Cended the North Carolina All-State
on Jordan's own track, by April 15,· ter,
music will be provided by
Band Clinic in Raleigh last weekend.
1975. The Jordan Boosters' Club Johnny White and the Crusaders.
Auditions for the clinic were held
has signed a contract with the A &
Prom over People
Dec. 15 in Creedmore. The audiB Paving Corporation to grade· and
In regard to the editorial in the . .tiJ:m!;. weJe _OJlen to all high .g;hool
install a 440 yard track with six last paper concerning the money , '•tudents in the Central East dislanes. Parallel to one straight-away r<!ise_d
trict, one of four districts in N.C.
there will be eight additional lanes. generally negative. One junior girl
Students selected were divided into
There will also be two 100 feet thought "it took a lot of nerve tp
two bands according to perforrunways for pole vaule and broad write it, considering she (the edimance at the audition. The players
jump competition and a 30' by 60' tor) didn't raise the money." Many
with th.e Jiighest
made up the
people, juniors and seniors, thought
high jump area at one end.
Woodwind Ensemble. Lower-scorWith the aid of students, coaches, it was a good idea to send the
ing students were members of the
and parents, the Boosters' Club has money to a program aiding 'the
sYmphonic Band.
The Durham starving people of the world, "but
raised $8,097.09.
Members of the Wind Ensemble
County School Board has agreed t0 we'd never do it. The prom is a
from Jordan were: clarinet, Martha
miitch these funds, giving a total of tradition." The general attitude
Williams, third seat, and Lynn Strowas one of shock. As one jourapproximately $16,000.00.
bel, fourth; flute, Christine
Plans are being formulated for an nalism student put it, "The article
second; oboe, Karen Harper, second;
official ceremony to present the caused a lot of controversy and got
baritone sax, Gordon Sims; trill:[lpet. Jan Kvlstra, sixth: tuh1,
the students' attention."
completed track to the school.

Track Fund
Breaks From
The Blocks

All-State
-

Glinic; confeiii

probably have the choruses sing
a Hgh:t; -ccn<i1.:.al piece Oi -pen-orm
a speaking song. A speaking song
consists only of spoken rhythms
and no tune. The Ensemble will
perform additional music of a more
complex form.
Singing at Carowinds
The Ensemble has participated in
various programs at different cities
in the area. like many other high
school groups, they performed at
Northgate Mall before Christmas. In
order to sing in public the Ensemble
needs an invitation to a satisfactory
location and sufficient notice for
performance. Last year the Ensemble
was invited to sing at
but there was not enough time to
make preparations.
Director Lytle says "The Ensemble
has a .l:>ad need for money." There
are three important things that the
choral department could use if it
had adequate funding :sheet music,
caSual attire for performance, and
sound shelves.

All-State Band Members Chosen

c

Marnhle. fin;t; piano, Chie Ishazaki:.
Jordan students in the Symphonic
Band were: flute, Mary Faith Herndon, second seat, Eve Somjen,
fourth; trumpet, Guy Schlaseman,
fourth, Steve Gitelman, fifth, David
Marable, seventh; trombone, Billy
Hitchcock, second.
Reflections by R. Nixon
Chie Ishazaki and Gordon Sims
did not audition for All-State Band
because the instruments they play
.re not normally used in band ..
However, Jordan Band Director Jesse Holton, who is chairperson of
the All-State Band Clinic, says that
they were asked to play because the
music chosen for the Wind Ensemble had baritone sax and piano
parts.
Among the pieces played by the
Wind Ense1nble were "Children's

March," by P. Gra:nget; "Diamond
Variations," by Robert
.. The
Great GAte of Kiev," from Modeste
Moussongsky's "Pictures At an Exhibition," and "Reflections," by R.
Nixon.
The Symphonic Band's selections
included Beethoven's "Egmont" Overture; music from George Gershwin's opera "Porgy and Bess;" the
finale from Gustav Mahler's Third
Symphony; and "High Plains" by
Vaclav Nelhybel.
The All-State Band Clinic began
Friday afternoon and ended Sunday.
Band members spent most of their
time rehearsing but were also given
time to socialize and attend a concert by the UNC Woodwind Quintet. The bands presented a joint
concert Sunday afternoon.
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Spread the Spirit Around
mum of exposure.
Such sports as
The purpose of Jordan's latest pep
softball, gills' basketball, swimming,
rally, held January 7, was to encourage
wrestling and track are never given pep
school spirit and boost player morale
rallies and the cheerleaders never cheer
for the basketball game that evening.
at their meets.
Since attendance was mandatory, most
As a result of the tremendous emphasis
students showed up, and a good number
placed on football and basketball and the
went to. the game. In contrast, the choral
lack of attention given to other school
department gavr its annual Oui.stmas
activities, students are becoming more
concert the night of December 18 to a
and more apathetic. The extraordinarily
virtually empty auditorium.
For years at Jordan the emphasis on gung-ho attitude towards a few selected
student activities has centered around sports makes students involved in relasports, specifically foqtball and basket- tively obscure activities feel that their
ball. Cheerleaders have defined "school efforts are unnoticed and unappreciated,
spirit" as attending games and cheering as is often the case. The value of the
the Falcons on to a victory. The admini- variety of extracurricular activities which
stration has reinforced this definition by Jordan has to offer is demeaned by the
scheduling several pep rallies a year, at inferior status conferred upon them, and
which students are expected to scream the interest and support of the students
wildly in encouragment of the football involved in them are being lost.
The solution to this problem does not
and basketball teams.
But what about other school activities necessarily involve dropping all emphasuch, as band or creative dance or the sis on basketball and football, but rather
annual? Many students devote much transferring some of it to other programs.
time and energy to these prog!ams but A few football pep rallies could be
because they are not considered "major cancelled and used instead for volleyball
sports" they receive little or no atten- games or track meets. The band and
tion. Student efforts in fields which do the choruses could give their concerts,
which come only fow time3 a year, to
not meet the traditional requirements of
"school spirit" are being neglected. Last the entire student body. Students will
year the ED.semble was forced to give all never be able to appreciate what their
but one of its concerts in the evening. classmates are involved in if they are
never exposed to it; they will never
The band and the rest of the choruses
see the worth of it if they do not know
never performed in front of the student
it exists. Not until the school can confer
body at all. The Creative Dance Group
the same commendation on someone
had to fight before the administration
would allow it to present its show to the who organizes the Humanities Festival as
students in a day-time assembly. Drama on the captain of the football team will
Jordan be able to respect the diversity
productions must all be given in the
evening, a time when they receive a mini- of its student
c

Adolescent Boozers Unite
In this age of rising social conscience
there is one group whose rights have not
been considered. This group consists of
people whose ages range between twelve
and eighteen.
Just as many oppressed groups feel the
brunt of a double standard, so do these
people who are under eighteen. For the
most part, by the age of twelve young
people are expected to act as mature,
socially correct members of society.
When these people attend movies
or other places of entertainment, they
ate expected to pay adult admission
prices and act with proper decorum.
From third grade on they are taught sex
education as well as the effects of drugs
on the mind and body.
In short, these people are forced to act
mature whether they want to o:r not.
They feel pressure from both their peers
and their parents to be grown up. A
majority of this group takes a great deal
responsibility by holding jobs which
range anywhere from safety patrol person, to babysitter, to newspaper route
person. They are told they must do well

' I

I

academically so as to be able to go on
to college and make a suceess of their
lives.
Young people are pressured every day
of their lives to assume responsibility for
their actions, yet they are deprived, by
the law, of one of the major pleasures
of adulthood. Legally, these unfortunate
persons are not allowed to consume the
alcoholic beverages which those people
eighteen and older enjoy so much.
This is a terribly unjust situation. It
is also a very dangerous one. Unless
amends are made this situation has the
potential to result in an explosive uprising which could be comprable to
nothing ever experienced before. These
oppressed people, should they finally
decide to revolt and wet their parched
throats, will be a menace to society.
In order to right this injustice, and
avoid mayhem, steps must be taken to
introduce a bill in the State Senate which ·
will lower the drinking age to twelve,
thus giving equal rights to yet another
oppressed group in our country.

I
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Students study hard for exams during lunch.

Do nhill Racer
by Joanne Smith
What consists of four gallons of
spaghetti
sauce, twenty-one bruised
bodies, and two broken vacuum cleaners?
For those who don't know by now, the
answer is the Jordan Ski Ou b ski trip.
A group of twenty-one excited
students left Durham Thursday morning
after exams at five o'clock. But for most
people, the trip had started long before
then.
The first step was when the group of
nervous new skiiers grudgingly gave up
twenty-six dollars for the rent on the
chalets they were to stay in. Next came
food money, and then club members
became the proud owners of unwieldy
skis for four days and the nominal sum
of twenty dollars.
14 loaves of bread
Meanwhile, back on the home front,
Kay Huckabee and Joanne Smith spent
two complete days shopping for food
and cooking it.
"I couldn't eat what I cooked. After
I had cooked four gallons of spaghetti
sauce and five trays of chicken and six
trays of macaroni and cheese and bought
six boxes of cereal and 14 loaves of
bread and who knows what else, I
couldn't feel hungrY for a week," said
Joanne.
Finail.y, after exams were over, the
club left for Beech Mountain. Normally,
anyQne would have been ready for bed at
lO:Oo a.m. after ietting uP-at 4:00
and driving to the mountains, but for
this group, the day had just begun.
Eighteen mambers of the Ski Club had
never skiied before, but that didn't mean
they got along too badly. The three
"veterans" fell just as often as everyone
else, because all that happened the :fust
morning is that everyone fell down.
The general consensus was that falling
down wasn't bad-but getting up with
five foot'"feet" was very hard.
Several of the beginners took lessons
that morning while the rest of the
people went plummetting down mountains at great speed-and usually on their
rear ends.
By the end of the first day everyone
had decided that they were "real pros."
Needless to say, almost everyone was
ready to sleep by eight o'clock that night
ahd leave the unfinished food and dirty
dishes to clean up the next morning.

"I think the hardest thing on the
whole trip was getting Frank McFrank,
Wade Penny, and Griff Brame up at 6:30
to make sandwiches for lunch," said
Joanne Smith, who was in charge of one
chalet.
"I didn't bother to try to get anyone
up, including myself," said Kay Huckabee, who was in charge of the other
chalet. "After all, we didn't have to
make the lunches."
Zooming down slopes
The slopes were much more crowded
Friday than they'd been Thursday. "The
f"rrst ·day, I really didn't like it because
I was so tired of falling down," said Dore
Peak, one of the beginners Qil the trip,
"But by the second day it was really fun
because I got off the baby slope. By that
time, though, most of the people were on
the intermediate slope and zooming down
the slopes."
"'The funniest thing," said Linda James,
another beginner, "was watching this guy
come flying down the slopes and do
beautiful jumps and then make a spectacular fall.
Then I realized it was
Charles DuBose and I cracked up."
Charles was another novice.
Martha New liked falling the best.

"It was so nice sliding down the hill on
your :rear," she said. The first time she
went down the hill it took both Ian
Wainwright and Wm Walker to keep
Martha on her feet. However, in trying,
they, too, spent most of their time on
the ground.
Cathy Crumpton really caught on the
last day and was Still skiing when the
lifts closed at 5:30.
Frank McFrank
Kay and Martha thought it was funny
to see Frank McFrank and Griff Brame
come flying down the slopes and knock
over other skiiers on the way. Joanne
was paying twelve dollars an hour for
a private lesson when G_riff literally
"swept her off her feet" on his way
down.
"To me," said Joanne, "the funniest
thing was when I was skiing with Wade
and he tried to pass me on my side.
I knocked him down and he lost his ski
pole. I stared down at his pole and I
thought I had cut off his hand-his gl.ove
was still curled around his pole like he
was holding it. I apologized to him for
about ten seconds for pulling off his
hand before I realized what h8.d happened."
Fortunately, no on lost a hand or my·
other limb. There were only three· minor
· accidents. Kip Marshall dislocated his
thumb ( it gave him something to talk
about ), Bill Rogers bruised his thumb,
and Cathy Crumpton twisted her knee.
Living Legends
Saturday night came all too soon. Although the group declared they were go-ing to stay up all night to pay tribute to
the mountains, they were almost all asleep by midnight. Sunday morning they
cleaned the Chalets for a last time and
headed back to Durham to become a liv'ing legend in their own times.
The ski club was Very optimistic about
the trip. The last comment by Dore Peak
as she helped load all the extra food into
cartons was," .Think of all the food
we'll have for next time.,.

An Interview With Mr. Sills

Behind the Brown Door
On a ,busy exam Tuesday, ML
Sills discussed the junior-senior
prom and exams. In response to a
recent editorial in the Falcon's Cry
which proposed donating the prom
money to starving people, Principal
Sills agreed with the point that
much time and effort go into this
one night .!!ffair. He said that he
respects the opinions of those who
consider the prom a frivolous waste
and believe that the time and effort
could be better spent to help the
starving people, but he questioned
where this philosophy of change
would stop, ls it really necessary
for students to drive to school and
own so many clothes?, he asked
rhetorically.
Sills pointed out that tradition is
a strong factor in favor of keeping
the prom All of Jordan's ,senior
classes have been given a prom by
the juniors, and he believes that the
Class of '75 will not want to be the
first to give it up. The cost of the
Jordan prom has remained relatively
low, unlike other schools where
costs have skyrocketed because of
comp_etition to have the "'best prom

ever."

Two-hour exams

Jn addition to discussing the

prom, Principal Sills explained this
year's exam schedules. They are a
compromise between departmental
exams and exams based on class
schedules.
Departmental exams
are given on one subject to all
students at the same time, usually
in a two-period block. These are
impractical to have four times a
year, according to Sills, because
they disrupt the entire day and
create scheduling problems. Exams
based on class periods increase the
possibility that students will pass
on information about exams to
those who have not taken them.
The compromise involves all exams
in one subject area being given on
one day.
Next year Mr. Sills
predicted that semester exams of
t;yQ Jiow dmation will be given by
departments.
Sills said that there is not a
special forced attendance policy
during exams. Since exams are
given on a normal school day, howeveI, students missing class are
considered to be skipping.
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At Swim Team Pratice-

S u rv iv a I of the Fittest
by David Roberson
I am sitting beside the Lakewood

Janice Harris

Teacher
Feature
, by Angela James and Vernon Jones
The Health Careers teacher Ms.
Eartha Bridges and the Arts and
Crafts teacher Ms. .hnice Harris ,
are being featured in this issue.
Ms. Bridges, a native of Bamberg.
S. C., is a graduate of Carroll Memorial High School and Columbia
Hospital School of Nursing. She is
a first year teacher at hrdan.
Vlille an {\ssistant Head Nurse
at Duke Hospital, Ms. Bridges decided to return to school to obtain
a B.S degree in nursing from North
Carolina College (now NCCU).
Daughter at fordan
As a public health nurse she
taught practical nursing at the Education Community College. Ms.
Bridges hopes one day to obtain a
masters degree in occupational edu·
cation.
Vhen asked why she returned to
education Ms. Bridges replied "education is quite rewarding." Her
hobbies are horsehack riding, sewing_ and skating.
Ms. Bridges has two daughters,
one of whom attends .Jordan.
Crafts teacher Harris
Ms. li.n1ce Harris is a native of
Durham, she graduated from Durham High School and attended East
Carolina University, where she majored in physics. She continued
her education at Norfolk State's
school Museum of Arts and Crafts.
Vhile attending Norfolk State, she
taught part time at Old Dominion
College.
Ms. Harris received a scholorship
to attend the architectual school
at the University of Edinburgh.
She then went back to EC_U and
received a B.S. in crafts.
Ms. Harris has taught in Durham
County elementary schools and is
presently a part-time designer for
311_ advertisin_g company. She teaches three classes at Jordan durinf
fourth, fifth and sixth periods.
art
physfcs

YMCA swimming pool, shivering
uncontrollably, having just attemp·
ted, and failed, to work out at one
practice with the Jordan swim team.
The rest of the team is finishing up
the practice as I watch.
My eyes hurt from chlorine, the
muscles in my arms and legs are
totally exhausted and my hands are
sore. I am trying to take a picmre
of the practice, but I'm shivering so
badly that I cannot re;id the settings on my camera.
As I watch, feeling like a total
idiot, I reflect that I am here of my
own free will. I volunteered to participate in one or two practices and
write an article about it, although
I have always been a poor swimmer. I assumed that I would be
able to make it through ;:i couple of
practices_ without making too big a
fool of myself. I was wrong.
The first practice I attended was
on a Friday morning (the team
practices regularly at 6:30 a.m. on
school days). I can still pictUre it
clearly ...
Coaches Maxwell and Popson are
late and I join several swimmers in

Fran Sciolino's car to vvait. After
ten minutes, Tommy- Craig
begins to run from car to car
yelling. Hif they aren't here in fiv;
minutes, we're 'leaving and going to,
Waffle House! OK? Ready?"
His scheme is met by shouts of
approval, but the -coaches arrive
immediately.
Inside the building, the pool
room and the water are_ both chilly.
__ Craig dips his hand in and
·the team
tl!iJ_can
but he's going to the watr1e House.
"I will not kid you," says Ma:icwell, "It is going to be a little bit
nippy. Start off with a 200 yard
freestyle." No one moves. 'After
about five seconds Richard Shoaf
jumps in, swims
25 yard lap,
and leaps out..._ "That water is 19.Q
cold," he decides.
Maxwell agrees, putting us
through a vigorous series of calisthenics aimed primarily at our
stomach muscles. When we finish,
forty minutes later, I have to pick
up most of my entrails from the
floor before I can walk to the
lock.er .room. I am told that
practice toffimorrow will be at
8:00 .... m. "My God," I think,
"They do this on
The next morning Maxwell starts
us off with a 500 yard freesryle.
Within 30 seconds, I get an intense
feeling of rejection-everyone else
has swum off and left me. We all
finish at the same time, howeveronly I have done 3 00 yards and
they have done 500.
Maxwell now hands out short
styrofoam boards which we hold in
front of us as we swim with only
our legs. After about half a lap,
my kick is no longer breaking the
surface of the water. I start resting
at each end of the pooh then walking the last five yards in the Shallow
end.

Last one in is a rotton egg!
After half these ·excercises, I quit
and rest on the side of the pool.
Several team members stop and ask
me "What are you doing there,
boy?" "Sitting on my butt/' ,I tell
them between gasps.
Maxwell now wants us to swim
using only
arm9.
"You've
seen these in adult bookstores,"
comments Bob Seidensticker about
the styrofoam blocks we hold be:tween our legs to prevent us from
kicking.
I do no
at arm work than
anything else, bui;_s_a_n no long:er
walk in the shallow end because of
the blocks I am holding between
my legs. I try every arm stroke I
know-crawl, breast, back, pulling
on the bottom in the shallow endnone of them hel_p. Not 9nly am I
just barely moving, but every time I
stroke I get intense cramps in the
palms and knuckles of rnv
, The team now does five lOOj.yard
"intervals"-short swims with-oneminute breaks in betweeP. 1 ·just

,

barely keep the team from lappmg
me in the first one, decide that I
have been humiliated enough for
one day, and·quit.
Going to the side of the pool, I
try to act unobstrusive while putting two penlight batteries into my
camera. Shivering badly, I try to
position the batteries for about 30
and then drop them on the
floor. Trying to bend down and
pick them up, I almost fall off the
bench. I want to cry.
After the practice, Richard Shoaf
tells me that this was a short, liB"ht
workout because the team is out of
shape from missed practice over
Christmas. Long practices, he says,
can range up to 3000 yards, compared to the 1700 or so that they
did today (of which I swam about
700). "Come tQmmorrow afternoon and we'll get in some real
work," he says. "No thanks," I tell
him. "I don't think I can make it."
"My God," I think, "They do

m1nato
internat1ona1
Beads, American Jewelry
Eskimo Sculpture, et cetera

Eqrtha.llridges
The Jordan art teacher says,"I
find art more challenging than physics. I try to teach it (art) like a
math class. v..e have tests, handouts, etc. My class is structured
differently from any art course.
You must put something in to get
somathing out."
Ms. Harris also says "I like Jordan
very much. If I didn't l wouldn't
he hcre.:'
JVJS. Harris' hobbies are weaving
and dancing. She is enrolled in
several weaving guild ·classes and is_
preparing -to present a sliow in
Febmary. Ms. Harris also enjoys
gymnastics.

Come by for our Special

Feburary Sale
willow park mall, 4422 chapel hill bo11levard,
clurham, norlh carolina 27707
Four-Week: Shipment

.JEWEL BOX
Northgate Shopping Center
Durh;im, Noith Carolina
Tri E phone_ 2 8 6·
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START THE
REST OF YOUR LIFE
IN THE ARMY RESERVE
THERE ARE OVER 300 JOB SKILLS BEING
OFFERED IN THE ARMY RESERVE, AND SOME OF
THESE ARE AVAILABLE RIGHT IN YOUR OWN
HOMETOWN.
AS AN ARMY RESERVIST, YOU'LL BE A
PART OF A GROUP OF OVER 110,000
MEN AND WOMEN SERVING IN UNITS
ALL OVER THE EAST COAST AND
MID-ATLANTIC STATES.
YOU'LL EARN $1,000.00 IN YOUR
FIRST YEAR, AND THAT'S JUST ONE
BENEFIT.
THERE'RE LOTS MORE!

COM LIM8NT5

Of

tel: 91 !l-1139-6902
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FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TO:
ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
RM. 106, CHICAGO, llllNOIS 60646
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Falcons Dribble
Past Opponen-ts

JHS Soccer
:Team Plays
The Field

by John Roth
You'd think that a meager·one
,game "sehedule," no official place
to practice, tentative plans for uniforms and no assistant co3.ches or
, managers would be enough to make
any soccer coach throw up his
;hands and say, "I quit." Jordan's
coach Howard Lindsay, however,
is not about to surrender to these
· trying circumstances.
Instead of deSpair, Lendsay is fu)l
1 of optimism and feels very. fortunate to have some excellent players
on his squad. He mentions Joop
Bakker, Greg Jurgenson, Eric Leyte1Vidal, Blair Propes and Doug Rog. ers as players with tremendous
talent.
He considers Eric and
Chuck Henderson to be the most
outstanding team players.
"Doug is an excellent halfback,"
says Lindsay, "and Greg and Joop
are really good center. forwards.
Eric) is just a fantastic goalie. He
has good moves around the goal
and talks to the. ,<\efease about
which way to shift when he sees
holes opening up."
In an overall as.sessment, Lindsay
states that the team's greatest
strength lies in the fact that there
are many players with much individual talent. At the same time he
thinks that getting all of those
individuals together to play as a
team poses a problem.
Scrimmage with Orange
Team unity is not the only
problem, however. Since school
: . stan.c;4., .Mr.
ha.<; sent
requesting matches or scnnnnages
for this spring or next fall to 17
different schools. As yet there have
been no replies. "The guys could
get down because of this," remarked the Falcons' Soccer Coach.
"We've scrimmag_e_d o.u.rselves a lot

0-ary Robinson reacfies for the
but we're all anxious to play someone else, and to get out and win
some matches." The team's only
scheduled scrimmage so far is with
Orange High School, but a date has
not yet been set.
Lindsay has not called the team
together for practice since Thanksgiving. When they meet again in
mid-February after the winter layoff, Lindsay has a lot of work
planned. "Ball control and team
control will be the keynote for the
first few weeks," he points out.
He also wants to have the players
do sprints, distance running, and
flexibility exerc_ises.
High Level of Calileraderie
Athletes· Will work on their team
skills, mainly defensive blocking,
which consists of deflecting the
ball away from a dribbling opponent. In previous practices the team
had worked chiefly on basic soccer
skills and scrimmages.
Though rhey've probably had
more than their share of problems,
Lindsay and his players have maintained a high level of cameraderie
and are ready for practice to start
again on February 17th, that is,
if they can still use Duke's field.
Lindsay jokingly adds, "If anyone
happens to have an extra soccer
goal at home they are willing to
donate, well, I'm ready to talk to
them."

Swim Team

Falcons Make Waves
by David Roberson
The Jordan Falcons met Ravenscroft Jan. 7 in the Jordan swim
team's first dual meet ever. Led by·
Mike McGinry and Bill Pulley, the
boys' team won 75-70.
Karen
Shore and Barbara Robbins stood
out but die girls' team lost, 54-72. .
Mike McGinry and Bill Pulley
scored the only victories for the
Falcon boys in eight events, but
six second places and five thirds
made up the difference for the
team. The boys, with 12 team
members, entered the maximum of
three in every event and had two
400 yard freesryle relay teams.
Numbers played an important
part in rhe girls' meet. With only
six swimmers, the Falcon girls were
unable to enter more than two
swimmers in any event. Karen
Shore .and Barbara Robbins swam
alone in two events each. taking

CAMERA &

PHOTO SHOPPE

three firsts and a second but losing
points due to the greater number of
Ravenscroft entries. Jordan was
also unable to field a 400 yard
relay team, which gave Ravenscroft
an uncontested
points.

by Steve Gitelman
·
fense. On almost every shot that Oxfhe Jordan basketball team, dis- ford took, a Falcon defender was
appointed by two lossed in the Christ- able to put a hand in the shooter's
;nas tournament, rebounded to capture face. Wth Oxford unable to score,
the opening conterence game of the Jordan's 3-2 zone proved very effec
tive.
season against Oxford Ve b b.
In the Durham Holiday Festival
The Falcons dominated the defenat Paul Sykes Gynmasium, Jordan sive backboards, and at times the
wm; defoated 93'·65 by Durham High outlet passes were so fast that Jorand 86-72 by Hillside. Coach Avery dan was able to
easy baske·
'.lid not think that the team played
before the Oxford defense was ·able ·
up to its capabilities. He said, " Ve to get back.
could have given them a much better
Wth a comfortable lead, Jordan
sky as Fred Sherril
on.
was able to control the tempo of the
game. Ve were intimidated and fell
behind early. Our mental mistakes game.
hurt us." Avery felt that the oneGood transition game
week layoff from practice might
Oxford is one of the fastest
have contributed to the team's prob- teams in the conference, and Jordan
!ems. He thought that Durham High managed to neutralize this advantage
So far this year Jordan's wrestling arid Hillside were two excellent teams, by setting its own pace. Avery felt
team has compiled a 5-4 record. In rated by some in the top five in the
that the Falcons did a good job with
the conference, however, the record state.
the transition game, especially from
stands at 2-2,.
Hand in face
the offense to defense, as Falcon
Oxford Vebb ventured to Jordan
players allowed Oxford very few
After completing the first five
fast break opportunities. Avery
matches of the season, all versus with an impressive 12-0 record. But
4-A schools, Jordan has a 3-2 re- during the first half of the game, also pleased with the fact that tumcord. The victories came over Hill- ox f or d was any thing b u t impressive,
·
·
overs were kept to a nnm·'mum.
as lorilan rolled to a 30-14 lead.
The Jordan coach wanted to im.
side (twice) and Northem(once).
The losses came against Durham and Vebb made several stabs at the Jorpress on the fans the fact that the
Northern. These losses were by very dan lead throughout the game, but
whole team contributed to the team's
close margins.
they never could get closer than se- success, not just those who played
The conference competition started ven points. Jordan won, 87_77 .
in'the game. Tue players were evenDecember 12. Jordan defeated SouthOxford Vebb had a poor shooting ly matched in practice, which meant
em, 45-18. Oxford- Vebb then beat
night against Jordan. Avery attrithat each player had to work that
the Falcons, 42-24.
butes part of this to Jordan's de- much harder, insuring the fact that
Bull Durham
·
every individual improved.
The Bull Durham Christmas Tournament was held Dec. 27-28. Jordan
had one silver medalist, Bill Barrett,
and four bronze medalists, Anthony
Armstrong, JeffK ing, Keith Leese,
and Herbie McCauley. Other strong
fmishers include Sean Sweeney,
forth, and Steve Leese, forth. This
was enough to place Jordan fifth
against some of the toughest competition in the state.
Conference matches resumed Jan,
uary ..6 aga&:ist Vaiden Vhitley. This
proved to be a close contest, with
Jordan winning, 33-27. Then, three
days later, the Falcons lost in a very
close match with Orange by a score -1ntramural basketball has been going strong si'nce Christmas.
of 33-3,0
On Feb. 14 the conlerence
tournament will be held at Southern.
A week later, the Sectionals will be
held at Burlington Cummings. Those
individuals who place either first or
second will advance to the State
Tournament held at Parkland High
School in Vinston-Salem.

Grapplers 2-2
In Conference

The Air Force.
Its an education
with pay.

.ZALES
...........

Our People Make Us Nwnber One

are <tinming!
Gas House
HIGHWAY 54
Serve Yourself And Save

114 E. MAlf\J ST.
DURHAM, N. C.

we-care For
Everyone ...

107 \.\'est Main Street
(P.O.Box 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)
Uurham

January 31, 1975
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Graduate
in style ...
with the class ring made
to order for you.
It has your own name in
raised letters, plus school
name and year,
and school mascot.
Made with our exclusive fiery
stone.
10 karat gold.

G

Zales
Golden Yeats
and We've Only Just Be_gun.
2720 Chapel Hill Road

48q-2346

Student Accounts lnvitei:l
7.al.s Re•<>lvin11 Ch>tA< • 7..olei Cu"om CharR'
SankAmericarJ • MM!«
American.hp«"• Diners Club o G.rt< Blanche• i..ayow•y

And you choose the
kind of job you want.
Want to learn a. job skill?
The Air Force is a great
industrial and technical
school.
Working professionals
teach you. People who
.
already mastered their
skill. And, you get good pay right from the start while you.'re

wind up with a skill that will qualify you for a
good JOb with a secure future. In the Air Force. Or later if
you wish, as a civilian.
Also1 if thafs what you want, the Air Force offers a lot of
ways
c?mplete your education - while you're getting paid.
The Air .Force rnakes a lot of things possible. Find out.
Start by calling:

TSGT. TOM LAMM

Post Office Building
Durham, N.C.

Phone: 682-5381
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Jordan High Schol

Ballantyne Speaks-

CJaSS of '75 Graduating

After twelve years of waiting,
members of Jordan's Class of
1975 will receive their diplomas
June 6 during commencement
exercises. Dr. Robert Ballantyne,
a professor of education at Duke,
will deliver the graduation
address.
Last Sunday, June 1, Baccalaureate Services were also held
for Jordan seniors.
Graduation ceremonies will take
place at 8:00 Friday evening. In
addition to Dr. Ballantyne's talk,
Senior class officers, president Kelly Dillard, treasurer Katy Tom Morris, Eric Green, Katy
Knobeloch, vice-president Brenda Scott and secretary Pam Shipp.
Knobeloch, and Kelly Dillard will
speak. the Ensemble will sing

"A Jubilant Song" AND THE
Band will play Elsa's "Procession to the Cathedral." The
cremony will conclude with the
Class of '75 leaving the
auditorium to ''The Grand
March" from Aida.
Baccalaureate, an inspirational
service for graduating seniors,
began at 8:00 last Sunday night
in the Jordan auditorium. The
sermon was delivered by the
Reverend Robert E. McClernon,
minister of the Watts Street
Baptist Church. Also included in
the orogram was a scrioture
read.ing by Pam Shipp, treasurer

of the senior class. The
Ensemble sang "Lord, We Give
Than ks to Thee
Graduation ceremon1e, w111
take place at 8:00 Friday
evening. In addition to Dr.
Ballantvne's talk. Tom Morris,
Eric Green, Katy Knobeloch and
i<elly Dillard will speak. The
Ensemble will sing "A Jubilant
Song" and the Band will play
"Elsa's Procession to the
Cathedral" by Wagner. The
ceremony will conclude with the
Class of '75 marching from the
auditorium to ''The Grand
March" from Aida.

Six Senior Scholars
Snatch Lion's Share of Honors
This year Jordan students
have continued to capture more
than their share of academic
nonors. Six- seniors recently
received schlorships to attend
colleges in North Carolina and
across the country.
Kelly Dillard, president of the
senior class, is the recipient of an
$1000 non-renewable Outstanding Negro Student scholarship.
Sponsored by Exxon, it is one of
around 360 awards given by the
ONS Corporation each year.
Kelly will use his scholarship to
attend Harvard next year where
he plans to major in economics.
Ann Knops has been awarded
the Morehead Scholarship which
will allow her to attend
UNG-Chapel Hill for four years

wiihout cost. Ann is one of 100
recipients· of the Morehead,
which opened to we nen for the
first time this year. She plans to
major in business administration.
Wendy Plummer, president oi
the National Honor Society, has
been awarded a Guy T. Carswell
Scholarship to Wake Forest next
year. The scholarship provides
$l000 ·plus need and must be
renewed each year. Wendy has
received one of 31 scholorhips
awarded in the name of Carswell,
a wealthy lawyer and alumnus o1
Wake Forest.
.
Three J.ordan swo ... its hav.e
also received National Merit
Scholarships. These
dghly
competitive schlorships at ,;ven

on the basis of high PSATs SATs
and high school record;. Jan
Kylstra:s scholarship was given
by the National Merit Corporat1on. He plans to use it to attend
Dartmouth College next year.
Georgette Somjen has also
been given a National Merit
scholarship. She will aLand Duke
next year and plans to be a
doctor.
Martha Williams is the third
Jordan student to receive a Merit
Schlorship. Martha,
·ho is
president of Science Seminar.
plans to use her Exxo,, cponsored $1000 award to attend MIT
next year. She wants to be an
astrophysicist and "win a Nobel
Prize."

Librarian Nancy Henderson-James' advisees. Bottom: David Porter,
Steve Robbins, Tim Salley, Guy Schlaseman, Schoeb; middle: Cindy
Roberts, Susan Rush, Debbie Rynders, Brenda Scott; top: Paula
Pickett; standing left, Ernest Reese, right, Gary Robinson.

Wade Penny and Grill Brame in a rare moment- al school

Remember
In response to question, "What
event or person do you
remember the most from your
years at Jordan?'', seniors
replied:
Kim James- Fi.rst place winner at
NC state competition for DECA
and national competition in
Miami.
Delores Malloy- Karate exhibitions at Humanities Festivals.
Danny Ellis- Finally being on a
winning football team my junior
year.
Brenda Scott- Ms. Lytle and
Ensemble and "The Boyfriend."
laura Taylor- David Penny's
costumes during Pep Week.
Jenny Lewter- Homecoming,
prom, and the yearbook of my
senior year.
Molly Harp- Ms. McCullers in
Creative Writing.
Ricky Hall- Cross country coach
John Gray.
Lee Aldridge- Charlie Baker.
Kenneth Lennon- I remember
most the 36-30 loss to Southern.
Sari Dunning- Nothing, it was all
dull.
Christine Sims- Graduation.
Garson Mcleod- Last year's
senior skip day.
Lela Streeter- My gym experience when Advanced
PE
presented gymnastics to the
school in the tenth grade.
C"ynthia Howard- I remember the
Creative Dance Group and that
event we had in '74 with the
police and all.

Joe Campbell- Harold Cobb in
assemblies.
Kaly Knobeloch- Water fights
while working on the senior
homecoming project.
Frederich Q. Farquar IVMichelle Bitsko.
Hazel McKenzie- Sigmund
Freud
Tommy Craig' When we lost the
homecoming project our junior
year. We were ripped off.
Karen Shore- The "Jellyfish"
Joe Fields- Getting my first D in
Chemistry.
Chris Phillips- Mr. Hickman and
his "don't worry about it" tests.
Frank McFall- Getting caught
intoxicated at a football game.
Marcia Metzgar- The '50's
assembly in 1973.
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Georgette Somjen rips into physics

Sills Speaks To
To the seniors,
In only a few days now the
Band will play "Pomp and
Circumstance" and you will walk
down the aisles in the auditorium
for the last time as students at
Jordan High School. After a brief
ceremony you will receive your
diplomas and
emerge as
graduates. You will have come to
the end of a very significant part
of your lives.
I want to say congratulations to
you. And more than that, I want
to say that I am proud to have
been associated with you. Your
class has been outstanding. You
have provided the school with
distinguished scholars, excellent
athletes, and students who have
made noteworthy acheivements
in a variety of other fields. When

Seniors
you leave, we shall all miss your
talents, your skills, and your
friendly laces.
I wish that I could go on to say
that the world has reserved a
special, cozy niche for you. None
of you are naive enough to
believe that. You know that we
are confronted with problems on
the local,
and international scenes. There are many
challenges, but you are eql!al to
them. I have faith in you.
Commencement is not a Ii me
of ending, but rather ii is a time
of beginning. Therefore l \ivitl not
say "goodbye;" i say "good luck
and best wishes" to you, the
CLASS OF 1975.
Sincerely yours,
James E. G. Sills

Mosl likely lo succeed-Kelly
Dillard
l!esi in-class sleeper-Robbie
Bass
Biggest mouth-Susie Thomas
Biggest Casanova-Deams Bynum
Most accomplished flirt-Pam
Maxwell
Most ardent sports Ian-Tommy
Craig
Mosl prodigious skipperAnn Burton
Mesi inane sense ol humorMarty Barnes
Most scllOol spirited-Pam Shipp
Biggest spender-Page Nichols
Most destructive vandal-Pat
Kelly
Most demented student-Anthony
Armstong
Most inane sence cl humor-Marty Barnes
Friendliesl·Kappy Aldridge
Mpst reckless driver-Mike Henson

David Porter- doing what comes naturally.

NB. w...'<r'.s ftrulty irlJiro: guJH left tori#: Mzy LJ:u W1'JOO; HI/yQurcil, DMd
Orl:'lli.ght, Dini FJS:ia; Alris llic:l;e;, Jre Cnp/:>'ill, QH)l1. Cnp/:>'ifl, llim E1/mnarrl
Jemif<r E1lmn
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Super Senior Faculty -Ad visor Groups

Mr. Allison's advisees:· standing, Stephanie McCain, Kenneth
Whilled, Vernon Lipscomb, Roy MacDonald, Terri Matheson; sealed
Patti Massey, Jenny Lewter, Pam Maxwell, Kaly Knobeloch, Judi
lilt le and Delores Malloy.

lVk Mzy

arrlba-ch.m. Fiait-n:wfranl.eft: M. lMlsw, Rick Dma, EeveriyCJo.
chlr, Rm Ontie, .lYezm:Jra F;m, Iil:by Ffl'ithemtm, Bari Dmniry, Mzy FettEr; l:a::k
frcmleft: NithY L8vis, Miian EiYffi, Nithv Qeel, &an EbmS, Nily mJard, TcmY¥
Oaig; Fldm F@iy arrl Dinny Ellis.

Senior Gifts To
If you could leave something to
the students at Jordan next year,.
what would it be?
Leslie King- The priviledge to
leave at lunch.
Mike Henson- My pencil
Cynthia Peake- Enthusiasm, joy
and happiness!
Anthony Armstrong- My '75
jersey to Jeff King.

Dani Fischer- My accent.
Libby Featherston- The words,
"Be good, and if you can't be
good be good at it!''
Walid Nicola- My ability to
withhold my destructive forces to
Mary Faith Herndon.
Martha Williams- Five cases of
hamburger helper for the
cafeteria.
Eric Green- A muddy entrance to Edee Green- Mr. Hill's body.
Ida Dewit!- My Grand Prix.
the parking lot.
Jack Pleiller- Twenty cases of
Donna Miller-An c"vity bus.
Paul Wilson- Pity uecause they beer.
Mark McGrath-To next year's
have a year to go.
Herbie McCauley- Good humor Advanced Biology classes, two
smelly pigs and a stinking dog
and ping-pong balls.

Principal Sills Advisees: FIRST ROW: Reenie Whatley, Terry
Whalen Georgelle Somjen, Joe Williams, Martha Williams, Lisa
Mar!y Wilson, second row: Nancy Wilkins, Pau.1 Vl(ilson,
Don Young, Bruce Wollenski, Mary Yohe and Valerie Walker

Jordan
fish.
Frank McFall- Hope for the
future
Jennifer Bynum- A porn-porn.
Rick Dunn- The ability to see the
administration only when you
want to, not when you have to.
Linda Chiles- My car to skip in.
Marcia Metzgar- An audience for
girls' sports events!
Mike McGinly- A toll booth to
the parking lot.
Valerie Walker- My dirty gym
shoes.
Wade Penny-A reserved parking
space.
Les Brit plays his swan song

M. Ortr-M:xre arrl stJ.ikn1s. Sxita:l: Hg Mirr, Mfu:Ja M:l@a; Kill' Mo&rn, Mrl::
Milath, 1hma Mxre, Orrlv NOO; stardir:g: &:kyIVkilin, lli::l:ieIVkilin, WildoNcda, RyanIVkilin,
MhlMiJntvarrlS:aia.Mlltm

l
Sandra Wise and advisees: Don Kelly, Kim James, Milch Kernodle,
Fydo Herndon, Mark Johnson, Shelly Hicken, Chie lshizaki, Judi
Jones, Sharon Hollandsworth, Lonnell Hicks McCollum, Joyce
Johnson, Sanely Wise and Julie Jones

Mr. Todd's group:Tamara Paschall, Don Ochsenreiler, .syvil
Chris Phillips, Cynthia Peake, Cindy Penell, Lynn O'Bnen, Bomia
Nunn, Mr. Todd and Jerry Pendergrass.
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Senior Post-Secondary Plans
Appalachian Slate-Rose Bloodworth, Herbie McCauley, Gayle
Mitchell, Karen Shore, Susie
Thomas, Shirley Thompson
Alamance Tech- Jeremiah Scott,
Steve Shepherd
Atlantic Christian College-Eddie
Huckabee
AT State-Beverly Anderson, Avis
Breeze, Cynthia Howard, Kenneth Lennon, Bonita Nunn,,
Valerie Walker
Auburn University- Tommy
Craig
Averett College- Mary Fetter,
Shelly Hicken
Boston School of Fashion
Design-Julie Jones
Brigham Young University-Laura
Zimmerman
tqliW@W115WifE!!i<!!f7ci<s;

University of Wisconsin-Delores
Malloy
Wake Forest University-Judy
Jones, Wendy Plummer
Watts Hospital School of Pracical
Nursing-Robin Hays, Patti Massy
Western Carolina University-Sari
Dunning, Theresa Moore, Paul
Wilson Paula Pickett
Western Michigan UniversilyKathy Springfield
West Virginia University-Steve
Lochbaum
Virginia Stale University- Anthony Armstrong

:rep, kick! M. Rrtia Vlmcn'.s
tozirj:lt: Rd:at Gillis, Free Gmi, Gude Hli!l,
D:nna Hmm, Elie Gmi, Fdin Hzyes arrl KaiJ:iyGehwila:.

Kings Coilege;Beverly Crocker
Killrell College-Linda Scott
Lees-McRae College-David Atkinson, Marty Barnes
Lewisburg College-Mark H.
Johnson
Limestone College-Phyllis May
Lincoln University-Lyn McKeller
Lizard lick Community CollegeFrederich Q. Farquar IV
Meredith College-Randi Bardeaux,Cindy Branch, Pam Cumbie, Katy Knobeloch, Pam
Maxwell, Chris Phillips,
Williams 'Kathy Davis
Massachuseiles lnsiilule of
Technology-Martha Williams
N C Siale-Kappy Aldridge, Rick
Dunn, Kathy Gehweiler, Paula
Godwin, David Howerton, Mark
G. Johnson, Terri Matheson, Roy
DmyEilis
McDonald, Syvil Pate, Sandy
Brown University-Connie Hern- Pendergraft, Jerry Pendergrast,
don
David Porter, Mark McGrath,
Campbell College-Martha Bor- Douglas Tyler, Marty Wilson,
deaux, Pam Shipp, Don Young
Joe Williams, Tim Vickers, Jeff
The Catholic University- Steve Craig,, Chie Jshizaki, Houston
Schoeberle
Blair
Central Carolina Tech-Marjorie
Thomas
Randolph Tech-Mitchell KernThe College of William and odle, Eric Stern
Mary-Margie Purser
Saini Augustine College-GwenDartmouth College- Jan Kylstra dolyn Wilson
Duke University-Marsha Metz- Saint Mary's College-Hazel
gar, Cindy Roberts,Guy Schlase- McKenzie
inan, Christine Sims, Georgette
Somjen
Durhan Tech-Mary Bordeaux,
Don Kelly, Garson McLeod,
Stephanie McLean, Johnnie
Ross, Kenneth Whitted
East Carolina University-Sharon
Baker, John Cleaver, Kathy
Creel, Danny Ellis, Robin Good,
Steve Greer, Ricky Hall, Steve
Robbins, Stacy Vaeth, Reenie
Whatley
Elon College- Pam Andrews,
Gayle Haas, Molly Harp, Mike
Henson, Kay Mccarn, Jimmy
Watkins
Fayettville Tech-Donna Miller
Georgia Tech-Eric Green
Greensboro College-Sean
Sweeney
B:initaNmn
Hardbargers Business CollegeLaura Taylor
Troulman's Beautician School-Harvard College-Kelly Dillard
Laura O'Brien
High Point College-Robert Gillis Tile University ol Norlh CarolinaKings Business College-Donna Chapel Hill-Joop Bakker, Kim
Harrison
Beach, BoQ_Boynto"-' Griff

Brame, Eddie Brown, David
Cartwright, Linda Chiles, Peter
DuBose Miriam Eaves, Susan
Ennis,' Robert Fairey, Kim
James, Theresa Kaiser, Ann
Knops, Steve LandE)rS, Jenny
Lewter, Kip Marshall, Shelia
Melton Page Nichols, Don
Ochsen'reiter, Robin Parker,
Cynthia Peake, Wade Penny,
Debbie Rynders, Brenda Scott,
Lela Streeter, Pam Thompson,
Terry Whalen

Seniors Plan To
ork At Varied Jobs
Although most Jordan seniors
plan to attend college next year,
several have chosen to begin
work directly after graduation.
These students will be earning a
living in widely varied occupations
John Webb and Mickey

Rankin plan to enter the Navy
next year, a move which Ernest
Reese and, Larry Byrd are also
considering. Mickey grew up in.
the Navy and he explains that
joining has "always been an
ambition." Larry will either join
the armed forces or work at the
Glen Lennox Corporation.
Ida Dewitt will be working as a
keypunch operator next year at
Duke.
Hydro
Service
on
Hillsboro Road will employ David
Oakley. Kenneth Whitted plans
to work at the American Tobacco
Company and is considering
continuing his education later.
Nancy Wilkins
will
be
employed at the Childrens'
Clinic, and Malcome Livingston
will be living at the North
Carolina Beach while working on
a fishing boat. Ricky High plans
to go to work at his father's fruit
Fred Herget'plans, to work on a
farm in South Carolina this
summer. bul is ·unsure as to his
employment later.

@e/Meo.
Delores Malloy was named
Outstanding Senior during the
annual awards assemhly held
last Friday.
Three citizenship awards were
also presented to graduating
seniors. Principal James E. G.
Sills cited Sharon Baker, Tommy
Craig and Pam Shipp for their
M. Witkins' irlviscr !1'C14' lxittmi franleft: M. Witkim, KimE'm::b, Kw,; Alddcl;;e, L£e outstanding contributions to
Aldridp; mxniro.v. 9'JrcnRhr, DividAtkirs::n, H::mcn Bair; RnJi B:rdrux; third Jordan, Tommy also received the
Interact Award for school
ro.v. Gird1 &iley; Rarr:lyE'i3hr, Fcblie &s; tcp: AithawAm/ray arrl
Allm
Charlotte-Wesley Allen, Libby
'Featherston
Greensboro-Julia Gregg, Claudia
Green, Edee Green,, Martin
Green, Leslie King, Sharon
Hollandsworth, Martha New,
Becca Overby, Tamara Pascall.
Marty Johnson, Patty Williams,
Ann Burton, Lynn O'Brien
Wilmington-Judi Little, Tim
Safley, Chase Thomas
University of Richmond-David
McPherson
University of Virginia-Mike
McGinty
University of Washington-Steve
Gerber

&'lk¥aftlieu
fifianlcin
KaiJ:iyE(rir:qfleld, Lua Ti'fl]crarrlRmilipp.

arrl 8- CJ:;l:b

market as soon as school is oUt.

f7/,,a-n/cl). lo

fuij6lrin Parthdarey's g:rup: Fam&rith, Lela Strreta; Fam Tharp;aJ, Steve TII1rmn,

Kathy

@<.WU/ &/.oJe-1.eon

Qi the Inside:

Page 2- Students Smoking Area .
Page 3- Angie, Michael, Karen, Peter
Page4- &ketball
-Grls' track
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Library Off

North.Korea, N1ger1a In Model UN

Limits To

Luncheon
Loungers

by Constance Herndon
As a result of unruly student
behavior the library has been temporarily closed to students during
lunch.
.Llbrarian Nancy HendersonJ ames said that the move,. which was
initiated by Principal Jru'nes Sills
was taken only when it
impossible to keep students quiet
in the library
lunch. She
explained that the library had become a place to socialize rather than
a serious study area.
According to Ms. HendersonJames, conditions in the library
have been getting progressively
worse all year.
She explained
that she and Assistant Librarian
Mooney tried patrolling the study
area during lunch for a week but,
finding this process ineffectual and
tiring, decided to go along with a
temporary shutdown as Mr. Sills
suggested.
''Tactic, not solution"

Ms. Henderson-James emphasized that the closing is only temporary, probably not lasting over
two weeks. If the noise situation
does not improve within this period,
she stated that she will have to consider closing the library permanently
during lunch.
"I hope it (the closing) will make
' people realize that this place is for
study, and not a lounge," the librarian commented, adding that she
wished there were a student lounge
to take the burden of socializing
pupils off of the library. She said
that she realizes that students have
no place to go and talk. She also
·acknowledged the validity of the
complaint that closing the library
is "more a tactic than a solution."
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Ucky Hill, UN chaperooe,
lounge, noting that now, with the
gym and library off limits during
lunch, students have nowhere to go.
Leslie Kristeller also expressed
support for a student lounge. Mark
Johnson suggested that "as an alternative (to a student lounge or the
library) they could put benches in
the courtyard."

Musical
Cast is
Chosen

By Martha New
Twenty Jordan students along bly. On March 7 the Nigerian deleBain gation will go to the Nigeria Embaswith chaperones Suzy
Hickman, Richard Hill, and Conny sy for a diplomatic briefing. The
Peake, left today for Washington, evening of March 8 they will attend
D.C. to participate in a model Una banquet, followed by a dance.
ited Nations. The group, primarily
Does the U.N. work?
composed of students taking Mr.
Considering that on both March
Hill's International Relations class
will be in Washington until March 9. 6 and 7 committee meetings are
Part of the group will represent scheduled to run until ll:45 p.m.
the country of Nigeria in the Gener- group members expect to work
al Assembly committees and the hard and get little sleep. They
Economic and Social Council. An- are nevertheless excited and hope,
other part of the group will represent North Korea, but will only as Mary Booth says, "that it will
have observer status because that be a very edifying experience."
country is not a member of the U.N.
After spending most of the
The remaining four members of third nine weeks preparing for the
the group are going to participate event, many members agree with
in three simulation games, two of
Margie Purser when she says that
which are concerned with Eighteenth Century European Diploma- she is "going to fmd out if the
cy. The other game is entitled 'In- UN. really works because she
doesn't think it does.''

terculture.'

The Nigerian delegation consists of Mary Booth, Kelly Dillard,
in various committee meeti.ngs and Dani Fischer, Mike McGinty, Marand three sessions q_f the General Ass- cia Metzgar, Martha New, Magda
During their stay in Washington
the two delegations will participate

The two main characters, Tommy

Albright and Fiona McLaren, will be
played by Jeff Craig and Natalie
Walker. Rick Dunn and Delores
Mall()y_ also_have leadin&.
According to Mr. Thomas Culbreth, the director of the play, the
cast was chosen by appearance, stage [

Nine Sherwood High School
students from Spencerville, Maryland arrived in Durham Saturday,
Feb. 22 to stay one week.
The students' activities included
touring a tobacco factory, picnicing
in Forest Hills, a rap session and an

presence, voice projection and quality, and characterization.

fault." She cited the noisy condi- athletic activity, such as track or
tions in the library as an indication softball, in addition to performing
in "Brigadoon."
of Jordan's need for a student

.Ta11111Y Clllbretb, frigadoon
director.

"Brigadoon" 1hit: movie
HBrigadoon" won the New York

Drama Critics Circle Award for Best
Musical in 1958.
The original
Broadway production opened in
1947 for six hundred performances.
It was revived in 1957 and later
became

Since overall production including
sets, printing costs and royalties will
cost approximately $1000 admission will be $2.00 per person.
The rest of the cast is as follows:
Jean McLaren-Dena Barbee;
Andrew Mcl.aren--Marty Barnes;
Archie Beaton--Tom Morris; Harry
Beaton-Kelly Dillard; Mr. LundiePeter Dubose; Charles Dalrymple-Mark McGrath; An.fills 'AcGuffie-Chuck Henderson; Jane AshtonDiane Peak;
Williams.
The chorus members are Llsa

Pickett, Cynthia Peake, Dani Fischer, Kappy Aldridge, Judy Jones,
Carol King, Judy Little, Denise
Pettiford, Dawn Harris, Linda Burton, Dore Peak, Karen Waller, Claudia Green, Lela Streeter, Edee
Qreeµ....l_

Carter, Marianna

Thompson, Shelley Hicken, Brenda
Scott, Owen Scott, Sheldon Cole,
BnanMorris, Vernon Jones and Tim

Atkins.

S_tOOents "study" in the lilraiy durim lunch

Tommy Craig, Libby Featherston, Kip Marshall, Cynthia Peake,
Margie Purser, Mickey Rankin, and
Tim Stephenson compose the
North Korean delegation.
Terrorism, human rights
Attending the simulation games
are Kevin Adcock, Steve Cline
Steve Schoeberle, and Joe Wil:
Iiams.
In addition to scheduled committee meetings, the Nigerian delegation will also meet on Thursday
evening with its respective bloc

in order to elect a bloc chairman
and discuss bloc position on various
issues.

Among the topics of discussion
at the mock U.N. will be terrorism,
peacekeeping, human rights
in
armed conflict, and the role of multinational corporations in trade and

development.

Jordan, Sher ood
Swap Students

by Gayle Mitchell
The cast of Jordan's spring
musical "Brigadoon" has been chosen and rehearsals have begun.

Ms. Linda Sobsey, a dance
and drama teacher, will be choreographing the chorus numbers and
the few solo numbers.
Evening rehearsal_s
Since the play will be performed
on May 8 and 9, rehearsals began
Student reactions
soon
after casting. The chorus pracStudent reaction to the closed
tices
during the afternoon, while
library was overwhelmingly negathe
cast
of characters works pretive, epitomized by Chase-Thomas'
dominately
at night. Practices exobservation, "It doesn't solve anyclusively
at
night will probably
thing. Before you couldn't study
begin
just
before
spring vacation.
and now you can't study."
Culbreth
stated
that it would be
Susie Thomas expresses the
virtually
impossible
for a member
opinion that the closing is "terrible"
of
the
cast
to
participate
in an
but added that "I think it is our

Nicola, David Penny, Guy Schlaseman, and Karen Waller.

American Field Service assembly.
The AFS clubs of the nation
participate in and sponsor short
exchange programs in which many
high schools participate. This year,
Jordan AFS members participated
in a mutual exchange with Sherwood
High School in Spencerville, Maryland. Sherwood has approximately
1200 students in the ninth through
twelfth grades.
Shelley Hicken, a Jordan senior
who participated in the exchange
program, says that her dally itenerary at Sherwood consisted of
attending six classes. Unlike Jordan's routine schedule, students at

Sherwood have seven classes. The
seventh class is held on a rotating
basis.
Shelley felt that Sherwood's

Oiie lshizaki says that guitar, moviemaking, gourmet cooking Russian
child development and

were among those which she found
interesting.

Shelley observes that Sherwood
has more disciplipary problems than
Jordan. Brian says that this could
be because of the poor facultystudent relationship. Racial tension, which was expressed more

openly at Sherwood, may also be a
contributor to the disciplinary problems.
There was much more emohasis

place on sports at Sherwood, and
Brian says that "just about every-

body" participated in them. Despite this, Shelley says that "there
was not much school spirit."

The teachers at Sherwood showed
more interest in public schools in

the south than did students, according to Brian, who was asked to give
a lecture for a class about the educational conditions in the south.

academic standards were lower than

Jordan's. She states that academics
"are not stressed as heavily at
wood."

Brian Morris, another ex-

change participant, says that although the school does not rank
high academically, it does have an
advanced industrial education program. Facilities for this program
include four or five greenhouses.

Brian adds that Sherwood is in the
process of adding a new wing for
this department.
Commenting on Sherwood's
wide variety of course offerings,

Tommy Maris, AFS Exchange stir
dent Story on Fage 3.

ID'hus
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James Gets
3-A DECA
Award

ERA Needs Continued Support
A quick glance at the present
status of the proposed Equal Rights
Amendment reveals that only four
more states need to ratify it 'Within
the next four years for it to become
an official amendment to the U. S.
Constitution. This seemingly bright
picture is causing many ERA proponents to believe that the last four
states can be passed with a minimum
of resistance and that final ratification is inevitable. At a time when
anti-ERA forces are becoming more
powerful, the pro-ERA organization
is drifting apart and its grass-roots
support is disintegrating. When
1979 finally rolls around it may
come as quite a shock for women
to find that they have lost their
chance at equality through sheer
negligence.
Women have been working persistently for equality for years.
Some form of equal rights amendment has been proposed unsuccessfully in Congress every year since
1924. At last, in 1972 after extensive debate, both houses of Congress
overwhelmingly passed the amendment and sent it out to the states
for ratification. The potential twenty-seventh amendment says, very
simply, that "Equality of Rights
under the law shall not be abridged
by the United States or by any
state on account of sex."
lnitiiiJly ERA met with tremendous popular support. At the end
of the fust two years 33 state
legislatures had passed it with only

38 needed to meet the three-fourths
requirement for permanent ratification. The womens' groups that
supported it were very well organized and met with little resistance
from an opposition still in the
embryonic stages. After two years,
however, a stop-ERA faction, led by
Phyllis Shlafley, began to gather
steam. By insisting that the ERA
would deprive the gentle sex of protective legislation, Shlafley substantially sloweu down the ratification
movement. The crux of the antiERA movement is that the family
unit will be destroyed because men
will no longer be totally responsible
for its support. With visions of
broken homes dancing in their heads
people have begun to have second
thoughts about ERA. The rate of
ratification has slowed to a standstill and the Nevada and North
Dakota legislatures · have even
attempted to rescind their earlier
ratifications.
Clearly, the fate of the Equal
Rights Amendment is in serious
doubt. For pro-ERA forces to assume that the amendment will pass
would be a major mistake. Without
continued strong backing it may
well go down in hlstory as the
fourth amendment ever-rejected by
the states, rather than the major
blow for human equality it is intended to be. ERA is at a crossroads.
If support falters now women may
lose the only chance for equality
that America will every offer them.

Student Smokers Seek Shelter

Senior Kim James received fust
place in the North Carolina DECA
3-A District Competition which was
held at Gamer Senior High on Feb.

15.

We won't be cdd this winter.

Letter To the Editor
To the editor:
I made the fatal mistake of reading
your last issue and am only now
getting out of the bathroom. "The
Falcon's Cry"-a better name would
be "Bird Droppings"-must be a
new low in journalism, if you insist
on that appellation, and I consider
it an insult to the fair name of
Charles E. Jordan High School that
your paper is allowed to be published.
The only good thing about the
entire disaster area is the fact that
half the pictures were totally black
and I was only forced to look at the

Ollassits
The llliad

Antigone

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Sugar is sweet,
And so are you.

Red rover, red rover,
Send Creon right over.

qJ

!'.'!i"9!:!'.I. 9".l'
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'Oedipus Rex
For several cold and rainy win- but protected, space by the doors.
ters, Jordan students have had no This situation makes
passage
sheltered areas in which to smoke through the doors virtually imposother than the comers by the doors, sible.
There are several possible soluThis lack of space presents a problem to smokers and non-smokers
alike.
Several years ago, smoking was rmposs1bility due to the lack of
permitted on the walkway in the
courtyard.
This was outlawed,
however, when the litter situation the school, such as the breezeway
became unmanageable. Now, stu- in the courtyard or the covered
dent smoking is limited to the area pavilion in front of the school. If
between the cafeteria and the two smokers are to be permitted in the
front trailers, and in the area be- courtyard or in front of the school
tween the main building and trailer responsibilityforkeepingthesearea;
clean should fall squarely on the
seven.
of the students. If the
shoulders
On cold and rainy days, some
is willing to cooperadministration
smokers take to the halls and even
ate
with
the
student
smokers, then
the restrooms to excape inclement
those
involved
would
have to be
weather, risking misconduct reports
responsible
for
themselves
and their
and suspension in the process. Other
habit.
students squeeze into the small,

other half of them. I must say that
there is a great deal more vaiuable
information in the wargins than in
the text-unfortunately, most of the
margins are half full of text anyway.
The editorials were outstandingly
trite, boring, poorly written and
utterly repulsive.
Please do the world a favor and
take the next issue to a recycling
center-if they'll have it, which I
doubt. Failing that, bum it, and
yourselves along with it.
Sincerely,
Connie Herndon
David Roberson

The lamp of wisdom brightly glows
Within each hallowed hall,
And beckons those who tread within
Their memories to recall.

L

-Sophocles

Ode on a Grecian Earn
This Trash Can
Belongs To The
Graphic Arts Dept.
DO NOT REMOVE.
-Charles Medlin

In order to win the award, Kim
has to present a sales demonstration in which junior coordinating
fashions were used as the merchandise. One of the judges, who was
the fashion coordinator of all the
Ivey stores, portrayed the customer while rating Kim.
Kim was competing with 12 other
students in the sales demonstration
area with six judges observing.
As a result of winning fust place
in the district contest, Kim will go
to Asheville, on March 13-15 for
the state competition. All of the
schools in N.C. will be participating
including Durham High, Southern,
Northern and Cary.
The same sales pitcii that Kilh ·
used to win in district competition
must be presented again in Asheville. If she places in the Asheville
contest, the national competition
is next.
On March 3, Ms. Beam and Kim
were invited to the Raleigh Country
Club to perform her winning sales
approach before sales and marketing
executives at a dinner.
Kim, who also is the president of
DECA at Jordan, ran for president
of the district at Cary High School.
She received· two certificates for
competing for ,president and for her
sales demonstration.
The other Jordan students who
participated in DECA's contest were
Pam Andrews, who used displays,
and Don Young, who specialized in
public speaking.

Ph ys1· cs ..Student·· s Re ach
For The Sky W1.th Roe ke· ts

If you have been wondering whJL, from kits or rrom such diverse
in the middle of February, there materials as balsa wood and cardhave been huge crowds at the Ji- board tubes. In addition, several
brary windows during fourth and rockets left over from previous
fifth periods and lunch, who the years made their last flights as they
nut was who left his red Yolks- were either destroyed on corning to
wagen on the practice field all day, earth or lost. Several small, light
and what made the hole in the top rockets were carried on the wings
of your convertible, the secret is of the wind onto the top of the
out. The Physics classes have been building or into one of Jordan's
firing model rockets.
parking lots, where they were reThe rocket launchings are an trieved by students, or into the
annual occurence at Jordan with woods, where they were lost forwhich most upperclasspersons and ever.
teachers are familiar. Physics stuObservers were treated to several
dents gather on the practice field freak flights. One rocket landed on
several days in a row during the its tail only to be abruptly reperiod when they have Physics to launched to a height of about 20
fire model rockets. Since about 15 feet by its retro-fire. The Chase
different rockets are used and each Thomas-designed "sultan" did flips
can be launched with several dif- only 20 feet above the ground.
ferent types of engines, the rockets Yielding to enthusiastic requests
are fired almost as fast as the stu- for an encore, Physics teacher
dents can retrieve them and load David Green re-launched the "sulthem with new engines, providing tan," which promptly set a world
constant entertainment for the many broad-jump record (for rockets)
onlookers.
of about 100 feet.
This year, as always) students
The rockets are fired as part of
built
new__ rockets) either__an experiment assigned by teacher

Green, who provides the engines,
the know-how and the car battery
which ignites the engines. Students
record the maximum height and
flight time of each rocket, and then
attempt to write computer programs
which will accurately simulate the ,
rockets' flights. Among the factors
which must be taken into account
are the force of the engine (which
varies during the fliEht), the weight
of the rocket (which becomes less
as the fuel bums) and air friction
(which varies with the size, shape
and speed of the rocket as well as
with the humidity, temperature and
air pressure).
According to Green, the purpose
of the lab is to "show how difficult
it is to deal accurately with air friclion." He adds that students usually
spend more time on this lab than on
any other assigned during the year.

The Falcon's Cry welcomes crny origiml student poetry or letters to the
editor.
by David ROberson
!by David

l
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People?

AFS Choses
Morris For
Exchange
Tom Morris has been chosen to
participate in the AFS summer foreign exchange program.
Morris, who was notified of his
acceptance on February 13, will be
spending this summer abroad in the
home of a foreign family. He does
not yet know what country he will
be visiting, but will probably be
notified by mid-April.
Unlike Kathy Gehweiler, the
other Jordan student whose application was reviewed by AFS's
New York office, Morris only
applied for the summer exchange.
He felt that he could have more
free time to acquaint himself with
the country during the summer, and
he also didn'twant to face the complication of switching high schools.
AFS gives,_its students no choice
fowhich c.oun:try they will visit,
but Morris said that he would prefer
a small country over a large one.
He was allowed to choose between
the northern and southern hemisphere, however, and chose . the
northern because it will be summer there when he goes.
"AFS gives a lot of students the
chance to go abroad," Morris, presi'dent of the junior class, says of his
upcoming visit. He expresses apprehension about having to manage
a new language, but expects his
host-family will help him a lot.

Student Profiles
Angie MJKever in Coocert O:ioir
In order to prepare himself for
his exchange trip, Morris has t_alked
to past AFS exchange students
Ginny Linder and Wanda Jennings,
as well as Dani Fischer, a German
AFS student at Jordan this year.
The spproximate cost of Morris'
trip will be $1000, to be financed
by a three-way split between the
AFS club, Morris, and his parents.

a;

.Karen NJoae and friend

Student Smoking Area

Behind the Brown Door
A growing problem at Jordan Is
the congestion around the side door
during break, lunch, and between

classes. This congestion is most
evident during inclement weather
because student smokers don't like
to get wet while they smoke. Mr.
Sills recently discussed the subject
at some length.
The principal began by saying
that he realized there was a problem
and that the situation was far from
satisfactory. However, he believes
that smokers in general "are their
own worst enemies." When asked
about using the courtyard for a
smoking area as was done a few
years ago, Mr. Sills mentioned the
problems involved. "The courtyard
was never cleaned up and smokers
impeded passage through the breezeway." Sills also cited the behavior
of some smokers as being a reason
the smoking area was moved. "It
turned in to a play area, with students playing games like Red Rover
and behaving on the fifth grade
level':
Unknown Stadium Namesake
Nevertheless, Sills has not said a
decisive "No" to moving the smok·
ing area under the shelter or in the
courtyard. "What we need," he explained, "is some group to be will·
ing to assume leadership in fmding
a new place and keeping it up."
Even though Sills is a nonsmoker,
he is willing to work with proposals
any group might make, but he refuses to take the initiative himself
because he is opposed to smoking.

Gas House
HIGHWAY 54
Serve Yourself And Save

Mlke would like to go to college,
on a basketball scholarship if pos"Let the music take your mind." sThle. But at ihls point he doesn't"
That's exactly what Angie Mclver know what he wants to major in
does, while playing the piano for nor has he decided what institute
he would like to attend.
Concert Choir.
"I don't think that I have a
"It is a chaITenge pTayln.g for the
chance to play professional basketchoir, says Angie. "I don't play real
ball," says Mike.
"You know,
well, but l work at it a lot' Angie
began playing the p1'lllo in the four- because of my size and all."
M!Ke say> Tua\ his favorfte hobby
th grade and for two years afteris having a good time. Besides
wards she says that she could not
basketball, he also enjoys Spanish,
stand playing it.
American literature, chorus and hisLike many otWer students, at Jortory.
dan, Angie's heart is set on going to
Karen Moore
the University of North Carolina.
Karen Moore, a petite, brunette,
There, she would like to major in brown eyed junior, expressed her
math or some field that would en- love for traveling when she revealed
able her to work with mentally rethat she will be journeying to
tarded children.
France and Italy in Marchmought of going to France
Concerning Jordan,
states,
does not thrill Karen--she would
"I would like to say that the friendmuch rather go to Spain or
ly people are about one of the best
This trip, however, will be very eduthings ... .! enjoy being gere," said
cational for her because it will
Angie, when asked how she felt
broaden her horizons and educate
about her new school.
her on the cultures of other people.
The fifteen year old, brown eyed,
Among the places that she has
sophmore enjoys tennis, singing and
visited are Aruba, Venezuela, and
Puerto Rico.
playing the piano. She is taking
Karon wants to attend Georgeclasses in biology, french, geometry,
town
University, in Washington,
English and concert choir.
D. C., or Howard Universtiy, where
Mike Parker
she would like to major in PsycholYou might be wondering if it is a
ogy, marketing or retailing. "I'd
"Basketball Jones" that assists Mike
like to own my own store, and sell
Parker as he helps to lead the Jordresses for $300."
dan Falcons on to victory. But you
One of Karen's abilities is to see
can rest assured that it is just pure
through others. "l can tell when
talent.
someone is being phony toward me.
"I feel free and easy when I am
I
feel it. Then I shy away from
on the court. I'm just doing what I
them."
Karen, also known as
enjoy doing," says Parker.
Beano, would like to give a little
advice to anyone who doesn't mind
reading it.
"'Please," ·she says,
"respect yourselves, because if you
don't then you can forget it because
nobody, I mean nobody else, will."
Included in Karen's hobbies .are
modem dance, tennis and skiing,
once she learns how.
by Angela James

In his interview, Mr. Sills also
shed_ some light onto the identity of
relatively unknown Claude Currie
whose name is forever etched in
annals of Jordan history as the
namesake of the football stadium.
Recently retired, Currie was a local
legislator in the State's General Assembly. He was a major contributor
to the lighting of the football field
and owned a large amount of property in the vicinity.

Mke Parker Iring; it do11111 the court

* *Create* *
0

0

To love and cherish, hopes and joys,
Your fears are also mine,
And now I say, from me to you,
Please be my valentine.
N.W.

Parents Be A
Jordan Booster!

CONTRIBUTE TO THE
TRACK FUND FOR
YOUR Crt1Lun.CI'I
send to.Ms. John A. Gehweiler
3551 Hampstead Court
Durham, N. C.

Peter Stahl
"I like people, music and Martha
New. l dislike rigid structures and
unhappiness," says Peter Stahl.
. Peter is a student who is definitely
mterested in the welfare of others,
and he cares about what happens to
Jordan. 1-ie says that others Catt
benefit from what we (the students
at Jordan now) get.
1'eter ihiriks that race relations
can be improved at Jordan, "If we
had more respect for each other,
and stopped thinking of each other
... as black or white, but rather as
people." Answering the question of
student-administration relations,
Peter says "The relationship is much
too formal.
The administrators
can cater more to the students'
need. Both student and teacher
should be able to learn from each
other, but the way it is now, the
teachers assume a superior atti·
tude."
One explanation as to why Peter
gets along so well with others is
that he wants to learn from other
people. _His philosophy of life is
to, "Live life to its fullest, to get the
most out of every day, to learn at
least one new thing every day and
most of all, to be honest with myself."
Peter is an active member of
OSIBA, and Young Judaea, an organization outside of school. He
would like to attend Oberlin College
and major in English.

The Air Force.
Its an education
with

This day of love and happiness,
Was made for you and me;
For special thoughts and memories,
Of what was, and is to be.
To you I give, my heart for yours,
Our love will strengthen each,
From now 'till the end of eternity,
Together, we'll learn and teach.

Peter Stahl, lover ofhumanity

And you choose the
kind of job you want.

Want to learn a job skill?
The Air Force is a great
Nov.13·22, Durham Art Guild Two·
Man show at Allied Arts Center;
Nov. 13, N.C. Symphony with Van
Cliburne, pianist, Friends of the
College, Reynolds Coliseum, Raleigh, N.C.; Nov. 14, 17, 21, 24,
Jacques Brells Alive And Well And
Living, Duke Players, Branson
Theater, Duke; N'lv.15, Duke Wind
Symphony, Page Auditorium,
Duke; Nov. 16, Esterhazy Quartet,
East Duke Music Room, Duke Uni·
versity; Nov. 17, Sunshine Boys,
Broadway at Duke, Page Auditorium; Nov. 19, Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Friends of the College,
Reynolds Coliseum, Raleigh, N.C.;
!'rov, 20, George Faison - University
Dance Experience, Stewart Theater, NCSU; Nov. 20-22, Five Black
Hand Side, B.N. Duke Auditorium,
NCCU; Nov. 22, Kris Kristofferson,
Rita Coolidge, UNC;Nov. 22-23,
Spring for Sari.I, UNC Opera
Theater, Memorial Hall, UNC; Nov.
24-30, Durham Art Guild Members
Christmas art show and sale, Allied
Arts Center

industrial
sch oo!.

and

technical

Working professionals
teach you. People who
.
already mastered their
skill. .And, you
good pay right from the start while you're
wind up with a skill that will qualify you for a
good JOb with a secure future. In the Air Force Or I t
·f
1
you wish, as a civ.tlian.
·
a er,
Also, if that's what you want, the Air Force offers a lot'of
ways

c?mplete your education - while you're getting paid.

The Air Force rnakes -a lot of things pos:.ible. Find out
Start by calling:
·

TSGT. TOM LAMM
Post Office Building
Durham, N.C.
Phone: 682-5381
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Falcons Fall To Raeford
Despite Cagy Comeback

Girls' track has had an excellent turnout for their secona
season.

Sex appeal

Girls' Track Team
Runs For Gray
If one day after school you
happen to see twenty enthusiastic
girls running around the Jordan
track in 40 degree weather, they
are not a bunch of health nuts,
they're the girls' track team ..
Mr. John Gray, coach of the team,
attributes the current enthusiasm
for girl's track to several factors.
"Apart from my sex appeal," says
Gray,"I
it's because of the
newness of the sport; people will
try anything once." Coach Gray
also feels that the intrest in the
USA-USSR track meet and the
success of last year's team accounts in part for the enthusiasm of
the track participants.
Coach Gray feels that his most
:alented runners are those returning
from last years team, Page Nichols
in sprints, Sylv:ia Cobb in long distances, and Jennifer Bynum and
Delores Malloy backing up Page in
>prints and dashes. The strenght of
the team as a whole is it's speed.
"Last year's team was fast," com-nents Gray/:_ibut this year's team
s even faster." Mr. Gray express.,. concern for the lack of good dis:ance runners and the lack of part. cipants in the weight events, shot
out and discus.
Defending Champions
The girls' team will be competing
:n the 100 yd. dash, the 220, 440,
1alf mile and_ mile runs, the 60 yd.

and 110 yd. low hurdles and the
440, 880 and mile relays as well as
shot put, discus, long jump and high
jump. Although the girls have been
training for about four weeks now,
their progress has been restrained
by the lack of travk and field facJordan's girls track team is the
defending champion in the Girls
Athletic Association. They will
have meets with mostly 3-A schools
but will also run against Northern
and Roxhoro, which are 4-A schools.
The girls will attend several special
relays and Gray hopes to be taking
several runners to the Colonial Relays in Williamsburg, Virginia.
When asked if the girls team
might do as well as the boys team,
Gray rep:ied that he feels
the girls teani can progress faster
because of the newness of the sport
but as far as speed goes he doesn't
think they can do as well as the
boys team. Gray feels that there's
not much "high caliber" competition, and consequently he's ainling
for the conference championship.
Gray optimisticly states, "We've got.
brand new uniforms and I'm looking forward to a very successful
year.

,,

bv David Roberson
dan also ran several successful fast
rebounds.
·breaks for the first time in the
The Jordan basketball team
Tie For Fourth
completed its season as powerhouse game. Successive buckets by Fred
Jordan reached the 3-A playoffs
Raeford Hoke edged the Falcons Sherrill and Gary Robinson tied
the score at 75-75 with thirty
by defeating Southern, 79-70, in
in a 79-75 tournament thriller.
the final regular season game, a win
The Falcons, who never led in seconds left, before Raefor4 iced
which tied them for fourth place
the game, fought back from a 16- the game.
Coach John Avery was proud of in the Triangle Conference with
point deficit to tie the game at
Hillsborough Orange. In a special
75-75 with thirty seconds to go. his team's comeback in the closing
But Raeford scored on an inside minutes of the game. He stated play-off game the Falcons defeated
that he was pleased with the effort
Orange 71-51 for fourth place.
shot and a long pass.
Green and Sherrill scored in
Southeastern conference champ- that it took to overcome Raeford's
double figures in both these games
ion Raeford dominated most of large lead. He characterized the imto pave the way for the Falcons'
the game, consistently dropping provement in Jordan's play as due
25-30 foot shots over Jordan's de- to more "intensity and aggressive- wins. Jordan's bench was again imness,"stating that although Jordan's portant, as O'Brien scored 15 agfense and converting several fast
first half was "sluggish" he made no
ainst Southern and Gary Robinson
break opportunities from stolen
passes. Raeford also broke the Fal- real tactical changes in the latter hit 13 in the Orange game.
Jordan used a stall offense in
con's full-court press and moved to 'stages of the game.
Avery was particularly pleased both of these games with considerthe basket almost at will.
While Jordan penetrated well with the performance of his bench. able success. The Falvons controlled
L.K. Thompson hit five of seven the ball with a great deal of poise,
and had good shot selections, the
Falcons missed a number of short- shots, and both Mike O'Brien and effectively running ont the clovk
Mike Young came off the bench to
and widening their lead in this
and medium-range shots. At times,
the Jordan guards appeared intim- hit two baskets in a row. In the offense.
second quarter, reserves scored HJordan fmished the season with
idated by Raeford's quickness and
a 5-5 conference record and an
of Jordan's 16 points as Raeford
ability to steal the ball easily. Aloverall record of 15-9. Coach Avery
though the Falcons rallied briefly .was unable to increase its lead.
feels that this has been a successful
hnportant in Jordan's comeback
at times, Raeford steadily increased
its lead to 16 points in the third were Mike Parker, who scored all season. He commends seniors Kelly
Dillard, Eric Green, Steve Greer,
12 of his points in the second half,
quarter.
and Fred Sherrill, who made 14 of James Mann and Gary Robinson
"Intensive, aggressive" play
for their excellent leadership and
his 20 points after the break. Avery
The Falcons pulled things toattitude throughout the season.
also commended Eric Green for his
gether midway through the third :consistent play throughout the
Avery pointed to two junior
quarter, getting more of their sl\ots game. In the game, Green hit seven .starters and the high calibre of his
to drop and succeeding in. outting of eleven shots and finished with bench as hopeful signs for an ex·defenSive ·pressure on Raeford. Jor' 15
.....
kl ·cel!ent team next year.
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Club
Happenings 4D

SOIU- Congratulations go to Greg
Angie for picking the winning ticket in the SOIU Valentine raffle on
Feb. 14.
OSIBA- Ms. Shields has been chosen as the co-shairman of the ap.Hwalk-a-thon sponsored by CRdl>.
'.
KEYETTE- the Jordan Keyette
club gave a party for the children
at the Durham Nursery. Along
with many other toys the Keyettes
don'ltll..d a tricycle- tn..the musery,
ENSEMBLE- March 6 the Concert
Choir and Ensemble attended a
work-shop ,at Durham Higl;) School.
JACASSS wishes to apologize sincerely for the curse which was sent
as a Valentine-Gram in the last issue of "The Falcon's Cry." Anyone who has contracted plague,
pestilence, syphillis or hemarrhoids
in the past three weeks please contact Jan Klutstra, who will reimburse
your medical fees for the club.
Science Seminar recently heard Dr.
Mitchell of UNC lecture on superconductivity and superfluidity.

Jordan's Jellyfish cheer ex-Jellyfish of the week Bill Petty
on to victory. Despite inexperience and lack of sleep, the
'ellyfish are improving rapidly.
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Falcons fly high like a bird up in the sky.

START THE
REST OF YOUR LIFE
IN THE ARMY RESERVE
THERE ARE OVER 300 JOB SKILLS BEING
OFFERED IN THE ARMY RESERVE, AND SOME OF
THEE ARE AVAILABLE RIGHT IN YOUR OWN
HOME TOWN.
AS AN ARMY RESERVIST, YOU'LL BE A
PART OF A GROUP OF OVl.;R 110.000
MEN AND WOMEN SERVING IN UNITS
ALL OVER THE EAST COAST AND
MID-ATLANTIC STATES.
YOU'Li. EARN $1,000.00 IN YOUR
FIRST YEAR, AND THAT'S JUST ONE
BENEFIT.
THERE'RE LOTS MORE!
FOR MORE INFORMATION {No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TO:
ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
RM. 106, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646

Four-Week Shipmen!
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Morehead

Eight to go to Gov School

Knabs
Kn ops

by David ROberson
Eight Jordan students have been
chosen to attend a summer session
at the North Carolina Governor's
School from June 29 to August 9.
In the academic fields of study,
Steve Gitelman and David Roberson
were selected in the natural sciences,
and Amy Pinkerton in the social
sciences. In the artistic fields of
study, the students chosen were
Pam Pridgen and Lynn Strobel, instrumental music; Dawn Harris and
Vernon Jones, choral music; and
Sally James, drama.
About 400 students from all over
North Carolina gather at Salem College in Winston-Salem each summer
for a six weeks' session ·of Goverw
nor's School (GS). The students
are chosen, according to GS, "on
the basis of a high intelligence rating and superior ability in an acaw
demic field or a high drgree of talent in one of the arts." The purpose
of the program is to stimulate and
encourage the participants in the
fields of concentration and in general conceptual development. The
students chosen are usually highly
original and creative.
Natural Sciences
Steve Gitelman is a member of
Forenzics, Science Seminar, the band
and is on the staff of "The Falcon's
Cry." Steve's favorite sports are
white water kayaking, rock climbing,
,and backpacking. His favorite subject is Chemistry, and he says that
his favorite teachers are Mr. Avezy
and Ms. Strobel. Steve was "thrilled
to death" at his acceptance to GS
because he feels Hiat it will be a
"great educational experience as
well as a great way to blow the summer." Steve's ambition in life is "to
Since this was the contest's ver_y
gain some weight."
year, judges were foreign language
David Roberson is an active
teachers who volunteered. Wilson
member of Science Seminar, Forhopes that this is a success because
enzics, and the staff of "The Fal"I feel spoken language usage should con's Czy". He belongs to Explorer
Post 13, The Carolina Sailing Club
be encouraged.'''
Mri. Wilson will also be a part- and The Carolina Canoe Club. His
favorite class is Physics, which he
icipant in· a French Weekend, spon
says is "the only good course I've
by_ the State _Department
ever had in this school". He was dePublic Instnlction in Goldsboro, NC,
lighted at being chosen to attend G ,
on the weekend of April 18-20. Thir- S, and characterized his reaction as
ty participants will be lodgi1!lg at the
-surprised and honored". David
Holiday 1nn there. Each one will be
wants to attend an academically
provided with a French companion.
sound college to prepare himself
They will have informal meetings
for life, which will consist of "sailand must promise to use nothing but
ing and goofing off'. David's goals
French at all times during the
in life are "to win an Olympic gold
weekend.
medal in gymnastics and to work up

Ann Marie Knops was notified
by the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill on March 5 that she
is the winner of a Morehead Scholarsltip. This scholarship, valued at
$16,000, is available to her through '
Ann Knops received the prestigious
the years 1975-1979.
Morehead Scholarship. This is the
The Moreliead Foundation was
first year that girls have been elifounded by the late John M. Moregible to receive Morehead Scholarhead, who graduated from U.N.C.
in 1891. This progmn was instituted ships.
for seniors in accredited North Caro- P1ace w.tui we aean m tnc-11v11ors
program. This program involves the
lina high schools who have demonstrated superior potentials for attain- 125 out of 3,000 freshmen who
participate in independent study.
ing positions of leadership in the
Ann says that while she stayed
University community.
·
on
campus,
she observed the classBefore Ann became a Morehead
room atmosphere while auditing a
scholar, she and the other 112 finalgenetics· class. She says that it "was
ists participated in a program which
much freer because the students
was held from February 27 to
were constantly walking in and
March 3 that was designed to familout." Another change Ann noticed
iarize them with U.N.C. During
was that the professor looked like a
those four days, Ann says that she
stndent and could have easily passed
was interviewed about her opinions
for one.
on business administration, current
The thing that Ann says that she
events, and general personal data.
enjoyed most during the weekend
To close the weekend, the
was meeting other students. Accordfmalists attended a luncheon with
ing to her, "They were friendly,
committee members and trustees.
alert, and really nice kids."
Later that day, . a discussion took

FrenchStudents go
to Oral Contest
Jordan's members of the Foreign
Language Department participated
in a State-wide ·Foreign Language
Oral Contest held at Salem College
in Winston-Salem on Marchl5.
This was the first year foreign
language students were given the
opportunity to compete against
each other on a state wide level.
The contest consisted of four languages: German, Latin, Spanish and
French. Each language had three
catagories: .. Short Dramas,
and Poetry (which was separated in
to three levels- Advanced, Intermediate and Beginners). Qualifications
for entrance in the contest were
one's interest and desire to learn
, more in spoken languages.
Students from Jordan entered
gnly in.
ca,mpeting in twQ
categoriesw·Advanced Poetry and
Music. Only two students were euM
gible. to enter in the Poetry section.
Therefore, interested_ students competed among themSelves for two
, 1."'.rinners. These
Murchison
and
Karen
Harper.
Music
contestants fOrmed an octet, con•
sisting of Wendy Plumber, Dani
Fisher, Dawn Harris, Constance Herndon, Steve Schoeberle, Mark McGrath, Slielly Hickens and Charles
Henderson. Their accompanist was
Faith Herndon.
There were no prizes. or awards
given to students from Jordan, but
they learned a great deal from the
experience.
They enjoyed their
sparetime by touring Salem College
and "cleaning out Salem's Bakery."
Mrs. Ma:ry Wilson was a i"udge for
.
the Poetry_catagqry, bu;s_he was un·
able. tu vote for any Jordan students.
·'

Four of Jordan's highly creative students who were chosen to attend
Governor's School
summer. From left to right, Lynn Strobel, David
Rober?on, Daum Harns and Steve Gitelman.
material wealth."
enough nerve to commit suicide."
Vernon Jones was extremely
Amy Pinkerton belongs to Band, happy at his acceptance at GS beSCience Seminar and Forenzics. She cause he feels that "it will be a restated that her favorite course was warding experience."He, too, yelled
Physics, and added that she was sur- and screamed when he got his letter
prised at her acceptance to GS in
of acceptance. Vernon is a member
the area of social sciences. Neverof SOIU and sings in the Ensemble.
theliis:s, she is "just tickled pink" at
Pam Pridgen plays violin in the
attending GS. She will attend
Durb•m
Youth Symphonv. in the
lips Academy in Andover, Mass.
pit orchestra ot ··Bngadoon'', an:d
next year, and is as yet undecided
in her own trio. When she heard
as to her choice of college.
she had been accepted at GS,
Music Makers
she "opened a window and screamLynn Strobel belongs to the Keyed". Pam hop{:}S that she will come
ettes and the Band. She is an active
member of Explorer Post 458 and back from GS as "an expanded
the youth group at Watts ST. Bap- person-one who is more open to
other people".She plans to attend
tist Church. Lynn stated that GS
"any college that will accept me",
fulfilled a long-standing ambition
majoring in early child education
and added with a laugh, "I always
and then becoming a kindergarten
wanted to go" .Lynn has not yet
teacher. She wants to marry a farmdecided where she wants to go to er, "so I can help build the log
college, but is seriously considering cabin and fetch water from the
a music major.
_ stream every morning."She enjoys
Dawn Harris belongs to Ensemble, sewing, reading, and going to church.
the Drama Club, and is a cheerPam is a member of the Keyettes,
leader, as well as an active member
AFS, student council, and the Hope
of Girl Scouts, Young life, and her
Valley Baptist Church group.
church choir. When she found out
Sally James is a member of the
that she had been accepted at HS, Keyettes and the Pep Club. She
Dawn "screamed up and down the
likes to ride horses and swim, and
hails. I was happy" .Dawn does not
added that she is "a professional"
know as of yet where she will atat watching college athletics. Sally·
tend college or what her major will
was "glad to get in GS, but it wasbe; however, she stated that her
n't life or death." Sally would like
main interests are music, drama, and to attend Princeton or Duke and
sociology. She haS. no specific goal
study law. She characterizes her
in life, but said that she feels that
goal in life as "to make a million ·
"happiness is more important than
and be useful. ...in that order."

•

Laughter 1n the Rain
For SS at Beach
by David Roberson
The Science Seminar took its
spring field trip to the beach April
10-13. Students visited Carolina

Ms. Wilson confers with French poetry contestant Karen Harper.
•.

Marine Labs, a desalination research facility and a CP&C nuclear
power plant during their four-day
trip.
The organization, open to all JHS
seniors as well as invited juniors
and sophmores, has been actiYe
th rou ghout the year. Several short
field trips have been taken, and
visiting speakers have lectured the

Subjectii explored have ranged from
hthe dworld
· t.food
t tcriSis
th to the
· · motherf th
e
u oo· ms me o e ongm o
ruverse.
Alth gh h · · d
ou
t e mvite speakers
varied in quality, most students felt
that the lectures and field trips were
of high quality. SS members found
such subjects as
&
the native of the universe especially
exciting.

The· spring field trip was the culminat1on
activities for the
F & SS's
h
year.
ree members went on
th
·
J h
e tnp, wllc involved missing two
group manyThursdayni;;hts at Duke. continued, p. 2.
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Falcon's Cry

Last Issue flit
Women's Sports Steps

Up a Level
As as result of above-average effort
on the part of Jordan's women,
faculty and administration, women's
sports, for years nonexistent or
relegated to second-class status, are
finally here to stay.
Interest and involvement have
been at an all-time high from the
beginning of the year. The volleyball
team had an outstanding season
and drew larger crowds than ever
before. Basketball found a team of
very dedicated athletes who, for the
first time, had real uniforms.
Despite lack of publicity and a losing
season, the girl's basketball team
also drew sizeable crowds. While
the girls' swim team had limited
success this season due to the small
number of participants, it was still
successful in that it provided an
interscholastic outlet for Jordan's
female sWimmers.
Women have .also shown marked
interest in track this season. At the
beginning of the season almost 40
girls turned out for practice.
Although the number of runners
who have continued to work out h<is
dwindled considerably, there is still
a great deal of enthusiasm present

and the team is looking forward to a
·rewarding season.
Another sign of the obvious interest
and recognition of women's athletics
lies in the fact that for the first time
in .Jordan's history a Fellowship of
Christian Athletes has been formed
for female athletes.
This. in
aCidifion to the growing slgns - of
student interest and support,
indicate that JHS' s female athletes
are Kmally gain1ng a bit of The
attention that men's athletics has so
long enjoyed.
The increased participation on the
part of women at Jordan is indicative
of the growing trend for women to
cast off fheir passive roles as
spectators and take on the more
agressive role of achiever that has
traditionally been reserved for men.
This change in roles is a sign that
change is coming. Society is now
ready to accept women in the role of
the agressor, the competitior. More
'.importantly, women are ready to
accept this role. Jordan's evolution
toward sexual equality in sports is an
encouraging sign of the evolution
toward the total equality of the
sexes.

\:fordan Lags Behind
In Advanced Placement
Every year the Advanced Placement tests are administered to high
school students across the country
to determine whether or not they
are eligible to receive college credit
for high school work. The tests,
given in every major subject, gra..TJ.t
students the opportunity to place
out of certain introductory freshman courses, and possibly their
entire freshman year.
In order to prepare for the
Advanced Placement tests, many
high schools offer classes taught
on the advanced AP level which
deal specifically with the difficult
material on the tests. The classes
engage in reading and extensive
discussl.on · Thus • the·y are usually
small. After preparing for APs all
year, students take the tests in the
spring and receive their grades a
few months later. On a five point
grading scale, virtually every college
in the country will give credit for
scores of four or five, and a large
percentage will also give full or
partial credit for threes or twos.
If a student has done enough Advanced Placement work, he or she
can place out of almost a full
year of college, starting school as
a sophomore and fmishing in three
years.
Although AP saves many students
from the boredom of taking introductory freshman courses , Jordan
presently has only on AP classAdvanced Biology. Students are
denied the chance to take AP-level
courses in preparation for the tests.
At least part of the reason is that
the school has a small student body
and the administration feels that
it cannot afford to spare teachers
from regular classes to teach AP
courses.
Another reason Jordan
does not offer AP is that neither
b d administration nor the student
the
_o_y_s_c_em_s_t_o_k_n_o_w_th_at_th_e_p_ro_-_

Linc Ely lets loose on a solo
Cfuring a "Jazz band assemvry. •4fhe
jazz band rectntly attended a jazz
festival at B-u:rUngton Cummings
On Ma;; 3, the jazz band will be
one OJ 21 bends participating in
a contest at Wake Forest.

To the Editor:
1 was sLlilined at the inferior
quality of journalism exhibited in the
letter to the editor in the March 7
issue of "The Falcon's Cry." This
article was so typical of the work
done by two high-ranking members
of the newspaper staff. It was never
my understanding that the letters to
the editor column could be used as a
tool for the editors themselves. The
"club happenings" also demond
strated poor taste. Since when do
non-clubs have a right to have their
news published in "club happen-_
ings?"
1 feel that newspaPer
and many responsible members of
the newspaper staff are being
cheated by the ovenvhelming power
of a few high-ranking newspaper
officials. It is my opinion that the
whole school suffers when the
newspaper deteriol'ates into a
podium for a few irresponsible

people. I think it is ti.me for the
newspaper to become an asset to the
school rather than a liability.
Sincerely,
_Steve
To the Editor:
! Again, certain
sections of '"your" newspaper have
a ne•01 low! I, for one, am
sick of parts of "Tue Falcon's Cry"
being written by one person ...the
editor. The purpose of a school
newspaper is to inform the students
and faculty of thL11gs happening in
?ur. scho_o.l (good and bad) and to
mstill pnue and spirit in both the
and D."1e Ilewspaper. However, this year, many sections of
the newspaper have only managed
to c.ove:r the opinioils of one person.
Agam, the editor. If
cannot
fmd any acceptable things to fill
up space, do Jordan a favor, leave
the space blank!!
Sincerely,
Robin Good

continued from p. 1..

dayS of scrioOi as 'iveU

.a.weekend.
On Tluurs.,April 10, the group
rode a bus to Atla.11.tic Beach and
then spent the afternoon touring
Carolina Marine labs. Frid11y was
spent collecting specimens from the
Beauford mud flats and examining
them at Carolin.a Marine Labs . .Advisor David Green termed the visit
to the mud flats "the worst part of
the whole trip" due to cold and

The Red Cross blood drive at Jordan proved highly successful. Students
donated 94 pints, a new conference record.

An Interview With Mr. Sills

gram even exists.
inclement v1eathe:r. Steve Gitleman
Despite arguments against AP at
said of this activity ihat "my speciJordan,
program is actually a . :tnen tasted pretty good." Amy
very feasible one. The science de- Pinkerton added that "sea squirts
partment is especially well-suited are· a v1hole lot better than water
for AP.
Its advanced courses, pistols."
" A misconduct slip is realiy
Have you ever wondered what that
chemistry and physics, are already
Saturday nivrillng the all-white
nothing but a piece of paper. It's
conducted on a level similar to that of
·rectangUlar asphalt slab is doing all what is written on them that
AP clasSes. A few minimal changes group \Vas bused to Southport,where alone between the Jordan and
,''' he pointed out. They are
would qualify them as AP-prepara they visited a desalination research
Githens baseball fields? Its purpose
to brcing about a change in
designed
tory, thus giving Jordan students a facility and heard a lecture on the
was discussed, along with numerous
a student's :iehavior, but according o
crack at college credit. Jordan's various methods of making sea
other topics, with the man behind
Sills, after a student receives about
French Vis also similar to AP French water drink
· able. A f ter another bus
the
brown door, Mr. Sills.
classes; in order for this course to
three slips it's time for a conference.
ride, a CP&L official spoke to SS
count the teacher would merely need
First, our forlorn piece of
The Jordan principal once again
to obtain the AP French reading list
for about- three hours on a nuclear
pavement is destined to become a
spoke about the possibility of exam
and make sure fifth year students
power_ plant presently under conbasketball-volleyball court combiexemptions. " I'm not all that
read the material on the list. History
struction. The possibility of accination in the near future.
Sills
negative a.bout exam exemptions."
and English would probably be the
dents and pollution was discussed
said that the order has been placed,
But how are yo:Jl g-oing to ·decide who
hardest courses for Jordan to spare
at l ength, since this plant has re- and_ that when construction is ·gets exempt?'' Mr. Sills'_ Otify:
teachers for the small classes
complete there will probably be four
complaint against them involveS how·
involved, but the school could
cently been discovered to lie in an
basketball goals to accomodate to find a fair syStem which decides
manage if it offered only: one AP
earthquake zone.
half-co4rt games and two volleyball
who wiU be exempt. He says that
English and one AP History class all
Students had various opinions of
nets. This project could be finished 'grades are not totally fair as a
day. If the administration still felt
this Iect ure. ,:;.ome f oun d 1t
- m1orm· c
by the end of school, '' if we're
that the sacrifice was too great, an
method of determining exemptions,
·
d
h
ative and interesting, while others lucky."
1ntereste teac er might conceivably
and adds, " As things stand, there
consider forfeiting his or her free
felt that the speaker was prejudiced
Misconduct slips
will be no e;ii:einptions this year."
period in order to work with an
since he worked for CP&L All
Mr. Sills also discussed the
In closing, Mr. Sills wished to
advanced placement class.
however, that it was tiring. discipline system at Jordan, and in
extend an official ''big full bow'' to
Even if Jordan cannot see its was
Almost no one had as much sleep
particular, misconduct slips. The the AFS club for their job cleaning
to offer AP courses, students can still
as they would have liked, and sever- prinicpal said that there is no limit to
up the cafeteria the week of March
take the test independently. The AP
the number of slips a student can
3-7. Mr. Sills said that this was just
people will send, on request, an
al students fell asleep during this
another llncident of '' the people who
o°:tline and summary of what they
lecture. David Penny slid out of his receive, and that there is not a
think an AP course in a certain
chair and even the venerable Mrs. "magic number" that results in
care for theirc school' coming
subject-Should accomplish and
Vlheeler took a short nap.
suspension from school.
through."
entail. This information, which
includes an extensive book list, is
Sunday the group packed
and
largely what the final AP test will
returned home, after a few hardy
cover.
Since the material is
souls had ventured into the 'wa\res.
advanced
in the first place it
'While some students went swimEDITORIAL STAFF
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may be difficult for students to
rning several times .throughqut the
David Roberson, Angela James, ) ohn Roth.
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trips, most cont1neo tnemsetves to a
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teacher under the auspices of
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Independent Study. Currently the
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trip was worth it. He said that all the
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students have no opportunity to take
lectures \.Vere ''pretty good,'' and
Natalie Walker, Ellen Young
'
'
AP classes at Jordan, a condition
''theykeptusprettybusy.'' Asked if
PHOTOGRAPHERS
which is forcing students to miss out
the trip was a worthwhile
Mickey Rankin, David Roberson
on one of the most innovative and
educational experience, Amy con..
FACULTY ADVISORS
use f u 1 programs that modern
curred with l{ris, stating "anything
· Ann Berces, Shirley Strobel
_.:a.:.c::.ad::.e.::m.::::ic::s.::h.::a::s:..t::o:..o.::ff:.:e.::r::·_ _._______:to::_:g:.:e.:.t_:out of school."
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Student

Profiles

Donnie Lipscomb,Bill Barrett
Those who have known Donnie Ray
Lipscomb for a short time have a
hard time getting to know what he's
really like. Once you get to know
him for at least two years there are
underlying qualities in his personality that make him a dynamic

person.
He is articulate when he loses
himself in a conversation concerning

Bus driver gets_ ready to drive route. -

us Drivers
keep Busy

An elite group of Jordan students
ge"ts up early each morning to take
ilie responsibility of transporting
up to 100 students safely to school.
This elite group is known as the
busdrivers.
To gain the ability to drive a bus,
each busdriver previously attends a
five· or
trairiJng session.
Three days of classroom training
and two to three days of driving are
taught twice a year by Mr. Fountain
from the Department of Transportation. Each busdriver, after com·
pleting ·the training works as a sub' stitute driver until a space is avail·
I able for a full.time driver. There
are 13 such spaces.
'
The full-time busdrivers and the
number of years they have been
driving are Leon Ballentine, two

,years; Kathy Gehweiler, two years;
· William Barbee, one and one half
years; Ernest Reese, one and
one half years; Joe Ben, one and one
i half years; Jan Mangum, one and
one half years; Mickey Rankin, one
! year;
Kristy Woody, one year;
Vernon Jones, crrre year; Peter Stahl,
i one year; John Parks, one year; Mike
Hay, one half.year; and Harvey

Reid, one half.year. These regular
drivers are backed up by a various
number of substitute drivers.
Each busdriver is paid two dollars
and twenty·three cents an hour as
opposed to the six dollar and
ninety.seven
an hour the adult
make. They are paid
four dollar and seventy.four cent
supplement to the regular salary to
offset the trouble and expense of
having to drive their car to the school
to·-p1Ck" the buses and to
their routes. Many of the student
busdrivers feel cheated at not
receiving the same salary as the
adult busdrivers. :t-.1ickey Rankin
caIIed the reason for the salary
difference ''age discrimination.''
Even though many drivers do not
like the difference ir salaries, there
is no complaining
pay·checks
are passed out. Willi.am -Bai-bee is
saving for a car, while Vernon Jones
explained that his money is spent on
himself. Kathy Gehweiler is
spending her money for her favorite
sport, backpacking_.
Most of the busdrivers enjoy
driving even though none of them
are able to participate in activities
that go on right after school.

uP

Softball Sweeties
Take the Field

Girls'softball tryouts have been
·eompleted, and practices are
underway. the tryouts, which
i atracted more girls this year
'· iii.y previoUS y'ear; ctifITllllated in
selection of the team by Ann Harris.
Since there have been few games
as yet, comparisons with other
teams' competitive abilities are
difficult to determine.
However,
Ms.. Harri§... cogh_ _o..f_ !!le _softba_ll
team, stated that the team
better 'fuan last yea;·s.""
hitting and :fielding show marked
progress since last year, she
remarked. The coach also stated that
pitching seems to have improved
significantly.
There are four seniors, five
juniors, and eight sophmores on the
team.
The seniors are Mary
Bordeaux, Robin Hayes, Valerie
Walker and Reenie Whatley. The

We Can Help Supply
Some Answers
Durham County Library

juniors are Darlene Detomo,
Elizabeth Gilli$, Karen Holleman,
Chriss Smith and Jane Sorrentino,
and the sophomores are Phyllis
Elliott, Vickie ·Foster, Vickie Hayes,
Judy Johnson, Ava Lassiter, Connie
Manion, Amy McElhaney and
Tal!lmv Tyson.

Club
Happenings

issues he has got feelings about. He
is a very warm and witty individual
when he wants to be.
Donnie likes Jimi Hendrix.
Everyone knows this. When Donnie
was asked why Jimi Hendrix appeals
to him, he replied that he
appreciates Hendrix's ability to
withstand pressure from people.
"It seems like he has gotten
bl.J:rned many tinies; he .has peen
knocked about. He has iearned from
these exper1t:ilces.
Wlien you-,.re
looking at his life you learn to be
wiser from your mistakes."
Donnie has had only two years of
musical experience yet his talents
have expanded_ into
writine:
and a multitude of musical
techniques. When he was asKed to
elaborate on a few of them he began
rattling them off so fast I lost track.
During the beginning of Lipscombs'
career he latched onto a technioue
originally employed by Jimi
Hendrix, playing the guitar-with-his"
teeth. Anyone who has watched him
perform knows that
was
playing Hendrix· to a ''T.''
DOnn1e iS noW into uslng ·feedback,
the techniques of the group Santana
and soloing
restraint and
aggression. He is also exploring jazz
guitar and quadriphonic fingerin?.
The mOst diffiCult CffistaCles in
music for Donnie are getting along
with fellow musicians and attempting to learn songs in a limited time
span.
"If you have a concert that comes
up on Friday and you get a list of
songs that are jumpin' on that side of
town Dn Tuesday. that gives you
a!ld 'fhur.sday to
it
You have to be ·crammin'I"
To describe the situatioll cOncefu...
ing relationships between musicians,
Donnie Ray uses himself _as an
example. "When I started I was
rock fiend, but I was Playmg a soul

WALK-A-THON
from Wallace Wade Stadium to the
County Stadium on April 20.
participate in a

Interact··participated in a bike·a
thon to raise money for Easter Seals
on April 13. The club also prepared
cookies for those who participated in
this affair.
Art ClubHpainted furniture of the art
room to welcome Ms. Wise back.
S.O.I.U.·-making preparations to
contribute to the · African Drought

Relief Fund and to UNICEF.

Most people think that junior Bill
Barret is a quiet, easygoing guy,. but
while wrestling he is
entirely
different person.
He was a
tremendous ·addition to this year's
team· as he finished thii-d ·-m The
Recently, he competed in
a freestyle meet in. Greenville
a
State tournament in GreensbofQ<
Bill's dedication to
spOrt · :has .
enahled him to control his body
weight m a way that mauy people·
wish they could. He has lost as much
as ten pounds in five days so that he
could participate in a certain weight
class. Bill says the secret to dieting
is "run and don't eat".
At the moment_, Bill is unsure about
He is planning _a career in
1ocksm1thing iincf.safework. Bill :firsf
became interested in this trade after
taking a course in it at Rose High
School in Greenville. He had a job as
a_ locksmith in Greenville.., an<J now
has· one• in downtown Durham.
In his spare time. ·sill likes to_ nae
his brother's motorcycle, as· ·well as

playbasketoall and footliall. Henas
built a sailboat, and enjoys sailing.
Bill has two older brothers, one of
whom has graduated from NCSU and
is currently building a camp for the
mentally retarded. Bill says that his
oihei- brothet, a tTNC wrestler,
ii.ven him ·Valllable help with h_is
wrestling.
His father i_s_ the
preache·r at Epworth -Chuich:

band. Everything I played had a rock

sound. If it didn't have a squeal or a
holler it wasn't me. When I leaned
back and pushed my strings the
other band members would look at
me like I was crazy and say ''Hey
man, why don't you cut that stuff
out?!?!".
Regardless of the problems it may
cause, Donnie is partial to
performing with a band rather that
playing solo. He feels however, that
the longer you are acquainted with
your band members the better it is
for your career.
"If you start out with a certain guy
and your personality and his are
about the same you get along and
you'll probably make it. You know
what to expect out of each other."

Gas House
HIGHWAY 54
Serve }'ourself And Save

preparations ·to
sing at Northgate Mall on May 14 at
7 ::l.Q__Q,m, __
O.S.LB.A.·- made preparations to

Donnie concluded the interview
!'itating, "I like musicians that are
sort of modest." He went on to
explain what in1portance modesty
plays. "I know a musician whose
name is in lights .... He is known By
all the musicians in Durham. He
started getting swellheaded because
his name was 'up in lights.' These
are people who are overnight
sensations. They build up ... then
they crash."
Donnie becomes emotional. He
looks at me and his voice rises.
''You walk up to a modest musician
apd he says 'Yeah man, I'm. a
musician. So what, hig deal. That's
ok. ''
tie shakes his head
.thi:p.Jdng about the
conceited niusic:ian. "Yeah. fm_ !I.
mus-ician ... f·In bad .. .I know n1y
stuff!!! Do you know yours???!!!"'
Donnie shakes his head again and
frowns as if the words leave a bitter
taste in his mouth. He turns away
and looks at the tips of his fingers
and says softly, "Here's a message
to all the musicians. Devote yourself
to your instrument, spend time with
it. Listen to everyone's mind
through their music. Listen to their
songs. Then start getting ideas in
your head. Play what they play. but
don't play it exactly.play it your
way.'' Satisfied, he stopped, then
added, smiling, "and don't get
swell·headed. ''

Pare nts Be -A -Jordan Booster!

CONTRIBUTE TO THE
TRACK FUND FOR
YOUR Cn1wurC1'N

Bill Barrett, Jordan wrestler.

START THE
REST OF YOUR LIFE
IN THE ARMY RESERVE
THERE ARE OVER 300 JOB SKILLS BEING
OFFERED IN THE ARMY RESERVE, AND SOME OF
THE5E ARE AVAILABLE RIGHT lN YOUR OWN
HOMETOWN.
AS AN ARMY RESERVIST, YOU'LL BE A
PART OF A GROUP OF OVER 110.000
MEN AND WOMEN SERVING lN UNITS
ALL OVER THE EAST COAST AND
MID-ATLANTIC STATES.
YOU"LL EARN $1,000.00 lN YOUR
FIRST YEAR, AND THAT'S JUST ONE
BENEFIT.
Tl!ERE'RE LOTS MORE!
FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TO:
ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
RM. 106, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646
AGE _ __

send to:
/0s. }obn A. (;eh1ueiler

35511/ampstead Court
Durham, N. C.
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Popson pleased

Tennis,

Baseball Team
Swings into Season.

Anyone?
Although Jordan does not have
any tennis courts this year, we do
have a very determined tennis team.
The H9Uow
Club h.S
J::esirved it:s couris from .,;,,v to ;:,;.jU
every day for Jordan's tennis team to

shows

Tony.
the form that helped him win his match at Oxford:
practice.
Hollow Rock has also
Webb. The tennis team took the
a 4-0 record._
committed itself to serving as
Jordan's horpe court for matches
played in Durham. The dis ad van·
tages that have been encountered by
the team are inclement weather and
the daily travel to and from the
racquet club.
'the team 1-s not only new, but it is
also coed. Members of the team are
matches. Only the top four scores
by lletty Shmgieton
Bobby Booth, Robert Fairey, Joel
April 7 marked the opening match out of the five golfers at each match
Fairey, Jimmy Bland, Lisa Collins,
of the second annual Jordan golf will be used to determine the
Laura Collins, David McPherson,
team. Jordan's golf team consists of school's cumulative score.
The nille golfers for the 1975
Tony Fisher, Kevin Rile;y, and Angie nine golfers, who will compete in a
Mclver. When asked hOW -they f:u...c
Jordan golf team are: Roland
total of five matches.
playing on the boy's-team, Lisa and
The nine golfers began qualifying Atwater, Rusty Barringer, Eddie
Laura said they "loved it."
during the week of March 3. Since Huckabee, Dennis Hurst, Mason
However, Laura feit that having a only 5 golfers will be able to attend Irwin, Southgate Jones, Mike
separate girls' team would be better.
each match, Mr. Avery, advisor of O'Brien, Lewis Pate and Roger
She said, "The girls are playing at a the golf team, hopes to work with all Taylor.
disadvantage because they must nine qualifiers so each may
Avery is very optimistic about this
compete against boys who are participate in at least one of the year's team. Because of valuable
stronger hitters than girls.'' A girls' matches.
returning golfers such as Rusty
team was not started this year
The top two scorers on the golf Barringer, who was an
because the girls' tennis season is in team will not have to qualify before ence champion last year, . Avery
'the fall and the team was not each match. All others will qualify to states that this year's golf team
organized until this spring.
fill the vacant spaces before should make the state championHowever, girls are allowed to play on
s.hi!ls..
they boys' ieam. Lisa was not sure
she wanted to go out for the team,
however, and said that she did not
know how the boys would like the
idea of having a coed team.
Challenge matches are played
between the members of the team to
determine their team rank. At the
beginning of the season, Bobby
Booth was seeded number one.
Bobby has been playing tennis for
over three years and ''plays a very
accurate and consistent game,•'
according. to Lisa Collins. Other
· players' seeds for the first match
were David McPherson, second;
Robert Fairey, third; Tony Fisher,
fourth; Jimmy Bland, fifth; and
Kevin Riley, sixth.
Larry Parrish is coaching the team
and thinks it has great .potential.
Jordan's newest team is aiming at
the state tournament in Chapel Hill.
Fred Sherril set a new school record when he cleared 6' 1!4"

Golf Team Tees Off

sOlid, as last year's starter Scott
byJdlmRotb
Johanns is ably backed up by Duane
Jordan's 1975 baseball team
The
Massey and Bobby Hunt.
has 16 games to play in the next two
months, and based on early remainder of the infield is stabilized
by Danny Ellis at shortstop. Popson
practices, Coach John Popson is
considers shortstop to be the
fairly optimistic as to his team's
strongest defensive position but
fate.
indicates that there is talent at the
The
man squad,
other three bases.
featuring eight returnees from last
At first base is the returning Steve
year's team, has "pretty well
Landers along witb soohomore L X.
pleased me,'' remarks Coach
fhOmpson-:-and at seco:OO DaseTeftn
Popson. He mentions that the team
Leese and Phil Greer are battling for
has many strengths this year.
Hitting is one of those strengths, .1:he job. '.fruid base 1s held by
letterman Steve Schoeberle but Rolf
according to the coach. He said that
Hendrickson sees plenty of playing
many players have been looking
time at the "hot corner" along with
good and that Danny Ellis, Steve
Steve.
Greer and Mitch Dean have been
The outfield is fairly unsettled as
making especially good contact with
of yet, but Mike Swartz and Robert
the ball.
The only weaknesses
Gillis are returning outfielders from
appear to be mental mistakes such as
tbe 1974 team. Greg Angle, Chuck
overstriding.
Ability to steal
Neufeld, David Price, Brad Pulley
Pop son says the team has ''real
and Rusty Russel will fill out the rest
of the roster.
good speed" this season and he
plans to utilize it. The Falcons'
.
Eight lettermen
AJI in all, this year's team has nine
coach mentioned that anyone is
sophomores, seven seniors and four
capable of stealing a base and that
junjors. The eight returnees are all
everyone probably will steal a few.
lettermen. Popson hopes. this
Defensively, the team appears to
balance can help improve on last
be very Stable, with strong
year's 5-7 record.
competition for each position and the
The team's conference schedule
nucleus of a good pitching staff. Six
players are primarily pitchers
opened witb Oxford Webb on April
although they will occasionally play
11. The Falcons gave up a shutout
outfield. Pop son's opinion is that the
loss to Oxford. Althoughtbe Falcons
mound corps' progress should be
rallied in the sixth to put two men on
"real interesting."
base, they were unable to score and
Mitch Dean and Don Ochsenreiter
Webb's one run proved the decisive
are the only returning pitchers but
margin. Coach Popson terms Oxford
ithe addition of Steve Greer · adds
as the team to beat in . the
much .e:werience. Al
conference. Despite this loss,
·Rolf Henaricksen and Don Rynders
Jordan's players and fans should
··are all newcomers but each has pithave little to worry about because
ched considerably in junior high.
Coach Pop son is still ''pretty well
Stable infleln
pleased.''
The -chinlLJlel>artment is also

'.he high jump.-------..-...-

The Air Forcee
Its an education
with

CAMERA &

Pfffff-0 SfftWPE
!07 Weq Main Street
!P.0.B<J:\ 2875 \.\'.Dur.Sta.)
!Jurli:1111

And you choose the
kind of job you want.
Want to learn a job skill?
The Air Force is a great
industrial and technical
school.
Working professionals
teach you. People who
al ready mastered their
skill._And, you get good pay right
the start while you're
learning. You wind up with a skill that will qualify you for a
good job with a secure future. In the Air Force. Or later, if
you wish, as a civilian.
Also, if that's what you want, the Air Force offers a lot of
ways
c?mplete your education
you're getting paid.
The Air Force rnakes a lot of things
'Find out.
Start by calling:

Scott Johannes gets his

A f_

we·Cere For
Everyone . , . .,)

. .I. _nn'

VlWtLlteX.k'...h

.
2720 Chapel Hilt Road
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TSGT. TOM LAMM
Post Office Building
Durham, N.C.
Phone: 682-5381
Four-Week Shipment

JEWEL BOX
Northgate Shopping Center
Durh.Hn, Nooth
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JORDAN
EXPANDS
COURSE
CHOICES
by David Roberson
Jordan sophomores and
juniors recently registered for
their 1975-76 courses, and
preparations are already under
way to complete the 1975-76
master schedule.
Principal
James Sills hopes to have the
master schedule completed and
all scheduling conflicts resolved
by the end of this school year.
Several important changes
have been made in next year's
course offerings, the most
far-reaching of which is the
<ibandonr[lent of al I study hal Is.
Sophomores and juniors will be
required to take full course loads
next year.
Seniors will be
permitted to schedule fewer .than
six courses and to leave campus
during their free periods.
However, seniors fakin·g a
reduced course load must
arrange to take all their courses
consecutively, and will not be
permitted to remain on campus
during their free periods.
The structure of several
courses has been reworked for
next year, and a large number of
new courses will be offered.
f.irvst of t11e changes have been in

the direction of greater specialization and student choice.
Both the chemistry and
Eng Iish departments have added
Advanced Placement courses
while retaining their present
senior courses, giving collegebound seniors another course
option. The math department
has added two semester courses
for seniors, Algebra Ill and
Trigonometry & Analytical
Geometry, as options for those
who do not plan to major in a
math-related field.
Both coed
and segregated P. E. courses will
concentrate on specific sports, as
opposed to the present general
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SPRING MUSICAL IS
SMASHING SUCCESS
I know the answer-r:all on me!
courses which cover a lar·ge
number of sports briefly. The
social sciences department has
completely reworked its American Studies courses, and now
offers seven semester courses in
this area, only two of which are
basically chronological studies.
The other five are studies of
specific areas of American life or
history.
Other changes include the
addition of semester and year
courses in Philosophy and
semester courses in Reading for
Fun, History of Mathematics and
Personal Finances. In addition,
the Independent Study department may undergo some change.
It is hoped that several teachers
from different departments will
each work with Independent
Study in their fields for one or
two periods.
Study halls "useless"
Mr. Sills stated that Jordan
will not have study halls next
year because they "have seemed
to become a vogressively
greater waste of time" over the
past several years 1 and are now
"almost totally useless" for
actual studying. He stated that
the space taken up by study hal Is
is becoming a problem, and
noted that fewer than half of
Jordan's students will be
affected by the change.
Mr. Sills said that while "it
has been possible" in the past
for seniors to take reduced
course loads and then leave, a
special effort will be made next

year to schedule senior courses
in the morning periods so that
seniors who wish to leave in the
afternoon can do so.
He
emphasized that seniors who
avail themselves of this option
must schedule all their courses
consecutively (either in the
morning or in the afternoon) and
must leave the school during
their free periods.
Mr.
Sills
expects
that
registration and scheduling will
present more problems this year
than previously due to the
greater number of specialized
courses which will be offered for
only one or two periods.
He
stated that when a high school
attempts to offer a wide variety
of courses, the result is "a large
number of conflicts." With the
help of Mr. Green and the
com outer, he tries to arrange the
master schedule so as to keep the
number of conflicts at a
minimum.
Asked how the new advisor
system has. worked in the area of
scheduiing students for next
year, Mr. Sills stated that the
system "was working fine" and
that there were "fewer problems
overall" than in the past. He felt
that the system very b, oeficial in
that it greatly redL·ced the
counselor workload. f 3 stated
that, in the past, counselors have
been unable to help overyone
with scheduling problerr. due to
the small counselor-c.udent
ratio.

by David Roberson
Jordan's spring musical,
"Brigadoon," was presented to
about 250 spectators in the
auditorium on May ninth and
tenth. The production capped off
three months of hard work by the
actors, stagehands, and pit
orchestra members.
"Brigadoon" is the story of an
enchanted Scottish village that
appears once every 100 years.
Tommy Albright and Jeff
Douglas, two American visitors
(played. by Jeff Craig and Rick
Dunn), stumble onto the village.
There they witness the wedding
of Charlie Dalrymple and Jean
Mclaren (Mark McGrath and
Dena Barbee), Meg Brockie
(Delores Malloy) tries to seduce
Jeff, and Tommy falls in love
with Fiona Mclaren (Natalie
Walker). They return to America
but Tommy, unable to forget
Fiona, goes back to Scotland
where he and Fiona live happily
ever after.
Rounding out the cast were
Marty Barnes, Kelly Dillard,
Peter Dubose, Julia Gregg,
Chuck Henderson, and Tom
Morris as townsfolk. Numerous
other
students
held
smaller parts or were members
of the chorus. Overseeing

production were director Tom
Culbreth, music director Mercedes Lytle, choreographer Linda
Sobsey and orchestra director
Jesse Holton.

orchestra 'embarrassed us'

Culbreth felt the production
was a success. He stated that he
was pleased with the quality of
the acting and singing, as well as
the dedication shown by the
participants. He added that the
chorus was consistently good
throughout, despite the difficulty
of the music.
Culbreth was also highly
complimentary of his associate
directors. He stated that both
Lytle and Sobsey did "Fantastic
jobs"and put in large amounts of
work.He stated that the lighting
crew did an excellent job,
particularly with special effects.
Culbreth felt that all phases of
the performance improved throu
g the practices, except perhaps
the pit orchestra, which "started
off well" and "embarrassed the
rest of us"during the first few
rehearsals.
While the production involved
"a lot of work"for everyone,
Culbreth said that it was a fun
experience. "Once it's all over,
it's worth it," he explained with
a grin.

Graduation Services Planned
Graduation costs a senior a small supplementary payment
total of $9.50. The $6.00 charge for the guest speaker.
for the rental of cap and gown
Marshals
allows one to keep the cap.
The baccalaureate service will
Seniors who return the cap will be held on June first. The
receive a $1.50 refund. Diplomas baccalaureate and graduation
cost $3.00 apiece, but the county service speakers have not yet
pays for half of this. Therefore been chosen.
each senior pays $1.50 for his
There are two activities
diploma. The miscellaneous plann'ed for graduating seniors,
charge of $2.00 covers the with<n a week of graduation.
flowers given to senior girls on Both a senior class picnic and a
graduation night and provides a senior class party will be held.
No definite time or place has
been selected for either, but the
party will be held after
graduation night. One problem
involved in having both these
activities is the lack of finances.
The senior class has $216 in its
treasury, but this will be used to
supplement graduation expenses.
Marshals for this year's
graduation will be Mary Herndon
(head), Lincoln Ely, Steve
Gitelman, George Murdaugh,
Amy Pinkerto·n, David Roberson,
John Roth, Richard Shoaf, Eve
Somjen, Elizabeth Wilkinson and
Ruth Whanger. The Marshals
were chosen on the basis of their
sop-homore and junior gradepoint averaqes.
.\c:rriors ure measured ((Jr cafJS and iowns
principal .)'ills.

by the Texan
As the school year comes to a
close, preparations are. being
made for graduation night on
June sixth.
Seniors were
measured for caps and gowns in
April, the junior marshals h":ve
been selected and several senior
class meetings have been held.
The topics of these meetings
were graduation fees, the
baccalaureate service and the
senior class picnic and party.

Mr. Guess keeps it clean.

RED CROSS VAMPIRES
SUCK JORDAN BLOOD

Ninety-four pints of blood,
valued at about $5,000, were
given to the Red Cross by Jordan
students and teachers on April
17.
Eighty-eight of the
participants were first-time
donors.
Jordan's chapter of VICA has
been working since last. November on this project, which finally
took shape around the first of
April. According to Mr. Lindsay,
advisor, the cost of
transporting the Bloodmobile
and other related fees amounted
to $1,000.
Ten nurses, two
doctors, three technical assistants and thirteen volunteers
worked with the program at
Jordan. Since the approximate
cost of taking one pint of blood is
fifteen dollars, Lindsay state?

that "eighty pints of blood were
required to pay for the mobile to
come to Jordan."
Several other arrangements
had to be made before the
Bloodmobile could legally operate at Jordan.
The Durham
County office and certain health
agencies had to approve VICA's
project.
Northern High School participated in a like project at the
same time as Jordan. However,
Northern's donors totalled only
ninety-two pints of blood, two
less than Jordan's.
Mr. Lindsay stated that due to
the
big
success
of
the
"vamp" project, VICA would
certainly undertake it again next
year.
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JORDAN

CHANGE5

Jordan students signing up for
their 1975-76 courses found a
surprisingly large number of new
or restructured courses available
to them.
The most dramatic
change was the absence of study
halls, but in addition every
academic department except
foreign language made important changes in course offerings
or structure. As if to give added
emphasis to this change, this was
the first year that students were
assisted in their course selection
by their new faculty advisors.
A great number of the course
changes represent significant
advancements in meeting individual student needs. In the past,
Advanced Chemistry has been
taken by students planning to do
intensive college-level work and
to take the Advanced Placement
test. It has also been taken by
students who wished only to
study chemistry in greater depth
and gain a solid background for
college work.
This division
forced the
to become a
compromise, over the heads of
some while too slow for many
others.
By offering both
Advanced Placement Chemistry
and Chemistry 11, the department has recognized and dealt
with the different student
objectives present.
The Math department has
made a similar change with the
addition of two semester senior
math courses. Many of Jordan's
college-bound seniors have taken
no math course at al I because
Math IV has been a rigorous
course designed for the abovestudent.
The new
courses should provide many
average college-bound students
'{'ith the opportunity lo advance
their background significantly.
This year, the required unit in

American Studies has taken the
form of either a year-long,
chronological course in American
History, or four "mini-courses"
of nine weeks' duration. Many
students found the chronological
approach boring, but disliked the
necessarily brief studies provided by the "mini-courses."
Next year the social sciences
department will be offering
seven semester courses in
this area. Almost all students
should be able to find two of
these courses to their liking.
In the Physical Education
department, the course offerings
have been restructured completely.
Students may now
choose to participate in segregated or coed classes, and they
will also choose the sports that
they wish to concentrate in.
Since the students will be
working for a longer period of
time in sports that they'
particularly like, they will
probably derive greater pleasure
and skill from the courses.
A number of other courses
have been added or changed, but
the most significant change is the
previously mentioned abolition of
study halls.
This move
represents a real step forward for
Jordan. Study halls have been a
large waste of teachers' and
students' time as well as
classroom space for a number of
years. Students either sit and
talk in the AV room or wander
around the library, creating
serious problems for those who
wish to study there. Doing away
with study halls will, unfortunately, increase classroom
burdens (since one teacher can
"babysit"for 60 or 70 students in
a study hall which it requries two
or three teachers to deal with
them in classrooms). Neverthe-
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less, the change is indicative of
real administrative self-evaluation of Jordan's function as an
educational institution.
All of these changes should
improve and diversify the
educational experience at Jordan.
However, they vvi!\ also
create a large number of
problems, particularly in schedu Ii ng.
AP English,
AP
Chemistry and Chemistry II will
almost certainly be taught only
one period.
All of the P. E.
Jordan benefactor Buzzy Swartz.
courses will be offered for only
one or two periods. It is hoped
that Independent Study will have
different teachers for different
subjects next year, forcing
students involved to take it
during a particular period.
Students will probably sign up
for many combinations of
semester courses, some of which
One of Jordan's most ardent
it will not be possible to provide.
In addition, it will be aitempted sports fans has rematned
schedule all senior courses in the relatively unknown to students
as
morning to permit those who this year. Thi.;; man,
President
of
the
Boosters'
Ciub
wish to leave to do so. Add all
these I imitations to the large has contributed a tremei1dous
number of courses which are amount to Jordan athiet:cs, is
already taught for only one or Mr. A. M. "Buzzy" Svvartz.
Mr. Swartz has been 1/v'orking
two periods, and a tremendous
scheduling problem develops. with the Boosters' Club for tvvo
Jordan is offering a huge number years. This year he vvas eiected
of courses, considering the size to serve as President o"f ti:e c1ub.
of the school. The willingness of His major function as F'r·esident
the administration to try and deal was to visit several businesses
with these scheduling problems and persuade them to donate
money to the Boosters' pr·oj-acts.
is highly commendable.
Almost all the new course The club has raised and spent a
offerings seem to be the product total of $23,000 this year, $15,800
of serious self-evaluatlon, flexi- of which went to pay for J.:ird&ru's
bi I ity and desire to meet new track. Other sports
si.:pport
students' needs on the part of the have received
administraiion.
Although
change always creates problems,
the willingness of the faculty to
tackle these problems in the
interests of the students is
encouraging and praiseworthy.

BUZZ SWARTZ
AIDS J SPORTS

REFELECTION ON JORDAN

There are many experiences
which with time gain much
sentimentality and nostalgic
appeal.
My three years at
Jordan High will never be
among those. This school
system, with its idealisiic excuse
of trying to make us into "well
rounded individuals", has attempted to justify so much
garbage that it has accomplished
nothing.
The administration at Jordan
is presently attempting to be
more' 'progressiye'' in structure.
Unfortunately, this change is
merely superficial in nature.
In the classroom, where it 1s
important, there is still a lack of
communication and stimulation
and a lot of wasted time. The
students' apathy is not merely
because of an inherently evil
nature. 1t exists in some cases
because of instructors' lncompetence' and shortsightedness.
Students
at Jordan have
always been ignored. I think that
this is because the administration feels that students are not
"people" but are "children"
and that respect for them is not
really necessary. Students have
to yield to the adm_inistrat.ors as if
they (the students) couldn't
possibly be right. Students have
to yield to the face the
intim_idation practices that go on
"behind the brown doors."
I would not go so far as to say
tnat three years at Jordan have
been a total waste, but they
certainly could have been better
spent. The system isn't a total
1A1<>c+c
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tolerate. I am very grateful that I
am leaving. Graduation is going
to come with celebration, not
tears, for me.
By Steve Gerber
In a few weeks, I will end my
three years as a Jordan student.
Jordan will always be in my mind
as three of the best years of my
life.
Mr. Sills, the assistant
principals, teachers, clubs and
athletics are all just great!
Mr. Sills, Mr. Baker and Mr.
Guess are men who really care
about the students here at
Jordan. They are very sincere
and are always willing to help
one out with any problems. All
of the teachers are easy to work
with. They don't ·mind taking
extra time to help students with
their problems or just sitting
down and talking to get to know
the students better. I will miss
everyone! I haven't had a single
bad teacher-they have all been
great! I don't think one could
find a better faculty anywhere.
Footbal I, basketbal I, track,
swimming and all the other
athletic teams have always been
exciting! They haven't all been
number one (although they have
been in my heart), but they were
always exciting and competitive.
I have really enjoyed the clubs
that I have participated in. As
Student Council treasurer, l was
always busy selling trees,
donuts, or something.
I will
always remember taking up the
money fOr tree sales and then
planting all the trees. It was all
so much fun!
Tho
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fantastic to \NOOK on l
The
Yearbook staff ts like a little
family. I have enjoyed this class
more than any other. It's a lot oi
work, but i11er.a is lots of
fulfillment, joy and friendship in
the Yearbook class.
As pep club chairman,
excitement \Nas always in the
air-all the ballgames, caravans,
food for the players, keeping
score at trae:k and S\iVirn meets,
winning (losing a few times, but
that was fun. too)-lhe excitement never died.
l will never forget, as senior
class treasurer, all the meetings
about the picnic, party or both.
Complaints about graduation
fees were heard throughout the
auditorium, but then excitement
filled the air when it was.iearned
that seniors don't have to be at
school on the exam days if there
is no mass skip day. Sure, there
have been a few rough times
(although I can't think of any),
but all the excitement of
ballgames, meeting, selling
yearbooks, working on Brigadoon and all the other terrific
happenings covered them up, so
that I never even thought of them
again.
As the day of graduation
draws near, all I can think of are
the past three years and how
great they have been for me! I
don't want it to end! I don't want
to leave Jordan, but at the same
time I'm looking forward to
Campbell College. I will be a
Campbell Camel next year, but I
will always be a Jordan Falcon'
- bv Pam Shipp

New Student Council office?s
(counter-clockwise from top):
Tom Morris (president), frlf.cfrvin
Jenkins (vice-president), Karen
JiDlleman (secretary) and Barbara
Robins (treasurer).

in one form or another from th8
Boosters this year include
football, basketball, baseball,
swimming and wrestling. In
addition, every varsity athlete
will receive a free meal at the
athletic banquet, courtesy of
the Boosters.
Mr. Swartz also supports
Jordan athletics with
his
presence at numerous home and
away games during football and
basketball seasons. "Buzzy" also
managed the concession stand
at home games this year.
Mr. Swartz works at S. Swartz
& Sons scrap-iron dealers, and is
active in several corn mun ity
organizations. He is president of
the Pool Association at Hollowrock, and has been president of
the Durham Dolphins swim team
for three years. He also serves
as a deacon at Westminster
Presbyterian church.
His
favorite hobby is playing tennis.
Mr. Swartz feels that this has
been a very successful year for
the Boosters' Club. While his
activities have taken up ''a
considerable amount" of his
time, he does not feel that this
has been a great sacrifice
because "I enjoy doing it." He
adds, "I <lo what I do for the
students." Asked if he felt that
the Boosters received enough
parental support, Mr. Swartz
said that the club could use
"more support from athletic
parents." While he stated that
parents whose children do not
participate in athletics ·are
understandably less involved
than those whose children do, he
added that support
from
athletes' parents has not been as
strong as might have been
hoped.

An Interview ith Mr. Sills

Behin

e Brown Door

Mr. Sills recently discussed
the subjects that are on
everyone's mind at the end of
each school year. Seniors &re
thinking about graduatioc, w!lile
juniors and sophmores are trying
td work out schedules for next
year, and everyoune is concerned
with exams and elections of next
year's officers.
Graduation for the C1sss of '75
will take place for an hour and a
half on the night of June 6 hera at
Jordan. There will bs one
practice for the ceremor;y on the
morning of Jne 5th for about 3
hours.Mr. Sills mentioned that,
based on last year's rehersal, it
will surely take at
the
allotted amount of time.
Concerning scheduling, Mr.
Sills said that the systern neuv1y
employed this year was "better
for all concerned." The fact that
students had time to revievv some
courses and spend tirne with

advisors allowed for errors to be
more easily detected. In general,
scheduling this year has been
more efficient and students have
had an easier time getting those
credits to add up to 14%.
Exams this year will be June
4-6, the 6th being reserved for
makeups. Seniors will be doing
individual projects in place of
taking exams. These projects will
be tentatively due on June 3,
making that day the last
unofficial one for seniors. The
graduating class must come to
school only for commencement
practice after June 3.
The principal also commented
briefly on the assembly May 6
when Student Council officer
candidates gave campaign
speeches. He said that the
question-and-answer period fol-lowing the speeches was a
worthwhile use of time. but could
have been planned better in
order to fill the entire period.
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Student Profiles

TRYOUTS HELD FOR
JHS CHEERLEADERS

Tony Fisher- Spells
Two new faces around Jordan
this year are Jim and Julie Spell.
The brother and sister recently
transferred to JHS from Boone
High School in Orlando, Florida.
Julie has had to adjust to a new
school environment and a
smaller student body. The junior
finds that she has received more
individual help with her studies
here. However, Julie says that
Boone offered a greater variety
of classes and clubs for the
students.
Julie has also had to make a
transition between two contrasting communities. With
Disney World and Sea World in
Orlando, Julie says that "there
was always something going
on." She feels that Durham
needs more excitement, and says
this could be accomplished by
adding a youth center.
When asked about Jordan's
student body, Julie commented
that ·'The people are friendly
here, You've got some nice
looking stuff walking around,
and it's easy to get along with the
teachers.''
Julie has a long list of
interests, ranging from fashion
to medical care. She enjoys baton
twirling, track, roller skating,
horseback riding and the music
of Deep Purple and the Doobie
Brothers. Julie hopes to attend
either Carolina or a twoyear college in the mountains.
Julie was not shy about her
philosophy of life, since she feels
ii can be applied to everyone.
She says, "Don't let people
discourage you from the best
things in life. Dreams will come
.true if you believe in them and
dare the challenge."
·
Jim Spell
Sophomore Jim Spell feels that
be was able to adjust to Jordan
easily, since his school schedule
is basically the same as it was at
Boone. Jim says the students at
both schools are "friendly and
nice." He adds that Jordan's
.eachers are nicer than those in
Florida, and that he enjoys
Jordan's morning break.
He
has, however, been dissappointed with the quality of
Jordan's lunches.
Jim is interested in football,
track, soccer and girls. He also
enjoys photography and hopes to

4

be placed in a photogrphy course
in the near future.
Like his sister, Jim says there
is little to do in Durham. He
hopes that when he gets his
license, he will be able to
uncover some new activities.
Jim has visited both Duke and
Carolina.
He found Carolina
interesting enough to include it
on his college possibility list.

Tony Eisber (top), qnd Jim and Julie Spell(bottom).
by Carver Camp

Political Science and tennis may
seem like strange bedfellows, but
if business and pleasure can be
combined, then that's where you'll
find Tony Fisher.
Tony, a newcomer to Jordan this
year, transferred here from Goldsboro High School where he was a
member of the Latin Club, the
wrestling team and the tennis team.
He tried out for and made the
Jordan tennis team, where-he is now
seeded number five. Tony says
that he likes Jordan on the whole,
but he doesn't care for the faculty
advisor system beca- se «it doesn't
do you much good." 1"lis favorite
class is "Algebra . . . I guess."
He adds, "I don't have a favorite
teacher."
Tony plans to work at Lake
Junaluska this summer controlling
the lighting and general electronics
in the auditorium there. As for his
plans on a wider spectrum, Tony
"would like to go to Duke" and
study Political Science. He is considering a career in a related professional field, but is unsure as of
now. Besides tennis and Political
Science, Tony enjoys "sailing and
skiing ... that's about it."

Large Number
Of Students
Buy Yearbook

Jordan students were greeted
by this year's Talon on April 9,
1975.
About 580 students
purchased annuals this year,
an exceptionally large number.
Students has mlxed reactions
concerning thls year's annuals.
Some students were dissappointed at the lack of large
amounts of copy a.r, 1 candid
Some students
photographs.
also desired more cc 1r and
environmental photos of seniors.
Ms. Simon, yearbook advisor,
stated that the tre 1s in
yearbooi.s change from
-ar to
year. Some yearbooks have no
copy whatsoever, she mentioned.
-Ms. Simon noted that color
photos or envfronmental photos
would hike the price of the
ar;nua! at least three or four
times, and she feels students
would be unwilling to pay about
10-lb. bags of charcoal. Tom $40 for an annual. Ms. Simon
Morris wili be going to Austrailia added that she was extremely
this summer as an exchange pleased with the large number of
annuals sold this ye_ar.
student.
S!udeni Council--is planning a
carnival for May 22 to take the
We Can Help Supply
place of the Humanities Festival.
Creative Dance--auditions will be
Some A..!lswers
held in the latter part of May for
those interested in joining next
Durham County Library
year's group.
Science Semlnar--visited the
Carolina Botanical Gardens in
Chapel Hi 11 and attended
heard two lectures at Duke
There will be two more lectures
al Duke this spring.
HIGHWAY 54
OSIBA--has raised over $100
from the Walk-a-Thon and the
Sen_;f 'i'oursclf And Savr:
Bouncing Baby Contest.
The
money will go be given to CROP
to help feed the hungry.

lnteracl--recently elected new
officers. They are: PresidentFran Scilino; Vice-PresidentLinda Burton; Secretary-Ruth
Whang er; Treasurer-Ava. Bonneau. The club is sponsoring a
bottle collection at Northgate to
raise money tor next vear.
FCA--look fourteen members to
an FCA conference in Raleigh.
On May 18, the club will sponsor
a car wash to raise money. The
money will be used to send
members to a summer camp.
The Club will have a sponge
throwing booth at the Carnival.
AFS--members attended an
international dinner held at
Trinity Methodist Church.
Foreign foods and desserts were
served.
AFS will be raising
money for next year by selling
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by Carver Camp
Varsity cheerleading tryouts
were held in the gym after school
on Monday, April 21, and the
new squad was chosen.
The
1975-1976 cheerleaders are
Missy Aldridge, Darlene Delomo, Andrea Fulton, Susan
Hutchins, Betsy Peedin, Mary
Gwen Robins, Jill Thomas, Iris
Williams and Lisa Woods.
A panel of four judges-Mr.
Guess, Ms. P. Wilson, Ms. Gillis
and Ms. Garrett-selected the
·four upcoming seniors and five
upcoming juniors from the
eighteen girls who tried out.
According to Mr. Guess, "it was
very dilficult" to make the final
decision, but he feels that the
judges have made a good
selection.
Missy Aldridge is presently a
sophomore and an active
member of Young life. She has
been a cheerleader for two years
and enjoys it because she feels
that it is "an enlightening way of
sharing in the activities at
Jordan."
Darlene Detoma cheers because "I enjoy the games , , _ I
like being a part of it all."
Darlene is a junior and is a
member of the Student Council,
::::.cA and the girls' softball
Andrea_ Fulton is presently
attending Orange High School.
She was a cheerleader for one
year at Githens Junior High
before transferring to Orange_
Andrea will be a junior at Jordan
next year.
Susan Hutchins, now a
sophomore, can cite no specific
reasons as to why she enjoys
cheering; "I just I ike it " she

explains. Susan takes dance and
gymnastics, and has been a
cheerleader for one year.
Betsy Peedin will begin her
third year of cheering next year,
and attributes her success to the
fact that she "likes to get out
there and yel I."
Betsy is
presently a sophomore and
attends Young Life.
School spirit .. : anywhere?
"lt.'s fun ___ it's exciting,"
Mary Gwen Robins sums up her
reasons for being a cheerleader.
Presently a junior, she has been
Mary
cheering for two years,
Gwen is a member of the
Keyettes, Interact, the Pep
Club, the Student Council,
Young Life, and served as
junior class secretary this year.
Jill Thomas, also a junior, has
been cheering for one year. "It's
fun,"she says. "I like the
excitement of the games.
Besides, during the basketball
season, I only have to worry
about what to wear three days a
week." Jill attends Young Life
regularly.
Iris Williams, a sophomore, is
presently the head of the jnior
varsity cheerleaders, and has
been cheering for five years.
"I like cheering because I think
it's fun," she says.
Iris is a
member of OSIBA, SOIU, and
the Young Missionaries and
choir of her church.
Lisa Woods, a veteran of four
years of cheering, enjoys it
because "I think we need some
school spirit around here __ _
somewhere." Lisa is a junior,
and is a member of the Pep Club,
FCA, and the track team.
The new squad will begin
practicing in the late summer.
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Gas House

Parents Be A

Jordan Booster!

CONTRIBUTE TO THE
TRACK HIND F()R
YOUR l.n1L.1..1rt.t.f'I/

Yearboowstaff and Advisor M<. Simon

START THE
REST OF YOUR LIFE
IN THE ARMY RESERVE
THERE ARE OVER 300 JOB SKILLS BEING
OFFERED IN THE ARMY RESERVE, AND SOME OF
THE5E ARE AVAILABLE RIGHT IN YOUR OWN
HOMETOWN.
AS AN ARMY RESERVIST, YOU'LL BE A
PART OF A GROUP OF OVER 110.000
MEN AND WOMEN SERVING IN UNITS
ALL OVER THE EAST COAST
MID-ATLANTIC STATES.
YOU'LL EARN $1,000.00 JN YOUR
FIRST YEAR, AND THAT'S JUST O'Jl

BcNEFll.
TllEP.F"RE LOTS MORE'
FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TO:
ARMY RESE:RVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
RM. 106, CHICAGO, ILLJNOIS 60646
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More trophy gold

Girls' Track Takes
Co ence Crown
piace in
Jordan's goif

by John Roih
The girls' track team won the
Triangle Conference championship meet April 28, an event that
climaxed the illustrious careers
of five female Falcon seniors.
The victory kept the team's
unbeaten streak alive, running
their two-year record to 17-0.
Seniors Page Nichois, Shirley
Thompson, Jennifer Bynum,
Delores
Malloy and
Pam
Maxwell all shared in the victory,
earning either a trophy or a
ribbon.
The 14-0 record of thts season
has been, according to Coach
John Gray, the result of girls'
desire to "!earn and run," and
''tremendous coachtng,
of
course.''
"It's been a complete team
effort and ail the girls deserve
credit," states Gray. "They are
a very proud, close kn[t group
that hates to lose, and tlnis has
helped them fn competit!on."
A season-opening victory
against Orange continued Jordan's three meet winning streak
from 1974. Tr1en, vv[th onty six

team members, the team won the
Girls Athletic Association championship.
After the Orange meet, the
girls wor ""en more meets
including lopsided victories over
all the conference schools as well
as Northern, Chapel Hill and
Roxboro. The average margin of
victory up to the conference meet
was 52 points.
In the conference meet, Jordan
tallied 101 points, compared to
51 for Orange, 29 for Southern
and 8 for Webb.
This win
included victories by Sylvie Cobb
in the mile, Neely Currin in the
880-yard run, Jennifer Bynum in
the 220, Nichols in the 440 and
Bernitha Jenkins in the high
jump. Diane Peake, Malloy and
Maxwell also placed in running
events.
The Falcons' relay teams did
extremely well also, with
victories· in the 440 yard relay
(Cathy Angle, Bynum, Thompson and Jenkins), the 880 relay
(Bynum, Jenkins, Thompson and
Nichols) and the mile relay (Lisa
Woods, Beth Cochrane, Tracy
Knight and Currin).
Pleasing to Gray is the fact
that throughout the season, the
team has ''won big.''
He
attributes this to great team
depth, which was absent last
year.
Where can the girls go from
here? It is Coach Gray's desire
to have more participants next
season as well as more mental
toughness. Ultimately, however,
Gray wants to' 'stay on the same
plateau we're on," keep the
winning edge, and bring home
some more gold to the Jordan
trophy case.

team has advanced to the
sectionals at Duke.
The conference tournarnent,
held at Duke, was extremely
Pao-e tJichols shown here broadjumping, was a consisten performer
close. Jordan Hed for second
[ o? the cha1n'pio11 .r;irls' track team this season.
place with Oxford Webb, oniy
one stroke back o·f victorious
Vaiden Whitley. The team was
led by Rusty Barringer, who
finished fourth in the incJividual
competition and vvas placed on
the al I-conference team.
All five of Jordan's goHers
qualified for the sectionals. ln
order to qual ily, golfers had to
have handicaps of seven or less.
Representing Jordan in the
this year, largely due to the
tw Steve Gitelman
sectiona!s will be Rusty Barperseverance of senior Dave
tennis
team
comringer, Eddie Huckabee, !Vlason
McPherson,
Coach Papson and
Irwin, Mike
and Roge( pleted its. season with a trip_ to Mr. Sills. McPherson felt the
the
sectionals
at
Sandh111s
Taylor.
,
team's 8-4 regular season record
State tcnJrruey
! . . , Community College ln Southern was "respectable." With Wake
Pines.
Coach Avery vvas 01ssapp1nteo
Coacl1 Larry Parrish thought Forest and Oxford Webb the only
in his team's
the
team did extremely well at conference schools fielding
stating ''We
the best
tennis teams, Jordan found little
potential of any team . i11 "ti1e this tournament, considering competition during conference
that'
'our
players
had
to
compete
conference. V\/e he.vs 1ust net
play. The Falcons grabbed two
I ived up to that potent is.I.'' l11very against some of the best p!ayers easy wlns against each school to
in
the
ear!y
rounds.''
The
added that he had expected to
doub!es team of Tony Fischer finish with a 4-0 conference
win the confererice tournament.
and
Robert Falry \!Vas defeated in record. Against outside competiJordan should ·:'ie'.C:
tion, the Falcons had a harder
strong golf team next year. The the second round, as \Nere time.
Two ol Jordan's losses
singies
com·petitors
Bobby
Booth
team will lose only t\NO seniors,
were
against
Ravenscroft, a team
and some risin.g s-::;phomores and D'ave McPherson. Kevin which McPherson states "is one
Riley vvas outsted in the third
should bolster Jorda<J's depth.
of the toughest teams in the
Avery feels tl1e tearn's suc:cess round, and Jimmy Bland held on state.''
will depend on "hovv vvif!ing the until the fourth round.
Although the team's coach,
guys are to work on tilelr ,ga.rne.''
Jordan's tennis team had a Larry Parrish, is not a tennis pro,
regular season for the first time he was still able to help the team.
McPherson stated that "he
knows about winning and
attitudes, and that's a big part of
the game.''
Few practices,,
Practicina was left up to the
discretion . . .of individual team
members.
Only lour team
practices were held all season.
However, team members often
worked out tog-ether, trying to
help each other with the weak
points of their game.
107 V.e1t "lain
McPherson expects Jordan to
!P ().[lu'" 2H75 VI.Dur.Sta.)
dominate conference play for the Dave !vfcPherson en his _wav to
next several years. Three of this
winnjng his tnatcb for t!Je Jordan
tennzs tear!l..
year's top four players will return _______________
_J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
next year to form a strong
nucleus for the tearn to build on.
McPherson predicts that the
increasing popularity of the sport
will prompt more students to try
out for the team.

dan Tennis Team
ets Their Match

CAMERA &
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Force.
education

'ttvith pay.

Steve Greer tags out a baserunner at third while shortstop
The Falcons ended their season with
Danny Ellis looks on.
a loss to Southern on !Aay 13.

And

you

choose

the

kind of job you want.
2720 Chapel Hill Road

Want to learn a job skill?
The Air Force is a great
industrial and technical
school.
Working professionals
teach you. People who
already
mastered
their
skill_ And, you get good pay right
the start while you're
learning. You wind up with a skill that will qualify you for a
good job with a 'iecure future. In tile Air Force. Or later, if
you wish, a' a civiliJn.
Pdso, 1f that\ what you want, the Air Force offers a lot of
ways to complete 'your cducition
'.vhile you're getting paid.
The "Ai1 For'c rn,,ke> a lot nf thing\ po.,.,ible. 'Find out.
StJrt by CJ!l1ng

TSGT. TOM LAMM
Post Office Building
Durha;r(, N.C.
582-5381
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TODAY'S WEATHER
Highs, low 70's. Lows, mid
'50's. Partly cloudy in the
morning, partly--sunny in
,the afternoon. More infor1mation!...page 4.

ON THE INSIDE
Page 2-Parking lot
Page 3--lntegration
Page 5-Homecoming
Page 6-Cross-country
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Three Seniors Snatch
AFS Exchange Honors
by Dawn Harris
Two seniorn from Jordan's
American Field Service Club
(AFS), Pam Pridgen and
Karen Waller, have been
announced as candidates for
next year's foreign exchange
program. Mary Booth was
nominated tor domestic
exchange.
The
selections
were
rigorous. Each candidate had
to complete an .application and
be interviewed by a selection
committee. The two foreign
exchange applications will be
sent to the AFS headquarters
in N.Y. for final selections.
Strong candidates
The selection committee
consisted of Ms. Shirley
Strobel, Ms. Carter-Moore,
Tom Morris and five Durham
community leaders. This was
the first time in recent years
that a student member has
been on the committee.

Commented Strobel, adviser
to Jordan's club, "Boy, that
was a good idea." She added,
''There were extremely strong
candidates.
We think and
hope we can send both."
The club can send in two
applications tor every foreign
student it hosts. Jordan's
foreign student this year is
Fred Ellery from South Africa.
He is staying with Logan
Wiil{ins and his family. Winn
Walker's family is planning to
host a domestic exchange
student next summer.
AFS has expanded its
function this year to include
service to all foreign students
at Jordan. Other foreign
students are Cathy Jacobson
from Sweden and Thuy and
Thrung Ha from Vietnam.
Book fair
AFS began its money
raising drive with a book fair.
Students donated old booKs

which the club sold for $.25
or $.50. They also sold new
books at their regular retail
value. The books were sold
during the week of October
27-31. English classes had the
opportunity to browse for
thirty minutes during that
we,,k. The money received
during that sale will be used to
pay part of Fred Ellery's living
expenses in Durham.
A "mixer" square dance for
AFSers was held at a private
log cabin on Erwin Road. The
group included the clubs in
Durham and in Chapel Hill,
with foreign students from
Indonesia,
Paraguay,
Columbia, New Zealand,
South Africa, Australia,
Sweden and Vietnam. Allen
Lawrence, a Jordan AFSer,
said of the dance: "It was hot,
but a lot of tun getting to know
the other exchange people in
the area.''

based on the turnout at the
first meeting, held on October
9. The guest speaker was Dr.
Gerald Hartwig, assistant
professor of African history at
Duke, who gave a slide
presentation on Tanzanian
culture.
The Jordan United Nations

Mr. Hill has somethin)? up his sleeve.

Nominees Announced·

by Carver Camp
Five Jordan seniors have Falcon's Cry".
accepted nominations for the
David
Roberson
was
John
Motley
Morehead unavailable for comment at
Scholarship to the University this time.
of North Carolina at Chapel
Bob Seidensticker was
Hill. A sixth student, Ruth "pleasantly surprised" at his
Whanger, was also selected nomination. "It's quite an
but declined the nomination. honor," he added. Bob is
Accepting the nominations president of the Debate Club
are
Linc
Ely,
George and is on the Executive
Murdaugh, David Roberson, Council of the Science
Bob
Seidensticker,
and Seminar. He plans to be a
Joanne Smith. The students "Jordan Jellyfish" again th is
were nominated for their year. The best thing about
excellence in all aspects of Jordan is, in his opinion, "the
school life by a committee of fact that we have good
teachers, counselors, and computer facilities-it's very
administrators.
handy.''
"Quite an honori•
Joanne Smith is taking
Linc Ely is a member of the advantage of last year's new
National Honor Society and rule that allows girls to
plays in the Jazz, Pep and compete tor the Morehead
Club, (JUNG), stemmed from Concert
Bands.
He Scholarship. Joanne is a
an interest shown by the characterizes
Jordan
as National Merit Semifinalist
International Relations classes having "a definite lack of and is a member of the Drama
of two years ago. Seven spirit-especially in the senior Club and the National Honor
studenb attended a Model class. It's changing, but Society. "I was really pleased
U. N.
at
Harvard
and Jordan still has too much about the nomination," she
afterwards were told the emphasis on spans and not said. "I'm going to work hard
Georgetown University's enough on academics." About for it. I think it's a real honor
Model U.N. was better. Last' his nomination, he says "I'm for someone to ask you to
year Hill accompanied a speechless. I'm really quite come to their school and pay
delegation from Jordan to the thrilled. I consider it quite an for it too." Joanne has a
Model U.N. at Georgetown honor."
different opinion of Jordan,
University in Washington,
"I thought it was great. I however. 'Students want
D.C. He rounded JUNG this think it's nice just to be everything served to them on
year to prepare for the North nominated. I also think it a silver platter, they really do.
American Invitational Model would be nice to go to I
don't
think
the
U.N. (NAIMUN) to be held Carolina-with a financially administration listens to the
February 19-22 at Georgetown sound college future," George students. This school has a lot
University.
Murdaugh states. ''I think of opportunities that people
Two delegations totaling 20 that my hectic senior year at don't know about, but it's still
students will attend NAI MUN Jordan is going to prepare me really apathetic."
from Jordan this year. JUNG for a hellaciously rigorous
Ruth Whanger was also
has put in a request to college experience:' George nominated for the Morehead
represent Tanzania and is a member of the Social Scholarship but declined,
Venezuela. They will make up Science and Science Seminars, saying "Carolina doesn't have
resolutions stating their National Honor Society and what I want." Ruth is
countries' positrons on certain lnterclub Council as well as planning to study wildlife
issues. Hill states "We want being the president of the biology at N.C. State. She is a
to,
in
effect,
become band, the drum major, the member of Interact, the Art
Tanzanians
and vice president of the senior Club, Science Seminar and the
Venezuelans.''
class and news editor of ''The National Honor Society.

Jordan's JUNC On
Top Of The Pile

by Vicki Foster
Two new dimensions have
been added this year to
Jordan's
Social
Studies
program. The Social Science
Seminar and Jordan United
Nations Club have generated
much interest among Jordan
students. Mr. Richard Hill,
head of the Social Studies
department, is the adviser for
both programs.
Meeting the second and
fourth Thursdays of every
month, Social Science Seminar
explores the areas of social
science such as anthropology,
history, and economics. The
Social Science Seminar was
modeled after the highly
successful Science Seminar
and offers, as Hill explains,
"extra experiences in learning
about the social sciences.''
Guest speakers are mainly
Duke profesors now but as
resources grow, Hill expects
to add speakers from UNG and
NCCU as well.
Tanzanian Culture
Hill expresses optimism

AFS adviser Shirley Strobel confers wi,_th exchange candidate Pam Pridgef'I

---·-
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Flying High

Time For A Pit Stop
The recklessness and irresponsibility shown by Jordan
drivers in the parking lot is, at
present, a very real danger to
many students. Unless the
adminisration deals severely
with irresponsible drivers,
more accidents- perhaps
very serious ones- are all too
likely to occur.
The parking Jot is a natural
location for Jordan's amateur
race drivers to show off their
talents. It offers rough
ground, gravel to be sprayed,
mud to slide in
many
obstacles in the form
parked
cars and pedistrians, and most
important by a large audience.
The competition takes two
forms-"obstacle course"(in
the morning) and "chicken"
(in the afternoon)
· In the morning students
drive into the lot at ridiculous
speeds just clearing parked
cars a'nd pedestrians and
schreech to a halt V:,ithin
inches of another car Points
· ·
f
are awarded on the basis o
speed successful negotiation
'
of close corners, and driving
with one's eyes closed.
I n th eaft er noon, the Obj·ect
is to be the first out of the
parking lot The start is a Le
·
·
Mano type, where at a signal
drivers must run to their cars
. '
get in, and take off. Ignoring
othe cars and students not yet
in their cars, drivers race for
the exit Those who are
·
·
unlucky enough to be in the
gravel lot must force their way
into
- - the
. line out ' leading to
exciting games of "chicken."

Extra points are awarded on
the basis of quick starts and
s.tops in bumper-le-bumper
lines.
.
.
parking lot 1s a poor
locat1on for such games. In
both the mornin9 and the
afternoon, the lot 1s a natural
place for
to
smoke. an.d hang around.
The fact that_ there have been
two wrecks in the lot in the
first eight weeks of this school
year is very sobering-one can
only be thankful that no
pedestrians have yet been
involved in accidents.
Assistant. Principal Robert
Ham
that school
policy in cases of reckless
driving is to prohibit the
offender from driving for a set
period of time. He added,
however, that this rule has
been enforced only twice this
year. The administration must
take its responsibility more
seriously. Unless the parking
lot is patrolled in the morning
d afternoon and several
an
' .
offenders dealt with severely,
· ·
·11
r
:eckless driving w1 con inue
indefinite.ly.
There 1s no reason why a
.
.
.
few 1rrespons1ble drivers
should be allowed to endanger
t d t
and property
s u en s
.
.:
Offenders can be 1dent1f1ed
d
'shed
easily
The
an . pun 1 .
.
· .
adm1n1strat1on is responsible
for the safety. of all.
students. Until parking Jo,
d · ·
·
I
d d
th
is .s ow.e
own,
e
adm1n1srat1on is sh1rk1.ng. a
very important
respons1b1l1ty
.
a.nd taking a very grave
nsk.

Cut The Catcalls
The student behavior during every student. If one is not
the assembly presented by the interested in the pr'1_sentation,
North Carolina School of the he/she should have the
Arts was representative of the decency to stay quiet.
behavior in the auditorium
If assemblies contin"e to
during assemblies. The major- breed discipline problems, the
ity of thli students intently administration WDl!ld have to
watched the program, while a reduce the number held. The
small group of students called faculty has been very patient
attention to
themselves thus far, trying to contra.I
through their misbehavior.
student behavior
the
The
ad ministration use of assigned seats 1n the
attempts to have assemblies auditorium. But, misbehavior
which will entertain as well as 1sstill present and it is evident
.inform students. Th£ N.C. that it will take more than a
School of the Arts Assembly teacher's discipline to rectify
and the 50's day pep rally the chaotic situation.
served this purpose, and were
The
problem
in
the
a welcome break from the auditorium boils down to the
daily school routine.
responsibility and conscience
Jordan students gave the of each student. One is
School of the Arts a standing expected to sit through a class
ovation for their presentation, without misbehaving-there
yet it was evident that not all is no reason why one can not
students enjoyed the show. A do the same during an
small group expressed their assembly. There is also no
dissatisfactio.n with. the. assem- reason why teachers should be
bly by. talking, Jeering, or the only ones to call down
otherwise annoying others trouble-makers, peer presduring the assembly. This sure would mean more than a
situation was not only misconduct slip.
embarrassing for those perIf students do not accept
forming, but also for those their responsibility to remain
intent on listening to the quiet during assemblies, they
,performance. Obviously, will last find assemblies a
assemblies cannot interest priviledge which is no more.

Ms. ca,ter and her trnsty Cessna.

PE Coeds
Play
The Field

by Beth Woody
"If you had told· me three
years ago I would be into
flying I would have laughed at
you," laughed Ms. Carter, a
Spanish teacher at Jordan.
But now she says, "Flying is
the most exciting thing I've
ever done in my life. It's kind
of like you're in another world
when you're up there." Ms.
Carter recently flew her first
solo flight and is practicing to
ob"cain her license.
Ms. Carter says she
became interested in flying
one and a half years ago when
her husband got his pilots'
license. "He suggested I go
up with an instructor for a
demonstration ride ... Well, I
did ... I loved it, and said
Hmmm, I think I'll take
another hour. Now every day I
have a lesson. I look forward
to it all day long."
When Ms. Carter and her
husband were living in
Arizona she joined a group of
fliers in order to learn the
fundamentals of flying, "so
that if anything happened to
my husband on take off I cou Id
get the plane up, fly it, and
land it safely."
Airport bums
Ms. Carter's husband

recently
obtained
his
instrument ratings and his
comercial license, enabling
him to fly in bad weather and
pilot passenger flights. Ms.
Carter plans to do this later.
"We use flying just as a
hobby. We use it as a way to
travel. About a week ago we
flew to Myrtle Beach for the
day. It takes four hours to
drlve, but it took us one hour
and seven minutes to fly. It
was really nice."
Ms. Carter and her husband
enjoy going to-the airport and
looking at the planes. "We're
airport bums." As a matter of
fact, the Carter's house is
under the landing pattern at
Chapel Hill's airport." Every
time a different plane flies by
we hop in the car and go out to
the airport and look at it."
"l f students are interested
in flying they can go out to the
airport on Saturday or Sunday
and go up on a demonstration
ride for about five dollars to
see if they like it." She added,
"l think you can solo at
sixteen and get your license at
seventeen.''
"Flying is really great; it's
exciting,
relaxing,
and
challenging. I love it, I really
do."

In adddition. to
Jnewd aci8h· emic
John
Por an
"(,;ear
Harris
thopsonh an
s.d nnt"on in'
e P ysica 1 elf uca 1
0 enng a new
structors\
· .tcourse s.
sysTthem 0
the
e new sys em a 11 ows
students to select a sport of his
h
f
(
h as
or er pre erence sue
basketball) and concentrate in
it
rather than take a basic
'
.
gym class featunng several
d"ff
t
t
1Meren Hspor_s. th
. Is'
s.
arr1s,
e g1r
instructor states the reason
f th
h'
. t "prov'1de
or e c ange is o
the student with a chance to
concentrate his skills on a
desired sport In the past as
. .
en d'1fferent
many as six or sev
s arts were 'thrown at' the
during a single
• 't d the
semes t er an d 11m1
e
students' chance to develop a
skill."
Coed classes
Some of the new gym
classes featured this year are a
soccer and basketball class
and a volleyball and softball
class for the girls. Boys can
choose between a combination
of touch football and basketball or a wrestling and track Students enjoy co-ed socce' during fifth period.
and field course.
Jordan also features three
STAFFOFTHE FALCON'SCRY
ne'ij coed gym classes. There
Jordan High School, Durham, N .C,
is only one class offered this
fall, but three are on schedule
tor the spring semester. The
EDITORIAL STAFF
coed classes offered are a Editors-in-Chief: Steve Gitelman, David Roberson
volleyball and softball class, a News Editor: George Murdaugh
tumbling and track and field Feature Editor: Debbie Barrow
class, and a tumbling and Sports Editor: Mike O'Brien
individual sports class.
Harris believes that Jordan
BUSINESS STAFF
"is the only school in the Business Manager: Vicki Foster Assistant: Veronica Porter
Durham area featuring coed Circulation Manager: Beth Woody Assistant: Ray Bowman
gym classes, "and adds that Publicity Managers: Darlene Detoma, Vicki Snead
the programs are ''going Composing Editor: Carver Camp
along beautifully."
Exchange Editor: Vicki Snead
One student remarked that Layout Editor: Vicki McQuay
coed gym was his "favorite
class," and said that "the
REPORTERS
class gets along very well
Debbie Barrow, Ray Bowman, Carver 1 Camp, Mike Cowen,
everyone enioys
,,Darlene Detoma, Vicki Foster, Chris Goolsby, Dawn Harris,
in sports with each other.
I Angela James, Vicki McQuay George Murdaugh Mike
Asked how the girls and'. O'Brien, Rick Oliv8>Veronica
Betty
Vicki
boys fare against each other in· Snead, Peter Stahl, Lisa Woods, Beth Woody.
'
.
sports, Ms. Harris states
:
"the guys are a little quickNI' PHOTOGRAPHER· D 'd R b
0 erson
and more agile than the giris,
·
avi
and should be rated accord- ADVISORS· M B
M w tk'
8·
ing1y."
·
erces,
s.
a ins

A

I
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Black and White
Wrong or Right?
'f- Club
Happenings•
Band-is raising funds through
a fruit sale (grapefruits and
oranges) for an exchange trip
to Red Bank, New Jersey.
Debate Club-is readying for a
match in early December at
Chapel Hill.
Health Careers-is sponsoring
a needy family for Thanksgiving through their support
of Keyettes' Kans for Kids.
Junior Civilan Club-took
retarded children to the fair.
They are also in the process of
making a school directory,
"Numbers Racket" and helping in the John Avery Boys'
Club Library on Thursdays at

4:00.
Lalin Club-has elected Bea
Novak as the club's president.
OSIBA-is planning a play
based on the poem "Whal
Will I Tell My Child?" to be
presented on "The Wanda
Barret Show".
Student Aclion For Education
[SAFE]-is raising money
through bake sales for a small
scholarship to be given to
someone in need.
.,.._...,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"'i

MIJlk

by Angela James
As America begins to face
more and more problems of
racial
violence
due to
desegregation and busing,
Jordan must examine itself
and take a closer look at the
effects of its own integration.
Many people feel that the
domestic situation at Jordan is
one to be proud of. Many more
feel that ii is not. Uncertainty
is reflected in Bess White's
statement that "The situation
at Jordan is better than
anywhere else. There are not
too many hangups here
although there are some. We
communicate only on casual
friendliness. Blacks and
whites do not Q1ingle socially
when there is a need to. Also,
there isn't much students can
do to improve the situation.
Attitudes will change in a
couple of more years."
Great potential
Foreign Policy teacher
Richard Hill believes that
desegregation at Jordan has
greai potential. He noted that
"Whites still feel very
strongly about their race and
blacks are beginning to feel a
greater sense of pride so they
commonly jump on each other.
But understanding and being
around each other has made
Jordan a school to be proud of
compared to others."
Disagreeing with Mr. Hill's
belief that Jordan is a school
to be proud of, Mr. Allison
stated, "No, (integration at)
Jordan
has
not
been
successful. It may appear so
on the surface since we don't
have racial trouble and blacks
and whit es at Jordan are nice
to each other and tolerant of
each other, but they really
have not tried to get to know
and understand and accept
each other as individuals."
Stereotypes
Ms. Carter-Moore agreed
fully with Mr. Allison's
statement. She adds "I have
felt this keenly. It's like 'the
north and south. Jordan is like
a northern school sitting in a
southern geographical
location. It seems that white
students in the upper 15
percent
have
not
had
experiences with blacks to

EXXON
489-1140
2706 CHAPEL HI LL ROAD
DURHAM, N. C. 27707

GO

DUKE

takes a more positive view ot
integration. "Compared to
other places we have been
successful," said Assistant
Principal Charles Guess. More
positive was Principal James
Sills, who explains his
feelings:"Yes, desegregation
has been successf u I. It's
obvious
that
physical
integration has taken place. It
hasn't been perfect, but then I
don't know of many things
that are. Rated on a scale of 0
to 100, I'd say that Jordan
rates close to 100 for success.
There
is
evidence
of
understanding on the part of
both black and white students.
There is also evidence of
working and cooperating
together for a common goal.
There is relatively I ittle
evidence that it hasn't worked
at Jordan."
Deeper understanding
Racial understanding is
indeed necessary to provide
equal education for all. Jordan
has great potential because it
has
administrators
and

Students segregate in lunch lines.

students who would one day
like to see total integration on
a social, voluntary ievel. As
Guess pointed out, "The only
way to avoid segregation is to
have a deeper understanding
of each others background and
culture; know why a person is
the way he is."
Real
integration cannot be acn1eved
by busing. The true solution is
the one proposed by guidance
counselors
Allison
and
Carter-Moore:'' Not forced
interreaction, but voluntary
interrelationship in which both
races become aware of the
presence and contributions of
one another, and consciously
break down the barriers to
understanding
and
_acceptance."

CAMELOT
MUSIC
FULL LINE
RECORD AND
TAPE STORE

EOULPMO:NT FOR

CAl'":Ol<:ONG,

One of the largest selections of
imported pipes - cigars· tobacco
Next to Rockwood Dairy Bar

SACKPACKING

KAYAKING,

C:O<... lMacNG AND

WO:EKCAYS

for.the outdoorsman
2805 Hope Valley Rd. 489-1207

SAVE!

. .

l
r

CAVING

12:00-9:30

...

RED and WHITE
Prettiest Meat Counter in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGH QUALITY
3000 Chapel
Hill
Boulevard

C. OWEN DEWAR
WATCHMAKER & JEWELER

help them get to know the
blacks in our school.Too many
of these students see blacks in
terms of stereotypes which are
still held by their parents and
grandparents."
"People don't want to be
desegregated," said Marvin
Jenkins. "Look at
lunch
line." The cafeteria is
something that Mr. Ham has
also noticed. "The line in the
lunch room is the only thing
1've noticed and I believe that
it is a subconscious thing," he
stated. The lunch lines are
very segregated. Blacks go to
the left line and whites go to
the right. The tables on the
right next to the windows are
fully occupied by whites, while
the tables next.to the wall are
dominated by blacks.
"Surface politeness"
Karen Moore feels that
"surface politeness is the
thing Jordan students deal in.
Blacks feel intimidated by
whites in education, therefore
causing alienation.'' Ms.
Simon elaborated on this
point: "There is lots of
clinging among one's own
group. Students that are not
academically involved feel
threatened. We cling to
people with whom we feel
secure. It bothers me that I
have to be careful about
selecting my words, because
people don't hear what you're
saying-only how you say it.
The more intellectually geared
you are the more able you are
to cope, "concluded Simon.
Peter Stahl said that "as far
as getting black and white
laces
to
mingle-yes,
integration has worked. But
taken out of a classroom
situation, how many blacks
and whites do you see
together?" Agreeing with
Peter, Ms. Shields noted that
"Alter 3:00 everything stops.
It would be good if we could
learn the I ife styles of each
other."
Jordan's
administration

-------- --------------- - - - -
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Fair To Partly Cloudy
The 108th North Carolina
State Fair is a conglomeration
of everything for everybody.
At the fair unseen sights are
made public, amateurs are
recognized, fair treats are
consumed, gambling is the
name of the game, and every
ride is a thrill. The uniqueness
of the fair is that there are so
many attractions in one place.
some of the attractions are
educational. Others have no
value. However whatever the
quality may
each year
thousands of pebple flock to
ithe fair.
one attraction is the bizarre
shows. They range from
frog-legged ladies to oversized
beehives. People are amazed
by the sights and sounds of
each attraction. While passing
by the stages, people hear a
tempting announcer's voice
claiming ''This is a chance of
Some people go as
a

far as to pay fifty cents to
watch a woman "go ape" and
to see a man drive nails
through his nose. And some
even pay three dollars to view
forty year old women shake.
Country music
Another,
and
more
entertaining show is the
country
music,
which
represents an old and
treasured part of American
culture.
The
country
musicians usually present
their version of a Folk
Festival. Under a tent, country
music lovers gather to watch
cloggers and singers perform.
When the "foot stompin"
dance climaxes, shouts of
excitement are heard. Country
Southern
singers, w!th
accents, sing their ballads.
One. old favorite is "I'm
Having Daydreams About
Night Things in the Middle of
th.e Afternoon."

Talented craftsmen from all
over North Carolina come to
show their handiwork. Many
craftsmen spend a year
devising an awardwinning
craft. The artwork consists of
sculpture, pottery, basketry,
wood work, and others. Some
craftsmen can be seen right at
work. Many people watch
fascinated as the glass blower
stretches glass into a shapely
swan, or as an artist sketches
a face. These exhibits are free
to the public.
One expensive, but filling
part of the fair is the food,
most of which cannot normally
be
found
in
local
supermarkets. Corn dogs,
cotton candy, candy apples,
and dill pickles are some of the
trad1t1onal foods of the fair.
These delicious treats have
high prices. As regular
hotdogs grow to six inches
the price rises to ninety cents.

Get a scholarship worth
$}6,000 to $20,000e
But you've got to get going@
II you've got what it takes, you may qualify
four-year scholarship at one of 58 of the
country's leading colleges and universities
through the Naval Reserve Officers Training
Corps (NROTC). This includes all tuition,
lees, books, plus $100 per month living
allowance--a value, depending on school, of
approximately $16,000 to $20,000.
But you've got to get going. Because to
qualify, you much submit your application
prior to the 15th of November. You must
also have taken one of two tests: the SAT
(Scholastic Aptitude Test) or the ACT
(American College Test). These test scores
must be submitted to the Navy-Marine
Corps Scholarship Program selection board.

This may be accomplished by gridding the
code "0656" on the SAT or ACT additional
report request form which may be obtained
from your guidance counselor.
So hurry. Fill out and submit the NROTC
apllication. Submit your test scores. Do it
now! Don't miss out on the opportunity for a
rewarding career. A future you'll be proud
of.
For more information on how you can be
someone special, talk to you high school
guidance counselor, call
(toll-free)
800-841-8000, or talk with the Naval ROTC
Information Team from Duke University
when they visit Jordan High School on
Monday, November the 10th.

The Navy's NROTC Program.

Students dress up for '50's day.

Saint Bernards
Another expensive part of
the fair tradition is the games.
The majority of these games
are based on chance. The
announcer coaxes people over

to a booth, then tries to make
a deal with them. People can
toss dimes on a red circle,
throw balls in a basket or place
bets on their birthdays.
Sometimes people defeat the
odds and win a stuffed Saint
Bernard.
But what is especial!)
thrilling about the fair are the
rides. Can you ride the fastest
and fiercest ride-without
losing your lunch? The

"Himalaya" is one of the most
popular rides and several of
these can be found on the
midway with long lines in
front of each one. During the
ride, riders are challenged
with "do you want to go
faster?" and they scream
"yes" in unison.
The 108th State Fair will
always be here just as it has
been for the past 107 years.
However, there are many6
attractions that question the
true American tradition of the
family fair. The fair is one
American tradition that should
not end but can be improved
upon in order to be more
enjoyable to everyone.

Swedish Delight
by Vickie McQuay
Can you imagine spending
$45 for a pair of blue jeans,
takiRg
Math
4
in
a
gymnasium, or traveling a
month in England by yourself
at the age of 12? Catherine
Jacobson, from Gothenburg,
Sweden can. She is Jordan's
International Culture Exchange (ICX) student presently staying with the Fred Miller
family.
The ICX is a new
organization in Durham,
similar to AFS. Her adviser is.
Teryl Chessmar. When Cathy
first arrived in Durham in midAugust her first impression
was "Everything was so big
with everyone rushing around
always so very busy. It's
different, but I really like it!"
When asked what the
biggest difference between
America and Sweden is, Cathy
imediately responded,

* ,,.,,. J

G<DJlf:

... l?utt.-l'trllto

... Jar:i:v.tng: lla!geo

GOU' SPORTSWEAR
stude!:rll Di<teoun:lls

''Television, everyone
watches it so often. It's like a
member of the family! In
Sweden we watch occasionally
with only two channels and we
don't have commercials."
Dressing up
Cathy recently underwent
initiation as a new Keyette
member. She said, "It was
really fun to dress up. I liked it
a lot." Gath
has become

interested in football, saying
"I like football. At first it was
so rough but I like to see those
guys out there with those
things on. I still don't really
understand it well. At home
we just have soccer."
Cathy is the youngest of
three in her close family. Her
parents
encourage
her
adventurous nature and
inspire Cathy's frequent
travels. "They treat me more
like an adult than a child. We
are very close, almost like
friends," Cathy admitted.

/
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Happy Days

Homecoming Festivities·

Scott] ohanns maneuvers around Orange ae1ense.

,football ls Not· for The Birds
The 1975 footbal I season 1s
drawing to a close and with
two games remaining the
Falcons have a record of 1 win,
7 losses. Injuries have hit the
team hard with two-way
starter Greg Angle gone and
Maurice Hayes slowed by a
heel injury.
The squad has lost four
straight since its lone win over
Jordan Matthews. In a 34-8
loss to Graham, the Falcons
discovered a new tailback in
Jeff King, whose play was
praised by Coach Parrish,
Against Vaiden-Whitley, the
team played inspired ball on
both offense and defense, only
to lose a heartbreaker, 15-8,
on a controversial touchdown
pass. In the Vance game the
Falcons' defense was outstanding but was hurt by the
offense's ineffectiveness. Two
long runs broke the game
open and gave Vance a 21-6.
victory. Jimmy Spell caught
his first touchdown pass of the
year to register the Falcons'
only score.
At Homecoming against
Orange, the team never got on
track as they fumbled six
times in the first half. The
defense played well but was
called upon to play too much.

The 26-0 loss was the first
time the Falcons have been
shut out this year, and the
second straight loss at
Homecoming.
Fred Sherrill has led the
team during the last four

Pep week and Homecoming
festivities culminated with the
crowning of Lib King as
Jordan's 1975 Homecoming
Queen. The crowning was the
high point of the Homecoming
celebration held during halftime of the Orange game on
Oct. 24.
"I was totally stunned,
surprised and honored,"
exclaimed Lib King, the
newly-crowned queen. "It
really makes me feel like I
have a lot of friends. I'll never
forget it."
Lib loves plants and
bicycling. She works at the
I GA in Parkwood most
afternoons and on the
weekends. The 1975 queen
hopes to attend E.C.U. next
'Rll and eventually go into
nursing.
Other members of the court
and their escorts were seniors
Lir. ·1,. Burton and Joop
Baak'>r, Ellen Young and
Mitct, Dean, Sally James and
Jack Creadick, juniors Missy
Aldridge and Louis Pate,
Karen Morris and Wayne
Arlidge, Jocelyn Winston and
Owen Scott, sophomores
Audrey Green and Alan
Roberson, and Mary Dale
Abernathy and Hank Swartz.
Exchange student Fred Ellery
was the flower bearer.
The student body voted on
the 12 member court Monday

Jim Speli hauls in a #til Greer pass.

games on offense by catching
eight touchdown passes and
With consistent play on
defense. Will Carr has come
on late in the season to
strengthen a vastly improved
secondary. The middle of the
defense, however, was
ened when Greg Angle injured
his knee and was lost for the
rest of the season. Phil Greer
is one of the top quarterbacks
in the league, with eleven
touchdown passes to his
credit.
With two conference games
to play the Falcons are out of
the race for the Conference
title. The remaining games
are
against
arch-rival
Southern and conference foe
WaKe Forest.

Oct. 20, and the queen was
elected Fri., Oct. 24 during
third period.
50's
Caravan
Pep week ended Friday Oct.
24 with the nearly traditional
50's day, perhaps the most
successful day of pep week.

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO

It's the boy's style in
lightweight Siladium®
now at $10.00 savings. See
our complete selection of
boy's and girl's rings in 10
karat gold.

The band marches and dances to "Rock Around the Clock··
Rog. $59.95

We'vegot-you want

. ,

DURHAM
COUNTY LIBRARY

$49 •95

MARIO'S
lasagne - Manicotti

DATSUN

BRITISH
LEYLAND

Pizza - Egg Plant

FREE
EARPIERC!NG

HOLIDAY IMPORTS INC.
CHAPEL HILL •

DURHAM

Parmigiana - Ravioli

Our trained specialists
are available every day of
the week to pierce
your ears at no charge
when you purchase your
first pair of luxurious
14K gold, 4mm ball
earrings. No appointment
is necessary.

BLVD.

THE BOOSTER'S CLUB FOR
493-1475

ACTIVITY BUSES TO:
3 5 51 Hamstead Court
Durham, N.C. 27707

was the way in which tney tied
in the theme with their float.
The juniors didn't tie their
float and slogan together
Bunny
Hop
"If we had done that when I
was in the band, we would
have been shot," said Eugene
Whitaker, a member of Jordan
Class of '73 and a former
member of the Marching
Falcons. Eugene, back at
Jordan for the homecoming
contest, said that the band's
halftime regalia was •'really
sharp." The band members
left the stadium at the end of
the first quarter only to return
for their halftime show
dressed in 50's outfits. Show
numbers consisted of "Trumpet Tune/' 11 M*A*S*H,·'
"Roundabout/' and "Rock
Around The Clock," featuring
the Bunny Hop. JHS Senior
Ralph Whitfield felt the band
was very successful in adding
a flavorable new dimension to
the homecoming activities and
a boost to school spirit. '•1t
was the most enjoyable
halftime show I've ever
seen." said Whitfield.

class ring now
and save $10.00

Try us.

REMEMBER TO SEND

19 75 Homecoming king Lib Queen
is c'oumed by Shidey Thompson.

Order your

Read anything super?

. Seniors captured the controversial
float competition.

This year's homecoming
theme centered around a
"Return to the Happy Days"
Seniors began the day's
shenanagans with a 50's
caravan to Jordan from
Epworth Church. All participants donned 50's type clothes
and many drove 50's type
vehicles. Most students agree
that the nostalgic procession
was a smashing success.
Despite the anti-raid ruling
handed down from the
administration, several raids
took place as homecoming
class floats were built this
year.
The senior class won the
float competition with their:
rendition of Fonzie Falcon
speeding on to victory after
running over a flattened
Orange Panther. In keeping
with the ''Happy Days''
theme of homecoming, the
Falcon was riding a 1950's
chopper headed for an inzone
decorated with the numbers
1950. "The Seniors project
was really good," said Missy
Aldridge,Junior Class President. "The competition was
really fair between the
classes."
The floats were judged the
night of the Orange game by
Mr. Gray, Ms. Berces, and
Mr, Hi 11. The trio voted
unanimously to award first
prize to the Senior Class. '' 1'm
in love with only two senior
girls this year, "said Mr. Gray,
"but that was enough to make
me vote for the seniors." Ms.
Berces felt that the· seniors
deserved first place as well,
but for different reasons. "A
strong point for the seniors

Italian Veal Dishes
Phone 489-4389

SOUTH SQUARE
CHAPEL HILL BOULEVARD

Open until 9:00 week days
Until 6:00 Sundays

11

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
i4K GOLD 14mm BALL
EARRINGS AT $7.00

l

DURHAlll\ NC

8 Convenient Ways
To Buy

ZALES

The Diamond Store
Illustration enlarged
Siladium is a trademark.of
John Roberts. Incorporated
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V-Ball Up..

By Veronica Porter
With three matches left to
play in the season, the
Jordan Girl's Volleyball.team
has a conference record of 4-1
and an overall record of 9-4.
By defeating the previously
undefeated Vaiden-Whitley
Warriors the Jordan team
gained a first place tie with the
Warriors.
· Vaiden-Whitley won the
lirst game 15-5 and
came back with a 15-10 win in
the second game. In the third

Elliot returns th_e

florlsts

x. country
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Jordan lost the ball, but the
time ran out before VaidenWhitley could serve. Jordan.
won the game and match.
by Chris Goolsby
When the game was over Ms.
Jordan's Cross Country team
Harris, Jordan's coach said,
placed second in the conference
"I'm so glad it's over-I don't
meet run October 17 at Jordan.
think I could take any more!"
The team beat Vaiden-Whitley i
In other conference matches
and Orange and fol lowed the f .
the Falcons have beaten
first place Southern team.
Orange, Wake Forest, and
Coach Gray felt his team •
Southern. Jordan's lone de- Mike Roberson and Kris Hartwig was" Running for God,Glory had one returning runner from
feat was to Southern in the demonstrate how to "bungle in the and Gold" and predicted the last year, and he lost three
first match away. In the return jungle".
team would take the second runners this year due to injuries
match they trounced Southern
.
.
.
spot. He further stated .that and other reasons. Coach Gray
here at Jordan 12-14, 15-0, Linda Eakes, Phyllis Elliot, "Our men are tougher than feels everyone was young this
and 15-3. The team's last Cindy Hayes, Laurie Hughey, Vaiden-Whiley's." Coach Gray year and he anticipates great
three games are on the road Mari lshizake, Karen Morris, -seemed satisfied with the improvement next season.
against Wake Forest, Orange Veronica Porter, Gwen Rankin team's performance at the Jordan's second place finish in
and Vaiden Whitley·
and Barbara Robins.
Ms. meet.
the conference meet gave the
Harris says the team ''has a· The Cross Country team went team the right to run in the
Bad officiating
When asked about the lot more spirit than last into the meet with a 4-15 sectionals to be held October 24
officiating Ms. Harris said, "It year's," but adds that she is record. Coach Gray felt this was at Duke University.
is very bad at away games, disappointed by the lack of a disappointing year and he Kris Hartwig had the best
even worse than last year spectators at the home games ..axpects to do better next year. performance at the sectionals,
The teams are getting away She feels that "Fifty cents is
Healsostatedthatthereason,coming in 38th in a field of:
with illegal sets and some not too much to pay when you for the team's poor showing·186runners from 31 schools''
double bumps." However, the have to pay $2.00 for football this year is the fact that theYwith a time of 17:19 for a 3-mile
Jordan official "is very strict, games."
were a young team. Gray only course.
and when the opponents play
over here they' re in for a
Jordan's closest restaurant
surprise."
Team members are Karen
Holleman and Chriss Smith,
co-captains, Ruth
Lauren Chestnut, Elaine Cole,·-

Above Water

MIA
CASSA

GOOD ITALIAN FOOD
AT REASONABLE PRICES
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN
489-6276

DIXIE VIM
Service Station
--Parkwood-Safety - low Prices
All Cigarettes .33 with tax

CAMERA &

PHOTO SHOPPE
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.
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1975-1976
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])EC.
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JAN.
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29
3
6
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17

21
27

,JAN. 31

FEB. 18
FEB. 21
FEB. 25

CAlJADIAN !iATIONALS
JOHNS HOPKINS
TENNESSEE
VIRGINIA
EFST CAFOLINA
VEPJ.IONT
NORTH CAROL IM
WAKE FOREST
DAVIDSOH
WEST VIRGiiJIA
N.C. STATE
ivi/,RYLAND

CLEESON

SPECIAL SEASON TICKET PRICES FOR STUDENTS 12
GAMES IN CAMERON INDOOR STADIUM FOi ONl Y $20

For Tickets Contact;

Ticket I-1anager
Cameron Indoor Stadium
Duke University
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TODAY'S FORECAST
Sunny and cooler. Highs,
upper 40's. Lows, mid30's. More information,
page 7.
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President
Ford Is
An Edsel
President
spoke
at
anniversary

Gerald Ford
the
fiftieth
convocation

at

NCCU Friday, November 14.
Interested Jordan seniors
received tickets to the
speech.
Ford praised NCCU for
providing equal opportunity
education. He spoke at
length about important
contributions
NCCU
graduates have made to
society. Jordan student
Joanne Smith noted "It
wasn't exactly fact-filled and
juicy."
Ford also emphasized the
importance of competition.
By
providing
equal
opportunity, he stated,
competition promotes
harmony. Linc Ely said "I
think he's wrong
competition promotes
aggression.''

P.reszdent roramaR.es Dzspoint.
The only disruption 01 the
program occurred when
Governor Holshouser was
introaucing Ford. Several
young whites interrupted him
with shouts of "What about
Death Row?" and a chant of
"93 lives in your hands."
The protesters remained
standing
throughout
Holshouser's introduction.
Many Jordan students
thought the speech boring.
Joanne explained ''The
motorcade was the most
interesting part."

One Day In The
Life Of Nobody
Holton, rehearsed in the
by Debbie Barrow
band room and auditorium.
Jordan's fall muscial
" The Me Nobody Knows",' Mr. Holton had to reduce the
was presented by the drama orchestra size due to poor
and music departments on acoustics in the auditorium.
"The acoustical treatment in
November 21 and 22.
auditorium
is
so
The musical, under the the
direction of drama teacher terrible," Mr. Holton stated,
Tom Culbreth, was the 1970 "that it is practically
Obie Award winner for the impossible to give a very
dramatic
"Best Off-Broadway Musi- effective
cal." Culbreth explained presentation." Holton added
"The text was written by that even reducing the size of
the orchestra and playing
Scott Pierce, AJ/isonjories, Vernon Jones amf.IJawnHairis were among tbe students from New York City softly did not completely
performers in Jordan's fal.l musical.
public schools. It consists of
12 characters and the play eliminate the problem.
goes through a day in their Despite these problems
lives. There is no real plot; Holton feels that "It's the
the characters just talk about most fantastic musicai we've
how they feel about home, ever:, done.''
The orchestra and cast
school and about their
began rehearsing together
problems."
·Rehearsals tor the musical two weeks before production.
began two months ago. Cast Rehearsals lasted three and
members met during lunch one half hours and took place
with
choral
director four or five times weekly.
The
Jordan
Stuaent
Teacher Richard Hill told
Mercedes
Lytle
to
work on Some rehearsals lasted as
Council has started off the the Student Council that, by
the
musical
numbers.
The late as 11 :00 p.m.
year " with four successful law, students can not leave
The sets and artwork were
from
rock
to
songs
ranged
meetings," according to the school grounds for lunch.
designed by Ms. Jan Harris
jazz
to
gospel.
After
student body president Tom He felt this issue was a
preliminary rehearsals, the and Ms. Sandra Wise with
Morris.
major concern of the student
cast
practiced the dialogue on assistance from interested
Meetings are held during body.
stage
four nights weekly. students.
school hours. President
Intramural sports is being
Mr. Culbreth feels that
The
music
was
then
Morris is abiding by the rules planned as a lunchtime
into
the "The Me Nobody Knows"
of parliamentary procedure activity. Mr. Sills must incorporated
appealed to Jordan students
this year in an effort to keep approve any plans before dialogue.
"because the music (was)
Meanwhile,
the
orchestra,
meetings from deteriorating teams are organized.
more contemporary and it's
under
the
direction
of
Jesse
into chaos. "This procedure
According to Morris, the
more about young people."
vvorked well last year,'' proceeds
from
the
Morris said.
homecoming dance totalled
The Council nas a new more than one hundred
system this year. Committees dollars. Mr. Bartholomay
meet
and
report
on thought homecoming went
their meetings to ihe full well.
council. Co-advisor Bill
The Humanities Festival
Bartholomay felt the Student will take place March 8. A
Council could "accomplish planning
committee
is
more through committees developing a list of topics and
meeting and reporting to the a tentative schedule for the
Student Council."
The festival.
corl}mittees are: Elections,
A suggestion was made to
and Change, Lunchtime post club happenings for
Activities,
Humanities each week on a bulletin
Festival,
House
and board.
Grounds, Fund Raising and
"The Student Council is
the newly formed Social accomplishing a lot," said
Committee.
Morris. "The system of
The House and Ground committees meeting and
Committee is working on a reporting back to Student
shelter for the smoking area Council really keeps things
and distrubition of trash moving."
car.s.
Students await construction of the smoking deck.

Open Wide

Student Council
ComingThrough
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To the Editor:
In the November 4, 1975
issue of "The Falcon's Cry'',
I was misrepresented in my
statement within the article
"Black and White--Wrong or
Right?" The transition sentence between Mr. Hill's
comments and mine read,
"Disagreeing with Mr. Hill's
belief that Jordan is a school
to be proud of, Mr. Allison
stated, . . . " I would hate
to create the impression mat r
feel that Jordan High School
is not a school to be proud of.
The fact is that I did not know
that Mr. Hill was or would be
interviewed and I had no
knowledge of what his
comments on the topic would
be. My statement about the
topic was accurately quoted,
but the beginn<ng of the
paragraph was not accurate
and very misleading.
Indeed, I feel that Jordan
High is a school we can be
very proud of. We have
perhaps the finest student
body, faculty, and administration of any school in the area,
perhaps in the whole state.
Our students have always
maintained a tradition of
academic and athletic excellence along with a positive
contribution Id the community
and colleges they have
attende·a. This year's student
body is no exception.
Sometimes I feel that I am too
open in my praise of Jordan in
that perhaps I give an
outsider the impression we
are so super that we couldn't
possibly be real. But I've
never been disappointed yet!
So let me please clear up any
that might
have arisen from the article. I
am very proud of Jordan, and
very proud to be a part of
Jordan.
Sincerely,

M. Allison
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Book Fair BargainsFive Finger Discounts

Announcements Need
Pr on,o u n c e m e n t
Second period classes are interrupted at least once a day
for announcements and occasionally for newspaper sales.
Teachers should accept such interruptions as a way in which
they can improve student morale and increase school unity.
Some teachers maintain the attitude of "having" a
student for a period. This altitude implies that the student
has come for his daily radium doses, which prevent the
spread of cancer cells in his body. If the student is to remain
"alive", the same dosage must be applied for a complete
class period during each day. One must not ask why, for one
does not question doctor's orders.
This analogy is inarpropriate in that the doctor's
treatment of a patient involves more than just the radium
doses--the doctor must take into account the other activities
of the patient. In contrast, many teachers fail to
acknowledge, during class time, the student's participation
in other school activities.

This acknowledgement requires only five minutes of class
time during which the teachers read the announcements
and 'then post them. Such flexibility would also allow
newspaper salesmen to distribute paper_s to the students.
Admittedly, such activities are in?onvenient on a test day.
During normal cJassroom s1tuat1ons, however, teachers
should plan a flexible class schedule to accomodate these
interruptions.
.
Teachers must recognize that for the students, school 1s
more than just the material covered in. t_he classroom.
School act.ivities such as Interact and Science Seminar
make school a fuller, more enjoyable experience by
of the
extending the educational and social
classroom. By setting aside announcement time, teachers
provide a valuable service for students: teachers enable
students to keep up with school activities.
If teachers fail either to read announcements or to allow
for newspaper distribution, students will not know about
planned school activities, and will miss opportunities wh_1ch
would improve student morale and increase school _unity.
Teachers are creating a situation in which club presidents
and advisers are the only ones present at announced club
meetings, and only newspaper salesmen purchase
newspapers.
Editonais represent the opinion of
the staff of the Falcon's Cry, and not
necessarily the opinion of the writer.

The Falcon's Cry
other
opinion in the form of letters to the
editor. All letters must be signeel
and letters of excessive length will
be edited.

The Falcon's Cry welcomes original poetry. Contributions should be
signed and place in Ms. Berces' box.

The very successful book fair stagea by Jordan's AFS
chapter was marrred only by the necessity for strict
"security measures" during the last several days of the
fair. Students were required to leave sweaters, books, and
purses at the door, causing considerable inconvenience
both to students and to the fair organizers. This
inconvenience was necessitated by several thefts that took
place during the first several days of the fair.
Ms. Marvin Walker, one of the fair organizers, explained
the purpose of the fair as ''to earn some money for AFS and
to put books in the hands of the students." Both of these
goals were achieved. A large stock of paperback books was
obtained through Mr. Evans of the North Carolina News,
and students who took the trouble to browse found the
selection of books excellent.
Ms. Walker stated that students were "more interested
than they had expected to be" in the book selection, an_d the
sales supported her opinion.Ab.out $950 was taken m. of
which .$381 will go to AFS.
.. . .
.
Ms. WlfRTlls, ·anOTher ofganizer, expresseel pTeasure al
the success of the fair and praised supplier Evans'
cooperation.
The success, however, was blighted by the stealing of
books. l;Jntil the "security measures" ..were enforced,
several, books were taken from the fair--presumably by
several students. One girl was "caught in fhe act", and
AFS adviser'Shirley Strobel found a stolen book in her
room. While the thefts were apparently isolated incidents,
they demonstrate a disregard for property and an
immaturi,ty which one would not expect from high school
students. It is perhaps significant that the books most offen
stolen were those containing daily horoscopes. This
suggests that Ms. Wi'kins is right in calling the thieves
"people who don't care a thing about books."
AFS and the organizers of the book fair are to be
commended for a worthwhile and profitable program. One
hopes that those few students who stole books will grow up
sometime--and that their horoscopes are bad for every day
of the year.
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Rowe Reassesses Jordan
by George Murdaugh
Dr.
Roy
Rowe
has
conducted a survey of the
Jordan staff and students as
part of a needs assessment
study of Durham county
secondary schools. The
results of the study will be
u'sed to project next year's
budget for the Durham
County school system.
Rowe is largely responsible
for the development of the
system being used to
evaluate the needs of the
schools. This system also
incorporates PERT (Program
Evaluation and Review Technique), a mode of investigation first used during the
Polaris Missile program.
Dr. Rowe's assessment
procedure is threefold. In the
first phase, he conducted
information sessions with
members of the central
office, principals of county
junior and senior high
schools, P.T.S.A's, students,
faculties, and support staffs
(transportation personnel,
food and maintenance services, library staffs, etc.)
Members of each group
talked wilh Dr. Rowe and
completed ''opinionaires''
concerning need of the
secondary schools. Follow-up
opinionaires will be filled out
by the participants in order to
evaluate the extent to which
particular improvements
should be pursued.
The second stage of the
prugram involves compiling
and analyzing the data
obtained through the opinionaires as well as information about attendance, dropouts, testing, and other
aspects of the educational

generally
opirnonaires
expressea difficulty
in
distinguishing between
"wants" and "needs".
Marsha Blum said that she
would like to see electric
typewriters in typing class,
and Milo Crawford noted that
audiolingual labs would add a
lot to foreign language
classes.
Both
seniors
stressed the need for more
efficiency in the guidance
oTfice, bul oath sympa!Tlized
with the great amount of
work
with
which
the
counselors must cope.
Annette Brodie showed
concern with the growing
amount of "wasted time in
keeping up with attendance
and the whereabouts of
students, especially those
over 16 who don't have to
attend school." Marsha
added, "I know that they (the
administration) have a lot of
work to do, concerning more
important matters."
Ms. Simon felt that greater
concern should be given to
textbook care. Mr. Hickman
commented on the science
department's need for· more
safety equipment (such as
fire blankets), and parapsychology games.
There-is also a need for spark

timers and similar equipment
in physics.
Mr. Hill did not think that
he had fully investigated all
of the resources open to him
and to the social studies
department in general. "But
when
I've
checked
everything out and I find
something that I really do .Girl Scouts Karen Waller and Karen Harper re-enact voting in the_
need,ll· said Hill, "I'm going
Girl Scout National Convention
to really go after it." He
suggested that a study on the
current spending of county
funds on education would be
very helpful.
Dr. Rowe exoress1>d his
appreciation
fu,
tne
cooperation of the students in
answering the opinionaires:
"To
encourage
candid
answers
and
remarks,
competition from
men.
by
Dawn
Harris
students were asked not to
Jordan students Karen Women need to develop as
sign the opinionaires. Often Waller and Karen Harper individuals. Women c_an do
when such information is were delegates to the Girl anything and be anything •.
anonymous, people will' take Scout National Council's 401h Also, 11 we admit boys to our
the opportunity to do some convention in Washington, association, we loose our
name-calling.
But
I D.C.,on Oct. 26-30. 1,700 status as members of the
encountered none of this at delegates attended, along World Association of Girl
Jordan. I was very pleased with thirty foreign Girl Scouts and Girl Guides." The
with the high level of Scouts.
issue
was
defeated.
responsible answers and the
The National Girl Scout
Other issues discussed
total lack of name-cal Ii ng."
Council meets every three were dropping the Brownie
"I'm not out on a years to determine the laws, promise 1 whether to issue six
witch-hunt," said Rowe. principles and policies of Girl year or three year charters,
"I'm only here to assess the Scouts. The main topic and whether to add a Pixie
needs of the schools."
discussed this year was the
evel in Scouts for younger
issue of admitting boys to the girls.
organization. Ranging
Optional discussion
viewpoints were expressed. groups covered topics from
Supporters for admission camping
to
Women's
argued that boys would Liberation. The groups
change
the
dropping discussed these issues and
enrollment
of
scouts, made recommendations to
especially seniors. Karen the
National Board. The
Waller takes the opposing Board can take action on
viewpoint, saying "Scouts these recommendations or
should give women the transpose them into proposal
chance to build skills and at
the
next
meeting.
self-confidence without

Girl Scouts Break
From Cookie Caper

process.

Thirdly, the study will
consist of a follow-up on the
BRITISH
DATSUN
classes of 1970 and 1975, and
LEYLAND
on students over 16 who
dropped out during the"SbadesofShakespeare· was presentea to joraanstuaentsa'!frmg
HOLIDAY IMPORTS INC.
CHAP!';;L. HILL.. • DURHAM SLVO.
period between these years. a sixtb period assembly.
Needs vs. Wants
493-1475
DIXIE VIM
C. OWEN DEWAR
Dr. Rowe, who is comService Station
WATCHMAKER & JEWELER
pletely new to Durham, feels
--Parkwood-Open Weekdays 8:00--9:00
489-1140
that he can conduct a
Safety -- Low Prices
Sat. from 9:00--4:00
virtually unbiased study of
2706 CHAPEL HILL ROAD
All Cigarettes .33 with tax
DURHAM, N. C. 27707
the school system here.
"I didn't know anyone
around here when I canie in
at the beginning of school, Jf
ti
aJ 'but I'm meeting lots of new
people all the time. My
contract runs out after the
study is over, and I really
COMPLETE BICYCLE SALES
don't know exactly what I'll
do then---'.'
FREE
Jordan students and teach,. Jlut1'-Put1'
AND SERVICE
ELillPlERClNG
ers who filled out Rowe's
Our trained spec;alists

i'

Wecare"t-or

Everyone ...

J
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It's the boy's style in
lightweight Siladium®
now at $10.00 savings. See
our complete selection of
boy's and girl's rings in 10
karat gold.

Daniels'
Cyclery

* llri'1ng-

are available every day or
the week to pierce
your ears at no charge
when you purchase your
first pair of luxurious
14K gold. 4mm ball
earrings. No appointment
is necessary.

]!o.Wt::U:?ox

2720 Chapel Hill Road

'»Z,

Order your
class ring now
and save $10.00

WITH THE PURCHASE OF

11 ·.

8 Convenient Ways
To Buy

"We sell the best, fix the rest "

%.ALES

The Diamond Store
lllustratjon enlarged
Siladium is a trademark of
John Roberts, Incorporated
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Master Charge

Plugging Into AReligious Outlet
by Carver Camp
About sixty teenagers
squeeze cross-legged on the
floor, fight for seats, or
lounge in the doorway. In the
front of the room, four
guitarists encourage the
group to clap and sway with
the music. A new rock group?
Hardly. The song they are
singing is
and the
guitarists are volunteer
Young Life leaders.
Every Young Life meeting
begins like this--with a
rock-style gospel sing. There
is barely enough time to
catch your breath between
songs, as you're too busy
clapping and yelling and
whistling.
"Listen up!" district
leader Dale Moody shouts.
"Now, you can only sing this
song one way. Repeat after

me ... ''
Then a rollicking rhythm
takes over and everyone is
singing "You got to wade in
the .water, wade in the water
children . . . " Infected by
the enfl1us1asm or 1he
leaders, the singing sounds
surprisingly good--although
to an outsider, it may look
more like a shouting contest.
After the applause dies
down, five of the leaders take
over and give their rendition
of the song from "Hee
Haw"--using their own
original verses--' 'Remember
we bought our electric
milker, we hooked our cow up
with nary a doubt. We left
the thing on for nearly five
hours, when we came back
she was turned inside out.
Where, oh where are you
tonight ... "
Fun time continues. Three
guys--Buddy Draughon, Phil
Greer and Sil I Petty--are
chosen. The "volunteers"
are blindfolded; each is
awarded two bananas and
told to eat them as fast as
they can. But, at the last
minute, Buddy's an<l Phil's
blindfolds are removed and
their bananas taken away,
while Bill inhales two
bananas in record time.
After the skit, the mood
changes. The singing is still
loud and enthusiastic, but the
songs are more serious. After
"Annie's Song" and "Jesus
Is The Light'.', the guitars are
put away. The group settles
down expectantly as Dale

takes the floor.
"How was homecoming?"
he questions, and immediately his audience comes alive.
"Seniors do it again! All
right!" Dale smiles and
continues.
''You know,
homecoming used to be one
of the biggest events in my
high school. Everybody
would drive their father's
car, wear their best suit, and
try to date the best-looking
girl. Everybody tried to outdo
everyone else, to impress
somebody."
He pauses momentarily.
"In those days I was
reaching out for something to
fill a gap in my life. I did it by
trying to gain recognition.
Some people do it by drugs,
or sex, or even schoolwork.
This emptiness, this hole is
here because we don't know
God. This is why Christ
came.''
Opening his Bible, Dale
tells the story of Adam and
Eve, emphasizing the words
of the serpent. " ... if you
partake of this tree you will
become as smart as God ...
you will no longer need Him
to run your life." Dale closes
the book slowly.
"Man has chosen to run
his own life without benefit
from God or a relationshi'
with God. This condition
called sin. Surprising, isn't
it? But the Bible defines sin
as a separation from God."
"I have always wanted to
drive a van," he said
unexpectedly. "When I got
my first car, I realized I just
wasn't satisfied so I decided
to trade it in. The day before
the trade-in, I took it down to
the car wash--you know, one
of those deals where you
stand in the building and
watch your car go through.
When it came to the big
brush that puts on the soap,
my car went halfway through
and stopped. It just stayed
there, going back and forth,
and I was thinking 'Oh, how
nice, they really do a
thorough job!' Then I saw the
next car coming. I started
screaming and banging on
the glass but there was

nothing I could do but watch
that huge Cadillac plow into
my car again and again.
Finally, they got the thing
stopped--but believe me, the
trade-in value was reduced
considerably."
The laughter dies down,
and Dale continues. "Many
people have a relationship
with God similar to that.
They have put a wall between
themselves and salvation.
They can see what's going
on, but they can't get in on it.
Like al the car wash, there
was no way I could get
around that wall--except
through somebody who knew
what they were doing. And
There is no way for you to gel
over your wall--except by
Jesus Christ." He pauses,
then smiles. "See y'all next
week!"
Whal is Young Lile?
Young Life is a nondenominational evangelistic
campaign, one of the largest
Jesus movements among
teenagers. Supported by
contributions from clubs,
organizations and individuals, Young Life strives to
fill the emptiness often found
in a young person's life by
offering God as an alternative
to drugs, alcohol or sex.
Thousands of teenagers
across the country attend the
Young Life meetings, which
are manned by hundreds of
volunteers, mainly college
students. Thousands also
attend Young Lile camps
Senior George Murdaugh
has
been
awarded
a
National Teachers of English
Award (NCTE) for his writing
ability. George and John
Roth
were
chosen
to
represent Jordan in
prestigious competition after
interested students wrote a
preliminary theme last
. spring. The award carries no
financial benefit.

Strumming on 'the old banjo at Young Life.
each summer, scattered from
Windy Gap in th·e mountains
of North Carolina to Frontier
Ranch in Colorado.
Dale Moody is the leader of
Jordan's district. Other clubs
in the district include
Northern, Durham HighHillside, Chapel Hill, and
Pinecrest High School in
Southern Pines. Jordan has
thirteen leaders besides
Dale, most of whom attend
U.N.C. Jordan Young Life
meetings are held every
Wednesday night at 7:30 in
different students' homes.
Besides visiting the schools
and
leading
the club
meeting, some of the leaders
work with Campaigners, a
Bible study group.
What brings people to
Young Life? "I go to Young
Life because I feel that the
program as a whole is
good--it reaches out to people
my age,'' senior Dawn Harris
says. "The leaders really
care about the people in our
club. It's a good excuse for
people to get together for a

2611 Chapel Hill Blvd.

CAMELOT

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO

MUSIC

ACTIVITY BUSES TO:

Go Duke

EXXON

REMEMBER TO SEND

THE BOOSTER'S CLUB FOR

positive objective they can't
find at school." Penny Hare,
also a senior, agrees with
Dawn and adds "I like the
way the leaders relate
everyday human experiences
to Christian experiences."
"Fran Sciolino, another
senior, says "Very seldom do
a lot of people get together--it
gives you a chance to have
fun."
Cantrell
Camp agrees, stating "When
people do get together, we
have a good time. Besides,
some of the leaders are
good-looking." Jeanie Baker,
a junior, says "I have fun
because al I my friends are
there--people I enjoy being
around.''
There are no enemies at
Young Life--no anger, !enc'
sion or anxiety--j ust a bunch
of people looking for a good
time.
other things:
Penny Hare explained, "It's
good wholesome tun." One
leader added, "The religion
is there--it's not forced on
you. 11 you want it, you just
reach out and grab it."

FULL LINE
RECORD AND
TAPE STORE

3 5 51 Hamstead Court
Durham, N.C. 27707

MARIO'S
Lasagne · ManiCotti

Jordan's closest restaurant

MIA
CASSA
GOOD ITALIAN FOOD
AT REASONABLE PRICES
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN
489-6276

Pizza· Egg Plant

CAMERA &

Parmigiana - Ravioi'i
Italian Veal Dishes

PHOTO SHOPPE

Phone 489-4389
SOUTH SQUARE

107 West Maift Stteet
(P.0.Box 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)

One of the largest selections of
imported pipes· cigars· tobacco
Next to Rockwood Dairy Bar

GHAPEL HILL BOULEVARD
DURHAM NC
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ThingsGoBetterWith Coke
By Rick Olive
"Keep Off The Grass." high he very rarely, if ever,
That's one sign that many participates in class."
At least 25 percent of the
students at Jordan choose to
studen.! body smok<>s poi
ignore.
Jordan is facing
an regularly and close to 50
ever-increasing problem of percent drink alcoholic bevdrug abuse, especially with erages," said one Jordan
student. "I believe I am an
marijuana.
Many students have no- alcoholic. I drink around a
ticed the smell of pot, six-oack every night, for
about two months now."
particularly in the morning
"My drinking does cause
before school and at lunch.
several
probfems, cine being
There are several reasons
as to why some believe that I sometimes find myself
getting stoned at school has broke, in which case I can't
become the "in" thing to do. satisfy my (drinking) habi.t."
"II I ever go two nights
Mr. Bartholomay, a Jordan
teacher, . believes tnat "peer without having anything to
pressure)' is why many drink, I start getting the
'shakes' pretty bad. That is, I
students get high at school.
Bartholomay added "If the start getting nervous. I'm not
students didn't have to go really all that worried about it
through the c'mon-if-you- though. I feel I can quit
don 't-you 're-a-chicken rou- anytime I want to."
He continued by adding
tine, many of them wouldn't
that
he liked smoking pot at
be compelled to take drugs at
school better than drinking
schoo1.··
Ms.
Berces,
another "because it's not as obvious
teacher,
believes
the and it's easier to control."
students look at dope as a
Another reason smoking
means of escape, leaving the pot at school is more practical
anxieties of the real world than drinking is the time
and escaping to a world factor involved. It takes 3-5
minutes to "blow a joint",
where fantasy prevails.
'One s1udent expressed the whereas it takes approxopinion that "pot helps to imately one hour of drinking
relieve the bor.edom of a for alcohol to take effect.
Mr. Guess and Mr. Ham
five-day school week." The
student also admitted that often patrol the school
"besides the good feeling of grounds. They really don't
being high, there's a feeling seem to be as concerned with
of accomplishment--a feeling the "pot parties" going on,
of pulling the wool over the as they very rarely try to
eyes of the administration."
prevent such activities from
One might speculate that taking place.
being under the influence of
One student remarked that
a drug might hamper one's "Ham and Guess seem to
ability to concentrate while in cause quite a problem to (pot)
smokers in that they are
the classroom.
"Some subjects are really constantly 'cruising' around
easy to get into when you're the campus. It's sometimes
high," admitted one frequent hard to tell where they are
pot smoker. "I feel that I can because the trailers outside
express myself better. It block your vision. They could
really depends on .the subject easily sneak up on the
thdugh. When you go into a smokers and catch them in
class that requires mental the act."
alertness, such as chemistry
or algebra, all ready to
to
work, you soon find out that
it's just too much to cope
with. Whether or not you let
pot affect your grades is up to
the individual. How often yw
come to class stoned wou Id
have some bearing on the
grade you receive."
Most teachers agree that
when a student comes into
their class high, the student
either sleeps or daydreams.
Mr. Bartholomay commented
that "it is hard to say if drugs
affect a student's grades or
not, because the student is
only high in class a small
percentage of the time. jump back, honky cat.
a student is
CRABTREE'S EXXON
2709 Guess Rd., Durham, NC
Phone: 489-6488
Ben. L. Crabtree, Jr.

"However," he added,
"As of yet they have failed to
prove themselves as a serious
threat. I mean, as far as I
know they haven't busted
anybody."
When asked of the drug
abuse situation at Jordan,
principal Sills remarked, "I
don't feel that Jordan has a
serious drug problem. I do
feel that such illegal actions
are wrong and need to be
reckoned with."
"I haven't noticed any
such actions as smoking
marijuana, and I don't know
anyone involved with drugs,
although such incidents have
been brought to my attention
before.''
Sills commented that
putting forth an effort to
control drug abuse in the
school would by no means be
an easy task. "Trying to
control this problem would
take very serious involvement from both the students
and the faculty. It would also
mean giving up personal
freedoms, such as lunch
period, and would take a long
time to accomplish."
Mr. Guess believes that
drug abuse at Jordan is no
worse than other schools in
this area. Guess also helped
shed light as to why there
have been so few "busts" at
Jordan, saying "We are not
out to catch, the drug abusers
at this school, but sometimes
we are forced to. If by some
chance a student was caught
smoking pot or taking any
other drugs, he would face
serious consequences, possibly expulsion."
Guess concluded by saying
that he believes "there are
people in the school who are
pushing the drugs onto the
other students. These pushers are the ones that cause
the real drug problems at
Jordan.''

invalid. This occurred al
Githens as well as Jordan.
The Buckley Amendment
also called for a change in the
wordings t<>achers can use in
their comments. Instead of
terming a student "selfish",
for example, the teacher must
say that "he has not learned

to share."

Ms. Carter-Moore explained teachers' feelings about
the amendment: "Some
teachers felt--why should they
write comments if they can't
be frank about it. In this way,
I feel we may have gone too
far in the Buckley Amendment, but I feel it is good for
some students.''
When asked about the
importance teachers' comments make in college
acceptance, Ms. CarterMoore explained, "Comments cou Id not always keep a
student out of a college. It
may cause question in some
colleges, but if the student
has the type of [rades
needed, comments can ,nOtkeep him out."

CANO"ING,

KAYA><:JNG,

ANO

CAVING

WEE:KOAYS 12:0o-e:30

for .:the outdoorsman
2805 Hope Valley Rd. 489-1207

Ct..OSEO

WE:CN"SOAY

SATu .. o ... .,.

10 5
"

RED and WHITE
Prettiest Meat Counter in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGfi QUALITY
3000 Chapel Hill Boulevard

Earring Super Market

Try Us--

PHONE {919) 942·2322.

All Jordan students are
now entitled to see what
personal comments were
made on their cumulative
record by their past teachers.
The Buckley Amendment,
also known as the Family
Education Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA), made this
possible on November 19,
1974.
"A student must come in
and make an appointment to
see his record," instructed
Ms. Carter-Moore, "And we
will have to comply with that
wish within a 45-day period."
She continued by saying, "II
you are under 18 years of age,
your parents must be present
when you see your records."
II students find inaccurate,
misleading, or "inappropriate" data, the amendment
provides the opportunity for a
hearing to be held in order for
corrections or removals to be
made. Last year faculty
advisors blackened out personality statements about
their advisees which were

CL.\MBING

Term paper go! you down·r

NCNB PLAZA
CHAPEL HILL. N.C. 27!514

ude nts Seek
Sneak Preview

r:;:ou•PMENT POF< SACKF'ACKING

African Batik Shoµ

and

;::,tuaents pass a ;oznt.

The Durham County Library

SAVE!
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Bump, Set, Spike
Wins For JBS

Hoopsters
Ready For
BigSeason
The Jordan oasketball
team
has
opened
its
1975-1976 season. 46 boys
tried out for positions on the
Varsity and Junior Varsity
teams, each holding 12
members.
Varsity team members are:
James Chapman, David
Floyd, Phil Greer, Mike
Hardwick, David Johnson,
Mark
Metzgar,
·Mike
O'Brien, Mike Parker, Billy
Key, Kenny Rosemond, Fred
Sherrill, L.K. Thompson and
Mike Young.
J.V. Team members will
be: Charlie Burnette, Andy
Clark, Mike Constabile,
Wade Goodwin, Weldon
Harris, Larry Jones, Bobby

Karen Hollema.n spikes the ball in the first round tournament
game against !-IC!le.
Mangum, Bonnie McNeil,
Roderick Thompson, Jamie
Walker, Mike Waters and
Jimmy Wilson.
The Varsity squad will be
handled by Johnny Avery,
who is in his fourth year with
the team, while the Jr.
Varsity wi 11 be coached by
Larry Parrish. Both coaches
enjoyed winning seasons last
year.
Mr. Avery feels this year's
team could be one of his best
ever. His optimism is
warranted by the many

returning veterans from last
year's successful team.
Leading the way is 6'5" all
conference center Fred
Sherrill. Helping Fred out on
the backboards will be 6'7"
Kenny Rosemond and 6'6"
Mike Young. Returning in
the back court are guards
Mike O'Brien, 5'10", Mike
Parker, 5'8", and swingman
L. K. Thompson at 6'2".
Mr. Avery feels that this
could be the year to win the
conference and state championsh i ps--his goal since
coming to Jordan.
The Jr. Varsity this year
will consist mainly of
sophomores. Coach Parrish
has nad winning teams in the
past and feels that this year's
team will be no exception.
Several past starters from
Githens a.re r8(idy to don the
JHS red and blue. Mik!l
Waters, Bonnie McNeil and
Jamie Walker are all
experience players from
Githens.

by Veronica Porter
a 15-2 romp in me second
The
Jordan
Girl's game and delivered the final
Volleyball team finished the blow by taking the third
season with an overall 11-5 game 15-7.
record and a conference
Accardi ng to Jordan coach
record of 6-2, emerging Ms. Harris, "The g,irls played
victorious in the Invitational 'together' more." Co-captains
Ravenscroft Tournament. Cfirlss Smith and Karen
On the first night of the Holleman endorsed this
tournament, Wednesday, statement and agreed that
November 5, Jordan, who the Jordan team's basic s)<ills
had the bye, defeated Hale have improved.
by a 15-1, 15-0 score.
For tneir tournament
Meanwhile, Ravenscrolt victory the girls were
defeated
both
Vance awarded a plaque upon which
Academv and Wake Forest. the names of all the team
Th is o;ived the way for the members and the coach will
championship battle that.took be inscribed.
place on Thursday night.
Ms. Harris was elated over
Ravenscroft started off in the
team's
victory,
game one by downing the saying,"lt's always nice to
Jordan girls 15-6, but the win.'·'
Jordan team came back with

Mark Metzgar makes a save in the soccer team's game against
Hep.derson _Vance. Bill Rogers scored the only goal in the team's
2-1 sectioned loss tQ 1 Oth ranked Alamance Christian Acad.

NORTH CAROLINA
PROJECT AHEAD
SCHOOLS

Betp Gebweiler returns the ball in the tennis sectionals dt Chapel
flil/_ Lisa and Laura Cal/ins advanced to the quarterfinals in the
<ectionals before being defeated.

Jellyfish Jackknife
Into Aquativities
The Jordan Jellyfish have
begun holding practices for
the 1975-1976 season. The
team now has 35 members
participating in the practices.
One demanding aspect of
the swim team is attending
the practices. The swimmers
get up early in the morning
and qo to practice at the
LaKewood YMCA at 6:30.
They first do some dry land
exercising and then hit the
pool. After being timed in
several different swimming
drills, the team members quit
at 7:30 and then must get
ready for school.

Coach John Papson feels he
will have a strong team this
year, building on returning
swimmers Bob Seidensticker,
Richard Shoaf, Fran Sciolino,
Mike Swartz, Kevin Riley,
Barbara Robins, Mary Gwen
Robins, Kelly Royal, Dede
Dugan, Peggy Grace and
Bill Petty. Coach Papson
said "I'm expecting big
things from them. They're
going all the way."
Coach Papson is trying tc
get the teams' first meet
scheduled with Pine Forest in
December, but it has not been
confirmed.

You've made it to your senior year. This is it. You'll
graduate next spr'ing. You have the ability and the
motivation to make it at college, but you can't find a
way to go.
Some people start college, have 'to drop out and
never complete their education.
Today's Army offers a solution. Three years of Army
experience can make the difference both in maturity
and financial stability.
During a 3-year enlistment, you can participate in an
unique work-study program. You gain experience in a
job related to·your career and you have the opportunity
to attend college with the Army paying for 75% of the
cost. All of this plus your regular benefits and the
money you earn. After your 3-year enlistment, you
continue your education.
For more infoi-mation, contact your Army
Representative. He's listed in the Yellow !"'ages under
Recruiting.

U.S. Army
P .0. Box 4 111 Orange St.
Durham, 111.C. 27702
688-6825

Atlantic Christian College
Belmont Abbey-College
CampbeH College
Catawba College
Central Piedmont Community College
Chowan College
Craven Community College
Davidson County Community College
East Carolina University
Elizabeth City State University
Elon College
Fayetteville State University
Kittrell College
Lees-McRae College
Lenoir Community Co!lege
Lenoir Rtiyne College
Louisburg Co!lege
Meredith College
Methodist College
Mount Olive College
North Carolina Centr;;I University
North Carolina State University
North Carolinian Wesleyan College
Peace College
Pembroke State University
Pfeiffer College
Shaw University
St. Andrews Presbyterian College
St. Augustine's College
St. Marj's College
Southeastern Community College
Surry Community College
University of North Carolina-Asheville
University of North Carolina-Charlotte
University of North Carolina-Greensboro
University of North Carolina-Wilmington
Wake Forest University
Wayne Community College
Western Piedmont Community College
Wilkes Community College
Wingate.College

Schedule Strife
Strikes Students

Jordan's
Ham Not
Kosher

by George Murdaugh

by Carver Camp

Succeeding Mr. Charles Baker as
assistant principal at Jordan this
year is Mr. Robert Ham. Ham was
previously a science teacher at
Hope Valley Elementary School
.and a chemistry instructor at -the
University of Alabama at Birmingham. He is presently studying for a
docto:rate degree in education at
Duke University.
Ham received his B.A. from
Harding College and a Masters
Degree from the University of
Alabama. He readily accepted his
position at Jordan, saying "I like
people, I really do. I like this job."
A veteran chemistry teacher. Ham
also taught a non-credit summer
course in Treasure Hunting and
Indian Artifacts.
A native of Shirley, Arkansas,
Mr. Ham wrote a column called
"Mountain Talk" for a newspaper
there as well as a chapter in a book
by Alan Smith entitled Getting
Started in Treasure Hunting, about
his experiences in his treasure
hunting courses.
He feels that his main problem at
Jordan is that he has very few
chances to get to know the
students-"Except for the troublemakers. I'm planning on riding
some of the buses. I'd like to know
something more than just names. I
think that if I could see where some
of the kids live and learn about the

Ms. Holton handles student requests for schedule changes.

situations they live in, we could get
to the bottom of some of our
discipline problems."
Ham has visited over 30 high
schools with his student teachers
from the University of Alabama
and thinks that "the students here
have more freedom than most high
schools I've been to."
The assistant principal has held
several jobs quite different from
teaching. He helped develop some
of the tests used by astronauts on
lunar landings. At Southern Research Institute he worked in
cancer research. Ham also worked
as a deputy game warden, where
he tagged 6,640 ducks-"And one
crow," he adds sheepishly.
Ham can recount many folklore
tales and other stories that were
the basis for his "Mountain Talk"
column. In his leisure time, he

New Discipline
Is Dirty Deal
by Peter Stahl

There are three new discipline
procedures affecting students at
Jordan this year. These are:
A) Parents will be contacted
when a student receives his first
misconduct slip. With the second
misconduct slip, depending on the
nature of misbehavior, the student
will probably be suspended; B)
three unexcused tardies will result
in a misconduct slip and a call to
the parents; and C) smoking out of
the designated area will also result
in a misconduct slip and a call to
the parents.
When questioned about the
fairness of the rule of suspension
after one receives two misconduct
slips, assistant principal Charles
Guess said, "Teachers are asked to
deal with all discipline problems
before sending a student to the.
office. We want t? cha]lnel the
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problems through classroom teachers ... in that way, when a student
is sent to me, I will know that it is
the last step."
Ms. Jane Shoaf, an English
teacher, was very much in favor of
the new rules on tardies. In stating
her support she said, "I feel that
they (the new rules on tardies) will
alleviate .many of the problems in
the past of students strolling into
class well after the bell has rung.
Things were getting out of hand
and we just had to crack down:"
The students' reactions conflicted
with those of the faculty. In
general, students felt that the rules
are unfair and rediculous. Josh
Lack commented, "They're treating
us like little kids-children who
can't be responsible for themselves."
Whether good or bad, the rules
are here to stay, and they wi.11 be
enforced.
·

enjoys exploring with a metal
detector and finding, trading or
somehow recyclirig "old-timey
items." Once he and a treasure
hunting class found a 10-pound
cannonball. "There was a piece of
metal stuck to the side of it-when
we pried it off, we found out that it
was a live cannonball . . . but it
didn't go off."
Ham's wife, Betty, is presently a
ading specialist at Bethesda
ementary School. Their two
ughters, Nancy and Linda,
Pnil Pl'IT'kwooil SrhooL

Scheduling problems have gotten
Jordan off to a hectic start this fall.
Although schedule-planning was
started last spring, some students
did not have their final schedules
until well after school started.
Ms. Nancy Holton, J .H.S. registrar, supplied several reasons for
the scheduling hang-ups: l) the
elimination of study halls; 2)
scheduling of senior courses in the
morning so that seniors could leave
early; 3) a greater variety of
advanced courses offered for onljr
one period; 4) mixed year-long and
semester course scheduling; and 5)
acceptance of late student requests
for schedule changes.
Ms. Holton said that later
changes in schedules were made to
ensure manageable class sizes. The
legal limit for most classes is 35
students.
The elimination of study halls
forced students to choose between
taking six courses or going home
early. The problem posed by the
senior option, said principal James
E.G. Sills, is that seniors leaving
early or coming late must have
consecutive classes. Since there is
no place on campus for these people
to stay,. they must arrive just

before their classes and leave
immediately following their classes.
New features of the scheduling
process this year include the
addition of a data card*reader. This
quickened the process of checking
the feasibility of schedule changes.
Dealing with schedule changes
through faculty advisors provided
better progress than having the
counseling staff deal with the entire
student body. Students had choices
in course changes rather than
having a course selected for them
arbitrarily by the office.
The card-reader and advisor
system improved scheduling efficiency and prompted faster results
from the students. Ms. Holton said
she was "surprised at how well it
worked out."
With the addition of classrooms
in the A.V. Room and the new
trailers, Mr. Sills noted that this
year's teachers don't have to move
around very much during the day.
The head administrator also advocated an eventual switch to
exclusive use of semester courses
only.
Asserting that changes are made
each year to facilitate scheduling,
Sills said "If something doesn't
work then we'll back up and go
another way."

Jaws
Harbor+-r.Ini.5
f3 efA
Hallowed Halls
Guard dogs and their armed
trainers have been patrolling
Jordan, Northern, Southern High
School halls at night since the
beginning of this school year.
Two to three German Shepherd
dogs are used each night at a
different school. They protect office
and classroom equipment and
musical instruments from thieves
and vandals. The dogs are ti-ained
to respond to the movements of
intruders and are accompanied by
their trainers at all times.
According to Dr. Frank Landing,
assistant superintendent of Durham
County Schools, the increased
protection is due to a loss of
$40,000 in the Durham School
District last year. Neal Junior High
School had the highest loss,
totaling approximately $4,000.
Assistant principal Charles Guess
noted that Charlotte .Mecklenberg
County has been very successful
with this system. He· also said that
Robert Ham is Jordan's new assistant principal. Ham came to Jordan this type of protection was
from Hope Valley elementary school, and is known to the students demonstrated at the last Neal
Junior High School P.T.A. meetd.t Jordan primarily through his "ham radio" announcements.He_ ing, and was met with strong
approval.
is shown manning the microphone:
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Teacher Feature

Study Hall Builds
Strong Minds Twelve Ways
Jordan's administration has atLast year, study hall flopped.
tempted to widen students' aca- Most students abused the class
demic horizons by offering a failing to use the time to study.
greater variety of courses this discipline problems which arise
year. However, one course, which seemed to indicate, at least to the
would greatly aid many students administration, that study halls no
has been neglected-the study hall., longer served their purpose. HowStudy hall offers students free ever, a closer examination seems to
. time to complete homework assign- indicate that study hall could be
ments and consult with the successful if an effort was made to
guidance counselors. Some home- provide the right atmosphere.
work: involving use of the computer
Like study halls, assemblies in
termmals or reference material in. the auditorium were abused last
the library, can only be completed year. But students' abuse was not
school. Students who are active the catalyst for the abolition of
in extracurricular activities or hold assemblies. It has resulted instead
time-consuming jobs depend on in discipline changes which created
study hall time to finish their school an atmosphere conducive for the
·work. The
is behind in I conduction of assemblies. Teachers
, class may use this trme to receive wei-e told specifically how to
extra help from other students or a· discipline their students, and were
teacher.
· expected to follow this outline. A
Study hall would also give the: similar system could work with
student time to talk with the study halls.
The Student Council and the
guidance counselors. Teachers are
often upset when a student misses a?n:in_istration could agree on a
class for a guidance appointment. d1sc1phnary outline for students in
Study hall would alleviate this study hall. With students and
problem.
teachers aware of what is expected
Last year, study hall was an of them, disciplinary problems
alternative for the student who did could be kept at a minimum.
not want to take a full course load. Another factor which would make
Today,_
seniors have the option student discipline easier is that
of taking less than six courses study hall classes would be smaller
Juniors and sophomores are forced due to the partitioning of the A.V.
to take a full course load. As a room. The atmosphere created
result, many courses are over- would be such that students and
crowded with students who do not teachers could work.
Study hall students abused
want to be in the course, and contribute nothing to the classroom. library privileges last year with
Other students were forced out of impunity. In order to solve the
classes they wanted to take noise problem, librarians should be
because of this overcrowding.
allowed to remove any nuisances
. The lack of study hall has from the library, and students
increased scheduling conflicts in a should not be allowed in the library
much broader sense. A study hall unless they need specific resource
b: scheduled any period, materials and have a pass from
increasmg the possible number of their teacher.
schedule combinations for a given
The study hall deserves another
The absence of study halls chance at Jordan. If conducted
year thus increased the properly, the course would be
difficult and time-consuming re- invaluable to students, providing
scheduling that took place.
them with an enriched school
experience.

Test Days Needed
Among the major changes at teachers consistently give tests on
Jordan this year is the new test the same day, some students will
policy. Tests may now be given on consistently be overloaded and
any .day, at the teacher's discretion perform poorly on those tests. In
-there are no longer any "assigned addition, there will be times-such
test days."
as the last day or two before an
There are obvious reasons for the extended holiday-when there are
test policy change. Last year, c:rtain to be many major tests
teachers often finished units and given. At such times last year,
were forced to wait up to six days those teachers who gave their tests
before giving a test on the only on assigned days were a
material. TJ:iis inflexibility led to welcome relief.
many problems, and often teachThe new test policy will probably
er.s -simply ignored their assigned not become a major issue-except
day in giving tests. The administra- with a few students. But the effect
tion's logic is that students will of the change is a bad one:
rarely have tests in different penalizing those who take harder
classes on the same day in any course loads. A student taking
case, and that a rule ignored is Advanced Biology, Math IV and
worse than no rule at all.
French may have tests on the same
Unfortunately, the liberalized day in all three classes.
fle may
test policy will have some negative perform poorly-and then be
repercussions-less obvious than graded "on the curve" against
the advantages, but perhaps no less students who had only one test to
serious. On the surface, it appears study for.
that the chance of a student having
Certainly students must be
more than one test on the same day tested. But tests will never
indeed small. However, teachers, measure performance accurately if
like everyone else, get into ruts- students are overloaded. Assigned
everyone who has had Mr. Avery test days, reinstituted on a serious
remembers Friday as a favorite day basis, would provide for fairer and
for "pop qui· e " If
· 1
.
zz s.
severa more accurate testing of all
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · .. -4=u="""s"-.

Wilson And Barnes

Robin Wils-on gives a hoot.

Talon Gets
Feet Off
The Ground
The Jordan yearbook staff kicked
off their three week long Talon
sales campaign in an assembly held
from 2:30-3:00 on Friday, September 26.
Fifth and sixtl). periods were cut
short by 15 minutes apiece to allow
for the assembly. It began with a
short speech by Ms. Rachel Simon
advisor, who pointed out that
to rising production costs, the
Talon will cost $9.00 this year. "But
we will produce the best we can
with
talent that we have," she
explained. "You're really getting a
good deal," business manager Mary
Booth added.
The sales campaign will run for
three weeks beginning Monday,
29. Those who purchase
their yearbooks during the first
two weeks will have their names
imprinted on their books for free.
Buyers also have the opportunity to
use. the divided payment play,
paying $5.00 now and the other
$4.00 sometime around Christmas.
Boosters will be sold to students,
teachers and parents for the price
of $5 or $10 apiece. The theme of
this year's Talon will be "New
Beginnings."
"We sold about 150 more Talons
last year than ever before," Ms.
Simon stated. "We don't know as of
yet whether We will have a
supplement this year, but we want
to top last year's sales records by
increasing interest in the yearbook." For this reason, the Talon
staff will gladly consider for
publication any good, clear, blackand-white photos of any affair-not
necessarily
J d a school function-fea.
t uring or an students. These and
any oth er contributions may be put
in Ms. Simon's box.
The yearbook's editorial staff this
year is as follows: Ann Noblin
editor; Deborah Gyant, copy editor;
Pam Pridgen, photography editor;
and Alan Smith, assistant; Jane
Raycroft, layout editor, and Ricky
Landis, assistant; Mary Booth
business manager, and Carol Wey:
nard, assistant; David Bollinger,
Joh1: McDonald, Amy McElhaney,
David Roberson and Keith Tarpley,
µhotographers.

by Angela James
One of the handsome new faces
around Jordan this year is Robin
Wilson, a twenty-one year-old
Jordan alumnus, who teaches
World Culture and American
History.
Wilson says of Jordan, "It has
changed. Students seem less interested in academics. They are
more interested in much different
things. But by the same token
they are more aware of their world'.
They would rather people be
honest with them."
He believes that "keeping a smile
on your face will make the sun
shine a little brighter. People
should try to understand others
and their problems."
Wilson, a graduate of the
University of North Carolina at
Chap:! Hill said of his first year of
teachmg at Jordan, "I like it pretty
much. Some days are worse than
others and it has its disappointments. But I like the kids a lot. I
attended Jordan and I'll always
believe that it produces a good
crop."
For recreation the dark haired,
blue-eyed teacher "loves to play
tennis," which he says is his
favorite pastime. Wilson also sings
and plays the drums for Southern
a rock and roll band with
whom he signed a contract just
weeks ago. He is a former member
of Jordan's marching band.
Among Wilson's former teachers
are Mr. Green, Ms. Berces, Ms.
Elliot, Mr. Gray, Mr. Avery .and
Ms. Strobel. "Mr. Sills became the
principal when I was just a
sophomore," he noted. "My, how
time flies."

•

'T' lo
i a n presents its version of Sherlo c k no
u l
mes an d Doc Watson durina
·its annua l promotion assembly. <>

J.
Barnes, U.S. History
and Mmonty Cultures teacher, is
very much in tune with nature. "I
fishing, outdoor sports, piccookouts, and basically anything that has to do with the
out-of-doors," he says.
Barnes did his undergraduate
and graduate work at North Caro!fila
University. He majored
m History. Barnes had planned to
major in journalism, but explained
that "my career was influenced by

f. Willie Barnes administers history

to sturlents.
the· noted historian John Hope
who was one of my
instructors." He has also done
work at Shaw University.
He is a former Hillside High
School teacher, where he taught for
21 years. He also taught at
Hoggard High School in Wilmington, N .C. for 5 years. Barnes said
"Hoggard is a much larger school'.
The student body consists of. 2400
students and there are 132 teachers
on the staff. It made teachers and
students more impersonal. At
Jordan the teachers and students
are closer." He also said, "My first
at Jordan-so far, so good."
'I had once thought about
quitting the teaching profession
and going into pastorial work. But
of course I had a family to support
and the Baptist ministry doesn't
pay very much. I have been
married 30 years and I have 4
ch.ildren, all of whom are grown,"
said Barnes. He is a minister at
Shil
Baptist Church in Wilmingt oh C
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Met In Class

Bicentennial

Lindsey To Marry
.

Twenty-three year-old "Teddy
Bear" Lindsay thinks marriage is
something exciting to look forward
to. October 18, 1975 is the date set
for Mr. Howard Lindsay's marriage
to Janelle Yarbrough.
Mr. Lindsay is obviously the
victim of love at first sight, as he
became engaged only three weeks
after he met Ms. Yarborough. The
two became acquainted at a Bible
Study group where Mr. Lindsay
was playing the guitar and Ms.
Yarborough "was gazing into my
eyes."
Janelle Yarborough graduated
from Jordan in 1971 and obtained a
major in elementary education at
UNC-CH. She hopes to teach at
some time. She enjoys playing the
guitar and backpacking.
I
When asked about any specific ,

plans after the marriage, Mr.
Lindsay replied, "I'm going to let
her stay at home awhile and get
used to me." Mr. Lindsay plans to
continue his teaching career. There
are definite plans for a family in the
future, but not until the couple has
fully adjusted to married life. The
two are planning a backpacking
excursion in the spring, and
someday they hope to build their
own log cabin.
The couple will be married at
:eirst Baptist Church in

tO"be

overwhelming despite the fact that
the ceremony begins 30 minutes
after the kickoff of the StateCarolina football game. When
questioned about their honeymoon,
Mr. Lindsay replied, "We're going
east," but offered no further clues.

Fall Musical
Pla"ned

"The Me Nobody Knows," a
musical aw.ard-winner from Off
Broadway, will be presented by the
music and drama departments
November 21 and 22.
Mr. Tom Culbreth, head of the
drama class, will direct the play.
,
The show will mark the nation's
f'
bicentennial and will feature many
contemporary ideas.
t:Al,ti,,,
"The Me Nobody Knows" is a
Teddy Bear gets his one last fling
rock musical written by Guy
- - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Friedman and Will Holt. The play
deals with the lives and problems of
M.
•
teenagers living in the slums of
New York City.
Mr. Jesse Holten and Mrs. Mercedes Lytle will direct the band and
by Dawn Harris
was relatively large, consisting of the chorus respectively. Mrs. Jan
two sisters and two brothers. His Harris and Mrs. Sandra Wise will
T.o most students, wearing "father" was an auctioneer and design the sets and artwork.
Members of the cast will be:
uniforms to school, standing in line real tor, and his "mother" was a
Annette Brodie, Avis Cross, Joel
at attention, and singing the housewife.
, national anthem would be very
Riding to school required a one Fairey, Dawn Harris, Bobby Johnstrange experiences. But to Tom and a half hour bus trip. The school son, Alison Jones, Vernon Jones,
Morris, they became a way of life was a large one of 1300 students, Ava Lassiter, Idora Murchinson,
when- he journe}red to Queensland, and included grades 8 through 12. Scott Pearce, Owen Scott and
· Australia as an American Fieid "I didn't like school," said Tom. "It Richard Shoaf.
Service student this summer.
was very formal. I only went
--Tom lived with a host family in a twelve days out of ten weeks. I was
Falcon's Cry" welcomel
small town called Crow's Nest for just too busy."
original student poetry. Contribuhis ten weeks' stay. His "family a". . Activitie.s
Tom enjoyed . tion. s 1n:ust be
and should be
included skm d1v1ng on a barrier placed m Ms. Berces box.
reef, backpacking through a rain • · - - - - - - - - - - - - - forest and mustering cattle at a the American Embassy.
Twelve thousand miles away,
cattle station for a week. Tom also
visited the nation's capitol, Can· Tom can look back on his
berra, where the whole group of experience objectively. "There's no
AFS students had morning tea at way you can describe the satisfacParliament with the prim minister. tion you get. . . . I'm definitely
Later, they met the ambassadors at going back-for sure."

orris

Trips

I

New Track
Completed

Tom Morris returns from Australia with his kangaroo-skin cap.

Semifinalists Announced
Jordan students David Roberson,
Bob Seidensticker, Joanne Smith
and Karen Waller have been
announced as semi-finalists in the
National Merit Scholarship competition. National Merit Scholars are
determined by PSAT performance.
These seniors took the PSAT in
their junior year.
Test performance is the sole
determining factor in the selection·
of semi-finalists. Each state is
allowed a predetermined number of
semi-finalists. The PSAT score, or
_, ·-·
·-

selection index, consists of the
math score plus twice the verbal
score. North Carolina students who
scored 187 or better were automatically entered as semi-finalists
in the scholarship competition.
Over 90°/o of all semi-finalists will
become finalists. This judging will
be based on SAT scores, school
records, leadership qualities, and
extracurricular activities of the
students.
Each of the students will be
notified on February 27 if he or she
is to receive .•c..:'..:c..:ho.:.l..:•:.''::h::i=.P.:.·

:n·l! ":r,,liilSI GO DUKE
tJ
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An asphalt trach has been added
to Jordan's athletic facilities this
year. This track replaces the old
dirt one that had been used
previously.
'
Construction on the track was
begun last March and finished in
one month. Construction v1ras
delayed because of poor weather.
The total cost for the track was
$16,000. Half of this amount was
given by the Durham County Board
of Education and half was raised by
the Boosters' Club through raffles
and other fund raising activities.
Track and cross-country coach
John Grey states that the new
track will help Jordan's running
programs tremendously. Runners
will now be able to train even
during bad weather. Grey's only
complaint about the track is that it
was given a poor paint job and

__

Cross country team starts a meet on the new track.
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New Accelt Adds
Flavor To Rut
by Debbie Barrow

__

What would you say about a guy
who thinks he can't "make time"
unless he has a watch; who thinks
homework isn't hard and that the
teachers are "fantastic'? You'd say
he isn't from around here, right?
:He's from Johannesburg, South
his name is Fred Ellery.
Fred is Jordan's A.F.S. long-term
exchange student for this year and
is presently staying with Logan
Wilkins and his family.
Fred arrived ·in New York on
July 18 and stayed there with 500
other A.F.S. students for a three
day orientation. He then met the
Wilkins, his host family. Asked
about his first impression of
America, Fred replied "Everything
is so big here. The highways are.
unreal! In South Africa we drive on
the left side of the road, so when 'y
got into a car for the first time.
here, 'y really held on to my seat!·
The biggest initiation was coming·
from South Africa to the south'y'm still having a small bit of
trouble with some of your southern
words."
Fred has already finished his
schooling in South Africa so he is
classified as ::i
at Jordan. His

favorite classes are American
History, Philosophy and
try. Fred feels Jordan is much
easier academically .and that the
students have more freedom than
in South Africa, where "there are
at least four homework subjects to
do each night. Uniforms have to be
worn to school and there are rigid
regulations." Homework is no
strain for me here."
Fred's exposure to higb, school
football has been limited but he has
formed a definite opinion of the
sport. He states "I like football, 'y
really do, but not high school
football. All the school's money is
spent on football equipment and
band uniforms for a game·. It isn't
spent sensibly. Money seems to be
taken for granted." Fred is an avid
fan of rugby,. a popular sport in
South Africa. "You just have to be
there to believe the atmosphere at
the games," he smiled. "It's like a
national crisis if the team loses!"
Fred hopes to become more
involved in school activities this
year, particularly Social Science
and Science Seminars. Fred's first
is to learn more ab?ut
goal,
American students. The only thmg
that bothers him about American
students now is that "they just
don't know how to spell correctly."

Club
Fulton and Treasurer, Vernon
Jones. Club members will be
working with UNICEF in October
and are planning for UN day.
Interact sold tickets to the
Durham Junior Miss Pageant.
Health Careers Club Congress
will be held in Greensboro this year
during March. Plans are being
made for the Nursing Home
project.
Distributive Education Clubs of
America-DECA's first competition is scheduled for November 4 at

New Service
Club Formed

At Jordan
·

llil!liilll,.:.
Fred Ellery says homewoTk is pretty light at Jordan. Fred is ]&rd.art's
AFS student from South Africa.
-----------------------------

Sixty-five students at J ordari
have formed a trunior Civitan Club.
It is a service club for students
sponsored by the Bright Leaf
Senior Civitan Club of Durham.
The club was organized by Mrs.
Ramey and Carol Simpson. Carol, a
junior, attended the Civitan State
Convention last year. She became
interested in Junior Civitan and
brought her ideas to Jordan. The
S.enior Civitans are backing the
club and are prepared to support
its activities.
Junior Civitan gives students an
opportunity to share with others.
"The three key words in Junior
Civitan," Mrs. Ramey said, "are
service, friendship, and fun."
According to Mrs. Ramey, the
possibilities of service for the club
within the community are many.
This year the emphasis of the club's
work will be on helping the
mentally retarded. Club members
will decide their specific course of
action. Other activities, such as a
fall retreat, are being planned.

Happenings

American Field Service-AFB is
planning a Book Fair for the fall. A
buddy system has also been set up
for new students Cathy J acobsson
from Sweden, and Thuy, Trang and
Ha Gwen from Vietnam, to help
them with their English.
Debate Club attended a workshop at UNC, September 24.
Student Organization for Interruitional Understanding-SOIU has
elected new officers. President is
Iris Williams, Vice-President is
Angela Hardy, Secretary is Ann

Enloe High School in Raleigh.
Creative Dance is starting in
October. New dances to be
introduced are of the Calypso,.
African folk, and ballet variety. ·
Booster Club is raffling off a side
of beef for the Homecoming game.
Tickets are $1. They will also be
printing programs for sale at each
home game. Boosters will be selling
Soccer shirts for $10.
Ensemble Natalie Walker and
Lisa Pickett are attending N.C.
School of the Arts this year.
Band George Murdaugh, Dede
Dugan, all majorettes and flag
corps members attended Band
Front Camp this summer, at Mars
Hill College. Jackie Draper won
first place in Advanced Majorette
Competition. Buddy Draughon attended the Eastern Music Festival
in Greensboro playing string bass. New Keyette members undergo initiation. They wore onions around ,
Buddy and Mark Yount attended dheir necks and dressed to suit their personalities.
the Jerry Coker Jazz Clinic at;r------------:...::...:p:..:...:.:..:.::::::::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
U.N.C. during the first two weeks
We Care-For
·Lil August .
KARATE - REGISTERED
Everyone. . .
A
Student Action for EducationSCHOOL
JJ
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CRABTREE'S EXXON

2709 Guess Rd., Durham, NC
Phone: 489-6488
Ben. L Crabtree, Jr.

Where Falcons never dare.

African Batik Shop
. . . and
Earring Super Market
NCNB PLAZA
CHAPEL HILL. N.C. 27514

lasagne - Manicollti
Jordan's closest restaurant

MIA CASSA

4,IO,ll,18and23.
Drawing at Homecoming

489-6276

Parmigiana - Ravioli

w

PHONE {919)

GOOD ITALIAN FOOD
AT REASONABLE PRICES
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN

Pizza - Egg Plant

BOOST THE BEEF SALE•!!
Buy tickets Sell tickets
South Square Booth on Oct 3

One of the largest selections of
imported pipes - cigars tobacco
Next to Rockwood Dairy Bar
w

Oct 24 for
200-lb. Side of Beef
Proceeds to Buy
School Activity Buses

'

Italian Veal Dishes
Phon.e 489-4389
SOUTH SQUARE
CHAPEL HILL BOULEVARD
DURHAM NC
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Girls' Tennis

Footballers Facing
Long Season
After Slow Start

Team Opens

First Season

The 1975-76 football season is the Falcons could muster,· as
one-third of the way over and the Ledford scored 26 unanswered
Falcons have a record of one win points. Jordan's only other score
and three losses. The squad lost its was at the final gun as Greer
first three games by wide margins, passed to Sherrill for a 35-yard
but rebounded to trounce Jordan touchqown.
Matthews, 22-0.
In the second game Garner ran
All three losses have been close and passed for a 13-0 halftime lead.
for the first three quarters of play. It was 20-0 before Jordan scored Maurice Hayes grinds yardage against Fuquay Varina. Jordan lost the
Each time the team has been twice in the second half, both on xame, 28-14.
beaten in the last 10 to 12 minutes passes from Greer to Sherrill. In
of the game. The small squad has addition, Sherrill took an inter- from the 12 yard line. Greg Angle consistently on the grotlnd. The
posed a depth problem. The ception 60 yards for a touchdown, also scored on a 30 yard run in the pass defense was weak, as it has
starters trre and are unable to keep only to have the play called back third quarter. Fuquay used a been all year. Phil Greer passed
up the pace, but there are no because of a penalty. The final blocked kick, penalties, and Nate and ran the option well.
Coach Parrish felt this was the
Adams' running to score two quick
substitutes to replace them.
score was 35-14.
In the opening game it appeared The team had a week's layoff touchdowns and send the Falcons team's best showing of the year. He
says "The team is improved," and
as though a high scoring affair was before playing host to Fuquay- down to defeat, 28-14.
going to take place. Each team Varina. Jordan took the opening
In the Fuquay game the Falcons he is encouraged by the progress.
scored in the first quarter, Jordan kickoff and marched 60 yards in looked more alert and showed a "We're frustrated but not dison a 55-yard pass from Phil Greer· four plays. Maurice Hayes gained strong running game. Maurice couraged," was Parrish's exto Fred Sherrill. But that was all 35 yards in the drive and scored Hayes and Greg Angle both gained pression of the team's feelings after
the early season failures.

Band Changes Style

The Jordan football tearn has
been led by Fred Sherrill on
both offense and defense. The
tight end,
the team's leading
scorer, is shown breaking up a
Ledford pass.

The girls' tennis team got off to a
slow start as rain postpOned the
first two matches. Each of these
matches will be made up at a later
date.
Head coach Robin Wilson feels
that the team is a strong one and is
looking forward to a winning
season. Exceptional players include
Laura and Lisa Collins, both
consistent tournament players.
Laura won the girls' 16 and 18
singles at the Durham City-County
Tennis Tournament.
The assistant coach is Allen
Smith and Jimmy Bland serves as
manager. Other team members
include Beth Cleary, Jennifer
Dalton, Beth Gehweiler, Sharon
Hammond, Angie Mclver, Marion
Pope, Betty Shingleton, Laura
Williams, Lisa Woods and Ellen
Young.
Practices are held on Mondays
and Wednesdays. The girls run a
mile each day and then hit with
someone or play a challenge match.
Practices are usually light on the
day before a match.
Home matches are played at
Hollowrock Racquet and Swim
Club. Matches are played at 2:00 or
3:00 o.m.

The
band per- camp this past summer to improve
forms year in and year out at the their routines. The flag corps is led
Falcon's home fdotball games. Each by Jackie Terrell and the head
year the band changes, hoping to majorette is Jackie Draper.
The use of several basic patterns
improve the shows and add to the
of motion enable the marching band
spectators' enjoyment of the game.
This year's rendition of the band to put together an unending variety
includes a new mark-time and glide of shows. Band director Jesse
step, as well as new hats and Holton develops these shows. The
sashes. New multiple percussion band practices each routine for
gives the marching Falcons unlimit- about two weeks, holding rehearsals Monday through Wednesday
ed possibilities for a new sound.
For the first time in Jordan's after school as well as Thursday
history, a drum majorette co-di- and Friday during fourth period.
Mr. Holton feels the band has a
rects field activities with the
traditional drum major. The drum good attitude this year. This is
majorette is Dede Dugan; the drum clearly evident as unison cries of
major is George Murdaugh. The "Aardvark" and "Rutabaga" boom
two attended a Band Front Camp out from the band section at all
last summer in Mars Hill, N .C. to home games.
The marching band, whether
prepare for their positions.
Accompanying the musicians on packing the football fielU or packing
the field are the majorettes and the bleachers, is once again adding
flag corps. Both groups attended color and excitement to the football The Jordan marching band, modeling new sashes and hats, lines up for the
games.
pre-game show.
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1. restaurant
bakery
FREE
EARPIERCING
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
14K GOLD 14mm BALL
EARRINGS AT $7.00
Our trained specialists
are avallable every day of
the week to pierce
your ears at no charge
when you purchase your
first pair of luxurious
14K gold, 4mm ball
earrings. No appointment
is necessary.

3011 Fayetteville Street
688'-0422

3. fish box
622 East Main Street

Northga te Mall
Durnam, N·o-C•

CAVING

HOLIDAY IMPORTS INC,
CHAPEL HILL •
WEe;J<;OAYS

for .:the outdoorsman
2805 Hope Valley Rd, 489-1207

1011 W._ Chapel Hill St.
493-1746

2. fish house

AND

0URHAM

BLVD.

12:00•8:30

CJ..OSEO We:ONESOAY

493-1475

SATURDAY 10-5

Open until 9:00 week days
Until 6:00 Sundays

-THE STITCH IN TIMEPrettiest Meat Counter. in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGH QUALITY
3000
Chapel
Hill
Boulevard

SAVE!

Dressmaking-Tailoring
Alterations
Design Pillows
Patchwork Skirt
Reasonable Rates
Reliable Service
133! E. Franklin St.
On Top Of The N. C.
Cafeteria
Phone-929-4826
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The Falcon's Cry

Soccer Team
Joins Ranks
Of JBS Sports

Cross Cou
Team Stuck
In The Mud
The Jordan cross country team
has been slow getting out of the
blocks this year. With a 2-11 record
this year, the team's future looks
dismal.
Coach John Gray said of the
team's disappointing record, "I
believe the lack of participation is
almost wholly responsible for this.
In order to have a successful team
you mu.St have participation." Gray
feels, however, that the team's
record does not reflect the team's
determination and improvement.
Although Gray has had trouble
fielding a team, he certainly has not
had any trouble working with the
team members he does have. Each
daily workout is carefully planned John Roth wades through the Jordan cross country course, as Win
so that the runner is given Walker and David Floyd follow.
maximum preparation for every
contest.
The performance of Kris Hartwich in particular has shown
immense improvement over last
year's. He has now
as the
team's leading runnet. Other team
members
Gordon Sims 1
David Floyd, Mike Waters, Mike
Roberson, John Roth, Win Walker,
The Jordan Girls Volleyball team considered a serious contender for
Chris Stockton, Linc Ely, Art
Thomas, Grant Service and Mike has opened the season with 4 wins the conference crown.
Coach Harris described the team
and 2 losses. The team is
O'Brien.
as having a lot of potential this
year. Harris added that she is
pleased with the team's progress so
far.
"We joke and kid with each other
and we have learned to laugh at
ourselves. That's important.:....if you
can't laugh at yourself then you
have problems. They also take a lot
of criticism, as I am very critiCal,"
said Harris.
'-';) ,
When asked in what are\s 'the
team needs improvement, Coach
Harris mentions the serve, stating,
"You can never be a
team if you can't serve."
Harris said of Jordan's chances
for the conference championship
this year, "It's always a dream, but
it's a long way off. We have a good
future but we have to take every
game as it comes."
Team members are Karen Holle- f
manandChrissSmith,co-captains;
Lauren Chesnut,
Elaine Cole, Lmda Eakes, Phyllis
Elliott, Cindy Hayes, Laurie Hugh- i
ey, Mari Ishizaki Karen Morris
Co-captains Karen Holleman and Criss Smith watch Phyllis Elliot
Veronica Porter, Gwen Rankin, and
return the ball during the volleyball team's game against Person.
Barbara Robbins.

Soccer,_ which got off to a slow
start last year, is coming into its
own among Jordan athletics. The
team, unable to schedule a game
last year, has four games scheduled

Tile· -team, which has been
practicing since before school
started, dropped its opening game
to. Chapel Hill by a 6-0 margin.
Chapel Hill dominated the entire
game, as the Falcons were able to
get off only one shot at the goal in
the contest. Coach Lindsey noted
that this was the first complete
soccer game that he had ever seen.
Lindsey feels that the team has
excellent potential despite the
opening loss. He commended Chuck

Henderson, Eric Leyte-Vidal and
Perry Black as outstanding offensive players, and Steve Cline and
Mike Hamby on the defensive end
of the field.
Money for soccer goals, nets and
uniforms was raised by interested
students, the Boosters Club and the
administration. The 23 team members are enthusiastic about the
sport's potential, and it is possible
that soccer will become a varsity
sport in the spring.
A red-white gam_e will be staged
about the time of Homecoming.
Scheduled contests include games
at Wake Forest September 29 and
October 13 and at Vance on
October 16.

Volleybalf--Team
Vies For Cro'Wn

Doug Rogers heads one into the wind.

Hope Valley 6 6
3019 Chapel Hill Rd.
489-1456
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DIXIE VIM
Service Station
--Parkwood--

HENDLEY OIL CXJMPANY
Complete Exxon Products

afety -- low Prices
All Cigarettes .33 with tax I'

FUEL OIL KEROSENE
GAS MOTOR OIL
Grover Hendley
596·6320

4 77-6945

----f·_______,____

·

FULL LINE
RECORD AND
TAPESTORE i

____

.._

I

SOUTH SQ. MALLI

C. OWEN DEWAR
WATCHMAKER & JEWELER

489·1140

2706 CHAPEL HI LL ROAD
---Ji--_::D.:U.:.R.:.H.:.A.:.M, N. C. 27707

CAMERA &

Daniels'
Cyclery
COMPLETE BICYCLE SALES
AND SERVICE

PHOTO SHOPPE

o

DtVJ.am. &
Chapel /J-i.ll
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Durham
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Arnold Strayhorn
"Friendly, dependable
service
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b Veronica Porter
Grayson was late for
school again. He steered his
. t
the
parking
lot
car
in o
and, naturally, all the park-

s1 0:1
0

jam-packed. There was only
one
I could do. I got
n:1Y parking space, and I set
right on top of another car,
,
.
h
I
k d
that s JUSt. w ere
par e ·

was . no damage to .
by Vicki Foster
either car, and 1
me t,i;st
No one is really sure of _the
one out of the parking lot.
origin of April Fool's Day.
Ms.
Barrett .
some oe11eve mat a ut::gan as
saying, "The motoring war
an
ancient
New
Year's
owes a great debt of
to
. .
.
.
Festival celebrated at the
Yukon
for_
very
Portable Parking
alleviate thts kmd of overcrov..:dmg.. Vernal Equinox (March 21 ). It
revolutionary invention.
.- ·
·
. d bears resemblances to Hilaria,
An 'April Fool'
old-as-the-hills tricks.
N_apoleon
which was an ancient Roman
Not very long ago, some
"Kick Me!"
,ihis second wife on April 11 festival celebrated March 25
people who had. pass by .an old
These include putting signs 1810,
in honor of a nature goddess.
purse on the sidewalk m one on people's backs with "Kick .to as a
vn ·
Anpther theory concerning
town wished they had fallen Me" written on them, putting
.
Hens
. the orgin of April Fool's Day is
for the
gag. Finally, a pepper or salt in candy,
Widespread m .u
based on
the myth . of
small boy did so and
$80 replacing sugar with salt in
antics spread mto
Persephone, the beautiful
in the purse. He was
a the suoar bowl, or c..Qverino
18th
w
daughter·of Ceres, the Greek
you been
for an impor_tant
reward and the April Fool JOke cotton balls with chocolate to .. victims were
m search
goddess of nature. Legend has
engagement, or missed out on was on those who had been simurale candy. Children tell such strange. item,s as. hen s it that
Persephone
was
a great bargain at a
afraid they would be
grownups that their socks are teeth.
pigeon s
A· gathering flowers
in the
because
you
, co.uldn t
Ap'.il Fool_ s Day untied, then shout a gleeful favorite tnck of the Br.itish
Elysian fields when Pluto, the
because you couldn t fmd a is a relatively minor holiday, it "April Fool!"
when the to tell. an. un.suspectmg m::i ·solemn and somber god of the
place to park? Here's
remains a day for
to bewildered
adult
looks that his girlfriend wanted him underworld' suddenly
·solution to all your parking be alert so as to avoid bem,g towards his feet. Zoos are to
t? her house at a appeared · and. carried her
worries:
a . PORTABLE the neighborhood pranksters deluged on April i with phone
time.
When
he away. When Ceres heard her
PARKING. SPACE!!
It's next victim. If, on someone'_s calls for Mr. Camel, Miss arnv.ed,_ he found that he was daughter's cries, she began
lightweight,
advice, you check_ to see if Giraffe, etc. And then there's not invited and perhaps not her unsuccessful search--a
compact, and easily earned
your socks are u_nt1ed,. or you always the old stand by wanted. Such buffoonery was "fool's
errand"--for
pocket or purse. Just unfold it happen
to
bite
into
a.· trick--if a tiypasser tries to pick
brought to _the New World by Persephone's voice.
French Influence
. .
when ready for use and refold chocolate-covered cotton ball, up an apparently lost purse on early English settle.rs.Today,
it when finished. Only ten iust remember that many a sidewalk, it is pulled away people of all ages still employ .. Perhaps the most widely
dollars! Guaranteed for up to a people of many
by an invisible string held by a the.same worn-out pranks that accepted and credible theory
thousand
uses.
BUY have also been taken on this hidden prankster.
their
used, and. is that April Fool's Day started
NOW!!!"
day.
.
some people still fall
these -in France. In 1564;Charles IX!
Several .Jordan students
adopted
the
Gregorian
saw
this
ad
and
took
calendar. This action switched
advantage of it. ''I've had my
New Year's Day from April 1
parking space for two weeks
8i
to January 1. News traveled·
now," said Shirley Barrett.
V
,
slowly in those days (also,·
"I never have to worry
many conservative Frenchmen
finding a spa9e to park. It s
objected to the change of
.
date), so mant continued to
"Revolutionary Invention"
animals day in, day out, .really so cµbits, and its heightis 3q observe the holiday in the
American History teacher
brings
c!ose . to
cubits. I made a :oaf for
spring. They made New
Bobby Tork agreed and
added "It's also waterproof, Grey John completed the Deep inside their hostile ark, and finished 1t to a cub1tvear's calls and sent gifts to
and
Once after it building of his 300-cubit ark exteriors lie very
sweet above; then I set the door of friends . and
relatives.
had rained, the parking lot on April 1.
creatures. I didn't w.ant to see the ark in its side"
Eventually the confusipn over
was really muddy; but I just
John began building the
them get hurt, so instead ?f
Two of every bird, of
the date change evolved into a
took out my old parking space on March 1. "I was
taking off rny glasses, I bwl.t animal, and of every
joke as the conservative and
and set it down in the mud and about the sudden change m the ark.
ther_e are thing of the ground acc?rding forgetful Frenchmen were
drove on it. It didn't even sink temperature," John stated. "I two senior gonllas I'm m love to its kind, helped to build !he ridiculed with mock gifts and
in. When I was ready to leave, took it as the lull before the with."
ark. "It wasn't
supposedly ceremonial visits.
1 picked it up; and the mud storm. A.nd sure enou.gh, the
Broke
them all in the lme,
Gradually,
it
became
slid right off of it."
rain is here. There will be a
"I made the ark
of John. "I had to use the whip a customary to play tricks on
Chuck Davis is also making flood, but I'll be prepared." gopher
so few times." .
.
others in France on the First of
1t inside
The animals· will board
Any victim of such
good use of his parking space.
Not only does John want to cheap .. I
"I drove into the parking lot save himself, but all of the out with pitch to keep it .ark as soon as the water level foolery
<;lu_bbed
a
one tirne, and I could hardly other animals in
zoo where
le.ngth .of th.e. reaches six inches.
. "po.isson d'Avril" (Ap.ril fish).get through. The cars were he works. "Talking to the ark 1s 300 cubits, its width 1s
.
·
.
.
ing

places

were

filled

up.

trnt r01 once no oaths e::>vd!Jtld
from T.K.'s foul mouth. His
eyebrows arched triumphantly
as he removed a packet from
his
back
pocket.
unfurling the object he
it
on the ground in front of h1r:i;
then he drove his car onto it.
"Portable parking spaces, the
latest thing," said T.K.
.
Parking Problems.
T.K had seen the ad ..m the
newspaper: "Are you tired. of
the frantic search for a parking
space? How many times have
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BROOKS 270
One of the Finest Training and Jogging
Shoes Made; Available in 4 Colors.
·

Vou II.ave waited a long time fo.r'a major \in\ted States sports
shoe manufacturer to challenge the impor1s, and now
you won't be disalltl(iinted. The qualify ti! materials, '
workmanship and ""5ivn. and the C011struclion
of the Brooks Drake am your guarantee
Of

many miles Of

IUMillll.

•

MIA

ST:

,,_,

CASSA
Espresso-Cappucino
Chocolate Mousse
N.Y. Egg Creams
French Cheesecakes
Viennese
Hazelnut Cake
Imported Wines
And Beer
11:30 a.m.-1:00 a.m.
454 W.Franklin St.
g42-2400

GOOD ITALIAN FOOD
AT REASONABLE PRICES
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN
489-6276

.TH!S COUPON GOOD FOR
$1000 AT THE COLLEGE
OF YOUR CHOICE
valid at participating
colleges.
·

1 gall9n of.

FREE
with 50 bottle caps
from this newspaper.

TERM PAPERS TYPED
75¢ a page
Contact Carver Camp

TERM PAPERS WRITTEN
50¢ a page
Contact Lenses

GET OUT SUSPENSION FREE
This card may kept until
needed or sold.
Redeem with Mr. Guess

The

Diamond Store
has
Young Ideas

Diamond First
Promise, 10 karat ·
gold, $19.95

Diamond First
Promise, 10 karat
gold, $29.95

Student Accounts Invited
8 Convenient Ways To Buy.

ZALES

The Diamond Store
mustrations enlarged.
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by Carver Camp
Interior Decoration is the art
of creating beautiful and·
suitable
arrangements
of
furnishings and decorations
inside private homes or public
buildings. The art of Interior
Decoration may be applied in
many ways, all of which have
one goal in common: to create
interiors which are not only
distinctive and suited to their
various purposes, but which
also radiate a feeling of
comfort and hospitality.
Do It.In The lobby
These assets · have been
to
combined
at
Jordan
coordinate a comfortable,
homey
atmosphere.
Beginning with the entrance
hal I, one is entranced by the
harmony achieved in the
combination of Bland Brown
and Dingy Beige walls along
with the school's colors, red
and blue, bravely displayed on
the doors. This combination is

tastefully accentuated by the
rustic brick walls and cracked
tile
floors,· creating
an
immediate
impression
of
hospitality.
The theme in the entrance
hal I · is extended into the
hallways, whose warmth is
added to by the numerous
Interior Decorating at
priceless Modern American
but
really
works of art on the walls. American,
Contrastinq
Metallic European," as well as the
ever-popular "Flush twice,
Green doors branch off of the
corridors·,·· leading to other it's a long way . to the'
promising examples of decor, cafeteria.'' Plenty of reading
each outstanding in its own material is provided for the
ultimate
in
intellectual
way.
Do It In The John
pursuits.
The
first
rooms
The classrooma · in this
thoughtfully equipped with institute of higher learning
swinging doors
are the have atmospheres that are all
bathrooms. Tastefully their own. Each is provided
remodeled
in
French with Early American lighting,
Provincial,
the
foreign Early l_ce Age heating, Early
inf 1uence is obvious--the Goodwill desks, and Early
teachers,
al!
quaint graffitti on the walls Victorian
proclaims "You think you're accentuated by Woody Hayes
background music.
Do It In The library
The library at the end of the
hall is kept well-stocked with
books to
suit
individual
preferences--that is, if your
Martin Luther King (film), room
preferences run to such
114. Sports Broadcasting, the
provocative titles as Keystone
band room. Drama, room T-6
Kids, Etiquette On Your First
Outward ound,
room 208
Date, and Spotty Saves the
Witchcraft, the chorus room.
Day. This room is furnished
French-Speaking Africa, room
with comfortable Polish
Poetry,
room
107.
206.
armchairs for your reading
Kayaking and Canoeing, room
enjoyment. The librarians are
116.
Computer . diagnostics,
well-trained and
discreet,
room 201. Magic, room T-3.
working to fulfill your reading
Television Reporting, room 112 .
poteritial to its'fullest.
Sailing, room 110. Forestry,
Do It In The Kitchen
room 204. Pol ice Work, room
The dining room, located
108. Photography, room 105.
directly below the library, is
Veterinary Medicine, room T-8
easily accessible by the gently
Sky-diving,
the
library.
.spiralling staircases located at
Horseback Riding, room T-5.
either end of the hall. Here
Alcoholism, room T-7. Auto
under the careful supervision
Safety, room 109.
of imported French chefs,
Hats off to the Student
such culinary delights as
Council
for
making
the
Beefaroni,
Corndogs,
and
Humanities Festival possible.
Peanut Butter Delight make
All of those students who
their debut. Deconited in
attended the Festival really
Modern Plastic, thit room
missed something.
conveys a moderate air of

Humanities FestivaJ
8:25-9:20--Magic Show in the
Orientation. 9:3010:10--Session One. 10-20-11 :OC
--Session
Two.
11:10-11 :50--Sesslon Three,
12:00-12:30--"Zebra's" in the
auditorium. 12:30-1 :30--Lunch.
12:35--Student Council makes it
rain in the courtyard. 1:co-Skydivers land on the football
.field. 1 :40-2:10--Auditorium, Eel
Hodges and "My Travels With
the
· President.''
Gym,
gymnastics demonstration.
2:20-3:00--Auditorium, Bill
Green and "My Trip To
Gym,
Communist
China."
Eno
Karate
demonstration.
River, room 202. Yoga, Room
205.
Astronomy,
room106.
Backpacking, room 102. Ham
Radios, room 203. Renaissance
Music, room 103. Gourmet
Cooking, room 1M. Transcendental Meditation, room T-4.
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by Vicki Snead

sociabi I ity, comfort, a'nd
indigestion.
One may wish to escape
from traditional decoration for
awhile and commune with
nature in the courtyard. Little
has been done by man to
with the work of
Mother Nature. Strange an"
e.xotic
grow.ths Jlourish
riotously here, mcludmg Terra
Cotta
Crabgrass,
and
miacellaneous
Waterford
Weeds.
Do It In The Gym
to the botanical
gardens 1s the spa, commonly
known as the gymnasium
:The opaque skylights, Ding)
Beige Walls, and odor of Arric
Extra Dry add
to
pervading air of health anc..
well-being here, adhering to
the decor theme of Modern
American Jail Cell.
The study, or office, next to
the spa, is the last room in our
Interior Decorating tour. Here
one notices again the theme of
Dingy Beige. The color of the
people who frequent the
study, however, contrasts with
the theme of Basic Busywork.
The study is adjacent to the
entrance hall, which concludes
_our
study
of
Interior
Decoration at Jordan.
Good Interior Decoration
has an appealing combination
t.f colors, an
interesting
arrangement of furniture, and
details which
indicate a
skillful, personal touch. The
decoration at Jordan, which
obviously accomplishes these
goals, 9.chieve the quality
most desired in
Interior
Decoration. which is charm.

Development and utilization
of one of America's prime
natural resources--rocks-- has
experienced . a tremendous
upswing due to a widespread,
insane craving for pet rocks.
Children of every age have
been investing in pet rocks.
These precious items were
brought- .to ·the
public's
attention by the
Double
D;docile and domesticated --a
Nice Company.
Caring for a rock is simple.
Feeding and bathing it are
essential. The owner must
place
his
rock
in
the
refrigerator one night every
week.
The pet rock will
absorb enough nourishment
from the food odors to sustainit. To bathe the rock, the
owner must place it in a
dishwasher with other pet
animals
or
with
fine
crystalware. The rock may be
washed by hand with warm
water or a mild shampoo.·
However, the owner must take
precautions to avoid getting
water in the pet rock's ears.
Training Your Rocks
A pet rock can be taught to
obey his master's every
command. For example, the
rock can be taught to attack.
The owner thrus_ts the rock
forward
Trianing Your Rocks
A pet rock can be taught to
obey his master's every
command. For example, the
rock can be taught to attack.
The owner holds the rock in
his hand and draws his hand
back to his ear.
Then the
owner thrusts the rock forward
and yells "attack!" The rock
can
make
an
attractive
.'.>aperweight. Place important

--------

.

Pet Rocks stage an orgy in the smoking area.·
papers on the desk, 1-1.Jt the
rock on top of them, an!'.l tell h
to "stay."
Such a pet can slso be
trained to perform.tricks. To
tei:lcn ·it to roll over, simply
place the pet rock at the top of
a slightly elevated area and
push.
Or teach it to do a
headstand by placing the rock
on its head in a hole. Children
enjoy teaching pet rocks to
play baseball. They toss the
rock in front of a baseball bat
and swing.
The different
tricks a pet rock can perform
depend on the imagination of
its owner.
There are many advantages
to owning a pet rock. There is
no need for a I itter box. It is
never Alpo time because the
rock is an odor eater. · The
owner
need
never
be
concerned about serious
damage to his pet rock
because it does not chase cars
The rock is secure;it neve,
leayes home. It is quiet, never
aggravating, and always ready
for affection.
Breeding Your Rocks
Pet rocks can also be bred
for fun and profit. The owner
must obtain a female for the
stud (male). Help them in the
stud's box because rocks are
poor clim.bers.
Place the
female in the center and put

stud next to· her, making
sure that they are not quite
touching each other. Close
the top, wait thirteen minutes,
and open the box. If the rocks
are in a position similar to the
way they were left that means
the rocks have mated. If they
are in any other position,
apologize, close the lid, and
wait three more minutes.
Remove the female to a warm
secure place for six weeks.
After the allotted time has
passed, lay the female on the
floor, take a sledge hammer,
and bang!, the cycle is
::omplete.
However, a pet rock does
have some disadvantages.
There is a _possibilJty of an
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werdose of fo_od odors tha:t
could cause a regergetation on.
the refrigerator.
Also the
owner could lose the pet
because of its size. The pet
rock will never die and there
could be problems with always
caring for it. Also, the pet
rock cannot return to his
master's affections.
The pet rock fad is giving
millions of ·Americans
chance to actually own .a piece
of the rock.
Thanks to
"Double D--a Nice Company"
the • rocks of today are
becoming
the
pets
of
tomorrow.
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Profiles
Have

Students
by Steve Gitelman
Clark Shelley is one of the
haughtier, ··more
arrogant
students
Jordan,
but
rightfully so.
Clark feels he is a superb
writer·. He has written a novel
which he thinks can win a
Pulitzer Prize, but he hasn't
been able to find a national
publishing company who will
·buy the rights to the book.
Clark says, "The publishing
com pan ie-s
are
such
nerds--they don't know quality
material when they see it.''
He has failed to reveal the title
of the book, claiming, "It's so
original, someone might try ta.
copy it."
·
Clark started writing in tne
first grade. He says, "I took a
long look around at all the
options I had open to me at
that time, and decided that
writing offered the brightest
future . for me." Since that

at

,fime, , Clark's)

writing. skills

have improved vastly. Ke has
moved from printing, to
cursive,. and
to the
ultimate plateau--typlng.

Clark
enjoys
Jordan
"because it's so unfriendly. I
don't have to waste any of my
valuable writing time on
others.'' He does not belong
to any school activities. Asked
about graduation, Clark

by Chris Goolsby
gnaw on, as the "Supreme" is
"This is Jordan's own permeated with them
resident gourmet, Chumpo
AHalry-r=xperience"
the Chubby Chef, bringing
The
only
good
thing
you a special April Fool's Chumpo can say about this
report on the wonderful food cafeteria is that they make ·
that is served in our cafeteria. good hamburgers, if one has
Chumpo also has a big aquired a taste for soybeans
surprise for you
kiddies and I or horseflesh. There is
because later in this article; I also a great deal of foliage
will bring you an exclusive from the heads of the cooks
Students flock to the. cafeteria at lunch.
report on the lunch we're that makes eating here a hairy
.
going to have on April Fool's experience in more ways than
replied, "It will be sad. High mount than rocks, but I Day."
one. Therefore, this reporter
school life has
so much manage.''
Food Reviews
can say that the Githens
Like most collectors learn,
Many students at Jordan cafeteria lives up to its motto
to me."
G_larK rerused to ..make any
has _had to specialize feel that our-cafeteda food is quite well: "Flush twice, it's a
additional comments on his in a certain area of her poor at best, but this is not long way to the cafeteria."
life philosophies or opinions of friendship collection. "There so. Our cafeteria actually
April Fool's
today's society. He stated, are so many people," she serves the finest
school
I am now sure that all.
"These ideas can be found in says, "That I had to narrow lunches in this area. To show Jordan students see their
the literature I have written." down the people who could be you how good the lunch )S are cafeteria in a different light.
However, he would like to my friends to just guys."
at Jordan, Chumpo has visited They now know that our
Shelley has done some some of the other schools in cafeteria is one of the best in
remind all students that his
birthday is Monday, April 5. wonderfUI _things for
this area and has been the area and they should be
,He will place a large box in ;
Quxs:;·, She is so wit.ling
appalled by the horrifying proud of it. But just in case
front of the office, and will to:, . tliro"'.1'
herself into a eating conditions present. The there are
any
doubting
allow Jordan students to show relat1onsh1p. Tex Andy feels, cafeteria at Sherwood Githens Thomases out there, Chumpo
their gratitude towards him by '.'She puts
of herself Jr. High right next door has is going to handle your April
ch;:tving th.em place wrapped
into a relat1onsh1p ..Why, she some of the worst food that Fool's lunch from the time
gifts "in the box.
even sat on my e.nt1re lap for this reoorter has _ever seen.
that
McFarland's
Refuse
ShelleyClark
an entire lunch
AsTheStomachTurns
Service Vehicle delivers the
Shelley Clark is just the never forget that feeling.
To show you what srop they materials to when you receive
Asked. about other
have at Githens, ChumP.O has the scrumptious repast from
oposite of Clark Shelley. She is
lovely ladies in the
a very outgoing person who ?,f her life, Shel,i,ey replied, picked out a few of the worst
There are none.
foods there. Now, one of these kitchen.
enjoys her relationships with
Charles Smith
gastronomical disasters in the
The Menu!!!
others.
Shelley says, ''.Wnen I was
Charles Smith attends hunk of cheese-covered
And now here's that special
young, I
rocks. That Jordan. He is so boring that he cardboard that is grossly: surprise
that
Chum po
was until 1 heard that '.Friends
. will
receive
no
further misrepresented under the promised you. Yes--here is
Now, I collect discussion.
name pizza. There would be your exclusive preview of your
are for
friends. They are harder to
several Italians doing tailspins April Fool's lunch. The main
in thier graves if they heard of entree
is
going
to
be
this. Another item to turn the something . called Surprise
stomach is the grease-laden
Mul!igan Stew.
you find .
soup that is served. Now, in it may fool you. Served i.ivith
Chumpo cannot confirm this, the stew will be oldie moldie
but there is a rumor that all stale
bread
and
excess animal parts and many God-knows-what sandwiches
supremely
overripe complete with sand imported
vegetables
are
used
in from Myrtle Beach. Backing
preparing this soup, and I use up this appetizing display with
the word
'soup'
lightly. be the good, old-fashioned
Another insult to the art of mudpie dessert and the
is
the famous frozen-sour milk to
food
preparation
so-called Turkey Supreme drink. Chumpo is expecting all
which seems to be a bit. of you kids to come out and lay
lacking in its namesake. down your $.60 for this
Nevertheless, students are wonderful lunch on April
provided with several bones to Fool's Day!

Clark Shelley and Shelley Clark stand out in the class left.
Charles Smith is visible in the class at right.

RED and HITE
Prettiest Meat Counter in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGH QUALITY
3000 Chapel
Hill Boulevard
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Little Miste_r Big Man

J

bv v1cK1e Mcauay
No . student can approach
principal of
James Sills,
Jordan, _without some sense of
awe. His 6' 4", 220 lb. stature
and_ -seri_OJJS expression is
enougn
Lo
tjuTcKem
the
heartbeat of anyone, whether
in trouble or not.
Sills
has
been
James
principal at Jordan for seven
'years and has seen some
changes. l:IP\i\'.ev.er he admits,
_"Humanly speaking,

•

G.

ills Is Jor

are preny much the same.''
Sills feels there is an
unrealized
potential
for
excellency
at
Jordan
in
academics, art, and athletics.
The potential is not met
because, said Sills, "It's
apathy, indifference, and if
they (students) don't know
their potential then that's
another problem." Another
reason Sills cited was that
''the physical appearance of
the _ building
is
not

acqeptable.''
.
Concerning students' rights.
Sills feels that "too often
students say they want more
responsibility and freedom.
There is a limit to the freedom
in public schools. There is also
a limit to a principal's ability
to give permission for this
freedom . You can't just
remove all restrictions and
locations, no one has that
freedom."
When
questioned
on

n

rincipal

current problems at Jordan,
Sills responded, "The drug
problem
has
been
an
increasing concern at Jordan
and
other
schools.
The
problem here is not as
.Aithouqh I am not so
naive to tninK tliere is ·no
problem. I do think it has
peaked. '
Sills graduated from U.N.C.
at Chapel Hill, studying math
and social studies education.
He taught in various places in

by GeorgeJ
Physics classes at Jordan
have been flying rockets in
connection with a lab for the
course. The objective of the
flights was to have a rocket
blow up on the launch pad or
achieve permanent orbit
around the earth.
Most of the rocket flights
fell somewhere between these
two extremes. The launching
site was located behind the
school on the practice field.
Mission Control was Professor,
·

Gemini Leftovers
The
rockets,
built
by
· s.,t u d e n t - e n g i n e e rs , we re
primarily Saturn V's, and a
few were leftovers from earlier
, Gemini missions.
One useful aspect of the
: flights was that they enabled
Physics classes to experience
in astronauteeri ng. Bob
Bundar, engineer-astronaut of
the Schlep--2 craft, indicated
that his flight followed a very
hectic pace: "It was· most
accelerating," stated Bundar.
· ''The open cockpit effect at.
800
m.p.h.
was
quite
invigorating--and my Chap
Stick didn't help much."
Spanish Fly
Slink Fly and "Ba.by Bick''
·Sloat,

l}eing Principal is a lonely job.

ON

C. OWEN DEWAR
WATCHMAKE Ii! & JEWELEi'I

489-1140

t-n-----------•11iia---.. .
2706 CHAPEL HI LL ROAD
DURHAM, N. C. 27707

copilots

of

the

Phone: 489-6488

Ben. L Crabtree, Jr.

Sills'
Parkwood.
Baroara,
wife, teaches fifth grade at
Parkwood Elementry School.
has
two
children
Sills
Jimmy, 12, and Nancy, 8.

f

REMEMBER TO SEND
YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE

BOOSTER'S CLUB fOR

ACTIVITY BUSES TO:

Go Duke

35 51
Court
Durham, N.C. 27707

MUSIC

cL.osEc wEcNe:sc ...v

2805 Hope Valley Rd. 489-1207

CRABTREE'S EXXON

in

£lcv.,,_ffL_

KAYAKING,

WEEKDAYS 12:00 .. 8: 30

for .the outdoorsman

lives

'It's been a wonderful year, and
we only hope everyone has
enjoyed it as much as we have.
'I Goodbye and Go,d bless to all
the people. who've worked so,
· hard this year.
All our love,

Stud

CAMELOT

family

Professor Spleen expressed

Buster ·I, · found. their '
spacecraft rather crowded,
due to the last-minute addition
of two female crew members.
"'Co-ed flight ·was .
sighed Slink: "It was hard for
Baby Rick and me to keep our
minds on what we were doing,
what with distractions like
data
collection,
gadget
reading,
an.d
radio1
communication."
,
Stud Buster I got off the pad
slowly, but once underway it
experience boo.ster. after

CAV1NG

Sills

delight iil ·s-pite of the fact that
most of the flights were more
fun than functional.

booster u·ntil it finally burned

CANOEING,

The

out. Incidentally, the heat observing telescopes. Ham is
shield of the Stud Buster I was survived by his mutha and his
melted before the rocket little red caboose.
Going Down?
even began reentry.
Going Up? · ·
Perhaps
the
most
One inauslrious student, interesting flight was that of
Blair Ham, seems to have Herald
Clod,
known
accomplished orbital status. affectionately
by
his
At
any
rate.
he
and
his
winged
contemporaries
as
"Doctor
1
craze "Firesnird" have not
Spach." 'The good doctor
been· seen... since the 1auncn managed, through days of
date. In his first flight, Ham arduous endeavor, to design
was the first student . to an
acrobatic
space
achieve negative acceleration. craft--"Loop-the-Loop-2."
Four days after Ham and his Clod's initial run consisted of
craft were dug out of the a half-somersault off the pad,
ground, he blasted off again. two back flips, a barrel roll,
Nearby observers .reoortep and a full twisting dismount
hearing cries of "Look, Mom,
onto the roof of the school.
no han.ds!'' before the rocket. Upon impact, a perceptive
eluded even the strongest bookworm emerged from the
library and made off with the
rocket. The craft never made it
more than nine feet off of the
ground. Clod's ship was later
recovered by Little Mungo
Karis, the Golden Gloves
astrophysicist in the landing
crew, who is now on trial f
assaulting C\\ p9okworm.

C::QUIPMENT FOR BACKPACKING

CL1M61NG ANO

the east including Southern
High School for a short time.
He did graduate work in
administration at U.N.C. Sills
then was principal in schools
throughout North Carolina,
including Lillyton, Laurelhill,
and Rnr-khilL

ts

Students

navid Soleen's Volkswaoen.
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DIXIE VIM
Service Station
--Parkwood--

Safety -- !:.ow Prices
All Cigarettes .33 with tax
;·•·

FULL LINE
RECORD AND
TAPE STORE

V'fe\..arc'f"'o1

AL,.la11IJIJ

Everyone.··

2720 Chapel Hill Road
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BIRD DROPPINGS

But

Seriously

byMike O'Brien
T.he Jordan basketball
team, first-place conference
finishers and district 3-A
runners-up,
capped
the
season for what Coach Johny
Avery called "his best team
ever. '
Nine seniors finished their·
careers at Jordan this year in
·the championship game loss
to Graham.
Seniors Mike
O'Brien, Mike Parker, Ken
Rosemond, Fred Sherrill, and
Mike Young have played
together
since
their
sophomore year, with a record
of 48 wins and 21 losses.
Other seniors on ttie squad
were James Chapman, David
Floyd, Billy Key, and Allen
Smith.
·After clinching a tie for first
In the Triangle conference
with a 73-66 victory over Wake
Forest, the Falcons won a coin
toss and were placed in the top
seed in Tourney play.
1

)econd all-tourney team member Ken Rosemond scores the
winning basket in the semifinal contest against East Randolph.

Our Last Headline Our
-Last Headline Our Last
Athletic activities at Jordan because Gayle has hung Sally
:his year have expanded their twenty-five consecutive times
realms by adding a new in hang-man. The well-known
'dimension--sports
in
the
game of tic tac toe still exists
library. Although the library's in the 800's section, and last
primary use is for reading and but not least, a rousing game
studying,
students
are of strip poker is being played
overwhelmed
by
the in the secluded area of the
enthusiastic success of some 900's-art and history. The only
new intellectual athletic problem created by these
activities.
games is that the librarian has
Strip Poker
been taken to the sickroom
Visiting each of the library four times, suffering from
tables wher<' a different sport
temporary blindness.
:exists, one frncis no sign of
It is of vital importance that
boredom, just an intense the school support these
desire to pass the time. At one time-consuming athletic
table, there may be an activities in order to increase
interesting
game
of the
students' _intellectual
penny-pitching going on, or at capacfty. Who knows, someanother table, Billy may be ·day there may be a special
Bmearing Johnny in paper 01ympics Day dedicated
fo_otball. Nearby, Sally is
Library Athletics.
practically

at

Gay1e's

CAMERA

The team advanced to the
semifinals of the tournament
with a 69-58 victory over
Bartlett-Yancey.
Ken
Rosemond's 20 points lead the
way, with L.K. Thompson
adding 14 more.
To
advance
to
the
tournament finals the Falcons
defeated a quick and talented
East Randolph squad. Ken
Rosemond was again top
scorer with 28 points. Jordan
played one of its finest
halves -of - basketball mis
year, building a 14-point lead
:before it was cut to 7 at the
'half. After a furious see-saw
second half, Xen Rosemond 's
3-point play with 9 seconds
left seaLed the .60-57 victo(y.
By
advancing
to
the

Mike Young made first team all-tournament, hitting 76 % from
the floor.
disthct-finals, this year's team
advanced farther than any
other squad since the 1969
state champions.
The title·
game with Graham was never
close after the half, as the
Falcons were forced to play
catch-LI p.
Everyone got to
p1ay rn the 1 Gl-81 ross.
Co-Captains Mike Parker and
Fred Sherrill accepted the
runner-up trophy for the team.
All year, Coach Avery has
stated that the play of the
bench was a bia factor in the

well, snagging many caroms.
The team set three main
goals at the start of the,
season: to win the Christmas,
tourney, Conference, and goto the State Tourney. Two
other goals were set by the
senio!s: to put a trophy in the
tro11hy case, and to have a
o,Josely-knit team, both of 1
,;,,hich were accomplished. '

·Many

throat

&

PHOTO SHOPPE
107 West Main Street
(P.O.Box 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)
Durham

Falcons' succes, but in the
first two games of the Tourney
this was especially true. Billy
Key and Phil Greer both
played
well
in
spot
performances.
Mike Young
was named to the first
all-tourney team, while Ken
Rosemond made the second
squad.
Mike
had
a
phenomenal
tournament,
shooting 76 percent from the
field and averaging 14.0
points for the three games.
Ken averaged 21.0 points.
'soth players hit the boards

2611 Chapel Hill Blvd.

Matehing pennies is a favorite studem activity in we 11orary.

seniors

have

stated_

they'll miss the team and -nave
playing
tremendously.
A few seniors are in line for
collegiate ball. Mike Young
and Ken Rosemond have
recieved some offers while
Fred Sherrill (N.C. State) and
Mike O'Brien
(Western
Carolina) plan to try out for
their college

Jabber
wocky
One would have thought
that there would be some
holiday which would be left
alone. We've gotten used to
Christmas decorations going
up after Thanksgiving.
No
one was surprised by the two
years of build-up for the
Bicentennial. But this time,
it's gone too far! April Fools
'Day has been commercialized.
Remember the good old ,
. days of simple, homemade
"April Fools"? Like waking
everyone in the house at 4:00
a.m. with cries of "fire"? Like
draining your neighbor's gas
tank? Or taking off his lug
nuts? Hey, who remembers
the old favorite' 'your shoe's
untied"? How about "It's
··snowing"? Yes, those were
'he days.
One could have, perhaps,
guessed that the April Fools
decorations downtown would
go up earlier every year. Nor
are
the
nightly
TV
commercials about April Fools
Dav 100 years ago altogether

surprising.
But one cannot
h.elp being disillusioned by the'
April
· -Fool's cards and
pre-packaged jokes that one is
expected to give friends and
relatives.
Does your sister
really want a doll who says
"Apri I Fool" and breaks into
little pieces when her stomach
is squeezed?
Does your
father really need a chain saw
designed t_o go bezerk? Is
. your girlfriend really going to
·like that necklace which can be
used as a \choke collar?
Seriously, now, fellows!
Hasn't it gone a little too far?
In a free society like ours,
it's up to the individual citizen
to fight th is kind of creeping
socialistic foolishness. It's up
to us to boycott April Fool's
Day-or at least go back to the
homemade
jokes
until
commercialization
of
this
holiday ceases. If we don't,
April Fool's Day is in grave
danger of completely losing its
real meaning.

Dear Ann Slanders,
I think I'm in love with Tex,
but I can't seem to get his
attention. I've tried everything,
even
running
by
him
glory-naked.
Got
any
suggestions?
Desperate
Dear Desperate,
1. Tex doesn't go for
flat-chested sophomores.
2.
He's mine. Stay away or I'll fix
your face.
·
Dear Ann Slanders,
I think Mr. Gray is on a long
drug trip. He's a teacher, but he
calls himself a zookeeper and
calls us his animals. I really
didn't mind when he put
newspapers under the desks, or
when he threw bones at us, but
that whip and chair are just too

B

C.C., D.D. and B.S. know some
nasty things about each other.
-What really goes on up at
A.S. 's lake cabin?
--D.D. wants to thank M.O'B.
_for a wonderful New Year's Eve.
,(Being second choice is no fun.)
--M.A. and A.F. had better
neqk--Oops ! I mean knock--it
off!
--Mr. Avery, you .had better not
let· your #1 team drive to any
more away games!
--Is the Fun Club still having
"fun"?
--Do you still have
"heart", D.K.G.?

ch nook

"Keystone Kids", by Tumis, primarily because Tumis uses
extremely
complex
John R. Harcourt, Brace & an
World 209 pages, Signet ''stream of consciousness''
edition Date due: March 31 style reminiscent of that of
James
Joyce:
''A
clear
"Keystone Kids" by John grasscutter, fast and easy to
Tumis is an excellent baseball handle, a double play ball just
.no:vel. Tumis avoids the where he wanted it. One toss,
one throw, and bang! There
'Simplistic
themes
a_nd
_pedantic style which are all . you are, back in the dugout,
and the game over.'' But if the
too common in this genre.
Instead,
his
writing
is reader goes carefully and
carefully thought out and slowly and keeps a grammar
displays an exciting subtlety. text handy, it should be
His theme (that good players possible to puzzle through
always rise to the top) is such sections within a few
deeper than most found in minutes. The alert reader will
basbal I novels and is wel I find that this effort is
supported. The book, in short, well-rewarded, not only by the
thematic material, but also by
is a modern classic.
"Keystone Kids" is not an the exciting, action-packed
easy book to
however, moments of baseball.

your

--T.M., remember Sue?
--K.R. and L.G., you two sure
get yourselves into some tight
situations!
D.D., M.G.R., and L.W. (The
Three Musketeers) "tic-tac"
their way into certain games.

Ann Slanders
Dear Ann Slanders,
I think my son is queer. I
know I shouldn't say a thing like
that aboat my own son, but
lately
1've
gotten
pretty
suspicious.
I really didn't notice when he
started wearing his mother's
clothes. Nor did I take heed
when he sang soprano in the
school play and pinched three
boys in the pants. But I did get a
little suspicious when he started
kissing
his
best
friend
goodnight. What should I do?
Sign me,
Worried, oppressed, riled, mad
Dear W.0.R.M,
Don't let him have any friends
sleep over and don't let him joir>
the Boy Scouts either.
·
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much. What should we do?
Rover
Dear Rover,
Report him to the nearest
Animal Protection Society, then
make a citizens' bust and turn
all the drug evidence over to
me. I'll toke, I mean take, care
of it.
Dear Ann Slanders,
Since we were first married,
my wife has been very unkempt.
She never has shaved her legs
or underarms and the hair is
atrocious. She won't even shave
off her moustache. I thought I
was going to wear the pants in
the family, but how can I? She's
always wearing mine! What
should I do?
Pulling My Hair
Dear Pulling,
See a psychiatrist, honey,
you' re married to a man!
Dear Ann Slanders,
I think Mr. Ham is getting
down on my case. A person
can't even skip in this school
anymore! Geez, every day he's
out in the parking lot, just
waiting for me to take off. Even
when it's raining, he's out there
watching me, the rain dripping
off of his glasses. I'm beginning
to get paranoid and my grades
are startir:ig to improve because
I have no way to skip. This is
really getting sickening. What's
wrong with him?
Jitters at Jordan
Dear Jitters,
Dummy, he wants to go with
you! Mr. Guess will catch him if
he slips out the front!

--Who is it this week, P.P.?
--D.B. and M.B., what have
you two been doing in the
courtyard behind the bushes?
--Tex: Hang in there,
weather will change back!

the

--B.G., stick to your own kind.
You're heading for trouble.
--N.C., who's the mystery guy
at Orange High School?
--What's wrong, D.J., have you
forgotten all of your old and
dear friends?
--What seniors in 4th and 6th
periods have a petition to ban
W.L.?
--M:A., he can't help it--he's a
flirt!
--M.P., you'd better watch it,
now you· have two girls on your
hands .... a junior and a :;enior.
--Wise up, O.S. There are better
things in life.
--K.A., did your heart mend
yet?
.--L.B. and K.D., are your noses
back to normal now?
--G.E., keep your hands out of
trouble.
--L.L., why don't you.mind your
own business?
--K.P. has certain ur9es when
.she smokes.
--Things are getting "Smokey"
for P.H.

0
The library receives new
books
and
other
media
throughout the year. Our latest
shipment included the following
categories:
Those interested in recent
bestsellers and other fiction may
want to check these out: Helter
Skelter, by Bugliose (364.1 ); All
Things Bright and Beautiful, by
Herriot (636.089); The Other
Side of the Mountain, by
Kinmont (921 ); Eric, by Lund
(921); Sunshine, by Klein (F);
The Rainbow, by Lawrence (F);
Sons and Lovers, by Lawrence
(F);
Sirens of Titan,
by
Vonnegut (F); My Darling, My
Hamburger, by Zindel (F).
To keep up with your rights
and responsibilities as a minor,
look into: Students'
Legal
Rights and Responsibilities, by
LaMorte (P 340); Your Rights
As A minor, by Loeb (346).
The American Studies classes
studying minorities will find the
following books and sound
filmstrips helpful: Japanese

ranny
American Story,
by FuKe1
(301.45); Awakening Minorities,·
. by Howard (301.45); Strangers
in Their Own Land, by Prago
(301.;i5); America Fever, by
Greenleaf (325.73); Nation of
!mmigrants--Today (FS/S 325).
Philosophy and psychology
books of interest are: Problems
of Philosophy, by Russell (100);
Witchcraft,
Mysticism,
and
Magic in the Black World, by
Haskins (133.4); Irrational Man,
by
Barrett
(142);
Gestalt
Psychology, by Kohler (150.19);
The Three Faces of Eve, by
Thigpen (616.8).
New biology books include:
Land and Wildlife of Australia,
by Bergamini (500.9); Water, by
Leopole (551.4); The Desert, by
Leopole (551.4); Life in Ponds,
by Gorvett (574.92); Evolution,
by Moore (575).
Other miscellaneous books
are: The Other America, by
Harrington (301.44); Graphic
Works of M.C. Escher, by
Escher (769); The Third Reich,
by Berwick (943.068).

by Veronica Porter
T.K. Grayson was late for
school again. He steered hjs
car into . the parking
lot
and, naturally, all the parking places were filled up.

I

jam-packed. There was only
one thing I could do. I got out
my parking ·space, and I set it
right on top of another car;
that's just.
·I parked.
There

was

no·. damage

to

But for once no oatns escaped either car, ·ana I was the first
from T.K.'s foul mouth. His one out of the parking lot.''
by Vicki Foster
eyebrows arched triumphantly
Ms. Barrett ended . by
No one is really sure of the
as he removed a packet from sayin.gJ "The motoring world
origin of April Fool's Day.
his ·back
pocket.
After owes a greal debt of thanks to
Sortie berieve lnanr began as
unfurllng the object he set it Yukon Parkette for his very
an
ancient
New
Year's
on the ground in front of him; ·
'•.1Uonary invention."
rorraOJe rarnmg ::;paces alleviate this kind of
Festival celebrated at the
then he drove his car onto it.
An 'April Fool' .
· ----·- .
.
·
·
Vernal Equ.inox (March 21 ). It
"Portable parking spaces, the
very long ago, some
N.apoleon
bears resemblances to Hilaria,
latest thing," said T.K.
p1::;uple who had pass by an old.
. Kick Me:
.
:his second wife on Apnl 1, which was an ancient Roman
Parking Problems
purse on the sidewalk· in one
Thes.e include putting signs 1810, and was often referred festival celebrate.d March 25
T.K had seen the ad in the town wished they had fallen on people's backs with "Kick to as a "poisson, d'Avril"
in honor of a nature goddess.
newspap.er: "Are you tired. of for the old gag. FinaMy, a Me" written on
putting
Hen's Teeth
Another theory concerning
the frantic search
a parking small boy did so and found $BO
or salt
candy,
Widespread indulgence in the orgin of April Fool's Day is
the myth
of
space? How many times have in the purse He was given a replacing sugar with salt in such antics spread into"Britain based on
you been late !or al"1 .i.mpor_tant
t, reward and the April Fool joke the sugar bowl, or @Verinq in the 18th century, where Persephone, the beautiful
engagement, or. missed out on was on those who had been c.otton.. bans with chocolate to . _ victims were sent in search of daughter of Ceres, the Greek
a
·
at a . sal? afraid they would be fooled. , s1mulale candy. Children tell such strange items as hen's goddess of nature. Legend has
because
you · , co_uldn t
Although April Fool's
that their socks are teeth.
pigeon's
A. it
that
Persephone
was
because you couldn t fmd a ·is a relatively minor holiday, it
then shout a gleeful favorite trick of the Brrt1sh was
flowers in the
1
place to park? Heres
the remains a day for everyone to April
Fool!" when the to tell an unsuspecting man; Elysian fields when Pluto, the
soluti.on to all your parking be alert so as to avoid being bewildere?
adult
looks that his girlfriend wanted him solemn and somber god of the
worries:
a
PORTABL E the neighborhood prankster's towards hrs
are to
t? her house at au n de r w or Id, s u? den I y
N_G . SPACE!! 1t s next victim. If, on someone's deluged on Aprrl 1 with phone
time.
When
he appeared · and., earned her
I 1ghtwe1ght,
extremely advice you check to see if calls for . Mr. Camel, Miss arrived, he found that he was away. When Ceres heard her
compact, and easily carried in
are untied or you Giraffe, etc. And then there's not invited and perhaps not daughter's cries, she began
to
bite 'into
a.
the old stand by wanted. Such buffoonery was
pocket or purse. Just unfold it happen
use and refold chocolate-covered cotton bal 1 ,tnck--1! a bypasser tries to pick
brought to .the New World by
f o o 1. s , er
- - for
1t when fm1shed. Only ten iust remember that many up
appare.nt!y lost purse on early English settlers.Today,, Persephone s vo1c.e.
dollars! Guar?nteed for up to a people of many generations a
It .IS pulled away people of all ages still employ . .
Influence
thousand
uses.
BUY have also been. taken on this by an mv1s1ble stnng held by a the same worn-out pranks that
Perhaps the most widely
NOW!!!"
day.
hi<;lden prankster.
their ancestors used, and.
and credible theory
Several Jordan students
some people still fall for these is that Aoril Fool's Day started
saw
this
ad
and
took
in
In i;,,o4, Charles IX
advantage of it. "I've had my
auuµLed
the
Gregoriar.
parking space for two weeks
calendar. This action switched
now," said Shirley Barrett.
New Year's Day from April 1
''I never have -to worry about
-.
to January 1. News traveled
finding a spa9e to park. It's
slowly in those days (also
fantastic!''
many conservative
"Revolutionary Invention"
. .
.
.
objected to the change of
Bobby Tork agreed ·and
American History teacn.;;;r
an.1mals day m, day out, .really 50 cµbits, and its height is 3l date), so mant
to
added, "It's also waterproof' Grey Jcihn completed the brings
close . to
cubits. I made a roof
the
the holiday m the
and
Once after it building of his 300-cubit ark
their hostile ark, and finished it to a cubit. sprrn,g. They made . New
had ramed, the parking lot on April 1
ex
,very sweet. above; then I set the door of
s calls and sent gifts to
was really muddy; but I just
John began buildin the ark creatures. I d1dn t w_ant to see the ark in its side"
friends . and
relatives.
took out my old parking space on March 1. "I wasg worried
hurt, so instead
Two of every bird, of every Eventually the confusion over
and set it down in the mud and about the sudden chan e in , a rng o nw. glasses, I built animal, and of every creeping !he date change evolved into a.
?rove on it. It didn't even sink temperature," John stat2d. "I
ark:
t,ner.e
thing of the ground according JOke as the conservative an.d
m. Y'fhen was ready to leave, took it as the lull before the
gorillas m in love to its kind, helped to build the
rrenchmen. were
I picked rt up; and the mud storm. And sure enou h . the
.
ark. "It wasn't easy keeping ridiculed with mock gifts and
just slid right off of it."
rain is here. There
be a
"I
Gdopher Broke
them all in the line" said supposedly ceremonial visits.
Chuck Davis is also making flood but I'll be prepared "
h ma e d the ark
of John. "I had to use
whip a
Gradually,
it
became
good use
his parking space.
Not onl does John wan·t to· gap er
it s so few times."
·
custom_ary to play
on
"I dr?ve mto the parking lot save
but all of the
I
it ms1de an?
The animals, will· board the
m
o_n the First of
one time, and I could hardlv :other animals in the zoo where wat
t f
to keep rt ark as soon as the.water lever'Apnl. . Any victim of such
get through. The cars were he works. ''Talking to the
k
b"e
le.ngth
.of 1s reaches six inches.
fooler_y
- a
ar IS
cu its, its width
"poisson d'W?S
Avril"· ou_bbed
(April fish).'
1
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Students
March in
December
by Lucy Gardner

Spectators saw nursery
rhyme characters such as
The
Yuletide
season Little Bo Peep and Hansel
opened with Durham's an& Gretel come alive on the
nual Christmas parade de- passing
floats.
Mitchie
spite the dreary skies and Barnes and Lisa Nichols,
fall showers, Nov. 28, the Jordan students, manned
by Kenneth Campbell
day of the parade.
the Doll's float, featuring a
The rain didn't dampen
stuffed Raggedy Andy With
Jordan was raided by
the spirits of the Durham
white trees arrayed with
Student.council members shake their
vandals on the night of
·citizens
who turned out
baby dolls. Other Jordan
booties for the
Body.
Nov. 2. Using two-by-four
with umbrellas in hand.
- · ·
·
Photo by: Ken
students, Neely Currin,
boards the vandals broke·
The parade was led by
Katrina Dalton, Ann Fulthe windows of several
that Jordan students could
police escort and the
because Plexiglas will be
ton, Blair Hahn, Karon
trailers and · most of the
have been involved in this
National
Guard's
Color
used to repiace the glass."
Morris, Owen Scott, L.K.
windows along the ground
raid. One stated, "Some
Guard. It began on Morgan
Mr. Guess, the other
Thompson and Iris Williams
students could be provoked
level near the smoking
Street, proceeded to PeaAssistant ·Principal, complayed characters from
due
to
having
been· mented, "Schools are hit
area.
body, turning west on Main
Charles Dicken's, A Christ"
suspended from school."
No suspect has been
Street and ending on
like this every year, but I
mas Carol on the Lamp
apprehended by the SherThe total damage is estiBuchanan Blvd.
don't think there has been
float. Katrina Dalton commated to have cost the
iff's Department which was
anything as massive as this.
Jordan's band, 50th in mented, "I liked our float.
called in to investigate the
Durham · County School
That is why we have the
the parade line-up played We were dressed up in
case. Finger prints and two
System about $2,000. Acdogs."
many of the favorite Christ- costumes instead of evening
two-by-fours were found
cording to Assistant PrinciThe security dogs were
mas tunes. One. band gowns or elf outfits like
and are believed to be the
pal, Mr. Ham, "The cost is
not patrolling the school
member, Joe Meyers, after everyone else."
ones used to break the so high because there were
grounds the night of the
being asked how he liked
Topping off the parade
windows. Some Jordan offi- two teams of workers,
destruction, although they
playing in the rain, comwas that jolly old man from
. cials feel that it is possible . working for two days ana
were
in the next day.
mented, "It's stupid." Mathe North Pole, Santa
jorette
Sandy
Harness
Claus. Young and Old alike
agreed with Joe saying,
got excited as Santa's rein"It's
too
wet."
JHS deer and sleigh approached.
spectator Jennifer Dalton. When asked if he was
commented, "This feeling happy to be here from the
never reflected in the band North Pole, Santa replied,
performance." Bands from "I lOve it here."
Durham High, Hillside,
At the parade's end one
by Mike Kesler
aance are running on
the decorating for the ·Northern, Southern, and Jordan viewer, Everett
schedule, one large problem
dance, but $200 is needed to
South Granville were also Quesnell commented, "JorChristmas is fast apremains-the lack of stupay for refreshments, and • in the parade line-up.
dan was the best."
proaching, and with it
dent interest in .the dance
about $350 is needed to pay
·comes the Senior Christmas
itself. Since the dance was
the band.
originally planned as strictTickets are .still on sale
Dance. The dance will be
ly a senior activity, most of from the Student Council
held on Tuesday, Dec. 21,
from 9:00 until 1:00 at the
the seniors had been during lunch. The price for
Elk's Lodge in Durham.
counted on to buy one or seniors is $3.50 for a single
two tickets. However, out and $6.00 per couple. The
Mr. Culbreth's 6th period
oreth replied, "It had a
The dress for the dance is
semi-formal (suits and ties
price for juniors and sophodrama class
performed
fairly large cast and the
0 f about 280 seniors, only
for the gentlemen and
about 180 have purchased mores is $3.75 for a single
''Sorry, Wrong Number" at
length is one that can be
formals for the ladies).
tickets, or approximately 65 and $6.50 per couple.
an assembly during 3rd
done at an assembly."
The dance has been in the
percent of the senior class.
The
Student
Council
on Nov. 9.
Mr. Culbreth was pleased
planning stages for over a
Because of this, the Student promises the 21st of Dec. to
When asked why he
with the student body's
month, now. It was originalCouncil opened the invita- Jw a great night.
picked this .play, Mr. Cul- . reaction to the play. The
ly a senior class project, but
tion tp the junior and
students · reacted "very
the Student Council has
sophomore classes (at a
well." Junior Kim Cline said
taken charge of it. Student
slightly larger cost), in
she "thought it was good. I
Council member. Carol
hopes that they would also
think most people liked it."
Simpson obtained permisattend and help pay the
The lead role in the play,
sion for Jordan to use the
costs of the event.
Mrs. Stevenson, was played
Elk's Lodge for the dance.
Commenting on this,
by Colleen Whalen, and she
Because of recommendasenior David Bollinger said,
that she was
·tions from places like the · 'Tm looking forward to it
·"not aware of the audience.
Ramada Inn, Council mem(the dance), but I'm disYou'll forget your lines if
hers Owen Scott and
appointed, 'cause it didn't
you listen to the audience."
Gordon Sims have arranged , get enough ·support from
The drama class will
for the group "Dead-Eye"· the seniors. The Stu.dent
perform another play at
to provide the music for the
Council is doing a decent
Jordan, an evening perevening. A Student
job in coming up with these
formance "for
money"
representative
remarked
activity ideas, but it's just
stated Mr. Culbreth. The
that the group is "supposed - that no one is supporting
has not set a date as of
to be pretty good."
them."
·
rlllalen :i_q "Sorey 9
:yet for their
play .
.....__A_I_th_o_u_g_h_p_I_an_s_£_o...r_th
...e_ _-.::T:.:;h=e senior class is doing _ __tP_Qho2· ....
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"!"""'_ _ _..........._ .............._ __

Senior Christmas Dance.

Students Answer ''Call''
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"The Falcon's Cry"
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Coming To Town
Dear Santa Claus,
Because we've all been such good k.iddies this year, the
kids here at JHS have asked us to compile a list of items
requested for various members of the faculty.
Please send for:
Mr. Green-a slow motion translator "just for giggles"
Ms. Broderson-a, bottle of Christmas cheer and a per' manent smile
Miss Simon-a good-looking elf
Mr. Hill-a full wallet
Mr. Gray-a whip, chair and pen for his animals
- Ms. Jones-sedatives
Ms. Bell-a third period class that pays attention
Mr. Barnes-a real "bro'"
Mr. Culbreth-a pan to do his bacon imitation in
Mrs. Wheeler-a box of croakers
Mrs. LeMay-a new name
Mr. Hall-a second honeymoon so he can take some
more slides
Ms. Wise-a healthy set of triplets
Mr. Avery-a church of his choice and another big kiss
- from David Roberson
Ms. Strobel-a good definition of the unconscious
Mr. Ham-matching suit and tie
Ms. Berces-a "workshop-type situation"
Mr. Bartholomay_:some decent "quotes of the month"
Ms. Harris-a rematch with Roxboro
Mr. Popson-a gold Cadillac
Mr. Carpenter-a tie
Ms. McCullers-her own cigarettes
Mrs. Elliott-another visit from her husband during
school hours
Mrs. Stickney-a microwave oven
Mrs. Kirkpatrick-platform shoes.
Ms. McCoy-a new pitch-pipe
Ms. Shoaf-a Rocky Hop Homecoming
Mr. Guess-a magic trick that would make us disappear
Mr. Holton-a 14 K. gold baton
Mr. Lindsay-a book on soccer rules
Ms. Shields-a new bookcase
Ms. Henderson-James-a tape recording of "Sssssh"
Mr. Sills-an appointment book and a tour of the school
Mr. Hickman-a maid
Ms. Beam-a Disco Duck outfit
Ms. Bridges-a megaphone
. Ms. Clark-Ronco Bottle Cutter and Flower Loom
Ms. Crook-A "Get Out of Jail Free" card
Mrs. Hall-a reply from Mr. Electron
Mr. Holloway-a year's supply of Hai Karate
Mrs. Hunt-a bottle of Ketchup
Ms. Spurrl.er-a front tooth for her baby
Ms. Johnson-a twin for Erica and a babysitter
Ms. Robbins-an alarm clock that works
Ms. Perkinson-a pregnant cat
Ms. Ramey-ribbons for her pigtails ·
Mr. Todd-tUx.ed9 and a bottle of Mon Triomphe
Ms. Farrell-a full mailbox and a full trashcan
Ms. Gillis-seafood platters for Christmas
Love.
The Falcon's Cry

A True Friend Would
Love Banana Bread
----- -- ..

.

-

Christmas is not a joyous, cheerful occasion for all
•
people. For some, -Christmas is a time of feelings of in.
•
·
adequacy and inferiority because of an inability to give
gifts proportionate in monetarial value to the gifts re- .
l!Bceived. Anyone who feels this way must have a screw
. .
,
•
• loose. There are so many ways to express your holiday
·
spirited love for someone else besides giving an arm-andworth of presents_.
Nothing could mean more to a good friend than a hand. ·
ma?e Christ!11as
Y
creativity
talents could
- be mexpens1vely used m prmtmg or drawmg an elaborate
card; in knitting or crochetting mittens; in
writing a song or poem. If you are unable to think of
original gift ideas, there are hobby stores which abound
with kits that range in various prices and degrees of
difficulty. Try baking a batch of toll-house cookies or a
banana bread loaf. Write an invitation to dinner at your
house or offer to clean a friend's room. Grow inexpensive
small plants from one year to the next and give large
healthy plants to your green thumbed friends. When your
friend has an unexpected hot date coming up on a night
CONNIE PENNEL-a new
that she has promised to babysit, offer to take her place
(by baby-sitting, that is). Another j!ternative to expensive
car
gifts could be giving something perspnal that you have
MS. BELL-daily lesson
treasured and that your friend might appreciate, i.e., a
plans for next semester
skate key that you both used as kids.
JOE HUNTER-a yacht
Whatever gift you decide on, however much it cost,
COLLEEN WHALEN
however
talent was put into it; a true friend will
Andy Parrish
·appreciate
it.
STEVE ROBERTS-Diedre
Burns
KITTY ROBBINS - my
THE FALCON'S CRY
favorite Junior and he
Jordan
High School, Durham, N.C.
knows it
MR. GORDA.N-a job for
EDITORIAL STAFF
next year
Edttors
in
Chief:
Vicki
Foster, Vickie McQuav
MARV A WOODWARD-a
News Editor: Ray Bowman
·
love machine
Feature Editor: Chris Goolsby
SARAH BATES-an "A" in
$ports Editor: Margaret
·math
DAVID
WHITFIELD-a
"BUSINESS STAFF
dozen golf balls
Business
Manager:
Debbie Foste(
CAROL ROBINS-a car
Ad
Manager:
Lucy
Gardner
.
MS. HENDERSON-JAMES
Circulation Manager: Laura Hogan
-new plumbing for my
Publicify Manager: Marydale Abernathy
house and a trip to PortuExchange Editor: .Neely Currin
gual
Composing Editor: Heather Cardoni
CHARLES BURNETTE-a
Production Manager: ·Janice Engram
basketball
layout Editor: Mike Kesler
ROBIN WILKINS-David
ANGELA HARDY a
REPORTERS
water spout
DEDE DUGAN-my acMarydaleAbemathy,Ray Bowman, Marty Brown, Ken
ceptance to Wake Forest
Campbell, Carol Camey, Brooks Chesson, Heather
MR. HICKMAN-an all
Cordoni, Neely Currin, Mike Dooley, Janice Engram,
expense-paid vacation to
Debbie Foster, Lucy Gardner, Chris Goolsby, laura
Europe for 2 months
Hogan, MMgaret Karis, Mike Kesler, Geoff Spencer,
JAMIE WALKER-Farrah
Pascal Strupler.
Fawcette-Majors
LINDA BILLINGS-David
CARTOONIST: TM'!my WilkinsM
Morgan always
'
DEBBIE HAY
Robert
ADVISOR: Ms .. Ben:es
Redford
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Computers Can Be Fun
by Chris Goolsby

In Mr. David Green's
cluttered physics room
there is a door which at
first glance appears to be
merely a closet. When the
door is open, several
· machines which look like
'hopped-up"· typewriters
come into view.
These typewriters are
actually computer terminals
and they are Jordan's tie-in
with a 1964 General Electric Time Sharing Computer. This computer is
housed in the Occidental
Life Insurance Company
building in Raleigh. The
computer is maintained by
a private firm, the Independent Data Processing,
who own their own computers and maintain ours
for us. The machine is not
actually Jordan's, but is
owned by seven different
school systems with 40 high
schools, three junior high
schools, and three elementary schools.
The schools' terminals
can be tied into the Raleigh
computer in two ways. The
first way is through a direct
telephone hookup. A student calls the computer in
Raleigh and hears a high
pitched whistle when it
answers. He then places the
receiver in an acoustic
coupler which connects one
terminal per telephone.
This costs about 120 dollars
a month. The second way,
the one Jordan uses, is multiplexing. This allows many
terminals to be hooked up
to one telephone. The
signals are mixed and sent
along one telephone line to
Raleigh where they are unscrambled by the computer.
One flaw in this system is
that there is more downtime, the time when the
computer is not working.
This method costs only
about 40 dollars per. month.
Regardless of the system
used, only 24 schools at a
time can be connected to
the computer.
Jordan, by far, uses the
most computer time of any
school in the state, racking
up 30 percent of the total.
Five classes at Jordan now
use the computer with an
average of 100 different
users per month. The
classes now using are:
Advanced Geometry, Algebra II with computer programming, Computer Programming, Math 4, and the
physics
classes.
David
Green, Jordan's resident
computer expert, feels that
. many other classes have the
potential for computer use.
He feels that the chemistry
and
advanced
biology
·classes can use the com-. puter for .scientific simula:- ..

tions. The social studies · puters help students 1s that
classes could use it for the "computer immediately
social and society simula- tells you if you're right or
tions. And he feels it would
wrong, you don't have to
be useful for the lower
wait three or four days."
math classes to use it as
Green feels that comdrill and practice sessions
puters help the school
through the use of canned
administration by relieving
program. These programs
people of most of the busy
are those that already exist
work. Computers are able
in the computer's memory
to sort names, print scheand only need to be called.
dules ·and report cards, and
Mr. Green feels that the
just generally relieve the
use of
in schools
monotony of running the
is helpful to the students in
school. Mr. Green personalmany ways. He feels it is an
ly feels that students need
aid to learning in that, "To
to l)e exposed to computers,
be able to solve a problem
because, "Computers in
using the computer, a
society
are
going
to
student must completely
increase so much in the
learn the problem." He
next 15 to 20 years that all
thinks that,
"Once
a
people will have computers
student gets past the initial
or computer controlled
fear of the system, he finds
devices in their homes." As
a useful technique for
examples of this trend,
analyzing data in science
Green cites today's prolifeclasses." Green also feels
ration of the calculator and
that the computer's ability
such devices as a
to handle interesting games
controlled micpowave oven.
is useful as a teaching ·-· Which was recently put on
_
method. Another way comthe ma.rket.

by: Ken Campbell
Mr. Green does feel that
there are some flaws to our
computer system. He says
that a "student who can't
suffer ·self-defeat, cannot
use the computer well.".
Due to the computer's
instant positive or negative
response, a user must be
able to be criticized. In the
other spectrum, some students use the computer as
"a sledgehammer for swatting flies." That is, they do
problems with the computer that are best done by

Club

ews ++++++

Concert Band-went to
Winston Salem on Nov.
15 to perform for the
Band Directors' Convention.

Jr. Civitan-Mr. Gray is
the club's new advisor.
They are planning to give
a Christmas party for the
retarded children from
the
Holloway
Street
School's special ed class.
They are also planning to
have parties for orphanages, nursing homes,
etc.

Interact-recently partic-

Ms. Stickney at her E-Z-Bake Oven.·

Photq kl.i U.1.ke

hand. Mr. Green's main
complaints with the system
concern the computer room
itself, He feels that there is
not enough space in the
room itself and not enough
terminals for the students
who wish to use the
system. He also cites tl1e
fact that the room is not
direcdy open during odd
hours as being a problem
because students trespass
on school grounds and
break into the school to get
to the computers.

ipated in the Easter Seals
Bike-a-thon. Members of
the club · stood at the
checkpoints for the Bikea-thon. They had a bake

sate on Nov. 23 in the
lobby during lunch. They
are also providing a turkey for Christmas dinner
of an underprivileged
family.

NHS- is

sponsoring

a

.child in the "Share Your
X-mas Program" through
Ms. Ramey.

F.C.A.-is sponsoring a
child for Christmas.

Student

Council-mem·

bers are mailing letters
to past graduates about
the Dec. 7 tax supplement. They are also planning the Senior Christmas Dance (Dec. 21).

Keyettes-sponsored the
annual "Kans for Kids"
drive.

Fourteen Years Ago Today

Popson and Stickney Re1ne01ber Beginning
by Brooks Chesson

Can you imagine having
the 8th through 11th grades
all at the same school without even having a graduating class? n you were a student at J"otdan High School
in 1962 that's the way
things were. Not many
know what Jordan was like
in its first years of operation, but there are some
who can . still recall the
good-old· .days at Jordan,
and the changes the schoo1
has been through in the
past 14 years.
Ms. Stickney, teacheJ' of
Home Economics at Jordan
remembers what it was like
before Githens was built,
when all the stl,ldents were
together at Jordan. One of
,the major
she has

over the years has
been that of teacher /parent
relationships. Ms. Stickney
commented, "Teachers had
a lot
responsibility
then with outside clubs, and
parents we're on friendlier
terms with them." Now it
seems the only reason a
parent comes to .Jordan to.
talk with a teacher is when ··
their child is doing poorly in
a subject or has disciplinary
problems. Although the
enrollment of Jordan has
grown greatly, she believes
that the overall conduct of
the students has not
changed. "Students do not
feel as much r.esponsibility
for their personal belongings, but there is not an increase in discipline problems
with them." She feels that
Jordan hal'! changed in that
now more of the courses

offered are geared for students going straight into
the business world rather
than the college bound student. This change brought
about the formation of
many new Jordan clubs,
such as DECA, that go
along with the occupational
courses.
When asked what she
thought of Jordan today,
Ms. Stickney replied, "I like
it: I think it's one of the
better schools of the state. I
think we're fortunate to
have excellent teacher administrators through the
years as well . as good
students."
Coach Popson, who has
also been here since the
school opened, feels there
has not really been that
much change in the school.
He does, however, believe

there is one advantage now
in that "the teaching system has become a whole lot·
. closer; there is more team
teaching now."
He also feels there has
been a well-developed,
widespread language department brought about
over the years, with a
various assortment of languages a student can choose
from. Our English department has also prospered, in
that there are numerous
fields a student can become
interested in.
Popson feels the biggest
change since he has been
teaching are the co-ed gym
courses now offered at
Jordan. This sometimes
presents problems with the
dressing facilities, but all in
all he thinks it is good for
both males and feIJlales.
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QUESTION OF THE MONTH

v

What Puts You Into the Christmas Spirit?
i'nas without snow. . . . a
cold, snowy day, with a nice
warm fire and a pretty
Christmas
tree."·-

George Dvorak: "Receiv-·
ing presents and having the·
joy of seeing happiness on
· the faces of others when
t hPy too receive the present
that they most desirP."

Barton Martin: "A lot of
snow. . . . a family that can
get together at Christmas
apd_ <"an he very happy."

Greg Mau: "Everyhody
talking about it, thl' <'om nu•rc·i:tls an•t stuff."

Mark Pickard: "Going out
-into the country to get a
_Christmas tree .... singing·
carols.
giving:
prt•sf'nts."

.HATS
OFF

TO ....
-Alison Jones & Joan
Fletcher for getting the
solos in the Choral Music
Dept.'s Christmas concert.
-Kim Setzer for being selected to the N.C. Jr.
Olympic team although she
could not attend the Jr.
- Olympics in Florida.
-Howard "Howitzer" Linsey for giving so much of
his time, effort, and money
to the JHS Soccer Team,
·Sheila Turner: "The
the NADS.
though of Christmas shop-·
-Brian Matson for getting
ping, putting up decora- -accepted at Carolina.
tions, having your family
-Gwen Rankin for finally
together, and finally wantturning "18."
ing to see what SANTA
-John Newnam for helping
hrouKht
me get my car started.
-Connie Manion for doing
such a great job on her Van
Gogh report 2nd period.
-Ms. Ramey for teaching
her calculus class to think
backwards.
-Josh Rogers for "Getting
Down" on the floors at the
•A&P.
-JHS Auditorium Techni. cal Crew members: Aaron
Thompson, Wade Goodwyn,
• and Greg Patterson for
Tommy Wagner: "Christ- _· their 2 years of
mas trees, sleigh bells, bak- · : and unrecognized service:
ing cookies with red and '"-Swim Team - for living
green .!cing. . . . Christmas' through the first month of
cards.
swimming at 6:15 in the
/"
IJ, • i morning.
tFJfAl.'t : -Mr. Hall for not feeding
fl\.
• a.. Lfl9• Siggy to his cat. (YET)
Avery for getting
everyone in the Christmas
spirit by h.umming "Jingle
oPPUl&
Bells" during class.
--Idora M{irchison who did
all those calculations for our
. physics lab.
-Mike Jones for helping
me with my car, when I

-Jane Roth for knitting
· "Alfie'' a muffler.
-JHS
Varsity
Cheerfor getting new
uniforms.
-KevinAdcockfor successfully managing to squeeze
· his head through the door.
--Mr. Green for getting
photographed in the gar_bage can.
'-Jordan's Marching Band'
in their appearances i_n
Christmas Parades, their
music was clear and they
looked proud.
-Colleen Whalen for making it through the weekend
of Dec. 3-5.
.
1
_:_Coach Popson for l;lelping
the swim team every morning. .
_
-Jan et McCleary, Mike
Roberson, Joan Fletcher,
Bobby Johnson, and Everet_t Quesnell for cheering for the bane] during the
Chapel Hill Christmas Parade.
- Ricky Patton for his
wreck and bending his front
axle uf his new car.
- Ensemble for singing
some "Music to Freeze By."
-Scott Patton & Allen Aldridge for joining the Union
at A&P.
.

,,,,,/fC&'fj,;.,e,

'

Melanie . Butterworth:.
"Snow . . . . it's not Christ-

, Don Hankins: "I think
giving gifts, being with the

rl'---""!!!!!!--------.. . . . . . . . . . ----.. . . . . . --.. . ._.. . . .

9107
l.'.k£WOOD :;
Cl'lt' _

....

-Joan Fletcher and Audrey Green for being the
"sharpest" people in Ensemble.
-Tracy Little for bowling
116 when I only got 53!!!!
-Colleen Whalen for being
nicknamed "Pinto." It's a
real bang up.
-Steve Cline, Dave (Dago)
Bollinger, and Paul Wilson
for coming back from Boston.

Music l)epartment Sings Out

tR.ROL\NR - DUKE
RE D-\J\-\ \1 E

Jordan's Choral Music
Department presented their
_annual Christmas concert in
-the auditorium on Thursday
night, Dec. 16, beginning at
7:30. · The Chorus, Treble
INSTANT BREAKFAST
Choir, Concert Choir and
Ensemble were directed by
I bo11ano
' Ms. Jane McCoy. AdmisI eg<(;
.sion was $.50.
I cup chi lied apple juic:e.
: The four groups
mix in bl€ndef'
enioy !
the concert by ioJning ,
C.OME BY

A COPY Dr

RGL.IPEO- e.oDKL6.T.

....... ! -

.

\ MPOPJ'S \NC.

""' .. ,.....

KiU • bGll"hO.n\ S\fd.

OLD C..Hf\PEL HlLL ROl=\O
\-hG\4 QURL\"T'{

.......................-,

............................

'

,,_

LOW

t6gether in a processional,
"Blessed
Is
He
Who
Comes"; accompanied py
trumpets from Jordan's:
band. The Chorus performed three selections,
"How Can It
"December Child"; and "The Carol
of the Star." Aecompanying
the Chorus on . piano was
Lisa Allen.

\int1l

.

until t.4:00

- -·'Th
'.
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Green's Eggs and Ham'' /
by Geoff Spencer
top of the library to the ·
sidewalk, the egg will not
break.
Filler
materials
could be used to cushion the
egg, and there were few
restrictions as to the design
of the entry. The total of
the dimensions of the
design eould not exceed 45
centimeters, and the container could not use any
device that s!Ows down -the
container as it falls (a parachute or a rocket), although 1-meter streamers were
allowed. The egg had to be
one issued to the contestant
(Care was taken to see that
eggs were almost identical).
The entry fee was 25 cents,
and four prizes, of at least ·
five
for

A hand _movement, and
the container begins its
flight. The object slides
silently through the air
until the surface brings it to
an abrupt halt. There is an
instantaneous
explosion;
several pints of sticky
honey and the remains of an
egg fly through the air and
spatter
surrounding
area.
No, this is not Jordan's
latest vandalism craze; it is
the First Annual Egg Drop
Contest, Jordan's latest
competition. The object of
the contest, held December
11, was to build a container
for an egg so that when
dropped., 12 meters from the

surviving entry, : . heaviest surv1vmg entry, ... most _ original surviy_ingl;'
entry' and most specta-cularfailure.
. ·
- The idea -for the contest·
is not original at Jordan.
Bill Quattlebaum brought the idea to Jordan after he
watched a similar contest
held by Duke University.
He is responsible for selling
Mr.
Green
and
Mr.
McKinney on the idea. ;
Some of the designs used
that day were under consideration for Jordan students; among them, peanut
butter (which worked) and
freezing the egg {which did
not).

The Spirit of St. Nick
by Carol Carney
The 25th of DecemhPr is
almost
upon
us
and
thoughts are turnirig lightly
to that fat, bearded hippy
in the funny red suit! Santa
Claus, that jolly old man
who delivers gifts at Christ:
mas, is on everyone's,
minds, whether they be
parents or children. No
matter where you go, there
are Santas--in every store,
mall, and on every street
<'orner-yet very few people
really understand the story
and spirit of Santa Claus.
The story of Santa Claus
hegan long ago in an
am·ient town
Lyca,
which is now in Turkey. A
very k1ndly old man lived

there who· was always
giving gifts to needy people
and especially to children.
His name was Nicholas, and
lweause he was so good and
,all the townspeople loved
him, he soon was called
Saint Ni<;holas.
This story became famous
over many parts of the
world, and parents, figuring they had caught on to a
good thing, told their·
-<·hildren if they were good
St. Nicholas would bring
-them toys and candy, but if
_they were bad they would
·get only ashes and switches.
As the popularity of this
legt'nd grew, the name of
Saint Nieholas began to

SENIORS!
T1RY OUT f'OR

Reserve your: job
for summer now!
If you make our
team, you can
pick YIM-Ir job;
training, and location-guaranteed in writing.
And we'.11 hold it for up to 9 months. ·

Staff Sgt. Donald Moore
11-7 Orange St. _
.•

P.O. Box 4
Durham, )t.C.

-

27702

proudly displays ·survivor
Egg '
contest.
'Photo
ic;en Campbeli

mean ' Father Christmas:
The Dutch name for the
Saint is "Sinter Klass."
When the .English children
starting new colonies in
America heard the name
"Sinter Klass," they mispronounced it. In their
Pxcitement they said it
by Carol Carney
quickly and incorrectly until
it became Santa Claus.
'11 Pascal has two left feet,"
The name and story of exclaimed
Tom
Kaiser
Santa Claus, then, have
when asked about the
lwen handed down from
square dance AFS held on
generation to generation
Nov. 12 at the Durham
until the image seems to
Civic Center. The AFS also
hide the, initial spirit of
second
sponsored _ their
Nicholas those hundreds of
annual book fair Nov. 8-12
yPars ago. The most imin Jordan's library.
portant facts about Santa.
Approximately 50 people
Claus, and seemingly the
attended the square dance
most forgotten, are these: · which was complete with
Santa doesn't have to be a
music, a caller, and apple
fat, bearded man in a red
cider. "I thought it was the
· fur suit. After all, it is the
best square dance we've
spirit of Nicholas whieh surever had," said Tom Kaiser,
vivt>d all thesP years, not
"but I was a little disaphis physical appearance. (I
pointed in the turnout."
ean imagine that if Nicholas
Students from the AFS at
had run around in a red fur
other schools were invited
suit all the time he'd have
and several exchange stuhePn sent to the funny farm
dents did come, but most
so fast nobody
would
people there were from
rPmember him!) Second,
Jordan.
and probably most imporAs for the square dancing
t ant, is the fact that there
itself, more people danced
is a little Santa in everyone.
than ever before. "The parWhen you stop taking and
ticipation was fantastic,"
start giving, gladly, willingcommented junior Karen
ly, and lovingly from - the
Conklin, " . . . everybody
heart, then you too are a
danced!" The dance was set
Santa Claus. So, this year,
up by using a caller to give
let's try to keep the spirit of
the dancing instructions,
Saint Nicholas not just
and if one person got
during Christmas, hut after
mixed, their entire group
- Christmas and all year.
would be lost, resulting in

.AFS Activities "Step Up"

I

Don't wait though-the best jobs and locations go

quickly.

, :·Ir.

-

what senior Jane Roth referred to as "chaos!" Pascal
Strupler, Jordan's exchange
student, considered the
most enjoyable thing he did
as "messing up the squares
-that was fun!"
The adult chapter of the
AFS designated Ms. Wilkins to be in charge of sales
at the book fair and two
other mothers of AFS
members volunteered to
help out. Books were sold
for one week and the money
received went to finance
Pascal Strupler's transportation to here from Switzerland.
The sales,
as
Mrs.
Shirley IStrobel AFS advisor, stated, "Didn't go too
well." Only $200 was made,
half as much as last year
and the cause has not yet
been determined. The predominant opinion, as voiced
by Ray Bowman, seems to
be that, "The books had to
ordered. You had to wait
and you couldn't just walk
in and buy them." AFS
hopes next -year sales will
- be more successful and that
books
can
be
bought
. without having to be
- <lrdered.
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by Pascal Strupler
Although Christmas is a
worldwide feast with ·the
central idea of celebrating
the birth of Jesus Christ,
each country still holds this
event in different ways.
In Switzerland you get
the feeling of Christmas
several weeks before. The
streets and shopping centers of the cities are
decorated with garlands
and lights. Children and
students have two week
holidays, beginning several
days before Christmas and
lasting until the first week
in January.
Christmas is a season to
gather the family and is
celebrated only in a family
circle. Often the grandparents are invited for this
occasion. As is the case
here, a Christmas tree,
usually a young fir tree, is
decorated with garlands,
balls, stars and candles, and
put into the living room.
The presents are exchanged on
Eve. ·

The little children beheve
they receive their gifts
from the Christ child. Perhaps this has to do with the
more religious character of
this feast in Switzerland
with 51% of the population
being catholic and 47%.
protestant. We also have·
the motif of Santa Claus,
but this takes place on the
evening of the 6th of
December. Then
Santa
Claus passes from house to
house distributing peanuts,
'oranges, apples, and gingerbread and other kinds of
candies. It is traditional for
church youth groups to go
caroling on this occasion.
Of course the children are
always in a· rush to open
their presents, but first
they have to sing some
· Christmas
songs
which
·are-depending on the part.
of Switzerland-the German, French or Italian
versions of "Silent Night,"
"Jingle Bells" and others.
After the presents are all
opened the f(l.mil spends

E

s

563-3122
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-
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the rest of the evening talking and listening to Christmas music. Then the·>
parents and grandparents
usually go to .a midnight
mass.
On Christmas day the
families have a big meal.
There is no special Christmas repast such as turkey,
so it depends on the housewife or ·on the preferences
of the family.
The Christmas atmosphere lasts until New
Year's Day and then disappears together with the
dried Christmas tree.

new
Photo by: Hike Ellis

New Systems To Make
Students Satisfied·
by Marty Brown

_Windy

Jordan's
cafeteria
is
making a change in its service lines to see that the
students receive balanced
meals. The luncheon staff
hopes that each individual
will be happier and more
satisfied with the service.
Ms. Rachel Richardson,
manager of the luncheon
staff, said, "Many of the
Excited Jordan students
students just don't get
left on a crowded bus Frienough food that's good for
day, Nov. 5 at 4:30 for the
them. Instead they just
Appalachian mountains.
come in al)d grab a hot dog
They were on their way to
or a piece of cake." Ms.
Windy Gap, a Young Life
Richardson is hoping to
camp near Asheville, N.C.
make everyone happier by
Young Life is a nondechanging the system. She
nominational religiously
thinks that the students
oriented group whose main
will profit from it very
objective is to introduce
much.
young people to Christ.
Starting November 30,
Some feel the best thing
students were able to select
about this organization is
all five of their menu items:
that the religious sector of
(1-meat, 2-bread, 3-vegetaYoung Life is not forced . . bles, 4-sala<ls or fruits,
upon anyone. The only
This year, students
thing that is absolutely are no longer required to
required at Windy Gap is receive all five parts of the
that everyone have fun!
Attending the trip were and Eddie New, who is the
students from Chapel Hill, area director of Atlanta,
Northern, Durham, Dur- Georgia.
ham Academy, and Jordan
_ Eddie,. New was the
High School. Not only stu- speaker for the week-end ..
dents from the Durham- He began by telling a few
Chapel Hill area were jokes
and
ended
by
there, but also students· outlining what he would
from the Raleigh and Tri- talk about throughout the
cities area.
weekend. He summed up
When almost everyone by saying he wanted to
had arrived and had gotten explain how Christ can be a .
settled in their cabins, they significant part in each
were invited to the "sipping_ one's life if they should
parlor" for hot chocolate choose to accept Him.
and cake. This was a chance During this _weekend he
for everyone to get to know wanted each person to
each other.
understand the ways in
After the evening snack, which Christ is often
the first club of the blocked out of people's,
weekend was held. In the lives.
main meeting hall students·
"All I wanted to do was
sat together on the floor to go to sleep!", commented
and sang loud songs while football player Scott Stuart
being led by Young Life who arrived at Windy Gap
leader, Dale Moody. He is · with the other football
the Jordan Young Life area players
at
3:30
that
director. When Dale fin- morning. They had driven
ished rousing the audience up after winning the Wake
with the songs, he intro- Forest game that night, but
:iuced the other two men the next morning they dis.:'who helped him to plan the covered that Windy Gap
Windy Gap_ weekend. They' was not just a j!amp, but
were Jerry Blacklaw, who more of.a resort. They were
is area director of Raleigh, overwhelmed!

.Gap

Expedition.

meal but may choose as few
as three. Ice cream will also
be sold at least once a
week. The menu will run on
a seven day cycle .
There is also a new line
located in the dining room
called the "ala carte line."Here you may purchase
milk, milkshakes, sodas,
potato chips, and crackers.
This line is mainlv for those
who bring thefr lunches
from home.
All students, with or
without meal tickets, may ·
pass through either of the
three lines. Prices are: all
meats 40¢, 1 cup of soup
30¢, all vegetables or fruit
dishes 40¢, sandwiches 30¢,
supt•r
sandwiches
60¢,
bread 5¢, drinks 15¢, and
milkshakes 30¢.
Ms. Richardson stated,
"The only problem we have
to solv{: now is the chewing
v,um being left on trays."

Windy Gap consists of
2000 acres of beautiful
mountains, tennis courts, a
swimming pool, and outdoor
whirlpool, a gym, athletic
fields, a gift shop, a game
room, a small lake, horses,
and "great food." The activities included everything
from midnight volleyball
tournaments to "broom
hockey" championship-s . .
Junior Anne Moneyhun
commented, "I was impressed with Windy Gap, I
learned a lot more about'
Christ. I also appreciated
the understanding that the
leaders offered to,everyone.
They listen to what you
·say, which sometimes parents don't have time to do."
Julie Hogue, another
junior, went to Windy Gap,
liked the way the leaders
_and students communicated
on the same level. She also
appreciated the fact that
-"the religion is there if you
want it, but it's not forced.
Really, you are there to
have fun and if you want
the religion, you can take
it."
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Swi:nuning Season Opens Early·

went undefeated last year
and Chris Stockton, among
.
with an 8-0 record. Th.e
others. All of them, except
boys' team's record was 3-5.
Kim,
swim
on
the
Durham
Getting up at quarter to
The overall team _ record
the
Dolphins
team
during
six in the morning, driving
was 7-1, losing only to the·
summer. Barbara Robins
over to the Lakewood
Chapel
Hill High School
and Kim· Setzer are in the
YMCA, and being ready by
swim team by ten points.
top six in the state, Barbara
6:15 to run a mile, do thirty
Last year, the team placed
having placed third in back
or more push-ups, and
Falcons;
15th out of 50 teams in the David Dewey shoots for.
stroke and fourth in butterswim 4000 yards is the
Photo
·by:
Campbell
New
South
Invitational,
a
fly, and Kim having placed
usual morning routine for a
meet held at Duke with
fifth in 100-breast and sixth
member of the Jordan
in 50-free in the state meet. over 70(} swimmers particiJellyfish swim team.
Barbara also swam in the pating.
"People say we're crazy
Coach Jim Maxwell said,
,JuniQr. Olympics, placing
for getting up so early to
fourth in 100-backstroke, "We hope the school will
swim, but we don't think
and eighth in 200-back- support us this year. It was
so. We just like to swim,"
a little disappointing for the
stroke.
said sophomore swimmer,
Jim Maxwell and John girls to be undefeated and
Liz :Seidensticker. Scott
Popson a:re coaching the not have anybody there to
I >t>t PrS agrees but regrets
team this year. They feel watch them. We were the
that "It cust down on my
that the boys' team is going · only undefeated team at
late night activities."
to be the best ever. The Jordan." Meets are held
Heturning Jellyfish team
by Laura Hogan
girls' team, however, they after school or on weeknwmbers include: Michelle
"I feel like we'll have a .was stronger, but Reggie
predict will not do as well t>nds. The first meet will be
Bakt>r, Carla Bass, Emily
Barnette and Charles Blackgood season. There are a lot
bt'<·ause it lacks the eight held at 6:00 on Thursday,
Danm•lly, Barbara Robins,
mon had a super game
strong swimmers necessary Dec. 16, in the Duke pool.
of adjustments we need to
Carol· Hobins, Kelly Royal
offensively," he said.
for two relays and eight Get out and support the
make," commented Carson
and Kim Setzer on the girls'
The top scorers were
individual events. The girls • J Pilyfish !
Holloway, the new J. V.
team, and Hoger Bowman,
Barnette with twenty-seven
Basketball Coach. The Baby
Hieky Carver, Tom Lloyd,
points and Blackmon with
Falcons opened their season
and ( '.hris
on the
thirteen points. Also scorhy losing their first two
boys' team. New members
games to Raleigh-Enloe and ing were Clay Carter with
an• Stella Kirkendale and
seven points, John ThompO·xford·Webb.
Liz :Seidensticker on the
Tryouts began in the son with six points, David
girls' team, and David
Dewey with four points,
middle of November, with
Cline, Jay Hallan, Kris
and Gary Carlton, Scott
approximately
thirty-five
Klingel, Jimmy Lloyd, Jeff
sophomores trying out. Six- Stewart, and Greg White
MeClure, Bruce Mitchell,
each with two points.
teen were cut.
Srntl Peters, Jes st• Higgan,
The team's main weak Seventy-five percent of the
John Hupp, Ben Thomas,
point is getting used to points were made from the
and Joe Van Roy on the
Altogether there
playing high school ball. floor.
boys' team. Thert• wen• not
The defense and offense were twenty-nine turntryouts for the team this
methods are quite different overs. The final score was
year,
but
peoplP
are
from those in Junior High. 61-67.
the
dropping
out
as
There are, however, a lot of . The toughest challengers
workout proves too rigorstrong and talented players for the Falcons are Souous, too many practices are
who are willing to work and thern, Orange, and Wake
eut, or conflicts arise.
Forest. Not only do these
lear.n fast.
The team's strong swimCoach Holloway was very schools have well-developed
nwrs this year are Jesse
pleased with the team's . teams, but they are also
Riggan, Barbara Robins,
;
performance
against Ra- J .H.S.'s real rivals.
a.m. practice.
Kelly Royal, Kim Setzer,
. leigh-Enloe. "Their defense
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P h o t o by: Ken Campbell
by Margaret Karis

J. V. Basketball Plays
Opener Against
Raleigh-

DATE

OPPONENT

PLACE

DecL 1
Dec. 3
Dec. 7
Dec. 10
Dec.11
14
Dec. 17

Enloe
Oxford
Northern
Ravenscroft
Oxford
Northern
Apex

Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away

TIME (J.V.)

•:nds - Three Run In Sectionals

"
6:15
6:30
"
"

by Neely Currin

University.
Coach John Grey comOn November 5, three rnented, "We didn't enter
members of Jordan's Cross as a team-that's all it
Country. team advanced to, amounts to. We entered
the sectionals held at Duke just to
our times."

.

Dec. 29-30 Holiday Tournament at Durjiam High Durham
.
Hillside, Southern
'
Games at 7:00 and 9:00
Jan.4
· *Jan. 7
.Jan. 11
Jan. 14
*Jan. 18
Jan. 21
*Jan. 25
Jar. 28
*Feb. 1
*Feb.4
Feb.8
*Feb. 11
*Feb. 15
*Feb. 18

Apex
Southern
Open
Ravenscroft
Vaideri Whitley
Chapel Hill
Hillsborough
Open
Wake Forest
Vaiden Whitley
Open
Hillsborough
Southern
Wake Forest

.*Conference Games

Home
Away

6:30
"

Away
Home
Home
Home

6:30

CHARLES E. JORDAN SENIOR WGH SCHOOL
Wrestling Team Roster

"

"
"
"

Away
Away

"

Away
Home
Home

"
"
"

'

Greg Angle
David Brewer
Bart Cash
Luther Chavis
Dennis Dickerson
Jeff Fleshman
Danny Gallimore
Mike Goff
Don Hankins
Curry Hayes
Lee Hayes
Keith Hill
Mike Holleman
Joe Joines
Jon Johnson

Greg Mau
Alan Mauer
John Miles
Charles Neal
Steve Perry
Jimmy Simpson
James Snipes
Alan Taylor
Andy Wimberley
Bruce Wisely
Larney Wolfe
Tim Woody
Jimmy Spell
. Tim Knobeloch, Mgr.

The squad sent their top
runners to perform. Kris
Hartwig, Grant Service,
and Gordan Sims repre
.sented Jordan in the 40
:team meet.
..
the three partmpants did not place in
the top· ten, each did
improve his· time considerably on the 3-mile course.
Kris Hartwig, Jordan's first
finisher, placed 47 out of
143 runners. The individual
·winner was Dan Morton
from Greensboro Grimsley
with a time of 15:01.
Winston-Salem
Reynolds
was the team winner.
Homewurk Woes7
We're Open at Night
And on Snturdays
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Soccer Team Finishes
Third in Sectionals
by Ray Bowman

The goals are down or
moved out of the way now,
was decided by a winning
and no longer does anyone
penalty kick by JHS junior
practice soccer after school
Gavin Jeffs. Said Jeffs
at Jordan. Although the
about his goal, "I didn't
season is over, few
have any pressure on me, I
or fans can forget the last
just took my time and blew
two games of the JHS's soc
,it by the goalie." Brian
cer team in the state
Grunert added, "I wasn't
sectionals. The Falcons
worried that we wouldn't
ended up third in the
win, but it was strange how
sectionals,
only
behind
we beat them the same way
Council Christian Academy
as we did in the first game
and Chapel Hill.
we played against Vance."
After a disappointing
With this win, Jordan,
season, the Falcons' hopes
advanced to the second of
were not high for the first
the sectionals against the
game of the sectionals
highly reputed Chapel Hill
against Vance High School.
Tigers.
As Sarah Bates, one of the
The Tigers were helu
only two women on the
scoreless by the JHS deteam put it, "We weren't
fense until the last 49
100 percent up for the
seconds of the first half
game:· Tom Young, a
starting
forward
when
senior at JHS added, "I
Chris Brown scored on a
didn't really think we could
corner kick for CHHS. Two
beat Vance." Senior Stan
quick scores by Chapel Hill
Sherman explained the
in the second half seemed to
Falcons' low spirits by
wrap up the game, but with.
saying, "We only thought
two minutes left, senior
Brian Grunert scored on a
we had a fair chance of
beating them, and we . mishandling by the Tigers'
weren't really psyched up.
goal keeper, Don Basnight.
We had lost our last game
Talking about his goal,
against them and were still
Brian said, "I felt great ...
thinking about it."
elated. You feel elated
Under the lights on
when you score on a· team
UNC's navy field, Jordan
that you know is that good.
and Vance met on a night
We were really out for
when temperatures were
revenge." Stan Sherman
below freezing. The outlook
said. about the defensive
for the Falcons was bad in
play, "Art (Chandler) did a
that Vance led 1-0 until the
great job containing Chris
Brown (CHHS's main oflast five minutes of the
game. Jordan rallied, and
fensive player). They only
on a Ray Bowman to Chuck
got one really good goal in.
Andy Clark played well too,
Henderson breakaway pass,
but I think we all played too
Henderson penetrated to
much defense. You can't
the 10 yard line where
beat Chapel Hill by playing
·Henderson was tripped,
just defense." Tom Young
setting up a penalty kick.
added, "I played my best
Ray Bowman made the goal
kick that sent the game into . game against Chapel Hill,
and I think we all wanted to
overtime. After scoreless
play so111e ball."
. double overtimes, the zai_n_e

JORDAN BASKETBALL ROSTER
NAME

NUMBER

Mark Metzgar
Ray Manion
Phil Greer
Larry Jones
Mike Waters
John Newnam
. Wade Goodwyn
Andy Clark
Jimmy Wilson
Bobby Mangum
Jamie Walker
L. K. Thompson

CLASS

10
11

12
20
22
30
31
32
40
41
42
44

SR
JR
SR
JR
JR
SR
JR
JR
SR
JR
JR
SR

HEIGHT

5'8

5'9
6'0
5'5
5'7
5'11
5'11
5'11

6'1
5'11

6'1
6'3

Varsity Basketball
· eason Ope s
by Lucy Gardner

JHS basketball got un- more willing to work harder
derway November 30, with to try and maintain the cona . close opener against ferenee title." As the only
Enloe. Tied at half-time, . starter returning from last
Enloe
came
back
to year, Thompson hopes to
overtake Jordan 80-73. JH S provide some type of leadspectator Susan Chesson ership for the team on and
commented, "I never ex- off the court.
pected such an exciting
Orange and Wake-Forest
game."
Rolesville are the favorites
This is a year of rebuild- in Jordan's conference this
ing for Jordan's varsity year. Coach Avery said
team since it has only three these two teams, along with
returning players,
Phil . Durham
High
in
the
·Greer, Mark Metzgar, and Christmas tournament, will
L. K. Thompson. Players he among the toughest <"Onup from J.V. include Andy tt>nd<>rs Jordan will face.
Clark, Wade Goodwyn, All thrt><' lt·ams ha\·(· most
Larry Jones, Jamie Walker,
and Jimmy Wilson. The
other two players new to
Jordan basketball this year
are John Newnam and Ray
Manion. John, who has
played in church and Y
leagues, said, "I am really
glad I made it. It ·was great
of Coach A very to make me
a part of this year's team." 1
Although Jordan did lose
a lot of the height it had
last year, Coach John
Avery commented, "We
have more team, quickness
and better shooters this
: year." A very felt the team
needed to be more patient
,to get a good shot and to
work
harder for
the
rebound. He also added
they needed to work on
their pressure defense and
foul shooting.
In Jordan's second game
against Oxford Webb, the
Falcons suffered a severe
defeat: 85-68. L. K. Thomp- ·
son commented after the
game, "The team's attitude
has improved since the Phil Greer goes· for
Oxford game, now we are
-

LOul

·:> ·N
·a11

'we41nn

of their last year's players
returning. Jordan, presently, holds the confereri<'e
title. Team member· Larry
Jones said, "We will give
our best and try to win the
rnnferenee cha;npionship."
The team lost one player,
Bobby Mangum, due to a
knet> injury. Bobhy will he
unaolt· to play the spason,
but hopes to return next
year.
Team
member
Mike
W alers feels this year's
season holds in store "a lot
of exeitPnwnt and hustle."

Photo by: Ken Cam bell
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TODAY'S WEATHER
Partly cloudy in
morning, partly sunny
in afternoon.
·

2--Pollution
3--Karen Harper
4--Calculators
5--Girls' Track
6--Basketball
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''Boys
Ghouls Together'', the Jordan drama
class' semester project, was
presented January 20 at 8:00

kers
t er

p.m

Only about one hundred
people attended the performance. The low turnout was
expected due to exams, but
director Tom Culbreth said, ''J
was very happy about the
number of people who came.''
:tvfr. Culbreth said he was
"fairly well pleased" with the
perlormance, despite some
missed lines and prop
Everybody in _the
enjoyed doing the play,''
he
"For most
it was their :first
experience being in a play, so
it was valuable for that
reason--to give everybody
experience.''
The play cleared enough
money to pay the royalty fee
and to cover the cost of script
books, lumber, paint, and
make-up. The remainder of
the money was put into a fund
which will help next semester's drama class finance a

Count Dracula and
unwelcome visitor.

Several Jordan
were suspended from
during ilie week of Jantµtry
12-10- as a result of a
spot-check made on the
attendance printouts for
fourth and slXth
on
Tuesday of that week.
When asked what had
triggered the check, Asst.

the wheel. Bob was selected as
Bob Seidensticker
___1_n___the
__

cart

by George Murdaugh
Eleven Jordan musicians
recently attended the 1976
Central District All-State Band
clinic at the University of
North Carolina in Chapel Hill.
The annual event toolc place
January 30 through February
1.
Jordan students who participated in the weekend
ac1:ivities were Buddy Draugh-

an

off

Pnncipal Robert Ham replied,
" J09 many people were
rrnssmg before lunch and
during-last petiod. One thing
kind oTled to another, and we
ended up suspending several
students.''
''Most of the students had
had some kind of warning
anyway,'' Ham continued. ''It
was an unfortunate thiflg, to
hai;>pen but I don't know That
we ve said anY\vhere that we
have to warn a person about
cutting classes '
Frea Oark · one of the
students who 'skipped fourth
on Tuesday, Janl#i!Y
13,
a conflicting
attitude. ''The 12roblem witfi
the discipline at Jordan is that
there are different sets of
rules for different sets of
poo,ple . It's not fair.''
''1 don't lmow whx rules
differ,'' Ham stated. 'And if
anyone comes up with a better
alternative, (to suspension) rd
like to try it. It doesn't make
sense to miss class for missing
The
thing to do
would be to ignore skipping,
not ever eaten anybody not
check anybody's notes or
attendance or anvthing, but
we can't do that because the
students are our responsibility
and we do care abof11 them.'
Asst.
Charles
Guess added, '' l Wish we had
0th.er means of dlsciplinazy
action, but
is the
only means we have at our
Beth Estes, a senior
suspended for missin_g fqiurth
penod gn Tµesday llie 1Btl),
-------·-· .

-

.- -·

tion treats us like preschoolers.,V{e have no
in the
disciphne standards m this
school; we never have and
probably never will. If they
(the administration) woula
give us a chance to be trusted
maybe we would cut down on
skipping. It'.s just a game to
sowe
I vvisfi we could run this
school more like a
carrmus.'' ffa!t1
I
thmk our pohcy ts that we
trust the stuuems to be here.''
Ham continued sayipg, ''If
a. student does somethiiig to
hinder other
in any
way, such as bemg absent
from c;Iass discussions or
prevynililg a teacher from
keeP,mg
class together, I
don t th1.nk that student
should be m school.''
''When teach.ers start
teac;hmg something_ worth
connng every day -foi: ., I'll
come eyery_ day,'' Estes,
states. Jill Thprnas, another
semor, added "If I
ket;t> my grades qv .and
still skip, I m not gomg to
come to school every day.''
''Hopefully, the students
will keep acting their
''
Mr. Griess states. "Maybe
they will realize that they are
responsible for their actions
and that ski,Vping will hurt
their grades.
When ;;isked about any
repercussions due to the
woup suspensions, Ham said,
,Attendajice has been better.
I msot;ry. 1thadtohappen but
discifline .is not a fuh job I
don' think I'll win .µiy
bemg
____ - -·
._

on, Karen Harper, Bill
Hitchcock, and Lynn Strobel
(wind ensemble), Laurie Gianturco, Steve Gitelman, Kathy
Kelly.,
Marable, Ricliard Shoat-;Gordon
VVhanger, and Logan vvilkins
(sympfJ.onic band).
Participants in All-State
Band prepared several comwsitions under the direction
of two great conductors. The
conductor of the wind
e115ernble was RaY!TIQnd .Garifrom U.N.C.-G. Davidson
nurgess. head of the music
department at Wake Forest,
conducted the symv.honic
band. The weekend cfilrninated in a Sunday concert in
which both bandS performed.
Auditions for All State
Banet were held December 13
at U.N.C.-G. The Central
District of All-State Band,
which includes Durham County, was enlarged this year to
include several more counties.
This action resulted in a
greater number of students
auditioning for All-State
Band.
"Out of 36 schools hatjtJg
students audition for AlfState, Jordan had the third
hig!iest number of
to
make it'' said. JHS
director Jesse Holton. ''I think ·
this says a lot for our band.''
The Jordan High Concert
Band has been mvited to
oerform at the 1976 North
Carolina Music Educators
Convennon. 1ne eonvennon,
which will be held November
12-14 in Wmston-Salem. will
be attended by band and
choral directors. lecturers,
and educators from across
the state.
Mr. Holton feels the
invitation is a great honor,
sayjng ''This is probably tht!
higl}est honor any band at
Jo1'!ian has ever received. I
feel very privile<hred that we
were asKoo to p!ay for this
event.''
Next year the band will have
to begin concert band as well
as marching_ band at the
beginning ot1he school year in
order to P!et?are for the
convention. HOlton indicated
that pret?'1:fations have already
begµn this year. The bana
at the New Misic
Uinic in Greensboro on
Jan!JfilY 24 and will compete
in the State Band Contest at
Salisba:Y
.____
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Pollution is good for you.
Pollution is one of the most
effective money-saving devices
in existence, and is largely
responsible for the high standard of living which most
Americans enjoy. Outlawing or
regulating any form of pollution would be one of the
biggest mistakes our country
could make.
Regulating pollution is tremendously expensive and ineffective. Taxpayers must pay
high salaries to regulatory
officials; corporations must
install wasteful anti-pollution
devices and consumers pay
more for their goods in
consequence. Everyone loses.
This would be bad enough if
pollution were controlled, but
it isn't: the catalytic converters
which add about $150 to the
price of every new car not only
wear out within a few years
but may actually increase the
emmissions of some pollutants
including the very toxic hydrogen cyanide. For this kind of
"regulation," and I use the
word laughingly, we pay in
triplicate; once to the IRS to
cover the cost of testing all
new cars, again to auto companies when we purchase cars
and still again at the gas
pumps where anti-pollution'
equipment reduces mileage
sharply.
Another case of pollution
saving money is Jordan's
smokestack. Jordan has special
clearance from the EPA to
violate clean-air standards.
While nobody likes smokey
halls, the advantages are more

___. _,. ,. . .__._ . .

important: burning coal is a
very cheap method of heating.
Durham County voters have
repeatedly shown themselves
unwilling to raise taxes to
support school bonds, and thus
were Jordan forced to clean up
the smokestack, budget cuts
would have to be made. The
hunk of this cost would be
borne by the students in the
form of a reduction in educational quality.
Pollution is, of course,
natural-as is everything else
man does. Man is not, as some
would have it, an outside
intruder into nature-he is a
product of nature and a part of
it. Man's actions are just as
"natural" as those of any other
animal or plant. If man pollutes
on a larger scale than other
organisms, it is because nature
has created him with the
power and the inclination to do
so. Pollution, wars, violence
and industrialization are not
things that man imposes on
nature, but things nature, in
the form of humans, imposes
on herself.
We are often warned that.
pollution is upsetting the
so-called "balance of nature"
and that the consequences of
this may be terrible. That's a
lot of hogwash, so forget it.
The "balance of nature" has
been swinging back and forth
wildly since the beginning of
the world, and man has
influenced it very little if any.
Such historic events as the
extinction of the dinosaurs
indicate tremendous upheaval
in the relationships between

Don ey See,
on key

o

The candidates for the Democratic nomination are off and
running. The race is brinnning with hopefuls--a few show
)Jromise. The front-runner in the delegate caucus in Iowa was
Georgia's ex-Governor Jimmy Carter.
Carter served eleven years as an officer in the U.S. Navy,
four years as a state senator, and a four-year term as
of Georgia. Carter believes strongly in the 1964
Uvil Ri!illts Act, and he considers himself a liberal. He is
agains(farge government spendings, and is anti-Kissinger
and anti-dentcle.
Second to Carter is Representative .Morris Udall from
Arizona. Udall hopes to be the only member of the House to
win the nomination and Presidency since James Garfield in
1880. Udall sees the main issues Of the '76 election as ''the
three E's: Economy, Energy, and Environment. Udall
believes__ that the mvths most Americans hold about
Communism must be wiped out. ''We imisf now move into an
era without enemies,'' 'll'fe states. He supports hu_ge Federal
improvement programs, tax refonns, and a frontarassault on
corporate monopOly.
'lhe prograrp. sounds skimbv.
the first to admit
he has been light on specifics, saymg
wishes to
avu1u uie
tnat caugm Mct..iovem.
Ex-Senator Fred Harris .of Oklahoma, a strong_ liberal, !s
little known but pushing hard for the lJemocratic
nomination. He has been cited as the best orator among the
declared candidates, running a "people's campaign" against
''privilege''.
.
.
.
.
Harris wants to break up btg busmess
stating
that the big businesses Waht free
but are nol
practicing ifthemselves. He wants to abolish big government
and some federal reQUlatory agencies, which nave become
monopolies. He wulatnsure
individual and corpqrate
income taxes to _get ''the rich oftwelfare'' and ''the big hogs
out of the trougn.'

-

plants and herbivores, predators and prey and carbon
dioxide producing organisms
and oxygen producing ones. If
the "balance of nature" were as
delicate as environmentalists
would have it, none of us
would be here today. In the
past few hundred years, man
-has also caused many extinctions and near-extinctions. In
the same way that mammals
put dinosaurs out of business,
·man has put dodos, passenger
pigeons and other species out
of business. This is a natural
process which causes no harm.
Man's feeble attempts at
chemical pollution cannot compare with what nature does all
the time. For exa;mple, three
volcanic explosions (Krakatoa,
Mt. Katmai and Mt. Hekla) in
the past 100 years have put
more dust, ash and gases into
the atmosphere than man has
throughout history. Remains of
fish that lived 1500 years ago
indicate mercury levels in the
have not changed subSome mountain
stantially.
springs have eight times the
"safe limit" of radium. Environmentalists are trying to
keep air and water cleaner
than it has ever been in the
past, at ridiculous expense. It's
not worth it.
Another "balance of nature"
problem-that of aerosol cans
- indicates that our priorities
are out of order. If aerosol cans
do, in fact (no one knows for
sure) damage the ozone layer,
the primary harm will be a few
thousand cases of skin cancer
caused by greater exposure to
the sun's ultraviolet rays. In a
world where millions starve
daily, the money that is being
spent on aerosol studies,
anti-aerosol advertising and
converting to other forms of
sprays could be put to better
uses. In any case, the effect of
damaging the ozone layer
would probably be minimalscientists have ignored the
obvious fact that if people
sunburn sooner, they will go
inside sooner and thus receive
about the same amount of
radi-ation. People aren't as
dumb- as scientists seem to
believe.
In many cases it is to an
industry's advantage to reduce
pollution. In towns such as
Akron, Ohio, pollution reaches
such a level that workers
dislike living there. In such
cases it is to a corporation's
advantage to reduce pollution
and thus make living there
more attractive to workers. It
is very likely that, as technology advances, it will become
less and less expensive to
reduce or eliminate pollution,
and it will be to every
industry's advantage to do so.
But to force such a move
prematurely represents an
unwarranted and unnecessary
government intrusion on private business. Pollution is an
issue which calls for rational
restraint in the face of almost
universal-and unjustifiablehysteria.
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Walking down Jordan's main hall is like try4ig to
Volkswagoninrush-hourtraffic: the smaller and fess
Students are intimidated by the larger and more
students.
Unlike the hi!iliway, the hall is not equipped with any
means of controlling traffic flow. There are no speed linnt
signs, and no stop signs or traffic si!2llals at the numerous
intersections. The hall has no established lanes for travel.
Traffic moves in different directions in the right lane, left
lane, right shoulder, and median. The narrow passageway
becomes even more congeted when travellers unexpeetedly
come to a stop in the miodle of the hall.
Despite this confusion, some semblance of order has
emerged among travellers in the hallway. The :Mack Tmck,
by v:irlue of its ability to crush others, has assumed the rililit
of way. The smaller and meeker travellers have learned the
ways of the defensive driver, yielding to the larger and more
arroga¢ models. By having to avoid others in such a manner,
the
are invariably late in arriving at
destination.
There are some innnediate solutions available for the small
and meek travellers. Jordan offers several detour routes,
rarely used by others. These detours wm allow the
sub-compacts to reach their destinations in less time and with
a lot less trouble than by use of the main hall. The detours
include the scenic crmse through the courtyard, and a
refreshing drive throu!ilit the hlizl:ier altitudes of the upstairs
hall. Jn addition the Oack:roactbeside the trailers 1S DOW
available due to the Student Council's efforts in re-surfacing
the road, the use of this detour no longer involves getting
stuck in the mud.
One is hard-pressed to find long-term solutions to
pligpt of the Volkswagon. There is little chance
implementing traffic controls, and even less chance
everyone to
a _Yolkswagon.
hope,
ts that s0C1ety will
this oppressed mmonty, and
grant the srilall and meek traveller the rights to travd
Jordan's halls safely.
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Dropouts
In the
ucket
by Rick Olive
Schools, these days, are
noticing a sl.J?rp increase in
studenl:s. of whom are
·'dropping out." Information
gqvfcfed by the Jordan
Guidance Department shows
that 17 students have
withdrawn from the school
this year.
'Iliere are a number of
reasons as to why these
students have taken a chance
on their success in the outside
world.
Several
whose
names are being wimneld by

reques1, ottered various
connnents

regarding

their

was 17 Gunior), I
had decided school was Just
'out' for me," said a fonner
student, ''MY grades were
lousy and I coula see that it
would take me at least 2 more
years to graduate. So I just
aecmea to gun an.a get me a
full ti.me ioB.''This ts
the more common reasons·
given by stridents who have
quit school.
The- reason given by most,
however, is truit the student
has reached the
attendance age of 16. 11ris is
the age at wfilch they are not
legalJy bound to the
in.Stitution, and this is the age
at which mOst students choose
to drop out.
One former student stated
that: "I just couldn't stand
school any more. I kept
2:etiing_
thrown
out
(suspended) for some of the
stupid,est reasons. I kn:ewl
wotud Just leave the mess ana
µJaybe gQ to some technical
institute.''
The chances of finding a
good job are very bad for
who don't liave a high
school diploma. :Mr. Alli8on of
the
.fordan
Guidance
Department remarked that it
is "hard enough for even
college graduates to find jobs
these days. A person \.'mo
hasn't izfaduatecf from hilili
school cnances of finding a jOb
in which he may reacn his
level of competence are slim to
none.''
Allison also said that joining
the Armed Forces or enrolling
in a vocational progratl1, sucfi
as those offered at Dunbar
Technical Institute, to learn a
soecific trade,'' would be 2 of
tlie better alternatives a
drQPOut has.
The Guidance Department
encourages anyone with
intentions of withdrawing
from school to come to the
department for counseling on
ways to secure a more
proouctive future.
wecarl!"i-or

Har

I n 80 Ways

Tune Out,
Ta ke Off

Karen Harper takes a rest during the school year.

by Peter Stahl
Transcendental Meditation
(Tfyf). has become a 1J9PUlar
activity with man Jordan
students. TM craims to
increase one's intelforence,
sociability, sports ability
and ability to relax.
..tseek, a meditator,
started meditating in order
"to increase my ability to
relate to other people and to
increase my own intelli
As to whether he has
achieved his goal, Beek
responded ''I can't say
because there really is no limit
to what you can achieve. The
benefits are coIIlOOWld and
each time· you meditate,
you gain.''
In order to become a
meditator, one nrust attend
two introductocy lectures and
then, when one has four
consecutive free daY§, one
learns to meditate. Ori the first
day, a Saturday, one actually
learns to meditate and for the
next three days lectures are
attended which go into more
details of the prqcesses and
benefits of TM and meditating
experiences are shared witfi
otfier new meditators.
One thing that seems to
scare people away from TM is
the cost--which is fifty-five
dollars. For this fee one can
get all the lectures--the
rectures right after the course
advance
and also
lectures, and occasional check
ups as well as advice about
ones meditation when one
needs it. The fifty-five dollar
fee also makes one a life
meditator, which means one
can go into any TM center,
anywnere, anytime for whatever one needs.
Pam Gunter, a senior,
began meditating this summer, meditatea for five
months and then quit. ''I quit

Jordan senior Karen Harper
has seen more places and met
more people in the past four
years than most people will
see in a lifetime. Through Girl
Scouts, Karen has visited such
places as South America,
Jamaica, Iceland, Luxembourg, France, Spain, Italy,
Germany, and Belgium.
Karen's interest in traveling
abroad began when she was
backpacking in the Rockies on
a Girl Scout Wider Opportunity program She was 14 at
thetime. ''Ibecameveryclose
friends with a girl from Oslo,
Norway," said Karen. "Ever
since then, I always wanted to
go to Norway, but somehow I
ended up in South America.''
When Karen was 15 she
participated in an international camp held in Guzana,
South America. She lived and
camped with 500 other girls
from 16 other countries and
the Carribean Islands. ''The
girls in my tent were from
:Martinique,'' Karen explained. ''They spoke as much
English as I spoke French. But
surprisingly enough, we were
able to conmrunicate beautifully. I've found that language
is never a barrier. It's only an
external force that can easily
be overcome by conmrunicati.ng with eyes and actions,
meaningful
which is
311.yway."
This particular camp was a
cultural exchange where
Karen learned about other
people's cultures and their
ways of life. Karen feels that
one of the most exciting
events at this camp was
flew on a
''when a few of
Caribou cargo plane into the

,7
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because I had no time to
meditate.'' Pam
"It simply didn't help me as
much as I expectec[ I had
expected it to relax me a whole
lot and that I wouldn't worry
as much but I seemed just as
and worrisome.''
Gunter said she was also told
it was religious and ''that
scares me. tlllt.,, sne quickly
"I woula like to start

Iltus is a TM teacher

hPre in Durham Jn e:xplainino

TM, he stated now easy it
is. ntus said, "Just asK: a
meditator \Vhat the easiest
thing he does is and he will tell
you 'meditation'.'' Bernie
ef(plained that TM involved
sitfuig coplfortably fot; twenty
nnnufes 1ll the mormng ana
twenty minutes in the evening
and mentally repeating a
mantra (a sanscript word
which "does the trick"
according to Iltus.) ''Your
thoughts flow freely and it is
what we call 'reStful alertness'." In other words, your
body is a state of deep sleep
bui_your mind is alert.
The question most frequentIr, asked of meditators is
' Why can't vou teach me how
to meditate'!'' Iltus answered
that by drawing an analogy.
''You may know all the steps
involved in perlonning an
operation yet you woilldn't
perfonn
9peration without
Qroper trammg
a doctor.
Doctors need frammg and so
do TM teachers. There's a lot
more involved to teaching
giving
meditation than
some one a mantra. '
Whether meditation actually fulfills all its claims or not,
many peppJe are getting into
1M. 121-,000 Amencans a.Ione
meditate and the number is
rising_ _so TM must offer
something that other things
don't.

interior (the jungle) to an
Amerindian village. From
there we hiked about two
miles to Kiateur Falls, the
world's third largest single
drop waterfall."
After the camp was over,
Karen went to live with an
Fast Indian fv.foslem family.
When she joined them, they
were in the middle of a 3-day
celebration of feasts and
dances for a family wedding.
''I specifically remember one
day,'' recalled Karen, ''When
we went for a picnic in the
'country', which consisted of
tall, swaying banafla and
coconut groves. We traveled
down a sweet water creek on a
creaky banana boat. It was
frightening to me because the
inhabitants of that creek were
pihrannas. I was warned
strongly not to fall in.''
last sunnner Karen went
with a group of Girl Scouts to
Europe. The group stopped in
Ireland, Paris, Andora La
Vella (Spain), Barcelona,
Rome, and Venice. After a
short stay in a Swiss chalet,
the girls visited Zurich,
Vienna, Frankfort, Mmich,
Brussels, and Amsterdam. In
Amsterdam, Karen thought
she would see "people in
wooden shoes and lots of
tulips and windmills," but she
.. found that it was ''just
like any other European city.''
When asked what she
traveling,
enjoyed most
Karen said, ''What I love
most is meeting different
people. I am able to share my
ideas and experiences with
these people and in doing so
I've learned a lot about life.
That's worth it all."

A
REMEMBER TO SEND
2720 Chapel Hill Road

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO

48q-2340

THE BOOSTER'S CLUB fOR

POSTERS, RECORDS
AND CASSETTES
We've got them all, and they're
all available to you.
Durham County Library,

"'

BUSES TO:

CAMELOT
MUSIC
FULL LINE
RECORD AND
TAPE STORE

3 5 51 Hamstead Court
Durham,
27707

A.F.S. foreign exchange students talk about theit: experiences abroad at Jordan's assembly on February.,3.
,\\
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Watc
by Ray Bowman

Tubes
Television has caused a
great deal of controversy, as
students and teachers debate
its educational role.
A reL'ent government study
showed that, on the average,
an American watches five to
six hours of television a day.
Some Jordan students expressed an interest in
watching television. Dawn
Harris stated, ''It's the best
way I know of to unwind. You
don't have to think, just sit
there and absorb." Carole
King further explained that
''it (1V) is an escape. You can
watch it and forget your
problems.''
Contradicting this study,
many Jordan students claim
that they rarely watch
· television. Tom Morris said,
"I don't watch television as
nruch as I used to--it' s all
trash.'' Vicki McQuay added,
''I could do without it. There
are really a lot of better things
to do." Ilsa Woods hasn't
watched television ''in I don't
know how long. How can you
watch TV when you have so
nruch homework you can't do
anything but study?''
Teachers also expressed
their discontent with television. Mr. Green was the
most adamant, saying '':My
students four or five years ago
could do the physics problems
I gave them. The students in
my classes today haven't
reached that level. They are
used to having everything
done for them, and refuse to
think out a problem on their
own. Television is largely
responsible for this attitude.''
Educators attribute the
decline of the scores on
Scholastic Aptitude Tests
(SAT' s) to increased television
viewing by students. In
1966-1967, 178,000 high
school seniors scored 600 or
better on the verbal section of
the SAT. By 1973-1974, only
134,000 had made a score as
high. During that same
perioo, the number of
students scoring from 700 or
better on the verbal section
dropped from 32,800 to

16,200.
Only time will

tell if
eomedian Fred Allen 1s
correct in saying, ''Thanks to
TV, the next generation \:Vill
be born with four eyes and no
tongue.''

Ray Bowman and Mike Cowen
math homework to Beth Woody.

try

to

explain

"

Cl
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By Veronica Porter
During the first semester,
Advanced Biology and Physics
Classes spent most of their
laboratory hours on "routine"
experiments.
The second
semester, however, will provide far more interesting lab
work.
The
Advanced
Biology
taught by Mrs.
Classes,
Wheeler, have conducted such
experiments as testing enzymes and bacteria, examining
properties of saliva,ing sharks,
and collecting and identifying
insects.
During nine weeks the
classes will test body fluids,
and will dissect the fetal pig.
The most important assignment of the year will be the
student's individual projects.
Each student will select a
subject to investigate, and will
design his or her own experiments for examining, exploring, and reaching conclusions
regarding the chosen subject.
Subjects range from plants to
radiation, and from insects to
higher animal species. David
Roberson and Allen Lawrence
are raising fruit flies for a
genetic study, and Karen
Waller is studying the differences in animal behavior
between the sexes. Wheeler
says the experiments are
"usually quite interesting and
entertaining. I think the students have fun doing them."
The Physics Classes, taught
by Mr. David Green, have
been very busy during-the first
semester. They have done
pendulum, force, work, and
momentum labs, and have
experimented with volacity,
distance, acceleration,
and
vectors. Their major project
for the second semester will be
the building and firing of
rockets. This experiment is for
testing the acceleration and
distance. When asked about

his Physics Class, Harold Cobb
said that, "Physics is the most
challenging and interesting
class in the science department. The rockets should be a
lot of fun."

This year, many Jordan
students are using Calculators
in their math related courses.
Up to 90 per cent of the
sfudents in some math or
chemistry .classes have access
to a
The teachers of these
courses have
differing
opinions as to usefulness oI
cfilculators. Ms. Loretta Hall,
a chemistry teacher, feels that
students who can afford
calculators have an unfair
advantage over those who
cannot. She said that it is
possible to use a calculator
and never learn how to use
scientific notation. ''Next year
no one will be allowed to have
calculators in my class.
Everr,one will use a slide
rule 'Ms. Hall added.
Ms. Debbie Ramey, a math
teacher,
believes
that
calculators are useful tools
and that thev do not cut doV\lll
one's ability to use simple
math. "It anyone were
a calculator for my class,
Ramey stated, '1 would
reconnnend getting one with
scientific notafion and
logarithms. I let students use
calculators in ipy class
because the majority of my
students have access to
them.''
Mr. David Green, a physics

and compl!ter
.
teacher, said that iI a person
were buying a calculator for
his
class,
he
would
reconnnend one that included
memocy, scientific notation,
and tri_gometric functions.
Students at Jordan seem to
appreciate calculators as
heI:Qful tools but most do not
thifilc that calculators make a
great deal of difference in
their
Beth Woody said
''It niakes tests less tiring but
it neither helps or hurts my
grades.'' linda Wtlliams
stated, ''It makes math a lot
easier for me, but I could do as
well in mathematics without

it."

In the trianQ:le area, many
different caTculators are
available. Texas Instruments,
Hewlett
Packard,
and
Rockwell International are the
area's largest sellers. A small
calculator
that
adds,
subtracts, multiplies, and
divides can be found for as
little as eight dollars. A
calculator that has scientific
notation, memory, the four
basic
functions,
and
trigometric functions can be
found for under thirtv dollars.
Many different calculators are
available
including

progrannnable calculators ana

wristwatch calculators.

•

I
by Vdcki Snead
Speeding doV\lll a snowcovered slope is an adventure
gaining popularity ap10ng
Jordan students. Beglllllers
and experienced skiers are
travelinQ to North Carolina
mountains for after exam
relief or weekend ski trips.
lhis mterest in skiing 1s
primarily due to an increase in

the opening of North Grrolina
facilities. A disadvant;age to
skiing, however, is its
expense.
A skier :first has to learn to
balance and coordinate himself on skis. The beginner
starts skiing with his toes
pointed inward, working like a
snowplow. Another important
concept the begiru)er needs to
learn 1s to lean the opposite

Biology teacher Wheeler draws blood from Tom Morris
for experiment.

way . he is tqiveling. Also,
p_revtous expenence m water
skiing helps m the snow. Blair
Hahri, however, feels that the
easiest way to teach a
beginner is to' 'eut him on the
expert slope.ana J?USh:''
An expet;tencea skier can
perform various maneuvers to
mcrease or decrease his
speed. A skier can reach
speeds up to 65 m.p.h. The
key to ski control is in the
movement of the feet.
Ski equipment includes ski
. 15oots, and a pair of
skis. The ski pqles and Skis are
available in various len2ths
accord.i!!g to the height orthe
skier. 'llie boots damp onto
the skis. In case of an
emergency, the boots have a
safezy release, regulated by
pressure. This eq_utpment cost
C!lJproximatelY. 2SU dollars.
Otfier accessories like gloves
and goggles are helpful on the

Skiing areas available in
North Carolina are Beech and
Sugar mountains. The
range from 200 to 3,000 yards
in distance and temperatures
range from 20 to ZS degrees
farenheit. Artificial snow
makes the slopes slushy and
skiing difficult Kay Huckabee, an
skier,
sunnned up lier feelin_gs_ about
the sport sayin_g, ''Skiing to
me is a real thrill because it's
just you against the slopes.'''
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Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items
at over
$500 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:

Coach

Gray

lectures

to

the

girl's

track

Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.

team.
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Practice for the Girls' track
team began on Febrvanr 3,
under the direction of coach
John Gray.
Coach Gray stated that he is
''hoping_ for forty girls to try
out the Tust day. '
When asked what the girls
would be doing the first !ew
weeks of trairung he replied,
running, and more
runnmg!

Veterans returning to the
team include Cathi Angle,
;iylvia Cobb, Beth Cockrane,
Neely Currin, Bernitha
Jenkins, Tracy Knight, and
Diane Peake. Gray encourag_es
all sophomores to try out tor

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.

Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me
copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing$
(check or money order).

'

Name

the team
Jordan's new track has
never held a meet, but for the
girls' team this year, Coach
Gray has scheduled seven or
eigfjt home meets. New
landing mats for the high
jl]lllp and starting blocks were
obtamed this year, making the
track ready for competition.
Coach Gray expects an
undefeated season, saying,
"We
have
remained
undefeated in the regular
season for 2 years in a row
now. We have never lost a
regular
season
meet.
Hogefully we can pull it out
agam this year."

Adddress

City

State

Zip

©Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.
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b_y ams Goolsby
The Junior Varsity basketball team is holding its own against taller opponents this
season. The team's record
stands at 6-6 with eight games
remaining to be olaved
.
Coach Parrish feels
that rus team is a ··coach's
dream." "We have a team
that plavs as hard when we're
behiiid as when we're ahead.''
He believes that he has a
''very _good _group of men''
and iliat iliey have "an
abundance of Willingness to
work." Coach Parrisn added
that the most itppqrtant thing
about his team is the fact that
they all have good character
and try hard.
their good qualities,
the JVteam has only managed
to brealc even in_games won
this year. Coach P-arrish feels
that the reason for this is the
Goodwyn drives against Orange. The J.V.'s
fact that the team is small. But Wade
Parrish still feels "We have won in a close game.'
several on our team that are
going to be very good
prospects for Varsitv bal[''
In upcoming contests JorJordan's closest restaurant
dan faces
Wake
Forest, Vaiden-Whitley and
Ravenscroft.

&

C. OWEN DEWAR

107 We5t Main Street
(P.0.Box 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)

WAtCHMAKER & JEWELER

's sc_r-ap for the ball.

l

489-1140

2706 CHAPEL HI LL ROAD DURHAM, N. C. 27707

------------·----------------- ------------ --·-- .
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Durham
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MIA
CASSA

GOOD ITALIAN FOOD
AT REASON ABLE PRICES
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN
489-6276
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by Mike Cowen
VVith only three matches
remaining, the Jordan wrestling team has compiled a 5-6
season record and a 3-2
conference record.
After the first five matches
of the season, Jordan held a
2-3 record, vvith victories over
Vance and Webb. The
conference competition began
December 12 with Jordan
defeating Vaiden-VVhitley 4417. The Falcons then lost to
Southern by a close 30-34
margin.
BullDurbam
The Bull Durham Holiday
Tourruiment was held December 21-22. The tournament
is hosted annually at Jordan.
It consists of ten of the
toughest wrestling teams in
the state. Jordan's Ken Leese
and Jimmy Simpson placed as
ti:01Tue fiic\ttlists in the 100
pounds and heavyweight
classes respectively. Another
strong Jordan competitor was
Jamie Teel who placed fourth
in the 137-pound weight class.
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Mike Young scored 22 points
victory over Raleigh Enloe.
Conference matches resumed December 27 with
Jordan losing to Orange 33-37.
The Falcons then competed
against the Southern Spartans, whipping them 44-21.
Two weeks later, Jordan
stcr:;.!ped Vciden-VVl-Jtley by

the impressive margin of
51-11.
This year the conference
tournament will be held at
Jordan on Februaty 14.

in

the

team's

Jordan team members feel
they will go all the way.
Coach Hilton feels his
team has improved and
sees no reason why they
can't take ''the whole
thing.
Atter the conference meet,
t.ne s.;x,tionals ·vd1 be held at
Burlington-Cummings. Those
individuals who place either
first or second will advanee to
the State Tournament in
Wmston-Salem

The Jordan Falcons are in
the middle of one of their best
seasons in almost 8 years,
with an 11-5 overall record and
2-1 mark in the conference.
One of the biggest wins of
the season came in a 74-69
victory over Raleigh Fnloe.
Fnloe was ranked mimber 1 in
the Ralei2h area and had
beaten the--Palcons in the first
game of the season 72-61.
Mike Young had one of his
finest games of the season,
scoring several dutch baskets
and ending up with 22 pqints.
The team then opened the
conference schedule with an
80-71 victQry over arch-rival
Southern. .Mike Young again
led the Falcons with 24pomts.
Three other players scored in
double figures as the team
displaved a well-balanced
attack:
:Vaiden Whitley was the
Falcons next vicilm, as Jordan
extended their
streak
to 4 games with an 81-63
victory. Balance was again the
key as 4 players scored in
double figures. Mike Parker
led the team vvith 18 points.
The Falcon's next victQry
was a rout over Chapel Hill
77-59. Chapel Hill had earlier
defeated Jordan in what was
probably the team's worst
tJerlormance all year. Kenny
Rosemond' s 21points led the
way_ with L. K. Tho!QPSOn
getting 14, and Mike Young
netting 12 points.
After wmning 10 of their
last twelve games, the team
was defeated by a red-hot
team. Leading_ 78-74
with I9 seconds left to piay the
Falcons were tied up_ at 78-78
at the end of reQlllalion time.
In the overtime 1ordan struck

DIXIE VIM
Service Station
--Parkwood-Safety -- Low Prices
A.II Cigarettes .33 with tax:

first.on Mike
lay-up,
but Orange came ri t back to
win the game 8 -82. Mike
Young lecf'the Falcons with 26
points and 17 rebounds in his
finest p_erlonnance of the
season. Mike was 9-14 from
the field an 8-9 at the foul line.
Reserves Phil Greer and
Billy Key each came in to do

Key scQres

ui::.•·'-'H•CH

.......

excel t jobs. Billy picked up
8 poh and 8 rebOunds Vvbile
P1ill had 6 pqints and played
excellent defense. L. :C..
Thompson replaced the
iniured Fred Sh;;r.i.Jl1 and
well while scormg 16
pomts.
bVen
to.
Orange
the feam
spirits and
..
to the renJatc:h •
20, the
year.

2611

Hill Blvd.

CRABTREE'S
2709 Guess Rd., Durham, NC
Phone: 489-6488

Ben. L. Crabtree, Jr.

and
Prettiest Meat Counter. in the South
LOW PRICES, HIGH QUALITY
3000 Chapel Hill Boulevard

-
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TODAY'S WEATHER
Heavy overcast through
Fri., clearing rapidly Sat.
Highs near 100, lows
near 0. More information, see your report
c_ard.
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Reagan Recovers
Ford's Fumbles
Flag Corps
Feels Forlorn
To the Editor ...
We would like to point out a
very big oversight in the last
edition of "The Falcon's Cry"
(Dec. 17, 1975).
A reporter of the staff wrote
an article entitled "March on
Christmas".
Five majorettes were left out
of the article who did participate
in the Durham Christmas
Parade. They were: Vickie
Hayes--head majorette, Brenda
Hall, Judy Johnson, Amy Pate,
and Kathy Smith.
We would appreciate a
correction in the next issue of
''The Falcon's Cry''.
Thank you,
Vickie Hayes
Amy Pate
Brenda Hall
Judy Johnson
Kathy Smith
Space limitations precluded
including the majorettes. Also
left out were marching band
members Terri Arledge, Terry
Barbee, Tony Barringer, Lynn
Bartee, Roger Bowman, Lois
Boynton, Marty Brown, Don
Burdick, Kenneth Campbell,
Eleni Christakos, Bob Clapp,
Andy Clark, Karen Clifton, Kim
Cline, Larry CrOcker, Debbie
Dampier, Emily Dannelly,
Allison Derway, Tim: Dodson,
Buddy Draughon; Dede Dugan,
Dan Dunbar, Rob Dunbar, Rick
Friedrich, Laurie Gianturco,
Steve Gitelman, Becky Goodling, Jim Goodling, Wade
Goodwyn, Jan Gray, Curtis
Gregory, Scott Hansen, Diana
Harmon, Karen Harper, Lisa
Harper, Cheryl Harrington,
Alyson Hicken, Bill Hitchcock,
Jennifer Hughey, Kathy Kelly,
Jeff Kline, Martha Lambert,
Tom Lloyd, Donna Manning,
David Marable, Reggie Marable, Duane Massey, George
::M:urdaugh, Joe :M:yers, Joe
Pietrantoni, David Price, .Jimmy Pruette, Hager Rand, Susan
Schlaseman. Kim Setzer, Rich·
8.rd Shoaf, Amy Smith,
Lynn
Strobel,
Hank
Swartz, Arthur Thomas, Aaron
Thompson, Roderick Thompson, Win Walker, Ruth
Whanger, Logan Wilkins,
Marian Wilson, Mark Woolbright, Drew Wyatt, Margaret
Young, and Mart Yount.

Doctor's Diagnosis
To the Editors ...
I was electrified the other day
when the Student Council's
highest official, Tom Morris,
made it perfectly clear that he
did not like the United States of
America. He also stated that he
would move away as soon as
possible to a better country ...
Tom is doing a decent job as
president, but no other Student
Council President at Jordan has
used the office for the
degradement of the United
States of America. The United
States of America is the
greatest country on God's
earth, and no one, especially
one held in high esteem by
others, should degrade her. No
American citizen in his right
mind does. Instead of cursing
her, why not try and change her
bad points, by voting or running
for public office. America was
built on the blood, sweat, and

A merica's Bicentennial:
A Time To Learn

--Ed.

Editonats represent the opinion of
the staff of the Falcon's Cry, and not
necessarily the opinion of the writer.
The Falcon's Cry
other
opinion in the form of letters to the
editor. All letters must be signed
and letters of excessive length 'will
be edited.
The Falcon's Cry welcomes origin·
al poetry. Contributions
be
signed and place in Ms. Berces' box.

_________

,_

tears of many 1;>eople, of many
colors and origins. My
ancestors died making her the
country she is, and when people
degrade her it makes me
furious. Where else can any
person, regardless of academic
ability, get a free education?
Where else do people have the
chance to truly vote for their
officials? If Tom had been in
other countries he might have
been imprisoned or killed for
what he said about the United
States of America.
Especially in this Bicentennial year let us stand up and be
thankful we are Americans,
because we are lucky. Tonight
when you go to bed, thank God
you are in America the
Beautiful, because in some
countries ... you could not thank
him safely.
Sincerely yours,
Harold James Cobb, Jr.

Gerald Ford, as the incumbent President, is considered by
many to be the front runner in the 1976 Presidential race. But
Ford is also America's first unelected President, and his
moderate policies and reputation for indecisiveness have
sparked a challenge from within his own party:
Ford is a middle-of-the-road Republican who favors a
balanced budget, military supremacy, and dislikes "big
'government". He is strongly optimistic a.bout America and
about his election chances. But in the wake of Reagan's
challenge and Ford's subsequent decline in opinion polls, he basl·
begun courting the Republican right wing. He dropped
Rockefeller from the '76ticket, ''got tough" with New York City,
and vetoed a sites-picketing bill that he had previously favored
as gestures to conservative Republicans. But Reagan is still the
conservative favorite, and Ford's Cabinet shuffle, partial
turnaround on aid to New York, and other signs of his confusion
have convinced Reagan supporters that Ford can be beaten.
F!)rd's Ca.riipaign has suffered from a slow start and a lack of
organization. Two key campaign officials have resigned in
frustration and campaign manager ''Bo'' Callaway may be fired
if Ford is not satisfied with his performance.
Ford's weakest point is speech.making. Even his aides concede
he is a poor speaker. He makes frequent slips of the tongue,
loses his place, and lacks charisma. This may, in large measure,
account for his campaign policy to date--attempting to cast an
image of lofty statesmanship by keeping busy in the White
House. A hard-working President is more appealing than an
inept speechmaker.
In contrast, Reagan, the chief Republican challenger, has a
strong popular appeal and is a good speaker. Reagan's
speeches--and politics--center on the evils of big govermnent
and beaurocracy. His talks are filled with jokes and a grass-roots
appeal--he has an image of being the "people's man".
Reagan's campaign also started slowly; he waited relatively
late to announce his candidacy, and had almost no campaign
staff until very recently. But Reagan has a better--and more
enthusiastic--supporting organization than Ford throughout the
.country. Florida manager Thomas compared the campaign to a
·revival meeting. This atmosphere generates from Reagan's
policies--designed to help out the ''little man''. He proposes
drastic reductions in government spending-for example, cutting
taxes 20 percent and balancing the budget by shifting welfare
programs to the individual states.
He has had no money problems--a single mailing netted him
over half a million dollars. Reagan's organization is convinced
that a strong showing in the early primaries will add momentum
to his drive--or perhaps force Ford out of the race early. "We've
done well,'' says one staff member. ''One quarter because of
what we've done right and three quarters because of what
Ford's done wrong."

.
1

j

Gerald Ford recently sent a note to the countries of the world
which stated:
''Please excuse the United States from world affair$..until July
5 1976. We have an important dental appointment until then."
' Leaders of countries around the world are skeptical of this
dental appointment. World opinion holds instead that the United
States is preoccupied planning a party in honor of the country's
two hundredth birthday. Americans deny such charges, but
several events validate the accusation.
The most COnclUsive evidence is a noticeable increase in the
United States' imports of goods from Hong Kong. These goods
are probably cheap party items.
Soviet spy planes have taken pictures over the United ·States,
and several interesting findings have been reported. The normal
touches of red (bloodshed), white (concrete), and blue (smog)
have become more intense, as if everything in the country is
being painted red, white, and blue in celebration of the
American bicentennial.
World interest in the United States affair has led to the
uncovering of several other interesting facts. Recent American
television and radio broadcasts have been intercepted, the
majority of which. are edu.catiorial shows on American history.
Also, several coins have been smuggled out of the United States.
A
set of the coins appears to picture the highlights of
American' history.
After such discoveries, the countries of the world have
decided to excuse the United States from world affairs until July
5. They had no idea that Americans needed so much education
about their heritage.
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loungers
Load
Library
by Beth Woody
Jordan's library is usually a
place for ,reading,
doing research, and finishing
homework. But it is amazing
how many ·other purposes one
room can fulfill.
When students were asked
recently their primary reasons
·for coming to the library, their
answers included ''To meditate,
talk read a magazine,'' and
· "Td check the ladies, jive, and
talk to Tex.'' One student said,
''I never do anything,'' while
another stated ''I use it to finish
my homework, although sometimes I use it for recreational
purposes.'' Another added,
•'Third period is just a social
hOur. I just walk around and
talk."
they need is a place
;inside to sit around and
socialize,'' one student suggested. "If you come in. here to
study you might as wen hang it
up."
Jordan's librarian, Ms. Henderson-James.
commented

/Opera Has· Down
To Earth Sound
_Students socialize in the library during break.
"Lunch hour is very chaotic ...
sometimes there are just too
many kids in here. It's a
question of going out and
patrolling..:-we try to move them
out but the kids just won't
cooperate." When asked about
·the differences between this
year and last year, Ms.
Henderson-James stated, "Of
course not having study halls
makes a big difference. They
(the students) would come in
when they really didn't have
anything to do, but this year the
kids have been really good.''
The library is constantly
confronted with the problem of
stolen books. "We thought
about an electronic device
Ms. Henderson-James stated,

Closed Door
Domestic Policy
Every afternoon at 4:30,.
Jordan locks all but one of its
doors. Only the door in the back
of the school is left open in
ord(,r for the basketball and
wrestling teams to leave after
practice. This policy, put into
effect this year, has caused a
great deal of controversy.
Jordan Vice Principal Charles
Guess expressed his feelings by
·stating, "We can't stay at
school forever in the afternoons.
A large number of students
hang around in the afternoons
defacing property and we don't
want this. We'd rather that they
go home. The only solution to
this problem is to lock all the
doors."
Assistant Vice Principal
Robert Ham agreed with Mr.
Guess and added, ''As long as a
student is on the campus
grounds, we are responsible for
their actions.''
Jordan athletes hold conflicting views on the matter. Mike
O'Brien, a basketball player,

stated "Personally, it's a pain
for me. I have to go around the
whole school to get to my car.''
Mike Young agre.ed, and added
''I think they should leave the
side door open anyway. Now I
have to park around back and so
else.''
does
Unfortunateiy, the locked
door situation iS not limited to
Jordan athletes. Students
working after school on the
computer, band students, and
·those who occasionally forget
their books are also hindered by
the situation. Will Carr
complained, "I don't like it. I'm
a very conscientious student.
When I forget my books, I want
to go back to school and get
them. But with the doors
locked, I can't."
Bobby Whitefield also voiced
his opinion, stating ''I hate
locked doors. I can never use
the computer when I want to.''
Ruth Whanger, a band student,
feels that "It's a nuisance, but I
guess it's necessary.''

"But.I don't like that idea." A
system of this kind would detect
a book when it is taken out
without being checked out.
''Another option is a checkout
stand--it's worked at Chewning,.
but this would require a
librarian or assistant at the desk
most of the time.
Several other students expressed their opinions on the_
references in the library. ''The
periodicals are better
year, .
but the one you want is never
there."
student added,
"Most of the time you can find
the books, but it's no different
from last year--just as noisy."
Another student summed it
up by stating, ''Well .. .it still
doesn't have 'nappy' in the
,dictionary. ' '

by Debbie Barrow
The choral music department
is sponsoring the rock iroup
"Earth Opera'' this year. Earth
Opera, formerly known as
''First Gear'', has had a wide
variety of experience covering all areas of the entertainment
field. They have performed at
·the Crown Center Hotel in
Kansas City, Chase· Park Plaza
in St. Louis, and Harrah's in
Reno. They have also performed at a rock festival with
Brownsville Station, and have
played at many high schools
and colleges. The group has
recorded two albums and will be
recording again in the near
future.
·
Each member of the group
·has a wide range of talent and
experience in the musical field.
''Funky'' Don Perry is the lead
singer, trombonist, conga, and
bm;-itone sai player for Earth
Opera from Last Chance!
CO!orado. Funky has toured
the last six years with
"The Spurlows" and "First
Gear'"'.
·
Bill Marshall is a bass player
from Charlotte, North Carolina.
He has recorded with several
regional groups while in high
school and college including the

OUR CLASS
RING IS
SMARTLY

1
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Shown is the boy's
style in lightweight,
durable Siladium®.

White only,
starting at $59.95.
See our selection of
boys' and girls' class
rings in 10 karat gold.

Manager Paul Stephenson expresses his rage at being penned
up like a wild animal.

CAMELOT

CAMERA &

MUSIC

PHOTO SHOPPE
107 West Main Street

(P.O;Box 2875 W.Dur.Sta.)
Durham

One of the largest selections of
imported pipes - cigars· tobacco
Next to Rockwood Dairy Bar

"Peace Singers", a ·gospe1
group from North Carolina. Bill
has also played in back-up
bands_ for such groups as ''Iron
:Butterfly,'' ''Brownsville Station'', and ''The Hager Twins''
:Broderick Murphy is- the
keyboard player from Denver,
ColOrado. He is also a ·trumpet
player, song writer and singer
who has appeared in a local
production of "Godspell".
Threk Michaels is the·
·drummer. He attended Western
Michigan University on a
scholarship and has toured with
such groups as "First Gear"
and "Garden Party". One of his
favorite pastimes is
writing.
Jim Thomas is &·self-taught
guitarist who has been involved
with music since high school, ·
playing in gospel groups and
quartets. Jim also won first
place in a state-wide vocal
competition in Michigan. He
has toured nationally with a
show-and-dance group known
as ''Garden Party''. He is vecy
athletic and a lover of all sports.
Earth Opera will give an
assembly at Jordan on February
17. On Wednesday, February
18, they will present a night
concert at Jordan. Tickets will
be $2.00 in advance and $2.50 at
the door. Choral music director
Mercedes Lytle is enthusiastic
about the group, stating that
they are ''fantastic''. Lytle feels
the performance should be good
because 'lihis group iS ·aesigp.ed
to appeal to high school

BLilill.

FULL LINE
RECORQAND
TAPE STORE

DURHAM, N.C.
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Student Council
Does A Lot
by Veronica ·Porter
Having completed the brick

sidewalk, the Student Council is
ready to launch its next project:
the restructuring of the gravel
parking lot. This undertaking
will begin as soon as the.
weather is suitable.·
There
be a roadway
runniD.g the· length of the
.parking lot with telephone
·poles Iaid · at right angles on
either side. These poles will be
·marked with yellow paint at
intervals to indicate the parking
spaces, which will be parallel to
the roadway. Ample space will
be allowed for aisles between
each set of parking spaces. The
poles are being purchased from
Duke Power Company. Three

Mercedes Lytle directs the annual

·have been delivered already.
Vice-Principal Robert Ham,
who iS making the purchase
:througfi t'he schoof, expects the
parking lot to accommodate Drivers disdain center of the gravel parking lot, fearful -of being blocked in.
twice the present number of
cars when the work is
completed. Ham explj:l.ined
'The stickers will cost under fifty.
"Now, cars are being parked at
cents and will be purchased
either end of the lot leaving tile
through the office. A driver who
middle of the lot empty .
parks blocking in other cars will
students are afraid they won't
lose his parking privileges for
be able to get out.''
three days: A repeat violation
In addition to improvements
by this same driver will mean a
in parking facilities, the use of
five day penalty. When asked
stickers .ia_to be inaugurated in
what will happen if a car does
by Vicki Snead
basketball events were di.Vided
the near future. Only cars
not have a sticker, Mr. Ham
FCA, Junior 9ivitan,
into age groups. There was also
bearing these stickers will be
said that ''nothing definite has
Ke'y...,,_ .uid Keyette
individual and team competiallowed in the lots, and no
been decided yet. I do think that
the Durham Recreation Center
tion. The individual games
parking will be allowed except
towing them off is a little too
this year in the first session of a
included running, dribbling,
in· legitimate parking spaces.
drastic."
Basketball Special Olympics for
and shooting. Teams c;:if 8 to 10
Ham emphasized the fact that
the Mentally Retarded. The
members competed :iD. the team·
the administration is not trying
'Olympics were held on the
events. Afterwards, winners
to make trouble for the
weekend of Dec. 5 at Durham
were presented award13 .
students. ''We are only trying
.High School. Jordan's volunAll Jordan volunteers felt the
to help the students solve their
teers served as officials for the
Special Olympics was a
parking. problems. Besides,
'basketball games, prepared
worthwhile project for both the
keeping up with the stickers Will
meals for the participants, and
volunteers and mentally retardbe a headache in itself."
assisted in other activities.
ed patients. 1--:K. Thompson
Ham would also like to have
Registration_ for the Special
summarized his feelings saying,
more lines painted in the paved
Olyinpics tool!: place· On
''I enjoyed giving time to help
lot and "No Parking" signs put
December 5 and 6. Students
and I'd welcome the
to
up in some places. He hopes to
from various state retarded
do it again.''
change the traffic pattern,
schools were present at the
Len Spungin of the Durham
saying that the "Grand Prix
Olympics. The weekend was
Recreation Center expressed
line-up getting out of the
highlighted with a trip to the
.appreciation to the Jordan
parking lots is ridiculousl" The
NCCU vs Deleware basketball
Students for their service. He
immediate concern, however, is
game Saturday night. The
said, ''Jordan was the only high
''that everyone will have a
Olympics concluded Sunday.
school who helped. They
space to park.''
Volunteers provided various
showed maturity in handling
services for the Olympics,
responsibilities. I really appre-,
beginning by helping with
ciated their efforts. Jordan is to
registration on Friday night.
be commended.''
Snacks were prepared for the
Plans are now being made for
students before bedtime. Parthe annual TraCk and Field
ents, adults, and some Key
Special Olympics held in the
Club members were chaperones
spring at Duke's Wallace Wade
for the Special Olympics. Key
'Qhrist,D.'as concert.
Stadium.
by Vickie McQuay
Club president, Rusty BarrinJordan Art Club members
ger, described his experience:
sold silkscreen Christmas cards J
''I had to stay up all night. They
last month, making a profit of
(the students) were no trouble.
$20. The money will be used to
They stayed in bed, but we
pay for materials used and
caused the trouble!"
future project.S in art classes.
Saturday and Sunday breakThe cards were printed on
fasts were fixed by the Keyette
construction paper with silkClub. Lunch and dinner for the
screen designs of the Christmas
participants were catered from
holidays. Ruth Whanger, Art
Hardees
Kentucky Fried
think everyon:_e _enjoys hei-,"
Club treasurer, said, "People
Chicken. Connie Manion and
·said Beth Cochrane,- another
·who saw the designs pretty
Emily Dannelly, juniors at
member.
much liked them--they were
Jordan, made arrangements for
Dick Daley is a Divinity
really cute.''
these meals.
student and leads the Duke
Ruth continued, stating,
Worthwhile Project
F.C.A. on Sunday nights. Steve
"First, we'll pay for the
Saturday
afternoon the SpeEdwards is a football player
stencils, film, a.ild screen used
cial Olympic Games began. The
who is going into Divinity school
on the cards ... also for 'The Me
at Duke. "Everyone enjoys
Nobody Knows' t-shirts.''
them,'' stated Fred Sherrill,
Possible future projects
F.C.A. President, "and we
include making more t-shirts
hope they will continue to come
and painting trash cans donated
to our meetings.''
by the Student Council for the
Several club members
courtyard and outside.
with the Special Olympics for
YOU Select the_ Class
"We're pleased--not excited,
mentally retarded children,
Ring of YOUR choice ...
but pleased," said Ms. Wise,
Lasagne - ManicOtti
held at Durham High on
the club's adviser. Club
December 5-7. F.C.A. also went
Pizza - Egg Plant
• Many styles & sizes
president Katrina Dalton
Christmas caroling on Decemagreed. ''It (the sale) did as well
e 4 weeks Delivery
Parmigiana· Ravioli
ber 21. Members met at Ms.
as could be expected. I guess.
• 12 Birthstone Colors
Shaffer's house for dinner
Italian Veal Dishes
we waited a little too late--next
before caroling at the Friendly
year we'll try to start a little
Phone 489-4389
Rest Home. Jackie Drapier
earlier.''
accompanied the group on the
SOUTH SQUARE
guitar.
President Fred Sherrill comCHAPEL HILL BOULEVARD
Homework Woes?
mented that ''people grow
WELDON'S JEWELERS
DURHAlll\ NC
We'reOpen at Night
spiritually through F.C.A." and
286-0539
Northgate
And on Saturdays
that he feels it ''helps the
Downtown
688-4870
DURHAM COUNTY LIBRARY
person, individually.''

Special OlympicS,'

Falcons Lend Hand

Art Club
Deals Cards

Fellowship of Christian
Athletes in Action
Jordan's Fellowship of
Christian Athletes (F .C.A.) has
·named Ms. Lee Shaffer leader
of the girls' chapter while Mr.
Avery continues to lead the
boys' group. The club's
December projects included
helping with the Special
Olympics at Durham High and
going Christmas caroling at the
Friendly Rest Home
F .C.A. meets on MQnday
nights at 8:00 at Ms. Shaffer's
The boys
home in Hope V
and girls meet in separate
groups. When the groups finish
they meet together for cake and
ice cream. "Ms. Shaffer always
provides everyone with plenty.
We really enjoy F.C.A. and
appreciate all Ms. Shaffer has
done,'' said Cathi Angle, a
Jordan F.C.A. member.
Three Duke students, Kathy
Fortino, Steve Edwards, and
Dick Daley are also members of
the Jordan F.C.A. "Kathy
Fortino has helped tremendously with the girls.
glad
she comes to our meetings. I·

I'm
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Amateurs

GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Abound
The intramural volleyball
season began on January 12.
Each team participating in the
intramurals is co-ed, and
consists of four boys and four
girls. The games will be played
during lunch, and the winners
of the playoffs in the
sophomore, junior and senior
classes will play each other for
the championship.
This year, for the first time,
members of teams not playing
will act as monitors during the
games. The monitors' duties will
be to keep people from bringing
food in to the gym, and to set up
the nets and the bleachers.
Signups for the intramural
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Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 million dollars.Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.

Laura Collins has a little trouble

f'.nding the ball.
basketball teams is expected to
begin in the middle of

February.
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Jordan's course offerings will
be expanded next year, just as
they have been this year.
The .Bocia.I. Science Depart;ment has considered dropping
the mini courses in History a.Dd
replacing these with a regular
chronilogical course. Department head Richard Hill also
suggested Advanced Placement
European History and :an
in-depth Politics class as
one-year courses. Two other
courses that haVe been
proposed are Interpretations in
American History and American Cultures. Both of these
would.be semester courses. Hill
also suggested a Student
Council class, where the
members would study government and politics, besides
fulfilling the regular functions
of the Student Council. The
members of the class would be

Diane Peake and Neely Currin
,are practicing for girls' track,
which will start in the early
·spring.

elected by the student body at
the end of the preceeding year.
Hill explained a major
·problem saying, "We have a
small de:Paitnient teaching a lot
of courses.'' Hill added that the
history teachers have a large
number of preparations. NeW
courses added to the department will mean even more
preparations that many teachers just cannot handle.
The Math Department is
considering an Advanced Placement math program. A student
taking A.P. math could obtam
six hours of college credits upon
satisfactory completion of the
A.P. test.
The Science Department is
proposing a Horticulture class
for next year. The class would
have their own greenhouse at
the school.
Ethics in English
The English Department is
planning for an Advanced
Composition class. This class
would have a prerequisite of
Beginning Composition or
teacher's recommendation. An
Advanced Grammer class is
also being considered.
One new course the Department offered this year was
Philosophy. Ms. Strobel,
Department head, talked about
changes in this course: ''I'm
planning on having a semester
of Philosophy and a semester on
ethics, with perhaps some
logic."
Ms. Strobel also wants to
teach a course on Women In
Literature. This course was
offered four years ago, but
there was not much interest
shown among the students. Ms.
Strobel feels that there will be
more interest in it now.
Some of the proposed courses
will be dropped, others will
stay. It is up to the student body
to let the faculty know which
courses interest them.

School Secretary

Broderson
In the front office at Jordan
there is a desk, and sitting
behind that desk is a lady by the
name of Ms. Doris Broderson.
Her official title is secretary and
bookkeeper--which mcludes the
jobs of secretary, receptionist,
treasury handling of all club and
school finances, being in charge
of ten students from the
business department who work
in the office, and front office
coordinator.
''I feel that my number one
job is to assist the students and

..

IS

teachers as well as the
principals," explains Ms.
Broderson. She finds her job
''most rewarding".
Ms. Broderson said that her
favorite aspect of the job is ''the
contact with the students
although many consider me a
big ogre!" In explanation, Ms.
Broderson added, ''They consider me an ogre because I have
certain things that go with my
job and I also try to maintain a
little dignity ... much of this goes
against what they(the stude:rits)

Busy
want me to do and even, at
times, what I want to do."
Ms. Broderson also explained
that the reason she is very hard
to find sometimt::s is because
"everything starts in the front
office''. In her numerous
capacities, she is often running
in several different directions at
once.
''If I have one complaint
about my job," she said, "It
would.be that.I would like more
privacy to handle finances--but I
guess th8.t s th0-way it goes."
Ms. Broderson has been
working at Jordan for eight
years--since 1968. She is a
mother with four children, of
whom only one remains at
home. She also has two
grandchildren, a 2-and-a-half
year old and a 1-year-old whose
pictures are proudly displayed
On her desk.

REMEMBER TO SEND
YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE BOOSTER'S CLUB FOR.

ACTIVITY BUSES TO:
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Durham, N.C. 27707

Jordan's closest restaurant

Jordan wrestlers Jamie Teel (left) and Bruce Wisely (right).
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Basketball Banter

Jellyfish
Nematocize
Opponents
by Chris Goolsby
The Jordan Jellyfish began
their 1975--76 season by
handling a crushing defeat to
Ravenscroft. The Jellyfish won
by a 110-point margin as they
sank the Ravens 139-29.
A strong performance was
given by both the boys' and the
girls' teams. Captain Barbara
}tobins of the girls' team placed
first in both the 200 yard
Individual Mediey and the 100
yard Butterfly. Kim Setzer
'broke two school records while
winnfug the 50 and 100 yard
Breast Stroke, -and Dede
Donovan broke two school
records as she won the 200 ruid
500 yard Free Style.
: ·The boys' team also_ made a
' good showing with captain
·Richard Shoaf winning the 500
yard Free Style and placing
second in the 200 yard Free
Style. Keviu Riley and Mike
Swartz both broke school
records winning the 100 yard
Breast Stroke and the 50 yard
·Free Style, respectively.
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Fred Sherrill blocks a Webb
Coach John .-Popson felt the
reason for the team's good
showing was the ''tremendous
turnout" he had gotten. "We
had enough depth to not have
an open lane. We could not only
take the first but second and
third.'' Coach Jim MaxWell also
felt the depth was important,
but he added that the quality of
the swimmerS, not- just their
number, was important.
Coach Maxwell felt that
another big factor Was the large
number of boys who scored
points. He said that one reason
for this is that 80 percent of the
]Joys are returning_ lettermen.
Coach Maxwell stated that·
having 15 members on the girls'

team, as opposed to 5 last
year, was an important reason
for Their lmprO-vement. He
noted tht at least 5 members of
the girls' team qualify to swim
in the New South Meet, which is
an invitational swim meet in
which the better swimmers
from around the county
participate.
The swim team is trying to
arrange 3 home meets ''to give
the folks a chance to see us."
Upcoming meets will be held
with Western Guilford, Rose,
Chapel Hill, and Ravenscroft.
The championships will be held
March 12 at Greensboro and the
New South Meet March 5 and 6
at Duke.

By Mike O' .Brien
The basketball team is in full
swing after the Christmas
break. The Varsity squad has a
7-4 record and the J.V. team is
5-4.
Both Falcon squads snatched
Victories at Ravenscroft. In the
Varsity contest the Falcons
were overpowering. The bench
was cleared in the third quarter
as the reserves added the
finishing touches to an
impressive victory.
Against Apex, the Falcons
went over 100 points for the first
time in Coach A very' s coaching
career. All five starters were in
double figures with Kenny
Rosemond's 21 points leading
the way. Once again everyone
played with Billy Key collecting
the points which put Jordan
over the century mark. The final
score was 102-83.
The last game before the
Christmas break was the third
straight lopsided victory for
Jordan. The team turned a close
game into a rout, Jordan
leading 74-44 before clearing
the bench. The final score of
76-66 is misleading as the
outcome was never in doubt.
During the holidays the
Varsity squad participated in
the Holiday Classic at Durham
High on the 28th and 29th. In
the first game, the Falcons
suffered a loss to Hillside,
sending Jordan into the
consolation game against Southern. The Falcons came back to
a strong consolation game

Cagerettes Put
It In The Nette
A greatly improved Jordan
girls' basketball team will open
· its conference season January
26 with an away game at
currently undefeated Wake
Forest.
A small turnout at basketball
tryouts limited the Falcon squad
to ten_ girls. Coach Harris feels
that the organization of junior
high girls' basketball will
generate more interest and
·produce more quality players in
. later years.

DIXIE VIM
Service Station
--Parkwood-Safety -- Low Prices
,C.11 Cigarettes .33 with tax

Despite the small turnout,
Jordan has two players, Phyllis
Elliott and Karen Holleman,
averaging in double figures and
a leading rebounder in Karon
Morris. Although a man-to-man
defense was used extensively in
the beginning. of the season, the
Falcons have now switched
successfully to a zorie.
Jordan has suffered only
three losses--two to Chapel Hill
and one to vance, and presently
. ·has a 6-3 record .

Bonny McNeil and Mike Waters go for the steal.
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by soundly defeating the
Spartans, '81-00. 1'he tournament marked the fifth
straight game that the reserves
came in and finished where the
starters left off.
After the holiday tourney
Jordan played Webb, Chapel
Hill and Northern. The Falcons
defeated the Warriors in a close
68-66 battle. Fred Sherril;
scored 22 points· a:nd pulled in
23 rebounds While holding
Webb's ··high scoring Reggie
Jackson to 3 points.
At Chapel Hill, the team was
out-rebounded, out-hustled,
and out-shot, losing 59-52.
Jordan shot a miserable 26
percent from the floor and 51
percent from the foul line.
Avery was distressed over both
of these statistics, even though
foul shooting has been bad all
year.
After 8 straight road games,
the Falcons came home to take
on arch-rival Northern. The
'Knights came out in.a stall with
their star guard Barry Taylor
controlling the ball. Leading 9-8
after the first quarter and 26-20
at the half, Coach Avery
switched to a box and one, with
Mike O'Brien on Barry Taylor.
Jordan shut out the opposition
in the third quarter, outscoring
Northern 13-0 to lead 39-20. The
lead was built up to 22 before
the bench was cleared. Kenny
Rosemond had a perfect night
going 5-5 from the field and 4-4
at the line for 14 points, while
Fred Sherrill and Mike Parker
chipped in 12 points apiece. The
final margin of 57-47 was again
misleading as Northern closed
the spread against Jordan
reserves.
Fred Sherrill has come out of
his early season slump and has
paced the team in scoring and
rebounding, averaging in double figures in both departments.
Coach A very has been
experimenting with a new
line-up including the three big
men, Kenny Rosemond, Fred
Sherrill and Mike Young. This
should help the team's
reoouncnng, wmcn nasn-r-neen
as strong as expected.
Another phase of the team's
play about which Coach A very
is concerned is the high number
of turnovers. This must be
corrected for the Falcons to .be a
strong conference contender.
With conference play starting
January 23 at home against
Southern, the squad appears to
be in good physical shape. The
team has no major injuries. One
local writer picked Jordan
second in the conference, but if
the team can regain their
pre-Christmas form, they may
take the conference crown.

TODAY'S WEATHER
High-Hopefully
Low-Please No
Further Information
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BARNES
GETS
by Carver Camp
The 1976-77 Student Council will take on a new format
muc.h different than this
year's. Meetings will be held
a scheduled class
period, and the Council will
consist of 31 students: the five
Student Council officers, the
twelve class offiCers, four
el.ected representatives from
each class, and two s·tudents,
selected at large, who will
serve on the President's
cabinet. Ms. R8.mey and Mr.
Bartholomay will serve as
advisers for_ the class:
Ms. Ramey hopes the new
setup will provide more time
for Student Co\.Jncil." projects.
"We spent a lot of time
working on weekends and
after school. We enjoyed it,
but there was a limit to .how
much coukl be done." She
also hopes to help bridge the
communications gap. between
the student and the Council.
"The problem with reporting
back is that when you say
something to 30 or 40 people,
you get. 30 or 40 diferent
interpretations.
We
need
some sort of Publicity :ir
Public Relations committee."
Ms. Rame_f .also suggested a

periodical publication of the
Student Council minutes to
help
keep
the
students
informed of their proceedings
in hopes of increasing student
satisfaction.
When asked about plans for
next year, Ms. Ramey replied,
"It will depernj on the student
body. We hope to have
another Humanities Festival,
if we decide it's worth it- I
hate just organizing a Skip
Day." A lot of the Council's
activities
next
year
will
depenci' on the students. ''The
same people are
always
dissatisfied,"
Ms.
stated. "But When you-try to
pin them down," no one will
express any ideas.''
Next year;s Student Co.uncil
officers will be: President,
Logan Wilkins; Vice President, Neely Currin; Secretary,
Missy Aldridge; Tre.asurer,
Lisa Knopps; Sergeant-atArms,
Chuck
Henderson.
Anyone wishing to suggest
ideas or possible projects .for
next year's Student Council
should.contact Ms. Ramey or
Mr. Bartholomay, one of the
Student Council or class
officers, or a Student Council
representative.

CLOSE

u•
Members of the Jordan Choral Music Dept.

STUDENTS
SING
by Ray Bowman
Jordan's
Choral
Music
Department presented their
p.nnual spring concert in the

auditorium.May 19.
The Jordan Concert Choir,
Ensemble, Trebl_e Choir, and
Chorus participated in the
event which featured a medley
of sOngs selected by Choral
Director Mercedes Lytle. She
Commented, "These songs
were diversified to show off
the best qualities of each
group.
The program opened with
the Choral Music Department
singing "Riu Riu Chiu," by
anonymous. Andy Wimberly
sang solo for this song. After
the performance he confessed,
"I· was very nervous but I just
kept iooking at Ms.'.Lytle and.I
made- it through.,;
The Ensemble followed with
the Warm-Up from Leonard
Berstein's "Mass" and a
Negro
Spiritual
"Sinner,
Please Don't Let This Harvest
Pass" -a.rranged by Montague.
Amy Smith SaP.g a solo for
"Sinner'', and she stated
"It's incredible how nervous I
was. I'm just glad it's over."
N.ex:L- thl;! ChorL;s _saoo

OUT
arranged by Ehr'et with Angle
Mciver. and visiting pianist
Ms. Lisa Mciver playing
accompaniment. The. Treble
ana Concert Choirs theil
cOrhbined to sing a humorous
children's song about children's wishes entitled ''Buy Me
Chocolate" arranged by Ades.
In the ·next selection Ms.
Lytle
played
the
piario
accompanying the Concert
Choir as they sang a song
expounding the woes of a
specialized music lover titled
<(Freddy Liked to Fugue" by
The Ensemble and Concert
Choir ended the program With
a finale from "Leonard Sernstein's "Sanctus" from
"Mass." They sang the
rE:iligious song
•
in
Hebrew, and
Latin. Ms. Lytle was very
Choral
pleased with the
Department's efforts. "I think
the kids finally got into it,"
she said.
Just before the finale,
Ensemble
member
Dawn
Harris was presented with the
Outstanding Ensemble Award
for what Ms. Lytle termed
''service above and beyond
t he call of duty to Ensemble."

by David Roberson
Edith Brodie, Andrea Fulton, and American History
teacher J. Willie Barnes were
among over 100 Raleigh-Durham hjgh school. stuqents in
NashingtOn for the week of.
May .2-8.
The
students
participated in CLOSE-UP, a
Washington-based political
education program.
CLOSE-UP is a non-profit
educational foundation that
gives high school teachers and
students first-hand contact
with influential members of
the national government during a week in Washington.
The North Carolina participants
talked
with
Jesse

Helms, Robert Morgan, Jke
Andrews, and several other
congressmen. They also attended a large number of
seminars and workshops on
various aspects of government. A typical day involved
rising and eating in time for
topical discussions from 8:45
until 12:00, ·attending seminars in the afternoon from
2:00 until suppe.rtime and
again from 7:00 until 9:30.
Workshops wer.e conducted
,
from 9:30 until 11:30.
In addition to learning
activities, the students also
enjoyed tours of the Smithsonian, the White House,
Capito! Hill, and
d
d
They also ine
at many "posh" restaurants.
Advisor J. Willie Barnes
was very happy with the trip,
calling it "one of the best
·
·
experiences that one could
have--both students and
.
teachers." He added.that the
students "weren't ready to
come back," and concluded bY
stating, "All in all, t.his thing
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Welcome
Recently North Carolina
school teachers were given a
salary raise. which was 3
percent plus 400 dollar& of
their present salary. The
teachers were asking for a 16
percent raise and thus the
North Carolina government
and teachers were set against
each other.
The teachers had threatened to strike if they did not getwhat they wanted, and when
the 3 percent raise was
announced, each school held a
faculty meeting to determine
whether or not individual
faculties would vote to strike.
The Jordan teachers could
find noother alternative to·
what they Jerrned a "statewide work stoppage'' and they
voted to. strike. Fortunately,
air
the
Durham
County
teaChers voted not _to strike
and .a major disaster was
avoided.
School teachers, like all
other professionals, have a
right to make a good living.
During the school year they
·w?rk_ long hours and somearei forced to stay up far
into the night ro;ading papers
or tests. Tt:l.ef'@ people are one
of the' most inlportant facets of
America's way of life. Without
them, children would go
through their lives as illiterate, uneducated bums.
Despite What several stusay, they actually like_ to
be taught. They like to learn
and be able to look back on the

Ba ck

year satis11ed with newfound
knowledge. If the teachers had
carried out their threat to
strike then the entire educational
system
would
be
crippled. The last nine weeks
is the most important part of
the entire "year and the Jordan
students were
deprived
of it. The students had no say
whatsoever in a matter in
which they would have been
the ones most harmed.
The North Carolina -legislature was therefore plciy-ing
with
a
very
dangerous
situation. They cheated the
teachers out of their right to
make a
living and
almost forced the teachers to
cheat students out of the.i-r
right to a decent education.
We can only be thankful that
cooler heads prevailed and
that this horrible thing did not
to pass.
A valuable lesson is in this
for all who were involved. The
government learned that the
North Caroline teachers were
no longer willing to accept
inferior pay. The teachers
realized, for the present, it·
was
more
important
for
America's future lea,Qers to
have an education then for
.them to get a raise. A!nd the
students learned that teachers
were human, too, and that,
contrary to popular opinion,
education was iniportant.
us hope that we have all
learned from this near disaster
how to avert such a situation
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To_ the Seniors,
It's here. Finally, the last
days have slowly passed and
now you wait only for the
ceremony of _graduation. Even
the
most
"sophisticated"
among
you
have
looked
forward to this time with some
anticipation. I hope that you
are proud of your achievement.
Though
individual
records will differ widely, each
of you should take pride in
your own accomplishments.
While we pause to mark this
milestone in your life, you are
already thinking of the other
milestones for which you will
want to strive. There are many
choices to be made. You will
have numerous opportunities
to
your energy, your
int13!1igence, and your Idealism to work.
On the night of your
Commencement, as you depart from the auditorium to
the music of "The Grand
March," you go with my best
.vishes for peace, :prosperityy,
wishes for peace, prosperity,
and success in your future life.
CoOgratulation and goodbye
to·you, the CLASS OF 1976.
Sincerely,
James E. G. Sills

Ne w

by Steve Gitelman
The Jordan concert and jazz
bands journeyed to Red Bank,
New Jersey on May 20-23 to
complete a band exchange trip
with the Red Bank regional
High School.
The band left Durham early
Thursday morning, arriving in
Red Bank at about 9:30 p.m.
The hosts greeted the band
with a motorcade consisting of
three fire engines, an ambulance, three poli'ce cars, and
about 100 cars. When asked
about the motorcade, Wade
Goodwyn replied, "It was
moving."
Friday morning the jazz
band played at a school
assembly. Immediately afterward, the band boarded the
buses and headed for New
York C.ity. That afternoon, the
group took a 35-mile boat trip
around Manhattan
Island.
Dede Dugan said, "Even
though it rained, we got to see
a little of the lot of New York."
Linc Ely commented, "The
water smelled better than I
thought it would.. ,-,
After dinner; half of the
went
to
see
the
band
Broadway show "Pippin",
and the others saw a baseball
game between the New York
Yankees and the Boston Red
Sox. Logan 'vVilkins ·felt that
"the story line of Pippin wa$
not very interesting but the
actors,
music, $ets,
and
choreography were fantastic.''

York

Jane Raycroft went to the
baseball game because "I
wanted to be with the boys.''
Bill Hitchcock enjoyed ·the
twelve-inning Yankee victory,
but stated, "Both teams made
a
lot
of
minor
league
mistakes."
One of the most scenic parts
of the band trip was the bus
ride through New York City
Friday night. The play-goers
got a glimpse of 42nd St.
Curtis Gregory stated "It was
quite an ·eyeful. I'd like to
return for business propositions." Th.ose who attended
the
game
rode
through
Spanish Harlem, about which
Gordon Sims said, "lt made
me feel quite prive!eged."
Saturday, the band spent
the day at a local amusement
park. Most of the group
enjoyed the rides and the
arcade. A few brave bathers
went swimming in the ocean,
while a few brave others sun
bathed.
night the concert band
performed several pieces in a
joint concert with Red Bank.
The following morning, the
band boarded the buses and
arrived back in Durham about
nine hours later.
The experience of the band
was .characterized by Drew
Wyatt's comment, "Those
northeners sure gave us
southern hospitality." Win
Walker added, "I'll never
have better bagels.''
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Ta k e
l h ei r

T i me
by Vickie McQuay
Unlike most· adults, teachers get a two-month paid
vacation. During this time,
many teachers study for their
master's degrees, teach sum-

mer school, travel, knit, or
teach refresher courses required every five years for a
teaching certificate. renewal.
Jordan
teachers
are
no
exception.
Ms. Loretta Hall plans to
take an Advanced Chemistry

Education course ·at Duke.
"Although l don't plan to
teach Advanced Chemistry,
this
wilJ
count
on
my
certification renewaL 1 just
want to get that. over with,"
Hall commented.
Larry Parrish shows. more
monetary concern in his plans
for.the sum.mer. He chose to
have his pay divided into a
10-month plan rather that the

Larry Parish plans to starve this summer.
12-morith option under the
same wage.
Parrish
explained, "I plan to starve--no
income."
Parrish
has
a
three-week coaching job at the
Dean Smith Basketball School.
He commented in despair over
his job hunt,, "Anyone who
needs help--just give me a
ca!I!"
Ms. Rachel Simon has
ex.citing plans for her vacation. "I'm going to West
Virginia
on
a
Vacation
Summer School-type thing.
They have all kinds of strange
things for us to do--belly
dancing,
bartending,"
laughed Ms. Simon. After
returhing from her Alma
Mater, West.Virginia Univer-

sity, she plans to clean house,
learn to play tennis, and "find
a man!"
Ms. Jacqueline E[liot has
the typical Jordan student's
plans for her summer. "I plan
to do as little as I can," said
Elliot. She will be water skiing
at Kerr Lake and "taking it
easy" in the sun and fun of
Myrtle Beach.
John Gray has similar plans
including "getting away from
people, kids especially, in the
backwood of good ol' New
England, living in my bus."
He anticipated scouring the
countryside of the Rocky
Mountains to Cape Cod in
search of campaign buttons to
add to his collection.

Poet ' s Corner
by Debbie Barrow
"Anyone can write poetry.
It's a skill. How good it is
depends .on talent. You can't
improve talent but you can
improve ·a s.kill," expressed
Sam Southard a poet who is
presently helping interested
students with their writing
here at Jordan. Sam is 22
years old and has been writing
since he was 18. During the
past four years he has written
qyer 500 poems, in addition to
sh.art stories, plays,
and
essays. "I started writing
-when .1 was 18 and in college,"
Sam explained. "It began as a
fancy, then it turned .into a
compulsion, a thrill. Out of
everything I've written, I only
consider about 20 or less of
any
value. . It's
mainly
.experimental stuff.''
Now a "retired" lifeguard,
Sam began teaching at Jordan
after speaking to the Durham
Arts Council. "1 lived in ar
ivory tower writing plays,
poetry, short stories, and
essays. ! got bored with. this,
so I went looking for a job. I
went to the Arts Council and
talked to them. They

gested I teach poetry on a high
school level, so I made .an
appointment with Mr. Siiis; he
referred me to Ms. Strobel. l
set up my times and they
gave me the classrooms.
Then the studehts came. I'm
stlll lookirig for work. I'm
discriminate, but not desper;i_te yet. 1 wish there was more
response so it would take up
more of my time."
Sam is currently working on
a play .and is spending a lot of
tirhe doing research on his
subject. He is a strong
believer in this, feeling that
one must know the subject
thoroughly
when
writing
about it. "On the last play I
wrote," .Sam
stated,
"I
became an expert on mythology."
On writing, Sam's philosophy is that painters and
writers are similar. "They are
more versatile and can deal
with anything. They both
.show a lot of detail and deal
with several things." His
philosophy concerning poetry
is that "poetry is a craft. I
don't spend time telling
·someone about how good · o_r
bad their poetry is, just if it

C. OWEN DEWAR
WAtCHMAKER,& JEWELE"R
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t u de n t
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DURHAM, N. C.'27_707

works. I judge skills, not
philosophies. Here's an interesting analogy," Sam continued. "I taLJght swimmirig
from babies to 50-year-o!ds.
Talent didn't matter for
swimming, we just worked on
skills; whether "it be blowing
bubbles or improving lifesaving techniques. That's the
way it is with poetry.''
Bess Whitei, a Jordan
junior, has been working with
Sam on Fridays. She feels that
Sam has helped .her a lot. "I
like Sam's viewpoint about
poetry as a craft," Bess
stated. "One has to have an
objective viewpoint and I like
that.point of view."
i..;hris Mathewson, another
Jordan student, has also been
working with. Sam. "Sam is a
very creative· person and I like
him a lot," · Chris stated.
"He's been very helpful to
me, especially in understanding my writings' better."

u n c

t
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by Peter Stahl
Th is year has been an active
one for Jordan's Student
Council. Among their major
accomplishments were beaUtification projects including a
sidewalk, planting grass and
flowers on the
parking
loi side of the building, and
collecting trash around the
school. The Council has also
rewritten their
sponsored the Humanities
Festival, set up a Student
Council class for next year,
and sponsored dances for
H_omecoming and Valentine's
Day, as well as giving $400.00
to various clubs and sell.Ing
doughnuts during break.
From the viewpoint of the
Student Council President
Tom
Morris, this
year's
Student Council "has been a
lot more effective than in the
past." He attributed much of
their success to the idea of
committees. Rather than have
general meetings in which a
variety of subjects
were
discussed, there were committee meetings dealing with
specialized areas. "We had
very few general meetings,''
explained Tom, "But a bunch
of
smaller
committee

CRABTREE'S EXXON
Rd., Durham, NC
Phone: 489-6488

Ben. L. Crabtree, Jr.

s h es

meetings.''
Ms. ·Deborah Ramey, coadVisor
to
the
Student
Council, has also been qtJite
pleased with the Student
Council this year. "1 feel that
we. tiave met our goals for the
year," Ramey stated. "The
administration has been very
and. we would
especially like to thank Mr.
Sl11S for his cuuperatiOn."
Mr.
Sil\s
was
equally
impressed with the Student
Council
thiS
year.
Sills
considers this year's Council
to be "possibly the most
active group in all my years at
Jordan." He feels that .tHey
undertook many diverse
actions and '·'unlike many
groups in tbe past" saw them
through to the end. "I have
been very impressed and
pleased with the Student
Council," Sills stated.
Student opinion of the
Council
seems to differ,
however. Junior Beth Coch.,
rane feels that the . Student
Council "achieved something
this year but. not enough!''
Cochrane would also like to
the Student Council have
more control over the student
b-ody.

Student Council AccornplishmenL
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SENIORS DON

SH EE PS KIN
Most likely to succeed-guy:
George Murdaugh
Most likely to succeed-girl:
Sally James
Most school spirited-guy:
Fred Sherri.II
Most school spirited-girl:
Cathi Angle·
Most dependable-guy: Tom
Morris
Most dependable-girl: 3-way
Lib
King,
tie
between
Veionica Porter, and Vicki
Sriead
Friendliest-guy: Fred Ellery
Friendliest-girl: Vicki Snead
Most talented-guy: Buddy
Draughon
Dawn
Most talented-girl:
Harris
Most popular-guy: Mike O'
Brien
Most popular-girl: Lib King
·cutest girl: Janet Means
Best-looking guy: Mitch Dean
Best couple: Tie between
Mike Young & Lisa Woods
a:nd Fred Clark & Jill Thomas
Most conceited-guy: Kevin
Riley
Most conceited-girl:
Lisa
Woods
Started-Senior Slump earliest:
PeFry Black
Biggest In-class Sleeper: Dan
Woody
Biggest Skipper: Greg Evans
Biggest Mouth: .Marcia Blum
Most Reckless Driver: Greg
Craft
Class Clown: Greg Evans
Biggest Storyteller: Kevin
Ailey
aiggest Busybody: Darlene
Detoma
Most CyniCal: David Roberson
Craziest: Steve Gitelman
Biggest ·Jock: Mi'ke O'Brien
Biggest Flirt: Darlene Detoma

Seniors take a walk.

Scholarship winners David Roberson,
George Murdaugh, Linc Ely, Buddy Draughon,
Elizabeth Gillis.
The Falcon's Cry welcomes
other opinion in the form of
letters to the .editors. AU
letters must be signed and
letters of excessive length will
be edited.Editor.ials
of
Falcon's
necessarily
writer.

represent ·the
the staff of the
Cry, and not
the opinion of the

Fred Sherrill took honors as Jordim' s

"student-athlete."

DO

IT

UNO-Greensboro, East Carolina
University and Appalachian
State as the five in-state
universities most-popillar with
Jordan graduates.
Although Mrs. Moore said
that only a few students were
applying to Duke this year,
Todd explained, "Duke is still
the most popular private school
in N.C., but-Wake Forest and
Davidson have been getting a
lot of attention too."
On the subject of out-of-state
colleges, Todd stated that,
"There are always a few
annlicants to Ivy League
Schools and other prestigious1:
-F,astern SChools." Mrs. lv.roill"Ei
added that, ''Harvard WaR
highest on the list of Ivy League
Schools.''
WhHe Todd stated that.
"most black students are
applying to Howard University
and N.C.C.U." Mrs. M0ore
said t_hat, "A&T and St.
Augustine shoula also be
included as favorites for black
students.''
When asked about Women's
Colleges, Mrs. Moore replied
that she was "surprised at the
number of girls that applied to
Meredith last year, because
fewer girls are giving thought to
Women's Colleges."
Todd concluded by saying,
''There are 71 Junior and Senior
Colleges in N.C. alone, both
public and private. If students
have not yet applied to a college
and want to attend in North
Carolina, they have many to
choose from.''
In _a small sampling of

ON

THE
by Vicki Snead

Spring is traditionally a time
for
love and
marriage.
Wedding bells are even at
Jordan. Several senior girls
flush ·and smile innocently
when asked, "Are you getting
married?" These girls are
planning weddings for this
summer or sometime within
the next two years.
Several girls and their
fiancees have set the date and
made summer plans for their
weddings. Bobbi Hall is
planning to marry Rodney
Nunn, a graduate of Chapel
Hill High, on· July 10. Bobbi
has not seen Rodrley since
January. He is in the marines
and is presently ori a cruise in
the Mediterranean. Bobbi
says, "It's hard on me. I'm
having to make all the
arrangements and decisions
about the wedding alone."
However there is something
Bobbi_ is looking forward to
besides the wedding. When
asked about her wedding
night she replied, "Oh what a
night!" August 4 i!5 the
wedding date for Donna
Peters and Marti Perry. Debra
Bennett is also· planning tci

student interviews, favoritism
was shown towards smaller
colleges. Linda Burton chose
Hollins College in Hollins
College, Virginia. She said, "I
want to go to a srµall,
girl's school, and Hollins'
Campus is be'autiful. I visited
the college for an interview and
the girls were really-nice. I also
attended some classes that were
impressive. My sister goes
t.here, and she
it.''
Mary .tSOoth · wowd like to
attend Dayidson or UNC-Chapel
Hill. ''I like Davidson because
it's small and is very good
academically,'' she stated.
''The atmosphere is very good.
What I like most is the honor
system which is enforced by the
students. You don't have to
Worry about locking your room
c·r chaining up your bike. The
system seems to work well.''
Davidson is located in Davidson, N.C.
Karen Moore listed three
qualifications for the college of
her choice-'' small, black, and
out of North Carolina." She has
chosen to attend Spelman
College, which is a black,
women's college located in
Atlanta, Georgia.
Nancy Graper, who has not
made her final choice, is
applying· to three colleges all
located in North Carolina.
These are Appalachain State,
UNC-Greensboro, and UNCChapel.Hill. "I like the location
of Appalachain, and the people
are nice. I haven't decided on
which one I like the best,''
stated Nancy.

wed Larry Rogers on July 4.
"He picked that date so .h.e
won't forget our anniversary," she added. Mr. Robin
Jordan history
Wilson,
teacher, and his fiancee
Catherine Sacrinty are getting
married on June 26th.
Other Jordan girls are
waiting for their wedding
dates to be decided. Cathy
Birney and Ricky Gordan hope
to be married in the near
future.
Pam
Gunter
is
marrying Steve Beek efter she
finishes schooling at U.N.C.'s
dental hygiene school. Allyson
Blackman has decided to
marry Jeff Wodham on May
29, 1977. She met Jeff at a
Catholic youth convention in
Washington D.C. They both
are president of a Catholic
youth organization. Allyson
claims the unique thing about
their engagement is ''it's been
from coast to coast.'' Together
they have traveled to Texas
and he has been to Florida and
California. Bonnie Hoffman is
m·arrying Mark Snyder in the
fall or spring of next year.
Marti Lyons is planning a
wedding· sometime next year
to David Spriggs. Finally,
Susan Poe plaris to marry

AL TAR
Keith E(,lbanks -When she
_compl.etes her study of
Veterinary m'edicine.
There are a few newlyweds
at Jordan who have ·same
advice to those beginning a
mar'riage. Mr. Lindsey,
married since this fall,
expJains, "There are five
major areas of confliCt in a
marriage. They are the
financial situation, communication between the two,
g·etting along with the
and ·then the physical and
spiritaal aspects." He adds,
""The spiritual aspect comes
from within. It's the union of
two people for the same
purpose." Kim Taylor(formally Brown), who ·was
married in February, emphasizes the three vital elements
in a marriage as being, "love,
compatibility, and trust.'' Kim
declares, "without them a
marriage can't survive." The
final words of wisdom are to
those neon.I!"!
w_t1_p · feel
discouraged .when they see all
of their friends tYing the knqt.
-wri". Gray, cin expert on the
subject, advises, "Remember,
marriage is like a grocery
store, the longer you shop, the
better the quality."
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CIVITANS

TREK

TO

CONVENTION
by George Murdaugh
Seven mem.bers of the
Jordan Junior Civitan Club
and club advisor Debbie
Ramey attended the North
Carolina District Eruii .jt.Jnior
Civitan Annual Convention in
Burlington.
The
weekend
event took place at the Hilton
Inn there.
Members of the Jordan
Allison -Derway, Jackie Draper, -Karon
Morris, Alan
Simpson, Shelia Turner, and
Leanne Upchurch.
Convention activities began
Friday night with a dinner
followed by various meetings,
a talent show, and Miss
Junior Civitan Beauty Contest. Jordan club president
Carol Si.mpson sang in the
talent show, and Jackie
Draper. represented Jordan
and the other Durham area
clubs in the Beauty Contest.
"1, was
invited
to the
convention last year, and it
really inspired me,." stated
Carol. "When I came back 1
talked with Ms. Ramey, and
that's how the Jordan club got
started.''
·Saturday morning -the· convention members assembled
to hear a number of speakers,
p_resent district awards, hear
candidate campaign speeches,
and vote on next year's district
officers. Carol Simpson won
the district Civitan ESsay
Contest. Her essay will now be
entered in ihternational Civltan competitiori. Carol also
campaigned for district Recording Secretary for 1976-77,
bqt lost by a narrow margin.
''Those were some very
agonizing ·moments while we

The
Diamond Store
has
Young Ideas

w_aited for the tally of the
votes,'' reflected Caro!.
"Most of the candidates had
been campaigning since they
got there Friday afternoon.''
Carol explained that each
club was given one vote to cast
for every 10 members in the
club. No club was awarded
more than 'four ballots. Voting
for the Jordan delegation were
Allison Derway, Karon Morris, Alan Nelson, and Shelia
Turner:
The luncheon ·saturday was
highlighted by a fashion· show
featuring
the
same
10
contestants from the Beauty
Contest Friday night.
After a brief post-luncheon
panel discussion, the Jr.
Civitans and Civinettes participated in a variety of
individual and team sports
competitions between school
clubs. The sports included
bowling, tennis, golf, basketball, and ping pong.
The Convention banquet
Saturday night marked tbe
high point of the weeke.nd.
Athletic awards resulting from
the competition earlier that
day were presented, as well as
a variety of club and individual
awards. Among the club
awards were Best Community
Project
and
Best
Club
Scrapbook. The .Jr. Civitan
·and Civinette of the Year were
announced, and the new
district officers for 1976-77
Nere installed.
The focal point of the
evening was the crowning of
Miss Jr. Civitan 1976-77.
Following the judges' introductions and remarkS: by the
curreht Miss Jr. Civitan, the
contestants were introduced in
formal ''goW_ns .. The semifinalists were announced, and
finally the competition ended
with the crowning of the
winner.
Jackie Draper, who was
named a semi-finalist in the
contest, ·indicated that she had
"learne.d a lot and gained
more confidence" as a result
of the fashion show and
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beauty contest experiences. ''I
was really honored when the
Bright Leaf Civitan C!ub chose
me tv represent our area at the
convention. We (the contestants) all roomed together and
ate all of our meals with the
judges. I think that sort of
made the other club .members
mad--we ate steak while they
were eating hotdogs.''
A dance with a live band
followed by a midnight snack
concluded the festivities Saturday night.
The convention weekend
culminated Sunday morning
with a devotional service for
which Jackie was to sing and
accompany herself on guitar.
"I was supposed t? do three
songs," said Jackie, "but we
had stayed up until 4:00 a.m.
that morning talking. My
voice started giving out in the
first song, so I just finished
th_af one and didn't play the
other two! ''
Ms. Ramey reflected on the
club's accomplishments this
year: ''-We raised money for
the National Association for
Retarded Citizens (NARC),
took retarded children to the
state fair, and had a Christmas
party for the same kids. These
were our main projects. We
also helped with the Special
Olympics and did some other
things. As for the conventlqn,
we really didn't I< now what to
expect because we were new
to it, but I . thought we did
pretty well for a first-year
club."
Carol seemed to sum up the
group's
reaction ·to
the
convention when she said, ''It
was a lot of fun .. 1 know it
sounds 'boring if ·you weren't
there, but it all boiled down to
500 people in crazy moods,
enjoying eact) other--the fun
and the fellowship just made it
all worth-while."
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Jackie Draper was a

ATHLETES
ACQUIRE
AWARDS
Jordan's
annual
Sports
Awards Banquet was held on
May 18 at the Durham Civic
Center. The event honored all
students who had contributed
to a Jordan sports program
during the 1975-76 school
year. Mr. Bob O'Brien wa:s the
Master of Ceremonies.
Following a ham and fried
chicken dinner, a prayer of
thanks by Reverend Haywood
Holderness and a brief speech
by JHS Principal James Sills
got things 'underway. Mr.
O'Brien then introduced each
coach who in turn introduced
his respective squad. The
Most Valuable Player (MVP)
and other awards were then
given to the individuals who
had contributed most to their
team's success.
Those who have received
special awards are as follows:
Varsity Football--Larry Parrish, Coach
All-conference: Will Carr,
Maurice Hayes, Scott Johanns, Jeff King, Tom Miller,
Fred Sherrill
Best Defense: Jeff King
Best Offensive Back: Maurice
Hayes
Best Offensive Lineman: Doug
Ce.ell
Leadership: Fred Sherrill
MVP: Fred Sherrill
Varsity Basketball--John Avery, Coach
All-conference: Kenny· Rosemond, Fred Sherrill, Mike
Young
Best Defense: Fred Sherrill
Team Spirit: David Floyd
MVP: Mike Young
Swim Team--Jim Maxwell and
John Papson, Coaches
Most Improved Boy: Roger
Bowman
Most Improved Girl: Carol
Robins
Most Dedicated Boy: Richard
Shoaf
Most Dedicated Gir): Kim
Setzer
MVP Bov: Chris Stockton

MVP Girl: Dede Donovan
(State High School champfree style)
Girls'. Basketball-Ann Harris,
Coach
All-conference: Phyllis Elliot,
Karen Holleman
Team Spirit: Julie Cleaver
Best Defense: Karen Holleman
MVP: Phyllis Elliot
Girls' Softball--Ann Harris,
Coach
Best Batting Average: Ann
(514)
Team Spirit: Elizabeth Gillis
MVP: Karen Holleman
Girls' Track-John Gray,
Coach
Team Spirit: Kim Setzer
MVP: Bernitha Jenkins
Girls' and BoY-s' Tennis-Robin Wilson, Coach
MVP Girl: Lisa Collins
MVP Boy: Jimmy Bland
Cross Country--John
Coach
MVP: Kris Hartwig

Gray,

CJirls' Vol!eyball--Ann Harris,
Coach
All-conference: Karen Holle·
man, Chriss Smith
Team Spirit: Gwen Rankin,
Chriss Smith
MVP: Chriss Smith
Wrestling--Truman "Hillon,
Coach
Most Pins: Ken Leese
Most Improved: Bruce Wisely
Co-MVPs: Bill Barrett and
Jamie Teel
Soccer--Eugene
Lindsey·,
Coach
Team Spirit, Most Dedicated,
and MVP: Eric Leyte-Vidal
Boys' Track--Larry Parrish,
Coach
Team Spirit: -D.onald Jones
.MVP: Rusty Mure

BASEBALL
IS

A
by Beth Woody
Th8 1976 Jordan FalCons
baseball team hcis clinched the
Triangle
championship.
The Falcons won eight garr.
while dropping four t_hl.s
season.
Coach John Papson cited
pitching as being an important
factor in the team's success.
"Thi:! pitching has been real
good--Hr--Mitch Dean and Al

Newsome,'' hEr--cornmented.
Newsome has won four and
lost two while Mitch Dean
boasts a
record.
The baseball team's success

was a surprise to some this
year but ·when asked about
this, Coach Papson remarked,
"in the beginning I knew wr
had the personriel. It was.just
a m'atter of getting it all
together and getting the boyo
really working at it. Then
things just started falling in
place. -They.did_ a good job."
The team's first playoff
game was scheduled for May
2_5. In regarc!s to the team's
chances, Papson
"When you're-in the playoff!..,
your chances are always g<;iod.
No\AI: it's a matter of the breaks
·the ,_course. .of. play,
coming up with the biQ play or
con:iing through with the
hit to score a run."
Popson
was -questioned
.about the imprOvement as of a
.whole. ''Everybody has done e
goOd job working together and
helping each other out. The
entire · team
has worked
together into
unit,'' he
commented. In regard to
_jndivid.uar·p-lay, Papson added
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"Ralph Lesak,
sophomore,
came over from Githens after
hitting well there and adjusted
well to the
on a high
school level. He has hit the
ball real well. He also does a
good job playing center field.''
Playing for JHS this year
are Dona!CI Barbee--field, Joel
Craig--ffrst base, Mitch Dean
--pitcher and
field,
Phil
Rolf · Heridricksen--third base, Keith
Hunt-Hill--field,
Bobby
catcer, Bobby Johanns--field,
Scott Johanns--catcher, Mike
Jones--fie!d, Tim Knobelochtrainer, Ra.lph
Bobby
Manoum--catcher,
ChuCk Neufeiid--field, John
Newnam--second base, Al
Newsom·e--pitcher and field,
Scott
base,
David
Price--second base,
John Roth--field, Don Rynders
--pitcher and field, Mike
Swartz--field, and L.
K.
Thompson-first base.
Coach Popson said the team
enjoyed playing with each
other. "They get along well
with each other and have a lot
of enthusiasm. The bench has
been a lot of h.elp. They woul.d
pick the team up when things
were tight with a lot of chatter
for
the
team
playing."
Summing things up, he added
"I've been pleased with the
team's good ·sportsmanship
throughout the season, win or
lose. They showed a lot of
r--:is-pect for the other team.
_After the game'·they wouid
talk to the other players· and
shake their hands. That's
really what it's all about."
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•Girls Track Members keep the pace.
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The Jordan Girls' TracK
team, led by Coach John Gray,
took first place in the Triangle
Conference this season for the
third )'ear in a row. They then
went on to place fourth in the
Se6tionals, held May 7 at
Western Gui'lford High
in Greensboro. Jordan. was
one of 43 teams represented.
The Jordan mile relay team,
consisting of Julie Cleaver,
Tracy Knight, Lee Anne
Steltznmueller, and Angela
Watlington, placed first in the
Sectional meet. Kim Setzer
scored another win for Jordan
as she took first place in the
mile· r'un. The JHS 440 relay
team (Jennifer Hughey, Bernitha Jenkins, Steltznmuel!er,
and Watlington) came in third
in that event.
The top two winners of each
event in each sectional meet in
North Carolina met for the
State Meet in Raeford County.
The Jordan mile relay team
(Jeni.;.ins,
Knight,
Steltznmu.eller, Watling.ton) took
third place in that event with a
time of 4:10. Kim Setzer cut
ten seconds off her previous
best time to place third in the

mile run whh 5:22. Julie Shea,
who won the event, set a new
national high school girls'
record with a 4:50 time.
Team member Tracy Knigh1
said, "Track is a lot of hard
work but it's worth it in the
end." Julie- Cleaver added
"The meets are where it all
pays off._ It's a team effort but
stress
is
more on
individual performance.''
wnen asked aoout his tee1inqs on the team's success this
year, Coach Gray said "I'm
really proud of the girls. They
did really well when the
pressure was on them. They
showed improvement all year
Jong." Jordan .has a "young
team, with only two members,
Cathi Angle and Lisa Collins,
graduating.
Gray
added,
"Overall, we have a 27-1
record over three years. It's
been a rewarding experience
for them and me."
At the JHS Sports Awards
Banquet, .held Tuesday night,
May 18, Bernitha Jenkins was
recognized
as
the
Most
Valuable Runner and Kim
Setzer won the award for Most
Spirited.

Led by Rusty Barringer's
even par 71, the 1976 Jordan
Golf team finished third in the
sectionals and participated
in the State tournament May
24 and 25 at Finley Golf
Course in Chapel Hi·JI. Rusty
was
followed
bv
Pa.vld
W-hitfield with a 79. Newbv
Toms'BO, and-Roger Taylor's
81. These four represented
Jordan in the State tournament. In the State tournament
at Finley, Roger Taylor led the
team to 14th in the state.
Roger shot 79-78 for a 157
total, David ·Whitfield was
next with 82-79, total, 161,
Newby 82-82, iotal, 164, and·
RustY, 80-85, total, 165. This
marked the 3rd straight year
th-e Falcons finished in the top

15.
Rusty's 71 was gooa enougn to
earn him the m'edalist honors ·
in the sectiolials. He niade the
All-Conference team and was
leading the conference till· a
closing 80 in the last i:natch.
Th is year the t'eam also
captured the con.ference
crown_. This year's squad will
lose three members-Rusty
Barringer, _Mike O'Brien, and
Roger Taylor. Returning next
xear with what should be a
p_.romising squad are Roland
Atwater, Hagar Rand, Newby
Toms, and .David Whitfield.
All are
with the
exception of Roland.
The team's final regular
season record was 11-3 with a
9-3 conference record. By
placing third in the sectionals,
the team beat another 25
teams to up their record to
36-5 for the year.
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Talonted Students
Produce Yearbook

Gets

Trashed
by Dawn Harris
The Jordan United Nations
Club (JUNG) journeyed to
Georgetown University
in
Washington, D.C., February
18-22 to attend the thirteenth
annual
North
American
Invitational
Model
United
Nations (NAIMUN).
Twenty students composed
the
two
delegations,
representing the countries of
Zambia and Mauritania.
These countries were selected
for
the
club
by
the
organizational
board
at
Georgetown. The board also
chose the topics which were
discussed at NAIMUN.
Committed Committees
Each
delegation
was
divided into four committees:
Peace-keeping, Legal,
Economic, and Ad Hoc. These
committees met separately at
NAI MUN
to
discuss
resolutions which had been
submitted by the delegations.
The topics covered by the
Peace-keeping Committee
were nuclear free zones and
the question of Korea's
readmittance to the UN.

In Cafeteria

Katrina Dalton cdsts a ·vote /Or Mauritania in tbe mudet VN. -

by Carver Camp
The 1975-76 Talon yearoook
11as sent to the printers on
=ebruary 4. The proofs will be
returned in six to eight weeks,
and the annuals will be
distributed late in the spring.
"The proofs go in right
around exam time, and it's.
really rough on the kids,'' says:
Rachel Simon, Talon adviser.
"I think it's going
be a good
book.
No trad1t1on.s were
broken, but the kids tned very
hard to
what they wanted to
do. 1,, think 1t was tastefully
. ,,
.
Editors
About six hundred
were sold this }ear, which
Simon said was a few more
than last.
praised
the . ed1tor-in-ch,1,ef,
Noblin, for her
supenot
efforts. "Ann doesn't like to
offend
but some of the
kids don t
!he
of ge!ting .a Job
done nght the first time.
Some'.imes she .had,,to yell.
She did great Job. .
Ms. Simon also praised the
efforts of business
Mary
Booth
the business staff.
"They really got out and sold
a bunch of ads.'•
The

-------------Subjects covered by the Legal The General Assembly had
committee
inc I u de d many lengthy discussions on
Sll,l<Cession
of
states, each resolution. After the
diplomatic asylums, business debates, the Assembly voted
disputes, and international on whether to accept or reject
arbitration. The Economic each resolution.
Committee
covered
the
Mary Booth and Karen
question of international Waller were the chairpersons
corporations, while the Ad of Mauritania and Zambia,
Hoc Committee worked on respectively. Both agree that
proposed changes tor the they had learned a lot about
Economic and Social Council. the UN. Karen stated, "You
International Unorganizalion realize the problems an
After
discussing
the. international organization has
resolutions, the committees when you try to unify 141
voted on the order in which different opinions. Nobody
each resolution would appear agrees on anything, ever."
before the General Assembly.
The group departed in cars
on February 18. Chaperones
and advisers to the group were
Mr. Hill and Mr. Hickman.
The delegation stayed at the
Shoreham Americana. The
total cost per person was
Band, which at::;o performed approximately $85.00.
tor the Homecoming Dance.
OSIBA Debts
After payirig the sherrifs
and the band, which cost $150,
a profit of approximately $30
was cleared. This money will
be used by the Student
Council
to
repay
an
outstanding debt to OSIBA.
OSI BA also helped set up the
cafeteria tor the dance.
Some of the chaperones tor
the dance included Mr. and
Ms. Hall, Mr. Ham, Mr.
Guess, Mr. and Ms. R.W.
O'Brien, and Ms. Ramey.
Senior Jill Thomas stated "I
liked it a lot better in the
cafeteria· because there was a
lot more room, but it was still
hot and we couldn't go
outside.''
ana Logan Wilkins work.on a Talon

Students Boogie
As
a tribute to
St.
Valentine's Day, the Student
Council
sponsored
a
Valentine's Dance on Friday,
February 13, tor Jordan
students.
The dance, which took place
in the cafeteria, began around
10:00, immediately following
the basketball game against
Vaiden-Whitley. When asked
why the dance was held in the
cafeteria rather than the
lobby, Ms. Debbie Ramey,
who was in charge of the
dance, stated "It would have
taken too long to clear out the
lobby after the game. Besides,
we thought it would be cooler
in the cafeteria."
Music for the dance was
provided by the Tyler Street
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photography
staff
also
received praise as Simon
stated, "They wanted to do
almost
everything
themselves-no professional·
photographer.
They had
several
problems:
for
instance, with the club photos.
There was not · enough
cooperation from the clubs as
to their .yearbook pictures.
Their lack of cooperation made
it hard for us to met our
deadlines."
''Pure Creativity''
Ms.
Simon
was
disappointed not only with
cooperation but with the
student body cooperation as
'('ell. "The students didn't do
what I asked them to do at the
beginning of the year," she
protested. "There were very
few . student contributions.
Now when the annual comes
out, the students will only find
fault with it, when I gave them
a chance to contribuce. The
yearbook is pur9 creat1 >ityand people will only find fault
with the creativity c,f other-."
The Taion staff unsure as
to whether a supplement will
be issued '.his year. " 'Je're
hoping to put out a 'Tail
Feather'', Ms. Simon states.
'But first we nave to make
sure we have enough money ...
Other plans tor the rest of the
year include learning about
other aspects of publication
and copywriting. Some staff
members plan to attend a
three-day workshop at Junter
Publishing in Winston-Salem
at the end of July.
Ms. Simon is optimistic
about
student
reaction
towards th'G year's Talon.
"The kics worked hard. They
used ideas that they thought
would please the students;
this annual is not as traditional
as the past ones have been.
Even if the book isn't
super-duper, nothing can take
the place of the experience of
working together."
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Laserium In
The Aisles

An Evening

With
Joni
On February 7, about 9,000
·people packed into Cameron
Indoor Stadium at Duke to
experience the mellow music
of Joni Mitchell in concert.
The show began with an
instumental session by Tom
Scott and The L.A. Express, a
five-m"-n
combo
which
attempted to get down on jazz
and blues. The express started
slowly, but a great solo by
drummer
John
Guerin
brought the audience to life.
Backstage, Joni Mitchell,
the lady of the evening, sipped
on a beer and chatted with
members of her crew. She was
ready to go out.
Joni On Stage
When she walked to the
front of the stage, it seemed as
if the entire stadium would
collapse as all 9,000 screaming
fans clapped their hands, and
stamped their feet. Backed by
the L.A. Express, Joni picked
up her guitar and exploded
into her smash hit, "Help
Me''. The music was beautiful
and
the
acoustics
were
superb.
Gradually Joni worked her
way into several cuts from her
new album, "Hissing of
Summer Lawns'', featuring
her solo on the acoustic guitar.
Rellective Rhythms
Periodically,
with
the
assistance
of
the
L.A.
Express, Joni would reflect
back to older tunes which had
gained
her
world-wide
acclaim.
Al I too soon, however, Miss
Mitchell departed from the
stage, leaving the crowd
yelling and clapping for more.
Some avid fans searched
frantically for a match lo light,
a sort of rock concert tradition
when the house lights are
down.
Joni did come back for an
encore. Spiritedly she joked
openly with the audience as
she danced her way through
her finale, a song by the name
of "Twisted". It was a
suitable ending to a fantastic
concert.
Editonais represent the opinion of
the staff of the Falcon's Cry, and not
necessarily the opinion of the writer.
The Falcon's Cry w.::icomes other
opinion in the fonn of letters to the
editor. All letters must be signed
and letters of excessive length 'will
be edited.
·ne Falcon's Cry welcomes original
Contributions should be
signed and place in Ms. Berces' box.
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Keep Classes In The Classroom
Teachers have tried to supplement students' classroom
experiences by requiring students to watch various
television programs, and to attend certain plays and
movies outside of class time. This requirement is
unfair-many students are unable to plan their schedule
around or pay for these extra assignments.
Most students have a limited amount of time in which to
complete their out-of-class assignments, as they either
work, or participate in school or community activities. They
are accustomed to doing their homework at a time most
convenient for them. When a teacher requests that
students do an assignment at a particular time during the
day, the teacher must expect student conflicts. Students
are not only unable to place prior committments aside but
unwilling.
·
'
Limited time is not the only inhibiting factor keeping
students from participating in outside class activities.
Some teachers have asked students to invest monev into
an out-of-class assiqnment. such as seeing a movie.
These teacners snou1d realize that very few students are in
the position of having more money than they know what to
do with, i.e. they are already investing their money in
something or someone.
By requiring the students to pay for a class assignment,
the teachers are penalizing those students who can not
afford it.
Due to the limited student time and money, teachers
have no right to make class assignments which students
can not complete at any time of the day, or which requires
students to invest their money in a project. The fairest
policy would be for teachers to count out-of-class activities
as extra credit.

Circus Ringlings A Bell
Any Jordan student visiting the circus is bound to emerge
feeling he has wasted his money. The circus offers little, if
anything, that cannot be seen every day at Jordan.
One of the time-honored attractions of the circus is the
circus parade. Modern circuses usually include a procession
of all the animals and performers at some point in the show.
Unfortunately, this can only be anti-climactic to anyone who
has actually taken part in a caravan to school or an away
game, or even the caravan out of the parking lot and away
from the school every afternoon. Even the caged wild animals
on parade are hardly as exciting as Jordan students caged in
buses.
Always present at the circus are the clowns. It hardly needs
to be said that Jordan has more--and better--clowns than
Ringling Brothers & Co. Even clowns' "gimmicks"--floppy
feet, big red noses, permanent smiles or frowns, and
ill-fitting or mismatched clothes--can all be seen daily in the
halls and classrooms. One wonders ii many students (and
teachers) have not missed their calling.
Even the wild animals are unexciting. Mr. Gray frequently,
and not without reason, refers to himself as a "zookeeper."
He could probably find an excellent job as a lion tamer in the
circus--he enters a closed room containing the equivalent of
thirty wild animals every period of the day. In a circus, he
would receive the large salary and public acclaim he deserves
for this kind of feat.
The trained animal shows are also dull. Jordan students
perform many elaborate "tricks" for their teachers, such as
''do your homework'', ''sit'', ''talk'', ''fetch your books'',
and, very frequently, "play dead". No circus animals could
perform tricks nearly as complicated.
Ringling Brothers also has several tightrope walkers.
These poor people are miserably uncoordinated compared to
any student at Jordan. Not one of their tightrope walkers
could get from the school building to the trailers on a rainy
day without falling on •their face or stepping in puddles
several times--yet Jordan students routinely accomplish this
feat.
The circus was an immense disappointment and a waste of
money. All Jordan students are advised not.to go.

Laser images dance to
music, colors expand and
contract to different rhythms
in Laserium, a cosmic laser
concert, presently being
shown
at
Morehead
Planetarium.
Ivan
Dryer,36,
created
L aserium.
Dryer
was
introduced to simple laser
projections working as a
filmaker and photographer.
He felt these images should be
experienced live. In 1971,
Dryer began expressing
cosmic awareness in an
entertaining
form.
Dryer
believes, "Laserium can be a
more direct way of exploring
other spaces and other worlds
that exist inside us all."
The
laser
(light
I'
amp ification by stimulated
emmission of radiation) used
by Dryer, was invented in
1958. It is different from
sunlight or any other form of
·f·
art1 1cal light. It is coherent,
direct, and intense. It travels
in only one direction. The
laser beams issued on the
Planetarium sky are harmless
because
the
beams
are
What is seen are highly
three-dimensional images.
Th
ese images are produced by
a single 1-watt laser.
To
begin
the
Laser

The music begins and colorful
designs appear on the ceiling.
"Don't try to get any deep
meaning
out
of
the
performances,''
the
announcer adds, "There isn't
one. Just sit back and enjoy a
trip like you've never
experienced before.''
Then, the roof of the
planetarium fills with stars
and the center fills with
colored circles. The designs
rush forward and quickly rush
back. There are shouts of
approval and
sighs of
astonishment in reaction to
the first laser experience.
The
introduction
is
preformed to an orginal song
produced· by Laser images
called Prelumia. This selection
is a drum solo. The designs
follow the beat of the music.
The audience is amazed at the
laser
consistence in the
movement. Later, the mood
calms as a waltz, "The Blue
Danube," rings from the
intercom.
The
concert
continues and climaxes with a
laser display to "Hoedown"
by Erner::son,
laKe,
and
Plamer.

have positive reactions. Doug
Rogers commented, "It was
totally different from anything

I had expected, a fantastic
combination of music and
experience, the lights dim and optical effects." Will Carr
announcer
begins responded
to the
Laser
an
speaking, ''Welcome to
Laserium. There will be no experience differently, "The
shows are different each
smoking, of anything; during time," Carr said. "I've had
the concert for everyone's
enjoyment." The audience friends say they caught good
snickers at this remark and he shows but what I saw wasn't
continues to explain Laserium. as mind blowing as what they
.....
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Student Solons
Survey Students

DECA
Does It In

District
About 150 people gathered
at Jordan on February 17 for a
Distributive Educational
Clubs of America (DECA)
conference.
There were five different
contests in which one person
from each school participated.
In the Sales Demonstration
event, each competitor was
judged on his abibity to sell
merchandise to consumers.
Advertising competi1io11

required each entrant to
prepare an actual layout for a
newspaper. In the Display
Event,
each
contestant
prepared a sales display and
judged window displays at
South Square Mall. In the
Public Speaking contest, each
competitor had to deliver a
speech on the free enterprise

After Hours

by Veronica Porter
On February 6 and 9 the
Student Council presented
Jordan students with ten
possible future projects, and
asked
that the students select
Registration for DECA.competition.
the one project they would like
Student
Council
to
system. The Student of the Speaking respectively, but the
Year was the student who neither student placed in the undertake first.
The
projects
to
be
excelled in
Distributive events. The students chosen
Education (D.E.) during the to compete in each event were considered and the results of
those who worked in the area the student voting are as
year.
covered by that particular fol lows: Improvement of
JHSers Prominent
Several Jordan students eveQt. Each student.was given auditorium acoustics, 67
and
on-the-job votes; student identification
placed in the competitive classroom
cards, 63 votes; PA system in
events. Karen Stern took preparation for the contest.
DECA
has
about
38 the gym, 30 votes; smoking
second place in Advertising,
Steve Garnett placed third in members at Jordan. It is the shelter, 27 votes; repairing
Display, and Kathy Mooney youth club of the D.E. and gravel parking lot, 14 votes.
finished third in the voting for Fashion Merchandising class Suggestions receiving less
Student of the Year. Marcia which has about 55 members. than five votes were painting
Blum and Pat Webb entered The club was started at Jordan murals on the cafeteria wall,
the competition in Sales in 1965 and now has an alumni· putting a Xerox machine in the
Demonstration and Public chapter which was organized library, putting picnic tables
this year.
outside,
designating
a
bulletin board for postihy
scheduled student events, and
erecting a sign bearing the
name "Jordan High"in front
of the school.
Varied Preferences
A sampling of student
preferences revealed a variety
of reasons for their choices.
Beginners. Additional courses Durham County.
Ensemble member Vernon
''Community centers''
limited to those eighteen years
Jones selected auditorium
The idea of Community acoustics as his first choice.
old or over are Know Your
Bible, Adult Growth and Education caught fire in "When the choruses sing, the
Parent Education, and Solar Durham early in 19?4 when sound goes up, then out. This
citizens went to rv'!r. Dennis does not give the best quality
Energy Alternatives.
First come, first served
McCaskill,
principal
of of sound for the audience to
These courses are being Carrington Jr. High, about the listen to."
·
offered at a minimal cost. possibility of using the school
Junior Janice Engram
Registration will take place at as a "community center." preferred
painting
the
Githens on March1 from5to9 McCaski 11 endorsed the idea cafeteria.
"It's
SQ
p.m. Most of the courses and asked Dr. Bill Gunn of dull-looking in there, and a lot
begin March 8. Registration Durham Technical Institute to of people have to spend a lot of
will be on a first-come, offer some courses at their time in there. It's just
first-served basis. There are Carrington.
The
program drab."
booklets in the Guidance received a $10,000 grant and
Office further describing the gained support from Dr. J.
Yeager,
who
courses for those who want Frank
appropriated money for the
more details.
Community Education hiring of a Director of
began several years ago in Community Education and
Fi int, tv"lichigan, vvhen the three part-time coordinators.
three
part-time
people there opened one The
school at night for the purpose coordinators were assigned
of having classes for the the locations of Carrington,
people in the community. Neal, and Githens Jr. High
Now, the idea of Community Schools. A Board of Directors
Education
has
spread was then set up for each
throughout the United States. school. Carol Simpson, who is
A pilot program for North representing the Jordan
Carolina is now in existence in student body on this board,
explained
their
main
objectives as "to be a kind of
mediator between the Public
and the program."

Classes Commence
The Community Education
Program, a plan consisting of
various
courses
of
instruction, will be offered at
Githens Jr. High this spring.
The courses being offered
are as follows: Care of House
Plants, Planning Your Home
Garden, Rape and Assault
Preventi"e
Heading
Readiness, Overeaters
Anonymous,
Flower
Arranging
(lkebana),
Karate-Introduction to Tae
Kwon
Do,
Open-gym
Slimnastics,
Pottery
Construction, Needlepoint for
Beginners, Beginning Typing,
Music Appreciation, Basic
Drawing, Law for Laymen,
Introduction to Personal
Financing, Yoga for Teens and

Adults, Basic Photography,
Basic Repairs, and Sewing for
African Batik Shaµ
and
Earring Su per IY1 a rket
NCNBPl..AZA
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. 27514
PHONE (9191942-232.2

Go Duke
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We t;are'!"Or

Everyone ...

Reggie Marable and Karen
Morrison were the only
students to select putting a
Xerox machine in the library.
"I just think the school needs
one," said Karen. "You can·

mimeograph
articles
and
pages from books you can't
check out of the library,"
added Reggie.
Martha Watkins' choice was
a smoking shelter. "When it
rains outside, the doorways
are crowded because people
are trying to smoke without
getting wet." "I got my
blouse burned trying to get in
the doorway," added Lee
Bolster.
Realistic Requests
Tom
Morris,
Student
Council President, expressed
poll: "I'm
his views on
almost positive we'll get the
ID cards. The county has
a machine to do them. We'll
have to sel I them because
they'll cost us something, but
we'll sell them cheap." When
asked about improving the
acoustics in the auditorium
(the number one choice), Tom
said, "We could never finish it

this year--we could only start
it. It would cost thousands
upon thousands of dollars."
Students were also asked to
submit their own suggestions
for projects. Three students
asked for exam exemptions for
seniors, two students asked
for a student lounge, and
another student wanted the
gravel parking lot oaved.
Tom
said
the
most
interesting request was for an
indoor-outdoor swimming
pool. "I don't think we'll be
able to get that done this
year," said Tom.

AAA' J. . fJfJ'

JVll.l./l..UU'.X.th

BLWD,
DURHAM, N.c.

<Jeorge Murdaugh can azrect tbe pep band with one hand tied
behind his back.
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Students

Citi2B ns' Band

Do It On

Gains Popularity

Their Own
Independent Study is one of
Jordan's
most
unique
semester courses offered this
year. It allows a student to
work independently from the
classroom on a desired topic of
interest,;"
Independent Study requires
a student to choose a topic, set
up a course objective and
present a. written course
outline to a teacher. After this
is done the student is on his
own. The student finds the
library as his best resource as
well as a good study area.
The
students
in
Independent Study have
topics that vary widely. Karen
Waller and Laurinda Hughey
have been doing research on
Women's Psychology. Karen
was interested in finding out if
women's
behavior
was
inherited or learned. Laurinda
wanted to know basically why
women behave the v1ay they

do. Another student, Tony
Fisher, was interested in the
Revolution.
Tony
Russian
made up several objectives
and made some interesting
discoveries about the Czar and
his government.
Though the topics of interest
vary greatly, no student can
deny enjoying the freedom
Independent Study
gives.
"The things I'm learning
through Independent Study
are not only from the books I
read," stated Karen Waller,
"I'm learning just how hard it

Jordan Women
Show Their Style
by Vicki Foster
Jordan's Fashion Merchandising class presented a
dinner and fashion show,
"Classics--Naturally",
Feb.
26 at the Downtowner Motor
Inn. The program began at
7:30 p.m.
Terry Eckhart, a fashion
designer originally from New
York City but now living in
Raleigh, presented his line of
spring fashions. Along with.
Eckhart's collection, the
Fashion Merchandising class
modeled
"off the rack"
fashions from such local
merchants
as
Baldwin's,
Belk's,
Casual
Corner,
Ups&Downs,
and
J.C.
Penney. Ms. Carolyn Beam,
Jordan's
Fashion
Merchandising teacher, felt
these stores hit all ranges of
price and "good fashion''.
Each of the 22 girls in the
Fashion Merchandising class
picked her own outfits and
accessories from Eckhart's
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and the stores' collections.
"We presented approximately
seventy pieces, from night
gowns to evening gowns. We
had a couple of really cute
one-piece bathing sui.ts this
year," stated Eieam. She said
that a bridal gown and a
bridesmaid's dress were
modeled this year. Beam
explained that it is difficult to
get bridal gowns for modeling
purposes because stores are
hesitant
to
loan
them.
However, Beam felt that "all
of the stores that we picked
were real cooperative."
"Fashion" stressed
Beam's philosophy is that
"fashion is what makes you
look good, not necessarily
what is in style now." She said
that she stresses this in her
class. Ms. Beam feels th.at
the
course
and
fashion
show both help a student's
self-confidence tremendously.
She mentioned that most of
the girls were nervous before

by Debbie Barrow
channel.
"Break 2-3." "Go ahead,
The
C B
transceiver
Breaker."
"This
is provides flexible,
· ·
portable,
KWY-9714, the one Blue "telephone" service. The user
Devil, lookin' for that Coffee can talk to or from a home,
Man." "You got the Coffee business, car, truck, boat, or
Man. Come on." "Mercy, we plane.
In some areas,
thought we'd give you a shout, volunteer teams of C.B. users
there. You got a copy on this provide a monitoring service
weak mess?" "Sure 'nough to assist motorists in trouble.
do, there, Blue Devil. We
C.B. Do's and Don'l's
gotcha, wal I to wal I and
When a cal I is made on a
C
treetop tal I."
is to utilize your time when
While this may sound like a
.B., the caller must identify
himself by his C.B. license
you're acting on your own."
secret code, it is, in a way, number.
There
ls
a
Almost all students that
more like a new language: the five-minute limit per call, and
take
or
have
taken
language spoken in the world users must wait five minutes
Independent Study feel it is a
known as Cifizen's Band (CB) before making another call.
good
course
for
the
Each caller must have a
college-bound student. Tim radio.
The C.B. radio frequency d f'
Saffly, a Jordan graduate now band has room for 23 channels
e mite purpose for calling.
communication.
In No abusive
language
is
attending
UNC
at of
permitted.
Wilmington, says that success
accordance with Federal
The C.8. transceiver comes
in college will greatly depend
Communications Commission in mobile or base units. The
on how well a student can
regulations,
the mobile unit is designed to
(FCC)
utilize
his
time.
Tim
transmitter
must
use
a operate from a car's or boat's
recommends a course such a
crystal-controlled
oscillator, 12_volt battery system. They
Independent Study to anyone
one that prevents drifting into and are compactly designed.
wishing to go on to college
other channels. A separate The base station is designed to
crystal is needed for each be plugged into a 117-volt AC
base station is designed to be
plugged into a 117-volt AC
wall outlet. Base stations for
the home or office are also
limited to four watts and are
usually 23-channel models.
Both the mobile and base
stations require antennas--the
base station has a base station
antenna, and the mobile has a
roof, bumper, trunk, or whip
antenna.
C.B. "Epidemic"
Many Jordan students have
become involved in the C.B.
radio trend. An increasing
number of cars in the parking
lot can be found sporting
whip, twin Shakespeare, or
similar type radio antennas.
Donna Peters, a Jordan
senior, became involved with
C.B. radio "through a friend
of a friend." She stated, "At
that time (a year ago) there
;vas practically no one on the
channel. You'd have to call
someone on the telephone to
tell them you'd be on the
radio. I could talk on there (the
Earth Opera gave a concert at Jordan on February 18.
radio) for a long time, plus talk
to other people at the same 1
the show but that, in effect, the show.
time. Now, with C.B. getting
"when you look good, you feel
A large crowd attended the
so popular, more and more
good. I feel like the fashion show, for which advance
people are getting licenses
show really helped the girls tickets were necessary again
and crowding the channels. A
develop self-confidence and this year. The price per person
lot of people are getting C.B. 's
poise."
was $7.50.
and using them without a
Peggy Mann, who has a
The Fashion Merchandising
license. They hog the channels
local television show on class is the only one of its kind
and break radio rules. You
Channel 11 (WTVD-Durham(, in Durham, and one of just a have to practically fight to get
did the commentary. The few in the entire state. Beam on. When you do get a chance,
Fashion Merchandising class said that it is hard to find you can hardly get in two
appeared on "The Peggy qualified teachers because the words. It's taking all the fun
Mann Show" February 24, course is relatively new.
out of it."
giving a "sneak preview" of
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GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Falcons Play Field
Baseball players at Jordan
have begun practice for their
upcoming season. Their first
practice
was
held
on
February 24.
Coach John Papson was
optimistic about the upcoming
year. "We have a good team
and I expect we'll do well in
the conference championship.
I feel that Orange High will be
the team to beat."
Returning
player
Al
Newsome commented .iwe
have a lot of talented seniors
since last year but we also
have some replacement talent

Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 million dollars.

coming up from sophomores.
I am sure we can play together
well as a team."
Chuck Neufield, another
player, added "We are going
to be good contenders but we
need experience.''
Pre-season
Preparation
Papson said about the
team's preseason activities
that "Some of the players
have already started working
out, running and throwing. I
advised them to do this so that
we can be ready for the
opposition."

Contains the most np-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
stu?)'. at colleges,_ vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
trammg, commumty or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.
BENNETI PUBLISHING CO.

Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, MllS!i. 02114.

Please rush me - - copies o! GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing $
(check or money order).
Name
Add drcss

•_ _ _ _ _ 2'.ip

© Copyright i976 Bennett Publishing Co.

Do It On The Mats

Grapplers Take Third
jimmy Simpson bas a hold on thiitgs..

by George Murdaugh
The Jordan wrestling
team ended its season taking
1hird place in the conference
tournament, which was held at
Jordan February 11-12.
The Falcons," who finished
with a 5-8 overall record, were
tied with Southern High for
second place at the end of the
regular season, as both teams
held 3-3 conference records.
Southern emerged from the
tournament
as
the
sole
possessor of second place, as
Orange took first
and
Vaiden-Whitley finished in
last place.

Rookies On The Reb0Un d
The familiar sound
of
thump, thump, thump can
now be heard in the Jordan
gym at lunch. The volleyball
prognijm finally got underway
after sign-ups were held on
December 15 and 16. Play
began on January 12 and will
continue through March.
This year the referees have
been watching the games
much more closely. More
carries and illegal hits have
been called. Several new rules
have been put into effect this
year. All servers must wait for
a signal before serving. In
addition, a team may play with
any number that shows up, as
long as there are both boy and
girl team members present.
Karen Holleman, who is in
charge of the program, would
like each time to play about
ten games betore starting the
tournament. The top team
from each class and the faculty
will
participate in
the
tournament. The teams in the
tournament will play to win
two out of three games. The
winners will go on to play in
the finals.
Bump, Set, Splat
Junior Rolf Hendrickson
feels that participation is
slacking off, but still enjoys
playing and feels that the
program is worthvvhile.

Jordan gym teacher Ms.
Ann
Harris
has
been
disappointed
in
the
participation, however, and
!eels that the program should
be canceled.
There have been several
forfeits so far, as well as
games with only two or three
participants. If this continues
the intramural program will be
canceled.

was down to nine members by
the end of the regular season,
entered wrestlers in nine of
the thirteen weight class
competitions. Eight of these
wrestlw-s advanced to the
second round. Bill Barrett
and Jamie Teel went on to win
their matches in the final
round, both by decisions. Bill
also tied with three other
conference wrestlers as the
most outstanding wrestler of
the year.
"I was happy to win,"said
Bill. "Jamie and\ both haa
close decisions--you don 'l see
"Wrestler of the Year" many pins in a conference
The Jordan team, which tournament.''
Burlington Sectionals
Bill, Jamie, and six other
wrestlers competed in the
sectional competition at
Burlington February 20-21.
Coach Hilton stated that
"a lack of depth hurt us this
year. We wrestled most of the
season with thirteen team

"°'""

2611 Chapel Hill Blvd.

.I

DIXIE VIM
Service Station
--Parkwood-Safety ·· Low Prices
All Cigarettes .33 with tax

members, but we were down
to nine at tournament time
due to injuries. We had some
good individual wrestlers but
we didn't have overall team
strength." Hilton added that,
to his knowledge, no team
members were recruited by
col leg es th is year. "Most o1
the colleges around here
recruit wrestlers from up
north
and
places
like
Oklahoma where there's
greater interest in wrestling.
It's just not a big sport around
here right now."
Regarding next year's
team, Coach Hilton said that
he will need "players at
Jordan who have wrestled
before
and
have
some
experience. Five seniors are
graduating this year and few
ninth-graders are coming up.
We need people who are
already here and are willing to
put in some work to make it
worthwhile."

EXXON
AFTE.R SC HOOL-WHil. T?

Career Materials
DURHAM COUNTY LIBRARY
C. OWEN DEWAR

CRABTREE'S EXXON
2709 Guess Rd., Durham, NC
Phone: 489-6488
Ben. L Crabtree, Jr.

Jamie Teel eyes a near-pzn.

WATCHMAKER & JEWELER

489-1140
2706 CHAPEL HI LL ROAD
DURHAM, N. C. 27707
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Jellyfish Are Undefeated,
Aim Far New South Meet
by George
Murdaugh Robbins, Peggy Grace, Kim
The Jordan swim team has Setzer, and Dede Donovan set
chalked up six more victories a new record in the 200-yard
to remain undefeated with a Medley Relay. Dede also
7-0 record. The Jellyfish improved school times in the
defeated Western Guilford, 200-yard Individual Medley
Rose, and Kinston twice each and the 100-yard Butterfly.
in recent meets.
"Dede will definitely be in
Both the boys' anci the girls" contention
at
the
State
remarked
squaas were ITTgfily succesSf"uT Championships,"
at the first Western Guilford Coach Maxwell.
"And she
meet as they blew the also has a good chance at
Greensboro team out of the being an All-American.
pool 114-60. "We expected ii Jordan hasn't had one in a
to
be
a
rather
easy long time, and Dede's only a
meet,"stated Jellyfish Coach sophomore. She's got a good
Jim Maxwell, "and we came fu!ure ahead of her."
through
with
some
Jordan competed in a
record-breaking
times
as double
dual
meet
in
well."
Greenville, N.C. on February
Broken
Records 7, beating Rose 94-78 and
Kevin Riley broke the Kinston 99-71.
The girls'
school record for the 50-yard ;squad won against both rivals
Breast Stroke.
Barbara- :JVhilS the boys' squad dropped

both meets.
very oirong
swimming by the girls brought
home five record times out of
eight events
by
Dede
Donovan in the 200 and
500-yard Freestyle, Barbara
Robbins in the 100-yard
Backstroke, and Kim Setzer in
the 50-yard Freestyle and
100-yard Breaststroke. Kim
won recognition as 1976's
first JeTiyTisn or The WeeK
(February 9-13)
for
her
outstanding preformances in
the past two meets.
Performance
Peaking
Coach Maxwell praised the
girls' efforts, saying "They're
still undefeated as a squad,
and nobody has even come
within 40 points of them.
They're swimming some of
their best times <if tl\e1r· rives

Mike 0 'Brien scores.
in trials and in meets, just as
the boys are."
Maxwell explained that the
boys' team is ·"coming right
along" with a 70 percent
improvement rate, saying that
he is "hoping that the team as
a whole will reach its peak
later in the season."
The Jordan swimmers
defeated Rose and Kinston in

......
...
•

Team
Makes
Tracks

Another
thing
Coach
The 1976 Boys' track team Parrish emphasized was that
finally has a coach and is the team would have to be
ready te begin the season. The responsible
for
its
own
while
Parrish
new coach is Larry Parrish, .progress
present head J.V. basketball completes his J.V. season.
coach.
Parrish
is
hoping
that
The team first met their everyone will be in good
coach
on
February
10. running condition by the
Fourteen prospects were on team's first meet on March 19.
hand, including six returning
Many runners feel they
lettermen. At the meeting, need a coach now and not in
Parrish emphasized his lack of March. "How are we going to
exoerience in the sport of compete with teams that have
irack and field·. However been
practicing
since
Parrish is not making excuses. January?''
one
runner
"Although Ihave a lot to learn questioned. Team member
about track. I still "'now what it Gordon Sims described this
tal<es to be a winner--hard year's team as getting "shortwork and total devotion."
changed-again."

CAMELOT
MUSIC

a return double dual meet
Febuary 21 at Ouke. in their
first home meet of tne season.
They
also
won
against
Western Guilford February 27
at the Lakewood Y.M.C.A.
The Jeliyfoih are working
toward .'the
New· South
Invitational Meet af Duke
March 5'7. Several . . . .n
swimmers have
qualified to swim in this meet
in which "the teams to beat
will be Grimsley and Page
(both of Greensboro)," noted
Coach
Maxwell.
Both
Maxwell and Coach John
Papson hope to send the top
five or six girls and four or five
boys into the competition.
They also expect to have about
eight girls and four boys
competing
in
the
State
Championships March 12 in
Greensboro.

CAMERA &

PHOTO SHOPPE
107 West Mali.. Street
(P.0.Box 2815 W.Dm.Stz.)

Phyllis l!.llzot scores

.----------.,---------------I

RED and WHITE
Prettiest Meat Counter in the South
LOW PRICES. filGH QUALITY
3000 Chapel Hill Boulevml

SAVE!

l

The
Diamond Store
has
Young Ideas

I

One of the largest selections of
imported pipes· cigars - tobacco
Next to Rockwood Dairy Bar

FULL LINE
RECORD AND
TAPE STORE

Diamond First
Promise. 1.0 karat

gold, $35

REMEMBER TO SEND
YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE BOOSTER'S CLUB FOR
ACTIVITY B.USES TO:
3551 Hamstead Court
Durham, N.C. 27707

Jordan's closest restaurant

MIA
CASSA
Goon ITALIAN FOOD
AT REASONABLE PRICES
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN
489-6276

Student Accounts Invited
8 Convenient Ways To Buy

ZALES

The Diamond Store
Illustration enlarged.

Jorda11 High Schooi, Durham, N .C.
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The
Jordan
Science
Seminar took its four-day trip
on
Thursday,
April
28-Sµnday, May 2. The 45
participating students and
advisors visited Duke Power's
Buck Power Station, Fontana
Dam and the Oak Ridge
National Laboratories.
On the morning of April 28,
a chartered bus took the
group from Jordan to Buck
Power Station, a Duke Power
coal-burning plant. The
students toured the plant and
the plant's laboratories. Bess
White stated
''I was
impressed by the apparent
concern for the environment
on the part of the workers in
the plant." Tom Morris felt
that
the
plant
was
"outdated" and added, "All
in all, I came out with a more
positive attitude toward
atomic energy.''
Following the tour . of the
plant, the group drove to
Fontana, N.C. and camped
out Thu!'sday night. Several
hardy souls who slept ''under
the stars" were rudely
awakened at 3:00 a.m. by the
rain and were forced to dive
mto nearby tents. Margaret
Karis said ''It's really scarey
to find a
face at your
tent at three in the morning. I
tried to run out the back door,
but there wasn't one."
On Friday morning, the
students toured the Fontana
Dam hydroelectric power
plant. Michael Roberson
expresseci regret that he was
not allowed to continue to
climb up the dam face, but
other students :termgd the
tour "impressive" and felt it
was worthwhile.
The students were engaged
in various activities during
their free time on Friday
afternoon. One group went
horseback riding, another
canoed to the dam while still
others hiked, tock-climbed or
stayed in camp. Friday night
the group rode to Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, arriving at 9:00
p.m. About 20 students
celebrated their arrival by an

e

Monday, May 17
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immediate dip in the outdoor
pool, which Carla Bass called
''icy.'' Steve Cline said ''It
made me feel like we were a
real group when I saw all
those people making fools of
themselves together."
On Saturday the Science
Seminar toured the New
American Museum of Atomic
Energy and the Oak Ridge
Nationai Laboratories.
Katrina Dalton stated that the
museum
and
the
demonstrations conducted
there were the most enjoyable
parts of the trip. Elizabeth
Wilkinson said that the visit
to the Oak Ridge Laboratories
was extremely interesting
because ''It
so new to
me.'' Students saw a nuclear
reactor in operat!on and were
exposed to other nuclear
technology
at
the
laboratories.
After returning to the motel
at 5:30, most of the group
took another swim, joined by
Advisor David Green, who
called the pool' 'liquid ice.'' A

number of students went
swimming against their will
(and fully clothed). The true
chickens locked themselves in
their rooms. However, this
tactic was not wholly
successful--Katrina Dalton
was shoved under a cold
shower when she took refuge
in' her bathroom, and George
Murdaugh and Richard Shoaf
had their door broken in.
Saturday night found the
group in their rooms at 11: 00,
but few went to sleep then.
A number of students
received phone calls inviting
them to imaginary parties.
Green ·was called by the
"front desk" witli an offer of
female companionship.
Cynthia Pilkington said ''I
had a good time. I didn't get
any sleep. "
When stud13nts struggled
Ol,lt of bed on Sunday
morning, tliey were rewarded
with an exciting eight-hour
bus ride to Jordan, where the
trip concluded on Sunday
afternoon.

A.F.S.'ers enjoy McDonalds entertainment.

Fred Ellery, Margaret Karis and Linda Williams

t
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by Carver Camp
Twelve Jordan . students
journeyed to Rye Neck High
School in Mamaroneck, New
Yor}t, April 22-May 1. The
trip· was a reciprocal visit for
the second part of an
American Field Service (AFS)
short-term
exc.hange
program.
Ka:ren Con:lril'in, Kitty,
Cralle, Fred
Teresa·
Jiminez, Ricky Landis,
Simpson, Chriss Smith and
Logan Wilkins made the trip
by plane and stayed in the
homes of New York students
.for ten days. The two seniors,
five juniors and
five
sophomores spent their .days
attending classes, going to
parties and exploring New
York City.
''We all had about the best
times
of our
lives,''
sophomore Kitty Cralle safd.
''Their school was a Jot
smaller than ours. There were
100 or so in their graduating
class. It was a nice, new
school--a lot freer than
Jordan. It was a trip we'll
never forget.''
Junior Logan Wilkins

t

agreed, stating ''I met .a lot of
really nice people. I really
liked it.'' When asked about
the differe:i1ces between the
two schools, Logan replied,
"(Rye Neck) was pretty cool,
but there was a lot less
respect for the teachers ..':
Carol Simpson's reaction was
similar. "I really had a ball,
but it really makes me
appreciate Jordan.''
Some of the students
regretted havirig to come
home. "There wasn't enough
time to do all the things you
wanted to do. I went to only
four days of classes, but there:
was still not enough time for
any Broadway shows, "Kitty
stated. "We almost missed,
our plane back to Durham.''
Leslie
McPherson,
a
sophomore, stated "We went
to the city two days and to the
Bronx one day. One time we
went
(to
New
York)
unchaperoned, and that was
really fun. I really had a ball.
Senior Fred Ellery, South
African exchange student,
summed up everybody's
feelings by declaring "We
really had a great time."
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High school students who
would like to learn to use a
computer may now register for
one. of eight. five-day
workshops this summer in
''interactive computing'' at
Clemson University.
The program is sponsored
by the electrical and computer
engineering
department.
Students, working in pairs,
will program problems into a
computer under supervision of
faculty members ;md graduate
·students.
The workshops begin June
7, 14, 21, and 28, July 5, l 2. 19
and 29.
'' Regisfratlcins will be taken
on a first-come, first-serve
basis," says Kail Johnson,
director
of
continuing
engineering educ,ation. ''Each
year we have had more
students than we can
accommodate.''
Each workshops will be
limited to 30 students. Topics
covered during the week
include fundamentals of
computer language, getting
information into and out of the
computer,
repetitive
operations and equation
solutions, debugging, and
format for plotting output and
graphical computer µses.
"These· workshops
are
intend.ed for
students
interested
in
engineering, scienc·e or
computers,'; Johnson says.
''The students will learn how
to work with a computer and
what a
can do for
them. Instruction is available
at all levels.
''The
enthusiasm
of
students for these workshops
has been treml'\ndous, ''
Johnson says. ''Frequently
they come back and work on
their problems in the evening.
It's not unusual for us to have
to run them out of here at
midnight so they can get some
sleep for the next day-.''
Registration fees range
from $80 to $125, depending
on which of severalr options a
student selects.
Students
can
get
registration information from
their high school science or
math department, their
counselor's office, or by
conta'cting the Office of
Continuing Engineering
Education, Room 116, Riggs
Hall, Clemson University,
29631,
telephone
(803)
656-3308.
The Falcon's Cry welcomes
other opinion in the form of
letters to the editors. All
letters must be signed and
letters of excessive length will
be edited.
Editorhls represent the
of the staff of the
Falcon's Cry, and not
necessarily the opinion of the
writer.
The Falcon's Cry welcomes
original poetry. Contributions
should lie signed and place in
Ms. Berces' box.
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During the last week before spring break, Jordan
sophomores and juniors underwent the monumental task of
registering for next year',s first semester classes.
Registration was·made unnecessarily difficult by the lack of
qualified
and the , 'lack, of ti.fie allotted for
registration.
In an attempt to obtain all schedules before Spring Break
io that the number of teachers and classes needed next year
!ould be determined, the administration rushed students·
into schedu1ing decisions that possibly were not given
enough thought. In addition, much time was wasted by
faculty advisors and teachers who were unfamiliar with the
specific prerequisites and aitematives, for each course.
A short training session was attended by faculty advisors
prior to registration. However, this was not enough time to
thoroughly acquaint advisors with the necessary
prerequisites of offered courses and the alternatives fro
students who have not met the qualifications. Thus, a longer
and more thorough training session is needed for the future.
As a result of an extensive training session, advisors would
save time in the
run by not having to constantly check
on specifics of scheduling. This should also eliminate the
needless run around that students often receive during
registration time. for example, a student wishing to take
Chemistry without having taken Geometry would have to
check first with his advisor. Next would come trips to the
guidance counselors and possibly visits to the heads of the
Science and Math Departments. Very likely the. weary
student would then find that it is impossible to take
Chemistry without having previously taken Geometry. ·
The classes taken in high school are 6£ vital importance to
both the college and non-college bound student. Advisors
should be fully prepared to answer almost any
question asked during registration. Enough time should be
allotted so that qualified advisors can give the. aid that is.
often necessary when making ci. decision that crucially
affects our immediate future.
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Once again, Jordan seniors are given a so-called
"alternative evaluation" in place of exam exemptions. This
policy replaces an exam at the teacher's discretion with a
test, report or special project. The evaluation is 25 percent of
the. final semester grade. The administration believes that
this "alternative evaluation" is important for future
self-discipline. In truth, it is unnecessary.
Alternative evaluation is still very much an exam in most
cases. Students doing a senior project put as much time into
their report or paper as in studying for an exam.
Exams or Senior Projects are not necessary for seniors. By
this· .point in time seniors have been accepted at colleges,
found jobs, joined the army, etc. Their final semester grades
are not needed. The passing or failing of a course could be
affected by an exam, and therefore affect graduation, but
this possibility is true for only a minimum of students.
There should be a way to gain exemption from exams anq
"alternative evaluations." One possibility is rewarding
students who have a low absentee rate with exemption. This
policy was used several years ago, but was discontinued
according to Mr. James Sills because, "People still griped
about it."
Another way to gain exemption could be through a grade
average of an ''A.'' Students having maintained grade of
excellence in a course should not be subject to the pressure
of an unnecessary exam. This policy has never been used at
Jordan, but is worthy of trial.
The possibility remains that all Jordan seniors could be
exempted for the final semester without qualification. This
policy is shunned by the ,Jordan administration in the belief
that exams are a good preparation for college. This belief is
laughable if not ridiculous. Not all Jordan students .will
attend a college. Those that do plan to continue their formal
education certainly cam:i9t benefit from a week of cramming
for an exam.
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P.e:t::peshments being enjoyed at the Prom.

n d The Band
Played 0 n
by Steve Gitelman
Jordan's concert band
.culminated several months of
hard practice by receiving a
"superior rating" in the
annual State High School
Band Co11test held at Catawba
College. This is. the highest
rating the band has received
in five years.
The
band ·performed
''Moorside.March'' by Gustav
Holst, "Pageant" by Vincent
Persichetti, and "Prologue"
by Edgar Williams. On a scale
from one six (six being the:
most difficult), '"Prologue" is
rated as having a grade six
difficulty, while
is
rated grade five. Marches do
not have difficulty ratings.
Two of the judges at the
contest,Cal Haber (director at
University of Tennessee) and
Joe Berry Mullins (director at
University of Mississippi),
rated the band as "superior. "
The third judge,· Neal
Hayworth (director of the E.C.
Glass High School Band),
gave the band a rating of
''excellent.''
Jordan band director Jesse
Holton felt the band's rating

CAMELOT

was well-deserved.
''The
performance was not perfect,
but I don;t expect perfection
from high school musicians.
Overall, I am very pleased
with the way the band
played.''
Holton cited several reasons
for the band's success. ''This
is
the
best
band
that Jordan
has ever had. There are not as
many outstanding players as
in past bands, but the overall
level of ability .is higher. More
people are cutting their
parts:" Concerning the
difficulty of the music which
the band - performed, the
director
year, vie
chose music we could play. In
the past; we usually tried one
piece we couldn't quite do."
. Band ,member
Curtis
Giegoi-yl . 1 said, ''I think .we
put
of hard work into the
music, and we deserved the
rating."' Dede Dugan felt,
' 'The rating will bring the
band together, filld make_ us a
reai tight-knit gtoup.''
Hansen commented tliat
''This success should :nelp
.individual players and ·the
band as ·a whole play more
confidently. ''
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Jordan's 13th annual
Junior-Senior Prom has come
and gone. 'J]hP. event was held
Friday, May 7th at the
Durham Civic Centei;. The
theme was "Spring Fever",
was provided by the
band of the same name.
Preparation for the Prom
began months ago when the
Junior class held a candy sale
to raise. money for the Prom.
Over one thousand dollars
was raised for the event. The
Prom committee then split
futo four smaller committees.
Ead;1 committee then began
working on their assigned

responsibilitie!i:.
First the theme was
decided upon.
Then
a
building was rented and a
date
selected,
while
invitations were designed and
sent to
the
printers.
Decorations were created and
constructed
and
the
refreshments were planned.
As the actual date of the
Prom drew closer, each
committee discovered they
had overlooked many }ast
minute details. One studel\t
commented ''I· wish now the
Prom.was.June 7th instead of
May 7th." But with everyone

h,elping everything seemed to
get done in time for the ''big
night."
''The decorations looked so
.nice,'' exclaimed Gwen
Rankin. ''Yeah, you could tell
we had worked hard on
them,". added Ricky Lan.dis.
·Everyone seemed excited on
the night of the Prom, as if
the work had been well worth
it. At twelve, every'one
hurried to . the traditional
''afterwards''
parties.
·Everyone agreed the Prom
was a success and they
enjoyed
themselves
· tremendously.

Spring is in the air and so is
"Savoir Faire". "Savoir
Faire" is a literary
sponsored by the creative
writirig class. The magazine
will
the work of the
students in the class in
addition to plays, short
stories, and poems submitted
by talented .wrJ.ters outside
the class.
In order to produce "Savoir
Faire," the . members o:f
the creative writing 'Class have
organized ·themselves in
var'ious
committ_ees:
publicity, money-raising,
cover design, title calendar,
and
publishing.
These
committees
have
been
independently ·and
have been givmg reports on
their progress ..
Upon receiving a projected
publishing deadline from the
·Calendar committee, the
publicity
committee
sent
·announcements to English
teachers encouraging students
to submit materials for the
publication. Posters , and
bulletin announcements have•
also been made to stimulate
interest. in "Savoir Faire".
The - mo.ney
raising
committee held two bake sales
in April which netted

approximately $50. These
funds will be used to cover the
'costs of printing.
The cover design committee
submitted its design during
the
second
week ,of
production. Plans call for a
screen print cover or one that
is more · elaborate than a
conventional memographed
picture.
The pu}:ilishing committee
canvased various printing
agencies in order to find one
that will print "Savoir Faire"
at a reasonable price.
..
Betty Jo Bell, advisor

for the creative writing class,
feels the magazine is "a
logical outgrowth of the kinds
of things students are doing in
class. It also gives other
students an opportunity to
demonstrate a skill or talent
that they don't have a chance.
to display in any other way.''
Ms.
Bell
has
been
disappointed at ''the very poor
response'' from · student
writers. However "we did
very well on the bake sales,"
she added.
"Savoir Faire" is expected
to come out in May.
·
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Members
of
the
Jordan-Githens Latin Club
attended the 25th Annual
North
Carolina
Junior
Classical League Convention
held on the U.N·.C.-C.H.
campus in Hamilton and
Murphey Halls.
The Latin Conference is a
Simon and Miss Owens discuss teaching tactics.
two day event, but the
Jordan-Git.hens team only
attended the second day
competitions. Mrs.
Susan
Spurrier, advisor for the
Jordan-Gither..:a team, said the
convention takes place so that
''people who take Latin can
get together and compete
school against school.''
Jordan-Githens
team
members were Sarah Bates,
Five student teachers have
Chuck
Breese,
Edwin
would be to have a larger gym,
begun teaching at Jordan.
and
more
gymnastic
Chamberlain, Susan Council,
These student teachers are
equipment,'' expressed
and Gary Stevenson. The team
working at Jordan until they
Jarvis.
competed in several events
graduate from college and
Ms. Patti Owen teaches
designed to test a student's
become full-certified teachers.
several of Ms.
Simon's
physical,
men.tal and creative
Ms. Joan Portwood will be
English classes. She also
' ability.
taking over several of Ms.
presently attends UNC-CH.
The competition began with
Wheeler's biology classes.
Patti has her own philosophy
She is currently working on an
the Academic Tests which
about teaching. ''People can't
interdepartmental · major in
probed students' knowledge
learn unless someone teaches,
Zoology and Botany at Duke
of mythology, grammar,
but teachers can't teach
University.
She has
no
unless students are learning.
immediate plans after getting
The more interest the stude.nts
her teaching certificate, but
give me, the more I can teach
she hopes to get a job teaching
them." Ms. Owen plans on
somewhere in the Triangle
teachi,p.g at least a year after
area. Concerning her career,.
she
from Carolina
Ms. Portwood stated ''I
and hopes to stay in Durham.
became a teacher because r
''I have two reasons for
like working with people. I
wanting to stay here. One, my
also hope to stimulate the
parents live here. Two, I am
students in other fields
going to be married soon. ' '
Eight Jordan students will
besides
Biology."
Ms.
Ms. Marilyn Morris teaches
attend the 24th Senior High
Portwood has had previous
typewriting under Ms. Gillis
School Summer Choral
teaching
experience
at
and hopes to graduate with a
Workshop on the UNC-CH
Hillside High · School and
business education major from .
Junior
High
campus, June 13-18.
N.C.C.U. She is originally
School.
· The purpose. of the Choral
from Arapahoe, N.C., and
Ms. Denise Creech teaches
hopes to remain in Durhai:n.
Workshop, which will involve
Chemistry for several 6f Ms.
Concerning her teaching, she
both students· and teachers
Hall's classes.
She will
comments,
''I had no
from North Carolina, is .to
graduate in May from Duke
discipline problems at Jordan
foster and develop correct
University with a major in
once ·I established .that I was
techniques,
choral
vocal
Chemistry. Her reasons for
their teacher. I can't really
practices and· musicianship.
becoming a teacher. were that
come down hard on them (the
Another objective of the
she ''needed a challenge'' and
students) because I'm only a
"didn't think I could do it."
wQrkshop i::; to. provide an
few years older than most of
Concerning her students, she
inspi:l;ational choral-vocal.these kids. We get along
stated ''I don't like to
musical experience for all
great." Ms. Morris also
spoon-feed knowledge into
commented on the business
participants.
them. I believe in giving the
education facilities. "The only
The workshop is made
students
more
thing that I can say is that
available to any North
responsibility.''· Ms. Creech
inost of these typewriters are
Carolina choral student upon
originally
comes
from
somewhere around ten years
Beaufort, S.C.
old. They should be replaced
Barry Jarvis is Jordan's
but I realize how tight the
student teacher in Physical
budget is. "
Education.
He is now
Ms. Morries is the only
attending UNC-CH and hopes
student teacher who hasn't
to find a local teaching job
had
previous
teaching·
after graduation. ''I became a
experience.
teacher because I love to
coach," stated Jarvis. Jarvis
coaches Mr. Popson's gym
classes in football, baseball,
and basketball. ''The only
improvements I could ·make
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history, and derivatives. The
second event, Dramatic
Reading, required students to
memorize a Latin story and
recite it to the judges.
Similarly, contestants in the
Oratory competition wrote and
delivered their own speeches
(in English) in a provided
topic. This year, the topic was
''Not to know what has gone
before is to remain· always a
child.''
Participants in the Costume
competition
dressed
i;i
traditional Latin attire for
judging.
In
the
afternoon
a
pseudo-Olympics, consisting
mainly of foot races, was held
at Fetzer Field. The events
were boys and girls' 100 yd.,
440 yd., 880 yd., and relay
races. There was also a
Frisbee event. Chuck Breese
won the boys' 440 to obtain
the Jordan-Githens team's
only victory of the day.
After the Olympics the
students returned inside for
the Certamin (Latin for
struggle or contest). The
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Certamin involved teams of up
to four people from each
school who competed to
answer questions on classical
history, grammar, and other
Latin-oriented topics.
The last event of the day
was the Art Display in which
students were judged on
models, paintings, and a
variety of other crafts.
Ms. Spurrier said that only
five members of the club
attended
the ... Convention
because it was held during the
Easter holidays. "We could
have done a lot better if it
hadn't been on those days,"
she said.
Despite the low attendance
Mrs Spurrier maintained that
"it (the Convention) was
really good.'' She anticipates
that the Latin club will have a
better showing next year
because they will be able to
exercise some control over the
date of the event next year .
Ms Spurrier conciuded saying
that ''Next year we ought to
·have a pretty good showing. U
we can get the people there we
can win."'

the recommendation of the
applicant's chora1 director.
The workshop is limited in
sfae to approximately 350
participants.
·
Dr. Haggard, Director of
choral activities at UNC, will
conduct the workshop. The
variety
of
choral
arrangements to be used will
provide
repertory
and
program ideas for the next
school year.
Student participants will be.

housed in the south building
at Granvllle towers. The cost
per student for the five days,
which includes housing, all
meals,
choral
materials,
instruction
and use
of
recreational facilities, is $65.

C. OWEN DEWAR
WAtCHMAKER
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489-1.140
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There were more rolling
rocks than rock 'n' roll at the
"rock party" at West Pomt
Mill on the Eno River. The
affair was sponsored by
Friends of the West Point and
the Eno River Association.
The rock fans attending had
volunteered to . help gather
stones which will be used to
face the foundation of the old
mill. The two organizations
will eventually finance the
reconstruction of the mill
itself.
A covered dish picnic was
held before the hauling began.
Several old-fashioned recipes
were featured and a guitarfiddle-banjo trio provided
some foot-stompin' music.
JHS junior Keith Tarpley
was on hand to take pictures of
the event. "There were about
100 people there eating, and
then about 40 or so stayed to
carry rocks. I hauled about 50
pounds worth and that was
it,'' admitted Keith.. ''I did get
some pictures, though."
Donald Pridgen, another
Jordan student, was also
present at the rock piles. He
remarked that everybody from
Duke coeds to middle-aged
couples were there. Tarpley
added that a group of Girl
Scouts was on hand to help.
Pridgen, an avid rafter and
' 'Eno-goer,'' carried rocks
around until the gathering
broke up between three and
four o'clock. He is presently
constructing a map of the Eno
State Park area for the Park
Rangers whom, he says, ''just
don't have a good map."
The State of North Carolina
has presently acquired a third
of the land needed for the Eno
State Park. Farmers and
private owners are being
pressured into selling the rest
of the necessary land to the
State rather than to real estate
developers. The State plans ta

kave the park land and the
:river in their natural state.
"While rafting and hiking
on the Eno River where
friendly
owners
exist,
everything is fine," said
Pridgen. "But sometimes you
better be ready for a load of
buckshot from an unhappy
farmer.''
Another section of the Eno,
including the West· Point Mill
site,
been obtained by
Durham for a city park. This
area will be
developed
somewhat for recreation.
The mill itself was first built
in the late l 700's. It has
changed hands and owners!
several times since then. West
Point Mill was functional until
1942, when the rock-cement
dam upriver from it washed
out. The mill closed that year,
and physically collapsed in
1973.
Friends of the West Point,
aided by the Eno River
Association, have been raising
funds to· restore the mill. As
only the 1942 version plans of
the mill's interior. were found,
the mill will be rebuilt on its
original foundation and its
works
will be
redone
according to previous design.
Parts of a similar mill in
Virginia will be used in the
restoration process. The
miller's house, located near
the mill, may be restored as
well.
Friends of the West
Point hope to have the mill site
ready
for
the· Durham
Bicentennial Folk Festival to
be held there July 2-4. The
organization if soliciting
private donations. In addition,
they are ' 'selling'' square feet
of the mill to raise money for
t.he restoration.
All inquiries concerning the
project, river, or parks should
be made to Friends of the
West Point or the Eno River
Association.

The West Point Mill on the Eno is
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Most Jordan students have
already planned their summer
vacations. Some will be
working full-tiine, others will
be· learning in special camps
or summer schools, ·and a few
will just be taking it easy.
Money is a prominent factor
in any student's life so the
main objective
for most
students this summer will be
to make money. Students who
plan to work this .:iummer=have
probable experienced several
interviews and have filled
thousands of applications.
There are few students who
already have a job, therefore
their chances for summer
employment have
been
secured. There are various job
opportunities available to
students ranging from cashier
to construction woiker. Some
students will saye their money
for future purposes and others
will spend it on weekends.
Chesley Hutchings, a senior at
Jordan,
his financial
plans: "I plan to go make
money for the last half of the
summer, I'm going to blow
i.t."
Other students will
their summer enriching
certain areas of talent of
knowledge. Many will attend
athletic camps at nearby
being restored. colleges and universities. Rolf

Hendricksen,
plans to
attend a baseball camp, stated
''I hope to attend Clemson and
play baseball there. I'll get to
know the coaches and players
of the teams better and
improve my skills by going to
camp."
Still others will take part in
camps of other organizations
or groups they are involved in.
A few seniors will be
attending summer school at
the colleges they will attend
next fall. ''I'm going to
summer school because I need
to go,'' stated Fred Sherrill.
''I look at it as my introduction
to college."
Finally, for the majority of
students, the first part of the
summer will be spent at the
beach. Bruce Wisely, a Jordan
junior is hoping for a nice trip,
but he says ''I can't say what I
want to do in the .n.ewpaper.'
Trips to other cities and states
will be included in . some
students' summers. Chuck
Kennedy, a junior, remarked,
''I plan to mess around and
visit friends. ' '
Whatever the possibilities
for summer may be, whether
it is work or relaxation,
summer is a break between
studying and the everyday
school· routing. This break is
greatly anticipated here at
Jordan.

Jordan students and faculty
were 69 pints low on blood
following the Red Cross
Bloodmobile visit. Howard
Lindsey, coordinator of the
project, was pleased with the
project and felt it was
successful.
Lindsey stated that the
endeavor went well in spite of
the fact that some thirty
people signed up but did not
ionate blood: "The JCT
classes did a beautiful job
setting up. They are to be
commended for that. It was
really a lot of fun."
It cost the Red Cross $1200
to set u,p the Bloodmobile at
Jordan, excluding lab work.
People working in the unit
included registered nurses,
volunteer aides and a .doctor
who donated a day of his
time.Ms.
G.
Durham,
director
of
the
Bloodmobile, explained that it
was the Red Cross job to
get me sarest pint or blood
possible from each donor. She
said this involved making
sure that all donors were
healthy and that their blood
was safe for patients to
receive.
Many
students
were
surprised at the simplicity of
giving blood.' 'Except for
losing a pint of my famous
blue blood,'' Keith Tarply
remarked, "It was nothing."
Will Service said, ''How come
I don't feel dizzy? I'm
disappointed . . . I feel like I
could get up and play some
basketball." As Mr. Hall,
Jordan psychology teacher
awaited the needle, he
whined
''I
want
my
mommy!"
But
shortly
afterwards he remarked ''No,
it's not that bad."
As a patient wallrn into the
Bloodmobile
unit
his
temperature and blood
pressure are checked. He is
then
asked
questions
concerning his health, and a
sample of h,is blood is taken.
If the nurses feel the patient
is healthy he is permitted to
give blood.
Student
reaction
to
donating blood was varied.
Elaine Bonti commented ''I
did it, it's over with ... thank
goodness." Marvin Jenkins
interuppted with "God, let
me outa here!'' Scott Rodent
also said he was a bit scared:
"It's a big step, but I hope it
helps a lot of people
anything to help.''

Monday, May 17
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Chapel Hill on March 24. This
is the only loss attributed to
the team's r'ecord in three
seasons.
Coach Gray feels good
about the team's.; over-all
performance this yeat. "I
think the girls have really put
out this year. The Sophomores
especially have been running
good all year. ''
Gray was asked where the
teams' strong and weak points
lie. ''Our strongest · events
again this year are the sprints
and relays. We really have a
definite weak area, but .all
events have room for
improvement.''
The teani .advances to the
Sectionals · May
6
at
Winston-Sa.lem. The State
Championship will be held at
Hope County May 14.

Track
TrucKs

On
Phyllis Elliot pitches.

Take Me
utTo

'TheBall
ame
The Girl's Softball team at
Jordan is completing their
1976 season.
The team consist. of 15
members. The two seniors are
Elisabeth Gjllis and Karen
Holleman,
both
were
returning lettermen.
The
other members are: Linda
Burnette,
Melanie
Butterworth, Linda Eakes,
Phyllis "Elliot, Anita Ellis,
Felisha - Farrington,
Anne
Fulton, Peggy Grace, Cindy
Hayes, Vicki Hayes, Ava
".!' •r,
Lassiter, Amy McF
and Jane Roth.
Coach Harris made. .come
chanses this year. The team
did not 'elect captain!': and did
n.:.t have manager&. Starting
positions were not consistent.
Coach Harris has used many
combinations in the games so
far this season. "We haven't
-"-.\t
the right combination
said Phyllis Elliot.

The 1976 Boy's Track team
at Jordan has 27 members.
Members of the team are:
Greg Angle, Ted Barringer,
Andy Clark, Billy Claytqn,
Shelton Cole, Ricky Couch,
Mike Cowen, Mike Edleman,
Mike Goff, Jimmy
Gpodwyn,
Chris
Hartwig, Mike Hitchcock,
Donald Jones, Larry Jones,
Billy Key, Cal Key, Jeff Kline,
Jeff Laymen, Rusty Muse,
Greg
Patterson,
Grant
Service, Jimmy Simpson,
Chris
Stockton, · Allen
Summers, Gordon Sims, and
Dan Uzzle.
Coach Parrish had alot to
.say about the team thus far.
' 'They are an outstanding
group of youngmen to work
with and inspite of the fact yet
vfctorious, I would have to say
that we are winners. We are
not extremely talented but we
are developing individual and
team pride as well as
individual self-improvement.
Early in the season after
accepting' our limitation, the
team decided to devote the
entire season to attain pride
for the team, pride for each
individual
and
self-improvement,
respectfully. I can proudly say
that to date, we are achieving
these
things.
For
a
winning-losing coach, this is
all that I can ask of this group
of youngmen. ''
Parrish
reluctantly added"We have
yet to win.''

•••

FIVE.

Trac s
The Girl's Track Team has
· · completed an almost perfect
record of 10-1 after winningtheir second straight Triangle
· Conference track and field
·championship on May 4.
Jordan outscored runnerup
Hillsborough Orange 78-46.
Southern placed third with 21
•porn.ts.
Jordan was able to break
records
in
the
220
(Watlington, 26.3), 880·
(Currin, 2:36), Mile run
(Setzer 5:39.3), Mile relay,
and
the
Long
Jump
(Cochrane). The 440 relay
team also tied last year's
record of 53.8.
The team's wins consist of 3
·wins from Southern, 3 from
·<;>range, one from Franklin,
and one from Graham. The
team's only loss came from

""·
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Kathy

Angl'e clears the hurdles.

Jordan's tennis team has
compiled a 9-3 record thus far
for the 1976 season taking the
conference crown for the
second straight year.
only losses occured with
Chapel
Hill,
Durham
Academy, and Ravenscroft.
The coach for the Falcons is
Robin Wilson, who was. also
coach
for
the
girls\
tennis team.
''This year's team has done
a pretty admirable job,"
commented Coach Wilson. ''I
to say' anything negative
. about the team, in any ·
respect, but sometimes we've
lacked team unity. Other than
that everything has been
okay."
This year's team members
consist of top seeded Jimmy
Bland, Bobby Booth, Allen
Smith, Kevin Riley, Tony
Fisher, Joel Fairey, Fred
Clark,
Brian
Matson,

Raymond Manion, an,d, Scott
Patton. The managers for the
Falcons are Sharon Hammond
and Marion Pope.
This year the sectionals will
be at Duke University on May
13 and 14 starting at 9:00 a.m.
Only 6 ' members of
participating school will be
eligible to play. Representing
Jordan in singles play will be
Jimmy Bland, Bobby Booth,
Allen Smith, and Kevin Riley.
Tony Fisher and Raymond
Manion will be the doubles
team. For eligibility at the
state tournament, which will
be held on May 20 and 21 in
Chapel Hill, a player must
make it to the semifinals.
''There
will
be
no
consolation game at the
sectionals, so we'll either win
it or lose it," remarked
Wilson, ''however we ought to
do very well.''

The 1976 Jordan baseball team is enjoying first
place in the conference race.

Coach John Avery is after
his
second
conference
championship with his current
Number 1 golf team.The team
has an over-all record of 9-2,
and is 7-2 in the conference. A
second place or higher finish
in the last match will clinch
the title.
Senior Rusty Barringer is
currently the team's highest
scorer with a three match total
of 228, and is tied for first in
the conference. Sophomore
Newby Toms is
seven
strokes back with a 235 total
and fifth place in the
conference. Other members of
the team include sophomores
Hagar Rand and David
Whitfield; ju'nior Roland
Atwater; and seniors Greg
Evans, Mike O'Brien, and
Roger Taylor.
In the first match of the
year, Roland · Atwater. and
Mike O'Brien's 79's paced the
squad to ·a victory over
Ravenscroft. .They
this with wins over Webb and
the three triangle opponents
Wake Forest, Vaiden Whitley,
and Orange. The winning
interrupted in the
streak
second conference match with
losses to Wake Forest and
Vaiden Whitley. The Falcons
then got back on track with a
nine shot win over their
nearest opponent Orange.
Rusty B'arringer was the
medalist with a 75, his second
of the year, the first being a 74
at Vaiden Whitley.
After last years' finish in
the top 15 in the state, the
team hopes to make the top 10
this year. They're looking
forward to the sectionals in
May on their home course at
Duke, where they
third
last year. The team was 12th
in the state in its first year,
placing second in the
sectionals to eventual chbp
Raleigh Bro_l!ghton.
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Costumed Characters

Tutoring
I

Entertain Elderly
at House Rest Home

Jordan

by Margaret Karis

in

If you are having problems I
one of your courses at school, I
the National Honor Society is•
offering tutoring services to any
student who needs extra help in
Kim is tutored by Cynthia
Photo '.:>y "Elli3 ··
.
111when you finally get the. point that they're tutoring: I
an academic subject.
Each "'.ear, the
across." Kathy Rankin added, help in Chemistry, and I would
Honor Society has the choice of "You learn a lot about your· have had to pay a tutor
being an honorary club or a subject because you really have otherwise."
service club. This·year'5 group to know it well to teach it."
Any student needing help in
chose to be a service club and
a course should contact Mr.
tutor other students.
Students being tutored ex-· Culbreth, or Mrs. Wilkinson in
NHS member, Deme Black- pressed gratitude to NHS the Guidance Departmemt.
ley, who has been tutoring for a members for helping them in Tutoring is available in all
while, said, "Tutoring is a very courses which they might not subjects offered at Jordan and
rewarding experience. You otherwise pass. One student can be done before or after
develop_ patience and good oral said,"I think it's a good idea 'school, during lunch, or any
expression, and you feel great
other convenient time.

Georgetown University

Chris Goolsby

I

This year several jordan
students will attempt to become
members of another countrv
They will study extensively
interests, needs, and issues of
that country so that they may
represent it well in the U.N.
model in Washington.
The students are members of
the Jordan United Nations Club
(JUNC). They will go to
Washington D.C. in early
March next year to attend a
'model U.N. This is the North
American Invitational Model
United Nations (NAIMUN) and
Jordan is attending for the third
time. The entire event will take
place at the Shoreham Americana Hotel in Washington
March 3-6 and will cost each
student more than 90 dollars.
This is NAIMUN XIV. It is
sponsored by the Georgetown
.lnternational Relations of

Georgetown University in their country will come and
Washington. High schools from speak to them about it.
all over the country take part in
Club advisor Richard Hill has
the model U .N. Each school been "real pleased with the last
receives two countries and a ii st. two years" and he feels this
of topics that will be discussed year's group will be even
1 during
the sessions. These better. He commented, "I think
schools
must
then
form. they're interested in learning
delegations and learn about "about the country and the
their respective countries.
U.N." He thinks they have the
Each
school
requests "ability to represent these
countries early in the school countries." Hill particularly
year.
Jordan's
club
has likesthefactthatthisgrouphas
requested any two of these five experience with four people
nations: Yugoslavia, Nigeria, returning from last year. He
Mozambique, Equador, and also cit.es the fact that six
Venezuela. When J UNC re- juniors are going which will
ceives their country assign- make the next group an even
ments the work really begins. better prospect. Hill says they
Each delegation must then ought to get country assignlearn all they can about the ments soon and right now the
"facts of life" in their country. group "looks good."
Much of this research will be
J UNC club members this
done at the UNC-CH library year are: Delegation One-which has a complete file of Brian Morris, Lucy Gardner,
U.N. documents. There is also Kim Cline, Marydale Abernaa chance that a person from thy, Brian Matson, Josh Lack,

by Janice Engram
and when it was broken open,
The Jordan Health Careers each person found a gift
club held a Halloween party for ranging from Bibles to book
the elderly at House Rest Home marks and handkerchiefs. The
Sunday, Oct. 31 from 6:00 to evening was ended
with
8:00.
another sing along.
The members of the Health
Ms. Bridges, advisor of the
Careers club dressed for the· club, said, "This was one of our
occasion by wearing costumes activities for community care.
which varied from fiendish Our motto is 'committed lo
ghouls to a pretty Cinderella. caring' and this was a good
The program started off with a way to start off our year." Rose
big "surprise" and there were Robinson, the club's secretary,
introductions of the students commented, "This is nice for
and their costumes. Everyone the eideriy people because it's
participated in a sing along of a change of atmosphere. They
Halloween songs. After the' might not get to see the,ir
songs everyone played games grandchildren on Halloween so
such as bingo and checkers, they have a chance to get
and a Halloween poem was involved and get into the spirit
read.
of things." President Iris
The students then handed Williams stated, "I think it's
out fruit baskets and candy nice to do something for the
decorated in orange and black older generation since they
crepe paper. A pinata shaped don't have much of a social
as a large pumpkin was set tip Iife."

_junc pH,;s togeth!S
:Pascal Strupler,· Leanne UpDalton,
Lmda W1f11ams. Delegation
Two--Marian Wilson, Alison
Jones,.
Chesnut, Kris
Hartwig, Keym Adcock, Margaret. Karis, Michelle Bakker.
- .
,_

!S,ennetl;.,_
Derne
Blackley,
Janet
McCleary, and Lisa Harper.
: Representing Jordan in the
. International Simulation (INS)
Games are: Steve Cline, Chris
Goolsby and Bill Quattlebaum
·
· ·
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Campus Requires Help From Both
Students and County Board

\&a(.

-the
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Poor defenseless azaleas are mowed down.
Toilet-stall doors flap in the breeze. Classrooms are
either ovens or refrigerators. Grass grows knee-deep.
Trash carpets the grounds like snow. Jordan's campus
is the pits.
The blame for the utilities' conditi.on lies mainly on
the County Board. The County Board's lack of initiative
and organization results in backed-up maintenance
schedules. The grass in the courtyard and surrounding
campus, excluding the walkway to the trailers, is
mowed on a supposedly regular basis; however, due to
so called 'emergencies' in other schools, the crew gets
behind schedule. Problems with plumbing, heaters and
facilities such as water fountains, toilet-stall doors and
lab sinks, must be reported by a teacher to M'.· Sills
who calls the County Board and requests aid. No
regular inspection of utilities exists.
The blame for the trash covering Jordan's campus
lies squarely on the shoulders of all Jordan students.
Leaving a 'forgotten' lunch bag may not seem too bad
at the time but after a day in the elements a leftover
· p.b. and j. is pretty rancid. One carelessly tossed
cigarette butt per 300 students can mound from a
molehill to a mountain. Whether intentionally or
carelessly left behind, all lunch trays, cans,
foodwrappers, etc. must eventually be picked up. More
often than not, fellow students are doing the dirty work.
The Student Council's attempts to better the
situation have been admirable, but a shameful waste of
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One of the biggest problems in high school is the
end-of-the-week homework pile-up. Test days are
invariably on Friday, and many papers and large
crssign.nents are due at the end of the week. The
frustration of having homework in every class on
Wednesday and Thursday night is added to by the
remembrance of Monday and Tuesday nights, which
were spent watching five hours of TV because no
homework had been assigned.
A solution to the
homework pile-up
us a weekly assignment and test day schedule, given to
students every Monday in each class. The schedule
would contain all homework to be assigned that week,
the assignments' due dates, test days, and subjects t
1
l.T S ,..HURSDA'l
be discussed in class each day.
The assignment schedule procedure contains many
You k't<1ow
advantages for both students and teachers. An
1
C.. U.. DREN
assignment schedule would help absent students know-f
what was being covered in class, and what they were
responsible for when they returned. By working on!
assignments at home, a sick student would not end up I
light years behind
cJassmates. For students, the1!
biggest advantage to having the assignment schedule
would be that they could distribute their homework
through the week, planning less homework on a busy I
night and more on a free night. Students would be
better prepared for class and would consequently learn
more.
•
For teachers, the advantages are as numerous as for
the students. Teachers would not be plagued by absent
students for make-up assignments, because all would 1I
be on the schedule. The assignment schedule would I
lead to better prepared students. A _better prepared
class leads to improved comprehension, more c;lass i
discussion, and the coverage of rr:iore
For
teachers, the final advantage to usmg an assignment'1
schedule would be that students will have no excuses
for late assignments if they knew in advance what•
assignments are required of them.
I
After looking at the numerous advantages of th: assignment schedule, for both students and teachers, .'t
should be obvious that the assignment schedule ts
necessary to relieve the frustration of the
end-of-the-week homework pile-up.
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their talents and time. Long hours- put into an attempt
at horticulture that surrounds the brick walkway to the
trailers was mowed down in seconds by an unattentive
county maintenance workman. The Student Council
talents are wasted picking up thoughtlessly discarded
lunchbags and cigarette butts every second period.
A possible solution to the problem with litter could be
eye-catching trashcans. Instead of the bland gray oil
barrels, attention-getting designs could be painted on
the barrels by the Art Club. This device could bring the
forgetful "litter falcons" to their senses. Some sort of
gimmick is necessary to evoke a new concern in the
appearance of our school.
- The County Board will need more than a gimmick.
Someone will have to take the initiative and present an
alternative to the systell) that exists. Solutions must be
formulated, agreed upon, and proposed to the board.
A proposal to eliminate the belated grass mowing
could be requesting that the board give the money
alloted for J HS campus up-keep directly to us. Clubs
who planted delicate plant life could be assigned to
mow the areas where they planted. Since the club
members are familiar with the areas they worked
they shouid be iess likely to mow anything down. The
larger areas could be mowed by students who are paid
with the money from the board or who chose this labor
as an alternative to suspension. No matter who uses the
mower, some instructions and safety precautions must
be given to prevent any hazardous occurances. The
mowers could be borrowed until the money we save
using student labor is enough for the purchase of oµr
own mower.
Concrete facts accompanied with possible soiutions
wi 11 have to be presented to the board. Some facts to be
included should be; it took over one month for a leaky
lab sink to be fixed and a little sooner for a gas leak, and
that Mrs. Wheeler's biology room has no heat at all
while Mrs. Stickney's room is almost in flames with
heat. Teachers should have some way to notify the
general maintenance crew directly. After all, the
teacher will know about the problem and could
efficiently describe the situation quickly so that the
crew could keep to their schedule.
A new concern for the appearance of the Jordan
grounds, and utilities must be developed. Respect for
our campus could eliminate the waste of our Student
Council's time and effort and the need to call a
maintenance crew every week. Better organization,
more money and strange trashcans have their places
put th_e real answer lies within ourseJves.
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Avery for taking
-Ricky Patton for getting his
room duty for two weeks.
· license and his car.
-Steve Worsley for taking; -Margaret and Pascal for all
Maslow to the vet.
· that
great composing
at
-Mr. Bartholomay for. beingt Hillside.
absent Oct. 27!
' -Audrey Green for getting her
-Tracy Little for helping me in; job at the Limited.
Chemistry.
· -Angie Dean and Steve Turner
·-Vickie McQuay for gettinq for staying together more than
accepted at Appalachian.
a week.
.-Margaret Karls, Vicki Foster, -J.V. cheerleaders who have
and Neely Currin for putting' worked so hard and haven't had
up with Brian Matson at the much chance to·perlorm.
State Fair.
-Student Council President
-Mike Kesler for all those great Logan Wilkins for patiently
quotes.
waiting at the Big Star for
-Mrs. Berces for teaching her Jordan's doughnuts on a day
-d-aughter right and getting we didn't even sell them.
"cute" little notes during 5th -Mr. Carpenter, who puts up
period.
with Allen, Colleen, Hank, and
-Mrs. Spurrier for having a Brooks everyday in first period.
baby girl.
-Beth Hayes for her devoted
-Jenny Dalton for
going friendship and unselfishness.
through a week with having a -Tim Woody and other sophowreck.
mores on the Varsity football
i -Karon
Morris for getting team who are proving that Baby
I Homecoming Queen.
Falcons have sharp claws.
-Jenny Harrison for getting
Culbreth for doing his
engaged and for being a great toilet paper impression!
i friend.
-Scott
Patton
and
Allen
-The Cafeteria staff for their Aldridge for getting the job at
new concept in serving lunches .A & P.
this year.
-Shue for being sho shilly.
-Missy Aldridge, who was -L0 gan for helping me with my
named Jordan's"'representative programs.
for National Youth Apprec- -Mrs. Lytle for putting up with
iation Week. She attended a all her students.
banquet held Nov. 11 for all -Julie Cleaver for helping me
honored guests.
straighten out my terrible
· -Lisa Harper for getting a job ui outlines without too much
the fabrics department at complaining, and helping me
Belks.
find the right notes iµ
-Doria Mangum because her Ensemble.
favorite color is green and also -The Talon stj:i.ff for selling
because she's in love with Jay more ads than ever before so
Osmond.
they can enlarge the·book. They
-Donna Winslow, Taryn Rog- are a terrific crew.
ers, Janet Nicholson, Terry -John and Southgate for
Morris, and Shelly Lesak, who gracing the school with their
have helped make our volley- presence.
ball team the champions they -Mrs. Bell and Mrs. Wilkinson
are.
for taking Helen to the State
-Colleen Whalen for getting the Fair.
lead in the school drama play. -The Student Council for
·Vickie McQuay and Vicki· spending their two day vacation
Foster for putting up with the working on the "J" in front of
Journalism class.
the school.
-Mr.
Green
for
making -The Keyettes, who wholeChemistry a ''BLAST.''
heartedly entered into the spirit
-Laura Collins for making it of politics and contributed time,
through the week.
engery, and enthusiasm to the
-Karen Wetter and Carol political campaign of both
Carney for giving poor ol' :.Democrats and Republicans.
Maslow a decent burial.
: -Mr. Peanuthead for · getting
-Neely Currin for being so ·elected President.
school spirited and for making : If you know of someone who
an effort not to hit all those deserves recognition for some
"I's" when composing at outstanding achievement, such
Hillside.
as the above; place your
-Carol Simpson for being listed· nominations in Ms. Berces'
in 'Who's Who.
r
box.
1
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Sigmund turns his be;c;k on his late frienci Tvlaslow., Maslow died from
1976; may hls sc1;1 r0:rt > peace,
-.
-

asevere cold on Oct. 26'''
Photo bv: Mike Elli;

BATS INFEST J'ORDAN
by Heather Cordoni

ciples of learning, that they
"Is your house ove·rrun by learned last year."
The rats are trained to follow
rats?" This question appeared
on the front board of Mr. Henry the mazes in the correct pattern
Hall's room early in October. It or direction. They are only
concerned the need for rats to rewarded for good behavior,
use in psychology experiments. and are never punished. "It
Since then, Mr. Hall's takes skill in learning the exact
second period advanced psych- time to reward the rats " said
ology class has obtained four Mr. Hall. Rats mu'st be
immediately
for
("Sigmund;', "Maslow", rewarded
correct behavior so they
"What", and "I Don't
Know") and has begun simple understand that they are being
conditioning experiments. The rewarded, and not just being
13 students have built several fed.
None of the experiments are
mazes and are in the process of
training the rats. The purpose harmful or painful to the rats.
of these experiments is to help In fact, they are treated as oets
the students learn more about by some members of · the
advanced psychology class and
behavior. Mr. Hall commented
members of Mr. Hall's other
"The students are involved
classes. "I love them! I really
simply

do! Especially Sigmund. 1·ve
'adopted him," said senior
Carol Carney. When Maslow,·
one of the·rats, came down with
the "sniffles", he was taken to
the vet by Steve Worsley. The
other rats are doing fine,
despite consta•1t threats by Mr.
Hall that he is going to feed
them to his cat.
Students began training the
rats at the end of October and
·Will continue until the end of
the semester. Class members
include: Roland Atwater, Bob
Booth, Carol Carney, Phyllis
Elliott, Carole King, Doria
Mangum, Mark Metzgar, Tina
Raneri, Kathy Smith, Karen
Stern, Karen Wetter, Diane
White, and Steve Worsley.

"Life On Mars" Has
Planetary Theme
by
Campbell
You haven't lived until
you've lived a "Life on Mars."
Have you ever wanted to let
your mind rest upon cosmic
clouds of musical excellence?
Dexter Wansel's album "Life
on Mars" can take you there
with songs like "Theme trom
the Planets,"
"Rings of
Saturn/' "Stargazer/' and the
title tune "Life on Mars."
Dexter Wansel is not a
well-known artist, which is
unfortunate for both Dexter and
the . pub_lic.
His. use of
and ARP Synthesizers puts him in a class with

greats such as Chic Corea and
Herbie.Hancock.
the listener.
His music could be compared·
Dexter shows off his
with the music produced for the keyboard talent in "A Prophet
album "Romantic Warrier " ·Named K.G." and his vocal
but Dexter takes his souni a talent in "One Million Miles·
step further with a musical from the Ground." The latter
backup by members of MFSB may very well be. the album's
on strings and horns. He also best cut. "Life on Mars'' is not
projects an entwiriement of like the typical album played at
vocals along with the electro- discos, but the title tune "Life
fied synthesized sound of on Mars" and "You Can Be
keyboards. Female vocalist What You Wanta Be" could be
Terry Welles is featured in played very effectively in a
"Together Once Again." She disco type atmosphere. "Life
has a voice similar to that of On Mars'' seems to be more
Olivia Newton John and Vaforie suited for meditation or simply
Simpson, which helps to intice relaxation.

Booster Club Holding Raffle For New Datsun
The allocation of the money
If you would like to have a prize for the student who sells
car, buy a raffle ticket from the the most raffle tickets by from the raffle sales wi ii be
Jordan Boosters Club for a November 22. Students inter- decided by the Boosters Club
chance to win a brand-new 1976 ested in selling raffle tickets after the drawing. Priorities for
Datsun B-210 Hatchback. Raf- can get them in the lobby at, its use are a large athletic
fles can be bought for $1.00 lunch on Monday, November activity bus, two mini-buses or
from any student selling them, 15. Tickets can also be obtained 'field house and restrdom
incorporated
into
or in the lobby at lunch on by sophomores by calling Mrs. facilities
by permanent bleachers.
The·
Mondays. The drawing will be Dotty Waters-489-1204,
held Tuesday, February 15 juniors by calling Mr. Conrad Boosters will . continue to
during half-time of the Jordan- Knight-544-1954, and by sen- provide assistance to the
Southern basketball game.
iors . by calling Mrs. Mary
program by buying
There will be a $25.00 cash Barrmger-489-9409.
uniforms and other equipment.
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Student Council does not sit
around and twiddle their
thumbs all class period. No.
that Homecoming is over, th·.
students are busy with man·
projects.
During class each day, a fev
class members pick up trasf·
and empty trash cans. One
trash-picker-upper said, "Yuk"
about this privilege. Student
Council trash collectors thank
all those students who have
good aim and get their trash
in the trash can.
The seniors in - the Student
Council are · organmng a
Christmas party to be held at
the Elk's club on Dec.21. The
seniors in the student body
have attended class meetings in
which the 0etails of the party
were debci.ed. The Student
Council members are open to
any .ideas from the seniors.
Juniors are busy working on
the prom. No details have been decided on yet. The sophomores are trying to think of
ideas for class projects.
Other projects the Student
Council is working on include a
")" in flowers in the front of
the school. Work on the "J"
wi 11 start Nov .1. Another major
project is the Humanities
Festival. The money Student
Council has made from their
pumpkin sales, Falcon Finder
sales and dances will be spent
according to what the student
body requests. The l'equests
will be determined by a poll
taken during an advi1sory
. period.
.
The Student Council was
. especially busy during the week
of Oct.
18-23 addressing
envelopes to the alumini of
Jordan. Letters will be sent out
to encourage alumin1 to send in
absentee ballots, or to vote yes
on the Dec. 7 tax supplement
bond. (The tax supplement will
raise property taxes ten cents
on every hundred dollars.) The
priorities for spending the
money are, first, a new
elementary school, and secondly, an addition to either
j ordan or Southern.-

Library Club Sponsors
Poster Sales
She added, "Any profit we
make will be used to buy some
new plants for the library."
The posters are priced from
$.50 to $2.50 and are of famous
art works, historical North
Carolina scenes and American
artists. The posters can be
ordered in the library and will
take around three weeks for
delivery.

Poster sales for the Library
Club began on Oct. 11 in the
library during lunch. Ms.·
Henderson-James, organizor of
the sales,
explained the
purpose of the sales. "The
Library Club receives the
profits from the poster sales,
but we don't make much
money. What we really want to
do is provide the students with
good, cheap priced posters."

1

-by Janet McCleary

I 0 '76

F

Jordan's fashion merchandising class provided the
entertainment for the District
Conference held
Nov. 11 at Durham High
School.. Fifteen other schools
from the
Raleigh-DurhamHenderson area also participated in the conference.
The class chose the theme
"Fall Disco '76" for their
fashion show. This theme was
chosen in keeping with the
show's new disco style. Mrs.
Beam, teacher of fashion.
merchandising comm_ented on
why the disco style was picked
by saying, "f think everybody's
gone disco duck."
Thirty garments were modeled, all purchased from Montgomery Ward and
The
styles · emphasized
wer
gauchos, jeans, boots, and
coats. The fashion show was
meant to be very contemporary
and casual, different from the
formal atmosphere · at the

annual spring show.
The disco atmosphere was
supported by a lot of dancing
and music. It was further
enhanced by the scenery which
included a motorcycle and a
park bench.
Males are in the fashion cla$S
for the first time this year, and
they modeled in the show .
When asked how he_ thought
the show would turn out, Owen
Scott, one of the models, said,
"I'm optomistic about it. It is a
new experience and we have
expert help from Windy Ward
and Mrs. Beam. I am very
interested in fashion."
. ••··
Mrs. Beam also thought the·
show would be a great success.
She commented, "It's really
original. It's definately now.
It's like nothing we've ever
done before. I've never done a
show with a motorcycle. The
only thing we don't have in it is . .Angie Mclver is enthrailed with.her issue of the Fa_lcon's Cry.
an airplane."
·
Photo by: Paul Cordts
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HOW'S

?

Sourcebook, a !magazine de-.. Leaving high school ca11 be a
signed to be a· source of dramatic lifestyle change for,
informafion, entertainment and :graduates, and
oftentimes
inspiration to seniors during .brings new crises in decisiontheir final months of high ·making. Two articles included
school, will be given free to in Sourcebook should help.
seniors conpliments of the U.S. "Planning Your Future" is a
· step-by-step guide to making
Army.
The 72-page handbook add- decisions; "Student Stress"
resses questions seniors have ·explains why we get uptight-close to graduation, such as ,and how to relieve tension
what to do after high school, when it happens.
how to face adulthood and how · Sourcebook also includes
to begin a career. A number of "The Student Guide to Outdoor
other articles focus on sports ·Fun and Adventure. "Winter
and adventure.
sports, backpacking, white"Senior Year Organizer"
water activities and bicycle
shows seniors how to better touring are featured in this
prepare for the future by section--complete with basic
organ1Z1ng themselves right _information for beginners, and
now. Suggestions include tak- .tips for the more experienced.
Other articles contained in
ing aptitude tests, researching
career information and learning . Sourcebook'77 are an introduchow to better organize their tion to science fiction, an
time.
·account of high school life in
For those seniors who are eight different countries, a
ready to think about careers, ·primer to everyday law and a
"Career Directions" offers collection of ways to stay fit.
.in-depth information on six
Seniors can get their free
training alternatives from app- 'copy of Sourcebook from their
renticeships to college co-op faculty advisor.
programs.
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by Lucy Gardner
just had too many
roblems managing my life.
m not a cyclops with three
and five arms," is what
Jordan student said when
sked about her reasons for
ing to see a psychiatrist.
Why does a person go to see
psychiatrist? Dr. David
pnes, a psychiatrist practicing
Duke, says, "depression,
hxiety, behavior problems
family, school and
ciety. There are many
asons." Five to ten million
mericans today suffer serious
eR.res_?ion with millions m_ore
uffering milder depression,
is is just one type of
motional i11 ness.
Jordan students who were
sked why they go to a
sychiatrist replied, "I was
ixed-up. I was having family
roblems and I had trouble
andling moving into a new
ituation." Another student.
eve a led, ''I had psych'oscimatic

illnesses like headaches, dizzi- studerrt explains, '"There are
ness and insomnia."
two chairs. There is just a real
Today, seeing a psychiatrist relaxed atmosphere with free
is becoming a more acceptable association between the psychithing as people realize that· atrist and I. I do what I want
emotional illnesses do exist. to. I can cuss him out if I feel
One Jordan student, agreeing like it." Another student gives Morehead scholarship
Martin,
ris
with this, said, "My doctor said this view of modern psychiatry ... Diane Peake, Katrina Dalton, Margaret
.95 percent of the people .. "I just sit in a comfortable
·
walking around today could chair. It's a really relaxed ..............................................._,,.....,...,.....,.....,.....,......,.....,.....,....,......,.....,..,.,,...,.,......,......,.....,_
benefi.t
sort of atmosphere. My psychologist is
psychiatric help. Going to see a not the stereotype doctor he is
psychiatrist is nothing to be young and good
He
embarrassed about or ashamed will usually take the lead and
of." Another student who has we will just start talking."
seen a psychiatrist said, "No,
All the interviewed Jordan
I'm not embarrassed to admit students agreed their visits to
I've seen a
psychiatrist.· psychiatrists were very beneEverybody has problems, mine ficial. They feel it's a luxury
just seemed-, to me, a little having someone to talk to and
more intense."
help sort out their problems. A
Despite modern enlighten- psychiatrist is objective, somement there remains the image one who is not attadied to your
of the patient laying on . the problem, One student said,
The nominees from Jordan who are not outstanding in a!!
couch and the doctor saying, "Seeing a psychiatrist can be
for
the John Motley Morehead three of these categories from
"What seems to be the very beneficial if you're willing
problem?"
th_is n?t ·to be open and share your Award have been announced. receiving a scholarship. The
Katrina
Dalton,
Margaret scholarship is in the amount of
the case. Todays psychiatrist 1s problems."
·
more. casual as one Jordan ·
Karis Barton Martin, Angie $2,750 per year for four years,
.
Diane Peake, and which the Morehead FoundCynthia Pilkington were the '.ation judges to be sufficient td .
seniors nominated. .
cover all costs
at Chapel
The Morehead Award is a Hill.
Barton Martin felt that the
scholarship given yearly to
selected students who graduate scholarship judging was not
from an eligible school (Jordan . completely fair. When asked

''I
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r

I
I
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r

ITHE GREAT PUMPKIN SALE

11111111111111111111111111
1

by Carol Carney
unmarried, and meet the· people who are pretty good
The Great Pumpkin rose out
requirements
admission are
to why,
academically
don't"Sometimes
have time
is
an eligiblefor school.),
he said,
bf the pumpkin patch a little
the
University
of
North· to go out for sports or be a
this year as the Student
Carolina at Chapel Hill. The leader." However, Margaret
held its first annual
student must be nominated by Karis thought that the requirethe Nominatrng Committee of ments were fair because the
umpkin sale October 5-15.
umpkins were sold door-tohis school and pass through Morehead Foundation wants
poor and at South Square with
three selection committees. good leaders. Katrina Dalton
ranging from 25 cents to
The Central Committee makes also thought the requirements
0 dollars.
the final decision about the · were fair ... "for a $10,000
The pumpkins were grown by
nominees before they are scholarship,
I'd look for
artha Wilkins, Logan Wilturned over to the Morehead somebody who's really inn's sister, and it was agreed
Program trustees.
volved."
. at the Student Council would
During the entire process of.,. Cynthia Pilkington chose not
'receive 50 percent from each
selection, students are judged to accept her nomination
sale. The Student Council
on moral force of character, necause she " ... had
not
received 110 dollars profit to be
.physical vigor 1
scholastic Jreviously considered Caroused for activities voted on by a
- ability. The competitiveness of :na". Cynthia would like to go
tudent poll taken in Novemthe award prevents students LO Princeton instead.
er.
When asked if he was the
. 'Great Pumpkin" the Student
CAMERA & PHOTO SHOPPE, INC.
Council was talking about,
ll07 W. MAIN
P. 0. BOX 2875
Student Council
advisor
DURHAM. N. C. 27705
William B. artholomay said, --"I $tudent Council members Susan Schl§t.seman and Dagmar
"YOUR HOMETOWN KODAK DEALER"
an't tell you that."
Herzog at
,·Photo by: KennethCampbell
i
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by
Engram
Early every morning the age is not being able to attend
...
:iound of roaring engines can be after-school activities since
1 Whg's
turkey? Here's some of ours,,..__._ _ heard all over Durham County. ; they don't finish their route
As the bus pulls up to the first •until 4:00 or 4:30.
stop, a passenger getting on : The advantage of having
can see a sleepy eyed but alert · student bus drivers is that they
student at the wheel; raring to are reliable. "It has been stated
go for the full day ahead.
by other principals that they
Jordan has 14 bus drivers 1have less trouble out of their
this year, most of which have a ·drivers. Adult drivers
.
, as I was
year or more experience. The told, are less likely to be as
majority of these enjoy their enthusiastic about the job as
work. It gives them an ·are students. Adult drivers call
opportunity to earn money, ·in sick, report late, etc.," said
meet people, and gain a better Mr. Guess, who is in charge of
- bus drivers.
sense of responsibility.
The bus drivers have no fear . There are some problems
David Whitfield-Angie Dean cause he's a real yummy
of accidents. They feel that they ·with student drivers, however .
.because she can t€eter precar- turkey.
Donald Adderly- Jennifer Jen- are capable of handling this According to Mr. Guess, ''The
iously ..
'
responsibility and have no need two biggest problems with
.Mr. Guess-My favorite ji\re kins
turkey
is
gobble
gobble Leslie Caulkins-John Chancel- to worry. According to driver having students drive the buses
lor of NBC News because he Mark Waller, "If you worry is that first, the pay is so low,
Broderson.
called Mao Tse-tung a "pea- about all your responsibilities and second, we've lost a lot of
Mr. Hill-Janet McCleary
sant under glass."
you'll worry yourself to death.'·' ·drivers because they get tickets
Janet McCleary-Mr. Hill
There are few problems with ·while not driving the bus and it
Mr. Ham-Being a Ham, I'd Susan Rigsby-John Williams
because
he's
always
flapping
·the
students riding the bus, but causes them to lose their bus
rather not comment.
when disciplinary methods are license."
Kris Hartwig-I don't 'know; I his mouth.
Steve Cline-one well-done
necessary, the bus drivers do
When some of the bus
like them all.
Rash-Tom
Sprinkle one of two things; either pull drivers were asked what they
Audrey Green-Mr. Grey be- Reeva
over to the side of the road and ·have learned, some of their
cause I like the way he struts because he acts like one.
Chuck Henderson and Brian investigate the situation; or if resl?onses were: Cedric Bayshis stuff.
Chris Balis-I'm my favorite Grunert-Kevin Adcock because ·the situation is beyond the , more-" I have learned responshands of the busdriver, it is ibility and learned to care for
turkey but hotdogs are okay he thinks he's Joe College.
Kim Leonard-Susan Taylor reported to Mr. Guess, who others besides myself:" Lisa
too.
The football team-Phil Greer because she's always gobbling ;takes the necessary action. Klingel-"! have learned to
;Mark Waller commented, "I ·drive a stick shift:" Mark
because he's got the best up her food.
Mr.
Hall-Ric::hard
Nixon
!never
really have had any Waller-"I have learned how to
looking turkey legs.
trouble with the students. get out on time and how to set
Ms. Simon-John Wayne beWhen I first started driving, an example for other studMr. Guess told me that the ents."
, ·students would try me out and
This year's bus drivers are;
• · they did. After this everything ·Tim Alston, Ernie Anglin
was alright."
,Cedric Baysmore, Mike Hay'.
The hours of the bus driver ·Chuck Henderson, Lisa Klinare somewhat of a disadvant- gel,
Ava
Lassiter,
Tony
age. Most drivers have to get Maddox, Jeff McGhee, Joe
up between 6:15 and 6:30, Pietrantoni, Charleen RiggsArthur
which prevents them from bee, Owen Scott
sleeping
late
like
other Thomas, and Mark Waller.
st ents.
·
.f,'

The National Honor Society
Members are offering free
tutoring services to any student
who needs help. Students who
want tutoring contact Mr.
Culbreth or the guidance office.
Student Council has been
sponsoring a pumpkin sale to
raise money. Upcoming projects include Student 1.0' s and
the paving of the parkiog lot
driveway.
The Talon staff has been
workilJg steadily on promotion-·
al and annual sales last month.
Annuals were on sale for $9.00.
OSIBA
encourages interested students to join their
club. Initiation of new members
is currently being held.
library Club is featuring a
poster sale _to raise money.
Catalogs are available in the
library from which the posters
can be ordered.
DECA has elected new
officers and plans to participate
in District Competition at
Durham High. Jordan will
present a fashion show for
entertainment that will feature
DECA members.
Interact recently went on a
field trip to the Governors Inn
where they met with members
of the Dl\rham Rotary Club to
discuss ideas for community
projects.

---.

-

--

Who's Your
Favorite
Turkey?

untry uns
On and On

SS

by Mike Kesler
, Gordon Sims.
"He kills us ... we die every
Kim Setzer, the only woman ''I can keep up with them/'
day!" commented Cross Coun- on the Cross. Country team, Randy said
even though
try runner, Kris Hartwig when said that the team was "doing Cross Country was ' hard to
asked about coach John Gray's okay, I guess." ·when asked start," he thinks running with·
determination to finish the what it was like being the on.ly the team is "just great!"
Cross Country season with a woman on the team, she . Senior Jim Buzzard, new to
12-10 record. So far, the team's replied, "At first I didn't like the team this year, was asked if
standing is 8-5, and Mr. Gray lt.:.'iiow it's all right." When he enjoyed being on Cross'
remarked, "We're having a asked if he enjoyed having Kim Country. He replied, "I used
good season, but we still on the team, runner Gordon to," and went on to explain that
lack the depth we need ... I still Sims remarked, "It's nice, but ·distance running was not
don't have a strong fifth man to she won't take showers with becoming easier as he got used
place in the competition."
us!"
to it because,"Gray runs you
Coach Gray stated that one of harder ... He's a sadistic
Mr. Gray mentioned that his
good 'runners were ·cordon the major problems of the team dwarf!"
Sims, Chuck Newfield, and : was the "lack of interest." He .. The team is confident of· a
Kris Hartwig, and remarked said that the teaf11 needs more victory over Orange all ,;eets ·
that Newfield is the most · participation, especially from with them, and is fairly sure of
imprnved runner from last sophomores.
coming out aheac: . of Vaidel\ear. Tiire illeam consists of
The only sophomore on the, Whitley i.f they pefj.orm weff in
":Wis Bam;,, .J.l im Buuanl. joe\. Cross Country team is Randy . the competition. The only
..fry, IKJrif!; Hartwig Randy . Jackson. When asked how he school the Cross, Country team'.
, ekson, Chuck Newfiefd, '.fared against the j4niqrs and is worri.ed' about bgilting is·
Grant Service, Kim Setzer, and · _seni_ors on tl:ie team, he
High.
:Bus driver Tim Alston is
1

0

. .
go.

Photo by: Mike· Ellis
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The Question of the Month-

t

LK. · Thompson-"! think it's
good, I agree with it. If you get
girls that can take it they should
be allowed to play and if they
.can contribute and if they prove
all for it.
.themselves against other com- makes it more enjoyable.
'petition, they should be ori the doesn't bother me at all.
team.''
'helps build the team spirit, I

Kim
'If a
enough to make
team they
should have co-ed varsity
sports. They should take the
best people whether they are
girls or boys."

Mr. Gray-"lt depends on who
the co-ed is. In some situations
it is ridiculous. You learn
sportsmanship and cooperation
whether it is co-ed or not. It's
the socialism that counts. In
some sports like swimming, it
doesn't matter."

I think that
·co-ed sports are beneficial to
both the male and female ego.
.The only thing wrong is that it
isn't practical. Somebody
would get hurt."

Not pictured
Mr. Avery-"lt depends on the
sport; football, no; volleyball
yes. Girls can't compete with
boys in football because of the
nature of . the contact sport.·
Basketball, no; tennis, yes;
gplf, yes." -··

cases women can compete ·with

stay a male soort because most
girls just aren't built for it. I
think girls on the soccer team
are great.''
·

Co-ed sports is becoming a
controversial issue over the
entire country. Jordan High
School students do not have
this problem. Jordan has co-ed
gym classes and a few co-ed
varsity sports. There are many ..
varied opinions among Jordan
students and teachers. When
asked the Question, ''What do
you think of co-ed varsity
sports,"
they
replied:

men.''

Phyllis Elliott-"! think it's a.
good idea. That includes
football and basketball unless
there is enough interest for a
separate girls team. In most

·

Beth Gehweiier-"The girls will
never get a chance to play. I
can't think of one sport that
they could get a chance to play
unless they were really, really
good at it."

sf I

I t

by Neely Currin
towards contributing as much
What makes a successful to the betterment of the team as
athlete? Why are athletes possible. In order for any
important? What kind of athlete to acquire these goals
satisfaction does an athlete he or she must be determined,
obtain from participating in a dedicated, patient, and mature.
sports program?
A successful athlete uses
Setting goals is one of the these goals in a way most
most important aspects of beneficial to him or her. The
being an
athlete.
When connotation of "successful"
"attacking'' a sport, according does not necessarily refer to the
:wait Pickett-"! suppose that to many of Jordan's athletes, one who places first, third, or
<having girls on a team is good each participant must work even thirty-third, but to the one
for male and female members towards being the best he or who is always willing to do his
·of the t"'am."
she can be as individuals and. or her best. It is also the person
...._•who is able to accept defeat
LOLLZ ·:) 'N 'Wl?Lj.ln(1
Aa11eA adoH OH£
with honor as well as the thrill
·011
S3NOf X31V
of victory. The successful
athlete is willing to become
involved, to take on responsibilities, and is agreeable to try
new things.
Cross Country coach John '
. ... .
Cray,
"'8111111111aaiiirimiliiiiiiilii!iiiii111io1111!1Riillliiiaiiaa;;..,,.....,..........,-....._llilllfliiiiiiliiiiliillillillflllliliilllllllllllllflllllllillllllllllllllllllll what sports is all about at this
age--learn about discipline,
responsibility, and building
oneself physiologically. Rewards are different.
Why bother to participate?
SENIORS!
Jordan Jellyfish swimmerL
TRY OUT FOR
Chris Stockton, feels it is
important to participate regardless of "whether you win, lose,
or get killed, as long as you
try." Rewards are different to
each individual also. Many
, athletes expressed the satisfaction of victory as their biggest
Reserve your job
reward. Crosscountry runner,,
for summer now!
Kris Hartwig, enjoys the
If you make our
"competition." Al Newsome,
team, you can
president
of FCA, and member
pick your job,
of
Jordan's
baseball team, feels
training, and location-guaranteed in writing.
sports "builds self-confidence"
And we'll hold it for up to 9 months.
and "makes me feel needed."
So, in tribute to all the numb
Don't wait though-the best jobs and locations go
quickly.
bench-warmers, to all the fifth,
sixth, and tenth place runners
about Army opportunities.
to all the tennis players
have convinced themselves
Staff Sgt_. Donald Moore
jthey missed a shot because of a
· 117
.-st •.
llarge "hole" in their racquet,
P.O. Box 4
and to all the swimmers who
27702
Durham,
C.
sink in the middle of the pool,
you are successful athletes, as
1
ong as you do your
II

Lauren Chesnut-" If the gir s
can compete it's okay, but I
think basketba!.l ..and football
are male sports. Football will

Not pictured

Josh lack-"I think it's bad
mainly because if there is
co-ed team either girls or guys
will be excluded. Some may be'
pushed aside for a desirable
ratio."

1-----------------------
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:Volleyball Team
"Wins Conference &
First State

Tennis

f ..

Team

{Tournament Game
by Margaret Karis
The girl's varsity volleyball · The team entered the state
team won its
conference tournament with a 115-1 record.!
tournament by beating Vaiden- They played against Raleigh-.
Whitley i_n two exciting games, Broughton on Monday, Oct. 25 ·
15-14, 15-5, on Thursday, Oct. in Jordan's gyni. Raleigh21.
Broughton is a 4A
Mrs.
members were fair!y Harris still feh
Jordan had. '.Vulleyball players look on"'" c:)ach Harris gives last minute
confident that they would win a good chance to win, however. . .
.
" ·
the match. As the team's She said, "Broughton has a; · mstruct10ns.
Photo by: Ken Campbell
coach, Mrs. Harris, said, tremendous bump-set-spike ;. .
"There was no reason why we game but their gym has a fifty shouldn't have won. We beat foot clearance, so they won't be
0
them in two games, 15-1, and used to the fast rebounds our
15-5, in their own gym." The gym will give .them." Senior
only uncertainty for victory was team member Gwen Rankin,
in that Vaiden-Whitley beat said before the game, "If we
Southern High, the only team p·lay together as a team, we can
that was able to beat Jordan.
do wel I."
The team was very happy
And did they ever play well! •
,
with their victory.
Team As spectator, Amy McElhaney
The 1976 soccer season is Jordan's soccer team does not
member, Phyllis Ellio!t said, said, "They played the best almost over. Looking at the, have a very good record, there
"We've been in second place I've ever seen them play." performance of Jordan's soccer· is a small increase of interest.
for two years in a row, missing Jordan beat Broughton in three team(2-8), they have lost more· The first vear they had fifteen
players, the second, twenty,
first place by only about 'one fast-moving; games 15-4, 15-6, games than they have won.
game'. It felt great to be a and 15-111 Team member
Coach Lindsey listed the and this year, twenty-five
winner for a change!"
Phyllis Elliott said, "It was a reasons for this: "The first and players who are willing to
tough garTie, but everybody most important reason,
our. practice to improve, and most
•
12layed wel'I." _ _
_
inexperience. Here at Jordan, of all, to participate.
The financial situation of the
Mr. Hill was publicizing for we practice soccer for only
the team's last games to get three years, so this is a new soccer team is getting better.
·students to support the players game for us. Another reason is For several weeks, team
who, he 'telt, did not receive that our goalkeeper, Mark members have been selling
enough recognition for their Metzgar, was injured and candy bars. "The result till now
fine athletic ability and great couldn't play four games which is about $330 and we hope to
record. The girl's volleyball we would have won with him. reach $400 to pay for the twelve
team has a better record than What we also need is more ball new soccerballs we got at the
any other team has at Jordan skill, th;:it means passing, beginning of the season, and
this year.
shooting skili, etc." Even if with luck we can keep
money for the team,

s
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Improvements

Finishes
With 4-2

Record
Jordan High School girls'
tennis. team is going to the
sectionals with a 4-2 record.
The sectionals are to be held
mainly at Chapel Hill High·
School.
On October 21, the tennis
team played Durham Academy.
J HS won with a 6-3 score.
Senior Laura Collins played
Elizabeth Olds in singles. Their
score was 7-6,6-1.
Laura
commented on the match as a
whole by saying, "We beat
them more this time than the
last time we played them."
Junior Sharon Hammond added, "They've become a 101
stronger since last year, whlcr
gave us more competition."
The tennis team will bE
losing seniors Laura Collins
Angie Mciver, and Marior
Pope.

L

,
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The J HS varsity football back to the fift22n. After being
team was dealt a 12-8 loss in a pushed back to the. '.ifteen,
con f erence c I h W 'ith the . Orange attempted a field goal
Orange Senior High Panthers, , that fell short for no score. Both
bringing their conference re- teams then exchanged possescord to 1-1, and their overall· sion of the bail. Then Orange
record to 2-5-1.
recovered a fumble in Falcon
Neither team was able to get territory and drove to the
a scoring drive started but in Falcon's twelve. Once again,
the last minutes of the first however, the Jordan defense
1
'1Ht
· quarter, the Falcons punted the was able to keep the Panthers Falcons shuw their strength against Orange. Photo by: El
2110
l'(d.
ball away to the Panthers, and from scoring. The Falcons took " - - - -----------on the next play Orange possession of the ball on their Orange intercepted a Falcon passing, 90 yards to 60 yar
t)Ul2..\-\1l¥"'1, N·C...
fumbled with the Falcons own twelve yard line and drove pass and carried it 53 yards for The Falcons even recove:
489-3<t4S
picking it up in Panther down to the Orange fifteen, but a touchdown. The try for. the - three fumbles in Orange's ti
territory. Two plays later Ray were unable to score with time extra point was once again · but the Panther interception
Manion pulled in a 36-yard running out. The first half score futile. Neither team was able to the third quarter made
touchdown pass from Falcon was: Falcons 8; Panthers 0.
score after that point and the difference in the outcome.
quarterback Phil Greer in the
Momentum quickly changed Falcon's hope for a victory
With a conference record
last seconds of the first quarter. hands as the Panthers returned faded as the dock ticked off the .1-1, Jordan sti 11 has a
. On the extra point Greer found the second half kickoff 72 yards final seconds of the game with take the title. Head coach Jc
Reggie Barnett wide open in for a touchdown. Their try for the scoreboard reading Orange 'Popson expressed his feelir
the end zone, making the the extra point was futile. The 12; Jordan 8.
on Jordan's chances. "l
score--J HS 8; Orange o.
Falcons still maintained an 8-6
Not only does the score show Southern game will make
In the second quarter the lead. Jordan Falcons then took it was a dose game, but the break us, if we play up to 1
Panthers took the kickoff and possession of the ball on their statistics were also close. potential we'll win. We have
moved fheir ojfens_e do\/Vn_ to own twenty yard line and; Orange outrushed the Falcons good a chance at the title
the Falcon's four yard line, but own 20-yard line and moved it: 163 yards to 111 yards, but the anyone else."
the Falcon deferi_se forced them to their 45, and on the next play Falcons held the edge in the_· !
c
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KARIS AND CLINE HONORED IN
NATIONAL MERIT COMPETITION
The semifinalists in the compete as a finalist. The
National Merit Scholarship student must maintain a high
Program were announced on academic standing, documentSeptember 16. Steve Cline and ed by an academic report. In
Margaret Karis, Jordan sen- addition, the student must do
iors, were among
those well on the SAT, and complete
selected.
an application form, which
Steve and Margaret received includes a description of the
their official notification about a student's extracurricular activiweek later. Steve commented, ties. "You have to keep writing
"It's really terrific." Margaret your name over and over," said
expressed a real desire to win: Margaret.
"I hope I can make it as a
If Steve and Margaret are
finalist.''
selected as finalists, they will
A lot of hard work goes into become eligible to win scholarbecoming a finalist. A high ships. The National Merit
score on the P.SAT/NMSQT Sch·olarship Corporation
must be obtained in the (NMSC) gives away 1000 $1000
student's junior year to qualify scholarships yearly, and all
as a semffinalist in his senior finalists' names are sent to
year. A selection index of 191 or coUeges around the country.
higher was needed. The The colleges then choose
selection index is simply twice finalists from among those
the score on the verbal section wishing to attend the country.
plus the score on the math those wishing to attend their
section. A selection index of . school, and sponsor them.
191 places the student in the These students may receive
top .5 percent of the national from $250 to $1500 in
graduating high school class. ·scholarship money. At least
Once a student has become a 1,525 of these awards are given
semifinalist, it is necessary to ·annually.
do several other things to • All finalists throughout the
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nation will be competing for
these scholarships. Although
the number of finalists is not
yet known, there are 15,244
semifinalists, about 90 percent
of whom will become finalists.
.Photo by
Although our share of the Merit Semifinalists
semifinalists is unusually low
this year, the NMSC cautions
against any conclusions drawn
from the number of students
chosen from any class, school,
or area. One possible explanation for the low number this
year is a higher selection index
requirement than last year,
causing a few borderline cases
\
to fall just snort of becoming
Pascal Strupler is
.here in Durham. lee White, his
AFS student from Naters, a AFS brother, is a junior at
semifinalists.
.Mr. Ralph Todd, guidance small
town
in
southe
Jordan. Pascal has liked best
counselor at Jordan, feels that Switzerland. Pascal lives there about America "The
all high school
students with his parents and one of the people--so open-mindconsidering further education younger sister. He likes sports, ed."
should take the PSAT /NMSQT. runs for his school's track team,
Pascal has noticed many
When asked for his analysis of and is a Boy Scout. Pascal differences between j ordan
the program, he said, "It's a speaks French at · home, and his own school. Students
very fine program. It's an German in school, and studies attend high school in Switzerexcellent program, tremen- English and Latin.
land·lintil they are 20 years old.
dous."
Pascal arrived in Durham They do not go to school on
The PSAT /NMSQT will be Aug. 26th, after a four-day stay Wednesday afternoon, but they
given on Oct. 19 and 23 this in New York where the AFS do Saturday morning. Pasc:al
year.
students talked and received has 14 classes and attends
information about their up different classes every day. He
coming year. He came to cannot choose his own courses
America to learn our language, in Switzerland and likes this
meet many different people, , feature of Jordan very much.
and to learn about our culture He also likes all the dubs and
first-hand.
sports here which they do not
Pascal is staying the year -have in his school.
with the Charles V\'hite family

STUDENT IS
FOR El

SPEAKS

ATTER

4 ,
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;...._ _ _ _ _

WINKIN' BLINKIN'

PSAT TO

AND TODD

BE GIVEN
Jordan will administer the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test on Saturday morning, Oct.
23. The PSAT is a test primarily
for juniors and· is highly
recommended for all students
who plan to attend a post high
school educational institution.
Through the PSA T/NMSQT the
student can find out what the
SAT is like; can predict SAT
may estimate chances
of getting into and/or succeeding in college; may participate
in Student Service Program by
colleges. Additionally,
the
PSA T/NMSQT is the only
means by which a student may.
compete for a National Merit
scholarship. Registration for
the test will open up in
Guidance on Oct. 1. The fee for
the test wi II be $3 .25.
Guidance recommends that
all· juniors planning post high
school education take the
PSA T/NMSQT in October.
Then, take the SAT in the
spring of the junior year.
Additional information on all
tests are available in

J I \

Jo
M'< TAANSCS \P.iS ?!
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The staff of the "Falcon's Cry"
urges alf interested students to
submit letters to the ed.itor.
Letters must be signed, but
names will be withheld upon
request. Letters are subject to
condensation.

3 -.ge_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;.P_

Halloween is fast approaching. The night air is
becoming crisp and cool. The sky now reflects the
season, with long, threadlike clouds stretching across a
silver Harvest moon. Before any of us know it, stores
will be filled with huge cutouts of leering goblins,
glow-in-the-dark fangs, Dracula blood and other
Halloween novelties. Pint sizedwitches and pirates will
look forward to the night when they can run through the
streets, ring doorbells and yell "Trick or Treat!" Along
with the seasonal delights, however, come seasonal
dangers.
Young children, their eyes misted by the ihoughtof
an upcoming candy supply, are not aware of these
dangers. Older children, however, are becoming more
and more aware of the number ofHalloweendangers
are increasing every year.
large
Every November 1, one is distressed by
number of morning-after accounts of children being
poisoned by toxic substances placed in innocent looking
treats, of children being cut by razor blades pushed into
shiny apples, or children being abducted while
trick-or-treating. These yearly reflections of a
demented society cause most oarents to fear for
safety of their children on Halloween night. Many
children are forced to watch the yearly house-t,o-house
scurryings through the window because a justifiably
anxious parent prevented them from participating.
Although we qs Jordan students are not directly
associated with Halloween since most of us gave up'
trick-or-treating years ago, we should still be concerned
about the safety of our brothers and sisters on
Halloween night. Children under ten should not be
allowed to go trick-or-treating unless accompanied by
an older brother or sister or parent. Little children,
especially, do not need to cover every house in town.
An older brother or sister could easily drive them up
and down several streets, letting them off at each house
where the family is know. This would prevent any
needless parental worrying. An added precautionary
measure is to throw out all home-made treats and fruit.
Although the chance of their containing poison is very
little, the risk of eating them is still too ·great. '
One alternative to driving children around is to forget
the door-to-door trick-or-treating and have a small
Halloween party for your brothers, sisters, and their
friends instead. A small Spook Alley could be
constructed in a dark room and games such as Bobbing
For Apples and Passing the Doughnut could be played.
Add some spooky music and lots of seasonal
refreshments, and this party could very well be more
popular than trick-or-treating, and certainly much
safer.
It is up to us as older brothers or sisters to look after
our defenseless siblings. It is not too much to ask of any
of us to do something this Halloween to prevent the
skyrocketing number of Halloween fatalities.

Getting to talk with a guidance counselor about
SA T's and college applications is a tooth and nail
battle. First, Mrs. Scott or a guidance office aid must be
hunted and pinned down to write out an appointment.
Then, one has to fight his way through the crowds who
just so happen to have an appointment with the same
counselor at the same time as four or five other people.
As students wait in line, the bell rings and another
period of the mounting "15 days" is wasted.
This bothersome problem can not be blamed
completely on the counselors or the office personnel.
They are willing to help but three counselors car:rnot do
much for 300 panicked seniors who ask themselves
"Why didn't I talk about all this I as t ye a r?''
One way to avoid "The Senior Panrc" would be a
mandatory meeting of every junior with a counselor.
The junior year is the time for advice about SAT's,
It is
college choice and vocational plans.
understandable that without study halls, it would be
difficult to arrange, but not impossible.
Appointment slips have been proven worthless. The
main reason for this ineffectiveness is that both the
counselors and their personnel make appointments
without notifying one another, or keeping record. It is
not a wonder that several people have a:n appointment
with the same counselor in the same period.
Another difficutty with the Guidance center is the
lunch-time .crowd. Students decide to buzz on over to
the Guidance Center to ask one simple question or
make an appointment. They are met by ten to fifteen
students waiting for the same thing.
The problem of the personnel-counselor communication could be solved by posting a chart outside the
Guidance Center. The chart would have all the possible
periods vertically written and the counselors avaflable
. horizontally written. On the chart, students could sign
up for an appointment two days in advance so that they
might check with the appropriate teacher about the
class he would be missing. The counselors themselves
could mark out the times that they are not available.
Urgent meetings could be made by the traditional
appointment slip at a time no one has signed up.
A similar chart could be made in 15 minute intervals
for the lunch-time crowds. These spaces could be filled
in at Break or whenever there is a blank space on the
chart. Those who signed up for the alloted 15 minutes
are obligated to make it snappy and to be on time for
their appointment in consideration for others.
Guidance for Jordan students could be vastly
improved by improved organization. Students and
counselor's time would not be wasted, arid peace of
mind for seniors could be achieved by bringing order to
the Guidance Center.
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THE. YiJICE
OF THE
SOPHOMORES
Ms. Clark.

Photo by:Mike Ellis

Basically the Sophomore class
New Faces at Jordan Photo by:Ken Campbell
feels that Jordan is much better
than Githens. Most of us
have more and better privileges at Jordan, although there
are a few gripes. One gripe
according to Scott Stewart and
David Dewey is that "We
should be able to go out for
Grateful Dead
lunch."
The Grateful Dead appeared ·biggest songs beginning with
One of the biggest differ- in concert at Duke University the Commodor's hit "Let's Get
ences
between Jordan and on Sept. 23. Tickets, on sale at Started." By the time the
es classes in cratts the last
Githens
is that you are able to local Record Bars, were priced O' Jay's played their most
three periods of the day.
do
a
lot
more
and move around at $5.50 to $7.50. The Grateful popular recording, "For the
"Jordan has good faculty, good
morale. . . has a lot of hard a lot easier at Jordan during Dead played continuously until Love of Money", the crowd was
workers . . . not only respect lunch. We also like the break 1 :00 without a backup group, clapping with excitement.
Junior Colleen Whalen
between students and teachers after second period. The having a one hour intermission
atmosphere here at Jordan, from 10:00 till 11 :00. Junior ·commented on the performaccording to most sophomores, Kelly Royal said, "It was pretty ances by saying, "I reall'r
is either the same as Githens, good, but they didn't play their thought it was a great concert;
or better. You don't feel as best songs." Junior Joel Craig the best I've seen in a long
though there's always someone agreed with this, commenting time. Both groups played rea
watching. We're treated more that they didn't play "Truckin' • good, and you could tell it b1
as adults.
"or"CaseyJones"
the people." Junior Aller
In the area of classes,
Aldridge said, "It was out osophomores feel. that the
O'jay's .t commodores
sight!"
courses are better because
On September 23,
the
The O' Jay's came back for ar
there is more of a selection and O' Jay's and the Commodors encore, which ended a concer1
you can gear your schedule to came together at Reynolds . that many people had wa.itec
your career goals. Teachers are Colliseum, to put on a months to see. Junior
a different story here at Jordan. double-ticket concdert.
"Swartz said, "It wasn't <
A lot of sophomores don't like
Both groups played their . let-down."
the teachers here as much as
those they had last year. Most
of them feel the teachers expect
too much. I personally feel that
photo by: Mike
this isn't true but it is just the
transition from Jr. High to High
Jordan needs more art, more School everyone warned us
crafts, more music, merely, about and that we'll just have to
mqre fine arts."
,
hit the books and work hard.
· · Mr. Carpenter is new to According to some sophonres.
the teaching field. He received such as Donna Winslow,
his degree in May, and will "Teachers don't seem to be as
teach history this year at concerned." There I'll have to
Jordan. Mr. Carpenter's
agree in most cases but I think·
daughter graduated from Jor- it's mainly because we're new ·
dan and is presently a and they don't know us very
sophomore at UNC at Chapel well yet. It could also be caused
stuff
Hill. His son is a junior at Texas by the great number ot .....
A & M, and his wife is a nurse students each teacher has to
at the Y_A
Mr. work with. But, in general, us
Carpenter is the tennis coach sophomores like Jordan much
won:ien. at better than Githens.
for both men
Jordan, and enioys his iobi:
- - - · · ··-, -"very much." When asked!
why he decided to
here, I
"6 llllt
All'lil
Mr. Carpenter replied that he 1
,,...,,
thought
Jordan
was
"a
489-.
ii£
first-rate school. .. best high
9101
school in this end of the'
Llt,tNSED 8"1 1liE. STA1E Of
country."
KE.WOOD

TEACHER
FEATURE
Jordan High School has five
new teachers on it's staff this
year. They include Ms. Fran
Ferrell, Mr. Carson Holloway,
Ms. Joyce Mitchell, Ms. Jean
Clark, and Mr. Royal Carpenter.
Ms. Ferrell is a graduate of
Southern High School
in
Durham, and commented that
many of her students are the
children of friends she had
there. She taught business and
accounting courses in Wisconsin before she moved to
Massachusetts. Ms. Ferrell did
not know she had a job here at
Jordan until one week before
classes were to begin. She
mentioned that she is still
getting settled in her new
home. Ms. Ferrell remarked
that the students at Jordan are
"willing to learn," and that
they are "very nice and
polite." She stated that she
enjoys teaching here.
Another new teacher is Mr.
Carson Holloway. He is a
graduate of Durham High and
attended Duke University. He
says Jordan students are
"much more. disciplined." He
is teaching English and math
classes.
Holloway is also
Jordan's new men's ·track
coach. He remarked that he
chose to come to · Jordan
because he liked the people on
the track team, and because the
school is the "best one
around."
Ms. Mitchell comes from
Hillside High School where she
taught Spanish classes. Two of
her children are graduates of
Jordan, and she commented
that she has wanted to teach
·here ever since. Ms. Mitchell
remarked that Jordan students
seemed to be serious about
learning, and seemed to enjoy
it. When asked if she enjoyed
teaching at Jordan,
Ms.I
Mitchell
replied,
"Very
l
much!"
Ms. Clark is also new to
Jordan this year. Shetaughtinl....,......
Albuquerque, N.M. She teachl>krSUN
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Jordan's overcrowded parking lot has been a major
complaint in the past. However, the Student Council hopes
to have solved this problem by
issuing bumper stickers for the
students, The parking stickers
were on sale during the week of
Sept, 6-10, Each student was
expected to purchase on sticker
for each car he will be driving to
school this year, The stickers
sold for $,25 and approximately

Talon's version of "Welcome Back, Kotter ...
Staff members of the Talon
are working to obtain sufficient
funds to produce this year's
annual,
' The class' main project has
·been to sell ads to local
businesses,
Ads are the
primary source from which the
annual is produced. According
to staff advisor Rachel Simon,
','We have not met with as

Page 4

much su'ccess sell mg ads as
was hoped,"
Boosters are being sold to
individuals and businesses at
the price of $5, $10, and $15
each, These bronze, silver and
gold boosters are donations
made to help finance the
yearbook. With each booster,
the donator's name is printed
on a designated page in the
annual. Staff member Julie

"tleaver commented, "Producing the yearbook is costly, but
with the· aid of the boosters we
hope to produce a larger and
better annual this year."
The Talon staff held an
assembly for all students on
Oct, 6 to promote annual sales,
. Annuals went on sale Oct, 6,
The cost of an annual is $9,
showing no increase in price
from last year.

#'

450 were sold,
Ms, Ramey, Student Coun
advisor, stated, "The stickE
were sold not for a profit, but
order to recognize drivers
certain cars which wi:
blocking entrances and exi
And, so far everything has go
reasonably well," She add€
"During the rainy days ma
drivers were easily contacted
be told of leaving on th1
lights."

GUIDANCE SAT'S DOWN

Information about the SAT's, opportunity to compete for postage and handling
PSAT's, ACT's, financial aid, scholarships, A Sophomore tran scripts."
and how to apply for admission scholarships,a sophomore can
"More colleges which forn
to colleges is in the Guidance take the PSAT in both /their Jordan students now attE
Center. The guidance counsel- sophomore and junior year but request the SAT rather than 1
ors are available to talk to any sophomore and junior year but ACT. Some will accept eitl
student with an appointment,
if they are going to take it once, one, To be sure, you sho1
Financial aid forms (FAF) are it. s;hould be in their junior refer to the college handbook
available in the Guidance year."
the Guidance Center."
Three members of
Band
office, For details, contact Ms,
Ms, Carter-Moore advises
"If a student has m2
"Students should colleges in mind, they sho1
Carter-Moore, In October, the seniors,
who
took
Fourth
Place
on
Duke
Band
- - - - - · - · · · - - · - - - - - - ·...._ _ _ _ _
FAF will sponsor a workshop on apply early even if their read about them .in the catak
.how to fill out the form, transcripts aren't ready, The and handbooks and limit I
Announcements will be in the school can send the transcript:. applications to three or f
bulletin for the workshop and later. The important thing is to cotleges, Apply early. l
further information.
apply early, When the seniors transcripts can be sent later
The SAT will be given at submit a,rplications to institu- in-state schools."
J ordan three times during the tions there is a $.25 fee to cover
1976-77 school year, The dates
.....
_,.
and other information regard·
Jordan's Keyette Club has children compete for the gold. ing the test are 1isted below. ,
been holding meetings to At the end of the year the club The cost of the SAT is $7.25.
decide on new members and to will do something special just
Where
make decisions on long range for them.
available in the Guidance
plans for the coming school
This years club has 36 Center . for the SAT on
___;_______
year.
members of which 23 are new ,November 6th, There is an·
The Keyette Club ·is a girls ones. The club's advisor is Ms, extra $4.00 fee for late
service organization sponsored Charlotte Wilkinson, a new registrants.
'
I
by the Kiwanis Club, Their guidance counselor at,jordan.
Coming soon to Jordan is a.J
motto is "We Serve" and that The President is Dede Dugan film called "Let's Talk About ,.
is basically what they do, They with Alyson Hicken as Vice The SAT." The short film ""'-"""
serve their school and commun- ·President, Allison Jones as explains about the test; what it,
ity by raising money for worthy Secretary and Kathy Kelly as is like, how to prepare for it, r, .....
causes and generally helping Treasurer. Dede thinks that how it differs from the :::tuJe. '"'\- f\pri \
those who cannot help them- she has "got a really good achievement test and answers p.-...--.-......,;,i:..-......,.......
selves. The girls wish to group of girls" and she thinks frequentJy asked questions by
"adopt" an underprivileged this will be a great year for the students about the test.
·
child through the Christian keyettes.
lhe PSAT will be given at
Childrens Fund in Richmond
The new members are Jordan on October 23, the cost,
Va. They have also set plans for Lauren Chesnut, Eleni Chris- is $3.25, Guidance counselor
A UNIQUE GIFT SHOP FOR ALL
different activities in the takos,
Gina Clark,
Julie . Ms, Carter-Moore remarked,
months ahead. In Sept. they Cleaver, Jennifer Dalton, An- "The PSAT is for the student I
OCCASSIONS
parked cars during college day, drea Fulton, Jan Furlow, interested in scholarships. It
Next month they intend to work Audrey Green, Sharon Ham- familiarizes the student with
COS'l'UME
• CLOTHING •
in the election doing general mond, Crystal Hogge, Martha the SAT, gives a predicted SAl
work for both parties and Lambert, Kathryn Lutz, Meg score and gives them an
·
driving any who can't make it to Martin, Angie Mciver, Libby
T-SHIRTS • POSTERS • BIACK
the voting area. During Dec. McQuay, Cindy New, Betsy ·
the Keyettes will adopt a needy Peedin, Kathy Rankin, Rose
LIGh"TS • FISIDIBTS • EXOTIC
HOPE VALLEY '66'
family and sponsor the annual Robinson, Carol Robins, Robir
Cans for Kids drive,
Sabiston, Susan Schlasemen
WOODS & BRASS • SUNGLASSES•
RUFUS TILLY
Starting the new year off will and Carol Lynn Seals.
+
be a money raising activity-DUSTY DANCY
possibly a raffle, Then in Feb,
the club will hold a Valentines,
146 SOUTH SQUARE ¥.LALL
party for a retirement or
FOREIGN + DOMESTIC
convalescence home. The big
event in the spring will be the
DURHAM, N. C.
AUTOMOBILE REPAIR
2720 Chapel Hill Road
Special Olympics, This i'S a
miniature version of the real
489-1456
Olympics in which handicapped.

.STUDENTS
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JAZZ BA·ND IS INSTRUMENTAL
Jordan's Jazz Band held its · last year's band members
first practice on Monday night, auditions were not required. "I
Sept. 21. Auditions were held already had my piece ready to
:on Sept.14-17, and 19 musi-. play, and I was lucky enough
;cians were chosen to play.
not to have to audition," said
On Monday, Sept. 13, all Curtis Gregory, who plays the
those who were interested in trumpet.
playing with the band played ·When asked how he feels this
i selections used last year .. year's band wi II rate, Mr.
Auditions were held through Holton, the director .stated,
the week of Sept. 13-17. For
year's band was
bE7st
1

we've ever had, this year's very
possibly could be as good." Bill
Hitchcock, who plays trombone
for the band, added, "There's
too much young blood to tell
right now." Last year the band
received the Outstanding Performance
Award
in
the
Cummings High Jazz Festival,
which took place in March.
The nineteen 1976-77 Jazz
Band members are David
Bollinger,
Donny
Burdick,
Dede Dugan, Dan Dunbar,
Laurie Gianturco, Jim Goodling, Curtis Gregory, Tim
Harper, Lisa Harper, Bill
Hitchcock, Scott Hicken, Kim
Kylstra, Gary Leonard, Joe
Leonard, Rhett Mahaley, David
Marble, Karen Papke, Gordan
Sims, and Mark Woolbright.
The first concert of the year
is scheduled for April 7, and
until the,n nothing much is
planned. The band plans to go
to Jazz Festivals in Burlington
and Wake Forest in the spring,
and to take part in an exchange.
program with a high school in
Vienna, Virginia.

B1-=3.1r Hahh goes for it.! Pho:to:Ken Campbel
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Pep week comes to a climax tricycle race. Points were given
tonight when the 1976 Jordan to the winning teams during the
Homecoming queen is crown- competition. The class with the
ed. The ceremony will be held most team points will win, and
on the football field at halftime the winning class will be
during the game against announced at the game tonight.
Nightime activities included
Vaiden-Whitley.
two powder-puff footbal I
The
queen
will
be
chosen
Tim Harper
today during break from the games and a bonfire pep rally
four seniors on the ·
Thursday night.
coming court. The court
This year students voted to
consists of nine girls; four build murals instead of the
seniors, three juniors, and two traditional floats. The murals
sophomores. Nominations for must coincide witb the theme,
I
the court consisted of nine girls "Everybody is a Star" and all
chosen by the football team and work on the murals will have
I
nine girls chosen by the student been done only at school. The
I
body. The final court was voted murals will be judged on their
on during lunch time on color, creativity, organization
Wednesday.
and theme consistancy. MemPep week consisted of many bers of the faculty will judge
lunchtime and evening activi- the murals tonight and the
ties in addition to the usual winning class will also be
days in which students dress announced tonight at the game.
·according to the theme of that
There has been much
day. Monday was mix-match controversy over the fact that
day, Wednesday was mourning there wi 11 be no floats and
the
course.
He
feels
that
"high
day
for_
Thurs- therefore no raids this year.
I ''In order to pass any course, people would not have sucschool
is
a
training
ground
for
day,
rn
keeping
with
the Students are blaming it on the
l student must be present a ceeded if it had not been for· the rest of ones life. Some Homecoming theme, was "EvStudent Council. Mrs. Ramey,
these
activities.''
hinimum of 75 days per
According to Bobby Booth, colleges will not allow this type erybody Is a Star," and today, Student Council advisor said, "I
emester,
in addition· to
eeting the basic course member of the tennis team, the of absenteeism and since high brought back by popular don't think the students
realized the choice they had,
equirements." This statement rule is "very unfair. I don't school is a training ground I demand, is '50's day.
that
it's
a
good
thing.
'
It
Lunchtime
activities
consistfeel
they
voted between murals,
think
that
it
is
any
of
the
ppears in the · Charles E.
ordan Student Handbook, school's business as to how will keep the students from just ed. of_ the tug-of-war, pyramid and floats that would be built
butldmg, water balloon toss, entirely at school, and the
976-77. Students have been many days a student misses as goofing off."
three
legged race and the murals won."
The
attendance
rule
also
[onfronted with a new regula- long as the reasons for his
covers
students
who
participate
·
are
val
id.''
absentees
!ion regarding attendance. This
Karon Morris, member of the in athletic games. Mr. Guess
legulation states that a student
was also asked if this would
r,ay miss only 15 days of one volleyball and basketball
have any effect on student ·· ·
1emester before he is categor- teams, said, "It's ridiculous, involvement in sports. "No" he :
the
students
that
want
because
ized as automatically ineligible
to pass will be at school, so said, "this policy was set up,
b pass the course.
Jordan students give their there is no need for this rule. I not to hurt any student, but to •·.
eactions to the new rule. feel that a student that can pass encourage students to be in """"?""""'•:·:·:...-•/t:}?
ophomore, Kathryn Lutz stat- with 15 days of absentees school that are out for no } .i);i ;' ji i ii (;i)j
rm
rd, "I think the school is should receive credit for the apparent reason."
Mr. Guess stated that i
rontradicti ng itself, because course.
Assistant Principal Mr. teachers care about their
ach sport is school backed and
acuity are encouraging stu- Charles Guess was asked for
pass and this
way to
of ·.
and is
tryone
to good
get them
ents to participate in school his opinion. He stated that a students
committee at the Durham doing this for students with ·.
ports."
Curtis Gregory, secretary of County Board of Education
committee
of teachers.
to
cases, Jordan
has set up
he Jordan Band said,"1 think brought about a plan to curb aspecial
serve
as
an
appeal
board
to
deal
.
truanc;y
in
the
school
system.
lhat the 15-day rule is very
'Inefficient. Extra-curricular ac- Mr Guess feels that the rule with any one person's opinion
ivity is a part of education. To will help to stop some of the about any case.
you isn't right. I think absenteeism,-that a student
The Greensboro School Sys- . ·..·1·
ur old school from the old should not be given credit for a tern also has a new attendance .
eading, writing, and arith- course if he carelessly misses rule that requires a minimum of
•••·· · · · · · ,\ii' !,ff ;;i!
class 15 days, even if he passes 80 days in attendance per
etic era. I think that many
semester.
Assistant Principal. Charles Gue;; S

115 DAY RULE STUDENTS REACT
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OBA SS
After getting off to a slow
start, the Jordan soccer team
looks forward to a winning
season.
Howard
Lindsey,
soccer
coach at J HS said of the team,
"We just finished playing
Chapel Hill and from now on we.
should win every game." The
Falcon soccer team now has a
1-3 record and has 5 more
games feft in the regular
season.
About the team,
Lindsey remark, "Our defense·
is really terrific back there with
Art Chandler, Stan Sherman,
and Andy Clark. We only need
to work on being aggressive,
passing, and playing positio.n
ball. One of the handicaps we
work under is that Jordan has
no feeder program. That is, no
system of starting kids playing
soccer when they're real young
like Chapel Hill or ·Ravenscroft has. Therefore, we only
have four real returners who
know what to do. This year
most of the team is made up of
people wtio have played soccer

Soccer Team Does It!
Photo by Bobby Whitefield

for only two or three years.
Most schools, like Chapel Hill
or D.A. have people who've
played the game for six to eight
years.''
Players on the J HS soccer·
team are still optomistic. Stan
Sherman, a senior, said, "All·
we need to do is get good ball
control and passing." Tom
Young, also a senior, said of the
team "We have good halfbacks
and full backs but the offense
needs work." Junior Andy "The Cross Country team is
Clark added,
"\(Ve
need having its problems with its 4-6
experience but we· also need record, but things are looking
team
support."
Returning up," said coach John Gray.
players for Jordan include "We're having a so-so season
Kevin Adcock, Brian Bordeaux, so far, but we hope to end up
Ray Bowman, Steve Cline, with a 12-10 record by the
Chuck Henderson, Lee Griffin, Conference meet. I've got three
Brian Grunert, and Mark really strong runners; Chuck
Metzgar. Although soccer at Newfield, Gordon Sims, and
Jordan is still technically a Kris Hartwig, who always win
club, it is essentially a team for me and work hard. We have
sport. Because of its club only 3 rea.1 problems .. One, I
status, the majority of the funds .have no f1_fth. man th rs year.
for equipment, uniforms, etc. Grant Service 1s a good runner
are raised by the players.
my top three, but there ius.
atter my top three, but there is
a gap after that and you need·
another dependable runner to
win. Secondly, none of my
runners started real early. To
be a good runner you need to·
at least in the
grade.

TRACKS ACROSS

THE COUNTRY

af1:er

VOLLEYBALL EYES

Thirdly, there is no support for
Cross Country. No one around
here is really interested in
Cross · Country except the
runners."
Gray went on to explain
what it takes to be a long
distance runner. "Running in
the summer is what makes or
breaks your runner. One of the
best Cross Country runners in
the state, Spach of D.A., runs
at least 15 miles every day in
the summer."
One of the Cross Country
team's top runners,
Kris
Hartwig, added, "We're better
than we were last year, and we
have a g0..od chance of beating
Southern' s
Cross
Country
team." Southern has placed
high in the conference the last
three years.

RAQUET
The J HS girls . tennis tear
got off to a slow start Monda'
Sept. 27, in their meet again;
Ravenscroft. Jordan lost to tll
Ravens 7 to 2.
Returning to the team th
year are Laura Collins, J ennifE
Dalton, Beth Gehweiler, Sha
on Hammond, Angie Melve
.and Marion Pope. The ne1
players include Linda Corri1
Valinda DuBose, Kathryn Lut
Susan Shingleton, Laura Wil
iams, and Beth Woody. M
Royal Carpenter, an Americ2
Studies teacher at Jordan,
the team's new advisor.
Laura Collins, seeded #2 la
year, is playing in the #1 sp1
this year. Laura commente1
"There is no downfall to tt
team; it's a very steady team.
Valinda DuBose, a soph
more playing in the #3 spot f1
theteamsaid, "lenjoythegir
on the team and I think I w
learn a lot about the game."
The team practices eve
afternoon at Hollow Roi
Raquet Club. They are coach<
by Ms. Faye
a
member of Hollow Rock.

CHAMPIONSHIP
Jordan's girl's volieyball
team has opened its season
with an eight game winning
streak.
Phyllis Elliot (co-captain),
Cindy Hayes, Karon Morris
(co-captain), and Gwen Rankin

are the only returning players.·
The new faces on the team·
include Vicki Foster, senior,
Ellen
and Kathy Tilley,
juniors,>. Sandy Draper, Shelly
Lesak, Terry Morris, Janet
Nicholson, Taryn Rodgers and
Donna Winslow, ,all sophomores.
Mrs. Ann Harris feels "The
team has the potential to do
real well, if we just take one
game at a time and concentrate
on it."
Southern, the team's only
conference opponent so far, is
favored as the toughest team in
the conference. Jordan now has
a one game advantage over
Southern.
The Volleyball team has
three more home games-Oct.;
The Jordan High School Clayton. Clayton was also the by the Graham High Sc
13, 18, and 20. State tourna-\ varsity football team played to a leading rusher with a fotal of 93 Red Devils by a score of
The Falcon's will n
ment
will
be
l)Jov .. 6-6 tie with the Jordan- yards.
.
Vaiden-Whitley
tonight in t
1-5.
Mathews Jets on September
The Jets tied the game up 6-6
Co-captain Phyllis Elliot feels 24 .
with three minutes remaining. Homecoming game.
"We will win the conference
The game proved to be a very
As a team, the Falcons
tournament and will play well ._tight defensive game wit..h rushed for a total of 133 .yards. I
a
r'Y\v
in the state tournament."
''neither team scoring in the first ·JHS gained. no. yardage
- m the ·.....,;JO
Shelly Lesak, one of the half.
·
air. The Falcon defense was
UO\i- Bro
Teri. Morr.is bumps
sophomores on the
feels,
The Falcons were the first to ·able to recover one fumble and Servi'nq fine No.ivroi
"Playing volleyball
sus- '·draw blood on a 78 yard pi_cked off_one oass.
T""S
'
th-e- volleyball•
f I d
k g b t
The following_ Friday, Oct... 1• .Ii
...
.a..
Photo
Campbell
rac m
u touchdown
run
by Billy the Falcons were overwhelmed ,_ Vt.. ll'OI'

c....-------------_..
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Coming Soo

by Marydale Abernathy

Despite the months of
rough negotiating with Tamin
productions, the Jordan entertainment committee has
managed to pull off the event
of the year! ·The first
"Woodstock" of this area is
scheduled to be held Easter
Weekend (April 9-12) in the
Jordan football and athletic
fields.

Ensemble members rehearse.

The lineup for the most
spectacular Rock Festival
of the century includes 100 of

Ensemble Concerts Successful
by Heather Cordoni

"Oh, I was overjoyed;
pl4!asarrtly
surprise(L,,,''
commented Choral Music
Department director Mercedes Lytle, when asked how
she felt about Jordan's
reaction to the Ensemble
assembly. The Ensemble
performed three pop music
concerts the third week of
March. The first was for
approximately 375 Githen
students on March 15, the
second for Jordan on March
17, and the
for an
honorary teacher's

Mrs.
music
JHS
be more
to this type
" It has been three
years since the Ensemble
gave a concert consisting

of pop music. Asked whether
she plans to prepare for
another in the future, Mrs.
Lytle
commented,
"It
depends on how Ensemble
progresses next year."
Mrs.
Lytle
seemed
pleased with the audiences'
reactions. Githens and Jordan
both gave standing ovations.
As for the Delta Kappa
Gamma organization, she
commented, "They loved it!"
This reaction was surprising
to some Ensemble members
as the group sang at 9:45 on a
Saturday morning, the piano
was in need of tuning, and the
acoustics were bad.
The songs that were
performed had a total number
of 13 solos. The songs and their
soliosts were: Aquarius-Let
•: with Julie
the Sun
Pierce as
With Me";
Joan Fletcher,
Rock," with Jenny Harrison,
Kris Hartwig, Chuck Hen-

Finge
Irving Scotchbotcher, a
Jordan junior, was the victim
of an unfortunate accident on
April 1 during one of Mrs.
Loretta Hall's chemistry labs.
Irving had his hand on his lab
table when a beaker full of
nitric acid fell off its
ringstand. The acid covered
his hand quickly and burned
through his flesh due to the
high concentration of the acid.
Immediately after the. accident, there was a rush for
the door. Several students ran
to call an ambulance, but
most ran for other· reasons.
Irving,
who
understandably has lost the use
of his hand, has had the
remaining bones sharpened to
a point so that in emergencies
he can hang on to things with
his permanently l::ient fingers.
When asked if the loss of the
use of his hand has caused him

any inconvenience, Irving
said, "Ever since the accident, I have had trouble
tying my loafers." Irving
cited some advantages of his
handicap, "Now nobody expects me to shake hands, and I
don't have to take piano
lessons any more." Irving
also says his newly filed bones

derson, Alison Jones and Ava
Lassiter; "Precious and
Few," with Audrey Green,
Penny Pierce and Andy
Wimberly, and "Ease on
Down the Road." Ensemble
member Angie -Mciver accompanied on piano with help
from Idora Murchison. Dave
Bollinger, Tim Harper and
Logan Wilkins accompanied
on drums and electric guitar.

Deme Blackley and Logan
Wilkins, both seniors, are
Jordan's candidates for the
AFS abroad program for 19771978. They applied with 5 other
people for this program late in
1976.

The hosts of the Rock
Show will be The Rolling
Stones who will be backed up
by Gravel and Sand. The
climax of the concert will be a
final performance by Jimmy

Hendrix, who will sing,
"Welcome Back."
The whole weekend has
been carefully planned and
includes free meals, free
overnight lodging, free 8-track
recordings of the four day live
concert, and free beverages
and cigarettes for everyone.
For Jordan students,
tickets are a quarter and
reserved seats sell for $.50.
Unfortunately, tickets for
Canadians and Southern High
School students are slightly
higher. Sophomores must be
accompanied by a parent or
guardian.
When asked how he
thought the public would react
to such a spectacular event,
Mick Jagger (lead singer for
the Stones) replied, "Well,
you know man ... uh ... uh ... ,
could you repeat the question
again... "
A school authority feels
that all students should attend
the weekend. He said, "If they
don't show up, their absenteeism will be · added to
their 15 days ... So be there,
Aloha!''

Audrey Green, a soloist
for "Precious and Few,"
commented on her performance. "I was very uneasy
about it, because I'd never
done a solo for Jordan in
Ensemble. I really was
pleased after the standing
ovation. We got lots of compliments, which were nice."
Andy
also a soloist
for "Precious and Few"
commented, "The first time I
did my solo I was nervous, but
it, it comes
after you
naturally. enjoy that type of
music. I think the students
enjoyed the concert."

ne
are excellent in scraping of
blackboards to freak out his
teachers.
Mrs. Hall,
Chem. I
teacher, was reported to have
made lab safety of great
importance after Irving's
accident. She has required lab
students to wear goggles at all
times.

Two Jordan Students
Selected For Exchange
by Pascal Strupler

the most popular and famous
artists of our time. Just some
of the feature appearances
include: Yes, with Rick
Wakeman; The Commadores;
Jethro Tull; The Eagles;
James Taylor; Earth, Wind
and Fire; Emerson, Lake and
Palmer; Wings; Lynard
Skynnard; Joni Mitchell; The
Who; Stevie Wonder) Marshal
Tucker; · George Harrison;
The Doobie Brothers; Boz
Scaggs;
Led Zeppelin;
Fleetwood Mac; Boston; The
Spinners; The Bee Gees; Paul
Simon;
Bad Company;
Aerosmith; Jackson Brown;
Linda Ronstadt; Santana;
Peter Frampton; Kiss; Rod
Stuart; Chicago; Average
White Band; Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young; Eric
Clapton; Steve Miller; The
Beach Boys; and Johann
Sebastian Bach.

The two seniors have
chosen to apply for the northern hemisphere. They had
to appear in front of a local
AFS committee for an interview in which they were
asked questions as to where
they wanted to go and why.
(Continued on Page 2)

Not picturedfrom the typing contest: Nikki Goss, Cantrell Camp,
Rhonda Whorley.

Typing Contest
by Brooks Chesson

Cantrell Camp, Nikki
Goss and Rhonda Whorley
were selected to represent the
Jordan Business Education
Department in a typewriting
contest which was 'held at
East Carolina University. The
contest was scheduled for
Monday, March 28. The
students were accompanied
by sponsors Ms. Fran Ferrell
and Mrs. Paulett Gillis,
business teachers.
The students entering the
contest could either use their
own typewriters or use the
schools. Ms. Ferrell GOm-

mented on the contest: "I
think that it is good for the
students of Jordan to be aware
of the fact that there are such
contests on a district-wide,
nation-wide and state-wide
basis. The fact of winning or
not is secondary in my
opinion. I feel the experience
gained by these individuals
and by Jordan is quite worthwhile. Hopefully this will
enable us to compete more
readily in the future."
The contest was based on
three main parts: theory,
production,
and
timed
writings. There was also individual competition.
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Are There·

by Ray Bowman

THE GREAT ESCAPE
"We couldn't stand it
anymore, see. We just hadta
get out. We was bein' driven
stir crazy and we decided to
make a break for it. We hadta
get outta the big house."
These words came in a
telephoned interview to this
reporter, LC. Nun. The caller
identified himself as the
recently
escaped
lot
"Squeaky" Mouse. .Squeaky,
and his comrade mouse
Burris "Whiskers" Malinsky,
escaped from the top security
cell of Hall County Penitentiary and Psychology Center.
"It's coitains for you, rats!"

Two Jordan Students
Selected For Exchange
(Continued from Page 1)
Deme--and Logan were accepted on this local level and
then their applications were
sent to New York AFS
headquarters. For both the
answer came February 23rd.
At this point they know they
will go to either Europe or
parts of Asia for one year but
they have to wait for their
country assignment and the
address of their future host
family. They should hear from
AFS in May or beginning of
June.
Asked for the reason she
applied for an AFS long term
exchange, Deme said, "It's
the chance you have to live
with another family and the
responsibility you take in this
position." Logan commented,
"Well, I always wanted to go
abroad, and since' last year I
have decided to apply for
AFS. Two of my sisters tried
and both were not accepted. I
guess I'm lucky."
Answering the question
about her wishes concerning
her future host country and
family, Deme said, "I want to
go to Switzerland, my mother
lived there for six months and
she says it's wonderful. I
would like for the children in
that family to help me in
learning the new language but
most of all I would like to have
a host brother." Logan
commented, "I don't care
where I'm going, any place
would be fine with me. I hope
I'll have a good family and if I
get stuck with a rotten family
I hope I have the nerve to tell

'em that! I don't want to spoil
my AFS year."
Coming back from their
exchange in 1978 Deme and
Logan will both attend college
and enter as freshmen. Deme
has been accepted at 3
colleges and will choose one of
them. Logan has been accepted at Vanderbilt and he
wants to apply for other
colleges next year. Asked
what he thinks about a one
year break of school Logan
said, "Right now I'm sick of
school and for college I'll see
after I come back." Deme and
Logan will be leaving Durham
at the end of July or the
beginning of August.

When asked what brought
about the bid for freedom, the
hardened criminal replied "I
just hadta. The warden Henry
"Killer" Hall was starvin' us.
He made us go every day
through
this
thing
called ... ah ... conditioning. He
wouldn't feed us none so we'd
run them mazes good for food.
Do you know how embarrassing it was to get in
these lettle pink mouse warmup suits and run around the
block? at least we got to wear
Adidas, but I couldn't take it
Logan wished to express
his support for AFS. "AFS is a
great club, it offers a great
opportunity to learn about so
many new things about
countries and cultures. People
who don't know what AFS is
all about should go to some of
the
meetings
(usually
Tuesday during lunch, T7)
because it's never too late to
join."

anymore. Besides, I was
already in shape.
When asded what crime
he had been accused of to be in
Hall Penitentiary, Squeaky
replied,"Ah .. I was framed. I
didn't do nothin'. I was convicted of a 10-44, that is,
knockin' over a Hickory
Farms, but I swear all I was
doin' was nibblin' some
samples."
The breakout took place
on Feburary 21, and Squeaky
and Whiskers were hunted
by the crackerjack tracking
team of John "Go for the
Throat" Williams and Gigi
"Bring 'Em Back Alive"
McKee.
Burris
"Whiskers"
Malinsky was apprehended
when "Go For The Throat"
Williams noticed something
moving in the cafeteria and
investigated. The poor mouse
was captured while gnawing
on a chair leg and came along
peacefully. When asked why
his surrender was so placed,
he replied, "I had to give up. I
couldn't find anything edible
in there."
"Squeaky,
in
his
telephone call to this reporter,
readily admitted that his
present
location
was
"somewhere" in JHS, and
commented on the hardships
of fugitive life. "My first
couple days I hadta walk
around on tiptoenails and be
as quiet as a mouse. I thought
I'd made it to freedom but I

was thwarted when a huge
pink flying sauser hit me, and
I realized I was only in the
courtyard during lunch. Once
more I evaded my pursuers
and fled into a place fulla
books. There I saw this
woman who proceeded to
show me some kinda tribal
dance, an enthusiastic yell,
and finally she ended up in
chair. I guess she was in the
chair because she didn't
wanta step on me. Nice lady,
but kinda mooney-er ... I mean
looney.
I fled upstairs with her
tribal cries still ringing in my
ears, and came to a room
where I heard
"alright. .. you ... argh ... bunch
of animals. " Finally, I had
found a place where I could fit
in! As I scurried in, all I could
.see was a zookeeper who was
demonstrating the proper use
of chairs and whips in training
animals. I had had enough of
that, and I turned my tail and
run. As I left I seemed to hear
someone sayin' somethin' like
"Please Mr. Grace, don't give
us any more. lectures." I
didn't know what kind of
torture this lecture thing was,
and I didn't wanna find out."
When asked about what
his plans for the future are
"Squeaky" replied, "I want to
remain free, of course, but I
also want to be a writer. Right
now I'm working on two
autobiographies, of Mice and
Men and the Great Escape."
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Jordan's Brain Trust

Margaret and Steve - On To Better Things
by Karen Kesler
"Being the idol of
millions, I hadn't expected to
be turned down, but, it's a
rough life!'' commented Steve
Cline when asked if he expected to be a semifinalist in
the National Merit Finals.
Semi finalists in North
Carolina must make above the
191 Selection Index (twice the
verbal plus the math of PSATNMSQT scores) and Commended students are those
who made scores close to the
191 Selection Index. Altnough
the 30, 000 Commended
students scored below the
level required for the 15,000
Semifinalists (less than 2
percent of the nation's high
school senior class) who will
continue in the Merit
Scholarship competition, their
test performance indicates

exceptional academic
promise. Edward C. Smith,
president of the National
Merit Scholarship Corporation said, "The high
standing of Commended
students in the Merit Program
shows their great promise,
and their attainment in this
nationwide competition
deserves public recognition.
Commended students should
be encouraged to continue
their education; our nation, as
well as the students, will
benefit from their further
educational and personal
development."
Letters of Commendation
were presented to six Jordan
students, including Edwin
Chamberlain, Chris Goolsby,
Kris Hartwig, Brian Matson,
Cynthia Pilkington, and David
Price. The only Jordan
students
to
become

Semifinalists this year were
Steve Cline and Margaret
Karis.
To advance to Finalist
standing, Semifinalists must
meet requirements that include being fully endorsed and
recommended for scholarship
consideration
by
their
secondary school principals,
presenting school records that
substantiate high academic
standing, and confirming
their high qualifying test
scores with equivalent scores
on a second examination.
Semifinalists who attain
Finalist status will compete
for at least 1,000 National
Merit $1,000 scholarships.
Each finalist will compete
with all other Finalists in a
particular state for these
scholarships
that
are
allocated
on
a
state
representational basis.
Margaret Karis and Steve ("idol of millions") Cline.

Up Against The Wall
by Janice Engram
"This is your Roving
Reporter
coming from
Durham, NC and with us
today we have an exclusive
interview with the famous
school building, Charles E.
Jordan.
"Tell me Mr. Building
how are you feeling today?"
"Well actually I'm doing
quite well." ·
"I'd just like to ask you a
few questions. Try to be as
calm and relaxed as possible,
ok?"
"OK but I can only be just
so relaxed considering I've
been on my feet for fourteen
years, but go right ahead."
"Mr. Building, considering your 14 years here,
could you tell us about some of
the changes you have
noticed?"
"Ah, yes. I remember my
first day on the job (I was a
tiny brick then). I was really
happy not that I'm not happy
now; it's just that I'm going
through a stage. My health
seems to be failing some, but
the adminsitration has
brought in specialists."
"Your health? Please
continue."
"Well it's not too serious
but I have a constant ringing
in my ears. At first it wasn't
bad but with the addition of
more classrooms, it gets
worse.''
"You spoke of specialists.
What kind, who are they, and
where do they come from?"
"The specialists are quite
young, teenagers really.
They're from an association
called The Student Council.
Funny, I 've never heard of
that medical association but
they put up quite an effort. It
seems that I have contracted
a slight indigestion problem.
Back when I was young I ate
well; nothing too rich, but now
I have developed a taste for

delicacies as milk and fruit
cartons, moldy sandwiches,
stray banana peel, fritos (bag
and all), and an abundant
amount of cigarette butts.
Actually I've become quite
fond of these scrumpdillious
foods but I am no longer
allowed to indulge in this fad.''
"I'm sure the readers out
there are quite concerned
about your health; but moving
· on, have you noticed a change
in the students from when you
first took this job?"
"Yes, a drastic change! I
have a tortuous migraine. The
students are more open, they
speak out more, and everyday
is something new. I get all
kinds of protests, from the
food they are served (green
goolash), to the color of the
yellow limousine they're
picked up in. They can
sometimes be a good group,
for example when they have a
vacation or when there's a
special activity. Most times
when there's something
special going on, I don't worry
because most students don't
even show up."
"Any other changes?"
"Well it seems that the
Student Council provided my
surroundings with a moat."
"A moat! I don't understand! "
"Believe me you have to
see it to believe it. One day
after it rains bring your
swimming trunks and I'll
show you. It's an indoor pool
of sorts; it has a white
overhead protection which
leaves you powerless against
its quicksand type mud!
"Could you give us an
overall evaluation of Jordan?"
"Let's don't be ridiculous!
It has its ups and downs. Most
of which are getting me down.
The times change, the styles
change and thank goodness
for my insurance policy that
now has a clause in it about

"Shock." If you could see
some of the things these
students and teachers wear;
from conservative suits to
ripped up T-shirts. Jordan is a
good school if only I ·could
make
a
few
recommendations. First, start a
three day week, starting at ten
o'clock and ending at one,
lunch not included. (Sorry
about that folks) Second, g() to
school three weeks out of the
month with a maximum of ten
days a month. The tenth day
to be. used for the meeting of
clubs, activities etc. And
attendance at school seven
months out of the year, Third,
change rules and regulations.
Teachers are allowed three
tardies and after the third the
result will be the firing of the
accused. Another thing ''
"Excuse me Mr. Building,
but some of your rules seem
too lenient and others too
harsh."
"The students have come
to me not directly but in
written form and have expressed their feelings of
frustration and disagreement
and I think it is my place to
speak out and inform ... "
"Excuse
me,
Mr.
Building, I'm sorry that's all
we have time for. Thank you.
That's all ladies and gentlemen, you have heard it
from Mr. Building coming
direct from Charles E. Jordan
in Black and white. And that's
the way it is. This is the
Roving Reporter signing off."

Food For Tlwught Sara Lee's Stacked
How can you help Jordan's library get free b()Oks?
Simply by collecting the
ingredient statements from
any product of the makers of
Sara Leeand donating them to
the circulation desk in Jordan's library.
That's right, the makers
of Sara Lee, in cooperation
with 175 NC schools and
libraries, .. is _sponsoring the
Sara Lee Book Brigade.
The Book Briga<te was
brought about, said Sara Lee,
"to cure
the problem of
mental stagnation of the
Great TV Wasteland." Sara
Lee also recognizes the rise in
cost and the shrinking budgest
are limiting the nation's
libraries in their efforts to
convert young television
viewers into readers.
Librarian Ms. HendersonJ ames said, "I feel the

SGT DONALD MOvRE
DURHAM RECRUITING STATION

PHONE:

688-6825

program is great if people will
bring in the ingredient
statement." Jordan's Library
will need plenty of support
since it tak.es from 32 to 135
single statements per book;
depending on the particular
title. The offer expires April
30; 1977.

The first man to · identify
plant cells through the microscope was an English scientist
named Robert Hooke. The
year was 1665.
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BuT, LJHO KN_OWS. "

by Mike Kesler
On the night of April 1,
1977, Federal agents of the
American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (ASPCA) arrived at
the home of Jordan teacher
John Gray with a warrant for
his arrest. Yes, once again,
Mr. Gray has been accused of
cruelty to his classroom
animals.
Taken downtown for
questioning, Gray was confronted with charges of
harrassment, slander, and
attempt to commit mayhem.
Charges had been filed by
observers of his treatment of
the animals in each of his
classes. As the questioning
began, Mr. Gray told federal
agents to "have a seat, folks,
that's the bell," and to "get

our your notebooks, if you
have any," expressing his
desire for them to record his
testimony.
A transcript of
the
questioning follows:
Agent: Mr. Gray, is it true
that you mistreat your
animals by actually calling
them "animals " "idiots "
and even refer to' one group 'of
them as
your
"automechanics class?"
Gray: Oh, yeah sure, but I
just tell it like it is. They're
just a bunch of animals! I
asked Santa for a whip, chair,
and cage for them, but I guess
I had been a bad boy that
year, 'cause all I got was a
road map of Alaska and the
book How to Catch the Big One
tllat Got Away.
Agent: Hummmm, just as
we suspected... Well, tell me
this, Mr. Gray--we have had
reports that you actually
attempted to commit mayhem
by boring your animals to
death with long, drawn-out
lectures on every conceivable
topic. Is there any truth to this
allegation?
Gray: What?! Those idiots!
You mean to tell me that they
don'L love my exciting lectures? ! Those lectures are
great ones, folks ! Well, if
that's their attitude, they can
all go straight to Davey Jones'
Locker!
Agent: But you haven't
answered my question yet,
Mr. Gray, Did you or did you

.Coaches Hall Of Fame
by Neely Currin
As we approach Charles
E. Jordan's Sports Hall of
Fame, we recognize at our left
the busts of Jordan's former
immortal coaches ...
... And there's John Gray.
It was recently reported that
Gray has been fined by the
A.S.P.C.A. for inhumane
treatment of his animals. On
his way to jail after failing to
pay his fine, Gray commented, "It's a zoo! It's a
zoo! " He then proceeded to
chew through his straight
jacket tagged with a "Jimmy
Carter for Dog Catcher"
button. Gray was restrained
with Aruba while engaged in
ambition:
his
lifelong
coaching the Peruvian Pigmy
Junior Olympic Lint Picking
Team. Grinning from ear to
ear Gray stated, "I am now
walking tall." --- And so you
are! Good luck, John!
To the right of John Gray
lies the bust of John Popson. -- News flash, folks! John
Popson has turned actor!
After successfully gaining 7
gold medals for the U.S. Men's
Olympic Swimming Team,
Popson has turned to acting!
Move over, Mark Spitz! It was
last reported that "POP" had
been selected to star in an
exciting

"Flipper II." Popson will play
the role of a pet dolphin. When
asked how challenging the
part was, Popson replied,
"I'm a natural, of course. I
only wish I had more lines."
Popson was rushed to General
hospital after severely burning his fins while attempting
to jump through a flaming
hoop.
Perhaps you've heard of
Stretch Armstrong? Mattel,
the toy manufacturer, is using
former track and backetball
coach Carson Holloway as a
model for the new doll.
Holloway was not available
for comment at the time,
though, as he was having his
arms and legs put back into
socket after undergoing extensive stretching in the
Mattel lab.
Holloway's
lifelong ambition had been to
become a "rubberband man."
Congratulations, Carson!
And there's Royal Carpenter. Carpenter's career
ended tragically last fall after
the star quarterback for the
Texas Aggies consumed what
he thought to be too many
bottles of Gatorade. Carpenter is now president of the
Tex Tie Inc. The latest and
"knot" the greatest style is
the Western String tie. In
addition to just plain neckties,

the Western String can be
used as handy-dandy portable
nooses and over-sized dental
floss for the man-handler in
your family. Strike it rich,
Royal!
And there's the bust of
Ann Harris. After completing
the Betty Cooker's classic
World Cup Bowling Tour,
Harris had decided to relax
for a while. Her latest project
is writing a novel about
sports. It is entitled: Dying
Can Be Fun. In the future
Harris hopes to coach a
professional CB relay team!
Breaker, breaker, one - nine,
Ann! Ten-four!
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On March 12 nine Jordan
French students and their
French teacher, Mrs. Mary
LeMay, went to WinstonSalem to the Salem College
Foreign Language Contest.
The contest was strictly oral;
no grammar was tested.
The students were:
Lauren Chesnut, Kitty Crane,
Robin Elledge, Lucy Gardner,
Alison Jones, Kathy Kelly,
and Arny Smith, all of whom
are taking French IV, Connie
Pennell from French III, and
Idora Murchison from French
V.

French, German, Latin,
and Spanish· were the
languages represented in the
contest. The three categories
of competition were Poetry,
Group Song, and Drama.
Jordan competed in the
Group Song competition
T'ERS1
against nineteen other groups.
AND
tS 1 The nine students sang two
1
Wf!, 1)'(! (;4'T rHetH. 4ll, French folk songs. Arny Smith
/oJ'O 'tl4t:.'{ •,rre.
and Robin Elledge competed
q,IJ
To 'fo«4,. in the Poetry division against
twenty-eight other schools.
Jordan did not win any
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awards, but junior Kitty
Cralle thought the trip was
"worthwhile." Kitty also said
that she became "aware of
what other language departments of other schools are
doing," and that orally,
Jordan was "just as good as
the other schools."
Junior Robin Elledge also
agreed that the trip to Winston-Salem was worthwhile
and the day "went by fast."
.Mrs. LeMay thought that the
contest was "good practice"
and it was "good to hear other
people speaking French."
According to Mrs. LeMay,
the most
event of
the
was
her car
broke
near Greensboro.
An
and put
in the
for Mrs. LeMay. She found out
that the policeman is the
Governor's chauffeur. He then
followed the group to WinstonSalem where the car broke
down for the final time. The
group finally got to Salem
College and they all had to
return in Lauren Chesnut's
station wagon.
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French Students Compete
At Salem by Debbie Foster

And last but certainly not
least is the bust of Johnny
Avery. At the present time, it
has been reported that Avery
has extended his teaching
career. He is now visiting
colleges and universities
world wide lecturing on the
vital question: What is a
"Gomer"? Avery finds his
work
most
rewarding
"especially when he has an
audience." His plans for the
future include saving heathen
dwarfs and becoming a
professional Wake Forest
University cheerleader,
Knock 'em dead, Johnny!

'PlJ

not bore your animals with
long lectures in your
classroom?
Gray: Oh, I guess you might
say that. But I'm just feeding
you people a bunch of bull,
anyway. But it sure sounds
good, doesn't it?! Great one
folks!
Mr. Gray was also
charged with mistreatment of
Jordan girl's track team. One
of the girls filing charges was
Glinda (Good Witch of the
North; Doowright, who said
that Gray had run the girls
until they were ready to drop,
and that he had harassed
them by shouting at them,
"Run,
you
(expletive
deleted) !" When asked if any
of the other girls had complained of mistreatment,
Glinda replied, "Toto too!"
Denied his customary
midnight snack of "animal"
crackers and milk, Mr. Gray
spent ·a restless night in his
jail cell. Guards reported
hearing
him
mutter
something in his sleep like,
"Animals ... run ... gold and
glory ... " Bail was set at
$100,000, pending a Senate
investigation of his activities.
When asked to comment
on his arrest and subsequent
imprisonment, Mr. Gray
threw up his hands and
replied, "But, who knows!"
Indeed, who knows what
the future holds in store for
John Gray? Only the animals
know for sure, ..
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Roderick Thompson, Kathy
Donna Manning, Kitty
Donna
Anita
and
soloists.
The Ensemble
their
of the concert with a
combinati<m of carols: "O
0 Come Emmanuel"
Robert Johnson as
a Torch
"Lo

'wew

a

Rose

Carolina
Councils
as
Jordan's
Nov. 12 and
w:::ekend was filled
seminars and
groups.
Saturday began with
several welcome speeches
which in Amie's opinion
"were a waste of time."
Rumors were heard that
drowsiness
overcame
representative Blackman
during the fifth or sixth
speech. A welcome band,
welcome chorus and welcome
senator were highlights of
Saturday as "welcome day."
"I could appreciate how good
Jordan's band and ensemble
are, compared to the welcome
band and welcome chorus,"
said Amie. The AFS students
from all over N.C. also
·welcomed the Student Council
representatives. "Even with
all that welcoming, we still
felt unwelcome since they
wouldn't even give us a pen
for a name tag or a schedule,"
said Amie about Saturday.
After the big dance
Saturday night, Sunday was
filled with speeches from
candidates running for offices
in the North Carolina
Association for Student
Councils. Seminars on Student
Council projects, Human
Relations, organization, fund

of Trebie
Concert Choir
"The
while

Green as the
band also
members were
Blair
mail service during
mas and Valentine'-s Day was
also a suggestion.
Amie and Lisa also
learned more about relations
with administration and
students. They found that
Jordan is liberal compared to
other schools. "Some of the
schools," said Lisa, "are
allowed only one assembly per
year and others make Student
Council meet at night or once
a month to discourage Student
Council. It made me appreciate Jordan more."
Lisa said of the convention itself "Saturday was
a total waste, but Sunday was
really good, especially the
things with fund raising."
Amie said, ''I was particularly unenthralled with all
the welcome speeches. I
would not suggest Jordan join
the
association."
Both
representatives felt that
meeting and talking to people
was the "most fun."
The Falcon's Cry staff
would also like to recognize
Lisa Amaya as Jordan's·
representative at the City
Council meetings.

Christmas Dance
The Senior Class of
Jordan is sponsoring the
annual Christmas dance this
Thursday night, Dec. 22, from
8:00p.m. til 12:00 at the
Durham Elks Lodge. On hand
for entertainment will be a
local
group
entitled
ALPACAS.
The semi-formal affair,
which is exclusively for
juniors and seniors, was
designed and arranged by a
student council committee
consisting of senior class
president Bobby Johnson,

by Tommy ciapp

treasurer
Bea
Novak,
secretary Ka thy Morrison,
and vice-president Audrey
Green. The committee also
sponsored numerous fund
raising bake sales which,
according to President Bobby
Johnson, went well.
Tickets went on sale on
Dec. 2nd for $4.00 a person and
$7.00 per couple. The sale of
tickets ended on Dec. 15th.
Tickets were sold by all senior
student council members.
Decorating, which will be
(Continued on Page 4)

Leonard, Karen
Aaron Thompson. Blair
Chestnut, Gary Leonard and
Mark Woobright also performed during the song "Two
Kings". A special feature was
done by the drama club while
the Ensemble sang. "T'was
the Night Before Christmas"
was reenacted by the drama
dub on stage, while the Ensemble sang. This number
featured Ginger Sears,

Chair"

is

sung
were also sung the concert.
In their concert the Ensemble n<>1rfor;m;<>rl
Association
Convention

"Shepard's
directed

Treble
and The
Concert Choir performed not
only under the direction of
Mrs. McKiver, but also under
the direction of several
members of Ensemble. The
Concert Choir sang "Give a
Little Love at Christmas"
directed by Andy Whimberly.
Mrs. McKiver took over again
during "Masters In This Hall"
and "Musical Christmas
Card". The Treble Choir sang

deserve
such
outstanding
formances.

and

per-

Special thanks were given
by Mrs. McKiver to Lynn
Medlin, accompanist
for
Concert Choir; to Marie
Silsbee, accompanist
for
Ensemble and Chorus; to
Carol Gornto, accompanist
for Treble Choir and to Wade
Goodyn and Greg Patterson
for working the lights.

Miller Is Morehead Semifinalist
by Leslie Calkins
Anne Miller, a Jordan
senior, was the only one of six
Jordan nominees for the
Morehead Scholarship to pass
the Durham County Screening
Committee. Four other
Durham County Students,
three from Durham Academy
and one from Southern High
School also passed the
Screening Committee. These
five people will be eligible for
the next stage in the selection
of approximately 60 or 70
Morehead Scholarship
recipients.
The preliminary decision
made by the Durham County
Screening Committee was
made after reviewing the
applications of nominees and
holding an interview with
each one. Anne was informed
their decision by mail, a
httle more than a week after
her interview. "I screamed "
she said. "I was really, really,
really surprized.
Anne feels that one of the
factors that might have been
to her advantage in her interview is her "knowledge of
political figures and political
issues." As far as her chances
of going an the way and
getting the Morehead are
concerned, Anne remarked "I

seriously don't know."
The next steps involved in the
selection process are the
review of letters of recommendation and another interview in January.·
Anne
said that whatever happens
with the Morehead, UNC is
"probably where I will go."

She has also applied to
Georgetown and Wake Forest.
Of the other four Durham
County nominees, Anne said
"I know all of them at least
vaguely and they're all nice
people." She noted that they
have something in common:
(Continued on Page 4l

Anne Miller passed Durham County Screening Committee for
Morehead Scholarship.
.
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Nauseating Toys---by Alison Jones
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Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor,
In response to the recent
Pet Peeves article concerning
smoking in the walkway
during the rain, I would like to
say
(representing
all
smokers) that smokers have
as much right to the walkway
as non-smokers. We _have
already been discriminated
against and restricted to only
one small area in the school. It
is inconceivable how anyone
could be so selfish as to tell us
that we are "rude and unfair"
to smoke in the walkway when
the weather forces us to do so.
I would like to say to the
complaintants that the only
time there is even close to
enough people on the walkway
to block a non-smoker's
passage would be at break or
lunch. Even though this
should be a well known fact, I
feel it necessary to remind the
complaintants that there are

no classes during lunch or
break, that it is impossible to
block passage to class! ! In
conclusion, maybe you nonsmokers would give us some
respect and keep in mind that
we have as many rights as you
do.
Sol Martinez

The staff of the Falcon's
Cry
that smokers do
have as much right to the
walkway as non-smokers, as
long as they use it for the
original purpose, as a walkway rather than a standway.
The purpose of the walkway
was to keep students dry on
their way to class, not while
standing and smoking. It is
untrue to say that smokers
block nonsmokers passage
only during lunch and break;
they do between all classes
and cause many students to

the
toy
Christmas
season, I have been brought
near to tears (and nausea)
many times. I know I am an
old fogey on this subject, and
that every generation thinks
this about the next, but I
really pity these kids whose
Christmas will consist of the
kind of trash that floods the
TV screens.
For years, dolls have been
able to do everything but
breathe, and as their abilities
have increased, they've taken
a turn towards the disgusting.
They hit their height last year
when a doll that "ate" (or
contorted its face in batteried
rhythm as special "baby
food" was spooned into its
mouth), was marketed. One

I

spend most of their allotted
four minutes struggling
through a solid wall of
smokers. Lunch and break are
only two of the times that
blockage occurs. Also, there
are classes during lunch.
What right have smokers to
delay
other
students,
regardless of how long they
may have to get where they
are going? As far as respect,
our staff affords you as much
respect as anybody else. We
do not dispute the fact that
smokers have the same right
as non-smokers; you have the
right to walk under the walkway just as we do, but you do
not have the right to stand still
under the walkway any more
than non-smokers do. We feel
that smokers should observe
the rights of others on rainy
days by either smoking in the
rain or not smoking.

Staff Expresses Pet Peeves
The staff of "The Falcon's
Cry" would like to express
their objections:
· To the painting of the
library before Thanksgiving.·
It is bad enough that we can
not use the library at lunch
(without a pass) but not being
able to use the library during
.
class is ridiculous.
To the scheduling of all
but two of the home basketball
games on Tuesday nights.
Many people have to work or
do homework on school nights
and would not be able to attend the Tues. night games.
To the Jordan High School
heating system. The first

objection is to the high degree
of warmth that causes
teachers to keep their windows open all winter. Objection number two is to the
rhythmic banging in the pipes
that lasts all period. Last, but
notleast, is an objectionto the
fact that on winter days,
everyone can find their way to
school by keeping their eye on
that black cloud hovering in
the sky. This is the same black
cloud that has turned the
white of our N.C. flag to a dull
gray.
To the way teachers use
comments on report cards.
We feel that the system of

comments should be used to
commend a student's efforts
rather than just condemning
them. In order to assure the
fairness of grades we all feel it
would be helpful for number
grades as well as letter grades
to appear on report cards.

_can't help but imagine
(vividly) how the novelty of
this toy w'ould wear off as this
"food"
collected
and
stagnated in the doll's
stomach.
A forseeable trend in toys
this year, now that dolls have
every human ability, is to
bionics. There are bionics for
every persuasion: the bionic
woman with her own bionic
beauty salon, bionic tooth
brushes for young, bubble
gum - ridden teeth, and, best
of all, a six million dollar man
doll, complete with an exploding left leg! (Kids these
days demand entertainment!)
But the bionic duo do not have
a monopoly on the star-baby
market. The theme in dolls
this year, in fact, seems to be
TV personalities (a sympton
of the massive TV--addiction
characteristic
of
this
generation of kids). There is,
naturally enough, a Farrah
Fawcett doll, as well as
miniatures of Donny and

Marie, Wonder Woman, The
Captain and Tenille, and Dolly
Parton (which one hopes is not
too realistic--what a way to
screw up a kid's perception of
anatomy!).
Toy :manufacturers have
come out with several obnoxious alarm clocks for
vindictive parents who are
sick of kicking their bratty
kids out of bed. The clocks use
the voices of familiar
characters such as Raggedy
Ann, who say (over and over)
"Please get up-and start your
happy day." Who could take
that in the morning? This
"toy" could cause serious
damage
to
a
child's
development.
Farm
animals
are
popular this year, including a
productive chicken that lays
an egg whenever you set it
down. The prize for revolting
toys this season must go to
"Milky the Cow," a milkable
toy cow whose "milk" consists of powdered water.

JHS Groups Give
Help To Needy
What do most people think
typical teenagers do with their
free time? Certainly not help
other people. But the students
of Jordan are not these typical
teenagers.
Jordan students should be
commended on their concern
for others not only at
Christmas, but throughout the
year. Student Council undertook a Share Your
Christmas project of sponsoring a family. The members
of the family were divided
among clubs. These clubs
were to collect toys, clothes,
books, etc. for their particular
family member. Also at
Christmas, some clubs like
Keyettes and Interact visited
resfhomes.
Not only do Jordan
students help others at
Christmas, they also help
others at other times during
the year. The Keyettes
sponsor a Sioux Indian girl in

South Dakota. They send her
money, letters, and birthday
cards. The Keyettes headed
up the Kans for Kids drive for
canned goods which were
given to the Salvation Army at
Thanksgiving. They also will
work with Senior Citizens and
the Durham Special Olympics
in the future.
FCA (Fellowship of
Christian Athletes) raises
money each year to send some
underprivileged kids to the
FCA summer camp in Black
Mountain, N.C. Jr. Civitans
took some retarded children
to the N.C. State Fair. They
have raised money for the
National Association of
Retarded Citizens (NARC)
and will raise money for the
Heart Fund in February. They
will also help with the N.C.
Special Olympics in May. So,
thanks to everyone who has or
will help others in need.

f[f
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by Carolyn Penny
The AFS book fair made
$300. The group is raising
additional money through
leaf-raking.
Fashion
MerThe
chandising class is going to
Atlanta for a spring fashion
show December 2-4.
FCA has recently elected
new officers. For the girls'
group they are Brenda Haas
as President, Karen Williams
as Vice President, and Lisa
Knops as Secretary. Charles
Burnette serves as President
and Jamie Walker serves as
Vice President of the boys'
group. FCA is raising money
through the sale of toboggans.
Junior Civitans are now
selling Claxton fruit cakes.
They are going to sponsor a
family for Christmas. A seesaw-a-thon is on the Junior
Civitan calendar for midDecember to raise money to
send President Walt Pickett to
an international event in
Canada.
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oravian Love Feast Held
by Alison Jones
The
Love
Feast,
originally a Moravian service
held on special religious occasions throughout the year,
has been adopted by Epworth
Methodist Church and several
other local churches of different denominations as an
annual Christmas celebration.
Epworth was the first church
to initiate the tradition in
Durham. Their first feast was
held in 1970 as a special event
under the direction of Rura'
Hall Moravian Church. ""

popularity of the servict
established it as a permanent
feature
in
Epworth's
Christmas observance.
Bill and Sarah Stauber,
former members of the Rural
Hall congregation who are
now members of Epworth,
have since been in charge of
arrangements
for
the

The Real
Using your five senses,
what things do you associate
with the word "Christmas"?
Do you think
of shopping
centers filled with bustling
people
and
"canned"
Christmas music? Or do you
hear Christmas bells ringing,
neighbors caroling, and the
sound of happy children
laughing?
Gift shops are filled with
strawberry, cinnamon, and
vanilla smelling candles.
Florist shops are scented
with holly and other greenery.
Freshly
baked
breads,
cookies, pies, and cakes lure
shoppers into bakeriesand the
smell of pine trees is a
reminder of the season.
turkey,
Christmas is

celebration. The buns, mugs,
and hand-dipped beeswax
candles used in the service are
authentically Moravian and
are ordered from the
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Moravian communities of Old
Salem and Bethania, N.C.
Other materials involved,
such as the bun-baskets, i:nug- ·
trays, and the women servers'
white costumes, are based on
Moravian models but are
locally made.
For the many church
members who help to plan it,
the feast provides fellowship
beyond the actual sharing of
'ood and drink.
The service is designed to

be a celebration of fellowship,
not
a
sacrament.
Correspondingly to its purpose, it is very informal.
There is, in fact, no one
prescribed or authentic love
feast. Most, however, in-

eluding Epworth's, a"re
beautifully simple consisting
of a symbolic meal, scripture
and symbolic candle-lighting
and various types of Christmas
music.
Epworth's
musical program includes
performances by the three
church choirs as well as by a
Moravian brass band from
Rural Hall.
This one undertaking, a
church bulletin states "involves more members and
friends than any activity in
the church." There are many
extensive and tedious tasks
involved in feeding some 500
people. The women of the
church spend hours, for
example, just fitting candles
with white doilies to catch
dripping
wax.
Coffee
preparation is a day-long
process for Mr. Stauber
(whose recipe is, incidentally,
his own).
A unique feature of Epworth's observance,

to Mr. Stauber, is
that, following the meal, all
the candles in the church are
lit from a single candle on the
altar rather than being
distributed
to
the
congregation already lit. The
effect is beautiful and
provides an appropriate
closing for this celebration of
unity.

----Meaning Of Christmas
cranberry sauce, candy
canes, toasted marshmallows,
pumpkin pies, egg nog, and
steaming cups of hot
chocolate.
Christmas is the feeling of
crisp wrapping paper and
ribbons, prickly pine needles
of a Christmas tree, and the
warmth from a fire in the
fireplace. It is the soft cotton
beard of a department store
Santa with his squishy, pillow
belly.
Happy people can be seen
running home to their brightly
decorated
houses
with
presents to hide. Children are
bundled up in coats, scarves,
and mittens, running down the
snowy streets with their sleds
or sitting on Santa's lap tellh1g

him what they want for
Christmas.
But Christmas isn't just
these things; it doesn't have to
have snow or department
store Santas. Christmas is
also feelings of love, happiness, excitement, and anticipation. It is the trust that
little children have in Santa to
not disappoint them on
Christmas day, and smiles
from people you don't even
know. Christmas is having
your family around you and
appreciating the things that
you have. But most of all, the
real meaning of Christmas is
not only receiving, but giving
and sharing with others all
year instead of for just one
day.
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by Karen Kesler
The Hugh O'Brian Youth
Foundation is an organization
which was established to give
opportunities to young people
to develop leadership abilities
and to be recognized for these
abilities.
The program is open to all
sophomore students who fill
out the nomination form. The
application asks the candidates to give examples of
extra-curricular activities at
home, school, and community
that demonstrate emerging
leadership ability, if he has
cooperated with fellow beings,
and if he has shown the desire
to learn. A group of teachers
or the principal of the school
then selects 5-10 finalists from
the sophomore class: Finalists
are eliminated until one
sophomore student is chosen
as the school representative.
Jordan High School's
finalist this year is Bayla
Travis. Bayla will later

Jennifer Dalton wraps it up.

Bon . Appetit

French IV Holds Dinner
by Geoff Spencer

Mrs. LeMay's French
Level Four class held a
French dinner at Mike
Holleman's house on the
evening of December 6 from
7 :00 to 9 :00. The dinner was in
celebration of the class's
competition of its first fulllength work, Rhinoceros, in
French. Fourteen dishes were
served, .some of which were
very complicated.
The dinner began with
hors d'oeuvres. Champignons
fourres
d'amandes
(mushrooms stuffed with
almonds), saucissions en
croute (sausage in pastry,
very difficult to make), pate
de foie de maison Oiver pate),
and soupe a I' oignon (onion
soup) .were served. Main
dishes for the dinner were
quiche Lorraine, coq au vin
(chicken stewed in wine), and
boeuf bourguignon (beef

stewed
in wine).
The
vegetables were soubise (rice
baked with onions) and
haricots verts en sauce (green
beans in sauce). The salad
was Bibb lettuce with French
dressing, and the cheeses ·
served were Camembert, Port
Salut, and Rondelay spice.
The group had petits fours and
bombe au cafe for dessert,
both of which are very difficult to make, as was the
French bread which was
served. Everything served,
. except the beverage, which
was Seven-Up, was made by
the students from scratch, and
no student made a dish which
he had made before.
According to Mrs. LeMay,
"The
purpose
was
celebration... everybody also
likes to eat, so it was
fellowship... it was a
challenge... I wouldn't let
them fix anything they'd ever
fixed before, and they all had

to taste everything."
Mrs. LeMay also commented, "We intend to do this
again. French Three students
hang in there. French four
lots more fun! "
Student reaction was
unanimously enthusiastic,
even though Andrea Blackman swears she'll never make
petits fours again, "They are
too much trouble!"
Another student, Linda
Gillis, said, "I think this
year's dinner was more enjoyable than the one we had in
French three because tbis
year's class is smaller and we
all know each other better.
I'm already looking forward
to the dinner we're planning
for the Spring! "
Several students did some
toe-touching exercises halfway through the dinner to
make room for the rest of the
food.

AJA: Destined To Become A Classic
A review of Steely Dan's
latest release entitled "AJA"
would be insufficient without a
bit of background on the
group. When they made their
recording debut in 1972, Steely
Dan was a more or less
conventional rock group
comprised of six active
members.
Almost
immediately, the number of
members began to decline
until, by the time "Pretzel
Logic" was released, the two
composers, who were the only
remaining members,
depended on the performance
of an array of crack session
regulars. Dan's latest album,
"AJA," which follows on the
heels of that depraved
masterpiece, "The Royal
Scam,"
represents
a
departure from the usual
work of lead composers
Donald Fagen and Walter
Becker's work up to now. In
this writer's opinion, "AJA"
·signals the onset of a kind of
professionalism which is a
sign of a group which has
arrived.
"AJA" opens on side one
with "Black Cow," a catchy
number
that
defies
categorization. Very sarcastic
lyrics are supported by jazzcrossover harmonics and the
whole tune is propelled by one
exciting beat. Featured here

is Victor Feldman's electric
piano solo followed shortly by
Tom Scott's earth tenor sax.
A title cut, "AJA," comes
up next and is a rather ambitious work in which a pop
song is expanded into an instrumental. The result is a
rambling eight-minute epic
highlighted by Wayne Shorter's rhapsodic solo which
descends gradually into a
recapitulation of the vocal
theme.
The
sensitive,
sometimes explosive performance by drummer Steve
Gadd may be his finest
recorded work to date. The
side closes with "Deacon
Blues," an Edge City tune
enlivened by Pete Christlieb's
tenor work and Scott's back
up.
Side two finds vocalist
Donald Fagen admonishing
yet another tune in an upbeat
melody entitled "Peg." Jay
Graydon's electric guitar
comes in effectively after the
initial refrain. The composer,
Pete Christlieb, describes this
piece as a "pantonal thirteen
bar blues with chorus."
Next, is "Home at Last,"
which upon first listening
seems to be a shuffle, but it
turns out to be of poetic grace.
Enough can't be stated about
this lovely rhythm and blues
poem.

20, 1977

"I Got the News" serves
as a vehicle for the outstanding pianistics of Victor
Feldman, whose labors are
undermined by Walter
Beckes' odd Djangoesque
guitar and a pointless obscene
lyric. The final cut, "Josie "
exemplified Steely Dan\s
remarkable versatility. Full
of images of random violence,
drug abuse, loitering with
intent and other misidemeanors, this tune is sure to
be a classic. The entire set is
bound for total acceptance
within the boundaries of
modern music.

Christmas Dance
(Continued from Page

1)

done by a group of senior
volunteers, will commence
tomorrow after school. The
decorations were purchased
from profits received by the
committee from the numerous
bake sales.
Secretary Kathy
Morrison, who was in charge
of reserving the lodge, states
"This year's Christmas dance
will be better than previous
ones because a special
committee has been set up for every aspect, and everyone is
really working hard.
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compete with other winners
over the state until a state
winner is, chosen to go to a
Seminar in New York City in
April. Other 21/2 day Seminars
will be held in different states
throughout 1978.
The winners from each
state who attend the Seminars
are expected to write Mr.
O'Brian each year on their
birthdays, until they reach
thirty, relating their accomplishments and successes
as well as their defeats in

reaching their goals. In turn,
Mr. O'Brian writes to them
each year on his birthday.
Mr. O'Brian says, "Young
people are our country's
,greatest natural resource.
The Seminar participants
return home with two years
remaining in high school to
make a positive contribution
and to motivate not only
themselves
but
their
classmates to bring forth and
put to practical use their
emerging leadership talents."

ART NEWS
The art club displayed the
results of many nights of hard
spent effort for a bazaar
which was held December 14.
The bazaar was held the same
day as the choral Christmas
concert in hopes of increasing
sales because of the large
crowd at the concert.
The items sold were
oriented toward the Christmas season and included
ornaments, wreaths,
Christmas scenes painted on
rocks, and pen & ink drawings
depicting snow scenes. All
were made by art cluh
members.
Although the primary
reason to holding the bazaar
was to raise money for the art
club, it was not the only

reason. Ms. Teer, the art club
advisor, said the bazaar was
to help get "everyone into the
Christmas spirit." Art club
member Ann Harris, commented, "I hope we make
enough money to buy a paint
brush or two."
Three Jordan students,
Jackie Dent, Donna Lewis,
and Elizabeth Reid, won first
prize in the woman's club art
show on November 16. The
show was a one day affair and
included entries from Durham
city and county High Schools.
Each of the three winners
received the ten dollar first
prize. Their categories of
competition were collage,
wood carving, and macrame
respectively.

Wrestling Team Gets Help
The squad members are
Libby Blum, Robin Hankins,
Sandy Harness, Holly Henderson, Jody Johnson and
Kathy Tilley.
The idea for having
matmaids came about when
some other teams from
Greensboro had cheerleaders
at their matches. Mrs. Ferrel
and Coach Rogers decided to
use matmaids this season.

For the first time at
Jordan High School, the
wrestling Falcons have a
uniformed squad of matmaids.
What are matmaids?
They are a group of girls
whose job is to assist the
wrestling team during its
matches. "We help them
loosen up sometimes, give
them towels, keep score, and
stuff like that," said senior
matmaid Sandy Harness.
The girls are also looking
for· other means of encouraging the athletes. For
instance, while the team
members are on the mat
during the match, the maids
kneel along side the mat
giving short cheers with
abbreviated arm movements.
"I really like to do it,"
said Sandy. "The things we do
for 'em helps them a lot." The
wrestlers also seem to be
enjoying the help as well. "Oh
yeah, it's great. I like having
them around because they
help me get ready for my
match," said junior Ronald
Hayes. Jeff Fleshman added,
"I don't know, it's fun having
them around I guess."
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.Jewelers Since 1927

I

Miller
(Continued from Page 1)
"All but David <David Spach,
from Durham Academy) are
in Teen Dems." Anne is also in
Teen Dems, in fact, she is its
president. Tina Anderson,
another
nominee
from
Durham Academy, is vicepresident of Teen Dems and,
said Anne, "a hard worker."
It is impossible to say how
good Anne's chances of getting the Morehead are, but
considering the fact that she
is active in many areas, a
good student, and wellcomposed in an interview
situation, they are certainly
good. In any case, Anne has
already been honored gy
making it this far.

eaver s
a
ewe.ers, Inc.

Chapel Hill Road
Durham, N.C. 27707

2000

.

489-1492

+ 489-6912

Diamonds, Watches, .Jewelry
Silver, Gifts

STONE BROS. & BYRD
FEED, LAWN &
GARDEN SUPPLIES
Serving Durham for 60 Years
Phone: 682-1311
Corner - Washington
& Geer Streets

Free delivery
Free parking
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Mr. Doster Found ...

e
by Mr. Doster

It came to my attention,

I

I

not very long ago, that
members of the student body
had attempted to contact me
concerning the Aerospace
class which I presently teach
fifth and sixth period in T-2.
The messengers came by,
notes were slipped under the
door, but alas, no Mr. Doster.
I must indeed apologize.
Unfortunately, my full time
job at the airport allows me
very scarce time for
remaining after school.
Therefore, for those of you
interested in the .:\erospace
Class, please read on.
As the name implies, the
class deals with aviation and
its associated fields. Most
people are simply not aware
of the various related fielcfs.
They include pilot, navigator,
engineer, mechanic, air
traffic controller, electronic
technician, and many others.
By giving the student a
general knowledge of aviation
we make him more aware of
these fields, and the possible
careers they may offer.
Naturally, however, the
class elllphasizes the most
basic aviations skills, flying!
Once a week the class drives
out to Raleigh-Durham Airport and takes to the air in
groups of three. The aircraft
are four-place, high-wing
Cessnas and are really not
very difficult to fly. This is
actually the greatest learning
experience of all, because
everything the student has
learned in the classroom now
culminates in the cockpit.
That
culmination,
however, takes a great deal of
preparation. The students

must study aerodynamics,
engines, weather, radio
procedures, weight and
balance, and many other
related areas. Mechanical
aptitude and good spacial
orientation are a definite aide.
to the student taking this
class.
Each student is working
upon a project which should
soon be completed. Some
examples are model airplanes, a wind tunnel, and a
model dirigible. The class
project is a radio-controlled
airplane which should be

flying shortly. The plane itself
-was donated by Mr. Lindsay.
Hopefully, each student will
receive the chance to fly it.
Field trips are an important part of the class and
already the students have
visited the control tower and
Flight Service Station at the
airport and the National Air
and Space Museum in
Washington D.C. Additional
trips will be made in the
future.
By Spring the class should
be competing against one
another in such areas as

Alpacas, a local band, will
play for the Junior-Senior
Prom, to be held on May 27 at
the Civic Center. The group
was chosen ·at a band
showcase in Raleigh on
November 13, attended by
some members of the
executive prom committee
tl'nd two Seniors.
The bands they listened to
were Alpacas, Band of Oz,
Fudge Ripple, Function, and
Mainstream. The rest of the
bands were above the committee's price limit of $650,
which is what Alpacas costs.
When asked for his opinion of
the band, Senior Aaron
Thompson
said,
"They
sounded good. They looked
good. They sound like the
original performers of the
songs."
In order to pay for all of
the expenses of the prom, the
prom committee is planning
for the Junior class to sell
school license plates and
possibly to have some bake

New students will have some

Mr. Doster, teacher
Aerospace course.

of

catching up to do, but it will be
minimized.

AFSers Share Christmas Customs
by Meg Martin

"Santa jumps in through
the air conditioning unit "
jokes Donna French, AFS
exchange
student
from
Australia. "No one has
chimneys, but Santa comes
anyway. He comes in the
middle of the night and he puts
presents under the tree."
"I've
never
heard
carolers. It's you
that
have introduced carolers. I'm
sure there must be carolers ... " Christmas in Australia is
pretty much the same as
Christmas in the U.S. according to Donna. In Donna's
town, however, the Yuletide
season is not as commercialized as in American
cities; She thinks that the
larger cities make Christmas
more of a commercial extravaganza.
Donna is the youngest in
her family so she says that
do
not
celebrate
they
Christmas like most people

with children do. Her family
decorates a Christmas tree
with tinsel and ornaments on
Christmas Eve. The family
sleeps in on Christmas
morning and then they open
their presents before going to
the beach. That's right--to the
beach! "At Christmas time
it's summer and so we all go to
the beach on Christmas Day.
Our Christmas vacation starts
in the beginning of Dec. and
goes to the end of Jan. because
it's summer vacation."
Donna says that their
Christmas meal usually includes chicken, ham or roast
lamb with mince sauce-"Yum" -and Christmas
pudding.
Gaby
Salazar,
from
Bolivia also finds that the U.S.
has influenced Christmas in

their country. She thinks that
Christmas starts a couple
months early in the U.S. She
was surprised to see Christmas decorations and advertisements up so early. "We
put lights in trees and have
Christmas music one week
before Christmas,"
said
Gaby. "We have some kind of
parade." Before the parade,
the trees along the streets are
decorated.
Usually
the
Catholic Church sets up a
nativity scene float in the
parade and Papa Noel (Santa)
rides at the end. The Church
organized the parade, which
consists mainly of floats, cars
and church bands, rather than
the school bands that are
abundant in U.S. parades. "I
think that Christmas down
there (in Bolivia) has more

American influences," continues Gaby. She gives an
example of how the children
believe that Santa lives at the
North Pole. They also set up
Christmas trees, decorated
with birds, balls and blinking
lights. Gaby used to work with
her mother in an institution to
help provide meals and gifts
to poorer people at Christmas.
The Yuletide season occurs in
Gaby's summer vacation also.
While Americans hang up
stockings on Dec. 24th,
Bolivians set out their oldest,
largest pair of shoes. "You put
them on the window ... and they
have to be big and old so that
Santa Claus will see what you
need and give you more,"
explains Gaby. The family
stays up until midnight on
Dec. 24th to open their gifts.

The Punk Procession . . Who Cares?
by Bruce Mitchell

"I will say this for the Sex
Pistols; There's one band
that's a damn sight worse:
The Bay City Rollers" Bernard Brooke-Partridge,
chairman of the Greater
sales after Christmas. It will
London Council Arts Comnot be up to the individual to
mittee and the man primarily
sell anything. Instead, the
responsible
for
banning
selling will be done by groups
biggest punk band, the Sex
of people.
Pistols, from playing in
London.
The class of '79 must pay
The newest thing in rockfor the band, the Civic Center,
n-roll these days involves
refreshments,
decorations,
safety pins in strange places,
invitations, and policemen.
bizzarre ripped clothes, a new
They must also set up and
kind of dancing in which you
clean up the Civic Center.
jump up and down while
Additional Juniors will be
flailing your arms and mock
serving on the subcommittees
strangling a partner of the
that will be set up later to
same sex, and loud rebellious
arrange the details for the
music played, in most casesy
prom. When asked what else
rather badly. It is called Punk
members of the class could
Rock, it is big in Britain and
do, committee member Karen
slowly coming to the colonies.
Miller said, "There will be
It all started when an
more fund-raising projects.
obscure band called Johnny
Support those! "
Rotten and the Sex Pistols
The advisor for the prom - appeared
on
national
committee is Ms. Baker, who
television on the British
has "really been great," . "Today" show. The inaccording to Junior class
terviewer, Bill Gundy, told the
President Kelly Chandler. The
group to "say something
group makes most of the
outrageous. "They did. Faster
decisions by themselves and
than you can say "free
then must clear them with the
publicity" the newspapers
administration.
·
had them on the front pages
with headlines like "TV

Juniors Further
Plans for Prom
by Carolyn Penny

navigation, solving problems
with weight and.balance, -l:md
cross-country planning and
flying. It is here that the
student's total learning will be
put to the real test.
The class is new at Jordan
this year and therefore quite
small. New st,udents are
welcome second semester. It
is open to Juniors and Seniors.
It is no longer required that a
student have completed
Aerospace one in order to
register second semester.

FURY OVER ROCK CULT
FILTH AND PUNK? CALL IT
FILTHY LUCRE." Punk
Rock was off and running in
the mother country with an
uncanny appeal to the nation's
down and out youth.
Britain has had serious
economic trouble in recent
years with high rates of
unemployment and inflation,
and to the thousands of young
people on the street it seems
that no one has even tried to
come up with a solutiQn. While
the rest of the country was
getting ready for the Queen's
Silver Jubilee the punks were
singing their own version of
"God Save The Queen" with
the chorus "no future no
future no future for you."
England was going down the
tubes and the Punk Rockers
were the only ones who
seemed to know it. They
adopted their bizarre lifestyle
to shock the world just as
every young generation had
before.
With the success and
media coverage of Punk Rock
in England it was bound to
come over to the United States
and it has. Such groups as the
Deaf School, Blondie, Richard
Hell and the Viodoids, The
Stranglers, and the Ramones

have tried to jump on the
"New Wave" bandwagon.
Most of the groups have failed
in other incarnations so they
tried the punk rock route. My
favorite group (of course I've
never heard their music) is
the Devos, who have to be the
strangest looking group in
existence with their stocking
masks and short pants. Who
knows if they know how to
play? Punk . Rock will
probably not succeed in the
United States because the
desperation and lack of hope
felt by the British youth exists
less here, and people in
America who like ugly
costumes and lousy loud
music always have kids.
Punk Rock is a rebellion
against authority and, in
music, that is nothing new.
When rock first came out it
was greeted with the s:> kind of outrage that punk rv.......
has met. There is a difference,
however, because as much of
the early stars strove for
sentimentalism, they worked
on their music. The quality of
the music was important tq
the ones who have lasted.
Punk Rockers won't last
because they just don't care
enough about their music.
That is the bottom line.
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JV Cheerleaders

by Diana Harmon

J.V. Cheerleaders line up for action.

'

Who, according to Shelly
Shelton, "are great people to
work with;" according to Lisa
Anderson, "get along pretty
well; '' and according to Karen
Wells have room to improve?
These "great people" are the
Junior Varsity Cheerleaders.
This year's J.V. Cheerleaders
are: Lisa Anderson, Laura
Bonti, Beth Brumley, Kim
Davis, Debbie Hilliard, Kim
Hunt, Shelly Shelton, Karen
Wells, and Cathy Woods.
Although they are often unnoticed in the school, the J.V.
Cheerleaders are involved in
almost as many activities as
the Varsity Cheerleaders.

Godl'' -Pretty Funny

by Alison Jones

Somehow "Oh God" an
ambitious,
different movie, survives
several major flaws and ends
up being a pretty funny movie.
The unlikely choice of
George Burns for the role of
God was probably the saving
grace of film.
He is
refreshing,
funny,
and
comfortable in a part that
would choke many actors.
This. choice illustrates, incidentally, two themes of the
movie: that God's messengers
can take any form, as can God
himself, and that "God is," in
the words of Voltaire, "a
comedian playing to an
audience that is afraid to
laugh." The movie, and Burns
in particular, works hard to
counteract a popular view of
God as distant and ominous.
One can't help thinking,
however, that if the writers
had to drag God onto the
screen they could have given
him better lines. Notably bad
are his comments on ostriches
and
avocadoes;
his
"mistakes." "They're stupid
looking" he says of one, and of
the other "the pit's too big."
The writers have taken many
liberties in their portrayal of
God for no apparent good
reason. For example, when

asked about the garden of
Eden, he says that his mistake
was that Adam and Eve were
too young. He goes on to say
that young people are the best,
most wholesome creatures in
his creation. Those are nice
words, but who seriously
believes them?
Like many other words
offered by this "God," they
are simplistic and hard to
swallow (as is the movie, for
that matter). "It can work,"
God says over and over, as he
tells people to stop killing each
other, using rivers as toilets,
etc. Again, who would
disagree with these sentiments? Most of us, however,
would also agree that the
problems of our world and
time are a little more complex
than this attitude implies. One
would hope that God would
have a little bit more to say to
us than the platitudes we were
taught in nursery school.
God's response in this movie
are mostly cop-outs, in fact.
(But then what can you expect
of mortal writers without
divine inspiration?)
One of the worst mistakes
in this movie was the casting
of John Denver as the bringer
of the good news. John Denver
may sing some nice songs

Science Group Reacts
by Geoff Spencer
The
Jordan
Science
Seminar club took a tour of the
experimental nuclear
facilities at North Carolina
State University on Thursday,
November 17. Members of the
club left Jordan after second
lunch, traveling to Raleigh by
cars.
The tour began with a
complete,
in-depth
expfanation of nuclear energy by
a nuclear physicist, who also
answered students' questions.
The club was then split apart
into smaller groups for tours
of the nuclear reactor and
other
nuclear
research
facilities. Following the tour,
many of the club members
returned to Durham.
Club member Mary Dale
Abernathy commented, "I

didn't really enjoy it because I
was scared of all that
radiation. I had to keep
ducking from those gamma
rays!" According to Senior
Tommy Wagner, the most
enjoyable part of the trip was
"seeing Bobby's car get
towed." Lisa Amaya commented, "The nuclear reactor
was really interesting, but
after ten minutes of his
talking I didn't understand
very well."
Lisa also thought the trip
was a valuable learning experience: "It made me more
aware of it (nuclear energy)
as possible solutions to the
energy problem." Tommy
commented, "It changed my
whole life. I'll never be the
same again. I left my wife and
moved to California."
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(that's open for debate), but
he is as hypocritical a naturelover as ever moved down a
mountain. John's personal
lifestyle makes a mockery of
his song lyrics. But aside from
his character deficiencies,
Denver has obvious dramatic
drawbacks. As an actor, he is
simply amateur.
One of the movie's strong
points is its parody of pocketlining evangelists, which is
amusing and on-target.

Obscure
Holidays
by Alison Jones
Hundreds of celebrations,
contests, festivals, etc. occur
all over the U.S. year round
with little recognition. In the
midst of the Christmas
hoopla, we thought it appropriate to recognize some of
these gala (if neglected)
events, such as these:
--World Championship Duck
Calling Contest in Stuttgart,
Ark: elate Nov. or early Dec.)
(Continued on Page 7)

The most recent activity
the cheerleaders were involved in was the Durham
Parade. Seven of
the nine J.V. Cheerleaders
were in the parade. Karen
Wells said, "It was exciting
because all those participating from Jordan were
in
one
group."
J.V.
Cheerleader Shelly Shelton
said, "It was a good crowd
and it was my first parade and
I really enjoyed it." The
cheerleaders also commented
that they would have liked to
have more school support at
the parade, but even without it
they still enjoyed themselves.
This
year's
J.V.
Cheerleaders are sporting
new uniforms which they had
to pay for with "every bit our
own money" according to Lisa
Anderson and Karen Wells.
Jordan students' opinions
of the J.V. Cheerleaders are

varied. Junior Kim . Bland
said, "I think the J.V.
Cheerleaders are pretty good
but they're not too good
because they're not juniors.
Even though they're not
juniors, they're better than
the Varsity Cheerleaders."
Sophomore Chase Teer said,
"The J.V. Cheerleaders are
alright but they need a little
more pep, they don't have
everyone's attention." Lynn
Medlin, a sophomore, summed up her feelings about the
J.V. Cheerleaders by saying,
"Use your lungs, people!"
Senior Kris Klingle said, "I
think they're terrific and
they're also cute."
Perhaps a summation of
the cheerleaders' feelings
about themselves, and the
students' opinion of them, can
be found in cheerleader Kim
Davis' comment, "We do
pretty good, I guess."

Jordan Superstars
by Peter Stern
"Our people have a real
enthusiastic attitude toward
the competition.' That's what
Ms. Baker, coach of Jordan's
Superstars team, said about
the participants.
Jane Driver, from the
Durham Recreation Dept.,
has organized a program in
which Jordan,
Durham, and Hillside will
compete against one another
in four different coed sports:
basketball,
football,
volleyball, and softball.
"The teams are quite
even because varsity players
in each sport do not qualify for
competition," said Coach
Baker. Another factor in
keeping the teams even are
rule alterations which keep
boys from dominating in the
game.
There are 15 students
competing in the Superstars

competition. They are Jennifer Dalton, Rebecca Dalton,
Beth
Gehweiler,
Valerie
Green, Mike Jones, Kathryn
Lutz, Bobby Mangum, Greg
Mau, Bobby Powell, Tommy
Sondley, Peter Stern, Laura
Williams, Linda Williams, and
Andy Wimberly.
Jordan met Hillside in
basketball on November 7 at
Holt Junior High in Durham.
The Falcons lost 30-19. The
next sport to be played will be
football; one hand touch.
Jordan will meet Southern at
Southern on December 5th.
The team, with the help of
Coach
Senter,
practices
whenever the need arises. The
practices try to go over the
rule changes and try to devise
some plays for the games.
Coach Baker said, "We should
have a good time and a lot of
fun, even though we may not
win anything."

All State .Auditions Held
by Diana Harmon
Auditions for All-State
Orchestra were held at
Broughton Senior High on
November 19. Three students
from Jordan were accepted
into this year's orchestra.
Auditions for All-State Band
were. held on December 10.
Eleven Jordan band members
tried out.
The three students from
Jordan that made All-State
Orchestra are: Shari Hansen,
violin; Angela Ripley, French
horn; and Marian Wilson,
oboe. The orchestra will meet
February 9, 10, and 11 for
twelve to fourteen hours of
practice and a concert on
February 11.

The orchestra
open to
musicians in grades nine
through twelve. Auditions
consist of one required peace,
one piece of your choice, and
two of a possible four scales.
Those who audition are
usually given one month to
learn the audition music.
Senior Shari Hansen said, "I
only had two weeks because I
had trouble finding someone
who knew what the piece
was."
The twelve students who
auditioned for All-State Band
are: Lori Borchert, flute; Kim
Cline, bassoon; ·Amy Gittleman,
piccolo;
Laurie
Gianturco, clarinet; Tim
Harper, tuba; John Karis,
oboe; Kathy Kelly, flute;

David
Moore,
clarinet;
Angela Ripley, French horn;
Gary Stephenson, clarinet;
and Marian Wilson, oboe.
Because try-outs were held on
December 10, results of the
audition
were
not
yet
available.
Why do students audition
for
t)1ese
organizations?
Junior John Karis said, "I'd
like to do it (try-out for Allstate Band) because I think it
would be a cultural opportunity.'' Shari Hansen,
who has been in All-State
Orchestra three years said,
"It gives you a sense of
responsibility and helps you to
expand your area of music.
You also get to know lots of
people."

The Question Of The Month
How did you find out that
there is no Santa Claus?
Valerie
Green--I
don't
know ... I don't know!
Becky
Goodling--Santa
Claus never came to our
house.
Tom Sigmon--! found my
bicycle in the trunk of the car
when I was nine.
Scott Hicken--1 saw a bunch
of presents in my old man's
room.

Leanne Upchurch--When I
was in the third grade I saw
Mama putting presents under
the tree.
Stan Gall--I never believed
in Santa Claus to being
with!!!
Eloit Smith--I refuse to
answer on the grounds that it
may incriminate me.
Ricky Patton--! don't want
to answer that dumb question!
I found out from a friend.

Deirdra Burns--1 don't
remember.
Mr. Avery--! got a bow and
arrow set with writing on it
that I knew Santa wouldn't
give. By the way, I was a
junior in college.
Chase Teer--The boys in the
neighborhood told me.
Laurie
parents left the toys out and I
found them.
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Pep Club Promotes Spirit
by Aaron Thompson

Who is this band of merrymaking lunatics? Are they a
bunch of people who go around
instilling school spirit into
everyone? Actually they are
members of Jordan's Pep
Club. The club elected four
bouncy, bright-eyed, eager
girls to serve as officers on
their first meeting held on
November 8, 1977, and they
elected
Jerre
Taylor,
President; Cassandra Smith,
Vice-President;
Bunchy
Bagley, Secretary; and Karen
Wells, Treasurer.
Pep Club members try to
raise school spirit for athletic
events and support school

organizations as much as
possible. Club Treasurer,
Karen Wells said the club's
function in Jordan is "To
encourage the student body to
become enthusiastic." The
Constitution of the Pep Club
says, "The Pep Club is an
organization that supports
and encourages the student
body to participate in extracurricular activities and
school functions."
One big change in the
club's activities was supporting the school's clubs and
organizations as well as its
athletic teams. Mrs. Kirpatrick, club sponsor, said,
"We hope to work with other
clubs with any of the activities

they're involved in." She
added, "We will furnish buses
to away games to boost attendance
there."
Jerre
Taylor, Pep Club President
said, "We hope to have Tshirts that have our names on
them and say 'Jordan Pep
Club'." Jerre added, "Our
greatest ambition is to have a
popcorn machine at the
games and go caroling as one
of our activities."
The major goal of Jordan's Pep Club is to get
students to support their
school. Debbie Hillard, a
member, commented, "The
main thing is to encourage
school spirit." Mrs. Kirk-
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said,
"the
organizations will be "actively involved" with the Pep ·
Club and be represented in the
club." Representatives of the
Student Council, sponsors of
the cheerleaders, the Varsity
and Junior Varsity Head
Cheerleaders, the Pep Club ·
sponsor, and a representative
of the sports make up the
Executive Committee which
will co-ordinate the activities
of the club.
The club is open to all
students who have gone
bananas, those who are about
to go bananas, and those who
are "totally insane." J.V.

cheerleaders extend an invitation to all those who have
the disease known as "school
spirit" to join the club.
"Anyone who has school spirit
and is interested in participating in the activities of
the school is welcome to join
the Pep Club." Club President
JerreTaylor stated, "We need
a little more support" from
the students.
School spirit at Jordan
has dropped considerably and
the Pep Club hopes to
"revive" it again. So catch
this dreadful disease known as
"SCHOOL SPIRIT" before it
catches you!

Not Real, But Mighty Close
by Leslie Calkins
It was a chilly evening,

early in December. The air
was crisp and the ground was
sparkling with the beginnings
of frost after a day of rain. On
this night, I set out on my
search for the real Santa
Claus.
My first stop was South
Square Mall, which was
overflowing with Christmas
shoppers.
Mothers
and
children, couples, families,
groups of kids ... It was a
different feeling from the
usual ·plastic, impersonal
feeling of · a mall. The
Christmas decorations and
the general commonness of
purpose of the people gave the
place a festive atmosphere.
I found Santa sitting
regally in a small castle with a
line of nervous children and
patient
parents
waiting
outside. He looked like the
real Santa Claus: red suit,
black boots, curly white
beard, and a round belly
(sagging a little, however).
I decided to ask him a few
questions: "What have kids
been asking you for this
Christmas, Santa?"
"Bicycles, . roller skaes,
dolls, games, · clothes," he
replied, and produced several

large-lettered sloppily penciled lists. "Baby come back,
I asked him what lie tells
people who do not believe in
Santa Claus. "Well, people
ask me 'How do you get your
toys if you're not the real
Santa?' 'Well,' I tell them,
'I'm the real Santa.'"
Up to this point, he might
have had me believihg, until I
asked him what he wanted for
Christmas. His reply, "a new
car," made me slightly
suspicious.
The search for Santa
Claus seemed worth another
try, so I headed out to
University Mall the next afternoon. The mall was considerably less crowded, but
equally cheerful. In the center
was a giant Christmas tree.
Beside the tree was a green
and red open carriage. Sitting
Snoopy and clothes, Bugs
Bunny sleeping bag, Highway
truck stop, Wis-a-thon" read
one.
"Barbie
Fashions,
Sewing
Machine,
Bionic
Woman, Milky the Cow, 'Amy
Joy', Bobby's Town House
Man" read another list.
Santa told me that one
little boy asked for a baby
sister, and that he told him
"we'll see."
I then asked him "how's

(Continued from Page 6)
--Gallipolis
International
--Calaveras County Fair and
Chicken Flying Meet in
Jumping Frog Jubilee (mid
Gallipolis, Ohio (late May)
May)
--National Date Festival
--National
Cow
Chip
<Camel and Ostrich races) in
Throwing Contest in Beaver,
Indio, Calif. in mid Feb.
Oki. (late April)
--International
Pancake
--International Brick and
Race in Liberal, Kanas on
Rolling Pin Throwing Contest
Shrove Tuesday.
in Strout, Oki. (late June)
--National
Hard
Crab
--World's
Championship
Derby, Labor Day weekend in
Armadillo Races in Uvaldo,
Crisfield, Md.
Tx. <Oct.)
--National Tobacco Spitting
--Hinckly Buzzard Festival
Contest in Raleigh, Miss. <late
July)
in Hinckly, Ohio (March 15)
--Jacob's Pillow Dance
--National Hollerin' Contest
at Spivey's Corner, N.C. (mid
Festival in West Becket,
Mass. (summer)
Jun el

Obscure Holidays

the weather up at the North
Pole this time of year?"
"Cold" was his reply.
in the carriage was Santa
Claus--another one.
This Santa Claus was
slightly more wordy than the
last; his comment on North
Pole weather was "mighty
chilly."
He told me that kids had
been asking him for games,
dolls (especially "The Bionic
Woman" and other TV
characters), and other toys.
One child asked him for a dog,
and another for golf clubs.
When I asked him what he
told people who did not believe
in Santa Claus, he replied,
"You mean there are people
like that?"
He briefly described his
work to me. He has about fifty
elves, he said, who work all
year making toys. At that
point he told me he had to go
feed his reindeer and said,

"Can I have a bicycle - or a BA.BY SISTER?!?" asked a starryeyed youngster.

"Merry Christmas."
This
Santa
seemed
slightly more feasible, except
for the occasional "ya'll"
which slipped out. Of course,
no one ever said the real Claus
couldn't have been born in
Alabama. Rather than feel
discouraged, I decided that it

was not important how many
Santa Clauses one sees
hanging around shopping
centers. Somewhere the real
one is busy at work making
toys, reading letters from
children, or just sitting back
in an armchair relaxing and
chuckling to himself over all
those imposters.

December . . . Other Than Christmas
by Larry Trevarthen

December - a month
where everyone celebrates
Christmas, a month where the
entire nation waits with anticipation for the 25th day of
the month. Right?
Wrong.
For the Jewish population
of the world and the U.S.,
December is a time for
Chanukah. Instead of waiting
for Christmas, they celebrate
the fourth through the twelfth
<this year, like Easter, it
, varies from year to year) as
Chanukah.
Chanukah is the Jewish
celebration of their freedom
from the Greeks. 300 years.
before Christ, the Greeks,
under the rule of Alexander
the Great, took control of
Jerusalem. After several
years, which included a three
year war, the Jews won back

their freedom, and the Greeks
departed.
After cleaning out their
temples, the Jews wanted to
light the sacred candles of
their church.
According to tradition, the
candles could only be lit with
pure olive oil, of which there
was none to be found.
Eventually, a small cup of
olive oil was found and the
candles were lit.
Judging from the amount
of oil, the Jewish people expected the candles would burn
for about a day. Instead, a
miracle occurred and the
candles burned for nearly
eight days.
From that came the eight
day celebration of Chanukah.
Today,
Chanukah
is
celebrated in many ways.
Each night for the eight nights
of Chanukl:lh, a candle is lit

around a small family
ceremony, until on the final
night, all eight candles have
been lit.
Jewish children receive
presents during Chanukah
along with traditional toys
called dradles, that resemble
dice and tops. The toys have a
Hebrew letter and-or a picture
of a Jewish miracle on them.
The children can spin them
and playfully bet on which
side turns up.
All in all, it is a pleasant
celebration which the Jewish
people have perserved well
with tradition.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .811111111111111111111111111••·········-:

'CATHY'S FLORIST
PARKWOOO SHOPPING CENTER
Mr. & Mrs. J.L. Cannova Props.
:
5112 Revere Road
Durham, N.C. 27713
: Phone: 544-3540
1\1 ;ght Phone: 544-2356
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LICENSED OPTICIANS
Outstanding collection of
exclusive eyewear for the
discriminating individual.
Featuring designer frames
and sunglasses.

Durham Rec.rm+in9

967-2020
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by Judy Perry
The girls' basketball team
started the season off with
loss to Jordan Matthews. The
score was 63-45. The game
was Tuesday night, Nov. 29th.
The second game was Friday
night with Orange High
School. Jordan girls won 40 to
39. The record stands at one
and one. In response to the
game with Matthews Ms.
Harris said, "I think they
a mighty
game. I
was pleasantly
"
The members of

Mary Ann Pietrantoni, Sharon
Quarfordt, Jewel Ramsey,
Beth Ray, Lisa Sherrill,
Karen Williams and Marsha
Young.
In comparing this year's
team with last year's Ms.
Harris said, "We lost a good
shooter last year, butthe team
is - faster and there's more
interest." She said there were
more good girls to try out this
year and there was only one
cut.
The
have twenty
games
sixteen of
which are conference games.
There are nine schools in the
conference. The
five
teams go to the

is
to be
beat One reason is there are
starters this

playoffs. Ms. Harris thinks
they should at least get fifth in
the conference.
Ms. Harris said she didn't
know what to expect in the
game with Matthews. She said
they are new and inexperienced but they try to work
well together. Most of the
players are sophomores. The
team is weak on rebounds.
Ms. Harris feels the team has
a lot of potential that needs
building. In evaluating the
team Lisa Sherrill said,
"We're better than last year
because we're not depending
on one shooter."
Ms. Harris said the team
doesn't have much
but
she feels they can
their
ownagainst people their own
size. On the · average the
Matthew's
were about
three inches
than ours.
In
to the
Susan
too
o' the
Ann
Girls' Ba.sketbaU

the thick

ston-Salem).

be around,
Mau.
The team
face many
strong
in the
3-A
Conference
Triangle
(Southern, South Johnston,
Apex and Orange), as well as
many tough out-of conference
teams. Not only will the team
wrestle these schools in dual
match-ups, but Jordan will
participate in a number of
tournaments. According to the
North Carolina Mat News,

Jordan has "one of the
toughest wrestling schedules
in all of North Carolina ... and
the Bull Durham Holiday
Classic (Jordan will host this
tournament on December
22nd and 23rd) is one of the
toughest tournaments in the
state." The B.D.H.C. will be
attended
by
powerhouse

To be
such stiff
team practices
Practices last from 3: 15 to
6:00 every weekday and an
occasional Saturday. Because
the girls and boys basketball
teams use the Jordan gym,
the team practices in the
auditorium with the mats on
the stage. They begin with 30
minutes of running, they
exercise, do drills, three man
wrestles (30 minutes), agility
drills, and they end with
sprints
around
the
auditorium.
"If we stay healthy and
don't have any major injuries,
we should do alright this
year," said Coach Rogers.
There are nine dual meets
(two tournaments) at Jordan
this season. The home meets
start at 7:30, so check with a
team member or Coach
Rogers about the dates and
come support your matmen.

Falcon Wrestler on the mat.

.Swim Team Even Better
by Scott Peters
The Jordan High School
Swim Team, the Jellyfish, is
expected to finish within the
top five at the state championship this season. "I know
we'll do good this year,"
stated
co-captain
Kris
Klingel.
Girl's captain Kim Setzer
looks first to the upcoming
dual meets this season. "We
gotta beat Chapel Hill, I think
we can."
Other
team
members stressed the importance of the meets against
Chapel Hill. "Our meets
against them are going to tell
us what we have. If we can
beat 'em, it'll mean a lot
psychologically,"
said
returning junior Peter Stern.

When asked about the
strengths of the girls' team,
Kim pointed out that many of
the returning swimmers have
had
substantial
improvements and mentioned
seyeral new swimmers as
showing
promise.
"Well
Tracey (Arrington) and Dawn
(Quarfordt) have a lot of
ability and Harriet Willard
and Susan Parham will be a
big help."
Newcomers to the boys'
team include Will Donovan,
Scott Tyrey (both from
Durham
Dolphins
Swim
Team), and Stan Gall. In
reference to Will and Scott,
Klingel stated, "They'll be a
couple of our best, they've got
good versatibility."

Individually, many of the
athletes have set their own
personal goals. Kim Setzer is
looking to set a new high
school record for 50 yard
freestyle (she already holds
it). Scott Tyrey is working to
finish in the top three in the
state championships. "First, I
want our team to do well, but I
want to qualify in backstroke
and freestyle." Kris Klingel is
in a position to set a new
Jordan record for 100 yard
freestyle, as is Jesse Riggan
and Will Donovan. Both Jesse
and Will are excellent in the
butterfly event.
The Jellyfish may well be
the best team Jordan has this
year. All students are encouraged to attend the home
meets.

Varsity Players Need Some Work
by Larry Trevarthen

Jamie Walker puts up a foul shot.

Jordan's
first
two
basketball games proved to be
as
the
disappointments
Falcon's lost a non-conference
game to Jordan Matthews 5850, and the conference opener
to Orange84-57, on what Head
Coach John Avery called, "A
lot of little errors."
Avery, commenting on
the Matthews loss, said he was
"very upset" at the loss

because of errors such as 15
missed lay-ups.
Despite the errors, Jordan
kept the score close the entire
first half and led many times.
In the last few minutes of the
first half, Matthews hit ten
unanswered points which put
the Falcon's six points in the
hole after leading by four.
Describing the scene,
Avery blamed it on a "lack of

concentration." Emphasizing
the importance of this portion
of the game he said
disgustedly, "That was the
final margin of the game."
Avery praised, "Several
players had a good game but
as a team we played poorly."
He cited several missed inbounds plays and not watching the clock for last second
shots as examples.
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Semester

Preparing/or Georgetown

Schedules

JU C Receives
Country
Assignntents

Tested
by Geoff Spencer
Td like to have just one
teacher all year round," says
John Story, who has to change
several of his teachers in midyear. John does not like changing teachers because then
"teachers are more' strict, can't
get to know you as well."
However, John does see some
advantages to the system: '1t
does let you have a chance of
pace."
Under th·e new system,
scheduling is done in two parts.
First, at the start of the school
year, classes are created and assigned to teachers on the basis
of student demand. The student
must fill out a schedule and
turn it in. From this information, a master schedule is created by computer so that there is
the smallest possible number of
schedule conficts. This schedule
is used for the first semester.
At the beginning of the
second semester, teachers are
assigned their course schedules
on the basis of what the students take the first semester.
Whenever possible, a teacher_
keeps the same courses for the
same periods. The students sign
up for individual courses
through their respective
teachers. ·
Mr. Sills comments that, under this system, the student has
"more latitude in picking
courses than ever before." He
also feels that this system allows a student to change a
course in mid-year.
Mr. Baker, in charge of
scheduling at Jordan for second
semester, feels that this system
is "more flexible," and also that
it "gives students the opportunity to take a more diversified
program."
Mr. Baker also sees some disadvantages of the system. When
the second semester schedule is
being made out, "you can't
always foresee what your needs
are going to be," and, since students select their own courses
and periods for second semester,
there is "imbalance in class
sizes." He also feels that the
system is confused when people
drop courses for the second
semester."
Mr. Sills sees another disadvantage of the system in that it
creates more work for the faculty. Drew Wyatt sees a more
practical disadvantage: 'We
have to go to all those classes
:md turn in our sliPS."

A Star is Born!! .Mr. Thonas Culbreth, an
.English teacher at Jorc1c>n
"on
ABC Is $20.
.Pyramid. Hr .. Culbreth was
successful lin winning $600.

o"oo·

by Heather Cordoni
Layouts, cropping, book sections, photographs, and
especially deadlines can be
forgotten by the Talon staff
members for the first time this
year. This year's JHS annual
· was delivered to the Hunter's
Publishing Company ·in
Winston-Salem to meet the Feb.
4deadline.
As always, producing an annual is a difficult and arduous
task, according to the members
of the class. However, editor-inchief Kathy Rankin expressed
that the members work well
together and listen to what she
has to say. The majority of the
students had had no previous
experience working on such a
publication before this year.
Funds for the processing of
the annual were more than sufficient this year. Kathy Rankin
commented, "The staff has
earned more money than any
yearbook staff at JHS has ever
earned. This extra amount was
used on special effects, and the
yearbook will contain more
pages."
Members of the class seemed
pleased with the work they had
done. Alyson Hicken, layout
editor, said that the strong point
of the annual is that, "There are
more pictures." When asked
how general work on the annual
went, she E\aid, "Everything's
gone pretty well." Julie Cleaver,
labeled by Talon advisor Miss
Rachel Simon as "chief pest,"
commented about the deadline.·
"It's pressure, getting everything done. Sometimes you
can't get the pictures the way
you want for layouts. It's a real
hassle at the end. But it'll all be
worth it when the book comes
out."

·1 eatured

Talon advisor, Miss Simon,
commented about the staff.
"We've had a good crew this
year. They've really worked
together beautifully. Our
editorial staff was excellent."
She also mentioned the dedication of Kathy Rankin, editor-inchief. She commented that,
"The whole school should be
grateful to the parents of the
students on the staff. Without
them, nothing would have been
possible. The students used
their parents' money, cars, and
gasoline." Miss Simon said that
special recognition should be
given to Karen Stern, who is not
a member of the staff, for her
time and energy spent on
artwork for the book.
Proofs for the annual will be
returned in approximately
eight weeks. Annuals will be issued in May. If funds are still
sufficient after the bill is recei ved, the class hopes to put out
a supplement, The Tailfeather.

by Pascal Struple:r
Like every high school from
all over the country that takes
part in the North American Invitational Model UN
(NAIMUN), Jordan received its
country assignments in early
December. Morocco and
Venezuela are the two countries
that will be represented by
Jordan in the UN model
sessions in Washington from
the 2nd-6th of March.
The 20 member club is split
into two delegations each deal·
ing with one country. These delegations again are divided into
5 committees of 2 members
each. The committees analyze
the countries' positions concerning: cooperation of the less developed countries, law of the
sea, disarmament, legal and
humanitarian problems and
terrorism.
The delegations have been
working at the UNC-CH library
which has most of the UN documents needed. Each committee
had to write a resolution on
their topic due the 3rd of
January. These resolutions are
sent to Washington by every
school participating. The best of
these are selected and will be
discussed in March at the
sessions. The committees now
are doing research on their
countries and their position in
the UN. In a few weeks they
will start practicing speeches,
which are an important part
enabling the members to join in
the discussions later in
Washington.
Venezuela delegation president, Brian Morris, i:> pleased
with the research done by the
members. "But some people
think, now that the rPsolutions

are written, the work is done."
Morris said, "We are only
halfway throug·1 and eve.rybody
needs to keep on working. But
once this is done, we will have a
good time in Washington, I'm
looking forward to it."

-

by Margaret Karls
Senior Angie Mciver has advanced to the state finalist level
in the competition for the
Morehead Scholarship. The
Morehead is a fUll four-year
scholarship to the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Angie was $elected to continue at the state finalist level
on the basis of an interview she
had January 14. At the interview, Angie was asked a few
questions by the Morehead interviewing committee to see if
she knows. what is going on in
the world, and for them to see
what she is interested in. When
asked how she felt about becoming a finalist, Angie said, "It really was a surprise! I had to read it (the notice) a few times!"
Six finalists were selected
from this district togo to the
state level. About 50 other
finalists were selected from
around the state, and 50 more
from the southeastern United
States. Approximately half of
these people will receive the
· Morehead Scholarship.
The state finalists will spend
February 25-28 in Chapel Hill
together. They will have one interview at this time, and attend
dinners and other social functions. The scholarship finalists
will be named on the basis of
this weekend.
Angie is captain of the girls'
varsity tennis team, accompanist for the Ensemble, and a
member of-Science Seminar and
the National Hono! Society.
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Strange Dating Situation At Jordan
Valentine's Day increases many students' awareness of the weird
dating situation unique t.o Jordan. The problem is best defined as
the male's adversion and the female's diffidence in dating. The
problem is intensified with the strange belief that after a couple of
dates with the same person, the couple is on the threshold of
marriage or something equally repulsive at the ages of 16-18. There
is no such thing as dating two different people in one weekend or
several people in one month at Jordan, although it exists in many
high schools today. Platonic dating is completely unheard of by the
majority. The source of the problem does not stem soley from either
sex, nor is it universal to all students. Since the cause is unknown,
the antidote is still more difficult to define.
For those who have always lived in this situation, the problem is
taken for granted; although it is obvious to outsiders, especially
those from northern high schools. One short-term AFSer from last
year's trip to Rye, NY noted this major difference in our schools, '1
never considered myself especially attractive, but after being there
[in Rye] two days, I was asked out by different guys every night. We
went out as friends, not lovers, and really had a good time -What a
change from Jordan."
To exaggerate in saying that no one at Jordan dates is extreme.
There are girls that do date, .using several tactics. One, girls date
guys from other high schools or near-by universities. Two, girls date
one guy at Jordan on a strickly steady basis. Or three, girls play the
role of the agressor and 'work' their buns off. The guys that date are
the best-looking, the 'taken' [i.e. those who have gone with the same
girl since 10th grade], or those that date two or three times a year on
special oC<:asions such as for, the Prom, or the Christmas and
Valentine dances.
The majority of both males and females at Jordan do not date like
Nancy Drew and her many beaus. Some, instead, resort to hanging
out at the Gold Mine waiting to get picked up, often using the line,
"Hey, ya got a quarter?" Some find their thrill roaming in packs of
five or six getting drunk at a Chapel Hill bar, finding a wild party,
or acting strange (an explanation of which cannot be gone into).
Others cruise with a member of the same sex in the never-ending
search of excitement in Durham. Still others sit at home watching
their fingernails grow.

Challenge
vs.
oredom

Eleven A's and 20 F's. This grade disparity is from three classes of
a required college preparatory sophomore·course, Algebra I. Why
are there 11 A's and 20 F's? Because no form of placement testing is
given to incoming sophomores, and they are all lumped together, to
either sink or swim. A teacher, given a class with mostly
above-average students, will justifiably cater to the above-average
students, and will go ahead with a quick teaching pace. The few
below average students, however, will become hopelessly frustrated
by their lack of comprehension, and will, in all likelihood, give up. If
the teacher slows down to accomodate the below-average student,
the subject will become stale and tedious for the other students. The
teacher, then, is also in a quandry. What can be done? This situation
need never happen, if placement tests were given in the 9th grade.
There is a real need to arrange classes according to ability. This
class arrangement would be beneficial to the above-average
student, the below-average student, and the teachers.
If a class proceeds in a slow maru1er, an intelligent student may
feel intellectually stunted, because no challenge is presented to him.
The student may even feel resentful towards the other students,
who are causing the teacher tO slow down his or her teaching pace.
This student, bored to death because he has completed all of his
'required work, will, for lack of something better to do, cut up and
create a distilrbance. If, however, this student were in a class where
the other students are on his academic level or above, he would have
more work to do, and would feel compelled to keep up with his
classmates. The above-average student needs a challenge to keep
him interested.
The student who is below-average in a subject already has his
challenge: learn the subject. In a classroom of students who are
better than he in that subject, it is easy for the frustrated student to
just give up. If this student had been tested, and found to be
below-average in a certain subject, he could have been placed in a
class where the teaching pace was fairly slow. This way, the class
could proceed as a whole, and resentful and frustratedfeelings could
he eliminated. Special projects and teaching methods could be
mitiated to stimulate a student's interest in a subject he may find
ifficult and dull. In a class of people on his own academic level, a
student would have no fear of being ridiculed by other students
when he had a question-the answer which the other students had
ten minutes ago.
Teachers who trv to cater to all levels of intelligence and interest
in their classroom" are attempting the impossible. If students were
placed with other students on the same ability level, the teacher's
futile energy could be used in a more productive manner. If teachers
only had one academic level of students to teach, they could spend
some of this time outlining a more detailed and varied course of
study. Obviously, teachers would also have to spend less time going
over material. They could either go over the material quickly but
thoroughly, or slowly and deliberately; either way, the students
would comprehend the material and be more satisfied with
themselves.
Testing students in required subjects, and then placing them in a
classroom with students of their own ability', would be beneficial to
the above-average student, the below-average student, and the
teachers. Pretesting and correct placement is necessary to eliminate
eelings of resentment, frustration, and dissatisfaction caused by an
· tellectually unbalanced
__ ____ _

Icon
Decrie
To the Editor,
I'm writing to the Falcon's
Cry to criticize some of your
aspects.
First of all, there are never, or
should I say seldom, any Black
students pictured or interviewed exclusively in your
paper.
Many of my friends have
never brought a copy ·of the
Falcon's Cry because of this reason. They feel that there is
nothing in the paper they can
relate to.
Some of my friends would like
to express their feelings in
poems or short stories.
Many students on your staff
need to check out the Black
point of view as far as the happenings around Jordan are concerned.
Here are. some suggestions
that may help the Falcon's Cry: ·
1. Interview people who aren't
necessarily the interviewer's
friends.
2. Interview more Black
students.
3. Maybe have a
or story
of the week.
I hope you take these suggestions and my opinion of your
paper into great consideration.
On behalf of
many black students,
Rosemaria Robinson

poem

There is no single reason for Jodan's perversity. One of the major
factors is the general misconception that every date must be the
start of a serious r-elationship. Another element is the fact that there
are more females than males at Jordan (apprroximately 52 to 489C ).
The most detrimental component is that the dull atmosphere in
Durham offers limited inexpensive entertainment. The available
socially acceptable entertainment is expeJ:!sive, therefore making
dates possible only for those with an income. Subsequently, the
opportunity to go out for those who work is decreased because of
time spent on thejob.
The remedy, if one exists, for the Saturday night blues is a more
liberal JHS. Women, ask one of the many Jordan honeys what he is
doing this weekend and why not offer to pay for your half of the
expenses. Men, whip out your "Falcon Finder" and find a date for
the Valentine's dance, and for all the Friday and Saturday nights
from now until Graduation. After all, the further in advance that
you ask her, the less likely that she can tum you down. The real key
to the Jordan Lonely Heart problem is turned when everyone
accepts that high school dating does not necessarily mean lifelong
involvement.
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Valentine's

My
dearest
Rich, Ho
can I live
without you.
The mere sight
of you makes m
quiver.When you
hold me in your
arms, I could drown
in the sheer ecstasy •
You're-the only man i
my life. - Your lover

Day

Mary P. Dolciani
Will you be my
Valentine? J. Avery
Happy Valentine's Day,
• Carlie!
From Beatrice
..... • • I love you. Pidge

M.S. For all the good times we
have had and for many more to
come-thank you.

..

Tom Sprinkle - Have a Happy Valentine's Day.
·
Happy Valentine's .Day. Love
forever, P.G.

Buttercup. Our cups runneth
over; why don't yours? Happy
Valentine's Day. Yours truly,
the Busting Out Beauties.
Beanpole (Buttercup's lover) If
you can't go to college go to
State. Happy Valentine's Day.
Yours truly, the Busting-Out ·
Beanpoles·
Goosey, I love you more than
K.R loves you - Your Secret
Admirer. Amo Vos Disciplinae
Latinae Semper, Non
Signatus.
Don Rynders - Have a Happy
Day. Love, your
secret admirer.
Kelley Chandler: To the
sweetest and best-looking gal in
. school. I want you to be mv # l
Valentine. Love,
Gallimore
Chop-Chop, I'm you.rs. J'aime
toujours le cou. With
your
sweetheart.

never wow
how very mucli
you mean to me.
Love, the man in
that big maroon

Dear Wildman - I really had
a nice time at PH Saturday
night. I wish I could get to know
you better; Happy Valentine's
Day. Allison D.
Ann - I think of you often
everyday, but even more on this
special day. Happy Valentine's
Day to my special someone!
Donald.
Julie -We took a vote and-deeided to wish you · a Happy
Valentine's Day! The Gang!
Kevin A - Will you be my
Valentine? I'm yours always.
No matter what, just remember
that I'm there! Me.
John N - I want to be your
Valentine sweetheart; will you
be mine? If so,J'U pick you up at
9:00 in my private helicopter
and we'll go to
Ill have
you home before 1:00, don't
worry. RSVP. Love fi Kisses,?

OS
A heart-shaped fish
sandwich and an orange drink.
MDA ...:::. YOU know you are my
only true love. I will luf you
forever. Me.
MB - I miss you! Love, MD.
Jacey - Be my Valentine and
More. Love, John Hamilton.
Leanne - Happy Valentine's
?ay! You may think King Kong
is cute,. but he doesn't have a
chance next to yrn.L
MAP - Happy Valentine's
Day!SH.

To my Valentine, Will you be
mine? I'll be thine. And if this
won't work out, can we just
date? Love, your Valentine

Tic. Slurp.
Umph. I love
vou.
-You
_ow Who
Ricky L: (L for lover)
· iss me, you fool -Guess who
Attention Dustman. Love you,
D.
Tony Raneri - I think you're
cute.
To Nit and Whit--i miss you
sho - but I still luff you. Your
Schizophrenic lover.
M. W. I love you. M.K
AHC-What makes you• think
I'm chasing you? I didn't ask
you to be my valentine... now did
I?!
.
AA-"Oh·WhatA Night"... "Oh
What a Year."
Mr. Culbreth-Bomebody in
your 1st. period wants you to be
his valentine.
RW-I luff you so good!
HS-That's the pits of rudeness!
Kim Setzer--! have mv eve
and my he.art on you. Pete; S. •

.

o the Cheewah gang.
Despite the fact that you are all
dogs, I want to wish you a Happy Valentine's Day. From the
Leader of the Pack.
my -dear friend Marydale,
Kiss me you fool. Love, Ricky.
A.N.-N-S.H. Always
Dear Hermit. All the books you
read must be about spiders. You
seem to be spinning a "Cobb"web. Just try not to let the fly
get stuck. Happy Valentine's
Day. Love, Grandma ShortLegs.
Dear Pih. Have one "On the
Rocks" at Wake ·Forest but not
"bottoms up." Love, Jack
Daniels and Ginger Ale.
Dear J.W. Take out the trash,
make up the beds, and don't
forget the key. Happy Valentine's Day! Love, The Maid
To Angiegailwind. Blow me a
kiss .. .like thiS. I love you always
and forever, truly and sincerely.
I'll deeply care for you for
eternity-Mom.
M.J. You are our
sweetheart... but for ot.U" s3.kedo you think you coula learn a
simple dance step without falliD.g all over UK Love always,
MDA &'ld J.B.
Dear
With
much
W.G.
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I
earth. To die is to gain eternal
life in the Kingdom of Heaven if
you love Jesus. Jesus said, 1f
you love God, keep his commandments. Peace and happiness be to the people who love

Most people take for granted
the early years of their lives,
overfooking the fact that life is
not eternal. If given one month
to Ii ve. how would you spend it?

"

All;...State Orchestra members Sheri

Hargar.et
togan· Wllkins:

ette-'Td try
get Mr. Sills to give me. my
diploma now, so all these years
wouldn't have gone to waste. I'd
also like to visit the Bermuda
Triangle, and give parts of my
body to medicine."

Bern.itha Jenldns-'1
live it (her life) the same way. I
wouldn't try to change anything
because I'm satisfied with my
life. I wouldn't want to squeeze
anything new in if I only had a
month."
Annette Jones-"I would
spend the first half of the month
with Steve, and do everything I
could with him. The last part of
the month I would like to spend
with William, and do different
thi
with him."

Ella Woods-'1 wou d want to
be nice to everybody, so I
-wouldn't have any enemies
when I died. I would treat everthe same, no matter what
Edwin Chamberlain-''!
· would want to go out west to see
the Grand
"

Bea Novak-"I would travel
around the world. I've ahvays
wanted to see what other countries are like, especially those
countries that are different
from ours, like India, France,
Italy, Israel. and the countries
of Africa. I'd like to see how they
live and experience it with

lris Williams-"Panic, then I
1
would try to relax and enjoy life.·
I'd do everything I wanted to do,
with no restriction on things
like money - I'd even buy
clothes if I wanted to."

Comp Iimeiut5 of·

.
5YY-t711

Crystal Hogue-'Td quit
school and take a trip to Hawaii
and maybe to see the Alps."

by Mike Kesler
"Playing with the best musicians in the state, you really
have to do your best, 'cause
everybody else is doing their
best... they either put you in
your place 9r ·make you feel
superior," stated All-State .
Orchestra and Band member
. Bill Hitchcock when asked
wliat it was like competing with
young musicians from all over
North Carolina.
Bill, who has been chosen for
both All-State Band and
Orchestra for three years in a
row, said that competing for a
spot in either group is "really a
good · experience, even if you
don't make the audition."
James Spell-'1f I had only
Bill went on to explain the organization of the band and orone month left to live here on
earth, I would pray to God for
chestra. All-State Band, whose
forgiveness of my sins. I would
Jordan members practice here
be kind to my parents and
at school during fourth period,
is divided into six districts, covfriends. I would feel happy. We
are _n.ot limited_
only--=---...;;.,,....;...
to life on
ering_
all
North
The
---_of_
_ _Ca:olina.
_.;;;;..;,,_ _
...-.mi

**
*

Harion

,David }·iarabfe.,
P·hoto: Mike Ellis

oun s
February

Dates
1 - Film Birth of a Nation,
9:30 p.m. Bio Sci, Duke.
4 - Film The Story of Adele
H, 7 & 9:30 p.m., Bio Sci, Duke.
5 - Film Godfather Part II, 6
& 9:30 p.m., Page Aud., Duke.
9 - Film The Wizard of Oz, 7
& 9:30 p.m., Carroll Half, UNC.
10 - Jean-Luc Ponty;
performing at the Pier in
Raleigh. Film A Star is Born
(1954), 8 p.rn., Carroll Hall,
UNC.
11 - Film Lenny, 7 & 9:30
p.m., Carroll Hall, UNC. Winters Brothers: performing at the
Pier in Raleigh.
12 - Boy Scout Jamboree.
South Square.. Film Children of

top three musicians in each sec'tion (in Bill's case, trombone)
compete for a place in the
honors band, which consists of
only the very best performers in
the state. All-State Band has
planned tO give a concert on
Jan. 30 at Hill Hall on the UNC
at Chapel Hill campus, while
the All-State Orchestra, made
up of choice musicians from
North Carolina, has scheduled a
performance for Feb. 5, in Adcock Auditorium on the UNC at
Greensboro campus. Bill said
that he is looking forward to
both performances and added,
"It's very exciting music, and

Paradise, 8 p.m., Carroll Hall,
UNC. Film Family Pl.ot, 7 &
9:15 p.m., Page Aud.., Duke.
13 - Boston, Cameron Indoor
Stadium, Duke.
14 - Film Three Days of. the
Condor, 7 p.m., Stewart
Theatre, Raleigh.
17 - Film All About Eve, 8
p.m., Stewart Theatre, Raleigh.
Kanas, Greensboro.
19 - Ramsey Lewis, Stewart
Theatre on the NCSU Campus,
7:30 & 9:30 p.m.
22-25 -Play All's Well That
Ends Well, Playmakers
Theatre, 8 p.m.
25 - Film Love & Death, 7 &
9:30 p.m, Carroll Hall,. UNC.
Concert: George Benson, Page
Aud., Duke.

tnat's unusual for me to say!"
Bill also commented that he
enjoyed performances and practices with the band and orchestra "cause I know a lot of
people across the state that I
don't get to see very often.... it
gives us a chance to listen to
each other play and help each
other out." Bill is currently
practicing for an upcoming
audition in Miami.
Bill added that "if you make
friends
somebody in AllState, you bec01.1e good friends
fast.... you'1 ' gonna run into
some fine people there."

:All-State Band. members f1arion Wilson,
Kelly,
David Marable, ·and Logan Wilkins·
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by Katrina Dalton
Student Council is off to a
type trash cans to be placed outfresh start second semester with
side where they are desperately
a new classroom, a new advisor,
needed. The Juniors in Class
and a renewed spirit. Mrs.
Projects are working on the
Ramey and Mr. Bartholomay
prom plans. The dance will be
have been co-coordinators in the
held on April 23, at the Civic
project of directing the council
Center.
as a class. Just ·as Mrs. Ramey
A Valentine's Dance is being
guided and regulated the dis- . organized by the Fund Raising
cussions and the class last
committee to be held on Feb. 18
semester, Mr. Bartholomay will
in the school cafeteria The comtake over for the rest of the
mittee is trying to get a proyear. The success and failure of
fessional disc jockey to perform
past projects, and future proat the dance. The entire Student
jects have been discussed. The
Council has been split up into
council has several goals and
three sub-committees to preplans set up for the coming
pare the decorations, to make
months, highlighted by the Fixfood, and to publicize the event.
Up Campaign, the Valentine's · Tickets will be available in adDance, and the Humanities
vance for $1.00 each. Students
Festival.
will be able to get in at the door
Three of the six committees with a school' I.D., but the cost
are concentrating on the Fix-Up will be slightly higher.
One of the most important.
Campaign: Public Relations,
committees
this spring is going
Lunch time Ac ti vi ties, and
House and Grounds. The cam- to be the Humanities Festival
paign by the Student Council committee. At this time, they
are contacting speakers. For the
from a group of several possible
most
part, the work is being
projects. It involves a general
cleaning-up of the school, in- done through a phone campaign. Some of the attractions
cluding the backstage of the
auditorium, the bathrooms which have already been set up
(painting and the addition of include: The Red Clay
Ramblers, a blue grass band;
new doors), and the school
The
Fred Sanders gymnastics
grounds. The construction of a
team; J'ohn Menapace, a nawalkway bridge from the gravel
parking lot to the paved lot, and tionally known photographer;
a design for the gymnasium ano sessions on transcendental
meditation and hypnotism. The
wall are also being included.
. They also hope to be able to fix committee is trying to encourage early support.
the loudspeaker in the gym.
The Class Projects committee
is following up the work put into the Trash Assembly, even
though the problem seems to
have gotten worse. Several new
trash cans have been obtained
for the hallways inside the
school. The committee is now
looking for more of the l!letal

POSTERS, RECORDS
AND CASSETTES
We've got them all, and they're
all available to you.
Durham County Library

0
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by Margaret Karls
The Junior Civitan Club will
be sponsoring another SeesawA-Thon on Saturday, March 5.
The money :raised from this project will go to the National Association of Retarded Citizens.
The Junior -Civitans hope to
have several seesaws set up in
Northgate Mall. A club member
will seesaw until he o:r she is
worn out or hungry, and then
another club member will
seesaw in his place while he
takes a break. There will also be
a bake sale nearby.
The Seesaw-A-Thon which
the Junior Civitans sponsored
last year at South Square, was
very successful. In addition to
the money from sponsors, people
in the mall donated money, and
members put little children on
the seesaws with them in an at- ·
tempt to get the parents to con-

n
tribute. The club raised about
350 dollars. The members

seesawed for a grueling ten
hours. Cynthia Pilkington, who
seesawed for almost the whole
ten hours, said, '1 haven't been
on a seesaw since - and I don't
want to!" Lois Boynton said,
"We had a good time. We just
got very sore!"
All club members can
participate in the Seesaw-AThon. Members will be asking
Jordan students to sponsor
them two weeks before the
event. Last year, donations
ranged from five cents to a
doUar an hour.

What do you want
for Valentine's Day?
Cheryl Watson - My Tall,
Dark, and Handsome.
Diane Peake - A gorgeous
guy; who can help me with my
calculus.
Tommy Clapp -To know why
Kathy M talks 15 minutes to
me and 30 minutes to Hank S.
Nancy East - The Easter
Bunny.
Jackie Daye - My boyfriend,
Doug.
Cliff Crosby - an "A" in
Spanish.
Kelley Royall -Bill.
Dede Dugan -Cupid to swoop
down and shoot some hunk with
anar:row.
Owen Scott - a chocolate
heart shaped diploma with the
inscription "Let's make it
Seniors".
Sibyl Dillenger _:__ A little
peace and quiet so I can get my
head together.
Reid Thompson - Leslie's
phone number.
Angie Dean - Mary Fairy
Dale.
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eamisfull
f '' ird''
by Ken Campbell
"I love it, I love it; it's so
romantic. You don't even have
to have someone to go up with
you to be romantic. There's
nothmg like the blue lights out
there and those red lights at
night and the green and white
ones that bring you in. It's just a
dream world; you just feel
whoooooo!!'"
These are the words of Jordan
High School's fashion instructor, Miss Carolyn Beam, as she.
described some of her feelings
when she pilots her plane
through the skies. As a child she
had been fascinated by planes,
while she disliked animals and
water.
"There's a lot 'of bird in my
. blood, but no fish. As long as I
can run my mouth, I'm alright.
I'm sure that if I were to crash
or anything, I would come down
talking."
Miss Beam grew up in a family that is in the transportation
business and she had loved to
travel all of her life. She explains, "I get my toothbrush and
·I'm ready to go."
She began taking flight
courses at Raleigh-Durham
Aviation last June which involved the learning of pilot regulations, the use of the
airplane radio, and math. She is
grateful now for having taken
math courses she thought :she'd
never use. "You are going to
need the things that you are
taking in school and think are
absurd."
Miss Beam attended ground
school for a period of twelve
weeks for three hours a day and
one night a week. To obtain her
pilot license she needs ten hours
of cross country flying time,
which means flying more than
50 miles away from the
Raleigh-Durham airport. Then
she will be judged by a flight inspector before she becomes
eligible ;,., re\:eive il1e license.
Miss Beam says she never
fears flying. "A lot of people fly
and are petrified by it, hut you
should have fear only if you are

Jordan to
•
receive
rovements

doing something wrong. Most
accidents that happen are due
to human error." Commenting
on the high rate of private plane
crashes, she stated, '1 don't read
the paper any more; it seems
that not a day goes by that someone doesn't say, , 'Carolyn,
please stop flying; another
plane just went down.' But I
know when I fly I'm going to be
straight. I'm going to be alert to
what I'm doing. And another
thing, there's nothing like
prayer; not just when you're in
the plane, but when you're out
of it too;just living really right.
It helps, it really does."
Since she was required to fly
cross country, Miss 'Beam decided to make 'the trip with
another student pilot. They
chose to fly all the way to Atlanta rather than to make little
"rinkedink short flights" to
nearby places. That turned out
to be her longest and most
pleasurable flight. "It was really beautiful. It's really strange
to find that· vou can take
yourself through the air and go
anywhere you want to go."
Being a fashion teacher, Miss
Beam likes to remain fashionable when she flies. "When we
went to Atlanta, we took this
mustard and green airplane, so
I designed uid had made a
yellow and green outfit to
match the plane. I'm just Miss
Perfect, so when I go in airports,
I'm really cool!" She thinks .
gauchos are far more .fashionable and practical for flying than
pants. She feels women
shouldn't go around wearing
slacks all the time.
Miss Beam commented,
"There's no such thing as waiting on a man to do anvthing, I
have gotten my hands dirty
more times checking oil, gas,
and fuel. The men won't help
you do anything. So if a woman
wants to learn how to fly, she's
going to first have to learn how
to be independent, and not
count on men."
Miss Beam has referred to

to the
Diamond!"Photo by:
Jll!ike Ellis

The majority of the residents years." Due to the fact of overcrowding, Jordan has resorted
in the Durham County School
District voted "yes" for the 10¢ to the use of mobile classrooms.
SHS has even been reduced to
Supplemental Property Tax for
school construction on having classes in their
cafeteria.
December 7, 1976.
The Durham County Board of
Since the county school voters
Education plans to sperid the
approved the new tax, it will be
levied only when the Durham
money received from the tax referendum in five major ways: a
County Commissioners think it
new elementary school in the
is needed. The full 10¢ will be
levied, providing the schools
north; an addition to Southern:
with approximately $900,000 · or Jordan; an addition to Jordan
or Southern (the order of buildper year in school construction
ing these two-additions will defunds.
Both Jordan and Southern
pend on enrollment growth); a
new elementary school in the
are extremely overcrowded. Mr.
James Sills commented on the
east; expansion of high school
referendum, "We're hoping that
facilities in the northern or
this will mean a new addition to
western part of the county.
Jordan within the next 2-4

flying. a<> !l dream. world and a
way to gain relief from tension.
"You'll find a lot of business
men will fly because it relieves
them of frustration. When
you're up there, noboGfs hollering at you or telling you to do
this or do that. It's just a
beautiful, peaceful world. / In
fact, you have time to meditate
and the closest person to you is
God and you have a chance to
talk and really get right with
the old Boy too, you really do."
Flying, we're told, still has its·
repercussions. Expense is a big
concern, since the cost of the
license is $1500 plus $31 per
hour to fly an RDU airplane.
Miss Beam says she has taken a
second job and lives on a tight
budget to make sure that she is
covered financially.
She spends a lot of time studying weather, science and
math. '1 figure that if my life
depends on it, it's worth my
time."
·• t
Having a love for ·flying,
teaching and Jordan High, Miss
Beam would like to incorporate
the three by teaching flying . ,
lessons at Jordan. "I couldn't
ask for a better principal to
work under. Mr. Sills is just the
greatest; in fact, niost of the
teachers are really fine to work
with. I would love to teach flying. I think it would be good to
have it in the Durham County
School program."
This fashionable, alert and
confident pilot is willing to start This creati.ve _photograph was taken by Maynard
the flying program as early as
all entries to the Fakgn's Cry
next fall if ii is accepted by the
mailbox(lockerl/71) frr'possible pi.iblication .
Durham County school officials.
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WORK AND PLAY TOO
Some like to work.
Others like to play.
The wise like a bit of both.
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the mat
The Jordan wrestling t.eam is
making its way through the
season with a 5-4-1 ·record. This
record could be bett.eJ,", but
Jordan chose to wrestle some of
the top· t.eams in the stat.e, so
they could have some stiff competition. According to Coach
Randy Rogers, 'This is the only
way the t.eam can improve."
The four matches JHS has
lost were to t.eams ranked in the
top 20
the stat.e. Even then,
soine matche8 were lost by only
a couple of points. The Jordan
team could possibly have won
some of those matches if they
had had a member who wrestled
at 98 pounds. ·Because of this,
Jordan had to give up to six
points to the other team.

in

While last year's team
sisted of only 12 members, this
year's team has doubled · in
number to 24 Wrestlers. Only
six members wrestled last year.
Team members are: Greg
Angle, David Brewer, Luther
Charis, Dennis Dickenson, Jeff
Fleishman, Danny Gallimore,
Mike Goff, Don Hankins, Lee
Hayes, Keith Hill, Mike
Holleman, John Johnson, Joe
Joines, Greg Mau, Alan Mauer,
John Miles, Charlie Neal, Jim
Simpson, James Snipes, Alan
Taylor, Andy Wimberly, Bruce
Wisely, Larney Wolfe, and Tim
Woody. The most outstanding
players so far this season have
been Greg Angle (12-4 ), Mike

Faith
·Goff (8-5), Don Hankins (14-2),
Keith Hill (9-4), Alan Taylor
(10-4-1), and Jim Simpson
(15-1 ), who is currently second
in the state in his class.
This year, the team got new
uniforms, which were paid for
by the school. The wrestling
team is not supported by the
Booster Club and therefore
plans to completely reimburse
the school. They will be holding
fund-raising projects for this
purpose.
The Falcon wrestling team is
working very hard to improve
themselves and their record.
The team practices everyday,
including Saturdays. These
practices begin with a 20minute run, followed by one
hour of exercises, and then
another full hour of wrestling.
The team finishes up with approximately one mile sprints. If
a member misses two practices,
he is off the team.
Coach Rogers says that
wrestling is his favorite sport
because it is an individual
sport. '1t's not just for big guys;
it is based on body weight.
Anyone can wrestle." When
asked if he thought he had a
good team, Rogers commented
by saying, ''Well, we are 5-4-L
This says something. This is the
first year we've beat Oxford
Webb and I'm proud of them.
Yeah, they're a good team."

CHARLES E. JORDAN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
'

Wrestling Team Roster
·Greg Angle
David Brewer
Bart Cash
Luther Chavis
Dennis Dickerson
Jeff Fleshman
Danny Gallimore
Mike Goff
Don Hankins
Curry Hayes
Lee I.Iayes
Keith Hill
Mike Holleman
Joe Joines
Jon Johnson

Greg Mau
Alan Mauer
John Miles
Charles Neal
Steve Perry
Jimmy Simpson
Jam es Snipes
Alan Taylor
Andy Wimberley
Bruce Wisely
Larney Wolfe
Tim Woody_
Jimmy Spell
Tim Knobeloch, Mgr.

Jordan's finest.do it on the mat.

TracyKnight puts it t1P for the Lady Falcons.•
Photo by: Mike._:E1iis

Falconettes have
winning record
despite handicaps
by Neely Currin
Jordan's girls' basketball
team suffered its third defeat of
the season in a close scoring
game to Wake Forest
Rolesville's Cougars.
The Falconettes showed true
teamwork in their performance
against Wake Forest. Considering the Cougar's record, which
is 10-0, our girls displayed
supreme effort in battling their
opponents, who edged them out
by only three points. The final
score was 34-31. Despite the
Falconettes' loss, Coach Ann
Harris was extremely pleased
with her team's talents. Immediately following the game
she commented, "You don't
always have to win to play your
best."
Jordan's loss can be attributed to two major disadvantages.
One is the team's lack of experience. Only three lettermen
returned to the squad this year.
Therefore, team organization
has been a major factor in daily
practice, rather than individual
techniques. The second disadvantage, and the larger of the

two, is Jordan's lack of height.
Wake Forest gained most of
their points under the basket by
towering over Jordan's Tracy
Knight and Terry Morris. The
Falconettes also attribute their
loss to the. kind of pace they
tried to maintain. One team
member explained, "At the
beginning (of the game) we used
a fast break. We were moving
the ball really well and we were
leading. But then we tried to
hold it and our passing really
hurt us."
Jordan's team has apparently
found a new confidence in itself.
One team member remarked,
"Although it's late in the
season, I think the team has
finally 'gelled'." She also added,
"We will beat them next time!"
Key performances were displayed by forward, Phyllis Elliott, who scored 22 points, and
Lisa Sherrill, who maneuvered
the ball easily.
The Falconettes go on to face
their next opponents with an
overall winning record of 5-4.
Their conference record is 0-2.

The Falcons' varsity basketball record is now 4-11 overall
and 1-2 in conference games.
.The game against Ravenscroft
ended with a win for Jordan
68-47. The game against
Vaiden-Whitley resulted in a
loss. Qoach Avery said, "There
was no superior talent and I was
more disappointed with our loss
to Vaiden-Whitley. We have a
good team - good defense, good
shooters, and we're pretty
strong in fundamentals. We're
not a very big team, but you
don't really need size to win."
A strong effort which resulted
in a loss 68-40 for Jordan was
made in· the Chapel Hill game.
Coach Avery commented, ''We
try our best and that's important. The team has good team
spirit. All of the players help."
Chapel Hill's size was a disadvantage; they have 5 players
6'3" and over and Jordan has
only one 6'3" player, L. K
Thompson.
The Jordan-Orange game
was a hard game right until the
end. Orange won by two points,
75-73. ''We played well, but I
believe we were more frustrated. Everything we did was
wrong, everything they did was
right," commented Coach
Avery. Jordan led for the first
time in the game during the .
third period, 69-68, with 1:15
left in the game. Jordan came
out unsuccessfully with L.K.
Thompson scoring 18, Walker
16, and Greer 15.
"The team will come tl).rough
in the end because we all have
competitive spirits. We're playing better ·as . a team," stated
Phil Greer. ''We have a chance
to do well in the championship.
If we beat Wake Forest, we can
finish in the top 2 or 3. We can
always improve rebounding,"
Coach Avery stated.

Great Expectations
for Girls Track
by Brooks Chesson
"To be undefeated, to be the
best, and to fill the trophy case
with gold, gold and more gold!
That's all - nothing out of reach - nothing fancy - just to
continue our winning tradition
and keep Jordan a powerhouse
in girls' track," commented
John Gray, coach of girls' track,
when asked what his goals for
the season were. There are
great expectations for this
years' girls' team, which starts
practicing February 1st.
Gray said that although he
lost some valuable runners last
year, everybody on the team is
important in her own way. 'The
third place finisher is just as
ni:.portant as the first place
finisher, especially in close
meets, like our victory over
Durham High by 2 points."
Coach Gray has high goals set
for the team this year. Gray is
expecting an "undefeated
season, conference champions,
an improvement in the 4th
place finish in the sectionals,
and more participants in the

state finals."
The first meet will be March
10 against Chapel Hill. Returning seniors will be Neely Currin, Diane Peake, Tracy Knight
and Bernetha Jenkins. Returning juniors will be Kim Setzer,
Angela Watlington and Leanne

Mr. Gray starts off.

Stelzenmuller.
When senior, Neely Currin,
was asked how she wanted to
run this year she replied, '1'd
like to do better this year, but
I'm up against a lot of stiff competition too."

Photo by: Mike Ellis
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A Meet in the ·Life
of a Jellyfish

FCA

by Ray Bowman
The journey begins long
before swlri8e. A caravan of
moving cars flash down the
dark road as the sun rises. A few
of the travelers try to talk or
make jokes, but most just try to
sleep. The drivers blink sleepdazed eyes and with the aid of a
radio, manage to stay awake.
Lat.er, when miles and hours
have passed, the travelers realize that they are nearing their

Wants you

by Debbie Foster
"As a member of the
Fellowship of Christian
Athlet.es I shall endeavor to
know more about Jesus Christ
and His way of life,-to be active
in His church, to strive to be
Christian in my personal life
and to share my conviction with
others." This is stated on the
Membership Card of the
Fellowship of Christian
Athlet.es (FCA).
Jordan's chapter of FCA
meets Monday nights at 8:00 at
Lee and Ruth Shaffer's home
and all athlet.es are welcome.
Once at the Shaffer's they discuss business, then break up into Boy's and Girl's Hudclle
Groups, which are discussion
groups. Other times they meet
together and have a guest
speaker such as Albert Long.
In the Huddle Groups the
members "try to relat.e to the
Christian faith through Bible
Study and discussion groups.
We have been studying in the
Book of Romans," says Jordan's
FCA sponsor, Mr. John Avery.
The Boy's Huddle group officers are: President - Al
Newsom, Vice-President -

Mike Wat.ers, and Secretary and
Treasurer - Mike Goff. The
Girl's officers are: President Beth Woody, Vice-President Jackie Draper, and Secretary
and Treasurer -Cindy Hayes.
- FCA's projects so far this year
have been their toboggan sale
and sponsoring a child at
Christmas with clothing and
toys. The toboggan sale was to
raise money to send FCA people
to summer camp at Black
Mountain, N.C. These people
will go to Black Mountain for
one week. FCA raised approximately $250 through the toboggan sale.
Last summer Al Newsom
went to camp at Black Mountain. Mr. Avery and his wife.
also went to an adult conference
at Black Mountain. He said it
was - a "tremendous experience
to be at the conference." Mr.
A very met many new people
because they sat with different
people at every meal. He said
that he and his wife 'looked
forward" to mealtime just to
meet new people, At both the ·
youth and adult camps there
were competition and huddle
groups.

groups.
Is FCA good for the athletes?
Mr. Avery thinks FCA is "very
helpful." Joan Fletcher, a
member of the FCA last year
believes FCA "gives unity
among the t.eam. It gives you a
chance to help your fellow
athlet.es
like With psyche,
which is one of the most important things. If you don't have
psyche you won't win.

:::;:::;
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:Mr.Avery (dreaming
of Dolciani 's
anqle?)is President
of Jordan's FCA.

destination. A quiet intensity
exists which reflects the almost
tangible nervousness of these
swimmers. Each person knows
that his success or failure is
largely based on how well he is
mentally prepared for his
match. Each in his or her own
way tries to relax and get
"psyched up," but few can accomplish the former.
- The arrival is not a relief, as
the Jordan swimmers ent.er an
icy cold pool room, packed with
people from all over the stat.e.
This iS' but one meet of the
JHS swim team. Although
many swimmers are ill, and no
individual competition (only relays) will take place, the Jordan
swimmers are no less det.ermined. The women swimmers change into their suits and
stand around, teeth chatt.ering,
half from the cold and half from
their nervousness, waiting for
the chance to warm up in the
pool. The guys on the t.eam huddle together and wander
around, searching for
something that is not there.
The younger groups swim
first while the high school
swimmersJust wait Time drags
on. Seriousness replaces all the
past joking. As the first heat for
JHS grows nearer, each swimmer goes more intO his corner of
the world.
Michelle Bakker, a senior
Jellyfish stated, "Swimming is
much more of a personal thing
than a t.eam thing. You psyche
yourself up and go out and prove so'inething for yourself. After
you're in the water all you care
about is winning." Barbara
Robins, another swimmer for
Jordan, also comments on how
she "gets up" for her swim, '1
think about it beforehand. I go
through the whole race in my
mind and think positive. When
I get in the water, I try to remember my technique, and just
swim as fast as I can."
This meet at Greensboro

-turned out "okay" as coach, Jim
Maxwell, put it," We had some
good swims but everyone was
tight from the workouts of the
past week." When asked about a
typical swim practice, Coach
Maxwell explained, "'We work
on t.echnique, turns, and strokes
mostly. We try to do a lot of hard
conditioning in the morning
and we11 do some running, plus
pushcps, stress pulls, and a little lifting in the. aft.ernoon dry land practices."
About the season so far Maxwell commented, 'We're doing
very good. The girls are 3-1 and ·
the boys are 2-1. As a whole,
everyone's time is up 70% and
this year, we hope to place in
the stat.e meet, not just qualify.
We'll have 7-8_girls to go to the
stat.e this year and possibly 5
boys will qualify. I try to encourage the kids to go fast.er. I
have something called the
Jellyfish of the Week award
which goes to the most improved swimmer aft.er each
meet. This week it's St.ella
Kirkendale. She has shown a lot
of improvement in the past
three months.
·stella Kirdendale, a junior at
JHS, declares that practice is
the key to her improvement,
saying, "At practice we use
plastic paddles in the wat.er to
build up our muscles.
Sometimes Maxwell makes us
swim with just one arm across
the pool or without using our
legs."
The future for the Jordan
Jellyfish looks as if practice will
go on, as usual, with its bleary
eyed, frozen-haired, weary
swimmers staggering to school
in the mornings, until March
11, when the stat.e meet is held.
Until then, tire swimmers will
continue armed with Visine and
hair conditioners, safe in the
knowledge that, as Coach Maxwell puts it, 'We just get bett.er
every year."
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Students Take a

the
by Margaret Karis
During the weekend of
May 6-8, twenty-one students and teachers from
Jordan attended the annual
Shakes12eare Festival held in
Manteo, North Carolina.
Attending the festival
were: David Bollinger, Kitty
Cralle, Katrina Dalton, Robin Elledge, Laurie Gianturco, Chris Goolsby, Audrey
Green, Lisa Harper, Kris
Hartwig, Alyson Hicken,
Donna Manning, Brian Morris, Diane Peake, Gordon
Sims, Bess White, Marian
Wilson, Mr. Carson Holloway, Mrs. Elnora Shields,
Mrn. Jane Shoaf, Mrs. Shirley Strobel, and Ms. Cardie
Texter.
The students were housed
in the Holiday Inn
at
Nagshead. During the day,
they studied Shakespeare at
Manteo High School.
On
Saturday night, they attended a seven course banquet
with festival entertainment
in the authentic Elizabethan
Gardens, followed by a presentation of a Shakespearean

Robin Elledge, Brian Morris, Dave Bollinger and Chris Goolsby at Shakespeare
banquet in Manteo, N .C.
had to make a banner with a
play on the green by a
Lisa Harper, who acquired
professional repertory or sewed most of the coscrest on it. They received a
group. On Sunday morning tumes, gave credit to Kitty
list of Elizabethan table
the group toured the Lost Cralle, Katrina Dalton, Robmanners. As Ms. Shields
Colony. They returned Sun- in Elledge and Mrs. Strobel
said, ''They have some very
day evening.
unusual ones like ... 'It is
for helping her and "Mrs.
Admission to the banquet
considered
good manners to
Diane Peake, and
was by Elizabethan costume Bess White for observing:''
cut with the knife and eat
only, so all the students had
with the hands-providing
The group had been preto get in costume. A typical paring to go for several
that the same hand which is
male's costume was a turtle- weeks. They studied scenes
used to blow the nose is not
neck shirt, a tunic with very from eight of Shakespeare's
used to eat.' ''Junior Audrey
puffy sleeves, very puffy plays, relating each scene to
Green said, "I am looking
knickers, tights, and ballet the entire play and the
forward to the Shakespeare
slippers. Most of the fe- Shakespearean period. They
play, a weekend on the
male's
costumes
were had to learn two songs to
beach, and meeting some of
maid's dresses.
the 750 people that are going
sing at the banquet and they
to be there."

Drama Class Invades
by Neely Currin
The
Drama
Class'
major
production
of
"Our Town"
will be
presented Thursday,
May 26 in the Githens
auditorium.
"Our
Town"
is
a
moving drama by Thornton Wilder about the
appreciation
of
lifeeach small incident,each
sorrow, each joy. The
play
revolves
around
the
lives
of
played by Miss
and
Lisa
Knops,
George Gibbs, played
by
Brian
Bordeaux.
The Webb and
families live next door
to each other in the
small town of Grovers
Corners. The audience
is
introduced
to
the

citizens
of
the
town
through the stage manager, played by Wade
Goodwyn, who eventually
unravels the complete story
of Emily and George. Emily
dies in childbirth and is
allowed to return to Grovers
Corners for one day. It is at
this point that she realizes
the meaning of life. She
turns to the stage manager
and asks, ''Does anyone ever
realize life while they live it
... every, every minute?"
Feeling distraught because
she did not understand the
essence of life earlier,
Emily asks the stage manager to let her return to
her grave.
When asked why the class
chose "Our Town" to perform., Mr. Culbreth replied,

Mr. Culbreth contemplates, success.
"We considered a few plays
. .. the class voted on this one.
They decided to try a clas•

SlC.

II

Other cast members include: Dr. Gibbs-Brad Butterworth, Mrs. Gibbs-Audrey Green, Mr. Webb-David.

Bollinger, and Mrs. WebbLisa Harper. The director is
Mr. Tom Culbreth. The assistant director is Drew
Tickets will be sold for
$1.00. The performance will
begin at 8:00 p.m..

by Raybow Bowman
Knishes, grinders, Italian
ices,huge
pretzels,bagels,
and heroes .... Sound confusing?
Well, these
foods and many otb:HS
were among the new
experiences enjoyed by
12 Jordan AFS students
who went on a 10 day
exchange to Somers,New
York.
The Jorolan students went
on a reciprocal visit to
Somers after the New York
kids had visited Jordan.
Lisa Amaya, Amie Blackman,·
Ray Bowman, Joan Fletcher,
Brian Grunert,Bobby Johnson, Janet McCleary, Libby
McQuay,Bea Novak, Tricia
Pursell,Pascal Strupler and
Lee White all went froin
JHS.
The JHS students stayed
in the' host
houses
while in Somers,and went to
the local public school.
Somers High School has an
enrollment of approximately
the same number of students
as JHS,with many classes
that are not offered at
Jordan. However, Brian
Grunert,a senior at JHS,
commented that Jordan is
more academically structured than Somers High.
Their excursions in somers
included many trips to local
attractions such as the Hudson River and West Point
Military Academy, but most
of the
students argued
that the highlight of the trip
was when the group spent a
day in New York City.
. . Tricia/ Pursell, a junior at
JHS, explains her views of
the big city. "I was only
scared in the taxi ride. I
thought we'd kill someone."
Pascal Strupler, a senior
AFS
student from
Switzerland, tells how the
experience of New York City
affected him. "At first I·

was blue
were there the
and we went to Chinatown,
the park
and after
five minutes I felt at home
there. I want to go back!"
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Jordan's system of determining class rank has recently been subje ::t to much
criticism. The n.ain objection
that students have of the
present system, and a very
valid one at that, is that
grndi: s in advanced classes
do not carry any additional
wei 1ht over grades in other
co,_.rses. That is to say, an
''A'' in Basic Art is equivalent to an "A"in A. P.
Chenustry under Jordan's
present system.
This is definitely unfair to
a student who earnestly tries
to achieve success in several
advanced courses. However,
any student who tries to
bolster his average with a
number of "crip" course A's
is really only fooling himself.
Although class rank is very
important to the friendly
folks at the admissions office
of the college of your choice,;.
the classes you have taken is
also very important.
Any college, debating oveI
two applications for one position, will always chose the
student with a B in Chemistry,
Advanced Math, and Advan:::ed English over the student
with an a in Basic Basketweaving and Preliminary P.
!!:. Although your 93.20
:iverage may look good on
17our record, and it will look
good, you are nowhere if
17ou earned those grades by
taking every crip course in

the school.

\

Jordan's system, with the
exception of the policy of
counting all grades equally,
may well be the best system·
o f d etermining class rank,
for it breaks everyone down,
into a specific ranking. Many
county schools, such as Northern High School, use a.
college-style Grade Point
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down the rank far enough
For example, a student who
has earned straight B's
throughout high school has a
·3.0 average, but so does the
student who has earned an
equal number of A's and
C's. Concievably, then,
there could be 40 people who
end up with a 3.0 G.P.A.
Under Jordan's system,
the straight numerical
grades in each class are
totaled, then divided by the
number of classes taken. For
example, if a student's numerical grades went like
this: Math lV, 93, World
Lit.-95, Advanced Psychology-93, A. P. History-87,
Gym-89, and Advanced Biology-92, the student's numerical grade average would

- 91t.
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Editors:
The grd .Ji a .. ag standing
traditinn m Smithfield has
come to an end. The United
Klans of America sign has
succomb ::l.. to the forces of
_spmthuTiisill arld Civil rights,
as it was removed recently.
'fhe sign which ha;> helped
· Sniithfielrl becorne a · nice
: place .td livk
built in
1967. Since then it has served
as a marvelous voice in the
winds for the freedom of the
American people.
During the sign's 10 year
history, communists, ethnic
minorities, and worthless
welfare loafers have . attempted to destroy ii: by

3
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tion me od employing our
A verage
. .(G .P. A.) system in highschoolpedod it/is.unlikely present system with the
d e t ermmmg c 1ass rank. The that two students would
a ddi'tion o f a me thod that
G.P.A. system gives four receive i'dentical numen'cal wou ld g)ve
·
a dd itiona l
points for an A, three for a B, grades which would result m·
ered it to students who take
and so f orth down the line· a tie for certain place m' the a d vanced classes. Perhaps
Then th is total nu:mher is class rank.
three or four points could be
d ivid e d b Y the number of•
The most advantageous added to the student's final
courses
taken. This
system is system would be a combina..:
not as specific
as Jordan'
c lass grade in an advanced
8
because it does not brea,

LETTERS TO THE
EDITORS...
Dear Jordan, as I see it,
the major problem at this
school is drivers and cars. I
am not saying I'm the greatest driver, but all this flooring it up the driveway has
got to go. The driveway is
bumpy enough with all you
goofballs seeing how much
dust you can kick up or how
much noise you can create
with your tires. Some of you
idiots leave the parking · 1ot
doing at least 50 mph. There
is a speed limit of 45 on
Garrett Rd., less during
school hours.
Some- of the parking jobs
you people do are really
incredible. How do you expect other folks to get out?
Another thing is there are
people who have to walk to
their car and would appreciate not getting run over.
Pedestrians always have the
right of way.
That about covers it, thank
you.
• Ted Barringer

.

..
course--not on their report
card grade, but on their
individual grades used in
determining their total grade
that is then divided to get an
average. This way, a little
extra credit could be given to
a student who put•forth the
extra effort required in an
advanced class.

IF I HAD A HAMMER ...
How many sophomores, juniors or even seniors know
definitely what they want to
do after graduation from
high school or college? Very
few know their specific talents or career interests. One
of the best ways to make
such a crucial decision is to
try out many possibilities
and from there specialize in
one area. In other words,
how do you know that you
can't get into bricklayir..:
you've never tried.
High school is the ideal
time to venture into possible
futher occupations. However, Jordan's curriculum is
not conducive to such important under-takings. Jordan offers only five occupational courses and two offcampus "opportunities"
(DE and ICT)
DE, Distributrive · Education and ICT, Industrial CoOperate Training claim to
train a student for an occupation after graduation. While
he gets paid and also receives a graduation credit for
working. For most DE and
ICT students, this ideal is a
farce. The students do have
some in class instruction but
do not receive opportunities
for. actual application. .For
example, Elmo Majors who
thinks he wants to be a
mechanic, signs up for ICT;
he g_ets a job pumping gas at
Montgomery Wards. Now,
not only is he learning the
difficult task of pumping gas
but. also he earns a salary
and a credit. He graduates,
second in his class, and goes
to Durham Tech. to be
trained in auto mechanics.
But, alas, the poor
realizes that he is not talented in mechanics and decides
to study Forestry. Down the·
drain goes one year's time
and tuition because of a
realization that could have
been reached two years

before with the proper oncampus high school course
with actual demonstrations.
On the other hand, there's
Joe College. He knows he
will go to college, but has
always had an interest and·
aptitude in carpentery. Why
shouldn't he be able to
develop his hobby? He may
not be able to get a job after
college and his 'hobby' may
end up being his beans and
potatoes. Or what about
Suzy Neatness who wants to
be a nurse? She is a senior
now and can't take Health
Occupations I, because she
also plans to go to college.
College-bound students cannot take occupational courses because they might eliminate a non-college bound
.student from a class. At JHS
this restriction is
sary since every vocationi!l
class . has room for any
interested student.
. . According to a recent poll

taken among 579 Jordan
students,73 plan to attend a
a technical insti1
tute; 12, work; 4',_',join the
military; and
know.
The vogue of going to college
is partially explained by our
Duke, NCCU, UNC, NCSU
environment. However, college is not for everyone, as
some people are finding out
through the nose (ie. by
flunking out). Perhaps these
people would have been
spared failure had they
been exposed to other available occupational opportunities in high school.
.. Jordan is depriving not
only the non-academically
inclined students in its lack
of vocational training. The
college-bound are also deprived from the opportunity
to discover hidden talents
and interests. This deprivation can only be halted by
active student demand.

'rHE FALCON'S CRY
Jordan High School. Durham, N.C.
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"The Worst Trip In Four Years"
by GeoH Spencer
.. A Greyhound bus pulled
out of Jordan shortly after
5;00 a. m., Thursday, April
14, with 27 Jordan students,
three adults, and two children aboard. They made up
the J
Science_ Se:i;ninar
club. Several innovative students quickly stiung up
hammocks diagonally across
the aisles, while less creative
students zonked out on the
overhead luggage shelves.
.. The bus arrived at Copperhill, Tennessee, at about
2;00 p. m. Baggage. was unloaded at The Ole Copper
Inn, fortunately outside of
town, the best hotel in the
area.
.. They planned a tour of
Copper hill sulfuric acid
plant, but the workers were
on strike, so tree climbing
and frisbee throwing at the
park was substituted. Afterwards, the students returned
to town to eat dinner at one
of the local restaurants, the
Tastee Freeze. It was that or
Arp's.
Copperhill was a town
whose only outstanding
characteristics were the lack
of anything outstanding, and
a proliferation of 4irt and

l€tt€RS to to th€ €01tORSCont1nu€O-

Science Seminar-ers hijack bus to Alabama.
missile system, including
launch.ers, radar, repair facilities, and the missile itself.
Missile control simulators
were also demonstrated.
After a cookout and a night
at the campground, the
group toured the Space
Museum in Huntsville.
Among the thousands of
exhibits was an actual Saturn
V rocket and several other
rockets, different types of
satellites, ·a rocket ride,_
many models and pictures
dealing with all aspects of
past and future space travel.

ting activity for the seminar
for the year.'' When asked
how the trip benefitted the
students, Mr. Green said,
"I'm not sure this trip did. In
terms of participation and
the things we saw, it was the
worst trip in four years."
Mr. Green also commented,
''The trip was too long for
what we saw."
.. Mr. Green thought the
most interesting part of the
trip was ''the museum,''
while senior Bill Quattlebaum thought it was ''the
test sites where they tested
the engines.'' The worst part
according to junior Jan Gray,
was "The Redstone Arsenal.''

T

tearing it down and defacing
it. But it .was to no avail, the·
knights of the Klan rebuilt
the famous sign on 50 ft.
poles.
The owner of the land had
.. it removed to build a real
estate office on
site. Butas a national landmark and
treasure, I feel the sign
should not have been subject
to such treatment.
The sign represents a time
when men were free, and
everyone else was kept in
their proper place. It symbolizes a time when there was.
no question as to who was
superior, and when the
Americans were way out in
front of the red-dog commies.
Since that time ·we have
been--victi:mized by the civil
rights movement, the equal
rights movement and the
ecology movement. I feel
these movements are worth .
one good bowel movement.
America has really gone to
the dogs when a momenta of

•

st1
What should the next
question of the month be?

One of the sights seen by
garbage. Strip mining had
been practiced for miles in
every direction, which left
the landscape nearly devoid
of life. The only +terrain
features were eroded heaps
of mud and rock dust, and a
slow moving river filled with
garbage and junked cars.
.. The group escaped from
Cop-perhill early the next
morning and arrived in
Huntsville, Alabama early
that afternoon. After a brief
stop at the campground
where it was going to stay,
the group went on to a tour
of the Redstone Arsenal. The
tour took them through the
Redstone training school,
where the group was shown
how the army could teach a
peu;on basic soldering techniques, using a complete
audio-visual television system for each student. The
tour also included a demon. stration of the Army's Nike

Science Seminar

members

The museum was different in
that the exhibits were designed for active participation by the viewer; a tourist
could ride the rides, play
simulation games, and control various pieces of equipment that people could ride
on.
.. During the afternoon, the
group went on a tourist bus
tour through the surrounding area, with stops to
observe test launchers for
Saturn V engines, and
underwater space training
. tank, and mockups of the
Space Shuttle and Skylab.
Afterwards, the group reforned to the campground.
On the fourth day the group
returned 'to Durham.
According to Mr. Green,
who was jn charge of the
trip, the purpose of the trip
·was "To learn, to have fun,
• as a reward for a year's
. work, as a sort of culmina-

BETH GEHWEILER: Is
Shari Hansen really a patron
of BH?
SHARI HANSEN: Does Beth
Gehweiler' s belly really
dance?
HEADY BLOAT: Does the
journalism class eat prunes
raw or are they really steamed?
KENNETH VEREEN: What
is the question?
SUSAN COPLEY: Is Mr.
Hall
psychopathic?

ERNIE P. FERNIE: Does
Logan Wilkins have four
hands?
SHERI DEAN: How many
juniors and seniors that went
to the Jr.-Sr. Prom remember the Jr. -Sr. Prom?
DA VY YELL: Does Dave
Bollinger know what volume
control is?
ANNETTE PARKER: Why
does Liz watch prissy birds?
JEFF MCCLURE: Why do
people go to school?
CONNIE CONEHEAD: Why
does the soup man say so?

freedom of days gone past is
to be removed by the de, praved pinkos that
; our society today.
J. -Ml'!'
tfiM :pres!u.:e. was put on by parasitic
organiza.tions like the
NAACP, but this just shows
their ignorance about what
the klan has done to protect
their
and freedoms. If
it wasn't for the KLAN, they
would be living in the communistic society that they
deserve. Should the erosion
of good thinking people like
those in the Klan continue,
groups like the NAACP and
CORE will soon get their
wish as they destroy this
great free society with their
blood sucking ways.
Like a terrible disease they
have spread over t1$; counand after they were
lucky enough to get freedom
' (thru no fault. of the·. Klan)
· they went on to acquire gov't
giveaway programs like welfare and social security.:
I'm sure officers of the
NAACP think the removal of
the sign will help further
race relations, but-tli.e Klan
has made it clear they don't
want race relations improved .
. I recognize the need for
purity as does Pres. Carter.
Carter, a true knight in good
standing with Klan, spoke of
this subject often.
We should learn to appreciate
wisdom of such
national leaders, because it
is such men as Caz:ter and
Richard Nixon that have
brought us the true meaning
of the words honesty,
dom and integrity.
Groups like the NAACP
and .CORE are associated
with people like Martin Luther King, .and- i esse j ackson,
who are obviously connected
with the
in an
effort to overthrow the country.
Groups like these who live
in a country where freedom
of speech is a basic corner
stone of society, should either shut up and stay in their
place or go ba._ck where they
came from..
·

free-

· from ''DaVia.,,.Brewer

Editor's reply:
Smithfield?

Jordan students munch out at Shakespeare Festival.
{stor; on page 1)

Where is
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by Margaret Karis
fretted by the boter produces. the dulcimer, or the so,und"Warning: the dulcimer
the melody, while the other
may be habit forming a:nd
ing board, out of spruce
two strings produce a droneeded for ·your peace of
wood, which produces a
ning sound much like the
mmd." This sign can be
"beautiful tone." Then he
drone of bagpipes.
seen in many mountain
"sands, and sands, and
The history of the dulci- sands" the wood to make it
stores selling these bluemer
played today is uncer- smooth. Donald said about
grass instruments. The dultain.
The pioneers in Americimer is an Appalachian
his instruments, "Dulcimers
ca
probably
constructed the are pretty flexible (in style)
Mountain instrument, excelinstrument on the basis of and individual. I can change
lent for a blue-grass band or
for singing songs around a
their memories of their Euro
anything I don't like about a
campfire.
pean instruments. They also
model. Only the fret board
A dulcimer comes in a
made the dulcimer sturdy to
has to be exact to produce
variety of shapes and sizes.
withstand the rough pioneer .
the right pitches."
It is usually shaped like an life. Through time, the adeMichelle Bakker, a senior
elongated violin, and has quate, refined sound of the
at Jordan, enjoys playing the
three or four strings. The dulcimer has become a symdulcimer that she made. "I
strings can be tuned to any bol for the simple, beautiful
play when I'm in a good
pitch that includes your vocal life of the pioneer mountain
mood. I just like to plunk
range. The first string is people.
around. It's funny--when you
tuned to a pleasing pitch, the
Donald Pridgen, a junior
say you play a dulcimer,
second to the same pitch, at Jordan High School,
people say 'A what?' ''
and the third !o a fifth below makes dulcimers as a hobby.
Mr. Hill, a social studies
the others. The strings can He first became interested in
teacher at Jordan, likes ''the
simply be retuned to play in his hobby tw:o ·summers ago
quiet beauty of the instruanother key.
when he saw an ad in the
ment." He enjoys playing
To play the dulcimer, you newspaper for a dulcimer
while his wife and children
must place the instrument kit. He has made six dulcising along. Mr. Hill added,
flat across the lap. The noter mers since then.
''They make me .promise not
(usually a wooden stick or a
Donald Spends· about two
to sing, though!'' ·
handle of a wooden spoon) is months, 'or several hundred
Almost everyone enjoys
held in the left hand, and the hours, on each dulcimer he
how very simple it is to .pick
pick in the right. The noter is makes. He has a basic
out a favorite tune on the
pushed down, on the first pattern for the shape of
dulcimer. In fact, the Appastring only, slightly to the the bottom of the instrulachian Mountain people say
left of each fret to produce ment, which he makes out of
that you only have to be able
the, pitch. The right hand walnut wood. He then adds
to count to nine to properly
On all three the sides, fretboard, tail, and play the dulcimer.
strums
st..-' ngs. The string being head. He makes the top of

"Raybow" for a beautiful
thought.
Mrs. Wheeler and Mr. and.
Mrs. Green for chaperoning
Science Seminar to Ala
bama.
-Henry Hall for being cute!
Trish for making things a
little
more
bearable.
Laurie, from Science Semi-·
nar, for getting OFF on her
finger.

--3rc ,,
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ats Off To
NEBO for . being himself. Ms. Strobel and Ms. Texter
Greyhound Buslines for put·· for being an hour and a half
ting up with Science Semi- late to their own party.
nar.
Joe Baber for being such a
-Mr. Gray for constantly :nice guy.
rubbing his beard and it Mabel for finally gettin'
·hasn't worn. off
yet.. ·herself hitched.
-Donna for having the most Ms. Texter for graduating
trouble with her love life. (Finally.)
-to AFSers for all COMING C. C. for being a crazy boy.
BACK!
Ray and I for putting up with
the
stupid composing
-Fork and Puk for being so
machine.Cl_t
Durham·High!!!
nice.
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Yov Pie t<

--TAIL

••
.Forensics--'' Forensics is
(compliments of
1dead!"
Carol Simpson)

Ensemble--practicing graduation songs and ''planning
parties!"

supplements.
Keyettes--club cook-out
being planned and
year's officers are
voted on.

·Falcon's
Jazz Band--played Friday,
ay 27, at Parkwood Shop-

alon--working

on

annual

ou

(expletives deleted) off!!

Interact--held a bar-b-qu
and brunswick stew dinne
on Saturday, May 21st

I
by Tommy Wilkinson
Jordan, as compared to
other Durham County High
Schools, is lacking variety in
its occupational courses. Although Jordan meets the
requirement of offering five
different types of occupational courses; other high
schools such as Southern and
Northern, have 11 and 12
from which to choose.
The reason other high
schools have more occupational courses than JHS is
because the students have
requested them. If enough
students show interest in a
course which is not presently
offered, the course may be
introduced into a school's
program. Of course, changes
such as these take time. This
is due to the problems of
selecting qualified teachers,
suitable teaching areas, purchasing specialized equipment, and essentially, paying those qualified teachers.
Occupational courses
which are presently available
to Jordan students include
· drafting, cabinet making,
health occupations, home
economics courses, industrial cooperative training courses, business occupation
courses, distributive education(DE) and Industrial Cooperate Training (ICT) courses. DE and ICT are offcampus course credits where·
instruction in particular
fields is given while the
student earns a salary.
Northern and Southern of-
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fer horticulture, agricultural
sciences, ecology, auto mechanics, brick laying, forestand ".'a""penhy-.:;.Jl of
which Jordan does not offer.
A course will not come into
being unless the school administration is aware of the
desire for it. According to
Mr. Sills, "Student interest
is a necessary and an important factor but not the determining factor.''
It is doubtful that new
courses in occupational
fields will be added in the
next few years. Mr. Sills
stated, "If every student in
Jordan High School requested that a new course be
added, I could not promise
that it would happen."
The teacher alotment is
frozen and has been that way
for a while. Also, the enrollment level in many of the
present occupational classes
is small, so if new courses
are added, it is possible that
they would replace the old
ones. This would put those
who were interested in the
old courses in the same
predicament as the students
initially interested in the new
courses.
There are two specifica- .
tions which must be met
before a course can even be .
considered as a possible
addition to the school's curriculum. First, the
tional subject must be presented in a sequence of
courses, designed to increase the student's skill as

The results of an occupational courses questionaire
indicates the percentage of

students who would take the
following courses if
were offered at Jordan:

he or she progresses through
them. An example is the Agricu l ture ... .
Carpentry ..... .
16%
35 70
sequence in which Health Horticulture .. .
Ecology ....... .
28%
40 "r'o
Occupations is offered. A
Forestry ....... .
49 Yo Data Processing
34 %
sophomore interested in this Auto ·Mechanics.
61 % Aeronautics ....
39 °lo
field would start out in
20%
Brick Laying ...
Introduction to Health O c - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
cupations Education, and in
petitions requesting a new
his junior year would follow take H. 0. 11, after which a
course
could influence the
health
certificate
is
awarded.
it up with Health Occupaadministration
by giving
Second,
a
minimum
of
ten
tions I, a more in depth
them
an
idea
of
how many
students
must
sign
up
for
a
study of health related
students
would
actually
take
course,
in
order
to
keep
it
in
fields. A senior having comthe
newly
offered
course.
circulation.
Here
is
where
pleted H. 0. l, could then

THE REALLY BEAUTIFUL SOUND ...
Bjr Geoff Spencer

while. First, you should
During the time a student consider what type of stereo
is in high school, he freyou would like to get. This is
quently finds himself no perhaps the most important
longer satisfied with the ·decision, as there are three
tinny sound of a transistor different types to choose
radio. As he finds himself from: a compact system, a
longinq for clear sound, real console system, and a compo
reverberations, and that 20th nent system. This decision
century phenomenon known should be made on the basis
as sterophonic effect. Too of the amount of money you
often, the student's reaction have, and what you. are
is to go out and spend his looking for in a stero. For 300
life's savings, however large dollars or less, you may
on the first pile of electronic obtain a compact system.
parts that cross his path.
This type of system usually
While this course of action consists of two speakers and
a reciever-record player-tape
does not guarantee disaster,
the student can be fairly sure deck combination, to which
that what he gets is not the speakers connect. This
going to sound too great; . syi;tem has the advantage of
whether the size of his life's easy installation (just plug
savings took him to Sound- the wires into the sockets
haus or K-Mart, the results and turn it on) and cheap
price, thought the low cost is
can be horrendous.
However, there is an alter- a mixed blessing; here, as
native. Before you go rush- . with ev1;1:rything else, you
ing _out into
world with don't
moz:e than you paid
The student shoUld althink for

ways consider that if he's
looking for really beautiful
sound, this is not the type of
stereo to purchase.
Nor is the console system
the best type of stereo for
beautiful' sound. Here you
get at least mediocre sound,
plus you are now talking
about spending at least 500
dollars. For your money, you
obtain a one-piece unit containing speakers, a reciever,
·and usually a record player
and tape deck. Most of the _
money is for the cabinet,
which makes this system a
poor buy if what you really
want is good· sound.
The third category of
stereos is the component
system. Here is the greatest
potential for beautiful sound,
but unfortunately the prices
start around 500 dollars.
This figure is a total; a
component system contains
at least three separate piece,
not necessarily tlie same
brand and not necessarily
bought from the same place.
Here you must be extremely
careful when buying your
system. After choosing the
best-sounding ( to you, not
the salesman) pieces for your
money, you must make sure
the different pieces will
match. This information is
usually given in the "Input"
and "Output" sections of
the specific a ti on sheet.
Things will usually work out
best if you plan to spend
about half your total on the
reciever. If the e ruipment
bemg considered is being
sold in the same store, ask to
hear it all connected. If not,
be sure to at least listen to
each piece ind· vid ually
(while connected tc comperable Pquipment.) Be positive

photo by Maynard Conn

it will all work together
before you buy it, because
here is the greatest possibility for a mistake, and dealers
will probably not give you a
refund on equipment damaged by other components
due to a bad match.
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Carol S. Carney, esquire
As yo ·1 appnach the trailer you feel the earth begin to
vibrate ·-a little closer and
you notice that the windows
are bul;i-ing. Worried that
something awful is happening, you iush to the door and
jerk it open, o'nly to be'
bowled over by the Rolling
Stones' "Let It Bleed'.' album turned up to full
There, . in this "peaceful"'
working situation, sits stu·
dent teacher Christopher
Cox, concentlating on grading papers and once in a
while singing something like
"I got nasty habits/I take tea
at three,/and the meat I eat
· for dinner must be hung up
for a week."

Such is Mr. Cox, a UN(.
student studying thCit great
art of teaching·. at our own
lowly school! Driving his
"grabber green" pinto, Mr.
Cox comes to Jordan each
day to inspire Ms. Ann
Berces' English
wfrh
his unquestionable skill, wit,
wisdom, and super-charged
dynamo type explosive energy.
Of course, as Mr. Cox
discovered, one cannot
become a teacher merely by
skill alone. To be a teacher,
one must memorize, and be
learned in, the use of what
Mr. Cox refers to as "teacher looks." There are several such looks--the "I've

Mrs.· Shoaf and Mr. Guess mspect one of the walkway supports.
·

nigllt grading
papers" look, the. "shut up
or else" look, the "studious" look,
of which,

"The Sound of Music." One
might find Mr. Cox, when
not so vociferous, quietly
drawing stick people or
making up ficticious ads for
''no sweat'' antiperspirant
or "inspiration poiht" drive
in.
But despite his obvious
teaching qualities, Mr. Cox
isn't sure he wants to be a
teacher after all. He did
suggest, however, that he

Cox is slowly but surely
becoming an expert at.
When not busy with a
class, Mr. Cox engages in
typical Butner-like activities.
Practicing his Bob Dylan
impression is a favorite pastime, as well as his impersonation of Julie Andrews'

'6'6Q o.1ut '6'l1L1t'.>.11.<Le.k. Stw-

quess Who's

INTERA(J DISHES IT OUT

leav1n4 ...
by Brooks Chesson
"I'm very excited. I'm
looking forward to it. I hope
that I can do well there. It's
a challenge that I'm ready to
accept," said Assistant Principal Charles Guess when
asked about his new position
as Principal of Lowes Grove
Elementary School for next
year.
Lowes Grove Elementary
School has approximately
375 students, about 1/3 of
Jordan's enrollment. Mr.
Guess will become the new
principal next
after
being at Jordan for three
years. When asked if he has
enjoyed Jordan, he commented by saying "Yes," he
did enjoy it and "hated to
leave." He also added that
''everyone has been really
nice.''
Mr. Guess will have the
responsibility for the entire
school next year. He stated

by Karen Kesler
"At this rate I don't know,
but if people will get busy, I
think we can sell a lot!'' answered Ginger Sears when
asked if she thought the
Interact
Club
would
sell many Bar-B-Q tickets.
Debbie Nelson said, "We
are, selling these tickets so
that Jordan can have a
Sprhig Music Festival." The
Interact Club, from. Jordan
High School, and the Rotary
Club Will use the money to
support .student work {intern) program at Research
Triangle Park.
Th:e dinner was held on

Saturday, May 21, at Jordan
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and it
was eat-in or take-out. Tickets were a dollar and a half
for children and two and a
half dollars for adults. In
addition, there were surprise
drawings during the dinner.
Interact planned to select
new members for the board
in the beginning of May.
Furthermore, the club will
be giving a fifty dollar scholarship to an outstanding
senior who is not in sports or
the Interact Club and who
has done something for the
community.

filqe
will

that it will be a very different
type of situation than that oi
this year, because of the dif·

He
be a definite asset
to Lowes Grove and a definite loss to JHS. Jordan stu-

ference of the age groups.
H b 1·
e e ieves the discipline
will be much easier.

dents will all remember Assistant Principal Charles
Guess.

the position. She did research on her essay for a
month. Leslie said that the
first thing that came to her
mind when she received the
ltt
e er o f accep t ance was tht
a
"there was some point to all
the work I did." She also
said she was "surprised to
m ake i·t . It' s a good 1"dea {to
apply for International Court
of Justice), it's really not
that impossible to do."
The actual International
Court of Justice replaced the
permanent Court of International Justice connected to
the League of Nations after

-

the League had dissolved
The International Court of
is in the Netherlands
and is connected to the
United Nations by charter
only, i't"is notall
re ya part of
the UN. The Court of Justices reviews cases such as
boundary disputes and treat·
b e tween countries by
ies
using the principles of International Law. They also give
advisory opinions to organizations within the UN. The
mock International Court of
J usices will be doing the
same type of work, except not
with
real ·cases.
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Jordan students experience a weekend of Shakespeare.

CALKINS GOES TO COURT
J..
;g a
very distinguished person
here at Jordan. She was
selected by a committee at
George Washington University, t h e sponsors of J Uc
N ,
to be one of the fourteen
high school justices from all
over the United States for
·
l C ourt 0 f
t h e I nternationa
Justice. There are fifteen
justices chosen, fourteen
high school students and one
student from George Washi n g t o n University .
Leslie wrote a three page
type-written essay on Islamic
Law in order to compete for

would like to write for the
"National Lampoon" or lead
a punk-rock group, The
Atomic Greasers.
Whatever is in store for
our beloved Mr. Cox--the
changeable Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde of the teacher
set--may his Rolling Stones
gather no moss, his ads sell,
and may he, as he once so
audaciously put it, "suck
doorknobs.''
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The Falcon's Cry

PERFECT

HARMONY •••

by Heather Cardoni
Members of Jordan's
choral music department
presented their annual
spring concert in the auditorium on the night of Wednesday, May 18. Mrs. Mercedes Lytle directed the four
choirs.
Accompanying on piano
were: Lisa Allen for Treble
Choir and for Chorus; Angie
Mciver for Ensemble and
Chorus; and Marie Silsbee
for Concert Choir.
The chorus sang three
numbers; "Love Is a Song,"
"If I Had a Hammer/'. and
. "He Ain't Heavy, He's My
Brother.'' One of Concert
Choir's three selections was
"Adoramus Te," which was

sung in Latin. Treble Choir
performed four numbers,
one of which was "I Believe." "Much Ado About
Nothing," one of Ensemble's six selections, was
labeled by Mrs. Lytle as
being "the most . interesting'' of all numbers being
performed. This piece was
composed of 10 very short,
nonsensical songs.
Prior to the concert, Mrs.
Lytle expressed optimism for
the performance. When
asked if all the groups were
well prepared, she answered, "We should be
ready; this is the first time
we've all had enough time to
get well prepared. We're

Kris, Chuck. Andy and Bobby rehearse as Lisa Allen accompanies on piano.
usually too rushed.''
The concert's special tenor, sang two selections. known only as "The Barberattraction was the appear- Bobby commented about the shop Quartet," was accomance of four Ensemble mem- group in general, "It's a lot panied by Lisa Allen.
The concert ended in the
bers as a barbershop quar- of fun." When asked why
singing of 1ordan' s Alma
tet. Kris Hartwig, first tenor, the group decided to sing, he
Mater. Lisa Allen was anChuck Henderson, bass, added, "We thought we'd
nounced as the winner of the
Bobby Johnson, baritone, throw in a little variety to the
ensemble spirit award.
and Andy Wimberly, lead spring concert.'' The group,

...BOOGIE DOWN RHYTHM ...
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by Mike Kesler

Well, April was ·a big
month for jazz hete at J or
dan.
On April 7, JHS'
20-member Jazz Band performed in concert for interested students and adults,
followed by a concert for the
student body on April 26.
The performances included
the numbers "Feelings,"
"By the Time I Get to
Phoenix/:'. ''MacArthur
Park," "Where Is the
Love?" and "Jazzman!'
Many of the Jazz Band
members enjoyed doing
"MacArthur Park," which
featured many soloists,
among them a drum -solo by
Logan Wilkins. Another featured soloist, David Bollin. ger (guitar), explained the
set-up he used to produce
some very weird effects in
"MacArthur Park." "I use
an Echoplex, MXR Distortion Plus, pedal flanger,
Morley volume pedal, all run
through a Yamaha 50-one 12
and an Albanez L.P., with

Mr. Green displays dipole- dipole-lock: .

modified pick-ups!" Dave
went on to say that he enjoys
working with the other
members of the band, "although we all have our own
conception of what we consider to be good music."
Jazz Band members include: (Rhythm) David Bollinger, Don Burdick, Lisa
Harper, Tim Harper, Rhett
Mahaley, and Logan Wilkins; (Saxes) Dede Dugan,
Dan Dunbar, Laurie Gianturco, Scott Hicken, and
Gordon Sims; (Trombones)
David Cunningham, Jimmy
Goodling, Bill Hitchcock,
and Karen Papke; (Trumpets) Curtis Gregory, Kim
Kylstra, Gary Leonard,
David Marable, and Mark
Woolbright.
The Jazz Band is cutting
an album of their best numbers from this year. Band
members are looking forward to its release, and feel,
even though the cost may be
a bit high, that the album

will be ''a good thing, especially for seniors who wish to
reminisce in years to come!''
Jazz Band musicians rate
their performance (on a scale
from 1 to 10) as somewhere
between eight and ten
Based on the reaction of the
student body to their concert
on April 26, everyone seems
to agree!
What is in the future for
Jordan's Jazz Band? From
the comments of Band members, future Jazz Bands will
see the "further development of the rhythm section,
a better trombone section,
the branching out into more
contemporary
and
better uniforms!''
So if you notice an overabundance of the old uniforms--rugby shirts and
jeans--wandering our hallowed halls--watch out! Jordan's Jazz Band may have
some surprises hic:lden up its
multi-colored sleeve!
.
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.. "I have a lot of girls with
tremendous attitudes that
very
'' said Ann
Harris, coach of the
softball team. The
handicap the team is faced
with is "a lack of experience" according to Coach
Harris. There are only two
returning players, Phyllis
Elliott and Ava Lassiter.
New players include: Michie
Barnes, Nita Ellis, Linda
Gillis,
Shelley
Lesak,
Kathryn
Lutz,
Wendy
Massey, Terry Morris,
Marlene Sherald, Kathy
Tilley, Lauri Verricchia, and
Donna Winslow.

touch€
by Debbie Foster
What would you do if
someone came at you with a
saber and said "Touche"?
John Newnam gets one over.
Well, if you were on the
Jordan fencing team, you
would know what to do.
If you would like to know
how to handle this situation,
join the fencing team. The
team consists of junior Beth
Goodrich, senior Kathy
commented, "Since we will Rankin, and sophomore
The boys' tennis team is
be more experienced with Polly Ross .. The idea of a
swinging through its season
more returning players next fencing team came up after
with a 3-8 record. They are
year, and the conference will the fencing demonstration at
2-0 in the conference. If they
probably be larger, I'm sure the Humanities Festival.
win the other conference
we will get best in the conmatches, they have a chance
Poily teaches Beth and
ference."
for the conference title.
Kathy two days a week,
The three matches they
won were against Southern,
Vance and Wake Forest
Rolesvile. Most of the other
teams they have played have
been 4-A schools, so they
have had "some very tough
competition.'' Their toughest matches were against
Durham Academy, Webb
and Ravenscroft, who is first
in the state.
The team this year is fairly
inexperienced because only
three players are returning
from last year; Joel Fairey,
Raymond Manion, and Scott
Patton. Next year, the tennis
team will be at a better advantage because four of the 1
top six players will be returning. Player Hank Swartz

TENI\lS TEAM

I\ EIS THREE .;\\ATCHES

The class of '77 has done•
something that no other
senior class has done; they
have organized a senior class
trip to Kings' Dominion,
Virginia.
The senior class along·
with underclassmen and
guests departed from Durham early Saturday morning, May 14, for a day of

_Mr. Gray gives tips to exhausted track members.
fun and excitement, and
arrived back in Durham late
Saturday night. Approximately 40 students went. ''.A
lot of time and money was
put into this trip and we had

hoped for a larger turn-out
but were happy to have been
able to do something like
this, ''stated senior class
president Owen Scott.

team must handle is Hnvnm
to share the field with Githens' softball team.
Morris stated, "I think it's
unfair." Furthermore, the
team has suffered many
injuries. Linda Gillis developed ''water on the knee'',
while Terry Morris suffered
a broken nose, not to mention assorted sprains and
pulled muscles.
.. Sophomore team member
Shelley Lesak stated, "I
think the team has improved
since the season started."
Kathryn Lutz said, "I have

tRy It;

you'

usually Tuesday and Wednesdayin the gym. The team
uses Polly's equipment of
foils and masks from the .
Castello Company in New
York. Kathy said, "I'd like to
see more interest (in fencing). It)s a good sport and it
is worthwhile."
Polly, who will not be at

not done
it's a team
no one
person stands out.''
setbacks, the
girls' sortball 'team has a
present three and seven;
record, one and two in the
conference. Most players
seem to agree that Ms.
Harris is a good coach. "I
like her a whole bunch,"
said Kathryn Lutz.
When
asked how she
the
team would fair .fill fhe upcoming Vaiden-Whitley
game, Terry Morris replied,
"Yeah, we're gonna win!!"
Go team!

llk€ It
Jordan next year, hopes to
''leave someone to carry
on." She says that fencing is
a "great form of exercise. It
makes you become more
mentally alert and it in- ,
creases your stamina. If
people would try it, I think
they'd like it."
......
"'°"".;"'
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The Jordan High School Baseball Team recently fin-

§
§

ished out their spring '77 season. Jordan High
salutes the team for its efforts and its display of§
school spirit. Have a great summer, guys!!
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Life has been especially
rough for the '77 staff of The
Falcon's Cry, Jordan's
newspaper. Financial difficulties have been the major
problem.
The printing of 800 copies
of one issue costs about $160.
Professional composing
(makes the margins even)
costs about $150 per issue.
Pho-tography, layout
material, and other expenses
amount to about $25, making
the average total expenses for
one paper $210.
The Falcon's Cry attempted to support themselves through ad sales,
subscription sales, and
newspaper sales. These attempts did not cover all expenses. Ads, per issue, bring
in about $130.00. Subscriptions, sold in September,
totaled about $300.00. The staff
has sold each issue for $.25
and averages $90 monthly
from non-subscription sales.
The Falcon's Cry's monthly
income totals $165.00. Simple
subtraction shows that the
average income of $165.00
minus the expenses of $210.00
put the newspaper staff in
debt $55.00 per issue.
How did The Falcon's Cry
get into such hot water? Vicki
Foster, co-editor, has asked
herself
this
question
enumerous times. She commented, "God must be against
us. Everything that could go
wrong-went wrong! Give us a
break!" After calming down,
Foster stated the main
problem was composing.
Vickie McQuay, co-editor,
agreed, "Our main problem
has been finding some place to
compose. We composed our
first 3 issues in Hillside's
(high school) graphic arts
department. The instructor
quit-leaving thousands of
dollars worth of machinery
locked up, unused-but that's
another story!"
Vickie continued, "We
daringly had our next issue
composed professionally ?-t
Graphic Arts Inc. . (m
Durham). We were billed
mor.e than we planned and this
put us even more in the red or
hole-whatever. Then we got
wind of a 'great' (cheap)
place to compose--the Duke
Composing Shop.
They
ciaimed to be able to compose
our paper for under $40-B.S.
They charged us $250 !"
"This defeat really affected our staff's morale. We
all felt
defeated and
discouraged. But, alas, we
discovered Lawrence Printers
(in Fuquay-Varina). They
were inexpensive--but we
really weren't satisfied with
their work, although many
local schools work with them.
They composed and laid out

(assembled the copy) the
paper extremely sloppily, if
that's a word.
The Falcon's Cry staff
made the decision that after
trying Lawrence they would
try doing their own composing
and layouts again for the May
issue. Durham High agreed to
let them use their. composing
equipment several hours a
day. This arrangement was
difficult
because
staff
members were especially
busy at the end of the year and
therefore had problems
getting out of classes to
compose just for a few hours.
The trip to Durham High
takes at least 20 minutes,
setting up the machine takes.
about 15 .. The remaining time
is enough to compose about
one and half stories. Considering the fact that each 8

page paper has about 20
stories, one can understand
why it takes so long to compose just one issue of our
school newspaper.
Another problem mentioned by Debbie Foster,
business manager, is that
some of the advertizers refuse
to pay their bills. Collecting
these payments is difficult.
One staff member added,
"What are we supposed to do,
send out hit men!?"
FUTURE GOVERNOR•S SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS

Principal James Sills has
helped the staff through some
of their financial difficulties
with limited school funds.
Jordan is one of the few school
newspapers which is not
school supported but is is
financially independent.

Band Travels To Oakton
Jordan High School's
band left at 4:45 p.m. Thursday, May 23, for the second
half of a mutual band exchange trip with the Oakton
High School band from
Vienna, Virginia. The Jordan
band arrived in Vienna at
10:30 p.m., stopping only for a
dinner break at McDonald's.
Friday morning, the band
practiced for several hours in
the Oakton High School
auditorium. Then the group
went into Washington, D.C. to
sightsee. They visited the
Smithsonian Institute, the
Washington Monument, and
the White House. At the White
House, the group tried to see
Jimmy Carter. "They told us
that the tours were in the
morning and that we couldn't
in," said band
come
president Dede Dugan. The band members also paddled
around the Potomac River in
paddleboats.
The band left Washington
around 3:45, and staged a
concert at Oakton High School
around 7:00. Afterwards,
there was a party at one of the
Oakton band member's house.
Saturday was just as busy
for the band as Friday was. In
the morning, they traveled to
Andrews Air Force Base to
hear their jazz band, the
Airmen of Note, give a performance. After that, the
Jordan and Oakton bands
went on a picnic at a nearby
park. Saturday night, some
JHS band members went to
see a performance by Shirley
Mcclaine at the Kennedy
Center, while others went to a
dance at Oakton.
The Jordan band left
Vienna Sunday morning
around 10:00. After a stop for

lunch at a cafeteria across
from King's Dominion, they
continued to Durham, where
they arrived around 4:00.
How did the JHS band
members like the trip? "It
was alright. I really liked
seeing Shirley Mcclaine,''
said
junior
Susan
Schlaseman. Junior Rob
Shoaf added, "I enjoyed it, but
the chaperones were a lot
rougher on us than on
previous trips. It seemed like
we had too many of them, but
we still had a good time."

Governor's Sehool

.Students Selected
Six Jordan students have
been accepted to Governor's
School, a state summer school
for
extremely talented
students. The students chosen
are: Laurie Gianturko,
natural science; Alison Jones,
English; Lisa Knops, natural
science; Ruth Koger, music;
Penny Pierce, voice; Andy
Wimberly, voice.
.
The students applied
earlier this year. First, they
had to be recommended by at
least one of their teachers.
Next, applications were
reviewed by a county committee before being sent to the
school for final selection.
The students will attend
classes from 8:00 to 2:00
weekdays. Classes will include psychology, philosophy,

and· the student's major
subject. After school, the
students have free time until
dinner. After dinner, dances,
concerts, field trips, and intramural
sports
are
organized for the students.
Classes are until noon on
Fridays. The students have an
hour off for lunch every day.
When asked why she
wanted to attend, Lisa Knops
said, "Just for the learning
experience and getting to
know other people." Laurie
Gianturko commented, "It's
going- to be different from
anything else I've ever done.
It'll be a good chance to be
independent." Alison Jones ,
commented, "I think I'll learn
something and I'll have a good
time."

NHS INDUCTEES
by Margaret Karls
Twenty-six juniors were
induCted into the Jordan
chapter of the National Honor
Society. These new members
were: Lisa Amaya, Terry
Barber, Teressa Bender,
Amie Blackmean, Leslie
Calkins, Cantrell Camp,
Lauren Chesnut, Kim Cline,
Kitty Cralle, Robin Elledge,
Laurie Gianturco, Audrey
Green, Cindy Hayes, Robert
Johnson, Alison Jones, Kathy
Kelly, Lisa Knops, Ruth
Koger, Anne Miller, Bea
Novak, Connie Pennell, Judy
Perry, Mary Ann Pietrantoni,

Hager Rand, Lynn Seals, and
Marian Wilson. ·
The
students
were
initially considered for inducti:on if they had a 93.0 or
above grade point average.
They then filled out an application listing their extracurricular activities and
positions of leadership.
Finally, a committee made. up
of Jordan teachers selected
the inductees on the basis of
scholarship,
service,
leadership, and character.
The new members were
inducted at a
formal
ceremony
in the Jordan

library on Thursday, May 12.
Club president, Kris Hartwig,
opened the ceremony and
administered the pledge to the
inductees. School principal,
Mr. James Sills, gave a
speech in which he praised the
· students for their accomplishments.
This year's . NHS club
tutored other students having
problems in their classes.
Cynthia Pilkington, a senior
NHS member said, "Tutoring
was a very worthwhile
program for us this year. I
hope the group next year will
continue and expand it."
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Change In Graduation?
by Debbie Foster
Ever since Jordan has
·existed, Graduation has been
held in the auditorium. Every
year around March and April,
Seniors begin complaining
about Graduation in the stuffy
and crowded auditorium. The
main problem is that the class
begins complaining too late to
start the arrangements for an
outdoor graduation.

he yt of E.R.
could undermine the basic
by Mike Kesler
structure of American family
Very soon now, some of
life. ERA destroys every state
Jordan's students will leave
law which allows a husband to
the security and guidance of
support his wife, and forces
their
and parents to
the wife to provide 50 percent
begin their own lives. With
of the financial support of her
this new beginning comes the
husband and children. It will
responsibility of being able to
also eliminate the present
make logical decisions
right of a wife to receive
dealing with the many
Social Security benefits based
hazards of adult life. One of
on her husband's income. In
these dangers concerns the
order for the wife to receive
young adult's stand on
these benefits, her husband
political issues. As new
would have to pay double
voters, young people often
Social Security_ taxes on the
find political decisions to be
assumed value of her services
the most difficult to make,
in the home. In short, the ERA
because political issues are
could destroy the position of
frequently surrounded by
the husband as provider for
false rumors, misinformation
the home, by requiring the
(or lack of any at all), or even
wife to provide 50 percent of
bold-faced lies.
the family's income. The long
An excellent example of
range effect of this could be
the dangers involved in
the lack of harmony and love
making a decision concerning
in the family, where neither
a political issue is the recent
parent can devote full time to
controversy surrounding the
the raising and training of
Equal Rights Amendment
children. ERA would also do
(ERA). At first glance, the
away with present lower life
ERA appears to be "a giant
insurance and automobile
leap for womankind." It
accident insurance rates for
promises equal pay for equal
women. In addition, it will
work, better paying jobs,
require every state to set up
promotions, better working
child-care centers (taxpayerconditions, equal credit, and
financed) for all children,
better
educational
opregardless of need.
portunities. Oddly enough,
Besides the elimination of
there are already existing
privacy and the increased
laws that guarantee each of
financial burden on the
these same rights. Women's
family, passage of the ERA
rights are presently protected
would raise some very serious
by the Equal Employment
moral questions. The ERA
Opportunity Act and the
would give the Federal
Education Amendments of
Government the power to
1972, the Equal Credit Opforce religious seminaries to
portunity Act of 1974, and
admit women, arid could even
many others.
go so far as to force churches
Since there is some
to ordain women. Are ERA
question as to the necessity of
proponents forgetting that
the ERA, perhaps a closer
freedom of religion was one of
look at this legislation is
the major causes behind the
merited.
Under
close
establishment of America?
scrutiny, the Equal Rights
The
Equal
Rights
Amendment is revealed to be
not a helpful plece of . Amendment removes all
power of state legislatures to
legislation, but one which can
stop or regulate abortions at
only serve to destroy some
any time during pregnancy. It
very basic American values
will give women a "conand ideals. None of the true
stitutional" right to abortion
points of ERA are ever
on demand. However, many
brought to light, without
religious organizations equate
someone caring enough to
abortion with murder. Does
want to know all the facts.
the United States government
The facts are quite
have to right to legalize sin?
shocking; they affect every
In addition, the· amendperson living in the United
would
legalize
States. If passed, the ERA will ment
homosexual marriage and
require sex-integrated sports,
including
football
and would allow the adoption of
under
these
wrestling, in every public children
school in the country. It will do marriages. Is it possible for a
away
with
single-sex child, raised under these
fraternities and sororities on circumstances, to become a
well-balanced, contributing
the nation's college campuses.
meinber of society?
It will not protect privacy, but
The
Equal
Rights
will outlaw privacy based on
Amendment would also
sex in public restrooms,
the
American
hospitals, prisons, and reform destroy
tradition of protection of
schools.
Not only will the amend- women. The ERA would
ment destroy privacy between deprive women· workers in
sexes, it will also impose industry of their legal
greater financial demands on protection against being
assigned to heavy-lifting,
·women, as well as men,

11111

strenuous, and dangerous
work usually done by men.
Jean Noble, of the National
Council of Negro Women
recently stated, "I call the
Equal Rights Amendment the
liftin' and totin' bill. More
than half of the black women
with jobs work in service
occupations; if the
ment becomes law, we will be
the ones liftin' and totin'."
The final most shocking
thing the ERA will do is make
all women and mothers
subject to the draft in every
future conflict in which the
United States become involved. It is already bad
enough to have to send young
boys to war, but the thought of
sending young girls away to
fight, be captured, or killed, is
almost beyond imagination.
The facts are plain and
:simple. The Equal Rights
Amendment is a fraud, the
creation of power-hungry
bureaucrats, as, if passed, it
will switch jurisdiction over
marriage, property rights,
divorce, alimony, child
custody, and inheritance
rights from state to federal
control. This transferal of
power is in direct conflict with
the ideals of the freedom and
power of state governments
established in the Constitution. After all, this
country is named "the United
States."
So the dangers of lack of
information are evident; and
the danger has not passedERA may be defeated in
North Carolina, but there are
still states that have not
decided. As new adults and
new voters, it is our responsibility to see that we know
every side of an issue before
we exercise our precious right
to vote. We owe it to ourselves
and to each other to be informed, to know the facts, and
to make the right decision for
the good of everyone.
+ERA information ·adapted
from "The ERA Fraud,"
Women of North Carolna
Against the Equal Rights
Amendment.

To eliminate the problems
of overcrowding and excessive heat, some students in
the past have suggested a
graduation ceremony on the
football field so that all of
their underclassmen friends
can see them graduate. The
lack of a PA system, and not
enough lighting creates
complications. With some
money raised by the rising
Senior class, something could
be done to eleviate these
detriments. With the technical
problems solved, only the
chairs for the students and
their parents would be
needed; the other relatives
and underclassmen could sit
in the bleachers.

Another suggestion that
has been made is to have
graduation in Duke's Wallace
Wade Stadium. But of course
there is still a problem: the
stadium is not lighted as of
yet; therefore, the ceremony
would have to take place
during the day. Graduation
exercises would probably
have to be held on the
Saturday afternoon or early
evening. There is plenty of
room for people to sit and
there is a PA System. But heat
would still be a major problem
because the ceremony would
probably take place on a
Saturday afternoon.
Therefore, the best idea
seems to be Graduation on
Jordan's football field.
Although more money and
time would have to be spent on
the ceremony, the rising
seniors would most likely be
happier
with
this
arrangement. The tradition of
graduation in the auditorium
would be broken, but most
people involved--the
graduates, relatives and
friends--would be satisfied
with the outcome and maybe
could start a new tradition of
graduation on the football
field. To the rising senior, a
word to the wise: begin
preparations for next year's
graduation as soon as school
starts in the fall if you want an
outdoor graduation!

SHE'S

FUNNY
She's funny, that old lady
walking back and forth,
talking me to death. Reading
me situations in life, giving
me maybe some meaning to
my troubles and strife.
She's funny, that old lady,
forever making me laugh.
What more out of a teacher
could I hope for? There's no
other teacher that could make
me stamp on the floor with
laughter.
She's funny, that old lady,
forever saying things and
acting funny all of the time.
But underneath that funny
lady is a clever mind.
by .Johnny Philyaw
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Senior
Superlatives

Wreckless Riding In Raleigh
by Carol Carney
& Heather Cordoni

As we climbed into the car
that sunny day, we had no idea
of the perils that lay ahead.
After all, the situation was
simple enough: Ms. Ann
Berces was in charge of
taking three students to the
Federal Surplus Station in
Raleigh to locate a composing
machine for her journalism
class. With Mr. Sills and Mike
Kesler leading the way in a
borrowed pick-up truck and
Ms. Berces following in her
Pinto with us in it, what could
possibly go wrong?
Once seated in the car, we
were overwhelmed by the
smell of "Cold Power"
laundry detergent. Glancing
at the back seat, Ms. Berces
explained that her five pound
box had overturned and that
the soap was standing in eightinch "drifts" on the floor.
Emptying the grains out of
our shoos, we silently wondered what else the trip would
bring.
· Pulling out onto hwy. 54,
we tried not to notice the six
feet of rubber we left on the
pavement. Except for almost
running off the road three
times (which, incidently,
see1ned to be going by a little
faster than usual), extremely
sharp curves, and the
hopeless search for an Exxon
station (the needle read a
quarter inch under empty, we
were all broke, and Ms.
Berces only had an Exxon
charge card), the trip was
relatively uneventful. That is,
until we reached I-40. Then
everything changed . . .
We almost: didn't see the
other car until it was too late.
Luckily one of us looked over
just in time to see it an inch
and a half away from our
passenger door. "Gee, what a
Ms.
rotten driver,"
Berces as she moved over into
her own lane again, "you'd
think he'd have moved over a
little morel" Opening our
eyes again and repenting
former transgressions, we
silently calculated how long it
would take us to walk home if
we ever got to the Station.
Once in the city of
Raleigh, staying alive was a
real challenge! Four lanes of
cars, traffic lights and signs,
pedestrians - you name it and
we probably hit it (or came
close, anyway)! About that
time we were all getting
rather warm and Ms. Berces
decided to take her jacket off.
She waited until we reached a
red light and figured it was

safe. Three light changes
later, still in the same lane,
with 40 cars piled up behind
us, Ms. Berces handed the
jacket back to us and peeled
out, catching up with Mr. Sills'.
truck, which was a good five
minutes ahead of us, in 10
seconds flat.
Debating on whether or
not we'd make it on the fumes
in the gas tank, and still
searching for the blessed
Exxon sign, we finally
reached the Federal Surplus.
Cautiously, we emerged from
the car - could it be? Land!
We'dmadeit! Weweresafefor the moment, anyway!
Ten minutes later we
were out at the car again - the
machine was the wrong kind unusable. Mike, of course,
chose to stick with Mr. Sills
and ride back with him (we
wondered why) which left us
alone with Ms. Berces and her
"yummy butterscotch car".
Luckily enough, Ms.
Berces did explain the
problem of the Exxon card to
Mr. Sills, who, being a sympathetic man, led us to the
nearest gas station and bought
us enough to get us back. And
the rest ·of the trip? Merely
history.
Once Ms. Berces was sure
she wouldn't run out of gas,
she decided to "liven up the
party'' a little. Figuring we
had to go someday, we conceded.
Our plan was
elementary -- we were going
to race Mr. Sills and Mike,
now leading the way, home.
Pulliilg up beside them at
the traffic light we could
imagine what Richard Petty
felt like at the Daytona 500.
Racing her engine, Ms.
Berces concentrated on the
light ahead ... one ... two ...
three . . . All of a sudden the
car lept 'forward, leaving
behind the intersection, Mr.
Sills and Mike astounded in
the pick-up; Raleigh, and, as
we figured, most of North
Carolina. Adrenalin does
strange things, and as we
realized what we had done, we
broke into fits of hysterical
laughter, slowed down to at
least the speed of light, and
decided to give that ol' pick-up
truck a second chance. We
were ready - the truck was in
sight from the rear-view
mirror - and it happened! A
school bus pulled right out in
front of us. We tried to change
lanes, but there was no room.
Darkly we watched as Mr.
Sills and Mike drove by,
grinning and waving. ·
Ten minutes later, the bus
turned, and, as determined as
ever, we took off to finish 1

what we had started, Passing
cars right and left, we finally
came to the truck, passed it,
and looked back, ready to lord
our victory over them. Then
we realized what had happened.
They had taken the airport exit off I-40 in hopes to
beat us back to Jordan l Our
exit was near the Governor's
Inn -- a long way off. Chances
were we'd never get there
before them. Crossing our
fingers and encouraging Ms.
Berces to speed "just a little",
we eagerly zipped down the
road. Our exit was in sight.
Then, before we knew it, we
were at hwy. 54, ready to pull
out. All clear! But wait! A car
came in sight - could it be? It
was! A pick-up truck! A blue
pick-up truck with Mr. Sills
driving! Screeching out, we
got in· front of them just in
time, with only seconds to
spare! We did it! We'd taken
the chances, and we'd won!
Such was one day of riding
in Raleigh -- an absolute experience!

MostLikelytosucceed (guy)
MarvinJenkins
Most likely to succeed (girl)
Margaret Karis
Most school spirited (guy)
Gordon Sims
Most school spirited (girl
Carol Simpson
Most dependable (guy)
Logan Wilkins
Most dependable (girl
Carol Simpson
Friendliest (guy)
Logan Wilkins
Friendliest (girl)
Angela Hardy
Most talented (guy)
Bill Hitchcock
(girl)
Joan Fletcher
Most
Most popular (guy)
L.K. Thompson
Most popular (girl
Karon Morris
Cutest girl
Karon Morris
Best looking guy
Scott Pierce
,Best couple
Susan Hutchins and Al Newsom
Most conceited Cguy)
Kevin Adcock
Most conceited (girls - tie)
Angie Dean,
Missy Aldridge, and Jackie Draper
Started "senior slump" earliest
Southgate Jones
Best in-class sleeper
Mike Blake
Biggest skipper
Janie Baker
Biggest mouth
Gordon Sims
Most reckless driver
Blair Hahn
Class clown
Chuck Henderson
Biggest storyteller
Mike Constabile
Biggest busybody
Carol Simpson
Most cynical
Brian Matson
Craziest
Ricky Landis
Biggest jock
Phil Greer
Biggest flirt
Jackie Draper
Best dressed Cguy)
Phil Greer
Best dressed (girl)
Katrina Dalton
Logan Wilkins
Most unkempt

This story, a feature on
Ms. Berces, was written a
comical rather than factual.
Altbough based on actual
experiences, the severity of
the incidents has been
exaggerated (slightly).

joke
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Teachers Leave
The Nest
by Marydale Abernathy
This is the last year Ms.
Debbie Ramey and Ms. Kay
Crook will teach at Jordan.
This spring they will both be
leaving the hallowed halls of
Jordan, but for very different
reasons.
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Ms. Ramey will be
moving to Washington, D.C.,
with her husband because of
his new job. Once there, she
plans to have her baby. Ms.
Ramey has been teaching
Math at JHS since Nov. of
1973. She has
taught
Geometry, Alg. 2 and Trig.,
Adv. Math, Calculus, Computer Programing and
Student Council. When· asked
if she would consider going
back to teaching Math she
replied, "That is a possibility,
but I'm certainly not going to
limit myself. There are alot of
things I could do other than
teach math."
Ms. Crook will be taking a

**
*

leave of absence from JHS
because she plans to go back
to school to get her Masters
degree. She may or may not
decide to come back to Jordan. Her plans are not very
certain now. She will be going
to East Carolina where she
will be on a teaching
fello.wship and will be able to
teach one freshman math
class for a little extra money.
Ms. Crook has been at
Jordan since Jan. of 1974 and
has taught Geometry, Algebra
2, Analytical Geometry, arid
Trig. Ms. Crook added, "I'm
going to be sad when I leave
the people at Jordan, but not
the work!"
Both Ms. Ramey and Ms.
Crook have taught the
majority of Jordan students
math and they will definitely
be missed when they leave.
Good luck to Ms. Crook in
school next year .and best
wishes to Ms. Ramey in her
new role as a mother.

....
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Meredith Adams -- North
Carolina Dental School:
Dental Assistant
Kevin M. Adcock - Duke
University:
Political
Science
Missy Aldridge -- (job) Head
cashier at The Limited of
South Square (college) East
Carolina
University:
Nursing
Lisa Allen "'. " UNC at Chapel
Hill: Music Education
Tim Alston - Berkley School
of Arts: Music
Greg Angle - Appalachian
State University
Ernie Anglin -- U. S. Army,
Special Forces
April Apple -- Rex Hospital:
X-Ray Technician
Randy Atkins - Campbell
College
Roland Atwater - Furman
University
Jeanie Baker - Appalachian
. State University
Michelle Bakker - UNC at
Chapel Hill
Chris Ballis - UNC at Chapel
Hill
Don Barbee- North Carolina
State University : Electronics
Ronald Barbee - Army
Ted Barringer - Appalachian
State University
Carla Bass - Randolph-Macon
.Woman's College:
Mathematics
Lewis Bass - UNC at Chapel
Hill

Cedric Baysmore - North
Carolina State University:
Electrical Engineering
Deme Blackley -- CAFS)
Americans Abroad Finalist:
•(college)
Furman
University: Pre-Med or
Biology
Mike Blake - Elon College
Ken Blanton - (job) Retail
Sales;
(college)
Appalachian State University
Tami Bolden -- Hampton
Institute: Business
David Bollinger -- Yale
University or UNC at
Greensboro: Pre-law or
Clinical psychology
Lee Bolster -- East Carolina
University: Art
Robert H. Booth - Duke
University: History (Prelaw)
Ray Bowman -- UNC at
Chapel Hill
Lois Boynton - Lenoir-Rhyne
College
Maria Brandon - Howard
University
Eartha Bridges - UNC at
Greensboro or N. C. Central
University: Nursing
Annette Brodie -- Boston
University or UNC at
Greensboro
Marty Brown - Hampton
Institute
or
Western
Michigan University:
Accounting or Political
Science
Linda Burnette -- (job)
Secretary
Jim Buzzard
Duke
University: Engfueering
Brenda Byrd -- work or
college
DuVal Byrd- UNC at Chapel
Hill: Accounting

Rosalind Bynum - Fayetteville State University,
ROTC, Accounting
Rowena Cadawas - Durham
Technical Institute: L.P.N.
Ken Campbell Carol Carney
Peace
College: Secretary
Ricky Carver - U. S. Air
Force (Electronics)
Edwin Chamberlain - Wake
Forest University: Liberal
Arts
Art Chandler -- Bard College:
Psychology
Susan Chesson - Appalachian
State University
Billy Clayton - (job) Construction
Beth Aline Cleary - East
Carolina University (School
of Nursing)
Julie Cleaver - UNC at Chapel
Hill: Landscaping
Steve Cline - Georgia Institute of Technology: Solar
or Genetic Engineering
Von K. Cobb - DeVry Institute
of Technology: Electronics
Terry Coffin - Appalachian
State University:
Psychology - Law
Sheldon Cole - (job) McDonald s;
(school)
Technical Institute of
Alamance: Commercial Art
and Advertising; (service)
Navy
Laura Collins -- UNC at
Chapel Hill
Mike Convery Kay Cooke -- East Carolina
University: Nursing
Susan Copley
North
Carolina State University:
Political Science
Heather Cordoni - Southern
Illinois University: Special
Education
Mike Constabile - UNC at
Chapel Hill: Physical
Education
Ricky Couch - North Carolina
State University: Conservation
Neely Currin - UNC at Chapel
Hill or Wake Forest
University:
Communications
Katrina Dalton -- UNC at
Chapel Hill, University of
Virginia
Emily Dannelly - Campbell
College: Teaching
Arlene Davis
Mike Davis - (job) Florist: U.
S. AirForce
Jackie Daye -- Fayetteville
State University: Early
Childhood Education
Angie Dean -- UNC at
Greensboro: Education
Sibyl Dellinger - (job) Asst.
Mgr. of Cards N' Such at
South Square (college) East
Carolina University
Donald Dewey -- (job)
Aquatics Director at Central YMCA
Tim Dodson - East Carolina
University: Pre-med
Mike Dooley - East Carolina
· University : Computer
Science - Engineering
Dede Dugun - Wake Forest
University: English - Prelaw
Nancy East -- UNC at
Greensboro: Nursing
Phyllis Elliott - college

R
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Michael Ellis -- Hampton
Institute: Psychology
Janice Engram - Santa Cruz:
Creative Writing
Elizabeth Enright -- College of
St.
Francis:
Speech
Pathology
John Enright - Army
Joel Fairey - North Carolina
State University
Cindy Ferrell-- (job) Belks at
South Square; (school) ? Marketing
Hope Ferrell - (job) Cashier
at Duke in SPDC; marriage
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Sheri Finch -- Durham
Scott Jackson -- N. C. State
Technical Institute: NurUniversity: Liberal Arts
sing
Bindu Jain -- UNC - State:
Ray Finley - .N. C. State
Math or Science
University: Business AdHironori James -ministration
Bernitha Jenkins -- (job)
Joan Fletcher - Appalachian
Teaching fundamentals of
State University: Sports
track and field (school)
Medicine
Durham Technical InVicki Foster
Duke
stitute: Writing
University: English
Marvin Jenkins - N. C. State
Andrea Fulton -- UNC at
University: Economics
Chapel Hill: Political
Bob Johanns -- UNC at
Science - English
Wilmington: Marine
Judy Gerber - (job) Waitress
Biology
at Darryl's; college
David Johnson - (job) CarRandall Bruce Gillespie -pentry; (school) Durham
A &T
Greensboro:
Technical Institute: CarEngineering Technology
pentry
Jim Goodling - East Carolina
Jeff Johnson-- U.S. Air Force
University: Business
Judy Johnson - (job) Cashier;
Chris Goolsby - UNC at
(school) North Carolina
Chapel Hill
State: Psychology
Richard Gorken - Louisburg . Peggy Johnson -- East
College
Carolina
University:
Curtis Gregory - University
Computer Science
of Cincinnati: Chemical
Gladys Jones - (job) Primate
Engineering
Center - Duke University
Phil Greer - East Carolina
Southgate Jones -- ApUniversity: Education or
palachian State University
Business
Susan Jones - N. C. State
Lee Griffin - work
University : Accounting
William Griggs - U. S. Air
Tom Kaiser -- Belmont Abbey
Force
:English or Religion
Brian Grunert - The Citadel:
Margaret Karis - Davidson:
Pre-med
Pre-med
Blair Hahn - North Carolina
Paula Kelly -- A&T
State University: I.E.
Meg Kepley - East Carolina
Tom Haines -- work
University: Psychology
Karen Hall -- work
Mike Kesler -· UNC at Chapel
Becky Hall - Carolina Dental
Hill: Psychology - Political
School
Science
Jay Hallan -- Appalachian
Calvin L. Key -- (job) Lab
State Univer.sity:
asst. and animal caretaker
Engineering
at E.P .A. - apprenticeship
Beverly Hamlet Carole King -- UNC at Chapel
Debbie Hamlet - Durham
Hill
Technical Institute: NurBill King - Appalachian State
sing;
East
Carolina
University: Biology or
University: Nursing
Zoology
Russell Hamlet -- (job)
Mark Kirkland -- Elon College
Mechanic
: Business; (job) Business
Barbara Hanna -- Elon
Administration; marriage
College : Accounting
Lisa Klingel -- UNC at
Angela Hardy
North
-Greensboro:
Home
Carolina State University:
Economics
Civil Engineering
Tracy Knight -- East Carolina
Sheila Harp - (job) Banking
University: Journalism
Sherry Harp - work
Josh Lack - going to Israel:
Jenny Harrison - Coastal
year course program
Carolina Community
Ricky Landis -- UNC at
College: O.R. technique;
Greensboro
marriage
Ava Lassiter -- Fayetteville
Lisa Harper -- UNC at Chapel
State University; Air Force
Hill: Music Therapy
career
Jeff Harris -- (job) Hope
Landas Leak
(job)
Valley 66
Recreation Dept. or clerk at
Lexie W. Harrison - (job)
South Square (school)
Construction work
Bennett College: Political
Kris Hartwig - St. Olef
Science
Mike HayCharlie Lewis - (job) Belk's
Curry Hayes -- Elon College
utility; (school) Durham
Deborah Hayes
St.
Technical Institute: Police
Augustine: Business Adcriminology
ministration
David Lewter -- (job) Auto
Vickie Hayes - East Carolina
mechanic
University:
Special
Lane Lewter -- (job) Stock
Education
clerk II at University of
Ken Haynes - (job) ConNorth Carolina
struction
Ronald Liles Chuck Henderson - Wheaton
Lee Little - Watts School of
College:
PsychologyNursing
Sociology
.
Tom Lloyd
Western
Rolf G. Hendricksen - college
Carolina University: Music
Alyson Hicken -- Presbyterian
Diane M. Lockhead - (job)
College
Secretary;
(school)
Dody Hilliard- college (Law)
Durham Technical InBill Hitchcock - University of
stitute:
Key-punch;
Miami: Music
marriage
Bobby Hunt - work
Kathy Lunnery -- UNC at
Carolyn Hunter -- (job)
Chapel Hill: Molecular
Waitress and cashier:
Biology
(college) East Carolina
Doria Mangum -- Appalachian
University:
Corrective
State University
sciences-Psychiatric social
Constance Manion -- Comwork
monwealth
Susan Hutchins -- East
(Continued on Page 5)
Carolina University
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Senoir Survey (Continued from Page 4)
.
David Marable - Electrical
Ann Parkerson - Lomsburg
Jr. College
.
Engineering
Bart Martin -- Furman
Crawford L: Parrish_- UNC at
University: Geology
Chapel Hill: Physics
.
Duane Massey -- (job)
Diane Peake - yanderbilt
Electronics _or
Glass
University; English
bell
Company; (school) ElecBetsy Peedm -. Camp d
tronics and Machinery
College: Business A Brian Matson - UNC .at
.
.
Chapel Hill: Mathematics
Rebecca Pfeiffer David
May
PurBuncombe Tec_hnical Indue:Engineering
.
stitute: Accounting
Janet McCleary - Vanderbilt:
Rebe{!ca Perry - .
Environmental Science - or
Technical Institute:
Genetic Engineering
Librarian
Bob Phillips -.- Durham
Amy McElhaney -- Duke
University
Technical Institute: Auto
Jeffrey McGhee - Bell &
mechanics
Scott Pierce -- UNC at
Howell School: Electronics
Angie Mciver - UNC at
Greensboro:
Chapel Hill:
Joe Pietrantoru . - Wmgate:
Diane McKinnie -- East
Bachelor of Science
Carolina University
Cynthia L. Pilkington -college
Brad'McKnight Laurie
-.
Stephanie McMillan -- North
Carolina Central or UNC at
Carohna
University.
Chapel Hill
.
Nursing
Vickie McQuay- Appalachian
Marion L. Pope - Salem
State University: JourCollege
nalism
David Price -- UNC at Chapel
Tammy Medlin filing
Hill
.
or working with children
Brad Pulley - (Job) Durham
Sporting Goods Salesman:
Kathy Miller -- T.T.I.:
John Mischler - Michigan
( s c h o o _l )
U NC .
Community College:
Salesmanship
Business Administration
William Quattlebaum - (Job)
Brian Morris -- Southwestern
Computer
at Memphis: Anthropology
(school) North Carohna
Karon D. Morris - Tuskegee
State University: Computer
Institute: Accounting
Science
.
Idora Murchison -- No_rth
Rachael
Carolina State University:
State University:
Electrical Engineering
Childhood Edu ca hon;
AI Newsom - N. C. State
marriage .
.
University:
Horticultural
Mark Ranen -- (Job) Store
Science
clerk, desk
Chuck Neufeld - (job) ConTina Rai;ten --. Durham
struction; (school) NCS:
Technical
ArPhysical Education
chitectural Drafting
.
John Newnam
East
Gwen Rankin -East Carolina
Carolina University : AnUniversity
thropology
Kathy Rankin - N. C.
Al Newson - N. C. State
University: Pre-Veterinary
Medicine
University: Business

'ROVING REPORTER
I LEAVE ...
BOBBY JOHANS - All the
years I attended Jordan and
the ability to find parties.
MART YOUNT - A
legacy of excellence and
understated apathy.
KATHY RANKIN - All
my Math 4 and Calculus
notes for all the poor people
who have to take them.
JOEL FAIREY - Ms. H.
J. and all her friends in the
library during break.
JOAN FLETCHER - My
new name, Joni, to Mr. Hick-·
man.
DAN PEAKE - Three of
the best teachers in the
world: Mr. Carpenter, Ms.
Johnson, and Ms. Elliott.
BLAIR HAHN - The
memories of my beer-soaked
Firebird.
TIM DODSON - Some
Math books to Ms. Elliot so
maybe she can learn
something.
PHYLLIS ELLIOTT All my dirty uniforms to
whoever is willing to wash
them.
IDORA MURCHISON Jordan.
_
CAROL SIMPSON - My
locker No. 149, powderpuff
games my ability to be
center: plus the whole line.
CHRIS BALLIS - A 6pack of toilet
a_ lot of
hell raising, and a nggid can
of Strohs.
SHELDON
WAYNE
COLE - I leave all my phone
numbers to Charles Burnette. Holly's address to
Allan Summers. I praise all
the young girls who didn't
get to date me this year that
they will get a chance in the
weeks to come, all 640 of you.
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Mike Sauer -- work
Gail Schoeberle - Meredith
College: Business Administration
Annette Scott - Barber-Scotia:
Nursing
Owen Scott -- Hampton:
Communications Broadcasting
Stan Sherman -- UNC at
Wilmington: Marine
Biology
Nancy G. Sills - (job) Bank;
(school) Morehead: Data
Processing
Carol W. Simpson - (job)
Civitan Camp Counselor;
(school) N. C. State
University:
Political
Science - Law School
University: Mathematics
Logan Wilkins -- G. 0.
University; AFS Exchange
Student
David Williams - U. S. Air
Force
Iris Williams -- East Carolina
University: Nursing
John Williams _
Linda Williams - UNC at
Chapel Hill: Psychoanalys_is
Bruce Wisely - Appalacham
State University
Larney Wolfe - N. C. State
University
Isaac Woods - (job) Manager
Trainee; (school) A&T: Air
Transportation
Beth Woody - East Carolina
University: Nursing School
Marva Woodard - Hampton
Institute: Civil Engineering
Steve Worsley- East Carolina
University: Biology
Sara Yarborough -- Elon
College
Jacqueline
-- East
Carolina Umvers1ty
Sherri Young - Appalachian
State University: Counseling
Tom Young - North Car?lina
Wesleyan College: Busmess
Administration
Martin Yount - UNC
Gina Thompson -- Way_ne
Community College: Fish
and Wildlife Management;
marriage
L.K. Thompson IV - (school)?
Business Administration,
English , or History
Chris Turner --UNC at Chapel
Hill: Spa1Jish
Steve Turner Gladys Turrentine - Durham
Technical Institute
Steve Upchurch -:
Carolina
Umvers1ty:
Business Administration
Allison Wagner - Western
Carolina University :
Record Administration
Debbie Walker - work
Donna Wardrick - Durham
Technical Institute: Police
Science
'Mary Warren - UNC at
Wilmington

SENIOR TEACHERS PICK _ON:
Who's your favorite senior
to pick on?
Mr. Carpenter: I only P!ck
on winners. Everybody I pick
I believe
on is a winner
that you never hit a person
when they're down.
Ms
Shields.
Mike
Farrow·, because he
out
the maternal instinct m me.
Trang Nguyen .
Barry Nicholson -- (Job)
Hospital
.
Deborah Nicholsoi:i - (Job):·
American Business and
Fashion Institute
Angela Nunn -_- Durham
Technical Institute: Nursing
Vanessa Nunn - . UNC at
Chapel Hill: Dentistry
Donna Ollis - Wake Forest
University
. .
Susanne Page - Westpomt m
Newburgh; work
. ,
Adrian Parker -s
College: Business
Management

.
B .d
Wiison:
a
Watlington, because . er
"bark is bigger tha?
Ms.
·
wm
because
hopmg I ll use a word
t of
won't know !he meamng '
and Susan Rigsbee because I
to tease her about her love
life.

Ms
Simon: Debbie
Hamlet. because I just love to
tease her· Marvin Jenkins
because
my favorite con
artist; Cathy Rankin because
she's the worst blusher
girls· and Allison Hicken
becai.ise she's the most sen-·
"ti person
s1 v:ir.
David May.

Tom Redick
Duke
University: Biology
J. Revel- (job) Carpenter
Scottie Rhoton Charleen Riggsbee - _(job)
Me morial
Hospital;
(school) - John C. Smi"th

State University
Jane Roth _ Belmont Abbey
or Appalachian State
University

College
Reggie Rigsbee Susan Rigsbee - UN_C at
Greensboro: Bus mess
and Mer-

D-·
.

I
''eire.

Cheryl Watson -- Howard
University: Fashion Design
and Merchandising
·Tracey Wells -- Durham
Technical Institute:
Practical Nursing
N. C. State
Karen Wetter
University: Psychology
Keely Anne Whalen
Greensboro: Legal Administration
Diane White -- (job) Horticulture
Bess White -- Duke -university: Botany; _Angier B.
, Duke Scholarship
Rhonda Whorley- N. C. State
B. Gordon Sims -- Duke
University:
Botany,
Forestry
Kathy Smith - work; .(sch<;><>D
East Carolina Umvers1ty:
Sociology
Kevin Smith - Fisk University: Biology
Drayton Smith - Durham
Technical Institute: Public
Safety Officer
Jimmy Spell
Diane Starling -- Duke
University: Nursing
Karen Stern -- Randolph
Technical Institute: Design
Chris Stockton - prep school
Pascal Strupler - finish school
in Switzerland; Journalism
Cheryl Sumpter - UNC at
Chapel Hill: Pre-med
Sandy Sweeny - Lees McRae:
Dentistry
Jonathan Swift - work
Keith Tarpley
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Mr. Gray: Tracy Knight
and Chuck Henderson.
Mr. Avery: Rolf Hendrickson because he pulls for
the wrong team.
Ms. Hall: Rachael Quick,
but I really don't "pick" on
anybody!
Martha Watkins - college.
Brenda Watlington - . Samt
Augustine: Business
Education
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Chapel Hill: Pre-med
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1
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Charlotte:
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Ross Sociology
- Appalachian
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Girls Grab Glory
by Neely Currin

LISA SHERRILL -winner of two awards at the Sports Banquet.

ATHLETES HONORED
Jordan High School held its annual Sports Awards program
Tuesday, May 24. The program was held
in the Jordan
auditorium and got underway at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Jim Goff, president of the JBS Booster Club, gave an
introductory speech and introduced several people who assisted
him durinll the year. Awards were nresented as
SOCCt;R
MVP - Arthur Chandler
Most Dedicated - Stan Sherman
Most Improved - Edwin Chamberlain
VOLLEYBALL
MVP - Phyllis Elliott
Most Spirited - Vicki
CROSS COUNTRY
MVP- Kris Hartwig
GIRLS' TENNIS
MVP - Beth Gehweiller

FOOTBALL

MVP - Bruce Wisely

Best Defense - Greg Angle
Best Offensive Lineman - Bruce Wisely
Best Back - Billy Clayton
WRESTLING
Most Improved - Mike Goff
Best Hustler - Lee Hayes
Most Victories Award - Jimmy Simpson
MVP - Jimmy Simpson
SWIMMING <Girls)
MVP - Kim Setzer and Barbara Robins
Most Improved - Liz Seidensticker
SWIMMING (Boys)
MVP - Chris Stockton
Most Improved - Scott Peters
GIRLS BASKETBALL
MVP - Phyllis Elliott
Best Defense - Lisa Sherrill
Most Spirited - Tracy Knight
BOYS BASKETBALL
MVP - Phil Greer
Best Team Spirit - John Newnam
Best Defense. - Larry Jones
GIRLS TRACK

Most. Spirited - Lee Ann Stelzenmuller
Most Outstanding - Kim Setzer and Lisa Sherrill

GOLF-

MVP- David Whitfield
BOYS TENNIS

MVP - Joel Fairey
BOYS TRACK
Most Spirited - Gordon Sims
Most Outstanding - Wade Goodwyn

SOFTBALL

MVP - Phyllis Elliott
Best Batting Average - Ava Lassiter
Best Defense - Ava Lassiter
BASEBALL
MVP - L.K. Thompson
Best Batting Average - Rolf Hendrikson
Best Defense - Phil Greer and David Price

"Gold, gold, and more
gold ... records, records, and
more records," was Coach
Gray's initial reaction to the
girls' track team's performance over the season.
After capturing the
Triangle Conference title with
a 10-0 record and winning
Jordan's Triangle Relays, the
girls' track team sent several
outstanding members to the
sectional and state meets.
Both meets were held in
Raeford, N. C.
Although most of the team
ran at the sectional meet,
were some exceptional
performances that should be
recognized. The mile relay
team consisting of Tracy
Knight, Kim Setzer, Lisa
Sherrill, and Lee Ann
Stelzenmuller set a new school
record with a winning time of

Newson, David Price. Ron
Rynders,James Snipes,Scott
Stewart, L. K. Thompson, and
Tim Woody. Nine of these
players; Mike Dooly, Phil
Greer, Rolf Hendrickson,
Chuck Neufeld, Al Newson,
David Price, Ron Rynders,
James Snipes, and L. K.
Thompson are seniors and will
be leaving this year. Coach
Popson commented on the
difference between this year's
team and last year's team by
saying, ''Last year's team
made fewer mistakes mentally as well as physically.
They were pretty equal, but
the mistakes that this year's

set a national record in her
age group with a time of
4:43.3. She then came back
later in the meet to win the 880
in 2: 16. Her goal is the 1980
Olympics.
Coach Gray was apparently confident all along
about his team. His expectations had been, "To win,
of course." The team placed
second in the state overall.
Gray was extremely pleased
with his girls. "We had a
super year. The girls worked
hard . . at times. The whole
team did well." His outlook
for next year? "Gold, gold,
and more gold . . . records,
records, and more records!"
The team's overall record
for the past four years is 37 - 1 - the best record for an
athletic team at Jordan!
Congratulations, girls! !

Golf Team Not A Joke
by Tom Wilkinson

The golf team is not a
joke, for those who have not
heard of this team at Jordan.
In fact, many schools, even
Southern, have golf teams.
Jordan happens to have one of
the best, second in the conference to be exact. Golf
coach, John Avery, stated,
"We had a very good season,
even with only one senior on
the team." When asked of the
team's progress throughout
the season, he replied, "Our
two sophomores, Clay Carter
and Bobby Whalen, have
greatly improved their game
since the beginning of the
season."
The placing of teams in
the conference is determined
by an accumulation of pomts.
Those points are acquired by
playing and _winning in conference matches. A certain
number of points are awarded
according to what place your
team comes in (first, second,
or third). Vaiden-Whitley was
number one in the conference.
Number one player,
David Whitfield, stated, "We
had a pretty good season I
guess. We tied two matches
for first place. We needed
scores in the seventies,
eighties' -scores hurt us."
According to Whitfield, "We
aren't losing anyone but Bob·
Booth next year, and expect to
win . the .conference." Team
member, Bob Booth replied,
"We got off to a slow start in
the conference, but we were
pretty strong down the line,
the whole team was strong."
A fellow teammate, Bobby

Baseball: We Try Hard
This year's baseball team
has finished off the season by
winning six games and losing
nine. They did not get to the
play offs this year as they did
last year. They did make it to
the conference, where they
won 3 games and lost 5.
The team is made up of 21
players and is coached by Mr.
Popson. The players are as
follows: Dale Barbee, Darrell
Barber, Steve Davis, Mike
Dooley, Tim Dugan, Phil
Greer, Jim Groves, Don
Hankins, Rolf Hendrickson,
Tim Johanns, Ralph Lesak,
Bobby Mangum, Jeff McCullock, Chuck Neufeld, Al

3:58.3. Lisa Sherrill, who also
set a school record, placed
first in the 440 with a time of
57.4. In the 880, Kim. Setzer
finished second with another
record breaking time of
2:17.8.
The state meet which was
held the following week
proved to be just as rewarding
for the team. Those runners
who place first or second in
the sectional go on to run at
the state meet. Once again the
mile relay team placed first.
They set a new state record
time of 3:59.7. and they were
the first team to ever break
four minutes at a state meet.
Lisa Sherrill won the 440 in
57.9 seconds. Kim Setzer
finished third in the 880 with a
time of 2:20.
Another outstanding
performance in the state meet
was Julie Shea's run in the
mile. The senior from Raleigh

team made killed us."
Popson says some of the
outstanding players on the
team include L. K. Thompson
on first base. Phil Greer as
short stop,Darrell Barbee and
Rolf Hendrickson on third and
David Price on second. Three
of these players, Rolf
drickson, L. K. Thompson and
Phil Greer are also very
strong offensively.
P-0pson feels -the baseball
team is particularly strong
and experienced in the in-field
and weak in their catching.
The outfield is only adequate.

Whalen, stated, "We had a
pretty good team, but outside
the top three scorers, we
needed more consistency in
scoring." Sophomore golfer,
Clay Carter was heard to say,
"We were a little bit slow at
first, but we came on strong at
the end. We expect to win the
conference next year." Hager
Rand replied simply that the
team needed ''more consistent play".
A spectator from Jordan,
John Thompson, commented
on the team's season, "I feel

that the team showed a lot of
potential, considering that the
only senior on the squad was
Bob Booth. Clay Carter
showed a lot of promise as an
up-and-coming super-golfer.''
This year's players were:
Bob Booth, Clay Carter,
Hager Rand, Andy Searl,
Newby
Toms,
Rotcher
Watkins, Bobby Whalen, and
David Whitfield. With many
players to return next year,
we expect another outstanding season of golf,
Jordan style.

GIRLS HIT HOME
The 1977 softball team
finished off their season with
an outstanding record- 7 wins
and 9 losses. Compared to the
last two years this is fantastic,
as the team has only won 3
games in the preceding years.
The softball team started

out with 22 girls, but ended up

with 10, the minimum-llumber
for a team. The remaining
players were: Mitchie Barnes

at right field, Phyllis Elliott as
short stop, Nita Ellis on
second, Ava Lassiter at left
field, Shelly Lesak on first,
Kathryn Lutz on third, Terry
Morris as catcher, Kathy Tilly
in center field, Laurie
Verrichia in short field and
Donna Winslow ·as pitcher.
The team is coached by Ms.
Harris, who was very surprised and excited about this
year's victories. "We did
excellent from the way we
started at the beginning of the
season," she said.
Harris said-all the players
played exceptionally well and
felt a sense of importance
because each one was so vital
to the team. Donna Winslow
showed a lot of team spirit and
drive, and did as much to
encourage the team as anyone
could have.
Harris was pleasantly
surprised with the team's
victories over Orange, Northern, and Vaiden Whitley,
three teams they had not
anticipated beating. The first
time they played Vaiden
Whitley, Jordan was beaten
22-0, but came back in another
game· with an outstanding
triumph 4-2. Two seniors will
be leaving the team this year Ava Lassiter and Phyllis
Elliott, two assets to the team.

by
Engram
An outlet for expression, an
opportunity to tell other people
what it is truly about, a chance
to gain attention. This is what a
group of students at Jordan
have decided are their goals for
their newletter to be put out by
O.S.I.B.A. members and other
black students.
The idea for the newsletter
was suggested by Landas Leak,
O.SJ.B.A.'s President. She and
other students are preparing to
present the letter to Mr. Sills
and Jordan High School. Cheryl
Watson comments on the
newsletter, '1 believ-e that the
purpose of the O.S.LB.A.
Newsletter is V.vo-fold. I think
its first objective is to give the

imaginative, creative, and interested Black students at
Jordan an outlet to show their
ability, not only to the student
body as a whole, but also to
themselves. I think its second
purpose is to make the faculty
aware that there are Black studaents at Jordan who want to be
recognized as talented and
capable. It is sad that the Black
students at Jordan feel the need
to have a separate newsletter.
Maybe this paper will bring our
student body together by making each person aware of the
other."
The contents of the newletter
will consist mainly of the
material of the members' choice
but the goal is to reach other

students and arouse interest. A
literary section will be included
for creative students who do not
get an opportunity to show their
talent or receive recognition.

''Maybe this paper
will bring our student
body together... "
Editorials will be included, consisting of a ba,sic explanation of
what 0.S.I.B.A. truly stands for;
not just an Organization of Students Interested in Black Affairs but, an Organization of
Students interested in the Basic

Affairs that take place at
Jordan High School, and the
events of the community. This
is the purpose of the newsletter
and the success of it revolves
around the faculty and the student body reaction.
Landas Leak comments,
"Hopefully the student body
will contribute to the newsletter
willingly, and will help with
other projects O.S.I.B.A. hopes
to have. Maybe students will
beocme more interested in
school and in themselves and
want to partieipate in other
school activities, such as the
Prom, etc."
The students decided on a
Newsletter beeause they were
not getting a response to their

WEATHER

campaign for new members.
Most of the participants are in
agreement that to capture students' interest in a club they
must be offered something that
everyone is interested in.
"To let the students at Jordan
realize that the Black students
and members of O.S.I.B.A. are
able to put something together
that is constructive, and will let
the feelings and talents of these
students be known. This is the
purpose o-f the proposed
Newsletter, We as members of
O.S.I.B.A. don't have anything
that can bring us together. We
are hoping that this will serve
that purpose also," stated Maria
Brandon, who is also a partiCipant in the project.

On the Inside:
Battlefront Reports
Mice Frolics
Students Get Off
on Rockets

More of the same. Sunny
and warm today, highs in
the 70s. Tomorrow partly
cloudy with continued
highs.
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Hall Passes

Unpopular With Students
by Brooks Chesson
Just aboutany student who is
excused from class now has
noticed ·the new hall .pass he
must take with him. This sheet
of paper is not a new idea, but
one that has been thought about
for awhile and just recently
brought out into the open. When
asked what brought on the issuance of the new passes, VicePrincipal Mr. Guess replied, "It
is easier to know where the student is supposed to be, where he
has come from, what time he
left, etc.... " Vice-Principal Mr.
Ham also commented that since
the hall passes have been out "it
seems like there are fewer people in the halls now."
Mr. Guess said that so far he
has heard no. negative comments from teachers about the
passes, but some from students
who want to know the reasoning behind them. One student,
Junior Sharon Hammond com-

rnented about the passes. '1t's
like we're in kindergarden or
something. They don't give us
c red i t for having any
responsibility." Junior Hank
Swartz agreed with her, saying,
"They're a pain."

·'They 're a pain. ''

"I think thev 're
nice.''
The hall passes will continue,
stated M:r. Guess, because it
makes it much easier to check
the passes when they are like
they are now - uniform and in
ink.
When asked what he thought
of the passes Mr. Avery replied,
'1 think they're nice."

by Debbie Foster
Governor's School nominees
include seventeen Jordan students after the first screening
by the county selection committee. The first screening is of the
nominees' school grades, extracurricular activities and their
I.Q. score.
The nominees in the
academic major are: George
Dvorak, Laurie Gianturco,
Alison Jones, Lisa Knops and
Roderick Thompson. Audrey
Green, Bobby Johnson, Penny
Pierce, Everett Quesnell, and
Andy Wimberly are the choral
music nominees. In Instrumental music the nominees are:
Kim Cline, Tim Harper, Scott
Hicken, Kathy Kelly, Ruth
Koger and Kim Kylstra.
Colleen Whalen is nominated
for Drama.
All of the nominees in the
arts auditioned on Saturday,
March 26 at Wake Forest
University. l'v1rs. Lytle helped
the choral music nominees during break and lunch with their
auditions. They all had to sing
and sight read music for their
auditions. Junior Audrey
Green, who was nominated in
choral music says, "It would be
a great experience. The only
thing I don't like is the competition. I don't like competition in
general but I still think it will
be neat."
Junior Alison Jones was at
first nominated in choral music
and academics. But she has
made the first screening in
academics. She thinks she has a
better chance with.the academic
major. Alison says she thinks
that "Governor's School

nominations are handled in a
way confusing to students. I
think it should be made clear
that they are selected for only
one area by the county selection
committee and so if they have a
distinct preference they should
send in one nomination." Alison
is "grateful" for the nomination
and is "excited about the
possibility of going."
Also nominated in the
academic field is Junior
Roderick Thompson. He was
"overjoyed" to hear of his
nomination .. He thinks that
Governor's School would be a
"valuable learning experience"
and he is "sincerely looking
forward to attend the school, if
accepted, this summer."
Roderick will major in Natural
Sciences at the school if accepted. He plans on majoring in

some physical science when he
goes to college.
Junior Kim Cline is nominated in Instrumental Music. Kim
plays the bassoon. She was
"nervous" for the auditions and
she was "thrilled and excited"
upon hearing of her nomination. She feels that Governor's
School will "be fun to go to, a
!!:Ood experience."
Governor's School is held at
Salem College in Winston'.:
Salem during the summer.
Once at the school, the students''
will go to their special cow-ses
twice a day and two required
courses once a day, psychology
and philosophy. Other activities
include dances, concerts, playS,,
going roller skating and bowling. The nominees will know if
they have been accepted by the
beginning of April.

Why is this man smiling?

Hall BewareHr. Culbreth enters the winner's circle.
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The humanities festival
day prepared by the student
council in which students
could learn about a subject
that they might never have encountered otherwise. Subjects
in a wide spectrum of interests
were covered, providing basic
information about each topic.
The relaxed atmosphere that
was present is a rarity in a traditional school. However, this atmosphere was taken advantage of by many misinformed
students. Their misconception
is that the humanities festival is
a great day to skip because
they won't have makeup work
afterwards. As of February 29,
only 55% of Jordan's students
had s,igned up for the courses.
Those that did not sign up were
assigned schedules. Obviously
many skipped because they
didn't like their assignments or
didn't appreciate the opportunity to "Broaden their
horizons."
The 500 students out of
Jordan's 900 that bothered to
sign up are the one's that deserved to get the most popular
classes. Those that couldn't
spend 10 minutes of their lunch
period signing up, have no
justification to complain about
their assigned courses
especially since they had plenty of chances. Nor are they
justified in leaving school after
attendance is taken in the
morning. The argument condemning the course selection
is groundless. Among the 26
subjects ranging from Yoga to
ERA to Sport Broadcasting,
surely at least four ignite some
spark of interest.
Various authorities, includ-

ore
To the Editor:
In comment to the editorial
entitled "Strange Dating Situation at Jordan'', it was well
written and exemplifies the
situat;on here at school. I, for
one, love many types of people
and like to date many types.
This is hard enough. For example; after dating someone for a
couple of weeks, I was asked out
by another person. I accepted
the date and the first party
didn't call again as if to say, '1
thought he/she liked me!" Have
you ever heard the question,
"How can you bounce from
person to person?".

ing two Jordan students, devoted a full day of their time to
speak about their special fields
of interest. They were not compensated for their efforts
monetarily but were rewarded
intrinsically. Too bad the majority of Jordan's students are
not mature enough to appreciate such values. Instead,
learning takes place only
because of the fear of
ment. Immature students
normally come to school
- because they don't want to use
another absence of their 15 day
limitation, to miss a test, or to
risk not gf'aduating. The value
of learning in itself is not considered. Those with this attitude are the ones that skip on
humanities festival day. They
don't see a reward in the form
·of a grade, or see a punishment
in the form of a suspension, so
they miss a unique opportunity
to learn about subjects that
could not be offered in the regular classroom curriculum.
The reward of skipping is
. shallow and brief. To skip is
one day of enjoyment, but the
humanities festival offered an
opportunity to stimulate enjoyment in the future. A simple interest in TM, for example, may
have been enough to spend 15
minutes of a lunch period signing up for the course and
enough to stay at least for the
first session. This basic interest
with the help of a knowledgeable speaker may have stimulated enough interest for the
search of indepth information;
such as, a YMCA class or a
Community Education course
. offered at Githens.

rs.

• •

The problem is that many of
us aren't looking for a steady.
We just enjoy people and good
times. The way to solve the problem is to let the one you are
dating know that you aren't out
for a committment; not
necessarily by saying that, but
by your actions. By dating
vac"'ious people one might find a
person that they wish to date on
a steady basis.
In conclusion, Hats Off to the
Editor! And a peronal note Don't take things so seriously,
and girls, don't be afraid to ask
a guy out. They don't mind!
- A Jordan Philosopher

Graffiti. Not many people realize it, but it plays a major role
in aO our lives. Why, here at
JHS, communication and selfexpression through graffiti is
rampant. Graffiti's advantages
are numerous and varied. Just '
take a look at its many uses.
With what other form of communication can a person who
has been gone for two weeks
quickly catch up on what's
been happening? It might take
your best friend several hours
to fill
in, but if you take a
stroll
the bathroom,
the time can be cut to half an
hour
minutes if you speed
read). Besides providing the
la est happenings, the
bathroom walls provide one
with a veritable "Who's Who of
Love.'' Prowesses and
shortcomings are mentioned,
and "Who's Going With Who"
updates can be observed every
day. The bathroom is also an
excellent place to conduct informal polls. The most frequently asked question is "Do
you like so-and-so?" Yes and
No boxes are sometimes provided.
Of course, graffiti displays
are not limited to the
bathroom. look in any
classroom and you'll see,
__

pencil sharpener or next to the·
bulletin board, some sort of
writing. Desks also provide a
good forum for ramblings. One·
particular favorite seems to be
the informal ballot. For exampie, there is Best Actress. Farrah Fawcett-Majors must be excellent, for her name is written -everywhere. Best Rock Group •
of the Year nominations can
also be observed. I have witnessed plugs for Lynyrd
The Marshall Tucker
Ban , Kiss, Boston, and
Aerosmith. These nominations
are
in big,
bold letters across the comer
of a desk, sometimes even accompanied
solid, freaky,·
and right-on illustrations.'Which brings me to another
use of graffiti: achieving an audience tor original artwork and
poetry.
Anyone who has ever taken a
casual interest in the appearance of his desk has
noticed quaint little drawings.
Most are done in Pencil Gray,
but some are even done in
bri 11 iant, lifelike, and nonremovable color. No need for
would-be artist to ever fear rejection. Just display your talent
on a desk or wall with waterproof magic markers, and voila

a permanent masterpiece
with a permanent audience.
Original poetry can also be displayed in a place of prominence, i.e. a desk or wall.
Believe me, it will be read at
one point or another, if only out
of the reader's sheer boredom.
But please, next time, sign your
name so that you may be contacted if an agent for Simon &
Schuster or Doubleday should
happen to read it.
Finally, the ultimate plus of
graffiti Although I
personally have never tried it,
"I hate so-and-so" on a
desk or wall must be an excellent tens on-re easer,
because after one look at a
bathroom wall, it's obvious
many people engage in this
sort of therapy. Besides, the
writing of "I hate so-and-so" on
a wal I alleviates the relationship problem permanently.
So-and-so recognizes the
handwriting, and presto! -you
never have to worry about them
speaking to you again.
Oh, unsung wonders of graffiti! Tension releaser and problem solver! Ego-booster and
boredom reliever. Just think, if
everyone wrote what they
thought, we'd- never have to
speak at all.

Letters To The Editor
To the editor:
I have been sparked to write a
letter in reply to the Valentine's
Day editorial on the "weird dating situation at ·Jordan". What
weird? And what is repulsive
about marriage? Sixteen to
eighteen may not be the best
time to consider marriage but a
few dates with the saine person
does not give that impression
unless the couple wants it to
look that way. Anyone else's interpretation is pure hearsay
and idle gossip. As far as going
out with guys "as friends not as
lovers", it is up to you to decide
the extent of your relationship
before you get yourself into a
situation you can't get out of.
Furthermore, your article left
me even colder and more
nauseated when you proceeded
to describe the "dating tactis"
employed by JHS girls: 1, 2, 3.
How very methodical. Well now
in my own methodical way I'd
like to say that I 1.) resented
your !umping part of the female
sex together in this fashion (for
the "category" they choose to
fall into is their own business)
2) your description of the guys
as "taken" was ridiculous,
(what are they - cafeteria
chairs or something?) and even
worse 3) your description of the
many JHS guys and girls "evening fun,'. That is majority? If
you ask me it-is minority, which
was what your article was about
to being with ... or we are not
talking abou the same Jordan.
I also seriously doubt that the
students (since we are Jordan)
appreciate being called
perverse. In addition, have you
ever heard of "making your own ·.
fun?" If joe Blow likes to spend
his weekends drinking (as he
thinks that is fun) there is probably a Silly Sally that thrills
to the idea of spending an evening watching Donny and Marie.
So what is "socially acceptable
entertainment?" You had just

alluded to the majority at
Jordan and their perverse activities, so that I presume is the
norm! And if this be the case
then standing at the Gold
sure doesn't sound expensive to
me. Finally I would like to say
that a more liberal JHS is not
the answer, for any girls who insists on asking guys out, and
paying halfway is in for trouble
.:__being taken advantage of and
having all respect for her fly out
the window. And no self respecting guy would allow that either
unless it was an emergency.
Deme Blackley
Editors' note: This editorial
was an attempt at sarcastic
humor; it was not intended as
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a personal offense.
To the editor:
I'm writing this letter on the
behalf of myself and, many of
my friends, in response to -the
editorial on dating that appeared in the Valentine's issue
of the Falcon's Cry.
We feel you should be
thanked for having the nerve to
finally speak out on the situation at Jordan, which we find to
be quite true. Even though the
dating situation is a serious
matter, we enjoyed seeing it in a
humorous light.
Anonymous
The Falcon's Cry welcomes <iriginbe
si!lll"d and place in Ms_
box
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by Lam'& Hogan
Mr. Tom Culbreth, an
English and Drama teacher at
Jordan High School, has done
something a lot of us dream
· about doing. He appeared as a
contestant on "The $20,000
Pyramid,'. an ABC game show.
The following is his account of
his experience.
'1,ast summer I was in New
York. I decided to go watch "The
$20.000 Pynunid" being taped.
After the show, they said
anyone who wants to be on the
show, stay in the audience.
About three-fourths of the audience stayed. From this group
they chose about a quarter of
the people to try out to be a oont.estant. Then, they gave each
person an app)intment to oome

c1 aricei'.'

__Shake

JO.ck to audition. I went to the
company that produces the
show, Stewart Productions.
There were about 100 people
auditioning. The first thing we
did was go in a room with ten
people and play the game each time getting .harder. After
this step was over, four or five,
sometimes nine, depending on
how many good people there
were, were chosen to go on to
the next step. I went in another
room with just four people playing several more games.
The people they were still interested in were asked fu oome
back the next week. Since I was
from out-of-town and was leaving the next day, Edie Cahn, the
oontestant coordinator, said it
would be alright if I went ahead

j, t--cton

't break

Health Conference
The Health Careers Club attended the annual Health
Careers Congress in Charlotte
March 3,4, and 5, at the
Sheraton. Approximately fifteen students and two
chaperones departed from
Jordan Thursday March 3, and
arrived in Charlotte that evening. The students then found
their rooms and prepared for
the festivities.
The first acitivty on the evening's program was the welooming speech by the President of
the State Health Careers Club,
followed by greeting skits., short
songs, etc., performed by various
Chapters throughout the state.
The second part of the evening revolved around campaign
speeches, candidates and sup-

porters performing and illustrating their strength for
various offices. The evening
ended with a -closing speech by
various advisors.
On the momfng of March 4,
students attended early
sessions. Discussion of the laws
and other business headed off
the day. At the end of the first
session students had an opportunity to visit exhibits made
by other students in different
districts. After visiting exhibits
some students went to a nearby
Mall to shop or browse.
The afternoon session oonsiste d of final campaigning
speeches, and a guest speaker.
Later students prepared for the
banquet and the presentation of
awards. Following the banquet
was a dance.
The last day of the Congress
was a half day session where
the business of electing new officer-s and the swearing in was
done. A final statement was
made by the new President and
then the members left for home.

RO

and did it now. I stayed along
with a woman from
Washington, D.C. We played
the big pyramid together in an
office. Edie Cahn was watching
us and taking notes the whole
time. At the end of that session
she tells you, well, we may call
you, but if you don't hear from
us in six to eight weeks, thank
you for trying out, but we can't
use you. Eight weeks passed
and they didn't call, so I forgot
about it. Early in January, I received a call from thenL They
asked me to come to New York a
week from that day to be on the
show.
·
I went up there Monday,
January 3, after school. I had to
be at the ABC Studio at 9:15
Tuesday morning.

The week of March 12-19 brings to JHS a swarm of strange
faces intent on experiencing
seven days of "typical" southern
living. Jordan's American Field
Service club is again sponsoring
a short term exchange, which
this year involves 12 students
from Katonah, N.Y., a suburb
approximately 50 miles north of
York City. The group arived at 7:30 p.m. Saturday
evening after a grueling 12hour bus ride, and will depart at
7:30 a.m. this Saturday after a
ooncentrated week of culture
shock. The exchanges are being
accomodated by AFS club members and their families.
In an effort to increase the
educational value of the experience, and to curb discipline
problems that have cropped up
during previous exchanges, a
special AFS oommittee, headed
by senior Janet McCleary and
working in oonjunction with
Principal James Sills, has initiated some changes in the

F shio
by Karen Kesler
"The food was fantastic
especially the Swedish meatballs and the eggrolls. Everyone
really enjoyed themselves!"
This was the reply from Rose
Maria Robinson when asked
how· she thought the Fashion
Merchandising Fashion Show
went over. Tina Grim said, '1

Mr. Culbreth wows them on "The $20, 000 Pyramid 11 •
We (the contestants) were instructed on what to wear. We
weren't supposed to wear white,.
black or pastel colors, just
casual clothes.
I arrived at the studio at 9:00
All the other contestants
were there. We were taken into
an office and spent two hours
practicing for the show. We had

to sign forms saying that we
wouldn't plug any products, etc.
I didn't get on until 4:00. I
played three games and went to
the pyramid twice. The stars
were Rita Moreno and Mike
Ferrell. Altogether I won fi60(}.
It was a very worthwhile experience; a lot of fun."

scheduling arrangements of the
students. The New Yorkers
have
from the schedules
of AFS club members, one that
they would
like to follow
for their first two-days at
Jordan. After attending classes
Monday and Tuesday with the
student whose schedule they
chose, the New Yorkers will be
able to select a seoond schedule
for the remaining three days.
This method will hopefully
satisfy teachers· and students
considerably more than has the
disorganization of past exchanges.
AFS-ers, particularly those
who directly participated in last
year's events, are enthusiastic
about the program. Veteran exchangee Kitty Cralle, Secretary
of the AFS dub, said that last
year's short term exchange
" ... cleared up a lot of mi8conceptions" that both groups had
about each others' lifestyles and
environments, and that her trip
"was a great experience both

academically and socially." All
AFS members are looking
forward to meeting the students
and to the week's activities as a
high point on this year's calendar. The club is anxious,
however, that the student's.experience be a broad one and that
their acquaintances not be
limited to the AFS Club. Said
club president Brian Morris, _
"We want to involve as many
people as possible."
A dozen Jordan students, including foreign student Pascal
Strupler and his host brother,
Lee White, will oomplete the exchange by journeying to
Katonah the week of April 2nd.
This return visit will be conducted similarly to the visit of
the New Yorkers, with student
hosts and a variety of activities.
There are at present at least 24
applicants for the 10 available
posts, to be screened by members of the local adult AF'S
chapter.
by Alison Jones

ho
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thought it turned out really
well!"
This year again, the fashion
show was held at Governor's
Inn and the money raised, after
paying for the room and hors
d'oeuvres at the Governor's Inn,
was to be put into DECA's
treasury, however, the class just
barely broke even with about
two dollars profit.
One and one half months
went into the planning of the
show which included' spring,

.\Dm ..'.J .If!
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boys' and girls' bathing suits,
Terry Eckhart, and street
fashions.
When asked if she thought
there was a good turnout of
Jordan students, Melanie Butterworth said, '1 don't think
.people wanted to spend the
money - it was mostly parents
and older people." However,
Rose Maria Robinson thought
that more Jordan students came
than in previous years.
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by Neely CW'rin
'The Humanities Festival is
a day set aside for the students
to experience subjects not
norm ally offered in the
classroom," said Gordon Sims,
chairman of the Humanities
Festival Committ.ee in Student
Council.
Many long hours were put inthis vear's March 11
Humanit1e"s Festival by Janet
McCleary, Dagmar Herzog,
Gordon Sims, and many other
members of the Student Council. They provided the Student ,
body with the time to take
courses in such areas as photo-'
graphy, yoga. sky diving, sex
changes, and surfing. Some of
the more popular sessions ineluded: Hypnotism (Dr. Bob
Carson), Witchcraft (Dr.
Rudolph Addy), Sports Broadcasting <Don Shea), Magic (Bill
Hitchcock), and ERA (Tricia
Hunt).
In· addition to the four
, sessions each student attended,
there were a variety of de· monstrations offered in the afternoon. They included:
Gymanstics (Pat Ourso), Karate
, (UNC Karate Club), BlackModern Dance (NCCU Dance

to

Group), Belly Dancing (Liz
Miller), Bluegrass and Folk
Music(Green Valley Ramblers),
Fenc:lng (Polly Ross and Pat Cadle), Jazz and Rock Music(the
New Central Connection),
Lasers and Holograms (Dr.
Lawrence Rowan), and
Dramatics (Rob Storrs).
Lunchtime Activities includedanartdisplaybyaBlack
artist, Willie Nash, and demonstrations on the fiddle, banjo, and dulcimer by Chris
Delany. In addition, the Student
Council "rolled" the courtyard..
At presstime, it appeared that
lack of student participation
would hurt the Humanities
Festival this year. Gordon Silll&
commented two weeks prior to
the event, "For this to be a day
set aside especially for the students, they surely didn't show
their appreciation." This was
evident because only half of the
entire student body had signed
up at the time. As a result of the
students' lack of interest in the
Humanities Festival, this year's
event has been tagged as a
"test". Student involvement
this year will be the deciding
factor in the existence of a
festival in the future.

Congratulations!

Roving Reporter Asks
How did you celebrate St.
Patrick's Day?
Ken McDowell - Get some
good ol' Irish whiskey and
party!
Carole King - Wear green
because if you don't people go
around pinching you all day
wnlf. Sometimes I make a St.
Patrick's Day cake.
Ginny Porter - Do strange
things with the leprachauns
among the clover!!!
Reggie Cole -Wear green underwear!
Jane Roth - Me and the
leprachauns go down to the
river and have a little fun!
Mr. Hall - Drink a few beers
and sympathire with the Irish
for the way they are treated by
the British.

: Lr.tle And Holton, FaDlilies
Add New Metnbers

by Heather Cordoni
.'1t's a sww adjustment," oommented Mrs. Mercedes Lytle,
when asked how quickly she
was adjusting to having two
children, a husband and a job.
Both Mrs. Lytle, choral music
director, and Mrs. Nancy
Holton, registrar, have given
birth to baby girls in the past
few months.
On Dec. 11, Mrs. Lytle and
her husband, Erskine, became
the proud parents of their

Bobby Johnson - Take a
leprachaun (Julie Cleaver) to
lunch!
Brad McKnight - Wear green
- but not where anyone can see
it! That way I can pinch everyxbxdyxKKK!
Linda Gillis Kidnap
leprachauns.
Mrs; Shoaf - Hit 3rd period
students over the head with
shamrocks!
Tripp Booth - Make Irish coffee (after the first cup it really
doesn't matter if it's coffee or
not!!!)

Marty Brown - Take eye of
newt, toe of frog, tooth of wolf,
and the gall of a goal and mix
'em up in my corn flakes that
morning. Then I walk around
with a green face all day long!
Don Pridgen - Molest little
green ladies!
Jeanette Riggsbee - Wear
something greeen!
Mr. A very - Fill my bathtub
with peanut butter, rub Elmer's
glue all over my body, paste
green $1 bills all over myself,
dive into the peanut butter and
swim around.

JHS High I.Q. Team Places Sixth
By Margaret Karls
The Jordan High School High
I.Q. Team, composed of Kevin
Adcock, Deme Blackley, Bart
Martin, and Cynthia Pilkington, came in sixth place in
the High I.Q. Bowl held at
UNC-Greensboro on February
5, 1977. Forty teams from the
Piedmont-Triad area competed
in the High I.Q. Bowl which is
sponsored by the Greensboro
Youth Council and NCNB.
When Jordan's team arrived
at UNC-G, they attended an assembly introducing .the other
teams. Then, each team went
onto separate rooms. The teams
were asked eighty toss-up questions covering math, English,
history, current ' events, and
other topics. For each correctly
answered toss-up question the ·
team was given thirty seconds .
to answer a bonus question.
Jordan accumulated a total of
686 points. The first place team
had 840 points.
Jordan's team was only
formed two days before the com-

· petition when another high
school's team dropped out at the
last minute. 'We weren't expecting to do very well. Most of
the other teams had been practicing and studying together.
They couldn't believe we had
just gotten our team together,"
said team member Kevin Adcock. The team's coach, Mr. B.
Hickman, said, "'We were at a
great disadvantage just having
gotten together, but I had great
confidence in them." Team captain Cynthia Pilkington said,
"We attribute our lower score to
not having read Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales which they
asked a wt of questions about.,,
The top eight teams from this
day continued in competition.
Jordan's match against Smith
High School, a private school in
Greensboro, was aired by Channel 2 on March 6. The team
practiced using the buzzers and
answering questions properly
for this big match by playing
News Quiz against another
team of Jordan stude1lts.

John Woody.
Wins Booster
Club Raffle

substituted during this time.
Mrs. Lytle returned to her job in
January.
Mrs. Nancy Holton, registrar,
and her husband; Mr. Jesse
Holton, band director, are for
the first time experiencing
parenthood. Mrs. Holton gave
birth to a baby girl, Christine
Jeanette, by natural childbirth,
on Jan. 12 at Durham County
General Hospital.
Mrs. Holton, when asked
about her baby's name, replied,
"She's not named after anyone!
We liked Christy. That's what
we're calling her. We picked
Jeanette because that's about
all we could think of that goes
with Christine."
Unlike Mrs. Lytle, Mrs.
Holton has not, and will not be

second child, Kiera Danine. The
baby was born by natural
childbirth at Duke Memorial
Hospital. Mr. Lytle was present.
Asked if her baby's name had
any special origin, Mrs. Lytle
said, "We searched until we
found something we liked."
Both Mrs. Lytle and her
husband are glad they had a
girl this time. Their son, Brandon, is two years old.
While Brandon is at Day
Care, Mr. Lytle cares for Kiera
at home. He works at the Governor's Inn at night. Mrs. Lytle
seemed pleased that ·her
husband is able to take an active role in helping to raise
their children. Asked if she
hopes her children will take an
interest in music, she answered, P"!!""_ _.,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,._ _ _ _ _ _""""1111

byMargaretKaris
Mr John Woody of 3200 Ox
ford Drive was the lucky winne;
in the Booster Club's raffle
drawing on February 15. He
won a Datson B-210 Hatchback.
John Woody was unavailable
for comment. His allllt, who was
taking care of his children,
thinks that John plans to keep
the car. She said, "He found that
it gets very good gas mileage, he
likes the color, and it's a nice
small car. He was very surprised when he found he had

returning to her job at Jordan.
She is instead staying home
. with Christine. Mr. Charles
Baker has filled in for her
permanently.
Both Mrs. Holton and her
husband are happy that they
had a girl. Describing Christine,
Mrs. Holton said, "She cries a
lot. She's real active. They say
newborn babies are supposed to
sleep 18 to 20 hours out of 24.
She sleeps about 10 or 12!"
Congratulations and good
luck to the Lytle and Holton
families!

"Yeah, but I'm not gonna be
pushyaboutit."
Brandon is fully aware of his
sister's presence in his life. He
enjoys feeding Kiera. and is
"very insistent" about getting
her a diaper, shouting, 'TU get
it, I'll get!" Mrs. Lytle summed
up her viewpoint on this new
brother-sister relationship. "So
far, so good, but it's probably a
temporary state of affairs."
Mrs. Lytle took a leave of
absence for approximately ten
weeks. Mrs. Jane McCoy, a 1976
graduate of Mars Hill College,

....:\--..;,,

Booster Club cle<Ued
$1150-$1200 through the raffle
sale. This sum of money is far
below the amount needed for
projects the Booster Club has
planned. Some projects include
a mini-bus, a field hou...<::e, o:r
'j')ermanent bleachers. A Booster
Club meeting will be held in
March to decide how ro raise
more money.
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For ]HS Students
by Chris Goolsby
The darkness was black,
absolute. The stench of rot and
stale, ancient air was all about
the adventurers, seemingly trying to choke them, press them
in.
Baudmong the mage was
worried. He stared at the gray
stone walls of the passage way
and mentally cUrsed them. He
was lost, might as well admit it.·
The crumpled, parchment map
he had purchased in Lankhmar
was obviously inaccurate.
Somewhere he had made a
wrong turn and now there
would be trouble.
Boudmong pressed on, mo-tioning his four armored retainers down the hall. Soon they
came .to a door and paused.
Mayhap this was a way out of
this foul dungeon; it was worth
trying at least. Forsaking caution, the mage ordered his men
to open the door.
The portal opened with a
crash and a sense of dread filled
the party. Before them stood a
very large, very mad Red
Dragon. The lives of Boudmong's men were ended quickly
with a spout of flame from the
dragon's upraised nostrils.
Baudmong himself was singed
as he turned and ran with sandals flailing. He muttered
prayers to his patron spirits and
cursed himself for his carelessness. But his prayers went unanswered as before him he saw
a pack of gibbering goblins
"A Life Poem"
Twenty-nine back bent students
Paper due at the end
One with a tongue like a whip
Pre-paid
The struggle to succeed .
The sweat
The worry
To get ahead
A cycle
One enters from birth
Twenty-nine back bent students
Paperdueattheend
Afrenzy
The
faces reflect
Anotherturn
Of the wheel.

about to attack. Before he could
prepare a spell they were upon
him and the last sight Baudmong saw was the black blade·
of a goblin descending upon his
head.
Back in the real world an angry wargamer rises from the table. He shouts at the immovable
referee that he's been cheated!
That dragon shouldn't have
been there! Goblins just don't
come along and kill his favorite
character like that and get
away with it. He'd be back,
maybe with a new character,
but he'd be back and there
wouldn't be a stone of this
dungeon left uncrushed.
This is not some futuristic
rambling, nor is it a trip into the
inner sanctums of a madman's
mind. It is a weekly happening
for a small group of Jordan students. These are the wargame
fans who have formed an informal club and meet at least
once a week at senior Steve
Cline's basement.
The club had its beginning
back in 1973 when the Githen's
Chess Club began to be devoted
mainly to wargames. The next
year most of the club members
had moved on to Jordan and the
club came with them. ft.nother
big happening that year was the
publication of the fantasymedieval wargame "Dungeons
@ Dragons" (D @ D). Prior to
this the main emphasis of the
club had been on themoretraditional types of board-wargames.
But D@ D changed all that.
Dungeons and Dragons is a
very complicated and very fun
game. It basically concerns a
world where magic works, fantastic creatures roam the
landscape, and men must fight
for their daily existance. Each
person starts the game by rolling characteristics for the
character they will play. These
characteristics are: strength, in-

-telligence, wisdom, constitution,
dexterity, and charisma. They are determined by rolling three
six-sided dies, thus having a
scale of three (very bad) to eighteen (very good). Then from the
results of these roles a character-type is selected. They are:
Fighter, Magic-User, Cleric,
and Thief. Each type has unique
abilities and a different characteristics as _their prime requisite. The player then decides
whether he wishes to be Lawful,
Neutral, or Evil and equips
himself with weapons, food. et.c.
He now is ready to proceed.
The next step is generally the
stairway down into dungeons.
These are series of passages and
rooms under ruined castles and
the like. Many horrible
monsters lurk there and there
are always humans foolish
enough to risk death to win
these monsters' treasures. And
that is exactly what the players
try to do. They kill monsters,
gain treasures, become progressively stronger in their
class, and just generally have a
very good time.
, Anyone who has ever read
Tolkien's Lord of the Rings or
any of R.E. Howard's books will
certainly enjoy Dungeons @
Dragons. It eventually becomes
a sort of second life for many of·.
the players. So if you wish to experience this unique, to the
least, form of enjoyment look in
the halls for the hard-line D @
Ders. They'll be the ones who
seem to live in a world of their
own and gibber occasionally.
Ask them the way for they shall
surely know.
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Emily Atkinson -for being so
quiet in Mr. Hill's class.
Gayle Peele - for trying so
hard to pass gym.
Laurie Hansen - for quitting

Carolyn Schilder - for knowing how to handle David P.
Student Council members for p I a n n i n g a great
Humanities Festival.
Tracy Little - who got her
tonsils out and didn't even cry.
Karen Kesler and Tommy
Wilkinson - for being great
new additions to the journalism
class.
Audrey Green, Penny
Pierce, Everett Quesnell,
Kim Cline, Bobby Johnson.
Andy Wimberly, Kim
Kylstra, Kathy Kelly, Tim
Harper, and Ruth Koger for surviving Governor's School
auditions. Good Luck!!
Lisa Allen, Vicki Foster and
Angie Mciver - for such re-:
alistic role plays in World Lit.
Gayle Mcintire - for keeping i
her cool when she went tD see
"The Song Remains the Same"
and they wouldn't turn the
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sound up; also, for having
enough guts to tear out a page
in Newsweek magainze in class.
Marie Silsbee - for succe s sf u 11 y scooping mint
chocolate chip ice cream with a
minimumofcomplaining.
Sherri Young for turning on
the heat in English when we're
all freezing.
Julie Cleaver - for having read so much of Crime and
Punishment!!!
Phyllis Elliott - who has
scored a total of 1,000 points in
her three year career on the
girls' basketball team.
·Marty Brown - for not weariingtacky shirts.
'.Mr. Ham -for putting up with
\Ms. Berces' absentee envelope.
Mr. Baker -for having greasy
fingers when he should have
,been helping to get the paper
unjammed from the ditto
machine.
YET!!
Mrs. Shoaf -for sparing CC's
life after she writes those nasty
notes on her English papers.
Mr. Bartholomay - for giving
me my own, personal, all-tomyself calendar!!!
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Have
Juniors
and Sophomores?
ever worked before. SOme AP.
course!' are harder than others.
Take what you can handle oi:
you'll feel yourself regretting
it."

Most high school seniors find
themselves in a panic when
they start applying to colleges.
They realize there were a lot of
things they should have considered before their senior year.
As "experienced" seniors,
what advice would you give to
the Sophomores and Juniors to
help them avoid some of these
problems?

Karis and Fletcher,musical winners.

Jordan Musicians
Win usic Contest

Brian Matson any underclassmen my advice is: Try
to get the best results possible
by doing the least. Why work
your tail off when you are going
to end up with a job you don't
like? You are all doomed!"

Two of Jordan's talented
musicians, Joan Fletcher and
Margaret Karis, entered the
first phase of a state-wide music
Angie Mciver contest for seniors, and won.
should look into the
The competition, which took
possibilities of taking advanced
place on Jan. 26, was sponsored
'placement tests early - this
by the Durham Women's Club,
way you can take tests on suband included four entrance
jects like language while they
areas: vocal music, piano, strare still
mind."
ings, and orchestral music. Joan
entered in the field of vocals,
Randy Atkins - "Try as hard
and Margaret entered for stras you can in your junior and
ings with her violen.
senior years. Class rank is very
important when it comes to apApproximately ten N.C. State
counties are participating in the
plying to colleges. Take the
three phase contest. Winners in
S.A.T.'s seriously, try to prepare
the county phase advance to the
for them as much as possible."
district phase, then hopefully to
Not pictured'
the state competition. The district competition (2nd phase)
Bess White - "Drop out before
Kevin Adcock
will be held on March 5 at Duke
"Sophomores, your junior year you flunk out! Don't take AP.
Memorial Church.
is the most important year, so courses for the prestige, just
Each winner in the country
work now, play later ... look _at because it sounds good to your
competition
was presented a
friends or it looks good on your
me!"
certificate after the judging.
Janet
McCleary
"Don't
record, it isn't worth it. You
Not pictured
take more than two A.P. courses They played for the Durham
don't realize that you've never
Kris Hartwig - "Take all the been pushed before. You work in
your senior year. Try to enjoy Women's Club on Feb. 9. At this
A.P. courses you can; work as
yourself your last year. Take ad- time, they were each presented
A.P. courses, more than you've
hard as you can, do all the exvantage of all the extra things with a check for $25. When
tra-curricular activities you can
Jordan offers -JUNC, Science, asked how she felt at this time,
Margaret answered, "Rich, rich,
afford ... then you can look back
Seminar, etc."
rich!" At present, there is no
on your high school years _and
prize for winning in the district
see how much time you wasted." competition. However, this vicFalcon 's Cry Letter to the
tory gives the opportunity for
Editor Policy:
the winners to participate in
All letters to the editor must
state competition. First place
be signed in order to be
Jazz Band - will play at the
winners in the state competipublished. However, the name
Burlington-Cumberland Jazz
tion will win $100 each; second
of the writer can be witheld upFestival on March 19 and will
prize winners, $75.
on request. If anonymity is dehave a public concert at Jordan
Joan, who won in the vocal
sired, be assured no one will see
on April 7·
category, was the only winner
the writer's name except the Interact-will be selling $1.00
who was actually required to
raffle tickets for a first, second
editors.
audition. Each other category
The Falcon's Cry welcomes and third prize. First prize is
was entered into by only one
letters on any subject pertinent
$500, second prize is $75 and
Gwen Rankin n't get person each, making these
to JHS. The editors reserve the third prize is $25. Between
slack
in
your
senior
year
when persons win by "forfeit." Joan
right to edit letters to conform March 4 through May 5 the'
was judged by a panel of three
you
need
the
grades!"
to space limitations and libel
Rotary -Club, both adults and
laws.
youths, will he selling the
Please, do not let these few
tickets. The drawing will be
rules stand in your way. If you
May 9.
have something to say, say it. . .....,.....,....,.,....,....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,...,_
Put your letters in the spectacular locker # 71 or in Ms.
.
rces' box. Address your letter
\\C)A4
:t. .
Vickie McQuay or Vicki
for complete confiden-

Club
Happenings

..

,,,_. n:50-\1::00

**
*

judges. When asked how she felt
when she was informed she had
won, Joan said, "I was very
nervous, but I was very excited.
It's just a beginning of things. It
excites me just to have the opportunity to sing." Before
participating in the district
competition, she commented,
'1've been waiting for it a long
time. My only complaint is that
I have to sing at 9:00. That's not
too good. I'll probably have to
get up at 5:00 to start warming
up." Joan will sing a selection
titled "Apres Un reve."
Joan is a member of the
Ensemble. She is also planning
on trying out for a part in The
Lost Colony - an annual production that requires dancing and acting ability. Margaret Karis won in the
category of strings. Although
not required' to audition, she
played her prepared selection
for the judges. Describing
feelings at the time of winning,
she said, '1 was very nervous,
shaking all over. They (the
panel of thr-ee judges) commented on my playing, which will
help me a lot in future competition." Although she was eligible
to participate in the district
competition, Margaret did not
because she was in Washington
at the Model UN. with JUNC.
Margaret has been a member of
All-State Orchestra for two
years, is a member of the Duke
Symphony Orchestra, is Duke
Youth Symphony's · Concert
mistress, .and is involved with
various quartets. When asked
how she manages to keep up
with all her activities, she
answered, "I go crazy
periodically.!"

D.JKe

UL>iver61t4

· 1q11·

'6-ie.

0ul4 10-15
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CJluic.
46
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LLritc.:
Coach Bill F05ter
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ithRockets
The pushing of a red button, a
sound resembling a large sheet
of paper tearing, a cloud of acrid
smoke, and the rocket is gone.
All eyes turn upward, and a half
dozen spotters begin running
toward the school. Within a few
seconds, someone yells "over the
school" and the spotters dash
through the school and out the
front door, turning to search the
sky for a telltale streamer. The
wind shifts, and the rocket is
spotted as it moves
the spotters. Wtihin
the rocket crashes to
on the other side of
the
The spotters arrive
too late and walk slowly back
towards the launch site, exhausted.
The Jordan.physics class has
become familiar with this
routine which sometimes varies
to allow the rocket to survive intact. The classes s1J_ot the
rockets off during second and
third periods throughout the
second week of February. Most
physics students made at least
one rocket, and each rocket was
shot off at least once, some
rockets being shot off as many
as ten times. The laucnhings
took place near the Jordan
baseball field behind the school
and were visible from several
classrooms, a fact made painfully obvious by some teachers' inability to keep students away
from windows.
The purpose of the rocket
launching was to collect _and
analyse date concerning the
rockets' flight paths, and to apply this date-in a physics lab. Mr.
Green, the physics teacher at
Jordan, commented, "The
rocket lab was used to demonstrate the relationship
between distance, velocity, acceleration, air friction, and
thrust." Mr. Green also referred
to the lab as a "culmination activity" because it ties together
much material covered thus far
in the class. When asked
whether he thought the physics
students enjoyed the lab, he
said, "The response of the students was overwhelming." He
also thought that the lab "gives
the high school students one
more time to be a kid."
Several of the students spent
much time building the rockets,
which were built in a variety of

sizes and shapes from kits or
scraps. Noteworthy was David
M.arable's rocket, which
launched a glider during flight.
.One of the most time consuming
parts of building the rocket was
making and attaching the fins.
Senior Ricky Carver thought
that the most fun part of the
·rocket lab was "that mine went
the highest." Lexie Harrison
th
t the most fun
was

"shooting off the rockets", but
Steve Worsley said, '1 enjoyed
building the rockets."
However, allwas not fun and
games. As the rockets were shot
off, two trackers with sighting
equipment on tripods attempted
to measure the angles of elevation and azimuth of the rocket
from their position at the instant it reached its highest
altitude. From this information,

Mr.Green and students prepare for blast-off.

Wh0

was

by Mike Kesler
Have you ever notiroo the
name "Charles E. Jordan" on
the front of the building, on
school stationery, or stamped in
library books? If so, have you
ever wondered who this man
was, and what he did to have
our high school named after
him? To discover something
about Dr. Jordan, THE
FALCON'S CRY has conducted
an investigation into his life
and accomplishments.
Charles Edward Jordan was
born on April 13, 1901, in
Henrietta, NC, the youngest son
of Henry and Annie Jordan.
Charles' older brother was
Senator B. Everett Jordan.
In 1923, Dr. Jordan received
his Bachelor qf Arts Degree
from Trinity College, and went
on to graduat.e from Duke Univ.
Law School in 1925. He was admitted to the NC Bar in March
of 1926.
Dr. Jordan become the second
vice-president of Duke Univ. in

the actual height of the rocket
could later be computed.
Meanwhile, several spotters attempted to catch the rocket to
·prevent damage to the fins and
body. This sometimes involved
running as far as Garrett Road.
Amidst this, Mr. Green used
radios to communicate, to
supervise, coordinate, and control the launchings, to maintain
order, and to collect data. After
the data was collected, the students spent hours on the computer processing the data and
determining an air friction constant for each rocket. Finding
the air friction constants, which
are · simply numbers which
represent how a rocket is affected by air friction, was one objective of the lab. Junior Mike
Roberson thought this was the
hardest part of the lab, while
Lexie Harrison thought it was
"spotting those rockets through
the little tube." Lexie used a
tube mounted on a tripod to
measure the angles of elevation
and azimuth for oome of the
rockets.

Charles ®Jordan?
1946, and served in that position for quite a number of years.
He was also the vice-president
and director of Duke's Division
of Public Relations. In addition,
Dr. Jordan was President of the
NC State School Board Association, a member of the NC State
Board of Education, and
ChairmanoftheDurhamCounty Board of Education. He devoted over 40 years of his life to
service in the field of education
and to the community.
Even though Dr, Jordan was
a prominent community leader
for many years, he is virtually
unknown to JHS students. Mr.
Carl W. Reich, a friend of Dr.
Jordan during the Depression,
explaining this lack of
knowledge of his contributions
by describing Dr. Jordan as a
man who "did his job, but never
made a spectacle of it." Mr.
Reich went on to comment that
Dr. Jordan was "a learned man,
compassionate, unassuming,
but commanding in his

- - ·.

knowledge."
In 1963, a new high school
was dedicated and named in
honor of Dr. Jordan. This, of
course, was Charles E. Jordan
Senior High School. Jordan
teacher Mrs. Stickney was here
at the time of the dedication of
the school 14 years ago, and rememberd Dr. Jordan
a
speech at the ceremony. She
also remembered him visi\ ing
the school quite often, and referred to him as "a friend of
education."
Dr. Jordan passed away F1!b.
4; · 1974, at the age of 72 frt m
cancer. He was written up in
Who's Who in America from
1966 until his death, and was a
highly respected member of the
Durham commtinity, a leading
educational administrator in
North Carolina. Charles E.
Jordan "served ably and well in
all capacities. and was loved
and respected by the University
and the community."

s

by Caro arney
Who knows what evil lurks in
the hearts of mice? Mr. Hall's
psychology classes got some
idea of it when they returned to
school on Monday, Feb. 21, to
discover that the mice third
period was experimenting with
had escaped from their cage!
Mr. Hall's advanced
psychology students have been
experimenting with small
albino mice by running them
through mazes. These mice are
divded up and put into one of
three cages according to the
period in which they are used,
with three to ten mice per cage.
Some time over the weekend of
Feb. 19-20, third period's mice
escaped.
'We were in the process of
cleaning the cage when it
snowed," explained Henry Hall,
psychology teacher. '1 think the
door wasn't properly closed"
Some of Mr. Hall's less
analytical students beUeve the
breakout was instigated by Iota,
the mouse Vicki Foster, Lisa
Klingel and Vickie McQuay
were training, but opinions differ. "Personally, I think it was
Burris!" stated senior Jenny
Harrison. Burris, named after
the famous psychologist B.F.
Skinner, was another likely
candidate for the. blame. Then,
there are some students who
suspect both mice. '1 guess it
was Iota - he was fiesty!!! Then
again Burris probably engaged
in the breakout!" commented
.senior Heather Cordoni.
Once out, the mice, being approximately three inches long,
managed to cover most of
Jordan and even parts of
Githens. Squeezing under doors,
they ended up in the library, the
basement, the auditorium, and
even Githen' main office!
For the most part it was fun
and games, although some unfortunate mice did get into
severe fights and pre-planted
rat poison. Only two are yet to
be found, Iota and Burris, so if
something strange is in your
locker, eating your lunch, books,
coat, etc., be sure to let Mr. Hall
know!
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Jf'.ff Lavman takes it all in stride whi:e Mr.

Hollway watches.

hope for conference crown

Baseball Team. Com.es
Out Swinging
by Ray Bowman
'"We're going to go to the
state!" stated returning starter
Rolf Hendricksen. Whether this
event comes about or not, the
Jordan baseball team's chances
for success look, as Coach John
Popson says, "very good" He
continued, 'Td like to see us go
as far as we did last year, (sixth
in the state), and maybe a little
further. We'll just have to take
each game one at a time."
Hendricksen, a senior at JHS.
went on to explain why the
Falcon baseball team has a good
outlook, "We're really going to
be good this year. We only lost
two starters from last year.
Mitch Dean and Scott Johanns.
We have a lot of strength on the
bench with the new players
coming up, and we '11 do pretty
good."
Chuck Newfield, also a returning player for JHS, agrees
vvi.th Rolf, and says about the
up-and-coming players, "&ott

Stewart, Mike Dooley, and
James Groves look pretty good.
Our only problem may be with
pitching. I'm pretty sure Al
Newsom will be all right for us.
We'll probably win the conference this year. The only team
close to us is Wake Forest."
Coach Popson expressed his
ideas on his team's strength,
"We have a good chance of winning the conference, but all the
teams we play will be tough."
The Falcons have begun practice now and approximately 38
players have tried out. One of
the candidates, John Newnam,
just finished a season of basketball and hopes he can successfully adjust to changing
sports. He commented, "It !the
baseball] looks so small to me.
and I'll need some time to get
back in the swing of things."
The Falcon's first game is
Tuesday, March 15, at
Ravenscroft High School.

"I am disappointed with the
turnout, there is no real hope for
any chances in the Conference,"
Mr. Holloway, coach of the boys'
track team said, "but we have
nothing to lose," he added with
a smile.
Track practice started the
first of February. Everybody
practiced individually, because
Mr. Holloway was busy
coaching J.V. basketball until
February 18. The attendance at
these practices was very low.
This year's team mebmers
are: Reggie Barnette, Chuck
Breese, Andy Clarke, Sheldon
Cole, Ricky Couch, Kris
Hartwig, Wade Goodwyn, Rolf
Hendrickson, Jeff Layman,
John Newnam, Chuck Neufeld
Greg Patterson, Grant Service,
Gordon Sims, Kevin Smith, Cris
Stockton, Pascal Strupler, Allan
Summers, David Viano, and
Greg White. An important
member of the track team is
senior Joan Fletcher. She can be
considered as student assistant.
Joan helps Mr. Holloway coach
the team, and is always ready to
give advice.
"It's sad that we have only a.
few people coming out for track,
but it's also good for each
athlete who; in this case, knows
what he is practicing for and

needs a weight lifting facility.
Less than two percent of the
athletes lift like they should, according tO him. "The weight lifting machine down in the closet
at Jordan just won't get it."
Coach Rogers is now in the
midst of trying . to get the
Durham County Board to approve a plan to dig out a room
under the gym and pave it so we
can have a room for a new
weight lifting machine for all
sports to use.
Coach Rogers says he has
many outstanding wrestlers,
which makes choosing the most
valuable player pretty difficult.
He adds, "Jimmy Simpson, Don
Hankins, Alan Taylor, Mike
Goff and Greg Angle are very
strong contenders for this
award."
When asked if any of Jordan's
wrestlers were capable of going
as far as the Olympics, Coach
Rogers replied, "It's feasible,
but not probable. Jimmy

ner.The first should gain'
strength for the last yards of a
race, the short event runner
should win explosively through
such interval programs. For
people practicing field events,
repetition is very important to
obtain good results."
Right now the track team is
selling candy in order to raise
the $200 necessary to buy new
uniforms to open the season vs.
Northern High School at
Northern on March 7th.

BOYS' TRACK TEAM SCHEDULE
March 7
March 10
March 14
March 17
March21
March25
March29
April 5
April 7
April 14
April 21
May5
May13
May20

(HJ
(Hl

Northern
Vance
Webb
Southern Alamance
City-County
Graham
Jordan-Matthews
Durham Academy
Vaiden-Whitley
Southern
Orange
Conference at Vaiden Whitley
Sectionals
Regionals

(Hl
(Hl
{Hl
(Hl
(Hl
(Hl
(H)
(Hl
(Hl

5-15 final record-

Play ers E plai

by Geoff Spencer
In a close game against Wake
Forest. Jordan won the last
game of the season by a score of
66-59 on February 21. Coach
Avery thought that Jordan
played the game very well, and
said, "Their team was in first
place - we were in last place:"
Junior Wade Goodwin was
not satisfied with the overall reco.rd of five wins, fifteen losses,
and the Conference record of
two wins, six losses. He thought,
however, that this year's team
was quicker, hustled more. and
shot better than last year's
team, though he thought last
year's team had better height.
Wade felt that the team had
learned a lot from watching
films of themselves and of last

Wrestling· Viewed Successful
by Ken Campbell
Jordan's wrestling team
c•ose<l it season with nine wins,
fiue losses. and 1 tie. Coach
Randy Rogers say. "The 8eason
was good. real good, considering
that there were only three
seniors on the team."' He feels
that team moral helped more
than anything else to bring
about the winning season.
asked what the weakest
point of the team was, Rogers
replit>d, "Lack of strength." He
added that Don Hankins and
Mike Goff are well-developed
but that the team as a whole is
not muscled up like many other
teams are. Coach Rogers contributed this lack of strength to
the fact that Jorday is weak
physically. 'When you put us up
against anybody in football, we
may be better athletes, but we
are weak physically."
Weight lifting builds
strength and quickness, and
Coach Rogers feels that Jordan

doesn't have to worry about not
being able to start because
there are too many people," Mr.
Holloway said Asked for his
coaching plans he said: "Ww are
going to practice with intervals
(i.e. you run a given distance
and then you jog the same distance and you do it over and
over again). The advantage
with intervals is, you can
change the distance for each
runner depending upon if he is a
long- or short distance run-

Simpson and Don Hankins have
the ability, but it would have to
be a self-motivated force. I
think the United States has its
head in its tail when it comes to
supporting athletics. They
aren't subsidizing athletics in
any way. That's why the country fails to get the best athletes
to participate."
He thinks that next year's
team will be even better and
feels that Jordan should have at
least one V'll'estling assembly
every year to get people interested in the sport. He said,
"We wrestled at North East
Gilford in front of 11,000 kids.
The school got out at 1:00 just to
see a match. No charge. The
whole school came. It's that
kind of a sport. It catches on
quic". ly."
w• -soc.c.e_.(
•Tra.<-k

•&cnera-1

weo...r

year's team. He said that in
most of the games, Jordan was
not beaten badly, but that many
of the games followed a pattern
of a Jordan comeback which fell
short by two or three points.
Senior John Newnam
thought the team's advantages
this year were "a lot of team
quickness" and "good team
spirit." As for disadvantages, he

said, '"We were short." When
asked why Jordan had a losing
record, he said, '"We should have
made the district tournaments
we just had a lot of bad breaks.';
to Coach
the
losmg season was not due to
lack of effort on the part of the
players: "The fellows never quit
working hard at practice and
never stopped trying to win."

1977 GIRLS' TRACK SCHEDULE
arch 14
arch 17
arch21
ch25
ch28
pril 2
pril 5
pril 14
pril 21
pril 23
April 28
May6
May13

Chapel Hill
Southern Alamance
Oxford Webb & Louisburg
Graham
Louisburg
Triangle Invitational Relays
Durham Academy
Southern
Orange
Roxboro Relays
Conference Meet
Sectionals
State Meet

away
here
here
away
here
here
away
away
here
Roxboro
Southern
Greensboro
Raeford

Monday
Thursday
1\' ·ay

F

y

lhuuuay
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday
Saturday
Thursday
Friday
Friday

-Despite Weaknesses-

Varsity Tennis Begins
As Spring begins, so does the
sound of ball and racket - that
is, rackets swung by Jordan's
1977 tennis team. The team is
practicing for their first match,
which had not been played
when this paper went to press.
Jordan's tennis team will be
coached this year by Mr.
Carpenter, who admits to not
having the experience needed to
coach a tennis team, but says, "I
just like being with the boys."
Mr. Carpenter did coach the
girls' tennis team last year.
Both Coach Carpenter and
top seated player, Robert Booth,

thinks this year will be a very
good one for Jordan. Robert
Booth commented, "Our
toughest competition this year
will be against Durham
Academy and Ravenscroft
because they usually have great
teams." Bobby also added, "One
of our weak points is that we
lost five of the six starters of
last year's team."
Jordan's one weakness is the
fact that there are only five
members returning from last
year's team, Robert Booth, Joel
Fairy, Raymond Manion, Brian
Matson and Scott Patton.
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Jordan Morehead
Nominees Named

Morehead nominees, Geoff Spencer, Leslie Calkin, Bob Johnson
and Anne Miller line up for group mug shot.

Six Jordan seniors were
recently nominated for the
.John
Motley Morehead
Award, a full scholarship to
UNC-CH.
Leslie Calkins, Laurie
Gianturco, Bob Johnson,
Alison Jones, Anne Miller, and
Geoff Spencer were informed
of their nominations in early
October by Mrs. GarterMoore and Mr. Todd. Lauren
Chestnut and Marian Wilson

Winter Attitudes Fashion Show
.Jordan's Fashion Merehandising class sponsored a
Ourham area fashion show
'\lovpmber 8th at the Durham
Civic \pnter. Class members,
hoth guys and girls, par1icipated in the modeling,
along wi.th 1fi additional
students from 4 othf'r schools
in thP Durham area.
Ms.
Long,
lf'aC'lwr of the Fashion
Mf'rchandising dass, said the
show was "geared toward
young people." The theme of
the foshion show was "Winter
Attittldes". It featured
fashions · for school, casual,
recreation, and formal wear.
The designers of the clothing
included Christian Dior,

Halston, Anne Klein, Calvin
"I really think young
people are interested in
fashion today and appearance," said Ms. Long.
She feels this has increased
since last year, "especially
with the guys." She also
thinks jeans are on the way
out. "The collegiate look is
coming back again," said Ms.
Long, <!people are beginning
to want their identity back, as
evidenced by monogrammed
sweaters."
The show was held at the
Durham Civic Center because
it was a C'entral location
among the participating
schools, therefore boosting
attendance. The ticket sales,

at $1.50 a ticket, were high.
"I've had a real enthusiastic
group of young people to
respond to modeling in the
show and boosting ticket sales
at their school," said Ms.
Long. In the future, the show
could be done twice a year and
used as a fund raising project
for the Durham schools.
The purpose of this year's
show was to finance a trip to
Atlanta for the Fashion
Merchandising class. The
class members also helped
area stores with inventory as
a means of finance. The dates
of the trip have tentatively
been set at Dec. 2nd to Dec.
4th.

were also nominated but
declined the nomination.
All of the six nominees
ho_nored and surprised
when they learned of the
nominations. Alison Jones
said, 'I was surprised because
most of the other nominees in
years past have been active in
school sports.'
Of the six nominees, only
one, Bob Johnson, gave UNC
AS THEIR FIRST CHOICE.
Leslie Calkin's first choice
was Brown University but she
said, 'If I got the Morehead,
T'd go there, because of
money; I can't really afford to
go anywhere ·else.' Alison
.Jones stated that she would go
to a New England school such
as Dartmouth or Williams.
Harvard is Geoff Spencer's first choice college.
Geoff explained, 'I was expecting to apply (to UNC) but
it would have been somewhere
around my last choice.' Anne
Miller would like to attend
Georgetown but, like Geoff,
she was also going to apply to
UNC. Laurie Gianturco's first
choice colleges are Princeton
or Bryn Mawr although she
would accept the Morehead if
it were offered.
The Morehead Foun-

dafion was created by a trust
Indenture dated November 21,
1945. The Morehead is an
honorary award. It is accompanied by $3,000 for each
recipient
per year. The
award is based on the
following qualifications: (1)
Evidence of moral force of
character and of capacities to
lead and take interest in
schoolmates, (2) Scholastic
ability and extra-curricular
attainments; and \3) Physical
vigor, as shown by participation in competitive
sports or in other ways.
these qualifications. "If (the
·qualifications) makes sense
<for their purposes but means
:I'm fairly sure r won't get it.
It's not fair to expect high
.school girls to be athletic
when they're not encouraged,
ever." Geoff also spoke about
the qualifications. He said, "I
think the guy can decide any
way he wants; it's his
money."
Ann Knops, class ·of 75,
was the last person from
Jordan to receive the award.
This year's nominees
be interviewed on November 9
by the County Selection
Committee.

will

Return Of The AFS Bookfair
The American Field
Service Club of Jordan held
their annual bookfair on Nov.
7-11. The bookfair was held to
raise money to pay for the
exchange students coming to
.Jordan.
The
exchange
students are Donna French
and Gaby Salazaar. AFS had
to pa:v $8SO for the first student
and $42S for the second
studf'nl.
.Jordan students were
asked to contribute used books
to the hookfair, hut there was
not much of a response. Mrs.
Strobel, AFS advisor, said,
"In the past we've had lots of
but not much this year."
first hookfair that

AFS held '1975) raised $400,
the second (1976) only $200.
One reason the first bookfair
was so profitable was that the
students did not have to order
the books. Mrs. Strobel anticipated that the 1977 fair
would be much more
profitable than last year's
because
students
from
Githens participated, the
books did not have to be ordered, and voters from the
Nov. 8 election were invited
and served coffee.
The bookfair was held in
the library. Each English
class was scheduled to attend
at least once during the week.
Two AFS members were

stationed in the library for
each class period. Everyone
in the club was involved in the
fair.
Teressa Jimenez, copresident, was in charge of
organizing the fair. When
asked if she thought this
year's fair would be a success
she said, 'People bought a lot
of books the first year and not
a lot last year. I don't know, I
think it's gonna alternate year
after year.'
In response to the bookfair Regina Bailey said, 'It's
better than last year. You can
buy books without waiting for
them and there are lots of
interesting hooks.' Peggy
Grace said, 'It's a good idea, it
gives you a chance to
hooks without
hooks tore.'
'It's better than
the books a re too , ,,,n '·"
.Josh Rogers said,
breaks
the monotony of class.'

The Jordan
School
hand is
oranges from
October 3
December 3.
Band members will be
a
method
of
door-to-door

A

members
to
raise about ten thousand
dollars from fruit sales arid
other

Jordan students .browse at AFS Bookfair.

the

Band President Aaron
band to

Musicians from the Jazz.

and Concert Bands
for the sunny,
warm-winter state sometime
Beach,
World. and Orlando,
all will be visited
students'
When asked what he

customers.
"Sellin' it
is worthwhile
(the
because it's not really that
will be fun."
hard and the
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RENE WED SCHOOL SPI IT
by Leslie Calkins
Seniors and Juniors who
attended Jordan last year
have probably noticed a
marked increase in school
spirit this year. Jordan
students stand up and yell at
pep rallies, they are courteous
at assemblies, and they show
their support for the school by
wearing hats to football
games and through other such
symbols, such as wearing
buttons saying 'Beat', and
dressing up during Pep Week.
Why has this change from
the often cynical, apathetic
student body of last year
occurred?
Several
explanations seem probable.
First. the Student Council
should be congratulated, for
they are doing an excellent job

this year in thinking up ideas
to raise school spirit and in
publicizing these ideas. An
example of their ha.rd work
producing results is the
success of the hat as a symbol
of school spirit. Wearing a hat
is easy for students to
arrange, and it is somehow
appropriate:
Some amount of credit
should go to this year's Senior
class. Not only did they buy
the largest number of
"Falcon's
Cry'' -"Talon''
subscriptions and win the
mural competition, but they
also always yell the loudest in
the Sophomore - Junior Senior cheering competitions.
More seriously, and trying to
be objective, the Senior class
seems unified in school spirit
for the first time since this

particular class entered
Jordan.
Perhaps
the
trend
towards
more
school·
spiritedness is not restricted
to Jordan. Although it is too
early to tell, it seems there
may be a slow return among
high school students to some
of the innocent idealism of the
'50's that was somewhat
marred by the bitterness of
the 'GO's. Although this is
purely conjecture, it could be
a very positive change, as
long as we do not also revert to
the immaturity of ideas that
also seemed more prevalent
in the '50's.
What ever the reason. or
reasons for our revived school
spiritedness may be it is
exciting to be a part of the new
atmosphere this year at
Jordan.

Letters to the Editor
they are forced to resort to the
streets because the Jordan
gym is not open.
At break students run
around
with
growling
stomachs in search of the long
lost food sold last year. ·
Donuts, Candy and ice cream
were among the favorites but
they seem to somehow
want to inhale your smoke as
'compete' with the cafeteria.
they attempt to squeeze
The split lunches were formed
between you and your fellow
to recover money lost by the
smokers who are blocking the
cafeteria not to make students
walkway. Smokers should
unhappy, but since the
keep the original purpose of
students are unhappy why
the walkway in mind.
can't the faculty see their way
· To the persons responfor once and at least allow
sible for the painting of the
food at break. Most students
school and the paving of the
eat that food at break not
driveway, we realized that the
saving
it for lunch. Why
timing of these activities may
couldn't a limit be put on the
have been beyond your conamount sold? A little comtrol, but we ask that in the
promise?
future years keep in mind that
The senior class deserves
there are three months of
a big hand for their mural.
every year in which .there are
Why though, was there a
no students at Jordan to back
picture of the sophomores in
into walls covered with wet
the last paper instead of the
paint, inhale paint fumes,
long, hard-working seniors?
drive on still soft asphalt, and
This is our <seniors) last year;
get struck in the parking lot
·because a road grader is · the sophomores will have
their chance later!
parked across the exit.
The dances this year have
not been as successful as
student council would like
them to be, I am sure. One.
reason may be because they
only last until 12: 00 which only
make up
of this work,
gives students a hour and a
grades are bound to drop. So
in fact, a punishment for doing · half to dance. The faculty may
think 12:00 is past our bedtime
something socially wrong is a
but I'm sure they know better.
lowering of your academic
grade8, ·a· misleading figure · If the dances were longer .
more students might come
for future· college prospecwhich would mean more
tives. I hope the school system
profit!
will brighten up and come up
Signed,
with some fair, rational
Disgustingly MAP
disciplinary system.
Class of '78
Name withheld

Our Pet Peeves
The staff of The Falcon's
Cry would like to express their
objections:
To those who have
requested. that The Falcon
print a full page picture of
each Jordan student who has
recently died, we would like to
say that in our opinion, such
pictures are in bad taste. We
prefer a more tactful tribute,
as was contained in last year's
Talon.
To those smokers who
persist in smoking under the
walkway cover on rainy days,
we would like to say that such
action is rude and unfair to
other Jordan students.
Nonsmokers do not want· to
walk to class in the rain any
more than you want to get
rained on while you smoke
your cigarette, nor do they

Letters
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Dear Editor,
I would like to relate a
problem I have recently had
with the Jordan. High School
disciplinary system to the rest
of the student body. Jordan
H.S., probably like many
other schools, has a useless
disciplinary system. Let me
give a good example, ·like
suspension for instance. If you
are caught skipping school,
you are suspended for it. For
not being in school, you get To All Those As Disgusted As
thrown out of school. The
I,
punishment is the same as the
I am a senior at Jordan,
crime, pointless!!! We are in
thank heavens, and I am very
school to learn and our grades
disgusted with the school this
are designed to show our
year. I am writing this letter
academic abilities. When we
to hopefully encourage more
get suspended and return to
students to express their
school, we ironically enough,
opinions. Since everything in
are not allowed to make up
this school is 'illegal' this
work. To summarize this,
letter is the only way I know
when we have a problem with
how to let the faculty and
the school socially, it affects
students know how I feel.
us academically. I had
The pep. rallies this year
recently been suspended and,
have been super. I must
because of missing3 quizes in
congratulate the cheerleaders
Math, brought my average
on keeping the students endown from an 'A' to a 'C'. This
thused. The cheerleaders job
'C' is a misleading figure
is to keep spirits up not to
because academically, an 'A',
watch their steps, count their
but our unbelievably unfair
mistakes nor to keep the
system has brought down my
faculty pleased.
grade because I did something
Students at Jordan are not
permitted to use Duke's
socially wrong. Suspension
seems to bring on this other
facilities and many of them,
punishment of dropping
like me, are not members of
grades because if you miss 5
the Y. On weekends when
to, , .
want to play in a gym .
days and are not.
.'
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Dear Editor•.
· I would like to reply to

Baron Hoffman's letter about
the lack of dances at Jordan.
This is Student Council's
situation: school dances are
held to provide entertainment
for the student body, however,
in recent years, the dances
have been losing money.
Student Council has been
working but students have not
been supporting the dances.
We realize the music isn't
always fantastic, but it is hard
to obtain a band or even a
decent sound system when
there is no money to work
with. If we had the student
body's support, both financial
and moral, we would be happy
to have more dances. So Mr.
Hoffman and concerned
Jordan Students, show us the
support and we'll show you the
dances.
Teressa Jimenz:
A Student Council Member
•

Dear Editor,
I have heard rumors
through the school that there
is not going to be another pep
rally. Personally, I thing that
the last pep rally was the
bestpep rally I have ever seen
at Jordan High School during
my three years here. I haven't
ever attended a pep rally
where the student body had as
much spirit and were still
yelling after the rally was

over. Many of my friends
agree with me on this point.
When asked what he thought
of the pep rally, Mr. Bartholemay said 'It was the
loudest one we have ever had.'
I hope the cheerleading advisor will take this into con·
sideration and I hope we will
have many more pep rallies
this year like the last one!
Thank-you,
Jan Furlow

College Board News
This fall, some of the
students in our high school are
studying college-level courses
that may earn them college
credits in more than 1,600
colleges and universities all
over the nation. When they
graduate, they will be among
the more than 55,000 students
who will enter college with 6,
18, and even 30 college credits
on their records. In other
words, they will have a head
start on the 120 or so credits
they need to graduate from
college.
For more than 20 years,
high school seniors, juniors
even sophomores have
. been earning college credits
. by
taking
Advanced
Placement examinations for
their
courses.
When they pass AP exams,
their grades are recognized by
virtually all the colleges and
::::

0::.::
....

universities to which they are
going, including Princeton,
Yale, Stanford, and the
Universities of Hawaii,
Kentucky, Missouri, and
Wisconsin.
This fall, for example, 620
freshmen entered Northwestern University with
credit from 1,025 AP exams,
and 371 students were given
the option of entering Harvard
University as sophomores
based upon their AP grades.
Students with enough AP
credits can use them to
shorten their degree time and
enter
employment
or
graduate school early.
Depending on where they go to
college, they can save $400 to
$7,000 a year by doing this, not
to mention their additional
income from early employment.
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Ad Biz Comes To Jordan
by Connie Pennell
"It was very imaginative

Epstein explains sales techniques while Bill Flynn studies
shoelace.

Junkies Go To D.C.
b_y Leslie Calkins

The
Jordan
United
Nations Club <JUNC) will
travel to Washington, D.C. the
last week in February to attend the North American
Invitational Model United
Nations. The Model United
Nations is sponsored by the
International Relations Club
at Georgetown University and
hosts delegates from high
schools all over North
America.
JUNC, advised by Mr.
Hill, hopes to find out which
countries they will be
representing sometime before
Thanksgiving <Iran and
Somalia are their first
choices). At that time ten
members will be assigned as
delegates from each of the two
countries. JUNC members
this year include seniors
returning from last year:
Mary Dale Abernathy, Leslie
Calkins, Lauren Chesnut,
Jenifer Dalton, Alison Jones,
and Marian Wilson. Other
seniors who will be going to
Washington are Sara Bates,
Amie Blackman, Tripp Booth,
Kitty Cralle, Anne Miller,
Connie Pennell, and Tricia
Pursell. Juniors who are
members of JUNC are Tim
Bugan, Kim Kylstra, Karen
Papke, Sharon Quafordt, and
Tom Sigmon. Also members
of JUNC, "as is traditional,"
said Mr. Hill, "our AFS
students, who have always
been an enjoyable addition in
the past." Jordan's AFS
students, who are also
members of JUNC, are Donna
French and Gaby Salazaar.
Once the JUNC members
have been assigned to
delegations, they will be
assigned to one of five committees, each consisting of
two members. Each JUNC
member will be required to
write a resolution relating to
the subject with which his or
her committee is concerned.
The resolutions will be submitted to Georgetown, to be
considered for presentation at
he Model UN.
At the same time the
Model UN takes place,
Georgetown also sponsors
other activities in related
areas, such as International
Simulation and the International Court of Justice.

Last Year, Jordan students
also participated in each of
these two events.
JUNC members will begin
thoroughly researching their
countries in November or
December. They will leave on
Wednesday, February 22 for
Washington. They will spend
Thursday touring the city, and
will have their first meeting at
8:00 that evening. "In the
past, that Thursday has been
just a beautiful day," said Mr.
Hill, "and I hope we will have
as much luck this year." The
JUNC delegates will spend
Friday and Saturday in
committee meetings and in
General Assembly. Saturday
night, a dinner, followed by a
dance, will be held. They will
return to Durham Sunday.
While in Washington, they will
stay at the Shoreham
Americana Hotel, where
Model UN activities will also
take place.
Before the Washington
trip, JUNC members are
planning several other activities. November 19th, they
will participate in a trial
model Committee Meeting
with the newly formed
Durham Academy United
Nations Club.
JUNC is also considering
arranging several fundraising activities in an attempt to lower the cost of the
Washington trip for students
and for Mr. Hill.
Most JUNC members are
excitedly looking forward to
the trip to Washington.

and interesting ... Kept you
laughing and interested, I like
it!" said junior Alan Mauer of
the assembly held Friday,
October 28, during sixth
period.
- The assembly began with
Mr. Long, who is manager of
the Godmine at South Square,
congratulating
Jordan's
Pinball team in their victory.
He gave each member of the
team a box of popcorn. As
coach of the team, Mr. Lindsey received a t-shirt and a
$300 check to be used for
Jordan's soccer team.
The assembly then moved
on to Ad-biz! Harvey Epstein,
a market reseacher, in
cooporation with the CocaCola Bottling Company of
Durham and WDNC Radio
Station, presented "The Art of
Selling," a presentation on
.advertising. Epstein used
films projected onto two
screens to add extra effects to
his explanation of the art of
advertising. Epstein said that
advertisements are a part of
our culture. He also said that
1,500 commercials hit family
television sets every day.
Which commercials are
shown and when depends on a
device called Demographics.
Demographics, Epstein
said,is who we are and what
we do. Demographics teaches
an advertiser how to sell what
he has and to who to sell it.
The critics of advertisement
say that most advertisements
cause consumer prices to
increase, while in reality
Epstein stated "most advertisement decreases prices
because of competition." The
competition between advertisers keeps a check on
prices and keeps them from
rising.
The advertisement must
do more than just "Catch the
eye," it must make a point
said Epstein. He used
Charmin Bathroom Tissue as
an example. The advertisement used a creative
idea and a good image to
make a commerical ("Please
don't squeeze the Charmin"),
that people will remember
when they see Charmin
Bathroom
Tissue.
The
spokesman for a product can

Ho
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F.C.A. holds weekly
meetings at Jordan with
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The junior class has made
a $900.00 profit from their
sponge sales to raise money
for this year's prom.
When asked how the idea
of sponge sales to raise money
came about, Junior Class
President Kelly Chandler
replied, "A man came by and
talked with the student
council, I thought it was a
good idea." The man that
came by was from a company
called Community Projects
for Students Inc. that helps
students organize projects to
raise money.
From every package of
sponges sold, at$3.00 each, the
school makes a $1.10 profit
while the company gets the
rest of the money. Although
the goal of $1200.00 was not

Williams, a senior said "They
had fun and so did we, except
Walt gotlost."
Except for a lost kid and
counselor, the trip turned out
to be successful. Donna
Dampier, president of Jordan's Junior Civitan said, "I
thought it was fantastic. I had
a great time with those kids
helping them since they
usually don't get to do things
like go to the fair!"

Eleven people from
Jordan's Junior Civitan Club
went to the fair for a day on
Oct. 19. The day was planned
as an all day event filled with
games, rides and food for a
class of underpriviledged,
mentally retarded and slow
learning children.
The class is from
Holloway Street School. The
school is for children who are
underpriviledged, have
learning defects, and are
mentally retarded. The class
that went to the fair with
Junior Civitan is made up of
educable
<slow-learning)

A review of the assembly
was given by Donna Buzzard,
a junior. She said, "I didn't
know what the point was to it
(the assembly), but it was
better than being in class." "I
thought it was different from
the other assemblies and
interesting to watch," said
senior Jamie Walker about
the assembly.

Sponges Soak Up Profit,s

children and one trainable
child. Junior Civitan took
them to the fair because their
familes are not able to take
them. This is the third year
Junior Civitan has taken
children to the fair.
'It gives you a good
feeling when you help people.
It's really nice to· watch those
kids enjoying themselves. I
had a great time until I lost
kid.' said International Junior
Civitan president, Walt
Pickett, of the trip to the fair.
Donna French, who was in
charge of the one trainable
child, said, "They had fun,
really had fun, even with
sticky
hands.''
Laura

by Connie Pennell

talked about how ads are
conveyed through the use of
different sounds to add extra
effect. Jim Hubbard and Chris
Harris, two Jordan students
were then brought out to do a
radio skit. Epstein worked the
special effects with balloons
and other sounds to add effects to the skit.
Bill Flynn and Epstein
then recorded Jim Hubbard
saying "Jordan is No. 1 !" and
the crowd of students who
attended
the
assembly
cheering. The recording was
played Friday night during
the hour of 8:00 to 9:00 on
WDNC Radio Station. This
hour was dedicated to Jordan's faculty and students.
Epstein
concluded
the
assembly with a review of
horrible commercials.

The most popular last name in the United States is Smith.
Around 2,382,509 people have it.

Jr. Civitan Takes Class To Fair
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be animated or real, but it
must be believable. "The
average person," said Epstein, "will not buy a product
unless it looks like it will do
the job." Epstein used
detergents as an example.
"Detergents came in big,
strong bold boxes while softeners come in curved,
delicate looking bottles."
The job of deciding how to use
an advertisement and who to
broadcast it to, is the job of a
market researcher.
·
Market Researchers
research, test and experiment
on people and ads to see which
ads appeal to people and what
kind of media to broadcast the
ad. Market Researchers
recommend which ads should
be shown on television at
different times according to
what shows are on, and who
would be watching them.
Advertisers buy ads on the
shows with the highest ratings
and on shows that have the
highest impact.
After concluding his
discussion of advertising on
television, Epstein brought
out Bill Flynn from WDNC.
Flynn talked about advertisements on radio. He

reached, Kelly commented,
"It (sponges) did better than
magazines last year."
The deadline for selling
sponges was supposed to be
Friday, October 21, but
students are allowed to sell
sponges through the weekend.
Although everyone did not
turn in orders on time, Kelly
commented, "We ordered
what we got." Kelly says that
"Because of a lack of participation, there will be class
dues this year." When asked
how much the dues will be,
Kelly replied, "It depends on
how many (sponges) you
sold."
Kelly said that as a result
of the "lack of participation,"
there was only one prize
awarded for selling the most
sponges. Marlene Shearld won
a $15 cash prize for selling
forty sponges just over the
weekend. "She really worked
hard," added Kelly.
After they have raised the
money, the prom committee
and a few other people will go
to a band showcase in
Raleigh. At the showcase,
which is put on by a company
called Attradions, the bands
will work with the prom
committee on their budget to
figure out what they can afford.

FCA Sales
Many newcomers to
Jordan ask the question,
"What is F.C.A. and what do
you do at meetings?" Larry
Jones, a club member said,
"At club meetings we read
and study the Bible. It helps us
to grow up in the Christian
way." Mr. Avery, club faculty
sponsor said the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes' Members,
"shall endeavor to know more
about Jesus Christ and his
way of life, be active in His
church, strive to be Christian
in personal life and to share
his convictions with others."

sponsers Ruth Shaffer and
Daly. Mr. Avery said, "We
meet in the gym every
Tuesday night and we have
sports
competition
in
baseball, softball." He added,
"We have discussion and
prayer time study the
scripture and apply it to
everyday life."
Jordan's Fellowship of
Christian Athletes has "on an
average of 10 or 12 people at a ·
meeting and is planning some
fund-raising activities for the
year. The club will start their
annual toboggan sale for their
major fund-raising project
and hold some car washes
during tlle year."
·
·
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Students Involved in Election
by Alison Jones

Miss Teenage North Carolina contest.ants Carol Thomas, ·Ktm
Setzer, Debbie Hilliara;· Lisa
Brenda Hall and. Shari
Hansen.
·

Jordan Gir/,s Compete
by Geoff Sp-encer
Six Jordan students
recently participated in the
Miss Teenage America
Pageant, sponsored locally
by South Square Mall. ·The
students were Brenda Hall,
Sheri
Hansen,
Debbie
Hilliard, Lisa Knops, Kim
Setzer, and Carol Thomas.
The contestants were judged
on the basis of their performance in an oral test
reqmrmg a spontaneous
answer, a written test, poise
and appearance competition,
and a demonstration of individual accomplishment. The
contests chose a variety of
areas in which to demonstrate
their
personal
accomplishment. Brenda chose
baton, Sheri chose violin,
Debbie chose piano, Lisa and
Kim' both chose drama, and
Carol chose dance.
.
The contestants
the pageant simply by filling
out an application form.
SeniQt.:: Brenda Hall participated "because of the
scholastic money, and just (to
get> the ·chance to do
something" Senior Lisa Knops
participated because "I know

a girl who won it two yea_rs
ago, and she said it was a lot of
fun".
The six Jordan students
were among fifty original
contestants.
Elimination
began following the accumulation by the judges of
all four of the criteria on
which judging was to be
based. The field was first cut
to 22, which left an six Jordan
students surviving. When the
field was cut to 12, Sophomore
Carol
Thomas
was
eliminated. ·.When the field
was cut to five, no Jordan
students survived. The one
local student permitteq .. to
continue in the competitiOri
was, according to Brenda,
"extremely · sophisticated".
The overall winners in the
contest
will
receive
scholarship money and a free
trip to Texas to compete.
Lisa "wasn't disappointed
that I didn't get it," though
she "wanted the opportunity
to travel the country and meet
new people". , According to
Lisa, "Miss Teenage America
is a well-qualified example to
today's teenage girls, and to
achieve that title would be
(Continued on Page 6)
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The Nor th Carolina
general election on November
8th, which, in Durham, involved three city council
seats, two bond issues,and
five state ..-:constitutional.
amendments, affected Jordan
students variously. Although
some students were unaware
of the election a few days
before it was to happen, two
organizations with Jordan
student membership; the·
Durham Teen Dems and the
JHS Keyette Club, par-'
ticipated from different
standpoints.
.·...
Both groups fortCtioned
primarily by informing the
community on· the issues. The
Teen Dem efforts were
casual, however, due to the
non-partisam
of the
issues and to the dubious
results expected from,··· .as
President Anne Mjller said,
"stirring up the issues". The
Keyettes, who were . acting
primarily to inform the
public, distributed literature
outlining the issues in neighborhoods and at the polls, and
also ran errands for poll
watchers.
The apparent apathy of
many JHS students• towards
the election reflected a
statewide sentiment. The
projected voter turnout was
approximately 20 per cent of
registered voters. Stuart
Sessoms, Durham Teen Dems
advisor, President of Durham
Young· Democrats and a
member of the county
steering committee for the
bipartisan Good Government
campaign that backed the
proposed .amendments and
bond issues; attributed this
apathy primarily to · the,
idealogical nature of the
issues. "(People) . get much
more easily stirred up over
personalities than they do
over positions", he said. The
absence of political . personalities also accounted for
the low budget of the Good
Government campaign.
Despite the low .voter
turnout, the election was
considered important by
many persons for several
reasons. On a local level, the
city council sets the course for
Durham's development, and
thus changes in the council's
membership influence the
city's future. For the state, it
was important to be able to
acquire Federal matching
funds to improve roads and
resevoirs, and to meet
Federal clean water standards through bond passage.
A key positive point for the
bonds was th.at neither would
result in a tax increase. The
constitutional
amendments
were not major changes, with
the exception of gubernatorial
succession.

Succession was the most
controversial issue of the
election, because many people
nisguidedly saw "it as a vote
for or against Jim Hunt", Mr.
Sessoms believes. The succession amendment <No.3)
will-would have allowed
citizens to 're-elect or reject"
an incumbent governor. Mr.
Sessoms sees three major
advantages to this change.
First, the possibility of
retaining a good governor for
a longer period of time is
created. "We've tended to
move forward in spurts in
North Carolina," said Mr.
Sessoms. "Where might we be
. today if we'd had another
·term with ... any of our more
competent governors." Also,
the prospect of .re-election is
incentive for a governor to do
a good job. Thirdly, a
.governor is more effective in
his second term· because he is
more accustomed to the office.
North Carolina's one-term
goven1orship reflects a
traditional distrust. of cen-

tralized
government.
Originally. North Carolina's
governor served only one oneyear term. "Extending a
governor's influence over
eight years", Mr. Sessoms
believes,
"makes
him
<potentially) a vastly more
powerful person." By introducing succession, he
maintains. "we are fundamentaUy
altering the
relationship between · the
governor.
and
the
legislature." Governor Hunt
was wise to make succession
applicable
to
himself,
Sessoms believes, because
"as prior governors who attempted to pass succession
before have · discovered,
unless you make it applicable
· to the incumbent governor,
there's none of the. interest
and enthusiasm which is
attributed to the intrusion of
personalities into the campaign." Without the enthusiasm of workers for
specific candidates, past
campaigns for succession
have fizzled.

Bugs and More Bugs
hv l.Pslie Calkins
· You may have been
wondering why you kept
seeing seniors carrying those
strange-looking nets around
school throughout the month
of October. The reason for
theif odd behavior is that
seniors taking Mrs. Wheeler's
Advanced Biology course
were required to titrn in an
insect collection near the end
of October.
The insect collections,
although
they
sound
straightforward
enough.
began to distort the minds of
the unfortunate seniors. They
began swapping horror stories
about their insects: "I found
this beetle and put it in my
killing jar. A few minutes
later, I thought it was dead
and tried to pin it and it
started walking around with
the pin in it."
"Well, that's nothing
compared to this bug I found.
It stayed alive for twelve
days, in the killing jar!"
"So what? I caught a
bumble bee that stayed alive
for 29 days. Not only did it eat
all the other insects in the jar.
but it ate up the carpet and a)I
the furniture, too... ".
Competition became
fierce: "How many orders do
you have now? I only have
twenty or thirty. but then. we
still have another week."
Several instances of bugtheft were even reported. The
less desperate used milder
measures: "I'll trade you two
siphonaptera
for
that
coleoptera."

"Well. throw in a smallish
lepidoptera and you've got a
deal."
Insect collecting hecame
a social event: "You want to
get together this weekend and
go bug collecting? I know this
great place .. .''
You knew you were really
in trouble when you saw a bird
fly by and · started to
automatically reach for your
net, or when you started
dreaming about insects. One
person had a dream about
catching a three-foot tall
insect and gettingan "A+" on
her collection_ Another
dreamed that all the insects
she. had pinned down began
simultaneously flapping their
wings
and
the
whole
styrofoam hoard flew away.
Many people began to feel
slightly like Dr. Frankenstein
when legs and heads fell of
their insects and they were not
sure exactly to which insect
thev should be glued.
·Tricia Pursell. commenting on collecting insects.
said that after a while "Rverv
bug you see you think .. .it's out
for revenge!"
Lisa Amava said that the
worst thing that happened to
her while she was working on
her collection was that "me
and mv sister were chased hv
a dog.;'
·
The dav collections were
due. every. surface in Mrs.
Wheeler's - biology room was
covered with insects. One girl
was heard to say, "Can you
imagine if they all came back
to life?!"

Connell Essay

Eberwein 'Trashy' Writer
LICENSED OPTfCIANS
. Outstanding collection of
. exclusive eyewear for the
discriminating individual.
Featuring designer frames
and sunglasses.

967-2020
University Molt Chapel Hill

.. : . :

hy .Meg Martin

Derek Eberwein was
named the winner of an essay
contest sponsored by the
Student Council. The subject
of the contest was "The
Similarities Between Jordan
High School and the Durham
City Dump." Derek was
awarded the prize of a ten
dollar gift certificate at
Camelot Music for his winning
essay.

, '

Sills 'asked us to

C!).lJle. '11). with some: sort of

aware of the littered Jordan
. campus. The idea <Jf an essay

plan
tr;ish
··problem
it '·>Amie Blackman and Libby
was gettif)gworSl;l,'' ('!Xplained • McQuay and then built upon
·.Libby McQuay. ·Student Body
bv the Beautification ComPresidenL The·•. question of
mittee.
how to solve tl)e trash problem
The essays were rated on
was put to the Beautification ·their originality, creativity,
effectiveness and structure.
Committee. In, order to ·have
another dance; the committee
The essay-raters included the
Beautification Committee and
had to come up With a plan to
make the students more
some of the Rnglish teachers.
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Mr. C From Texas to Teaching
by Walt Pickett
Mr. Royal Carpenter, a
social studies teacher in his
second year at Jordan has a
hackground that is very interesting. "Roy" made the big
move from Kerrville, Taxas,
to Durham in July of 1973. His
wife is a native Carolinian and
wished to return to her home
state.
Mr. Carpenter, who began
teaching at Jordan last year
was a wholesale sporting
goods salesman in Texas. He
lived on.a ranch with his wife,
two children,and lots of sheep.
Mr. Carpenter explains how
he decided to become a
teacher: "I had been reading
history all of my life for fun,

and with all of the schools and
universities around, I decided
to go back to school and get
my degree." He achieved
something a lot of JHS seniors
hope to do this year: he applied to UNC and was accepted. While he was a senior
at Carolina his youngest child,
a daughter, was a senior
there. Mr. C. cracks a smile
when he talks about his days
at UNC, "Being around the
young people there-kept me on
my toes. I was always too
busy studyin' to go to any
football or basketball games."
Mr. Carpenter becomes
serious when he talks about
people who refuse change,
"Too many people get in the
rut; and don't have the guts to

get out." Mr. C., however, did
have the drive and the
determination
to
try
something new and now
repeatedly tells of how he
"loves readin'."
When asked what he
misses most about Texas, Mr.
Carpenter says, "mostly
being outdoors. We did a lot of
just pokin' around."
Mr. C. is also an avid
sporting man. While in Texas
he was a state champion in
National Rifle Association
shooting competition. Here in
Durham he enjoys golfing and
boating. Mr. Carpenter, a
man with a very
past and an all around nice
guy.
"Me likes teachin' ! "

All In The Family
hy Meg c\\fartin
What do students like best
about the Family Life class?
According to Shelley Lesak
and David Carson, the cooking
and eating are the most enjoyable features of the class.
When Victor Harris was
asked whether he thought he
was learning much in the
class he said, "Yeah, I really
am. to tell you the truth. I'm
learning about family life.
Right now we're in the food
section and we're learning
about the different types of
foods--their minerals, and
diseases." He said that this
helped him by telling him
"what I should eat and
shouldn't eat, and how to cook
it."
Food and cooking are not
the only topics
in
Family Life. Food is only one·
subject out of many discussed
in the class. Every .section
covered is oriented towards
the family as opposed to th.e
individual. Mrs. James, who
teaches the course, started the
year with cooking so that the
students would get to know
each other, thus making the
holding of discussion later on
easier. The class covers home
econ om i cs .
consumer
educa tion, marriage, child
development, clothing and
career orientation, along with
food and nutrition.
Consumer education deals
with finances, such as income
taxes, budgeting and credit.
According to Mrs. James, this
section is unpopular because
of the amount of notes given
and the required completing
of an income tax form.
Housing--buying a house,
renting an apartment and the
Iease--are also covered.
Marriage--its advantages
a nd · disadvantages--are
considered by the class
through discussions and
textbook materials. Communal living, living together
without being married, is
weighed against marriage. In
the spring, a mock wedding is
held. The students don formal
wear and go through all of the
ceremonies of marriage, but
do not get a license. Marriage
amrulments and divorces are
also discussed and Mrs.
James hopes to have a lawyer
speak to the class on these
subjects or take the class to
divorce court.
·
The segment of the course
on child development covers
more than raising
The most important idea '
pointed out in this area is the
question of ·wh1?"1 ..{l couple is·
ready to ·start a family?,
Whether or not a couple really·
wants children: adopting or
having a child are discussed,.

but the stress is on planning
for children. Hopefully, the
class will be able to have a
speaker taftt: to tbe.m about
contraceptives.
·
Areas that will also be
presented are the buying and
care of clothing and the different types of careers and job
qualifications. Discussions
play an important role in the
class, especially on the topic
of family relations. A textbook
and other supplementary
readings are used to intermittently throughout the

course. Mrs. James would like
to have speakers present talks
to the class on various subjects of family living.
Deborah Ruffin, who took
the course last year, said that
she learned "mostly family
life. We cooked and learned
things that you do everyday
after you graduate from
school. Then we went into
married life. We had a mock
wedding at the Community
Baptist Church--that was a lot
of fun."

ESP: Who Has It?
by Larry Trevarthen
data.
ESP is an intriguing
The computer is consubject; one that few people
nected to several testing
know a great deal about, but
rooms. In one room, the entire
room is sealed with tin foil in
one that ·has many people
wondering.
·
an effort to block out any
Extra-Sensory Perception
electrical signs, such as radio,
is a subject that has many
TV, etc. In this room the
"followers," for several
testee can be wired to the
reasons. One of the main
computer in an effort to
factors is that many people
record brain patterns while
have had ESP experiences, or
being tested.
experiences that could easily
Other rooms include a
fall into this category. Many
small room with a TV screen
people have had .dreams or
and chair. In front of the
visions where they see a loved
screen is a knob which conone in danger. Even more
trols a line located in the
people have experienced what
center of the screen. In the
could be ESP on a smaller
"drunk driving test" as it is
scale, such as having the
playfully called, the testee
feeling a teacher was going to
tries to keep the line in the
call on you, seconds before she
center of the screen through
actually does.
the knob and by conOne reason many people
centrating. As the test goes on
are curious about ESP is that
the line becomes harder to
not a whole lot of information
control.
has been accumulated on the
Throughout the building,
topic. The field of parapone senses a feeling of study,
sycology, which includes the
although all members are
study of ESP, is only about
relaxed and congenial.
fifty years old. Studies in this
It is the "need to know"
area began in the 1920's when
that helps keep the lab runDr. J.B. Rhine and his wife
ning.
Dr. Louisa Rhine came to
Mrs. Rhine gave the
Duke University with a little
above reason, "the need to
more than a curiosity
know," as the reason we have
problem.
ESP in the first place. The
Since then, questions
senses can not provide all the
about
the
field
have
information the mind absorbs.
Rhine believes everyone
mushroomed into a worldwide
search for ·
The
has some ESP, "but it is just
Rhines remain 'afDuke, stiU
like singing. I can sing,
studying and ·ixperitnenting . although I doubtanyc()ne would .
after 50
with other , . like to listen to me/' ·
.
scientists arouri,d>the globe.'.
Her point is that, although
Advanced
()n. ·the ... she .may not be able to sing
subject has jmit
.. very well, She .still has the
last ten-twenty yeats)"gQtten '··ability. Most people either•do
under ay. Jri the FoUttdattQ!l . ·not hhvethe ability to control·
for the Research of
·· their ESP .. There are a· few
of Man <FRNM), or the "ESP
however,· that show great
Lab" as it is informally
ability. to. control their ESP
called, the experiments.
<such as the pe()ple that can
· continue. '
be11dkeys, etc., provided it is
. Contrarytofue.stµdies of
noLtdckeryt· In both cases
yesteryear; the Foundatfon is
people have ESP.
now.run by a modest staff of
.· ·. If we all have ESP, why
abClut twenty which relies on are we unable to use it more to
an elaborate computer system
our advantage?
to help with.tests and compile
Using another parallel,

STARGAZERS
The Jordan advanced
physics ·class spent the week
of October 24-28 cortstructing
and using a telescope. The
telescope, which was built
entirely from materials found
in the physics room, was of the
casse rainian type.
The telescope used a
parabolic mirror 55 centimeters in diameter to collect
the light. A small mirror,
suspended between the center
of the large mirror and its
focus, reflected the light
through a small lens,. through
a hole in the center of the
mirror, and through another
lens. Focus was achieved by
adjusting the position of the
lenses. The large mirror was
attached to a piece of plywood
with a hole in the center
slightly smaller than the
mirror. A solid cradle was
'built around the mirror, to

which the small lenses were
attached. The whole assembly
was then mounted on metal
poles so as to allow vertical
movement of .the mirror.
Horizontal movement was
accomplished by moving the
table to which the telescope
was attached.

she looked at me and,
speaking from experience,
said. "You have a sense of
humor, but sometimes it is
better than at other times,
depending on the circumstances. When you are
happy or relaxed, it is better,
itsn't it. If I told you to crack a
joke right now, you couldn't."
Here she was pointing out
that the best ESP experiences
<like our best jokes) come
under ideal conditions.
How do you know when
you have had an ESP experience?
One can never be sure. It
is safe to say, however, that
whenever you have a dream
that comes true or a strong
feeling that is not based on
some previous knowledge you
have, that it would well be an
ESP experience.
Both Rhines have reached
the point where they are now
through careful research and
the ability to say, "I don't
know," when they aren't
positively sure what they
have.
Therefore, when . I approached them with several of
my ESP possibilities, they
replied, "It could have been."

They didn't know enough to
say yes or no.
Very few experiences
have a direct bearing on one's
· life, such as the death of a
friend or relative. Mrs. Rhine
demonstrated this by asking
me to close my eyes and
describe a· room I had seen
briefly as we entered the
house. Though this room
meant nothing to me, I had
remembered what .the general
design was.
She explained that the
mind picks up things all
around it, regardless of importance. ESP experiences
are often random events that
the mind picks out. Only a
comparitively few number of
cases deal with something
that affects the person
directly.
ESP is still a science that
leaves the mind wondering.
From the time Rhine began
studying it in the 1920's, many
·answers have been found, but
there are still more urumswered questions.
··

The construction of the
telescope was successful.
When finished, the telescope
permitted an observer to read
the letters on a copy of The
Falcon's Cry which was
pasted on the wall across the
courtyard from the ''observatory." The telescope was
also used to examine in' detail
the water tower between the
school and Chapel Hill.
According to· Senior Dan
Dunbar, the purpose of the
project was "to see if we could
do it."

"Learn a new language and gi\!t
a new soul." Czech proV.fl.tb
··.,}:'

STONE BROS. & BYRD
FEED, LAWN &
GARDEN SUPPLIES
Serving Durham for 60 Years

Phone: 682-1311

Corner - Washington
& Geer Streets

Free delivery
Free parking
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The Rolling Stones Roll On
singing. "Hot Stuff" is the
only song on "Love You Live"
from the Stones last album
and here the song has lost its
disco flavor and is given more
of a rock 'n roll treatment.
"Star Star " one of my
favorites,
like Chuck
Berry gone wrong, with a raw
raunchiness added to Berry's
basic song form. This song
will not be played on the radio
any time soon.
Side two's real highlight is
a scathing electrical version
of "You Can't Always Get
What You Want" in which new
member Ron Woods steps out
and shows why his guitarplaying was such an integral
part of Rod Stewart and the
Faces (for whom he played
before joining the Stones).
This nearly eight minute song
has a tremendous climax in
which Jagger has the nearhysterical crowd sing the
chorus. Side two ends with an
interplay between the crowd
and the band that has to be
heard to be appreciated.
Side three is classic. With
the Stones playing in front of
three hundred people in a
Toronto nightclub this side
shows the band as they have
not been heard in years. It is a
look back to the rythm and
blues music which gave rock
music and the Stones their
start.
The crowd by-play and the
brand of music show that the
Stones are obviously having
the most fun that they have
had playing together in a long

by Bruce Mitchen

The Rolling Stones prove
once again why they are The
World's Greatest Rock 'n Roll
Band with their new two
record set "The Rolling
Stones Love You Live." Three
sides recorded live in front of
a huge crowd in Paris and one
side recorded in front of three
hundred people in a Toronto
club give a definite picture of
where the Stones are in the
late Seventies. They prove
that after all these years they
can still kick it out and play
rock 'n roll with a vengeance.
The Stone have seen it all,
from the Beatles in Hamburg
to Johnny Rotten and the Sex
Pistols, and they have never
comprised their music. They
need no masks to hide their
identities. They know who
they are and they show it with
"Love You Live."
"Love You Live" starts
out with an "Intro" that just
barely resembles Aaron
Copeland's "Fanfare for The
Common Man." The Stones
get down to business quickly
with their classic "Honky
Tonk Woman." Charlie Watts
shows why he is the best timekeeper around with this song.
"If You Can't Rock Me " a
fairly new song, and "Get Off
My Cloud," an oldie, are used
in a medley that illustrates the
continuity the Stones music
has had over the years.
"Happy" follows, a Keith
Richards vocal showcase
which provides a break from
Mick Jagger's brash styling of

time. The first song on this
side is a show stopper. An old
Muddy Waters blues tune
"Mannish Boy" has Jagger
singing at his very black and
bluesiest. The song has a
relentless beat which lodges
itself right in the spine. Next,
a Bo Didley tune, "Cracking
Up," is done up in a reggae
style to provide a little change
of pace. Jagger, after this
song, introduces the band. His
introductions are another
indication of how much the
Stones are enjoying themselves. Their old classic,
"Little Red Rooster," including the bark of the hounds
shows that "Old Bums' Rush"
Jagger, "Perfectly Straight"
Keith Richards and band can
still do the old slow stuff with
conviction. The Stones party it
up, next with an old Chuck
Berry song called "Around
and Around" to end the side in
high spirited passion. Overall,
side three is beautiful and is
worth the price of the record
by itself. It shows that the
Stones still have not lost their
roots in the blue club scene.
This side is much more than
any kind of nostalgia, it is a
pure joy for the band and the
audience who interact in a
way that is impossible in a big
arena.
Side four is back to Paris
and a revved-up crowd. The
Stones play the crowd's
favorites on this side, never
failing to come across. "It's
Only Rock 'n Roll" sets the
stage for what is to come, with

Jagger's voice spilling out
over the stage and Keith
Richards, Ron Wood and Bill
Wyman's vocals and guitar in
full force. A rousing rendition
of "Brown Sugar" with all the
force of the original follows as
Charlie Watts does not lose a
beat and the band flows into
"Jumping Jack Flash." The
Stones make it clear that
'while everybody and his
mother had recorded this
song, they wrote it and they
still own it. The encore
number is the Stones own
tour-de-force, "Sympathy For
The Devil." The Stones
literally blow the roof off the

place as Keith Richard, with
his guitar-playing shows why
he is the spirit of the Rolling
Stones. "Sympathy for the
Devil" is a song that is meant
to be played as loud as
possible.
The
sheer
exhilaration and energy of
this number is not to be
denied. It is the Stones
ultimate song, filled with the
anger and the outrage only the
best hard rock songs can
convey, and is a fitting ending
for this live album. The album
is a perfect illustration of the
sheer excitement that is the
World's Greatest Rock 'n Roll
Rand.

Finger Lickin' Sick
JIRTQIRVED

by Alison Jones

CLASS RINGS

WIN
HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS RING
FEATURING YOUR
FIRST NAME!

IN A $1,000
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP

via a drawing from all valid entries.
Every participant in the Name Game is
entitled to receive a custom feature
worth up to $10.00 with the purchase of
an ArtCaNed Class Ring.
To participate, get your Name Game
ticket with complete rules by visiting or
writing:
·
WENTWORTH & SLOAN
167 E. FRANKLIN ST.
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. 27514

No purchase or store visit necessary. Odds of winning one of l ,000 free class rings are l in 2.000.
Offer expires 12/15/77.
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Few recent movies are as
much a waste of time as
"Kentucky Fried Movie." The
film
is
a
haphazard
conglomeration of movie and
TV commercial spoofs. It has
no plot and no star. Its worst
fault, however, is its lack of
imagaination or taste. The
few laughs in the movie are
primarily shock reactions.
Though there are several
sketched in the movie that are
briefly or potentially funny,
most are dragged out past
their comic capability, or are
vulgrized in order to get a
cheap laugh. This movie
exemplifies the worse of a
recent trend in movie and TV
humor that relies heavily on
sex and death. Its humor is
inane, and is reminiscent of
some of the weaker moments
of Mel Brooks' movies,
"Monty Python's Flying
Circus," or NBC's "Saturday
Night Live," without their

redeeming hilariousness. The
writers of this screenplay
seem to abide by the current
equation of humor with
perversion, evident in the
otherwise funny productions
mentioned above and in such
publications as "National
Lampoon" magazine. Most of
the jokes in this movie,
therefore, are either morbid
or kinky, and leave the
viewer, though he may laugh
out of shock, with a bad aftertaste. One sequence, for
example, "Zinc Oxide,"
begins as a funny satire of
science films, but ends with
the maiming and dismemberment of the featured
housewife. Several scenes are
sexually explicit, and certain
scenes, like the bathroom
scene in "Catholic High
School Girls in Trouble" are
downright disgusting. The
worst example of morbidity is
a short sequence on how to
make a dead relative feel a

part of the family, entitled
"United Appeal for the
Dead." This skit shows a
corpse posing for the family
portrait, swimming <floating)
with the family, and taking
part in other group activities.
It is depressing that a
movie maker could think so
little of his audiences to expend so little thought, time,
talent, and taste on his
product. The few funny
moments in "Kentucky Fried
Movie" are vastly outweighed
by the dull and disgusting
ones. This movie is a mental
and financial rip-off.
.JORDAN GIRLS COMPETE

<Continued from Page 3)
very honorable."
Brenda, who was "very
nervous" throughout the
competition, stated, "I would
have liked to have won for the
chance to go to Texas and the
scholarship money".

Jordan Students Realize Loss
The rock group Lynyrd
Skynyrd had a tragic plane
crash on Thursday, Oct. 20. As
a result of the crash, the group
lost its lead singer, Ronnie
Van Zant, guitarist Steve
Gains, and his Carrie Gains,
who was one of three females
singing back up vocals. The
band had been playing in
Columbia, S.C., and was
headed for Louisiana. The
Louisiana Police are still not
sure of the cause of the crash,
but engine failure is the most
apparent cause. Ricky Patton,
a junior, said "It's too bad
such a tragic accident had to
happen to such a talented
group." Sol Martinez, another
. .. ·. >junior. said '..'l. re<:ently. enc

comeb;:ick. They were once
very good, hopefully they still
will be."
Is the group going to make
a comeback? Or is the concept
of the band getting back
together too much to ask now?
Jeff Talley, junior, said "T
don't think the band will bf'
able to make a comeback.
With the loss of Ronnie Van
Zant I think the band will lose
Can the rest of the band
too much of its moral. The
get back together and make
band will probably break up."
some kind of a comeback?
One of the most popular
Chuck Breese, a junior, thinks
songs that the group ever
so. "Even with the loss of
recorded
was
called
Ronnie, who contributed
"Freebird." Part of the song
much to the group, I still think
goes "I'm as free as a bird
that it is possible for the rest
now. and this bird vou can not
of the band to get back
cage." Maybe now they hav<'
. together and" . make ·: a; ·round 'thf>idreecfoin. · · · ' ·
joyed the Lynyrd Skynyrd
concert in Greensboro, and it
is hard to believe that three
members have died." Jackie
Johnston, a sophomore, said
"It seems that just recently
Groucho Marx, Elvis Presley.
and Bing Crosby died. and
now this. I hope the rest of the
band can pick up the pieces
and start playing again soon."
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Gray Chosen Coach of the Year
by Larry Trevarthen
John Gray left Jordan and
teaching behind on Thursday,
October 27, and took his cross
country team on a very
memorable trip to Southern
High School.
Coach Gray's harriers
were running that day for the
conference title. Although the
race was run on a very muddy
course, the outcome made up
for the dreary surroundings.
Not only did the Falcon's
take first place in the meet
(thus winning the conference l, but our beloved J-0hn
Gray was named "Coach of
the Year" by his fellow
coaches.
Looking back on the meet,
Gray stated that he told his
"fourth and fifth men to go out
and die." He had explained to
them that finishing third or
fourth in the conference
meant nothing compared to
winning the conference title.
Explaining this strategy,
he pointed out that, "we have
three of the best runners in the
conference, it's just been the
problem of getting our fourth
and fifth men up there."
Gray watched his theory
work as his runners went all
out in taking the title. Holding
his hands a foot apart, he
grimaces asshe describes the
outcome
by
saying,
"Michelsen <Brad) only lost
first by a foot."
The rest of the team was
not far behind with Scott
Tyrey coming in fourth, Grant

Service,
eighth;
Mike
Roberson, fifteenth; and Will
Donovan coming in at number
twenty. Charlie Neal and
James Van Roy placed
twenty-fifth and twenty-ninth
respectively out of the 42 man
field.
How did the cross country
team manage to win the
conference title after such a
dismal <0-6) start?
·
"We just peaked at the
right time . . . due to good
coaching, of course," Gray
adds with his shoulders back,
his nose high, and a grin from
ear to ear.
With all seriousness aside,
he did offer the explanation
that the team "had problems
with injuries and just keeping
a team on the field."
At times, Gray ran meets
with only five men, instead of
the usual seven to ten.
But Gray persisted and
continued to work with what
he had. It was work, he
elaborated,
because
"coaching is more than just
going out and telling them to
run. You are building a body
so you have to work on the
heart and the capillary
system." At conference the
work paid off.
Was Gray surprised at the
conference title and his victory in the election of 1977 for
"Coach of the Year?"
"Does a hound dog have
fleas?"
Elaborating on that quick
response he compared it to

"Washington
in
the
Revolution. He was surprised
when he won the war. I was
'slightly' surprised when I
won the conference:"
For John Gray, the season
was successful. Expecting
more success next year, he
can now make his trip to
Alaska this summer with a
hint of a smile on his face and
a personal victory under his
belt.

Pinball
Wizards
by Scott Peters
What sport requires
timing, skill, coordination,
quickness, perception, and
can be played in a Gold Mine?
Pinball. Yes, pinball; and
Jordan High School's team is
off and rolling against teams
from other high schools.
The pinballers have been
organized by Coach Lindsey
and the team consists of Kim
Bland, Barry Blanton, David
Cline, Blair Chesson, Mershon
Gurtner, John Nix, Jaunita
Pulliam,
and
Ramona
Puckett, Barry Blanton being
high scorer.
The first competition was
a
tournament
against
Southern High School, a
victory taken rather handily.
It was sponsored by the GOLD
MINE and THE SHIRT
CLOSET, both of South
Square Mall.
The tournament, held Oct.
11-13, raised $300 from the
business sponsorings and will
be used to help the soccer
team out of debt.
"We don't really practice,
we just show up at the place
early and warm up," said
Juanita Pulliam. "We just
play three balls in a row, and
then alternate with the other
team's players. The team with
the· highest average each
night of the contest wins."
Jordan's regular season
begins in January and, other
than Southern, the conference
members are uncertain, but if
.the Jordan team's first performance was any indicator of
future success, they are in for
a good season.

Varsity Basketball
by Tommy Clapp .

If you have begun to
wonder what those strange
sounds are coming from the
gym after school, the
is simple. Basketball, which is
just around the corner, began
practice on November 1.
While more Jordan students
headed home for a long
awaited five day vacation full
of relaxation, some fifty
students stayed behind for the
opening day try-outs for the
1977-78 basketball team.
This year's team, both
varsity and junior varsity,
will consist of 12 players. This
year's varsity .squaq will be
coached by veteran coach
John Avery.
"1 think we. have a good
chance in the conference. If
we work hard we can win the
conference," stated Jamie
Walker who is in his third
consecutive season with the
Falcons. With four varsity
players returning, Andy
Clark, Wade Goodwyn, Jamie
Walker, and Larry Jones the
Falcons intend to avenge last
years disappointing 8-12

season.
The weak point in the
Falcons make-up is obviously
heighth. The tallest player is
junior Charles Blackman who
played junior varsity last year
and stands 6'3" tall. Jamie
Walker, one of last years
starting
forwards
and
averaged 14.0 points per
game, spoke of this weak
point. "Height is always an
important factor, but our lack
of heighth will only make us
work that much harder.''.
At 4 :00 on November 1
over 50 students, fighting for a
spot on the competitive 12
man roster, walked into the
gym preparing for a long
afternoon of practice. The
Jordan Falcons sixteenth
. annual basketball team is
preparing for their first foe on
December 2nd against Orange
in Hillsborough.
The Falcons have worked
hard and practiced dilligently
for a month and look forward
to an exciting season. And
hopefully all those strange
noises coming from behind the
doors of the gym will pay off.

John Gray says, "That was one of the really great ones, folks.''

State Victory In
Reach of Jellyfish
"I expect the boys' team
to place in the top five in the
state, andthe girls, well, they
should take everything." That
is what James Maxwell, one of
Jordans swim team coaches
(John Popson is the other)
told this season's prospective
swimmers at the Jellyfishes'
first meeting on Tuesday,
October 25. Maxwell also
announced that Jordan, for
the first time, will have an
organized diving team. The
divers will practice with the
Duke diving team at Duke's
pool in the mornings. One
prospective diver, David
Brewer, said, "Since more
teams don't have diving as a
part of their team, Jordan
should really score a lot of
points just for having one
<diving team) compete."
"Though a few key
swimmers were lost to
graduation, we have a lot of
depth and look really strong
overall," said Maxwell.
By looking over the
records Maxwell and Coach
Popson · have compiled over
the years <this is the team's
fifth season) one would· see
just how much. the team has
improved. Though individual
talent is ·important, depth is
the key to success. Jordan has
a lot of really good swimmers
on the team this year.
Joe Van Roy said, "With
all the super swimmers we
have this year, this could be
Jordan's year." Jordan really

AMERICA COULD BE
RICHER by thousands of
jobs and millions of dollars
if one bill is passed.
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PARKWOOD SHOPPING CENTER
Mr. & Mrs. J. L. Cannova Props.
5112 Revere Road
Durham, N.C. 27713
Phone: 544-3540
Phone: 544-2356

does have some strong
swimmers this year. Senior
Kim Setzer holds the state
record in the 50 yard
Freestyle with a 25-7 second
thime. Jesse Riggan, a junior,
is only one or two seconds
behind state records in both
freestyle and butterfly. Other
strong prospects are Beth
Goodreich, Will and De De
Donovan, Scott Tyrey, Kelly
Royal, Chris Klingel, and Jeff
McClure.
Though all of the team's
meets are important, Maxwell
said he wants to really work
for Chapel Hill High School
and the State Championship,
which are held at Grimsley
High School in March. "We
have a lot of big surprises for
Chapel Hill this year both in
and out of the water," said
Maxwell. Chapel Hill is
Jordan's first scheduled meet.
The team began practice
on Nov. 1st at Lakewood
YMCA. They plan to practice
5 days a week, three at the
YMCA and 2 at Duke. Practice begins at 6: 15 and lasts
until 7:30 each mormng.
Scott Peters spoke enthus ias tica 11 y about this
year's team. "With all the
talent on the team this year,
who. knows, we may win the
Championships!" And with a
man · like "The Jellyfish,"
they've got to be good. So
come and watch your team in
action at Duke's Aquatic
Center for every home meet.

There are said to be two million comets in the solar system!
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Football for Females

Girls' football, known as
powder-puff, was once again a
part of Jordan's homecoming
activities. Despite a loss of
players and a mixed-up
schedule, the girls played a
good game.
"I was sure that due to the
volleyball players being gone,
we would lose to the seniors
for sure, but our original and
outstanding team came
through under pressure. I'm
not doubting the ability of the
junior girls but, how we won, I
don't know," commented
Rodney Roycroft about the
junior girls victory over the
senior girls in this year's final
powder-puff football game.
Volleyball team sets it up.

Question of the Month
What did you think of this
vear's fair?
· Suzanne Hayes: It was
good; this is the first year I

really liked it.
Stella Kirkendale: Our
car was towed away, even
though we were directed to
that parking place; other than
that, it was a good day!
Alison Derway: I thought
rides were a rip-off. The
waiting lines for them were
too long too!
Beth Reddrick: I didn't go
to the fair for myself. Being a
member of Jr. Civitan, I
participated in carrying
(along with Kelly S.l, four

kids from Holloway Street
School, to the fair. It was nice!
Annette Parker: I thought
the food prices were out-ofsight but most of the rides
were worth riding.
John Karis: I thought it
was a big rip-off!
Ginny Porter: It was fun
but not as much fun as when I
was a kid.
Scott Ogle: I thought it
was the same old thing; there
was nothing there to interest
me.
Kenny Brogden: It was
alright. It wasn't the best one
I'd ever been to though.

Rodney, who was the
coach of the junior team, said
they tried, "to play as fair as
possible." The strategy of the
juniors was to use a trick
passing play and fast running
backs to try to dominate the
defense. "We worked a lot on
building a strong defense
because this was the key to the
game; keeping the opponents
offense containedand restrain
them from scoring as many
points as possible," added
Rodney.
The juniors won the first
powder-puff game on Monday,
October l O, against the
sophomores, by a score of 3614. Both games were affected
by the absence of volleyball
team members who had
matches the days of both
powder-puff games. "The

Outstanding Season
For JV Football
Jordan's junior varsity
football team played the last
game in their success filled
season against Central
Harnett, November 3, at
Jordan. Their 6-1 record in the
conference surely supports
and reference to success for
the team. Despite their second
conference
status,
in
sophomore John Rogers is
still not satisfied. He said, "I
thought we had the potential
to go all the way in the conference, but had a letdown
against Apex." Quarterback
for the team, Scott Elliott,
when asked his opinion of the
team's progress through the
season, replied, "It has been
outstanding, we're doing
better than the varsity
(team l." The only significant
suffered by the squad
was a leg injury, which
fullback Charles Collie
of
action for a
of games.
Coach
Center has

been coaching the team this
year, leading them to victories. Team member Bob
Grace said, "I think Coach
Center has done a great job of
coaching this year. Our record
proves it." Fellow teammate
.John Rogers agreed, saying,
"I think he did a great job and
he dedicated a lot of his time."
Elliott summed up the season
by saying simply, "Excellent
job." Junior Cory Sanchez
replied, "Yeah, we've done
really well, Coach Center has
really done a great job of
coaching.
Enthusiastic players are
not rare within the J.V. ranks.
Team member Val Snead
yelled, "We want Southern,"
and
surrounding
team
members agreed with him.
These guys are ready to go
and the season is finished.
What will be done to control
them? Let's hope they can
control themselves.

bv Connie Pennell
· "The team feels great,"
said sophomore,
Linda
Williams
about
the
volleyball's conference win.
The volleyball won their
conference title Oct. 19
against Southern and Western
Harnett. The team had to win
both games in order to win the
conference. The volleyball
team finished its regular
season 25-2 overall and 24-1 in
the conference.
By being number one in
the conference, the team
advanced in the state playoffs.

game should have been announced sooner. We lost our
quarterback, Susan Overby,
to a volleyball game. It would
have been a much closer
game with her," said
sophomore Valerie Green.
The second game, between the juniors and the
seniors,
was postponed
because of rain. The game
was not rescheduled until
almost two weeks later, "Due
to the administration's poor
ability to co-operate and make
decisions relatingto the times

that the games would he
played," said Rodney.
After a long wait, the
second powder-puff game was
played on Monday, October
24. After a rough first half, the
juniors were leading by a
score of 14-0. The seniors
made a valiant effort to win
but, their attempts were thwarted by the tough juniors
who went on to win, 35-21.
Next year the girls in the
class of '79 will once again
defend this prodigious title of
powder-puff champs.

N ads Lose Last Game
· The soccer team ended its
season with a 1-13 record. The
last game, which was played
against Central Harnett, was
lost 3-1. Three members of the
team were given penalty
cards. Senior Gavin .Jeffs was
given a first warning yellow
card and .Juniors Greg Mau
and Baron Hoffman were
given red penalty cards and
they had to leave the field. The
game is normally played with
11 players, but because of the
two red cards, the team was
forced to finish the game with
only 9 players. Once red
carded, a player must leave
the field, and no one may
replace him for the remainder
of the game.
The Nads will be losing
Seniors Gavin Jeffs, Andy
Clark, Steve Griffin, Dwight
Garret, Lee White, Rotcher
Watkins, Hager Rand <all of
these were starting members
of the team), Craig Phelps
and Sara Bates. The team will
be losing quite a lot from their
offense, and coach Howard

Linsey said that "I really
expect a lot out of Juniors
Kennon Borden and Tom
Sigmon,
along
with
Sophomore Jimmy Mitchell,
to get the offense strong
again." The defense will lose
Andy Clark and Steve Griffin,
however Linsey feels that
"The defense will still be
pretty strong next year
.Juniors Eric Van Vleet, Stan
Gall, Peter Stern and Baron
Hoffman have enough experience now so that they
should do a good job." Linsey
also said he expects a lot out of
the sophomores on the team,
some of which will be pretty
good in their .Junior and
Senior year. When asked if he
thought the team will win
more next year, .Junior
Michael Gilewitz said "T hope
so. 13 loses gets to be very
discouraging.''
And so the Nads ended
another season. Looking back
at the 1-13 record, it looks like
the soccer team will just have
to wait until next year for
another chance.

In the second round of the
playoffs, the volleyball team
lost to Sanderson High School,
15-4 and 15-10. This was the
same place last year's
volleyball team achieved. The
team hopes to do better next
year. The volleyball team will
lose one player, Kathy Tilley
to graduation. other members
of this Conference winning
team are Kathryn Lutz, Terry
Morris, .Janet Nickelston,
Susan
Over hey,
Taryn
Rodgers, Sherry Shuler,
Kathy Tilley, Mary Toms,
Teresa
Watkins,
Linda

Williams and Donna Winslow
<capt.)
Donna Winslow, captain
of the team, said "We're glad
we got so far. It was real good
experience and we had a good
team. We all got along really
well and worked hard, we only
wish more people had come
out and shown us support."
Kathryn Lutz, a junior, said "I
liked being a part of the team,
we all were good friends and
showed a lot of team spirit."
Congratulations
to
the
Volleyball team on their
victories.

hy Baron Hoffman

Team
Congratulations to: the
girls' tennis team for winning
the conference title with a 10-0
conference record: Beth Gehweiler, Jennifer Dalton.
Tracey Arrington, Barret
Sloan, and Laura Williams for
being named to the all conference team: Beth for
qualifying for the regionals.
Other members of the tennis
team are Kelley Chandler,
Jackie Dent, Sharon Hammond. Bonnie Hogue, Andrea
Padilla, and Susan Shingleton.
The team is coached by Mrs.
Baker.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER
University Mall/Chapel Hill North Carolina 27514/(91 9) 929-5555
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Football season winds down to a screeching halt.

J.,uneh: Anotheir lJpset?

etter
by Baron Hoffman

The split lunches have
become a major issue to
Jordan students this year. In
an interview with Mr. Sills,
the principal, the reasons
behind the split lunches were
discussed. According to Mr.
Sills, the single lunch, which
began four years ago, was to
be purely experimental. Intermural and club meetings
were supposed to keep
roughly half the students busy
for the first half of lunch, thus
keeping the lunchroom from
being too congested. The
school grounds and building
were to be kept clean. The
single lunch was not to create
a financial loss to the
cafeteria. In the last four
years, none of these objectives

have worked out, and last
year it became apparent that
the single lunch would have to
end.
Club meetings during
lunch failed. Mr. Sills said
that the attendance at the
meetings decreased steadily,
and many of the club meetings
began to be held at night. Mr.
Sills commented,
"the
problem of trash and garbage
on the ground has never been
under control. Last year the
problem got extremely bad,
and futile efforts by the
Student Council were some
help, but they couldn't solve
the entire problem. The litter
got so bad, Jordan even had a
small rodent population grow
as a result."
Over the last four years,

the lunchroom did lose money
but Mr. Sills gave no specific
amount. The failing of the four
objectives proved that a single
lunch could not work.
Mr. Sills commented that
"last year from the end of
fourth period to the start of
fifth period, lunch was fortyone minutes long. This year
both lunches are thirty-one
minutes long, so there isn't
much difference in that
respect. Since the lunchroom
isn't as crowded as last year,
there may be less time . for
frictions to build up between
the students, and all of the
breaking in line and other
such activities have been cut
down." Mr. Sills also feels
that the split lunch program
"is working out very good so

far, but it is really too soon to
tell. We will have to give it a
chance first."
Mr. Avery feels that "the
split lunches have eased the
crowdedness of the lunchroom." Mr. Sills also has
noticed that "the congestion
and noise level in both lunch
periods has been lowered
greatly. It is much more
pleasant now."
Juniors Eric Van Vleet
and Greg Mauall agreed that
the single lunch "causes you
to eat too early, and the afternoon drags by." Junior
Stan Gall complained that
"there isn't anytime to
study." Junior Tom Sigmon
commented that "the people
in second lunch are too confined. We're not even allowed

to go to our lockers without
being yelled at or threatened
with suspension."
One other problem that
many students are upset
about is that if you are in one
lunch, and have to see a
teacher in the other lunch,
then you either have to go
before or after school.
Mr. Sills also commented
that "split lunch does seem to
be working. I would rather
have kept the single lunch, but
something had to be done
about the congestion, noise,
and even the litter problem.
As it stands now, without
being given more time to see if
it will continue to work, the
split lunch will stay the
same."

a
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by Neil Matson

Students returning to
Jordan this year have seen
many changes. Among these
changes are the school's two
Assistant Principals, Mr.
Bartholomay
and
Mr.
Rayford.

Mr. Bartholomay moves from Math
cipal.

to Assistant Prin-

Birds OJ A Feather
Flock Together
by Karen Kesler
"It will do a lot for school

spirit and unity in the school,"
said Miss Simon, advisor to
the yearbook staff, when
asked what she thought the
reaction of the students would
be to the combined yearbook
and newspaper sale. Debbie
Foster, editor of the school
newspaper said, "I think they
(the students) will like the
idea because it's cheaper and
it's easier to bring money just
once."

Ms. Berces, advisor to the
newspaper staff, said that,
"Because of the rising cost of
printing, we have to have our
money earlier in the year.
Miss Simon offered to help by
having both sold together. We
think it's a good idea." When
asked if she thought they
would make more money this
way Beth Goodrich, editor of
The Talon, said, "We hope to
make more; I think we will.
Everyone will want a yearbook, of course!"

This year, The Talon (the
school yearbook) and The
Falcon's Cry (the school
newspaper) will sell their
publications together for the
price of $10.00. This is one
dollar more than last year's
price for the yearbook, but it
includes a subscription to the
school newspaper. They will
not be sold separately.

Both staffs agree that
selling the publications
together is a good way to bring
the staffs closer, save money
for the students, and simplify
bookkeeping for the two
staffs. The idea will be officially announced in an
assembly on Oct. nth and the
sales will begin on Wed., Oct.
12th.

Although he is not new to
Jordan, this is Mr. Bartholomay's first year as
Assistant Principal. Those of
us who know him from last
year ,remember Mr. Bartholomay .as the witty math
teacher whose humor made
everyone's day a little
brighter. In regard to his new
position, Mr. Bartholomay
says, "Discipline is my main
job.'' In contrast to last year,
Mr. Bartholomay says that
many of the students think he
is not as friendly as he used to
be because he has to enforce
the rules. "My goal is not to be
liked by the students, but to be
respected and viewed as being
fair.'' Mr. Bartholomay says
that he misses teaching, but
admits that he doesn't miss
making out lesson plans and
tests.
When
asked
what
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problems he has- been faced
with, Mr. Bartholomay
replied, "Double lunch is just
one of many problems." He
also commented, "Students
don't know how to park.''
When asked about the good
parts of his job, Mr. Bartholomay smiled and said, "I
get to smoke my pipe!"
Mr. Rayford is the other
new Assistant Principal at
Jordan this year. He comes
from Trenton, New Jersey
where he most recently taught
Math and Science in the
Hamilton Township school
system. Not only did he teach
in the school system, but Mr.
Rayford also helped to
develop the "middle school"
concept in Trenton. One of the
main differences between
Jordan and the school that Mr.
Rayford taught at last year is
field trips. "There are so
many places to go and see in
New Jersey. We would take
the students to places like the
Franklin Institute,
Metropolitan Museum, Statue
of Liberty, and the U.N.
Building on a weekly basis."
Mr. Rayford feels that
Jordan students are better

disciplined that those in New
Jersey. He says, "In New
Jersey, students would be
smoking pot, cutting class and
getting in trouble at the age of
eleven and twelve."
About his new job Mr.
Rayford says, "It's not easy,
but I never thought it would
be. I see my job at Jordan as a
challenge.''
Mr. Rayford has a
positive attitude about the
students at Jordan. "I like to
see students happy. I come on
strong because I like to see the
job well-done," says Mr.
Rayford. Some people look at
the Assistant Principal as
purely an authority figure, but
Mr. Rayford says, "In time
the students will get to know
that I am human and that I
want to be their ·friend.''
Mr. Rayford says that he
has not encountered any big
student problems, but he says,
"People in cars won't stop for
buses."
All in all, both the new
Assistant Principals seem
content in their jobs and they
are both looking forward to
the rest of the school year.

NMSQ Semifinalists
NMSQ Semifinalists are:
Leslie Calkins,
Lauren
Chesnut, George Dvorak,
Regular
Registration
Sept. 30
Oct. 28
Dec. 23
Feb. 3
Mar. 31
Apr. 28

Laurie Gianturco, Alison
Jones, Bruce Mitchell, Geoff
Spencer, Tommy Wagner,
Late
Registration
Oct. 14
Nov. 11
Jan. 6
Feb. 17
Apr.' 14
May 12

Bobby Whitefield, and Marian
Wilson.

Test
Dates
Nov. 5
Dec. 3
Jan. 28
Mar. 11
May 6
June 3
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Lunch..
by Debbie Foster

1
WHAT A BORE .

Tl-\ 15 NE w DRIVEWAY
TAKES ALL THE
ful-l OU! oF
&01N G- Hont:

Something Good ................ ..
Diana Harmon
Finally!
As another school year

by

begins, Jordan students find
many new rules, new faces
and new classes. The new
rules have caused many
complaints from the student
body. Because students have
been so busy complaining,
many have overlooked two
new changes around Jordan
that are worthy of recognition.
One change is the sidewalk
beside Garrett Road leading
to Jordan. The other is the
new pavement on the
driveway leading . to the
parking lot. These two improvements deserve commendation from the students
of Jordan.
The sidewalk, funded by
the Durham City Council, was
built for the benefit of those
pupils who walk to school. The
half-mile long walk begins
near Wynford Road and ends
at the parking lot. The
sidewalk somewhat alleviates
the problems encountered by
Githens and Jordan students
walking to school. Before it

was built, many students
walked on Garrett Road
causing hazardous driving
conditions. By building the
sidewalk, students no longer
must walk in the road.
Another change at Jordan
is the newly paved driveway.
The paving was sponsored by
the Department of Transportation. It was scheduled
for completion on September
2, but the deadline was not
met. The pavement makes
leaving the parking lot much
easier. Before the driveway
was paved, rocks and dirt
were flung from beneath the
wheels of cars, making vision
difficult. Also, when it rained,
the driveway became a sea of
mud. Perhaps now these tWo
problems are solved.
To some, these improvements may seem unworthy of praise. However, to
the many students who walk
or drive to school, these
changes are welcomed and
well received.

A controversy has
arisen over the split lunch
system but students do not
accept that the change was
mandatory. However, according to Mr. Sills, ·the
change
was
necessary
because the cafeteria has
been losing money, because of
the congestion in the
cafeteria, and because of the
trash situation.
The biggest complaint
among students is that the
lunch period has been shortened considerably, Students
now have time only to quickly
eat their lunch. There is no
time to study or see a teacher

NCSPI
Eight Falcon's . Cry sU-ff
members attended the North
Carolina Scholastic Press
[nstitute at UNC-CH on June
19-22, 1977. They were: Leslie
Caulkins, Karen Kesler, Mike
Kesler, Connie Pennell, Scott
Peters, Peter Stern, and
Tommy Wilkinson. Mike
Kesler, acting advisor for the
group, accepted for the '76-'77
newspaper staff three awards
for journalism excellence in
the category of schools with
fewer than 1,000 students. The
paper received first place for
feature writing and editorial
writing, and honorable
mention for best overall
newspaper.

WHEREAS the two lunch
periods have seriously affected student participation in
clubs and organizations
because of transportation
problems and after school
jobs; and
WHEREAS the students
in the two lunch periods are
not given equal treatment in
that the students in the second
lunch period do not have
access to their lockers and the
same areas of the school as do
the students who have first
period lunch; and
WHEREAS
this
prejudicial treatment violates
the equal protection of the law
clause of the. United. States
Constitution; and
WHEREAS the morale
and overall welfare of the

for extra help during lunch
unless you skip your lunch.
Students are not allowed in the
library during lunch without a
pass from a teacher.
Because of the new lunch
system, school spirit will be
lessened. Previously there
have been many activities in
the courtyard at lunch during
homecoming week. This will
not be possible this year for
second lunch students because
they are not allowed in the
courtyard. Club meetings at
lunch have to be held in two
shifts--the unity within the
clubs will be depleted. Pep
rallies will not be able to be
held during lunch.

Students with second
lunch have only five minutes
to go to their lockers. If they
had to talk to a teacher after
they might not have time to go
to their locker. Some students
have been threatened with
misconduct slips for going to
their lockers during second
lunch.
Although students do not
approve of the new lunch
system, they will have to put
up with split lunches for
awhile. Maybe the controversy over the lunch
system will be changed
because of student protest-only time will tell.

Letter to the Editor
This summer there have
been four students from
Jordan High School who have
passed away. These students
are Miss Gayle Plummer, Mr.
Robert Burnett, Mr. Duane
Winchester, and Mr. Carl
Hartwig. These people were
very close to a lot of us and I
think that they should each
have a page in the yearbook
this year. On this page there
should be a big picture of the
student, and when he or she
died.
These people have a right
to have their pictures in the
yearbook. The friends they
left behind would like to
remember .them and this is
the best way to do it.
Manris Wingate.
Felisah Farrington
Priscilla Barnette
Sharon D. Brown
Ella WOOds

Student Council Petition
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS
the
administration of Jordan High
School this year has scheduled
two lunch periods of twentyfive minutes each instead of
one lunch period of forty-five
minutes; and
WHEREAS the only
reason the administration has
made this change in the lunch
period is, according · to the
Student Handbook "to relieve
the congestion
in the
cafeteria" ; and
WHEREAS the two lunch
periods have not appreciably
relieved the congestion in the
cafeteria because students
from Githens Junior High
School share the cafeteria
during the first lunch period;
and

Love It Or Eat It

faculty and student body
require that these problems
be remedied immediately,
Now Therefore, We, the
student body and faculty of
Jordan High urge that:
1) The Administration of
Jordan High School take
immediate action to return to
one lunch period for all Jordan
students.
2) As an alternative
assure to students who have
second lunch,
privileges
presently accorded to those
who have first lunch.
3) A committee be formed
of representatives of students
from both lunch periods,
faculty and administration to
resolve these very serious
problems.

To The Editor:
Today while shopping at a
local supermarket, I had an
encounter which has become
depressingly familiar to me.

spaces, at least two of these
. were unlawfully parked since
. I observed the drivers walk
from the store during my
conversation
with
the
Volkswagen owner.

The store's parking lot, which
accomodates over two hundred vehicles, has four spaces
reserved for the handicapped.

The obvious concern of
these people for the handicapped is not unusual. I
have had several such encounters which always leave
me angry, frustrated, and
with an overall feeling of
helplessness. Is there no way
that our community's drivers,
who are supposedly mature,
can be made aware of the
needs, if not the rights, of the
handicapped?
Sincerely,
P. F. Robbins

As I was leaving, a lady in a
red Volkswagen pulled into
one of the reserved spaces.
Before she left her car, I
walked over and asked if she
were aware that she had
parked in a space allocated
for the handicapped. She
replied, "Yes." Rephrasing
my question I asked, ''You are
aware that the space is
reserved, and yet you still
intend to park here?" She
replied, "Yes." She was
wearing shorts and walking
with no visible difficulty or
handicap.
Incidentally, this lady had
taken the only reserved space
left open. Of the three other
cars occupying the reserved

I

Americans consume
3,420,000,000 pounds of
candy a year, about 18
pounds per person
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Planning New Yea

Mr. Rayford, Jordan's new Assistant Principal from Trenton,
N.J.

by Leslie Calkins
Jordan's Student Council
has started making plans for
the school year. According to
Libby McQuay, the Student
Council President, the Student
Council's major emphasis.this
year will be on improving
school morale. Libby said that
the split lunch makes
arranging projects to raise
school spirit difficult. She said
that the Student Council is
currently trying to analyze the
problems the cafeteria has
been having and to suggest
solutions, although they

Jordan's Freshman Faculty
by Meg Martin
Sophomores were not the
only ones who were walking
about campus with dazed
looks on their faces during the
first few days of school. other
people wearing similiar expressions were the new
teachers at Jordan. Since
these instructors haven't been
around here long encough to
earn pet
names
and
reputations yet, The Falcon's
Cry would like to introduce
them.
Mrs. Linda Baker is a
recent addition to the math
faculty (no pun intended). A
Jordan graduate and math
teacher for four years, her
sport is tennis and she is
appropriately the girls' tennis
team coach. Mrs. Baker also
plays a variety of sports on the
Durham City League, besides
sewing and teaching Sunday
School. When asked her
opinion on "new math" vs.
"old math" she replied, "I
think that the basic 'old math'
is better because it is more
relevant to everyday life."
Miss Linda Teer's classes
includes arts and crafts, and
photography. Weaving is her
favorite craft. She weaves
rugs and blankets in her
studio room at home, but
displays and uses them all
through the house. Miss Teer
does not have a set class.
program and she prefers to
"let the students work in the
crafts that they are the most
interested in doing." She
learned about weaving, woods
and other crafts as a design
major at ECU.
Mrs. Nancy Cossaboon,
also a math teacher, hails
from Rochester, N.Y. Her
opinions of the different math
was, "I don't think that it has
changed much. The 'new
math' has modular bases in it
and I think the kids should be
able to see it." She likes
geometry the best and thinks
that geometry and algebra
are very important because
they stress logical thinking.
Mrs. Cossaboon's spare time
activities include going to
athletic events, any outdoor
activities and camping--she
and her husband like the
Smokies.
Mrs. Patricia Penny is
instructing English courses in
Sophomore Composition and
American Literature along
with being Student Council
Advisor. Current, her favorite
books are A Portrait of the
Arts as a Young Man, by
James Joyce, and Go Down
Moses, by James Faulkner.

She thinks that students
should read any popular books
just to be able to talk about
them in an intelligent conversation. Other types of
books that she recommends
are any by the "Lost
Generation" and books by
James Joyce, B.H. Lawrence
and, for pure enjoyment, the
Tolkien series. Miss Penny
loves to listen to music and to
talk with people, because she
likes people. Her other interests are playing tennis and
backgammon. Miss Penny
would like "to see us return to
being involved in high school
life. School is more than class
time."
Mr. William Kieth's occupation here is an instructor
of REC and Outdoor World.
REC stands for Recreation,
Ecology, and Conservation all
rolled into one course. Kieth's
class of Outdoor World is an
introduction to the occupational
aspects
of
agriculture. His home preoccupation is his new son, W.
Harold III (Trey), who was
born on the afternoon of
September 5. Along with
playing with Trey, his other
activities include
outdoor
work, sports and recreation.
Leigh
Wells,
Miss
Learning Consultant, assesses
Jordan's total needs to see if
resources are needed. To
make this assessment, she
works directly with teachers
in classes, students, parents
and guidance counselors,
gives diagnostic
tests,
distributes materials and
helps with schedules. As JV
cheerleader sponsor, she
would like to have more pep
rallies planned with student
participation for "We've got a
lot of good teams and
champions here." Miss Wells
would like the JV's to cheer
for other sports besides just
football and basketball with
the support of all students,
print booster ribbons, and
have car caravans to games"fun for the whole school,
even if they couldn't come to
the game." She feels that her
dog, Saint, should be the
school mascot "even though
he is not a bird." Wells said,
"I'm definitely a student
advocate, I wouldn't be here if
I weren't." Adding, "Anybody
who needs help or can give
help, come see me."
Mr. Terry Evans' fields
are World Culture, Minorities,
and coaching football, JV
basketball and track. Personalities and wars are his
favorite topics in Social

Science, as contradictory as
they seem, "because," he
said, "personalities are
always interesting and wars
are a small part of life." He
has seen most historical and
modern sites in the U.S.
during his travels when his
father was in the military.
Evans considers Social
Science a vital aspect to
education because it applies to
daily life. He thinks that the
chronological order of events
is more important than
memorized dates for "it is
more important to know what
than when."
Mrs. Lisa Mclver, our
new choral director, has no
favorite kind of music, as she
explained, "We have a tendency to say that certain types
of music are better than
others. Actually, there is some
merit in all
Her
students in ensemble and
concert choir follow this basis
as they also work on anthem
and popular music. Since this
is the beginning of the year,
she is working on perfecting
the classes' techniques-breathing, posture and tone-to "get the team together."
Mrs. Mciver hopes to have her
classes perform more often
and to stress varying talents
in such things as a boys'
quartet, and a mixed octet.
She also hopes to have talent
shows within her groups to
bring out her students'
creativity. The Mciver family
plays tournament tennis and
Mrs. Mciver also works as the
Chairman of the Council of
Ministries at her church.
Mr. David Shores, a parttime JHS art teacher; prefers
pencil sketching, pen and ink
drawings and oil paintings,
where he feels that his
background is the strongest.
"I'm still learning." Shores
said, as he wants experience
in other areas, such as
watercolors. He also stated,
"I've found that most students
are timid when expressing
themselves through art--they
hesitate. I would like (them)
to overcome that." At home,
Mr. Shores paints in his extra
room which will become a
nursery in about five months,
and he also plays the guitar.
There are a few other
teachers who are new to
Jordan, and who are also here
for only part of the day. These
teachers are Mrs. Lloyd,
English, and Mr. Doster,
Aerospace. So here they are,
teachers meet your students,
students. meet your teachers.

"can't do it overnight." She
said that after "things settle
down," the problems created
by the split lunch may be
solved.
The Student Council is
working on other projects to
increase school spirit, said
Libby, such as planning more
including
a
dances,
"fabulous'' Homecoming
dance.
Other projects planned by
the Student Council include
selling school I.D. cards (with
the hope that this year, every
student will be able to get
one), putting together a new
"Falcon Finder," perhaps
painting the football bleachers
second semester, and, like
last year, trying to keep the
school grounds clean.
In addition to many new
members, the Student Council
also has a new advisor this
year; Miss Penny. Miss
Penny was on the Student
Council at Durham High
School as a senior, and was
also
on a
dormitory
representative council at the
University of North Carolina.
Although Miss Penny wishes
this year's Student Council
could have gotten an earlier
start, she said the members
are "really working, and
that's good."
Miss Penny feels that the
Student Council's most important current project is
working on the lunch problem.
She also feels that it is important that the Student
Council is working so that
"they will help lay the foundation to give Student Council
more respect from students
and administration."
The fact that students do
not always bring their
plaints to their representatives or officers is of concern to Council members;

Representative Lisa Amaya
feels that students should
become more involved
directly with the Student
Council because ''we are
representing the students and
we don't want them to think
we're· some elite group."
Libby McQuay said that this
year they would like to have
open classes so that students
can sit in when they have a
chance.
· A major problem for the
Student Council this year will
be fund-raising, since they are
no longer allowed by law to
sell donuts at break, as they
did last year. Miss Penny has
stressed the importance of
members coming up with
more fund-raising ideas.
Strict
parliamentary
procedure is new to this year's
Student Council, and has met
with mixed reactions. Miss
Penny thinks that it is a good
idea because it "gets things
done quicker.'' Libby McQuay
said
of
parliamentary
procedure that it "makes me
feel more like a tyrant, but it
does get things done."
The general opinion of
Student Council this year is
that its members can work
well together. Senior Class
President Robert Johnson
said "Sometimes I leave fifth
period with a headache, but
it's worth it because we're
trying to have a more unified
and productive Student
Council.''
Teressa
Jiminez,
Representative, feels fairly
positive about Student
Council, but she also said
"they can't make decisions."
Representative
Amie
Blackman said "The main
difference between Student
Council this year and last year
is thatLibby has a real gavel-the kind judges use."

Marching Falcon's
Change Their Looks
by Aaron Thompson
The Jordan High Marching Falcons have stepped
off with a new drum major
and techniques for 1977-78.
This year, the position of
drum major belongs to Amy
Massey.
Her fellow students say
she can do a good job in this
capacity. "She has a good
attitude towards the band, the
band likes her, and with some
practice and some hard work,
she'll do a great job" said
Wade Goodwyn, a senior band
member. Marion Wilson,
secretary of the band, commented, "Amy has got a lot of
potential to be an outstanding
drum major. She is a hard
worker.'' Massey commented,
"When I'm out in front of the
band, I can't think about
anything else, but doing my
best and that's what I'm going
to do."
The uniforms have been
changed for the marching
band this year. The Marching
Falcons will be wearing red
tunics with white sashes,
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while some band members
will be wearing white tunics.
"The uniforms looked sharp
last. year with the white
tunics, I think they look fine"
commented Kathy Kelly,
Vice-President of the band.
She added that she had seen
the majorettes' new uniforms
and said, "They look good too,
I like them." Amy Massey
said, "The uniforms weren't a
matter of choice, but I like it. I
think it's better than some of
the other alternatives that we
have."
This year's marching
band has a bigger and better
sound. The largest marching
band in school history will
play more contemporary
music. Massey said, "The
band enjoys playing that
much more than these other
types of songs."
Band members are
looking forward to a very
successful year in the marching band. One of the things
Massey wants to accomplish
this year as drum major is "to
have the best marching band.
ever at Jordan High School."
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by Debbie Footer

Jordan's first assembly
was held during second period
on Monday, September 12.
The assembly was quite
different from the o:rdina:ry
Jordan assembly. Freedom
Jam, a :rock group originating
from St. Petersburg, Florida,
made their first appearance
at Jordan. They appeared
again the following night
at 7:30.
Senior Jan Furlow liked
Freedom Jam and commented that they were
"different from other groups.
They have a cause for what
they're doing because they're
expressing their thoughts on
freedom."
Junior Robin Sabiston
thought they were "really
great." She said that she

JllS's new Dmm Major Amy Massey. See related story on Page 3.
Photo by: Don Burdick.

Wie Sagt Man
Das Auf Devtsch?
by Carolyn Penny

The Waltons are on the
T.V. They are a little unusual
tonight. They are speaking
German.
The only available record
albums are five or ten years
old.
"Levee!s" (Levi's) blue
jeans are.unaffordable.
Where do these things
happen? Well, it might be in
Worms or Guntersblum,
Germany. That's the way it
was for JHS seniors Mike
Roberson and Bobby Johnson
this summer. Mrs. Strobel,
the AFS advisor at Jordan,
helped Bobby and Mike
arrange their trips to Germany, private exchanged
trips not sponsored by AFS.
Mike stayed with the
Michels in the town of Worms.
Worms is an industrial town,
complete with a nuclear
power plant. Kilometers o(
vineyards surround the town.
Fifty kilometers away in
Guntersblum, Bobby and the
Schmitts had a vineyard in
their backyard. "They had a
nice big wine cellar too,"
according to Bobby.
Wnen asked if the trip
lived up to his expectations,
Bobby replied, "It was different. That's what I liked."
Things sure were different for
Bobby. He took three showers
before finding out that the
water heater had to be turned
on to get hot water. He also
shocked Mike's host family by
refusing to put milk on his
raspberry pudding. Mike said
his reasons for going on the

trip were "to meet new
people, to see a different
culture, and... to soak up
raspberry pudding."
Bobby and Mike visited
France, Holland, and other
parts of Germany. Mike liked
Holland the most because he
got to see some old friends. He
had lived there in the fifth
grade.
Teenagers spend their
time a little differently in
Germany. They are in school
until the second week of July,
Mike and Bobby went to
school with their host
brothers. They "never understood anything" because
they did not know German. ·
Somehow Mike was able to tell
that the German students take
many courses .like those .at
Jordan.
In their free time,
students can participate in
soccer, track, and tennis.
They also play chess,
checkers, and card games.
Rules for card games were
strange to Bobby and Mike
because a German deck has
only 32 cards.
At age 16, a teenager is
allowed to drive in North
Carolina and go to a bar in
Germany. The age of 18 gives
a German the right to drive
and a North Carolinian the
right to visit bars. One can
choose whichever he wants.
Maybe some Jordan students
will end up in Guntersblum or
Worms. Chances are these
people will get a better perspective of different cultures
just as Bobby and Mike did.

"liked the attempt that they
made to minister through
their music."
Freedom Jam consists of
Scott Bond on Keyboards,
Bubba Copeland on vocals,
Mark Fallis bass, Tim Locke
on guitar, Arthur Roberts on
drums, and "Bo" on vocals.
Mark Fallis explained the
usual way by which the group
came into existence. First
approximately 2,000
sent in cassettes for an
audition to the Young
American Showcase, a talent
agency. From these cassettes
the agency picked thirty
people to form five groups
which tour the country for
nine months going to schools
for assembly programs and
concerts.

REC, Outdoor World
by Karen Kesler

What do Aerospace,
Outdoor World, and R.E.C.
(Recreation-EcologyConse:rvation) have in common? They are all new
courses offered at Jordan this
year; however, there is
reason to believe that the
Aerospace course, or at least
the teacher, does not exist!
After looking at the list of
new courses offered this year,
it was discovered that there
was no information on who
taught the classes, so it was
off to the office to find out who
the teachers were and what
rooms they taught in. Mrs.
Broderson was ve:ry willing to
help, but did not have a
master key to find out who the
teachers were. Next stop was
Mr. Sills who said that
Aerospace was taught by Mr.
Doster in T-2 during fifth and
sixth periods, and Outdoor
World and R.E.C. were taught
by Coach Kieth. After school,
a trip was made to T-2 to catch
Mr. Doster and set up an
appointment
for an interview; however, the door of
the trailer was locked, lights
were out, and no Mr. Doster
was to be found. An attempt
was later made to put a letter

in Mr. Doster's mailbox in the
office to ask for an appointment, but Mr. Doster had
no mailbox! A second t:ry was
made to go to the trailer and a
second time it was locked.
When the third attempt was
made to go to T-2 directly
after school, a note was
pushed under the door. The
note was probably later swept
up by the janitors and never
found by Mr. Doster. So, it
was back to the office to get at
least a course description of
the Aerospace class, but instead, I was instructed by
Mrs. Broderson to go to Mr.
Baker's office. Once I was in
his office, Mr. Baker
discovered that he had no
more course description
booklets, so it was a dead end
again!
If Mr. Doster exists out
there somewhere, please
respond to the following
questions and send the answers immediately to The
Falcon's Cry staff:

1) What is the Aerospace
class about? CA brief course
description will be fine! )
2) Where did the idea fo:r
this class come from? Did the
students ask for it?

,Vigkt: Phone
544-2:556

Phone

544-3540
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This is Mark's second
year with
the Young
American Showcase. He
played guitar for four years
and then started playing bass
two years ago. He, like the
rest of the band members,
played in local clubs before
auditioning for the agency.
When asked about the
warm :reception at Jordan,
Mark :replied, "It was. great.
We've had a :really good
response in N.C. N.C. is really
a good state."

New Courses Include

3) How large is the class?

•
Lee»-1--he.r

Ma:rk said that the agency
puts the people into groups
(you do not know who you are
going to perform with) and
tries to mix the personalities
so "there will be no conflicts.
You've got to live with the
same people for 24 hours a
day."
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4) Are there advantages
or disadvantages to this size
class?, If so, what are they?
5) What is the ratio between boys and girls in the
class?
The Outdoor World· and
R.E.C. courses (which apparently do exisf) deal with
occupations in forestry,
horticulture, and fishing.
Coach Kieth, the teacher of
both Outdoor World and
R.E.C., said that the class
would be doing a lot of outside
work, including going on some
field trips to nurse:rys and
other places, and hopefully,
working
on
Jordan's
greenhouse. He also said that
these classes, "Give them
(the students) a chance to see
what these jobs are really like
instead of what they read in
newspapers or something."
When asked what gave the
school the idea to have these
classes, Coach Kieth said that
Mr. Sills thought there was a
need for them in the past.
Coach Kieth also said that
his fifth period class had 18
students and his sixth period
class only had one student;
however, he liked it better this
way because it would give him
a chance to talk and work with
the students more.
Pam Gaddy is the only
girl in either of these classes
and Coach Kieth said that he
would really like some more
girls to join the classes.
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AFSer Likes Jordan
by Leslie Calkins
The major difference
between the United States and
Australia, according to AFS
student Donna French, is that
in Australia there are "no
McDonald's." Otherwise,
Donna said, the U.S. is "just
like home only it's a lot more
fun."
Donna is from Cairns, a
town of 35,000 in North
Queensland, Australia. She
will be living in the U.S. for a
year as part of an exchange
program sponsored by the
American Field Service
(AFS). The American Field
Service is an organization
which enables American
students to live in other
countries, and also enables
foreign students to live with
families in America. Donna
will be living with the Cline
family in Durham. Her host
sister, Kim Cline, is a senior
at Jordan.
Donna, who is 17,
graduated last year fram a
school of about 1200 students.
There were 130 students in her
graduating
class.
In
Australia, the school year
begins in February and ends
in December. They have two
weeks of vacation in May and
in August, so that the school
year is divided into three
terms. Donna said that her
school in Australia was "more
controlled." They did not have
as many electives as students
at Jordan do, and Donna said
that she is enjoying that
aspect of Jordan very much.
She pointed out, however, that
it may be easier for her to
enjoy school here because she
has already graduated and
does not feel as pressured as
she would otherwise.
In Australia, Donna was
studying mainly humanities.
At Jordan, she is taking a
variety of courses, although
her favorite so far is probably
her philosophy course, taught
by Mrs. Strobel.
Donna has two sisters in
Australia. One is 27, and the
other is 23. Her father is a·
baker, and her mother is a
clerk in a department store.
Donna has lived most of her
life in Queensland, except for
eight years she spent in New
Guinea. Because she has
traveled back and forth to
New Guinea and to a boarding school she attended for a
while, the trip to the United
States was. easier for her than
it might otherwise have been.
In discussing the differences between Australia
and America, Donna said that
in Australia, life is "not as
fast--more relaxed." She has

vw

also noticed that the countryside is different. "There
are no piney forests where I
come from. So I really love
piney forests."

"I never realized how
much I love Australia," said
Donna, after a moment of
silence. She is not homesick,
though. She said she has been
too busy to be homesick. She
just has a feeling for Australia
that she would like to be able
to express to others; to share
with the people she meets. She
finds that it is difficult to
describe the feeling of a place
to another who has never been
there.
In evaluating her experience so far, Donna said
that there have been no
problems or disappointments.
"Hamburgers are better than
I expected," she said, and
then, more seriously, "The
most important thing is that
everybody is so friendly."

Cairns is located only 15
degrees from the equator, so
its climate is fairly tropical. It
is in an area where there is a
lot of bush. "It's desolate, but
it's pretty. Not pretty like pine
trees. I'm trying to tell you my
feelings about bush, and I
can't explain it."
In Australia, Donna does
a lot of "bushwalking," which
is equivalent to what we call
backpacking, and a lot of
swimming in rivers and lakes.
Her home, said Donna, can be
very beautiful. "I just wish I
could take all of you back for a
couple of days and show you
the country where I live," she
said. "Where I live, you can
see mountains and the sea."

Gaby Enjoying U. S.

There is not much to do in
Cairns, according to Donna.
In Cairns, there is one movie
theatre, one drive-in, one
bowling alley, and five pubs,
to which Donna is not really
allowed_ to go. She said her
parents in Australia are
stricter than the parents she
knows here, like her host
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cline.
The most exciting thing
that has happened to Donna
since she arrived in the U.S.
was meeting her American
family, although she was also
excited about starting school.
Everyone she has met has
been friendly, said Donna, but
one thing about meeting
people that seemed strange to
her at first is that "they all
want to shake your hand,"
while in Australia, only men
shake hands.
The Australian impression of Americans, according to Donna, is of a
"loud-mouthed Yank." She
points out that this impression
is influenced by the fact that
the only Americans most
Australians are exposed to are
tourists, "who you can always
pick out immediately because
they're all wearing sand
shoes, short socks, white legs,
cigars, and funny hats."
The Americans she has
met so far have been nice.
They surprise Donna by
coming up to her and introducing themselves. She
moved around often in
Australia, and knows the
uncomfortable feeling of
entering a new school. She has
not had that feeling at Jordan,
however.

by Connie Pennell
AFS is sponsoring two
foreign students this year.
One of the students is Gabriela
Salazaar. She is from Potosi,
Bolivia. Potosi has a
population of 80,000.
Gaby got involved in AFS
through her school. Her AFS
chapter is a community
organization, but people from
her school are in it.
"Everyone talked good about
their experiences and I
wanted to go" is Gaby's
reason for applying for AFS
longterm exchange.
Gaby's school is much
smaller than Jordan. "I like
it, (Jordan), but am not used
to the bigness and the
system." In Bolivia the high
schools are more strict and
there is not as much freedom
when picking courses. There
are sixteen courses in high
school arid students have to

take the ones according to
their grade. All of the courses
are required and students can
not change a course once he is
in a certain class. Some of the
courses are Math, Literature,
Chemistry, Physics, and
Religion. School is from nine
o'clock until noon for the
morning classes, and from
two until five in the afternoon.
The students usually go home
for lunch.
''Everything is different,''
said Gaby about the differences of Bolivia and the
U.S. "U.S. is very big country ... Bolivia is an underdeveloped country."
Bolivia is 150 years old and is
located in the "heart of South
America." There are three
types of geography; Mountains, where it is cold the
whole year, Valley and the
Tropics. "It is very hot" said

Counselor's Corner
Your counselors, Mrs.
year , institutions,
plus
Carter-Moore, Mr. Todd, and
military careers, will be here
Mrs. Wilkinson, welcome you
to talk with you. Watch for
to this year at Jordan High!
more information from your
We want to help you make the
advisor.
most effective use of your
time while you are here, and
Seniors! Your transcripts
to assist you with educational,
are almost complete. As soon
vocational, or individual . as they are finished we will
problems which you may
have class ranks and grade
have.
averages for you. You may
PSOS bring in your college apOpportunity Sessions - will be
plications ahead of time,
held on Thursday, Sept. 29,
however, so there will not be a
from 1:30 - 3:00 here at Jorbig rush at the last minute.
dan. Representatives from a
Transcript copies are $.25 per
variety of four-year arid twoindividual copy.

Gaby comparing our climate
with the one she is used to.
During her free time in
Bolivia, Gaby practiced long
jumping and high jumping,
took English classes and had
fun. She and her friends would
go to parties and the movies.
"Parties are different ... we
dance, talk more." Gaby said
that American movies are
usually the ones showing in
the theatres. In Bolivia the
family life is much closer.
Gaby has two sisters and one
brother. One sister is older
and the others younger. Gaby
is living with Amie and Andrea Blackman here in
Durham. "On the weekends,"
the family usually sticks
together rather than do
separate things." Gaby
graduated last year and will
be a chemistry major when
she attends college in Bolivia.
"It's very hard" said
Gaby about the English
language. "Hard to know
people... want to talk to people,
but can't." Gaby's first
language is Spanish, but she
has caught on to English
quickly. She said she
sometimes feels left out when
someone tells a joke and
everyone laughs but her.
"Very hard, but not as hard as
I thought it was when I was
leaving" said Gaby of her life
in Durham. She feels that her
AFS experience has been very
worthwhile so far.

*********************
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Lakewood Shopping Ctr. :
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BARGAIN
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Downtown Durham's Largest Furniture
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AFS exchange students Gaby Salazur and Donna French.
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I it
by Tom Wilkinson
"On belay."
"Belay on."
"Up rope, climbing."
"Climb on."
"&? +-?&+&-? + ?&?+,falling!!!"
"Gotcha!!!"
"I sure as&?-+?&! hope
so."
"Shut up and climb."
"That's why we're here."
"You got it, traverse right
up to those tracks and friction
up to that flake, then you can
mantle."
"Unnh, gasp ..... tension! ! !"
"Hey man, that's all you
get!"
"All right! I got it!!!"
"Is it you?"
"Stop fooling around, of
course it's me."
"Ha, ha. ha ... "
"Am I tied in?"
"Can't you tell?"
"Not with all that crap
you've got tangled up here."
"Just hang loose 'till I can
get you tied in. He, ha, ha,
that's pretty good, 'hang
loose', ha, ha, ha ... "
"All right, all right, just
settle down so we can set up
your belay. Now what did I do
with that belay plate? Oh,
here it is."
·
"Whew, you scared me."
"Hand me that carabiner
and get ready to climb."
"How's the water holding
out?"
"Fine, belay on."
''Climbing.''
"Climb on."
"Don't go so fast!"
"Don't work so slow
then."
"How are you doing?"
"Fine, how are you?" .
Hilarious."
"Belay off."
"Off belay."
The preceding conversation illustrates the
language of the rockclimber,
who is the master of the
mountain, and sometimes the
fool on the hill. The technical
terms are designed to be
concise and infallible, such as
the question, "On belay?" A
belay is the climber's

286-2295 - Phone
1218 Broad Street

Across from Watts Hosp.

protection as he ascends,
consisting of a rope around his
or her waist or attached to a
seat harness. The purpose is
obvious, to stop a fall, or at
least shorten it. In this
question, the climber is asking
to find out if he is being
belayed. An answer of "Belay
on" would mean that is being
belayed, no answer would
mean the oppositie. After the
climber is sure of his safety,
he may climb, indicating that
he is by shouting "Climbing"
to which his belayer replies
"Climb on" if everything still
checks out. If a climber feels
himself beginning to fall, he
screams, "Falling!", alerting
the belayer to hold whoever is
falling. A traverse is a
horizontal or sideways move
on rocks. Tracks are raised

5
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lines along the rock that may
be created by strata. A flake is
a raised portion of rock which
forms either a ledge or a
crack or gully. Friction . is
when a climber uses his legs
and feet to ascend by friction
created from his weight being
kept directly over his feet.
when a climber mantles, he is
climbing onto a ledge which
may be over his head and is
definitely over his chest.
When a climber if "tied in,"
he is connected, by one means
or another, to the mountain.
Tension means keeping a tight
rope.
The equipment used by
the average climber is not
very complicated in itself,
although its use may become
complicated. The most

essential part of the mountaineer's equipment is his
rope. Second would be the
carabiners and other hardware. Carabiners are like
large safety pins which are
used to help tie in the climber,
protect him, or to rappel.
A rappel is the fastest
method of getting down off a
mountain besides falling. It
comes from the French verb
"rappeler," meaning to
recall, because most climbers
rappel on a double rope so
they can take it down behind
them. A piton, another piece
of hardware, is used to hold or
iprotect climbers and is driven
into cracks. Jam nuts or
chocks are used the same way
·but are jammed into cracks.
More advanced climbers
climb in specially made

Review and Preview:.
by Alison Jones
Anyone who has seen
Mike Cross in concert will
agree that the success of the
local singer-fiddler-pluckercomedian is clearly deserved.
Cross is a talented musician
and a great entertainer. His
act, an amalgam of original
music and comedy, cannot be
beat locally.
Mike Cross, a North
Carolina native and a U.N.C.
alumnus, has been featured
for several years in local
nightclubs, particularly The
Cat's Cradle in Chapel Hill
and The Pier in Raleigh.
Unfortunately for area fans,
as his popularity continues to
spread, his appearances
become sparser, and getting
tickers takes more and more
perseverance. Cross's first
album, "Child Prodigy," was
a healthy seller, especially in
the Triangle. "Wisdom or a

Drink," a song from that
album, made the "Top 40"
last year. His second album is
due to be released soon.
Cross's album, however,
falls short of his live performances. It does not
communicate the visual
humor or the· verbal spontaneity of his nightclub act.
The listener also misses his
personal charisma and
audience rapport.
Versatility sparks Mike
Cross's performance. He can
fiddle and pick in the best
bluegrass tradition or relax
into folksongs like "Blue
Ridge Lake" and "Kentucky
Song" about the Appalachians
he grew up in. Cross anticipates his audiences and his
act is calculated to keep their
interest intent. His most
successful tactic is to keep
them laughing by splicing
serious vocals and in-

Sept. 30 <Fri.)
THEATRE: "A Streetcar
Named Desire," 2 & 8 p.m.,
Paul Green Theatre (thru
Sun. Oct. 2)

Oct. 4 (Tues.)
MUSIC: Atlantic Symphony
Orchestra, 8:15 p.m., Page
Aud.

- "Guys and Dolls," Raleigh
Little Theatre (821-3111)

Oct. 6 (Thurs.)
MUSIC: David Bromberg,
The Pier

+MUSIC: Duke Chorale, 8:30
Page
·

MUSIC: Jimmy Buffet, 8 p.m.
Duke
e

FILM: "The Man Who Knew
Too Much," 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Page Aud.
Oct. 2 (Sun)
THEATRE: (see above)
+MUSIC: Duke U. Wind
Symphony, Duke Gardens,
2:30 p.m.
FILM: "The Man ... " (see
above)

FILM: "Streetcar Named
Desire" 7 & 9 p.m.; Bio-Sci.
Aud.; Duke
THEATRE: "I Have A
Dream," 4 & 8:30 Page
Auditorium, Duke
Oct. 7 (Fri.)
THEATRE: "Private Lives"
8 p.m. Durham Arts Council
FILM: "Dog Day Afternoon"
Bio-Sci Aud. Duke 7, 9: 30 &
12

climbing boots, although the
beginner can climb in tennis
shoes. All of the necessary
equipment can be obtained
through outdoor shops such as
"The Trail Shop," and
"Appalachian Outfitters.''
But first, a warning, it is
expensive, so don't buy it
unless you're sure you'll use
it.
There are many areas in
North Carolina which are
open to climbers and already
have routes. Anyone who is
interested should first try to
find others already involved
and climb with them before
going out by himself. Try to
climb with an experienced
climber and learn with him
until you have attained the
required ability to lead.

Mike Cross

strumentals with humorous
songs,
imitations
and
monologues. Cross is a great
mimic, and is able "through
the magic of astro-projection"
to include in his show cameo
performances
by Leon
Redbone, Eric Clapton, the
Munchkins, and many other
celebrities and characters of
his crowded imagination. His
satires of acid rock, blues and
disco ("I won't bother to tell
you the title of this next tune
because as in any good disco
tune the title will be repeated
numerous times during the
course of the song") are
hilarious. Some of his best and
most memorable numbers are
narrative songs that range
from the ridiculous to the
ribald. Man, such as "Dumas,
Texas" and "Mountain
Mean" draw on particular
regions.
Mike Cross's act spawns

What and Where

October:

Oct. 1 <Sat)
THEATRE: " ... Streetcar... "
& "Guys and Dolls" (as
above)

=

SEPTEMBER 30, 1977

FILM: (see above)
Oct. 11 (Tues.)
DANCE: Milwaukee Ballet;
8:00 p.m. Page Aud., Duke
THEATRE: "Shakespeare's
People," Stewart Theatre
NCSU (thru Wed., Oct. 12)
Oct. 13 <Thurs.)
. THEATRE: "Equus," 2 & 8
p.m. Paul Green Theatre,
UNC (thru Oct. 30, except
Mondays)
FILM: "Singin' in the Rain" 7
& 9: 30; Bi-Sci Aud., Duke
Oct. 14 (Fri.)
+OKTOBERFEST-lo a.m.-6
p.m. Main Quad, Duke
THEATRE: "Prvt, Lives" &
"Equus"

Oct. 8 (Sat.)
THEATRE: (see above)

Oct. 15 (Sat.)
THEATRE: (see Oct. 14)

FILM: "The 7 Percent
Solution," 7 & 9:15 p.m.
Page Aud., Duke
Oct. 9 (Sun.)
THEATRE: (see Oct. 7)

MUSIC: Chuck Mangione,
Page
Oct. 16 (Sun.)
THEATRE: (see Oct. 14);
matinee only for "EQUUS"

fanatic fans. There are
several here at Jordan who
have both his albums, rarely
miss his local concerts and
spend their free time
reverently repeating the
lyrics to his songs. Some
claim personal friendships
with Cross (friendships formed by trading obscenities
from the first row).
Even those who have not
spoken to him directly,
however, notice and appreciate his great ability to
interact with and command
the attention of his audiences,
which may be his most
valuable talent. Mike Cross's
next local engagements, once
again at The Cat's Cradle and
The Pier, will be in early
December. Anyone who is
able should go and pay
homage to this really fine
home-grown talent.

••••••••••••
FILM: "Barry Lyndon,"
Page Auditorium, Duke, 6 &
9:30 p.m.
Oct. 17 (Mon.)
FILM: (see Oct.

16)

Oct. 20 (Thurs.)
FILM: "The African Queen"
Bio-Sci Aud., Duke, 7 & 9:30
p.m .
Oct. 21 (Fri.)
THEATRE: "EQUUS" (Oct.
13) & "Indians," Duke
Players, 8:15 p.m. Branson
Theatre
FILM: "Little Big Man " BioSci Aud. Duke 7, 9:30 & 12
p.m.
Oct. 22 <Sat.)
THEATRE: (see Oct. 21)
FILM: "Rocky" 7 & 9: 30 Page
Aud.
Oct. 23 (Sun.)
MUSIC: Durham Cvc. Choral
Society; Baldwin Aud.
+FREE
- all FILMS $1.00 -
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Even A Little Guy Can Score
by Peter Stern
Why, with so many other
sports being offered at Jordan, would someone play
soccer?
According to Brian
Strauss, a junior halfback,
"Even a little guy can score a
goal." Size has little bearing
on one's skill with the ball.
Virtually anyone, male or
female, who really wants to
play, can. Some may say that
the female players would
never play anyway. Well,
senior Sarah Bates, the only
girl on the team, said, "there
is little competition between

me and the boys on the team.
To them, I'm just another
player."
Though fun is the major
emphasis of the team,
everyone works hard and is
determined to improve. Tom
Sigmon, starting center
forward, said, "Since we're
(the team) never too serious,
except for game-time, we
have a lot of fun."
New players should really
work on perfecting the fundamentals," said returning
starter Eric Van Vleet, "and
come to every practice if you
plan on playing."

Most of the players feel
the work for the soccer team
is mostly just "fun." "Even
when the team is doing 100
yards sprints," said Eliot
Smith, "the team is friendly
and fun to work with." Baron
Hoffman, a junior, feels, "If
you can joke about the work
you gotta do, then it isn't so
hard."
The team, as a whole,
feels that being a part of the
team is the best part of soccer.
With that attitude, losing is a
little less painful, and winning
means "It's PARTY TIME."

Gavin Jeffs and Tom Sigmon, members of Jordan's 1977 Soccer
team.

Cross l ountry Trach On
1

by Scott Peters

we've got to start from
scratch to get in shape."

Coach John Gray's cross
country team is in the midst of
a rebuilding year. With only
one returning veteran, Grant
Service, Jordan faces a
number of weaknesses.
Lisa Sherrill placed 7th in the 440 yard dash in the Junior
Olympics this summer.

Jr. Olympics Competitor
by Judy Perry
Lisa Sherrill, a junior at
Jordan, placed seventh in the
Junior Olympics this summer.
She was one of 32 runners
across the nation to qualify.
The Jr. Olympics were held in
Lincoln, Nebraska on Aug.
12th-14th. Lisa competed as a
member of the Durham
Striders under coach Herman
Graham. This past year was
her first year with the
Striders.
Lisa ran in the 440 yard
dash, her time was 55.8
seconds. In the four meets
leading up to the Olympics she
placed first in the three meets
at Cary, N.C. on May 28th,
June 4th and June 11th and
second in the qualifying meet
·
in Alabama.

were the first team in the
state's history to run the mile
relay in under four minutes.
When asked how she felt
about Lisa's accomplishment
Mrs. Sherrill said, "I'm very
proud of her. She likes to do it
and I like to see her do it." The
Sherrills are a very athletic
family--Mrs. Sherrill loves
softball, Mr. Sherrill plays
golf and Bernard ran track for
four years.
Lisa lays claim to 21
trophies, 41 medals, 5 plaques,
2 certificates and many ribbons; several of these awards
she won as a member of.
Jordan track team.

When asked for an
evaluation of Lisa Sherrill
coach Gray said, "She works
hard in practice, which does a
lot
for the team, everybody's
Lisa Sherrill, or L.
trying to keep up with Lisa,"
Sherrill as she likes to be
and, "She's very determined
called, has been running track
once the race starts, she likes
fofseven years. She started at
to win all the time. I apect
the age of nine in hopes of
being like her older brother, . her to be state champ for two
Bernard, who helped her get ilhore,years. As a person,"
Gray
"Well, I-think she's
on the Atoms Track Team in
a
super
person.
She knows
New York. Lisa got first place
she's good, but she's not
in the Women's AAU
cocky." When asked if he
Nationals when she was
thought she would make first
eleven. She set a national
in the Olympics next year
record for the 440 yd. dash, in
Gray said, "Oh yeah, I'm
the 10-11 age group, that
looking forward to much
remains unbroken (59.2 sec.).
improvement out of her."
She is also the North Carolina
State Champion. The state
meet was held in Hoake, N.C.
L. Sherrill says that she is
on May 17th, her time was 57 .9
satisfied with seventh place
seconds. Lisa and the other
because, "I didn't think I was
members of the Jordan mile
gonna make it to the finals."
relay team, Kim Setzer,
When asked if she planned to
Tracy Knight and Leanne
return to the Jr. Olympics she
Stelzenmuller, set a new state
said, "Yep, I'm gonna win
record of 3.59.7 min. They
next year."

The most serious problem
is a lack of depth. "It takes
five strong runners for a good
" cross-country team,'' Gray
stated, "Every year we get
two or three, but we lose too
many." Another is inexperience. "Ya needa couple of
older guys out there who know
how to run." Gray also expressed disappointment with
the amount of summer
training done by the runners;
"Nobody did much running, so

In spite of these setbacks,
Coach Gray still looks optimistically towards the upcoming season. ''There's
nothing we can't improve on
in time. We'll get better as the
year develops.'' Gray is
looking to sophomores Brad
Michelson and Scott Tyrey for
impressive individual periormances. Other members of
the team include Wade
Goodwin, Charles Green,
Charlie Neal, Mike Roberson
and Tom Wilkinson.
The Jordan schedule
includes an expanded conference consisting of Central
and West Harnett, East Wake,

Orange, Southern, Apex,
Dunn, and South Johnston Southern being the favorite.
"We should do pretty well,
some of the schools are having
cross-country for the first
time."
Practices are held after
school on weekdays and "are
usually a lot of long, slow
running ..... about eight or ten
miles,'' said senior Grant
Service.
Personally, Coach John
Gray enjoys track because it's
an individual sport. .. "there
aren't any benchwarmers,
everyone gets a chance to be
the best no matter how the
rest of the team does. 1 think
it's good for the athletes."

1
'

ew Falcon's Comment On Jordan

"I think a lot of
sophomores have cars and
would like to drive, but I
understand that there isn't
enough space ... ", said Pat
Rocker when asked for his
opinion of the driving situation
at Jordan. Sophomore David
Lawrence also expressed his
opinion: "I guess that's all
right wth me, 'cause I'm not
close to getting my license,
but ·1 think any sophomore
who's got his
should be
allowed to drive just like
anybody else." Sophomore
Jeff Bray also thought that the
sophomores were treated
unfairly:
"Let
the
sophomores do the same thing
everybody else can. Don't
give us the tail end of the
deal."

than Githens, where he went
last year. Jay also commented, "Jordan's a lot freer
in the sense of rules."
When asked to compare
the schoolwork at Jordan with
that of her old school, Lowes
Grove Junior High, Sally said,
"Jordan's
better

academically." Jay thought
that homework was heavier
than at his old school.
According to Pat, there is
a need for a nonil}vitational
science club at Jordan so that
the sophomores not invited to
join the Science Seminar
could participate in a science
club.

-Alf

Sc AN o

Sally Berkes, the most :mf'.
fieult thing at Jordan is
"Lunch, 'cause it's not long
enough, 'cause you don't get to
see half the people you need to
see." Sophomore Jay Jaeger
thinks that the best thing
about Jordan is "less classes"

f
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Volleyball Achieves Success
Coach Ann Harris, when
asked about this year's
volleyball team, said "They
are one of the nicest bunch of
girls I've ever worked with.
They're hard workers and
because of that
achieving success. Even if
they weren't winning, they're
the kind of girls who would
keep on working hard."
Sophomores play an
imporant :role on this varsity
team. "All of the sophomores
are working hard and coming
along good." said Mrs. Harris.
She explained, "Susan Overby
starts, and is making a big
contribution. Sheri Shuller, 511, shows potential and is
valuable to our team. Other
sophomores on the team are
Linda Williams and Poo
Toms." The captain of the
team is Donna Winslow.
Seniors are Kathy Tilley and
Cindy Hayes. Junior Taryn

Donna Winslow and Kathy Tilley cheer on Jordan's Velleyball
team.

Popson Talks About Sports
by Bruce Mitchell

The sports program at
Jordan has expanded to include a variety of sports
beyond football, basketball,
and baseball. Coach John
Popson looked back on the
changes he has seen in the
athletic program and gave his
views on the present day
program. Popson,' the athletic
director, has seen the
program go from a basic
three: football, basketball and
baseball to a better choice of
sports, including crosscountry, track, soccer,
swimming, tennis and an
entire girls' sports program.
"Before the expansion of
sports at Jordan," Popson
said, "there were more people
involved in those big three,
now the interest is spread out
more.''
The big three sports are
still considered the most
popular at Jordan and Popson
pointed to the media coverage
of these sports. "Televison
shows the big three sports
more. When attention is given
to the Olympics or those Duke
International Track Meets,
interest in these sports :rises."
Popson feels that in order
for students' interest in the
lesser recognized sports to
grow, the student body needs
to be made more aware of
what's going on in these
sports.
Coach Popson has had a

lot of experience coaching
football and when asked what
he still gets out of it he :replied,
"My greatest satisfaction is in
seeing the progress a student
makes during the year and
from sophomore year to
senior year, both mentally
and physically. I still get a lot
out of it."

Popson said that he hasn't
changed his method of
coaching football. He still
stresses fundamentals to his
players.
Popson looked to the
sports program at Jordan to
continue to expand and to
student participation to rise in
the future.

Rogers is also a :returning
starter.
When discussing
volleyball, Coach Harris
comments, "Like other small
sports, volleyball doesn't get
on T.V. and lacks the exposure
other sports get. People just
don't know the excitement
they're missing. Maybe we
could have an assembly

by Diana Harmon
"We have a lot of depth,
good attitudes, and desire,"
said Coach Baker. She
believes the team as a whole is
":real good," but stated that
inexperience may be a
problem. Although Mrs.
Baker feels there will not be
one star player, she reported
the team has "three players
with great ability" whom she
could not name. Before the
team's first match with
"It doesn't matter if you
win or lose ... until you lose,"
reads a Snoopy poster in Mrs.
Linda Baker's trailer. Mrs.
Baker is Jordan's Girls' tennis
team coach, and if the team
lives up to Coach Baker's
expectations, riot much will
matter this season.

'Size Is Weak Point'
from Southern defeated
Jordan by the score of 41-0.
"This year should be a lot
better than last year, we have
a lot more spirit. And we
should come out with a winning season," remarked Mike
Jones, who is in his third
season of play with the
Falcons. Jones, when asked
about the conference, replied,
"The conference this year is
tougher because we have the
same team as last year plus
more teams ,added, like
Apex."
''Jordan has a more
specialized coacl}ing staff and
a higherlevel of competition,"
observed defensive end and
backing quarterback Rob
Draughon,
a
Durham
Academy transfer. When
asked about the difference in
play between the two schools,
Draughon admitted "Here at

Mrs. Harris summarized,
"We've got as good a team as
any team we've ever had at
Jordan." That's saying a lot
considering last year's team
won a state play-off birth.

Tennis Swings

•"oo• ltall ...................................... ...
"The weak point is our
size,'' remarked Don Hankins
Falcons' starting quaite;
back. When asked how this is
being overcome, he commented, ''The outstanding
quickness of such linesmen as
Mike Jones and Mike Goff
make up for this."
In the opening game of the
season, the Falcons traveled
to Yanceyville to defeat a fine
Bartlett-Yancey squad 27-22.
Larry Jones, who scored twice
and was named by the
"Durham Morning Herald" as
"Player of the week," was a
key to the Falcon's success.
The Falcon's joy was
however, as a
short
Monday mght revelry took
place at Jordan's home field.
Due to rain the previous
Friday, the Jordan-Southern
football game was moved to
Monday night. The Spartans

during sixth period sometime
and show how talented and
exciting these girls :really
are."

Jordan you have to work
harder for your positon and
work to keep it." Hankins
concluded that "Jordan's size
and number may be a weak
point but our desire to win
compensates for this."

Durham Academy, Coach
Baker optimistically
predicted a Jordan victory.
(Jordan lost.)
However, Beth Gehweiler, 1976-1977 Girls' Tennis
Most Valuable Player, was
not as optimistic as her coach.
"A lot of good players from
last year graduated," she
said. Beth also stated Jordan
would have a difficult time
defeating even the weakest
team.
Coach Baker, a Jordan
graduate, is no newcomer to
tennis. She played in and won
city and state tournaments
while in high school. She
played for a Jordan tennis
team, but not in the same
capacity as the girls she
coaches. "I played on the
guys' tennis team until I got
kicked off. Girls weren't
allowed to play (on the team).
It was aginst Durham County
rules."
This year's Girls' Tennis
Team members are: Tracey
Arrington, Kelley Chandler,
Jennifer Dalton, Jackie Dent,
Beth Gehweile:r, Sharon
Hammon, Bonnie Hogue,
Andrea
Padilla,
Susan
Shingleton, Barrett Sloan, and
Laura Williams.

Jordan's 1977 Football team in action. Photo by: Don Burdick.

STONE BROS. & BYRD
FEED, LAWN &
GARDEN SUPPLIES
Serving Durham for 60 Years
Phone: 682-1311
Corner - Washington
& Geer Streets

Student tickets for High
School age and under on sale
at North Gate for $2.50 at
th se home games ...

Time 1:30
Wai ace Wade Stadium

Oct. 1
Oct. 15
Nov. 12

DUKE
DUKE
DUKE

vs.
vs.
vs.

NAVY
CLEMSON
N.C. STATE

Free delivery
Free parking

u
bv Leslie Calkins

· The
Jordan
United
Nations Club will leave for
Washington,
D.C.
on
February 22nd to participate
in a Model United Nations
with other schools from across
the country. The UN, which
will
be
sponsored
by
Georgetown University, will
last until February 26th.
Each school which participates in the model U.N. is
assigned to represent two or
three of the countries in the
actual U.N. Jordan has been
assigned the countries of
Sudan and Oman. Ten JUNC
members were assigned to
each delegation. Within each
delegation, each member was
assigned to a committee.
There are four committees (in
the actual U.N. there are six),
and each one will discuss
various topics in Washington,
after
having
carefully
researched them at home. The
first committee is Political
and Security, which will
discuss the Horn of Africa <a

e

odeI

subject which should be
particularly interesting to
Sudan), general and complete
disarmament, and the Middle
East. The Legal Committee
will discuss strengthening the
International Court of Justice,
rights of transnational corporations, and rights of
journalists in areas of armed
conflict, the Social and
Humanitarian Committee will
deal with the issues of
apart held (relevant to both
countries, due to their
locations),
religious
intolerance
(especially interesting to both Oman and
Sudan because Oman is
strongly Islamic and Sudan is
both Muslim and Christian),
and international adoption,
and the Economic and ·
Financial Committee will
discuss tr:ade preferences,
cooperation
among
developing nations, and debt
problems in the context of
development.
JUNC
delegates
did
research in December and

January at UNC's Wilson
Library, which has official
U.N. documents, deeisions,
and records. Each student
was required to write a
resolution stating a position on
one of the topics with which
his or her committee will be
involved. The resolutions may
or may not be put on the
agenda after reviewal by
Georgetown.
In order to enable the
delegations to become more
familiar with their countries,
Mr. Richard Hill, JUNC's
advisor, arranged for them to
hear speakers,on both Sudan
and Oman. On January 9th,
the Sudan delegation met at
the home of Mr. Hill to
Dr. Gerald Hartwig of Duke
speak on their country. Mr.
Hill served lemon cake and
cider ·as refreshments, and
said of the gathering "I
alwass enjoy an opportunity
to spread my lemon cake
recipe to students in front of a
roaring--question mark--fire."
On J
31st, the

Oman delegation met to hear
Othman Rawaf, a Saudi
Arabian graduate student at
Duke speak on Oman.
Most JUNC members are
looking forward to the actual
trip, having· completed their
research. Said Tom Sigmon, a
junior who is on the Oman
delegation, "All of the
students are very serious
about the representation of
their country. The trip and the
model U.N. meeting should be
very interesting and I believe
that all of the other club
members will enjoy themselves."
Anne Miller, a senior and
Sudan delegate said, "I'm
really excited about going to
Washington because I want to
bum around Georgetown.''
Marion Wilson, who is the
head of the Oman delegation
and a senior said, "I was
reasonably impressed with
the quality of the resolutions
this year and I hope we'll have
some accepted." Remembering last year's trip she
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added, "I hope it's going to be
as exciting as last year and I
hope there'll be no VFW's
('Veterans of Foreign Wars)
this time!"
Mr. Hill also remembered
last year's trip. "Last year we
missed the takeover of the
Justice building downtown by
one week,'' he said. "Of
course, if students take that
home to their parents, we may
be missing a few delegates,"
he added.
Delegates this year are,
for Oman, Marian Wilson
<delegation head), Mary Dale
Abernathy, Sarah Bates,
Tripp Booth, Kim Kylstra,
Karen Papke, Connie Pennell,
Tricia Pursell, and Tom
Sigmon, and for Sudan, Leslie
Calkins (delegation head),
Amie Blackman, Lauren
Chesnut, Kitty Crane, Tim
Dugan, Donna French, R.
"Bart" Johnson, Alison Jones,
Anne Miller, and Sharon
Quarfordt.
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Jordan's Little Broadway
by Walt Pickett

Linda Corrie gets it all down.

DogpatchComes To Jordan
"Hey Abner, didja hear?
Thar's a gonna be one a thum
thar Sadie Hawkins dances on
th' tenth o' March over t' th'
High School."
"Great balls o' fire! I
shore 'nuff hope Daisy Mae is
a gonna ask me t' go!"
That could have been a
scene from Dogpatch, U.S.A.,
the fictitious town in the Lil'
Abner comic strip, where the
Sadie
Hawkins
dance
originated. The only difference between them and
now is that back in Dogpatch,
if a girl caught a guy, he had
to marry her.
Although the girls still
have to ask the guys, there is
no danger of marriage. The
role reversal gives everyone a
chance to experience dating
from a different point-of-view.
Instead of the guy paying for
everything, the girl can pick
up her date and pay his way.
"It's the girls turn to be

rejected,'' commented
Student Council President
Libby McQuay.
While the tradition of the
Sadie Hawkins dance calls for
the girls to ask the guys, it is
not manditory. As a matter of
fact, if you don't get asked or
are too shy to ask anyone, the
Student Council encourages
you to go to the dance stag.
Originally, the Student
Council had planned on having
a Valentine's Day dance, but
they had to change their plans
because of a schedule conflict
with basketball games. There
are also tentative plans for a
concert featuring Arrogance
on the 24th of February, but
nothing has been definitely
planned. There will, however,
be a band at the Sadie
Hawkins dance on March
tenth and according to Student
Council
President Libby
McQuay, "It's going to be the
higgPst dance at .Jordan'"

· Jordan High School's
fourth and sixth period drama
classes presented the plays
"The Imaginary Invalid" and
"Auntie Mame" respectively
during January. The plays
were staged in the Jordan
Auditorium and were the
result of an entire semester of
preparation. In the end,
however, the final result was
very satisfying according to
many of the participants.
Senior Linda Corrie said, "It
was a whole lot of hard work
but I really enjoyed finally
presenting the play."
Mr. Tom Culbreth, drama
teacher, director, producer, to
game show expert and allaround nice agreed with Linda
about the hard work involved.
"The first nine weeks of the
semester in drama are spent

becoming acquainted with
working in front of audiences.
We do a lot of things that
loosen you up, to reduce
inhibition, we do pantomimes,
improvisations, and theater
games." As he put it, "we like
to stir their creative juices."
"The Imaginary Invalid"
was led with performances by
Mike Harris, Andrea Blackman, Kitty Cralle, Monique
White, and Rebecca Dalton.
Mr. Culbreth commented on
the 17th century costume work
done by Ruth Bazemore for
"The Imaginary Invalid,"
"she did first rate job on a
nearly non-existent budget."
The second play which
was
presented,
"Auntie
Mame," required the use of
the entire fourth period drama
class. Kathryn ·.Lutz performed the lead in the play.

a

She was joined by Eric
Bolster, Scott Peters, John
Thompson and many, many
others. A note worthy performance was done by Linda
Corrie in Jordan's most exposing scene ever. Pictures of
this scene have been confiscated, so only those who
were at the play will ever be
able to see it.
Mr. Culbreth was also
very happy
with
"the
tremendous interest
sophomores showed in the
plays .. This is the first year
sophomores
have
been
allowed to take drama and I
was very pleased with their
performances.''
Jordan's next presentation of dramatic interest
will be the upcoming musical
"Annie Get Your Gun" .... make plans to attend.

Jordan Student On AFS Exchange
"I'm going to feel like
Mutt and Jeff!" said Jody
Johnson about her adventurers in Tucson, Arizona.
Jody is staying with Dick and
Peggy Powell and their
daughter Laurie who is 5'11"
tall. Laurie is a junior, like
Jody. She is a member of the
Student Council and very
athletic. "My. host family is
just great--in order for me not
to miss that many days of the
beginning of the semester,
they postponed a trip they had
been planning in order .to pick
me up at the Tucson Airport."
Jody is AFS's first domestic
exchange student. She left
Jan. 22 and will return June
15.
Jody will attend Catalina
High School which has 3,000
students. The school program
is set up with a choice of 150

courses. If another school has
a course not offered at
Catalina, the students are able
to go to that school for the
course. The students have a
choice of 8 schools to pick
courses from. There is year
round snow skiing, tennis and
swimming. Jody's home is
located in the foothills of
Tucson. "My 'mom' said that
where our house is, that it is

really beautiful. I'm looking
forward to seeing it."
When asked about her
feelings on her domestic
exchange, Jody said, "I think
the domestic exchange will be
just as worthwhile as the
foreign exchange. There are
just as many cultural differences in our own country as
there are in foreign countries."

Musical Auditions Begin
Jordan's dramatic
production for 1978 will be
"Annie Get Your Gun,'' an
Irving Berlin musical. The
musical was first performed
in either 1948 or their early
fifties Mr. Culbreth said. It
starred Ethel Merman. The
musical was very popular on
Broadway--over a thousand

performances were given.
Auditions began Wednesday, Jan. 25th. Everyone
trying out had to audition in
two areas. The areas were
singing, dancing and acting.
There are 37 character roles
in the musical. Mr. Culbreth is
acting director, Ms. Mclver
<Continued on Page 4)
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Exam Schedule Endorsed
by Carolyn Penny
The new exam schedule
with
optional
afternoon
review sessions is a vote of
confidence by the administration for the Jordan
students' maturity and sense
of responsibility. Up to this
point, the prevailing practice
of the administration has been
to impose a very rigid set of
regulations which allowed
students little opportunity to
exercise individual maturity
and responsibility. The administration
is
to
be
congratulated on taking this
important step forward in its
relationship with the students.
The exam schedule of
former years involved two
exams a day, with a study
hour before each exam.
Students had to attend the
study hour or they could not
take the exam. In other
words, in order take six twohour exams, students had to
stay for six and one half hours
each day for three days. With
the present system, an individual has the chance to
decide when and how much to
study.
The optional
review
sessions the day before each
exam are highly preferable to
the study hours directly
before exams. One of the
major problems of the old
system was that there were
students who did not want to
study or could not study

during the study hour. This
frequently resulted in an
atmosphere where no one
could study. Much more is
accomplished in the review
sessions with the new system
because of the attitudes of
everyone present and because
there is not the threat of an
exam immediately afterward.
With the elimination of the
study hour before each exam,
the school day is mercifully
shortened. Exams for the day
can be finished and done with.
Granted, it is sometimes
beneficial to look over notes
right before an exam. Anyone
who considers this to be important still has the chance to
do so before school and at the
break between exams.
If students are considered
to be mature enough to handle
the pressure of semester
exams, surely they can
determine their own study
habits. If a study hour is
needed to make students
study for exams, then one
should be held for every other
major test, such as a nineweeks test.
During exams, students
are under extreme pressure.
Students can better prepare
mentally for the next day of
exams when they can decide
for themselves whether to
stay and review with a
teacher, go home and review
by themselves, or just leave

SSHAADDDAP
by Leslie Calkins

ful to their ears is unfair to the
students. This is a searious
problem which should be
realized
by
the
administration.

Students at Jordan have a
problem of which most are
probably unaware, and which
is not unique to them. The
problem is that Jordan
students are occasionally
to
attending
subjected
assemblies where the noise
level may be higher than that
which is safe to their ears.
The human ear is a
sensitive organ, and noise
above a certain level may
caus permanent damage.
Tiny hairs on the scilia of the
inner ear may be destroyed by
excessively loud noise. These
hairs do not regenerate, and
therefore the harm done to the
ear, however small, is earrepairable and ear-reversible.
In fifty years, we may all lose
approximately 35 percent of
our hearing due to repeated
subjection to loud noise.
This noise does not, of
course, consist only of that
heard at Jordan assemblies.
Although we have been
subjected to hearing the
thundering voices of Albert
Long and Harry Epstein, the
high-volumed "Me Nobody
Knows" excerpts, and incredibly loud pep rallies, noise
above the acceptable level
may be heard elsewhere, such
as at certain concerts or in
various industries. One is not
subjected to these noises
involuntarily, however. The
fact that students are required
to attend assemblies at which
the noise level may be harm-
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school and relax. There is a
safeguard for any student who
does not have the maturity to
recognize the importance of
studying: each student must
have his parent's permission
to leave school early.
A less obvious beneficial
side effect of the new exam
schedule is that teachers have
more time to grade exams on
exam days, which will allow
them to use the teachers' work
days to compute grades and
become better prepared for
the next semester.
Jordan students should be
thankful for this expression of
confidence and the chance to
decide
what
is
most
productive for themselves.
The new exam schedule is a
good idea and should be
adopted as permanent. The
administration has shown
wisdom in this decision and
should continue to search for
opportunities to encourage
student responsibility by
reducing regimentation.

Exam Schedule Refuted
This
year's
exam
schedule of two morning
exams with two study sessions
in the afternoon has been
disapproved of by many
students. These students feel
that they need the hour before
exams and the lunch break
between the first and second
exam. They also feel that the
study sessions are generally a
waste of time.
Many students feel that
the study hour before exams is
of crucial importance. This is
when some students begin
"cramming" for their exam
that they had not studied
enough for. Other students
need the hour to refresh their
memory first thing in the
morning before their first
exam and before their second
exam.
Many students feel that
the afternoon study sessions
were not very helpful. Many
teachers encourage students
not to attend the study
sessions. The sessions were to

Student View Poll
Number Polled - Seniors 104, Juniors
97,
and
Sophomores - 136.
Do you agree with this
year's exam schedule, that is,
2 exams in the morning with
afternoon study sessions?
Seniors - yes 83.65 percent, no
16.35 percent. Juniors - yes
82.47 percent, no 17.53 percent.
Sophomores - yes 90.44 percent, no 9.56 percent. Overall
percent - yes 85.7 percent, no
14.3 percent.
How many study sessions
do you plan to stay for? Some 38.3 percent. All - 6.5 percent.
None - 55.2 percent.·
Additional
Comments:
- I don't think it's fair that
students
should
suffer
gradewise just so teachers
can have time to grade
papers. I thought we were
coming to school for the
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be helpful to the students but
were not in most cases. A
majority of students that
signed out early did not go
home to study. They went out
to lunch or went home and
slept.... The two study
sessions after all the exams
were over were not set up well
by the administration. It
seems
like
the
administrations only foterest is
to get rid of the stUdents after
the exams are over.
The study sessions were to
be for the students benefit, not
the teachers. The teachers
workdays are set up to allow
teachers the time to grade
exams, not to grade them
during the study sessions.
Many teachers tlid not want to
be bothered by students
asking questions even though
that is their job, what they are
being paid for. They have
during exams, the weekend
after exams and the two
teacher workdays to grade

m

students' beneJit, not the
teachers' benefit.
- Students should be mature
enough to decide for themselves if they need help.
- I hate the schedule because
I profit greatly from studying
in a group before exams.
- I am a D.E. student and
couldn't possibly stay.
- I think exams should be
given by class i.e. all math
exams on one day, all science,
on another, etc.
- I think it is super and
should be this way always.

::1

exams and calculate grades.
So why can't they be more
helpful to the students?
Some
students
also
disapprove of the twenty
minute break between exams
because they feel they need
more time to relax. Before
there was the study period
then lunch and then the af. ternoon exam. Most students
need more than twenty
minutes of relaxation in the
crowded hallways especially
when you have just had a
difficult exam and are
heading for another.
The new exam schedule
does not take the students best
interests into account. Two
exams in the morning with
only a twenty minute break
between exams is hectic.
Then, there are two relatively
useless study sessions in the
afternoon.
Hopefully
the
administration will listen to
the students disapproval.
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Simon's "The Goodbye Girl"
Alison Jones
· Neil
Simon's
"The
Goodbye Girl" is a rare find:
a well-written, well-acted,
funny movie. Its dialogue is
characteristic of Simon·
consistently witty and
hilarious. Simon doesn't rely
on gimmickery and cheap
shock. for laughs; his comedy,
of which "The Goodbye Girl"
is a healthy specimen, results
primarily from the quality of
his writing. Unlike many
humorists, he does not cater to
a particular subculture, and
so maintains a universal
appeal.
Perhaps
the
distinguishing feature of this
movie, outside of Neil Simon's
creative talent, is the talent
and the uniqueness of its
central characters.
Both
Richard Dreyfuss and Marsha
are
refreshingly
Mason
because they are such a
typical romantic leads .. Both
are
real,
believable
characters and neither is
exceptionally good-looking,
especially by film standards.
Their humanness creates a
special empathy in the
viewers for the characters
they portray. Marsha Mason
is unique in her dramatic style
and interpretation as well as
in appearance. She brings a
certain vitality to the film,
and an individual quality
which is enhanced by her
unfamiliarity
to
movie
viewers.
Richard Dreyfuss is,
however,
the success.
greatest
• ..___________ reason forperhaps
the film's
Neil Simon's characterization
of Elliot Garfield is a wellby

>

Peking Wing Ding
by Meg Martin

A bright spot on Friday
the 13th for the students of the
Russia-China class was their
Chinese dinner, a sequel to the
Russian dinner held in
November. For the 12
students and adults who
braved the weather to attend,
the dinner was worth the
effort. As Mrs. Scott Hill, wife
of Jordan teacher Mr.
Richard Hill, put it, "It's nice
to come out and get someone
else to cook for a change."
Each student prepared a
typical Chinese dish which,
when all the foods were
assembled, turned outto be an
untypical Chinese banquet.
The menu consisted of
Chinese noodle soup, won to
soup, shrimp, Peking duck,
stir fried vegetables, rice,
water chestnut fritters, fried
date-filled won ton and
Chinese tea. In class member
Ron Trevarthen's opinion, "It
was a lot better than the
Russian dinner; the food was
a lot better." Robin Hankins,

hostess, disagreed: "I got
more out of the Russian
dinner because this dinner
was so similar to Japanese
food."
After dinner was over Mr.
William Green, a public
relations administrator at
Duke, gave a slide presentation. on The People's
Republic of China. He took the
when
pictures in 1975
travelled to China with a
group of administrators from
Duke. "The purpose of the
trip," explained Mr. Green,
"was to establish academic
exchanges, but the Chinese
aren't ready for it yet."
When the slide presentation was over everyone left
quickly because of the late
hour and fear of the roads
becoming more slippery.
Summing up the evening, Dee
Dee Donovan was unable to
decide what part of the dinner
she liked best "You really
can't pick something out and
say 'Ah-ha! That's the best'."

aimed satire of the faddy '70's
back to nature boys. Nevertheless, Dreyfuss is so funny
and
likeable
that
his
character's eccentricities are
quickly forgiven. Dreyfuss
steals many hilarious scenes,
notably as Queen Richard III,
complete with lithe and
chartreuse hump, and the
bathroom seduction scene
where the verbal exchanges
between the two leads are
quick and witty, and Dreyfuss
quips with the ease of a
natural comedian.
The young actress who
plays
Lucy,
Mason's
daughter, is a great asset to
the film. She is funny and
appealing
without being
"cutesy,"
and
handles
sophisticated humorous and
dramatic scenes very deftly.
Unlike many child actresses,
she does not seem overbearingly aware of her
charm. She succeeds in
portraying Lucy as a bright,
somewhat worldly little girl
who is, despite her precocity,
very much a child.
"The Good-bye Girl" is a
light film, therefore it does not
have a heavy social or moral
theme. It is the story of a
disillusioned young woman
who rediscovers love and
trust. At the end of the film,
when Elliot calls her from a
phone booth asking her to
come with him, she realizes
that he deserves her trust.
Then she discovers he has left
his guitar with her--an
assurance that he'll be back.
With this reassurance, her
doubts are squelched and she
(and the audience) is consumed in jubilant euphoria.
The movie ends on a note of
promise that radiates to the
audience, which is perhaps a
little more hopeful going out of
the theatre than into it.
Many
would-be
outdoorsmen and women never
get a chance to become real
outdoorsmen and women
because of a lack of
organization, group interest,
or simply transportation to
and from the great outdoors.
For those of you who fit into '
this category, a solution has
finally been found. Most of you
have heard of Boy Scouts and
may shy away from this
organization because of the
type of activities in which they
generally engage. Girls have
the same problems with Girl
Scouts. But did you know
about Explorer Posts? These
groups are an offshoot from
Boy Scouts, but are only open
to
older
members--High
School students, to be exact-and they specialize in different activities, such as
backpacking and other high
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by Karen Kesler
Here I am (the same
reporter who went all over the
school searching for a teacher
who I was supposed to · interview, and never found)
with an assignment to write
about the history of Valentine's Day, only to discover
that it has no history! In fact,
no one knows why it was
named after St. Valentine or if
he even had anything to do
with the holiday. But, in order
to not disappoint anyone, I
have made up a list of possible
reasons why Valentine's Day
was named after St. Valentine.
1) St. Valentine founded
the Hallmark Card Company.
2) St. Valentine liked to
doodle and constantly drew
hearts as an expression of
love, to which his objects of
admiration replied, "Be my
Valentine."
3) St. Valentine was an
early flower child, carrying
posters declaring ''LOVE."
4)
Valentine founded
the Whitman Candy Company

(which specialized in making
weird heart shaped candy).
5) St. Valentine had a
habit of saving old love notes
to show to his friends and brag
about. Since these old notes
belonged to Valentine, they
were Valentine's.
6) St. Valentine was a
former open-heart surgeon
who was later committed to a
meatal institution. He enjoyed
cutting out paper hears and
when complaints were made
about the waste of paper,
attendants said, "Oh, let him
have his day!"
If none of these choices
make your Valentine's Day
especially meaningful, you'll
be happy to know that one
encyclopedia stated that
Valentine's Day possibly
started with the celebration of
a festival called "Lupercalia." This festival, honoring
Juno, the Roman goddess of
women and marriage, and
Pan, the god of nature, was
celebrated by the Romans on
February 15th instead of thP
14th.

Found: Three New Explorer Posts
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adventure sports. Some posts
are even co-ed. Jackpot!
Three new co-ed posts have
sprung up in the Durham
area. They specialize in
outdoor activities, and feature
activities such as backpacking, skiing, rock climbing, and canoeing at least
once a month. The expense is
nominal, all members are
insured, and meetings occur
about once a week. One post
meets at Trinity Presbyterian

Church, one at Epworth
Methodist Church, and one at
Pilgrim United
Church of
Christ. If yoµ are not totally
equipped for outdoor activities, but are interested in
them, a post is a great way to
get started. For more information on the Trinity Post,
call. George Brumley at 4892710, for the Epworth Post,
call Ken Lineberger at 6889416, for the Pilgrim Post, call
Dagmar Herzog at 489-9832.

Feb. - Heart Fund Drive
hv Walt Pickett
· Jordan High School's
service clubs will be busy this
month selling balloons at
South Square Mall in an effort
to help the Heart Fund
Association Raise money.
Every year the Heart Fund
has a month designated as
"Balloon and Tags" month.
February is the month this
year and JHS students will be
helping in the sales. Students
from Northern, Southern, and
Durham high will be covering
the area's other malls and
shopping centers.

Jordan's service clubs
planning to participate in the
sales are Keyettes, Jr.
Civitans, Interact and Keys.
The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes will also lend a hand
in the sale of the bright red
balloons. Young people in the
Alamance County - Burlington
area have helped in previous
years; last year they raised
over $5000 for Heart disease
research. So, if you're in South
Square this month and see
someone you know with a
bunch of balloons, buy one,
they'll appreciate it.
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Girls Basketball

Harris Sees Improvement
by Geoff Spencer

The
Jordan
Girls'
Basketball team's record so
far is 4-8, while their conference record is 4-5. Team
coach Ann Harris feels that
the team will probably go to
the playoffs, but added,
"We've had some injuries of
some key players. Because of
that, they haven't played up to
potential."
Team members this year
are: Lisa Blalock, Tiny
Dowdy,
Jackie Johnson,
Morris, Susan Overby,
Lmda Perry, Mary Ann
Pietrantoni, Sharon Quarfordt, Jewel Ramsey, Beth

Overby goes for two.

weak points, Harris said,
"We're lacking in height, we
need more speed, we need
more outside shooting."
Mary Ann is the only
senior on the team this year.
When asked what it was like,
she said laughingly, "Even
though I get picked on by
everyone, they all admire
me." She also commented
with a smile, "I'm the only
one that can drive to games.
That's the only reason they
keep me."
According to Mary Ann,
the reason for the team's
recent success is "the year
1978. We started the year off
right."

Ray, Lisa Sherrill, Karen
Williams, and Marsha Young.
Since the team has only one
senior, it will lose just one
player at the end of the year.
At the start of the season,
many of the team's members
had never before played
competitive basketball. Coach
Harris commented, "From
the beginning of the year I can
see improvement... They've
really worked on the 1-3-1
press." Junior Linda Perry
feels that the team has also
made a lot of progress on
defense, and Senior Mary Ann
Pietrantoni
commented,
"We're strongest inside." As
far as the team's relative

Falcons Come n Strong
by Tommy Clapp

The tables have apparently turned for the Falcon
roundballers. Jordan is on a
four game winning streak and
unbeaten in '78.
Teams which have fallen
prey to the revived squad are
Dunn, East Wake, Southern,
and South Johnston. Senior
Jamie Walker commented on
well deserved string of victories: "Everything we've
practiced is coming together
and we're doing it right. If we
continue to play like we have
the last four garries, we will
beat anyone."
The winning streak, which
was well deserved, was
summed up by Walker:
"These wins are the result of a
lot of work and deter-

mination."
The
winning
streak began with a home
victory over Dunn on January
3 followed by a win over East
Wake of Raleigh on January 6.
Then Jordan hosted arch rival
Southern which proved to be
no contest for the Falcons.
Jordan won the showdown
with a satisfying 68-53
runaway. Senior Andy Clark
paced the Falcons to victory
with his 6-6 shooting from the
charity line in the closing
minutes to put the game on
ice. Coach John Avery spoke
of the game: "I thought we
played the game of the year."

The real test hit Jordan a
week later when the Falcons
faced conference leaders and
undefeated South Johnston.

Jordan was down at half 33-22
but the Falcons came out after
the half seemingly unaffected
as the Falcons fought back to
take the lead and eventually
go on to win it 60-59 in a
squeaker.
Coach
Avery
praised
reserve
center
Charles
Blackmon,
who
scored all of his 8 points in the
second half and pulled down a
crucial rebound in the final
seconds. When Coach Avery
commented on the contest he
stated: "It was one of the
most unbelievable comebacks
I've ever seen."
The Falcons have 7 more
regular season games before
the 3-A tournament in
February and are now 5-4 in
the conference and 7-8 overall.

Andy Clark reaches for the goal.

Jordan Grapplers Win Conferenee
by Peter Stern

It's not often a school has
a team to go practically undefeated in a sport. Jordan
has had one already, the Girls'
Volleyball team; and is soon
to have another; the Wrestling
team.
No doubt we've all heard
in the announcements each
2nd period about the Joodan
Matmen defeating yet another
opponent. Well, all those wins
have begun to add up. Right
now, Jordan is undefeated in
the conference. They have
beaten arch rivals Northern,
Southern,
and
defending
Conference Champs, Orange.
Actually, the only loss the
team has encountered was to
Northwest Guilford, a highlyranked team from Greensboro. "Barring any upsets,"
said Coach Randy Rogers,

''we should end up 13-1 over all
and 8-0 in the conference."
Not only has the team's
ranking and skill increased,
but so has the school's support, both from the students
and faculty. On the average
last year, 30 spectators
showed for a duel match. This
year, that average is about 65
to 70 people. As many as 100
have showed for a match.
That is quite an improvement.
But,. we should gi:ve credit
where credit is due. "Mr. Sills
has broken his back for the
team this year," said Rogers.
"He got us new uniforms and
the assembly seemed to boost
student interest." And a new
face to the team, Ms. Fran
Ferrell, "has almost been my
assistant," said Rogers. "She
takes care of the business end
of the team so I can do more
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Jordan will host the
Conference
Triangle 3-A
Championships in February.
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(Continued from Page 1)
musical director and Ms. Teer
props and costumes director.
"Annie Get Your Gun" will be
performed on April 14th and
15th in the Jordan auditorium.
In a meeting held for
interested students on Monday Jan. 16th Mr. Culbreth
told the students, "It's the
most fun you've ever had in
your life, it's also the most
work you've ever done in your
life." Mr. Culbreth said
anyone could try out as long as
"you're able to carry a tune."
The two main characters
of the musical are Annie
Oakley and Buffalo Bill. It's a
wild west story. Annie is a
.sharp shooter who runs into
"romantic
complications"
due to her expertise.
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Jellyfish 3 & 1

coaching. She's really super."

records.
The boys' team, led by
Will Donovan, Kris Klingel,
Riggan and Scott Tyrey have
a good chance to realize these
goals. These swimmers have
good chances in the state
finals.
The girls will also be
strong with Tracy Arrington,
Beth
Goodrich,
Dawn
Quarfordt, and captain Kim
Setzer leading the team.
Setzer already holds a state
record and hopes to break it
before the season ends. These
girls hold most of the hope for
the girls team at state.
Until that meet, the
swimmers will be at Duke for
all home meets on each
Saturday. They face Kinston
there with a meet with Rose
following soon after.

Jordan's Jellyfish are in
the middle of the season of
what could turn out to be one
of JHS's finest sports team
this year.
Having only lost to a
strong Chapel Hill squad, the
swim team now has a 3-1
record. They have defeated
North Forsyth twice already.
One of the reasons for the
team's success are the goals
coach Jim Maxwell has set for
them. He believes that both
the boys' and girls' teams
should finish in the top ten in
the state and should have at
least one swimmer in each of
the state championship races.
Another goal for the team
are several team records that
have been set for the team by
Maxwell. Jesse Riggan has
already beaten one of those
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uying An I uana In Three Easy Steps

Experts of buying iguanas
know that one cannot just
walk into a store and ask for
one iguana to go. There are
many steps to follow before
one can ask that simple
question. It is known that
some inexperienced iguana
purchasers have charged into
iguana stores everywhere
completely unprepared. One
owner (owner-manager of
Iggy's Iguanas, Inc.) whose
slogan is "We've sold ninetybillion iguanas and who had
record sales last year. He
<Iggy) celebrated by visiting
the Iguana's Hall of Fame,
located in Matanuska, Alaska,
where he had just been inducted
for
startling
discoveries in the field of
iguana mutations. He made a
wonderful induction speech
but that is a whole new story.
Let's get back to where we
were before. One owner
reported that a customer
walked into a store and asked
for a male and female iguana.
Anybody who is anyone knows
that you cannot ask for a male
and female iguana because

. more iguana owners are far
too bashful to inquire as to
what sex their beloved
iguanas are. Although this
involves nothing more than
asking the iguana of . what
persuasion it is, most iguana
store owners have too much
respect for their iguanas to do
so. Let this be called rule
number one: Never ask
whether an iguana is male or
female.
Another
startling
misconception that future
iguana owners have is that
iguanas are carnivorous. The
very thought of these cuddly
lizards eating meat! Why it is
disgusting! Everyone should
known. rule number two:
Iguanas are herbivorous.
The third rule is simply
this: Make sure that the entire
family is willing to love,
honor, and obey; in sickness
and in health; in poverty and
in wealth; until death do you
part with the iguanas. Iguanas
are very sensitive. They are·
subject to neurosis and
psychosis just as humans are.
If your family is not willing to

Jordan sixth period Drama class interprets "The Imaginary
Invalid" by Moliere on Jan. 5.

Untitled
by Bindu Chandrabose

Lunch is over, and as I
walk into the classroom, I see
him seated in his usual
position by the window. He is
always the first one in class,
seated in the same place,
wrapped securely in his
blanket of untouchability. His
black hair, which is dry,
almost wiry, frames a sharp
face whose best feature is a
pair of long-lashed, grey-blue
eyes. He is dressed in a white
short-sleeved shirt and a pair
of plaid pants of undeterminable age that end at
his ankles, revealing ragged
tennis shoes.
He is, I think, aware of the
fact that someone is watching
him. Although his eyes are

trained of some point
outside the window, his body
is more tense and his long,
slender hands restlessly twist
a pencil.
Class has begun now, and
suddenly, the teacher ·asks
him a question. He gets so
flustered that his normally
broad Southern accent worsens to the point that what he
does
say
is
not
understandable. Someone starts
to snicker quietly. It somehow
spreads and almost surprised,
I find myself laughing. As he
stops talking and turns away,
receeding into his own private
world, I realize why we are
laughing--he has committed
the unpardonable offense of
being different.

live by these rules and you
insist upon buying an iguana,
you will need a small fortune
to pay for therapy sessions at
your
local
iguana
psychologist.
Consider
yourself fairly warned!!
If you follow these three
rules carefully, you will be
ready to walk into your
nearest iguana store (listed in
the Yellow Pages) and ask for

one cuddly, lovable, gentle
iguana to go.
One last note of sorrow .
Iggy (of Iggy's Iguanas, Inc.)
tells of a poor deranged
woman who followed all of
these rules perfectly. She then
proceeded to go to Iggy's II
(short for Iggy's Iguanas,
Inc.) and asked for two
iguanas to go. Iggy was about
to give them to her when ... (sit

down iguana owners for this
will be a terrible shock) she
asked how to skin and cook
them! ! ! It has even · been
reported that where iguanas
are
found
frequently,
inhumane humans actually
eat our little scaley friends.
Iguanas may become
an
endangered
species!
Be
careful, there may be a
phantom iguana eater in your
house, too.

The Differenee Between Smart&Crazy
by Greg Campbell
It has been

my observation that most seemingly
smart people are also crazy to
some degree. Of course
because one is crazy it does
not mean there is "smartness" in that person. Top of
the class'ers know how to
control their craziness with
style. Smart-Insanity is just
when a person does not lopk at
things from the normal point
of view, but from the
Math intelligence is to a
great deal something you
seem to have or you don't. The
smart ones can "rattle-off"
phrases thinking math. The
numbers become thought like
sentences, but slightly more
complex, a matter to be
debated between math and
English professors. To think
in math one needs to learn the
terms, symbols, and systems
of math and later discard
them. A term can then be
easily recalled, sort of like a
GM. After discarding the
confusing terms one can think
algebra, geometry, or maybe
even trigonometry with much
less pain. Thinking numbers,
if that's not crazy, what is?
The English scholar must
also be accredited for his or
her adeptness in cuckoo. '.['he
literature student needs to
understand
the
author's
devices. The authors usually
mean more than they say, a'
case with a definite call for
reading between the lines. To
do this a student would blow
up the situation in a spot that
looks like a possible candidate
for hidden meaning. After
doing so one can begin to
apply any ideas this situation
makes him or her think of,
evil, romances, etc. When the
ideas come back into the

A Plea for

realm of realistic possibilities
one has a clear meaning or
maybe
many
feasible
meanings,
either
some
authors you never know. An
author may not always do the
previous. In such a case a
student would quit looking for
detail and aim for the whole
idea. In other words the
reader stops looking at Rhode
Island and looks at the whole
world instead. After doing
that one can reduce the
concept to where he or she can
understand i.t, about the size of
an orange and then peels off
the meaning. The student
must be warned not to reduce
the world to the size of a
amoeba in which case there is
trouble skinning the idea and
part can be missed easily.
Science is a problem of its
own. It covers quite a few
varied fields. The best way to
handle science is to play pack
rat. The student collects every
scrape of useless scientific
junk information he or she can
get. Believe it or not schools
are shoveling science at us in
order. Because of this what
one learns at any one time
may be used all throughout
school until it becomes
something
of
gigantic
proportion later. Anyone can
be a science pack rat
therefore it is no great
challenge to the truly crazygenius mind.
Now we are down to social
studies. There is absolutely
nothing clever to be said about
this field. That is what makes
it one of the biggest
challenges. To really get
ahead in social studies the
student must want to understand the topic more in
depth than the teachers often
give it, no offense intended.

Removal of SMUT

I beseech of you as normal
decent human beings (well so,
so) to remove that awful filth
from our television. I bet that
you know what I mean ... yes ...
soap commercials. We as a
civilized people cannot allow
the weak ones of our public to
get "hyped" on people in
. showers.
This
pornographic
material exists in many
forms. Our young are seeing it
in vain people who have
trouble getting up even late in
the morning like around six

o'clock a.m. There are those
dumb idiots who can't tell they
need a shower after some
rough horseriding and getting
dusty and filthy!
comThe
shampoo
mercials are just as bad. To
just think of the one with the
naked lady in the woodland
setting should make any
moral person blush. Because
of things like this I urge you to
write
to
your
nearest
television set so that we may
see really dean things on our
T.V.

This is the case unless of
course the teacher says to
know everything. To want to
know that much more, in my
opinion is a definite sign that
one's marbles have gone byebye.
One would of course want
to display all this new found
logic. If one gives an answer it
must be delivered correctly. A
good student should try to
avoid cracking up when giving
an answer, it just destroys the
effect. If one knows that their
answer is stupid he or she
should go ahead and give it
because if one has followed
the previous instructions a
right answer is more likely to
have been born. If one is
really afraid that their answer
is wrong he or she will tend to
whisper it anyway. As far as
showing off goes, it is mostly
for fun. A truly smart or crazy
person is not afraid to give
their idea of the right answer
even if it does make him -0r
her look like an idiot. After
one gets the swing of most of it
the answers are .more usually
right and one is no longer a
part of the normal crowd. One
tends to stand out from the
rest. The heroes of an intelligent show off are the
eternal Mr. Spock and the
today Detective Dietrich of
"Barney Miller."
An understanding of the
earlier mention tactics shows
up like the analysis of a truly
scatter
brained
person.
Anyone who can really understand how to use them will
disect them to be extremely
logical, to be modest. A
student can add a crazy
perspective to school thereby
making it more fun, not
necessarily thrilling, but more
fun. What wouldn't be fun if
one was doing it from a 137 .984
degree angle? By adding fun
to school it becomes more
interesting. When students
are more interested they tend
to learn more. One must keep
in mind that having fun in
class is mostly inside the
students' heads and does not
mean disrupting class or
pinning the teacher up on the
blackboard. This crazy pattern of thought going on, it in
itself controlled so that the
student does not laugh out
loud during a dramatic
reading because they pictured
the teacher in the nude.

---
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How The Mouses Got Santa Out Of Jail
by Carol Gregory
There was a family of
Mouses in the wood and I want
this statement understood.
For don't tell me what your
teacher says in this story,
mice, are called little mouses.
Of course they could quite well
be called meezes or perhaps
I'm mistaken and they are
called sneezes. Oh mouses or
meezes, what does it matter?
Let us get to the story and stop
all this chatter. The story
begins when the mouses were
born. But the story from there
is much too long. I'll start on
that lovely, winter holiday. Of
course it's not in the middle of
May!! Santa Claus; does that
give you a clue? Oh well, I

e
Good Old Days
by Carol Gregory
How nice it is to look back
on those good-old days when
we were children. Everything
was carefree and happy. Not a
thing to worry about.
Remember those happy
times climbing a tree? How
were you to know that the
limb was loose and you would
end up breaking your leg? Oh
those where the days - eating
ice creapi cones, but why did
Mommy yell at you? How
were you to know that the ice
cream would melt and stain
your Sunday clothes? Ah, but
those were the good old days.
Remember the annual school
play? It wasn't .your fault you
forgot your lines and ran off
the stage. After all, when you
have to go, you have to go. But
why did Mommy and Daddy
sit down in their seats and
pretend they didn't even know
you? Those good old days.
Why did Daddy get so mad
when he received the bill from
the Orthodontist? How were
you to know carmel and
peanut brittle was a no-no
when you wore braces? Yes,
for those carefree days.
What fun it was to hit that
tiny white ball with a giant

stick. What fun it was to catch
that oval shaped ball and get
jumped on by ten guys all
bigger than you. What fun it
was to play with those plastic
dolls, that wet all over you
when you fed them water and
said "hello" if you pulled the
string. Oh, for those good old
days.
Those wonderful times
when you dressed all up and
were inspected by those silly
aunts who pinched you· and
told you how much you'd
grownwhen you hadn't grown
an inch. Those good times in
the sandbox that Daddy built
especially for you. Then
coming home and getting
scolded for having sand on
your clothes. Those good
times and long hours at the
piano bench punching those
stupid black and white keys,
and getting your fingers hit if
you pressed the wrong one.
Those were the days. The
worryless childhood days we
love to look back on. The days
of plays, broken legs, busted
braces, pinched cheeks and
melted ice cream. The
childhood days we love, the
good old days.

POETRY
Teenage Going
Suicide

Go away world! You don't
care.
Your rushing pressures
And misplaced worries.
Nobody understands me.
I feel alone and sick.
What's wrong with me?
What's wrong with you,
world?
Let me be me!
Make up your mind Johnny.
You're gonna have to take this
responsibility Johnny.
I can't.
Guns- noisy and hard to get.
Knife- I couldn't
Water- Where, the local pool?
Pills- Pills
Quick and easy,
Go to sleep,
No more,
Good-bye.
--Greg Campbell

Mind Dreams
The dreams of our minds
are like beams of our time,
as if
someone flashed them before
us,
and expect us
to know what we see.
But we don't know
what it is
to

.. \

Goodbye Mommy
Goodbye Daddy
Good-bye Mommy.
Good-bye Daddy.
Pressures on teen-agers are
different
from your time.
Are you pushing me towards
college?
Pushing:
Dope- Alchohol- Kicks.
I've tried to live right.
If I live I'm going to lose my
mind.
I've tried to do well in school.
There never seems to be
enough time.
--Greg Campbell

A Brief Message
INTELLIGENT
WHITE
ONES
you all no longer deny to us
education
INTELLIGENT
WHITE
ONES
you all now look at us with
admiration
INTELLIGENT
WHITE
ONES
we now wish to preside with
you all
and build both
expectations

guess I'll have to tell you. The
holiday (that's not in the
middle of May) goes by the
name of Christmas Day. Now
does it all ring a bell?
Well on with the story I
have to tell. It all happened on
a Christmas Eve. The time
was nearly 11 :03. The family
of mouses were snuggled in
bed when baby mouse saw a
flying sled! At first they are
frightened by a Ho-Ho-Ho! !
Back then of Santa Claus,
many didn't know. How would
you feel to see a reindeer fly.
I'll tell you, you'd be very
much surprised. The mouses
made a trip to the town to see
if this fellow could ever be
found. And alas they found
him in the county jail with a

bag of presents and his face
quite pale.
"He was breaking and
entering" said the laws. The
mouses soon found out that
this was Santa Claus.
He said he set out to do a
good deed. To give toys to
children of those in need. The
mouses would help him finish
his flight. They'd gnaw his
way out of jail. His face was
now rosy, not ghostly pale. It
wasn't long before his fame
had grown all over the world.
He was very well known. And
what became of the little
mouses? Of them there wasn't
very much said. To all mouses
Santa is nice. Only things
have changed, now mouses
are mice.

----Was It---by Greg Campbell
It wasn't love and I realize
that now ... or maybe it was. It
was an infatuation with a
sophisticated dame. She was
an outgoing and dynamic
person, probably more so than
any other person I've ever
known.
Janice
was
a
cheerleader, on the student
council, and in the top five
percent of her class.

Janice and I met first
hour class first day of our
senior year. We were seated
next to each other. I, the army
child who had just moved into
town. The two of us had a

Reflections
The wind blows through ·the
jagged stone
The place I called my little
home,
The sand that whistles in the
wind
Softly lifts and takes me there
To where I played when I was
small.

basically friendly relationship. To be friendly we asked
questions about each other.
Janice had gone through the
same moving routine two
years previous. We had a lot of
things in common.
Janice was a real help to
talk to. She was good at
helping with classwork. When
Janice was free we often had
lunch with a small group of
four or five. There was no way
to have lunch alone with Jan,
she attracted people with her
personality. Janice was a
necessary friend in my life.
My life was one of a
dream.
Maybe someday
Janice and I would do our
homework together. If my
thoughts went out on a limb
we would go out on a date
sometime. Janice was just
what I wanted. She was
smart, liberal, but not radical
and dating her would be fun,
interesting, straight, but not
boring. Janice was a dream, a
beautiful picture, just sitting
there for your taking, then it
seems to flit away.

Janice and I grew to know
each other more every day.
We had to sit next to each
other. I seemed like an admirer to the stage of her life,
honored just to be allowed into
the theater. We moved closer
to each other. In our case
there was no passionate lust,
but a gleem in my life that
seemed to die when she wasn't
there.
I loved the way Janice
moved. She had a sexy walk.
She had a terrific style and a
well controlled body. Jan was
the best cheerleader. Yes,
Janice was lovely, but bright
enough to be so admired. She
was the best.

One day, finally I did get a
date with her. Janice and I
were going to the game and
then a movie. The idea of
dating Janice was nice, but it
didn't make me nervous. It
was just going to be a great
evening, I hoped. It wasn't.
Janice was killed that afternoon in a lousy car wreck.
It's not fair, life. Babe, you
were the best.

And to the children that I
knew;
Go many dreams and songs of
old,
That we once shared
From day to day
To help us pass the time away.
For those who played within
the field,
A time will come
To roam again
To share the songs and
dreams go by,
From which a special hope
will fly.

--Anita Bassett

Wind Emotions
As though blown by wind.
Wind is like one's emotions,
It is felt.
One can only see the force or
expression wind reveals,
but not see the wind.
Like one's emotions, one
doesn't see love or sadness
or gladness, one feels love or
sadness of gladness.
Through the feel of these
emotions, one reveals the
force or expressions of these
emotions.
As though blown by wind.

--G's Transit

G's Transit

. i
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ATBARA GOLDE
by .John Karis
Atbara Golde her hairy,
wrinkled and misshapen old
body, buried in stacks of
Wonder Woman comic books,
was surprised when she heard
a knock on her door.
"Gracious," she said, in
her very special high crackly
voice. "I don't get many
visitors."
She opened the door
slowly, to see shyly standing
in front of her, tear stained in
blue cotton, a little girl, about
eight Atbara Golde estimated.
"My goodness!" cackled
Atbara, "Who are you?"
"Excuse me ma'am"
clutching on to her little girl's
purse, "My name is Virginia
Gretchen McGuire."
"But it is after hours, the
museum is closed."
"I
know
ma'am"
Virginia paused, "I am
Jost!"
"Well bless me!" thought
Atbara. "The poor little thing
must have been wandering for
hours! Do come in! Come into
my humble home."
The little girl walked in
quietly. "You live in a broom
closet ma'am?"
"Uh-yes," Atbara looked
puzzled. "You see-I'm what
they might call a live in
janitor-I take care of the
statues and paintings-but I
prefer to be just Atbara
Golde."
"Hello Atbara Golde."
But then Virginia's attention shifted to the pile of
comic books, as little girls
attentions
do.
She was
mystified as she ·looked in
their colorful pages and was
suddenly frozen, her eyes
glued to an episode in which
"Wonder Woman" wrestled a
giant cobra. "Wowww! Why
haven't I ever seen these
before?"
"Because they don't have
them
anymore,"
Atbara
croaked madly, thinking back
to the day when such "silly
things" as comic books were
outlawed and replaced with
"educational toys" which
were about as much fun as a
telephone book.
She turned back to the
little girl.
"And because they're so
old. They're half my age, and
that's old."
"How old are you, Atbara
Golde?"
Atbara smiled, "I am so
old thatl was around when the
statue of Venus was a slab of
rock! And when the Mona Lisa
was ink on an artist's pallette !
And when Wonder Woman
was only an idea in some
genius's head. That's how old
I am."
"That's old," the little girl
said in deep thought.

"That's why I have this
job," Atbara continued, "I
know all the art works personally. I talk to them! I clean
them! I make them appear
their best and brightest, so aJl
the people may look at them.
Alas, however," she moaned,
"It's too bad the people may
never see the real works of
art."
"But can they!" the little
girl reasoned. "They're all in
the museum."
"No, my little friend.
That's where you're wrong,"
said Atbara. "Do you know
that in this museum alone,
there is a whole vault of
wondrous old treasures - they
just never bothered to put
them out!"
"Why?" asked the girl.
"Because they say they're
of
no
material
value.
Balderdash, I say. They're
wonderful."
"Is that where you got the
picture books?" the girl
asked.
"Why of course," said
Atbara, "Where else would
you find them?"
"Are there· things like
them there?"
"There are thinks like
them, and things ten times
better!" said Atbara.
The little girl, her mouth
wide open, her mind brimming with knowledge, suddenly blurted out the question.
"Would you take me
there? Would you, Atbara
Golde? Please?"
Atbara felt a faint twinge
of satisfaction, deep inside.
This was the question she had
wished to hear for many years
- a question she wished to
answer for many years.
"I would be honored, my
dear," she said happily.
''Wowww!''
The little girl, eyes opened
wide, stared at the vault's
mysterious contents. Twenty
story piles of comic books!
Huge shelves of wonderful
books.
Amazing
objects
spread helter skelter on the
floor!
"This is it, my dear,"
Atbara cackled, "This is the
art no one sees."
·"oh, it's wonderful."
Without any warning, the
little girl ran to the amazing
floor full of objects, and
looked with joy and wonder at
many things.
Atbara smiled, "Pick up
what you wish, my dear! I will
show you all about it."
"All right! All right!"
After numerous accounts
of picking ups and bringing
backs, Virginia decided on
three common things; a
bandaged up screen,
a
strangely old projector, and a
battered reel of film.
"Oh, please show me this,
Atbara Golde," the girl said.

"Of course, my dear,'-'
Arbara crooned. She looked at
the reel.
"This " she said "this is
all that is left of the good
movies and television shows.
They were all destroyed, for
films,''
she
educational
. mocked. "But as always too
few relics - too few chips were
left, and I spent my life
gathering. I made this reel."
Five minutes later it was
show time. Atbara switched
off the lights, and this is what
they saw. Woman says: "I
believe
you
should
do
everything you can.'' ... Foxy
eyed child vomiting on
bewildered priest. Girls says,
"Love means never having to
say you're sorry." Lady sings
"You're so vain." Man and
Woman are talking .. Woman
says, "Banacek, how did he
get the 707 with the million
dollars worth of gold in a six
by four cardboard box?" Man
says, ''Very simple, he just. .. ''
Different man says, "Do you
suffer
from
occasional
irregularity?''
The film ran out. The girl
looked mystified. Atbara felt
satisfied. Then the girl turned
and said, "Atbara Golde, that
was wonderful."
Atbara chuckled and
scratched the hairs on her
chin.
"There are many other
things just as wonderful. Let's
go look!"
And they did just that. For
an unaccountable figure of
time they babbled, hobbled,
bubbled, rubbled, heltered,
skeltered, and more. They
read, sped, led and listened,
glistened, watched, played
and still more. And then after
every book was read, every
page turned, every game
played, Atbara said. "The
best is yet to come." The girl
was bewildered, as Atbara led
her to a small carefully hidden
door in the corner. She opened
the door to observe a room full
of paper. It was just that. On
one side the papers were
categorized neatly on shelves.
On the other side, they were
piled neatly, In the middle,
however, they were helter
skelter on the floor.
Atbara
looked
mysterious. "This is the room
of unpublished short stories,"
she said. "The ones that are
organized are written about
the past, well organized. The
ones that are on the other side
are written about the present,
ready to be organized. But
only when the present is past.
But· the ones in the middle,
they are the important ones.
They are the stories about the
future. Unorganized, for no
one knows how to organize
them. What has not happened
yet, they are the only future
we will know. For when the

future comes, it will not be the
future any more; it will be the
present."
The girl looked with
wonder. "May I look?" she
asked.
"You may,'' squealed
Atbara.
The girl began to flip
through pages of future
stories. She read everything
from ''The Satisfactory Man,''
to "Atbara Golde." ... Atbara
Golde?
She suddenly said, "Atbara, there is a story here
called your name."
"What?" Atbara came to
the spot where the little girl
sat. Sure enough, the wrinkled
pages were marked "Atbara
Golde.'' And here was another
astonishing discovery. The
story was then, each sentence,
each event, was written
exactly as it had happened.
"Quick," said Atbara.
"Let's see how we end:"
Back in the broom closet,
it seemed as though the hours
they had spent had been only a
second.
Atbara announced, "I'm
afraid it's time to go now,
dear. The manager will let
you call your house.''
"But I'm not sure I want
to go," said the little girl.
"But you must! You must
live your life out. Perhaps
someday we will meet again."
Virginia hastened to the
"Goodbye,
Atbara
door.
Golde." Then she turned, her
eyes brimming with tears,
and said; "I love you, Atbara

The Smile
I smiled once

A smile of fright
Because my mind
Was lost
And confused
The smile was fake
Without meaning
Or love
So it continued
Traveling on
Searching eternally for
Another smile

The Clock
His hands rove so slowly
They seem motionless
His face never changes
Yet his sounds are
Continuous, never ending
He sits proudly on his shelf
Without worry or troubles
With no job in life
But to merely tell time.
--Larry Trevarthen

Memories
hy f:rystal Eubanks

I remember the place we
stood when he said good-bye
for the last time. His face
showing no feelings at all.
Trying so hard to hold back
the tears. Wanting to know
how he felt inside. Where did I
go wrong? Wondering if he
will ever think of me again.
Thinking of all the laughter
and tear-time we had, wanting
to remember but wanting to
forget. A sad memory indwells me of the place where
we stood knowing it was our
last good-bye.

That was real.

Love

--Larry Trevarthen

Love
happy sweet
caring understanding
cherishing
trust respect Hell cruel
sad terrible
hate

3000

(.

Golde.'' She ran to the old
woman and hugged her.
woman
felt
The
thoughtful, happy; she had
never known such love. Atbara snorted, "It's time to go,
Goodbye!''
"Why bless me!" said the
janitor on night duty. "What
are you doing here?"
girl.

"I am lost," said the little

"Apparently,'' said the
janitor. "Well, come with me
and you can call home."
"Thank you, sir."
But suddenly the girl
gasped, "My purse - I left it
with Atbara! I'll be right
back!"
She ran to the broom
closet, but Atbara Golde, the
comic books, the whole room
was gone. There were only
brooms and in the corner the
little girl's purse. She had
begun to believe that none of it
had ever happened, but on the
small toy purse was a note,
a.nd it said, "To Virginia
Gretchen McGuire, for her
imagination.'' In the purse
were three things; the Wonder
Woman comic book with the
cobra, the battered reel of
film, and last of all, the story,
the story was entitled Atbara
Golde.
Atbara Golde - a short
story by -- The signature was
smeared.

Gone
The hope is gone,
the love is lost,
and time goes ticking on.
The mind is thoughtless,
the heart is dead,
and time goes ticking on.
The dream has parished,
the cause has left,
and time goes ticking on.
The life is death,
the happiness deceased,
and time goes ticking on.
It won't be long,
till all is gone,
and thoughtless time goes
ticking on.
But even after all is gone,
and nothings left,
Times ticking grows forever
strong.
Times ticking grows forever
strong.
--Crystal Eubanks
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Tree
tall, thick
swaying, reaching, blooming
brown, leaves, bark, green
rustling, shaking, growing
Peacock

Books
thick, bound
lying, waiting, resting
backs, fronts, covers, pages
unseeing, unknowing, unthinking
important, knowledgeable
humans.

-Alan Craig

-Chrystal Eubanks

vehicles
expensive, convenient
speeding, racing, driving
on road, off road, stock, commercial
steering, braking, accelerating
gas-eaters, dangerous
transportation
-Anonymous

spiders
big, hairy
walking, crawling, stalking
legs, fangs, eyes, webs
eating, resting, sleeping
ugly, slimy
insects
--Damon Peak

Bird
swift, small
flying, singing, gliding
feathers, claws, beaks, wings
barking, running, scratching
big, hairy
Dogs
--David Barker

tiger
strong, scary
roaring, clawing, eating
tail, fur, teeth, claws
resting, lying, licking
little, cute
kitten
--Mark Daley

summer
"fun, warm
playing, swimming, driving
girls, music, parties, camp
sleighing, playing working
cold, snowy
winter

Karen
soft, beautiful
charming, loving, laughing
radiant, curious, cheerful, kind
encouraging, enchanting, tickling
funny, witty
wonderfui

--Anonymous

--Anonymous

--Steve Biddy

--Anonymous

BalderdashDroll, exotic
frothing, leaping, drooling
Numbskull, genius - thickheadness, oracle
babbling, shouting, groveling
primevil, sacred
wisdom
-Scott Mitchell

Christmas
fun, joyful
laughing, decorating, cheering
food,
presents, songs
waiting, exciting, visiting
happy, merry
Birthday
-Tessa D.

Ocean
wet, cool
swelling, splashing, swirling
sand, ridges, whirlpools, waves
burning, blowing, sifting
dry, hot
Desert
-Anonymous

--Elena Martinez

.-

--.John Hancock

Thanksgiving
Busy, Happy
Eating, Hunting, Napping
Turkey, Ham, Pies, Yams
Rushing, Planning, Shopping
Joyful, Peaceful
Christmas

Gloria
beautiful, pretty, nice
loving, helping, doing
sheel, heel, tongue, finger
resting, working, going
stupid, intelligent
puppies

Dog
short, stubby
growling, howling, prowling
nails, tail, teeth, fur
feeding, eating, sleeping
cuddly, playful
Kitten

Dogs
large, small .
biting, barking, running
fur, claws, teeth, paws
chewing, licking, swallowing
mean, nice
cat

Space
empty, lifeless
dark, cold, intense, void
closing, hardening, stopping
hard, tight
Death
-Jim Crumpton and
Dian Graig
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THE KIDNAPPING
by John Karis
·The plush green cushions
yielded as Mrs. Carlson
weakly sank into them, her
arms trembling as ·she did.
Her gaze fell upon the neatly
framed photograph of her
child, David,· seventeen years
old. She recognized some of
her own features in his
delicate face surrounded by
his tumbling black hair. Even
in the photograph it hung
untidily over his white
forehead. His brilliant blue
eyes stared coldly out at her
betraying his smiling mouth.
She could still hear the
voice
rasping
out
its
shadowing message, "Your
son if safe ... If you ever want
to see him again, bring $30,000
to ... " She panicked and
screamed into the receiver
that she didn't have that much
money. The voice was pitiless
and advised her to "get it"
and "bring it to Welsburg
Park at midnight." He emphasized to "come alone',. and
"don't call the police or you'll
be sorry." Her throat had
contracted and she could
barely squeased out the words
to tell him she couldn't get
cash that fast. He reluctantly
agreed to wait two days, and
she abruptly heard a click and
a faint buzzing sound.
She had stood dazed,
helplessly
holding
the
receiver in her damp whiteknuckled hands. After a few
minutes it dawned upon her
that she had to do something.
She panicked again and felt
sudden waves of chills and
frightening pangs in her
With her heart
pounding, she numbly dialed
and finally contacted her
husband.
Now, two days later, she
wondered how many others
were terrorized by this man
with the rasping voice. Not
many, she thought; the voice
had been nervous, as if it were
one of the first kidnappings he
had
undertaken.
Thirty
thousand dollars, she mused;
they had to give up all their

The Beauty
Of Poetry

savings for a summer house, a
new car, David's college
tuition, and borrow some
money besides. Her husband,
a tall. heavily built man whose
crew-cut now was streaked
with gray, was the owner of
Carlson Porcelain Company,
which used to be doing well.
Now demand was down.
She hoped David was still
alive; just yesterday she
heard his quivering voice over
the telephone when the kidnapper called again. Scenes of
David came back to her as her
eyes closed with fatigue.
David, a cute first-grader with
a crew-cut his father loved.
David, an athletic ten-yearold, being the super jock of an
undefeated football team.
David, a fourteen-year-old,
highly intelligent. David, a
seventeen-year-old,
always
arguing.
David sat nervously on
the dusty floor leaning against
the rough wood of the wall
onto which his shirt snagged.
He watched the . thick dust
falling in the stray beam of
light coming through the clear
spot in the dirtcsmeared
window. He blew angrily .at
the dust as he thought of his
parents, and saw it dance in
circles and slowly start falling
again. He hoped they were
nauseated with fear and
worry how they wouldn't let
him drive the car, forced him
to wear clothes he detested,
cut his hair to a ridiculously
short length and numerous
incidents. His anger overcame his fear.
At about eleven o'clock,
Mr. Carlson came home,
prepared the money and left,
with Mrs. Carlson, the
comfort of their home to
deliver the money and bring
David back home safely.
Welsburg Park was fifty miles
away. Mrs. Carlson's hands
became moist and cold as she
clutched the smooth edge of
the money filled briefcase.
She had insisted upon going to
welcome back her poor David,
against
the
kidnappers
request for only one person
and her husbands orders. She
kept pressing him to go faster,

.Too Late

I climbed down the ancient rocks

tiny green moss everywhere

to a place; both cool and calm

faster, even though she was
afraid to go faster than fifty
miles per hour, which they
were well over now. She
tensely awaited their arrival
at the park; beads of perspiration began forming on
her forehead. She could tell
her husband was also nervous
and upset by the way he
twitched the thin lips of his
mouth. It jerked to the left
every few minutes.
They passed through the
sickeningly gay lights of the
city and blinking neons of the
stores and were only seen by
the glaring white street lights.
They arrived at the park at a
quarter to twelve. Mr. Carlson
apprehensively decided they
would wait until twelve. He
said she had to r.emain in the
car when he delivered the
money. His mouth jerked
more frequently now. The
minutes seemed to drag
forever. The street was empty
and they didn't hear- a sound
through the open window;
own
tense
only
their
breathing. Every second they
became colder and more
numb.
A white car suddenly
came zooming toward them
at twelve, and abruptly
halted, front window to front
window, both open. They
peered into the darkness of the
car and saw the evil gleam of
a gun. "Give me the money,"
demanded the now familiar
rasping voice. Mrs. Carlson
automatically clicked on the
inside light of their car,
wondering why she hadn't
done it before. Cold blue eyes
stared out at her, this time,
tlie mouth didn't betray them,
but curled thinly in an evil
grin causing them to glint with
hatred. His hand steadily held
the gun, and again he
demanded the money, his
voice changed and youthful.
Mr.
Carlson,
trembling
violently, handed him the
briefcase, eyes darting from
gun to face and to gun again,
gasping, "No, no ... this can't
be true." He opened the
briefcase and checked the
money. His only reply was an
evil satisfied laugh.
The white car zoomed off,
leaving the Carlsons too weak
to follow; Mr. Carlson's
mouth constantly twitching.

I wake up in the morning
by Crystal Eubanks
to the sounding of a bell;
Poetry to me is like ·an
awakening of the mind. A
And jump in time to stop it:
capturement of a thought
Christmases come
Oh
the story k.nown too well!
from the soul. An enand have long gone by
chantment from the heart
with little joy
To drag myself
the
which must be entwined and
in solitude
room
brought forth as one to form ·
the tie that binds
Is somewhat of a chore;
the words of it with vibrant
is lost to one
feelings.
regretfully glad
And when I finally get there,
But to some poetry is a
in solitude
meaning lost on its journey to
I don't even know what for.
life is kind
the minds eye. An endless ride
yet love .is not
I drag myself up to the sink,
with the wind.
so life's enjoyed
And slowly wash my face;
But yet to some the true
in solitude.
worth shows itself in just a
sparkle of an eye or a twinkle
Then
realize that I am late
And now must start my race.
of a star. And so the endless
sky is ours to touch with
:: TRIANGLE NURSERY & :
I run, I dash, I dart and fly;
poetry as it may touch the
* GARDEN CENTER *
To find the bus has passed me
hearts of others in un:: Lakewood Shopping Ctr. :
by!
derstanding.
544-7126 + 489-4386
-Anita Bassett
It is but an encapturement
of but one moment, yet a true
meaning encased in our
hearts forever.
I
.
2000 Chapel Hill Road
I
It is you and me together
as one.
Durham, N.c. 21101
I
I Jewelers 1nc:
'
·
. 489-1492 + 489-6912
I
A thought retained, a
Jewelers Since 1927
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
I
thought shared.
.
Silver; Gifts
I
That's what poetry is to I
me.

Solitude

*********************
.
*
*
**

**

where the water was fallingwater falling all around.

Enclosed in a cave was I
hidden from the trees, hidden
from the bright valley below
in my damp and dark and dim
cave of quiet contentment.
Little could I imagine
what queer and crawling creatures
lying there did share with me
my supposed solitude
as--harmless--they therein did dwell.
Shedding all clothing did I
become, also, a creature
of the woods and the water
standing, shivering, small and white
under the icy torrent.
As I gasped at the coldness,
I breathed the scent of damp rock

old and worn, and tired with wetness-gloriously unconcerned
just as I had now become.
--Anonymous

All Are Against Me
What is the wrong i do,
how have i hurt you,
what have i done that you hate me so,
you use to be a friend,
but now only a foe.
· Why do people turn their backs on me
why can't i see?
·
'
When they see me they run, turn their heads, laugh,
and make fun.
All of you are against me, why?
Please i think I'm going to cry.
All my life I've had this loneliness pain,
i really think I'm going insane.
If i only knew what it is i do,

soi could change, people act as though i had mange.
People treat me like dirt and sand,
can't someone-love me the way i am?
Please help, at least once let me win,
look through my heart as i am, and
just be my friend.
-Crystal Eubanks

a wonderland of jolly fat people rosy and solid, floating, carousing,
ingesting by day, absorbing by night,
luscious, pleasureful, juicy, meaty foods:
oranges, mangoes, and hearty red wines
a warm and drippling picnic--a jungle
of seasons for melons, and of cheeses,
thick and nurturing, of crusty breads, of
delicate pastries, of clear quiet soups ...
floating and sitting, while calming their mouths
resting and dreaming, of frosting and plums.
an indulgent existence--all bloated,
all gorged. all stretched and all fleshily fat.
o joy, to be fat, to be round, and to
delight in a feast of secret desires.
-Leslie Calkins

LICENSED OPTICIANS
Outstanding collection of
exclusive eyewear for the
discriminating individual.
Featuring designer frames
and sunglasses.

967-2020
fvbli,Chopel Hill
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''The Force'' -- An Analysis And A Hypothesis
by Mike Harris
PROLOGUE: Many people
won't read this. Some of those
who do will laugh and pass it
off as a joke and a poorly
written one at that, they will
call me a fool or crazy or both.
Some however, may read this
seriously and think about it
and - perhaps - form their own
THAT'S WHAT
ideas.
MAKES
THIS
WORTH
WRITING.
When Obi Wan Kenobi
explained to young Luke
Skywalker that the "Force" is
an energy field that surrounds
every living being, that it
binds the universe together,
he was in reality echoing not
only the knowledge of a Jedi
Knight, but also he was
voicing an actual theory that
has been developing for some
time.
Since Einstein formulated
his theory of the Unified Field,
which is still being researched
and
checked for
mathematical accuracy, a
growing number of scientists
have been working on roughly
the same hypothesis from
varying directions. Einstein's
theory was, to put it simply,
that there is a unifying force
that encompasses all of
nature, everything in the
universe. It is an energy field
of some sort, probably
magnetic or electromagnetic
in nature, and all matter is
linked to this force. Einstein
was a deeply religious man
and this theory was his attempt to
prove
mathematically
that the
universe was not the result of
a random accident, but had an
overall design, from the
smaHest molecule to the
largest star in the sky.
What this means to a Jedi
Knight, or a Shaolin Priest, or
a Samurai Master, or Minja
Assassin is a possible explanation in scientific terms of

the FORCE, the CHI, the
BUSHIDO, the GIRi, the
power that only certain lieings
of unusual sensitivity : can
come to know and use, and
then only after years of
training.
If the force is electromagnetic in nature, it
would make for the most
simple explanation. The brain
and mind of man is electrochemical in nature, also
electromagnetic! It would not
be too difficult to imagine that
some people who are more
sensitive than other people
have formulated a seemingly
mystical bond between the
electromagnetic energy of
their mind and the larger,
more powerful field of the
universe. This has been called
ONENESS
WITH
the
NATURE by Zen Masters,
and is accomplished through
extensive meditation. The
Shaolin Priests in China went
further,
developing
the
martial art of Kung Fu based
on the natural movements of
certain animals and on the
Chi, the inner strength that
comes with ONENESS. The
longer they practiced and
meditated, the more inner
strength they acquired and
had access to in time of stress.
The Samurai Masters created
a code of strength and pride.
The Samurai faced their
enemies with no thought of
personal danger, no extraneous thought hindering
them - and often as not, they
won! The Ninja Assassins in
Japan had a spiritual commitment to their missions
called GIRL The Ninja
trained from the age of three
in the Ninjitsu Arts of stealth,
weapons, speed, camouflage,
and .... GIRi! GIRi - which
made a Ninja prefer death to
failure of a mission. And - nine
times out of ten - the Ninja
completed their missions

successfully. What these few
examples show is this: at
times in history, all over the
world, from the western
gunfighters of the west to the
martial arts masters of the
east, there have been people
who were in tune with their
body, mind, and surroundings.
To such a person literally
anything is possible, for he
becomes all things and can
control all things that he is.
The normal senses are abnormally acute, but there is
also the sixth sense. The sixth
sense is sometimes called
ESP, which is as. good a name
as any name would be, an
people, at one time in their
lives, experience this. This is
the final sense. A man does
not need the other senses. He
is one with everything.
With such power (most
probably the expansion of the
electromagnetic capabilities
of the mind to merge with the
electromagnetic fields of the
Earth, or the galaxy, or the
universe) a Jedi Knight can
wield a light sabre with a viser
covering his eyes, but with
total accuracy. With such
power a martial artist - a
master - can fight an opponent
blindfolded. A Zen master can
shoot arrow after arrow into
the center of a target - also
while blindfolded. There is an
eighty-five year old master of
_ Aikide who can take on five
military MPs
(combined
weight over 1000 pounds) - and
they can't touch him!
What is this power? I
don't know. I have stated
factual theories and factual
reports of people who perform
<Besides
the impossible.
what's down here you might
consider the egyptian fakirs,
the gunfighters who were said
to have a "natural afinity for
handling guns," how about
Houdini and his "impossible"
escapes, etc., etc.) There are
more examples that you can
count without a calculator.
What is this power? You
can call it the "FORCE,"
"CHI,"
"BUSHIDO,"
"GIRi,"
"-ONENESS,"
"ESP,"
"YIN-YANG,"
"SPIRIT," etc., etc. Or you
can call it Bull. Call it

whatever you want to call it.
One term that might be
adequate would be POWER!
POWER, pure and simple.
There may actually be a way
to see this power with the
naked eye. This way is called
the
KIRLIAN
EFFECT.
Ofcourse, if you see someone
doing the "impossible" you
are seeing the power in use.
To view the power as it normally surrounds something,
you would have to use a
of
special
method
photography known as Kirlian
Photography.
Kirlian Photography and
the Kirlian Effect are named
after their discover, a Russian
expert named
electronic
Semyon
Kirlian,
who
discovered them in the 1930's.
Kirlian Photography is a
marriage
of
perfect
photography and electronics
(the entire technique is to long
to go into here, and frankly a
little complex) when you
photograph an object, a
nonliving object or a living
object, what you see is called
the Kirlian Effect. The Kirlian
Effect is actually an aura of
_glowing, dancing, fire-like

energy which radiates from
the object being used. There
are about six different words
to describe this "field,"
depending on who's using
them, if it's just a conventional physicist, then it
might be termed an energy
emanation which is invisible
to the eye but which exists in
and around the body. The
"energy emanations" (the
Kirlian Effect) are currently
being studied by Dr. Thelma
Mess at UCLA's Neuropsychiatric Institute.
What all this boils down to
is that ESP, Abnormal
Strength
under
Stress
Meditation, the
things that some people
throughout history and, even
today have accomplished, all
these things are related to
each other. As I said before
this power can be called by
many names, what it's called
is not important. What is
important is that it is extremely
possible,
even
probable, that there is an
over-all "force" in the
universe.
THINK ABOUT IT.

A Worm's Eye View Of Autumn
All I can say is
that unless something is done
about the
present situation I
shall definitely leave this
vicinity.
In two months my whole
lifestyle
has had to be revised.
Everyday the weather gets
colder
and crisper;
This doesn't bother me,
but the squirrels are more
irritable
and they foolishly scurry
about
gathering and burying nuts.
They say that this happens
every 365 days.
But I know better
and in my experience this is
new to me.
Of course,
the rain, too, has changed
No more- thunderstorms
or lightning.
My friends have dwindled
because of the weather,

Frozen to death.
I can't nearly keep up with the

funerals.
Then those kids!
Just as I am enjoying
a nice drink of dew
they come clunking all
around me
on their way to school.
Boy, do I have to jump fast
to avoid being a vital statistic.
But the constants have
changed.
The sky
is now a brighter, more
powerful blue.
The leaves are changing
colors, too,
and falling.
They practically smother me
when they come down.
I had a friend who died
because a leaf knocked him
into the water.
The new leaves are
tastier, but
sometimes they are rotten or
I eat so much
I get Heartburn.
--John Karis

Teen-Age N ormaley
by Greg Campbell
I am perfectly ok. Then
why am I sitting in a
psychiatrist's office? I have
absolutely no problems or
worries. The way I've got it
figured, why should I worry
just because she got ------.
I don't have any problems
I can't handle ... except for my
life, my parents, and school.
My parents are not really
impossible to handle. Then
why do I cringe and hide in the
Baron Hoffman in flight.

Night
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PHOTOsynthesis

As God commanded, there
was night,
And the earth was bathed in
silent whispers
From a luminescent globe;
the moon
Softly creeping to bridge the
. gap
Between a busy yesterday and
an
Unfulfilled tomorrow.
--John Karis
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Nightime World
No teddy bear have I,
Nor doll in frilly dress,
Alone in the night,
In my bed in the dark,
I strive to seek my rest.
In times of fear,
No entity to grasp,
Bu_t I bear it,
Nightmares pass.
Peaceful sleep will soon
descend.
But peaceful sleep,
Is but a dream,
And waking with a scream,
With my teddy bear,
To hold tight,
Is an endless, dark night.
With no light in sight.
--Bayla Travis

john when Mom calls? They
only give me a few chores;
dishes, floors, vacuuming,
dusting, clothes, lawn mowing
and trimming and raking and
snow shoveling, wall scrubbing, furniture moving, and
ughh windows. I don't feel
cheated, my sister has to
water the plants occasionally.
Not to mention the clearing
the table and dog feeding
there is, of course, the constant, CONSTANT clean your
room. Maybe I'm just a little
pressured.
School, though, is no
problem at all. There is only a
pop quiz every other day.
- There is a minimum of

\?w

homework from five classes
every day, out of six that is not
bad. Of course the teachers
always say, «What do you
mean you had a lot of
homework?" Believe it or
note, I've gotten used to· it.
The immunity came with the
course on how to resist the
pain of bamboo shoots under
the fingernails.
There is no wonder that I
am in therapy. My life is the
pits. Listen, Dr. Freud, have
you ever considered splitting
the cost of a rubber room?

Morning
Morning glows at the rising
sun,
Night gone, day begun,
Birds fly in fresh blue sky,
Old moon, still out but its
glow has died.
And I, like that dying moon,
awake to life to welcome
this day, collect my wisdom
and go my way.
--Kelly Barr'lw
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Close Up ---

ot Just AToothpaste
by Meg Martin

to go farther in depth into a
Close Up is not just a
topic in government that
toothpaste, it is also a seminar
especially interests them.
on government held in
Participants can also relate
Washington,
D.C.
The
the day's experiences with
seminar, to be held from April
each other and learn the
perspectives of others on
2nd to the 8th this year, is open
to high school students.
topics.
Close Up, a multipartisan
Anne Miller, who went to
last year's Close Up said,
organization, was started
seven years ago. The week
"You meet a lot of different
people from around N.C. (in
long seminar gives students
an opportunity to share · your group) . The speakers
perspectives on government
were qualified in what they
with government officials.
were saying." Kelley ChanStudents talk with Congress
dler, who also attended last
members, lobbyists, reporyear's seminar said, "It was
ters, ambassadors and other
really a good program;
politicians.
Through
everything was organized and
discussions,
participants
the seminars were really
learn how government is
interesting."
constantly changing and
Close Up II is for students
adjusting to new situations.
who have attended Close Up
The seminars give students a
before. In Close Up II,
basic understanding of real
seminarists meet with other
government in Washington.
returning
students
and
Mr. Carpenter, social science
discuss such topics as energy,
teacher at Jordan, says that
urban and commercial afstudents should think about
fairs, global citizenship and
attending Close Up because
the legislative process. The
"They'll learn more about
meetings were held at various
how their government works
sites including the FBI and the
in that week and get a first
Environmental
Protection
hand 'Close Up' view of their
government than in 12 years
Agency.
Any high school student
of school education." He also
with an interest in law,
said that another benefit of
government, social science or
attending Close Up is that
history can attend Close Up.
participants can meet face to
face with senators and
Kelley Chandler suggests, "I
representatives and they can
guess you have to have an
ask them why they voted a
interest in government. You
certain way on a certain issue.
get to meet a lot of people."
Close Up consists of
Not all time is spent on
discussiorn?, formal briefings,
government though. Anne
questioning,
talks
by
Miller said, "You get a lot of
speakers, and workshops. The
free time. We went to the
workshops allow the students
Pentagon and places like that.

We went to a play and a Pizza
Hut one night."
If Close Up sounds like it's
for you, see Mr. Carpenter for
further information. This is
your chance to see your
government in action!

ts
The sun was shining as the
four cars pulled out of Jordan
on their "educational field
trip." Drivers were carefree
as if the packed cars were
somehow guarded against
disaster.
As lead driver Peter Stern
led the caravan of "The
Falcon's Cry" staff out to
Hillsborough, he politely
forgot about turn signals and
the speed limit.
As they pulled up to an old
Presbyterian church to visit a
graveyard,
hearts
were
pumping at the insaneness
that they had just experienced. After a brief stay
at this historic site, the staff
pushed on to the educational
part of the trip--ice skating at
the Daniel Boone Ice Rink.
Staff advisor and driver
Ann Berces was so anxious to
arrive at the rink that she
politely
bumped
Geoff
Spencer's car a couple of
times. No damage.
Once at the rink, the fun
began. Good skaters took to
the ice quickly, while the
remainder or majority of the
clan smiled eager grins of
fear.

JHS Students In Musical Group
by Walt Pickett

The New Life Singers are
a group of young people from
this area who are dedicated in
their presentation of music,
and also enjoy having good
times together. The group now
has over 50 members from
Jordan, Githens, and area
universities. They have been
involved in the presentation of
musicals
and
Christmas
concerts
recently.
Their
concerts have been at Yates
Baptist Church and on Dec. 14
they performed at South
Square. The group sings
mostly
contemporary
religious songs accompanied
by electric guitar, bass,
drums and piano.
Jordan seniors who are
involved in the group are:
Roger
Bowman,
Perry
Cumbie, Donna Dampier,
Allison Derway, Joe Myers,
Walt Pickett and Mark
Woolbright. When asked what
she enjoys most about being in
the group Donna Dampier

replied, "I feel really close to
the people in the group. I like
to travel with them. We have
lots
of
terrific
times
together."
Other Jordan students
involved are Nancy Anderson,
Paula Cato, David Cunningham, Al Dula, Penny
Hinnant, Dee Kistler·, Jimmy
Lloyd, Bobby Pickett, and
Kelly Shelton. Tim Harper
plays electric bass for the
New Life Singers. Al Dula
said, "I like spending a lot of
time with the people in the
group. We're kind of like one
big family."
The group does indeed
spend a lot of time together,
around two hours a week
practicing. They are also
involved in many social
events together. They were
together for a week this past
summer when they went on
tour through South Carolina
and Georgia. The group's tour
in July of this year will take

STONE BROS. & BYRD
FEED, LAWN &
GARDEN SUPPLIES
Serving Durham for 60 Years
Phone: 682-1311
Corner - Washington
& Geer Streets

Free delivery
Free parking

Baron Hoffman, Peter Stern, and Geoff Spencer lounging on the
ice.

them
westward
to
Oklahoma. To fund these tours
they raise money through
such things are car washes.
The church with which the
New Life Singers
are
associated, Yates Baptist
Church, also helps greatly in
sending the group on trips.
The group's concerts are
becoming more and more
popular. Their homecoming
concert after their first tour
was attended by more than 500
people. The group is constantly growing with new
members such as former
Jordan student Chris Ballis
joining the ranks. Chris said,
"Already I enjoy it a lot, and
am looking forward to
traveling with the group to
Oklahoma." Watch for announcements about future
concerts.

But the neophytes went up
on the ice anyway, the two
inches of added height the
least of their worries. Soon,
most everyone (three of four
girls didn't want to skate) was
out having fun--in different
ways.
Connie Pennell glided
smoothly backwards as she
cut "S's" in the ice. On the
more insane side, Baron
Hoffman and Neil Matson
used the new skaters for
target practice, missing very
rarely, while Peter Stern
played crack-the-whip with
Ms. Berces.
Scott
Peters,
Aaron
Thompson and Bruce Mitchell
dove anxiously for the side
rail in the early going before
they got into the hit and run
attitude also. There were first

Special Ed Convention
Julie Hogue, a senior at
Jordan, attended a teaching
convention for exceptional
children in Charlotte on
November 11th. The conference, which was the 29th
annual conference, was called
"Inviting School Success."
"The purpose of the convention was to get teachers
together to show them standard techniques that are being
used now, and also to show
new ideas that have been
developed," said Julie. There
were
many
different
workshops which the teachers
could go to. One workshop was
on teaching styles, another
was about values clarification
and teaching exceptional
children. There was also a
workshop for teaching (and
demonstrating) techniques of
working with parents and
programming for children
with special needs. Other
classes were for students who
are emotionally or physically
handicapped.
The workshop that Julie
visited dealt with the games
that are used in trying to help
learning
disabled
and
educatable mentally retarded
children. "In the workshop we
were shown games which are

Bo.z Scaggs Review -however, shows that this
Then Left'' change
for the better was not
If you are looking for
some
new,
creative,
stimulating music,
don't
bother to check out Boz
Scaggs' latest. "Down Two,
Then Left" is a boring album
filled with unoriginal music in
the style of Scaggs' earlier,
unpopular albums. Scaggs
really pulled one off with "Silk
Degrees," producing a hitfilled album which fashioned
the image of the new Boz
Scaggs,
Scaggs'

time skaters, like Meg Martin
who answered the question
"Have you ever skated
before?" with, "Are you
kidding! I lived in California
all my life."
She didn't fall once,
beating the record of Leslie
Calkins by one fall. This
be
competition
must
disqualified, though, because
Leslie was knocked or pulled
down by another falling
skater.
The new skaters looked
drunk as they pushed their
way around the ice. Very often
one could look around the ice
and see a skater on the ground
or at least tottering.
Proud but exhausted, the
class headed back to their
cars for the leisurely return to
Jordan.

permanent;
Scaggs
has
reverted to his former status
as an artist with few
redeeming qualities.
The album's
biggest
problem is with the song
writing. Perhaps the music
does not provide Boz a chance
to demonstrate his talent;
Scaggs' voice is interesting,
but anyone who could make a
hit out of this music is a real
magician, The
on the album are also
due
the

presently being used for
teaching these children. Then
we were asked to give any
ideas we could think of, of
games that might develop
different skills such as
multiplication tables and
survival skills. The ideas are
compiled and that workshop
makes a book of them," said
Julie.
There were also exhibits
which demonstrated some of
the learning techniques and
devices used. "One thing that
I learned from the trip is that
many of the supplies needed
for helping children with
individual needs are very
expensive."
Julie says that she knows
she eventually wants to go into
some sort of education and
right now she is just putting
the pieces together. "I en.
joyed the conference very
much and it is a good feeling
being given the opportunity to
learn things which we should
be but are not taught in school.
Such as, students can be
important
teaching
instruments, we are available
resources which can make a
significant difference in the
success of school programs."

Two
little good music was written
for the album. There are none
of the wild electric guitar
vibrations in the style of
"Lowdown," and little of the
solid rhythm and dynamic
vocals of "Lido Shuffle'' on
this album. After hearing the
one
does
not
album,
remember any really poor
tracks, but one wishes that he
did not shell out $4.00 (or
more) for some music he
would just as soon never hear
again. Don't
"Down
Then Left,"
you are
to be
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Varsity Basketball
The varsity Falsons have
now won 5 games of basketball in 13 starts. The Junior
Varsity Falcons have won 8
out of 8, the Falcons are 2-4
overall in the triangle 3A
Conference while the J.V.'s
are 6-0.
How does Jordan stack up
in the Conference? "The
teams are tough, but everyone
has a chance to win, no matter
who they play," stated the
Falcon's leading scorer Jamie
Walker, who averages 18.0
points per game. Walker went
on to say, "The Christmas
Tourney in December helped
the team get ready for this
year's games."

Jordan finished . sixth
from a field of 8 in the annual
Christmas tournament, which
was held in the Durham High
gym.
The
Tournament
featured six local teams and 2
out of state teams from
Philadelphia and Canada.
Local teams included Durham
High, Hillside, Southern,
Oxford Webb, and Person
High School.
Some of the high scorers
on the team besides Walker
are 6'0" forward Wade
Goodwyn who averages 10.0
points per contest and 6'3"
Andy Clark,
who
also
averages 10.0 points per
game.

Jordan's Girls' Basketball team shows spirit.

Girls' Basketball Improves
The Jordan Lady Falcon's
basketball team has shown
impressive improvements in
all around play in its last two
games, bringing their season
record thus far to 3-7. "We
play a lot better as a team, we
pass well now, and we're
getting more rebounds than
we used to," said junior guard
Sharon Quarfordt.
With
eleven
games
remaining, the girl's coach,
Ms. Harris expressed her
optimism
for
upcoming

Skiing
by Tommy Wilki!lson

Jon J.ohnson, member of JHS's 77-78 wrestling team, pins his
ears.

Wresiling Tournament
On Dec. 22 and 23, the
Jordan High wrestling team
hosted the Bull Durham
Holiday Classic in which they
placed 7th out of 8 teams.
The teams who participated in the tournament
were Cary, D.H. Conley,
Eden,
Grimisly,
Jordan,
Northwest Guilford, Orange,
and Ragsdale. Jimmy Simpson and Keith Hill placed 1st
and 2nd in their weight classes
respectively.
There were two days of
wrestling competition and
when the teams were finished,
Ragsdale had finished first,
D.H. Conley was second, Cary
third, Grimisly fourth, Eden
Morehead fifth, Orange sixth,

Jordan seventh, and Northwest Guilford placed eighth.
"We wrestled schools that
were very tough," said
Jimmy Simpson. "The purpose of the tournament was
not to win but to give the
wrestlers some tough competition early in the year." "I
think we did pretty good,"
said Greg Mau. "All of the
teams were tough and highly
ranked in the state. We
wrestled against the top five
teams in N.C."
On Jan. 9th, Jordan
hosted Orange who finished
first in the conference last
year. Orange placed one mark
above Jordan in the tournament.

Basketball Sehednle
DATE
Jan. 17
Jan. 20
Jan. 24
Jan. 27
Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
Feb. 13-18

TEAM
At South Johnston
West Harnett
At Central Harnett
Apex
Northern (JV and Varsity Boys only)
At Dunn
East Wake
At Southern
,
Conference Tournament

North Carolina skiing has
become increasingly popular
with Jordan students over the
past couple of years. As
winter rolls in, the talk in the
halls turns to skiing. Rumors
that a favorite resort has gone
bankrupt always fly around
until they are shot down by
experienced skiers who know
that some resorts go bankrupt
every year to get rid of their
debts.
The winter of '76-'77 was a
great one for the resorts,
except for when extreme
weather conditions kept skiers
from the slopes. As of now,
this year's season is unpredictable although snow
was
reported
late
in
November.
Two of the state's most
popular
resorts,
Sugar
Mountain and Beech Mountain are already open to
skiers. Both are located near
Banner Elk, and can be
reached at the following phone
numbers: (704) 898-4521 for
Sugar Mountain, and (704)
387-4231 for Beech Mountain.
All resorts in North
Carolina have slopes which
cater to each level of experience in skiers, such as
beginner, intermediate and
advanced slopes. All skiers
should respect these labels or
risk becoming a statistic in
skiing injuries.
The two primary expenses of skiing (for the
beginner or intermediate who
does not have his or her own
equipment) are ski rental and
lift tickets. Ski rental prices
range from about $7.00 on
weekdays
to $12.00
on
weekends and holidays. The
lift ticket is the little tag you
wear on your jacket which
enables you to ride the lift to
the top of the mountain. The

games against Orange and
points. Susan Overby added
Southern. Jordan defeated
eleven.
Orange in their first match-up
Jordan's girls must finish
by a single point.
within the top five in the
In the squads most recent
conference if they are to ·
game at press time, versus
compete in the conference
East Wake, the Falcon's came
tournament following the
out victorious with a 45-37 / season schedule.
The players expressed
score. Sharon stated that
some disappointment in the
rejuvenated spirit and team
turn out of fans at home
play were their greatest
games. Mary Ann Pietrantoni
assets during the contest.
stated that a large crowd
Leading the team in scoring
would be a help to the player's
were Terry Morris and Lisa
attitude.
Sherrill, each getting 14

Latest Turn-on
fortable outside, even if you
tickets range from $8.00 to
are embarrassed on the in$12.00 on weekdays to $14.00 on
side. Insulated underwear and
weekends and holidays. A
jeans are worn by many
skier would also do well to
skiers, despite their tendency
bring extra money for hot
to get wet fast. Ski pants are
chocolate and emergency
the ultimate for protection
expenses.
from
the cold and wet snow,
Those attempting to ski
for the first time may feel . but tend to be expensive. ATshirt, shirt, and sweater under
stupid and embarrassed after
a wool, polyester, or down
busting butt a couple of times.
jacket is usually enough for
Everybody does that! Feeling
the average skier under
free to talk to other skiers and
normal conditions in the east.
share your skiing problems
Add gloves (wool or thick,
will make you feel more at
lined leather), and a tobaggan
ease on the slopes.
or hat and you're ready to ski.
Although a feeling of
Dress warmly, follow the
comfort and security just
trails right for you, and be
takes time, dressing warmly
prepared to have a good time.
can sure help you be com-

Varsity Basketball team

Jamie Walker, puts up two.
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by Neil Matson

Arrogance plays on at Jordan. Photo by: Maynard Conn.

Elections To
by Bruce Mitchell

The student council has
set the dates for the upcoming
student council elections for
next year. The council has set
February 27 and 28 for the
days in which they will
receive
declarations
of
candidacy for the student
council elections. February 28
will be absolutely the last day
they wm accept
these
declarations. March third has
been set aside for the campaign · speeches for every
office.
The
dates
for
the
declarations of candidacy for
the class elections have been
set for March sixth through
the eighth with the eighth
last
day
being
the
declarations will be accepted.
The elections will be held on
March ninth.
The class representatives
will turn in their declarations
from March 13 to the 15th with
the elections 'to be held on the
16th
and
runoffs
(if
necessary) on the 17th. The
sophomore class representatives will be taken with two
representatives from Githens
and one from Lowes Grove to
be allowed, any candidates
from any electfon will be
allowed to begin campaigning
when their declaration is in.

eHe

A new project the student
council is working on for these
elections is a public speaking
seminar. Sergeant-at-Arms
Drew Wyatt explains that
"Last year a few of the candidates ran unopposed for
their offices. We were told
that many people were interested in running, but didn't
want to make the speech. We
hope that this seminar will
help these people to feel more
comfortable
with
public Representative
speaking."
Rodney Roycroft added "We
feel that this seminar will
increase student' participation
in these elections so that
everyone will be better
represented." Ths plans for
this seminar have not been
finalized however, at the time
of this writing.
The
public
speaking
seminar is part of the concern
that student council has in
· this year's election. "We want
this year's election to be
successful so we urge anyone
with any inclination to go
ahead and sign up. It can be
very enjoyable." The last
word
was
given
by
representative Amie Blackman, "Remember," she said,
"running for something is the
best way to get elected."

Jordan students were
treated to a combination of
hard rock, soft ballads and
just plain good music on.Feb.
23 by a professional band
called Arrogance. The band,
which made three albums and
whose latest is entitled
"Rumors," is made up of Rod
Abernathy
and
Robert
Kirkland on electric and
acoustic guitars, Don Dixon
on bass, Marty Stout on piano
and Scott Davidson on drums.
The band both writes and
performs.
Although there was not a
very large turn-out, the
audience at the concert was
very enthusiastic and really
got into the music as the
performance went on. "We
lost about ninety dollars, but I
enjoyed it anyway," comStudent
Council
mented
member Rodney Roycroft.
Arrogance, which has
been together since the early
seventies, has played at
colleges in the midwest,
and down the East coast
all over North Carolina. The
concert at Jordan was the first
time Arrogance has played at
a high school.
·
"The idea of having a live
concert came from someone
in Student Council last year,"

This year's JHS annual,
like last year, was sent to

Council
McQuay.

Maynard Conn, a senior, was
the person mainly responsible
for getting Arrogance to play
at Jordan. "Student Council is
very glad to have had his
help," added Libby. When
asked about his role in putting
together
the
concert,
Maynard Conn said, "I
thought about having some
decent music for a concert,
since I knew the guys in the
band I talked to them."
The comments on the

concert varied. "Really good,
but awfully loud," said Baron
Hoffman, a junior.
Donna Winslow, also a
junior, said, "They're good,
but I don't know any of the
songs they played."
Although their songs are
not currently popular across
the country, Arrogance has
had a single for air play entitled "Open Window" which
made the Billboard charts.
But, with their talent and a
little luck, people will be
hearing a lot more from
Arrogance.

Julie Shoeing, AFS Exchange Student from Dewitt, Iowa. Photo
by: Jim Crumpton.

Julie Shoeing---------

AFS Domestic Exchange' Students
by Connie Pennell
The
American Field
Service and Jordan High
School would like to wekome
Julie Shoeing, our domestic
exchange
student
from
Dewitt, Iowa. Julie is staying
with Donna Winslow until the
end of the semester. Julie is a
junior and is often over heard
saying "you guys talk funny."
Dewitt, Iowa is a small
town with about 4,000 people.
The land is flat with one major
difference for Julie. "We have

Yearbook Sent To Printers
by Karen Kesler
When asked what this
year's yearbook will look like,
Talon advisor Miss Rachel
Simon said, "Oh oval, I think,
and the colors are puce (red)
and
chartreuse
(yellowgreen)." Miss Simon also
stated that the yearbook this
year will be the same size as
last year (212 pages) and that
one strong point was the
"constant effort to get more
people in the book."

said
Student
President Libby

Hunter's Publishing Company
in Winston-Salem, in time to
meet the February 4th
deadline. Miss Simon said,
"I'm still dreaming deadline,
deadline, deadline!" Proofs
for the annual will be returned
in about six weeks and the
yearbooks will be issued in
May.

terrific job in spite of days lost
to snow and teacher work
days.
Miss Simon also said that
the school owes a lot to the
families of the students on the
staff for buying boosters and
giving their kids the car to sell
ads, etc.

Talon
advisor,
Miss
Simon, commented that the
yearbook staff worked well
together and that the editor,
Beth Goodrich, (a "quiet
worker" but "efficient") did a

The yearbook staff will be
spending the remainder of the
school year putting together a
supplement to the annual,
called The Tailfeather, which
will be enlarged this year by
eight pages.

no hills at home, and you have
more trees." Julie's parents
own a pig farm. Her father
also grows corn, soybeans and
bale hay.
Julie's school in Iowa has
three grades with about 600
students. "Everyone knows
everybody else, and not just
by name and face, but real
well." The students get more
individual attention from the
teacher. The school day runs
from 8:05 until 3:15. The
students are required to take
four classes, then use the rest
of the time as study hours.
Many of the same courses are
offered as Jordan's with more
·of an emphasis on agriculture.
Julie is involved in a lot of
extra-curricular activities in
Dewitt. She is AFS, on the
annual staff, participates in
the science club, Student

Council and cheerleading for
Varsity
wrestling
and
basketball. She plays girls
Basketball, football, and is on
the girls' Golf team. She is
also involved in the Flag Corp,
DDD 4-H Club, 4-H County
Extension
Council,
LYL
(church club), church choir
and mixed choir at school.
Julie's opinion of Durham
is "I love it! The people here
arereally nice and my family
is great."
AFS would like
to
congratulate Amie Blackman,
R. "Bert" Johnson and Lisa
Knops as being selected for
AFS longterm txchange. Mike
Roberson was selected as a
finalist Congratulations to
them, and welcome to Jordan,
Julie!

-----------CLUB HAPPEN IN-GS
weekend
in May.
The
AFS has planned a short
proceeds from this wiU be
term exchange with Knoxville, Tennessee. March 4-12
used to finance an Interact
camping trip during the
the Tennessee people were
following weekend.
here at Jordan. Members of
The Latin Club is planning
the Jordan AFS Club will
travel to Tennessee April 2-9. - a banquet for March. The date
will be announced later.
The Health Occupations
The Sophomore Class. had
Club went to a Health Oca meeting in February to
cupations Congress March 2-4.
initiate plans for next. year's
Interact is having a BarB-Que during
the first
prom.
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Slump Is In The
by Bruce Mitchell
These days spring is just
around the corner and when
spring comes the traditional
spring slump can never be far
behind. When the sun is high
in the sky and the temperature is on the rise it's
hard to think or even care
about the sum of the
AFTER
I
hypotenuse
what the
leading economic indicators
IT'jp1c;,..l "A" .sh.. cler1t
"$lv.11Apie''
1
are. It's a whole lot easier to
;r,.,tev-e,h: sporh 1 s+.....Jc. ...t
lntere.sh:
1 d... ydr.....,....•"fil
look out the window or, better
yet, go out in the sunshine and
co .... .,,.c.d I CDf'<"""-"'!-t-1 qrv ....,.s.
.•
r'"-Y1"1 "1ook4.
try and get a tan. However
Goe<.ls: colleie , /o...., <c:.hoolJ
&o<>.I
"jet dr.,.."k 1
.(..,
don't let these temptations
pol•ht.S) be preS1devd·1
be(!..c:.\., ,do a.s ldf/e Work ..._s
lead you down the path of
,..,c1.,, ..
we.._tj.\.."1"
pos.s1b.leJ slee.p ... ..,+,I 11""".
slothful wickedness because
such a lack of responsibility
If
feel -fha..t '1D""fu a.boue s'f,...,p- could bring bad karma. Also
fow.s 1 dol"l't L<Jorr'1 1 '1ou..r'e 111o+ oJol"\.e.. De
-1-o 'f""t you could flunk.
lo+<;. of
sl<1 hor•,.work 0-t1d +. . ke. ""Jen'1or Sl<1p i),,_i" off.·
To help our readers walk
the path of industrious
righteousness and escape the
call of the great outdoors we
are offering a few suggestions
and lyrics are well put
Dear Editor,
that should provide the spur it
together. Songs from this
I read the article on Boz
takes to make it through the
album
are
already
being
Scaggs in the Jan. 17th
slump.
played on the radio. I know a
Falcon's Cry and I did not like
lot of people who have Down
what was said about Boz
While you're slaving away
Two, Then Left and they
Scagg's new album Down
at some boring homework
thought it was worth buying. A
Two, Then Left. Whoever
guy who works at the Record
wrote it only stated his opinion
Bar said he played Boz's new
about Boz's new album and
album so many times that he
not other people's opinions.
has worn it out. A radio anThe article said that Down
nouncer from WQDR said he
Two, Then Left wasn't worth
likes it better than Boz's Silk
buying, which is not true. I am
It's not a well kept secret.
Degrees album. If you are Boz
going to tell you my opinion of
Everyone
knows.
Scaggs
lover
buy
his
new
the album and also other
Everyope knows that the
album Down Two, Then Left.
people's opinions since I asked
Student Council is doing a
It's worth it!
them. I think Boz's new album
great job this year.
Kelly
Barrow
is really great and the music

Letter To Editor
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schoolwork. The
obvious
think about how much money
advantage to this system is
you're going to make when
that it doesn't take much work
you graduate number one in
and your little brother is
your class at Harvard Law
probably smarter than you
School. Education means
are anyway. The problem
cash, as you no doubt realize
with this system is you have to
after all the money you've
have money and a little
made over the years in school.
brother. It certainly can pay
More studying means more
off, though, in an imeducation and more education
provement in grades.
means more money. Money
has been an inspiration to
such important well educated
Last, don't worry about it.
people as Evel Kneivel and
The spring slump is perfectly
Billy Carter and what works
natural. It is perverted to
for these two could work for · have to spend time working
anyone at Jordan.
when it's a lot more fun to be
Sit in a windowless room,
outside. As a matter of fact
lock the door, turn on a harsh
any kind of slump is normal.
light, and chain yourself to
So don't worry when you find
your desk. This doesn't do
yourself flunking out. You'll
much good at school where,
have plenty of company and
unfortunately,
there
are
there are plenty of rich,
windows, but it can definitely
successful people who have
work at home. In this instance
gotten
by
without
an
you will have.nothing better to
education (such as Junior
do than study. You'll learn a
Samples and Bill Barlot and probably lol)e some
tholomay). Even if you don't
weight if you try it for hours at
make it you'll do fine.
a time.
Remember there's always
welfare and if you're eighteen
Pay someone to take your
you can collect unemployment
class notes for you and make
or, even better, teach school.
your little brother do your

Student Council Productive

Things Haven't Changed Much
•This editorial was written in
1he 1975-76 school year b:y
David Roberson. Isn't it
1mazing how things haven't
1·hanged much?)
The recklessness and
irresponsibility shown by
Jordan drivers in the parking
lot is, at present, a very real
·danger to many students.
Unless the administration
deals
severely
with
irresponsible drivers, more
accidents -- perhaps very
serious ones -- are all too
likely to occur.
The parking lot is a
natural location for Jordan's
amateur race drivers to show
off their talents. It offers
rough ground, gravel to be
sprayed, mud to slide in,
many obstacles in the form of
parked cars and pedestrians,
and most important by a large
audience. The competition
takes two forms--"obstacle
course" (in the morning) and
"chicken" <in the afternoon).
In the morning, students
drive into the lot at ridiculous
speeds, just clearing parked
cars and pedestrians, and
screech to a halt within inches
of another car. Points are
awarded on the basis of speed,
successful negotiation of close
corners, and driving with
one's eyes closed.
In the afternoon, the
object is to be the first out of
the parking lot. The start is a
Le Mano type, where at a

signal drivers must run to
their cars, get in, and take off.
Ignoring other cars and
students not yet in their cars,
drivers race for the exit.
Those who are unlucky
enough to be in the gravel lot
must force their way into the
line out, leading to exciting
games of "chicken." Extra
points are awarded on the
basic of quick starts and stops
in bumper-to-bumper lines.
The parking lot is a poor
location for such games. In
both the morning and the
afternoon, the lot is a natural
place for students to talk,
smoke, and "hang around."
The fact that there have been
two wrecks in the lot in the
first eight weeks of this school
year is very sobering--one can
only be thankful that no
pedestrians have yet been
involved in accidents.
Assistant Principal
Robert Ham explained that
school policy in cases of
reckless driving is to prohibit
the offender from driving for a
set l>eriod of time. He added,
however, that the rule has
been enforced only twice this
year. The administration
must take its responsibility
more seriously. Unless the
parking lot is patrolled in the
morning and afternoon, and
several offenders dealt with
severely, reckless driving will
continue indefinitely.

Public Service Announcement
Student Council members
have recently begun cracking
down on parking violators.
Students parked without a
sticker will receive a warning
sticker on their first violation.
Council members keep a
record of who they have
warned. If a student repeats
the offense, Mr. Bartholomay

is informed. If the student is a
sophomore, he or she will be
suspended for 3 days.
Otherwise
the
student's
parking privileges will be
revoked for the rest of the
year. If the student drives to
school
after
parking
privileges have been revoked,
they wiil be suspended.

There is no reason why a
few irresponsible drivers
should be allowed to endanger
students and property. Offenders can be identified and
punished easily. The administration is responsible for
the safety of all Jordan
students. Until parking lot
driving is slowed down, the
administration is shirking a
very important responsibility
and taking a very grave risk.

Congratulations
Congratulations to:
The J.V. Basketball team,
coached by Mr. Evans, for
completing a 19-1 record, one
of the best records at Jordan.
The team is No. 1 in the state
(3-A Conference). The team
members were: Brett Bennett, Steve Biddy, Steve
Blake, Dwight Bradford, Ed
Cunningham, Glen Doudy,
Martin
Faucette,
Leroy
Henderson, Jeff Hester, Tony
Johnson, Joe Mitchell, Marvin
Nunn, David Parker, Clint
Rogers, Jason Stover and
Alan Wilson.
All students who participated in "The Falcon's
Cry" newspaper drive. A total
of 4,650 pounds of paper was
collected and "The Falcon's
Cry" received $88.00.
Jimmy
Simpson
for
placing 4th in the state
wrestling.
Those Jordan swimmers
who have reached state
qualifying times for the high
school championships
in
Greensboro: Beth Goodrich,
Carol Robins, Kelly Royall,
Will Donovan, Scott Peters,
Jesse Riggan, Peter Stern,
Ben Thomas, Scott Tyroy.
All people devoting their
time in "Annie, Get Your
Gun."

Student Council's
Valentine mailing service was
an overwhelming success.
They delivered approximately
500 valentines. The project
was innovative, well-planned
and well-executed. Student
Council made the school day
on Feb. 14 what it was supposed to be--a holiday.
On Feb. 23 Student
Council
sponsored
the
Arrogance Concert. This is
what the students asked for.
But the concert was not a
great success which was not
the Student Council's fault.
The concert was well advertised and well-planned.
March 10 was the Sadie
Hawkins Dance sponsored by
Student Council. A change
from the regular guy ask girl
dance. Students were also
encouraged to go stag. Of
course the dance was well

planned.
This
year's
Student
Council has had fresh, new
ideas. It all started with the
Homecoming theme of The
Wild, Wild, West. Throughout
the year they have been
helping in the cafeteria with
selling milk. They also sold
red and blue porn porns at the
basketball game. They took on
a Share your Christmas
project with help from the
various clubs at Jordan. Then,
within a period of one month,
Student Council has sponsored
the Valentine mailing service,
the Arrogance Concert, and
the Sadie Hawkins Dance.
Their projects so far this year
have been creative, well
organized and successful, and
have helped to revive school
spirit.
Here's a message to the
1977-78 Student Council--keep
up the good work! !
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by Alison Jones
The Jordan Ensemble
joined with several choral
groups from eastern North
Carolina Thursday, March 2
on the campus of North
Carolina State University for
a full day of singing under the
direction of Mr. Perry Watson, the director of choral
music at the university.
Beginning at 9 a.m. Mr. Perry
worked on refining the five
pieces which each of the
choruses had prepared for the
festival, building on the prior
work of the individual
directors and adding his
personal interpretations of the
various pieces. From 1:00 to
2:00 p.m., after a half-hour
lunch,
several choruses
performed, some of which
received quality ratings, upon
request, from Mr. Watson.
JHS Choral Music director
Lisa Mciver felt that .the
Jordan Ensemble had too
busy a'schedule to prepare a
performance for that date,
particularly since several of
its members were involved in
practices for the upcoming
school musical, "Annie Get
Your Gun."
The Festival, for Advanced Choruses of N.C.
Eastern District I, was the
first event of its kind that the
Ensemble has attended in
several years. In the recent
past the group has attended
only city-wide festivals. Mrs.
Mclver said that she felt that
Ensemble· "should become

d
involved as soon as possible in
what other state music groups
were doing." She felt that it
would be valuable for the
group to hear other high
school choral groups in the
area, and -to have the experience of singing with a
large group under a different
director. Mrs. Mciver felt that
the experience would be
especially valuable for the
Juniors and Sophomores in
Ensemble, who will have the
opportunity, at next year's
festival, to sing under the
direction of Robert Shaw, a
nationally recognized choral
music director who has
directed such groups as the
Atlanta Civic Choral Society
and the Robert Shaw Chorale.
Most of the participating
choral groups had begun to
order and prepare for the
festival music last fall,
leaving many the time to
prepare additional pieces for
performance at the festival.
Because this was Mrs.
Mclver's first year as choral
director at Jordan, she had
not yet joined the Choral
Music Educator's Association
at the time the festival information was circulated. She
found out about it by contacting the director of choral
music at Northern High
School, and proceeded, in
January,
to
join
the
association and to order the
festival music. The music
arrived late, however, leaving
the Ensemble only 2112 weeks
to memorize 4 pieces of
music: "Johnny We Hardly
Knew Ye" arr. Shaw Barker,
"Silent Strings," by Bantock,

I
for a female chorus, "Ole
Man" by Noah Bartholomew,
for a male chorus, and "3
Songs by Greig." The fifth
piece, "Exultate Deo" was
already in stock at Jordan and
the Ensemble had already
begun learning it. In order to
speed up the learning process,
lunch
rehearsals
were
scheduled. Tenors and basses
practiced separately from
sopranos and altos in order
that both groups be able to
concentrate on learning their
parts.

Penny Pierce, Audrey Green, and Drew Wyatt at rehearsal.
Photo by: Alison Jones.

History Still Alive In Spring
The spring holidays are
approaching just as quickly as
spring has. Many holidays are
celebrated in many ways for
different reasons.
March
17
is Saint
Patrick's Day. It is celebrated
in honor of the patron saint of
Ireland. We celebrate St.
Patrick's Day by wearing
green because St. Patrick
used to use the shamrock to
illustrate Trinity. The holiday
has been observed since
colonial days in the U.S.
Holy Week, the week after
St. Patrick's Day, begins with
the observance of Palm
Sunday. This is the Sunday
before Easter (March 19) and
was first celebrated by
Christians in the fourth
century, as the day Christ
made his return to Jerusalem.
As he walked in, the people of
the city spread palm leaves
before him.
Good Friday, the Friday

before Easter is observed as
the anniversary of Christ's
death on the cross. Having
been observed since the 300's,
it is honored as a legal holiday
in Great Britian and Ireland.
On Good Friday, churches in
Europe tie down church bells
so they cannot be rung. The
Roman Catholics and several
other churches hold a threehour service to recall the
agony of Christ on the cross.
Easter, March 26 this
year, is the final and most
important holiday of Holy
Week. The Christians observe
this day as the day Christ was
resurrected. It is celebrated
throughout the world by
specially
baked
foods,
presents between family, and
different games. The United
States celebrates the day with
egg rolling contests and ,the
traditional hiding of eggs.
April starts out, as it
always has, with April Fools

Day. It began with the French
in 1564 when they used a
calendar which celebrated the
end of the year between
March 21 and April l. The
enactment of practical jokes
were an end of the year
celebration. The calendar has
since been changed but the
day
is
still
observed
throughout North American
and western Europe.
April 21 is Passover, the
Jewish holiday celebrating
the exodus from Egypt which
gave them their freedom. It is
celebrated for seven days in
Jerusalem.
V-E day is observed on
May 8. When it occurred iIJ
1945 as victory over Europe it
caused parades and cheering
for days on end.
The spring ends on a
solemn note with the observance of Memorial Day, to
honor those who have died in
war.

Seminar Sees Stars

Cast of "Annie, Get Your Gun" rehearses. Photo by: Alison Jones.

Turning Oldpapers Into Newspapers
by Carolyn Penny
"The Falcon's Cry" staff
sponsored a paper drive
February 22-24 to raise
money. The Paper Stock
Dealers, Inc. supplied a
dumpster and then paid 38
dollars for each ton of paper.
Each staff member collected
newspapers from at least ten
homes.
Newspapers
and
phone books without covers
were acceptable.
It costs 200 dollars to
publish each issue of "The
Falcon's Cry." The paper has
been accumulating a debt
over the past couple of years.
According to Debbie Foster,
editor of the Jordan paper, the
paper staff needs to make "a
lot" of money. She said, "It's
a losing battle to make a profit

from a paper. It's impossible.
But welre trying!"
Meg Martin, a inember of
"The Falcon's Cry" staff,
brought up the idea of a paper
drive because of the Paper
Stock Dealers, Inc. ad in the

Durham newspaper and her
previous experiences with
paper drives at her California
high school. Paper drives
there were successful even
though Meg's school did not
get paid as much per ton.

by Goeff Spencer
The
Jordan
Science
Seminar attended two shows
at the Morehead Planetarium
in Chapel Hill on Thursday,
February 9. Club members
left Jordan at 1 :00 and
traveled to Chapel Hill by car.
The first show demonstrated the operation of the
planetarium projector. The
club was shown the various
movements the projector
accomplished, and the effects
the movement had on the
positions
of
the
stars
displayed on the dome
overhead. Also demonstrated
were the projects of the sun,
the moon, the planets, and the
various scales used to express
the positions of the stars and
planets relative to one
another.
· The second show dealt
with the creation, life, and
destruction of stars. The club
was shown how a star is
thought to progress through
stages, and how these stages
are thought to appear. The

different types, sizes, temperatures, and intensities of
stars were discussed in detail.
Club advisor David Green
commented that the club
members "learned a fair
amount about the sky." He
also said, "We got out of that
planetarium exactly what I
thought we would get out of it.
a greater knowledge of the
stars."
The best part of the trip
was "the birth of the star bit,"
according to junior, John
Karis. "I enjoyed the part
where the guy with 'all star'
written on his shirt was
dribbling Sa turn." Senior Lisa
Amaya thought that the best
part was "the boom in the
second show. It woke me up."
The show taught Lisa "the
meaning of life."
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One, T o, Three, Testing!
by Meg Martin

Drama teacher Tom Culbreth directs a rehearsal of the cast of
"Annie, Get Your Gun." Photo by: Alison Jones.

High School students have
another test to face. The state
of North Carolina gave a trial
run competency test this year
with the intention of making it
a mandatory
for all high
school juniors next year.
The test was given on
March 1 and 2 of this year to
high school juniors. Different
tests were given to juniors all
over the state though in future
years everyone will take the
same test. The tests given this
spring were experimental and
thus next year's test could be
the same as one of the tests
administered this March or a

No Biz Like Show Biz
by Leslie Calkins

Jordan students will have
the opportunity to attend the
musical "Annie Get Your
Gun," to be presented at
JordanatB:OOp.m. on April 14
and 15. The admission price
will be $2.50.
Jordan's presentation of
the musical is being directed
by drama and English teacher
Mr. Tom Culbreth. The music
in the play will be directed by
Mrs. Lisa Mciver (choral)
and Mr. Jesse Holton (orchestral).
The character of Annie
Oakley will be played by
Audrey Green, while Frank
Butler, the male lead, will be
played by Wade Goodwyn.
Other major, parts include
Charlie Davenport, to be
played by Bob "Bert"
Johnson, Dolly Tate, to be
played by Penny Pierce, and
Buffalo Bill, to be played by
Joe Mitchell.
Drew Wyatt is the
assistant director of the
musical, and his responsibilities include primarily
being a business manager, but
. also handling correspondance
and prompting.
The stage manager for the
production is Colleen Whalen,
and her duties, said Mr.
Culbreth, are "hard to
define." She is in charge of
backstage work, coordinates
Mr. Culbreth's and Mrs.
Teer's (who is helping with
props and set) jobs, sets up
the stage for rehearsals and is
in charge of props. Mr.

Culbreth added that so far the
turnout for people to work on
props had been disappointing.
When asked about props,
Mr. Culbreth said there would
be "some rather unusual
special effects." "One interesting angle (to the
production)," he added, is
that, "these guys are learning
how to shoot. We're taking a
few afternoons to go out to a
target range and practice."
Rehearsals for the cast
have been scheduled nearly
every week day and night
until the performance. A
certain amount of conflict
with scheduled rehearsals is
expected in the future due to
various upcoming club trips.
The orchestra will most likely
not begin to rehearse together
until a month before the
musical is to be performed.
The music for the play
was written by Irving Berlin,
and includes such well-known
numbers as "The Girl That I
Marry,"
"There's·
No
Business
Like
Show
Business," "You Can't Get A
Man With A Gun," "They Say
It's Wonderful," "I Got the
Sun in the Morning," "An Old
Fashioned Wedding," and
"Anything You Can Do."
Members of the cast seem
pleased with what they have
accomplished so far. Wade
Goodwyn commented on
rehearsals, "There's just the
right amount of seriousness
and joking around." He also
said, "I really enjoy working
with the cast because they're

very easy to work with
because they're so experienced. We have a very
talented cast this year." Bert
Johnson said, "Hey, it's a lot
of fun," although he also
added, "costumes will be
expensive.''
Audrey Green is enthusiastic, although she said,
"I'm having a big problem
getting my character to be
raw, with a southern accent-I'm originally from Virginia
so I don't have any kind of
southern accent. I'm not gruff
enough, I'm too feminine."
Developing her character is
Audrey's main concern right
now.
Audrey is confident that
the show will be a success. "I
think it's going to go really
well," she said, "because it's
got comedy and great music.
They'reputting so much effort
into
costumes,
guns,
motorcycles ... "
She also
added that the production is
receiving great publicity so
that "we'll be able to sell
tickets to the public as well as
students."
Wade Goodwyn is also
optimistic about the success of
the musical: "I thinkthe play
is going to be very appealing
to the audience--it's · very
directed towards the audience
as a comedy."

selection of questions from
different tests. Standards for
the test will be derived from
this year's results by the
ComCompetency
Test
mission. The test consists of
two sections: . English and
Math.
Next year juniors will be
required to take the test in the
fall, probably over a two day
period. If a student fails to
pass one or both sections of
the test he will have additional
chances to try in the spring of
his junior year and in the fall
and spring of his senior year
in high school. A student must
only retake the parts of the
test that he failed, but he must
achieve a passing mark on
both sections to receive his
high school diploma.
A student who does not
pass the test during high
school does not have to stay in
high school and he may have
later opportunities to take the
test, receiving his diploma
when he passes both sections.
JHS principal James Sills
commented, "Durham County
does not have an alternative to
a diploma, but I would expect
that to change. He continued
that eventually there would
most likely be a type of attendance certificate for those
who do not pass the competency test, instead of a
diploma."
Remedial programs will
be provided from the date of
the test on for those students
who do not pass the test. There
will be no special recognition
for students who do very well
because the tests consist of
what is a minimum competency and it is hoped that
students will exceed the
mimmum level of basic
competency skills. When
asked whether he thought that
the state held special
obligations to those students
who failed the test, Mr; Sills
replied, "In my opinion, the
state's obligation remains the
same .for all persons concerned. That would be to
provide the best appropriate
educational opportunities for
all students."
The competency test is

not just being adopted in
North Carolina. A number of
other states have either
enacted competency tests or ,
are considering them. The
North Carolina competency
tests are handled through
local school districts, but they
are headed by the State
Department of Education,
who has funded the test
program through recent N.C.
General Assembly legislation.
The Competency Test Commission does the research and
assembling of the test in North
Carolina.
No
competency
test
parallelling the type given in
high schools will be given in
elementary schools. These
students will have their
"annual testing program''
consisting
of
diagnostic
achievement tests developed
separately from the competency tests. These tests are
designed to show how the
students are progressing and
how much they are learning.
Is one feature of the test to
discover how well teachers
are teaching? "I don't really
see that as one of the designs
of the program," said Principal Sills, continuing that in
fact it would be hard to check
teaching from the design of
the test itself.
The test, divided into
sections of math and English,
checks a more practical than
theoretical application of
knowledge. Types of problems
on the math section range
from addition and subtraction
to reading graphs, figuring
interest and sales tax, and
balancing checkbooks. · The
English section
stresses
following directions and instructions. A student's ability
in these areas is tested by
filling in forms, and answering questions pertaining
to instructions given in ads
and labels.
The competency test joins
the many tests that juniors
may find necessary to take.
Though this year's juniors
were "guinea pigs" for the
tests, it will become a. permanent fixture in the lives of
all juniors-to-be.

Jordan Fashion Class Struts Their Stuff

quiche

models mingled at the
reception so that the guests
might have a closer look at the
garments. The guests were
allowed to purchase the
garments after the show.
The models included
Emily Atkinson,
Monica
Baker, Margaret Bagley,
Karen Clifton, Angela· Ellis,
Felisah Farrington, Dwight
Garrett, Sandy Harness,
Bethy Hayes, Frank House,
Angela Hunter, Robin Key,
Rhonda Lehar, Cathy Lewter,
Robin
Lewter,
Anne
Moneyhun, Melisa Oakley,
Susan Richardson, Penny
Rogers, Patricia Ross, Lynn
Sefton, Jerre Taylor, Kathy
Tilley, Debbie Robins and
David Weaver. The clothes
and accessories were furnished by Bernard's Formal
Wear, Burton's Cameron
Village,
Casual
Corner,
Country Gent, Foxmoor,
Hackney's, J.C. Penney,
Motherhood Shop,
Night
Gallery, The Ranch, Brittains
and Hofheimers.
The
fashion
merchandising class puts on a

The

fashion show because it is a
course
There is

by Judy Perry

The
fashion
merchandising
class
spring
fashion show was held
Thursday night, February
16th at the Governor's Inn.
The theme for this year's
show was "Spring Affair."
The show and reception was
from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. The
admission charge was $6.00.
The commentator for the
show was Jan Anderson from
Raleigh. She does shows for
Crabtree Valley and North
Hills, according to Carolyn
Long, fashion merchandising
teacher at Jordan.
The
models
wore
everything from night wear to
formal wear, from swim suits
to bridal gowns. Maternity
wear was modeled for the first
time. Ms. Anderson commented, "Being pregnant is in
this year." There were four
Terry
Eckhart originals
shown. Each model chose
which garments they were to
wear.
Among the hors-d'oeuvres
served at the reception were
swedish meatballs,
bmmy. Photo by: Larry _ lorraine. chinese
and

absolutely no profit involved.
They do what they can just to
"break even" Ms. Long said.
The guys were more involved in the show this year.
Last year they were escort
figures wearing suits and
tuxedoes. This year they not
only modeled the usual suits
and tuxedoes .but also night
wear, casual wear and swim
wear.
The fashion class worked
two weeks in preparation for
the show. Ms. Anderson, the
commentator,
and
the
Governor's Inn had to be
booked in August.
After the show Ms. Long
said, "I thought they were
magnificent. I'm real proud of
them." Susan Richardson
said, with a sigh of relief, "It's
over and I had a ball." Robin
Key admitted, "I was scared
at first." David Weaver said,
"I liked it. It was ftin. I hope
more guys get into it." David
added, tugging at his tux, "It's
hot though." Dwight Garrett
boastfully commented, "Hey,
you know, what can I say.
Ain'tnothin' to it but to do it."
Ella Woods
beautiful
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by Diana Harmon
"Send in the Clowns
There ought to be clowns
Don't bother, they're here."
The man dressed in a red
sequined tuxedo blows a
whistle
and
calls
the
audience's attention to the
trapeze artist.
"Ladies and gentlemen,
children of all ages, in ring
number one, from Hungary,
we have Lazlo Axt and in ring
three, from Bulgaria, the
Yanchovi troupe here to
amaze you on the high
trapeze." Every eye in the
coliseum watches as Lazlo
add Yanchovi perform what
the program calls "a stirring
sortie of aerobatic adagio
combined with a dazzling
demonstration of mid-air
magnitude."
When
the
trapeze artists complete their
act!;, the coliseum darkens. As
if on cue, the red and blue
lights from the toy guns sold
by the ever present venders
light up the arena for a
startling effect. The venders
can be seen moving from row
to row shouting the price and
description of their wares.
The spotlight re-appears
·as ten unicyclists, the King
Charles Troupe, roll into the
center ring for a quick game
of basketball. Their actions
are similar to the antics of the
Harlem Globetrotters on
wheels.
Next the audience is
treated to the tall talent of tiny
man, Michu, the smallest man
in the world. Michu is carried
on stage in a very small box.
He performs the dances of his

Jordan
by Brian Strauss
.
Jordan band members
will make their annual trip
this year to Redbank, New
Jersey from May 11th to the
14th. This will be the third
year the band has visited
Redbank.
The Falcon's trip is part
of an exchange program with
·the Redbank High School. The
Redbank band members will
visit Durham on April 19, 1978
and will perform the next day.
In return, the Jordan band
members will travel to New
Jersey by bus and will stay
with host families from
Redbank High School.

When Jesse Holton, band
director and chief organizer of
the trip was asked why
Redbank was chosen as the
trip's destination, he replied,
"Our past two exchange trips
with the high school have been
very successful." In contrast,
senior band member Rob
Shoaf stated that the reason
for the trip to New Jersey was
"mostly because we didn't
have enough money to go to
Florida."
The band had originally
planned to make the trip to
Daytona, Florida, but according to senior Aaron
Thompson, president of the

dissection of sharks beginning
Jan. 31st. You, as members of
the student body only had the
effects of a foul smell to
contend with.
Many strange events .
occurred to Biology students
other than experiencing the
smell. Some cases of the
sharks biting, winking an eye,
or a twitching of the pectoral
fins were reported before the
scalpel made its slash. One
student
was
overheard
screaming at the shark "Stop
. grinning at me! ! !" More
extensive effects were one
reported possession, playing
catch with an eye lens and
givfog a shark heart for
Valentine's Day.
A chance at playing
"mom" and "dad" was a
major experience for students
who
dissected
pregnant
sharks. A record of eleven
babies in one shark was set.
Excited squeals were heard
from the proud parents as
baby after baby was pulled
out.
Many new events may
happen when the dissection of
fetal

Finally, for the children of
all ages, a menagerie of
clowns appear. Clowns of
every possible size and
description enter ring one for
the clown car capers. After
the clowns have clowned
around for a few minutes, the
lights go down and promise
that another event is about to
take place.
"Ladies and gentleman,
please direct your a tten ti on to
the Whirling Wheel of Death
as Elvin Bale attempts to defy
gravity," the ringmaster
barks into his microphone.
The Whirling Wheel of Death
is a circular, wire mesh cage
eight feet in diameter
suspended on a long arm _40
feet in the air that revolves at
a 70 mile per hour rate. Elvin,
sometimes blindfolded, walks
around the inside and outside
of the revolving wheel. Once,
while walking outside, he
slipped and fell but caught
himself just in time and the
wheel moved around again.

As a dazzling finale for the
first act, all of the Qlembers of
the circus,
dressed in
costumes appropriate for the
underwater theme, come onto
the stage for "Neptune's
Circus." Brightly colored and
sparkling scenery, complete
with bubbles to further the
theme, makes it easier to do
as the ringmaster directs and
imagines the scene as being
underwater.
The circus is complete
with many different species of
animals. For the feline lovers,
there are cheetahs and lions
that perform the usual circus
tricks. For those who prefer
horses, there are man1f different stunts involving bore
seback riding. Of course, as
there must be to make any
circus complete, there are
elephants. There are almost
as many elephants as clowns.
Although all of the elephants
are able to perform many
different tricks, it is obvious
that Anna May is the star of
the pachyderm stunts. For
one stunt, Anna May steps on
a teeter-totter by voice
command and springs her
trainer onto her back. In her
most impressive stunt, Anna
May dances (yes, dances)
around the ring while playing
the tamborine. Seeing is
believing!
The second act, along with
the animal acts, also includes
several acrobatic feats. The
Kenaiovi, Wozniaks, and
Oblockis
Troups
use
springboards to form human
towers. They somersault from
the board to the shoulders of

another member of the troupe
who is standing on top of four
or five other men.
More acrobatics
are
performed on a single trapeze.
The Flying Gaonas, the Flying
Farias, Maria Augustine, and
Elvin Bale all perform different stunts on the trapeze
without nets. The stunts range
from double flips and triple
twists to the heel catch, one of
the most dangerous and
electrifying stunts on the
trapeze.
Between almost every
act, the clowns explode onto
the stage to entertain the
children of all ages who come
to see the circus. Clowning is
not something that comes
naturally. Almost 80 per cent
of the clowns in the circus
attended
the
Ringling
Brother's and Barnum and
Bailey Clown School in
Venice, Florida, where clowns
are taught how to clown.
As the circus draws to a
close, once again everyone in
the cast assembles in the
arena for one final stunt, the
Space Shuttle. In this event
Elvin Bale is shot from a
rocket to a net. First there is a
drumroll, then the countdown,
and finally the explosion. The
circus is over.
"This concludes the Hl8th
edition of the Ringling
Brothers' and Barnum and
Bailey Circus. Thank you and
may all your days be circus
days."
"Send in the clowns,
There ought to be clowns.
Well, maybe next year."

and Plans Exchange With Red Bank

ATTACKING SQUALUS
by Connie Pennell
As the jaws began to close
around her big toe, she could
feel the pointed teeth... Afraid
to open her eyes, she
grimaced at the pain about to
occur ... Taking one last, final
look at the world, her room,
her mom, her big toe - she saw
what was about to end it all ...
Screaming
she
awoke
remembering only that look,
those eyes staring, gawking.
They were eyes she had seen
before, somewhere ...
Arriving at room io2, she,
after taking a quick breath,
entered the foul stenched
room. Walking to her table,
she looked down and saw the
very eye that had looked
longingly at her big toe. Only
24 hours ago, she had cut the
eye in half. She then knew
what had been about to
deca pi ta te her big toe: a small
dogfish shark.
This true
occurence,
names have been changed to
protect the shark, has happened here in Jordan High
School. Any advanced Biology
student can tell of strange
since
the

native country, Hungary.
Following Michu comes a
demonstration of Cossack
horseback riding by three
troupes, the Dimitrovi, the
Ivanovi, and the Donevi.
Russian cossack riding, as
explained in the circus'
program, was developed in
Eastern Europe by Cossack
Soldiers. It consists of
lightning fast leaps, whirlwind
jumps, and heart-stopping
somersaults to and from the
backs
of
specially-bred,
furiously stampeding
thoroughbreds.
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JHS band, the Falcons were
Theater." The band members
forced to change their plans
are selling tickets for the
because of a ·shortage of · production of "Promises,
funds. Thompson said, "The
Promises" in order to raise
band had big fund raising
more money. Holton added
drive selling fruit right before
that, "The general costs of the
Christmas of which cleared
band must be met first. The
4000 dollars. We are presently
remainder of the money can
leasing the Village Dinner
then be used to finance the

New Jersey trip."
The Falcons will also
spend a day in New York,
according to Thompson. The
band members will tour New
York City and will have a
choice to either see a
Broadway show or attend a
baseball game.

Bonnie Raitt •• ''Sweet Forgiveness"
by Leslie Calkins
Bonnie Raitt is one of the
best female vocalists around
these days. Her style is unique
and difficult to classify.
Although it contains elements
of a country-folksy style, it is
neither of these. Her style is
easygoing, but full of energy,
as is her voice. Her voice, in
fact, may be her best feature.
It is deep, rich, and hearty,
and ·has a certain quality
which makes it easily
distinguishable without
seeming affected.
"Sweet
Forgiveness"
may be considered Bonnie
Raitt's best album, for it
clearly illustrates the wide

variety of much of which she
is capable of performing. The
songs on the album range
from a remake of Del Shannon
and Max Crook's "Runaway"·
to the almost ballad-like
"Louise." Ironically, "Sweet
Forgiveness," the title cut, is
probably least typical of
Bonnie's style.
The lyrics of many of
Bonnie Raitt's songs on this
album
are
refreshing.
Although she did not write any
of the songs on the album, her
selection of music is another
one of her strong points. The
songs which Bonnie chooses to
sing vary musically and are

imaginative word-wise. Her
style, also, adds to the special
quality each of her songs
seems to possess.
If nothing else, Bonnie
Raitt is certainly unique, and
seems to be naturally so. Her
albums do not differ from
each other so much as all her
songs
do.
"Sweet
Forgiveness" may happen to
contain a better selection than
some of her other albums but
all of Bonnie Raitt's music is
enjoyable. Her individualistic
style and her interesting voice
contribute to the pleasurable,
relaxed feeling of listening to
Bonnie Raitt.
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by Geoff Spencer

locker and not even worrying
about it," to Greg Patterson.
According to Senior Drew
Wyatt, Senior Slump means
"not working and not caring
about it. You make a seventy
on a math test and you don't
care. You don't feel like doing
any work at all." Senior Aaron
Thompson says, "It's a period
where everything seems to go
wrong. You start going
downhill."
Senior Slump this year is
original only in its minor
variations
and
manifestations. The original
idea is a legacy from last
year's graduating class, who
got the idea from the class of
1976. Greg Patterson commented, "It's been handed
down through the generations

of seniors. It's a tradition."
The exact moment at
which Senior Slump becomes
an intregal part of a student's
behavior is impossible to
determine: the student approaches his new set of
standards with the same
lethargy as he greets his
chemistry homework.
However,
some
seniors
remember at a time at which
their new attitude became too
enjoyable to ignore. Aaron
Thompson puts the official
start of his slump during the
second nine weeks of this
year. Drew Wyatt's slackness
reached maturity at the start
of this school year. Mary Dale
Abernathy said that her new
life "began at the end of last
year." Wade Goodwyn started

hv Scott Peters

Mr. Hall asked for
volunteers among his students
who would like an extra
project during the break. "I
liked the idea,'' commented
Judi. "It was an easy way to
get extra points."
When asked about caring
for the animal, Judi said she
fed it cheese and "stuff like
that, mostly." Were there any
drawbacks? "Well, yes. I had

to clean out his cage."
Jeanine Hughey, when
asked how she got· her
parents' permission to bring a
rat home, she replied, "I
didn't tell 'em. I just brought
him home.'' Jeanine kept her
rat in her room and fed it the
food given her by Mr. Hall.
"Sometimes I gave him some
of my sandwich, he ate
anything."

· Senior Slump is a very
common
psychological
phenomenon at Jordan High
School. Its presence in the
behavioral pattern of Mr. Joe
Student. is evidenced by a
complete apathy regarding
anything not edible, immoral,
illegal, or immensely fun, a
total disrespect for anyone in
a position of authority, and a
tendency to destroy his good
reputation, grade average,
and attendance record.
Senior
Slump
has
manifestations unique to the
particular student. Senior
Wade Goodwyn describes it as
"absolutely slacking off in
your studies and not giving a
damn." Senior Slump means
"leaving your books in your

· Five Jordan students had
temporary
pets
over
Christmas vacation. Rats.
Yes, rats. The ones used
by Mr. Hall's psychology
classes had nowhere to spend
the holidays so Cindy Furlow,
Hughey,
Judi
Je'anine
H(lmmell, Jamie Walker, and
Donna Woody adopted them.

Spanish Students Trip Out
by

Diana Harmon

Madrid, Segovia, Avila,
Toledo, Cordoba, Granada,
Torremolinos, Tangiers, La
Mancha. Does this sound like
a travel folder? These towns
are just some of the places six
Spanish students and teacher,
Joyce Mitchell and her
husband, Bill, will visit on
·their trip to Spain this spring.
The group will leave for
Madrid on April 21 from
J.F.K. Airport in New York.
They will be in Madrid for 9
days. While in Spain the group
will visit such places as the
Royal Palace in Madrid, San
Lorenzo del Escorial (the
burial place of Spanish kings
and queens), Castile, the
PHOTOsynthesis

Roman Aquaduct in Segovia,
the Museum of El Greco, La
Mancha (the country of Don
Quixote),
Cordoba,
and
Granada (the cities, not the
cars), Costa del Sol, and
Tangiers, Africa. They will
also have the option of attending a bull-fight.

the Alhambra, a Moorish
castle outside of Granada. She
said that her husband was
anxious to go on the trip. "We
thought at first he wouldn't be
able to go because it was
during tax season - he's a tax

The tour, titled "Fiesta
del Sol," is sponsored by the
American
Institute
for
Foreign Study. The trip costs
$659. Mrs. Mitchell explained
why this particular tour. She
said, "The students chose it,
they picked the one they
wanted.''

The students that are
going are: Becky Goodling,
Linda
Inscoe,
Malissa
Neabalek, Gabriela Salazar,
John Sonday and Chase Teer.

Mrs. Mitchell said that
she was most anxious to see
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man, but spring break is after
April 15."

Most of these students
have similar reasons for
going. Sophomore Chase
stated she was going, "To get
away from life for a while. It
seemed like it would be fun. It
beats Durham, plus there
might be some cute people
over there, you never know."
Malissa Neabalek said she
was going because it will be
interesting and fun. She also
said, "I want to go as many
places as I can and this is a
good deal and a good chance."

Ill
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early: "I got Senior Slump
late in my sophomore year."
As. may be expected,
Senior Slump has c. profound
effect on some student's
academic performance. Greg
Patterson's grades suffered
"very s_everely and harshly."
Aaron Thompson reported, "A
couple of my grades have
dropped."
·
At the root of the senior's
apathy are feelings
of
boredom, frustration, and
exhaustion.
Mary
Dale
Abernathy commented, "I'm
tired, I'm sick of high school, I
want to go to college but I'm
stuck here." Drew Wyatt said,
"Since it's your last year, you
don't have to worry about
making good grades for next
year. It's especially bad after

Psychology rats do it in the dirt. Photo by: Neil Matson.

Students Visit Big Apple
by Bruce Mitchell

Jordan
High
School
makes its debut on Broadway
this year when five faculty
members take a group of
students on a "dramatic" tour
of New York City. For five
days and four nights Ms.
Shields, Ms. Strobel, Ms.
Berces, Ms. Simon and Ms.
Mciver and a group of approximately forty English
·students will take in plays,
seminars and tours relating to
the fine art of drama.
On April 21 at ten p.m. the
whole group will board· a
Trailways bus and endure the
ten hour trip to the big city:
Upon arrival and after a rest
the group will participate in
an organization session, including instruction in how to
travel in the city, inexpensive
places to eat, free entertainment events (such as
watching the action on the
corner of Broadway and 42nd)
and a review of the tour
agenda.
During the trip the group
will participate in two theatre
seminars. One will be with a
major stage director, such as
Acan Schnieder, Director of

LICENSED OPTICf ANS
Outstanding collection of
exclusive eyewear for the
discriminating individual.
Featuring designer frames
and sunglasses.

967-2020
University fvblLOnpel Hill

you've been accepted to
college." According to Aaron
Thompson, "People have just
stopped studying. People
realize that this is their last
year, so they don't have to
worry."
Some
Seniors
are
remarkably
aware
and
concerned about their slump.
Mary Dale Abernathy commented, "It is unintentional,
but you know it ... I have never
been this slack in my entire
life, and this is a time when
you have to be most unslack."
· In spjte of the bleak
outlook for the rest of the
year, there is hope for the
seniors of Jordan High
School: a temporary recovery
is· sure to occur during the
early days of June.

the Department of Drama at
the Juilliard School of Music.
The other seminar will feature
a leading actor such as Julie
Harris of "The Belle of
Amherst." There will be
guided tours of the Lincoln
Center, "The center of
Bohemia" Greenwich Village,
and a field trip to a major
Broadway costume shop.
The Jordan tourists will
attend at least four major
plays. They will see (from the
balcony) such bonafide hits as
"A Chorus Line," an opera in
French ·("Carmen") and a
serious drama.
The group will spend its
four nights in the world
renowned Edison Hotel. A
twelve p.m. curfew will be
imposed on the travellers
however.
While the major at·
traction seems to be the plays
Ms. Strobel confesses that she
is "looking forward to talking
to the director at the
seminar." Student Gina Clark
is looking forward to "getting
out of Durham for a while."
Whatever the reasons the
students are sure to get a look
at New York City's famous
Theatre District guided by the
professionals themselves.
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Sudanese Delegates confer in Washington. Photo by: Alison
Jones.

Fine Dance, Drama
by Alison Jones
"The Turning Point" is a
beautiful movie, aesthetically
and emotionally. The dancing
is fabulous, and the expertise
of Mikhail Baryshnikov as
well as the skill of Leslie
Browne (Emilia) and the
American Ballet Company is
enhanced
by
excellent,
creative filming. The sheer
physical beauty of this movie
makes it worth seeing, but it is
also dramatically effective,
due to the fine performances
of Shirley Maclaine, as Dede
and Anne Bancroft, as Emma.
The two characters, products
of opposite decisions, are foils
for one another. Dede, who
chose love and marriage over
a career in,dance, is down to
earth, abrupt, and plain
spoken. Emma, the fading
ballet star, is dignified and
cooly dramatic, with the
exterior control that her
profession demands. Each,
however, is bitterly envious
and resentful of the other.
Emma envies Dede's happiness and security. Dede is
jealous of Emma's success
and of her strong influence on
her daughter Emilia. Her
jealousy is compounded by
her self-doubt: because she
passed up her opportunity for
stardom, she can't be sure she
could have achieved it.
Finally, an open, physical
confrontation between the two
women releases long-held
grudges and frees them from
the strangling tensiOns of

yeats of resentment. Dede is
reassured of her talent and the
two women's friendship is
restored.
With this reassurance,
Dede can cope with the conflicting emotions created by
the success of her daughter,
Emilia (Leslie Browne).
Emilia upholds the ideal of the
ballerina and lives out the
early ambitions of her
mother. Miss Browne is slight,
precise,
graceful,
and
beautiful. The love scene
between
Browne
and
Baryshnikov is beautiful; as
graceful as one of their
dances. One of the film's most
memorable scenes is when,
after her debut, Emilia gives
her ffowers to her mother.
"The Turning Point"
emphasizes both the glamour
and the cruelty of professional
ballet,
by
telling
the
simultaneous stories of a
rising ;md a falling star. There
are moments of melodrama in
the film, but they seem
natural, even vital to this
portrayal of the melodrama tic
world of dance. Pain is everpresent in this story, but as in
ballet, it is the beauty of the
performance, that impressed
the audience, not the pain that
· is an integral part of that
beauty. After experiencing
the glamour and exhilaration
of artistic excellence and
recognition in "The Turning
Point" one is left feeling
painfully conscious of one's
ordinariness.

by Leslie Calkins
It was a snowy, windy
Wednesday morning when the
four cars filled with delegates
from Oman and Sudan pulled
out of the Jordan parking lot.
Nineteen members of the
Jordan United Nations Club
and their advisor, Richard
Hill, were leaving to attend a
model
United
Nations,
sponsored by Georgetown
University in Washington,
D.C. The students spent
Thursday on their own in
Washington (visiting such
places as the Smithsonian, the
National Galleyr, the National
Aquarium, the Freer, etc.)
and the next three days in
meetings,
returning
to
Durham Sunday evening.
The fifteenth NAIMUN
(North American Invitational
Model UN) was attended by
1600 high school students from
all over North America. All
the countries of the actual UN
were represented. Jordan had
been assigned the countries of
Sudan and Oman. Little did
the delegates imagine the
relative obscurity of their
countries. Sudan delegates
answered a knock on their
door one evening to be greeted
with "Is this the Sadat party?"
In fact, both Oman and
Sudan were quite interesting
countries
to
represent.
Whether or not they are active
in the UN, they became so at
NAIMUN. The Sudanese
delegates soon became known
as dissidents and radicals
when members of the first
committee (political and
security), along with other
African nations, walked out on
a committee meeting due to a
resolution passed on the Horn
of Africa. Sudanese Com"
mittee Two (legal) members ·
were successful in splitting
their bloc (the block of
African and other mostly third·
world countries to which they
belonged) and also walked out
on a meeting.
The Omanis, on the other
hand, suffered a great deal of
abuse due to a resolution
submitted by one delegates
which many people interpreted
as
supporting
religious intolerance:

For
both
delegates,
however, there were moments
of glory. For Oman, there was
the time when their delegation
head,
Marian
Wilson,
courageously spoke before the
General Assembly (all 1600
delegates), and for Sudan,
there was their victory in
defeating a controversial
resolution on the Horn of
Africa dispute.
Kitty Cralle, a Sudanese
delegate said "I enjoyed
committee meetings most,
and
touring
Washington
because I'd never been there
before. I enjoyed working with
Sudan, it was a good country

The United States Army Reserve needs the skills of qualified
High School Seniors and Graduates for one week-end each
month and two weeks annual training each year, usually in
the summer .... This is an excellent PART-TIME career .... As
a member of the Army Reserve, you will earn a starting
salary of $59.08 per weekend and $206.78 for annual training
with regular promotions and pay raises ... $20,000 Life Insurance, Post Privileges on Military Bases... Leadership
opportunities and many other Fringe Benefits.... After
completing Basic Training at one of the U.S. Army's
Training centers, you will be further trained in one of over a
hundred jobs of your choosing, depending on local unit
vacancies ... You are paid full Military pay and Allowances
while in training.:. After completion of training, you return
home and continue your education or your chosen civilian
career ... while serving in your local Army Reserve Unit... A
few openings are:
+Medical Skills
+surveyors
+
Lineman
+ Cooks and Bakers
+Mechanics
+ Clerk Typists
+ Artillery Crewman
+ Stenographers
+ Personal .Specialists
+Drivers
+ And Many Others
Seniors can enlist Now and be scheduled for Training during
the summer after graduation....
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by Meg Martin
What is Superstars' best
feature? According to Bobby
Powell "You don't have to be
a Superstar even though the
team is a superstar ... you don't
have to be the world's greatest
athlete .... "
Superstars is a program
in which high schools in
Durham form coed teams to
compete against each other in
different sports. Members of
JHS's
Superstar
team,
coached by Mrs. Baker and
Coach Brad Senter, are
Jennifer Dalton, Rebecca
Dalton,
Beth Gehweiler,
Bruce Gehweiler, Valerie
Green, Mike Jones, Bobby
Mangum, Greg Mau, Greg
Patterson, Bobby Powell,
Tommy Sondley, Peter Stern,
Laura Williams, and Linda
Williams.
Each team is composed of
10 girls and 10 boys. If
someone drops off the team he
or she is replaced to keep the
team's size at 20 players.
Bobby Powell said, "I was
real disappointed because we
didn't have as many people
come out for it as I thought we
would." There are no tryouts
for Superstars as it is mainly
for people who aren't on
athletic teams. A Superstar
can be on an athletic team, but
he or she is not allowed to
participate in that particular
Superstar event.
The teams, from Durham
High, Jordan, and Southern
High play
other in single
elimination matches. Two
teams play each other and the
third team plays the victor of
that game. Every month a
different sport is played. So
far, touch football and
basketball have been covered
and the teams are now
practicing volleyball. Upcoming sports will be soccer
and a track field day in the
spring.
There are trophies for the
winning teams, but, according
to Rebecca Dalton "with other

teams it might be competitive, but our team is just
out to have a good time.''
Competition
or
fun?
Setting up the net for practice,
Mike Jones answered "a little
bit of both--you're competing
and having fun at the same
time ... you're just out for fun,
not like competing for a
record
in
football
or
something." Peter Stern said,
"It's fun, but it's not very
competitive. Our team, the
people who are playing, is
unorganized due to lack of
practice."
How
are
Jordan's
Superstars doing? So far, they
have won in volleyball and lost
in basketball and football. In
volleyball JHS's Superstars
beat first match winner,
Durham High, 15-2 and 15-13.
Mrs. Baker is optimistic about
the volleyball team. She said,
"A lot of them (the players)
have had Ms. Harris for P .E.
and have really learned how
to play volleyball." Mike
Jones explained Jordan's
losses "In basketball, for
instance, we had a lot of
trouble with rule changes and
we just couldn't get used to the
rule changes in such a short
time."
The rules of the games are
directed towards helping the
girls. Mrs. Baker gave as
examples that in basketball, a
girl's score was worth 4 points
while a boy's basket was
worth 2 points, and in football,
the girls had to be the quarterbacks. Baker said, "well, it
the
guys
from
keeps
monopolizing
it."
Linda
Williams disagreed, "It's a lot
different from team sports,
the rules are different. .. you
have boys and girls competing
in regular sports. The boys do
dominate, in basketball and
football especially, which is
disappointing."
Mrs. Baker concluded,
"The people who are in it have
enjoyed it, but it could be
more enjoyable with more
people. We've really had to
recruit people to play.
Hopefully more schools will
participate next year and it
will be better organized."

Maeramr, Crafts,
Supplirs & Gifts
I .rr Hansen
Ownrr-Managrr

For Complete Information Contact:
SSGT JIM JARRELL
724 Foster Street
Durham, N.C. 27701
Phone: &88-9168

Students from Jordan who
attended NAIMUN were, for
Oman, Mary Dale Abernathy,
Sarah Bates, Tripp Booth,
Donna French, Brent Fishman, Kim Kylstra, Tricia
Pursell, Torn Sigmon, Lee
White, and Marian Wilson,
and for Sudan, Amie Blackman, Leslie Calkins, Lauren
Chesnut, Kitty Cralle, Tim
Dugan, Bert "Sudanese Bob"
Johnson, Alison Jones, Anne
Miller, and Sharon Quafordt.

Superstars Optimistic
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HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
AND GRADUATES

with
some
interesting
positions I had to defend." She
also added that "it was nice
meeting new people."
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Cooking On The Front Burner
by Larry Trevarthen

Bobby Mangum at bat. Photo by: Jim Borden.

Swinging

A
by Mark Cleary

Jordan Falcons baseball
team will open up their 1978
season against Webb on
March 10. Jordan will be
facing new opponents this
year due to the addition of
schools in the Triangle Conference.
The Jordan Baseball team
will have seven returning
from last year's team. Coach
Popson feels he has talent in
Senior
Bobby
Mangum,
Juniors Daryl Baber, Tim
Dugan and Scott Stewart.
Sophomore Tony Johnson is
also expected to contribute to
the team. Popson will look for
these players to carry the load
on the team.
Jordan will be facing new
opposition this year with the
addition of teams such as
Western and Central Harnett
and Jordan Matthews. "With

the conference opening up
(with new opponents) we
ought to have a good season"
said John Popson.
Coach Popson will be
operating without assistant
coaches this year. Whether or
not this will have an adverse
effect on the team's productivity is yet to be seen. Coach
Popson has been coaching
baseball at Jordan since the
school's opening in 1963. With
fourteen years of experience
under his belt the team will
benefit from this.
The team had its first
meeting Monday, Feb. 13.
Bobby Mangum, a member of
the championship of two years
ago will help the Falcons with
leadership. Let's hope his
experience will lead the
Falcons to another championship.

John Gray is a confident
person.
After five years of
coaching girls' track, Gray
finally has the team that he
feels should win the state
meet.
After
a
somewhat
disappointing loss to West
Guilford at the state meeting
lastyear, Jordan returns with
almost their entire team.
Gray also gives praise to
several sophomores that have
come up and will offer some
support.
"I don't cut anyone, if
they want to run I tell them
how good I think they can be
and they can stay if they
want," Gray points out about
his 40 member team.
"It's an individual sport,
so if they want to improve, I'll
let 'em run," Gray continues.
Leading the sprints for
Gray this year will be Lisa
Sherril who will run the 440
and mile relay. She is the
defending state champion in
the 440 and helped the mile
relay team to a state record.
Sherril figures, "I think
we'll win state." About her
own time "I ran a 55.8 in
Nebraska (nationals) so I
hope to get down to 55 this
year."
In the distance events
Gray will rely on Kim Setzer
who made the trip to state last
year. Setzer runs the mile and

half mile.
Linda Williams should do
well in the hurdles as she
finishes
out
the
three
categories on Gray's track
team.
Gray points out, "We need
people in the field events." He
then adds "we do have three
girls who can go 4-10 or five
feet in the high jump where
most schools are lucky if they
have one."
Barret. Sloan leads these
jumpers with a five foot juI!lp,
"There are a lot of quality

Girls' track team off and running. Photo by: Jim Borden.

Runners Set The Pace
The Jordan High School
Boys' track team begins its
1978 season against Oxford
Webb on Thursday, March 9.
The team, thus far, shows
a number of strengths and
weaknesses. In the sprinting
events, such as the hundred
yard dash and two-twenty,
Jordan shows talent with
runners Jeff Kline, Wade
Goodwyn, Alan Somers and
newcomer Don Ferrell. The
four by .one hundred relay
consisting of Greg White,
Martez
Faucette,
Alan
Somers and probably Wade
Goodwyn, is also expected to
perform well. Also, the field
events have shown some
potential. Junior Andy Jones
and Pat Springs in the pole
vault, high jumping will be
Glen Dowdy and Andy Clark,
and Jimmy Simpson will be

Boys' tennis team warms up. Photo by: Neil Matson.

athletes in the school," Gray
brags.
So Gray figures, "if we
don't have any injuries we
should win ... All I want to do
is win."
After four years · of
preaching "goals and record,
goals and record," and
compiling a 37-1 record, the
gfrls' track team could use a
state championship.
This year "we're cooking
on the front burner," Gray
ends with a wide grin and
raised eyebrows.

teamed with Ken Geer in the
events of strength. There will
be no javelin competition.
The Falcon's lack of depth
presents itself as a problem in
the long distance events.
Sophomore Brad Michelson
has proved to be Jordan's best
bet in the distance category,
having already proved his
ability on the cross-country
team, earlier this year.
The coaching staff of this
year's track squad consists of
Coach Keith with Mr. Evans
assisting him. Keith concentrates his attention mostly
on the long distance and field
athletes while Evans is
devoted more towards the
sprinters.
Junior Greg White had
praise for the coaches, "I
think they're real good, they
really know what they're
talking about."

Boys' Tennis Team Swings Into Action
The Jordan High School
tennis team began its season
on Feb. 20, 1978. Conducting
tryouts was new coach,
Donald Andrews, teacher and
head football coach at
Githens, who replaced Roy
Carpenter as coach of the
'
Falcons.
The tryouts were held at
the Garrett Road tennis courts
across from the high school in
cold weather. When Junior
Kennon Borden, a probable
returner to the team, was

asked if he felt the cold
weather would affect his
game, he replied, "No, it's
like that every year, it's
always cold when you first
start tennis."
A large amount of talent
was expected to return to the
tennis team this year. Andrews stated, "There will
probably be 10 ·returning
players with one addition
from
Durham
Academy
<Senior Rob Draughon)."
Seniors Raymond Manion and

Hank Schwarts a.re expected
to return and help pace the
Falcons. Junior David Tisher
said · "There'll be a lot of
competition, especially for
the first six places."
The tennis team will play
16 matches, seven at home
and nine on the road. The
Falcons are in a new conference this year consisting of
six teams including Dunn,
Southern, Western Harnett,
Central Harnett, East Wake,
and Apex.

For

For

BOYS

GIRLS
Jordan's track team leaps into their season. Photo by: Neil
Matson.

BASKETBALL
CLINIC
TWO SESSIONS
JULY 9-14 - JULY 16-21
Coach Bill Foster

Tate Armstrong
For Further Information:
Coach Bill Foster
P.O. Box 4704, Duke Station
Durham, N.C. 27706
Phone: AC <919) 684-3777

BARGAIN
Furniture Co.
Downtown Durham's Largest Furniture
Showroom
FEATURES
BEDDING
the
PRODUCTS
FULL LINE of

309 E. Chapel Hill St.

Ph. 688-4451
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by Al Hubbard

Manuel Iglesias from Spain

AFS students at Jordan this year are Atsuko Kuriyama from
Osaka, Japan and Manuel Iglesias from Aviles, Spain.
Atsuko is rn years old and will graduate this year. According
to Atsuko the Japanese school year starts in April which meant
that she came to the United States in the middle of her senior
year. Atsuko likes the "nature" around Durham. She has not
found many differences in the customs but one that she has
noticed is that "people berewalk into the house with their shoes
on."
(
Atsuko's first impression of Jorda:nwas that it "looked like a
factQry" because it is made of brick and has the smokestack in
back. Atsuko said that she thinks she is doing well in school
though the English makes it hard. She commented that Mr. Hill
talks too fast and that some of the slang that students use makes
them hard to understand.
Atsuko's hobbies include painting, reading (but not in
English), and volleyball. She plays the clarinet and would like to
be in the band second semester. Atsuko said that the Japanese
have a word "Jordan" which means "joke" and that before she
left Japan she got a little teasing about going to the "joke school."
Manuel is 17 years old and will graduate this year. He wants
to go to college in Spain next year. Manuel said that there are a lot
of "little but important differences" in American and Spanish
cultures. "Spanish people are warmer; they will come up and talk
to you and introduce themselves."
Manuel stated that the educational system in Spain and the
United States are very different. The school that he attended in
Spain has a bar where the students can buy beer and wine
between classes. The school in Spain sounds much like a college.
Students can miss a class if they want (as long as they don't get
too far behind) . School starts in October and ends irfJune. Manuel
said that the work is easier here than it is in Spain although
English makes things more difficult for him.
Manuel likes outdoor sports. He particularly enjoys
kayaking, hiking and snow skiing. He also plays basketball.
Manuel enjoys reading and likes writing. He was on the
newspaper staff in Spain.
Manuel likes Jordan and would like to participate in school
activities after he learns the language a little better.

Congratulations
to the
lfnseored Upon
I. l'. Team

Cindy Furlow, Homecoming Queen. More on
Homecoming inside.

Airmbis--An
A
bombardment
of
musical notes hit Jordan.
During the Homecoming
assembly
on
Friday
September 15, in Jordan High
School auditorium, Jordan
students were able to witness
a performance by a group
called Airmbis. This group is
a collection of Durham's high
school students: Durham
Academy's
Jim
Parker,
Durham High's Rick Morgan,
and Jordan High's Leo
Dockery, Tom Wilkinson,
Brian Preston, Tim Harper,
and Davy Jones. There was a

(J

And Coming Hit

special appearance by Lisa
Meadows.
When interviewed before
the
performance,
Leo
Dockery, group leader, was
asked how the band came
about. He stated that two
weeks before the assembly
Leo and Tom listened to an
audition of another band from
which
he
"stole
two
members." Later others fell
into place and this young band
was formed. Leo said that the
band was a means for the
members
to
express
themselves.

"Airmbis
is
really
fortunate," said Leo. "They
have no 111.oney problems,
usually enough time to
practice, a place to practice
and their own systems." The
systems include a 200 watt PA
system, bass and guitar amps,
portable organ, four different
guitars,
two
basses,
microphones and stands.
Even though Jim Parker
and Rick Morgan, due to
problems with the time of the
assembly,
were
absent,
Airmbis put on a "dynamite"
show. The crowd's response

Atsuko Kuriyama from Japan.

Semifinalists
Announced
by Carol Thomas

The
National
Merit
Scholarship
Corporation CNMSC) has announced the
names of 15,000 semi-finalist in the 24th
annual Merit Program. Two of the semifinalists are Jordan High School students
Stan Gall and Dagmar Herzog.
Before the semi-finalist can be
considered for Merit scholarships they must
advance to finalist standing. In order to
compete toward finalist status a semi-finalist
must complete an application, documenting
high academic status, and confirmed test
scores on the SAT.
Stan plans to continue in the competition
and will turn in the necessary application.
When asked what advice he had for future
students taking PSAT Stan replied, "Try and
be well rested for the test, take your time and
check over your work."
Four seniors from Jordan have been
named commended students in the NMSC
program. Letters of commendation were
presented to Alesia Alphin, Elise Conforte,
Kim Kylstra and Sharon Quafordt.
These students represent the top five
percent of more than one million participants
in the Merit program.
La Quinta Parker has been named a
finalist in -the fifteenth annual National
Achievement Scholarship Program for
outstanding Negro students. La Quinta a
senior said that when she was told she as a
semi-finalist her reply was, "I was totally
shocked, didn't expect it." She thought she
had done "rotten on the PSAT."
La Quinta plans to attend UNC-CH. She
said that she spends most of her time
studying. La Quinta would like to become a
finalist she feels that, "If I should be named a
finalist I would be totally thrilled, wouldn't
believe it, and would recommend the four
other students."

was shown and felt throughout
the whole performance. They"
clapped to the mus.ic and few
got up and danced. The music
that was featured was beach
music. After the assembly the
crowd's
response
was
measured in favor of the
success
of
the
band's
performance. Many enjoyed
the band, but some mentioned

that they didn't like the style
of music.
The group mentioned that
they were planning a possible
joint concert with the band
that
played
at
the
Homecoming dance. This
concert is to be held outdoors.
More information will be
announced at a later date.
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,·How Do You"Spell Competency?
by Neil Matson
This fall, high school
juniors all· over North
Carolina will be taking a
minimum competency test in
order to receive a diploma. If
the results of the trial run
tests given last year are any
indication of how students will
score this year, then at least
half of the eleventh graders
across the state will fail it.
Assuming that last year's
juniors took the competency
test seriously, someone has to
be at fault for the terrible
scores.
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The test itself could not be
the problem; the reading level
is only ninth grade level and
the math test has ridiculously
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easy questions regarding only
the basics in arithmetic.
Surely everyone knows how to
add, 'subtract, multiply and
divide by the time they are
juniors in high school. One
section of the math test deals
with filling out an income tax
form, something everyone
will need to do in their adult
lives. If there is anyone who
can get through life without
knowing how to add, a
diploma is not going to help
them.

is long enough time for anyone
who is "competent" to pass
the test.

If a student fails the test,
that student will be given four
more opportunities to pass
while in the twelfth grade.
Students are given until age 21
to pass the test. Certainly this

Although the minimum
competency test may not be
the most effective means of
restructing North Carolina's
school system, it is certainly a
big step in the right direction.

While the student is the
one who gets punished for a
lack of knowledge, the
ultimate blame must be put on
the school system. Over the
years there has been much
les§
stress
on
the
fundamentals
of
an
education; reading, writing
and arithmetic, in public
schools.
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Longer Lunch Is Digestible
by Jeff Young

Absent?!
by Meg Martin
The fall college rush has
started
again
with
representatives
from
seemingly every college and
university in the United States
pounding down Jordan's doors
to reach prospective students.
These representatives are
encouraged to visit JHS by our
counselors
who
likewise
encourage students to "sign
up"
and
attend
the
informative sessions. After
all, the representatives are
here for the students' benefit,
to help them choose a college
of
future
and
learn
opportunities.
Why,
if the school
administration through its
college sessions, encourages
students to miss a class, does
it penalize the student for
taking advantage of these
sessions? Each class that a
student misses to talk with a
college representative is

counted as one of the pupil's
maximum
of
15
class
absences per class for a
semester. A School Board
policy states that if a student
misses an excess of 15 periods
for one class in a semester he
automatically fails to receive
credit for the course.
Is this policy fair to the
student who wishes to talk
with the representatives to
ask questions not covered in
the college catalogs? If a
student had to personally visit
every
college
he
was
interested in to learn about its
programs,
facilities
or
admissions he would miss
many more class periods than
are missed by going to a
school sponsored session.
Perhaps the school should
review either its absence
policy, or its scheduling of
college and post-secondary
opportunity sessions during

A longer lunch at Jordan

High School is back this year

after a year's absence, and

everyone seems to be trying to
make it welcome.
Having just one lunch at
JHS has shown some positive
effects
already.
During

Coming Events ............... .
Oct. 16 - Representative from UNC-Greensboro, 2:00 pm
Oct. 17 - "The Mystery of Roanoke Island" Assembly
Oct. 26 -Post Secondary Opportunity Sessions l :15-3:00 pm
Oct. 28 - PSAT-NMSQT 8:15 am
Oct. 31 - Halloween, Teachers' Work Day
Nov. 1-2 - Competency Test for Juniors
Nov. 3 - End of grading period
Nov. 4- SAT (not given at Jordan on this date)
Nov. 6-7 - Teachers' Work Days
Nov. 7 - Georgetown University representative, 10:15 am
Nov. 13 - Representative from Columbia College
Nov. 21- University of Virginia representative, 10:00 am
Representative from Wingate College 1:00 pm
Nov. 28 - Oberlin College representative 11:30 am
Nov. 29 - Representative from University of Rochester 2:00 pm
school time. After all, the
school should not discourage,
but rather encourage students

to use the educational
resources it provides for their
benefit.

Homecoming week, there was
class competition at lunch
time in the courtyard. Having
one lunch seems to have
boosted student morale.
Another positive effect of
one lunch has been that clubs
can now meet at lunch time.
This is easier than meeting
after school or cramming in a
meeting at break.
What do students think of
one lunch? Student opinion
appears to favor one long
lunch. "It give you more time
to eat, talk, and goof-off," said
Bobby
Powell.
Robert
Howerton commented, "It's
better than last year because
it's not split and it's longer."
Another aspect of just one
long lunch is the students have
time to do whatever they feel
like doing. The way lunch was
last year there was little time
to eat, let alone talk to your
friends. Now, homework may
be done at this time, computer
work is possible, or time to
rest during the day, if that is
what you want to do.

Jordan Writing Makes Prime Time
by Meg Martin and John
Thompson
"I told them that if they
waved at their mama's I
would kill them!'' Commented
Mrs. Jane Shoaf, JHS English
teacher, concerning the videotaping of her Sophomore
Composition Skills class on
Sept. 7 by WPTF Television.
Mr. Frank Thompson of
WPTF came to Jordan to
investigate an article he had
read stating that of the three
R's--Rea<Ung, 'Riting and
'Rithmetic-=writing is the
most neglected. His questions
were why is composition not
taught more and what good
from
teaching
comes
composition.
Mrs. Shoaf answered his
questions,
stating
that
"writing is a mental process,
not just physical." She
continued that part of the
problem
with
learning
composition skills today is
that in college the teachers-tobe are not taught how to teach
writing, even though they do
plenty of writing themselves.
"Jordan is an unusually good
school for sharing teachers'
effectiveness" according to
Mrs. Shoaf, the faculty works
well
together,
sharing
successful ideas for teaching
among thBmselves.

Mrs. Shoaf's class was the
target
of
Thompson's
investigation because Mrs.
Shoaf attended the Bay Area
Writers' Project at the
University of California at
Berkeley in July of 1976. She
was a representative of
Durham County at the Project
which she called the "best
known writers" organization
in the United States." Mrs.
Shoaf was also one of 11
county
and
11
city
representatives present at the
Duke Writing Institute in the
summer of 1977. This institute
was designed to use university
resources to train area
teachers to teach writing.
The process of "teaching
writing" was filmed for about
45
minutes during Mrs.
Shoaf's second period class.
Students were divided into
various stations for the first
day of a new unit. Later,
during third period, WPTF
taped Mrs. Shoaf discussing
writing skills with Mr.
Thompson.
After
being
viewed on Channel 28 that
evening, the same segment
was used the next day by
WPTF radio and the footing
has become a file film to - be
used as background in future
reports. "He made writing
sound like a profitable

experience and he certainly
made Jordan look good,"
commented Mrs. Shoaf. She
concluded, "I am really
grateful
for
anyone's
encouragement in writing. I
wish more people cared about
whether or not we teach
writing in schools."
Thompson's View
Frank Thompson stated
that he came to Jordan
because people often "hear
about low math scores and low
reading ability but nothing
about writing. I wanted to go
into the school sytem and see
what was happening." He
then added, "I found a good,
strong writing program at
Jordan."
Thompson was referred to
Mrs. Shoaf after some
research, ending at the county
school office, which termed
her as an "excellent writing
teacher." Thompson reasoned
the importance of writing this
way, "Writing is an essential
part of communication. From
writing a letter to writing up a
job proposal, it is important to
be able to put thoughts on
paper." A quote Thompson
attributes to Mrs. Shoaf which
has stuck with him is, "There
is no such thing as 'creative
writing' because all writing is
creative."
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A Teachers' Competency Test?
by Meg Martin
"A reporter asked me if a
competency test for students
would lead to one for teachers
and I said 'oh no'. Two days
later the paper came out
saying there would be one!"
exclaimed
Mrs.
Elnora
Shields, JHS English teacher.
The test, still in the proposal
stages, may be given to
teachers at the beginning of
their career and after three
years of teaching. The test
will be in addition to the
required National Teachers'
Test thatfuture teachers must
take before finishing college.
"They have not said what
they're going to do to teachers
who fail the test: provide
improvement courses or fire
them," stated Mrs. Shields. "I
don't think that this will
improve teaching because
most will pass. Good teaching

skills can't be measured on a
piece of paper.'' Commented
one Jordan junior, ''Most of
them (the teachers) know
what they teach, but some
don't know how to teach it."
Alexander
Isley,
Jumor,
agreed "I don't think that
quoting facts is good enough...
The teacher must have an
understanding. of the subject
and an ability to relate the
matter to students." Shields
believes
that
closer
monitoring and supervision of
teachers will help more than a
test.
"I don't think that any one
test can determine how good a
teacher or student is," stated
Mrs. Grover Jones, JHS social
science teacher. Mr. Gray,
also a Jordan history teacher,
has a different view, "I'm for
'em all! It proves at least
they're half intelligent. Of

course there's a lot. more to
teaching... If they can't pass
it, get rid of them!" Junior
Jay Jaeger agrees, "If you
don't have competency in the
teachers you can't have
competency in the students.
There has to be some way of
keeping the teachers ahead of
the students."
The effect of the test?
"They
really
haven't
explained what the effect will
be," commented Mrs. Shields.
She suggested that since so
many colleges are turning out
perhaps the test will
reduce the teacher surplus.
Mrs. Shields also stated that
the test is . "just another
defense mechanism to protect
public schools against public
She
.ended
criticism.
"Essentially I've said it's not
going to solve any problems."

Varied Interests-----

Club Life
Jordan has a selection of
clubs varied enough to have
something of interest for
everyone.
Some
clubs,
primarily AFS, Band, and
Junior
Civitan
have
something planned for this
month, while others such as
OSIBA, Latin Club, FCA,
Keyettes and NHS are in
process of electing officers or
have long range plans.
AFS (American Field
Service) is a club whose
purpose is raising money to
help sponsor domestic and
foreign student exchanges.
AFS is having a skating party
on October 20th, from 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m. at the Daniel Boone
Ice
Ska ting
Rink
in
Hillsborough. Cost has not yet
been determined. The Faculty
Advisor to AFS is Mrs.
Strobel.
Junior Civitans are a
group of students dedicated to
helping
the
National

Association
of Retarded
Citizens (NARC). One activity
planned for October is taking
a group of retarded children to
the State Fair. The Civitan's
advisor is Mrs. Mcgrath.
The
Jordan
Band
represented the school against
other Durham County schools
on September 30th, at the
Durham
County
Band
Festival. The festival was
held at the Durham County
Stadium. Tickets cost $2.00
and proceeds went. to help
sponsor the Band trip. The
band's director is Mr. Holton.
OSIBA (The Organization
of students interested in Black
Affairs) is one of Jordan's
larger
clubs,
with
a
membership of 41. Some plans
for the coming year include
getting speakers like Jesse
Jackson and Shirley Ceasar.
The faculty advisors to OSIBA
are Mrs. Wilson and Mrs.
Hunt.
The
Latin
Club
is

Rab's Boost Spirit.
composed of students who
have taken Latin for two years
or presently enrolled in the
program. Club dues are $1.25.
The club advisor is Mrs.
Spurrier.
The Keyette Club is an
organization whose purpose is
service to the community.
This year Keyettes accepted 7
seniors, 5 juniors and 3
sophomores. The faculty
advisor to the Keyette Club is
Mrs. Cushman.
NHS (the National Honor
Society) is a service club
consisting of seniors . with
averages of 92 or above and
who are involved· in extra
curricular activities. The
advisor to NHS is Mrs.
Lemay.
FCA (The Fellowship of
Christian Athletes) is a club
dedicated to the study of
Christianity, and particularly
its effect on the athlete. FCA's
advisor is Mr. Avery.

Under The Influence OJ Peer
Pressure
Levis, topsiders, khakis,
big tops, frizzy hair arid the
layered look; today's youth
seem to be losing their
individuality. Evidence of
peer pressure is surrounding
us here at Jordan High School.
The majority of students are
terrified at the thought of
being different. Mrs. Spurrier
expressed her view of peer
pressure,
stating,
"Unfortunately it is more
comfortable for people to do
what everybody else is doing.
The people. they copy don't
even have to be their friends.
They will copy people who
aren't their friends."
When students were asked
how they feel about peer
pressure they gave limited
responses. The most frequent
answers
were,
"What
pressure?" or "No, peer
pressure doesn't bother me at
all." A junior concluded that
"This only . emphasized that
students will not stand up for
what they believe." Very few
students were willing to give
honest responses when asked
how peer pressure personally
affects them. Most who gave
personal answers asked that
their names not be printed;
one student said this shows
how "scared students are of
being different from others."

Everyone wants
to be
accepted, this sometimes
keeps people from expressing
an individual idea or thought.
No one wants to be rejected.
Some
students
were
willing to give their true
feelings on peer pressure. In
response to the question "How
does peer pressure affect you
personally?" Kris Yohe said,
"Sometimes I do things to
belong, but I keep my
originality." Ricky Shilder
said he does what he "wants
and feels like," but that "peer
pressure affects the way I
dress. I'm scared to wear high
waters." One student who did
not want her name printed
because of what her friends
would think stated, "When I
first came to this . school
everyone dressed like "Miss
America" I decided I better,
later I decided I didn't have to
prove myself to anyone."
Kenneth Hall said "Peer
pressure doesn't affect me, or
at least I try not to let it." Lisa
Ford used to be affected by
peer pressure but feels that
she no longer needs to follow
the crowd. Many students say
that they were once victims of
peer pressure but no longer.
One junior said that she
feels that "friends have a
certain power over each of us.

We want to be accepted and
liked. Even if it means
sacrificing morals or doing
something we know is wrong.
It scares me to know that I
depend so much on my friends
that I would do something I
didn't want to just to be
accepted."

Talon Rahs
Invade Jordan
Jordan's 1978-79 Talon
staff kept the entire student
body in suspense, through
their "Rah" campaign.

demonstrating
Homecoming Spirit.

their

A Talon staff member
stated "We sold about 350
The "Rah Campaign''
Rab's." For those students
started soon after school
concerned, the purchase of a
began with posters displaying
Rah can be considered as an
catchy slogans such as:
investment, helping to add
"Don't let your girl go - color to this year's yearbook
Rahless, buy her a Rah," or,
and raise school spirit.
"l Rah, 2 Rah, 3 Rah, if you
don't buy a Rah the other
team will score." When
students asked "Exactly what
is a Rah?", the most popular
reply given by members of the
Talon staff was "A Rah is a
':;race '.lray
Rah."
';ual·,ty

Rab's were sold by the
Talon staff for a dollar and
were to be picked up by the
students in the Jordan lobby
on Homecoming Friday,
September isth. On this day,
the mystery and suspense
behind the Rab's came to an
end. Rab's turned out to be
little rocks with personality-having painted faces, waving
banners and porn porns

:i: reasJnabie or•c2s

3307 Vnhersity
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HAPPY
Is peer pressure dominant
everywhere? AFS exchange
student Atsuko Kuriyama
answered tpis question by
explaining peer pressure in
her school in Japan. She said
that students there tend to
dress and act like their close
friends.
·
Chris Arends feels that
"the only pressure is pressure
you put on ·yourself." How
does a teenager stay free from
peer
pressure,
several
responses were "Be what you
feel you should be." "Don't
dress like everyone else, dress
how you look and feel best."
"Don't worry about what
other people think, learn to
like yourself as much as you
want to be liked."
One student gave this
advice, "when confronted
with peer pressure, examine
the people you hang around
(Continued on Page 7)
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each Was The Word
by Lashley Pleasants
Kathryn Lutz

and

Jordan had a successful
Homecoming this year, in
spite of the early date and the
heat.
Homecoming week
started off with Red and Blue
Day and relay races at lunch
between classes. By the end of
lunch on Monday, the classes
were tied, each winning one
race. Hillbilly Day on Tuesday
was more successful with
Tug-of-War at lunch, won.by
the Seniors. Although Hillbilly
Day was a big success, the
highlight of the week was 50's
Day on Wednesday. It began
with a personal police escort
of the Seniors to school.
Everyone got into the spirit of
the 50's at the sockhop during
lunch. "Na Na Sha" did an
effective job providing 50's
music to
to. Our
mothers would nave swooned
as Steve Ferrell sang an Elvis
fa·, 0 rite, "Heartbreak Hotel."
· ·'cdnesday night the first
puff game was won by
S0phomores defeating the
Juniors. Act the end of
"
the Sophomores
were
Iea ding
Class
Competition. Thurday Jordan
High SchNil. was invaded by
Hllen be'
Although the
was lower than
uL., ... Jays, the people that did

dress up went ALL OUT! ! The
lunch time activity. on
pyramid
Thursday
was
building which was won by the
Senior's team.
Thursday
night
was
proven fatal as the Senior
girls were massacred by the
Sophomore
girls
in
Powderpuff, with a final score
of 34 to 14. During halftime,
the male court was presented
as
with
Scott Stewart
Homecoming King.
Tacky Tourists flocked in
by the hundreds on Friday.
They participated in the pep
rally assembly put on by the
Student Council. They enjoyed
the skit depicting Jordan over
Western Harnett and grooved
to the music by the new band
Airmbis. The Tourists went on
to participate in the Volleyball
game at lunch.
Friday night, the game
between Western Harnett and
Jordan began promptly at
8:00. At halftime it was
that
the
announced
Sophomores won the Mural
Competition and Seniors won
the class competition for the
week.
Congratulations
to
Student Council
for
a
successful
Homecoming;
because "Beach was the
Word!"
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Football Team Bounces Back ,..
"Come check us out on
September first," were the
words of senior tackle, John
Miles, before the start of the
78-79 Falcon football season.
The Falcons lost the first
two games of the season
against
non-conference
Bartlett-Yancey and innerconference rival Southern.
The reason for these two
defeats, according to senior
defensive back James Hayes,
were the Falcons' untimely
mistakes.

With Homecoming being
the third game of the season,
the Falcon Captain and
defensive linebacker, Tim
Woody, swore that they would
bounce back---and bounce
back they did. The Falcons
romped over conference foe
Western Harnett with a
lopsided score of 34-0 before
capacity crowd at Claude
Currie Stadium. Tailback
Jason Stover scored twice,
and so did senior tailback
Reggie
Barnett,
Junior
quarterback Scott Elliott

scored on a twelve yard run
from scrimmage, and place
kicker Tim Woody booted a 25
yard field goal as weW as a
conversion. With this fantastic
homecoming win, the Falcons
are in the conference race.
When asked about the
Falcons' chances of a winning
season, head coach, John
Popson, said "We will have to
play one game at a time and
see how we come out.''
The members of the 78-79
gridiron Falcons are: Scott
Elliott, Jason Stover, Marvin
Nunn, Scott Stewart, James
Hayes, Steve Davis, Reggie
Barnette,
James · Peaks,
Charles Collie, Jay Frazier,
Fred Avis, Kenneth Geer,
Rick Baber; Vincent Quiett,
Bruce Bateman, Tim Dugan,
Bobby Grace, Lee Hayes,
Alan
Tim Woody,
John Miles, Cliff Chance, Jeff
Nanagas,
Phil
Pickett,
Dwight
Bradford,
Jim
Groves, and Fred Ruffin. The
coaches are: head coach John
Popson, Terry Evans, Hal
Keith, Randy Rogers, Curtis
Young, and Mike Jacobs,
trainer.

Rates Spiral

Teenage Pregnancy
by Bindu Chandrabose
Pregnancy rates among
teenagers have undergone a
sharp increase in the past few
years,
causing
misunderstanding
and
confusion in many peoples'
minds. As in the case of other
controversial subjecl:fl, myths
have sprung up about teenage
pregnancies that most people
believe without questioning.
Here are a few examples:
In most cases, the father
of the baby denies paternity
and-or , refused to accept
financial responsibility for the
child.
Parents of a pregnant girl
usually reject her.
Girls under the age of
eighteen are emotionally
incapable of .raising a child.
Social stigma causes most
girls to give their babies up for
adoption.
Mrs. Joyce Pursell, a
social worker at Duke
Hospital's Women's Clinic,
said thatstatements like these
have no basis in fact. Mrs.
Pursell is working on a
program in wllh.h she advises
and observes teenage mothers
and their babies for one year
after the babies' births.
She said that' rather than
reject
their
pregnant
daughters, most families
(about sixty-nine percent)
provide real support and
encouragement. About nine
percent strongly disapprove
and do reject their daughter,
but the remaining twelve
percent are neither extremely
angry nor actively supportive.
Likewise,
many
fathers
(thirty percent) were happy
about the pregnancy after the
initial reaction. Five percent
were angry, while another
thirty
percent
were
indifferent. A surprisingly
small fourteen percent denied
paternity completely.
Mrs. Pursell feels that
most girls under eighteen are
emotionally capable of caring
for a child if they have a warm
and supportive family to help.
She also feels that more
girls are keeping their'babies
than before because the social
stigma attached to unwed
Jr. Class Seib T-shirts

The 1978-79 Junior class of
Jordan High School is putting
plans into action by getting an
early start ori their traditional
class project; raising money
for the Junior-Senior Prom.
This year one fund raising
idea is already in progress.
The Junior class is selling
T-shirts and Jerseys bearing
the name of the school and its
mascot. Jerseys come in dark
blue with red lettering and are
on sale for six dollars each. Tshirts are just the opposite;
red background with dark
blue lettering, and they are on
sale for four dollars each.
Support the Junior class by
showing your school spirit and
or Tpurchasing a
shirt; remember it's your
prom.

mothers has lessened. (Out of
228 teenage mothers surveyed
in a three year period, only 44
were married.) Many girls
have religious and family
pressures that urge them to
keep their babies.
Teenage mothers face a
variety of problem, the
principal of which is expense.
Most girls (about fifty-eight
percent) stay in school during
pregnancy, but afterwards
of
drop
out
because
inadequate or expensive
daycare facilities. Although a
baby can get medical stickers
and monthly support from the
Social Services Department if
the father is not support it, the
mother cannot because she is
still a dependent of her
parents (unless she is
"emancipated," or married).
Mrs. ·Pursell feels that
lack
of
access
to
contraceptives may not be the
reason that most teenagers
get pregnant as much as an
"it can't happen to me"
attitude.
All
the
contraceptives available to
everyone else are available to
teenagers if they have
parental permission to use
them. If not, they must be of
legal age (eighteen), married
or
emancipated
minors .
(living alone with their child).
Anyone interested in
learning more about teenage
pregnancies can contact Mrs.
Joyce Pursell at the Women's
Clinic at Duke Hospital, or
inquire at the Lincoln
Community
Center
on
Fayetteville Street.
How
many
pickled
peppers in a peck? Maxi, who
works downstairs at Schact's
Deli on Second Avenue,
reports that a quart jar of
filleted
sweet
peppers
contains 13 to 15, or about 104
to 120 per peck. Whole hot
peppers are packed 18 to 20 to
the quart, giving one 144 to 160
hot pickled peppers per peck.

New faces at Jordan.

Introducing JHS's New Teachers
There are a lot of new
teachers at Jordan this year.
Four of them were asked to
share with the student body,
their pasts, interests, and
opinions of Jordan.
Mr. Wethington is the new
shop teacher at Jordan this
year.
Mr.
Wethington
attended college at North
Carolina State University. He
started his teaching career in
1956, at Durham Industrial
Education, now referred to as
"Durham Tech." He quit this
job in 1958, only to resume his
teaching career again in 1964.
Mr. Wethington has taught in
other schools, as well as
Durham Industrial. He taught
at Durham High for thirteen
years, and Hillside for one
year.
Mr.
Wethington
expresses his opinion of
Jordan by saying, "So far I
thirik it's the best school of
the three that I've worked in.''
Mr.
Wethington
enjoys
playing golf, when he can find
the spare time, and also deep
sea fishing. Mr. Wethington
said, "My job is the biggest
hobby that I have. My family
sometimes refer to me as a
"Work Aholic," but I can't
help it, that's just the way I
am."
Mrs. Guthrey is another
new faculty member at
Jordan this year. Mrs.
Guthrey teaches Geometryand

Algebra I. She said, "I like
Jordan. The school I came
from is about the same as
Jordan academically, and so
are the students." Mrs.
Guthrey's previous job was
teaching Math at "Lexington
High" in South Carolina. She
attended college at New Berry
College, in New Berry, South
Carolina and did graduate
work at the University of S.C.
Mrs. Guthrey's hobbies range
from sewing and playing the
piano to sailing and water
skiing. Her husband happened
to graduate from Jordan in
1969.
Mrs. Mcgrath said, "The
thing I like about Jordan is
that the students and faculty
are all so nicE:, I like the
school." Mrs. Mcgrath is
teaching
computer
Programming and Geometry
at Jordan. She has already
become involved in Jordan's
activities by becoming the
faculty advisor for Junior
Civi tan.
Mrs.
Mcgrath
attended college at East
Carolina. She has taught two
years in college at E.C.U.
while in graduate school, but
this is her first year teaching
High School students. Mrs.
Mcgrath said she is interested
in "lots of things." A few of
her hobbies are camping,
horseback riding and sailing,
but she said, since school has

Sophomores _At Jordan
by Bonnie Hogue
This year at Jordan, there
are almost 400 new students.
They are sophomores, who

have come from Githens and
Lowes Grove, the majority
coming from Githens.
There is an increase in the
Cafeteria, Craps & Cards number of the sophomore
class. Sophomore advisor, Ms.
The cafeteria will undergo
Charlotte Wilkinson feels this
a change on October 27 when it
increase
is
due
to
will be made into a casino by
"repeaters."
One-hundred
the AFS club. The AFS club
seventeen sophomores failed
will hold a Monte Carlo night
last year, although many went
to raise money for their
to summer school to receive
foreign exchange program.
credit.
Mrs. Wilkinson feels
The cafeteria will be set
that this was caused by the
up with crap tables, poker
new requirement to pass both
tables, black-jack tables,
English
and Math.
roulette wheels, and other
Mrs.
Wilkinson
has
games. A stereo system will
already begun working very
provide added entertainment
hard with the sophomores.
and refreshments will be sold.
She
has
visited
each
The refreshments will be
sophomore English class and
sold by "bunnies," and the
discussed general information
casino
will
have
the
about Jordan, study habits
appropriate atmosphere. Said
and guidance services. A
senior Cindy Greenhill, "I
quick
appraisal
of
a
can't wait to slip into my white
questionnaire she gave during
ears, tail, and bow tie."
the visit shows that the
majority of the students are
familiar
with
Jordan's
requirements. Her next job
will be to work with
sophomores individually.
Mrs. Wilkinson said "I am
very excited about working
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with the sophomores, and I
feel familiar with them
already. The sophomore year
is most difficult because of the
adjustment students have to
make," she added.
.
Sophomores have mixed
feelings when asked how they
feel about Jordan. However,
most feel that they receive
more freedom here at Jordan.
Here is what some students
had to say.
Jack Mcclenny feels, "It
is overcrowded--they need to
do something about the
lllnchroom."
Gini Bollinger stated, "I
thirik we should be able to
leave the campus during
lunch."
Amy Swartz stated, '.'It's
better than Githens because
you get more freedom."
Ricky Council said, "I like
it better because of the
teachers and the lunch
period."
Friley Saucier feels, "It is
a little better, but a school is a
school."
Jay Frazier stated, "We
have more freedom over here.
The teachers are more
understanding. In the next
three years I hope I will
understand Jordan a lot
better."
Chandler Leaming said,
"You have more freedom."
Kim Toth said, "I thirik it
is a lot better than last year
because it is so different."

started she hasn't had much
time for these activities. Mrs.
Mcgrath exclaimed, "I'm new
to Durham and Jordan, but
I'm enjoying it!"
Mrs. Warner is a new
English teacher at Jordan.
She said, "I love Jordan
because this is where I want to
teach." Mrs. Warner attended
Vassar
College
in
Poughkeepsie, New York. She
has also earned her Masters
degree from Duke University.
Mrs. Warner stopped teaching
about fifteen years ago, so
that she could be home with
her children; but now she has
felt the need to continue her
career. Mrs. Warner has one
main hobby, looking at old
homes. She and her family
have been to all of the old
houses lcx;ated on the James
River; she likes to look at
their
furnishings
and
architecture. Their next stop
will be Charleston, South
Carolina where there are
many old plantations.

Classified
-ADsCLASSY-FIED AD, I bought
one, why didn't you? Only $.50
for 15 words! ! !
FOR SALE: 1970 Ford Station
Wagon, high mileage, air
conditioning, good first car.
Best offer. 489-8085.
WANTED: 1 soccer cocaptain, initials: KB. Should
apply to KG.
THANKS to Cindy, Andrea,
and Beth for your support.
WHY DO SOME SophomQre
girls feel like they came right
out of Vogue when they look
like Calendar girls from Field
and Stream.
SOMETHING BOTHERING
YOU? Write a letter to the
editor. Drop any letters or
suggestions you have in locker
107.

WANTED: 1 wheel chair, l
bag of rice, 3 water guns, a
lighter, a bag of toast, a
newspaper, a pair of fishnet
hose, and 1 garter.
CONGRATULATIONS
to
Student Council for such a
TERRIFIC Homecoming.
Support
your
Student
Council.. .. Give
any
suggestions you have to your
Class Representatives any
time. ,
BUY a T-shirt from the Junior
Class for a good Prom.
BUY the Talon and the
Falcon's Cry, 2nd time
together makes a terrific pair.
This is your lucky day! This is
your FREE copy of the
Falcon's Cry. Next time you.
won't be so lucky. Buy a
subscription for only $2.00 and
receive the next 8 issues.
Otherwise, single issues will
cost $.25.
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A Late Night Phenomonenon

Roe y Horror
by Beth Giles and Andrea

Blackman

The time is midnight,
Friday. The place is a simple
movie theater in Chapel Hill.
The people are ordinary
humans by day, but tonight
they throw rice, squirt water
pistols, and shout at the movie
screen. What causes this
bizarre behavior in seemingly
normal people? Only a movie
(or is it?) called "The Rocky
Horror Picture Show."
When first released in
1975, the movie was not much
of a success. Only this year,
did urban cultists in New York
and Boston start a national
fad. Nationwide, it has
quadrupled its original cost (1
million) and has become the
most popular late show in the
Triangle area. In terms of art
quality, the film is a "turkey."
But in its entertainment
value, it is a superb outlet for
internal insanity.

Man." The long legs of Brad
Majors and Columbia, along
with the costume of fishnet
stockings
and
glittery
platform shoes, accentuate
the final dance number.
Many Jordan students
have joined the lunacy by
frequently attending the late
night
showings.
Tracy
Williams, a junior, through
the "Time Warp" was "the
greatest!" Another junior
view was expressed by Mary
Anne Parrish, who said, "the
best part is the audience
participation.

The plot involves Brad
Majors, (a real nerd) and his
naive girlfriend, Janet Weiss
(ssss). On a dark and stormy
night, their car has a blowout
and they are forced to
approach the castle of Frank
N. Furter, a mad scientist
with a very limited wardrobe.
Brad and Janet are met at the
door by Riff-Raff
and
Magenta (the maid whose
home perm was left in 20
minutes too long) and are
made right at home by
inviting them to join in the
unveiling of Frank N. Furter's
creation, Rocky Horror.

Karen Wells, who has
seen the picture eight times,
exclaimed, "I love it!" as she
began to demonstrate the
"Time Warp." How does one
become such a Rocky Horror
fan? According to Karen,
"You can't expect to be a fan
after seeing it only one time.
It's hard to take it all in after
only one viewing. While you're
seeing it, you're kind of scared
because
everything
is
happening so fast. But after a
while you think about it and
realize how great it is. The
second time is the best
because you have been
waiting for it and you're all
psyched up for it. The third
and fourth time you just go
and enjoy. You take it all in.
And by the sixth time, you're
in the aisles dancing the
"Time Warp" and yelling out
the actor's lines." Karen, who
enjoys seeing the movie in
costume, has an incredible
likeness for Magenta.

As the Transylvanians
dance the "Time Warp," a
boring
narrator
(who
frequently interrupts th e
movie) gives step by step
instructions to the audience,
who boogie d-Own in the aisles.
other musical highlights
include "Science Fiction
Double Feature," "Time
Warp," "Dammit Janet"
and "I Can
You 'A

Where does the movie get
its powers to drive otherwise
sane people to such extreme?
Is it the actors? Their
costumes (or lack of?) No one
knows for sure. Are the fans
really "into the time slip"? Or
just out for a late night cheap
thrill? The only answer is to
judge for yourself on Friday
and Saturday . nights, 12
midnight. BE THERE! ! !

Band practices for big night.

Durham's First Band Festival
Members of the Jordan
High school marching band
were
participants
in
Durham's first annual band
festival. The festival held on
September 30, 1978 at 7 :OO pm
took place in the Durham
County Stadium.
The
festival
was
competitive, awards were
given
for
the
best
performance in the following

On
Wednesday,
September 20,
"America
Laughs," a presentation of the
history of American humor
visited Jordan. Sponsored by
the Pepsi-Cola Company and
radio station, WDCG, the
program featured aspects of
American
humor
from
Benjamin Franklin's "Poor
Richard's
Almanac"
to
Robert
Klein's
"Every
Record Ever Recorded."
The
assembly
was
narrated by Shawn Smith, a
native of North Carolina and
an actor with theater creditsin Broadway'a "Moonbirds"
and in the movie, "Annie
Hall." He has received
degrees in drama from the
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill and Western
Carolina University.
Film
clips
featuring
Charlie Chaplin, Laurel and
Hardy, Will Rogers and Jack
Benny reflected the diversity
and changes that have
occurred in American humor ..
Impersonator Will Jordan
brought to life such historical
humorists as Ben Franklin,
Mark Twain, and Groucho
Marx. Flip Wilson was also on
hand as the on-screen
narrator for the multi-media
program.
For the most part, Jordan

students enjoyed the more
recent brands of comedy,
rather than the slapstick
routines of Laurel and Hardy.
Jerry Lewis's parody on the
computer age and Robert
Klein's "Every Record Ever
Recorded" gathered the most
popular response from the
students.
The show also focused on
what makes people laugh and
why. One of the main uses of
comedy is to escape the
pressures of everyday life.
Times
of
war
were
emphasized as periods when
the United States really
needed a laugh. The Civil War
brought the
"blackface"
minstrel shows. World War II
introduced the humor of Bob
Hope. The war in Vietnam
started today's comedians:
Woody Allen, Richard Pryor,
Steve Martin and Chevy
Chase.
Disc jockey, Dave Steels,
gave Roger Philyaw, Karen
Wells, Leo Dockery and Paul
Cordts the opportunity to try
out their talents as amateur

corp, Jenny Bradford, said the
festival, "Was good with what
we were doing." David
Cunningham referred to the
festival as an "exciting night
of competition for everyone."
Several of the band members
stated that "practicing was
hard, and the weather hot."
The band began practicing
August 16, 1978 for this year's
performances.

How To Turn On To Togas
by Andrea Blackman

In past years the high
school students have created
numerous fads according to
their lifestyles. In the early
· 70's there were peace signs,
)•Jng hair, Elton John, and
mini-skirts. Later on there
were khakies, topsiders, and
alligator shirts. In the most
recent days, the high school
students are turning to togas.
What
makes
these
adorable folds of cloth so
appealing? Their recent fame
can be attributed to the new
movie
"Animal House."
Created by the magazine
"The National Lampoon," the
movie centers around a
fraternity that is kicked out of
a stuffy up-tight college
because of "numerous acts of

''America Laughs" At Jordan
by Beth Giles

areas: marching, playing,
flags, drum major, rifles, and
majorettes.
Other bands
participating in the festival
were Northern, Southern,
Hillside, and Durham High.
Jordan's band marched to
the music, "Espana" and
"Battle Hymn of Republic."
Members of the band had
a positive attitude toward the
festival. A member of the flag

comedians and to win "G-105"
prizes. Karen and Leo won Tshirts for their "cringing
while meditating" act and
Paul won a belt buckle merely
for his comedic appearance.

perversion" performed at one
of their toga parties.

togas are not suggested for
school apparel. What one does
in the privacy of his own
aquaduct is his own business.

The toga ensemble is
essentially the same. for men
and women. It consists of a
sheet, the toga, wrapped
around the waist and then
draped over the shoulder, or
behind the ear, if one perfers.
It has been observed that toga
underclothing can be achieved
by cutting out the corners of a
pillowcase and tying it at the
waist. Adornments of the head
may be fabricated from
wreaths of olive leaves, but if
such leaves cannot be
obtained, pine needles have
the same effect. The feet can
go nude or be covered with
genuine Roman Bass sandles.
At the party is is suggested
that the chariots be parked on
the right side of the street.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE.
OF PEER PRESSURE
(Continued from Page 3)
with, what do they do in their
spare time? Do they have the
same feelings as you? Ask
yourself, why do I do the
things I do? Is It because I
want to or is it because my
friends think I should, and I
don't want to be different."
As members of society
each of us are under the
influence of others, we are
also the ones that influence.
We have some control over
peer pressure. "We can not
decide how we are influenced
but we can decide how we
influence others."

The kind -0f beverage
served at the toga party is left
up to the discretion of the host,
though it should be kept in
mind that the Romans did not
have carbonated beverages.
Because of the cool weather
and the dress codes of schools,

Will The Keys Be Kissing?
The Key Club has had a
good start this year and is
hoping for a prosperous one.
Scott Stewart is president this
year with Steve Biddy as vicepresident, Jay Johnston as
Secretary and Brent Bennett
as Treasurer.
After realizing the club
doesn't have a constitution, as
all the club in Jordan ar.e
supposed too, they intE)nd to
write one. '.fheir plans also
include working for Unicef at
Halloween
by
"Trick-aTreating" for donations. The
Keys also plan to sell Azaleas
for Kiwanis as they do every
year.
A possibility for fund

raising, thought of by none
other than the Keys, is a Kissa-thon. The Kiss-a-thon would
consist of couples being paid
to kiss by the minute. The
money made would go to a

sc.r.c11..a. 11c'°'e.s

root-

'Phone..

needy organization for a good
cause. The problems involve
ge.tting the idea approved, of
this problem Scott said, "Who
would want to pay a bunch of
teenagers to kiss?"
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Girls' Volleyball Tops In Field
by John Thompson
"We have the potential to
be number one in the state."
That's what volleyball coach
Anne Harris said when asked,
"How good is this year's
team?" She also stated that
she, "expects more," from
this year's team than last
year's; although last year's
team won 23 of 24 regular

Girls' Tennis Gets In
The Swing
by Bonnie Hogue

The Jordan girls' tennis
team got off to a late start, but
it certainly was not slow.
After only two days of
practice, the team played
match
on
their
first
September 12 with Dunn,
winning 8-f. On September 14,
they played Wake Forest, and
were defeated 3-6. Given
another chance, coach Faye
Thomas feels that Jordan
could beat the Wake Forest
team.
Since last year's coach,
Mrs.
Baker, moved to
Wilmington,
Mrs.
Faye
Thomas, Durham City-County
Champion, is now coaching
the team for a few days a
week. Some girls have gotten

their mothers to come and
help when she is not able to be
there.
Mrs. Thomas had some
comments on the team. "All
the players have great
potential. The majority of the
team is sophomores; which is
a good outlet for the future."
There are nine girls on the
team.
The team feels that their
outlook is good. Both the
coach and the players feel that
they have a· great season
ahead of them. Team member
Karla Breitweiser said, "We
need to keep up the team
spirit." With the support of
Jordan students, the team will
keep their spirits up andmake
it a winning season.

Soccer Team Sets High
Goals In '78
"Move up the field! Up
the field! ... For Christ Sake,
run to the ball. Run to the ball!
... Gentleman, we're playing
soccer! ''
This is Doug
Lambert, new head coach of
the Jordan soccer team,
urging the players on against
the opponent.
The soccer team seems to
be in better condition and
better prepared for games
this year than last. Under the
direction of Lambert and Bob
Castleman, assistant coach of
the team, the team members
have done many conditioning
drills and much running. This
has benefited the team by
increased
endurance
in
games. In an 80 minute game,
endurance is important.
"Our defense is probably
a lot ·stronger than last
year's," said Stan Gall,
defensive captain of the team.
"As soon as we start
generating some offense, we'll
start winning," commented
Gall.
The soccer team had a
disappointing
start
this
season. After starting the
season with a tie and then
losing four straight games,
JHS got in the win column
with a 2-1 victory over
Durham High and a 3-0
success
over . Cardinal
Gibbons. Their record of 2-4-1
does not tell . the· whole story
though. Jordan has had a good
number of games that could
have gone either way.
Durham Academy was held
scoreless for 60 minutes
before scoring two quick goals
to win 2-0. Jordan could easily
have won two or three more
games.
"We have nowhere to go
but up at this point," said
Castleman. "It (the team) is
showing
marked
improvement
since
the
beginning of the season. The
defense has been very solid.
We've had a few problems
with the offense trying to get
some goals scored, but that's
bound to improve."

The 1978 Jordan Soccer
team consists of: Steve
Barringer, Kennon Bordon,
Stan Gall, Al Hubbard, Bill
Hume, Alex Isley, Malcom
Isley, Jay Jaeger, Dan King,
Eddie King, Victor King, Greg
Mau, Jimmy Mitchell, John
Morgan, John Rohlf, Tom
Sigmon, Brian Strauss, Ibra
Tayyeb, Bo Uzzle, Eric Van
Vleet, and Jeff Young.
Lambert, who played
soccer
at
Duke,
and
Castleman, who played soccer
at Arizona, are both attending
Duke law school. They are
coaching the soccer team in
their spare team and are
greatly appreciated by all the
players on the team.

season games before losing in
the second round of the state
playoffs.
"We are as good as many
small
teams," Ms.
Harris went on, ''this group is
so
great
because
of
unselfishness, we are a total
team." The female Falcons
are 8 and 0 with wins over
Southern
Alamance,
Burlington Cummings twice,
Durham Academy twice,
Northern twice and Webb. The
team
members
are

sophomores: Kari Hartwig,
Debra Nickelston, Kathy
Bonner,
Beth
Arends;
juniors: Valerie Green, Susan
Manes; Linda Williams, Susan
Overby, and Pooh Toms. The
senior members of .the team
are: Karen Williams, Janet
Nickelston, with captains
Terry Morris and Taryn
Rodgers. Ms. Harris said of
Miss Rodgers, "Taryn has the
ability to get a scholarship to
any
college
in
North
Carolina." Rodgers' ability as

a spiker overshadows the
other talent on the team.
"Janet Nickelston is as good a
setter as Rodgers is a spiker."
Miss Nickelston showed great
confidence when questioned
about the team. "We're
great!" she exclaimed.
There will be a home
match October 10 against
Dunn and East Wake. Three
games can be seen for 1
dollar. Come support a
possible state champion.

Cross Country Off And Running
Cross Country coach Jobn
Gray calls this year's team
the "best we've ever had
here." With 6 of the last
seasons
top 9 runners
returning,
it
is
easily
conceivable that this i:; "the
best." Coach Grey said that he
was looking for JHS's,
"greatest season ever," with,
"Brad Michelsen leading the
way." Michelsen, who was
hurt most of last year's
season, is running number one
on the team. He attended a
cross country camp at N.C.
State and worked on his own

throughout the summer.
Brad's hard work has made
him the top runner of the
team.
Scott Tyrey, last year's
MVP, Chuck Neal, the only
senior on the team, runs third.
Other members of the team
are Will Donovon, Homer

Jordan Monogram
Club Is Started
Did you know that Jordan
has a monogram club? Well,
we do. Jordan has just
organized a new monogram
club. The club is under the
direction of Curtis Young,
Randy Rogers, and Hal Keith.
The club is now in the process
of electing its officials and
they plan to order new letter
jackets. The monogram club
will be having various fund
raising projects in order to
buy letters and trophies.
Within the next month the
club will start selling cookies
in order to raise money for the
letters. According to director
Curtis Young "every student
athlete, male and female who
participated in the necessary
amount of time in their
respective sport will earn a
letter." The jackets will be in
the school colors with extra
ornaments available.

White, Pat Donovon, Sid
Baker, Mark Shore, James
VanRoy and Mark Dewey.
The team is five and one
at this time, with a second
place showing in the CityCounty Meet. Last season the
Falcon
runners
were
conference champions and
Coach Gray commented of
this season, "we're looking for
the gold and a second straight
conference title. Apex is the
only team which poses any
threat to the Jordan gold."
Girls are running for the first
time this year. About eight or
nine regulars wiU1 a few
"part-timers" run. Gray said,
"some are running for their
health, and others to get ready
for spring track." The girls
track team is the returning
state champions. Gray also
said, "Girls Cross Country
should be a Varsity sport in
the very near future."

How fast is greased
lightning? With or without
grease, lightning travels at
186,000. miles per second, the
speed of light.
Glrls' Cross Country-off to a
great start.
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by David Tisher
While many students at
Jordan High School this
spring are planning that
traditional
pest-graduation
trip to Ocean Drive Beach, a
select group of seniors are
going to break tradition this
year by vacationing for a
week in the Bahamas.
On June 10 a chartered
flight with seats for forty
people will depart from
Raleigh-Durham
Airport
bound for Freeport on Grand
Bahama Island. The travelers
will then spend six days and
five nights in one of the
world's most popular vacation
lands. The trip is all part of a
special package deal that
include round trip plane fare,

accommodations at the
Freeport Holiday Inn, and two
meals a day at any one of
three restaurants located in
the hotel complex.
Recreational activities at
the Inn Complex are many. It
provides guests with two 18hole golf courses, 22 tennis
courts, swimming pool with
bath house and saunas, and
miles of beach to enjoy. For
minimal charges, guests can
also take advantage of activities such as water skiing,
scuba diving, deep sea fishing,
and even rentals of glass
bottom boats. Instructors for
all activities are available for
lessons by request.
The Holiday Inn Complex
is just one of the many night

Guy You
by Beth Giles
Among the new faces at
JHS this year is Mr. Daniel M.
Asher. Dan, (as he prefers
being called) is a counselor
specializing in students who
have trouble creating space
for dealing with their
problems. He also teaches a
class of remedial Chisanbop
offered 4th period.
Originally from Marin
County, California. Dan spent

his time relating at the
California Institute of Mellow,
where he discovered that his
trip was to be helping
adolescents deal with their
options and getting their acts
together. He came to North
Carolina because he felt he

spots that provides guests
with dancing, live entertainment and shows. The
city of Freeport is well known
for its many casinos and for
the many famous entertainers
that perform in its night clubs.
Steve Martin and Lou Rawls
will be appearing the week of
the 10th.
Although this trip was
designed for about forty
people, organizers say there
are places available for others
who might be interested.
Organizers also tell us thatthe
trip has been designed for
seniors, but exceptions can be
made. To find out the details
of this trip, drop a letter of
interest in The Fakon's Cry
mailbox locker 107.

Relate

"needed to get behind some
people who really knew where
their heads were and could
understand where I was
coming from. I also hearc!, that
I could really catch some
heavy rays at the coast."
In his spare time, Dan
enjoys creating organic
recipes - with his Cuisinart,
soaking in his redwood hot
tub, high enzyme jogging, and
just relating good vibes with
his feline friend, Kat Vonnegut, Jr.
When asked by this
reporter to compare how his
lifestyle has changed since he
left Marin, Dan explained,
"Marin had a kind of space
that I could really get behind

before, but now, like, there is
a lack of space for creating a
context for impacting your
environment. North Carolina
offered me free space that I
could really relate to. It's like
North Carolina is a part of the
cosmos. I'm not saying Marin
isn't. It's just like, I couldn't
cope with the increasingly
heavy scene that was coming
down out there. Here in
Durham, there is a good
that helps the space where my
head's at. My inner resources
are virtually unlimited. To put
it in naturally organic terms:
The aura of the Southeastern
U.S. is really much more
mellow in terms of natural
fiber and finding your inner
being."
Dan offers all students at
Jordan the opportunity to
create the right space for
coping with bad vibes and an
open invitation to rap with
him any time they don't know
where they're coming from.
Hopefully, Dan's inner karma
will help others deal with their
own options in a way that will
benefit the cosmos of the
space in which their heads are
in.

though "Rubber Biscuit" is
funny) because it is not. The
Blues Brother's Album,
"Briefcase Full of Blues,"
consists of true blues tunes
from years ago.

Master Bluesmen
by Mark Lazarus
Joliet Jake, and Elwood
Blues, the aliases for Dan
Aykroyd and John Belushi of
NCB's "Saturday Night
Live," have produced a disc
that is not in the normal

pril

Fools!

Space Exploration Club invites NASA to Jordan- for demonstration of Apollo 2001.

album category. The motive
behind this record is not solely
money; buf also a deep personal concern for the
preservation of blues; the root
from which all rock and roll
stems. Do not buy this album
expecting comedy (even
April. Fool's Day or All
Fools Day is named for the
custom of playing practical
jokes or sending a friend on
fool's errands on April first.
Many explanations have
been offered for the custom,
but the most popular is the
coming of spring, when nature
fools mankind with sudden
changes from showers to
sunshine. It is the season when

The album is brimming
with fine musicians, such as
the legendary Tom "Triple
Scale" Scott. He has ac-

Mr. Avery coaches Pea-shooting Team at Jordan.
\

Student apathy evident in sparse attendance of Teacher Appreciation Club Meeting.

companied everyone from
Judy Collins to Paul McCartney as a virtuoso trumpet
player. The backup musicians
also include Paul "The Shiv"
Schaffer who is the piano
player for Bill Murray in his
night club skits on "Saturday
Night." Schaffer also does
frequent appearances
imitating Don Kirshner. Other

musicians on the album are
Lou "Blue Lou" Marini
horns, and Steve Cropper
guitarist. The music is very
good all around and the lyrics
are very interesting. Songs to
listen for are "Groove Me,"
"Mes sin With the Kid,"
"Soulman," and "Hey Bartender."
See Photo on Page 2

all people are given an excuse
to play the fool.
April fooling became
customary in France after the
adoption of the reformed
calendar in 1564 making the
year begin on January 1st
instead of March 21st H has
previously been common for
the people to make New
Year's calls and exchange
gifts on April 1 under the old

calendar and some people
objected to this change.
Jokesters accordingly sent to
these persons mock gifts on
April 1 and made calls of
pretended ceremony. The
person fooled was called
"Poisson d'avril" meaning
· April fish, perhaps bec_ause
April fish are easily caught.
The early settlers of

America brought the custom
with them. It is observed here
chiefly by· school aged
children, who pin signs on
companions' backs saying
"kick me," or telling an elder
that they have a hole in a
pocket, a loose thread, or a
black mark on their face and
shouting "april Fool" when
their victim looks for the
mark.
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Abolishing Audience Anarchy
by Mel Fleshman

Masters at their craft;

Real People

Cafeteria Workers
by Reggie Barnette

Have you ever wondered
who those nine wonderful
women and one hard working
man are when you rush to the
cafeteria for your daily grub?
Well, whether you know it or
not they are the cafeteria
workers. Those ten people
plus a couple of part time
students work very hard to
prepare hot and delicious
meals for you everyday. After
the central office prepares the
menus the workers start at
7: 30 in the morning and do not
leave
until
3: 30
and
sometimes later. During this
time they fry pounds of
potatoes, bake pounds and
pounds of rolls and they
prepare on an average from
200 to 250 fresh sandwiches
and hoggies everyday. The
workers feel that other than
getting paid only once a month
it takes a lot more. As Mrs.
Nancy Wilkenson put it, "It
takes gutts, steel willpower,
and a love for children in
order to be a cafeteria
worker." When asked about
the spirit and moral of the
workers from day to day Mrs.
Rachel Richardson the
manager of the
workers,
said "Well we have our differences at times but for the
most part we are one big
happy family."
The salad bar is another
Jordan first and it has been a
success. When asked who
came up with the idea of a
salad bar Mrs. Richardson
replied, "The central office
came up with the idea and we
were the first school to try out
having a salad bar and it
seems to be liked by
everyone." Mrs. Janice

Mclean is the lady who
prepares those salads that you
glutt down everyday and when
asked what she thought about
her job she replied, "I prepare
fresh salads everyday and I
take pride in what I do." As
for the ladies that serve the
food to you they are very
important, just as everyone is
in the cafeteria. One of the
lady servers Mrs. Allene
Winston commented, "I have
been s-erving food for twelve
years and I love it."
The washing of the dishes
is another very important part
of the cafeteria work day. One
of the people who does a very
good job at this is Mr. Gilbert
Farrington. When asked about
the procedures in the dishwashing line Mr. Farrington
said, "The dish machine is
broken up into three stations
the first of which is to knock
food off of the plates. The
second is to rinse the plates
with extremely hot water and
third is to stack and distribute
the dishes to the servers on
line." Although washing
dishes is a very hard job, Mr.
Farrington does not mind at
all. When asked to elaborate
on his job and how he felt
about it Mr. Farrington
replied, "I have been working
here for two years now and I
love my work. If you love the
work you do nothing bothers
you. The children cooperate
beautifully and the teachers
are very kind."
The Jordan High cafeteria
is a nice place with ten
beautiful people working
there, so why not say
"Thanks, I enjoyed my
meal?"

THE FALCON'S CRY
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The candidate finished
running over his speech for
the last time, he hears a bell
ringing in the distance. The
quiet auditorium where he has
resided for the last twentyfive minutes suddenly turns
into a madhouse. Each
student files in from every
possible entrance and begins
his frantic search for his
designated seat, which has
been "chosen especially for
him." There are sound of
students calling to their
friends from across the room
and the clear, stern voices of
the advisors calling roll,
making sure that each student
is in his or her proper seat. As
the lights of the auditorium
dim, a hush falls over the
assemblage and all eyes rest
on the speaker occupying the
stage.
Such an "assemblage" of
persons brought together for
the purpose of listening or
looking on, is commonly
referred to as an audience. As
proven by previous assemblies occuring in the 1978-79

school year, the behavior of
the Jordan audience could
definitely stand room for
improvement. For the purpose of organization and
simplicity during assemblies,
Jordan students are required
to sit with their own advisory
group. Each advisor is
responsible for stressing
order and discipline in his own
group; yet sometimes this
task is not an easy one.
Students seem to tire easily of
the activities being performed
on stage and begin to look
elsewhere for amusement.
Some of these activities can be
referred to as uncultivated
and totally unnecessary.
When
attending
an
assembly, each student should
be courteous and respectful to
the participating person or
persons involved on stage. As
once stated by Jordan's Music
teacher, Mrs. Lisa Mciver,
"What students fail to realize
is that when they assemble
into a group, their actions are
no longer their own responsibility, but they become the

Although Jordan students
may have "a lot to be desired"
in terms of putting all of the
qualifications of a polite
audience, into use, the
audience has been said to be
the best behaved so far.
Therefore, when you begin to
get restless in the middle of an
assembly, before striking up
conversation with the person
beside you; or yelling out your
own comments, stop and
consider where you are. An
assembly is a time for
enlightenment
or
entertainment, not a time for
socialization with fellow
students.
-..._
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Coming Events

Classified

April 6 - Queen's College
April 6-7 - Oklahoma
April 11--17 - New York Drama Trip
April 18-23 - AFS Short Term Exchange
April 26 - Mike Cross, Jordan, 8 p.m.

Ads
WANTED! Someone who
wants to leave home! Share
an apartment and gain
freedom! Must be 18 or have
parents permission. Contact
Mike. Harris - drop note with
name and phone number in
locker number 591.

CONCERTS:
March 29 - Cheech and Chong, Greensboro Coliseum
March 31 - Billy Joel, Reynolds Coliseum
April 14 - Rush, Greensboro Coliseum

The lln-Prep At IHS
To the Editor:
As a student of Jordan
High School and a contented
member of the non-prep
society, I find Stephen
Barringer's letter to the editor
in your previous issue extremely sophmoric. Does he
actually believe that anyone is
concerned in the least whether
his "Dean Pringle" sweaters
are 100 percent cashmere or
100 percent recycled burlap?
If he does, he is living in a
fantasy world.
I think the feature, "Are
You a Prep?'', was cute and it
was all in fun. I see no reason

responsibility of the entire
group." For example, if a
performer is on stage and his
train of thought is broken by
an impolite comment, he
automatically thinks the
whole audience is "a rude
audience", not just the individual responsible for the
comment. Thus the action of
one person is reflecting on the
entire group as a whole.

for

Stephen to become
about his "prep
rep." I think his problem is
clearly evident by his snobbish reply to the editor, this
problem being a superiority
complex; defined in Webster's
Dictionary as "an excessive
striving for or pretense of
superiority to compensate for
obvious inferiority."
Thank you,
Susan Taylor

Are you a new student? NHS
M>ould like to help you find
niche at JHS. See Mrs.
Lemay in 112 for more information.
Keep those cards and letters
!coming : T-5 or locker number
107.
Last chance to buy a space
in The Falcon's Cry! 50 cents
for 15 words.
,
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NEW BANNERS
<Continued from Page 1)
The new scoreboard was
given to JHS by the Coca-Cola
Bottling Company of Durham.
Special thanks to Mr. Charles
Bagley of Coke for this handsome addition to the Jordan
gym.

Grace Gray
Quality framing at reasonable prices
3307 University Drive
( 919) 489-7 539
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Hong Kong, Naples, Morocco.
The Navy ships are all over the
world. and with them is the expert who keeps them in constant
communications, the Cryptologic Technician.
If you're qualified, the Navy
will train you in Cryptologic
communications administration,
maintenance. interpretation or
collection. For more information.
contact:
ROY SARVIS
U.S. Navy Representative
U.S. Navy Recruiting Station
Box 567
117 Orange Street
Durham, N.C. 27702
Phone 682-2800
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.April Fool's Sports Shorts
,

by .Tim Clement
This past volleyball
season a bizarre incident went
unreported. In a conference
match, Taryn Rogers mistook
Janet Nickleston for a ball and
spiked her into the gym floor.
Charles
Blackman
recently turned down a
lucrative $500,000 contract
from the NBA. Washington
Bullets to attend St. Augustine
on a water polo scholarship.
Steve Biddy captured the
prestigious $150,000 Hershey's
slam dunk competition March
5-6 at Hershey, Penn. Biddy
claimed the $50,000 first prize

The . entire boys' track
team has been selected to
represent the U.S. in the 1980
Olympics at Los Angeles. The
team will be led by superstar
shot-put catcher John Miles
and bus driver Bobby Salmon.
On a nearly tragic note,
Glen Dowdy recently escaped
serious injury when he was
attempting to block a shot in a
pick·up basketball game and
bruised his Achilles tendon on
the basket support.
Veteran Coach Hal Keith
turned competitor recently
when he placed third in a
Tobacco Chew spitting contest
at Catsburg, March 22. Girls?

was a v1c1ous "In-your-facesp in e-c hiller supreme.''
Ironically, 8 foot goals were
used.
Jimmy Harrington won
the 3rd semi-annual cast
throwing contest March 8 at
Spivey's Corner. Harrington
captured first place when he
threw the cast and his leg a
record 40 feet and 6 inches.
Swimmer Joe Van Roy
recently set a world record in
the 50 meter back stroke. He
set the mark with a time 8
hours and 10 minutes. Not
surprisingly, it was the
slowest time ever recorded.

lordan Stereotypes Sophomores
Mike Cross to perform at JHS, April 26.

-...::.

IN CONCERT
.
by Lashley Pleasants
Mike Cross, a local folk
singer that most
of us
have heard and enjoyed,
is
returning
to Jqrdan
on April 26. Tickets will be
sold to Jordan students two
weeks in advance for $3.00,
one week in advance for $3.50,
and $4.00 at the door.
Mike Cross has two
albums out. The first album
titled, "Child Prodigy" includes a Top 40 hit "Wisdom
or a Drink," and a favorite of
all "The Scotchman." The

second album "Born in the
Country" includes songs such
as "Knobby," and "The Great
Strip Poker Massacre." He
is a terrific fiddler and is
equally good on the guitar.
Everywhere he appears he sells out, places like
"Cat's Cradle," "The Pier,"
and even at Duke. Judging
from the popularity of his
appearance at Jordan last
year Student Council plans to
have a full house again. Be
sure to buy your tickets at the
·
very earliest.

a. wear disco jeans and
your dad to buy you another.
by BAM
Candie's. b. wear Candie's and c. steal the library's copy.
At this time in the school
disco jeans. c. make sure your d. dress in last week's fashion.
year, many seniors are
7. You are late for biology.
mom can drive you. d. do
str;iggling with the oncoming
the funky chicken.
What is your excuse?
pams of term papers, the
juniors are drowning in a sea
a. "I had to freshen my
3. You are learning how to
of chemicals from outrageous
drive, the instructor says to
make-up." b. "I dropped my
labs, but the
pass the car in front of you. So
disco bag." c. "The bus was
sophomores seem to be caught
you ...
late." d. "I got my alligator
in the middle of all of this
a. put the shift in "P" for
caught in my locker."
-Spring activity. These un- · pass. b. honk your horn until 8. You are going to the movies.
fortunate members of Jorhe moves. c. smash into his You want to see a really
dan's society perhaps need a
back end until he drives into raunchy flick so you go to ....
little reassurance of their
a. the North Avenue
·a ditch. d. act like a senior
social status. For this reason
Irregulars.
and go around the car.
this quiz was designed. It was
b. Escape to Witch Moun4. You are going camping, you
developed to help all the
tain.
c. Flipper.
should bring your ....
sophomores get a
grip
d. The Love Bug.
a. transparent disco back
on themselves, so that they
9. You want to be a J.V.
pack. b. fold-up curling iron,
might, somehow, find their
blow dryer, and heavy duty Quarterback so you ....
own little niche in life.
a. send off for the Charles
in stitutiqnal size make-up kit.
1. General Background. Do
Atlas body building program.
c. hiking Candie's.
b. date a J.V: cheerleader.
you:
a. wear Candie's?
5. You want to go to college.
c. buy lots of football cards.
b. clutter up hallways? c.curl
Your choices are:
d. wear pantyhose like Joe
your hair between classes?
a. Disco Tech. b. Paul Harris Namath.
d. wear disco jeans? e. go to
institute of fine fashion. c. Mr. 10. Your mommy won't take
Star Castle?
f. hang out at
Franco's institute of higher
you to South Square, so you ....
South Square? g. have an add- hair manipulation. d. Vanity
a. ask daddy.
a-gold-bead necklace? h. read?
State University.
b. beg big brother.
i. count on your fingers?
6. Your subscription to
c. ride your bike.
2. You are getting ready to go
"Vogue" ran out, so you ....
d. cry until mommy takes
to Star Castle. You ....
a. slit your wrists. b. ask
you.

Jaek-Aees To PJay Basketball Game
by Tina Robertson
The JHS High School Gym
is expected to be alive and
kicking on the night of April 9
when a Donkey Basketball
game will be staged at 8:00
p.m. with a pre-game show
scheduled for 6:30 that
evening.
The game will feature a
band of rough and ready
riders called the Jack-Aces
(most of which are better
known as Jordan High School
teachers) and a group of
equestrians named the JackAsstronauts or the members
of the FCA and the Monogram
Club. But the stars of the show
are the donkeys themselves.
Donkey Basketball is a
basketball game played with
four donkeys and four riders
on each team. One of the
donkey teams comprised of
Beatie Bomb, Super Stupid,
Elvis, and Rigor Mortis. The
other team is formed by
Thunder Ball, Snuffy, Kilroy,
and Honey pot, the world's
buckin'est donkey. Players
trade sets of donkeys and
baskets at half time with no
one on the same donkey for
more than one period. The

. players may either ride or
lead their donkey (which ever
works best) but they have to
be mounted to shoot, steal a
ball, or block passes.
Advance tickets will be
sold at lunch in the lobby by
Coach Avery and Coach
Young for $1.50; all tickets
sold at the door will be $2.00.
There is some hope for the
JHS boys who aren't taking
part in the actual game.
Coach Young said, "The
varsity cheerleaders are on
the lookout for some goodlooking
Donkey
Ball
cheerleaders." Only boys
need try out; sorry girls. He

also commented on a surprise
aimed at the teachers who
aren't playing in the game.
The Jack-Aces, or the
teacher's
team,
needs
cheerleaders also.
The evening will be
wrapped up with the crowning
of the King and Queen
Jackass; a very high honor
any teacher would be proud to
Meanwhile,
The
hold.
Falcon's Cry would like to see
which teacher or office
member the students would
like to see crowned. If you
have any suggestions feel free
to bring them by trailor 5 or
slip them in locker 270.
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by Beth Giles
"All the world's a stage,
and all the men and women
merely players." This may be
a true statement, but what of
the others that provide the
physical elements for life's
daily dramas? As usual, they
are grossly overlooked. At
least this is the case of the sets
and props committee for
Jordan's musical
"Oklahoma."
Considered by many
others a lower life form, the
technical crew has been
working diligently to gather,
borrow,- barter or (in some
cases)
-steal,
various
paraphanalia to serve as the
properties for the production
on April 6th and 7th. Led by
their advisor, the effervescent
Ms. Teer, (Who is considered
deadly when packing a staple
gun) the group has worked
nearly every night since the
beginning of March·preparing
the sets for opening night. The
nightly activities included:
stapling muslin to frame.;,
painting the sets and
naturally, remaining out of
the way of the cast, who were,
at the same time, rehearsing.
Because of the demand on
time and energy, the sets and
props committee has dwin-

dled considerably.
One of the problems,
(other than being mistaken as
the scum of the earth) that has
arisen is that of finding some
bizarre items for props. A bit
of searching had to be done to
find such things as: "surrey
with the fringe on the top,"
red lace bloomers, corsets,
hurricane lamps and carpet
bags. Once all the props have
been gathered and sets built,
the crew can sit back and
enjoy the entertainment of
another Jordan musical,
right? WRONG! They must
know the script as well as the
actors in order to have the
props ready to be used on
stage. Their timing mu t be
accurate for re-arranging the
sets. between acts.
So, contrary to popular
belief, the sets and props
committee is not a group of
menial laborers, social
misfits, and untalented sloths;
but rather a collection of
highly skilled technicians,
artists, and craftspersons. As
veteran ·backstage crew
member, junior Louella
Anderson commented, "We're
pretty tired of being the unsung heroes. I'd like to see
their musical without our sets
and props."

.

_ ,...._

by Bayla G. Travis
Everyone knows why
teenagers drive. David
Schlageter, a junior, put it
wen - ''.It's inconve.nient for
parents to drive kids around,
there are schedule conflicts."
Exactly what kind of drivers
are we? When asked if they
thought teenagers were
esponsible enough to drive,
at Jordan gave ·
varied responses. Chris
Smith, a senior, said - "Yes,
on the condition that they are
responsible in school.''
Stephanie Scott, a sophomore,
said - "Yes, if they realize it's
a privilege.'' Some other
students' responses were - "At
this age you should be
responsible enough to drive,"
and "No, they (teenagers)
aren't concerned with the

safety of others." Lt. Pendergrass of the Durham
Police Dept. said - "Some
teenagers should be allowed
the priviledge if they're
responsible and have proved
this." He also remarked that
he thinks most teenagers are
responsible and there are no
significant increase
in
drunken driving arrests in
1978 among teenagers in
Durham. Mr. Horne at the
Dept. of Motor Vehicles said
that he thought most
teenagers are prepared
enough to receive their
licenses but he couldn't say if
teenagers were responsible
enough to drive or not.
When students at Jordan
were asked how effective the
Driver's Ed course is and
their opinion about the degree

ers
by Jeff Young
Thanks to the Class of 1978
and the Coca-Cola Bottling
Company, color and spirit
have been added to the Jordan
gym. One of the gifts is really
a set of gifts, given in part by
last year's senior class, which
consists of banners to
represent each member of the
Triangle 3A Conference. The
other, compliments of Coke, is
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t
of difficulty in the final
driving test, again the
responses greatly differed.
Jeanette Roth, a junior, said "The Driver's Ed program is
really bad. Some kids who are
juniors haven't ever taken theclass part yet, much less
drive." Laurie Warrick, a
sophomore, said - "Yes they
do the job." Some other
opinions were: "Teenagers
need to drive longer with their
permits so they get the experience, sixty percent of the
young people on the road can't
drive and the driver's test is
too easy but what can you
do?" and "Kids aren't being
really taught in the actual
driving part because the
program is too crowded." Lt.
Pendergrass had this to say,
"The weakness of Driver's Ed

Together, there was enough
money for the nine banners,
which display each school's
name and colors.
Besides the Conference
banners, the Girls' Track
team bought a banner for
their State Championship and
the Wrestling team purchased
one for their Conference
Championship.
(Continued on Page 2)
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righten Dull Gym

a brand new scoreboard.
The Class of 1978 voted on
several possible gifts to the
school, the conference banners being one option. There
was enough money in their
treasury to buy half of the
banners. The other half came
from the proceeds from the
football programs this season.
Thanks to the cheerleaders
who helped sell them.
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is that it's a crash course and
not thorough enough. There is
no night driving or parking lot
experience.''
David
Schlageter said that he thinks
the test is too easy.
Who would have ever
thought such a basic skill as
driving would be a controversial subject?
Next time you're driving
along you can say to yourself "Gee, I'm such a responsible
individual and that's whv l
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I can't say no!

deserve the privilege to
drive!" But, be sure not to
dwell on the thought too long
and run a red light or you may
just earn the privilege to
become a statistic.

Election
President - Reggie Lyons
\'ice-President - Kelly Shelton
Secretary - Karen Mangum
Treasurer - Andrea Padilla
Sergeant-at-Arms - Chris
Arends

Pacific·
by Karen Nystrane
'The Junior class officers,
representatives and advisors
are starting to finalize plans
for the Junior-Senior Prom.
Reggie Lyon, Sheila
Small, Jeffery Hesterand and
advisors, Mrs. Berces, Mr.
and Mrs. Hall, Mrs. Ferrell,
and Mrs. Miller, along with
planning committee are
working to make this prom the
best ever.
This year's prom and
theme song will be Pablo
Cruise's "A Place in the Sun."
The finances for the prom
were rai ed by such .projects
as selling candles and Tshirts. The juniors have raised
more money than any other
class in Jordan's 16 year
history. Through the projects
they were able to raise a

grand total of $2, 100. The
planning committee has hired
a professional decorator and
with the help of the prom
committee, this year's prom
· will be fantastic. Those who
attend will be listening to a
group of Symbol Eight who
have a single out called "I
Thought You Wanted to
Dance."
The place to go is the Civic
Center, time 8-12, Date May 5.
All Seniors are admitted free
and everyone will receive a
lei. For guests the price of one
ticket will be $5.00.
The
junior
class,
representatives would like to
thank the Junior class and
involved teachers for working
diligently to make this prom a
success.

Graduation: Mass Exodus Forseen For lnniates
After twelve years of
mandatory imprisonment, the

class of 1979 will finally be
released. The many years of

Inmate being measured for streetclothes.

grueling preparation have
finally paid off for most of the
seniors. A few of the unlucky
ones will remain at Jordan for
an extended period of time
to perfect their ability to enter
into the real world. Mowever,
these ·unfortunate students
will have the opportunity to
try again next year. ,
The 265 prospective
members of society will get
their first glimpse of the
outside world following a
massive presentation to be
held on June 8. During this
monumental exodus, the
students' proud parents will
be able to view their children
in their natural habitat. The
students will demonstrate
their ability to walk in intricate patterns on the
auditorium stage and receive
the skin of a mature woolen

animlj.l.
These 265 proteges will
not be allowed to wear their
usual uniform, but will be
issued long flowing robes and
matching hats, which have an
uncanny resemblance to the
ancient garb of Midevil
choirboys.
In place of the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir, the Ensemble will perform, accompanied by the pep band.
Songs to be featured will be
"Theme From Roots," and a
medly of the Bee Gees.
Security for the lucky
students' presentation will be
strict. Each student will be
allowed to bring only two
guests to the ceremony. Head
Warden, James E. Sills has
commented that the reason
for this limitation is "lack of
adequate seating." However
it has been rumored that the

faculty wishes that their
ancient methods of teaching
not be revealed to the general
public. For this reason, the
1979 Graduation Exercises
have been rated "R."
Guest
speaker
at
graduation will be the
Reverand Som Yun Moon,
who will begin the ceremonies
with a short tribute to
late
Sid Vicious. During this
tribute, slides depicting the
life and career of Mr. Vicious
will be flashed on the rear wall
of the stage. After the
presenta-tion, Reverand Moon
will solicit contributions for
the Independent clergyman's
Fund. Checks should be made
payable to Rev. Moon and his
associates.
After graduation the
seniors will leave · for their
planned trip to the Bahamas.
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er easing
by Carol Thomas
TRASH - It's in the halls,
classrooms, bathroom, court
yard, parking lot and every
place else around Jordan
where students spend time.
Jordan students have an
with
not seem to
as trash
exist.

one of the worst.
butts cover
and sidewalks. The
table and trash can are
surrounded
milk cartons
and naner bags. H seems
the
that
shot.
The inside of the
if often no better than

grounds. The hall with lockers
in them are among the worst.
The floor is almost always
covered with crumpled
notebook paper and other

create a good first and lasting
impression. This does not
include the litter.
Is the cause of the
problem a lack of trash cans
or student apathy? There are
lots of waste baskets and trash
cans at
but perhaps
the answer
be more. It
is understandable that a
student does not want to walk
half wav down the hall to
throw away a
rnut, leav
lunch in the
now.)
there v;ere more
trash cans in
students
be a little more apt to
use them.
Student
be a cause
the
students would
their school, this
It is virtually in
one or two custodians to dean
up after 1000 teenagers.
In order to totally wipe out
the trash problem at Jordan it

One teacher commented
that JHS has the worst trash
of any school at
which she has
students are some
but the trash is
Mrs. Morris. Students come
into
clean
but
leave it fuH of
The
and
around the
covered
six hours a
a week at
seem that for
own benefit
would
viant to make the environment
a little better looking.
New students and visitors
are coming into the school at
all times. It is the students'
and faculty's responsibility to

by Carol Gregory

Jordan High School has
been affected by the Durham
County paper shortage. The
school has been forced to
stretch its decreasing supplies
until the end of the year.
Unijax, the supplier for the
Durham County schools has
been unable to meet the
demand of the school system.
Many teachers at Jordan
have resorted to raising their
own money for paper supplies.
Ms. Strobel and Ms. Warner,

teachers at Jordan, said they
use their own money to buy
paper for worksheets.
Other teachers have
resorted to printing on both
sides of the paper and asking
students to copy assignments
from the blackboard.
Students and faculty have
had to be patient with this
inconvenience.
Everyone
hopes the shortage will end
soon.

,
Congratulations New

"'

Inductees

l

Congratulations to the
new National Honor Society
inductees! Chosen on the basis
of grade point averages,
which must be 92 or above for
seniors and 94 or above for
juniors,
the
inductee's
character, leadership abilities
and service are strongly
considered. Students must
attend Jordan a full semester

before being eligible for
nomination. The new senior
inductees are: Wendy Alphin,
Mike Brown, Bonnie Hogue,
Jennifer Spence, Scott Tyrey,
and Laura West. Juniors that
were chosen are: Kristin
Dutrow, Kirsten Johansen,
Candy Kirby, and Tim Walter.
Induction ceremonies were
held December 5, 1979.

At an anti-klan rally in
Greensboro, on Nov. 3, men
reported to be members of the
Ku Klux Klan, were alleged
to have jumped out of cars,
shooting and killing 5
comrades of the Communist
Working Party. According to
C.W.P. spokesperson, Charles
Finch, the K.K.K. was not
capable of carrying out the
shooting.
Finch called the incident
Greensboro
a
in
"premeditated assassination
by the government." He said
the government "uses the
K.K.K. in increasing worsening economic situations to
confuse the people."
Finch said the C.W.P.
openly began work against the
K.K.K. on July 8, 1979, when
the group (K.K.K.) held
eetings at a recreation

It's reaHy trashy around

will take a joint effort of both
the students and the teachers.
If everyone will keep up his or

center in China Grove, N.C.
The C.W.P. scheduled an antiklan rally for Nov. 3, in
Greensboro.
Finch said the C.W.P.
challenged the K.K.K. to
attend the rally in Greensboro. According to Finch, the
K.K.K. had said they would
not attend the rally. Finch
said -the people who came to
the rally were a few Nazis and
Klansrnen the government
had hired.
"The government always
has someone on the scene that
very conveniently turns
themselves in or happens to be
caught." Finch said that in the
Greensboro incident the
K.K.K. lay on the ground with
no resistance while the
snipers ''conveniently got
away."
Finch said the police
"conveniently withdrew about

Jordan Goes To

,J

by Bindu Chandra hose
A group of Jordan
students and teachers will
visit New York City on the
annual drama trip this Spring.
The trip was open to A. T.
and A.P. English classes,
although people in other
classes were able to get on a
waiting list for seats that were
left unfilled.
The group will leave
Durham Tuesday, April 22,
and return the following
Sunday. (The trip will occur
over the spring break. l
The cost is $245.00, which
does not include food or
spending money. This price is
a sharp rise from last year -about $165.00 -- but is offset
the fact that the students
spend another day and night
in the city and see one more
Broadway play.

her end of the deal and
keep the school dean,
possible.

5
minutes before
the
shooting." He said the police
came back after "allowing
their people to get away. They
(the snipers) didn't have a
worry in the world."
Finch recalled incidents
in the past when, he said, the
government used the K.K.K.
to "divide the people." "The
K.K.K. would splinter up and
then become strong again
during certain periods in
history." One period he said
was the reconstruction period.
He said the K.K.K. was
organized during this period
to destroy the predominantly
black government.
Regarding the future of
the C.W.P., Finch said the
group planned to continue
work against the Klan. He
said the C.W.P. wanted to
"seek vengeance for the death
-0f our five comrades."

ew York

.The Jordan contingent
will see four plays an
together, three Broadway and
one off Broadway. All
students will see "They're
Playing Our Song," a musical
biography of composer
Marvin Ha.rnlisch. They will
be able to choose between
seeing "Sweeny Todd," an
avant-garde musical about
a butcher who puts some very
strange ingredients in his
pies, or "Chorus Line," the
long running hit musical about
the -lives of the girls on the
Chorus Line. All students will
also see "Elephant Man;" a
drama critic's award winning
play about the private life of a
freak.
Ac ti vi ties will not be
confined to seeing plays. An
orientation meeting will be
held on the morning of their

arrival. A seminar, probably
with an actor, will take place
at the hotel. Tours of the
Lincoln Center and Greenwich
Village, as well as a tour
backstage of a Broadway
theatre have been arranged.
There will be some free time -at least two afternoons -- for
shopping or any other activities that anyone would be
interested in doing. There is
also a chance of obtaining
some extra tickets for Wednesday
and
Saturday
matinees. Ms. Strobel, one of the
organizers of the trip, said
that although not as many
people have signed up to go
this year as in the past two
years, (probably because of
the cost,) she feels that "it
gets better and better
everytime. ''
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by Brent Fischman

Editor's Note: This editorial
is an examination of events np
to November 18.
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out for several reasons. It is
400 miles from the nearest
base (Turkey or Carrier in
Persian Gulf) to Tehran. That
is probably too far to fly in
undetected. That is important,
surprise is the only way an
operation like that could be
successful. 2) The two airports in Tehran are blocks
away from the Embassy
through crowded streets. 3)
The Embassy compound has
seven or eight buildings.
Which one has the hostages
inside? 4) A fanatical and well
armed resistance. In other
words, the United States was
militarily helpless. President
Carter did take action
however. He ordered that we
would buy no more oil from
Iran, and he froze all Iranian
money in U.S. banks (not
allowing them to take , six
billion dollars out of the
country.) Up till now that's all
we've done.
On November 18 two
black marines and one woman
embassy
staffer
were
released upon orders from
Khomeini more are supposed
to be released. This was done
because of Islam's high
esteem for women and
repressed peoples. Khomeini
said the remaining hostages
will be tried for espionage and
if guilty punished according to
Islamic "justice."
The terrorist act commited by fanatical followers of
the "holy" dictator in Iran is
in violation of international
law, and every code of conduct for civilized man. It is the
worst sort of blackmail, as it
is clothed in religion .. The U.S.
can,.'1ot give in to the demands
of a rabble spurred on by a
vicious prophet. A military
rescue is out of the questicm

since the lives of those
Americans are invaluable.
But should Khomeini try to
enforce his warped form of
justice on those Americans
and take one life, an American
rescue operation and ruthless
show of might is called for.
The U.S. cannot give up the
Shah to a group of
executioners. Whether we
were right in supporting him
all those years is not the
question. The question is
whether we can trade human.
lives. If we should give up the
Shah, we would lose any
claims as moral leader of
anything. Let's hope that
Khomeini realizes he has
bitten off more than he can
chew, and will release all our
people.
When the hostages are
released, some form of
retaliation will be called for.
Iran imports 75 percent of its
rJce, 50 percent of its Wheat
and 35 percent of its coarse
grains from the U.S. It is
dependent upon American
firms CIBM) to service its
computer networks. Iran
receives massive amounts of
American goods. All these
would be powerful weapons.
We could cut off diplomatic
relations and expell all their
diplomats from this country
(including
their
UN
representatives in New York)
along with the Iranian
students in this country that
committed offenses against
the United States while taking
advantage of her generosity.
There are many possible
options. Keep in mind, I am
not talking about starving the
people of Iran or kicking out
every Iranian. Some response
is needed to show Khomeini
and the rest of the world that
while we are not always right,
they may not commit
whatever crime they please
against us.

economy of the country which
priests of the Shiite clergy, the
is on the brink of bankruptcy
mullahs. The members of his
despite. its vast oil holdings.
government cannot even get
Khomeini
and
his
along with each other -- the
followers who railed against
prime minister has once again
the lack of human rights
resigned -- and the governunder the Shah have far
ment will be at virtual standsurpassed his denial of rights
still for at least two months.
and have slaughtered inFrom the outset of his take
discriminately all who seem
over there has been dissension
to oppose them. The Shah was
in the country with civil war
brutal and corrupt in many of
waged against the Kurds.
his dealings but at least he did
The ministry of Justice
not carry out extreme conduct , was abolished, trials have
against people who were not
been held before mullahs who
citizens of Iran. He never
interpret the Sharia (Islamic
sanctioned or attempted to
Law) and hand down
sanction the violation of the
judgments without the benefit
rights and privileges of
of any legal expertise. All
diploma ts in his country.
judgments are final. The
Under his regime the country
death penalty is the usual
did not stoop to such extreme
sentence for such "criminals"
violations of international law
as those who oppose Islam,
as
taking
diplomats
political dissidents,
representing another country
prostitutes, unwed mothers,
and holding them as hostages.
married adulterers and
Khomeini has handed over the
homosexuals. There have
government of the country. to
already been over 600
a revolutionary council
reported executions. Many
composed mainly of Muslim
more may have occurred

which have gone unreported.
Khomeini has banned: the
use of alcoholic beverages;
the playing of western music;
and the eating of pork and
caviar (among other things)
because they conflict with his
interpretation of the Islamic
religion and are "corrupting
influences." Women's rights
have been revoked. Under the
revocation of these rights
women and men must attend
segregated schools and
universities; women are
banned from law school; men
and women may use only
segregated beaches; and
women are supposed to dress
in chaders which are head-totoe veils to completely cover
them.
All things considered,
Khomeini can only be
regarded as a hypocrite who is
using his "religion" as a front
for his megalomaniacal desire
for power, a violator of international law and a murderer.

Let

e

eo

At 3:03 A.M. our time,
November 4th, the takeover of
the U.S. Embassy by a mob of
Iranian "students" began.
It all started when the
U.S. allowed the former Shah

I

I

of Iran into the country for
humanitarian reasons. He
came to New York for a gall
bladder operation, and cancer
treatment. This angered the
Iranians who believe that the
Shah is a criminal and must
be brought to justice in Iran.
They do not believe the Shah is
ill, and they think he is here to
plan a coup with the CIA like
the one that brought him into
power in 1953.

In response to the Shah's
arrival in the U.S., a group of
self-acclaimed students invaded the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran. No resistance was
offered by the Iranian guards,
nor were any police sent to the
aid of the Americans. The
Marines in the Embassy held
out with tear gas until it
became evident that any
further defense of the embassy would result in a
bloodbath. The civilian
government of Iran resigned
after the takeover leaving
Ayatollah Khomeini in total
control. For the next thirteen
days, the 60-62 hostages would
be held against their will with
all negotiations refused. A
special American envoy was
refused a meeting with any
officials. Even representatives of the brothers"interrorism PLO were unable to
negotiate the release of any of
the hostages. The "students"
with the full support of

Ayatollah Khomeini, said they
would hold the captives until
the Shah was returned to Iran
for "trial."
In the United States
Iranian students,
strated support for the
seizure. Seven Iranians
chained themselves to the
Statue of Liberty after
draping a 140 foot long banner
down its front. But Americans
were in the streets too,
protesting against the illegal
and disgusting capture of

Americans. They marched
against the Iranian students in
this country who were supporting Khomeini and his
There
were
followers.
demonstrations at N.C. State
and UNC. The U.S. Government began to crack down on
Iranian students in this
country, reviewing all their
visas. So far 44 have been
ordered out of the U.S.
The U.S. government
while ruling out military
operations to free the
Americans, did begin to react.
A military rescue was ruled

''

Al Hubbard
r

The recent crisis in Iran
has caused interest in the
Ayatollah Khomeini and his
"policv." Khomeini is a
"religious" fanatic who uses
his religion to cover his greed
and desire for power. By
playing upon the religious
beliefs of the illiterate masses
of the Iranian people, he has
succeeded in strengthening

the lunatic fringe supporting
him.
Khomeini came to power
last February after living in
exile in France for many
years. He is a senile old man
who quickly made it clear that
his Islamic Republic would
cast Iran into the past of the
Dark Ages rather than lead
the country into an age of
progress and freedom. His
non-policy has ruined the
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When one is asked
"What's Apocalypse Now
They just don't know
to say. The experience a
viewer gets from this movie is
so intense and personal, that it
cannot be described. The
sheer horror and shock knocks
the breath right out of the
audience. The theme must be
probed for, ·and total confusion
prevades the audience as they
exist.
Apocalypse Now,
a
Francis Coppolla production,
(The Godfather) is based on a
classic American short novel
by Joseph Conrad, Heart of
Darkness. On the surface, this
film is about war, its futility,
and its effect on human
nature. Deeper,
it
is
something much more; not
many people know what it is,
except that it provokes an
intense reaction which is
absolutely indescribable.

by 1'iark Lazarus
There has been some talk
in the news recently about a
Beatles reunion, here are the
facts.
It has been reported that
the Beatles were going to
a televised concert
the south east asian boat
people. This concert was
supposed to be sponsored by
secretary general of the U.N.,
Kurt Waldheim. Another
report says that concert
producer Dirk Summers was
handling the negotiations, and
that he announced over
station WLIR that all
the
Beatles except John Lennon
had agreed to the concert.
This concert would be four
hours long and Elton John
would be the master of
ceremonies. Summers also
said Leonard Bernstein would
conduct
the
Vienna
Philharmonic in old Beatles
··songs before the concert.
United
Nations
spokesman Francois Giuliani
announced that he had a
conference with another

Through the movie several ·
different people are shown,
each on a different plane, and
the audience experience is a
direct response to the
situation the characters are
subject to.
The raw horror of this
movie is its most powerful
element. There are scenes
that make the toughest cringe
in absolute horror, then come
close to tears. The sorrow
comes out of the senseless
death, and the futility of war
itself. The audience cries for
the charaders and the horror
surrounding them.
The movie is full of irony
and symbolism. Music plays
an important part. The
Rolling Stones' "Satisfaction"
which can be interpreted as
the separation of soldier from
reality, and the Doors' song
"Light My Fire,'' entirely
about death and destruction,

both pertain to the theme and
plot symbolizing feelings.
Irony is exhibited in the movie
through death situations that
should be seen rather than
related.
The main character,
portrayed by Martin Sheen is
a unique man in the Special
Forces. The personality is
beautifully executed, but the
character himself is a deep
death and war torn man.
Marlon Brando plays the part
of a meglomaniac who
believes he is a necessity, he is
also deeply affected by war
but in very different ways.
It would be stupid to call
this a good movie. Technically
and artistically it is excellent,
but the experience of the film
is so significantly striking that
after viewing it, there is just
shock.
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estaurant
by Mark Keopke
Tired of taking your date
to the same restaurant every
Saturday night of the year?
Why not try something other
than Daryls for your night
out?
T',vo restaurants, which
will appeal to teenagers in the
triangle area, are the Canton
Station and the Ramshead
Rathskeller.
The
Ramshead
Rathskeller, located on 157-A
East Franklin Street in
Chapel Hill, serves roast beef,
lasagna, pizza and other
Italian dishes hot from the
oven. The atmosphere varies
with each room of the
restaurant. The cave room,
the train room, and the circus
room are just a few of the six
dining rooms. The cave room
is the most interesting of the
six rooms, however. Its low
lanterns
rock ceiling and
add much to the feeling of a
cave.
Prices
at
the
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Rathskeller range from four
to five dollars per person.
For those of you who can
afford it, Canton Station is
another excellent restaurant.
It is located 4421 Chapel Hill
Blvd. A bit more expensive
than
the
Ramshead
Rathskeller, Canton Station is
worth the extra expense.
The atmosphere is that of
an oriental railroad dining
car. The dining cars serve all
the traditional Chinese
favorites. Chicken Chow
Mein, priced at $5.65, and
Chicken Shanghai at $6.95 are
especially recommended.
Most of the dinners at the
Canton Station are served
with egg rolls, sweet and sour
pork, rice, ·and tea. Each
dinner is then topped off with
a fortune cookie on a dip of ice
cream. Lunch at Canton
Station is served from 11:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. and dinner is
served at 5 p.m.

Beatle, George Harrison, who
performed a huge benefit
concert in Madison Square
Garden for the famine in
Bangladesh in 1970, said that
all the Beatles were considering the proposition.
Later the law office of
John Eastman, Paul McCartney's lawyer and brother
in law, said that McCartney
would definitely not do it. The
New York Post reported that
all the Beatles would perform,
but John would not go on with
the others, he would be a
act. Finally, what
seems to be the ultimate word
is that recently at the Guiness
Book of World Records party
for McCartney as most successful musician of all time,
he said none of the Beatles
would do it. The closest thing
ever to a Beatles reunion was
at the wedding for Eric
Clapton and Patti Harrison,
George Harrison's ex-wife,
when McCartney, Harrison
and Ringo· Star, drummer,
played together.

Dow To Use A Computer
by Jeff Young

Students at Jordan have
access to a very helpful tool. It
can be used to sharpen your
math skills, do physics work,
play games, or many other
things. This handy tool is none
other than the computer,
located in the new building.

TROL' printed on it. Hold this
key down as you type in the
letters 'ABC'. The letters will
not print. Now push the button
marked
'RETURN'.
If
everything is right, the time,
date, and other information
will be printed. Otherwise, try
again.

At first, most people are
afraid of using the computer.
This is due to the fact they
don't know-what to do. There
is an account that is open to all
students at JHS. Its account
number is 'JlOl'. To log on,
type 'HELLO-JlOl, (CONTROL) ABC'. '(CONTROL)'
refers to the key on the terminal with the word 'CON-

After you have logged on,
then what? If you want to see
why type of programs are
available,
type
'GET+$$$LIBRARY' then
push 'RETURN'. After this,
type 'RUN' and push
'RETURN'. Or, if you are
inclined to practice your
math, type. 'GET-$$$MATHADV' and push 'RETURN'.

Then type 'RUN' and push
'RETURN'. The program will
then give you a choice of
programs to use. If you are in
the mood for a· game, use the
'$$$LIBRARY' program. The
possibilities and endless!
After you have been using
the computer for a while, you
may want to write your own
programs. To do this, you will
need your own account To· get
your own account, go to room
302 and ask Mr. Green for one.
If at anytime you are
having trouble, don't hesitate
to ask someone in the computer room. Most computer
programers are just dying to
show someone what they
know.

t

YOUR TYPICAL cornputer--user

ho Said Public School
by Fran Diltz

Public school - an institution of learning funded by
the state through taxes, for
the people. Very .funny! In
case most of you haven't
noticed, it takes a lot of more
than tax money to cover
school expenses. Where it's
true that any extra expenditures are optional and all
proceeds are non-profit, active students (of which there
are many at JHSl are
nevertheless. bombarded with

fees for everything from
chorus costumes to clubsponsored parties and activities.
Each school organization
that sponsors an activity tries
to ease the cost of student
participation through a fundThis
strategy
r ais ing.
however is costly. There are
at least six active clubs that
present some kind of function
to raise money that is used
many ways. Investments can
be as inexpensive as 25 cents,

or as costly as seven dollars.
One such activity - was the
Talon raffle whose tickets sold
for only a quarter. The student
council however sponsored a
dinner-movie-theater whose
tickets cost four dollars
single, seven dollars a couple.
A good price considering the
occasion, but what happend to
the $1 matinee?
Recently, the choral and
Drama departments put on a
Gershwin extravaganza. The

as Free!

show was impressive and, as I
understand quite expensive
for the performers themselves. All male members
plus a few newcomers (one
without a long dress) had to
pay between $30 and $50 to
outfit themselves with dancing and-or singing costumes.
Quite an investment!· The
audience paid two dollars and
fifty cents admission which
went only to maintenance and
repair of the auditorium and

equipment.
The "extra-expenditure
crisis" may not pass quickly
because unfortunately money
is an organization's life blood.
The students will be continually subjected to sales.
entertainment features,
dinners, and other projects. A
least JHS has the
with which to prese1
products and entertainmen
worth investing iri. Functions
are
usually
well-r
organized and l()ts of fun
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Dissension In Santa's
orkshop
by Bo Uzzle

Well, Christmas time is
approaching and soon every
child's heart will quake once
more in anticipation of their
beloved Santa Claus. On the
night of December 24, Santa
will make his yearly round to
all the good little boys and
- girls' houses and bring toys
and candy, and all sorts of
good stuff. When asked about
the motive behind his annual
labor of love, old Kris replied,
"the adulation of all the little
children in the world is enough
me - plus it's tax deductable."
But wait a minute. Consider that last statement. It's
sad but true - Santa has been

hogging all the publicity. The
real unsung heros of Christmas, the Elves, are merely
referred to as Santa's
"helpers." The Elves are the
ones that
all the junk
anyway, and when kids write
thank-you letters to the North
Pole, they're always addressed to the fat guy in the
red suit. Think about it - there
are gillions of songs written
about ol' St. Nick, even one
about that mangy reindeer of
his with the nasal
dition.You'd think someone
would have written a song
about
the
Elves---but
NOOOOOOO!
An Elf spokesman reports
working conditions are
terrible, "Our main complaint

is that Mr. Kringle says that
minuterized tools are too
expensive for his overhead
budget. Consequently we are
forced to operate with these
gargantuan hammers,
screwdrivers, etc. It usually
takes several of us to work
with j1JSt one tool. Yesterday
we had a really nasty accident, a circular saw went
out of control and nearly
wiped out the five o'clock
shift."
"Yessir, we're really
ticked off. For six months now
we've been trying to unionize.
A few of the guys couldn't take
it anymore. They quit and now
they're making cookies for
some fool in a hollow tree.

Poor victim of Christmas
madness - Al Edmundson

by Bonnie Hogue
Christmas time ... what is
the first thing you think of?
The thoughts that run through
most people's minds are
something like this: "Oh gosh,
I can't wait to see an the
presents I get;" "Where am I
going to get an the money to
buy presents for all
friends and family?''
maybe "I wonder if she'll
me a Christmas present
hate to give her one if she
didn't have one for me."
Maybe your thoughts aren't
centered around presents-could "I've been
to see How the Grinch
Christmas all
time
comel" or "Great
has
schooL''·
Christmas
and

but most people today are so
involved with their own
concerns; they are busy
planning parties, doing their
Christmas shopping, and
hustling around so much that
they never give any thought to
the meaning behind Christmas.
The Christmas season has
been exploited and invaded
commercialism. Christmas
almost to the point where it is
no longer a holiday, but an
enterprise. The Christmas
parade, which usually marks
the beginning of the X-mas
season, was held in Durham
this year on November lll-be fore
Thanks
Christmas

"Buy! Buy! Buy! Christmas
is almost h.ere!" But they
start this over a month before
Christmas.
If you have a moment to
pause from your Christmas
shopping, stop and think a
moment about Christmas,
about the meaning behind it.
Christmas is the day on which
Christians celebrate the birth
of Jesus Christ. H is a season
of "peace on earth, and good
will toward men." It is a time
of giving and receiving, but
and
recewmg. it is a
and receiving with
with the

about iL ......

L
tree:-
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by Laurie Warrick

The world outside was a
blur of white. Kevin Bradley
tried his best to concentrate
on driving. Snow was falling
heavier now in thick gusts and
the car wipers could not clear
the windshield fast enough.
The tires of the automobile
were slipping on the iced roads.
Nervously, Kevin glanced
at the girl in the passenger
seat. He was relieved to find
Christy asleep because his
sister had a tendency to panic
easily in such situations. The
last thing Kevin needed at that
moment wasdistractionof any
sort, especially a hysterical
fourteen year old girl.
Kevin, in general, was an
excellent driver, but he had
never driven in snow other
than the light flurries that
were common in Keninville.
The sudden, violent snow
storm that began while he and
Christy were doing some early
Christmas shopping was
unexpected. He doubted his
ability to drive safely.
Kevin would have made it
home safely had he not looked
at Christy. It was in that ·
second that a large truck
came roaring around a sharp
curve, the driver going much
too fast for such dangerous
roads. Kevin saw the truck.
He only heard the squeal of
brakes and felt the car spin.
When it finally hit something,
he was thrown forward and
jerked back by his seat belt.
The last thought he had before
his head banged against the
door, knocking him out, was
that Christy had never worn a
seat belt in her life.
"Kevin ... wake up son!"
Kevin opened his eyes
slowly, squinting at the
brightness of the light. His
father was shaking him
gently.
"Dad?" As his eyes adjusted to the light, Kevin was
able to make out the figure of
his father beside his bed ....
but it wasn;t his bed. The
room wasn't his. Everything
was unfamiliar and it didn't
have the lived in odor that his
own bedroom did.
"Dad,'.' he said again,
Cynthia Williams - Enjoy
College!
Chris McLeod - keep the one
I didn't keep last year.
Mark Dewey - Not to break
my New Year's resolution.
Reggie Lyon - To keep my
love happy.
Toni Tucker - To keep my
love at D.A.
Susan Jeffs - grow ten inches.
The cat in the courtyard Meow, meow!
Chris Killenberg (the other
cat in the courtyard) Liquidate all debts foreign
and domestic.
Bindu Chandrabose
my College ap1JH''-'""·m1m done before Jan. 15.
Anita Robinson - Get more
into school
Linda Williams - turn down
M.I.T.
hee).
Sara
Cotton

Steve 1Ferrell - never make
resolutions.
Charles McKee - Stop being.
weird.
Amy Gitelman - To reopen
the bakery and make
brownies regularly.
Lucius Lester - Whats that?
Mike Cox - Try to be nice oo
sophomores!
Rodney Lovett - Get through
the last semester.
Lou Anderson - Keep on.
PARTYING!!!
Jock Johnston - Find a true
love.
Toni Love - I don't make
them.
Conrad Gorden bad words.
Mark Koeoke - Make lots of
new friends.
- Get
Kate
better

Gift
trying to remember how he
came to .}Jg_ there. As Kevin's
memory began to recall all
that happened, he panicked.
"Christy! Where is Christy?"
Mr. Bradley leaned
forward with a concerned
expression on his face. "Now
calm down Kevin. You've had
an accident and let's just
thank God-that truck driver
had sense enough to get you to
a hospital."
Kevin's face contorted.
"Oh God! She's dead." He
turned his head, burying a
muffled sob in the pillow.
"No!" Mr. Bradley
grabbed his son and jerked
him around. "You're jumping
to conclusions."
"Then tell me " Kevin
begged, looking at hls father
closely. For the first time he
noticed the tiredness in the
man's face. "I've got to
know."
Kevin's father let out a
sigh. "Very well. When the
car hit a tree your sister was
thrown through the windshield.''
Kevin sucked a deep
breath and chewed at his
lower lip. "Is she okay?"
"Yes, she is, but the next
few months are going to be
hard on us all. Plus, we have
to cancel all our plans for
Christmas.''
Kevin didn't understand.
"If she's okay, why will we
have to cancel our plans and
stuff?"
Mr. Bradley hesitated,
then murmured, "Christy is
permanently blind."
Kevin whimpered and
closed his eyes. Tears ran
down his face as he cried
silently. When he looked
again, Mr. Bradley had left
the room.
During her stay in the
hospital Christy, with the help
of a counselor for the blind,
became accustomed to the
darkness she now lived in.
When she returned to the
Bradley home, two weeks
before Christmas, she was
prepared for the changes that
would be made in her life

(
f
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said anything until Christy
laughed harshly. "Well, I'm
rather clumsy tonight aren't
I?"
style. Christy, along with the
Mr. Bradley cleared his
whole family, continued to
throat. "Christy, it was an
meet with the counselor at
accident. You'll do this sor.t of
home because it was an awkthing better in time." He tried
ward time for all of them. .
to make his voice pleasant.
Though Christy had
Christy pushed back her
learned to cope with her
chair and stood up. "That
blindness, she was different.
doesn't help me now. I knew
Everyone had expected her to
this wouldn't work. Mom,
change, butthere was no trace
please take me to my room.
of the once bright and giggly
I'm not hungry anymore." ·
teenager. The youngest
Kevin spoke up. "Look,
Bradley had become bitter
I'll clean up the mess· and get
and took a sarcastic attitude
another plate."
about everything.
"No!" "she screamed.
Christy's counselor ex"Don't treat me like a baby!
pressed concern about the
Mom, please ... "
girl's attitude in a meeting
"Then quit acting like
with Mr. and Mrs. Bradley
one!'' Kevin interrupted.
and Kevin. Christy was very
"You can't give up every time
willing to learn how to do
something goes wrong."
things
concerning
her
"Kevin, that's enough!"
sightlessness but she wasn't
shouted his father.
showing any emotion. Even in
"But Dad," Kevin began
the hospital right after the
to protest.
accident, the girl hadn't cried
"I said that's enough."
or showed any sign of distress.
Mr. Bradley turned to his wife
She just became cold and
and nodded his head. Sighing,
somewhat withdrawn. The
Mrs. Bradley got up and led
counselor felt she needed to
her daughter from the room.
express the hidden feelings
After the incident with
that were obviously there.
dinner, Christy withdrew even
On the third day after her
more. She became involved in
arrival home Christy ate
her own world, concentrating
dinner with the family for the
only on learning her way
first time. She had been eating
around the Bradley house in
in her room practicing
darkness. Excess time was
neatness but Mrs. Bradley
spent listening to the
insisted Christy start dining at
television or sitting silently in
the dinner table.
the bedroom. She quit comChristy sat in her usual
municating with her family
place but her mother had been
except for short sentences or
careful in arranging the
answers and if any friends
setting as the counselor had _ tried to see her, she refused to
taught. As they were seated
visit with them because she
she reminded her daughter,
didn't want their pity.
"Remember, now, meat is at
Meanwhile, Kevin was
one o'clock, vegetable at five
feeling guilty. He felt
and bread at seven. Your milk
responsible for
is directly in front of your
blindness and wanted to
right hand."
up for it somehow. He knew
For the first few minutes
nothing could ever replace his
things went . well. Consister's sight, but he strived to
versation kept going, though
think of some Christmas gift
Christy didn't contribute to it.
to show how sorry he was.
For those moments it seemed
He had thought of books i.n
as if there had never been any
braille, as Christy would be
. accident, but it didn't last
attending a school for the
long.
blind after the holidays, but
All heads turned toward
discovered his parents had
Christy when her plate
already bought some.
crashed to the floor. No one
(Continued on Page 6)
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Bayfa Travis
Gill, sophomore - Keep
my Boo-Boo and let an the air
out of all basketballs.
Cliff Morris, junior - For
Bunny to grow whiskers and
have a nice Christmas.
Dudley Aldridge, sophomore
- I wish that this season will
bring the people I care about
closer to me.
Adderly, junior - A

world.
Eric
into the

certain Carolina guy stuffed in
my stocking.
Andrea Padilla, senior -The
school year to miraculously
end in Ja1
A car, a cute
Amy
To get ACC basketball tickets.
Mrs. Ross - A Rolex watch.
Bobby Beringer, '"''Ju'""'"'
- A new pair of shoes
Simon.
John Webster, sophomore
Good will from
female
or senior,
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Interest in Jazz today has
increased greatly for many
reasons. Jazz Guitarist,
George Benson, with his
breakthrough album and now
a iazz classic, "Breezin," is
main reason. Benson has
been closing the gap between
rock and roll Top 40 hits and
modern jazz, with many of his
jazz songs doing well on the
Top 40 charts. His flowing
guitar solos put many rock
guitarists to shame. As
Benson sings in "On Broadway," his lyrics are touching,
and he displays his incredible
musical ability through
complex chord pat,terns
played by entire orchestras.
He is a dynamic figure who is
showing many teenagers a
new world of music.
Knowledge about jazz is
very limited among teens. It
all started in the late lBOO's
and has led to the engrossing
modern electric jazz that is
turning many of us on today.

(Continued from Page

5)

Kevin was at a loss for
ideas so he turned to Christy's
counselor.
·
"How about a walking
stick?"
the
counselor
"One she's in a
new school she'll need to feel
her wav around for a while."
frowned. "No,
that's sort of ... cold somehow.
I guess I want to give her
somethine: she can really love,
Kevin decided on
which could be
as a seeing-eye dog.
He was positive it would be the
for Christy. After
receiving permission from
Mr, and Mrs. Bradley, Kevin
and the counselor went about
selecting a puppi. When
Kevin questioned about the
training of the animal the
counselor explained there
would be someone to help
Christy with that at the school.
Kevin kept the puppy
hidden in the garage until
Christmas. Much of his time
was taken up since he had to
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No one knows for certain
where it began, but it grew
into a lasting style of music
that is still evolving. At first
Jazz was just improvisations
played by Blacks at funerals
and parades, but it was called
"Ragtime." Later, blues
tunes were speeded up with
"swinging" rhythms and had
many new improvised notes
added, making them more
difficult to play. Then, in 1922,
a king came from New
Orleans to Chicago to join a
band called the "Hot Five."
The king was Louis "Satchm o" Armstrong, who
became the most imitated
Jazz soloist and the best
known personality in the
history of jazz. Soon jazz was
the thing, and the Roaring 20's
became known as the Jazz
Age. Many stars appeared
such as "Count" Basie, a
swing pianist band, "Duke"
Ellington,
a composerarranger and pianist, and of

keep the puppy quiet as well
as feed and clean up after it.
He didn't mind, though. He
felt it was well worth it as he
looked forward to presenting
the gift to Christy.
The Bradley's usually
exchanged gifts on Christmas
Eve, saving Santa for the next
morning. By the time that day
arrived, Kevin could hardly
stand the excitement he felt.
He knew Christy could sense it
because she surprised the
asking what was
on. The other three just
secretly at each other
and avoided the question.
That night Mrs. Bradley
somehow convinced Christy to
come to the table. She refused
to' eat but the spirit of the
holiday must have affected
the girl because she participated in conversation,
though not much. The
Bradley's became hopeful.
Later,
the
family
gathered
around
the
Christmas tree. As usual, Mr.
Bradley read about the birth
of Jesus from the Bible. Af-

The -Talon Claws For Money
by Bruce Gehweiler
Miss Simon is beginning
her
seventh
year
of
association with the Talon and
she is once again. working
wonders. Since its first
public a ti on in 1967, the
Yearbook has been improving
steadily.
The basic layout of the
Talon will be the same this
year with a few exceptions.
The book will be a few pages
longer than last year's. One of
the new attractions will be a
very expensive 16 page section with color pictures. The
price of printing color
photographs in the Yearbook
is quite sta,ggering. Also included in this year's Talon is a
special section on the "arts at
Jordan." This feature includes art, music, drama, and
any other happenings.over the
school- year that the staff
deems worthy of mention.
Despite the impact of
inflation, the Yearbook staff
has managed to hold the book
cost at $12. Exorbitant? Not
really, when you realize that
the actual cost of. printing
each Talon is $20. How does
the staff manage this costprice
They raise
funds throughout the school
year.
. In order to obtain money
for the Yearbook this year and

next, the editors must develop
new money making ideas all
year long. Funds from last
year that will help for some of
this year's. Talon were raised
through selling ads, the end of
the year Flick-Nick, and the
Valentine's
Day
card
deliveries. So far this year,
the staff has raised money by
raffling three Yearbooks;
selling a record amount of
orders, and of course, selling
advertisements. They have
sold about 725 Yearbooks,
which is a record for the
Talon! Later this year they
plan to hold their annual raffle
of donated goods and the
annual Flick-Nick movie
picnic.
The members of the Talon
staff are: b Editor-in-Chief Kim Hunt, t roduction Editor Beth Brl!lmley, Business
Manager and Editor - Cynthia
Williams, Photography Editor
- Jenny Bradford, Layout Monique White, Copy - Kristen
Dutrow, Public Relations and
General Assistant - Khris
Yohe, Assistant to the Editor Pooh
Toms,
and
Photographers - Blair Bunting, Lisa Blalock, Jennifer
Spencer, and Monica Hutchins.
The Falcon's Cry staff
salutes you!

course, Benny Goodman introduced the big band jazz.
Goodman and his clarinet
went on to start the exciting
arrangements of the "Swing
Era," which dominated the
'30's. In the early 1940's,
"Bebop" jazz became popular
and with it history and very
complicated chord patterns.
In the 1950's, many musicians
tried to develop other new
ideas. Some started to play in
a relaxed style which became
known as "cool" jazz, almost
a classical style of music
which featured the piano.
Hard rock took over in the
1960's pushing jazz into the
closet for a decade of sleep.
When the artists of the sixties
had done everything they
could to heavy metal music
and it began to die, jazz began
to be heard again on the
airwaves. Musicians, tired of
the same old thing, wanted
more musical quality and
more of a challenge for their
skills. Picking up the same

electrical instruments used by
the hard rockers, the electric
guitar, bass and keyboards,
and adding them to the old
instruments of jazz, they
created a new style known
today as modern jazz.
In the early '70's, this
modern jazz was considered
high brow and mostly connoisseurs of the jazz style.
Most people were still hanging
on to the hard rock bands of
the '60's and their imitators
such as Aerosmith, Kiss, Van
Halen, Queen, Yes, arid
others. These bands keep their
fans by finding new methods
of electrically distorting their
sounds. This technique is
flawed because these unusual
sounds can only be produced
in a studio, not in a live performance.
Many Pop artists such as
Billy Joel, Steely Dan, Boz
Scaggs, and Kenny Loggins
are being influenced by this
new jazz, their songs have a
swing rhythm, with sax solos

in the music. Disco is being
influenced also. Herb Albert
recently used the baseline
beat of disco to back up his
trumpet on his number one hit
"Rise."
Other interesting jazz
sounds of the seventies include Chuck Manigione' s
french horn in his highly
emotional compositions, the
Allman Brothers, North
Carolina's own Sea Level, and
Return to Forever. Probably
the most influencial and
talented band in modern jazz
is Return to Forever. This
group is made up of Chick
Corea, Lenny White, Stanley
Clarke, and Al DiMeola and
has been acclaimed by jazz
critics to contain the best
individual jazz musicians of
the decade. Now all four
musicians enjoying
magnificent solo careers, and
are pushing their talents with
their individual. instruments
to the limit, broadening the
world of jazz even more.

terwards, Christmas music
was turned on and gifts were
exchanged.
Kevin and his parents
opened their presents first.
They did so quickly, thanking
each other as they went along.
When it was Christy's
she opened the braille
first. She felt them
curiously
then
asked,
"Books?"
Mrs. Bradley took one and
opened it. Then, placing her
daughter's hands on a page,
she said, "They're in braile,
honey. Someday you'll be able
to read them to me."
ran her fingers
over the raised figures.
"Thank you. I .. .. know they
will be useful."
Mr. Bradley smiled at
Kevin. "Kevin, why don't you
get your present?"
It was all Kevin could do
to keep from running to the
garage. Impatiently, he
grabbed up the puppy and
went back to the living room.
He walked over to Christy and
bent d(}wn beside her.·
"Christy," he began, "I
·wasn't sure exactly what to
get you after the accident."
Christy murmured, "You
mean because I'm blind."
Kevin shifted t(} one side
uncomfortably. "Well, yes. I
feel at fault." His voice shook.
"I wish it had been me instead."

Mr. Bradley stood up.
"Christy," he safd, "your
brother is doing you a
favour."
Christy stood up. She
turned toward the sound of her
father's voice. "Favour?
Some favour ... putting me, a
human being, on a leash! You
probably put him up to it! Are
you going to put me in a fence,
too?"
"Christy!" Mrs. Bradley
gasped.
Christy felt her way to the
hall, then shouted, "If you
weren't my family I'd hate
you!" She stumbled the rest of
the way to her room and
slammed the door.
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley did
their best to hide their own
hurt and tried to comfort
Kevin. Kevin brushed them
off and went after the puppy
which had hidden under the
couch. By the time he succeeded in retrieving the
frightened animals, his
parents had gone to bed. He
put the puppy in the garade
and went to his room.
·Kevin tried to read a
while, but found he couldn't
concentrate on the book. He
marked his place then turned
out the light. Sleep evaded
Kevin for some time. All he
could do was think of the
things Christy had said.
"Maybe," he thought, "I've
felt sorry for myself and that's
why I gave her the dog -- to
make up for the guilt I've been feeling."
Just when he finally

began to fall into a troubled
sleep, he jerked awake at the
sound of footsteps. They were
uneven, and Kevin knew it
was Christy. He listened until
the sound faded.

Christy didn't respond.
Kevin continued. "I want
to help s.o much. I know I can't
make you see again, but there
are other ways for you to see.''
He placed the wriggling .puppy
in his sister's arms.
Christy felt the little dog.
Her voice was softer than the
sound of falling snow when she
said, "A puppy." Her arms
tightened arund the animal
when it hurried its nose at the
inside of her elbow.
Kevin smiled. "She's got
beautiful brown eyes like
yours, Chriscy. You'll use her
eyes as yours."
Christy lifted her head.
"One of those seeing eye
dogs?"
"Yes," Kevin answered.
"Oh, Kevin." Christy was
crying.
Suddenly, she shoved the
puppy away. "How could
you?" she screamed. "Do you
think I want to be dragged
around like some animals ...
and by a dog? People will
know I can't see. I'll be able to
feel them staring at me. That
makes me sick!"

Kevin got out of bed and
went out into the hall.
Checking Christy's room
confirmed that he was right.
Her bed was empty.
He was looking in the
living room when he heard a
sound coming from the kitchen. Kevin considered
leaving his sister alone, but
decided maybe he'd better
make sure she was okay'
The kitchen was empty
and at first Kevin was surprised until he noticed the
door to the garage was ajar. A
stream of light shone through
the opening.
Silently, Kevin padded to
the door. He pushed it open
and peered into the room. He
looked around until his glance
rested on the form of his
sister. Kevin's mouth fell
open.
Christy was cradling the
puppy in. her arms. Gently,
she rubbed its back, murmuring words of affection to
the content, tiny dog.
Kevin smiled. His mind
was full of mixed thoughts,
but he could wait until morning to question his sister.
Just as he pulled his head
into the kitchen again,· he
heard Christy say, "Merry
Christmas, Kevin."
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Crowds

oe

At JD
by Mark Lazarus

Baby, ... poor baby,
the bow which should adorn they tiny brow
is missing.
There are no flashing lights to greet your
precious arrival.
The stable is bare without a decorated tree,
And -wise men have not yet arrived to
present their gifts
So brightly wrapped.
Snow is not falling ... what a pity.
Santa can not come sliding in on his battery
operated Norellco Razor.
For shame!
No candle sits by the manger to cast upon
you a holy glow.
Sweet child, have you forgotten the true
meaning of Christmas?

Mob scene at lunch.
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Crowd behavior is a
problem at Jordan. There are
crowds in the lobby, the
lunchroom, and the halls.
Frequently these crowds are
slowed down because of some
stupid people doing stupid
things.
Many people are angry
about the line jumping in the
lunchroom. The people doing
the jumping are actually
leaving themselves open to
corporal punishment of a
degree. They could lose
ability to physically function
by kicks in vital areas. They
can lose their ability to walk
correctly, or lose their breath
momentarily. Jumping a line
can certainly impair and
restrict one's life.
There is also the "Stupid
Stationary Sophomore Syndrome." This is a disease that
plagues
sophomores
especially when in the hall.
These · poor unfortunate
children somehow lose the
ability to move to a side of a
hallway when conversing.
This may somehow be related
to the problem indigenous to
sophomores, which is not
being able to walk and think at
the same time. (Certain semiadults also suffer from this
malady, an example being
Rich "Chicky" Yonakor.)
Some upperclassmen have
recognized the problem and
are attempting rehabilitation
programs of their own. These
include deft, carefully placed
kicks and punches designed to
result in immediate dispersion of these victimized 10th
graders.
Then there is·the problem
of over excited people, both
male and female, who can't
help pinching and squeezing in
line. These are either among
the most popular or more
unpopular
people.
The
popular ones can be identified
as having a
"wholesome:' glow in
cheeks, and well
muscles in the hand.
unpopular ones can be
recognized as being the
owners of unremovable
prints on their faces, broken
knuckles and limbs, and a
strange walk.
So stay healthy, don't be
obnoxious!
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Jordan 74, Northern 64
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That's the job of the New
Minutemen. Like America's first
Minutemen. they protect your
country and your community.
See how you can joQ)in
them and

\

learn a valuable skill. Earn extra
money. And get ahead in life.
All while enjoying the things
you like about civilian life-in
Loday's Army

NORTH CAROLINA
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
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{. ....

RUSSELL CLARK, JR.
Sergeant

RECRUITER

P.O. Box 15280
Durham, NC 27704

(919) 683-6817
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Dowdy scored 24 and
grabbed 10 rebounds as the
Falcons leave Northern
astonished. The Knights were
hot off a blitzing of Southern
but Jordari quickly cooled
them off, jumping ahead 14-2
in the first minutes. Northern
pulled to within four points in
the third period but Dowdy
turned two steals into baskets
and added two free -throws to
push the Falcons to a 57-47
margin. The Falcons compiled .20 steals, seven by
Johnson, who also handed out
four assists.
Jayvees were down 92-66.
Jordan 78, Dunn 71

The Guard belongs.

Jordan broke out strong
again to a 26-11 lead and
at halftime 46-42. The Green
Wave, behind center Willie
McNair's 26 points (seven
points under· his previous
outing), went ahead 60-59. The
Falcons rallied to a tie
66all then pulled
comfortable margin.
scored 19, Johrison 17
Shaffer 12.
Jayvees won 49-47.
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Cagers To Repeat As Conference Champions
The Jordan Falcons look
to be on another championship
drive under eighth-year head
coach John Avery. With only
six seniors, the Falcons have
m!)re potential than last
year's squad that finished 18-6
after a opening round playoff
upset loss to West Columbus.
The Falcons dropped
Northern 74-64 in the season
opener, then traveled to Dunn
to conquer the Green Wave,
78-71.
Returning lettermen
Glenn Dowdy, Tony Johnson
and Martez Faucette offer the
leadership while
three
seniors, and six juniors are
newcomers to the varsity
team.
Glenn Dowdy helped lead
the Falcons to its victory over
Class 4-A Northern with 24
points. The 6-foot-2, 165pounder, scored 24 points
against the Knights while
hitting 10 of 16 shots from the
field.
Guard
Johnson was
an all-conference and allmetro selection last season as
he led the Falcons in scoring
with a 17.9 average and shot 52
In the ooeninll! two

games, Johnson scored 17
points in each, mostly on
bottom-of-the-net 15-footers.
"Tony's one· of the finest
guards I've ever coached,"
said Coach Avery. "Passing,
shooting and playmaking:
Tony does it all well."
The third returning letterman, Martez Faucette, is
counted on to supply the
power under the boards. The
6-foot forward shot over Dunn
for 12 points after a good
defensive game
Northern.
He averaged 5.9 points per
game last season.
"We've got a ve_ry quick
team this year," said Coach
Avery. "It's got to be the
quickest team I've had. As a
whole, we've got a very good
shooting team."
The · only noticeable
weakness is inexperience.
New seniors include 6foot-8 David Lawrence,
playing his first year of
organized ball; Marvin Nunn
played on a championship
jayvee team last year and
Victor Gatling wrestled for
the Falcons. Nunn came
through with 7

at

break layups.
David Shaffer leads the
field of juniors. The brother of
last year's all-area center,
Dean and the son of formerUNC and pro basketball great
Lee, the young 6-foot-4 Shaffer
comes from a solid basketball
family. Shaffer scored 20
points in the first two wins.
Completing the team are
guard Darrell Hunter and
forwards Fred Womack, Cliff
Morris, Andre Webb, James
Edge and Scott Pierce.
Morris, another jayvee
product, scored 7 points in the
thrillerat Dunn.
"We've got a good
playmaking and outside
shooting team," Coach Avery
said. "We're mainly interested in the development of
the post play."

Coach Anne Harris has
seen lots of improvement
from last year's
basketball team to this
Falcons
season. The
finished 5-15 last season, tied
for
with Southern and
last
in the
3-A
Yet this season,
F akons are on the

Tipping off a great year.

second half. The Knights'
Candy Lucas, who scored 23
points in the 61-47 decision, is
one of the finest female
athletes Durham has seen and
a
reason Northern is so

her the ball."
going to
A big team weakness is
turnovers.
"We're
also
inex,' Coach Harris
''The turnovers
have come from ini>vrn"r;,,.,.,

from a broken
sidelined her for a
last season, is one of the
team's quicker players and
Miss Overby is a three-sport
star _fresh off Jordan's
greatest volleyball team.
"Quickness will be our
strength," said Coach Harris.
"We've got good overall
speed. Shane and Sherri led
the team against Dunn but I
think we'll have different high
scorers as the season goes
along. If one's hot, they're

and
who has
action with a
ankle suffered at
Sophomores are Yoalder
Bennett, Debbie Egan, Kim
Gill, Shelly Jackson and
Barbara Veasey.
"We're unfortunate that
we have to compete with the
Harnett County schools
because they all have good
jayvee programs," Coach
Harris conceded. "But we're
putting it together."

the line
Tennis
won the
and
Conference
''d"""'''L went on to
Schirmer
andLinda Waters, the number
one and two seeds for Jordan,
won their first round singles
matches but lost their second
round matches. (In the sectionals, many teams play at
one time. Matches are picked
at random from the pool of
players.) Schirmer and Linda
then played doubles together
and again won the first match
and dropped the second. The
number three and four
players for Jordan, Kristen
Dutrow and Karla Brietweiser, playing doubles,
repeated this same pattern of
winning the first round and
losing the second.
In an interview Kristen
and Karla decided, "We intend. to play more doubles
together during the season
next year. We entered the
conference tournament
having played only three
doubles matches together. We
hope by practicing more
doubles, we can go further in
the tournament next year, and·
hopefully, the experience we
will have by this time next
year will help us in our performance in the sectionals."
The football team ended
its season with an even record
of five wins, five losses, and
did not go on to play in the
sectionals. ·second string AllConference defensive player
Wes Hester, when asked what
he wanted to see improved
next season, answered, "Our
record, and have an overall
improvement in all fields of

more ef-

fort."
The andent rivalries with
Southern and Northern puts
them in the position of being
the teams to beat next year.
Next season's team might be
the one to do it. Many of this
year's second string Juniors
will be ready to fill the shoes
of the lost Senior starters, and
of course, the Sophomore J. V.
players will be trying to make
first string on the varsity
team. If next year's team
keeps the spirit going, they
should have a good season.
The cross country team
did a very good job in the
sectionals. So good, in fact,
that they were named the
number one 3-A team in the
state. Unfortunately, Mr.
Gray's worry over Chapel Hill
High was well founded, and in
the Second Battle of Waterloo,
the 4-A team tripped up our
running birds. They were
ranked number five in the
state overall. (That ranking
includes the 4-A's, other 3-A's,
etc.) In summing up this year,
Patrick Donavon said, "I
think we were a little too
optimistic
about
our
placement in the state meet.
Chapel Hill was so much
better than we thought they
were. The other teams that
beat us in the state were not
scouted enoughfor us to know
how strong they would be, but
it was a very good year for us
anyway. Next year, the cross
country team will be weaker,
but if Kevin Caulkins and Joe
Simeonsson return , they will
have a shot at winning the
conference."

Jordan wrestling on Top again.

lost at
the
Falcons
Wave, 49-45 after
halftime lead.
Shane
way were
Covil and senior Sherri Little
with 13 and 12
respectively.
"We're better than we
were last year," she said.
"We're able to put together
the things we worked on last
year."
Jordan's loss to Northern
was not too disappointing,
Jordan matched the Knights'
performance until late in the

The lordan
by Mark Lazarus

In medieval times if one
could swim they were considered even more than unnatural, they were considered
evil agents of darkness! Now
we look at the swim team
members and merely consider them a little unusual;
bordering on, but not falling
into, the pit of insanity. They
emerge in our halls with their
wet chlorinated hair shining in
the neon above; their red eyes
glaring at us, abused from
lack of sleeo. (who in their

ethea s

right mind gets up at 5: 30) and
that irritation, painful,
masochistic substance that
our jellyfish seem to love,
chlorine. Many of the other
students at our school seem to
wonder if these scarlet eyed
tuna worshippers engage in a
respiratory indulgence before
the commencement of class.
Actually, the only substance these H20 speed
demons rely on is that all
powerful, visine. They work
immensely hard at what they
do. They are incredibly

_A 5uJin<,

dedicated to their seemingly
insane and futile activity of
swimming back and forth and
back and forth and back ... but
let's not mock them, let's
congratulate them on their
enormous loyalty and effort.
Pat a swimmer on the back
today! (But not too hard he
might fall over from
exhaustion.) Come out and
support the jellyfish at their
meets, starting on December
six they will swim against
Athens drive and keep
swimming through March.
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The I ordan Matm,en
Another wrestling year is
upon us and the Jordan
Matmen are preparing for
another great season. Most of
the wrestlers are back from
last year, but a few are gone,
such as Roger Rentrope, who
wrestled at 143, and Lee
Hayes, who wrestled at 132.
The wrestlers who are taking
their places look very
promising.
The Matmen's first match
is November 28th against
Smithfield-Selma and
November 30th they wrestle
Ravenscroft (at home), and
both are strong teams..
Ravenscroft beat the Matmen
last year by one point, but the

Matmen are looking to avenge
. that loss this year. Mike
Helfrich, a junior and
-returning wrestler says, "we
have a strong team this year
and we should be able to beat
Ravenscroft." Another strong
team, whom Jordan is looking
to beat is Apex. Last year
Apex knocked Jordan out of
contention for the conference
title, but Billy Holeman says,
"this year they won't."
Billy Holleman is a junior
and a returning wrestler.
When asked to speculate on
what this year would be like,
he said, "it is possible to go
undefeated, but Ravei;iscroft

is strong and will probably be
our hardest match." When
asked the same question,
Mike Helfrich said, "with the
people we have coming back
and the strength in our team
we should have an excellent
chance to win the conference
title."
All in all the Matmen look
for
like they are shaping
another winning season.
most of the team coming
back, the Matmen should be a
power to contend with this
upcoming year. Everyone
come out and show your
support for the Matmen. Go
Matmen!
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hold your life in

by Carol Thomas
Every
morning
14
students wake up an hour
earlier than other students.
These early risers are Jordan's bus drivers.
The amount of time and
responsibility that goes into
driving a school bus has not
been properly emphasized.
Before receiving a bus
driver's license, the applicant

Yankees Invade
Sotdh
On Thursday, March &th,
history was repeated. The
Yankees invaded the South for
the second time. Their troops
consisted of 14 Lititz, Pennsylvania students and four
chaparones. The purpose of
their mission: AFS Short
Term.
After setting up camp, the
students were received at an
ice cream social, at which
toppings
of
various
mellowness were consumed in
mass quantities. After a
sample
of
scholastic
maneuvers on Friday, they
progressed to dinner. Later
that evening, the troops advanced
Hillsborough
for ice ska
Other activities included. during their
stay were a hike on the Eno, a
60's party, a cultural observation of Duke University,
and a "down-home" square
dance.
Host sister,
Hogue, commented "I 1really
liked living with a
for a weekend!" The h r
students also enjoyed ha "ng
Yankees staying at their
houses.
1
However, the South will
rise again. The Jordan AFS '
students will invade Lititz,
Pennsylvania on April 18th.
The South ain't licked yet!

s

is carefully screened. They
then must take a two day
written test on which they
must make a passing score of
70. The applicants' then spend
3-5 days in on-the-road
training. After receiving their
licenses, the driver is required
to sign a pledge stating that he
or she knows and will obey all
traffic laws and other rules
assigned te drivers.
The responsibility of
driving a bus is the same for
both teenagers and adults.
Because of limited experience
driving
teenagers
are
sometimes thought of as incapable of taking such a large
responsibility. There has
recently been a controversy
about the ability of a student
driver. Contradicting these
accusations national statistics
show that teenage drivers are
more careful drivers than
adults.
Even with these statistics
teenage drivers are oaid less
than adults.
have been receiving $2.60 an
hour plus $1 a day supplement. Bus drivers were
recently given a raise and now
receive $3.00 an hour. Many
adult drivers receive as much
as $5.40 an hour plus the $1.00
supplement. According to Mr.
Rayford, this is one of the
biggest problems with bus
driving. He stated, "If drivers
were paid ,more, we'd have
better drivers."
Student drivers take their
jobs very seriously. Driver
Portia Scott stated, "I have to
concentrate when I'm driving,

e
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I have students' lives in my
hands. I have to watch traffic
and keep the bus under control." Kem1eth Hayes feels
that it "takes a big man or
woman to drive a bus. Bus
drivers are taking a big
chance; you don't think how
big till something happens."
Kenneth feels that "all
teenagers are capable of
driving a bus; it just takes
mental stamina."
Student drivers are faced
with a lot of pressure from
both students and parents.
Most of the bus drivers interviewed felt the
pressure came from parents.
It is apparent that driving
a bus is not an easy job.
Student drivers reasons for
driving were - Portia Scott,
"Driving a bus is a way to
make money during school
hours. Driving doesn't interfere with my school work.''
Kenneth Hayes, "I drive for
the money." Kenneth Bass,
"Driving a bus is my transportation back and forth to
school; it saves on gas."
Bus drivers have differing
gripes about their jobs.
Kenneth Hayes' biggest
problem is getting up in the
morning. Portia Scott dislikes
students disobeying rules and
not taking her job seriously.
Kenneth Bass feels the biggest
problem is not enough pay.
Supervisor of Jordan's
bus drivers Edwin Rayford is
highly thought of among those
who drive. Portia Scott stated,
"Mr. Rayford stands behind
his drivers all the way; he
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understands the problems we
have and is willing to discuss
them."
Mr. Rayford stated, "I
have complete confidence in
my drivers; I take a special
interest in them, we discuss
problems both privately and
in groups."
According to Mr. Rayford
Jordan's biggest problem is
getting good bus drivers. He
said, "I would like to have 50
or 60 students wanting to drive
buses. I need good drivers,
male and female. At Jordan
High School the drivers are
predominantly black, we need
a better percentage of drivers
from the ethnic point of view.
This would make things run
smoother if students were
interested in driving their own
routes."

Other problems involved
in bus driving are the buses
themselves. According to Mr.
Rayford Jordan "could use at
least 5 new buses to replace
some of the older ones!'
During the '78-'79 school year,
there have been several occasions where students have
been late to school due to
mechanical problems. Mr.
Rayford expressed that he
feels very badly about this.
To
improve
the
relationship between drivers
and passengers, students r:.eed
to understand that the drivers'
duties are to promote and
enforce safety. Jordan is
expanding, adding new routes
and more responsibility for
drivers. Because of this
change, a different kind of
attitude will have to be
demanded for students. Mr.
Rayford stated that "Riding a
school bus is a privilege. H's a
student's responsibility not to
upon the rights of

Mr. Rayford is proud of
the fact that since he has been
at Jordan there have been no
accidents involving injury. He
feels that Jordan's drivers
"walk the extra mile."

Coming Events
March 13-31
Easter The Awakening, Morehead
Planetarium
March 16 - Harry Chapin, Charlotte, 8 pm
March 24 - Natalie Cole, Charlotte Auditorium, 8 pm
March 22-23 - Ohio Ballet Company, Page Auditorium, 8: 15 pm
March 25-Romeo and Juli.et, Page Auditorium, 8:30 pm
March 29 - Cheech & Chong, Charlotte Auditorium, 8 pm
March 30- Deadline for May 6 SAT, ACH
March 31 - SAT
April 1 - CROP Walk
April 6-7 - Jordan presents "Oklahoma"

eru, Mali, Ja an,and (Incle
by Andrea Blackman and Al
Hubbard
Thirty-two
Jordan
students caught a glimpse of
the real world recently, when
they attended the Sixteenth
Annual NAIMUN Convention.
The convention was held at
the Shoreham-Americana
Hotel in Washington, D.C.
from
February
22-25.
NAIMUN,
affectionately
called ·"JUNC," is composed
of a group of students from an
over the nation who research
countries and then represent
them at a model United
Nations.
The countries
represented by Jordan this
year were Peru, Mali, and
Japan. Head delegates for
these countries were: PeruTom Sigmond, Mali-Karen
Papke, and Japan-Kim
Kylstra.
The major work for the
convention was done while the
students were still in Durham.
Each delegate studied the
major international issues of
importance to their respective
countries
and
wrote
resolutions to send to
Washington in January. From

these resolutions the better
ones were picked to be
debated when all the
delegates arrived at the
meetings. Five of Jordan'.>
· resolutions were accepted for
presentation at this year's
convention. These were the
resolutions of Scott Mitchell,
Jackie Johnston, Karen
Papke, Homer White and
Atsuko Kuriyama. According
to advisor Mr. Hill: "Jordan
ranked very well in resolution
acceptance." Mr. Hill continued his comments by
stating that the JUNC club
had more resolutions · accepted than many of the more
established UN clubs from
other parts of the country. Mr.
Hill concluded by saying that
"Out of two hundred schools,
Jordan ranked in the top ten."
When the students arrived
on Wednesday, after a sixhour Amtrak ride, they had a
little time to become familiar
with
Washington.
The
highlight of the evening were
excursions to high-class
French
and
Indian

restaurants. On Thursday, the
delegates toured the city and
visited major attractions such
as the Smithsonian, the
Capitol,
the
Lincoln
Memorial, and "Tuscon
Cantina-House
of
Fine
Tacos!'
The busy schedule of
meetings
began
early
Thursday evening and continuned until Sunday morning.

ichar

The students had to rise at
7:30 every morning, many
times after only a few hours
sleep. Recesses were provided
during the meetings for lunch
and dinner, but the students
attended the sessions usually
until after midnight. Despite
the grueling schedule, the
students found ample time for
relaxation and all of them
commented on the success of
the trip.

JUNCies Kim Kylstra, lbra Tayyeb, and Homer White.
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Sunset Strip At l.H.S.
by Meg Martin
Four minute passing
periods at Jordan can most
accurately be compared to a
rush hour traffic jam or
Saturday night cruising down
Sunset Strip. The rush to get to
class within the few minutes
allotted conflicts violently
with the actions of other
students who are content to
meander along, conversing
with their friends. Such
comradship can be admired-except when it clogs the main
freeways, entrance and exit
ramps of Jordan.
It is necessary for
students to negotiate the
congested hallways to reach
their destinations. This
necessity can prove to be a
challenge if the corridors are
inaccessible. Blocked stairwells and doors are a major
obstacle to conquer. Jordan
students, eager to demonstrate their aimiable natures,
stop to converse freely with
friends wherever they happen
to meet. These sociable
groups hinder stair scaling
students so chaos and human
pile-ups result.
Entering the hallways and
getting from one end to the
other--alive--is also difficult
Even though each doorway
contains two usable doors, the
closeness of JHS students
show through as everyone
insists on sharing the same
door opening.

When the students succeed in making it down the'
stairs and through a door to.
the hallway an even more
perilous journey must be·
undertaken. People press into
the tunnel, afraid ·to look
anywhere except straight
ahead to prevent their being
lost in a human maze. Groups
clustering around walls,
lockers or a floor tile present
the student with ari excellent
agility test. Human missiles
zig-zagging
across
the
thoroughfare provide moving
traffic impediments. Short
people are lost under a
stampede of giants, while
students of loftier statures trip
over these more compact
bodies and are unable to· see
the floor. The :iter fountains,
restrooms and classrooms are
blurs as one is carried through
the dark passages. Breaking
out of the jam is impossible
for some students and they
are' forced to detour or run
through the traffic pattern
once more to reach their
classes. Collisions are not
infrequent;
many
JHS
students have scars as a
result. It is remarkable that
profot-concemed companies
still sell student insurance at
Jordan. Managing to survive
a trip through the Jordan
Freeway System is an accomplishment with which
Falcons can awe their
grandchildren.

Answers to "rush minute"
traffic vary from modem to
more traditional solutions.
Perhaps dividing lines, traffic
signs and stop lights would aid
JHS students in their between
class plights by enabling them
to relate maneuvering halls
with driving. Installation of
such equipment might prove
futile if JHS students' driving
habits resemble their parking
lot exodus customs. Students
could them demonstate the
legitimate hand signals and
traffic courtesy that they
learned in Drivers' Ed. The
establishment of · one way
halls could also cut down on
congestion. Certain areas
could be coded with the school
colors for various forms of
social conduct. This solution
would also aid school spirit.
Such solutions would only
make students dependent on
mechanical methods for insuring easier negotiation of
school highways.
More traditional solutions
would place the responsibility
of cutting down on hallway
confusion directly on the
students. Falcons would have
to discard their laziness and
start using a two lane system,
doors not being an exception.
Since both doors in a doorway
would
be
in
use
simultaneously for entering
and exiting hallways, stairwells would be less congested.
Students would develop arm

Traffic free halls--an unfamiliar sight at Jordan.
-

muscles from the frequent
opening of doors as versus
scars from bumping into each
other. The Falcon's Cry is not
condemning Jordan students'
congeniality, only recommending that they congregate
in less travelled areas, such as
the front hall. Students should
suppress their middle of the
road urges to stop and converse until they are well out of
main traffic patterns. Jordan

.

students create the hallway
chaos and therefore their
efforts to replace it with
sanity are mandatory.
Congestion at JHS may be
encouraged by the large
number of students in
proportion to the size of the
halls, but the students' consideration towards each other
could help remedy this
problem.

''The Falcon's Cry'' Finally Gets Some Mail!!!
To the Editor,
Regarding the atrocity
that occurred in the Feb. 14
issue entitled "Are you a
prep." I felt I must retalliate
for this gross miscarriage of
justice.
The state of "preppy"
denotes one (usually male)
who attends a preparatory
school. After reading your
article am I to assum that
only ''clothes make the
prep"? First of all preppy's do
not wear docksiders (cheap
imitations) they wear Topsiders. Furthermore a prep is
more at home in beanies. ·
Moreover you'll find the "prep

set" in Dean Pringle or Alan
Paine sweaters either wool or
.cashmere but always 100
percent of either. The
"Polyester set" is not included. Preps wear straight
leg jeans not the pleated pants
you refered to. Pleats are to
disco. To wear pleated pants
they have to have been made
before 1949. Argyl socks were
the only things you got right
however, preps rarely wear
socks.
In the immortal words of
some philosopher
long
forgotten:
"Being Preppy is like being
happy, if you have to try to

be .... you're not."
Thank-you
Stephen Barringer
Dear Editor,
Being both a student at
Jordan and a member of
Student Council, I am very
concerned about the attitude
of the teachers' toward school
activities. During this school
year, Student Council has
organized several teacher
orientated projects. At the
J)eginning of the year, the
teachers were given a
welcome-back breakfast. At
Christmas an appreciation
party was given for the
teachers, complete with loads

Cafeteria Corruption
by Neil Matson
Anyone who has eve1
eaten in Jordan's cafeteria
knows that, while the food is
decent, it is quite often not
worth the wait nor the anguish
one must endure in order to
receive even the tiniest
morsel. After waiting for a
few minutes, the unsuspecting
diner finds that the line is not
advancing but that it is actually moving backwards. As
the minutes go by, it becomes
apparent that some people are
under the false impression
that one is supposed to enter a
lunch line at the-beginning as
opposed to the end.
Upon closer inspection, it
is evident
there are

regulars who make a sport of
"line-jumping." These people
actually think that they have a
right to break in line wherever
they please. When approached, some students will
not only deny the fact that
they broke in line, but will
allow others to break in line
even as- they make their
denial.
Another problem is that of
food being stolen. It is quite
obvious to students that items
such as sandwiches, milk,
potato chips, and crackers are
constantly being pilfered. The
problem continues, because
students are reluctant to turn
others in, as it would only

cause them to be harrassed by
their peers.
While there are teachers
on duty in the cafeteria to
keep an eye on things, there
are just not enough of them to
see everything that goes on.
This is not to say that teachers
do not do a good job while on
lunch duty. On the co..ntrary,
the faculty is to be commended on their efforts to
maintain law and order in th£.
cafeteria. However, without
the support and cooperation of
those who frequent the lunch
room, the administration may
be forced to use drastic
measures in order to stop this
cafeteria corruption.

Bathrooms Lack Bare Necessities
by Bindu Chandrabose
Many scathing remarks
have been made about Jordan's faculty, administration,
and even its football team, but
so far nothing has been said in
print, anyway about its
bathrooms.
For some reason, Jordan's
bathrooms
are
distinguished by tteir frequent
lack of toilet paper, and paper
towels. In addition to these
staples, "luxurious commodities" like soap, locks on
doors are us:uaUy absent.
Actually to be completely fair,

all the doors have locks, hut
none work. There are even
some latrines which have no
locks whatsoever because the
doors are missing. One thing
the bathrooms have in
abundance is trash. The sinks
and toilets are constantly
getting clogged with it, the
rest of the overflow from the
trashcans goes on the floor.
There are also puddles of
water on the floor quite
frequently a perfect opportunity to slip and fall. The
bathrooms are havens for
smokers who want to give

other people lung cancer.
Although there is a smokers'
area outside the school where
people can smoke without
puffing their fumes into nonsmokers faces, the bathrooms
are fogged up because some
individuals are obstinate,
malicious or. just plain dumb.
Another problem concerning Jordan involves time.
Five minutes between classes
doesn't leave much leeway. If
someone has a class in the
trailers, a locker upstairs and
their next class on the main
(Continued on Page 4)

of food. Finally, at Valentines,
each teacher was sent a
Valentine's card.
Teachers have neglected
to cooperate with Student
Council. One of the inevitable
problems SCUM faces is the
lack of chaperones. Trying to
get teachers to chaperone
dances is like pulling teeth!
During lunchtime activities at
Christmas they could not even
get a teacher to judge the
Christmas tree contest.
Finally not many teachers
participated in the recent Pep
Week. Not only did teachers
not dress up, but they complained so much about dressup days that we almost didn't
have a Pep Week. I thought
students and teachers were
supposed · to work together!
The next time the ad-

ministration asks me why
there isn't any school spirit at
Jordan, I will state the
teachers' attitudes as one
reason. Perhaps the teachers'
apathy will be shown by a
failure to reply to this letter.
If a teacher has personal
reasons for not cooperating
with Student Council and
other school organizations, he
or she should realize we are
all here to benefit the entire
school.. Teachers, you have
been honest in expressing
your opinions of us, I hope you
can except this in the same
spirit. In closing, I would like
to use a favorite cliche of the
teachers: "I'm not talking to
all of you, but those of you who
are guilty know who you are."
Sincerely,
Karen Miller
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lordon Attacked
strange knocks at her door all
hours of the morning. Her
class had become restless,
and Mrs. Wheeler herself was
almost to ·the breaking point.
We took precautionary
measures and provided them
with scalpels for protection. A
few days later terror struck
Jordan at full force. It was,
Squalus Acanthias !
Following their standard
M.O., the sharks knocked on
the biology door. Mrs.
Wheeler replied with, "Who is
it?"
"Candygram."
"What? Candygram? I
didn't send for a candygram.

by Cindy Greenhill
Those of you that have
seen the "Saturday Night
Live" version of "Jaws"
might just think that Jordan
has been invaded by a school
of dogfish sharks. It all
happened one rainy day in
February, my partner and I
were working the main hall
when we received a call from
Headquarters. Report of a
school of Squalus acanthias
had been circulating. It looked
fishy so we investigated.
Mrs. Wheeler, the Advanced Biology teacher met
us at the door. She explained
she b;id been receiving

Who's Who
by Bayla Travis
Whether or not this is the
"Age of the Ripoff" or not is
debatable. Sixty Minutes
seems to be finding suspicious
organizations for us every
week. This month The
Falcon's Cry has found one.
It's called "Who's Who Among
American High
School
Students."
The
"Who's
Who"
program published a book
containing the names of
students they have selected as
outstanding. They claim the
book is then made available to
colleges and the selected
student is eligible for college
scholarships.
So where does the "Rip
Off" come in? Well, first, it

1111

Another R

seems anyone from a straight
A student to an all out straight
F student may be selected and
has been in the past. Anyone
from a guidance counselor to
a good friend can nominate
someone. In other words,
nomination forms are easy to
get. Sounds like an easy way
to a scholarship right? Not
really, those students who are
selected for "Who's Who"
receive nothing but a leaflet.
This leaflet does not tell them
about the colleges dying to
send them money, it tells the
students about all the nice
things he or she can send off
for. Copies of the publication
"Who's
Who
Among
American High
School

To A .. P. Or Not To A.P.?
by Jeff Young
Advanced Placement is a
type of course at Jordan High
School that very few students
are aware of. Even fewer
students know of the .advantages offered by taking
these courses. A.P. courses
may be more work, but the
rewards· are enough compensation to make it worthwhile.
Advanced
Placement
means exactly what it says, it
is an advanced class, open
only to seniors. A.P. classes
are offered in four subjects at
Jordan: Chemistry, Biology,
Calculus, and English. An
Advanced Placement class is
going to be more work than a
regular class, but most A.P.
students feel it is worth it.
Why do students want to
put forward the extra effort
required of an A.P. course?
"Because we want to place out
a year of college", said John
Karis. Mr. Green, A.P.
Calculus teacher, commented, "I think they (A.P.
courses) are great for the
students who can take advantage Of them." Bobby
Whalen remarked, "A.P.
courses are twice as
depressing, you have to flunk
the class, and take a test to
prove it. But really, if you do
well, you save money by

y Squolus

placing out a year of college."
Students are not really
selected for an Advanced
Placement class. They choose
whether are not they want to
be in the A.P. class, and the
teacher of the course has to
approve it. In most cases
though, the student has been
in the A.T. or advanced class
dealing with the subject of the
A.P. course.
In May of each year,
Advanced Placement tests
are givep. for students taking
A.P. courses:- If the student
passes the-test, he can use the
credit in place of the same
course in his freshman year of
college. The student taking an
A.P. course is actually taking
a college freshman course!
An Advanced Placement
course offers definite advantages to the student. A.P.
classes offer college, move
faster, and cover more
material. Many of the
students in A.P. classes like
them because of the opportunity to work with other
good students. Said John
Karis, "They're just more
fun."

Any of you kids? Who is it?"
"Squalus acanthias ! "
"Oh no kids! Get out your
scalpels !''
At that moment the
sharks invaded the room and
· the students followed our
instructions by carefully
dissecting the dorsal fin, the
sharks' most vulnerable area.
They were successful and
used the opportunity to learn
about those deadly marine
and land things. All is quiet
now at Jordan and my partner
and I have gone back toour
regular beats, searching to
stamp out crime and violence
in school. 1-ADAM 12 OUT.

off?
Students" sell for only $14.95.
At that price, why not get a
dozen or so for the relatives?
But, why stop there? Look at
all the nice plaques, pins and
certificates the "Who's Who"
people have to sell!
You'll have to decide for
yourself whether or not
"Who's Who" is a genuine
"Rip Off" or not. So far, no
student has been notified by a
college because of the
publication listing · them as
outstanding. The National
Associa tioJ:! of Secondary
School Principals doesn't
recognize "Who's Who" as a
legitimate awards program,
but if you're really interested
in being nominated, contact
the guidance office. If the idea
of seeing your name in print is
exciting and you have $14.95 to
throw away, why not?

Brian Strauss displays hls talented Squalus.
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by David Tisher
Scott Hicken, "We just tried to
play as if nothing special was
The Jordan High School
Jazz Band performed on the
pressuring us." Trumpet
Peggy Mann Show Feb. 23 as
player Mark Rosch remarked,
part of a plan to publicize a
"Everybody seemed to have a
concert that they gave on Feb.
super time."
27. Being able to perform on
The two songs the Jazz
the Peggy Mann Show was a
Band played for the television
surprise to most of the band . appearance were the Dick
members. Becky Howie, a
Clark theme song "Live," and
member of the Jazz Band,
the Steely Dan hit
"
explained how things hap;)ened, "My
gave me
In addition to their
television taping, the band
the idea of having the date of
recently performed at the
our concert announced on the
U.N.C. Jazz Band Festival
Peggy Mann Show. After
where they received a
calling the studio, things just
superior rating for their
fell into place, and we were
asked to make a pre-recorded · performance. The three
selections the band played
guest appearance."
were "Cheers," with trumpet
The rest of the band
solo by Robert Berry; "Chase
seemed to . be pleased with
the Clouds Away" with piano
their television experience:
solo by Amy Gitleman, and
"Nobody really knew much
"Bass Folk Song" with bass
about the whole thing until it
§,'Uitar solo by Tim Harper.
happened," stated Senior

Karis Wins Prestigious Award
by Bonnie Hogue
John Karis is one of 40
national winners in the 38th
annual Westinghouse Talent
Search. This talent search is a
program which seeks students
with outstanding potential and
encourages ·them to pursue
careers in science.
Karis developed an
electronic device which adds
safety to open heart surgery.
It provides a more accurate
monitoring of the patient's
heart during surgery. The
device is presently being used
successfully at the Duke
University Medical Center.
Eleven women and 29 men,
including Karis, from all over
the United States, and an
American
school
in
Singapore, will take an all
expense
paid trip
to
Washington, D.C. at the
beginning of March. There
they will compete for $89,500
in Westinghouse science
scholarships and awards. All
of the 40 students who go to
Washington will receive a $500

scholarship. There will also be
$12,000 scholarship, 2 $10,000
scholarships,
3
$7 ,500
scholarships and 4 $5,000

scholarships.
The final judging for the
scholarships will be held in
Washington on March 1
through March 5. In addition
to the comi:etition · for
scholarships, all 40 winners
will display their science
research projects to the public

,

"Black students didn't really
know about black leaders in
History. When I taught U.S.
history in 1963, very little
information was found in
history books, even libraries
or organizations had not
wanted to {ile or store information on black history."
Setting aside a time of the
year to salute the accomplishments
of
the
progressing black race was
originated by Carter G.
Woodson. Woodson started a
"Negro History Week,'' which
was honored on the second
week in February. Now the
entire month of February is
dedicated to Black History.
Who were some of the
black leaders in North
Carolina, and what were they
fighting for? Negro leaders
were fighting for their
freedom from the oppressive
Frank Boone draws Martin Luther King for Black History Month. . . chains .of slavery. They were

and the Washington scientific
community. They will hear
from 2 past Nobel Prize
Winners and will meet with
distinguished scientists and
academicians from around
Washington.
In regard to winning the
award, John stated, "I'm very
glad to be lucky enough to win
the award. The trip to
Washington ought to be a lot of
fun."

Classified Ads

JUNC would like to thank Mr.
II; Hill for being a friend and
' putting up with 32 of us for 5
days.
'The Jordan Library Staff
would like to express our
-appreciation to the .parent
library volunteers · for their
help during the first semester.
Our volunteers, Ms. Morga,
Ms. Telford and Ms. Brannon
are the parents of Kenzie and
1Robert Brannon, Alice Best
[and John Morga.

""'

Jordan Students--don't you
have any opinions? If you do,
write a Letter to the Editor,
Locker No. 107.
Needed: Parent library
volunteers to help with our
library inventory and other
clerical tasks.
-

"The Falcon's Cry" regrets
its omission of Diane Wherrett
as a nominee to Governor's
.School this summer.

\...

Students Vnfamiliar With
by Mel Fleshman
How much do you know
about Black History? According to Mrs. Carter-Moore,

and Appears

Block History

fighting for the end of racial
discrimination, and for their
right to be treated equally in
society as citizens of the
United States. Below are some
of North Carolina's outstanding black leaders. Each
person mentioned has placed
a stone in the wall of black
achievement. Negro Dick,
Henry Evans, John Chavis,
George M. Horton, James W.
Hood, Warren C. Coleman,
George H. White, Joseph H.
Young, Charles N. Hunter,
Anna H. Cooper, Annie W.
Holland,
Charles
C.
Spaulding, and Charlotte H.
Brown. In North Carolina,
Black History Month not only
emphasizes the struggles and
conflicts of black's society,
but it also emphasizes their
cultural contributions to the
state as well. Black Music,
dance, literature, and religion
have had a strong enriching

influence on the historical
past of North Carolina.
If you are interested in the
Black History of North
Carolina the North Carolina
Museum of History, located in
Raleigh has on display an
exhibit entitled, "The Black
Presence in North Carolina."
The purpose of this display is
to inform the public of the
accomplishments of the black
society in North Carolina. The
exhibit includes information
on black culture, music, skills
and talents. The exhibit will
be on display for an entire
year. It traces the n>"naroo
of black citizens
·African ancestors,
the Civil War and
reconstruction to
the century.
Museum
hours
are
Tuesday-Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5
p.m. and Sunday 1-6 p.m.
Admission is free.
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•
bv Tim Clement

• "After three years, it feels
good." That's the way Senior
Co-Captain Charles Blackman
summed up his feelings about
capturing the conference title
after the Southern win Feb. 16.
The Falcons should feel
good. After two mmdiocre
seasons, Jordan has emerged
as the Triangle 3-A conference
Champion.
This championship is
Jordan's only outright first

place in a number of years.
The Falcons did share the
championship with former
conference member Wake
Forest-Rolesville in the 197576 season.
Jordan finished the
regular season with a 13-3
conference record and a rn-5
overall mark.
The tpp four teams in the
conference behind Jordan
along with three teams from
the Three Rivers conference

e
by Tim Clement

The
1978-79
Jordan
wrestling season ended on a
good note with the Falcons
finishing a close second in the
regular season race to Apex
and also placing second in the
conference tournament
behind South Johnston.
Three wrestlers of this
year's team, Rick Eberwein,
Lee Hayes, and Bucky Farrow
competed in the Regional
tournament at Cary February
16-17. The qualify for the
Regional meet, Eberwein
placed fourth, Hayes second
and Farrow third in the
Sectionals at Burlington
February 9-m
This year, the final team
record was an impressive 12-2
in dual matches. Last season
the Falcons won the regular
season and
conference
tournament while compiling a
13-1 overall record.
Senior Lee Hayes was thr,
conference champion thi,
season in the 129 pound weight

class. He was also voted the
conference tournament most
valuable wrestler as he scored
three points in three matches.
Hayes commented on this
season's results. "I would
have liked for the team to
have won the regular season
and the conference tournament." But he added,
"Several people didn't even
think we would even win eight
matches."
Junior Reggie Lyon, who
wrestled in the 105 pound
weight class, did not compete
as a sophomore, but he- came
on this season and added
quality, depth and spirit to the
team.
Senior
Tim
Woody
received a knee injury early in
the season and was notable to
wrestle until the conference
tournament. However, Woody
olaced fourth in the tournament in · the 198 pound
division and he also recorded
the quickest pin in school
history <nine seconds).

Snowball?

ll
As a white blanket of snow
covers the proverbial b? i::ball
diamond, it's hard tr Jelieve
that another year ' . Jordan
baseball is about tr begin.
Leading the Fr,kons once
again this year is ..
John
Popson who is expecting big
things from a returning squad
that is leaded with experience.
Among the returning who
plan to improve upon last
season's disappointing squad
are seniors Daryl Baber, Dale
Barbee, Tim Dugan, Jim
Groves, Tim Johanns, Alan
Maddox, Jeff McCulluch, and
Scott Stewart. Significant
contributions are also expected from Rick Baber,
David Barker, Bri.an Carter,

and Jim Dooley.
According to Popson,
South Johnston will undoubtedly be the team to beat
in the conference this year.
But two year returning starter
Dale Barbee confidently
assures us that, "With
patience and the right
preparation, anything can
happen." Returing infielder
Alan Maddox similarly states,
"If the team hustles and plays
to its full potential, we've got
more than even chance at the
conference title."
The Falcons' officially
began practice on Feb. 12 and
will begin regular season
action March 13, against
Orange.
·

advanced to the District
tournament in Whiteville
February 20-24.
Senior Co-Captain Greg
White commented, "Winning
the conference title is the
biggest thing that has happened to me since I have been
playing basketball." Junior
Glen Dowdy said, "I knew we
could win the conference
because we have talent. We do
the things · that it takes to
win."
The team's play has given
the student body and faculty
something to be proud about.
Coach John Avery said the
largest crowd he has seen in
years turned out to cheer on
the Falcons against Southern.

Falcons hold mock funeral for SHS during last basketball game of
the season.

Golf, Tennis On Spring Schedule
The weather conditions
last month concerned Coach
Avery. "Most of the golfers
start practicing in February,
but with the snow and cold
weather hampering practice
I'm sure the first qualifying
round will not be indicative of
how well each person can
play."

by Tim Clement

The 1979 Jordan golf
season will get underway
March 19 with the first conference match. The match
was originally scheduled for
Duke University Golf course,
but will have to be moved to
another site due to a schedule
conflict with Duke.
Practice started March l.
Approximately ten people
turned out for the first
practice.
Senior Bobby Whalen, a
veteran of· two previous
seasons, will anchor the team.
David Whitfield and
Newby Toms are gone from
last year's squad and also
gone will be the dominance
that Jordan has displayed
over the years in Triangle 3-A
golf.
Whalen believes that
Southern will be the team to
beat in the upcoming season.
He added "I think Jordan can
be very competitive in the
conference."
Golf coach John Avery is
not sure how the season will
turn out. "Of course the loss of
Whitfield, Toms and Andy
Searles will hurt us, but I
think we have some good
people returning," said
Avery.

++++++

With a new tennis season
just around the corner, Coach
Donald Andrews is hopeful
that this year's squad will
continue the winning ways

.....

TRIANGLE
PHARMACY
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PARKWOOD BEAUTY
SALON
Phyllis Way
544-1696
Parkwood
Shopping Center

8

:
•
:

floor, there is no way they can
get to the bathroom without
being late. This problem is
increased by the amount of
people who cram into the
bathroom at break. As soon as
second period ends, people
rush into the
creating subway like con·
ditions. Maybe if the
bathrooms
were
more
strategically located, things
would improve. Also, for some
reason, the bathroom on the
ground (near the cafeteria) is

ROY SARVIS
U.S. Navy Representative

•••••••••••••••••••••
CATHY'S
FLORIST

V

Parkwood Shopping
Mr. & Mrs. J.L. Cannova Props
5112 Revere Road
Durham, N.C. 27713
Phone 544-3540
Night Phone 544·2356

Everything in Books
THE BOOK
EXCHANGE

I

l

U.S. Navy Recruiting
Station
Box 567
17 Orange Street
urham, N.C. 27702
Phone 682-2800

Durham, N.C.
682-4662

-a: ..

.Ko.1r-styles
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almost always locked. This
hardly ameliorates the
situation. Jordan bathrooms
do not provide the "bare
necessities of life."

COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINEES
Excellent opportunity for
, high school grads, 17-25 to
; train as radio operators.
Learn with
pay,
job
placement and stable employer. Learn electronics
and electrical theory and
application, radio wave
propagation and operation of
radio communications
equipment. 30 days paid
vacation annually. Call for
an interview collect: Navy THE NAVY
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB,
IT'S AN ADVENTURE!

I

BATHROOMS LACK BARE NECESSITIES

<Continued from Page

that past Jordan teams have
displayed.
Last season the Falcons
finished number one in the
conference during the regular
season with a 14-0 conference
record and a 16-0 overall
mark. Jordan finished second
in the conference tournament
behind Apex.
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Studies got you down?
Call:
TRI-LAMBDA SCHOOL, INC.
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544-2551 for tutoring
Learn to like to Learn
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ATHLETES' FOOT-WEAR &
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MARCH 31 EXAM
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Morehead Nominees Chosen
by Laurie Warrick
Football is not the only
thing the University of North
Carolina promotes. Nominees
for the John Motley Morehead
Awards can vouch for that.
A Morehead Award is an
honorary award. The award is
accompanied by a grant of
money for financing the
recipient's undergraduate
study at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Each receiver, when accepting admission to ·and
enrolling 1n the University,
becomes eligible for the grant.
The grant is presently
$3000.00 per year. This amount
covers a year's tuition, board,
room, books, all student fees
and incidental expenses.
To be eligible for a
Morehead Award, a candidate
must
meet
certain
prerequisites. The candidate
Durham Schools

must be a recent graduate of a
school which is on a list of
eligible schools, meet the
requirements for admission to
the University, and be unmarried. Of one marries
oofore or after the grant is
awarded,
eligibility
is
nullified.) The financial need
of a nominee is not considered
since the award is based only
on merit.

Hunt, Scott Tyrey, Rebecca
Dalton, Jennifer Spencer, Jay
Jeager, and Cynthia Williams.
Cynthia Williams, in an
interview, said she is doubtful
that she will receive the
award. If she does, she plans
to go into business. She
originally wanted to go into
engineering,
but
the
University does not offer
engineering degrees.

Other considerations in
making awards are the
.character and ability of the
candidate to lead and take
interest in schoolmates. Also
noted are an individual's
extracurricular attainments
and physical vigor shown by
participation in competitive
sports or other ways.
There are six Morehead
Award nominees at Jordan.
They are Will Donovan, Kim

Each of the nominees
certainly deserve to be
aw·arded the Morehead
Award. They prove this just
by being qualified for
nomination. The ones best
qualified will be judged so by
November 15. The best of luck
is wished to all of them.

o we Stae

How

by Dawn Quarfordt
offer it at four. Durham High·
Students at Jordan can
teaches all four of the
often be found discussing the
languages while the other
latest football statistics or . schools teach three. Acarguing over which school has
cording to a guidance counthe best team. How much do
selor from Northern, "these
languages and their levels are
these students know about
other aspects of the different
offered on the basis of
demand." This policy is true
schools in Durham? This is a
comparison of the academic
for all of these schools public
and private.
programs at Jordan, NorJordan has the most
thern, Durham High,Durham,
Academy, and Carolina
advanced computer system,
Friends School (3 public, 2 with computer use tied into
county, and 2 private).
many of its math and physical
science classes. Special
All of these schools have
well developed Advanced
computer classes are offered
Placement, Exceptionally
on basic and advanced levels.
Northern and Durham High
Talented,
or advanced
courses. If a certain course is
have computer terminals
not offered, students (mainly
which are connected to the
seniors) can take it at college
Jordan computers. These
schools offer basic computer
level from universities in the
classes. Durham Academy
surrounding area. A student in
has a computer and offers
the public school takes these
basic computer course. Its
classes independent of the
high school. The student
computer is connected to a
major computer in Research
generally will not get high
Triangle. CFS does not have a
school credit. At CFS a
student gets both high school
computer.
and college credit. CFS also
CFS has the most varied
offers a Short Stories of the
and greatest ·number of
Mod South course in conCultural Arts courses with
junction with a retired perweaving, ceramics, woodson's course at Duke. At
working, batik, bike and auto
Durham Academy students
mechanics, and many others.
The public schools offer art
can take classes at universities, but the policy is
(with an advanced art section), shop and drama.
generally the same as that of
the public schools.
Durham High has a special
engines class ·working with
French is offered at all of
motorcycle engines. Durham
these schools with German,
Spanish, and Latin offered
Academy offers a design and
miscellaneously. Jordan,
graphics class and a religions
Durham Academy and CFS
class other than the basic art
offer French at five levels,
and shop classes.
while Northern and Durham
In future issues. The

a

SCHOOL

Tot. No.
Students

Students in
Adv. Biology

C.F.S.

95

D+A.

243

4
11

J.H.S.
N.H.S.

1047
1840

39

1

1+

D.H.

Students in
A.P. English

Students in
Calculus
7

11

30

20
47
98
Not<>- Durham High was the only school that refused to give this in39

formation.
2.,.. This does not include the freshman class.

For further information
concerning the awards, refer
to Mrs. ·carter-Moore.

Up?
Falcon's Cry will compare the
post secondary plans for
graduates from each of these
high schools.

Lefttoright, standing: Scott Tyrey, Rebecca Dalton, Jay Jaeger.
Kneeling: Kim Hunt, Will Donovan, Cynthia Williams.

New Attendance Polley Initiated
by Carol Gregory
The Durham County
school board approved a
policy, October 15, requiring a
student's absences to be
justified by his or her parent.
This new policy only applies to
students from kindergarten
through tenth grade, ages
seven through 16.
According to the new
policy, the principal of the
school will notify the parent or
guardian of the student, after
five consecutive or ten accummula ted absences. The
notification will be in writing,
stating that the parent can be
prosecuted under the General
Compulsory Law, if the absences cannot be justified.
Once the parents are
notified of their child's excessive absences, a school
attendance counselor will
work with the student's family
to try to eliminate the

problem.
This new policy is similar
to a policy that was in effect
two years ago. Another policy
replaced
it,
however,
requiring students to attend
school a minimum of 150 days
because of student attempts to
forge written excuses.
Recently however, the
State board regulations said
the policy was not permissable unless the absences
were excused. The State
board also said the amount of
days a student attended could
not determine his or her
ability to pass a course.
The Durham County
Board, then changed the attendance policy to eliminate
the 150 day minimum and to
state that all absences must
be justified.
An excused absence is
more clearly defined in the
new attendance policy, said

Mr. Sidney Ray,
administrative assistant of
Durham County schools.
Under the new policy, illness
or injury, quarrantine, death
in the immediate family,
medical or dental appointments, court or administrative proceedings,
religious observances, immediate demands of the
home, and educational opportunities, will be looked into
as excused absences.
Mr. Ray said he felt the
attendance would be better in
the schools. ·He said he
thought people had become
more serious about attending
school because of the competency test. He said there
couldn't be a rule without
some problems, but he hoped
this new policy would
eliminate some of the past
proble_ms.

Latin Club Banquet
by Carol Thomas
Togas in November? A
strange, but never the less
true sight.
On November 1st from 7
p.m. til 9 p.m. the Latin Club
held their annual "Latin
Banquet.''
The banquet was held in
the social hall of the Hope
Valley Baptist Church.
The food - Greek, of
course. It was prepared at
"Krisa" a Greek restaurant in
Chapel Hill.
Entertainment· varied.
Possibilities were limitless.

They had a dating game,
using mythological characters from history.
Also on the agenda was a
slave auction. This served as
an initiation for the first year
Latin students. Due to the
large number of new members, pupils drew names to
choose who would be auc.tioned. After being purchased,
the slaves served their
masters dinner. After about
one hour, the slaves were set
free.
Those who attended the
banquet dressed in traditional
Greek attire - Togas. Awards

were given for the best
costume and the best slave.
The banquet was planned
and organized by the club's
members.
Club advisor is Mrs.
Susan Spurrier.
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Firmly Against Taking The S.A.T.'s
by Warner V. Slack
BOSTON - What would
happen if they held the
Scholastic Aptitude Tests and
nobody came? If high school
students refused to take the
S.A.T.'s?
There would be at least one
bank-rupt, tax-exempt corporation and a lot of unemployed
test
designers.
Colleges would have to rely
against grades and letters of
recommendation. There
would be fewer forms in the
applicants' folders and
perhaps a little more hybrid
vigor in the classroom;
certainly, no dire consequences would befall our
institution of higher learning.
As for the erstwhile testtakers, they would be free on
Saturday mornings - no more
sign-up fees or courses on how
to take the S.A.T.'s perhaps
there would be a little less
emphasis on who's smart and
who isn't.
Whatever else they may
be, aptitude tests are a big
business in a seller's market.
College-bound students are
captive consumers; most

colleges require the S.A.T.'s.
There
are
formidable
pressures to take these tests,
even to take "preliminary"
ones that don't count.
Mysticism surrounds the
process. Concerned teachers
plan curricula with the tests in
mind. Students worry about
their scores. Rumors abound.
It's good for business to keep
them guessing. The booklets
of background information
provided by Educational
Testing Service are confusing,
spacious and stuffy. The tests
themselves are remarkably
arrogant, no way to indicate
when _a question seems
misleading or culturally
biased, and no feedback about
how the responses to individual questions have been
scored.
Furthermore, there is no
rebate, not even a word of
thanks, for time and effort
spent on questions that don't
count in the scores, time spent
unknowingly and without
informed consent for research
on questions to be used in later
tests.
And the Student pays good

money for all this. Clearly the
testers are in charge.
The S.A.T.'s purpose is to
help students from deprived
or little-known schools, who,
by scoring well,
can
demonstrate their aptitudes.
In practice, of course,
students from private and
well-to-do public schools score
better. They have, after all,
had more opportunities to
learn how to take the tests;
courses in their school provide
special preparation. Even the
best prepared students,
h-0wever, may be denied
admission to the college of
their choice because of errors
in measurement inherent in
the tests.
The tests perform a
further
"service"
of
distinguishing children whose
parents use big words at the
dinner table from children
whose parents do not (including those who don't have
much on the table to begin
with). Clearly, the S.A.T.'s
put poor children from poor
schools at an additional
disadvantage, as if they don't
have trouble enough.

Basic Steps For College Applications
by Fran Dilts
Sooner or later most
sophomores, juniors and
seniors will have to tangle
with college applications, but
with the help of JHS counselors the process is made
relatively simple.
According to Mrs. CarterMoore, there ·are four basic
steps to applying to a college.
Step number 1: If you are
interested in a school, send for
an application or information
regarding one. When it
arrives and if you find you
don't understand it, don't
hesitate to ask a counselor. Be
sure to know the college's
requirements before filling
out and sending in the application!
Step number 2: Request
your transcript from the

0

guidance office and either
send it with your application,
or send the transcript
separately. Either way is fine.
Most colleges are finding the
application more and more
valuable to their decision.
they can begin their
evaluation without the
transcript. A reminder:
transcripts now require Social
Security numbers. Seniors
should list first semester
courses and activities.
Step number 3: After you
have completed the application and sent it in or
given it to the counselor, be
sure to follow up. Don't
hesitate
to drop in the
Guidance office and make
sure the transcript has been
sent, etc. As Mrs. CarterMoore said, "You do not have
to worry about coming to

hat

To the Editor:
Where is the school spirit
at Jordan this year? Obviously most of it left in the
last two years with the Seniors
that graduated! A new person
coming to this school the week
of Sept. 24-28 would never
have guessed that it was
HomecomingWeek. A week in
which students show how
much spirit they have by
dressing up each day and
show that they are looking
forward to the Homecoming
activities. I guess the question
to be asked in this place is: "Is
there "Pep" or is it "Prep"."
And the answer is obvious!
PREP! Pep week is certainly
not the time to wear prep
clothes!
This is my third year at
Jordan, and I must say that
the school spirit is all but
present this year. What
happened to the Powder Puff
games? They started out a
few years ago, to just get
some girls from the upper and
lower classes to play a simple
game of flag football. As it
turned out, each class was
trying to see who could break
more bones, and give more
black eyes! Well, I must say,
you Junior girls (?) have
proved to all of us that you are
the biggest brutes and block
busters in the school. Are you
happy now'? And what happened
to
the
male
cheerleaders that were

follow up."
Step number 4: If the
college sends back a request
for additional information
after the transcript has
supposedly been sent, contact
the Guidance Office. It might
have gotten lost in the mail.
early
acceptance
The
deadline varies with the
university but most early
acceptance applications are
due between October 10 and
November 15. Check the
college to which you are applying to be sure. For the
regular deadline most.schools
do not have a specific date,
but one should check for exceptions. Mrs. Carter-Moore
advises students not to, wait
too long to apply, because it
jeopardizes one's chances for
attaining housing.

e Got!

supposed to cheer for those
games? Are you guys so
ashamed of your legs that you
don't want anyone to see
them? Are they really that
ugly? It woul<;l. use to be that
there was a great turn out for
the powder puff games as it
was for the Varsity football
game. In the past two years it
has really declined. Believe it
or not, your lack of school
spirit shows in many ways.
Not only during homecoming
but during Pep rally's.
Students
are
always
requesting them but, when
they get in there they sit and
look at each other like they
don't know what to do. Well,
open your mouths and Y-E-LL ! So many students just go in
to the pep rally to see who will
make the biggest fool out of
themselves by screaming.
Well, let me tell you, those of
you that don't scream look
even dumber than those
students who are showing
their spirit and yelling and
cheering. The same goes for
those of you that didn't dress
up for Spirit Week. You looked
dumber than those dressed
up. I think it's about time that
we Seniors start showing the
"Lowerclassmen" where the
spirit is in this school and start
spreading it! Jordan needs a
change of atmosphere! ·
Signed a
Concerned "Upperclassman"

etters !

P.S. Thanks to those of you
that did dress up and participate in the Spirit Week
activities!
Dear Editor,
Althugh I whole heartedly
agree with Mark Lazarus'
criticisms of the rock group
(?),The Knack; Hailed to see
how he extended this criticism
to other types of music, Disco
in particular. I enjoy many
types of music, including
Rock and Disco, but I draw
the line at any kind of
disgusting music. I try to be
tolerant of the musical
preference of other people and
I think it would greatly
become Mark to adopt this
practice also.
Sincerely,
Lissa Reid
What's disgusting? Have
you ever listened to disco
closely. My guess is that you
can't even interpret the grunts
and moans in the background.
Disco is not music. It is a
perversion of R B that unfortunately has invaded the
minds and bodies of helpless
young people across this great
nation. It is a disease of all, it
has single handedly corrupted
and degenerated the culture in
which we all live. Disco will be
te one thing the seventies are
remembered for .. . isn't that
sad?
Mark Lazarus
<Continued on Page 7)

It's time for the test
designers in Princeton to
answer some questions
themselves for a change. If
they happen to prefer Walter
Pater to Chester Himes, fine.
But why should their
vocabularies and experiences
with literature and math be
used as the basis for judging
other people's aptitudes? It's
time to dispense with the
noHon that Educational
Testing Service has a handle
on "meritorious scholarship."
The Scholastic Aptitude
Test writers know that their
questions are biased and don't

really measure intelligence.
They want to control the
definition of intelligence and
keep those nonprofit profits
rolling in.
High school students
unite. Save your money.
- Leave your No. 2 pencils at
home. Boycott those tests.
Warner V. Slack, M.D; is
associate
professor
of
medicine at the Harvard
Medical School. This article
was printed in the New York
Times; Saturday, November
19, 1977. It is being published
in the Falcon's Cry with
permission of the author.

Locker Room Theft
"Hey, Paula, are you
dressing out today?" "Yea,
are you?" This seems to be
the usual, casual chatter of
the locker room as students
quickly change into their
athletic attire, and hurriedly
head for the gym. Behind
them, the students have left
their pockets and purses full
of money, clothes, calculators
or jewelry laying out in the
open, ready to be apprehended by ariyone who
would dare to take them. To
the average thief a locker
room must .lo.o.k. like a
"crook's paradise."
Why are Jordan students
so trusting with their things?
"Because Jordan is a good
school. I know everybody
here, no one would want to
steal anything from me." If
this happens to be your way of
thinking, think again! Jordan,
like any other school in the
country, is no exception; it is
subject to theft every year.
One dictionary describes theft
as "the act of stealing;
specifically, the felonious
taking and removing of
personal property, with intent
to deprive the rightful owner
of it; larceny." From the
negative description of the
word "Theft" it would be safe
to say that it is one thing that
Jordan students can live
without!
According to Coach
Popson, fifteen or twenty
students (either gym students
or football players) have
reported having items taken
from the locker room while
they were in the gym or
outside on the football field.
One gym student said, "I had

twenty-four dollars stolen. I
think stealing is the lowest
thing somebody could do."
Another student said, "I had
about three dollars stolen,
they left me only fifty cents.
They didn't take much, but I
don't think it's fair that
someone
should
steal
anybody's money.''
What can be done to
prevent theft from occurring
in the locker room? Coach
Popson suggests: "First of all
students
should
be
discouraged from bringing
their money into the locker
rooms. And secondly, if a
student· happens to see
someone steal something,
report it! We need the cooperation of the students as
well as the teachers on this."
A locker room is not the
only place where theft occurs.
Another popular playground
for the common thief is the
parking lot. One night in
October, a Jordan student
parked her car out in the front
of the school. She said, "I was
only in the school for about
forty-five minutes and when I
came back outside and tried to
start my car, the motor
wouldn't turn over. My battery had been stolen!" other
examples of theft in the
parking lot was a near
removal of one student's tape
deck from his car. This kind of
behavior is unexcuseable and
punishable by law. In order to
prevent circumstances that
may be tempting to a thief,
please be more careful with
your valuables, and report
any incidents of crime to any
faculty member.
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State Fair Is Over
by Kate Hamburger
There is one place in
North Carolina where you
really give your senses a
work-out.
As you walk into the gate,
you are hit with the smells of
cotton candy, buttered popcorn,
caramel
apples,
chocolate, and even livestock.
Once you're in, you walk
down the promenade, and
every other step you take, you
hear a different popular song,
each blasting out louder than
the one before it. You head
hawkers calling through·
loudspeakers to come play
their game, because "it's so
easy to win." You hear people
laughing, girls screaming at
the top of their lungs as their
stomachs are halfway up their
throats and upside down on
the top of the ferris wheel.
So far as looking goes,
there is no end to the things
you can look at! There are
bright colored lights blinking

on and off, going round and
round, and sparkling of
mirrors and jewelry. You see
people
lugging
around
gigantic stuffed animals that
are as big or even bigger than
they are; or some have little
stuffed animals or "invisible
dogs." You see.the rides going
round and round, up and
down, or side to side.
If you get tired of the
party, there are exhibits you
can go to look at. The "Work
Wonders" exhibit is designed
to show all of the job opportunities, schooling, and
social betterments that are
available in North Carolina.
There is an energy conservation tent, with lots of
ideas on how to save money
and energy. The Navy,
National Guard, Coast Guard,
and many others ar'e there
also. Or, you can go see all the
prize-winning cows, pigs,
sheep, and row upon row of
rabbits!

For your listening enjoyment, many tents have
their own bands, playing like
to whomever wants to listen.
What kind of tent you go to
depends on what kind of music
you like. Or you can go to a
concert in the auditorium,
because there ls someone very
good there every night.
The food never ends !
Besides the candy and popcorn junk-food, there are
many different organizations
there with food to sellm Pizza,
barbeque, ice cream, hot
dogs, ham, sausage and egg
biscuits, chicken, corndogs,
hamburgers, french fries,
sodas, taffy, and milk shakes.
While the officials say
that they estimate the crowds
to have decreased by about
80,000 since last year, plenty
of people have gone to the fair
this year to see the hanggliders, racers, rodeos and
fireworks. Risinn inflation or
not, the fair is something not
to miss!

20 Questions With Jeff Wilkins
Interviewed by Bruce Gehweiler
Jeff Wilkins, a senior this
year, is a fall transfer from
Durham Academy. He .is a
member of the cross country
team and one of our finest
runners.
Why did you decide to
transfer to Jordan High?
It is closer to The Pantry.
What are the major differences between Jordan High
and Durham Academy?
At one school you pay $2,000
to be bugged and at the other
it is free!
Which school do you prefer? .
Jordan is better because it
is closer to The Pantry.
How did you get interested
in running?
Four years ago at the
Durham Bus Station, my
interest was aroused when
four unsavory dudes sporting
leather jackets and large
knives asked where the "B"
bus went. I have been running
ever since.
Who has been your most
influential coach and why?
Coach Gray, because he
paid me $5 to say so.
What are your personal
records? Do you have any
special titles or honors?
Abbey Road and James
Taylor's greatest hits are my
favorites. I held the MidAtlantic Tag Team Championship with brother Mike
until the NWA outlawed our
- famous "spine melter"
maneuver.
What are your goals? Are
you planning on running in
college?
My big goal nn life is to find
those four guys that stole my
wallet. I will attend college
only if Elon gets a track team

The

by next spring, otherwise I'll

be driving those big rigs down

the highways.
Do you have an idol?
Yes.
Do you compete outside of
Jordan's meets now?
"Now" is a most subjective
term - I fail to comprehend
your meaning.
Does anyone else in your
·
family run?
Let's not drag my family
life into this. Honestly, don't
you reporters have any
ethics?
Do you have any special
running techniques?
My philosophy has always
been: get out in the lead fast
and stab anyone who passes
me.
Do you have any superstitions that you follow before
a race?
The day before the big race,
I go to the airport dressed like
a Krishna and solicit contributions for Rama, the great
fire God. On the days before a
small race, I just go downtown
and beg.
Has anything embarrassing
or funny happened to you
during a race?
During a race with Central
Harnett, I was bitten by a
rabid dog, and had to get all
the shots. It was most Elmbarrassing, especially when I
foamed at the mouth.
Have you sustained any
injuries during your running
career?
Sure, I have had lots of
them. For example, angina
pectorius,
poliomyelitis,
whooping cough, lock jaw, and
acute dyspepsia with complications.
What do you think about
while you are running?

ilarious

by Brent Fischman
Those of you who like
Monty Python, be assured
that this move, "The Life of
Brian," is vintage stuff. For
those of you who aren't
familiar with Monty Python,
this is an excellent introduction.
The "Life of Brian" is set
in Judea at the time of Jesus.
It is a parody of the times and
the people. It is not, as some
have said, rather loudly, an
attack on the life of Jesus. It
is, rather, an often raunchy,
always zany comment on
people, and how they can
mess up religion. Jesus is

Life

never held up to mockery, the
people who misinterpret him
are the ones the audience
laughs at.
The story centers upon
Brian Cohen
(Graham
Chapman), a man born in
Nazareth just down the street
from Jesus. Wise men initially
mistake his birth place for
that of their Messiah's setting
the zany tone for the rest of
the film. The story moves,
sometimes slowly, with Brian
as he leaves the sermon on the
Mount just before a fight
starts and winds up first as a
terrorist against the Romans
and eventually the Messiah to

Having a couple of cold ones
with my buddy, Stu Wallace,
after the race.
What do like to do after a
meet?
Have a couple of cold ones
with my buddy, Stu Wallace!
Do you have any advice for
beginning runners?
Yes! If you get massive
cardiac constriction, dizziness, shortness of breath
and discoloration of the limbs,
you are not getting the desired
training effect.
What other hobbies do you
have?
Raising rats for scientific
purposes.
What college are you
planning to attend?
The American University in
Beirut.
If you had it all to do over
again, would you change
anything?
Yes. I would be 6'4", rich,
have a 54" vertical jump and
be born with the ability to
wrestle professionally:

By

Love a Fair?

Kock

eflections

by .M:ark Lazarus
Few rock films are extremely well done. "The Kids
Are Alright" is an exception.
It ranks along with "Woodstock" as one of the best made
documentaries of rock music.
It gives the history of the Who
different
concerts
and
recording sessions.
The Who is one of. the
oldest and most successful
bands of all time. They rank
along with the Stones in a
clique of fine musicians who
have altered with the .times.
The accomplishments include
playing at Woodstock and
producing a classic rock
opera, "Tommy," released in
1975. "Tommy" was a protest
movie, that ripped the church,
commercialism, and society
in general.
''The Kids Are Alright'' is,
along with being filled with
classic rock music, an extremely entertaining movie.
There are some interviews
that have audience in stitches
as a result of the antics of
Keith Moon, the drummer;
Pete Townshend, guitarist,
John Entwhistle, bass, or
Roger Daltrey, lead singer.

Along with the movie The
Who released the sound track
which is well produced and is
a who anthology in itself.
Recently, a new edition of one
of their albums was put out. It
is called "Quadraphenia"
(schizo phrenia for four
people). E ngineeringwise,
this album is a masterpiece.
The group used the tour
speaker stereo technique that
was rarely used when the
album was first put out.
The Who's last new
release was "Who are you?"
Several songs off of this disc
including the title track were
incredibly good. Tragically,
between the time of the
release of the above album
and the american release of
"The Kids Are Alright" Keith
Moon died of an accidental
sedative overdose.
The Who has survived
through the '60's and the
seventies. They have proven
their success by playing at
Woodstock and merely
existing and producing while
maintaining the progression
of their music, which is absolutely timeless.

George;:=:=:=:===:=:=:=:=:=:=: :=:=:=: :=:=:=====:=====:=:=: :======================:=:=======================:=====:===

by Mel Fleshman
For those of you who were
. unable to attend the "GERSHWIN MUSICAL REVIEW"
performed by J ordans very
own choral department on the
nights of November 9 and 10
(those of you that did attend
· already know) the show was a
great success! Surely the
spirit of George Gershwin
must have been present as his
greatest songs were performed and brought back to
life.
For those students who
are unfamiliar with George
Gershwin and his musical

of Brian
a very silly crowd. The humor
is typical Python: dry wit and
swift dialogue (complete with
nifty British accents).
There are several scenes
in "Brian" which stand out as
superb. Monty Python and the
Holy Grail had more such
scenes, and is still the better
movie though it lacks a
"theme."
The beginning credits are
fantastic! It's a minute or two
cartoon of the literal fall of a
baby (Brian) into manhood
destroying just about every
monument to Rome in the
process. If you don't get
caught up in the cartoon, you

accomplishments, a .bit of
information about his past
should bring you up to date .
George Gershwin was a
famous American composer.
He was born in New York City
in 1898; a brain tumor cut his
life short and he died in 1937.
Along with his brother, Ira, as
lyricist, Gershwin started to
compose songs at an early
age. By the time George was
twenty-two years old, his
musical score was used by
George White in "Scandals."
Other well known Gershwin
musical comedies include:
"Lady Be Good" (1924), "Girl
Crazy" (1930), and "Let 'Em
Eat Cake" (1933). In 1931,
George's famous "Of Thee I
Sing" along with the book
written by George Kaufman
and Morrie Ryskind, won the·
Pulitzer Price. Gershwin was
also popular for his great jazz
symphonies of which two well
known ones are: "Rhapsody
in Blue" (1923), and the folk

It would be impossible to
list all of the names of those
people who helped make the
show a great success; but a
congratulations is in order for
Mrs. Culbreth, in charge of
the drama tic aspect of the
show, Mrs. Mclver, Choir
Director; Mrs. Teer, sets and
props; Mr. Greg Jones and
Karen
Wells,
Miss
choreography, and Mr.
Hicken, orchestra.

notice that the words to the
title song are absolutely wild.
Two of the movie's funniest
scenes involve the lisping
Pontius Pilot (Michael Palin).
One conversation about his
friends with joke names
almost brought the house
down.
Go see this movie. It's
probably the funniest movie
since "Animal House." If you

go, be ready for a sometimes
raunchy, possibly offensive,
always funny two hours. Go
with an open mind about the
religion aspect of it. The
message of the movie is this:
Don't take things too
seriously. So don't. Better go
quickly, those people who
haven't een it but hate it will
probably force it out of town
before Christmas.

opera, "Porgy and Bess'.'
(1935).
On those two chilly
November nights Jordan's
tribute to Gershwin began
with "curtains up" at exactly
8 o'clock p.m. The one hundred-seventy choir members
looked very secure and impressive with the girls in long
dresses and the boys in shirts
and ties as they marched out
to their opening number,
"Strike Up The Band."
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It's Not Like I Didn't Have
Anything Else To Do!
by Brent Fischman
This is a cry that goes up
frequently at Jordan these
days, students responding to
teachers who ask about some
homework they assigned.
Many a high school student
has had his life ruined by
"work assigned to be done at
home." Students are punished
because teachers are not good
enough to get their points
across in fifty-five minutes.
Teachers dispense homework
at a rate that the Red Cross
would term "cruel and
unusual."
Below is the outline of an
average night of homework:
You have just gotten home
from an exhausting day of
learning, your brain aches for
the simplicities of ABC and
NBC. You gag on your milk as
you realize that your physics
lab is due tomorrow along
with the paper you have to
write on the one hundred and
fifty page "short" story you
have to read. (You didn't do
any of this yesterday because
you had to study for your
Calculus test after you got
back
from
Ensemble
rehearsal and before you went
to work.) You relax somewhat
when you remember that
those twelve questions in
history aren't due until
tomorrow. (You were really
having trouble with the one on
the effects speech has had. on
man's development since the
second century A.D.) As
dust off your desk, you
your mother has nailed onto it

a reminder to register for the
SAT by midnight tonight.
When you finally calm
down enough to begin working
(7:30 p.m.), your father
comes down to your room and
asks you if you have ever seen
the papers he is holding in his
hands. You say that you have
never seen them before. He
says, "Of course not, these are
your college applications! Do
you want to go to college?" He
asks. You assure him that you
do someday intend to apply.
He shouts when he tells you
your favorite college must
have your application in two
days. Your father demands
that you write the essays
required- for the application
tonight as he leaves your
room.
On top of all this you
recall that your gil'.lfriend (or
boyfriend) told you that if you
didn't go out with him or her
tonight (you haven't gone out
since Saturday) you could
forget your relationship.
Horrified, you try to unravel
the reason for your problems.
You become filled with
righteous anger when you
recall that your teachers sat
immobile for fifty minutes of
class time, becoming alive
just in time to assign
homework. You make the
decision that many times
before you have made and at
this rate, many after you will
make. You drop the books in
the cat's litter box on your
way out to your date.

Jordan's
by Bobby Powell
Whether
you're · a
sophomore, junior, or senior,
you are going to have to take
classes. The number of
classes may vary for some
because of special courses,
such
as
Distributive
Education. These students
usually will take four classes
and be dismissed afterwards
to• go to work. Seniors are the
only other students allowed to
take less than six classes as
long as they can meet their
minimum
graduation
requirements.
To be promoted or to
graduate the following
requirements are in effect.
For sophomores - to become
juniors you must earn (4) four
units of credit including one
(1) credit of sophomore
English and one (1) credit of

math. For juniors to become
seniors, you must earn (9)
units of credit including two
(2) units ofEnglish and one (1)
unit of math. A note to up-andcoming juniors and seniors,
these credits are just the
minimum number required to
graduate, you need 14112
credits to graduate. A student
can earn a maximum of six
(6) credits a year.
A note to the upcoming
seniors. You are encourage to
take a program of studies that
will give you more than the
minimum number of credits
required to graduate. This
way you will have enough
credits in case you should fail
a course. Also, all schools
require transcripts to include
"courses in progress" for the
senior.
Seniors
should
therefore review the course of
study
carefully
before
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CLASS!
concerned about what they
teach and also about their
students. When asked what
they liked about teaching they
usually said either the
students or the material. Mrs.
Shoaf said, "I like the students
and the books. The books
because they relate to the
.students and the students can
relate to them." Mr. Hill said,
"I like it because I enjoy
teaching world history. I like
the material because it will
put ideas into the students'
heads."
When the teachers were
asked what they disliked
about teaching, the answers
varied. Mrs. Mitchell said, "I
dislike grading papers." Mr.
Hill said, "Sometimes it's
hard to get the good ideas
through and leave out the not
so important ones.

When asked whether the
teachers thought they were
having to review material that
should have been covered in
more detail by Githens
teachers, the majority said
"no." The reason. being that
the sophomores really know
more than they should know
by now. The only weakness of
the new sophomores seems to
be in math. Mrs. Guthrie, a
geometry,
advanced
geometry, and algebra
teacher says that some of the
sophomores
are,
"not
prepared enough coming out
of Githens. They just aren't
prepared." Mrs. Jane Shoaf
said, "Sophomores! blah!
They know enough about their
subject. What they have to
learn now is how to be high
school students and also to
learn responsibility.''
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Where Has All The

Spirit Gone?

Laurie Warrick
Jordan is noted as being
one of the best high schools in
the
Durham
County
educational system. In many
ways, this is true, but Jordan
is lacking in one important
ingredient of a "best" school.
The much needed cup of
school spirit is only half full.
The lack of school spirit
centers greatly around
athletics.. A good example at
the present time is the little
support students are expressing towards football. As
Heather Gordon puts it,
"People don't seem to be
interested."
Many people agree with
Heather. Some feel that not
enough students are showing
up at football games. For the
ones who do attend, Charles
Collie, a football player, says,
" ... when students come to the
games they usually talk to
each other, except for a few,
rather than watching the
game." At the Homecoming
game, though Jordan won,
most of the cheering came
from parents or fans from the
opposing team.
Credit must be given,
though, to those who do
support the football team.
Gini Bollinger feels, "The
school spirit seems to be
based in two main areas - the
cheerleaders and the people in

the band." There are also a
few loyal fans.
What is being done, and
what could be done, to spark
more interest in sports? One
Junior on the Varsity
Cheerleading Squad says that
the squad is doing everything
they can -- posters, spirit
links, etc. As for improvements, Charles thinks
more pep rallies are a
necessity. Heather believes
posters that are more eyecatching would help. She also
says,.. "I'd like it if the football
players sold tickets!"
Naturally, the little
support of the football team is
not the only problem. There
are the other athletic groups
such as the soccer team, the
track team, and so on.
Complaints of little support
have been made in these areas
also.
Perhaps the problem is
not just sports oriented. It
could go deeper, somewhere
inside the school, inside most
staff members and students.
Maybe each individual needs
to look to himself, ask what is
wrong, and find out how he as
a member of the school can
help lift the falling spirit of
Jordan High.

r
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It's That Time Of Year Again
written by a pen tied to a
There are two clubs at
string. The other end of the
Jordan that recently had their
string was attached to ... well
usual very strange beginnings. Initiation for the Key - only the Keys knows for sure.
and Keyettes Clubs were
Ten
new
Keyettes'
September 25, and October 9,
·initiation started the night of
respectively. Both are service
October 9, and commenced
clubs sponsored by the
the following day at school.
Kiwanis Club of Durham.
The new Keyettes are Amy
The new Keys are Vince
Gilbert, Tracy Williams,
Quiett, Jock Johnston, Wes
Carla Nedbalek, Missy
Hester, Roger Greer, Brian
Hemingway, Christy Phelps,
Tisher, Ben Brooks, and Doug
Toni 'Hagan, Mary Elfreth
Robbins. You might have
Watkins, Daisy Moreira de Sa,
noticed them in wearing
Carla Sciolino, Carol Booth,
rather strange clothes on the
Tami Caroll, Karen Mangum,
26th. They had to wear a dress
Vicki Marmie, Pam Wisely,
shirt, tie, shorts, dress shoes,
Pam Childress, Beth Love,
athletic socks and a hat.
Chris Arenda, J orgelina
Whenever they heard the
Araneda, Lotta Nelsson and
word "Air raid!" from an old
Margy Thomson, all were
Key member, they had to hit
kidnapped around 5:00 p.m.
the floor, face down imby the old Keyette members.
mediately. They also had to
Some groups went to Chapel
wear a sign up sheet on their
Hill and let the confused
chests and get twenty-five
initiants with paper bags on
female signatures, each

Clfltl Does It All
Congratulations student
body for electing
an active and productive student
council! This year's student
council is not afraid to tackle
those problems that need
tackling, or risk a substantial
financial loss . to provide
services and activities for the
fine students of Jordan.
The overwhelming past
success of Homecoming,
spirit week, and carnation
sales speak for themselves.
One new project in the works
is a movie night on November
14, featuring Silver Streak
with Gene Wilder and Richard
Pryor. The cost of the tickets
will be $4.00 single and $7.00 a
couple. A ticket entitles its
owner to Silver Streak,
another movie or movies yet
to be determined, a pizza and
a drink.
The student council is also
planning to rent buses for the
remaining away games left in
the football season. Any
student can ride the bus for
$2. 75. The busses will leave
from Jordan and return later
that night.

Student Council has
already improved the large
holes in the parking lot by
having gravel brought in.
They also plan to put more
logs on the lot to make parking
spaces more defined. If there
is any more parking space
available once the new
building is completed, student
council will be responsible for
making the area as accessible as possible.
The problem of trash at
Jordan is being discussed by
the council and ideas of a
solution are being looked into.
Bayla Travis, senior class
representative, said, "If the
students would just realize
that if everyone kept up with
their own trash, student
council could spend more time
thinking about things to do for
the students, not with them to
pick up trash."
Everyone on student
council is enthusiastic about
future projects; New ideas are
always welcome. Past successes definitely make for
good encouragement.

Club News

The Ensemble will be
working on Christmas music
for the Christmas program
and singing in various
churches in the area.
Interact members have
been visiting orphanages and
old peoples homes. They have
also been collecting cans for
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
The Key Club has been
selling popcorn to earn money
for a donation toward the
Ronald McDonald House.

The Keyettes are planning
on having a fund raising
project with the Keys.
The Latin Club held
elections! The new officers
are: Consuls - Homer White
and Mike Berninger, Preator Patria Smith, Quaestor - Paul
Harmon, Adile - Vincent
Dennis.
The Student Council has
been working on the trash
problem, a Christmas project
and fund raising.

Scholarships Ahead?
by Al Hubbard
This year's National
Merit Scholarship
Semifinalists are Wendy
Alphin, Louella Anderson,
Bindu Chandrabose, Mark
Dewey, Brent Fischmann,
Jay Jaeger, and Homer
White. Alex Isley and Diane
Wherret, who attended Jordan
last
year,
are
also
semifinalists. Students who
did
not
qualify
as
semifinalists but did score in
the top 5 percent of tjy>
students who took the P5.t.:
last year were commended.
The commended students are:
Lisa Anderson, Beth Hyde,
Lisa Reade, Jennifer Spencer,
Ibra Tayyeb, Bo Uzzle, and
Kris Yole. Mrs. Carter-Moore
said that she thinks "it is
remarkable that we have this
many
National
Merit
Semifinalists" and "We are

proud of the fact that we have
this many semifinalists."
Jordan also has two
semifinalists in the National
Achievement Scholarship
Program for Black Students,
they are Mike Brown and
Greg Campbell (Greg attended Jordan last year).
Cynthia Williams was commended for a score in the top 5
percent.
Students who wish to
qualify for either the National
Merit
or
National
Achievement Scholarship
programs must take the PSAT
in the fall of their junior year.
Scholarships available include the $1,000 National
Merit Scholarship, the 4 year
corporate sponsored
scholarship, and the 4 year
college sponsored scholarship.

their heads wander around
Franklin Street. Other groups
were brought to fast-food
restaurants and made to sing
songs to the customers. By
about 7:00 p.m. both new and
old members arrived at
Ginger Clark's house for a
delicious lasagna dinner. The
new members could finally
take off. their bags, get some
fresh air, and forgive their
tormentors.
The next day, the new
Keyettes had to come to
school dressed in their
pajamas. They were not

allowed to brush or wash their
hair, or wear any make-up.
They also had to carry a
stuffed animal. The key word
for the Keyettes was "Hats."
This signal word caused the
new members to bang their
ears with their hands and say
Booo!
Now that initiation is out
of the way, both clubs are
busy planning activities. The
Keyettes are currently
working on beautifying the
"J" in front ofthe school. The
"J" has already been weeded
and is now visible for a

change. The Keyettes plan to
plant some type of flowers or
put down pine bark. They will
also do the annual Kans for
Kids drive at Christmas time.
The Keys are currently
raising money by selling
popcorn. Both the Keys and
Keyettes will be raising
-money for UNICEF and
selling azaleas during the
year. But despite making
plans to raise money and do
other services, those members initiated this year are
making evil plans for next
year's initiants.

llJNC Waits For Countries
by Fran Dilts
The Jordan
United
Nations Club (JUNC) has had
two meetings in preparation
for the North American Invitational Model United
Nations (NAIMUN). The
JUNC advisor, Mr. Richard
Hill, and members have
already scheduled more
meetings, organized the
travel plans to Washington,
and chosen a list of preferred
delegations, or countries
JUNC will represent at
NAIMUN.
Georgetown University,
the organizer of NAIMUN,
sent Mr. Hill the list of
delegations_ on October 29.
Soon after, JUNC had a
meeting where each member
was assigned to a delegation,
after which each delegation
was split up into committees.
These committees are the
Political and Security committee, Law committee,
Social
committee
and
Economic committee.

Extra work to be done
outside the club consists
mainly in researching the
assigned country and writing
up a draft resolution. A draft
resolution is a statement of
action or belief that, when
passed, reflects the interests
of the majority in the nation.
Mr. Hill said the main
purpose of JUNC is to participate in NAIMUN and to
learn more about the real
United Nations. To do this, the
36 members will travel to
Georgetown University,
Washington,
D.C.,
on
February 20 for a four day
On
Wednesday,
visit.
February 20, the group will
travel by train to Washington.
That evening tradition at
JUNC requires a big dinner at
some international
restaurant. On Thursday,
students will have all day to
explore Washington, and in
the evening the NAIMUN
meetings begin. On Friday
morning students will visit

various embassies and then
they will resume meetings. All
day Saturday is spent in
meetings, but at night
students will have a chance to
relax at a banquet and dance.
On Sunday they will take the
train back to Durham.
The members of JUNC
are: Valrie Creasman, Annette Blackman, Susan
Bullock, Blair Bunting, Fran
Dilts, Nishu Garg, Monica
Hutchins, Chris McLeod, Ben
Settles, Chris Arenda, Bindu
Chandrabose, Blair Chesnut,
Rebecca Dalton,
Mark
Dewey, Al Hubbard, Jay
Jaeger, Johanna Lack, Eric
Morrow, Dawn Quarfordt,
Bayla Travis, Laura West,
Chris Yohe, Kristin Dutrow,
Rose Miller, Karin Haddad,
Mark Lazarus, Tim Walter,
Homer White, Lotta Nilsson,
Daisy Mareira de Sa, Brent
Fischmann, Bonnie Hogue,
Carol Gregory, Janet Pursell,
Ibbra Tayyeb and Linda
Williams.

What Is NHS?
The National Honor
Society here at Jordan is a
group of students selected on
the basis of quality and performance as recognized by the
teachers and administration
of the school. The qualities
that are looked for in a student
are character, leadership,
scholarship and service.
The present members of
NHS are Louella Anderson,
Lori Borchert, Lisa Blalock,
Beth Brumley, Rebecca
Dalton, Will Donovan, Brent
Fischman; Becky Howie, Kim

Hunt, Jay Jaegar, Andrea
Padilla and Cynthia Williams,
who are all sepiors. The
following members are
juniors: Alice Best, Lisa
Burdick, Scott Elmore; and
Homer White. New students
have not been chosen yet
because, Mrs. LeMay said,
''Our new system for selection
seems to have some kinks in
it. Induction had to be postponed." The former system
was much too subjective, and
only a handful of teachers
were involved in selection.

The new -system involves the
entire faculty and a complicated rating form. But, as
Mrs. LeMay stated, "We hope
to be finished with the process
before Thanksgiving.''
To be initiated into NHS in
the fall semester, juniors have
to have a 94 grade average
and seniors have to have a 92
average. Sophomores are not
eligible for the fall semester.
For the spring semester,
sophomores have to have a 95
average, juniors 93, and
seniors a 91 average.
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Dow To Buy A Used Car
Or Motoreyele
checkouts. Test drive the car.
Check the battery and
mileage, check tires, find out
the year the car was made,
and get the car's service
record.''
Keith Sefton, who owns
both a used Volkswagon and a
used motorcycle said, ''I
looked in the want ads for my
car and bike. There are some
really good deals in there.
Look for something in your
price range and for the type of
car which will best serve your
needs. You might be able to
get a really good deal from a
used car dealer because they
give out warranties. If the car
breaks down, you can take it
back."
Mr. John Baker, the
service manager for Ray
Motor Company, said to look
for economy today. There is
gas economy from small cars,

by Bruce Gehweiler
High school students
generally do not know how or
what to look for in a used car
or motorcycle. They go to a
used car lot or look in the
newspaper and pick out the
best looking car or the car
with the. name that their
friend mentioned. They go
with another inexperienced
friend and sometimes get
taken by a smooth talking
dealer or some smart, enterprising individual.
When asked where he
would go to buy a used car or
motorcycle,
and
what
precautions he would take,
Mike Couch said, "Look in the
papers and, number one, don't
tell the person how much
money you have. With the gas
crunch, look for a 'cycle or car
that gets good gas mileage.
Then go through the basic
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but the old, big cars sell for a
lot less money than the
compacts nowadays, and the
big cars are safer on the road.
When looking at a used car,
make sure it has good brakes,
listen for a skipping in the
engine, road check the handling, and listen for any
strange noises. Check an
automatic transmission by
stepping down hard on the gas
to see if it skips through the
gears. See if the car
overheats, and absolutely do
not buy a car with rust on it!
The body is eaten out on a
rusty car, and the car is less
safe on the road. Wheel and
deal on the price. Never give
the seller what he asks
initially, and to make sure you
do not get taken, bring an
adult along. This is sound
advice from an expert.

DOES YOUR ACNE PIMPLE CONDITION HAVE
YOU CONCERNED?

-

- FACE fAOS

••

DID YOU KNOW???'?

* acne!
A lot of misinformation is repeated about
* 75%
• 85% of all adolescents have acne to
degree!
** some
Untreated acne can lead to scarring!
Acne can affect your behavior and
personality!
* treating
There are safe and effective methods of
acne!

--'f111Jiaf!M

Get all !he latest known facts about ACNE in this easy to read booklet. End
your confusion and save hundreds of dollars that you might spend on worth·
less home remedies. Fill in the below information and send it together with
$3.00 .lo the AMERICAN MEDICAL FORUM PRESS, BOX 111, CRANFORD,

N.J. 07016.

TeaQhers and educators:
Did you know that a recent national survey revealed that acne is one of
the chief health concerns of. junior and senior high school students?
Use FACE FACTS as a teaching tool. Order copies for your class and
save 50¢ per copy. For orders over 25 copies the price is only $2.50 per copy.
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<Continued from Page 2)
From the desk of the Th.eater
Vigilantes:
To the Editor of The Falcon's
Cry:
We, as loyal Jordan
students are concerned with
the recent actions of a certain
Science Seminar member.
We're sure that Malcolm
would prefer to remain
unknown, but we feel that it is
our duty to expose a person's
actions that are as licentious
as his. One such incident
occurred at a recent Science
Seminar meeting when a few
of the members were searching frantically for a parking
space. During our hunt we
came upon a seemingly
crippled person (Parked in a
reserved handicapped
parking space) limping away
from his large yellow Lincoln
(this of course, immediately
aroused suspicions). So vve
pulled up into the handicapped
parking space adjacent to his
to investigate. To our
this person was Malcolm
Isley, not only imititating a
cripple, but a crippiect
Clergyman. This Jordan
student showed a tremendous
lack of dignity by infringing
on the rights of invalids and
{ailing to uphold the honor ·
becoming to a Jordan student.
his pervertedness in the halls
and the betrayal of the sactity
of sportsman ship on the
soccer team (as explained in
previtrayal of_ the sancitity
Falcon's Cry) leave us no
choice but to carry out the
following:
A burning of his image
(already
tarred
and
feathered) in effigy at the next
convenient school function, an
an actual
decapitation
ceremony.
Signed;
THEATER VIGILANTES

·.1:·

·1.:

1

That's the job of the New
Minutemen. Like America's first
Minutemen, they protect your
country and your community.
See how you can jo©in
them and

learn a valuable skill. Earn extra
money. And get ahead in life.
All while enjoying the things
you like about civilian life-in
Army National Guard.

NORTH CAROLINA
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

The Guard belongs.

Junior
Fund
Raising
Juniors have begun
making plans for· the prom.
Junior class representatives,
Ms. Penny, and junior class
president, Cliff Morris, have
decided to try something
(Continued on Page 8)

RUSSELL CLARK, JR.

Classified Ads

Sergeant
RECRUITER

Buy and ad for The
Falcon's Cry, if you don't
then ..... .
Do smart people turn you
on? Spy on NHS!

P.O. Box 15280
Durham, NC 27704

(919) 683-6817
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wE ARE TH E cHA MpI0NS!

VOLLEYBALL Is No. I
by Bruce Gehweiler
The ball is· set off the sure
fingertips of Susan Overby,
and Pooh Toms makes a well
timed leap to spike the ball
viciously over the net. This is
the sort of teamwork that
makes dreams of the state
championship possible. Linda
Williams comments, "We
didn't think we had a good
team this year. We had no
height other than Beth
Arends, but we have become a
close knit team and we play
together well. At the beginning of the season, there were
a few rough spots, but they all
smoothed out in the end. Our
goal, at least for the Seniors,
was to beat South Johnston.
Boy, were we happy when we

beat them! We picked Miss
Harris up on our shoulders
and carried her around the
gym and went crazy!"
The Volleyball Birds'
regular season record was a
smashing 23-0. With this
record behind them, they went
to the conference tournament,
won three more games and
brought home two trophies,
one for the regular season
conference championship and
the other for the Conference
Tournament Championship.
At this point the team was
feeling very confident, but at
the very beginning of the State
Tournament, the team got a
bad break. They were matched against Raleigh Sanderson, a team that had

Soccer Improves

1·
I

After getting off to a slow
start this season, things seem
to be looking up for Jordan's
soccer team. At the beginning
of the season, the Nads lacked
goals, balls, uniforms, and a
field to play on. However, due
to the herculean efforts of
Coach Popson and Mr. Sills,
these problems have been
solved. Now, the only thing the
team is still missing is shots
on goal. That situation seems
to be improving as well. After
losing five straight games, the,
Nads came back to win three
consecutive matches before
losing another three in a row.
Even in their losing efforts the
Nads showed signs of improvement. In their first
meeting with Chapel Hill
High, an area powerhouse in
soccer, Jordan suffered a 7-2

loss although the end result of
the return match was the
same, the Nads managed to
narrow the margin to 3-0. With
most of the tougher matches
behind them it is likely that
the team will finish by winning the greater part of the
remaining games. Team
captain Stephen Barringer
attributes Jordan's early
losses to a lack of fluidity in
the team's passing. "In the
beginning we started out
playing as a bunch of individuals but now we have a
more team-oriented style of
play. We haven't gotten the
breaks that we've needed in a
lot of close games. If we do
well in the first round match
in the tournament, we should
make a respectable showing."

beaten . them three previous
times. . Linda
Williams
remarked, "Raleigh Sanderson is a good, consistent
team. For the Juniors and
Seniors it was a tough
psychological battle because
of the previous losses, but we
had confidence because of our
season, and we wanted to win
badly." The team lost to
Raleigh Sanderson making
their overall record 26-1.
Linda Williams continues,
"The game was very good.
Afterwards people came up to
us and said that it was-well
played on both sides. We were
able to walk off the court with
our heads up because we had
tried very hard."
The Seniors on the team
are Pooh Toms, Susan
Overby, Linda Williams,
Valerie Green, and Susan
Manes. The Juniors are Beth
Arends, Kathy Bonner, Debra
Nicholston,
and
Carol
Johnson. The Sophomores
were Sharon Hayes, Lori
Tillman, Susan Brinkley, and
Debbie
Egan.
The
"irreplaceable" statistician is
Jeanette Ross.

Val Green spikes for the volleyball team.

Junior Fund Raising========:===============================:=========:=:=====:===:=:=='.========:===:===========:
(Continued from Page 7)
different. Instead of selling
one item, buyers have a
variety to choose from. The
"Bright" products co., offer
many types of calendars,

placemats, wall clocks and
other household accessories.
Items range in price from
$1.50 to $3400. They will be
delivered by UPS and should
take around three to four

weeks to arrive.
The fund-raising project
began October 5 and ended
October 23.
Proceeds will go towards
the junior-senior prom, which
is scheduled for April 18.

Cross Country After Whole Hog
by Al.Hubbard
The Running Birds ended
a brilliant regular season on
October 8 wnen they crushed
East Wake 48-17. The Birds
regular season was a spotless
15-0 including the city-county
championship. When asked to
describe the team's winning
strategy, senior Jeff Wilkins
stated, "Ve take a little bit
und ve dish out a lot."
The top seven runners on
the team -- Brad Michelsen,
Jeff Wilkins, Scott Tyrey, Joe
Simeonsson, Homer White,
Kevin Calkins, and Will
Donovan -- will go on to the
sectional meet to be held on
October 26 at Duke after their

victory in the conference meet
which was held at Jordan on
October 18. Coach John Gray
says that the team is "after
the whole hog" and "should,
no, will win the sectionals"
where the toughest competition should come from
Chapel Hill High. After the
sectionals the team will go on
to the state meet which is to be
held on November 2 at Keith
Hills Golf Course at Campbell
College.
Gray said, "We have an
excellent chance of winning
the state championship." He
continued, "Napoleon was the
only other person in the world
as cocky as I am." The

toughest competition for the
state meet will come from
North Forsyth although, as
Coach Gray said, "There's
always a sleeper team."
When asked how things
look for next year's team,
Gray said, "Well, you can't
get milk from a dry cow."
Gray said more seriously,
"We'll be good although we
will lose 8 of the t{)p 10 runners." When asked what he
thinks of this year's fan
support, Gray looked puzzled
and asked, "What's that?"
Coach Gray sums it all up with
the statement, "The team is
cooking on the front burner."

Football Team Fills Expectations

Michaelson and Wilkins take no. 1 position.

Tennis Team No. 1
by Kate Hamburger
Jordan sports this year
seem to be taking charge of
their teams, and winning in all
fields! The Tennis Team isn't
going to be left behind, if
anything, they are going to
lead the parade! They are
unbeaten so far this year, as is
shown by their game score of
15-0.
The team definitely has
people to be proud of. They all
contribute their best effort to
their games, and look where it
has gotten them! They have
practiced, worked hard, and
sweated to get to the top.
As we have watched the
team this year, we have seen
them beat the team that they

lost the conference to last
year. They beat Apex! In The
Falcon's Cry last issue, the
tennis team was apprehensive
about the match against Apex,
but they were sure that they
were going to win! They did
win, and now they are Conference Champs.
The tennis team won the
Triangle Conference Tournament on Saturday, October
26. They had a total score of
49. The conference winners
are: Tami Tressler; Karla
Breitweiser, Schi'rmir
Willard, Kristin Datrow,
Linda Waters, and Ginger
Clark. The team will now go
on to the sectionals on October
31 and November 1.

The ··Jordan varsity
football team was labeled
from the beginning of the
season to be a possible
breakthrough in the Triangle
3-A conference. In the midst of
their finest season in six
years, the Falcons are
fulfilling their expectations.
With only three games
remaining, a possible playoff
bid lies in the Falcons' grasp if
they could hold off powerful
Apex (4-1, 5-1) and South
Johnston (3-2, 4-2) and cellardwelling Western Harnett.
Led by seniors Scott
Elliott at quarterback and
Charles Collie at halfback,
Jordan emerged as a solid ball
club with impressive victories
over Harnett Central, East
Wake and , Hillsborough
Orange. The Falcons' only
loss since September came to
Southern on its homecoming.
Jordan's first conference
triumph was a 8-7 overtime
decision over Harnett Central

after
the
two
teams
deadlocked 0-0 in regulation
play. The Trojans scored
quickly on their first overtime
possession but when the
Falcons took over, junior
quarterback Tommy Meyer
hit senior Eric Bolster in the
end zone on fourth and 10 to
bring Jordan within 7-6.
Electing to go for the win
instead of a tie, Meyer tossed
to senior tight end Bruce
Bateman for two-points and
the victory.
Allowed only three days of
practice because of rain,
Jordan upset East Wake on
homecoming 15-6 and moved
to 2-1 in the league standings.
Collie and Bolster scored
touchdowns and junior
Richard Manion kicked a 22yard field goal.
The following week,
controversy filled the school
questioning head coach John
Popson's effectiveness as
football coach and athletic
director.

But the team would not let
the upstir affect its performance. The Falcons played
gallantly against a stronger
Southern team, limiting the
Spartans to 22 points, four
under their league leading
average, 22-6.
Jordan bounced back the
next week with perhaps its
best output of the season. The
Falcons punished Orange for
four quarters to win, 20-14.
Collie, Elliott and senior
Jamie Peaks were the force
behind two scoring drives.
Seniors Houston Bagley and
Marvin Nunn caught touchdown passes from Elliott and
noseguard Victor Barbee
scooped up a Panther fumble
at the Orange 7-yard line and
ran in for the score, securing
the Falcons' four win against
three losses.
This squad is the team
any current students have
seen but it remains to be seen
.if it's playoff material.
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New AFSers Arrive
by Fran Dilts

Jordan High School is
fortunate to be host to two
students that are visiting the
United States through the AFS
scholarship program this
year. Daisy Marie Siqueria
Mareira de Sa (Daisy) comes
from Campos, Brazil, and
Kersti Anna Charlotte Nilsson
(Lotta) is from Stockholm,
Sweden. Both are 17 years old
and will be seniors.
Neither Daisy nor Lotta
are members of the AFS club
in their schools, but they
became familiar with the
exchange program through
friends. Lotta won the opportunity to visit the U.S. for
the year by completing
several compositions, participating in question and
answer sessions, and filling
out numerous forms. Daisy
had to complete a test that
demonstrated her ability to
communicate in English, and
also had to complete various
forms and applications.
When asked why they

wanted to go abroad, Lotta
replied: "I've always been
very interested in going
abroad and living in another
country for a long time and to
see how it could be to live
there permanently. I wanted
an idea of how it is to live
there."
Daisy said: "I had never
left my family or city, but I
wanted to learn. I wanted to
know, love, and understand
another people and another
country."
Both girls left their native
countries on July 14. Lotta
spent two days at a camp in
Sweden in orientation and
discussing potential problems
before flying overseas. Her
first stop in the U.S. was C.W.
Post College in Long Island,
New York. While at C.W. Post
Daisy, Lotta and hundreds of
other AFS students conducted
discussions on American ways
and language. The only
negative aspect of the session
was the bad food, according to
Daisy and Lotta.

OH •••••••

Daisy has noticed few
differences between the
American and Brazilian
people, but she does recognize
a variation in diet. Lotta has
noticed that the people she has
met are more open and free
about expressing feelings and
emotions. She was also surprised to see such large cars
and our dependency on them.
Neither girl had the opportunity to choose classes at
their home schools, nor did
they have the advantage of
school-centered
extracurricular activities.
Daisy likes to devote her
free time to religious activities, being with her family
and friends, going to the
beach, writing letters and
knitting. Lotta enjoys jazz
dancing, singing in the church
choir, participating and
contributing to international
peace organizations, playing
the guitar, and meeting
people. Both: girls are enjoying their year at Jordan.

Three new editions to Jordan

PET PEE
I Got Oneill

by Kathy Gall
Seen any Melanoplus
femurrubrums lately? If so,
contact your nearest Advanced Biology student. It is
that time of year when those
high and mighty seniors can
be seen ferociously swatting
at a ladybug, running after (or
away from) bees .and butterflies, and madly stalking
anything that flies or crawls.
Karla Nedbalek admits, "It's
real hard catchin' them
bugs." These students are
collecting insects for Mrs.
Wheeler's Advanced Biology
class.
According
to
Mrs.
Wheeler, the students can

learn so much by getting out
there with nature, catching
their own bugs and identifying
them. She says -the collectors
become much more aware of
the creepy life around them.
Most insects will die with the
cold weather anyway, so a
beetle may consider himself
lucky to be pinned to a sheet of
styrofoam.

Question: What bugs you?

"Levi Jeans":
Steve
Barringer's multicolored
britches.
Gray Olive: When Jeni G.
doesn't give me a pencil in
math class.
Mr. Avery: Trash in the
hallways and on the school
grounds.
Jeni Gray: Tests.
Stephanie Gant: Ma and
marching band.

Sherri Schuller: Band, the
music we play stinks.
Carla Sciolino: Smelly
people.
Susan Parham: My mom.
Dwight Bradford: No sex
before the games.
Mike Alston: People saying
bad things about me.
Wes Hester: People that get
on my back all the time, like
teachers sometime.
Melvin Walker: My parents

Most of the students find
bug collecting very interesting. Brett Bennett said,
"Crawling around in the grass
is quite an experience," While
Bo Uzzle cried ecstaticly,
"Hey! Boss! I caught a
praying mantis!"

Karen Wells demonstrates the art of bug coUecting ...first the
search ...

.... then the ATTACK!!!

telling me what to do with my
money.
Tim Davis: Prejudiced
people.
Jay Williams: People
calling me names, hitting me
on the back and trying to take
my hat away.
Smita Chandrabose: People
who smoke around me,
cheerleaders like Tammy
Carrol, and women's lib which
should be banished completely.
Lisa
McDaniel:
Sophomores.
Kevin Nichols: People who
run their mouths and don't
know what they are talking
about.
Mary Wingate: Bugs.
Laura Nixon: People who
think they're popular.
Lisa Clayton: Too much
homework.
Deniece Marsh: People who
do not respect my feelings.
Robert Helms: Rayford.
Kim O'Neal: People asking
"What bugs you."
Lawton Dockery: Fat
people, wearing sweaters,
yelling on the bus, asking
"What bug& you."
People who
Carol
call me fat and get annoyed
when I asked "What bugs
you?"
Greg Cotton: Having to do
physic labs which requires
staying up half the night and
when it is done you still don't
know what you were doing.
Katrina Kempson: Carlton
Hardee hitting me all the
time.
Louella Anderson: School
apathy and teacher apathy.
Becky Howie: People who
ask me what bugs me .
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Through The Grapevine
by Carol Thomas
"Did you hear about
Susan?" "No, what about
her?" "She's pregnant."
"What, you've got to be
joking." "I'm not, I heard it
from Beth, and she heard it
from Cindy, and s)le heard it
from Lori who ·is almost
so it's got
Susan's best
to be true!"
This conversation was
probably spoken 1000 times
today, and at least once in
Jordan. There are several
pleasant titles for the above
conversation;
the
"grapevine," rumors or
gossip. A more appropriate
title though would be, vicious
lies, or pick the person you
hate most and destroy his or
her reputation, conversation.
Gossip seems to be a
favorite pass time of
everyone;
high
school
students (boys and girls) and
adults.
It's doubtful anyone
knows the exact age at which
humans catch the disease of
gossiping. It seems though to
be very contagious, and the
majority of JHS students have
contracted the disease. High

school students don't st'lem to
take other people's feelings
seriously. They have made
gossiping an everyday activity.
Students often play games
while in class. The name of the
game is "How many awful
things can you say about the
students who are absent
today?" The rules are quite
simple; the tardy bell rings;
·this is a signal to start. Participants look around the room
for any one absent. The first
person to spot someone absent
becomes player one. They
open the game with a simple
statement, such as; "Beth has
an awful complexion." This is
followed by other .
making comments like; Beth
sure misses a lot of school, I
bet she's with her boyfriend.
She sure has a lot of
boyfriends. I heard she's
really hooked on all kinds of
drugs. I wonder where she is
today any way? ... All of this
goes on while Beth sits in the
dentist's office.
Most students do not take
into consideration the severity
of these comments. Simple
comments made without
thinking often cause rumors to

Editorial ·Policy.

begin. Rumors can in just a
few hours after they begin
ruin
someone's
entire
reputation. Someone who has
never done anything to
deserve a bad reputation
instantly wins one. The so
called "bad person" may then
feel that they are obligated to
live up to their reputation.

Although the Jordan
student body is fairly diverse,
most of its members have one
thing in common, a feeling of
apathy about current events.
Students may care about what
happens at school and home,
but they are often completely
indifferent about issues of
national or world importance,
issues that may effect them
later.
How many JHS students
know what the initials SALT
stand for? How many understand or even care about
the ramifications of the
StraJegic Arms Limitation
Talks, which are of vital
importance to the balance of
power between America and
the Soviet Union.

What percentage of the
student body knows what the
Equal Rights Amendment
says? How many students
know which areas it covers?
How many know how much
time it has· to be passed and
how many more states need to
ratify it? lithe ERA is passed,
it will affect every woman
and, indirectly every man in
America, yet most people
don't know enough about the
issue to discuss it intelligently.
Many students at Jordan
are of voting age almost all
will be in two or three years.
How many students know
anything about the voting
process? How many go out of
their way to find out
something about presidential
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H you are wise you'll
avoid them like the plague.
Should you become trapped,
just change the subject.
Remember -- superior people
talk about ideas. Mediocre
people talk about things.
Small people talk about other
people."
It is advisable to think

before you talk about
someone.
Remember,
tomorrow you may be absent.

nominees? How many bother
or will when they are old
enough to vote?
A lot of students complain
about various issues, but
that's usually all they do. To
change anything, you have to
get involved and to be involved, you have to understand the issue.
Jordan students need to
become more concerned
about what is going on in the
world today.

..
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In a recent article by Ann
Landers she said, "It is
human nature to be interested
in what goes on in other
people's lives. But, vicious
gossip goes far beyond . interest. In every circle, the
garbage peddlers are well
known. They are petty
malcontents who try to
elevate themselves by tearing
down others.

STUDENT APATHY
by Bindu Chandrabose
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Letters •••• Letters .... Letters ........... ..
Dear Editor,
Recently, I was introduced to the methods that
certain members· of this
deplorable newspaper used to
get subscriptions.
I was enjoying a leisurely
stroll around the lobby of JHS
when I was grabbed from the
behind with a crushing bear
hug, and was abducted to the
concession stand.
I was then told to cough up
all my money to buy a subscription to The "Falcon's
Cry." I told them all I had was
$. 75 but they would not take no
for an answer.
As it turned out, I ended
up having to borrow a quarter
to pay for a subscription I
didn't want.
I will not tolerate this kind
of behavior. I will personally
see to it that your printing
rights be revoked and burned.
My abduction was worthy of a
Mafia boss, which I am sure
there are at least one or two
which work on the staff.
In short, I am utterly
disgusted with this despicable
behavior. tactics.
With all due disrespect,
Malcolm Isley
Editor's Reply:
It is our luck here at The
Falcon's Cry that the only
letter-to-the-editor we receive
is written by an underclassman suffering from a
congenital birth defect. Yes,
this is the same man that in
soccer scored a goal against
his own team. We would like to
set the record straight concerning his untrue ac'
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Editor's Reply:
The school is in no way
making a profit off the sale of
parking stickers. The money
collected for stickers was used
to pay for the stickers and the
printing
the
cost
of
registration forms.
According to Mr. Bartholemay the reason for the
increase in price is due to the
rising cost of paper.
Being allowed to drive to
school every day is indeed a
privilege. The school could
rule that students can drive to
school only in emergency
situations.
. The necessity· of parking
stickers is obvious. Due to the
lots,
size of parking
sophomores are not allowed to
drive. How else are legitimate
drivers going to be determined, other than parking
stickers? There are also times
when students get blocked in
the parking lot. Unless cars
are registered, there is no way
of knowing who· the owners
are.
The reason students are
charged for .lockers is to keep
students frO"m· stealing locks. ·
Pupils are given a $2.00 refund
at the end of the year. The
extra charge is to replace lost
or stolen locks.
·

Dear Editor:
Please tell me .why the
price of a parking sticker has
increased to $1.00. I was
outraged to learn of the
doubled charge.
Why must students be
charged to drive to school? Is
the parking lot not paid for
yet? True, it is a privilege to
be able to come and leave
from school when we desire.
But it is also a ·necessity.
Doctor's appointments and
other important engagements
must be kept.
Besides the fact that our
economy doesn't need any
added inflation, when a
parking lot is as poorly
organized as Jordan's lot,
with ditches and a linked-off
area too spacious . for a
telephone pole, it is ridiculous.
Why, there are times when a
driver must· park on Garrett
Road or in front of or behind
the. school and risk possible
punishment.
l

..:

We students are already
charged outrageously for
lockers, which should be
furnished by the school free of
charge anyhow, and increased
parking -prices· just adds salt
to the wound.
Tony Britt

cusations. There is only one
mafia boss on the staff and he
serves on a part time con·sultancy basis. Coercion? No.
We are just good salesmen.
Can we help it if an individual
cannot bring himself to spend
one lousy dollar? We are not
the federal government, we
can't give things for free.
C'mon folks, it's only a dollar.
We would like to thank all
students who send letters to
the editor. They promote free
and constructive discussion.
The Staff of
The Falcon's Cry
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Foreign Students At Jordan
by Brent Fischman
There are eight people at
Jordan ·this · year with
something .in common. They
are foreign citizens. Some will
be here for· two· years, some
for only one. Eyal Carmel and
Nitzan Meshorer from Israel
and Kenth Hurtig from
Sweden are sophomores. Ezal
is here for two years, Nitzan is
here for one . or two years
while Kenth is only here this
year. Farid Heydarpour and
Roxanne Nayab, both from
Iran, are juniors. They will
finished high school at Jordan
and then attend college in the
U.S. Eva Lagerquist and
Ingela Hogeras from Sweden
and Cornelia Sauter from
Germany round out the list as
seniors, Eva and Ingela will
be here just for this year,
while Cornelia will be here
only until December.
Most of the students said
that Jordan was easier than
high school at home. The two
guys from Israel and the three
students from Sweden told
how high school at home is
much different from here.
They take fifteen· courses a
year, and have a different
schedule each day. The days

are not all the same length.
Carmel says that he goes to
school four to six hours
depending on the schedule. He
said, "It's harder here, you
must do homework every
day."
All of these new students
said that the language is their
biggest problem. Each of
them knows at least two
languages other than their
own.Language, however, has
proved to be no problem for
them in relating to people. The
students were unanimous in
their appreciation of the
people here. Farid said, "The
people here are very kind,
very close." Cornelia Sauter
said, "People here are very
open to strangers; very
friendly." Ingela commented,
"It is much easier to talk to
people here." While Eva
Hogeris believes that people
are friendly she had some
more perceptive comments,
"People are very open about
superficial
things
like
weather. I have a feeling I
don't know where I stand.
People are afraid of being
peer
different,
much
pressure.''
They also had interesting

opinions on ·other subjects.
Kenth told how Jordan is very
different from his borne
school, "In our school we have
twenty black people in the
whole school. It is very different here. I think it is good
here." He went on to explain
that he thinks race relations
are very good here and that it
is just different from home,
not worse. When Eyal and
Nitzen were asked what they
liked most about North
Carolina both replied, "The
shopping malls! " They said
there are no such malls in
Israel. Both of them are very
impressed by the beauty of
North Carolina. Eyal, who
lives in Beer Sheba in the
Negev Desert, said, "It is
green here, like another world
to me." Nitzan really likes the
squirrels, which are common
in the United States; there are
none in Israel. The two people
from Iran, Farid and
Roxanne, have different
feelings about the new
government in Iran. Roxanne
· is in this country because of
the Revolution and hopes
things have changed before
she goes back. Farid wants to
go back to Iran after college

"""
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From left to right; top: Farid, Eva, Ingela. bottom: Nitzan, Eyal,
Cornelia.
and help the new government.
He said, "I want Khomeni, he
is a nice guy."
There isn't room to put
down all the things these
people had to say, but this

Paradise!
by Al Hubbard
.
The North Carolina
Governor's School was held
this summer from July 1 to
August 11. The school was
divided into two campuses,
one at Salem College in
Winston-Salem and one in
Laurinburg. Five Jordan
students attended the school
this year, Mike Brown
(Natural Science), Brent
Fischmann (English), Jay

C.H. Coneert
At
Carmichael
Auditorium on the UNC-CH
campus on Saturday night
Sept. 22, The Little River
Band performed with their
special guest, Sea Level. At
about 7: 30, the doors opened to
a very mellow crowd that just
wanted to hear some good
music; they got their share.
At 8:00, Sea Level came out on
stage and wowed the crowd
with their intricate jazz tinted
by haid rock. They were
excellent, and the per. formance was exceptionally
1 professional.
Sea Level
vacated the stage and after a
half hour of setting up the
Little River Band began their
set. They played some of their
big hits, "Hang On,"
"Reminiscing," "Lonesome
Loser," and everyone went
beserk with "Lady."

All Students Are Nat Created Equal
by Brent Fiscb.mann
It has come to our attention recently that some
upperclassmen have been
making derogatory remarks
about the multitude of new
sophomores. We believe that
the time has come for constructive suggestions instead
of ordinary cutting remarks.
Sophomores driving to
school have been a source of
heated argument. Yes, they
cause congestion and endanger our lives because of
their lack of driving skills, but
let's not
Don't
ticket or tow their cars. There
is an easier solution; The
dynamiting of the cars on the
spot would be much. more
effective. This would create
another parking space immediately while not requiring
a clumsy wrecker.

Congestion in the lunch
room is another problem
easily
solved.
Serving
sophomores last, that is after
the seniors, juniors, teachers
and kitchen staff, would make
the situation bearable. To
make the hallways passable
we suggest sophomores be
held after class to allow for
orderly movement of the most
important· members of the
student body. Segregated
water fountains would also
save consi9erable time.
Separate but equal is our
suggestion. One fountain for
upperclassmen, one for the
sophomores. The ultimate
solution to the unbearable
situation we find ourselves
facing is quite extraordinary.
We hope that the administration
will
be
courageous enough to im-

plement it. Our idea is to have
all sophomore classes held in
one wing of the school: 632, the
drafting and art rooms. Unprecedented, yet so simple.
Thus far we have spared
the administration from
We
cannot,
criticism.
however, in the true spirit of
fair play let mistakes go
unnoticed.
The
usual
literature was handed out at
orientation
this
year:
schedules, rules and handbooks. What was most sorely
needed was completely
forgotten. All sophomores,
especially the girls, should
have been given a colorcoordination kit with strict
guidelines on the use of bright
primary colors. A ban should
have been imposed upon the
wearing of pink izods. These
were not the administration's

should give you some idea as
to the diversity of this year's
student body. Get to know
these people. You can learn
their
something
about
countries and your own.

only blunders. They created
confusion when they again
randomly rented lockers. Any
classified humaniod (i.e. non
sophomore) could have forseen the disastrous effects of
the A.H.M. (Animal Herding
Mechanism) of two thousand
sophomores told lockers are
on sale. The solution was to
sell only bottom lockers to the
sophomores some time in
October. This would have
given upperclassmen time to
obtain a locker most con. venient for them.
We hope that this article
has helped to improve humansophomore relations. It is our
new policy to report only these
types of ideas, which alOng
with plans for sophomore
obedience training, will help
make Jordan a terrific place
to have your senior slump.
1

Jaeger (Natural Science) and
Karen Wells (Dance) at the
Winston-Salem campus and
Anne Kort (Instrumental
Music) at the Laurinburg
campus.
The theme of Governor's
School this year was "Opening
Doors unto the Future."
Students were presl;lnted
theories as abstract levels of
thought and conceptual
thinking. In addition to their
"Area I" classes, the students
took philosophy and a "rap
session" class where they
could discuss their problems
and feelings. Classes were
held Monday-Saturday. There
were many other things to do
after going to classes. Jay
Jaeger commented, "The
range of activities they had
for us was really great."
These activities included
-basketball,
sports
volleyball, softbaH, soccer.,
tennis, golf, swimming, and
ping pong; newspaper;
yearbook; and student
council. There were also two
dances held each week.
Brent Fischmann
(English), who wrote a story
which will be used to teach
next year's students, said,
"The best thing about
Governor's School was the
people. Everyone had a good
attitude toward learning and
was excited to be there."
Fischmann also pointed out,
"The fact that the 200 girls
there were among the best
looking in the state didn't hurt
the atmosphere."
Karen Wells, wbo studied

the Martha Graham technique

of modern dance which is
"based on opposition and
natural
movement
of
breathing and isolation,'',
exclaimed, "I loved it! It was
one of the best experiences
that· I've ever .had because
everyone ' had something
special to offer." Jay Jaeger
thought that the school was
''fantastic.'' The only problem
according to him was that the
dorms were too hot.
Everyone agreed that it
was hard to come home after
the great experience at
Governor's School. Jay
Jaeger said, "The problem we
had with 're-entry,' as our
director called it, was very
acute even though we were
prepared for it."
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Feature
Teacher

DRACVLA
Considering some of the
writing material he has to
work, he can even act too!
One extremely bad flaw in
the movie was the piece of ·
dialogue that belonged in
Vaudeville. At one point in a
dinner conversation between
Lucy and the Count, the butler
attempts to serve him wine.
Upon refusal,
Dracula
comments: "I don't drink ... wine." Such comments are
common throughout· the
movie.
The special effects were
pretty good on the whole. An
example is the appearance of
Mina after she has been dead
for two days, her makeup was
really convincing. Also, on the
voyage, the throat of one of
the crewmen was mangled
by the Count, and that too, was
convincing. However, with the
great talent that seemed to be
involved, one would think that
the false looking diavamas
(look it. up in the dictionary
little sophomore) could be
improved upon. As the tiny
plastic coach moved along the
English countryside, it looked
as if the track and train had
been removed from my neighbor's train set.
Some Dracula fans
disliked the movie because the
plot is changed. In the end,
Dracula disappears without
us knowing if he is dead and
Prof. Von Helsing is impaled.
These ominous circumstances
plus Lucy's suspiciously
knowing smile are real letdowns.

by Fran Dilts
If you have a friend who
has seen "Dracula " a
popular movie that' has
already
been
through
Durham, he will comment on
one of several characteristics.
If your friend is, a girl, she
might
descrioe
Frank
Largello's gorgeous eyes etc.,
or your friend might comment
on the excellent special effects, or if your companion is
a skeptic, he might laugh at
the dialogue which is supposed to be serious. Some fans
of the original movie and or
book are nofpleased with the
plot changes. All of those
characteristics, though they
are both good and bad, apply
to "Dracula." When combined, these conflicting
opinions are the formula for a
pretty darn good movie.
The movie begins with
Dracula's violent voyage to
England. By the time the ship
is found somewhere on the
rocky English coast, every
crew member and passenger
is dead; except a mysterious
Count Dracula. The rest of the
movie is devoted to Dracula's
attempt to conquer the
beautiful (supposedly) and
spirited (arrogant) Lucy, with
Prof. Van Holsing on his trail.
Frank Langella, who also
starred in the Broadway
version of Dracula, has the
equipment for a great
Dracula. As one major
magazine put it: "a man of
dark curly hair, penetrating
eyes and a velvet voice."
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by Mark Lazarus
There's a new rock group,
The Knack; what a joke! This
ludiCrous band of hack
musicians has a tremendous
amount of nerve when. they
dare to compare themselves
to the Beatles as their album
cover suggests. Their totally
rhythm based style is
primitive, and relies almost
entirely on their sexually
oriented lyrics, which are at
times, tasteless and vulgar.
Songs such as ''Siomese
Twins" induce nausea, and
also comment on the
degeneration of that good old
rock 'n' roll.
The knack is, at times,
pseudo-punk; and, pseudo
Beatles. Even though some of
the patterns and rites in the
songs are Beatles influenced,
they lack the fab fours' style
and finesse. The back of their
album is a slap in the face to
the liver pudlians' genius.
There are many other
groups just as bad, but not as
popular; that's why the Knack
was singled out. The thought
that the group's single "My

Sharona" could be a hit so
long is just plain sad. The only
place to go from here is up,
--and that's where musis is
heading with groups like the
Cars, and old favorites such as
Mick, the glimmer twins, Bill,
and Charlie, (The Stones
Dunny!) Groups like the
Kinks who are returning to
rock's blues roots are keeping
the musical flame alive.
George Thorogood and the
Destroyers only do remakes
because they feel all the great
songs have already been
written. The blues are also
reaching more popularity
through people like J.J. Cale,
John Mayall, and Eric
Clapton.
All in all, the Knack is
horrible, but with groups like
them, and disco both dying at
rapid rate, Rock 'n' Roll is
coming back to take a new
stronghold. All of us who have
been praying for the day disco
dies will soon be able to sleep
with a smile on our lips and
Johnny B. Goode in our
hearts.

by Carol Gregory
Juggling a container of
yogurt in one hand and
shuffling through a stack of
papers in the other, Ms. Lisa
Mciver (or'Ms. Mac' as some
students call her) kept busy as
she talked of her life before
she came to Jordan as a
chorus teacher.
Ms. Mciver, of Greensboro, North Carolina, said
she became interested in
music, as a career, when she
was an accompanist for
choral groups in high school.
She attended the University of
North Carolina, in Chapel Hill,
but changed her major to
elementary education. She
subsequently taught first
grade for one year.
Ms. Mciver paused for a
moment to greet a visiting
alumunus, who had squeezed
into her office, congested with
stacks of music and numerous
students. "Now," she said,
then paused, "Where was I?"
Ms. Mciver said she
began teaching music as an
avocation, then decided to
make it a full time profession.
She went back to U.N.C. and
earned a degree in music.
She said she enjoyed
teaching music at Jordan, but
admits it subtracts from her
free time. "You have to
devote a fair amount of time
but it's fun ... I enjoy people ... I
love it."
One thing she wishes she
had more time for is playing
tennis. She laughed as she
recalled some of the experiences she had, with other
couples, playing doubles. "My
husband was a varsity tennis
player ... but I didn't tell them
that."
Mr. Thomas Mciver, Ms .
Mclver's husband, often helps
the groups with the sound
equipment. "He's our sound
man." The couple has four
children. Their oldest, Angie,
who is attending U.N.C.,
Charles, a student a Lowes
Grove Jr. High, who is looking
to follow in his mother's
footsteps, and the two
youngest, Ben and Caroline,
who
attend
Parkwood
Elementary School.
The music program at
Jordan is still in a growing
process, Ms. Mciver said. She
said it's not where she wants it
to be but it's increasing in size
for the better. "I think all over
there is an increased interest
in music."
Karen Wells, a member of
the treble choir, confirmed
Ms. Mclver's thoughts. She
said she thinks the choral
groups will get alot done this
year. "Ms. Mciver is a very
good music teacher. She has a
new program this year and it's
more
constructive
in
discipline which is better for
the students and her because
we get a lot more done."
The choral groups are
now in preparation for a
musical revue of George
Gershwin. Ms. Mciver said
the groups also plan to do a
Christmas concert, attend
festivals, and hopefully do
more church · services this
year. "I think when you go
through the trouble to learn
something you need to do it
several times." She paused
for a moment then exclaimed,
"We got some really good
stuff."

brother-in-law used to work,
not to box sides of beef as in
"Rocky,'' but rather to work.
He goes back to Mickey's
gym, not to train but to clean.
He finally decides to return to
the ring and begins to train for

the rematch with Creed. Of
course, "Rocky II " would not
be complete without Rocky's
triumphal run through
Philadelphia and climb up a
few hundred stairs, this time
followed by thousands of

young fans.
"Rocky II" will probably
not receive awards as the
original, however it will leave
viewer with the same "the
underdog can come through
feeling as "Rocky."

Mrs. Mciver plays the blues.

Monica Goes To
by Bindu Chandrabose
While most people spent
their summers working at
summer school or just plain
bumming around, one Jordan
student spent three weeks in
London, France, Geneva and
the French Riviera.
Monica Hutchins, a
junior, left Durham on August
4th, flew to London and spent
five days there. Accompanied
by her father, Monica saw
many of the tourist attractions
for which London is famous.
Among them were Westminister Abbey, St. Paul's
Cathedral, Stratford-on-Avon,
the changing of the Guards
and the Tower of London,
which impressed her most of
all .. She enjoyed her London
experience. She said that the
people were especially
friendly.
From London, she went to
Paris, where she stayed for
four days. She also visited a
lot of Parisian landmarks,
including the Palace of
Versailles, the Louvre, the
Eiffel Tower, St. Chappelle,
and the Notre Dame
Cathedral. Most impressive
she commented were the
cathedrals. She stated,
"Every time I went into them
I was awe stricken." Monica
said that her three years of
French helped quite a bit. She

e

stated, "I was sort of hesitant
to speak a lot of times, but
sometimes I was forced to."
She recounted an incident at a
restaurant when she struggled
through the menu, which was
all in French, only to find out
that her waiter spoke English.
After Paris, Monica and her
father drove down to
Grenoble, where her father
works. Of Grenoble she
stated, "It was really prettythere were ..m.oun.tains all
around." She said that the
town, the site of the 1968
Winter Olympics had some
great skiing slopes. Monica
and her father were in Geneva
for a ·day and then spent a
weekend on the French
Riviera. She said that French
food is all that it is reputed to
be--the cuisine was "really
great." The French themselves were "Not as open as
Americans." She commented,
"Since I can't speak French
too well I couldn't communicate with them."
Monica hopes to go back
to France soon, hopefully this
spring or summer. Because
the trip she took was tourist
oriented she did not get a
chance to explore French
culture. She would like to get a
group together to go hiking
and find out more about
French life.
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Rocky Returns
by Hortense Hickenlooper
How can film producers
cash in on a 1977 blockbuster
in 1979? Simply by using the
same cast and set, broadening
the theme to encompass more
aspects of "real life,"
developing the plot and giving
it a few twists, and entitling
the film "Rocky II."
"Rocky" fans will delight
in this 1979 sequel written by

Sylvester Stallone and
starring Stallone, Talia Shire,
and Burgess Meredith.
"Rocky II" begins where
"Rocky" ended, just after the
referees have declared Apollo
Creed the winner of the New
Year's Day fight. After a stay
in the hospital, Rocky marries
Adrianne and tries to get an
office job for which he is not
suited. Rocky returns to the
meat packing plant where his
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2029 Or Not?
by Bobby Powell
Last year a group of
students and Mrs. Emily
Warner got together and
started work on a project for
Jordan. Their aim was, and
still is, to put a time capsule
here at Jordan. The students
thought it would · be an interesting undertaking because
it is unique. The idea is to
leave something behind so
that people in the year 2029,
can see what the people and
life were like in Durham in
1979.
The students got off on the
right track by getting in touch
with an experienced architect,
Mr. Frank DePasquale. He
has previously been involved
in similar projects. Mr.
DePasquale began by informing the students that they
needed a practical design that
would be suitable for their
project. Something thathad to
be considered was size,
because of limited space and
cost. David Moore and Bobby
Powell working together,
came up with a design that
was suitable. Their time
capsule was 11 ft. by 9 ft., just
the right size.

With the basic design out
of the way students began to
assemble the things to be put
in the capsule. The students
wanted to use things that
depicted life at school, in the
community, and at home.
Students felt it important to
put music and entertainment
in the capsule, as a mirror to
our culture. The lists were
very long, but with limited
space only the most important
and :revealing things will be
put in the capsule.
The students now had two
more things to do; one, they
needed a space to put the time
capsule, and two, something
to make the time capsule
stand out.
The first problem the
students encountered was
where to put the time capsule,
because there were so many
places to choose from. Some
students wanted to put it
under the flag pole, some
wanted to put it in the courtyard and others wanted to put
it in the smoking area. Finally
one student suggested putting
the time capsule in the new
building. This idea sounded
right with the students and

New Teachers Decorate .Jordan
by Anita Robinson
"Great students!" "Great
school! " These are some of
the comments made by the
new teachers here at Jordan
this year.
With the opening of school
came new problems, new
ideas, and new teachers. The
opening of school this year
brought Ms. Judy Smith. Ms.
Smith, a native of Kentucky,
in
:received her A.B.
chemistry at the University of
Kentucky. She received her
M.A. T. in chemistry at Duke.
Ms. Smith is currently
working on her Ph.D at UNCCH. Ms. Smith really likes
Jordan and says, "Mr. Sills is
a super administrator."
Another new face at
Jordan is Dr. Janice Davis
who teaches biology. Dr.
Davis received her B .S.,
M.A.T., andPh.D at UNC-CH.
Dr. Davis stated, "I want kids
to pass biology · and to get
something out of it."
There are two new
teachers in the Distributive
Education department. They
are Ms. Sandra Morris and
Ms. Sandra Ivey, both
graduates of UNC-G. Ms.
Morris said that her goal as a
teacher is "to help students
work with employers in

preparing for careers of the
future and to introduce
students into different areas
of work." Ms. Ivey loves to
travel. She has been to fortynine of the fifty states, and
thinks that Durham is one of
the nicest places that she's
been.
"I taught at two other
schools. This one is the best
all-around school that I have
taught at," commented Ms.
Beverly Atwood. Ms. Atwood
is a new math teacher. She
attended Methodist College in
Fayetteville, N.C. Some of her
hobbies include swimming,
reading, and caring for her
eighteen-month-old baby.
Transferring from
Durham High School to
Jordan is a new typing
teacher, Ms. Connie Good. Ms.
Good was born in Fayetteville
and attended Appalachian
State. One of the things she
likes about Jordan is "the
positive attitude students
have."
Ms. Linda Margolis works
in the LD trailer. Ms.
Margolis taught at Neal
Junior High before coming
here. When asked what she
liked most
Jordan, she
replied, "The students seem
very adult like."
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with Mr. DePasquale. The
students decided that the time
capsule would go under the
concrete being poured at the
entrance way to the new
building.
There was only one detail
left. How to make the time
capsule stand out? Patrick
Patton
and
Andrew
Ch:ristakos working together
came up with a design using a
bronze plaque set in the center
of concrete where the time
capsule would be, with the

Jordan Falcon in the middle.
The plaque will state when the
time capsule was put in the
ground, and when it is to be
opened. (2029) Finally,
everything was set to go, or
was it?
Now we return to the
present. It is now a new school
year at J o:rdan. The new
building is almost complete,
and there is only one thing
holding up the time capsule.
The concrete was poured over
the area where the capsule

was to be placed, now there is
no place to put it.
Students of Jordan, this
project was meant for you. It
is something that will set your
school apart from all the rest.
All other schools will admire
you. Let's get together and
decide where we can put the
time capsule. If you have any
suggestions please write to:
Time Capsule, c-o The
Falcon's Cry. Bring your
ideas by so we can get this
project finished.

Choral Department On Beat
by Mel Fleshman
The room is silent as the
students bend over their desks
with notebooks and pencils in
hand. Suddenly, faint, harmonious tones fill the room.
They seem to be coming from
outside. The students run to
the windows and look up to the
sky. They have found the
source, the sounds are coming
from the school's very own
chorus room! l "Could it be
the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir," the students ask
themselves? "No, they're in
Utah," it must be the Jordan
High School Choral Department!
Although this may be a
"slight exaggeration," Jordan
High
School's
Choral
Department is already in full
swing! The choral department, under the direction of
Mrs. Lisa Mciver, consists of
four very talented groups.
They are: Bass choir, Treble
choir, Concert choir, and
Ensemble, each one is taught
at different class periods
during the day. These groups
perform; in church services,
assemblies and attend various
musical festivals, along with
other activities that might pop
up during the course of the
school year.
"The size of the choral
department has grown considerably, simply because
more students are trying out
for the groups," stated Mrs.
Mciver. Thanks to the participation and interest shown
· to the choral department by
Jordan students, the Treble
choir has increased its
numbers by twenty-six

members, Ensemble by
seventeen members and
Concert choir by seventeen
members. Mrs. Mciver is
pleased by this numerical
increase because "she likes a
BIG SOUND!"
Branching off of these
bigger choirs, Jordan High
School also has three small
vocal groups. These groups
are, "The Falcon Four,"
"Girl's Trio " and "The
Jordan Octei." This year
members of the "Falcon
Four" are: Clarence Allen,
Mike Cox, Steve Ferrell and
Jeffery Hester. Alternates for
this group are Lucious Lester
and David Dickson. The
members of the "Girl's Trio"
are Laura Fisher, Lauri
Tillman and Mary Wingate;
with
alternates,
Ginni
Bollinger and Beverly Zimmerman. Lastly the members
of the Octet include: Frank
Boone, Joe Mitchell, David
Shelton,
Moore,
Kelly
Deborah Atkins, Mel Fleshman, Jackie Johnston and
Beth McKnight. Alternates
are: Billy Bell, Buddy Godwin, Cal Harris, .Julie Lloyd
and Tami Tressler. These
groups perform at assemblies
and various civic functions.
The alternates of these groups
are actually their "backbone." The alternates are
dedicated, hard workers faced
with a lot of responsibilities.
Without them Jordan's small
vocal groups would be in
danger of a constant threat.
The threat of not having
enough singers to perform.
Alternates must be ready "to
save· the day,'' because like

the sky, "The show must go
on!"
The choral department
will also be undertaking some
big fund raising projects this
year. The money earned for
these projects will be used
toward fixing the acoustics in
the Auditorium. One such fund
raising project will be "A
musical review of George
Gershwin." The review will
take place in the Jordan High
auditorium on November the
10th and possibly even the
11th. The cast will include the
four choral groups combined,
making a total of 170 Jordan
students. The review will be
done in two acts with an intermission between. There
will be a total of 33 songs with
plenty of solo's and songs
performed by the smaller
vocal groups. The directors of
this year's Musical Review
will be: Mrs. Teer-Art club on
sets and props, Janie Whalen
as Stage Manager, Mrs.
Mciver as choral director and
Mr. Hicken as the orchestra
director. Mr. Culbreth will
direct from the theatrical
aspec\, of the show, he is now
in the process of writing
dialogue for the various
characters involved in the
production.
And so, as you sit at your
desk and listen to those
harmonious tones flutter
through your class room, be
aware . that the choral
department is alive and in
action at Jordan High School.
Keep in mind that each note
that you hear represents a lot
of hard work, a lot of pride and
a lot of fun!

New Teachers New Changes
by Dawn Quanfordt
Jordan High School, meet
Linda Margolis and a fresh
start to the Learning
Disability Resource Program.
Ms. Margolis is the new
Learning Disability teacher at
Jordan and she has made
some changes in the program
this year. She would like the
student body to have a better
understanding of the program
and of learning disabilities in
general.

FREE FAIR

ordan students rocked and rolled to the music of Freefair during
n assembly. Also performing were Brett Bennet, Richard
anion, Suzanne Hayes, and Ms. Berces in a "Star Wars III."

It is important to realize
that everyone has strengths.
and weaknesses: socially,
physically, academically, or
in some other area. A learning
disability according to Ms.
Margolis,
"involves
a
weakness in some aspect of

learning" and is by no means
incurable. The new program
she designed recognizes each
studenf as an individual,
discovers his or her difficulty,
and strengthens that particular area. The program
works with a variety of
students most of which are
very bright, college bound
people who have found that
they have an area of learning
which needs work.
Last year the students
chosen for the program attended classes in T-13. This
year, to become better
acquainted with teachers and
students Ms. Margolis does
most of her work in the
classrooms. She works
primarily as an assistant to
the teacher but from time to

time may teach a unit herself.
This allows her to work -effectively with the students,
who seem to enjoy it more that
way als0-. The services of the
program are for any student
that may neeq them. If
problems become apparent in
the work of any student both
Ms. Cushman and Ms.
Margolis are ready to
Jordan students
try to concentrate more on
each other's strengths. H
would make the school
better place to spend the
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New Hopes Old
by Laurie Warrick
The beginning of a school
year at Jordan is an eventful
time. Students put summer
behind in an attempt to
prepare for nine months of
hard work. Old friends are
reunited while new ones are
made. The rushfor top lookers
and parking stickers start.
Probably the most important
happening, though, is the
arrival of the Sophomores and
the return of the Seniors.
As newcomers,
the
Sophomores .begin the school
year filled with excitement

EC. [I !1nwJo -Iv.ft

and curiosity. The underclassmen, while wondering if they will be accepted, from opinions and
personal expectations of
Jordan. Jennifer Johnson
said, "I think it's fun. I expect
to get · a half decent
education." Angie Davis, who
came from Lowes Grove
Junior High, commented, "I
like Jordan. The people are
nice. I've heard Jordan High
.School is one of the best in
North Carolina. I expect to get
the most of anything I can and
a good education." Fenton

1 dcrYt

Jones concluded, "It's all
right."
Though this may be a
special
time
for
the
Sophomores, the 1979-80
school year really belongs to
the Seniors .. This is their final
year and many plan to make
the most of it. When asked to
look back and see if their first
expectations were filled,
answers varied. Reginald
Lyen, president of the student
council, reflected, ''Yes, all of
my
expectations
were
fulfilled." Carla Sciolino gave
a different view with, "I
.,.

___

®1

Q;l

thought Jordan was supposed
to be so great because it was
built up so much, but in
reality, a school is a school."
Since Seniors have had
the experience of three years
at Jordan, they can give
Sophomores suggestions
about the mistakes to avoid
the right things to do in order
to make high school as
beneficial as possible. A few
tips come from Reginald: "I
advise all of the Sophomores
to get involved in the many
activities at Jordan. By doing
things, they'll meet new

,,--

people and learn many new
things about themselves and
Jordan as well." Angela
Ripley said, "Don't be afraid
to get involved with activities
that will bring you closer to
upperclassmen." Tony Britt,
who first came to Jordan as a
junior, advised, "Attend
school. Don't miss too many
days. Plan your party days
and don't get caught doing
anything." Of course, there
are still others, like Grant
Tew, who believe that
"Sophomores should play
slave to the Seniors! "
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DANCE:

Shannon
3710 Shannon Rd.--Corner of Old Chapel Hill Road
(Behind South Square Mall)

.-----------.
GROUP LESSONS
PRIVATE
OR
SEMI PRIVATE

.----------..
FALL
REGISTRATION
THRU Oct. I
10:00 AM - 8:00 PM

BALLET - POINTE
TAP• JAZZ• ACR OBA TIC
BATON (TWIRLING)eGYMNASTICS
• Slimnastics (Adult Exercise Dancercise)
.
• Character (Belly, Spanish,
Hawaiian)

1ITUDIO
ONE:Of

DISCO • BALLROOM
Rumba • Foxtrot • Waltz
• Swing • Tango
• ; een Disco • All Popula,r .Forms of the Hustle
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New Building Finished??
by Jeff Young
Jordan High School's new
building is not completed yet,
but the day of completion is
coming closer and closer.
The new building will
contain two chemistry rooms
that share a storage area, a
drafting room, a physics room
with adjoining storage and
computer areas, and four
regular classrooms. There
will also be bathrooms and a
janitorial storage area.
The heat-cooling units in
the new building are interesting. They will be controlled by a clock, similar to
the one which controls the bell
schedule. The clock will
automatically turn the units
off and on at certain times of
the day.
There
have
been
numerous small problems in
the construction that have
delayed the completion of the
building. The heating-cooling
unit in the physics room had to
be disconnected from the

auto-control because of the
need for a constant temper a ture in the computer
room. Also, the thermostat for
the computer room was
inadvertantly put in the
physics room. Some of the air
ducts were hung too low and
had to be replaced before the
ceilings could be installed.
Mistakes in ordering supplies,
such as not ordering enough
water spigots for the
chemistry rooms, have slowed
down the pace of construction.
There are eleven teachers
who will be teaching in the
new building. They are: Mr.
Culbreth, Mrs. Elliot, Mr.
Green, Mrs. Guthrie, Mrs.
Hall, Mr. Hickman, Mr.
McKneely, Miss Penny, Mrs.
Phillips, Mrs. Prichett, and
Mrs. Smith.
As of this writing, M-Day
(moving day) is still uncertain. It will be as soon as
the interior of the building is
completed to the point of being
able to hold class there.

There are other reasons
for the problem of poor
achievement says Mrs.
Wilkinson. Some of these
reasons are misplacement,
attendance,
and
poor
misconceptions about the
demands of senior high
school. To remedy the
problems she says "large
efforts are being made on part
of the guidance office to make
students aware of the importance of passing and to see
that students are placed in
classes that meet their needs
and abilities."
Mrs. Lloyd, an English

teacher at Jordan, says,
"Teachers should help
students realize that to function efficiently they must
acquire basic skills and
teachers should help students
acquire self esteem."

"'

"'""4C ..u

PHONE-

DA Y 493-3823

INSTRUCTORS Marjorie Scott
Donnalynn
Cafolyn Max
Our professional instructors are qualified
to ieach you the fundamentals from
beginner thru advanced

,, NJGHT 489-1400

HOURS OF OPERATION MON - SAT 10 AM - 8 P

Passing The Time ......
Passing The, Courser!
by Bayla Travis
The U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and
Welfare found, according to
the U.S. News and World
Report, that nearly 5 percent
of all children in the 12-17 age
bracket were classified- as
illiterate. This adds up to
nearly one million young
people, and twice as many of
them were from the south
than any other part of the
country.
So who are these people?
They're students just like any
other students. In fact some of
them are at Jordan. The

Or•·················

number of students who can't
function well enough to pass in
a regular classroom in Sr.
High School is alarming.At the
end of first semester last year
one out of every five
sophomores had failed math,
and one out of eight had failed
English according to Mrs.
Wilkinson, sophomore
guidance counselor at Jordan.
When it comes to passing a
course, a few points cart make
a big difference as students
well know, but teachers often
differ on their standards of
evaluation when it comes to
the actual grades. Mrs.

Warner said, "I assume
anyone in a regular class can
do the work. It is hard to fail
in my regular classes because
I try to make sure the activities meet the interest and
ability of the students." But
Mrs. Warner added, "If the
student hasn't done the work,
I have no qualms about failing
him." Mrs. Warner, along
with several other teachers
refuse to give "free points"
but another teacher, who
wishes to remain anonymous,
said, "I think it's okay to give
a student a few points to pass
if it would not cause them to
acquire any more skills by
repeating the course."

The problem of students
just "sliding by" in school has
been recognized, but being a
multi-faceted problem an
easy solution isn't possible. A
word to the wise (or to the
lazy): Passing a course by
getting a few "extra points"
won't help a heck of a lot on
the competency test.

I
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Coming Events
Oct. 11 and 12
Oct. 11

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

12
i2·20
13
13
16 and 17

20
23

Oct. 26
Oct. 27
Oct. 31
Nov. I and 2
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B & G Grill
Bar·B·q
Chieken
Beverages of all kinds

Teacher work days
Chapel Hill High soccer at JHS
Cross Country-E. Wake, Dunn-home
Tennis-home vs. Southern

Phone 882·8871
Ben F. Robinson, Prop.

Football--JHS vs. Orange-home
State Fair! Raleigh
The Cars at UNC
SAT-Jordan
Volleyball Conference Tournament
ACT-Raleigh
PSAT
Volleyball, State play-off
Tennis Conference Tournament
PSAT
End of first marking period
Sectional tennis tournament
Teacher work days

2514 Fayetteville St.

N.C.
27707

Classified Ads
- A late. but very special
Happy Birthday to Monica
and Kristin. Love, Kathy
- Something to sell? Buy a
classified ad! 15 words only
$.50.

\...

oner or later.you have to stop
playins,rmes. Aild start thinking
a ut what

'

Baltimore Colts

A good place to start is the
Army National Guard. You see, this is
the best time of year to join the Guard.
You can go right into training and
advanced technical school with no
waiting around.
And you'II be home before you
know it. With a skilI. And a good-paying
part-time job, to boot. More than
$50 for one weekend a month.
And that's just for starters.
Get a head start on
your future. Get yourself going in the
Army Guard. Now.
See your
local recruiter.
Or caII toll-free

-- A special birthday wish,
Love note, something you
want everyone to know. Say
it in the classified ads.
- R.G. thanks for being the
wonderful person you are.
-- Wanted: soccer uniforms,
soccer balls, bus for away
games, and a home field
within five miles of Jordan.
Jay Jaeger
-

Sophomore girls! For a
limited time only you can be
a member of the Jeff Bray
fan club! Send $5.00 to Jeff,
In care of locker 187.

-· Congratulations to the
Running Birds, City County
Champs!
- Hang in there NADS!
-- Laurie Warrick (Disco
Lady) is giving disco
dancing lessons at lunch,
daily!
- Sophomores, are you tired of
being small and insignificant? Well, you are!
- Hey have you checked out
the pictures in Steve
Quartfordts locker lately?
-- Hey. Brook baby! Read my
lips!!!
-- Hey Phil Pickett - I think
I'm in love!
- Manuel: Hi! How's it going
over there in Spain? Did
Jordan prepare you for
those big exams. U'm sure
it did-Ha) Please write,
Love, J .H.S.

800-638-7 600.

-- Attention!! ! The cafeteria
asks that you please be
more careful. Do not throw
away spoons and forks. This
is very costly.
- Atsuko - I was wondering,
How much -wood could a
wood chuck, chuck if a wood
chuck could chuck wood?

NATIONAL

GUARD

The Guad belongs.
TUITION
ASSISTANCE

EXTRA INCOME

RETIREMENT
BENEFITS

-=====

Wl::::l
SGT. RUSSELL CLARK, JR., RECRUITER
NORTH CAROLINA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
HHC 30th SPT GP

NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
POST OFFICE BOX 15280

DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27704
Durham
683-6819

r,..:

"I can't put off doing this
homework until tomorrow.
The teacher thinks I did it
yesterday."

ADU Airport
733-4309
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Football Team Looks Tough
The league is more
balanced this season than last.
Southern and Apex are
established teams to beat
while Harnett Central and
Western Harnett, though
winning their first game ever
this year, are constant underdogs.
Dunn
and
Hillsborough Orange lost
some valuable starters.
However each, along with
East Wake, could surprise
somebody. South Johnston
sent an
all-conference
quarterback to N.C. State but
returns a strong lineup.
So how does Jordan fit in?
Games with East Wake, South
Johnston and Orange, all of
which are moderately equal in
talent to the Falcons, are
home games. Home wins
could make the difference
between a winning season or a
losing season. To achieve
favorable results, there must
be community support. The
attitude of the fans must
change like the players' did
from last year to present.
This year's stars have
been veteran ballplayers.
Some of the top players in-

elude seniors Charles Collie
and Jamie Peaks, who make
up part of a solid backfield trio
in the Falcons' new wishbone
offense. Dwight Bradford and
Kenny Geer make awesome
bookends on the defensive
front while tight end Bruce
Bateman has been a pleasant
surprise
on
defense.
(Remember his interception
against Northern?) Finally
there's quarterback Tom
Meyer, who despite critical
reviews, has made the adjustment from the jayvee to
varsity level.
Since the Dunn game, the
football team has gone
through its toughest week to
date: regrouping from an
opening conference loss. Even
if Jordan finishes below .500,
the attitude of the players is
an enjoyable change from
1978. It made the difference in
the first three weeks and it
will be a difference in the final
weeks. The wins won't appear
any easier, but the losses
won't seem any tougher.
When the Falcons began
their football practice in
August, they knew they could

improve on their 3-7 record of
1978. They wouldn't be worldbeaters but had the potential
to win their share of football
games.
The positive atmosphere
present in early-August drills
prevailed after three games
and a 1-2 record. An accurate
evaluation of the season still
can't be determined.
In the Aug. 30 opener,
Jordan faced superior Northern High and bowed out 35-6.
However, if a team can take
hidden pride in its loss, Jordan
did. The Falcons matched the
4-A Knights for three quarters
before Northern's massive
numbers overpowered the
weary visitors. Though games
are not won in three quarters
alone, Jordan displayed
composure and a desire to win
that made apparent Jordan's
presence as a Triangle 3-A
conference competitor.
Despite the Northern
defeat, the Falcons remained
optimistic the next Friday and
outlasted Southern Alamance
of the Mid-State 3-A conference, 7-2. Senior Houston
Bagley caught the winning TD

Soccer •• Who Cares?
by Bruce Genweiler
Who cares about soccer at
Jordan? That is what the
demoralized soccer team is
asking. Jordan's NADS are
aching for affection - from
anyone! This year the soccer
team cannot, due to the
condition of the field and the
football team practices and
the volleyball team in the
gym, play or practice on the
Jordan campus. The team has
practiced all over town and is
now based at Erwin Road
Field. They have no school
funded transportation to the
field for practices five days a
week. On away games, it costs
a player without a car two
dollars for gas to ride to each
game. This comes out of the

player's own pocket, not the
athletic department's. The
soccer goals are maimed, and
bolts had to be bought to
repair the ill-cared for goals
on the day of the first "home"
game. No one had informed
the team that the bolts were
missing. Consequently, the
game was delayed while bolts
were bought to erect the goals.
The team was promised
uniforms for the very first
time, and as of the date of this
writing, they had not been
delivered. Instead, old football jerseys are being worn
with any pair of shorts the
individual player can find to
wear that day.
When asked if he thinks

Girls' Tennis· Looks Great
by Kate Hamburger

Diane says "she really helps
After winning three
us with our game," and Linda
matches, one against Central
Waters says "we get a lot of
help from our assistant
Harnett, one against Western
Harnett, and one against
coach." The coaches give
Dunn, the girls' tennis team
remarkable spirit and encoach, Faye Thomas, feels
couragement to the girls, and
that "the team looks really
seem devoted to the success of
good this year, and we are
the team.
going to win a lot of matches;
They're all sure about a
we have a good chanc<c to
win."
good season: "we're out tG be
number one," says Martha
The girls also seem optimistic. Diane Abramson
Patton, and Dudley Aldridge
hopes that "we are going ta be
says "it's fun because you
undefeated at the end of the
meet new people at other
schools." Karla Breitweiser
year." Ginger Clark says
thinks "we're going to beat
"since this is my last year at
Apex this year!" "I'm hoping
Jordan, I hope we'll come
to meet other people, improve - home with a victory from the
my game, and I also want to
tournament." Other players
support JHS," says Fran
not mentioned are Tami
Dilts. Shirmir Willard feels
Tressler, Mary Elworththat "we will end up good; we
Watkins.
have a lot of talent. I think
The conference game is at
we'll do pretty good!"
the end of October, and with
The whole team gives a lot
good luck and a great game,
the tennis team will be sucto their coach and their
cessful.
assistant coach, John Bland.

Volleyball Keeps It llp
The Jordan High School
Volleyball team has been as
successful this season as they
have in almost any other. The
girls have won against some
tough competition to grasp a
record 11-0.
The spikers and strokers
have pulled through two, 3
game matches, one against
Orange and the other against
Commings (at Burlington).
But according to Coach Harris

the team's biggest rival is
South Johnston, "the girls
have to get mentally up for
them, South Johnston is a
team that never dies."
The Seniors on the team
are Susan Overby, · Pooh
Toms, Linda Williams, Val
Green, and Susan Manes. The
Juniors and Sophomores are
Beth Arenda, Cathy Bonner,
Carol Johnson, Deborah
Nickelston, Sherron Hayes,

Football team is cheered.
pass from junior Tom Meyer
in the contest. The first win
proved Jordan possessed the
needed ingredient to win with
the simple question lurking:
will the success continue?
The following week, the
Falcons were saddled by

Dunn, 19-0. The Dunn defeat
had its good points as had the
season-opener. The Green
Wave capitalized on two interceptions and a mishandled
punt and taught the Falcons
that potential doesn't win
games, performance does.

the soccer team has been
forgotten at Jordan, Captain
Bo Uzzle replied, "Mr. Sills
and Coach Popson have been
much more helpful this year
than last. However, seeing
that we do not have adequate
uniforms, goals, or transportation, I feel that soccer
at Jordan, along with several
other official school sports,
has been extremely neglected.
There is no support from the
student body to speak of. The
only persons who show up for
the matches are our
girlfriends and the other
team's fans."
There are 25 games on the
interscholastic schedule
which are played every
Tuesday and Thursday either
at the Erwin Road Field or at
the opponent's school. Where
is Erwin Road Field? It is
behind Duke University's
Central Campus Apartments
near the East-West Expressway. Come out and
support your team! GO
NADS!

Joe Simeonson

Cross Country Stomps 'Em

Hey Brad
Lori Tillman, Susan Brinkly,
and Debbie Egan. According
to Coach Harris, "they are a
great bunch of girls."
The finals are the first
week in November and to get
there the team will have to put
in some hard work. Coach
Harris seems optimistic about
their chances as long as the
girls get "mentally up for
each game as it comes."

by Kathy Gall
It is either this season or
no season for the Jordan Boys'
Cross Country Team to
become State Champions.
This year's team is confident
about being number one, not
only because their coach says
they will be but because of all
the talented runners involved.
Coach John Gray says, with a
twisted smile, "We've got it
all, we're number one!"
Jordan does have the
makings of a great team with
excellent state Marathon
Champion, Jeff Wilkins, as
one of their main hopes. Jeff
has been training very hard
over the summer, running in
many road races, always top
in his age group. There should
be an interesting rivalry
between Jeff and Brad
Michelsen.
Brad Michelsen, often
said to have the most raw

talent around, has been to
track camp during the
summer and in between
partying, has also been
training very hard.
Two rising sophomores,
Joe Simeonsson, who attended
track camp with Brad, and
Kevin Caulkins are expected
to contribute a great deal.
Senior Scott Tyrey and Junior
Homer White will be important factors in the team's
success, along with Will and
Pat Donovan.
The season began by
totally devastating Northern,
(J-18,
N-39);
Durham
Academy, (J-21, DA-38); and
Webb, (J-15, W-45). According
to Coach Gray, "We'll be
pretty as a fat hog on market
day" .. .. . "The hog's all
ours!" Gray knows his stuff so
get ready for one super season
of cross country. (That goes
for girls' cross-country, too!)

